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PIN POINT

Viewpoints

REVIEWS

Constructive Comments on Industry Issues
Crisp,

Business-wise

ERIC

JOHNSTON

S

OFF-KEY TUNE

Analysis
of the

New

Films

There 9s
Like

jV© Business
JVa Business
o

RANSOM!
LAME OF THE ISLANDS

STORM FEAR
AT GUNPOINT

THE LONE RANGER

The HVheels Grind

Toward Begulatian

THE LIEUTENANT

WORE

SKIRTS

THE INDIAN FIGHTER
THE SOUARE JUNGLE

RED RDSES FDR RKD

The Colossus
Conquered The World...

Who
NOW... THE

MOST COLOSSAL

MOTION PICTURE OF ALL TIME!
The Battle Of Illyria
The Battle Of Cheronea
The Rape Of Olynthus
The Siege Of Miletus
The Battle Of Issus
The Battle Of Granicus
The Battle Of Gaugamela

think this is

I

one
The Captured Women Of Miletus
The Assassination Of Phillip Of Macedonia
The Debauched Grecian Maidens
The Burning Of The Palace At Persepolis
The Victory Orgy At The Gateway To Athens
The Macabre Jig Of Triumph Among The Battlefield De

greatest

boxoffice attractions

have ever seen

I

let's back
at

least

-

with

it

a

$1, 000, 000

The Forced Marriage Of Thousands Of Persian Women
The Human Juggernaut Of Shield, Sword And Spear
The 11,000-Mile Route Of Conquest
The Charge Of The Knife-Studded Chariots
The Court Of Darius At Babylon
The Macedonian Fleet Crosses The Hellespont
The Cutting Of The Gordian Knot
The Statued Agora At Athens
The Shrine Of Zeus-Ammon
The Decadent Palace At Pella
The Awesome Siege Machines Of Macedonia
The Massive Stone Gods Of Babylon

—

of the

c

amp ai gn
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Ao Business"

There's JVa Business Like

Frankly, we were dumbstruck by
Mr. Johnston's oddly inverted inter-

boxoffices have resembled no bulg-

rela-

labored

pretation of his obligations to the in-

is it

under the rather staunch impression

dustry of which he is virtual high
commissioner. Smart public rela-

repair.

Until Eric Johnston unfurled his
bright

new theory

tions,

Film

public

of

BULLETIN

more judicious means of selltickets consisted of booming

that a

ing

movie industry progress instead of
debunking it. Indeed, so accustomed
have most of us become to those
shrill rules of present-day drumbeating "Everybody's Doing It
Using It
Buying It" that per-

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

haps we've overlooked the merits of
a more, shall we say, forthright approach to institutional selling. Not
Eric Johnston, a salesman

who

ap-

parently believes in the doctrine of
tell-'em - the - worst-at-any-cost be-

cause sooner or later virtue reapeth
its own reward.
This,

appears,

it

Mr. Johnston's

is

theory of furthering his industry's

And

interests.

he lives up to every

splinter of this unique platform. Before a

packed and predatory gallery

of the lay press (plus the friendlier

trade press), Mr. Johnston summarily stated
is

:

(a) a boxoffice recession

in progress;

(b)

he cannot pin-

point the causes; (c) it is unlikely
that business will ever return to the
level of 1946-1948; (d) the industry,
like

Great Britain, would

somehow

muddle through.

Needless to say,
the lay press, much of it hip-deep in
TV investments, wasted little time
dispatching Mr. Johnston's grayish
impressions to the world.

Some undoubtedly

applaud
Mr. Johnston and find his approach
poppies

mountain

age of the threebutton barker and blatant hyperbole.
Practical industryites those who
man the theatre ramparts, who make
in

this

—

and

distribute

pictures

—will

not.

They will adjudge his a rather curious means of winning movie converts and influencing stay-at-homes.

bandwagon

since the Fall.

Nor

a secret that current conditions
warrant the most serious study and
It is regrettable that a presi-

the drums, blaring of the trumpets.

dent of the Motion Picture Association of America should have chosen

Instead, our industry

treated to

to invite the general public to sit in

appointed maestro stepping to the podium, tapping

on an internal industry discussion
that was down-beat. Already that

and sriking up the band

respects
as
mentality
movies, so familiar during the late
depression years, has seeped into

we

tions,

believe, call for beating of

the spectacle of

for silence
for

is

its

motion pictures

— with

a dirge.

The tune was

clearly: "There's

Business Like

No

No

Diplomacy, as Mr. Johnston so
is not usually a matter
of blurting out the naked truth, and
throwing caution to the hindmost.
well knows,

It is

more often the

art of softening

the unpleasant, of observing the

am-

euphemizing.
We shudder at the thought of absolute
candor in the international
sphere, an area in which Mr. Johnston is well practiced. It could lead
to a hurried dusting off of the bomb
menities,

of

delicate

publications

—those

Some

that regard any

anti-movie gesture as their favorite
sport received Mr. Johnston's un-

—

happy report with spasms

of glee, as

own

long nuras a

confirmation of their
tured opinion
second-class

Hollywood

of

artistic

medium

sus-

pended temporarily by the kindest
whims of gravity. These journals

may now

continue their "needling"

of the industry in a considerably re-

After all, Mr. Johnston,
admits that many fewer
people are going out to theatres.
laxed

air.

himself,

shelters.

The

jaundiced

public print and public talk.

Business."

plain fact of business

life

is

that the public loves a winner, turns

back on a loser. Who jumps
aboard empty bandwagons? The
gregarious consumer always has and
will follow the crowd.
its

Admittedly

it is

no secret that our

Even

the kindlier journalistic hands

"What's wrong
with the movies?" The aid and comfort taken by television must be prodigious. In sum, Mr. Johnston's offkey tune had all the devastating efare again asking

fect

of

saying,

:

"The show's not

drawing".
True, Eric Johnston has the statfill more than

ure and the talent to

will

as refreshing as a sprig of

ing
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adequately the requirements of his
office in our industry.
What he
seems to lack is a grasp of the funda-

may

be well and good for more

mundane

businesses to state publicly

It

the sometimes sad facts of financial
(Continued on Page 10)
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A NEW HIGH IN/THE MOVIE SKY!

M-G-M WISHES YOU A PROSPEROUS 1956
We

couldn't say

it

more

sincerely than with fine attractions:

"KISMET" (CinemaScope- Color) Biggest first week of any Christmas attraction in Music Hall, N. Y. history. Simultaneous
nationwide openings BIG! Howard Keel, Ann Blyth, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone.
"THE TENDER TRAP" (CimenaScope-Color) Just what the boxoffice needs. The No.
David Wayne, Celeste Holm, Jarma Lewis.

extra time.

1 hit that's built for

Frank

Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds,

TOMMORROW"— Susan

"I'LL CRY
picture of the

New

Hayward's great performance in the life story of Lillian Roth, already hailed as the
Year! Richard Conte, Eddie Albert, Jo Van Fleet, Don Taylor, Ray Danton.

"RANSOM!"— Another
Leslie Nielsen,

high voltage drama in the tempo of "Blackboard Jungle" and "Trial." Glenn Ford,

Donna Reed,

Juano Hernandez, Robert Keith.

"FOREVER DARLING" (Color) Funnier, bigger, better than "The Long, Long Trailer." Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Louis Calhern, John Emery, John Hoyt, Natalie Schafer.
"DIANE" (CinemaScope-Color) The battle of the sexes in a truly big attraction. Lana Turner and an outstanding cast including
Pedro Armendariz, Roger Moore, Marisa Pavan, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Torin Thatcher, Taina Elg.
"THE LAST HUNT" (CinemaScope-Color) Stampede

of 1,000 wild buffalo in a great adventure filmed in the

Dakota Bad Lands.

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget, Russ Tamblyn.
"IT'S

A DOG'S

LIFE" (CinemaScope-Color) Refreshingly different screen delight from Richard Harding Davis' celebrated
Jarma Lewis, Edmund Gwenn.

story. Jeff Richards,

"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS" (CinemaScope-Color) A glittering array of stars in a romantic, fun-filled story of America's exciting
Dan Dailey Cyd Charisse, Liliane Montevecchi, Agnes Moorehead, Jim Backus, Oscar Karlweis, The Slate Brothers.
Guest stars: Jerry Colonna, Vic Damone, Paul Henreid, Lena Home, Frankie Laine; introducing Mitsuko Sawamura.
playground.

,

"FORBIDDEN PLANET"
Anne

(CinemaScope-Color) Unique! Dramatic! Startling! Drama of the world of the future! Walter Pidgeon,
Warren Stevens, and introducing Robby, The Robot.

Francis, Leslie Nielsen,

"TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN" (CinemaScope-Color) A major M-G-M enterprise filmed
Cagney triumph. Don Dubbins, Stephen McNally, Vic Morrow, Irene Papas.

"GABY"

in the

Colorado Rockies. Another James

(CinemaScope-Color) The separation and reunion of a GI and his dancer-sweetheart. "Keep
love's vow. A great picture! Leslie Caron, John Kerr, Taina Elg.

me

in

your heart"

was young

BHOWANI JUNCTION"
The

(CinemaScope-Color) Ava Gardner and Stewart Granger in a giant production filmed in Pakistan.
girl and the men in her life. William Travers, Abraham Sofaer.

story of a seductive half-caste

"INVITATION TO THE DANCE" (Technicolor) Headed for the Hall
Gene Kelly, Tamara Toumanova, Igor Yousekevitch.

of

Fame

of motion pictures.

Something new,

startling,

magnificent.

"LUST FOR LIFE" (CinemaScope-Color) The dramatic story of the famed painter, van Gogh. A great attraction filmed
Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown, Niall MacGinnis.

in actual

locations.

SWAN"

(CinemaScope-Color) The story of the beautiful young girl who had to fall in love to become a woman. A
"THE
notable stage hit now a memorable motion picture. Grace Kelly, Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne, Agnes Moorehead,
Jessie Royce Landis, Leo G. Carroll, Van Dyke Parks, Estelle Winwood, Robert Coote.

And Many Morel

Biggest Event Of The

New Year! "M-G-M WEEK

"-FEB. 5-11

•

An M-G-M

Picture

On Every Screen!

:

7w

O'We/i'j

in

future o/f Theatre*

RKO, a Path

For
Two

CjeniuA Repealed

financial

He HaA Confidence

hurricanes ago

Thomas

!

of

Red Roses

F. O'Neil, an athlete of

some prowess, achieved the feat of his career. He bought
for $25,000,000 cool cash, from Howard Hughes, the Gower
Street Quixote, a property for which Mr. Hughes had previously declined a piffling $60,000,000

RKO

namely, control of

:

Radio Pictures.

The news descended on the motion picture industry with
same kind of thud Tom O'Neil had been accustomed,
in his eariier days, to making on the football field. For
the

Mr. O'Neil had been reared in the highly speculative world
and radio. Almost everyone assumed, therefore, that RKO was about to be "milked" for TV.

of television

As

now

it

turns out, almost everyone

well known, most of the

was

right, for, as

is

by

RKO

backlog features have
been licensed to a soft drinks company the C & C Super
Corporation with which Matty Fox is associated.

—

—

In the meantime, however, O'Neil and his associates had

any idea that RKO was being broken up. Word
was assiduously spread that the company would continue
to dispel

in the

motion picture

field as its

primary

other notion had become firmly established

interest.

If

any

Thomas O'Neii

would have had on his neck not only the bankers from
whom he had borrowed part of the cash with which to pay
his good friend Howard (he calls him that), but also his
own father to whom he was in hock for the balance of the
purchase price.

As

summer days of
O'Neil was an Innocent Abroad. As he confessed at the time, he didn't know the difference between
studio production and independent production, he couldn't
1955

yet

far as films are concerned, in those

Tom

tell

how many

of the

RKO

backlog pictures he had behe was going to raise the money

come possessed of, or how
with which to make pictures.

Has Deep Convictions
But he knows now, and the Tom O'Neil of today cuts a
remarkable figure. He has gained confidence, he can talk
freely and knowledgeably about film industry matters of
some obscurity, and he has developed some pretty deep
convictions. These things were obvious to everyone at a
recent conference held in New York at which the Press
was invited to act as midwife at the delivery of a new

company

called

RKO

the meeting

was held

roses, all the

way

Teleradio.
in a

And

significantly

enough

room wallpapered with

PRESIDENTS O'NEIL & O'SHEA
in a Room of Roses

Bright Prospects

roses,

— right up to the ceiling.

Mr. O'Neil, President of General Teleradio, sat beside
Daniel O'Shea, President of RKO, on a sofa floodlit from
behind, and explained that RKO Teleradio was the corporate entity in which General Teleradio and RKO Radio

Pictures would be the operating constituents. He also announced that he had just received a check from Howard

With it Mr. Hughes had bought
two pictures in which he
owners
back from RKO's new
had a special interest— "Jet Pilot" and "The Conqueror".
Both pictures will be distributed by RKO. From the proHughes

ceeds

for $8,000,000.

RKO

wiil take a further $4,000,000 of "first money"
prints, promoit will recoup its expenditure on

with which
altogether
tion and publicity, getting, therefore, $12,000,000
from Hughes for two pictures no mean achievement

—

—

few things became clear though
not many. It seemed as though, from Mr. Hughes' twelve
million lettuce leaves, and more than twelve millions mere
to
of the Matty Fox group's, Tom O'Neil had contrived
whistle uo funds to get the RKO studios working at full

With

this disclosure a

pelt again, after a too-long lapse.

But hew much working capital would these deals produce? That was the $64,000 question, for an important
consideration had, up to this minute, not been illuminated:
how much money had to be paid back to those who had
provided Mr. O'Neil's purchase money? That some would
have to be paid back was reasonably obvious since, presumably, the cash had been secured on some of the RKO
properties (such as the two films sold to Hughes).

Tom

O'Neil

"When we
nal purchase

now

explains

it

this

way

first went into this proposition (i.e., the origifrom Hughes) we borrowed $25,000,000 from

(Continued on Page 6)
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For

RKO, a Path

of Roses

(Continued from Puge 5)

We also borrowed $5,000,000

Chase Manhattan Bank.

from

company (General Tire & Rubber, controlled
O'Neil,
Sr.)Our problem immediately became one of
by
capital.
By borrowing these sums we had asworking
sumed a considerable senior debt.
the parent

"The

own

first

all of

thing

we

did

was

to

have General Teleradio

the stock, instead of 90 per cent, so G. T. ac-

quired R. H. Macy's 10 per cent interest for $2^4 millions.

"We

had, with Chase Manhattan, one $10,000,000 note

result of our $8,000,000 deal with

a

for ten years. As
Howard (meaning

and another for $15,000,000

for five years

Hughes) and the $12,200,000 backlog agreement with
Matty Fox and the C. & C. Super Corporation, we have
been able to apply $15,000,000 against our indebtedness to
Chase, reducing our obligation to the bank from $25,000,000 to $10,000,000. We have additionally reduced our indebtedness to General Tire by $2% millions, and we have
the rest of the

money

as

working

capital."

HUGHES

Holding $5 Million Cash
If

Film

BULLETIN'S

as they ought to be, this

"12 Million Lettuce Leaves

office

means

statisticians are as

that the

new

outfit,

good

RKO

Teleradio, has about $5,000,000 cash left of the $20,000,000

covered by these astute transactions. It also has, as potential income, any proceeds which will result from the
sale to national advertisers of 150

on

to

backlog films not passed

Matty Fox, plus normal operating revenues.

Now,

17 films in the

O'Neil

amount of money with which to
company which aims to make about

this is not a great

operate a great film

coming

year,

and

to release 20,

and

Tom

already casting his eye around for other financial
cards to play perhaps the sale of the studio on a leasing
is

—

basis.

That he will manage to pull the business together is a
reasonable certainty in view of the way he has handled the
business end of this complex operation so far. For it is not
generally known that when the O'Neil figure experts had
paid Hughes his original $25,000,000, and had delved into
the books and records, they found the company's book
value was only $12,000,000.

Was

O'Neil perturbed by this discovery?

trary.

The huge accumulation

down

to $1 each

of old films

On

—a tremendously valuable "hidden asset",

The studio properties were
books at $1,000,000. They are worth at least
$8,000,000 to $10,000,000— though unless they were sold on
a leasing arrangement, their disposal would virtually put
listed in the

out of the film business.

So far, then, this new figure on the Hollywood horizon
has shown himself to be alert and able. He seems to have
complete mastery of the intricacies of high finance. And
he is insistent that, whatever rumors have circulated to
the contrary, the Hughes and Fox sales do not represent
f-'f 6

Film
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Strong Sense of

Humor

His sense of humor is strong. Ask him what made Howard Hughes buy back "Jet Pilot" and "The Conqueror"
and he will say, "I suppose it was partly sentiment, but
Howard's sentiments are usually tied in with good commercial considerations ..." Asked what would happen if
Mr. Hughes, who has been tinkering about with "Jet Pilot"
for years, did not deliver it to RKO by next June for release, as specified under the contract, O'Neil grinned, and
answered, "Well, if that happens he'll have the picture;
but we've got the money!" And again, his reply to a query
as to the methods Matty Fox would use to release the old
RKO backlog to TV was "Unorthodox!"

the con-

had been written

as events have since shown.

RKO

any desire or intention to liquidate RKO for capital profit.
"My view of the future of motion pictures is high," he said
the other day, and he accompanied the words with a characteristic motion towards the ceiling.

He

is

a very confident

man

is

Tom

O'Neil.

He

is

not

unduly concerned by the effect his recent activities will
have on the motion picture exhibitor. By the time RKO's
pre-1948 films have reached the TV screens, he believes,
they will have lost all their reissue value. Moreover, reissue of "oldies" on TV, in due time, cannot possibly keep
people out of the theatre, where alone they can get CinemaScope, VistaVision and color and stereophonic sound,
and entertainment made in the modern idiom.
"I don't believe those old films

pete with the

new ones

on

TV

in the theatre,"

And Film BULLETIN

can possibly com-

he declares.

agrees wholeheartedly.

Brother against brother, man against
woman in the Ranch Society Jungle
of today's great Southwest!

VAN JOHNSON JOSEPH COTTEN
RUTH ROMAN JACK CARSON
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Directed by
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Viewpoints

setting the wheels in motion.
lied's call for legislation is

to run

life,

but show business

built

partially

business

is

unique, a
papier

of

mache and imagination. Much

of its

stock in trade is pretense and emotion, and it leans far more heavily

on exploitation than any industry
furnishing tangible goods. Because
it is so unlike any other industry

and so vulnerable to popular sentiment, it is incumbent upon those

who

labor

in

show business

to

branches of

the

all

wear their brightThat goes for

est face at all times.

ing.

If

are

Even

Al-

they were sacrificing revenue and
we believe they would not be in the
long run it would seem sound investment practice to accede to the
pleas of the little exhibitors, within

allowed

course, the ultimate rami-

its

are bound

fications

(Continued from Page 3)

who

those

including

controls,

bodes ill for an inours, tenuous and un-

Certainly,

dustry like
settled as

to be far-reach-

it

in the desperate strug-

it is

then,

asked,

is

it

the

is

Federal Government being asked to
intercede in the affairs of this indusIt is not sufficient answer to
charge Allied with being careless or

try?

The

reckless.

fact is that there exists

among

strong sentiment

form

the rank-

exhibitors for some
government regulation of

and-file

little

of

distributors

—

—

away from
regulagovernment
the courts and
reasonable limits, to keep

Insisting on the same selling
terms to theatres that gross $1000
weekly as those that gross $5000
weekly doesn't make any kind of

sense in a business as flexible as this
be. It behooves the film companies to revise their thinking about

must

the profit-margin group,

film pricing policies. Extensive ques-

publicly acknowledged chief barker

tioning of theatremen by this publi-

equal recognition,

of movieland.

cation has indicated clearly that a

dangers that lurk

mood

seeks

including

certainly

BULLETIN

Film

is

accord

in

with those who see in Mr. Johns"frankness" evidence of his
failure to understand the vital public
ten's

and
comprehend that show
business must always appear to the
customers
happy and thriving.
relations function of his office,
his failure to

The

title of

"There's
Business".

is

that tune, Mr. Johnston,

No

Business Like

Show

desperation pervades the
ranks of exhibitors operating small
of

reply: "If Gladstone

fell

out, that

Substituting the words "little exhibitor" for "Gladstone"

and "Feder"anybody", one

Government" for
might find a not-so-funny
al

the thinking today

among

parallel in

too

many

of the industry's policy-makers.

Yet

with February 2 named as the starting date for the Senate Small Business subcommittee hearings on exhibitor complaints, the wheels will
start

toward a hazardous
government regulation.

to grind

destination
It is

—

inconceivable that anyone in

the motion picture industry actually
desires any sort of governmental
Pag* 10
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course that

probably, ultimate regulation of one

But what was

men

struggling for existence that

them

the kind of regulation that

one side

not the film companies, with

their

hand

flight

to

to

power

it

lift

detour the perilous

government

They have

easily

regulation?

within

their

open a broad highway to
industry harmony, yet they persist
to

constantly en-

gender turbulence among those customers who provide them with the
least

revenue.

Major distribution

companies have long claimed that 85
percent of their income is derived
from a comparatively small number
of first-run and key run accounts. In
that case,

them

why

is

it

to adjust their

the large

number

of

so difficult for

terms to keep
theatres that

provide the remaining 15 percent of
revenue contented and in business?

By

incurring

the

pugnant

animosity

of

these small exhibitors, the film companies have brought down on themselves legislation and litigation that

re-

in prosperity, loses its ugli-

ness in duress, even becomes embraceable

when

it

tell

means
these

survival. It

show-

little

the industry's major problem

is

ting people back into theatres

the battle of
will be

of that vise.

logical question is this

their vast stake in this industry,

would be a calamity."

in a

Government intervention and,

easy to

why do

the Thames, that would be a misfortune; and if anybody pulled him

we

is

believe, of the

isn't

the other.

The more

into

the exhibitors' side, there

No, they do not desire
governmental regulation of anything; they merely want to survive,
and if there is no alternative, then

are

in sales policies that

The

On

sore or another.

will ease

"What," Disraeli was asked, "is
the difference between a misfortune
and a calamity?"

just to

caught in a
devastating vise formed by the product shortage and high prices on one
side, and television competition on
sub-runs.

give

The Wheels
Grind #V> u at 4!
it eyu lat ion

They

if

keep them in business.

the

everyone,

that

felt

tory bodies.

gle for the public's patronage.

Why,

the

if

a

;

get-

that

Government regulation

diversion that

is

apt to

plunge the industry into an internecine struggle, turning it from its
major objective of beating outside
competition. What answer can there
be for a man who says "I know
government intervention is no real
solution, but I'm being put out of
:

business by

my own

industry!"

The answer to the little exhibitor's
problems will never be found by any
Government agency, we believe. All
get from such a body is some

we can

bastardized attempt to balance the
scales.

Restrictions will be imposed

by men without

a real

knowledge of

—

unique industry and more time
and effort will be channeled off by
movie and theatremen in trying to
meet (and, no doubt, beat) these

this

restrictions.

While regulation may

permit temporary survival for some,
it certainly doesn't hold the promise
of a healthy, hearty industry capable
of taking on potent competition.

We

has restricted their methods of operation and has cost them millions of

do not believe the answers
must be either a "misfortune" or a
"calamity". The answers lie within

dollars in

the industry

lawsuits and legal fees.

itself,

nestled in the laps

—

men who make

of the

policy for the

The distortion
which the Government

film companies.

in

the scales

is

being asked to correct can be normalized much more simply, far less

— and
—

expensively

certainly

decisions on the part of distribution.

this

there can be no dawdling on

The

decision-taking.

Years-End Look

wheels

have started to grind and the juggernaut of government regulation

TV

at

ties of a single film studio

Looking

backward

over

the

past

one can see at a glance that 1955
was the year in which the film industry publicly announced its "engagement" to television. '55 saw the movie
studios plunge into active TV production and make wider use of the medium to exploit its theatre market product. At the year's end, there were
year,

will

many who gossiped that the long-expected "marriage" had actually taken

brakes.

started

Mare

Pictures' complete film
been sold for $15,200,000 to C & C
Super Corp., for TV showings, and

be here unless the cool, wise
heads of the industry apply the

From

older

RKO

by the news that

Columbia

was

rumor

This

secretly.

Radio
library had

will let loose 104 of its

through

features

Screen

its

subsidiary.

quarters of production

all

increased feature output in 1956.

we

about time,

say.

Had

of

another year in
merchandise under

out

Production for

TV

atrophying profit-by-restriction
thesis of manufacture, it is unlikely
that exhibition could have weathered
their

Three

—

Warnei
companies
and 20th Century-Fox—

film

MGM,
initiated TV
Bros.,

of their

series

own

last

The

branch of the
industry is direly in need of aid, and
the basic therapy it requires can
only be provided by the film studios.

Two

ailing theatre

things are needed:

good

and

films,

(2)

(1)

majors to enter the field
under the aegis of their own studios.
(Columbia, Universal and Republic
had previously been producing for TV

The TV
newcomers was de-

more

films,

tainment and decreasing the sellingangle and at least two of them have

—

In addition to bringing direct reto exhibitors, greater film output
might very well bear blessings that
lief

do not immediately meet the eye.

The

restrictive

production

policy

that has governed Hollywood's plan-

ning in the past two years or so has
precluded most production of an experimental nature. The keynote has
been play-it-safe with high-budgets

expended on only pre-tested properties,

pre-tested

treatment.
that the

Now,

stars,
it

is

pre-tested

conceivable

added product will give the

more leverage to undertake,
on lower budgets, some projects that
studios

stress the

new, the different.

—by increasing enter-

and

It is

—

output of the three
signed to provide entertainment and to
highlight the company's current theaAfter a somewhat
tre
attractions.
rocky critical reception, the series
gained steadily in production values

more

almost a dictum of theatre economics
certainly for subsequent-run houses that a higher
turnover in marquee letters signals
a higher yield in grosses. That rings
with special logic in this day of reduced audience potential.
period.

TV as a Source
Another important feature of the
program was the use of TV
for major film
its programs and stars
overall

—

Universal signed TV star
Steve Allen for a leading role in one
of their films, and then exploited the
fact to the obvious benefit of both
media. Few days went by without
production.

news

that

either

script, or writer,

film contract.

TV

a

personality,

had been signed to a

One

of the year's out-

standing critical and popular film successes, "Marty", was adapted from a
TV script, and turned out to be a surprise hit. TV series like "Foreign In-

"The Lone Ranger" were

the sources for feature films soon to
see theatrical release. There is hardly

space enough to

list

items of a similar

nature.

year, the first

via subsidiary organizations.)

the famine.

year's general developments.

trigue" and

It's

the major

persisted

parceling

—

Gems TV

come encouraging announcements

studios

place

that

Product

— Universal-

These items are only
representative and characteristic of the
International.

much

more wisely
to the industry at
large by some simple statesmanlike

And

—

in popularity

become

staples of regular televiewing.
highly probable that other majors
will proceed in this direction during
It is

1956.

The RKO Sale
1955 witnessed the heaviest flow of
films to the home screens.

feature

Many

comparatively recent British

his films extensively to theatres in the

simply decided to grab TV's
Korda's
"Constant Husband" was given an airing even prior to theatrical release and
the same policy will be employed in
the forthcoming exhibition of "Richard
III". Of course, these are dead for
theatre showings.
U.

S.,

smaller, but ready, revenue.

The

On

one could observe a

sides

all

striking and patterned increase in the

use of
ty,

TV

for film advertising, publici-

The

and exploitation.

nouncement became
most universal, part

"spot" an-

a regular,

and

al-

of the film adver-

budget. Film premieres were
telecast with increasing regularity, and
film stars made more and more "guest"
tising

on

appearances

shows

important

network

to spotlight their current thea-

tre fare.

program

Television's top-rated variety

—CBS'

"Ed

Sullivan

Show"

devoted more programming time to
film activities, and their chief competition
the NBC "Variety Hour"— in-

—

stituted a similar format.

show devoted
aspects

And an

of

its

one film

entire

minutes worth

One

Sullivan

entire 60 minutes to

—"Mr.

NBC

Roberts".
spectacular 90

—concerned

—

RKO

significance of the

library

Promotion and Selling

re-

were made available to television.
J. Arthur Rank, the British
movie mogul, being unable to peddle
leases

can't

sale

film

over-estimated.

be

The question now is this: will the
other major companies hold on to their
backlogs as tightly as they have done
Fifteen million dollars

heretofore?
after

all,

and fifty million at
Skouras values the Fox
will

A

is,

one hundred
which Spyros

far short of the

library.

be the effects of the

RKO

What
sale?

series of films that includes the likes

"Citizen Kane," "Kitty Foyle,"
"Stage Door," and a host of AstaireRogers musicals, must be regarded as
serious competition for theatre exhibition. But there are those who contend
that no films, however great, can outof

draw

a

good

"live"

show on

television.

our guess that other major film
libraries will be held back from TV, at
It is

least

until

problem

all

sides

have

been

thoroughly.

the activi-

Film
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the complex
examined more

of
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"CHEER

BETTER DAYS ARE COMING!"

UP.

bled a stock broker

chum

in a

scrib-

FINANCIAL

Christmas greeting to this

BULLETIN

He was speaking of movie stocks, of course, which
in 1955 displayed ail the flair and exuberance of warmed
over tapioca. We have already thanked him for his cheery
corner.

JANUARY

prescience but politely inquired at the same time if he
could support this bravado with information unavailable
to us. Frankly, we know of very little to indicate a near

—

— reversal

By

19

4

5

Ward

Philip R.

slide that bruised film industry shares so severely over

drop 8% in 1955. The one saving factor is that in the case
of each category, a rather firm consolidation of the 1954

much

gains

term

alone immediate

let

Though

of last year.

of the financial rock-

rehabilitation

measures are

being seriously discussed, mainly in terms of increased
product, it is unlikely that the full effect of this therapy

can perk up the industry until well into 1956. And lest we
retreat into that old delusion regarding quantity of film,

we had

best

first

dust

off the reliable prescription

:

quality

Enlarged studio output may
dilemma, but enough feature
films to fill Fort Knox would go for naught unless Hollywood is capable of endowing them with some degree of
distinction. The market today will accept only quality
films or those with unique showmanship attributes.

and

in large

liberal doses.

partially solve the exhibitor's

Before plunging into a modest survey of 1956,
first

assess the

The
movement
1955.

damage

we might

upon movie shares by
month-by-month price
company stocks and theatre

inflicted

charts below illustrate
of

leading film

The extreme

chain stocks.

short,

movie stocks defied

boomed

a year ago

their

the proposition

was a bogus, exclusively speculative
short-lived industry factors, and
upon
phenomenon based
would therefore soon descend to the more realistic levels
of 1953. Not so. Industry conditions generally in 1955
warranted stocks operating from the higher base at which
thev were stationed. And while things may yet get worse
before they get better, such criteria as earnings, boxoffice
grosses, weekly attendance and potentially meritorious

BULLETIN

1956 product indicate that 150 in the Film
truly objective base for

Cinema Aggregate should be a
some time. We do not look for

film shares to dip

this level, or, in the eventuality that

below

they do, to remain so

depressed for any serious length of time.

0

left-hand bar in each chart repit

BULLETIN Cinema

who

that the 1954 upsurge

resents the closing level of 1954.

Film

was evidenced. In

severest critics

In summary, while 1955 lacked the zip and zest of 1954,
did render an achievement of sorts. It protected quite

frightening

won the year
11% and 8% do not seem so
when measured against gains of 60% and 77%

— provided,

and here's the rub, that the industry has

jealously and well the coveted treasure trove

Aggregate*

Losses of only

before.

the heart, the imagination and the fortitude to keep striv-

In 1955, the film industry seemed like a football team
that had run up 21 points in the first quarter, started to
ing.

and suddenly found itself, in the third quarter, facing stiff opposition and struggling to hold its lead. True, it
build up more boxoffice
is still ahead, but the job now
touchdowns.
coast,

—

O

0
The movie

scene in 1956 will be

marked by

certain sig-

nificant developments that figure to exert important in-

and theatre shares. At
following appear most likely to happen:
fluence

HIM COMPANIES
*Compased

on

^Increased production by

makes To turn back the clock
for a moment, here is what the Cinema Aggregate looked
like 12 months a^o when 1954 was contrasted with 1953:
a difference a year

Companies
Theatre Companies
Film

And

here

is

!

Close

Close

Net

Percentage

1953

1954

Change

Change

111%

l78'/2

22 3/4

40%

+ 66%
+ 17%

+ 60%
+ 77%

1955 wei ghed against 1954

Companies
Theatre Companies
Film

Close

Close

Net

Percentage

1954

1955

Change

Change

\7SVi

l58'/2

-20
- 3%

-

40%

37

1

%
8%

11%

in

Page 12

Film companies advance 60%
1955. Theatre companies advance
it is.
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fiA final resolution to sell

77%

in

drop
1954;

studios with less emphasis on
so-called

"honest"

backlogs to television for several

reasons: (1) there is less to fret about than first believed
as regards the adverse effects on boxoffice of telecasting
important films; (2) live entertainment is the more serious
threat to theatres; (3) why not get as much coin as possible from the competitor and plow it back into much

needed new production.
r

Entry

of

new

level in several
]

in 1954;

all

more on the low-budget,

theme.

1

o
There

this juncture the

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

spectacle,

What

film

major companies.

Possible entry of powerful non-movie interests into at

least
*

leadership at the in-charge-of-production

one important production company.

Merger

of

two operating

studios.

what

picture
s Russell

Downing,
talking about

when he

says:

We

try to play

iy,'

Russell

Downing

sident and Managing Director,

Radio City Music Hall

all

of the best

pictures of the
year. This
will

assuredly

be high on

any

M
list.

CINemaScoPE

Product Boast Due in
MVi II Street Journal Reports
1954 to 12 this year, "in order to concentrate on 'The

The following appeared in the Wall
December 29.

Commandments,' which

Street Journal issue of

The

fare

film

at

your neighborhood theatre will be

changed more frequently

in 1956.

That's the word from the nine largest studios here, the

who

shoot about four of every five of
the movies you see. This year, for the first time since 1951,
so-called "majors,"

most have been making more pictures instead of fewer.
During the first 10 months, the film industry turned out
254 features, 12% more than in the like period a year ago.

And

probably run about 30
every indication that
production will continue upwards next year too.
for all of 1955, the total will

higher than last year's 303. There

nary films," Cost of Paramount's throttled output will,
however, be "slightly higher" than that of the 18 features
last year, according to Y. Frank Freeman, vice president
and studio head.

The

companies slowed output in previous years
new wide screen systems were
being introduced and they were not too sure how to produce with them, or the kind of films to make. The slowdown then was partly offset by longer runs because of the
film

partly because the various

public curiosity aroused.

is

Output slowed too because of the much-publicized drop
movie theatre attendance. From a record 90 million
weekly average in 1948, attendance fell to 45.9 million in
1953. It rose to 49.2 million last year, but some theatre

in

The

increase next year will include such spectacles as

"Moby Dick" and "Away All Boats" and popular Broadway plays like "Tea and Sympathy" and "The Solid Gold
you want to pay extra, you will also be able
to see, in a few big-city popcorn palaces, more extravaganzas such as "Carousel," "War and Peace" and "The
Cadillac".

If

operators estimate another drop for the industry for 1955.
They put the dip at 8% to 15%.

now

ance.

Measure

some movie producers say they
increasing production because of declining attend-

Interestingly enough,
are

Ten Commandments".

The hope is to stimulate
more often.

interest in

movies by chang-

ing the fare

of Decline

Motion-picture production started downhill after 1951,

when

Ten

will take the place of several ordi-

432 features were made. Output dropped to 368 fea-

tures in 1952, to 354 in 1953, and then

banged

low of

to a

Movie Makers Have Say
Ask other movie executives why they've finally upped
production and you get such answers as:

303 last year.
It will

be a few months before the upturn

the movie houses.

The reason: Many

"The
is felt

of the

fully in

completed

films are being held for later release.

total

supply of pictures

spokesman

for

Warner

—

—

even threatened to make movies themselves claim they've
had to run flickers so long that they play to empty houses
before the next feature arrives.

"Shortage of product has been one of our biggest problems," declares Tom Bloomer, owner of six theatres in
southern Illinois. The "shortage" has resulted in lower
grosses for J. J. Rosenfeld's five theatres in Spokane,
Wash., and even National Theatres, Inc., America's second largest theatre chain, blames lower theatre income this
year on the "shortage" of new films.

up

its

1956 production by six films.

Though some movies still return hefty grosses at the
box offices, a Fox executive notes that "the time
when lots of pictures played four and five-week stands
big-city

seems

to

have gone by."

"Now," he

seem to have
Fox has increased its 1955 output to 20 feamore than it shot in 1954, and plans to make "at
says, "even our biggest hits

shorter runs."

Republic's Report

anywhere from three to ten flickers apiece. "Independent" production is up too, as a result of an estimated
increase of about 20% in the number of free-lance pro-

Corp.,

1954 by

when

they're ready to shoot

a picture.

Not
ules.

all

the studios have increased their shooting sched-

Paramount Pictures Corp.

will make three more
knew we could sell at

Demand for more movies is up because of "faster turnover at the boxoffice, especially in the short-run houses that
change films one to three times a week," according to an
executive of Universal Pictures Co., Inc., which expects to

of the increased movie making comes from the big
such as Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., Allied Artists Pictures Corp., and
Republic Pictures Corp. They've boosted 1955 output over

Most

outfits

rent studio space

which

least 30" next year, according to

Independents Up, Too

short compared to

great," according to a

year than in 1954. "We
least three more, so we made them."

tures, five

who

Bros.,

is still
is

flickers this

Increased production is good news for movie fans and
theatre-owners who've been complaining about not getting
enough new movies. Theatre-owners some of whom have

ducers,

demand

a few years ago, but

Other movie moguls

will tell

Spyros Skouras, president.

you they're shooting more

features to "satisfy the theatre-owners." That's the reason

by Jack Baker, vice president at Republic Pictures
which this year is making 29 features compared
with 19 last year and expects to make more than 30
cited

—

—

in 1956.

A top man at another studio echoes this theme: "We're
boosting production because we want to supply the demand

of the public

and exhibitors

for

cut back six, from 18 in

more

films."

(Continued on Page 16)
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'SJ Sees

II

Product Boost in

(Continued from Page 15)

"We've had more big grossers

This type of public concern may be praiseworthy, but
it hardly seems sufficient to explain the upturn in movie
making. Besides the fact that attendance, and presumably
"demand," is down, Hollywood has not heretofore been
impressed by theatre-owners' pleas for more pictures. Why
is Hollywood now listening to such requests?
It's

the latest turn in Hollywood's running battle with

RKO

TV,

Teleradio
says Bill Dozier, vice president of
has released only
Pictures. In the last two years
two pictures of its own. But now, under new owners, it

RKO

plans to turn out 12 to 15 pictures in 1956.

"Hollywood is no longer frightened by TV," says Mr.
Dozier bravely. With some of the novelty of TV wearing
off and people becoming more selective in the shows they
watch at home, "good pictures are capturing their audience." He points to "Mr. Roberts" and "Marty" as two
1955 films "which have done very well." ("Marty"
became an entertainment world sensation on TV.)

"Shock State" Ends
"Now we've evaluated
live

with

;

plains the current rise in shooting schedules this

way:

After coming out of their "state of TV shock," movie makers offered theatre goers fare they couldn't get on their
home sets color "travelogue" type films, big screens and

—

spectacles.

Now

that such pictures as

"Marty" and "Trial"

have shown expensive spectacles aren't necessary to snare
customers, production

is

being stepped up.

There's additional evidence that Hollywood has indeed
TV. Some of the increased picture

learned to adjust to

production this year and next
"taking over"

TV

A TV show

shows and

coming from

is

studios'

personalities.

or star with a following of loyal, living-

room fans ought to pack them
Hollywood reasons.

in at

neighborhood theatres,

up with film rehashes
and "Our Miss

of "Medic," an Allied Artists endeavor,

Brooks" and "The Lone Ranger" by Warner Bros.

Motion picture companies have also been watching TV
the one-shot TV shows which can be expanded into big movies. M-G-M alone has three movies
coming up next year that first appeared as plays in your
living room: "The Rack," "Fearful Decision" and "The
Catered Affair." The hope is, they'll duplicate the box

—

—

success of "Marty," also originally a

TV

Made by Hecht-Lancaster, an independent
$325,000,

TV
tres.

"Marty"

is

production.
studio,

for

expected to gross about $4 million.

personalities are also going into neighborhood thea-

Liberace

is

already flashing his famous smile at movie

—although so
they're disappointingly small
number — a film called "Sincerely Yours". Ed Sullivan
goers

far

in

in

with his equally well-known smile

Warner

Bros.'

Although

Page 16

Film

is

to follow

soon

in

"The Ed Sullivan Show".

total

there have been

attendance has been

some notable box
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movies."
Allied Artists has been encouraged by its success with
"Wichita." This king-sized Western starring Joel McCrea
will top "The Babe Ruth Story," the firm's previous alltime grosser, by $400,000, says stocky Sa)muel Broidy,
president.

January

?,

1956

It's

boosted production to 24 films from 19

in

make still more movies in 1956 "in order to
demand for the kind of low-budget films eliminated

1954 and will
fill

the

by most other

studios," Mr. Broidy says.

Good for Independents, Too
been a good year for the independents too, as well
major studios. The Hecht-Lancaster organization,

biggest of the free-lance producers, predicts that "Marty,"

"Apache" and "Vera Cruz,"

its first

three films to date,

golden gross of about $25 million at theatre
box offices. Their combined cost was $6.5 million. The
firm, a combination of actor Burt Lancaster and ex-agent
Harold Hecht, is currently talking of hiking next year's
production to five features and spending $10 million on
them.

will take in a

On a smaller scale, a couple of fast-moving independents,
Sam Bischoff and Dave Diamond, knocked out a hit picture, "The Phenix City Story," for only $350,000. They
predict that, on the basis of returns thus far, they will each
net $1 million from this tale of violence and corruption in

an Alabama city that was the roughhouse playground for
Fort Benning soldiers.

Another sign of boom times among the free-lancers The
income of United Artists Corp., biggest financier and distributor of independent flickers, to about $50
million this year from $43 million in 1954.
:

After the financial success enjoyed by the movie-version

office

than ever before,"

rise in gross

of "Dragnet," studios are following

for short-plays

in 1955

vice president

M-G-M "several million dollars." He adds optimistically:
"There's no limit to what a picture can gross today. Times
are good, and people are willing to spend money on good

It's

we know how to
movie executive. He ex-

the competition

M-G-M

and studio head.
"Blackboard Jungle," he claims "is the biggest hit we've
ever had." He hedges on the exact amount but says this
tale of juvenile delinquency in a trade school will net

as the

declares another

it,"

first

says Dore Schary,

\J6*

down

this

office successes.

year,

The success of these small studios has attracted new
people into the independent field in recent months. Frank
Sinatra, for instance,

is

now

shooting his

first film

as a pro-

ducer. Mr. Sinatra claims that he

went into production for
artistic reasons. He says he wanted to be his own boss:
"An actor may have pretty good ideas. But as an employee
of a major studio he has no say-so in expressing them."
But the opportunity to make some money would also
seem to be an attraction leading Mr. Sinatra into independent production. His very first film, for instance, is to
be a Western, and Westerns are known to be good bets
at the box office. Called "Johnny Concho," the movie will
feature the cadaverous crooner in his first cowboy role.

Academy award-winning Marlon Brando is another star
about to turn producer. Next year, he too will don chaps
and spurs and gallop off in a Western of his own. He'll
call it, "To Tame a Land," and claims he'll be taking on an
"entirely different kind of role: that of a desperado who
dislikes killing."

"Ransom!" Hard-Hitting Suspense Melodrama
GcuUete Rati*?

OOO

<P'«>

Strong off-beat drama about kidnapping in hard-hitting
"Blackboard Jungle". Has power and suspense.

style of

Boxoffice prospects are very good

The

in all

markets.

MGM

exciting and successful style that

employed
"Blackboard
Jungle" and "Trial", has been used again to advantage in
"Ransom!". Provocative subject matter (on a contemporary theme), hard-hitting plot development and fast-paced
direction are combined in candid, sharp black-and-white
photography. Expertly handled, these elements result in a
tense, exciting, thoughtful film that has very strong boxoffice potential. "Ransom!" figures to be very much in the
in

two

money
The

of their big

money

films of last year,

class of those other recent hits.

concerned with the kidnapping of a wealthy
industrialist's young son. The father (Glenn Ford) must
then decide whether to pay the ransom money which
will contribute to the success of future abduction attempts
or not pay and chance having his son murdered. Meat of
the drama is the social pressure that's applied on Ford to
pay, and the courage of his decision to refuse, in the face
of public
and his own wife's opinion. Adapted from an
story

is

—

—

—

—

original

TV

script ("Fearful Decision"), writing credit

is

Hume

and Richard Maibaum. Their script
is terse, clarifying all aspects of the complex problem with
a minimum of words. Alex Segal, from TV, applies many
given to Cyril

of the directorial techniques of that

medium

Adapting TV's necessary economies

in this movie.

he has
stripped the film of everything but relevant dramatic gesture, and achieved a kind of under-stated impact. The pace
is superb,, with nary a slow spot in the 104 minutes.
of

scope,

demanding

cellent in the

supporting cast

is

role of Ford's wife.

The

full

uniformly good. Outstanding are Robert

Keith, as the police chief, Leslie Nielsen, as a cynical reporter,

and Juano Hernandez (the judge

Ford's

loyal

servant.

Under

Segal's

of "Trial")

as

crowd
and pro-

direction,

scenes, in addition, are handled with great skill,

vide an extra element of impact. Arthur E. Arling's lens-

ivith

anguish at the pleas of his

refuses to offer

money

ivife

(Donna Reed), Glenn

for the return of their kidnapped son.

ing couldn't be better, making particularly fine use of closeups, another manifestation of director Segal's

man

with an important decision to
make, Glenn Ford adds another portrayal of stature to his
recent successes. What he lacks in variety of characterization, he makes up for in sincerity and conviction. His
work for Metro over the past year certainly has increased
the value of his name on the marquee. Donna Reed is exIn the role of the

Torn
Ford

TV

training.

Simple, but packed, story finds the day starting out like

"any other day" for Ford and his wife. He promises to
leave work early to help son Bobby Clark build a wooden
"fort" when the lad returns from school. When Ford
comes home, he is annoyed to find that his son has not
come home yet. A call from school soon suggests that
Clark has actually been kidnapped. Police chief Keith is
called in, the phone is tapped and everyone waits for a
contact call from the kidnapper. Mother Donna Reed is
put to bed suffering from shock. The call comes in, demanding five hundred thousand dollars in ransom money.
Ford martials his business associates and prepares to pay
the money until a chance remark by reporter Leslie Nielsen leads him to believe that not paying the money, in fact,
the greatest safeguard he has that the boy will live.
In the face of opposed public opinion, he goes on
to
proclaim that not a cent of ransom will be paid but that
the money will be used as a reward. Reed leaves Ford, resenting his action bitterly. Only Nielsen and his faithful
is

—

TV

houseman, Juano Hernandez, have faith in his decision.
He is rewarded when his son suddenly appears unharmed.
MGM. 104 minutes. Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielsen, Juano Hernandez,
Robert Keith, Richard Gaines, Mabel Albertson, Alexander Scourby, Bobby Clark]
Pryor, Lori March, Robert Burton, Juanita Moore, Mary Alan Hokanson,
Robert Forrest, Dick Rich. Directed by Alex Segal. Produced by Nicholas Nayfack]
Written by Cyril Hume and Richard Maibaum. Director of photography, Arthur
E. Arling. Assistant director, Joel Freeman.
Ainslie

Ford orders newspaper reporter

Leslie Nielsen out
of his house, as police chief Robert Keith looks on.
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"The

Indian

phoney ring

Fighter"

to

Technically, the picture

it.

is

satisfactory

the black-and-white photography being generally effective,

and
is

outdoor meller a solid bet for the action market.
Douglas name will up returns in general situations.

First-rate

UA

reindependent production for
anWhile
it's
outdoor
show.
galvanic
lease is a rugged,
other tale of the Cavalry vs. the Sioux, it boasts a bright
script by Frank Davis and Ben Hecht, plenty of zip and
whip, fine photography. It should be a sock entry for the

Kirk Douglas'

first

action market, and the Douglas

name

will carry

it

to

above-average returns in other situations. Filmed on location in Oregon, the CinemaScope-Technicolor photography is most impressive long, rich shots of mountains and
valleys providing a treat for the eye. Andre de Toth's direction is smooth, allowing for no slow spots over the 88

—

minute run. Douglas cuts an imposing figure as a professional Indian fighter, being most convincing in combat.

The numerous

formance as the rising pug, and John Day adds realism as
Joe Louis makes a brief appearance.
Proud, but ashamed of the poverty in which he lives with
his widowed father (Jim Backus) Curtis decides to enter
the fight game, secures the services of trainer Ernest Borgnine. His rise is sensational. He wins the championship
from Day, but loses it in a return match. He feels that the
fight was stopped too quickly, and before the third bout
asks the referee to "think twice" about stopping it. Curtis
injures, nearly kills, his opponent. Ashamed and miserable,
he gives up boxing. Borgnine gets him to attend a championship fight with his father and fiancee, Pat Crowley.
Day walks into the ring and asks the crowd to forgive
Curtis. When Curtis joins him and expresses his sorrow
for what he's done, the crowds' boos turn to cheers.

his ring opponent.

battle scenes, in general, are overflowing

with hard-hitting action that convinces. Italian beauty
Elsa Martinelli is introduced as Douglas' Indian love, and
while her accent detracts somewhat from her portrayal
she is, nevertheless, a refreshing and exciting personality.
Support is good down the line, and all aspects of William
Schorr's production are first-rate. When a wagon-train,
enroute to Oregon, is halted in Sioux territory, Douglas is
sent to find out why. He discovers that the Indians resent
white men trading whiskey to their people for gold. Douglas persuades the Indian chief to sign a peace treaty with
Cavalry commander Walter Abel, but the treachery of the
traders led by Walter Matthau and Lon Chaney upsets
the plan. Douglas, meanwhile, has fallen in love with the
chief's daughter (Martinelli). Later, when Indians meet
the train to trade, Matthau and Chaney incite a riot, and
the war is on
Douglas returns from a rendezvous with
the Indian girl to discover what's happened. He apprehends the villains, who are killed, and calls off hostilities
when he announces his marriage to Martinelli. The lovers
remain behind as the train goes on its way in peace.

—

—

!

UA

brilliant in the ring scenes. Jerry Hopper's direction
good, brisk and spirited. Curtis turns in a first-class per-

IA Bryna Production). 88 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Walter Matthau, Diana DougElsa Martinelli.
Produced by William Schorr. Directed by

las,
Walter Abel,
Andre de Toth.

Universal-International.

Jim Backus, John Day.

"The

Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley, Ernest Borgnine,
86 minutes.
Produced by Albert Zugsmith. Directed by Jerry Hopper.

Wore

Lieutenant

Sututet* R<zUh?
Comedy
Will

is

on the broad

do best

in

Skirts"

O O

Plus

side, but provides plenty of laughs.

metropolitan areas.

20th-Fox teamed two of their brightest comedy stars in
this Buddy Adler production, and the result is a broad,
boisterous, sometimes hilarious romp. There's no getting
away from the humor of the very adept Tom Ewell's mugging, double-takes, etc., the rather attractive

charm that

Sheree North exhibits, and the basically funny situation,
but the Albert Beich-Frank Tashlin script, despite its

many funny moments,

composed, much too often of
is a point to be considered
by exhibitors in judging whether this comedy is suitable
fare for family and small town audiences. Taste is simply
not this film's virtue, as it describes how a husband tries to
is

tastelessly suggestive lines. This

get his wife out of the air-force.

Otherwise,

it

has plenty

funny spots, and Ewell and North play them to the hilt.
Boxofhce outlook is fair-plus to good, particularly in met-

of

"The

Square Jungle"

ScUiHCte &€tfiKf
Fairly engrossing prize-fight

average

in

marquee

aid.

Tony

O ©

melodrama.

action spots, less elsewhere.

ropolitan areas. Tashlin's direction milks

(PIUS)

Should do above
Tony Curtis name

Curtis fans should delight in their hero's role of a

who

rises to the championship in this melodrama
about the boxing game. Others may be less satisfied, for
the film's thesis which has something to do with the
"rules of the game", the code of sportsmanship
is never
very clear, and lacks the substance to exploit, convincingly
and meaningfully, the story-line. As it stands, George

fighter

—

Zuckerman's

—

more

an outline for a screenplay
itself. Despite this inadequacy,
"The Square Jungle" does have some moving moments
and manages to be rather engrossing. The boxing sequences themselves are exciting and good much the best
part of the film but the surrounding talk has a rather
script

is

like

than the finished product

that she get out of the force.
tries

to

make

BULLETIN

Failing everything else, he

her believe she's losing her mind, for a

"psycho" discharge. Sheree discovers the plan,
leave Ewell when she learns she's pregnant.
20th Century-Fox.

by Buddy Adler.

[More REVIEWS on Page 20]
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about to

—
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all

and implies some extra ones, too. Technical
credits are all good. A colorful and perky CinemaScopeDe Luxe color lensing job is turned in by Leo Tover. Insane plot begins with successful writer Ewell receiving
notice that he's to be re-inducted into the air force. Rather
than face being separated from her husband, Sheree reenlists, too, only to find that Ewell hasn't passed his physical. So she is off to Hawaii, with hubby remaining behind.
When neighbors Les Tremayne and Rita Moreno begin to
suggest that Sheree may be "carrying on" out there, Ewell
flies to Hawaii, and movies into an on-base apartment with
his wife. His jealous fears, however, lead him to insist
of the script,

January

9,

1954

99 minutes.

Tom

Ewell,

Diiected by Frank Tashlin.

Sheree North, Rita Moreno.

Produced

new suspense

hit

heads

for

money! Nine weeks
paces first out-of-town

office
rk

National release in January
top-powered preselling!

FROM
ITCHCOCK!

UNEXPECTED ROMANCE
.

.

.

man who thrilled you with
To Catch A Thief" and
ir Window',' comes through
his

most unusual story

yet!

UNEXPECTED COMEDY
.

.

.

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

„,loi

by

TECHNICOUJ
starring

EDMUND GWENN
JOHN FORSYTHE
and introducing

SHIRLEY MacLAINE
cted by

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

Screenplay by

JOHN MICHAEL HAYES
by JACK TREVOR STORY

»ed on the Novel

vistaVjISIO

_

as the body they keep pushing
down keeps popping up!

UNEXPECTED SUSPENSE

ALFRED

.Trrr.HCOCK. b

as a young widow with a yen
meets a very yummy guy!

.

.

.

as it reaches a spine-chilling
climax you'll feel right down
to the marrow of your bones.

"The

Lone Ranger"

Sututeu 'Rating

"Flame of the Islands"

Q Q

Routine western based on the well known radio and TV
characters. Strongest appeal to kids. Will do

OK

in

action

spots, but boxoffice looks thin in other situations.

Warner

Bros, continue to manifest their proclivity for

bringing to theatre screens creatures spawned on the airwaves. We've had Joe Friday, Liberace, and now the Lone
Ranger, of legendary radio and television popularity. This

newest entry depicts the same characters and general story
of the long-familiar adventures,

line

right

down

to the

opening and closing "William Tell" music. It is thoroughwestern designed for the same juvenile audifollows
the masked rider and his pal Tonto on
ence that
ly a routine

the living room screen. There's
As a straight old-fashioned hoss opera, it is well-produced,
moving quickly and energetically, under director Stuart
Heisler's guidance, to its obvious climaxes. Edwin DuPar's
little

story, lots of action.

WarnerColor lensing is not only colorfully effective, but
"experimental" in some shots, with an interesting focusclose up technique. The leads, familiar only to television
audiences, perform adequately. The Lone Ranger (Clayton Moore) and Tonto (Jay Silverheels) will delight the
youngsters and the grown-ups who are avid western fans.
Warner

Bros.
IA Jack Wrather
Silverheels, Lyle Bettger, Bonita

Clayton Moore,
Production). 86 minutes.
Granville.
Produced by Willis Goldbeck.

Jay
Di-

rected by Stuart Heisler.

Storm Fear"
SututeAA bating,

Romantic melodrama burdened with improbable plot. Has
above average cast and good exploitables.
This Republic melodrama with some music will satisfy

The

only the undiscriminating.

plot

makes

little

pretense

at being logical,

and there is not enough action to compensate. The story about a misunderstood girl, social
snobbery, embezzlement of money, and a mixture of other

—

—

Bahama setting) is hopelessly compliBoxofficewise, this does offer some good

elements (with a
cated and

trite.

values in an above-average cast headed by
Carlo,

Yvonne desome
Miss deCarlo has three vocal num-

Howard Duff and Zachary

good ballyhoo angles.

Scott, as well as

bers, but they're rather irrelevant to the general proceed-

Film runs to a slow 90 minutes, not abetted much by
tepid direction. Reputedly lensed on location in the Bahamas, Trucolor photography is good, but
there are few exteriors. Story has deCarlo pretending
to have had an affair with an ex-client, recently dead, in
order to get "hush" money from his widow (Frieda Inescort). When Kurt Kasznar suggests that she invest in his
hotel in the Bahamas, she and associate Zachary Scott go
down there. DeCarlo meets an ex-flame, Howard Duff, and
makes an unsuccessful play for him. Meanwhile, Kasznar's
hotel has been a front for crooks. Kasznar and Scott are
killed, while deCarlo gets away with James Arness, a
friend of Duff's, and decide to build a new life together.
ings.

Edward Ludwig's

'

Heavy crime

meller

is

talky and morbid.

dualler in minor action houses

Republic. 90 minutes. Yvonne deCarlo,
producer-director Edward Ludwig.

Q Q
Will get by as

and naborhoods.

Fair

Duff,

Zachary Scott.

Associate

Gunpoint"

"At

name

Howard

values.

Cornel Wilde, as producer and director, as well as star,
responsible for this heavy, off-beat crime melodrama. Its
boxoffice potential is definitely limited. From beginning to

serve adequately as dualler

morbid, without a minute's relief from its depressing atmosphere. While the plot concerns the getaway of a

territory in dealing with a

is

end,

it's

bank robbers, there is little action or suspense, and
a great deal of talk. Under Wilde's direction the first twothirds of the picture are curiously static, and even in the
last third
a trip through the snow over a mountain there
is little excitment. The Horton Foote screenplay broods
all over the screen and has a kind of Chekhovian quality.
Performances range from fair to good, with nice jobs contributed by Jean Wallace and Lee Grant. The black-andwhite lensing against a background of snow is much the
best aspect of the production. Wilde, running away from
a bank robbery with associates Grant and Steven Hill,
turns up at the country home of his ailing brother, Dan
Duryea, latter's wife, Jean Wallace and son David Stollery.
trio of

—

—

It is

soon revealed that Stollery

is

really Wilde's son. After

much argument and debate of various sorts, Duryea gets
away to notify the police. Wilde and crew are thus forced
who has formed
to make a hasty exit, and take Stollery

—

—

deep attachment to Wilde to lead them over the nearby
mountain. Along the way, Grant, Hill, and Wilde are
killed
one by one. Duryea is found dead in the snow, and
Wallace and Stollery are comforted by their hired hand,
Dennis Weaver, who loves the widow.
a

—

United Artists (Theodora Productions, Inc.). B8 minutes. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea. Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde.
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Labored western has too much
in

talk,

fair action.

Should

action situations.

This western from Allied Artists traverses well known
gun-shy character who becomes
the target for a vengeful outlaw. While patterned on the
now-familiar "High Noon" theme, this modest CinemaScopic moves rather leisurely and devotes too much footage to talk. The action is only sporadic, which should disappoint the fans for whom this Vincent M. Fennelly production is intended. Daniel B. Ullman, who wrote the
story and the screenplay, uses a lot of dialogue to stress
the angle of the people's responsibility to oppose the outlaws, rather than shun the marked hero. Latter is played

by Fred MacMurray

in one of his better performances.
Best of the supporting roles are those by Walter Brennan,

the faithful old doc, and Dorothy Malone, as MacMurray 's
fearful, but brave, wife. CinemaScope, as usual adds body
to the visual production, and the Technicolor print is good.

When

the

town

sheriff is slain

by

gun-shy storekeeper MacMurray
slays the leader.

He

a

gang

of

bank robbers,
and luckily

fires a pistol

by the townspeople
by the dead
desperado's brother, Skip Homeier. Then, the cowardly
citizens plead with MacMurray to leave town with his wife
and child. Supported by Brennan, he holds his ground and
is

hailed as a hero

until they learn that he

is

marked

for death

gets ready to defend himself against the returning gang.
Eventually, the townsfolk help him in the showdown.
Allied

Skip

Artists.

Homeier.

minutes.
Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone. Walter Brennan
Produced by Vincent M. Fennelly. Directed by Alfred Werker!

81

Premiere
the Global'
January^26th
IN OVER 50jpOUNTRIES

Paris rescues Helen

from the victory-crazed
pillagers of Troy!

3 YEARS IN THE MAKING—
6 MILLION DOLLARS TO PRODUCE!
:

CINEmascopE
anoWARNERCOLOR

starring

ROSSANA PODESTA
.to^mvSIR CEDRIC HARD WICKE
screen play by

-

Paris

OS

Stanley baker • niall MacGinnis - Robert douglas -torin thatcher

JOHN TWISTandHUGH GRAY-

BY

directed By

IINER
ROBERT WISE jffsts

€XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

To

THE PRODUCT SHORTAGE
Allied

T.

All the recent trade papers published a

from Myron Blank, president of TOA,
expressing his views on several industry
problems. His first concern is the shortage
of product and with very little reasoning to
substantiate it, he blames the condition on
the Consent Decree. "Prior to the decrees,
the large producing companies also owned
theatres and they would not allow the market to become so short." Perhaps some exhibitors seriously believe that divorcement is
letter

a contributing cause to the shortage, but

IMPORTANCE OF THE
THEATRE TO THE TOWN

Repeated

negotiation of the decrees.

over and over again it is hoped that exhibitors will accept without reasoning that it is
a self-evident truth that Allied is responsible
for the shortage.

unbiased questioning for the reason of
the product shortage should lead to the
answer that it is the result of the great
change in the entertainment market brought
about by TV. Like any other manufacturer,
the film maker cannot grind out product in
complete disregard of what the ultimate cuswill buy.

Since television, the public
just will not buy a lot of the kind of merchandise that formerly constituted a product

supply in quantity. The proof is in the pattern of your own boxoffice. At one time you
could expect 40% of your audience to be
regulars but now if your lucky, half that
number are steady customers. Then your
day to day and week to week grosses did
not vary so far from a norm. Now you may
experience some peak grosses but at the
same time you have deeper valleys than ever
in your business graph. Who, and for what
good reason, will continue to make product
that is likely to be represented by one of
those valleys even though a few years ago
the same kind of picture would have been
marketable and profitable. Secondly, is it
reasonable to believe that the few hundred
theatres owned by producers, important
though they might be, controlled the supply
for the world market of over 75,000 theatres?
As long as it was saleable, wouldn't you continue to produce merchandise for 75,000 outlets even though you had lost 86 (RKO) of
your own "stores"? Third, why are Republic, A. A., Columbia and Universal producing about 35 fewer pictures than a few years
back? Those companies never owned any
theatres from which they are now divorced.
Fourth, to what extent are the former affiliates really divorced? Look over the names
of the heads of these circuits
the same men

—

—

and

their kin

who were

top executives in the

company. Do they seem like men
longer have "a voice in seeing that
there were adequate pictures on the market"
original

who no

and

whom

Mr. Blank says were once heard?

Last, the picture that by intent or misfortune

becomes
sell

a

"program" picture

is

harder to
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of

the

lahoma

recently, that they

of

losing

Logan County
Ok-

told residents of Crescent,

their

theatre

—

were on the verge
and if the theatre

went, they could look to a gradual deterioration of their town.

hope you will take five minutes to read
one minute's reading time, and
four minutes to think it over," he pleads
with his readers, and then informs them that
unless something is done about it, the town
"I

piece;

will lose its theatre.

"If that happens,

some

you can

kiss

goodbye

to

and if
enough of them are forced to close, you can
kiss the town goodbye.
"Perhaps you think the theatre isn't important to your community. You couldn't
be more wrong. For example, look at our
of the other businesses in town,

neighboring town of Marshall," he wrote.
Owen pointed out that the Marshall Theatre closed two years ago. Since then about
half of the businesses in town have been
forced to close. The only drug store locked
up Saturday night, "and when your town
loses its drug store, you've had it."
Television hurt the theatre business only
temporarily, he told his subscribers, and

more

theatres were open last year than ever

before.
loyal

Rural folks and teenagers have been

patrons

of

the

Jones operates,
have been attending
to almost break even
"Then, who isn't
Jess

Ritz Theatre, which
and enough of them
to allow the exhibitor

weeks.
attending?" he asks.
"You and I and the rest of the townfolk, to
whom the growth or failure of our city
means more than anything else.
"In fact, if all the movie dollars spent by

a natural aversion to the words
"Federal Regulation". But the more that
exhibitors understand just what kind of relief is being sought and the more they know
about what is actually taking place in other

in recent

more they favor seeking

countries, the

help.

Today's staunchest advocates of government
regulation were its bitterest opponents of
yesterday. One such is Julius Gordon. Following a three week trip to Europe by TOA
Pres. Myron Blank, the trade papers head-

"TOA

not against 'Beneficial'
remains vague about what

is

regulation".

TOA

constitutes

"beneficial"

er

regulation

but,

at

some education, they are no long-

least after

blind

in

opposition to the principle of
Exhibitors can be assured that
any Allied proposal will not contain provisions that are not beneficial to theatremen.
Some questions on the subject asked by
regulation.

Gordon but remaining unanswered

Julius
are:

there are evils to exhibitors where
regulation exists, why don't the distributors
who have the best knowledge of these conIf

some

ditions, pinpoint

of

them

for the infor-

mation of American exhibitors? Advocates
of the measure point to many benefits that
those exhibitors enjoy.

Would opponents whose

only attack on
"un-American" discard
every other principle of our government that
regulation

is

that

it is

did not originate in this country? If so, we
would discard the Bill of Rights and many
other fundamentals that were borrowed from

other lands. What other manufacturers have
starved American retailers for product because of limitations on what they could sell

abroad?

What

other companies have agreed

to arbitrate with their foreign

customers on

terms, but have refused that same advantage
to their fellow Americans?
What other

manufacturers

sell
customers 5000 miles
across the ocean cheaper than they sell
customers just 5 miles away from their factory door?

away

MAN WITH GOLDEN ARM
ITO of Ohio

folks in the Crescent area had been spent at

Since writing about this picture two weeks
ago, we have seen more reviews by both
trade and newspaper reviewers. The consensus, except for the Quigley papers, seems to

the Ritz last month, the problem would not

be that

exist.

"The problem is immediate
we are
open to suggestions as to what to do and
how to do it. Let's don't wait and buy our
.

.

.

ticket after the train has left.

The Ritz has CinemaScope, wide-screen
and most of the other advantages offered by
a modern theatre. If anything else is needed,
your attendance dollars will have to buy it.
"Jess doesn't know we are writing this,
and may not even approve. But we refuse
to stand idly

when

so

by and see a vital concern lost
effort by each of us would

little

spell the difference.

"What

today than ever.

Owen

News

this

An

tomer

Charles A.
(Okla.)

Many have

lined that

ITO of Ohio

we

Blank's have a purely propaganda purpose
to put the onus of the shortage on Allied for

North Central Allied

.

about because of the consent decree" may be
a less disturbing answer and one that does
not place a demand on an exhibitor to seek
solutions. But we think that the exhibitor
who recognizes that the shortage is one
phase of an entirely new set of market conditions will be the one more likely to adjust
his operation for a prosperous future.

are sure that most statements such as Mr.

their

.

.

ON FEDERAL REGULATION

Mr. Blank, that "the shortage
without question has come

say, like

of pictures

O. of Indiana

are you willing to do about it?"

it is a powerful, well made and well
acted production. One trade paper man said
(not in a review) that he wants his two old-

sons to see

because he doesn't think
touch narcotics after
seeing the degrading torment and torture
est

that

anyone

it

will ever

that results.

The Legion
ture a

"B"

of

Decency has given the

rating.

This

is

the

first

pic-

time in

our recollection that a picture which has
been denied a Code Seal has been given anything but a "C" rating by the Legion.
More important than anything else to the
exhibitor is the fact that in its only engagement so far, in New York, business has been
terrific.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

SKOURAS
P.

ZANUCK

teamed up

last

COHN

SKOURAS & DARRYL

SPYROS

week when

to

HARRY COHN,

make good news

the latter, following con-

since

duction head listed such potential box-

and

plans to produce two pictures a year in its 55mm process. Among the films to be filmed in '56
the stage hit "Anastasia" which will
In conjunction
star Ingrid Bergman.

is

with the proposed production plans, a two
day sales convention was held last weekend at the Fox New York office presided
over by distribution head Al Lichtman.
Participating in the conclave were president Skouras, vice president-advertising
chief Charles Einfeld, executive assistant
general sales manager W. C. Gehring and
ass't sales

manager

Arthur Silverstone.

it

clear that this does not constitute a sale

office hits as

company

re-

subsidiary

Screen Gems. The film company made

34 pictures "to be either
produced or released" in 1956. The pro-

also said that his

TV

lease to television via its

$70,000,000 on

two Rodgers and HammerBroadway plays and
14 literary best-sellers. The two R & H
productions, "Carousel" and "The King
and I", will launch 20th-Fox's new CinemaScope 55mm technique, with "CarouFebruary release and
sel" slated for
"King" for later in the year. Zanuck

go of 104 aging features for

log, let

ferences with the 20th-Fox president, revealed that Fox will spend an estimated

stein musicals, nine

president of Columbia

Pictures, not to be left holding his back-

O'NEIL

THOMAS
off

RKO

to sell

its

entire

backlog of more than 740 feature films to
television interests for over $15,000,000,
probably opened the floodgates of films
for

TV. The

buyer, the

C & C

everywhere but in the U.S. and Canada.
Within three days of the RKO announcement, Columbia revealed that it is offerits

title to

the pictures

"The changing

companies to remain fluid and
was given as the prime reason

for the

move

all

features to the television

RKO

to television.

The

official

announcement declared that Columbia
management wants to study "at first hand
the potential of the television market as
it

Television

Corporation, whose principle stockholder
is Matthew Fox, has the right to rent the
films for television use throughout the
world and for theatrical presentation

ing 104 of

maintain

flexible"

for

the lid

the simmering pot of speculation by

closing the deal for

will

character of our business and the need

O'NEIL, who took

F.

it

to all residual rights.

relates to feature pictures"

dormant

in a

now

lying

"backlog".

0

GEORGE WELTNER & EDWARD
K. (Ted) O'SHEA were Paramount
newsmakers last week with the announcement that O'Shea had terminated a nineyear association with that company to become vice president and world sales man-

market. (See adjoining column.)
can withhold any of the sold pictures until

ager of
Weltner,

they have been in theatrical release for
three years domestically and five years
abroad.

chief,

Magna Theatres
Paramount

Corporation.

world-wide

named Hugh Owen

sales

to step in for

O'Shea as eastern sales manager, and
Sidney Deneau as western sales manager.

O'SHEA

ZANUCK
[More

NEWS

on Page 26]
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THERE
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NOSHl
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Incidentally . .

THEY

JAMES

MULVEY,

A.

president

of

Samuel Goldwyn Productions, announced

Howard
Hughes

MADE THE NEWS
(Continued from Page 23)

MEYER HUTNER

has been named
Eastern advertising and publicity manager, and that DAVID GOLDING, directhat

tor of advertising and publicity, will make
his permanent headquarters on the West
coast. Hutner recently left the 20th-Fox

exploitation department.
tfc

*

sf:

MOREY

put

tists

R. GOLDSTEIN, Allied Arvice president and general sales man-

ager,

ARTHUR GREENBLATT

named

captain of Allied's "March of Progress"
sales drive to run from January 28 to
May 24. Greenblatt is home office sales
executive.

2 years

and

WILLIAM
S.

J.

HEINEMAN

SKOURAS,

& SPYROS

JR., co-chairmen of the

amusement industry's 1956 Brotherhood
Drive, named five exhibition officials who
head

phases

of the drive:
Orleans; TED
SCHLANGER, Philadelphia; DAVID
WALLERSTEIN, Chicago; ED ZABEL, Los Angeles; SOL STRAUS-

will

$6,000,000

local

HENRY

into

PLITT, New

BERG, New

York.

KIRK DOUGLAS was honored by the
American Heart Association for his services on behalf of that organization
.

WALT DISNEY

.

.

won the 1955 Parent's
Magazine Medal Award for Outstanding
Service to Children. Disney was among
eight

BOASBERG

.

.

.

DANNY

including

recipients,

KAYE

STEVE ALLEN

of

TV

fame

of Wash,
as its "Personality of the Year" for 1955.

was chosen by Variety Club

CHARLES BOASBERG

THE

new
Ten

CONQUEROR

assumed

the

post of supervisor of sales for

"The

"War

and

Commandments"

and

Peace", top-budget pictures to be released

by Paramount. He is special assistant to
world wide sales chief George Weltner.

ROBERT W. COYNE insisted that
COMPO will go ahead with its plans to
complete admissions tax relief
despite President Eisenhower's State of

push
the

for

Union message dooming any

tax re-

ductions this year. "We are completely
confident that when the Congress and the
Administration are told the facts about
our industry's present condition we shall
be accorded the tax relief," Coyne said.

from

RKO

BULLETIN
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.

.

.

publicity and exploitation for
MEREurope and the Middle East

vertising,

.

VIN HOUSER, RKO

announced that

director,

.

studio

.

publicity

PAT McDER-

HOWIE
MOTT his new assistant
HORWITZ was made assistant to Paramount production head DON HARTDARRYL F. ZANUCK, 20thMAN
is

.

Fox

.

BROWN
includes

.

.

.

.

production
to

his

head,

and

exhibitor

added

production

BUDDY

SCHREIBER

Veteran

[More
Film

YATES announced the
REGINALD ARMOUR
as executive vice president of Republic
CLARENCE
Pictures International
J. SCHNEIDER was elevated to assistant manager of United Artists foreign
publicity department. He replaces BEN
HALPERN, made UA manager of adJ.

DAVID

staff

which

ADLER, LEW
SID ROGELL.

Samuel

Rinzler.

president

York Randforce Amusement
of the New
Corp., holds the engraved silver and mahogany
plaque given him on his 70th birthday by-

COYNE
Page 26

HERBERT

appointment of

NEWS

on Page 31]

company personnel.
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Rhoden Urges Hotter Showmanship To Beat
B.O. Doldrums, Dearth of Mass Appeal Films
In his review, the

Dropping attendance and fewer mass ap-

mer C. Rhoden told his National Theatres
managers in a year-end review. "We must
eternally seek new ideas of showmanship,

.

ment

distri-

throughout the far-flung NT
chain is the coverage of individual efforts in
the circuit's house organ, "Showman". Ranging from a real camel with cheesecake, a
poster-carrying lion, and umbrellas above
swaying hips, stunts are combined with contests, co-ops and displays, photographed and
buting ideas

shot into the

.

movie public?"

urged "careful analysis to the selling
approach of our attractions. We can no
longer assume that pictures have a pre-sold
market. Only the occasional picture has that
quality. The public must be informed and it
is our job as operators of motion picture
theatres to see to it that the message of good
reaches its mark."
entertainment

scious circuit's exploitation efforts, traditionally among the most widespread in the inin

of the

.

He

Rhoden's words were particularly significant in the light of this showmanship-con-

Of no small importance

head also ques-

the greatest enthusiasm in the casting of
Are we
ballots was by the young people
making pictures that appeal to the great seg-

new ideas that can be applied circuit-wide to
improve our gross receipts," he urged.

dustry.

NT

tioned whether production had responded to
the voice of the younger people evidenced in
the Audience Awards poll: "We know that

peal pictures last year are a "challenge to
the showmanship ability" of exhibitors, El-

.

.

.

Rhoden envisioned new

interest

in

1956

with forthcoming innovations like Cinema-

Scope

55,

Todd-AO and NT's new

Cine-

"There is no question but
what it takes something new to capture the
attention of audiences, and 1956 will be a
historical year in technical advancement."

miracle process.

West Coast headquarters where

they are assembled and broadcast via the
house organ to the organization's showmen.

[More

SHOWMEN

on Page 28]
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Envoy, Timeliness Help Boost

'Ranchipur' Holiday Showings
(Continued from Page 29)

With India prominent

in the current

the events surrounding the

scene,

20th Century-Fox'

"The Rains

of

news

bow

of

Ranchi-

pur" at the Roxy, Dec. 15, highlighted by
the appearance of Mohammed Ali, Pakistan
Ambassador, made important news copy.
Stressing American movies as the most
important medium of understanding between
people of diverse customs, the Ambassador
noted: "In my country, American movies
have achieved a wide and deserved popularity
Because of this feeling, my country had a particular desire to lend whatever
assistance necessary to 20th Century-Fox in
their effort to film 'Rains of Ranchipur',
.

.

.

which was made in Pakistan. During the
two months of shooting, the members of the
movie company proved to be ambassadors
of good will not only for their company but
for the United States of America as well."
Cementing this feeling, a jug of water
from the River Indus was flown from Karachi to New York and the Roxy Theatre,
where it was poured in well-photographed
ceremonies on the ice-coated stage of the
Roxy, doubly dedicating the picture and the
theatre's

The

Extraordinary New York newspaper coverage for the benefit world premiere of Paramount's "The Rose Tattoo" was lured by the names and showmanlike activities at the Astor. The
Journal-American spread with 3 full columns of cuts; the Herald Tribune headlined it with a fivecol, cut at top of front page of local section; the World-Telegram spotted cuts at top of amusement page, and the Post featured it in the forepart of its major news section.

new

ice

show.

night before, "Rains" was

given a
back-to-back national TV push with the appearance by Joan Caulfield on the "I've Got
A Secret" network show, immediately followed, by a feature on the "20th CenturyFox Hour".

Novak "Person-to-Personned"
Nat'l

On

TV Spots Back Campaign

'All

That Heaven Allows'

Universal is on a strong TV kick for this
month's release of "All That Heaven Alvideo spot campaign
calls for 338 individual announcements during January in 37 cities covering some 14,lows".

The

national

000,000 television homes.

The company's

success with this pattern

TV

spots in advance of release
during last summer's run of "To Hell and

of national

Back" prompted the "Heaven" airing, geared
primarily for the female market. The campaign is in addition to the video ballyhoo
developed by the individual theatres.

Glamor Gimmicks Gain High

Having

Coverage For 'Rose Tattoo' Bow
Capitalizing on the glamor opportunities
afforded the benefit

World Premiere

of

"The

Rose Tattoo", with proceeds from ticket
sales going to the Actors Studio, Paramount
pyramided coverage of the event to gain
priceless publicity for the Hal Wallis film.

established herself as one of the

most wanted cover

girls in

Hollywood, Co-

Kim Novak was immortalized on
Ed Murrow's "Person to Person" TV

lumbia's

TV

via

show on Dec.

16.

The

star of "Picnic"

was

home on

the

interviewed in her Chicago
widely viewed show.

With N. Y. Mayor Robert F. Wagner as
Honorary Manager of the Astor for the
event, heading a name-loaded audience from
stage, screen,

made top

air

TV

and public life, the affair
shows, gained wide coverage

the city's newspapers (see cut). Showmanship gimmicks abounded. Usherettes
were Marilyn Monroe, Helen Hayes, Joan

in

Crawford, Leslie Caron, Joyce Grenfell,
Viveca Lindfors, Geraldine Page, Rita Gam
and Dagmar, giving newspaper, wire service
and TV photogs a field day. Arrivals and
interviews were caught for such air shows
as Pulse, Weekday, Monitor and Tex &
Jinx. The Voice of America beamed taped
accounts in four languages to the free world.
Festivities didn't end with the showing of
the picture. The post-premiere party at the
Sheraton Astor read like a list of entertainment who's who, made a choice addition to

show as the luminaries perimpromptu offerings, with Abe
Burrows as emcee. Such gems as Mary

the Steve Allen

formed
got a terror subject to sell, then
shiveringly big, believes Jack Silverthorn,
manager of the Hippodrome Theatre in Cleveland, shown with the striking lobby display he
If

sell

you've
it

created for U-I's "Tarantula".
P*g« 30
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in

Martin and daughter Heller Halliday dueting, Michael Redgrave singing to the accompaniment of Leonard Bernstein, helped
stimulate the coverage further.

New York for the premiere of 20th-Fox's "The
Rains of Ranchipur", Joan Caulfield (left) who
co-stars, and Pakistani beauty Eileen Gilligan
pour water from the Indus River on the ice stage
of the Roxy. The star and husband Frank Ross,
who produced, were busy guesting a week in
advance of the Roxy opening on December 15.
In

THEY

Big

MADE THE NEWS

Big

(Continued from Page 26)

Big
biggest

picture

ever
MARILYN MONROE

MARILYN MONROE

filmed

settled her year-

Century-Fox
last week when it was announced by
Darryl Zanuck that Fox had entered into
old

differences

with

20th

by

a seven-year, non-exclusive contract with

FREEMAN

&

HITCHCOCK

Frank Freeman presents Alfred Hitchcock
with a framed photograph of the tatter's meeting with Queen Elizabeth at Royal Film Performance of "To Catch A Thief. The producer-director, returned from a recent worldwide tour, said he was impressed with the
tremendous interest in Hollywood films in the
Far East and predicted Japan will become the
number one C.S. market before long.
Y.

Marilyn Monroe Productions, Inc., under
which the star will make four pictures a
year. She was suspended by the studio
last January. Her first film under the new
contract is expected to be "Bus Stop".

RKO
THE

CONQUEROR

BROTHERHOOD CHAIRMEN
If ill i

am

J.

president,

Heineman.
and Spyros

I'nited Artists vice

left,

S.

Skouras,

Jr..

right,

president of Skouras

MEET

IN

Theatres, were recently
installed as co-chairmen of the 1956 Brother-

MEXICO

United Artists Mexican sales manager Alfonse
Valades was a recent visitor on the set of
"Run For The Sun" where he met Jane Creer
and Richard Widmark. Film is being made
for UA release in Mexico.

hood Week campaign by J. Robert Rubin,
chairman of the amusement division of the
Sational Conference of Christians and Jews
which sponsors the drive. Purpose of the
campaign, now in its 23rd year, is to foster
better understanding

among

all faiths.

in
25

YEARS OF SERVICE REWARDED

Adtdph Zukor. assisted by Barney Balaban
and oth er Paramount executives, recently
awarded gold watches and scrolls to company

Coming
early 1956

from

from the New York metropolitan
area who completed 25 years of service. Ceremonies took place at the home office.
employes

Film
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WHY

DID

BULLETIN

SHOW A
30 Per Cent

and

1956
is

ADVERTISING

loaded

with
big plans
for

INCREASE

the
industry's

Important
publication

IN 1955?
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ecaude

It

.

.

.

hit

the hull's eye

capturing
the devoted readership
of the
thinkin g

.

.

•

actin g

.

.

.

leadin g,

people of movie business
with

its

unique

interpretive

industry journalism
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS
ger.

August
NIGHT FREIGHT

MOTHER-SIR

Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton,

Keith

Producer Ace Herman. DiLarson, Thomas Gomel.
rector Jean Yarbrouqh. Drama. A short line "piggyloaded
trucks on flatcars is
railroad
carrying
back"
sabotage victim of rival truck line "wner. 80 min.

PHENIX CITY

THE

STORY,

Richard

Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WanDirector Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
life
live. 83 min.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Kiley,

Kathryn

Grant. Producer Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Director Phil Karlson. Melodrama. Returning serviceman finds his town living up to reputation as "Sin City,
USA" and leads in clean-up fight. 100 min.

Bennett,
Gary Merrill, Shirley
Joan
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Yamaguchi,

THUNDERSTORM

Carlos

Charles Korvin. Producer
John Guillerman. Drama.

Thompson, Linda Christian,
Mike Frankovich. Director

September
Hall.

Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 8 min.

Williams. Producer Wray Davis. Director Tom Gries.
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

1

November
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Whiting
in

Producers

Sisters.

Goodwin.

Musical.

Gorgeous

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
girls and tuneful music

a romantic city. 73 min.

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane

Clark, Lita Milan. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
sets out to break up "revolution"
ring,
active in
Central America. 74 min.

December
SHACK OUT ON

IWm.

F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

Terry

Prod.)

101

Moore,

January
Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min.
DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,
John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church.

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz

Hall,

Bowery

Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

Comedy drama.

Coming
Superscope.

Anne

CRIME

IN

savetes,
tor Don
in

New

FIRST

York City.

TEXAN,

Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independents from Mexico.

FOUR SEASONS. THE Color. David Wayne, Keenan
Wynn, Marcia Henderson. Produced and directed by
Joseph Shasfel. Drama.

THE

Gary
Deluxe Color
Cooper, Dorothy McGuire, Mariorie Main, Robert
Middleton. Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
The story of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

FRIENDLY

YOUR

PERSUASION,

ALONG

SMILE

Technicolor.
Frankie
Laine, Keefe Brasselle. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. Beautiful high school teacher
writes song lyrics which helps pianist-composer and
singer.
In and out of love they are finally united.

MAN FROM LARAMIE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, Cathy O'Donnell. Producer WiHiam Goetz. Director Anthony Mann. Western
drama. Army captain puts aside uniform to search
man selling repeating rifles to Apaches. 109 min.

for

September
APACHE AMBUSH

Bill
Williams,
Richard J aeckel,
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Western. After Civil War northern meat
shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through country hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.

Movita.

Sears.

F.

FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG

Technicolor.

Stewart Gran-

ger, Jean Simmons. Producers M. J. Frankovich, Maxwell Setton. Director Arthur Lubin. Melodrama. After
murdering his wife man plans to pin this and attempted murder of himself on maid who knows of the
murder. 90 min.

GUN THAT WON THE

WEST, THE Technicolor. Dennis

Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director WiHiam Gastte. Western. Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71 min.

NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack
wards.

make

Kelly,

Vince

Ed-

Melodrama.
night

businessman.

Hitch-hiker and gangster friends
terror for son and family of wealthy
86 min. 7/25.

of

SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva
with
international
background,
Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.

brainwashed

Bartok.

iurlesque

Farce

on

Iron

men

Film

Maria

English,

Bill

until

he confesses act of treason against

HefJin,

Phil

Carey,

Howard.

Trevor
story

heroic

of

Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant snipping during World War II.
HOUSTON STORY, THE Lee J. Cobb, Edward Arnold,
in

the British

Barbara Hale. Producer
Castle. Drama.

INSIDE
Carver.

Sam Katzman.

Director William

DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.

Melodrama.

Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto
workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.
JOE MACBETH Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date and transferred to America. 90 min.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

Coming
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
PICNIC CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play re-

created for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.

October

INDEPENDENTS

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted

Riohmond.

Director Geo.
Sherman. Action drama.
Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.

DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treasure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.

DUEL

ON THE

MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy and
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3.

EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adventures of two small-town airs who seek their fortunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
SISTER

Leigh,

November
QUEEN BEE
Production.

THE CinemaScope,

Ireland,

January

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecSiegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

John

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

August

MY

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief.

Baxter,

HORIZON

the State. 91 min.

COUNT THREE & PRAY

AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope,

COME ON, THE

is

COLUMBIA
BRING

WARRIORS, THE Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Errol
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Production. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbuckling tale of action and romance during the Hundred
Years War. 84 min. 10/17.

I

HELL'S

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman

Ben Schwalb. Director William Beaudine.
Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
to help reporter expose prison corruption. 61 min.
WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace between England and France and
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.

BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.

CROOKED WEB. THE

Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap
killer. 77 min.
1/28.

Producer

October

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, AngeLansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex
Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.
la

WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
in

JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz

December
A LAWLESS STREET

Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The

story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.

TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook,

A

Clover

Production.

Director

Fred

F.

Mollie McCart.
Sears.
Melo-

drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans eventually

give soldier

new perspective. 93

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

min.

10/31.

August
NO RELEASES

September
APACHE WOMAN

(American Releasing Corp.) SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band of
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating Government
countryside. 83 min.

man

brings

peace

to

th*

WITH 1.000.000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. Producerdirector David Kramarsky. Science-fiction. Creature
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
and poople in a deserted desert village. 78 min.
BEAST

MADDALENA IIFE) Technicolor. Marta Toren, Gino
Cervi. (Titanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe Bordogni. Director Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italian mountain village Good Friday pageant is almost
turned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
role of Virgin Mary. 90 min.
SIMBA (Lippert) J. Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk
Bogarde. Adventure. Mau-Mau story filmed in Africa.
99 min.

October
AFRICAN LION, THE

(Buena Vista)

Technicolor.

Pho-

tographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Algar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
plateau country of Arfica. 75 min.

TOUR PRODUCT

.

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

SCARLET COAT, THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor.
nel

November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE (American

Releasing
Lori
Nelson,

Corp.)

Superscope. Richard Denning,
Jergens.
Producer-director
Roger
Corman.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the world and the conflict among them
to seek a new life.

drama.

Historical

treason

War.

tionary

Story of a British officer
Benedict Arnold during Revolu-

of

September

New

irS ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color.
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen.
Musical. Th ree World War II buddies hold reunion

Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Drawar against the Arabs. 100 min.

after ten years are instrumental in breaking up boxing
"fix" and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.

LAST OF THE DESPERADOS IAFRCI James Craig, Jim

SVENGALI Eastman Color. Hildegarde Neff, Donald
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.

Dickinson,

ma. Story

of the Israeli

Barton Maclane, Margia Dean. Producer Sigmond Neufield. Director Sam Newfield. Western.
Sheriff shoots notorious outlaw and is hunted by every
badman in the West. 72 min.
Davis.

TWO GUN LADY
man,

IAFRCI

Peggy Castle, William

Marie Windsor. Producer-director Richard H.
Western. Famous female merksman seeks ven-

geance

for the

UMBERTO D

murder

of her parents. 71 min.

(Harrison

and

Davidson) Carlo Battisti,
Maria Pia Casilio, Lina Gennari. A Rizioli-De Sica production. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
retired pensioner and his dog. 8? min. 12/12.

December
DAY THE WORLD ENDED (American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson. Adele Jergens. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction.
Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the
world and the conflict among them to seek a new
life. 80 min.
FRISKY

(DCA) (A Titanus Production). Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. Director Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic misadventures of two couples. 98 min.
1/28.
I

LITTLEST OUTLAW, THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
Pedro Armendarii, Joseph Calleia, Rodolfo Acosta.
proaucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
Drama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocently

run afoul of the law.

PHANTOM FROM

10,000 LEAGUES (American ReleasKent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael Whalen.
Produced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
terrifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
spies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert
ing Corp.)

discovers the secret. 75 min.

RETURN OF DON CAMILLO

IIFE)
Fernandel, Gino
Cervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village

and a communist mayor.
IA Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
Mifune, Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura.
Hiroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
and discipline in order to become a professional warpriest

SAMURAI

DURWOOD

OUENTI N

maScope, two

CinemaScope,

Eastman

min.

January
LEASE OF LIFE

IIFE) Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank ProducDirector Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
RIVIERA IIFE) Ferranicolor. Martine Carol. Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those who work at play on the Riviera. English sub-

tion.

titles.

Coming
LETTERS

FROM MY WINDMILL

Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.

Vattier,

LOST CONTINENT

IIFE)

CinemaSccpe,

Ferranicolor.

Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English

commentary.

14 Dramas

TRAP, THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds. David Wayne, Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten. Comedy. A young 'ady shows the ditferent
devices used to catch a reluctant male. Ill min. 10/31.

December
CRY TOMORROW

I'LL

Eddie
rence
Roth.

Albert.
min.

17

I

A DOG'S

IT'S

Drama.

12/24.

Herman Hoffman. Adventures

of

a

bull

terrior

in

Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.
KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe. Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed. Director Vincent Minelli. Musical. Adaptation

Broadway musical.

of the

bomb

rubble.

Dy

November
VV-Technicoior. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Rooert Parrish. Drama. Woman builds
fabulous department store in Dooming Texas oil town.
104 min. 10/3.

December

LIFE CinemaScope. Eastman Color. Jeff

Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Direc-

Richards.
tor
the

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
director. Producer LawThe life story of Lillian

Mann

Daniel

Weingarten.

lOrx Douglas. SiWana Mangann.
Director Marie
Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis.
Homeric 'eats ot
Spectacle.
Adventure
Camanni.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.

Produced

LUCY GALLANT

113 min.

12/12.

HOURS, THE Humphrey

DESPERATE

January
DIANE C nemaScope. Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marlsa Pavan. Froducer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers'' by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/24.
RANSOM Glenn Ford. Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson.
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min.
Color,

Fredrie

March. Martna
Melodrama, escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

January
AND MODfcLS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through norror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
John
v-T echmcoior.
THE
Edmund Gwenr,. ProducerComedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated bv number

HARRY,

WITH

TROUBLE

.

Forsythe, Shirley McLean,
director Alfred Hitchcock

of angles including pretty

widow. 99 min. 10/17.

Coming

Coming
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

Bogart,

Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.

ARTISTS

Wide Screen.

Lu-

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

cille

100 min.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gen- KeMv.
Director Gene
Mora Kaye. Proaucer Arthur Freed.
dealing in romance
Kelly.
Four episodes
Ballet.
drama comedv and p»*hos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LAST HUNT, THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.
Taylor.

ANYTHING GOES

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Bing

Cros-

Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
Emmett Dolan.
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
before problem is solved.
complications
many humorous
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye. Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
Donald

by,

O'Connor,

Director

king

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. TechMAN
James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

from talking.
VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husbano's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

ROSE TATTOO, THE
Lancaster.

PARAMOUNT

Mann.

IIFE)

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer -1s resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in

2 Adventures

ULYSSES Technicolor.

GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.

screen.

[American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle. Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed

Westerns

October

November

BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiNicola Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

2

0 Musicals

Melodramas
4 Comedies

6

they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.

guss,

(Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor.
Print by Technicolor. Sophia
Leonide
Loren,
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1400 to date in song and dance.

in

TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy,
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder.
His death is wanted by Communists as

MADAME

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

Cine-

The breakdown for January:

10/31.

TENDER

Park.

(Tohan Pictures) Robert

in

VistaVision and one

in

Superscope. Color films to'al thirteen.

Color.
Director

:

English sub-titles. 93 min. |2/I2.

rior.

month's schedule includes eight

Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley.
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struggle for power.
101

features scheduled for release this

month number 28, an increase of four
over December. Five films will be offered
by Columbia. Allied Artists, Republic,
20th, United Artists and Universal each
have set three, while MGM, Paramount
and Independents will release two. The

October

Tal-

Bartlett.

JANUARY SUMMARY

I00 min.

AdeJe

HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER (Continental) Wide-screen
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers. Thorold

CorSanoers, Ann
Director Jonn

Wilde, Michael Wilding, George
Producer Nicholas Nayfack.

Francis.
Sturges.
and the

I

SEVEN LITTLE FOYS. THE VV-Technieolor. Bob Hope.
Producer Jack Rose. Director Mel Shavelof Eddie Foy who takes his
children into showbusiness when his wife dies. 93 min.
Milly Vital*.

Comedy-drama. Story

August
WE'RE NO ANGELS

VV-Technicolor.

I

1/14.

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmart,

Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

and murder.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision. Technicolor.
Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e'. B roducerdrama. Life story
Religious
DeMille.
director Cecil B.

Charlton

Moses as told in the Bible and Koran
KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.
AND PEACE VistaVisio-i, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn. Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
of

Humphrey

Bogart,

Joan Bennett, Aldo Ray. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Cvrtiz. Comedy. Escaping from Devil's
Island, three convicts aid benefactors who are on the
verge of bankruptcy. 103 min.
YOU'RE NEVER TOO YOUNG W-Technicolor. Oean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn, Nina Foch. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Masquerading as
1

min.

SCARLET HOUR, THE

July
son.

17

Drama.

1-year-old boy Lewis becomes involved with iewel
teacher, inmates of girls' school. 102 min. 4/27.

VAGABOND

WAR

thief,

METR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER
August

September
RUSH,

GIRL

THE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

1

KING'S THIEF. THE CinemaScope, EastmanColor. Edmund Purdom, Ann Blyth, David Niven. Producer Edwin
H. Knopf. Director Robert Z. Leonard. Historical adventure. Young soldier of fortune attempts to steal
reign of Charles II. 79 min. 8/8.

Crown Jewels during

REPURLIE

Rosalind

Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert. Gloria DeHaven. Producer Frederick Brisson. Director Robert
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
S 0 .000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.
Russell,

TO

CATCH A THIEF

Grace

Comedy
ing

his

VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Alfred
Producer-director
Hitchcock.
drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumprofession and seeks to catch real thief to

Kelly.

clear his name. 104 min.

Film BULLETIN — THIS

July
GREEN BUDDHA, THE Wayne

DOWN

Jib Jarmyn.

IS

Morris,

Mary Germaine.

Associate Pro. William N. Boyle. Director John Lemont. Action melodrama. International gang steals an
art treasure. 44 min.
Judy Canova, Robert Lowery,
LAY THAT RIFLE

YOUR PRODUCT

Comedy.

71

min. 9/5.

August
DIVIDED HEART, THE Cornell Borchers, Yvonne Mitchell, Armin Dahlen. A Michael Balcon Production presented by Ealing Studios. Producer Michael Truman.
Director Charles Crichton. Drama. True story of adult
decision which a small boy has to make. 89 min. 8/22.

LAST COMMAND, THE
Anna Maria Alberghetti,

Trucolor.
Sterling
Hayden
Richard Carlson. Producerdirector Frank Lloyd. Immortal story of the Alamo
and the Texans' fight for freedom. 110 min. 8/8.

September
CROSS CHANNEL Wayne

Morris,

October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.

Yvonne

Furneaux.
G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service becomes involved in smuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners and murder. 60 min.

Producer William N. Boyle. Director

September
Superscope.
McLaglen,
Richard
Victor
Conte, Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director John Brahm.
(Panamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Payne, Ronald Reagan, Rhonda
Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.

BENGAZI

October

R.

HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron,

Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper. Associate Pro. William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney. Action melodrama. 70 min.

PANCHO

TREASURE OF

VILLA, THE Superscope, Technicolor. Shelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helps
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.

October
MAN ALONE, A

Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined sheriff's home turns into unexpected sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
96 min. 10/3.

November
TEXAS LADY Superscope,

Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.l Jack Rex, Paul Mull"?r. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad<erru =
Cmtlict of a group of hunters and a
fanatic tribe. 72 min.

TWINKLE

IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
Director George Blair. Drama. Young parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.

MO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie Windsor, John Archer.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.

SECRET VENTURE Kent

Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
involved with international gang trying to steal
is
secret formula. 70 min.

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.
Scott

December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them

toward new track successes.

January
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min.

Coming

Scott,

Howard

DOWN

Producer

N.

Kent Taylor,

Boyle.

19 min.

Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest
story about two people who learn to live again.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
Steve

July

man

she loves.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie Windsor, John Archer,
Patric
Knowles.
Producer Herbert Yates. Director
Franklin Adreon. Drama. A ruthless woman doublecrosses five persons and is finally murdered by sne
of them. 70 min.
STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

Deluxe

Color.

Robert Stack, Robert Ryan, Shirley Yamaguchi. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Samuel G. Fuller. Melo102 min. 7/11.

of his daughter.

HKQ
August
NO

RELEASES

August
IS

A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,

Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis, Richard Todd. Producer Charles Brackett. DirecHistorical drama. In attempt ot
tor Henry Kister.
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh enwrath
counters love and
of Elizabeth. 92 min. 8/8.

CinemaScope,

LEFT HAND OF GOD. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.
Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves ttte
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.

CinemaScope, Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
Ross.
young doctor chooses the need of his people for his

I

Turner,
Director Jean

;

services above the

love of a

woman.

104

min.

12/26.

January
BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town.

LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min.

Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditions to claim California territory for Spain, locate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missions

MAN WHO NEVER WAS. THE

CinemaScope, Deluxe
Webb, Gloria Grahame. Director Ronald
Neame. Drama. From the novel by Ewen Montagu.
Famous spy thriller of World War II.

Gordon MacRae,
Color.
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Cameron

Broadway musical.

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a legend

Mohawk Indian
OASIS CinemaScope.

tribe.

Michels

Morgan,

chers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and
Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

Cornell

Bor-

Gerd Oswald.
falls

in

love

UNITED ARTISTS
July
MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS. THE

Film BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Technicolor.

Moira Shearer, John Justin, Roland Culver. Producer
Josef Somlo. Director Harold French. Romantic musical.

89 min. 8/8.

NOT AS A STRANGER

Olivia de Havilland, Robert
Mitchum, Gloria Grahame, Frank Sinatra. Producerdirector Stanley Kramer. Drama. Story of overly zealous doctor who gains perspective on his practice thru
personal tragedy. 135 min. 6/27.
OF THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min. 9/5.

SHADOW

August
Burt
Technicolor.
Lancaster, Diana Lynn, Dianne Foster. Producer Harold
adventure.
Lancaster.
Pioneer
Director
Burt
Hecht.
Frontiersman and his young son have their trek to the
West interrupted by beautiful woman who plans to
"civilize" them. 104 min. 7/25.

STREET, THE Farley Granger, Anthony Quinn,
Anne Bancroft. Producer Edward Small, Director Maxwell Shane. Melodrama. 84 min. 8/22.

NAKED

September
DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
production. Director Lesley Selander. Modern French
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.

103 min. 7/19.

'

Coming

Luxe.

land.

I

Color. Clifton

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De

new

j

Lana

KENTUCKIAN, THE CnemaScope,

September

the

THE

December

7/25.

LIFE IN A BALANCE, A (Panoramic Prod.) Ricardo
Montalban, Anne Bancroft, Lee Marvin, Jose Perez.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Murder
melodrama. Boy trying to clear his father of several
killings falls into hands of real murderer. 74 min. 2/7.

in

HEAD,

RAINS OF RANCHIPUR, THE

Two strip artists inadvertently witness a murder
and race out of town in scanty costumes. Reaching a
small college and the fraternity house the fun begins.

GANGLAND

STRIKES
Raymond Greenleaf,
Producer William J.
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
O'Sullivan. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation

POMPEY'S

Producer-director Philip Dunne,. Drama. A
man's journey into the deep past of his old home town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR CinemaScope.

save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

WHEN

VIEW FROM

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron

dy.

LOVE

;

MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.

of the

HOUSE OF BAMBOO CinemaScope,

89 min.

j

GOOD MORNING,

Color by Deluxe. Betty Grable, Sheree North, Robert
Cummings. Producer-director Nunnally Johnson. Come-

Coming

to save the life of the

Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman,
Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face
a life of despair. 99 min. 10/31.

CAROUSEL

2DTH CENTURY-FDX

drama.

!

November

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

HOW

track.

COME NEXT SPRING

Michel

Trucolor.

Petula Clark.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

William

Technicolor.

Duff.

TRACK THE MAN

Deluxe Color. Clark
Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank, kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.

BOTTOM OF THE

THE CinemaScope,

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adven13th Century ravaging conqueror
ture. Tale of the
Genghis Kahn.
JcT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1

i

I

E.

the Italy campaign.

BRAVE ONE,

Clement,
young

of a

TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope,
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane

Color.

Superscope. Wendell
Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
in

R.

London. 85 min. 11/28.

in

Mitchell.

January

battle

French philanderer

Drama.

NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

Corey, Mickey
Producer Hal

Valerie Hobson, Joan

Philioe,

Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures

Stack.

December

Yvonne DeCarlo,
Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
Intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
Adventure melodrama. Localed
in the Amazon jungle. 66 min.
Zachary

Technicolor.

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

November

LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard

DEEP BLUE SEA, THE

Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.

MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE

Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Nesbit, the
Fleischer. Drama. The story of Evelyn
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

,

)

FOXFIRE Technicolor. Jane

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued*
KILLER'S KISS Frank Sllvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane.
Production.

Kubrick-Bousel

Stanley Kubrick.
hall hostess get in-

Director

Drama. Young boxer and dance
volved with kidnappers. 67 min.

finally brings

NIGHT OF THE HUNTER. THE

Robert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
Suspense
drama.
93 min. 7/25.
Charles Laughton.

October
YUMA

Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17

FORT

Technicolor.

Russell, Jeff Chandler, Dan
Duryea. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joseph
Pevney. Romantic drama. Marriage of society girl and
half-breed mining engineer has rocky going because of
his ambitions and her wish for attention. Near-disaster

them together. 9lv2 min. 6/27.

PURPLE MASK, THE CinemaScope, lecnmcolor. Tony
Colleen Miller. Producer Howard Christie. Director Bruce Humberstone. Historical adventure. MyCurtis,

sterious royalist supporter baffles Napoleon's
to guillotine France's nobleman. 82 min. 6/13.

GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope,

Tech-

Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.

PRIVATE

WAR OF MAJOR BENSON

Technicolor. Charl-

Howard

Pine.

Di-

nicolor.

FRANCIS IN THE NAVY Donald O'Connor,

Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.

Hyer. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Arthur Luber.

SAVAGE PRINCESS

(Technicolor. (Filmed in India).
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against the background of India's struggle for liberty.
101 min.

November
Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Winters.
Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.
min. 10/3.
I

I

I

KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane.
Stanley

Producers

Kubrick,

Melodrama.

Kubrick.

underworld

killing.

Prize

Morris
fighter

80 min.

DESIRE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Rock Hudson.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Gambling house girl and gambler are eventually
brought together thru mutual love for two homeless
1.

Bouse.
Director
gets involved in

67 min.

DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch.
Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
French Foreign Legion set against the background of
an Arab uprising in Morocco.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilsorr.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and

stopped by man known as

final!/

a

"town tamer".

83 min. 10/17.

December
AND PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund, ThomKlameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Franz
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spyri.
89 min.
INDIAN FIGHTER. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
Guide leads wagon train thru Indian
HEIDI

Oregon. 88 min. 12/26.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nazarro. Western.
A sharp gunshooter blasts the renegades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM, THE

Frank Sinatra,
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang.
Producerdirector Otto Preminger.
Drama. Story of dope addiction.

1

19 min.

12/26.

STORM FEAR

Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on the suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min.
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hughes,
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama of
three beautiful and wealthy sisters.

Coming
Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romance-

hungry G.

I.

BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction

Jeff

Chand-

in love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents indicate
he plots to kill her on wedding night. 97 min. 7/25.

SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. Unnatural love of wife almost destroys husband in an
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.

October
KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.
TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Hibbs. War drama. Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.

November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW

Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer

awaiting execution finds love at the
his life. 75 min. 10/17.

moment

he

thriller.

KING'S RHAPSODY CinemaScope, Color. Errol Flynn,
Patrice Wymore, Anna Neagle. Produced and directed
by Herman Wilcox. Musical. Prince chooses love of
commoner and goes into exile later returns to regain

—

crown. 95 min.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about fnjured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

Technicolor. Maureen O'Hara, George
Nader, Victor McLaglen. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 min. 10/17.
NAKED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

My

.

.

Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.

REBEL

WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope, Warner-

Color.

James

Ill

min.

RUNNING WILD

William Campbell, Keenan Wynn,
Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.

Mamie

min.

I

1/28.

SECOND GREATEST

SEX,

empire. 88 '/i min. 5/30.

Film

parents,

their

the

law.

10/31.

November
DIED

I

A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope, Warner-

Color. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Producer Henry
Dru, Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol.
Pianist
Director Gordon Douglas. Musical.
Blanke.
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
min.
11/14.
girl.
15
I

December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL CinemaScope,
WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford, Ralph
Bellamy, Rod Steiger. Milton Sperling producer, Director Otto Preminger. Drama. True story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12
TARGET ZERO Richard Conte, Peggy Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 mm.

ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

THE CinemaScope,

Techni-

color. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to stop their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.

John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.
Scientist

January
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS

Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her gardener.
89 min. 11/14.

WarnerColor.

CinemaScope,

Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on
the waterfront. 98 min.

Coming
HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

Stanley
Hardwicke,
Cedric
Wise. Drama. Based on the
from Greek mythology, the story of the
Sernas,
Richard

famous

tale

Trojan horse. 118 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Silverheels, Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of Ihe
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min.
RIVER CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village.
SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain

novel of the same name.
STEEL JUNGLE. THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walto
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced
Combination also in jail
jail is brutalized by head of
atand who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he

tempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff ChandRory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
ler,
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
is bested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.
SQUARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley,
Ernest Borgnine. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min.

To

Better Serve You .
& Terminal Combined At
.

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7.

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944. 394S

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

Coming

Member

BENNY GOODMAN STORY. THE

.

Office

National Film Carriers

Steve
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. ValenThe life story of the
tine Davies director. Musical.
Technicolor.

famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.
Francesca de Scaffa,
Hugo Haas.
Producer-director
Hammerstein.
June
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas,
trained dog.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY

,

EXPRESS LINES,
Member

August

AIN'T MISEEHAVIN' Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Piper
Laurie, Jack Carson. Producer Sam Marx. Director Edward Buzzell. Romantic comedy. Trials of showgirl in
society world when
she marries heir to financial

Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of

Director

between themselves,

Jack
Podesta,
Baker. Director

December

81

John
William A.

WarnerColor.

Producer-director

January

LADY GODIVA

WARNER BROTHERS

UNIVERSAL-INTL

Bacall.

Drama. American merchant marine captain
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China in an ancient ferry boat through "Blood Alley"
the Formosa Straits. 115 min. 10/3.
ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.

loses

TARANTULA

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

CinemaScope,

ler, Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Joe Pevney. Suspense drama. Rich young widow falls

as

territory to

Lauren

juveniles

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford,

Director

is

Wayne,

Weisbart.

September

BIG KNIFE. THE Jack

ALLEY

.

Martha

ONE

waifs. 94 min. 7/1

October
BLOOD
Wellman.

ton Heston, Julie Adams. Producer
rector Jerry Hopper. 105 min.

Comedy.

CinemaScope, WarnerColor.

Alan Ladd, June Allyson. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Drama. Young army private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.

efforts

August

Peter

September
McCONNELL STORY. THE

PETE KELLY'S BLUES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Print
by Technicolor. Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Director Jack
Webb. Musical Melodrama. New Orelans two-beat jazz
band leader resists attempt of booze racketeer to organize band agency business. 95 min. 8/8.
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and sharp

|

the images are radiantly bright

|

the backgrounds are as clearly in focus

as the foregrounds
|

the illusion of depth

|

no

distortion,

and bottom
|

the

same

is

breathtaking

no fading at extreme sides or top

of screen

fine quality

when viewed from any

seat in the theatre

AND

NO CHANGES REQUIRED

IN THE

BOOTHS OF

THEATRES EQUIPPED FOR STEREOPHONIC

SCfl

0

5

23!
JANUARY
US BEGIN
Below is a list of the cities, theatres and dates
on which these demonstrations will be held:
THEATRE

CITY

DATE

THEATRE

CITY

DATE

LOUISVILLE

Rialto

Feb. 18

MEMPHIS

Mai co

Feb.

3

MIAMI

Carib

Feb.

1

Feb. 10

MILWAUKEE

Wisconsin

Feb.

7

Alabama

Feb. 15

MINNEAPOLIS

Radio City

Feb.

6

BOSTON

Memorial

Jan.

24

MISSOULA

Fox

Jan.

30

BUFFALO

Center

Jan.

"31

NEW HAVEN

Poli

Feb.

7

NEW ORLEANS

Saenger

Feb.

2

NEW YORK

Roxy

Jan. 23

ALBANY

Palace

Feb.

ALBUQUERQUE

Sunshine

Feb. 19

ATLANTA

Fox

Jan.

BALTIMORE

New

BIRMINGHAM

6

30

CHARLESTON, W. VA Kearse

Feb. 15

CHARLOTTE

Carolina

Jan.

CHATTANOOGA

Tivoli

Feb. 10

OKLAHOMA CITY

Criterion

Feb.

8

CHICAGO

Uptown

Jan. 23

OMAHA

Orpheum

Feb.

2

CINCINNATI

Al bee

Jan.

25

PHILADELPHIA

Fox

Jan.

25

V-LCVCLAINU

Palace

Inn

97

PHOENIX

Fox

Feb. 21

COLUMBUS

Palace

Feb. 16

PITTSBURGH

Fulton

Jan.

30

DALLAS

Palace

Feb.

7

PORTLAND

Fox

Jan.

25

DENVER

Center

Feb.

1

RICHMOND

Byrd

Feb. 13

DES MOINES

Des Moines

Feb.

3

ROANOKE

Grandin

Feb. 14

DETROIT

Fox

Jan.

26

ROCHESTER

Palace

Feb.

raruriiuuiii

Feb. 14

ST.

St. Louis

Feb.

Majestic

Feb.

SALT LAKE CITY

Villa

Jan. 31

HARRISBURG

State

Feb.

9

SAN FRANCISCO

Fox

Jan.

24

HOUSTON

Metropolitan

Feb.

6

SEATTLE

5th

Jan.

26

Indiana

Jan. 24

SHREVEPORT

Don

Feb. 14

INDIANAPOLIS

SPOKANE

Fox

Jan.

JACKSONVILLE

Florida

Jan. 31
Lincoln

Feb. 13

KANSAS

Orpheum

Feb.

9

SYRACUSE

Paramount

Feb.

3

KNOXVILLE

Tennessee

Feb.

9

TORONTO

Imperial

Feb.

1

LEXINGTON

Ben

Ali

Feb. 17

WASHINGTON

Palace

Jan.

Capitol

Feb. 13

WICHITA

Miller

Feb. 17

Village

Jan. 23

WILKES BARRE

Paramount

Feb.

.

FT

WAYNF

GRAND

RAPIDS

27

1

LOUIS

SPRINGFIELD,

LITTLE

CITY

ROCK

LOS ANGELES

ILL.

Avenue

2
1

27

26

8

showings begin promptly at 9:45 a. m.
except Roxy, N. Y. which begins at 9:15 a. m
All

f

f

uf

'It's

always a pleasure to do business with 20th!"

STAMPEDE OF 1000
WILD BUFFALO!
THE FOLKS OUT OF THEIR SEATS!
GREAT! M-G-M's "THE LAST HUNT" FILMED IN DAKOTA BAD LANDS!

NEVER SUCH SCENES! WILL
IT'S

When

this

LIFT

thundering herd comes

stampeding

your audience

at

and your theatre trembles with the
terror of frantic,

when Robert

Taylor, as the kill-crazy

hunter, and

Stewart

Granger,

who

foresees the extermination of the
buffalo,

come

i>

I

pounding hoofs;

M-G-M

presents in

CINEMASCOPE

THE LAST HUNT

to grips over a beautiful

»>

Starring

Indian

girl;

when

the thrills of

LAST HUNT" and
backgrounds

in

"THE

the majesty of

ROBERT TAYLOR
STEWART GRANGER

its

CinemaScope and

RUSS
DEBRA
NOLAN PAGET TAMBLYN

LLOYD

Color unfold on your screen, you'll

know you have one

of the

'

BIGGEST

Screen Play by
Bated On

Ihe

Directed by

attractions of 1956!

'

RICHARD BROOKS

Novel by MILTON LOT7

•

RICHARD BROOKS

in

EASTMAN COLOR

Produced by

DORE SCHARY

Photographed
•

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or l-Channel Sound)

M-G-M WEEK— FEB.

5-11

•

"An M-G-M

Picture

On Every

Screen of the World"

—

:
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Camman€ier

his bleeding heart plea.

McDonahVs

for these stations, let

Crocoilile Tears

If there is

revenue from advertisers

insufficient

the

NO.

24,

wisdom

who

money on

refuses to waste his

on

reflect

it

of the advertiser

fly-

by-night stations.

In a heartbreaking letter to the

The Wall Street
Commander E.

editor of

Zenith's

Journal,

Mc-

F.

Donald, Jr., once again zippers open
his bleeding heart for the woes of
the poor little television stations tottering on the brink of extinction. In
the same doleful gesture, the Commander throws a protective arm

around the heaving shoulders of a
suffering public deprived of the opportunity to pay for his Phonevision

by the reluctance of the
Communications Commission to permit him to install his cash
registers on the free airwaves.
offerings

Federal

McDonald
tics" released

cites "startling statis-

by the

that 16 per cent of
since 1952 have

another

150

FCC

TV

gone

revealing

stations built

off the air

construction

have been withdrawn.

In

he says, the reason given

and

permits
all
is

cases,

insuf-

revenue from advertisers to
meet expenses. "Subscription TV is
one way, perhaps the only way, to
provide independent TV stations,
ficient

especially those in smaller cities,
with the supplementary revenue
they need to survive and prosper,"
is his beneficent advocacy.

Commander

The
tossing

cannot resist
presumption

another

in

2

benefactor to the

and the

little

broadcaster

public.

whatever mask
mark is on
the reverse side. He promises new
films and other box office features.
But does the Commander also
promise to toll-TV subscribers those
It

that

clear

is

McDonald

dons, the $

now

"Such an
(FCC) authorization
would permit independent stations
to broadcast, for not more than two

public-interest

or three hours a day, subscription

of presentation. Obviously, the

programs of new motion pictures
and other box office features not provided by networks or advertisers."

Commander contemplates

We must assume that by "new"
motion pictures McDonald refers to
such as those presently offered for
theatrical consumption by Holly-

wood

Unless the Commander has some secret commitments from the film companies, this
must be viewed as a blatant offering
of a product that has been persistently refused him for sound business
reasons despite his cajoling and
producers.

threats.

tion that

There has been no indicaany of the major companies

would forsake their solid theatre
market for McDonald's ephemeral
pay-TV idea. Yet it would be foolish
to underestimate his machinations.

Most

likely,

having secured

FCC

McDonald would press for
Government action in forcing the

blessing,

companies

to release

new product

to

under the guise of being

his toll-TV,

vided by free
cause there

features

TV? Of course

is

no moola

pro-

not, be-

in that kind

good

offering

only those programs in which there
a buck
him and
is

see

TV

—a

nice, big, juicy

buck

for

his cohorts in the pay-to-

scheme.

Your
Feature Time
iM<*s1
We

would like to pass on a perand practical suggestion made
recently by Robert A. Wile, executive secretary of Independent Theatinent

tre

Owners

of Ohio, in a recent or-

ganization bulletin:

"Television has aped our industry
in

many ways and

to take all the

has certainly tried
of it, any-

good parts

way. One thing television has never
adopted is continuous performances
of the

same show repeated.

"During the lush days (may they

come again)

it

was considered wise

Whatever doubts one may have of
shrewd Commander's motives,

not to advertise feature times, because that way the cashier would be

can be none regarding his
groundings in economics. Surely he

rushed beyond capacity at certain
hours and sit idle otherwise. The
result is that we accustomed people
to coming in the middle of a picture,
seeing it to the end and then later
from beginning to middle. No book,
magazine, television or radio pro-

the

there

must know that any business that
has mushroomed as fast and voluminously as television will draw

many
get

,

unqualified

"in"

wagon, or

on

this

dollar-seekers

to

bonanzaic band-

at least put in their bid

industry settles slowly toward

stabilization

course,

is

just about par for the

was prudently overlooked
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Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)

men

advertise the time of the showing of

sharpness of focus, brilliance of color
and depth the illusion was almost
those scenes
three dimensional
(from "Carousel") have never been

—

each item of the program."

The

exhibitor worth his salt as a

showman

strives to provide his audi-

with

maximum

For

attendance.

in

clarity,

—

our industry. He had been talking
about the general prosperity of the
country, in which our industry has

not fully shared "because of the un-

competition of television". But
never one to sit and moan about ad-

fair

no doubt that a spec-

excelled on a motion picture screen.
It was truly a pictorial treat that

versity,

the dynamic Skouras pre-

tator can derive fullest enjoyment

augurs a gasping audience response

scribed

a remedy

from

when first seen."
The demonstration film shown in
New York last week, and which will

technical developments, plus impor-

be screened for exhibitors all over
the world, includes not only the
scenes from "Carousel", but also
clips from another wonderful Rod-

when we

ence

Since there

is

satisfaction.

from a movie only by seeing

it

start to finish, the listing of feature

starting times

newspapers and

(in

on theatre fronts) should be a simple
ABC of smart showmanship. The
theatreman who hesitates to do this
lest

he lose a ticket sale or two

living in

is

and Hammerstein musical,
"The King and I". The sheer magnificence of the scenes from both

an age gone by.

gers

Fortvuwl with

CinemaScope 35
"I believe with

all

my

still."

These were not the idly optimistic
words of someone with a bill of
goods to sell they were spoken by
the man who, more than any other
individual, lifted our industry back
up on its feet when it was sagging so
badly about two and a half years
ago. It was Spyros Skouras speak;

ing.

The occasion was the
New York

trade dem-

CinemaScope 55, another marvelous technical advance developed by 20th Century-Fox. If reports from the ex-

Roxy Theatre can
action

pect

of

viewers

professional

cited

the

at

forecast public re-

—and there no reason to exotherwise — Mr. Skouras and
is

the industry at large have another

high-powered stimulant working for
them.
Those of us who had the opportunity to see

CinemaScope 55 dem-

onstrated during the Allied convention in Chicago a couple

knew then

months ago

that the 20th-Fox tech-

come up with the finest
motion picture photographic process
nicians had

yet developed.

lows

We

in the issue of

reported as

November

fol-

14:

"The effect (of CinemaScope 55)
was startling and drew rounds of
applause from the seasoned theatrePage 6
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new

"Exciting

tant screen subjects, will have su-

over any other medium,

periority

kind of entertain-

offer the

ment you

can't see elsewhere.

That

kind of entertainment will surpass
the unequal competition." CinemaScope 55 and pictures like "Carousel" and "The King and I" provide
the kind of entertainment to which

Mr.

Skouras

referred,

a

unique,

superior entertainment.

heart that

in the years which lie immediately
ahead we can prosper as we never
have before. We must never stand

onstration in

gave sharp point to Mr.
Sokuras' words about the status of

films

:

23,
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New "Comedy" Hour
In the last two weeks

NBC

veiled their latest "threat" to
livan's popularity,

comedy hour

EST

day, 8-9
first

two

has un-

Ed

programming

a

in the all-important

Sul-

new
Sun-

On

the basis of the
shows, one may guess that
slot.

the series will in no way suffer from
the effects of longevity. The combined

such acknowledged talents
as Ernie Novacks, Jonathan Winters,
Bob and Ray, Dick Shawn, Paul Gilbert, and others, succeeded in producing no more than two hours of weak,
tasteless, and almost consistently unfunny, "entertainment". Improbable as
efforts

of

seems, the new show makes the recently departed Colgate Variety Hour
appear for better than it really was.
And so, while NBC makes one fumblit

some
Sunday

ing effort after another to get

programming

in

night hour, smiling

Ed

vital

this

most dismal flops of the season,
was another class attracWilder's "The Skin of Our
tion,
Teeth" (with Helen Hayes and Mary
poorly
It fared
Martin, no less).
of the

Sullivan rolls

on and on, unchecked.

rating-wise,

in opposition to killer Sullivan.

Entertainment as a "Habit"
It

seems

to us that,

Sullivan has

night

TV,

come

as, in

to

more and more,
mean Sunday

the early days, there

between Tuesday night
and Milton Berle. There is, however,

was an
little

identity

likelihood

grow weary

that

the

public

will

of Sullivan's diverse va-

format, as it did with Berle's
highly individualized comedy. Every-

riety

thing points to the plain fact that Sulbecome a Sunday night
"habit". Surely his program is not so
consistently superior as to explain its

TV

livan has

The situation
consistent popularity.
rather suggests Saturday nights of old,
when going

to the

movies was simply

the thing that "everybody did".

NBC Keeps Trying
The almost comic

ineptitude of this

competitive struggle between the two
networks on Sunday evening struck
this department the other night. Vari-

ous suggestions have been thrown out
about what would be effective to offset
For instance, TV
Sullivan's draw.
critic Harriet Van Home believes a
"cultural" program would do it, but

we

suspect that any
be a spotty competitor at
While the rating of a recent
best.
NBC cultural event, the "Sleeping

steady diet of cul-

ture will

Beauty"

Ballet,

were quite good, one

It's certainly

not news that habit

is

a powerful factor in dictating the pub-

entertainment buying, but it apparently needs reaffirmation for those
Our industry
in the movie business.
has fallen into the habit of thinking

lic's

and

saying

counts.

We

that only the picture
contend that this has led

to abandonment of the thesis that
people are creatures of habit and that
movie-going is a habit that should be

—

Some of the showmanship brains of this industry should
be directed toward that goal.
nurtured again.

—Dick Bretstein

Cxkibitcr-fctitrilnttw CcllattcraticH

Theatre Executives Point the

Way To

BALANCED DISTRIBUTION
The

was

last curtain of light

Hudson on the Jersey
The day was January 12 and

and across the
ness.

with the

first

down over the city
meadows it was dark-

closing

the hour

bright bulbs of evening.

was

festive

Three movie men

walked west on 44th Street in that casual gait suggesting
those in search of a short snort as a cap to the day's occupation. Suddenly, one of the three, in an obviously expansive state, threw his arm around a partner's shoulder and
said: "You know, Charlie, this could be the beginning of
a hell of a thing."

The

others loudly uhuhed their ap-

proval, then turned a left flank into Sardi's

and

fell

into

deep discussion.

At

this point

we

leave our trio of good fellows and turn

attention to their subject of discourse: the

New Look

in

intra-movie industry collaboration. Nothing revolutionary,

mind you. Nothing involving the basic schism between
buyer and seller over trade practices or price, which
matters will be getting an airing before a Senate committee in Washington within a week or so. But a New Look
all the same, and dealing with an issue which in the long
run will assume dollar and cents consequence. The threesome mentioned above, along with the many others who
attended the recent ABC-Paramount Theatres press luncheon, had just witnessed a dramatic manifestation of the
New Look, as presented by the circuit's executives, Leonard Goldenson,

Edward Hyman.

If

we may

accept the

statements of Messrs. Goldenson and Hyman as evidence
of future industry comity, then progress of a very real kind
may be celebrated in 1956. What kind of progress? The

most fundamental kind the growth of a greater rapport
between the interests of theatremen and the interests of
:

the

men who

sell

the films.

Specifically: a plan to provide

the industry with a balanced distribution of pictures.

distribution of films, and

had come home

to report that the

highly receptive. When the exhibition
and the production-distribution branches see eye-to-eye on
any issue, kind reader, that's news.

men were

picture

Some Seek Motives
cynics promptly sneered and told us to ponder the
For the first time in the past couple of years, they

Some
times.

point out, the film companies are having a bit of rough
sledding, with the profit cycle in reverse. Then, too, there

where the Senate
Small Business Committee will be lending an ear to the
complaints of little exhibitors that they have been pushed
and through it by the sales practices of the
to the wall
distributors. And the Congress may soon be considering
a bill to regulate film pricing policies. Whatever the motivations, however, most theatremen are quite willing to accept at face value any evidence that the film companies
aim to mend their monseigneur manners and are beginning
that threat brewing in Washington,

is

—

—

to learn the value of collaboration
ly,

with exhibition. Certain-

Hy-

concrete evidence, such as that furnished by Mr.

man, that they plan to pay more than lip service to exhibition's point of view is a highly encouraging sign. An extension of this harmonious climate is almost too beatific to
contemplate. But those of us have been pleading all along
statesmanship in our industry eagerly accept the promise of these recent gestures.

for a brighter display of industrial

has long been contended, and rightly so, that too
cf the film studio people live in ivory towers, oblivious to what is happening in the industry outside their own
walls. In many instances, production has forced policies
upon the distribution branch, which the latter regarded as
It

many

contrary to sound business practice and productive of ill
Many of the business mistakes our industry has

will.

More Product, Too
The New Look appears

made
to

have been born with recent

have been prevented had there been
of interest in common problems and

in the past could

a closer

community

The New Look of intelligent calsome of our basic

declarations by a

cooperation in planning.

would accede

laboration might be the remedy for

to

number of film companies that they
demands of theatremen for increased fea-

ture output in

1956. There were statements by several
prominent theatremen that they had received from film
executives assurances of greater solicitude for the needs
of exhibition. Then came this announcement by Mr. Goldenson that associate Hyman had made his pitch on a

purely pocketbook basis

— for

—

a

weaknesses.

That such

a doctrine

is

practical

pute in the results flowing from

is

proved beyond

ABC-PT's

dis-

overtures to

the film companies, and the latter's response. One of the
most aggravating examples of lack of cooperation between

more sensibly balanced

(Continued on Page 24)
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UA WELCOMES

FRANK SINATRA
~
"The

to

hottest

its

thing in show business today!"

roster of producing

and acting

as he starts his
first independent production...
a lusty, actionful western drama
talent

"JOHNNY CONCHO"

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN
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1956

23,

Philip R.

Ward

LOOK AT LOEWS!

estate (theatre) holdings.

announcing

properties at substantially less than their estimated true

For a company on the threshold of
most dismal earnings report in years, the
Loew's Inc. shares was remarkably robust.

its

demand for
Here was a company preparing

to report that its per share

earnings for the fiscal year ended August 31, 1955, had
dipped from $1.28 to $1.03, Here was a company about to

announce the even more funereal tiding that for the 12
week term ended November 24, 1955, its per share earnings
had tumbled from 30 cents to a barely-in-the-black 5 cents.
Yet, beginning January 12, only five days before

News Day

Bad

and only three trading days before,
Loew's suddenly exploded on the ticker tapes as though
it had been confused with the new Ford Motor Company
common. To add to the mystery is the not-too-startling
revelation that no apparent fillip to Loew's film earnings
is in sight beyond the normal steps that all film companies
(Jan. 17)

have taken to shake the current boxoffice slump. Indeed,
Loew's, like most other movie shares, had passed much of
late 1955 and early 1956 in a sedentary stupor. That is,
until January 12. On that date, on January 13 and the following trading day, the 16th, traffic in Loew's shares

The company books show

value, $44 million according to

these

most recent figures. Howgross book value of $108

have a
through the sleight-of-hand of depreciation
have been pruned to the low $44 million figure. By way
of documenting true values, it is well to note the amount
of insurance carried on the Loew's properties. The figure
is between $90 and $100 million. Therefore, it seems certain
that when settlement is made on these fixed assets the
amount suggested by the insurance coverage will be a
ever, these properties
million, but

more

realistic one.

O
Under Loew's current bookkeeping,
a per share basis break

By reckoning

down

total fixed assets

on

to about a net of $18 a share.

more reliable value of these
would be some 50%-60% more,
$28-$30 per share compared to the current market price
approximately 20^.
the higher and

assets, the per share value

or
of

—

Beyond

real property

assessment

the potential profits

is

totaled a prodigious 113,000 shares. All the

more amazing:

stimulus projected by Loew's gold-tinged film library, one

— not

bad for some-

of the best in the business

the stock spurted nearly

two points

of $50 million.

0
In the market very

happens without good cause.

little

—

Loew's insiders may tell you the action is attributable
Walter Winchell radio tip of Sunday, January 15.
Acknowledging Mr. Winchell's market influence, this ex-

planation accounts only for the 55,000 share volume of the
following day. Clearly the buying tempo had been build-

simply that some prize
information had leaked to the street, news of such character as to defy the normal discounting practice of the market
to earnings news as grim as that from Loew's. The nature
of that information is not hard to guess. It deals with
Loew's treatment of its assets, treatment which may well
hand its shareholders a juicy plum come Divorcement Day

— the
film

TV

This

viewpoint.

minimum

quarters calculate that on a per share

would seem

per share in probable gross "first

TV

to represent

some $10

release" income. This

estimate appears high to us, since TV's liquidity

is not all
has been cracked up to be. But, nonetheless, a very
solid potential may also spring from the dusty library

it

shelves.

Loew's

is

a hot item. We'll

watch

it

with interest.

somebody got the Loew-down.

to a

ing days before.

Some

basis this backlog alone

There was cause here all right, but not apparent. As it has
done before, the market was playing out another of those
little dramas of "tout and pray" that so often boomerang
and just as often do not the type that drive unwary
brokers to their cups and wary ones to Florida for the
winter. In short,

from a

treasure has been conservatively appraised at a

thing selling around $20.

No, the answer

CINEMA SHARES IN

'55.

Here's a quickie review of

the price performance of individual film industry stocks in

1955

— in terms of their percentage gain or

Allied Artists

+16-2/3%

Republic

Columbia

20th Fox

Loew's

-24%
—11%

Universal

Paramount

— 8%

Warners

loss.

+23%
-17%
— 8%
— 5%

is

RKO

Pictures

(THEATRE COMPANIES)

time for divestiture of theatre holdings from the

company.

O
seems that Loew's enjoys a veritable Comstock Lode
hidden assets, which, curiously, do not appear on its
balance sheets. In the main, these assets consist of real

(unchgd.)

8%
-15%

ABC-Paramount +

RKO

National

Stanley Warner

9%
-12%
+

It

(SPECIALTIES)

of

Technicolor

-24%

Walt Disney
Film
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS
AT 20TH-FOX SALES MEETING
Above, 20th-Fox executives

attendance at the sales sessions held recentAl Lichtman, producer Buddy
Adler, president Spyros Skouras, Fox International president Murray
Silverstone, assistant general sales manager W. C. Gehring.
At right,
vice president-advertising head Charles Einfeld addresses the gathering.
ly at the

home

in

office: distribution director

MANAGEMENT

20TH CENTURY-FOX

made news at the company's recent sales
and merchandising meeting. Distribution chief Al Lichtman announced that 24 Foxproduced features, at the rate of two per month, will be released this year, and that this
releasing schedule will be augmented by an unspecified number of independently produced films. President Spyros P. Skouras called for a dynamic merchandising campaign
to introduce CinemaScope 55, which will be launched this year by the release of "Carousel" and "The King and I". Vice president Charles Einfeld put on display for the sales
force the vast promotional campaign prepared by his department to push "Carousel",
the initial CinemaScope 55 production, which goes into release in February, plans for
merchandising "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit", 20th's Easter release, and the campaigns on other '56 productions, including "The Bottom of the Bottle", On the Threshold of Space", "The Man Who Never Was" and "The Lieutenant Wore Skirts".

GOLDENSON

LEONARD

WARD
casting

H.

MYRON BLANK

GOLDENSON &

ED-

HYMAN,

American BroadCompany-Paramount Theatres

L.

president and vice president respectively,

paved the way for greater intra-industry
cooperation and prosperity with the announcement that ABC-PT had asked the
film companies for a more orderly distribution of top quality films throughout the
year, and that eleven distributors had

The

given assurances in that direction.

Goldenson-Hyman team

also listed nine

points for revitalization of industry operations and called for a "rebirth of

show-

manship" on the part of the entire industry. Proper merchandising of the orderly
flow of top-grade films could result in
one of the most prosperous years in movie

Goldenson asserted. Pledges for
release of films resulted from conferences
between Hyman and top film executives.
history,

motion a drive
TOA on such
matters as Government regulation and
arbitration. He revealed: 1) That a quesis being sent to all members for
opinions on regulation, product shortage,

tionnaire

etc.,

the answers to which will govern
position in regard to these sub-

TOA's

BULLETIN
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reported a decline in the net
Warner Corporation

for the period ending November 26, but
reassured stockholders that the loss had

been

recouped

Stanley

Warner

to testify at the hearings.

press

conference,

Blank

At the same
expressed

the

view that the sale of features to TV "represents poor economic judgment" on the
part of film companies and "will shrink
the potential return on pictures today and
TOA counsel
in the future," he said.

Herman Levy

TV

The

gross income for the quarter was slightly
higher than the corresponding period in

was $810,500, or 37
compared with $1,110,100

1954, the net profit

TOA

December.

during

president said that while

cents a share,

or 50 cents a share for 1954.

Despite the

slight financial set-back, he told the share-

holders the

company

takes a

"cheerful

view regarding the country's economic
health, and believes it will be reflected in
Stanley Warner's operations during the

months ahead."

A

25 cent dividend per

share will be declared at the board meeting Jan. 24 payable Feb. 24. "Cinerama

deals are in

Holiday" has outgrossed "This Is Cine-

the offing, and that exhibitors have no

rama" and Fabian predicted even better
things for "Seven Wonders of the World"

said other

legal recourse to prevent them.

FABIAN

BLANK
23,

FABIAN

be presented at the Senate Small Business
Committee hearings which begin February 2; 3)
will send three members

[More
Film

SI

profit of the Stanley

jects; 2) Results of the questionnaire will

HYMAN
Page 10

set in

to solidify the position of

NEWS

on

Page 24]

Desti ned to spearhead
the parade of hits coming

from the ne\//

THE

RKQ

The

RK^^

n©V\^

wi " grow stron 9 er in 1956 '

release after release. ..when these fine pictures hit the
screens. ..each backed
.kNUARY

11

pre-selling

RELEASE

MARGARET O'BRIEN

.11

by an advanced-type of

•

WALTER BRENNAN

•

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

aDY 18 RELEASE

POSTMARK h DANGi
WILLIAM SYLVESTER
TERRY MOORE -ROBERT BEATTY^

im-U)ARV 25 RELEASE
1

CASH ON DELIVERY
r
SHELLEY WINTERS

FEBRUARY

75

•

PEGGY CUMMINS

•

JOHN GREGSON

RELEASE

The Brain Machine
PATRICK BARR

PRE
FEBRUARY 2 2

ELIZABETH ALLAN

•

•

MAXWELL REED

HOWARD HUGHES

JOHN WAYNE

•

SUSAN

H

L

presents

INemaScoPE
TEC H N COLO R
I

g

DAVID O. SELZNIC
SELZNICK

ebecca

^^^^^

presents

LAURENCE OLIVIER

•

GEORGE SANDERS

JUDITH

JOAN

FONTAINE

ANDERSON

Brave
the
and
Bold
The
MICKEY RQONEY

WENDELL C0R[Y

MARCH

•

DON TAYLOR

•

NICOLE MMIREt

RE-RELEASE

21

ONE MINUTE TO ZERO STlytT^
4 RELEASE

DAY
GREAT MORNING
THE

IN

VIRGINIA

MAYO

APRIL

U

•

ROBERT STACK

RUTH ROMAN

St/PfASCOPE

^TECHNICOLOR
Pent by

RELEASE

fill
w^PRIL

•

WAY OUT sr:«r
GENE NELSON

18 RE-RELCASE
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"Fury

"The Prisoner"

Suduteu Rotate

O O

at

Gunsight Pass"

O O

Scuutett ReitiHf

Engrossing, but complex and subtle film about the imprisonment of a Catholic cardinal by a totalitarian regime. Alec
Guinness name for marquee. Should draw well in the arthouses and serve as adequate dualler generally.

First-rate western has interesting plot

This British film, being released by Columbia, has already become the object of political censorship abroad.
Although everything in the film is clothed in anonymity,
the plot deals with the "brainwashing" of a Catholic cardinal by a totalitarian power. It should prove provocative

field.

for class audiences, but

may

be too subtle and complex to

be generally appealing. With Alec Guinness offering good
marquee power, "The Prisoner" is sure to draw well in art

and class houses. It has enough exploitation angles to
make it good dual bill fare in the general market. The
story is almost wholly concerned with the explication of
ideas, providing in static and highly stylized form, an inGuinness as
tellectual debate between two protagonists
the cardinal, and Jack Hawkins as the relentless interrogator. It explores profoundly and leisurely the ideas of
self-knowledge, justice, power, and loyalties and more.
The production is topflight. Guinness and Hawkins are
superb (as is Wilfred Lawson, a jailer), and Peter Glenville's direction is thoughtful and imaginative, and Bridget

—

—

marquee names, but should do

OK

in

and

direction.

Lacks

action situations.

This brief (68 min.) and unpretentious western, under
the Columbia banner, is an uncommonly good entry in its

Well plotted and ably directed, the film is tightlyand well-paced and should hold viewers with its measured suspense. David Lang's screenplay is highly serviceable, and under Fred F. Sears' skilled direction, comes
alive with plot tensions and excitement. Over-all effect is
of much action and movement and of just the necessary
amount of talk. Photography is also a cut above the averknit

age for black-and-white, particularly in the last third of
the film, played in a blinding and exciting dust storm.

—

—

While the

marquee strength, the acting is convincing, with David Brian and Neville Brand believable
villains, and Richard Long effective as the hero. On the
day of Long's wedding to Lisa Davis, Brian, Brand, and
their gang, plan to rob the bank of Long's father, Addison
Richards. Brian double-crosses partner Brand by staging
the hold-up before he arrives, and Richards is killed. Brian
is captured, Brand escapes, and the money is hidden. Long
cast lacks

Guinness, thoroughly broken, confesses to crimes he did
not commit, will surely be the subject of comment.

attempts to clear his father's name, when it is suggested
that he was in cahoots with the outlaws. Brand and his
men capture the posse that's sent out in search of them,
and take over the town, searching for the hidden money in
a fierce storm. Brand discovers Brian's double-cross but
is shot by him. Katherine Warren, discovering the money,
is killed trying to escape with it. The remaining outlaws
are eventually captured, and the loot is retrieved.

Columbia IB & D Film Corporation). ?l minutes. Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins.
Produced by Vivian A. Cox. Directed by Peter Glenville.

Columbia. (8 minutes. David Brian, Neville Brand,
Wallace MacDonald. Directed by Fred F. Sears.

Boland's script

is

thought-provoking.

The black-and-white

lensing achieves a variety of striking effects through styli-

High credit is also due the marvelous score by
Benjamin Frankel. The conclusion of the "story", in which

zation.

O O O O

GcuiHtM teaUHf

TOPS

Q Q Q

GOOD

SHOWMEN

© O

AVERAGE

. .

What Are YOU Doing?
Send us your advertising, publicity and exploitation

campaigns

—

with

photos

—

for

inclusion

in

our

EXPLOITATION & MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT
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Richard

Long.

©

Produced

POOR]

by

"Joe Macbeth"

"Glory"

Scuitete Rate*?

O O O

Margaret O'Brien returns in romantic horse-racing yarn that
is diverting. Figures above average in general market.

u

Margaret O'Brien's first "grown-up" film appearance is
pound to arouse interest in those who flocked to her films
of a decade ago. This vehicle is a colorful, amusing, and
a generally diverting picture that has an appealing locale
While
ind theme Kentucky and horse-racing fever.
is inventive about Peter Milne's screenlittle
that
,:here's
s
both cute and corny, and the racing scenes pack
tj olay, it is
>

:j

v

—

.

-

Good comedy dialogue

jxcitement and verve.
o veterans

is

allotted

Walter Brennan and Charlotte Greenwood, and

O'Brien handles the romantic angle quite adequately.
pleasant, escapist fare for the general run of audiand
the family trade especially. Another factor in
j :nces,
ts favor is outstanding lensing-work in wide-screen Supericope and Technicolor. It captures nicely the fairy-land
r quality of the "Blue Grass" and the excitement of the race.
David Butler's production and direction are first-rate, the
:

Vliss

- This

is

0

-

;

...

..

good. A filly is foaled at Charlotte Greenwood's
O'Brien, her step-granddaughter, names it
and
a
'Glory". She falls in love with wealthy, young stableLupton. Despite the faith of O'Brien and
^ iwner John
rainer Walter Brennan (who constantly bickers with
jreenwood), the horse fails to win consistently. O'Brien
oins Byron Palmer's band as vocalist, to finance "Glory's"
ipkeep. O'Brien insists on entering the horse in the Kenucky Derby, sees the fee money raised by a host of enhusiasts, and is present when the filly wins. O'Brien also
jace

is

'

jitable,

...

t

vins Lupton,

—

who

finally realizes

Modern paraphrase
plodding to

Gutbteu Rati*?
A

will

O O

overcome the handicap of
generally implausible situation in which a woman takes
ver the newspaper of a small Western town and liberates
ne town of its tyrannical overlords. The competent actig and a fine Superscope-Technicolor lensing job do mange, however, to lift this melodrama to a satisfactory level,
to

—

ieturns should be about average in the general market,

'im Whelan's direction

is

age of a rather talky script

adequate, given the disadvanby Horace McCoy. The Holt-

Miss Colis pleasing to eye and ear.
wins a large sum of money from Barry Sullivan, a
rofessional gambler, in a New Orleans poker game. She
nen leaves for Texas, where she is taking over a small)wn newspaper. The town's surrounding area is owned
y two ruthless land barons, who proceed to set up a series
f obstacles in the path of Colbert, who opposes them,
ullivan arrives, pursuing her, and is soon in on the fight,
'he town elects their own officials, but the "baddies" set
allowing no one to enter or leave. With
p a blockade
:arvation imminent, rangers arrive, the town is freed, and
ullivan and Colbert prepare to start a new life therein.

iosen production
ert

—

IO

(A

Holt-Rosen

Production).

84

a classic story has

whom

was intended. Boxoffice prospects are
only fair. Photography is generally good and imaginative
at times. Bonar Colleano (Macduff-Fleance) and Sidney
James (Banquo) deliver the best performances. Paul
Douglas (Macbeth) is a member of a New York gang
headed by Gregoire Asian (Duncan). Douglas marries
Ruth Roman, a girl of strong ambition, who soon goes to
work on her husband, reminding him of the insecurity of
his job. The upshot is that the couple murders boss Asian
when he pays them a visit. One crime leads to another,
and Douglas is forced to kill his best friend, Sidney James.
Colleano, James' son, seeks safety but vows revenge. He
shoots down Douglas and the now deranged Roman, but
gives up his rights of succession in the gang hierarchy.

fans for

it

A Frankovich Production). 90 minutes. Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar
Colleano, Sidney James. Produced by M. J. Frankovich. Directed by Ken Hughes.
Columbia

I

"Three Bad Sisters"

The team

fair returns in family situations.

manage

"Carmen Jones",

In the manner of

been turned into contemporary drama, with the outlines of
the original still intact. In this Frankovich production,
Shakespeare's "Macbeth" is transformed into a modern
underworld meller. The basic idea is a good one, but
scripter Philip Yordan has followed the original remorselessly, and his screenplay is a highly mechanical and selfconscious affair, lacking the directness and hard conviction
of good crime fare. Moving slowly and deliberately under
Ken Hughes' direction, it figures to disappoint the action

names, but exploitation should make

refreshing performance by that "old pro" Claudette

Colbert doesn't quite

action fans. Action exploitables.

Unconvincing meller has sadistic violence galore.

about a lady newspaper owner.

draw

is

too self-conscious and

he loves her.

"Texas Lady"

Maudette Colbert

of Shakespeare

fully satisfy

KO. (David Butler Production). 100 minutes. Margaret O'Brien, Walter Brennan,
harlotte Greenwood, John Lupton, Byron Palmer. Producer-Director David Butler.

outine, implausible meller

O O

Rating

minutes.

oduced by Nat Holt. Directed by Tim Whelan.

Claudette Colbert,

Barry

Sullivan,

it

OK

Lacks

for action spots.

Schenck and Koch, producers of consistenthave departed from their norm in
this Bel-Air production for United Artists, and the result
is a turgid, unconvincing meller, but one loaded with violence and unsavory (and exploitable) characters. It deals
with three rich, spoiled and unpleasant sisters, in conflict
with each other about money and men. The acting by a
cast of little-knowns and the direction, by Gilbert L. Kay,
have an intensity about them that's arch and unnerving.
Exhibitors will have to rely on the exploitation angles in
the plot's unpleasant aspects and the repugnant characters
who people it. Photography and technical credits in general
are okay._ Acting is on the mechanical side and fails
to supply the very much needed note of conviction. John
Bromfield is the pilot of a plane in which a millionaire industralist is killed. One of his three daughters (Kathleen
Hughes) approaches Bromfield to suggest that he romance
sister Sara Shane, executor of the estate which Hughes
wants to control. Maniacal Hughes drives a third sister,
Maria English, to suicide by disfiguring her, and turns her
fury on Bromfield, who has betrayed her by really falling
in love with Shane. Bromfield and Shane are married, but
Hughes soon convinces the disturbed Shane that she is
having an affair with Bromfield. Latter rescues his wife as
of

ly reliable action fare,

—

—

she attempts suicide

;

Hughes

dies in auto crash.

United Artists (A Bel-Air Production). 74 minutes. Maria English, Kathleen Hughes,
Sara Shane, John Bromfield. Howard W. Koch Producer. Gilbert L. Kay Director!

[More REVIEWS on Page 18]
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"Schack Dut on 101"

"Anything Goes"
Sututete ^<zti*$

O O O
Spy meller has too much

Cole Porter's music, topnotch production values, and a fine
cast, with some extras, add up to lively musical with good
boxoffice potential.

One

of the real classics of

Broadway musical comedy

is

the source of this lively musical, chock-full of entertain-

production numbers, color, and
This Robert Emmett Dolan production also is strong in commercial values. It has the benefit
of an unmatchable Cole Porter score, no less than six of
the maestro's classics being in evidence: "I Get a Kick Out
of You," "You're the Top," "All Thru the Night," "It's De
Lovely," "Blow, Gabriel, Blow," and "Anything Goes", all
belted with spirit and in fine fashion and style by the
Misses Gaynor and Jeanmaire and Messrs. Crosby and
O'Connor. They're still songs of immense freshness and
appeal which will have audiences humming along. In addition, the talented team of Sammy Cahn and Jimmy Van
Heusen have added three special numbers, each the basis
of a topflight production number
"Ya Gotta Give the
People Hoke" (Crosby and O'Connor), "A Second Hand
Turbin and a Crystal Ball" (Crosby and O'Connor),
and "You Can Bounce Right Back" (O'Connor). There's
no dearth of attractive music in this production. Dancing is on the level of the singing, if not surpassing it.
Nick Castle's choreography is bright and tasteful, and
Roland Petit has arranged two dance highlights featuring
Jeanmaire. The French dancer is going to win a lot of fans
in these numbers. Unfortunately, Sidney Sheldon's screen-

ment values

in its lavish

attractive marquee.

—

same

isn't of

ings,

with a pronounced tendency toward thinness, but has

calibre as the production's

amusing lines and situations. Broadway director Robert Lewis milks the script for all it's worth.
Under his hand, the musical numbers have punch, while
the story is played in just the right light-hearted manner,
and pace is very good. From beginning to end he has avoided the pitfall of slow spots. John F. Warren's VistaVisionTechnicolor lensing has extraordinary clarity and richness
of texture, and the color is bountifully appealing. Costumer
Edith Head has a field day in this one, with some scintillating wardrobes that make the colorful tableaux even
more colorful. Binff Crosby is his usual casual and appealing self. Jeanmaire makes the strongest impression with a
charming performance. In one of his rare film appearances,
Phil Harris is amusing as Gaynor's father, on the wrong
a fair share of

side of the law.
of

Broadway

Europe

Simple story concerns the misadventures
Crosby and O'Connor, who sail to

stars

to seek a leading lady for a

forthcoming production. Complication occurs when Crosby, in London, sees
and signs Gaynor for the role, and O'Connor, in Paris, does
likewise for Jeanmaire. Most of the film concerns the boat
trip back to the U. S. and the humor of keeping the girls
apart and resolving what looks like an insoluble problem.
Further difficulty is that O'Connor falls for Gaynor (whom
he wants to axe) and Crosby falls for Jeanmaire. After

some

farcical proceedings, solution found is for the show
be re-written, with both girls included. The show,
naturally, is a smash.

to

105 minutes.
Bing
Harrii, Kurt Kaszart.
Robert Lewis.
Phil
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talk, but fair suspense.
naborhoods, action houses.

Will

|

i

—

the eating shack of the

Edward

title

—located near a

j

Dein's direction

j

j

vital electron

develop enougl
movement and action for the audience this will draw. Pace
is decidedly slow with running-time seeming a food dea
longer than its actual 80 minutes. Performances are satis

ics plant.

fails to

I

:

j

Lee Marvin, as the heavy, taking honors fron
Terry Moore and Frank Lovejoy. Keenan Wynn is th<
proprietor of a diner on Highway 101, where Terry Moon
is employed as a waitress, Marvin as cook. Terry is bein^
romanced by scientist Frank Lovejoy, but she become;
suspicious that Lovejoy and Marvin are both spys anc
traitors. She accuses Marvin and he attacks her. Marvir;j
discovers Lovejoy is an FBI agent. In a showdowi
Marvin is killed.
factory, with

j

I

I

I

j

j

j

Allied

Artists.

Wynn.

80

minutes.

Terry

Produced by Mort Millman.

"There's

Moore, Frank Loveioy, Lee
Directed by Edward Dein.

O Q

Routine treatment of a familiar "other

plot of this

i

(Plus)

woman"

situation

Appeal for women, plus good marquee values, should
to above-average returns in general market.

The

Keena

Marvin,

Always Tomorrow"

Ratine** IZetfiKf

drama

—

in

carr

which a middle-aged husban.
j

woman

because he feels his wife is ne
glecting him is familiar, but the situation is still the kirn
that, properly executed, provides forceful and moving fare.
In this Universal production, however, and under Dougla
turns to another

1

1

—

j

Sirk's spiritless direction, the story lacks punch, the filr
never attains emotional power, and the result is a ver
routine treatment of a routine situation. The pace is slow
and the climaxes just kind of drift in. The appeal c
"There's Always Tomorrow" is primarily to the fern trad*

and

this factor, plus

good marquee values, make the box

outlook a bit above average. Veterans Barbara Star
wyck, Fred MacMurray and Joan Bennett provide th

office

marquee power, but their performances are only lukewarn
Ross Hunter's physical production is better than the dra
matic content. MacMurray, a successful industrialist,

i|

upset because wife Joan Bennett pays too much attentio
to their children, and not enough to him. When an ol

;

Barbara Stanwyck, appears, he sees her readilj!
When he runs into her accidentally on a business trip, th,
children discover the meeting and suspect the worst. Onl
Pat Crowley, fiancee of a son, believes in its innoceno
MacMurray professes his love for Stanwyck, but when shj
is confronted by the children, she rejects him and tell
friend,

them
Paramount.

nor,

in

The story idea for this William F. Broidy productior
was a good one, but something went awry and the enc
product is a curiously static and talky film. The Edwarc
and Mildred Dein script starts out promisingly enough—
with some fast, slick, and amusing dialogue but becomes
wearisome in its protracted, and rather flat, verbal assault
Coupled with the burden of the over-talky screenplay is th<
fact that virtually the entire film takes place in one spot—

mount-

play

the

serve as dualler

to

be more considerate of their father.

Crosby,

Donald O'Connor. Jeanmaire. Mitjl GayProduced by Robert Emmi't Dolan
Directed by

January

23,

l»54

Universal-International.
84 minutes
Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray,
Bennett, Pat Crowley. Produced by Ross Hunter. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Jo.

1
|

—
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Exhibition Leadership Providing Spark

To Showmanship Drive
With 1956
there

still

in its

swaddling clothes,

a great stirring in the fold

is

of ex-

bodes a new, aggressive show-

hibition that

It's not the rahin the industry.
rah "Let's go sell 'em, gang!" approach that
bubbles up in froth and soon simmers down

manship

to

lethargy.

flat

methodical,

There

analytical

is

a

aspect

movement, sometimes even a

determined,
to

this

little

that indicates the exhibitor leadership

new

angry,

means

business.

Leonard Goldenson's, presenting American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres' program for recognizing the greatest
potential from this year's product, are a key

Words

to this

like

approach:

"Let us be honest with ourselves. There
has been a deterioration in showmanship in
the last few years. What we need now is its
rebirth. We need to light a fire under this
industry without another week's delay."
Highly inflammable kindling for the spark
has been supplied by AB-PT, by National

in Various Sectors

COMPO

Theatres and by Texas
in the last
few weeks alone. Other major circuits and
independent exhibitors have given signs of
a similar jaw-jutting exploitation militancy.

And

not

of the

all

showmanship upheavals

coming from exhibition. Film companies
are showing signs of more serious attention
are

20th
the promotion of new movies.
Century-Fox, for instance, while it anticipates no increase in the number of releases,
has announced a step-up of production so
that more time can be devoted to proper
promotion of new films farther in advance
of release. RKO, now that it has done its
business with television, is turning its attention to the theatre product it has on hand
to

its slogan, "The
Showmanship Company". Columbia has a
vast program afoot for its "Picnic". And so

with a vigor that bespeaks

it

goes with other distributors.
Let's look at

some

of the ideas advanced

by exhibitors:

Goldenson and Edward L. Hyman, Para-

mount Theatres

The increase in
imperative to check the
ad rates in
various areas compared with theatre lineage
rate, and to make certain movie advertising
1.

TV

it

is

not overshadowed by video space.

as presented

Streamline

2.

"some

and

trailers are too

effectuate

long

much — some do
gredients".

trailers

—some reveal too

not reveal the proper ininnovation by United Artists,

An

a "featurette"

showing scenes being filmed

forthcoming pictures, available both for
TV and theatres, was commended for other
companies.
for

A plan to recapture the women audi3.
ence through specialized public relations is
in the hands of a committee and is due to
be submitted shortly for use by all segments
of the industry.
4.

The AB-PT program,

names nine
showmen:
TV advertising makes

vice-president,

points to be tackled by

by Mr.

Intensifying efforts to get the young(Conlinued on Page 27)

20TH-FOX TAPS CBS RADIO NETWORK SHOWS TO PLUG FILMS
In

keeping

with

the

intensive

showmanship activities leading off
1956, 20th Century-Fox became the
motion picture company to
first
sponsor full network radio programs to sell its film product. The
precedential pact was signed with
4 20th-Fox vice president Charles

Einfeld (left) and CBS president
Arthur Hull Hayes sign advertising contract that marked 20thFox sponsorship of established
network radio programs. Witnessing: CBS network v.p. Irving
CBS network sales manager

the Columbia Broadcasting System
on January 17 in New York to be-

come

part of 20th's big-scale pre-

selling

campaign on

its

first

Cine-

maScope 55 production, "Carousel".
Initial programming calls for the
Rodgers & Hammerstein musical to
be huckstered on the Bing Crosby
show, Amos and Andy, Edgar
Bergen, and five other national personality-powered programs covering the big network, during the first
three weeks of February.

Fein,

William Shaw; 20th-Fox ad manager
Abe Goodman; exploitation manager Rodney Bush; Martin Michel,
TV and radio director.

The 20th-CBS pact indicates the
stronger emphasis being placed on
radio to draw on both home and
auto listeners for movie selling.
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FORUm

EXHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

TOA POLLS MEMBERSHIP

b)

The following

bulletin

forum were sent

to

TOA

and poll
members.

Dear Member:

On February 2nd, the Select Committee
on Small Business (U.S. Senate) will hold
hearings of great importance concerning the
motion picture industry. TOA will be heard
on your behalf.

We

must have views from our

entire

mem-

to the courses of action and
be adopted, so that they can be
conveyed to our representatives who will
testify at the hearings. In order to help us
compile your thoughts, we are sending you
the attached questionnaire. All replies will
be kept confidential.

bership

as

policies to

be completely effective, your Committee needs facts, statistics and proof to subWe
stantiate your views and comments.
realize that the proper answering of the
questions in this questionnaire will take a
considerable amount of your time. We also
feel, however, that it will be time well spent.
This opportunity to appear before the Select
Committee on Small Business may well be
our last one, in a public forum, for some
time to come. Kindly give this matter your

To

substantial and immediate attention.
is

Help

ately.

We

TOA

shall be

get that help!

guided by your advice and

Kindest personal regards.
General Counsel
-

GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION
Govmotion pic-

of the entire

PRODUCT SHORTAGE
Are you faced with

and decided.
speedy and inexpensive method of
determining rights. Under the proposed system, the right of an exhibitor to go into
court, instead of arbitration, is in no way
impaired.
The exhibitor has his choice.
Based on these facts:
It

a

is

Are you

1)

favor of the principle of
the granting to an ex-

is,

hibitor of the right to turn to arbitration in-

stead of to litigation for a hearing on his

complaint?

Do you

2)

have grievances

in the fields of

clearances, runs, competitive bidding, failure
to deliver a print

on

time, etc.,

which you

have not, for one reason or another, started
which you might bring to arbitration if you had the opportunity to do so?

a shortage of pro-

TRADE PRACTICES

this

3) If this

your

not

is

so,

Number one problem?
what is your Number

4) "Former affiliates" is a pharse used to
designate national chains of theatres, such

Warners, Fox and Paramount, that once
belonged to, and were operated by, the distribution companies of the same names.
These distribution companies were divorced
from theatre ownership by the decrees in the
as

With

that

in mind, please answer the
lowing questions:

fol-

case of U.S. vs. Paramount, et

al.

background

Are you

in favor of these

"former

affili-

ates" producing and distributing motion pic-

Have

terms

distributors'

you

forced

higher film rental
admission

increase

to

prices?
2)

Are you being forced

through

the

process

of

to rent pictures

distribution

con-

ditioning the rental of one feature picture on

on shorts or

4)

5)

6)

Have

distributors forced extended play-

Have you been asked

to

advance ad-

Are pictures available to you only long
your former customary clearances?

What

trade practices do you consider
Please name the companies that in-

dulge in these practices.
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Are you, or

1)

acquisition

"former

Do you

have any bidding situations?

2) If so, did

you request bidding, or was

it

What

competitive bidding practices do

you consider unfair?

DECRESS IN

U.

PARAMOUNT,

S. vs.

et al

What effect has the elimination of
1)
block-booking had on the operation of your
theatres?
2)

Are you

in

favor of the return of block-

4)

by

the

FEDERAL ADMISSION TAX
REDUCTION

Are you

pursuing the battle

in favor of

to have the remainder of the Federal

Tax

on admissions eliminated?
2) Many exhibitors feel that the gains
derived from the 1954 tax reductions were
confiscated by the distributors by increased

film rentals.

What

are your views on the

subject?

COMMENTS
Exhibitors

of

country

this

represent

a

American economic
scene. They also have a tremendous investment in the motion picture industry. The
best available figures show that exhibitors'
investment
It

just

the

under three

billion dollars.

therefore, important that every exhibi-

is,

tor

is

of

express his views on what he feels

wrong with

do so

We
and

is

the industry, and to state his
feels

can be done to
Please

in the space provided.

of

in

TOA

know how
we can be of

are very eager to

what way you

further assistance to you.

feel

Please

tell us.

METRO'S ONE-PURPOSE
PRINT
Allied

T.

who

O. of Indiana

attended

ATOI's

Fall

Convention heard a great deal about Metro's
new magnetic-optical print. The announcement that "Kismet" will be served both on
the new print and the regular optical print
has caused some exhibitors to question the
need for their purchase of new sprockets,
demagnetizing equipment, etc., to handle the
combination print.
This policy removes some of the urgency
to install the new equipment but it still
might be desirable to have. The theatre's
ability to handle both types of prints may
give the exhibitor greater choice of avail-

on a picture. Also, at this date,
Metro has no announced policy regarding

ability

booking?
3)

theatres

Give your reasons.

affiliates".

1954

1)

are you not, in favor of the

additional

of

Exhibitors

COMPETITIVE BIDDING

3)

exhibitors

better his and the industry's position.

mission prices as a condition for getting a
particular picture? Give examples.
after

Some

theatres.

are very audible in their objection to this,
while others feel that they would rather

views as to what he

newsreels?

Has divorcement helped you? How?
Has divorcement hurt you? How?

EXPANSION OF
"FORMER AFFILIATES"
BY WAY OF ACQUITION OF
NEW THEATRES
Some

tures?

of Justice, for permission to ac-

major segment

forced upon you?
is

Department

quire additional

suit on, but

one problem?

Page 20

in

arbitration, that

1)

duct?

a)

system whereunder an exgo into an informal hearing

a

is

able to

of having his complaint heard

unfair?

2) What are your views on Federal Government regulation of film rentals?

2) If so,

is

rather than into the courts for the purpose

are your views on Federal

ture industry?

1)

hibitor

ing time on you? Give examples.

Herman M. Levy

ernment regulation

were

have the "former affiliates" as competitors
than independent circuits. In answering the
following questions please keep in mind that
you are being asked how you feel about the
expansion of "former affiliates", and not
about competition in general.

Arbitration

3)

What

still

affiliates"

ARBITRATION

are,

"former

that of another or others, or

counsel.

1)

would you

plied to the courts, with the approval of the

If

the

1)

an excellent opportunity for TOA,
representing rational and responsible exhibitors, to bring its case to the Senate in a
statesmanlike and effective manner. The exhibitors of this country need help immediThis

you

be in favor,
given the
privilege of exhibiting the pictures they produced in their own theatres first, before placing them in general release?
if

of the

"former

affiliates"

have ap-

It could be that subsequent
be served only by combined
prints or it might be that optical prints
would continue to be available on a number
of releases during a transitional period in
order to give all accounts time to modify
their equipment.

future releases.

pictures

will

AUDIE

MURPHY BARBARA RUSH
-

co-starring
ith

JEFF

TOMMY RALL-HOWARD
Directed by

JESSE HIBBS

ST.
•

MORROW JOHN
•

MclNTIRE

JOHN -CHICO VEJAR ART ARAGON -CISCO ANDRADE

Screenplay by

•

JACK SHER

'

Produced by

AARON ROSENBERG

ANOTHER "P/C7ME WfTH THAT PRESOLD VWERSAL APPEAL/

THEY

i

MADE THE NEWS
(Continued from Page 10)

IS

more

John

BENJAMIN, TODD, KRIM

TODD

MICHAEL
inked an agreement
with United Artists to distribute his multimillion
dollar
Todd-AO production
"Around The World In Eighty Days".
Entrepreneur Todd told UA board chairman Robert

S. Benjamin and president
Arthur B. Krim that he is "extremely
impressed by the dynamic methods of
operation displayed by UA's youthful
management." Following the successful
launching of his first film in the Todd-AO
process, "Oklahoma!", Todd severed connections with the distributing company,
Magna Theatres, and the Todd-AO Corporation, though retaining the right to

LIEBER

PERRY W. LIEBER ended a 25-year
association with RKO Radio when he resigned as national director of advertising
to take a post with 20th Century-Fox's

Hollywood. Fox
announced that Lieber will handle special
assignments on the studio's production
publicity department in

make

ten pictures in

the

new

Marlene Dietrich and Noel
Coward, screenplay by S. J. Perelman.

including

it

is

Meanwhile,

generally believed that Lieber's re-

ARTHUR

LOEW

M.

released his

Inc., since

becoming president.

decline

FINANCIAL BUL-

was noted. (See

31

A

ending August

LETIN,

0
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER'S

ROY DISNEY

reported an increase in

the net profit of

Walt Disney Productions

ture service

would receive

$12,883,000.

CONQUEROR

first

placement at RKO will come from the
O'Neil-Mutual Broadcasting ranks.

budget
message, sent to Congress January 16,
called for a continuation of all Federal
tax rates at present levels and indicated
that a rise in Federal admission tax receipts is expected in the next 18 months.
Estimated tax collections for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1956, are put at
$108,000,000 and $110,000,000 in 1957, compared with $105,086,000 for the year ending last June 30. The President asked for
an increased allocation to the U. S. Information Agency, of which the motion pic-

THE

O

in the profit for the year

1930.

in

Jules

RKO

in

ever

stars,

annual stockholder's report on Loew's,

boy

th an

process.

"Around the World" is based on the
Verne classic and will have a raft of

schedule of 34 pictures in 1956. A University of Illinois graduate, Lieber joined
as office

Wayne

this issue.)

0

year ended October 1 as
$1,352,576, compared with $733,852 for the
same period the preceding year. Gross
for

the

fiscal

income amounted to
a

$24,638,632, or $2.07

share, against $11,641,408

Much

and $1.12 a

was atgood returns from "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea" and "The Lady
and the Tramp". New activities last year,
including television, drew heavily on
working capital, Disney said, and unless
a better profit from TV can be realized,
share.

tributed

TV

of

the

increase

to

output will be greatly reduced.

TESMA, TOA SIGN
I

.

i
I

Executives of TESMA and
TOA signed a contract to participate in the International
Trade Show scheduled for
York.
19-24 in New
Sept.
Seated, from left: TESMA di
rector

dent
dent
r.p.

W

illiam

TOA's

II

alter /{cade. Jr.

tive set?)
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tec?')

and

TESMA execuMerlin Lewis i TOA
Joe Alterman.

Herman Levy}
OSs't

Gedris. presi-

Lee Jones: TOA presiMyron Blank: TESMA
Tom LaVezxL Standing:

from

RKO

"

di8

Incidentally .

THEY

THOMAS
ZLER

MADE THE NEWS

were named recipients of the Annual
Brotherhood Awards announced by 1956
Brotherhood Week chairmen WILLIAM
HEINEMAN and SPYROS S.
J.

SKOURAS,

I

Jr.

Jan. 31 at the
YTork
.

.

.

Susan

O'NEIL, SAMUEL RINROBERT W. DOWLING

F.

and

Awards

made

be

will

Waldorf Astoria

Hayward

New

in

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN,

is

II

hand out achievements awards to deserving industry personalities on behalf of
will

just

the Amusement Division of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies at the Sheraton Astor in New York Jan. 31
JOE
general manager of the Boston
.

CRONIN,

Red Sox, and
ER, president

THEODORE

.

.

of
Interstate
Theatres
Corp., released the good news that $465,028 had been contributed in the 1955
Jimmy Fund Drive for children's cancer
research.

MILTON STARR,

great...

FLEISH-

greater
th an
ever

founder of the Bijou

Amusement Co., in Nashville, was among
five new members named to the visiting
committees

WAYNE HO
RKO

T. O'Shea, left, and
chairman Thomas F. O'^eil. second
right, were among guests at the party
hosted by John tf uyne prior to his departure
for Europe and the premieres there of "The
Conqueror". At right is Mutual Broadcasting
System commentator Ed Pettitt. who will accompany W uyne on his p.a. tour.

president Daniel

board
from

DANIEL

RKO

O'SHEA

T.

has

allocated

as

the

budget for eleven pictures to be produced in the first six months of 1956. A
second group of top quality pictures will
get a similar allocation in the near future,
according to the
president. O'Shea
and board chairman Thomas O'Neil have

RKO

declared

that

"more aggressive"
story

RKO

will

become

bidding for top
the purchase of

in its

and

properties,

"Cash McCall" is the first step in that
direction. Walter Wanger was signed to

make

six pictures

three years.

world,

He

USA"

for

RKO

will also

for

Harvard Uuniversity

.

.

.

in

Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, as were A. JULIAN BRYLAWSKI, of the MPTO of Washington, D.C.
and SEYMOUR HOFFMAN, of the
Virginia Motion Picture Ass'n
CHARLES A. MOSES has been apMetropolitan

.

.

.

pointed director of advertising, publicity
and exploitation for Bel-Air Productions.

THE

announced that

$22,500,000

total

also

at

EMANUEL FRISCH & LEO BRECHER were designated representatives on
the COMPO board of directors by the

in the

next

produce "Under-

Humphrey

Bogart.

JOHN
AA

C. FLINN, Allied Artists director
of advertising and publicity, accompanied
vice presidents
the
and G.
to
Eastern offices for talks on forthcoming

HAROLD MIRISCH
RALPH BRANTON

CONQUEROR

product
Four Buena Vista toppers
headed West for conferences at the Disney studios the other week: LEO F.
.

.

.

SAMUELS, BV

pres.;

NED CLARKE,

Disney foreign mgr.; JAMES
sales supervisor, and JOSEPH
manager of branch operations.

RICHARD ALTSCHULER,
director

of

world-wide

O'GARA,

BURKE,

Republic's
be
will
drive, with

sales,

honored by the 1956 sales
$100,000 in bonuses to spur on managers,
bookers and salesmen.

"CONQUEROR" PREVIEWED
A

sneak preview of RKO's "The Conqueror",

for Sew York
tracted: from left.

held

exhibitors recently, ateastern sales manager
Anf Levy, Stimle) II arner vice president Sam
Rosen,
vice president II alter Branson.
Fabian's Bernie Brooks and Charles Moss.

RKO

RkO

ON

'PERSUASION' SET

Director W illiam Tyler, left, entertains Canadian film executive J. J. Fitzgibbons. star
Gary Cooper and Allied Artists vice president
G. Ralph Branton on the set of Tyler's first
A A production, "The Friendly Persuasion".

from
Film
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BALANCED DISTRIBUTION
*Curt> Lies in
(

Continued jrom Page 7)

are in business every day of the year and

method

the industry's branches has been the disorganized

of releasing films, resulting in alternating periods of feast

But

or famine for exhibition.

let

Hyman

Mr. Edward L.

"The age-old custom

of pointing all the best pictures for

—

Easter, Fourth of July. Labor Day
and Christmas and leaving the pre-Easter, May and June
and the month of December periods generally barren of
quality pictures has prevailed up through 1955. This
custom was started many years ago for the apparent reason that these particular periods were not conducive to the
greatest business potential. However, our business has
changed over the years and it is vitally necessary that we
keep abreast of progress if we are to survive."

—

To

We

Sales'.

.

.

Of post-Thanksgiving through

"We

are convinced that,

were released

at

if

Xmas:

to

the biggest picture of the yea

Thanksgiving,

we

in exhibition could as

sure distributors of greater playing time and top terms

ii

our best and most important theatres. It does not take an
great imagination to realize that a quality picture wit!
'legs' and with proper advertising and exploitation can,

ii

end attraction

make

this pitch:

from Thanksgiving

instances, play

rid exhibition of its aptly-called ''orphan periods,"

We

own

follow our biggest seasons with our

For 'Orderly' Releases

Hyman makes

Mr.

a

'Whit
should have our best foot forward with som
."
of the better pictures of the year
also

many
Calls

must continue

times to give our patrons the proper inducement. Thi
is not different from the way department stores are oper
ated. They do not rest after the big Christmas rush bu
follow it with their big January White Sales.
mus
ail

We

explain the problem:

four major holidays

Cooperation 9

in the

is

available.

month

of

What

until the year

a difference this wouli

December."

Then, with a display of diplomacy rare

Hyman

movie indus

in

concentration on the
major holidays must be diluted and a plan for the orderly
distribution of quality product throughout the year be

try relations, Mr.

devised and consummated."

on distribution or production or exhibition alone. We thin!
the blame must be assumed by all these segments of th
industry and the cure lies in complete cooperation amon:
them. We cannot ask production and distribution to as

".

.

He

.

feel that the excessive

then cites a practical illustration of the defect in the

present distribution cycle

"As we
the

know, our business

all

summer months. The

in 1955

was good through

last quarter, especially the period

from Thanksgiving to Christmas was not good and was
behind the same period in 1954. The difference a few quality pictures would have made in the May and June and September through Christmas periods just defies the imagination and this could easily have been accomplished with a

more orderly

distribution.

"The irony which
periods

is

is

that on holidays like Easter, Fourth of July and

Christmas there are
."
can be absorbed
.

Mr.

injected into this problem of orphan

Hyman

more quality pictures than

at times

to the

.

.

:

May and

.

.

.

Of post-Labor Day:

we saw quite a lull in business.
was the result of a combination of circumstances. The first
was the reaction in the quality of releases which set in following the tremendous pictures
which were released in July and August
On top of this
big
TV
programs
came
back
the
on the air wi*h a tremendous fanfare of advertising and exploitation
We
"This past September

.

.

.

it

.

.

.

.

periods which, in
est potential.

BULLETIN

ii

have been invested, during
the past, were not conducive to the great
of dollars

Exhibition must also gamble

.

.

.

Exhibition

should be more than happy, if given a quality picture witl
'legs' during these orphan periods, to guarantee the maxi
mum playing time and the best film terms so that the re
turn to the distributor would warrant the release of such

We

quality picture during such a period.

exhibitors

would go along with such

a plan

are certain mos
."
.

.

January

23.

1

9SA

This, concluded Mr.

Hyman,

plus aggressive advertis

the most certain formula for reducing the troughs in movi

business and maintaining boxoffice returns at a consistent
ly

high plateau.

Hyman cannot speak for the balance c
though he chose to make assumptions fo
it.
Furthermore, his comments are tempered to a degre
by the fact that much of it seems applicable only to first
run houses. Nonetheless, the manner in which his cas
was prepared and argued, and the results obtained, mak
it a good model for further efforts along this line. Judgin
by distribution's response, the film companies are readj
at least in some degree, to heed the voice of exhibitior
And if the theatreman in the balcony yells, "Yeah, wh
don't they go further!" he has a good case and one tha
he should keep on arguing until they hear him, too.
Naturally, Mr.

exhibition, even

—

.

.

Film

the risk entailed in relasing quality pictures

.

this."

.

all of

ing-exploitation campaigns during "orphan" periods, seem

here is a
June period
season of the year when the big TV programs have just
gone off the air and we are confident that the release of the
best pictures coupled with aggressive newspaper advertising and exploitation could very well make this period the
best in the year
As you know Elmer Rhoden is sponsoring a Spring Festival and any quality pictures released
in May-June would receive terrific sendoffs because of

P«q» 24

sume

his case:

have now defined the evil and pointed out its fal
However, we cannot place the blame, for example

which many millions

supports his plea with some pointed obser-

"With respect

feel that

lacies.

down

Asks Aggressive Showmanship

.

vations on specific "neglect" periods

We

"We

nails

.

.

But back

to

Ed Hyman's balanced

direct conversations with

distribution case.

key executives

l\

of all principc

BALANCED DISTRIBUTION
W«?#«?«s«?s to

Avoid Business Dips

film companies, he obtained pledges of cooperation for

orderly release schedule.

Not

all

position to offer specific schedules, but this idea

won

RKO — under

an

the companies were in
full

approval.

ganizing

—will

just or-

production plans, could not yet provide speSales chief Walter Branson, fully sub-

information.

cific

release "Picnic" in mid-February, de-

Republic

for

Fox Line-Up Strong

Morey

it is

20th Century-Fox

—has

switched its release dates for
"Anastasia"
from the 3rd Quarter of '56 to
and
"Bus Stop"
to capitalize upon the withterm
in
order
the May-June
drawal of the big TV shows. "The Man In the Grey
Flannel Suit" (Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones) will be
offered in March, including the pre-Easter period. "The
King and I" goes into release in September, and "Island in
the Sun", Darryl Zanuck's second personal production of
the year, in

—

complete accord with a policy of orderly release, is currently studying its product inventory with an
eye to choosing the most helpful dates. Distribution head
Charles Reagan will furnish a schedule of releases the first
week in February.
in

—will put out

its

most regular en-

Charles Feldman, sales head,

in-

it considers January, February, March and April
slack months and will strive to put its best foot forward at
those times. The only important release named, however,
was "Away All Boats", which will be offered in August

dicated

or September.

— has set "The Spirit of

Louis" (James
Stewart) for June 2nd release, to be followed by either
"The Searchers" or "Giant" in September. This company
also promised an important film for Thanksgiving.
asked to fill in the Thanksgiving void
with Alfred Hitchcock's "The Man Who Knew Too Much"
(James Stewart), but no definite commitment was obtained. Word on this and other releases will be forthcom-

when

distribution chief

'*#

Artists

— according

to

general

sales

manager

Goldstein, hopes to have William Wyler's "Friend-

Persuasion" (Gary Cooper) available for June release.
"Mother-Sir" (Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill) and "Crime in
the Streets", an exploitation show, will be Spring offerings.
ly

—

Buena Vista advised, through president Leo Samuels,
would be made to provide an important Thanks-

that effort

giving release.

Can Aid In Talent Search
butor rapprochement in action, Chapter 1 of filmdom's
New Look. Orderly product release certainly is not the
only area in which buyer and seller can effectively collaborate to their common benefit. Indeed, Mr. Hyman listed
a 10-point

program for exploiting the maximum potential
which product release is only one phase.

Another subject worthy of joint exhibitor-producer conis the development of new movie faces, a concept
which Leonard Goldenson, among others, has championed

sideration

for years.

Who

is

closer to the tick of the public pulse in

matter than the theatreman? Who, better than the
exhibitor, can aid the producers in his appraisals and reappraisals of star values? Who but those in the front trenches
this

can say with real authority just whose popuascendancy, who is fading? Likewise, the
theatreman should be an invaluable source of expert
opinion with respect to the selection of movie subject
of exhibition

larity is in the

St.

— was

the studio.

Allied

matter.

Warner Bros.

Paramount

in June.

blockbuster, "Alexander

gagements in May and June. "Trapeze" (Burt Lancaster,
Gino Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis) follows in July. For the
Thanksgiving through Xmas period a likely prospect is
"Johnny Concho" (Sinatra).

— through

its

Spring month.

critical

in 1956, of

the Great" for pre-release in April with

Universal

the

In a sense, this has been a case study of exhibitor-distri-

November.

United Artists

— has slated several of

most important films
"Adventures of Daniel
Boone" in April, "The Maverick Queen" (Barbara Stanwyck) in May, "Lisbon" (Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara)

aware that weather conditions during that month could be very bad and hurt boxoffice. "The
Eddie Duchin Story," originally scheduled for April will
be moved back to early June. "The Harder They Fall"
(Humphrey Bogart) will be delivered in April or May.
spite the fact that

ing

new O'Neil management, and

scribes to the balanced distribution thesis.

Columbia

Metro

its

the

George Weltner returns from

About three years back, when our industry was wallowing in the deep part of the attendance depression, there

was much

serious talk about calling in exhibition's leaders

with the key production and distribution executives, for the avowed purpose of drawing on
the theatremen's wide experience as a guide to the studios.
for regular conferences

Of

when CinemaScope (and 3-D) came along and
was promptly discarded.
time now for further consideration of that kind of

course,

business boomed, that fine idea
Isn't

it

intelligent collaboration?

have been u round show business since 1900—
started in motion pictures in 1914 —
The Bulletin is tops with me, 99
H. D.

SHEFFLER, Castamba Theatre, Shelby, Ohio
Film
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YOU

OFFICE

IN

You, Mister Exhibitor, are the

"X".
factor

the unpredictable

.

.

.

.

.

the public
interest

man who

the

.

.

.

makes

the

meets

man whose

the difference!

Keep shouting about your
shows with the excitement and

enthusiasm that builds
patron-pulling

"X"
equal

in

pitch

and the

your boxoffice

more

a

will

profits!

SERVICE
i
THf WOUSTRY
K_J Pfi/Zf BOBr Of

'What t&e

S&oowtm

Exhibitors Sparking
moviegoing habit and urging exhibitors "to open
their bag of tricks in an effort to make their
the

focal

point

of

amusement

in

their communities."

A reiteration of Goldenson's long ad5.
vocated practice of constant introduction of
new youthful personalities into top pictures
to (a) eliminate the shortage of boxoffice
promotion and use of
faces and (b) build movie interest
of the vast teenage group with young faces
attractive to them. Get these new faces out
on the road and build them up.
6. Revive newspaper interest in the movies
on the local level. "The most insignificant
event in TV is heralded by the columnists
and other feature writers, whereas important

names by
these new

intelligent

events that take place in our industry are

mentioned insignificantly."
Much can be
done to correct this with the contacts theatres have with their newspapers.
Continue the audience awards as an
7.
annual project and plan for continuously improving supervision as stated in a 9-point
plan submitted by National Theatres' publicity

head Thornton Sargent on the basis

of experiences of those
:he initial

who

participated in

campaign.

All-industry support of National Thea-

8.

Elmer C. Rhoden's program
Movie Festival nationwide and
Motion Picture Forum in Hollywood.
president

tres'
ifor

I

a Spring

Submission of

9.

ducers,

distributors

all

Showmanship Drive
From

(Continued from Page 19)
sters into the theatres to instill the

theatres

/4%e *Daiay t

these plans to pro-

and exhibitors, urging

cooperation in bringing cut the "farreaching potentials of these ideas and the

full

absolute necessity of carrying

them

out."

Lone Star State, traditionally in
showmanly activities, Texas

the

the vanguard of

COMPO

advanced plans for four theatreprograms, one to be
used in each quarter of the year, implemented
with actual promotion accessories available
to theatres throughout the country.
Kyle
Rorex, executive director of the Texas Counrevealed the ambitious programs in
cil,
public

participation

answer, he said, to exhibitors requests for
campaigns to sell the industry in general
and to stimulate boxofnce attendance.
Leading off the year will be the Oscar
Race, a proven stimulant last year, in which
the

public

invited

is

select

to

Oscar

the

each of six categories from the
Academy nominations Picture, Actor &
Actress, Supporting Actor & Actress, Song.

winner

in

—

Winners get

free passes to the individual
Results of last year's competition
showed an increase from 6 to 21% during

theatre.

Campaign material costs
two tinted trailers, two 40x60's, a
composite mat and 2000 ballots.
Teacher of the Year is the project for the
the voting period.
$24.50 for

April-June period, calling for a selection of
each town's Teacher of the Year by both
school students and their parents. Ballots
are distributed during a two week period at
the theatres and deposited in theatre lobby
boxes during the actual voting week. Each
teacher in town receives two passes to the
theatre, the winner gets a season pass with

made

end of the school
year in the school auditorium or on theatre
A
stage well
covered by newspapers.
similar Texas COMPO exploitation package
presentation

at the

—

of trailers, etc.

is

available for $24.50.

The summer months

Week

will feature Drive-In
with cash prizes going to drive-in

managers for best exploitation of individual
pictures and for best augmented campaign.
A three-trailer package with display and
publicity
for the

material

same

is

on

available also

this

price.

The Manager's Award campaign graces
the final quarter of the year.

In this, the in-

dividual theatreman

pictures which

selects

he personally endorses as good entertainment with a money-back guarantee. Idea
behind this is to stimulate confidence in the
movie industry and forthcoming product.

Two

trailers,

er for the

one to follow the regular

Award

picture, the other to pre-

are gratifying signs of a
aissance.

are

being

Many,
ong-range planning

is evident in these window
Tailored Woman of Fifth Avenue
potlighting 20th Cent ury-Fox' "Island in the
>un
soon to go into production. Displays are
>ne
of several
in
leading New York shops
eaturing a line of Everfast resort and cruise
node inspired by the new Alec Waugh novel,
^atchline:
"For Your
Island
the
Sun."
in

displays

,

at

in

specific,

showmanship

ren-

But the
and
fresh and hopeful. It gives a bright promise
that finally both the new and old will be
activated on a large scale, and, collectively,
may start the hottest showmanship bonfire
yet conceived in the movie business.
a

rolling-up-of-sleeves

[More

limited scale.
attitude

SHOWMEN

on

is

in

home

office for

publicity chief Charles Simonelli.

Metro Reported Revamping TV
Series To Perk Show's Draw
What will and what won't sell movies on
TV is the subject of M-G-M and American
Broadcasting

new

a

to

New York Times
that a

discussions in Holly-

officials'

wood, according

new format

for

story in the

special

The item

recently.

held

"The M-G-M Parade",

weekly ABC-TV half-hour feature, will be
sought to heighten its audience appeal.
Twenty-seven of the shows have already
been filmed at a production cost topping a
million dollars, but it was questionable how
many of these would be released, the report
said.
Present setup has scenes from past
Metro films and previews of new pictures.
One of the contemplated changes involves a
switch to stories of the stars themselves in
the "This Is Your Life" style.
The Times also reported that George
Murphy, who serves as host-narrator, would
be replaced and that Leonard Spigelgass,

MGM

studio writer, will take over the program's executive producer duties from Leslie

T. Petersen.

Featurette
Columbia
treatment

"Wonders

Obviously, not all of the ideas that
or will be advanced are new.
fact, have been advocated before

and practiced on

Kalamazoo, Mich., to the Universal
more detailed discussions with
In the
U-l boxofficers on co-op exploitation.
huddle with Miss Sanders are, from left, promotion head Jerome M. Evans, Eastern exploitation manager Herman Kass and Eastern adstore

trail-

cede the actual showing of the selected film.
The two trailers, mat, 40x60, TV and news-

paper publicity materials are $19.50.
Such stirring, both general and

U-I's Charm Magazine merchandise promotion
on "The Benny Goodman Story" brought Billie
Sanders, manager of Sander, Inc. department

wide

Showmanship Contest

is

to

giving big-scale exploitation
its

exhibitor

special pressbook
turette

forthcoming

two-reeler,

of Manhattan", including a nation-

carries

showmanship contest.
on the CinemaScope

details

of

the

A
fea-

competition,

based on the best exhibitor campaigns. Two
winners will be selected, one from either side
of the Mississippi, by a four-man board: Columbia execs A. Montague, Rube Jackter,
and Maurice Grad, and executive director of
the N. Y. Convention and Visitors Bureau,
Royal Ryan. Grand prize is an all-expensepaid trip to the Big City for the winners and
one guest each for foui days.
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(Continued from Page 27)

U-l

Sets Major Press, Radio

Tie-Ups for 'Benny Goodman'
Universal's

whirlpool

activity-in-print

of

"The Benny Goodman Story", covering
advertising in 220 national mags and weekfor

end newspapers, will get an additional shotin-the-arm with an offer to newspapers to
use a five-part serialization on the life of the
King of Swing. A special ad in Editor and
Publisher and in Publisher's Auxiliary makes
the pitch, offering a 6000-word story to any
newspaper in the U. S. and Canada on an
"exclusive" basis for each city. Serialization
will be furnished in mat or galley proof
form, together with stills and scene mats.
Three-way cooperation served to work up this
impressive display for Columbia's "The Last
Frontier" at the Broadway Capitol in Detroit.
United Detroit ad-publicity head Alice Gorham
and Columbia exploiteer Horace McNab arranged with the North American Indian Club to
donate the authentic materials, had members
participate in promotion wearing tribal regalia.

Airlanes activity for the film was heightened with a tieup with "Queen For A Day",
NBC network TV-radio show, to select a
to participate in the world bow at
Chicago Theatre, Feb. 2. After four
weeks mention, the "Queen" will be named
on Jan. 30, will report the following week on

"Queen"

the

the

show

Miomi- Work

'Conqueror' Bows' Photo, Air

Coverage

RKO

Country

to Saturate

aims to impress the huge scale of

"The Conqueror" worldwide openings with
full photographic impact, to augment the air
coverage accorded the Howard Hughes' epic
over Mutual.

In a deal with International
Photos, the agency will photograph
the newsworthy events at each of the world
capitals, beginning late this month.
Shots
will be telephotoed to New York and San
Francisco, thence transmitted immediately to

News

INP's 300 newspaper clients.
On the Mutual network's end, the Paris,
Berlin, Rome and London affairs will be
covered with special programs to be heard
Jan. 23, 30, 31 and Feb. 3. MBS commentator Ed Pettitt, who is making the European
circuit with star John Wayne, will describe

for

"Heidi

and

Peter"

engagement at the State in Minneapolis worked
up by manager Bob Ricker (on "Peter's" right)
reeked with Swiss color as he despatched bannered goat, chaperoned by youngsters in Alpine
costumes, on downtown tour to plug UA film.

Spain)

stint for his

Kramer

forthcoming

did a
big

UA

and the Passion", even
due to start shooting (in

Pride
isn't

until

Working TV,

April.

radio,

newspaper and magazine interviews, the production ace was a fascinating subject detailing the intensive research and preparations
with hundreds of sketches and photos for
the location filming.

Fred MacMurray, accompanied by the
Mrs. (June Haver) is on a key city tour
covering 11 major stops on behalf of his Allied Artists starrer "At Gunpoint," making
air and TV appearances, with AA carefully
making sure reps from surrounding territories are included in the press confabs for

The Orient came to
beauties
the
of

and

a

exploitation

M-G-M's

Louis

St.

cudgels

"Kismet"

as

three

troubador

strolling

for

at

the

Loew's

harem

took

uf

engagemenThe

State.

armed with provocative signs
crowded downtown shopping section

colorful quartet,

worked the

Cornell Borchers, making her domestic
debut in U-I's "Never Say Goodbye", busied
herself with a weekful of interviews on arrival in N. Y. from her native Germany, assuring ample coverage in national and fan
magazines.

Lucy and Desi

"HEIDI

Stanley

Producer-director

week-long
one "The
though it

solid penetration.

the charity-sponsored gala activities.
Baa-a-allyhoo

to review her experiences.

the road

hit

Dallas for top-date

p.a.'s

Jan. 27 in
across the country

enroute to their appearance at the world
premiere of "Forever Darling", co-starring
the popular duo, at Jamestown, N. Y., Miss
Ball's birthplace. At each stop, they'll participate in local promotions for the Heart

Fund, in addition to skeenteen press, radio
and TV appearances.
$

*

*

Apt

planning a modern barnstorming tour in the replica of famed plane
used in "Spirit of St. Louis". The star expects to make short-hop tours to key cities
producto tie in with the release of the

Jimmy Stewart

is

WB

tion next spring.
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1954

stunt to spur extensive

coverage for

Pi

Portland,

On

had pretty model Maureen Ray delivering

ne»

mount's "Artists and Models"

stories,
(in

stills

hatbox)

in

and radio-TV interview materit
to newspapers and broadcaster

Theatre
manager Dick Newt
Paramount
dreamed up the model-f or-"Models" stui

—

'Flannel Suit' Fashion Co-op

To Go Feb. 15 for Easter Push
On the astute line of reasoning that (1)
people think most about clothes before Eas-

and (2) what is paramount in the public's
mind makes a likely area for exploitation of

ter

a movie, 20th

set Feb.

Century-Fox has

15

as the date for moving into high gear the
mammoth national fashion promotion preselling

"The Man In The Gray Flannel

Suit",

big Easter holiday release.
The largest fashion promotion co-op ever

its

20th-Fox movie, the campaign inleading manufacturers of men's
wear and accessories and over 700 leading
department stores in tie-in merchandising
and was initiated two months ago when the
Darryl F. Zanuck personal production was
set for a

volves

still

omestic showmen can take

a leaf from their trans-Pacific brethren's exploitation book with this
Horse" buit 315-feet high over the entire front of leading confectionery in Tokyo. Neon
spell out Japanese title of WB's "Helen of Troy" and global premiere date, January 26.

12

shooting.

Participating manufacturers,

through national advertising, display material and special campaigns tailored to fit
theatre engagements locally, will plug the
customers in some 7000 stores
film to
throughout the country.
Bert Bacharach, known as the top men's
fashion authority, co-crdinating the promo-

Trojan

gn

eantown Ballymen Socks Over

NT Paper Delivers

)etroit\ 'Houston' in Boston
It's natural for a showman in a town

For Big Leap Year February

imed

the apt description of the big Holiday month,

in a picture's title to give the film a

ang-up campaign. It's real showmanship
hen an exploiteer like Paul Levi, publicity
anager of Boston's Pilgrim Theatre, can
jread on pictures naming "Detroit" and
Houston" in its titles.

Doubling Columbia's "Inside Detroit" and
The Houston Story," Levi spurred a "City
ames Movie Title" contest on a local radio
ation, aided by all its disc jockeys, with
longest lists receiving free passes. A key
)

discussion

r

on

aders

Detroit".

Among

advance

local labor

racketeering,

subject of
other stunts, Levi held

for labor and
and officials, columnists,
gaining oral and printed mentions: per-

Jecial

plice
lc,

show interviewed

labor

screenings

reporters,

laded a car dealer to parade autos, banpred "This Came from Inside Detroit", with
laydate:

"gun molls" handing out
"Ten Don'ts for Gang-

had

bvelty heralds on

Movies".

er

George Washington's Birthday

LIE

CONTEST

TKI HVI itJT
ftlCttVl

TWO

t MTV ItJ

\

v

will

FAlStS TO TV!

torfe WashiMtoi's Buttdjy

MldnlteSpookShow
T«

I.

HaW

Tim., Ftb. 21, ot 11:45 P.M.
till CHILLS AND TKI ILLS

FOE

Theatre

"Short on days, long on opportunities"

big

is

February, by National Theatres "Showman",
lining

up

money

a series of exploitables for the big

dates.

—

In addition to the four big ones Boy
Scout Week, (Feb. 6-12), Lincoln's Birthday, St. Valentine's Day, and Washington's
is the Leap Year extra day,
them are well covered in ballyhints to the showman.
Scout Week: Theatre parties, either mer-

Birthday, there

and

all

of

chant or club-sponsored, take an important

Look for shorts on scoutoutdoor play, other subjects that will
tie in with appeal to scouts and their families.
Used to good advantage in the past is
a march to the theatre culminated by a stage
tableau where proper tribute is paid to
honored members of the troop.
Lincoln's Birthday: Since this falls on
Sunday, and is observed on Monday, theatre
participation in ceremonies is a natural. Tieups with vets organizations, civic groups,
merchants, etc., for an Americanism week in
the period between the two presidents' birthdays can be kicked off Monday and continued through the period, with newspaper
support enlisted.
Valentine's Day: On the 14th, a Sweetheart Show is suggested, with special inducements to teenagers, like a lucky ticket which
admits the girl's sweetheart. Or, the merchants can pick up the young people's tab.
Free admissions to sweetheart teams
youngest, oldest, longest married couples,
slot in activities.

ing,

biggest families,
February Holiday datings around the
srner, this stunt by Max Knauss at the Fox in
ilinas,
Cal. captures likeable attention for
'ashington's
Birthday
midnite
spook show.
Tauss handed out card to patrons in advance,
oliciting best "biggest lie" in 50 words or less.

'ith

Exploitips

etc.

Washington's Birthday: Stunts and theatre parties (most schools have full or half
day holidays) both afternoon and evening.
Leap Year: Girls are hosts to boy friends,
free tickets for best proposals from stage.

Bert Bacharach, top male fashions authority,
describes extensive co-op campaign with major
dept. stores, manufacturers, for "The Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit" at exploitation portion of
with
20th
Century-Fox
sales
conference,
distribution chief Al Lichtman (right) presiding.

tion for 20th, detailed the plans as a high-

company's recent sales meeting.
Eagle Clothes' campaign, for example, kicks
off with full page ads in Esquire's Apparel
Arts and the Daily News Record, followed
up by mail broadsides, letters and circulars.
Additional space is set for national fan and
lay mags, plugged with truck and newsstand
posters. Newspaper coverage includes 1000light of the

ads in all leading cities, life-size mounted
cutouts of Gregory Peck, back-drop posters,

line

die-cut

hand tags and other items

play material.
As an extra

who

publicity

bonus,

writes a men's fashion

as

dis-

Bachrach,

column

for 100

plugging constantly for the
picture, including an extra bally on his recent
Murrow's
appearance
on
Edward R.
"Peson-to-Person" TVer.
newspapers,

Film

is
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

That

Man's Back-For Big

"Itch"

"The Lieutenant Wore

Skirts"

twice-

is

Not only

blessed in the exploitation fold.

boast a story loaded with belly-laugh
on which the showman can hang
a rackful of exploitables, but it shines brightly in the afterglow of the delightfully suc-

does

it

situations

"The Seven Year

cessful

Tom

with

Itch",

Ewell, the star who won fame chasing Marilyn Monroe, transferring his aim to another
charmer, Sheree North.

"That Seven Year Itch Man Is On The
Loose Again" exemplifies the latter blessing,
while another catchline, "The lieutenant was
Who
a lady
Her husband was a wack
'Til he got
drove the Air Force crazy
.

.

.

.

.

.

with clever art in the versatile batch of ads
and poster material concocted by the ballylads of 20th Century-Fox. Prominent, too,
in making the most of Ewell's popularity
windfall from his earlier film

"Keeping up with

is

the phrasing,

have you

his itches will

indicating a continuance of the hilarity inspired by "Itch". Whatin

stitches!",

blithely

ever campaign

is

used, this phase should be

capitalized for a tidy exploitation bonus.

But there

showman
about a

is

plenty

Another facet of the campaign should
on the
angle. Even if there
are no Air Force bases near the town, the
showman can exploit this by honoring exWAF officers, or any ex-service women at
the opening. Local newspapers can be induced to run stories inviting ex-WAFs to
get in touch with the theatre manager to

WAF

capitalize

participate

in

for

Wo-

the

There

premiere.

is

heart

real

in

interest

who may have

locating local couples

undertheatreman

gone a similar experience.
could

make

The

newspaper
no
and announce

a deal with the local

to print a short synopsis of the picture

mean

—

—

angle in itself
that the newspaper, in cooperation with the

SIX-SHEET

theatre, will offer free admissions to those

The novelty song from the film, "Rock
Around the Island" is getting a music pro-

who

selling

substantiate

Of

story.

their

course,

newspaper photos of the couple(s)

along

with the story is a sure-fire stimulant.
20th is offering a wealth of material for a
radio and TV campaign, both for local use

and on a national scale. The latter is a
way program comprising an advance

five-

publicity buildup, a special radio teaser

cam-

TV

paign, a regular radio campaign, a filmed

TV

motion by Coral Records for

The Lancers.

A

The advance segment was launched late last
year when Ewell starred in NBC-TV's

in the

Tie

lieutenant

was

"Playwrights

dramatic show, followed
by guest shots on the Perry Como show and
"Alfred Hitchcock Presents". On Jan. 11,
"The Twentieth Century-Fox Hour" featured a day with Sheree North, presenting a
brand new "North Star" to the public, with
scenes from the picture. Local campaign includes

six

trailers

and two 10-second

radio

drove the
Air Force crazy.
Til he got her backl

.

a

.

TV

.

.

.

for Sheree."

Itch". The script wastes no time puttiill
Sheree North, a former
lieutenant learing that h
husband is being called back to the Air Force, re-enlists to be with Tom wh
he goes overseas. Only Ewell is rejected for a "psychosomatic knee" and Sher
sails for Hawaii as a WAF, paving the way for a round of ebullient situatio

Ewell

€o«^k a**C

THE

Lieutenant wore

SKIRTS ju

I
h
I

i

"The Seven Year

WAF

in a fix, as wife

as the distraught

Having

husband drives the Air Force crazy trying

to get her bat.

Honolulu, he finds himself locked out of sharing her loo
ing as a "dependent". To remedy this, Ewell turns beachcomber, rents a shac
and hires a stripper to be his native girl servant (opposite page). Sheree hJI
tily changes her mind about sharing hei quarters. In desperate efforts to hel
her discharged, Ewell tries to work "section 8" G.I. slang for insanity to c<
ti

ailed her to

—

vince her she

is

wacky and

unfit for service.

He blows

—

reveille at 2:30 in

j

morninp (opposite page), puts eggs in her bed, makes her believe she is a so
nambulist, and appeals to the base psychiatrist, only to have her discover
game and put him in hotter water. It all comes out happily, however.

NEWSPAPER AD
January

free

Frank Tashlin, who used to be a writer for Bob Hope, must have had
whale of a time writing and directing "The Lieutenant Wore Skirts". The

clicked so happily in

Sheree islortk

BULLETIN

two

slides.

with a running set of quip-captioned situ
ation stills will be an important selling aic
Rounding off the campaign is an attractiv
series of posters and accessories, featurin
cartoon art of Ewell eyeing the stridin
shapely WAF, as in the 6-sheet shown abov<
Here, too, there is a similarity to "Itchj
even to a catchline on some of the posters!
this time it I
"He's got that "itch" again

breezy situation-comedy is loaded with opportunities for the fast quip, rollickir
predicaments and the unique Tom Ewell brand of rubber-faced mugging th

Tom EvjeW

r

spots,

clever herald combining the teaser ar
ad shown below, at left, on the cove

.

.

Who

~r1a,

free

their disk by

series of special letters and

"THE LIEUTENANT WOBE SKIRTS''
a lady.

Her husband was a wack

i

'56"

A

promotional pieces have gone out to top disk
jockeys and TV-radio program directors tying in with the film. A series of accessories
will be used to tie in local record and depart
ment stores for participation in co-op cam
paigns with exhibitors.

lieutenant and her husband,

flunked his Air Force physical and
fought a running battle with the USAF to
get his wife out of the service. This thesis
alone is well calculated to pique the public's
fancy and a whole campaign can be plotted
to center around this happy hub. A "What
Would You Do" contest is indicated, with
plenty of variations for male or female spots.
Or, in keeping with Ewell's forced to become
a "housewife" in the picture, a newspaper

Film

salute to

special

a

men's Air Force as a feature of the theatre

advertising campaign, and slides and telops.

in

who

Page 30

the House".

the rollicking script

activities

WAF

fodder

rich

of

"Why My

to write,

Handy Around

Is

.

.

Both get bang-up treatment

the script.

Husband

.

her back!" capsules the frolicsome farcicles
in

women

contest asking

B. D. Scratch

23,

l»5»

I

'

THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &>

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

ALLIED ARTISTS

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE Color. David Wayne, Keenan
Wynn, Marcia Henderson. Produced and directed by
Joseph Shasfel. Drama. Gold prospector and his search
rector

September
JAIL BUSTERS Bowery Boys, Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Producer

Schwalb.

Ben

Director

William

Hall.

Beaudine.

Melodrama. The Bowery Boys get themselves arrested
help

to

reporter expose

prison

corruption.

61

min.

WARRIORS, THE CinemaScope

Technicolor. Errol Flynn,
Joanne Dru. Producer Walter Miriseh. Director Henry
Levin. Historical adventure. The Black Knight rides
again to bring peace between England and Prance and
save fair damsel in distress. 85 min.

October
BOBBY WARE

MISSING

Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.

WARRIORS,

IS

THE

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Errol
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Production. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbuckling tale of action and romance during the Hundred
Years War. 84 min. 10/17.

Sisters.

in a

Producers

Gorgeous

Musical.

romantic

CROOKED WEB. THE

Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap
killer. 77 min.
1/28.

80 min.

HELL'S

Joan
Bennett,
Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

December
(Wm.

Broidy Pictures Corp.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Loveioy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.
SUDDEN DANGER Bill Elliott, Beverly Garland, Tom
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.
F.

Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman. Drama. 81 min.

Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against
the State. 91 min.

Haas. The saga of

infantry division during

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.

DEADLIEST SIN. THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.

Comedy drama.

Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

February
OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE
sha

Hunt,

Forrest

Deluxe Color. David Brian, MarTucker. Producer-director Joseph

Shaftel. Drama. Story of a hunt for
lets in the Philippine Islands. 72 min.

germ warfare

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

radioactive. 73 min.

Producer

Anne

Baxter,

Sterling

Director Russel
Blrdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.
Lindsley

Parsons.

CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

CRIME
savetes,
tor
in

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

Mineo.

Producer Vincent Fennelly.

Direc-

Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer

Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

January
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The
men
lyze

HOUSTON STORY, THE

Melodrama.
Williams,
Bill
Richard J aeckel,
Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
F.
Sears. Western. After Civil War northern meat
shortage leads to perilous cattle drive through country hostile with Apaches. 68 min. 8/22.

Movita.

FOOTSTEPS IN THE FOG

Technicolor. Stewart Granger, Jean Simmons. Producers M. J. Frankovich, Maxwell Setton. Director Arthur Lubin. Melodrama. After
murdering his wife man plans to pin this and attempted murder of himself on maid who knows of the
murder. 90 min.

WEST. THE

Technicolor. Dennis

Morgan, Paula Raymond, Richard Denning. Producer
Sam Katzman. Director WIBIam Gasrle. Western. Tale
of how Springfield rifle was instrumental in advancing
civilization thru hostile Indian country. 71

min.

Lee

J.

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

Sam Katzman.

Director William

Gangsters

attempt

to

infiltrate

an

auto

JOE MACBETH

Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date and transferred to America. 90 min.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy.

Vince EdHitch-hiker and gangster friends
make night of terror for son and family of wealthy
businessman. 86 min. 7/25.
Kelly,

Melodrama.

SPECIAL DELIVERY Joseph Cotton, Eva
with
international
background,
Curtain diplomacy. 86 min.

heroic

workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

APACHE AMBUSH

GUN THAT WON THE

Howard.
of

DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.

INSIDE
Carver.

September

story

the British

Barbara Hale. Producer
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

COLUMBIA

Trevor

Navy and methods they used to paraNazi merchant snipping during World War II.

in

Farce
Bartok.
tiurlesque
Iron
on

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian,

Neville Brand,

Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
PICNIC CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play re15 min. 12/12.
created for the screen.
I

October

Coming

COUNT THREE & PRAY
Heflin,

Phil

Riohmond.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
D>rector Geo.
Sherman. Action drama.

Southerner who fought for North during Civil War rebecome the hometown preacher. 102 min.

DUCHIN

THE CinemaScope, TechniKim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicJerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

EDDY

STORY,

color. Tyrone Power,
toria
Shaw. Producer

turns to

leader.

DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treasure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.

JUBAL CinemaScope,

ON

DUEL
THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy and
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3.

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets in-

volved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

SISTER ETLEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon.
Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical ebmedy. Adventures of two small-town girs who seek their for-

tunes

in

INDEPENDENTS

the big city. 108 min. 9/19.

November

September

QUEEN BEE

ON, THE Superscope.

Hayden.

an

Wray

MY

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

COME

in

Producer

Drama. The story

pel-

Coming
ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

platoon

Will iams.

WORLD WITHOUT END

Dalton,

John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 min.

INVASION

a

WWII.

THUNDERSTORM

wards.

AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope,

John

airborne

Charles

NIGHT HOLDS TERROR, THE Jack

January

1

HORIZON

Ireland, Maria English, Bill
Davis. Director Tom Gries.
of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane

101

Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex

Yamaguchi,

city. 73 min.

SHACK OUT ON

Bill

MOTHER-SIR

Gary

Dorothy McGuire,
Mariorie
Main, Robert
Middleton. Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
story
Quaker
family
during
the
Civil War.
The
of a

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
girls and tuneful music

Clark, Lita Milan. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
sets out to break up "revolution" ring,
active in
Central America. 74 min.

APACHE AMBUSH

Cooper,

PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Goodwin.

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, AngeLansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
la

Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.

FRIENDLY

November
Whiting

mad obsession. 84 min.
PERSUASION. THE Deluxe Color.

for riches turns into

December
A LAWLESS STREET

Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.
TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melodrama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Klmura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans evenProduction.

tually

York City. 91 min.

Film

give soldier

new perspective.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

93 min.

10/31.

APACHE

WOMAN

(American Releasing Corp.) SuperScope. Color. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor, Latice Fuller.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. After the
Apache Peace Treaty vicious crimes by a band c
outlaws almost brings about further Apache massacre.
Investigating Government man brings peace to the
countryside. 83 min.
BEAST WITH 1,000.000 EYES (American Releasing
Corp.) Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer, Dona Cole. ProducerCreature
Science-fiction.
director David Kramarsky.
from another world takes over minds of animals, birds
village.
min.
desert
78
and people in a deserted

TOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

WEAPON THE
Mai

vlADDALENA

(IFEI
Technicolor. Marta Toren
ITitanus Films, Rome). Producer Giuseppe

Gino

^ervi.
logni. Director

Bor-

a

Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a German war bride and a

Chester.

E.

bitter U.

S.

resolved
rubble.

killer

after a

is

find;

loaded qun

a

bomb

ilMBA (Lippertl

METRD-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Arthur Rank. Eastman Color. Dirk

J.

Mau-Mau

Adventure.

logarda.
}9 min.

story filmed

in

Africa

ilateau country of Arfica. 75 min.

WORLD ENDED, THE (American Releasing
Superscope. Richard Denning,
Lori
Nelson
Jergens.
Producer-director
Roger
Gorman'
,>cience-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic
deduction of the world and the conflict among them
o seek a new life.
JAY THE

-orp.)
Vdele

(Continental) Wide-screen
Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers
Thorold
)ickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson
Dra,na. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs.
100 min.

OF THE DESPERADOS

AFRC) James Craig

I

)

JMBERTO D

(Harrison

and

min.

71

Davidsonl

"

Carlo

Battisti

-lana Pia Casilio, Lina Gennari. A Rizzoli-De Sica proluction. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama.
A tale of a
etired pensioner and his dog. 89 min. 12/12.

Neff
Donald
George Minter
Production. Director Noel Langley. Musical drama.
Young tone-deaf model becomes great singer under
hypnotic influence of a mad musician. 82 min.

JAY THE WORLD ENDED (American Releasing Corp.)
superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson Adele Jerjen s Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction
>even people survive the atomic destruction
of the
vorld and the conflict among them to seek
a new
.

TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexican boy accused
of murder.
His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.

Jngida,

(A

Vittorio

de Sica.

Titanus

Produclionl.

Producer

Gina LolloNino Mislano Dimisadven-

ector Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic
ures of two couples. 98 min. 11/28.

,y

run afoul of the law.

'HANTOM FROM

10,000

LEAGUES (American

Releasng Corp.) Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael
Whalen
reduced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
emfying monster guards a death ray which foreign
spies are trying to obtain until an underwater
expert
[discovers the secret. 75 min.

OF DON CAMILLO

RETURN

(IFE)

Fernandel

Ceryi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of
a
priest and a communist mayor.

Gino
Julien
village

SAMURAI

(A Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
Mifune
Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura
Hiroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
pnd discipline in order to become a professional warrior. English sub-titles. 93 min. 12/12.

December

I

man.

hose

Weingarten.

Roth.

I

17

min.

(IFE)
Ferranicolor. Martine Carol
Raf ValDirector Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
who work at play on the Riviera. English sub-

Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Direc-

Herman Hoffman.

Vattier,

Henri

Vilbert,

Rene

ITohan Pictures) Robert

Sarvil.

Produced and

di-

rected by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
Irom Daudef's collection of stories.

LOST CONTINENT

CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan
Archepelago. English commentary.
MADAME BUTTERFLY (IFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachi(IFE)

Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi.

guss,

Nicola Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director
Gallone,. Puccini's famous opera transferred
screen.

Ca rmine
the

to

[Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Leonid*
ne Dlr,c,or Ef*ore Giannini. Musical. The history
3f« i!i"
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
(IFE)

'

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A

woman

bull

terrior

in

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed.

Director

Vincent Minelli. Musical.
of the Broadway musical. 113 min. 12/12.

Adaptation

January

rules

the

badlands

eutlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

until

a

reformed

SMOLDERING SEA. THE

Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American
merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle
of Guadalcanal.
F

I

I

Melodrama

2 Adventures

PARAMOUNT
September
GIRL

THE

RUSH.

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Rosalind

Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria DeProducer Frederick Brisson. Director Robert
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.

TO

CATCH A THIEF

Grace

rector David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.

RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

ing his
clear his name. 106 min.

October
Kirk Douglas, Silvana Mangano.
Director Maria
by Lux-Ponti DeLaurentis.
Homeric *eats ot
Adventure Spectacle.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.

Produced

Camarini.

November
LUCY GALLANT

VV-Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Robert Parrish. Drama. Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil town.

February
Wide

Color,

Screen.

Lu-

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

100 min.

LAST HUNT,

THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.

Coming
PLANET

December

Eastman Color.
Nielson. Producer

Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director Fred Wilcox.
Scienceadventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered.
fiction

GABY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London blitz.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kay*. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Four

Ballet.

episodes

comedy and pathos

medium

of the

MEET
Color.

ME

dealing

told

entirely

romance,
through the

in

dance. 94 min.

LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
IN

Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. MusiA gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round.
cal.
love,

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a
hands.

man who

took

BULLETIN — THIS

the

Fredric

January
AND MODELS

VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.

TROUBLE

WITH

HARRY.

Forsythe, Shirley McLean,
director Alfred Hitchcock

THE VV-Technicolor. John
Edmund Gwenr,. Producer-

Comedy-drama. Nice old
gentleman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated bv number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.

February

law

into

his

own

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama. Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

117 min.

11/14.

Coming
ANYTHING GOES
by,

Donald

girls

Technicolor. Bing CrosJeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two

VistaVision.

O'Connor,

Emmett Dolan.

Director

chosen for one role

in

Broadway show creates

many humorous complications before problem is solved.
BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat pac ker meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage.
COURT JESTER, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechMAN
James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

from talking.

IS

Bogart,

March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

ROSE TATTOO, THE

CinemaScope,

drama,

10/3.

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey

ARTISTS

Park.

VV-Technicolor. Cary Grant,
Producer-director
Alfred
Hitchcock.
Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumprofession and seeks to catch real thief to

Kelly.

104 min.

DIANE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armenda riz, Marisa Pavan. Producer Edwin Knoph. Di-

Kelly.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

ruthless

Advejitures of a

Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

FORBIDDEN

Coming
FROM MY WINDMILL

1

ULYSSES Technicolor.

LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff

titles.

LETTERS

2 Musicals

Mann

12/26.

A DOG'S

Richards,
tor
the

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
director. Producer LawDrama. The life story of Lillian

Daniel

Taylor,

RIVIERA
one.

Albert.

cille

UEASE OF LIFE IFE) Eastman Color. Robert Donat
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Production
Director Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
femall town vicar who meets and conquers
the fears
bf every

Eddie
rence

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

January

2 Comedies

Westerns

Comedy drama.

CRY TOMORROW

IT'S

-ITTLEST OUTLAW, THE IBuena Vista) Technicolor,
edro Armendani, Joseph Callela, Rodolfo Acosta
'roOucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
)rama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocent-

Dramas

3

Haven.

GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.

I'LL

IDCA)

8

Russell,

80 min.

RISKY

Color.
Director

THE

p

ife.

Eastman

November

December

offer two.

Scheduled for release are:

CinemaScope,

Eastman Color, CinemaScope.
Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne Celeste
Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Wemgarten. Comedy. A young 'ady shows the different
devices used to catch a reluctant male. Ill min. 10/31.

Mane

geance for the murder of her parents.

Uni.

The month's
schedule include five in CinemaScope, one
in
VistaVision and one in Superscope.
Eleven February films will be in color.
will

Holm.

LADY AFRC Peggy Castle, William TaiWindsor. Producer-director Richard H.
Western. Famous female marksman seeks venI

RKO, 20th and

Allied Artists, Metro,
versal each

Color. Hildegarde
Wolfit, Terence Morgan, Derek Bond. A

101 mm. 10/31.
TENDER TRAP,

Jim

Barton MacLane, Margia Dean. Producer' SigNeufield.
Director
Sam Newfield. Western
.heriff shoots notorious outlaw and is hunted
by every
oadman in the West. 72 min.

WO GUN

United Artists,

SVENGALI Eastman

DURWOOD

will be Columbia and
each with four releases.

Leading suppliers

Kotoert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert Morley.
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struggle for power.

)avis,

nan,

September
ITS ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER CinemaScope, Color
Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Dolores Gray. Producer Arthur_ Freed. Director Gene Kelly and
Stanley Donen.
Musical. Three World War II buddies hold reunion

OUENTIN

inond

llartlett.

However, a number of feaon the release roster show up as
promising product for the box office.
January.

tures

October

DOESN'T ANSWER

:dward

.AST

sharp drop from the 28 features released

after ten years are instrumental in breaking
up boxing
fix
and furthering career of TV star. 102 min. 8/22.

November

February releases shows a

of 19 scheduled for distribution, a

total

in

AFRICAN LION. THE IBuena Vista) Technicolor Phoographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director James
Ugar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high

HILL 24

FEBRUARY SUMMARY

in

First tally of

October

:

child

Augusto Genina. Religious drama. Italimountain village Good Friday pageant is almost
urned into sacrilege when prostitute plans to play
ole of Virgin Mary. 90 min.

m

YOUI PRODUCT

,

SCARLET HOUR. THE

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmart,

Tom

Tryon. James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

and murder.

COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Yul Brynner, Anne Bax**'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Reliqious drama. Life story
of Moses as toid n the Bible and Koran.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Kathryn Gra/son. Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band nelps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.
WAR AND PEACE Vista Visio-i. Technicolor. Audrey
TEN

Charlton Heston

Henry Fonda. Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentlis. Director King Vidor. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
Hepburn.

GANGLAND

WHEN

Raymond

STRIKES

RKD

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by

Morris, Yvonne Furneaux.
Producer William N. Boyle. Diiector R. G. Springsteen.
Melodrama. Owner of small charter boat service becomes involved in smuggled iewels, double-crossing
partners and murder. 60 min.

September

HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron.

in

in

intrigue,

Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper. Associate Pro. William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney. Action melodrama. 70 min.

October

MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE Lex Barker, Jane
Maiwe
Jack Rit. Paui Mull°r. Director Ralph Murphy.

October
PANCHO

VILLA, THE Superscope, TechRory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa help"
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
Shelly Winters,

C->itlict

of

a

group

of

hunters

and

Technicolor.

IN GOD S EYE Mickey Rooney. Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
tion.
Director George Blair. Drama. Young parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.

NAKED SEA, THE

November
SECRET VENTURE Kent

Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved with international gang trying to steal
secret formula. 70 min.

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

Scott Brady, Audrey
Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.
Totter,

by Allen Miner.
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

January
CASH ON DELIVERY

Shelly Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers, Ben Schrift.

Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date.

GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min.
POSTMARK FOR DANGER Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results

in

four deaths.

February

December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of iockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.

BRAIN MACHINE, THE

Patric

Elizabeth

Barr.

Allan,

return

good

government

to

city

after

thwarting vicious racketeers.

January
Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo.
Zachary Scott. Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwlq. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.
JAGUAR Sabu. Chiquita, Barton Ma-Lane Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
Adventure melodrama. Localed

Amazon jungle. 66 min.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent
in

the

Taylor, Petula Clark.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

Producer

William

N.

Boyle.

track.

>'

DEEP BLUE SEA, THE

Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Eri
Portman,
Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexande
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of

young woman who finds the strength and hope
a life of despair. 99 min.

Technicolor.

John

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Susan

them 70 min.
Carey. Patricia
Medina. Skip Homeir Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
lave soul of notorious killer-outlaw

Film

MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert.
I

VIEW FROM

POMPEY'S

HEAD,

THE

CinemaScope

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameroi
Mitchell.
Producer-director Philip Dunne,. Drama, t
man's journey into the deep past of his old home fowl
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR,

THE CinemaScope,

Deluxe

Lana Turner, Richard Burton. Producer Fran!
Director Jean Negulesco. Romantic drama. A;
young doctor chooses the need of his people for hi;
services above the love of a woman. 104 min. 12/26
Color

\

Ross.

;

January
BOTTOM OF THE

BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border

LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

February
CAROUSEL

Color.
Gordon MacRae
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Cameron

MAN WHO

NEVER WAS. THE CinemaScope,

Deluxe

Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel

by

Ewen

War

Famous

Montague.

spy

thriller

of

World

II.

MAN

THE GRAY FLANNEL

SUIT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones. Pro-

IN

story of an advertising executive.

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the

Mohawk

Indian tribe.

OASIS CinemaScope.

19 min.

Michela Morgan, Cornell BorProducer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald.

Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
Guy Madison, John
Producer W. Bloom. Director

falls

in

love

CinemaScope, Tech

Hodiak,

Virginia Lieth.
Science-fiction.
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron. Director
nicolor.

R.

Webb.

Henry Hathaway. Drama.

EllTH

CENTURY-FOX

UNITED ARTISTS
August
IS

A MANY SPLENDORED THING CinemaScope,

Color by De Luxe. William Holden, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry King. Drama.
Story of woman doctor whose life is complicated because her blood is a mixture of 2 worlds. 102 min. 8/22
VIRGIN QUEEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Bette
Davis. Richard Todd. Producer Charles Bracket!. Director Henry Koster.
Historical drama. In attempt to
secure ships to sail to the new world Raleigh encounters love and wrath of Elizabeth. 92 min. 8/8.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

j

ducer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama. The

chers.

Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical advenTale of the 13th Century ravaging conqueror
Genghis Kahn.
jcT PILOT Technicolor,
SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

LOVE

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

i

Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster
A schoolteacher overcomes illness and aiM
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in i>>
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.

ture.

her gang

of

,ij

to fao

10/31.

Drama.

tion.

sacrifices

Marie Windsor. John Archer,
Producer Herbert Yates. Director
Franklin Adreon
Drama. A ruthless woman doublecrosses five persons and it finally murdered by an*

1

|

Producer-

Knowles

'

i

Stanwyck

NO MAN'S WOMAN

I

youn

Coming

Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing, Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

I

of a

I

the Italy campaign.

Moorehead,

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes'
itory about two people who learn to live again.
DOCTOR AT SEA Vi v t«vision. Technicolor. Dirk Bogarde. Brigitte Bardot. Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Earl St John Oirector Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high teas. 93 min.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson. Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-ir William Dielerle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

Peiric

in

BRAVE ONE. THE CinemaScope,

Wayne.

COME NEXT SPRING

Wendell
Maurey.

Corey. Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle

Clemen

R.

London. 85 min. 11/28.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clar j
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryar
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Directo 1
Dauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civ il
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robber
kidnap head of the ban
in mind. They rob a bank,
and they become partners in cattle. They head furthe
west and their adventures lead them among indians
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3
in

Broadway musical.

Superscope.

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

Coming

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara
Barry Sullivan. Scott Brady. Mary Murphy.
director Joseph Kane Drama. Woman outlaw
own life and brings about the destruction of
to save the life of the man she loves.

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

Valerie Hobson, Joa, 1

Philioe,

Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Coming

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard

town.

Maxwell Reed. Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama.
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
politicians

I

Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Fa r ell J
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richar
Fleischer.
Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, thill
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White b
Harry Thaw. 109 min.

Stack.

Technicolor. Produced and directed
A first person account of the daily

WOMAN

MO MAN'S
Marie Windsor, John Archer.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.

October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScop.i

GOOD MORNING,

December

a

I

103 min. 7/19.

November

Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min.

fanatic tribe. 72 min.

TWINKLE

land.

November
TEXAS LADY Superscope,

i

Ad->riu-»

new

the

French philanderer

MAN ALONE, A

Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined sheriff's home turns into unexpected sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and failing in ove with sheriff's daughter.
96 min. 10/3.

in

{

I

I

Producer
Fleming.
Reagan, Rhonda
Ronald
Payne,
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situation; including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.

nicolor.

j

I

I

Richard
McLaglen,
Victor
Superscope.
Cent*. Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevim and Sam Wiesenthal. Director Jotin Brahm.
IPanamM Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking

B'NGAZi

TREASURE OF

[11

Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunte
Producers Robert D. Webb. Barbara McLean. Directi
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form e
peditions to claim California territory for Spain,
cate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found mission
Luxe.

TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John

September

CinemaScope, Deluxe ColtJ

Humphrey Bogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy AdliJ
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. Americll
flyer forced down in China during World War II h]| A
!

desert mosque are involved
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.

CROSS CHANNEL Wayne

September
HAND OF GOD, THE

LEFT

cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with t If
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves t
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/11 J

gold buried

HEPUULIH

Greenleaf,

Producer William J.
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
O'Sullivan. Director li G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
forced
to choose between
prosecutor
is
country-town
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

DESERT SANDS SuperScope. Print by Technicolor. Ralph
Meeker, Maria English. Aubrey Schenk-Howard Kock
Modern French

production. Director Lesley Selander.
Foreign Legion drama. 87 min. 8/22.

KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane.
Kubrick-Bousel

Production.

Director

Drama. Young boxer and dance
volved with kidnappers. 67 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

hall

Stanley Kubrickhostess get in-

•

J,

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-)
Shelley
Winters, Lillian Gish. Producer Paul Gregory. Director
"harles Laughton. Suspense drama. 93 min. 7/25.

ORT YUMA

Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
)ohn Hudson. Bel-Air Productioi. Producer Howard w]
<och. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17

GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope,

Tech-

ticolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Watertield.
Jirector Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls tlee
o Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become
nvolved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.

iAVAGE PRINCESS

ITechnicolor.

(Filmed

FEMALE ON THE BEACH Joan Crawford,

he plots to

kill her on wedding night. 97
min. 7/25.
SHRIKE, THE Jose Ferrer, June Allyson. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama.

natural

love of wife almost destroys
attempted suicide. 88 min. 5/16.

India),

in

Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
background of India's struggle for liberty

'01

:

min.

THE Jack Palance, Ida Lupino Shelley
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Drama.
Ill min. 10/3.
ILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane
frodueers Stanley Kubrick,
Morris Bouse.
Director
ubrick
Melodrama. Priie fighter gets involved in
nderworld killing. 67 min.
KNIFE,

Vinters.

'

,ehind-the-scenes story of Hollywood.

ESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch!
director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
Irench Foreign Legion set against the background of
In Arab uprising in Morocco.

•

IAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling,
roducer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson,
/estern. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
finally stopped by man known as a "town tamer".
3 min.

10/17.

December
AND PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund, ThornKlameth. Producer Laiar Wechsler. Director Frani
chnyder. Drama. 8ased on novel by Johanna Spyri
IEIDI

mm.
JDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor

Kirk

ouglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel
roducer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Wes-

trn adventure.
Guide leads wagon train
prntory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.

-

OP GUN

ooth. Producel
krro. Western.
ades out of the

I

Hayden.

Sterling

by Fame

Indian

thru

Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is
more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during
dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min.
9/5.

TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope,
Murphy
nibbs.

Murphy

Technicolor. Audie
Rosenberg. Director Jesse
Biographical account of Audie
experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.

Producer

Bishop
Karen
Director Ray Na-

A sharp gunshooter blasts the
West. 73 min. 12/26.

rene-

November

AN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM, THE Frank Sinatra
eanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang
Producerrector Otto Preminger.
Drama. Story of dope ad-

I

ction.

[

119 min.

Cornel Wilde. Jean Wallace Dan Duryea
j-oduced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Psed on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. 1/9.
b
I
I

HREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hughes,
pra Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard
bch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama
of
ree beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min.

W

February
LLER IS LOOSE, THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda FlemIKj, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Direcr
Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
-enge the death of his wife. 73 min.
:
.VS MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn Anna
I pagle. David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wilkx.
Musical. Prince chooses love of commoner and
li
nt0
ldter re,urn$ to regain crown. 72 min.
I l«Lil
ANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield Lon Chaney
I ctor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Advenke. Based on Edgar Allan Poes "Gold Bug" and
telltale Heart". 76 min.
I

—

Coming
-EXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor,
i^nard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom Dantelle Darneux.
Producer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
I tamatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.

I

MBASSADORS DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope

Tech-

Kolor. Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna
Loy.
roducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
ke affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceI kngry G I.
j

^AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope color.
kiy
Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers William

|d

Edward

ction

ews,
pr\

Nassour.

Dir.

Edward

Nassour.

Science

thriller.

OMANCHE

CinemaScope,

Deluie

Color.

Kent Smith, Linda Cristel, John Litel.
Kurger.
Director George
Sherman.

£ mm.

Dana

AnProducer
Western

H ST TOWN Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
?
foducer
Paul Wortiel. Director Allen Miner. Western
• sed on story by James Brewer.
SS BEFORE DYING. A CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
>bert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne
Woodward,
lodueers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Dictor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense
story about
^sth of two young sisters in wealthy
family.
»TTERNS Van Heflin. Everett Sloane Ed Begley Probers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
look. Drama. Based on famous television drama.
r

AR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalProducer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.

f ce.

dventure.

IAPEZE

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Lollobrigida. Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
'rector Carol Reed. Drama.
Circus suspense drama
>out miured trapeze star who
conquers fear and
akes comeback with help of beautiful

ma

aerialist.

Film

ALLEY

Wayne,

Lauren

CinemaScope,
Bacall.

held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China in an ancient ferry boat through 'Blood Alley"
the Formosa Straits. 115 min. 10/3.
.

.

.

ILLEGAL Edward G.

Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D.A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.

REBEL

WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope, Warner-

Color.

James

juveniles

min.

Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of

Director

between themselves,

his life. 75

mm.

LADY GODIVA

10/17.

Technicolor.

Maureen O'Hara

George

Nader, Victor McLaglen. Producer Robert Arthur
DiArthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from
disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 mm. 10/17.
rector

NAKED DAWN. THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford.
Director Edqar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

mm.

11/28.

SEX,

THE CinemaScope.

Techni-

color. Jeanne Cram, George Nader, Kitty Kallen
Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George
Marshall
director. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to stop
their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.

John Agar. Mara Corday. Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds
super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.

Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her qardener
11/14.

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff ChandRory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
is bested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.
SOUARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis. Pat Crowley,
Ernest Borgnine. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of <j
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min. 1/9.
ler.

February
GOODMAN

STORY,

THE

November
I

Technicolor.

Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg
tine Davies director. Musical.
The life story
famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.

Steve
Valenof

the

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min.

CinemaScope,

Warner-

COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy. Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12
TARGET ZERO Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

h'anuary

HELL ON FRISCO BAY CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd. Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on
the waterfront. 98 min.

Stanley
Podesta,
Jack Sernas, Cedric Hardwicke,
Baker. Director Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the
Trojan horse. 118 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Lyle

Silverheels,

Stuart

Director

Lone Ranger

Coming
MVER CHANGES, THE
Henry

Fisher.

A change

Rossana
Producer-director

Rev

Harald Maresch,

Cwci Crump. Drama.

Ihe course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min.
WarnerColor.
Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
SERENADE
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel o' the same name.
in

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
by head of Combination also in jail
jail is brutalized
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.
86 min.

To

Coming

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal

BACKLASH

Technicolor.
Richard
Widmark
Donna
Reed, Will iam Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Drama. Son fights against rustler
father and kills him in gun duel.

CREATURE WALKS

THOUSAND TIMES

DIED A

Color. Jack Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerColor. Liberace, Joanne
Dru,
Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Pianist
Blanke.
Director Gordon Douglas. Musical.
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
girl. 115 min. 11/14.

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS

BENNY

305 N. 12th St.
Philadelphia

7,

Pa.

NEW

AMONG

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason. Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being.

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marioorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy.
with bootleggers and matrimony.

NEVER SAY GOODBYE

Ma

Kettle

tangles

Borchers. George
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband
wife are reunited after separation of eight years.
nell

RED

SUNDOWN

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

Cohen.

and

Rory Calhoun, Martha
Producer Albert Zugsmith. DirecGunfighter makes promise

HIGHWAY

Technicolor.

Hyer, Dean Jagger.

tor Jack Arnold. Western.
to stop living by the gun.

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas,

Francesca de Scaffa,
June
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.
WORLD IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy. Barbara Rush,
Jeff Morrow, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish.

ULLETIN — THIS

IS

law.

February

'anuary

89 min.

the

December

December
William Campbell, Keenan Wynn
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves

81

parents,

their

10/31.

Cieo

awaiting execution finds love at the moment
he loses

John
William A.

WarnerColor.

Producer-director

Drama. American merchant marine captain

Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer

12/26.

rORM FEAR

October
BLOOD

Ill

HOLD BACK TOMORROW

WarnerColor.

Alan Ladd, June Allyson. Producer Henry Blanke. Director Gordon Douglas. Drama. Young army private
makes his dream of flying come true. Through two wars
he finally meets death as a jet test pilot. 107 min.

Weisbart.

TARANTULA

January
•

Aaron

War drama.
s

MeCONNELL STORY, THE CinemaScope,

Wellman.

October

SECOND GREATEST

William

Pictures.

Unan

RUNNING WILD

19

|

in

KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara
Rush
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman.
Historical

Is

,

husband

drama

November
IG

Chand-

Jeff

Jan Sterling. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director
Joe Pevney Suspense drama. Rich young widuw
falls
in
love with handsome adventurer.
Incidents indicate
ler,

'roducer-director
igainst the

September

September

October
:

WARNER BROTHERS

UNIVERSAL-INTI.

4IGHT OF THE HUNTER, THE Robert Mitchum,

EXPRESS LINES,

YOUR PRODUCT

Member

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3459

Washington. D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

hant's eye
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beautiful business

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN

PRESENTED IN

TODD-AO

A Two-a -Day-Reserved-Seat Road Show!
Distributed

233 W. 49th

by
St.

MAGNA

THEATRE COM

(Phone JUdson 6-0500)

New York

19,

copy
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Allied's Surprise

SEEING

BELIEVING!

IS

NATIONWIDE THEATRE SCREENINGS!
Because the great news about
like a

bomb -shell from

Coast to Coast

quests for screenings are
this sensational

"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS" has exploded

coming

mail with date, theatre

MUST!

'Til

If

Preview Report below) and

from everywhere,

M-G-M

will

re-

show

entertainment in Exchange Centers from Feb. 13th to 16th

(inclusive) for exhibitors, press

a

in

(see

and opinion-makers. Invitations are in the

name and address for your locality. Don't Miss it. It's

you don't get your invitation soon,

call

M-G-M

your

Branch.

go

out on a

limb and
predict

it

will be the

PREVIEW GETS HIGHEST RATING!

Gold -Mine

Here's

Attraction

first

of 1956!"

why you must

see

theatre screening at Loew's

N.Y.

last

week,

At

for yourself!

it

72nd

St.

its

Theatre,

"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS'

equalled previous record-holders

In Paris," "Singin' In

"An

American

The Rain" and topped

"Seven Brides." That's the opinion of the audience
as

The

News Spreads

shown

Like Wildfire!

M-G-M

presents in

MEET ME

in the Film Research Surveys

It's

poll.

the Talk of the Industr)

CINEMASCOPE and COLOR

VEGAS

IN LAS
Starring

DAN

'Invitations are in the

mails. If yours gets
lost

come /^.^

CYD CHARISSE

DAILEY-

with

AGNES MOOREHEAD

-

LILI

DARVAS

JIM

BACKUS-OSCAR KARLWEISand

JERRY COLONNA

-

PAUL HENREID

Screen Story and Screen Play by
Chortotraphy by

HERMES PAN

LENA HORNE

ISOBEL LENNART

Photographed

(Available

in

In

•

LILIANE

MONTEVECCHI CARA

WILLI AN

GUEST STARS:

SONGS

EASTMAN COLOR

•

FRANKIE LAINE

Music by

•

MITSUKO SAWAMURA

NICHOLAS BRODSZKY

Directed by

ROY ROWLAND

Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or

I

*

*

Lyrics by

Produced by

Channel Sound)

SAMMY CAHN
JOE PASTERNAK

Viewpoints
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Exhibition
Alliance
A

Unable

s

the

for

lishes

traditional fac-

its

estab-

it

time

first

parallel

thinking between Allied States Association and the Theatre

Owners

America on the mertis

of

two major

industry issues:

incorporating

(1)

of

and selling policies into
the mold of an all-inclusive industry
arbitration system, and (2) seeking
film rentals

approval for the "divorced" theatre
circuits to enter film production.

So

make

its

long as Allied
bereft

fight

facing

its

was forced

TOA

of

to

support, and

opposition, hope for inclu-

making

sion of a provision

shaped up as

tals arbitrable

And

no contest.

film renstrictly

while Allied stood

was

firm in opposition, there

little

tion

production policy, exhibi-

must seek more product and

ends that

It

TOA

their differences

That the

is

and Allied discarded
and entered into an

joint

Allied-TOA pro-

do not please the film companies was clearly demonstrated by

jects

the

decibels

of

ringing

irritation

from distribution headquarters. The
film executives were stung to the
quick. But even understanding their
plan about TOA's unexpected switch
does not dispel our disappointment
couched

at the tenor of their retort,

was

language of recrimination, punctuated with charges of
"deal" and "cheap sellout".

as

it

in the

Truth and
call for

tion

objectivity,

however,

the admission that distribu-

comported

itself

no worse than

exhibition with the shoe on the other
foot.

And

this gives rise to the sad-

dening conclusion that so long as

manages

neither side

a civilized re-

action to the supplications

of

the

other, industry relations shall degen-

ever win legal clearance to go into
film-making. Today, however, im-

erate into a

partial observers

will

you the

tell

with the exhibition

is

forces in their quest of these aims.

With

we

this

are inclined to agree.

Not so much because exhibition
necessarily prudent in
relief,

that

or

heavier

it

battalions,

its

now
but

is

choice of
fields

mere exchange

of verbal

volleys, a sort of vocal tug-of-war,

with a sorrowful lack of progress.

Film BULLETIN'S demand for a
Congress of Exhibition (Oct. 31), of
which the Allied-TOA union seems
a concrete beginning, may have been
too limited. Perhaps the broader

the

week

It is

because of

that

becoming

many

clearer

by

market.

minion

growing do-

Television's

over

the

pleasure-seeking

habits of that market

a thing that

it

casts

is

its

now

so real

shadow over

practically every theatre in the land.

Adding
are

the

to the length of that

unnumbered

shadow

quantities

of

backlog films being fed television by
film companies.

The

principal

template.

Fitilnre of
British Films
in America
Developments in recent months
what appears to be an allout offensive to place more British
films on more American theatre
screens. Spearheaded by the J. Arthur Rank Organization and by the
late Sir Alexander Korda's interests,
indicate

these

manifestations

direct

appeals

to

public, like the full

include

(1)

moviegoing
page Rank Or-

the

ad in the New York
Times urging moviegoers to pressure exhibitors into playing more
ganization

British films; (2) "first-run" distribution of some important British

pictures on television, like Korda's
"The Constant Husband" and Sir

Laurence

Olivier's

"Richard

III",

before they are released for theatre
distribution; (3) direct appeals to

American theatremen, which spurred
TOA to run a survey of the why's
and wherefores of U. S. exhibitors'
reluctance to play British pictures;
(4) threats to acquire theatres in
this

country to display English

films.

In the light of the current product

maneuvers to force the hand
American theatre owners. But

BULLETIN

theatres are los-

ing their ability to compete in a free

views

industry branches.
alternative is unhappy to con-

all

shortage in this country, it would
seem paradoxical that British producers would have to resort to these

the

the heavy weight of economic cir-

cumstance.

film sellers into

to these basic

chance that the theatre chains could

momentum

view would include
of

alliance.

Incidentally,

3

vices and caught in the vise of a re-

is memorable because it serves
shocking notice on all of us that exhibition is hurting so badly that it is

tional strife.

NO.

a legislature representing the

more income.

willing to forget

24,

to harness its retrogress-

and with deep-seated implications,
has been written by the nation's two
exhibitor clans. The occa1 ading
sion

VOLUME

ing boxoffice by the traditional destrictive

treaty of collaboration, historic,

/

1956
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TWO

of
it

one looks at the unhappy boxoffice performance by
British films in the American market. With a few notable exceptions,
that record is dismal and that applies, generally, to good and bad pictures alike. For most, a big city run
isn't, really, if

—

in art

houses and that's

it.

Period.

Others, distributed by American film
(Continued on Page 10)
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DeMille Thrusts Golilen Calf
Your distinguished presence honors us

Following is the full text of the speech made by Cecil
R. DeMille at the Screen Producers Guild, fourth annual Milestone dinner, in Hollyivood, January 22.

all.

But I cannot stand here surrounded by so many friends
old and young, including some who were not yet born
when I first came to Hollywood, without thinking also of
the others who did so much to make our industry great and
are now gone out of this world of shadows and images into

Honored for his contributions to the film industry
43 years, the veteran movie-maker s address

for

touched pertinently on many aspects of the state of
EDITOR S note)
our industry today.
I

the Light.

my

In

Hollywood

43 years in

marking the progress

stories

None has

I

of our industry.

ever loomed larger in

to deeper appreciation

have passed many mile-

I

—than

this

my mind — or moved me
Milestone

Screen Producers Guild, coming as

men

craftsmen, the

my own

of

it

Award

does from

profession,

my

of the

fellow-

who know

our

work from the inside and from top to bottom, and who
have thought me worthy to receive this award, one of the
highest and most coveted of Hollywood's honors.
I

thank you from

No one knows

my

heart.

art in

lic

in

our vaults

— the classics of the screen.

Of course we have occasional

re-issues,

if

one must use

that detestable word.

We do not say that someone re-issues "Hamlet" or
"Lohengrin" or that, the next time you go to the Louvre,
you can see a re-issue of the Mona Lisa.

—

You might

you that motion pictures are
which no one stands alone.

better than

an industry and an

cannot think of them and their work without wishing
many times, that we and the pubwere more aware of the dramatic riches we have stored

again, as I have wished

as well say that

God

re-issues the sunset

every evening.

for a long time, whether the producer or the director, the writer, the cameraman or the
editor or the actor is the most important and responsible
artist in the production of a motion picture.

The debate

We

need not try to

The
alone

go on

will

fact that

— proof

it is

of

settle that

proof that none of us stands
greatly we are dependent upon each

debated

how

debate tonight.

is

other.
So,

those

when you honor one individual, you are honoring all
who have worked with him and all those from whose

work he has learned and benefitted.
In my case their names would make a very lengthy list.
It is a deeply moving experience to see so many of them
here tonight

— epecially to stand

many

who have

tures

stars

— from

the

Commandments"
by

this

And

first

am

"Souaw Man"

— and

wonderful

in the reflected glory of so

lent their brilliance to deMille pic-

who

to the

tonight have

second "Ten

filled

my

heart

happy that sitting with me at this
two young men I used to join at a much more
modest table 43 years ago two young men who have
carved their names on imperishable milestones along the
I

DeMille receives from Darryl F. Zanuck the 1955 Milestone Award
Beverly Hilton Hotel. Looking on: Jesse L. Lasky (seated)
and Samuel G. F.ngel. president of the Screen Producers Guild.
at the

tribute.

particularly

table are the

—

path of motion picture history

my

first

partners, Jesse

Lasky and Samuel Goldwyn.

When we

we automatically
treatment
condemn the picture to second-rate
by the puband
licity and advertising departments, by the exhibitors
think in terms of "re-issues",

—

by the public.

The

great classics of the screen deserve better treatment

—

cannot name all the others whose presence here multiplies my happiness this evening
for I would have to name
everyone in the room.

than that

And I am particularly touched by the presence of those
who have come from outside our industry to share this

pure motion picture art, have not
been surpassed by sound and which should be presented

I

—

family gathering with us.
Pagt 4
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February

for they remain not second-rate, but
specimens of the motion picture art.

And

I

pictures

include

— which,

among them

a

number

first-rate

of the old silent

for

—

(Continued on Page 24)
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AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE
from

SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS

President,

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

TO THE EXHIBITORS

WHO WILL ATTEND THE NATIONWIDE DEMONSTRATIONS OF

CINEMASCOPE
Ah/

V OUR EYES H

'

page
J>-^£~' p/ease furn

want personally

!

extend

to

my warmest welcome

to

who

each of you

will attf

one of the sixty demonstrations of CinemaScope 55 between January 19 and February

d

21.
j

Again

ment

our privilege to introduce something

motion pictures.

of

moment
historic

it is

We feel

in the history of

that the advent of

16, 1953,

have

we

in the develi,-

CinemaScope 55 marks another

we launched CinemaScope

our industry. Not since

evening of September

new and wonderful

of 20th

itself

Century-Fox been so proud

gloricjs

on

of a

ti

t

te<

-

nical achievement.

1
|t is

the final fruition of the

dreams

We are confident the public will reward all

of

men who make and

of us for our

thing different, something better.

And

CinemaScope 55 can be exhibited

in regular

unceasing

love motion pictuu

them

efforts to bring

exhibitors will be particularly heartened to

35mm

sort-

know

tit

projection in theatres equipped for steri-

phonic sound.

We of 20th
not enough.

in itself is

pictures.

When we

ROBE.

Century-Fox appreciate,

Our

first

responsibility

is

Now we embark

in

New York

55,

Rodgers and

which ran

and

is

ward

to the

first

attraction

CAROUSEL,

is

THE

the celebrated

which played

1,016

;id

fr-

beloved round the world.

you

will see for yourself scenes

from both

this

gi at

CAROUSEL and our second important production CinemaSc3e
Hammerstein's THE KING AND I, the magnificent musical
in

pfl

for four years

Now,

and advancemit

the production of the highest quality mot'n

on CinemaScope 55 and our

In these demonstrations

musical romance

that technical research

launched CinemaScope we did so with an immortal subject,

joyous Rodgers and Hammerstein masterwork,

formances

too,

just 29

opening

of

on Broadway and on

months

after the

CAROUSEL

tour.

beginning of CinemaScope exhibition,
in

CinemaScope 55

at the

we

look

k-i

Roxy Theatre, New Y{

k,

—

J

Cinemascope
Y OUR EYES HAV^

the night of February 16, 1956, to be followed immediately by

openings throughout the United States and

in all the capitals

of the world.

want

to

express

my

eternal obligation to the

of industrious co-workers at our studios

and dedicated research brought
progress.
of

And

America.

Fox

I

wish

It is their

to strive

and

my

technical genius

new

milestone of

gratitude to the exhibitors

support which inspires us at 20th Century-

constantly to improve conditions in our industry.

to serve, just as

organization that
to

into being this

to reaffirm

Believe me,
of

whose

army

is

I

it

an industry

is

am

I

am

proud

so very proud to be a

to

be part

member

of the

always planning ahead and moving forward,

an ever brighter future

Sincerely,

—
^Vf' Tj

for

us

all.

n

l{

s^/'Yj^/

President,

20th Century-Fox Film Corporation

:

>
j
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MONTH

BAD
ON THE BIG BOARD. January may well
have toppled all recent records in soda mint. Should the
Messrs. Walgreen, Rexall, Whelan and others ministering
to the gastric needs of cinema investors begin issuing fat
bonus checks to their counter-help, it will have been justly
earned. There has erupted from Lindy's to the Friar's
Club to Romanoff's a flatulence the likes of which has not
been heard since the TV industry began selling movie
shares short around 1947. No offense meant to the cuisine
of the aforementioned restauranteurs. The burping is strictly financial. January was a bad, bad month on
the big
board.

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN
FEBRUARY
By

We

Philip R.

5

6

Ward

hope so. Movies are coming back. In support of this
watch Financial Bulletin in the following issue for

thesis,

our detailed

brief.

Cast an eye at the charts below:

Film

19

b

O

BULLETIN Cinema

A word

about theatre company shares. January held no
Overall the Cinema Aggregate discloses a mere Y% drop, which, in the language of
some October alumni, is something of a moral victory. It
may be the market has discounted theatres to the limit.

Aggregate*

terrors for this hardy group.

O

MORE ABOUT

O

LOEW'S. The

investment firm of Herzfeld & Stern, in a report hewing closely to information provided Financial Bulletin readers of January 23, recommends the purchase of Loew's common on the basis of the
split-up potential. Here, in part, is how the report develops
its

case

"An anouncement

of the split into two separate comcompany and film company) will be made
Shareannual meeting next month (February)

panies (theatre
at the
>»JS

FILM

'Composed

COMPANIES

.

1954

THEATOE COMPANIES

"Since in other motion picture
of carefully selected representative industry issues.

The Film

value of the parts has worked

BULLETIN

of the hard-luck tale.

It

Cinema Aggregate tells but part
tells you that film company stocks

incurred an accumulative 145

g

point loss in January

—the

level

mend

company

.

"Asset value
of the stock.

is

very high

Book value

additions at cost or appraised values

consolidated accounts.

ly $35,000,000 in

(as of

The

Total Property: $153 million
Depreciation: $64 million

deed, a good deal further back than that.

Net Property: $89 million

—

—

the slings and arrows of this outrageous January, recall
that over the entire dimension of bearish 1955 the
Cinema

Aggregate showed a decline of only 20 points.

the

when absorbed

latest balance

into

sheet figures

& Equip.: $108 million
Depreciation: $64 million
Buildings

Net Building

&

Equip. $44 million
:

Land: $42 million

"The insured value

and equipment carried
which includes a blanket
policy of $40 million on a group of properties which probably would be insured for a much higher figure on an inof buildings

at $44 million net is $92 million

Not one blessed film company managed to brave the
January storm. Not even Loew's, which ended a
V4 point
loser. Hardest hit: Paramount, off
sys Columbia, off 3y8
Universal, off 3y6
These companies either equalled or
;

all

June 1955) follow:

equity-holding sailed blithely downstream
It does not report the lack of bids for
film industry shares since the beginning of
1956, and, in-

With the excepsome hot mid-January traffic in Loew's and this
developed from forces far removed from the immediate
profit story of the company
calls for film stocks were as
frequent as calls for mumps. So that you may fully assess

Also,

$27 per share.

older physical properties are carried at 1925 values with

September 1955 Ike heart crisis. But it does not tell you
and cents. It does not report that near-

tion of

we recom-

in relation to the current price

is

the story in dollars

falls.

split-ups, the

out to a substantially higher

than the stock of the original company,
Loew's on its break-up potential.

such loss over a single month period in half a
decade, and nearly double in size the loss suffered in the
stiffest

and over the

.

holders will pet one share of stock in each company.

dividual basis ...

;

.

notched their 1955-56 low-tide readings in January. Those
buoyant warriors among you who, dauntless to the end,
continue to subscribe to movies as the best of all possible
media in this, the best of all possible worlds, may find

the
foregoing companies at their low and near-low levels the
buys of your life. Are there any buoyant warriors left?

A

further indication of depressed values

that buildings and contents of the company's
studio of 185 acres at Culver City are carried at a

...

is

main
little

over $2 million compared with an insured value of $17
million.

"These valuations, of course, do not include the company's inventory of old films which are worth many millions

..."
Film
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Viewpoints
who know how

experts

companies as an appendage to their
Hollywood product, get a few sporadic first-run dates and sputter out
on the lower half of dual bills.

and merchandise the product for all
This
it is worth on these shores.
can't be done with a half-cocked,

Why?

Accents unintelligible?

star value?

Actionless?

essentially

"British"?

No

Stories too

Perhaps

in

The Rank Organiza-

some

cases.

tion's

ad in the Times asked what

about the scores of these pictures
that have featured names like James
Mason, Charles Laughton, Stewart
Granger, Richard Burton, Jean Simmons and Deborah Kerr with their
accents.
In an American picture,
they're big; in a British picture, they
die.

The

British producers' charge that

American

theatremen are "prejudiced", but on the basis of this horrendous boxoffice record, is it prejudice or plain businesslike reluct-

ance to buy an unmarketable product.

There

no question that British

is

mass
American public would be welcomed
by this country's exhibitors without prejudice. So would French and
Italian and Zulu films if there is a
market for them.
films that can be sold to the

—

We

believe that British films can

and

should become an important
source of supply for American thea-

tres,

we

but

can't envision this be-

coming reality through the methods
employed up to now by United

Kingdom

film makers.

Ads

in the

to

part-time organization, nor can

we

it

be

by shunting the
selling and promotion job to major
American film distributors who have
done,

believe,

a solid roster of their

product to

own

domestic

outlets

films

British

for

over here, has always had a full supply of its own pictures to merchandise and Mr. Rank and the others
have no rip'ht to assume that their
pictures can get the full promotional
treatment or the full attention of the
sales organization.

Full scale campaigns have to be

worked

them

out, first to sell

to the

Advance campaigns have to feed
production news to columnists and
fan magazines, stir up talk about a
long

before

it

hits

the

screens, exploit the stars and story
and all the other myriad details that
go into presenting a marketable
piece of movie merchandise. Exhibitors have to be sold not only on the
picture, but on the selling job that
is being done for the picture.
This
is a full-time job and requires a
fully manned, on-the-spot distribution organization.

And

while British

would never see the
playoff that the average American
film gets, there is no question that a

films generally

much wider

exhibition

of

British

TV

organization.

any apAmerican

Korda's

theatres.

Husband" and

"The Constant

"Olivier's

"Richard

III" will, to all intents and purposes,
open and close their American engagements with that one showing.

We

right kind of sales and promotional

The United Kingdom moviemakers must make up their mind
either they are in the American market or not.
that

—with

alter their

screens of Joe Exhibitor on a truly

for

scale, is to

make preparations

with an organization of his
country, with American
salesmen and American exploitation

own

it

in this

Pag. 10
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To
both

be "in" means just
feet.

Crying "pre-

judice" from across the sea will not

think the answer for the British producer, if he wants to gain the

major
to do

scription

unhappy

situation.

American exhibitors are hungry
more product. There can be no
question that British film makers

will find a hearty reception here for

well-made,

properly

merchandised,

properly exploited British product.

your blast against
letter on sub-

read

just

TV

You had

Wall Street Journal.
far to uncork

in the

to reach pretty

punch.

You pooh-pooh

the gloomy situation
broadcasting, but as an editor in

TV

the field you must

know

TV

of independent

that the situation

broadcasters

is

much

worse than the abbreviated figures published in the Journal indicate.

How

could you honestly ridicule this

situation

when FCC

show

figures

that in

TV

networks and 108 pre-freeze
stations collected $510 million and earned
1954 the

$104 million, while 302 post-freeze staand shared

tions collected only $83 million

a loss of $14 million?
all

exhibitors and then to the public.

picture

have

Commander McDonald's

in

principal

the Editor:

I

Universal, for instance, one of the

films can be extracted here with the

will positively preclude

To

this below-the-belt

sell.

N. Y. Times won't accomplish anything in the mass American theatre
market. Showing films first-run on
preciable playing time in

The
Mail
Box

promote

(Continued from Page 3)

Particularly,

when

industry estimates indicate about the

same

split

1955 and cur-

of revenue for

rently?

As

to

commitments from producers: In

the past six weeks four majors have released 1,000 features for
on top of

TV

those released earlier. Does this leave any
doubt in your mind as to what major pro-

new movies when

ducers will do with
subscription
the
I

TV

home box

gives

them

a chance at

office?

realize that

you oppose any kind of
that will compete

home entertainment

with exhibitors, not just subscription TV,
and that you would love to see every
form of home TV drop dead. Matty Fox
has other ideas.
In announcing plans for putting 740
features on sponsored TV, Matty
Fox said he was going to urge the public

RKO

—

Move Today at Home", and
commented that movie theatres could now
"Drop Dead Twice".
The recent releases of major studio

to "See a

products to TV are bound to be followed
by release of thousands of other recent
features by other major producers. Truman Rembusch's threat to boycott pro-

who

ducers

much
ing

effect

release

TV

to

when most

of

won't have

them are do-

it.

Why
marks

don't you lay off your snide re-

long

enough

to

think

things

through and figure out who the theatre's
real competitor is? Then your adherence
to the $ mark might lead to a change in
your party line.
Cordially

TED LEITZELL
Director of Public Relations
Zenith Radio Corporation
Chicago, 111.

:

Official Account

cjf

TOA-ALLIED

view of the significance of
recent developments affecting the
In

body, Film BULLETIN
is
publishing herein the text of
official intelligence dealing with
exhibitor

COMPACT

the joint action of

TOA

PRESS RELEASE BY
Rube Shor, president

2.

of Allied States,

Myron N.

Blank,

TOA, Walter

Reade,

Jr.,

president of Allied States,

Abram

F. Myers, general coun-

Horace Adams, vice

and chairman of the board of Allied States and Hergeneral counsel of TOA met in Washington,
D. C. on January 18th, 1956 and adopted and signed the
sel

man M. Levy,

following platform:

"The undersigned representatives

of Allied

and Allied.

arising out of the customary film licensing contract.

January 24, 1956

president of

TOA

and

TOA

agree that the procedures set forth below represent their
joint understanding, and that they will use their best endeavors to obtain, within one week from the date thereof,
the approval of their respective Boards of Directors, to

To do

everything possible to bring more product on

the market.
3.

To do

everything possible to stem the tide of ever-

increasing film rentals, even to seeking the arbitration of
film rentals.
4.

Especially in view of the acute seller's market which

has developed since October, 1955, and because of harsh
trade practices that have developed since that time, to

proposed system of
arbitration so that the entire matter may be reviewed and
revaluated at our Board meeting starting on March 4th,
and that the interim period be used to attempt to accomplish all of the projects above outlined.

withdraw approval, temporarily,

the following

of the

0

That TOA will represent to the Department of Justice
and to the Senate Select Committee on Small Business
that it will approve a plan of all-inclusive arbitration, including arbitration of selling policies and film rentals and,
;

that Allied will join with

TOA

in

urging to the Depart-

ALLIED BULLETIN
January 31. 1956

An Area

of

Agreement

of Justice and to the Senate Select Committee on
Small Business that the theatre circuits, including the socalled divorced circuits, be permitted to produce and to

Allied and TOA leaders in an informal exchange of
views on the state of the theatre business found themselves
in agreement on two points:

motion pictures with pre-emptive rights for their
which they now own, and legal replacements
thereof, and not to theatres they may hereafter acquire.

exhibitors today.

ment

distribute

own

theatres,

AND

2.

IT IS

FURTHER AGREED that we shall use our

best efforts to bring about these results.

The platform has been approved by
rectors of

TOA and

of Allied States.

TOA

has notified the distributor representatives of the
Drafting Subcommittee that its Board, the members of
whom were polled by telephone, has voted temporarily to

withdraw

its

approval of the Arbitration plan and to give
changed industry conditions, full con-

the plan, in view of

sideration and revaluation at its next meeting, commencing March 4th. Meanwhile, the appropriate officers of

1.

have been authorized

To make every

:

possible effort to broaden the scope

of arbitrability so as to

make

arbitrable any and

all

The

film shortage

is

the most serious problem facing

Arbitration to be effective should include arbitration

of film rentals

On
the Boards of Di-

Pursuant to the platform Myron N. Blank, Rube Shor,
Herman M. Levy, Abram F. Myers and Truman T. Rembusch met with the Department of Justice in Washington,
D. C. Today.

TOA

1.

point

1

and selling
it

policies.

was conceded

by both organiby such devices as the

that efforts

zations to stimulate production

Makelim Plan and EFFG had not been successful. The
only potential source of additional films appeared to be
the major theatre circuits which are themselves suffering
from the shortage and have the capital and credit with
which to go into production.

The immediate obstacle is that the divorced circuits are
hobbled by the decrees in the Paramount Case and cannot
branch out into production without the consent of the Department of Justice. It developed that those circuits, or
some of them, had been in touch with the Department on
this question but had received no encouragement on the
point, which is vital from their point of view, that they
have priority on their own pictures in their own theatres.

On

point 2

it

was agreed

that arbitration of everything
(Continued on Page 14)
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"World In

ScuiKeu 'Rating
Good

"The Court Jester"

Corner"

0 0 0

prize-fight film, with strong portrayal

GutiKCM Rati*?

by Audie Mur-

phy. Has fast pace, action, appealing story. Returns well
above average in action spots; OK in general market.

Benefitted by a coherent and sensible story, strong dra-

matic appeal, fast-paced direction, an attractive production,

performance by Audie Murphy, this Unigood returns generally.
Murphy making his first appearance since the great financial triumph ("To Hell and Back"), gives further evidence
of his improved talent in a convincing role as a young
fighter searching for integrity. The fast-moving story, with
its romantic an^le to the point and not overly obtrusive,
should play particularly well in action spots, although the
appeal should be wide. The Aaron Rosenberg production
is neatly executed, and director Jesse Hibbs can be credited
with the film's snappy pace and overall credibility. John
Mclntire and Tommy Rail, contribute good supporting
performances. Fight sequences are well done (for which
cameraman Maury Gertsman deserves credit) and should
satisfy sports fans. Murphy decides to take up boxing
when former fight manager Mclntire is impressed with his
work. They train on the estate of wealthy Jeff Morrow,
where Mclntire is employed, and both Morrow and daughter Barbara Rush become interested in the fighter. As the

and a

first-class

versal offering figures to realize

Murphy-Rush romance

develops, Murphy, in need of
throw a fight when tempted by Rail.
Morrow encourages him, knowing this decision will break
up the romance, of which he strongly disapproves. At the
last minute Murphy, realizing his responsibility to Mclntire, Rush, and himself
and despite a severe beating at
the hands of Rail's associates plays it straight, wins the
fight, and decides to give up boxing for Rush.

money, agrees

to

—

—

Universal-International.
Mclntire, Tommy

John

82

minutes.

Rail.

O O O

Spoof of medieval romance, a la Danny Kaye, is a good
romp. Witty script, great production values, fine cast, add
up to topflight entertainment. Big B.O. where Kaye clicks.
This latest Danny Kaye starrer

sumptuously proits comedy.
A spoof of the conventional medieval romance, it is, in addition, filled with the kind of hilarious patter songs and
routines that Kaye is justly famous for. The half dozen
Fine-Sammy Cahn tunes are witty and engaging. Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank who wrote, produced, and directed this one have come up with a script that, despite
occasional lapses, is well stocked with laughs. In the hands
of a master like Kaye, and an unusually capable supporting
cast, including Glynis Johns, Basil Rathbone, Cecil Parker
and Mildred Natwick, it fairly sparkles. One sequence, in
which Natwick, attempting to poison Kaye's enemy, warns
Kaye that the poison is in the "vessel with the pestle, not
the flagon with the dragon" is a show-stopper. And a scene
featuring the American Legion Zouaves drill team in
is

duced, with great eye-appeal, and diverting in

—

—

double time will also get howls. The Panama-Frank production is a real eye-filler, resplendent in Technicolor, and
in Edith Head-Yvonne Wood costumes. Mixed-up plot
concerns the attempt of a group, which includes Kaye and
Glynis Johns, to restore the rightful king to the English
throne (12th century), and depose pretender Cecil Parker.

Kaye

enters the court disguised as a jester and the hilarity

He

begins.

unintentionally wins princess Angela Lans-

bury's love and falls in with traitor Basil Rathbone. After

untold complications, the true king
infant),

Kaye and Johns plan

Paramount. IA Dena Production).
Rathbone, Angela Lansbury, Cecil
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank.

is

recognized (he's an

to marry.

101 minutes.
Danny Kaye, Glynis Johns, Basil
Parker. Written, produced, and directed by

Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush, Jeff Morrow
Aaron Rosenberg. Director, Jesse Hibbs!

Producer,

"Cash on Delivery"

"Red Sundown"
ScctiHedt 'Rati*?

ScrtutCM Rotittf

O O

Lightweight British comedy

will

Q

Plus

serve only as supporting

Technicolor Western follows too-familiar story line. Should
serve as OK dualler in action spots, fair support generally.

dualler. Shelley Winters'

Concerned with the too-familiar situation of the gunslinger who wants to give up killing and settle down, "Red
Sundown" has its fair share of action and some attractive
Technicolor photography to recommend it, but not much
else. Under Jack Arnold's direction, the pace is somewhat
uneven, but there's a sizeable quantity of gunplay and

an amusing one Shelley Winters inherits two
million dollars if her ex-husband (John Gregson) doesn't
have a male heir by a certain date. The catch is that Gregson's wife, Peggy Cummins, is expecting "any minute".
There is some funny byplay, along farcical lines, but the
thin gag is heavily over-worked, and comedy has too much
"British humor" for American audiences. While Miss
Winters' name gives this import a slight lift, it will serve
only on the lower-half of twin-bills in non-action spots. In
addition to the script deficiencies and Muriel Box's frenetic
and uneven direction, the photography and soundtrack are
fuzzy, in spots. Winters, a nightclub singer, learning of a
dead uncle's will, is off to London to track down Gregson.
When she finds he's an expectant father, the farce begins
with a variety of false alarms, accusations, and recriminations. After much to-do, upshot is that Cummins exceeds
the time limit and Winters gets the money. But in a burst

fisticuffs to satisfy the

avid action patronage.

Exhibitors

market might use it as a supporting dualler.
Story finds gunslinger Calhoun promising his dying companion, outlaw James Millican, that he'll give up the wild
life.
True to his promise, he rides into a small town, is
hired by sheriff Dean Jagger as a deputy, and soon is
charming Jagger's daughter, Martha Hyer. Calhoun quickly becomes involved in fireworks when crooked cattle
baron, Robert Middleton, makes trouble for the small land
owners in town. Calhoun humbles Middleton and, in film's
climax, kills hired assassin, Grant Williams, leaves town,
promising to return to Hyer when he's earned some money.
in the general

Universal-International.

81 minutes.
Rory Calhoun, Martha Hyer, Dean Jagger,
Robert Middleton. Produced by Albert Zugsmith. Directed by Jacic Arnold.
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The
by

name best

selling point.

situation in this tepid British comedy, being released

RKO,

is

of generosity she gives the

—

new

parents half of

it.

RKO IA Welbeck-Gina Film). 82 minutes. Shelley Winters, John Gregson, Peggy
Cummins. Directed by Muriel Box. Produced by Peter Rogers and Ben Schrift.

"Miracle in the Rain"

Sutiitte &*tcK<?
Warm

"Forever Darling"

GOG

SW*£44

fem trade. Will
soak their handkerchiefs. Sock performances by Jane Wyman, Van Johnson. Returns will be very good in all situations.
love story with strong appeal for

From

his

own

Ben Hecht has turned out an

novel,

fashioned screenplay that
a dripping tear-jerker.

is

at once a

warm

old-

love story and

and well-nigh
with a World War
II setting, is about the romance of a plain girl and a happygo-lucky soldier, his death, and the "miracle" that keeps
their love alive-in-death. Frank Rosenberg has fashioned
an extraordinarily good production, and some superb acting has been furnished by Jane Wyman and Van Johnson,

overcome the feminine

It figures to delight

trade.

The

tale,

While frankly sentimental, Hecht's yarn

as the lovers.

is

projected with a purity and conviction that should prove

winning to practically everyone. It is laden with incident,
some completely extraneous. Miss Wyman turns in another simple, beautiful performance, and Johnson has
never been better as the carefree, lovable soldier-boy.
Eileen Heckart is fine as Wyman's office companion, and
other minor roles are well acted. Director Rudolph Mate
extracts the full warmth from the script, and keeps the
narrative moving on an even keel. Jane, an office girl, who
lives with her mother (Josephine Hutchinson)
they were
abandoned by father William Gargan years before meets
soldier Johnson one day in the rain. He invites himself to
her home for dinner, his easy charm scon captivates her,
and they fall in love. Johnson leaves for overseas and word
soon comes that he has been killed in action. Jane, incon-

—

—

New York's St. Patrick's Caone night, she walks in the rain to
the church, imagines meeting Johnson again, and collapses.
But clasped in her hand is the good-luck token she had
solable, begins frequenting

thedral.

Desperately

ill

Popularity of
in

Bros.

Jane Wyman, Van Johnson, Eileen Heckart, Fred Clark.
Rosenberg. Directed by Rudolph Mate.

107 minutes.

Produced by Frank

P.

stars Ball

and Arnaz

(Plus)
boxoffice

will bolster

family houses, despite film's lack of distinction.

Popular television stars are not always successful in
it is with Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz in this second try at the movies as a husband and
wife team. What emerges in the form of "Forever Darling" is a whacky comedy that should afford mild amuseswitching mediums, and so

ment for their fans. It has the earmarks of a routine TV
show padded with extra gags and comic situations, but is
surprisingly poorly paced. The charm that has kept Lucy
and Desi in the top ten TV shows for so long does occasionally show through Helen Deutsch's plodding screenplay and Alexander Hall's uneven direction. Dialogue and

mainly concerned with marital problems, are all
young and old. Some
definitely funny moments are supplied by Miss Ball's mugging and Louis Calhern's talent for the understatement.
James Mason, as a "guardian angel", contributes his excellent British voice and manners, and the bright, lush
Eastman Color photography is a definite asset. Arnaz, a
chemist working on a new insecticide, and his wife, Lucy,
quarrel over her snobbishness. Mason appears as Lucy's
guardian fairy, induces her to go along with her husband
when he goes to the mountains to test his new insecticide
for the government. The usual problems of a housewife on
a camping trip arise, and the final blow comes when the
insecticide fails to work. Ending has Lucy reaffirming her
faith in her husband.
plot,

slanted to appeal to the family trade,

MGM

(Zanra

Louis Calhern.

Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz. James
Production). 90 minutes.
Produced by Desi Arnaz. Directed by Alexander Hall.

Mason,

"The Bottom of the Bottle"
(Plus)
SW#re44 IQatuty

G O

given Johnson to take overseas, miraculously returned.
Warner

TV

G G

IZatutQ

Drama about brother conflict in rich ranch society has beneof good cast and fine visual values in C'Scope, color,

fit

"The Killer

Is

story

Loose"

is

superficial,

From
Mild suspense developed
ation. Figures to

do

in

familiar escaped convict situ-

fairly well in action spots.

OK

dualler.

novel

a

unconvincing.

by Georges

Simenon,

20th-Fox

has

fashioned a story about brother conflict against the rich
background of Southwestern ranch society, that is rather
a shapeless

and unaffecting

film.

More

fortunately from a

This Crown Production for United Artists is a suspense
melodrama, the subject of which is accurately described by

has been bolstered with a strong
cast and good production values. Sydney Boehm's script

its title.
The familiar plot describes how Wendell Corey
escapes from prison for the purpose of killing Rhonda
Fleming, and wreaking revenge on her husband, Joseph

melodramatic tension, and, Henry Hathaway's direction stresses the melodramatic action and visual
effects. The CinemaScope-De Luxe color cameras capture
many expensive, eye-filling vistas in the Arizona ranch
country. Performances generally are good, Joseph Cotten
and Van Johnson, particularly, rising above their material.
Cotten, a rich attorney in Arizona, returns home one night
to be confronted by Van Johnson, his brother, who has
escaped from prison where he was serving a manslaughter
charge. Johnson requests aid for his family, who are
stranded in Mexico. Johnson is forced to remain on the
ranch. Cotten is ashamed of Johnson and passes him off as
an old friend to his loose living neighbors. In a drunken
frenzy, Johnson runs off to hide in the hills. Cotten's wife,
Ruth Roman, discovers the secret and shames Cotten for
his heartlessness. Repenting, Cotten finds Johnson.

who sent Corey up and accidentally killed his wife
apprehending him. The situation lends itself to suspenseful treatment, but director Budd Boetticher missed a
lot of opportunities and the situation is developed along

Cotten,
in

generally routine lines.

Performances are better than the

material, particularly Corey, as the psycho on the loose.

When

cop Cotten, in apprehending Corey for a bank robbery, accidentally kills Corey's wife, the criminal vows revenge. Corey behaves well in prison and is assigned to the
honor farm, where an escape is easy. When Cotten learns

Corey is on the loose, he prepares for an assault.
In slam-bang wind-up, Corey stalks Fleming through the
that

streets but is finally shot
United Artists (A

by Cotten.

Crown Production).

Wendell Corey. Produced by Robert

L.

73 minutes. Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming
Jacks. Directed by Budd Boetticher.

boxoffice standpoint,

works up

it

fair

20th Century-Fox. 88 minutes. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth
Carson. Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Henry Hathaway.
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TDA-ALLIED CDMPACT

'From Abuse

to Scurrility''
was much longer than

that before a meeting

was held

(Continued from Page 11)

it

contained in a film contract, including rentals and sales
policies, is desirable and is what a majority of the exhibi-

and thereafter the conferees dawdled through 1954 and
most of 1955.

tors want.

Late in 1955, with the hearings before the Humphrey
Subcommittee in the offing, the distributors again became
enamored of arbitration. Overnight it again became a
"must". We do not know what happened among the con-

Accordingly the leaders agreed to poll their respective
boards on a proposal to jointly present their views as
above set forth to the Department of Justice and the Senate Select Committee on Small Business. The poll was
conducted by telephone. Both boards having approved,
Allied and TOA leaders presented their views to the Department of Justice on January 24. They acted with such
promptness because it then appeared that the Small Business Committee hearings would start on February 2.
It

was not expected

that the

Department would be

position to give answers at that time.

in a

The Department's

representative appeared to think well of the proposal to
unlease the circuits to enable them to relieve the product
shortage. He did not react so favorably to the suggestion

Department recommend to the film companies and
Committee that film rentals be included
in the arbitration plan. Both questions were taken under
advisement and Allied and TOA will be notified when the
Department is ready to talk.
that the

the Smail Business

ferees but our impression
draft; that

its

precipitate, to

is

the

new

was

draft

a forced

emergence from the conference room was
say the least. The film companies no longer

made any attempt

to disguise their purpose.

They wanted to clear their skirts before the Senate
Small Business Committee by pointing out that they had
done all they could to carry out the 1953 recommendation
and that only Allied is to blame that no arbitration system
has been set up.

Then The Roof Fell In
Our New York informants

teil us they have never seen
such fury as was displayed by the film executives when
TOA released a statement saying it had withdrawn its
support from the current draft and would work for a system that includes arbitration of film rentals and selling

policies.

Do The Distributors Really Want to Arbitrate?
There
hibitors

is

honest doubt in the minds of some of the ex-

who

participated in the arbitration negotiations, as

to whether the film companies really want an arbitration
system. During the negotiations the distributor represen-

always sought to make it appear that it was the
who were pushing for arbitration and that it
was pretty magnificent of the distributors to condescend
to meet with them.*

According
tion

circles

TOA's

to

Motion Picture Daily (1/25/56)

registered

"bitter

action "shameful".

roundly condemned

TOA".

"A few

But, the writer hastened to

All officials declined the use of their

exhibitors

clutched the Keough-Schimel draft to their bosoms and
declared their undying love for it.

The motive behind

the switch was so transparent that
amazing anyone was fooled by it. They wanted to
smear Allied and, especially its General Counsel, for dar-

it

is

ing to testify before that Committee. Their professed devotion to arbitration before Senator Schoeppel's Subcommittee was a little ludicrous to those who were close to
the situation.

.

Hodgers who presided over the sessions
in 1952 and tried to do a constructive joh. I hope Hill uill some day reveal
hil innermost thoughts concerning Austin Keough's contribution to the
debacle that year.
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One

voice, that of a key distribution executive of a macompany, was raised in denunciation of the action
which he characterized as "a stinking deal" and "a cheap

jor

of

This does not apply to

.

Not to be outdone by its contemporary, Film Daily also
angled for anonymous statements among its advertisers
and landed a sculpin (1 25 56)

Eric Johnston delayed until February 10, 1954
before calling for another go at it. He stipulated that negotiations should get under way within 60 days. Actually
*

.

He went on to liken the present TOA-Allied pace to the
Nazi-Russian non-aggression pact of 1939
TOA, he
added, has traded its honor for a mess of pottage.

sellout".

1953.

names

Having thus protected themselves against liability or
even rejoinder these knightly gentlemen moved on from
abuse to scurrility. One of them, referring to the points of
agreement between Allied and TOA, described them as "a
trade made in the market place of thieves."

The Subcommittee's report recommending that a further
attempt be made to agree on arbitration was issued August
3,

calling

distribution officials

explain,

tatives

They took Allied's withdrawal from the negotiations
very calmly and it was not until the Senate Small Business
Committee began hearings the following year that they

distribu-

disappointment",

And

this

anonymous Chevalier Bayard spoke

feelingly

honor

What

a

advantage

low

honor when one organization seeks
expense of the whole industry.

level of

at the

In view of the record, anyone who thinks that all this
sound and fury represents grief over the setback to arbitration should have his head examined. The distributors
are enraged merely because they cannot now run to the

TDA-ALLIED COMPACT

Theatres Subsidise Self-Destruction
Subcommittee with the draft and say that everybody
wants it but Allied.

Trade Paper Ethics
TOA is now finding

to

out what

it means to fall out of
York. Allied can sympathize because it has been through the mill. We have been
able to stand up under their abuse, even when we did not
know who was pouring it on. TOA will find that name
calling breaks no bones.

step with the big brass in

But what can be said

New

of the trade papers that publish

the defamatory statements of persons

they shall not be identified?

who

stipulate that

In our view the publication

phantom scandalmonger. If to make
scurrilous anonymous statements is cowardly, to publish
them is dastardly. Between these epithets there is little
is

as culpable as the

choice.

Hearing Is Postponed
Senator Humphrey has postponed

the hearing until "the

February" for reasons which are understandmust be respected. He is a member of the Committee on Agriculture and a leading spokesman for the
farmers. The Agricultural Bill is just now coming to a
head in that Committee and Senator Humphrey's presence
able and

cannot be spared.

was made

Myron N.

&

North

I realize

TOA.

Blank, President.

South Carolina Annual Convention. January 30.
that proper buying and booking

is

75%

of the

success of a theatre. This problem becomes aggravated
direct ratio to the lessening in the
leased.

You

all

know

number

in

of pictures re-

that our business changed radically

in U. S. vs. Paramount, et al., which divorced the theatres from production. From then on it

by the decrees

meant that the producers had no economic

interest in the

Their responsibilities to their stock-holders was
to make as much money as possible out of production and
theatres.

distribution without consideration to the effect on theatres.

The

result has been the creation of a seller's market because of the decreasing of production and the forcing of
higher film rentals on the theatres who are now in turn

required to subsidize a procedure of self-extermination.

latter part of

It

BLANK EXPLAINS TOA POSITION
Highlights of comments by

Humphrey's preoccupawas the sole reason for the
the hearings would be held as soon

plain that Senator

tion with Agricultural Bill

postponement and that
measure is out of the way. He hopes then to be
able to give more and closer attention to the exhibitors'
complaints than would have been possible had the hearing
been held on schedule.
Our best guess now is that the week beginning February
as that

27 will be fixed for the hearing.

Let us see why I speak of a program of self destruction
under which we are operating today. We hear cries from
the producers and distributors that only important pictures
are economically sound and about the tremendous cost of
making them. Surely this is true, but it has developed
through their own making. Many producers refuse to start
a picture until they have the cast to assure them that the
picture will be a success. I believe that most producers
feel that the cast is eighty percent of the investment required to make a good picture, and, therefore, they will not
start a picture until they have proven names. This makes
good sense, but the procedure is catching up with them.
The agents of the stars realize the requirements of the
studios, and take advantage of it. A top star asks a tremendous salary plus participation in the gross and in the
profits. The agents make package demands and in order
to employ a top star you have to employ others in support-

way beyond

The

phi-

Complaints Flowing In

ing parts at prices

The film companies must have felt pretty cocky concerning their standing with the Department of Justice and

losophy of refusing to build up talent, but looking only to
the established stars is self-destruction, and we are being
forced to support it.

hoodwink the Small Business Committee
with their arbitration draft because reports from all parts
of the country are to the effect that their terms are becomtheir ability to

ing

more rugged and the attitude

of their sales forces

more

arrogant.

Complaints of new floors on scales (e.g., 40% and no
look) as well as complaints that pictures that have been

mentioned for Academy Awards are being withheld from
the. sub-runs and small towns so that they may have repeat first-runs in case they or members of the cast snag an
Oscar.
If this trend continues the exhibitors who have suffered
from pre-releases may soon find not two but three firstruns crowded in ahead of them a pre-release run, a regular release run and an Academy Award run.

—

These complaints are being
to

submit to the

SSBC

classified

so that they

may

and put

in

shape

their true value.

Finance Group Hindered
What has TOA done? Approximately two

years ago,

aware of the shortage of production, it decided to help
start an organization called the Exhibitors Film Finance
Group.

Many men

here in this

company, and are anxious

for

it

room own stock
to

in this

go forward, but un-

we are so economically divided into small
groups that the necessary funds are not available, and although I feel that all of us would do anything we can to
bring about more pictures, it has proven impossible to get
some 5,000 exhibitors to kitty into a fund of an unproven
company to make pictures or finance pictures that cannot
play in our theatres, but must be sold in the open market.
I do not believe anybody wants to invest large sums to
make pictures and find out that if there be a hit it has to
fortunately,

(Continued on Page 16)

get a good airing.
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TDA-ALLIED COMPACT

*W/ie Arc Our Worst
(Continued from Page 15)

I believe

we have to
be sold in a competitive market.
look to whatever source we can to bring about additional
Therefore,

pictures.

Gentlemen, I predict that if we do not find that source
shall be faced with an ever decreasing number of playable pictures. The result will be that we will end up in a
road show business similar, in some respect, to the legitimate theatres. Many of you people will lose the investment

we

you have made in your theatres if this comes about. Keep
in mind that there is nobody in the entertainment field,
other than the motion picture industry, that cannot develop its own entertainment, and exhibit it. We all know
that television

is

a potent competitor of our theatres.

do you believe that

if it

weren't for

Yet,

NBC, CBS and ABC
own shows?

that individual stations could produce their

This is true of baseball. Every big league has to have farm
teams in order to develop its players for the big shows. If
we are to compete in the field of entertainment, the people
that have theatres must be able to produce in order to keep
the public coming to our theatres.

Last year Mr. Sindlinger showed statistically that if
there were twelve more good pictures on the market the
national dollar gross of theatres

$150,000,000 that year.

would have increased over

We are slowly but surely losing our

is a habit, and we are dependent
upon the regular movie goers. Fewer and fewer pictures
mean that you will lose this audience faster and faster. Another thing is happening to the theatre. The present producers in Hollywood realize that more and more of their
revenue is coming from the foreign market. Last year approximately fifty percent of the film rentals came to the
American producers through the foreign market. Therefore, instead of slanting pictures toward our market, as we
want and need them, pictures are being slanted toward the

customers. Picture-going

foreign markets.

The shortage of pictures has created another problem:
not only are we losing our customers and being forced to
pay higher film rentals, because of higher cost in Hollywood, but exhibitor has been set against exhibitor. When

we had an adequate supply

of pictures, we could live peaceably with our competitors, but when the shortage came
about we tried to take pictures away from our competitors
in order to fill our needs. This has created a competition
in buying and, in many situations, has encouraged bidding.

Gentlemen, we are our worst enemy. We come to these
meetings, and malign the distributors. Then we go home
and help create competitive conditions that bring about
higher film rental. This practice, even though it represents
the smaller percentage of situations, forces higher film
rentals on other exhibitors because the distributors never

know when they have squeezed the last film dollar. We
encourage them, through bidding, to move film rental upward.
Page 16
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you have

all

9

seen, in the trade papers, that Al-

and TOA have joined together for the purpose of overcoming these two major problems. As exhibitors we have
to be united to overcome the fundamental ills of our industry. We have presented a unified platform on these two
lied

important points. No.

1

— More Production.

No. 2

— Equit-

able Film Rental, not based on a national sales policy, but

based on the ability of a theatre to pay, arrived at through
arbitration.

We have to look to people who are financially able to
and have the incentive to make pictures. Therefore, we
requested from the Department of Justice that anybody,
including the divorced circuits, be allowed to

with pre-emptive rights for their

tures,

they

now own, and any

own

make

pic-

theatres which

legal replacement thereof.

If this

comes about it will not be a panacea, but I feel it will definitely change the attitude of the present producers and distributors,

who now

feel that

unfair seller's market.

they can forever maintain an
too, that anything that can

We ask,

be litigated should be arbitrable. That includes film rental.

Many

'We Are Slowly Losing Our Customers'

Enemy

people say that this

is

impractical and unfair be-

cause arbitration is an unilateral action than can only be
brought by the exhibitors. However, the laws of supply
and demand do not work fairly in a limited market. All
exhibitors are united to overcome the unfair economic
position of the theatres. Do not misunderstand me. This
does not mean that you have the right to remain in show
business just because you own a theatre. A fair price has
to be paid for pictures and no arbitrator will judge otherwise. Gentlemen, we have a perishable item. A picture
that we buy today night be a proved success. Yet if we
play it two or three months later, it might not be the same
product we originally contracted for.

Subsequent

Run Exhibitors Forced Out

There is another serious difficulty that has come about
because of the shortage of product. In subsequent runs
the market is even shorter than it is for first run situations.
Therefore, subsequent run exhibitors have no choice of
pictures.

They

are subject to the

whims and demands

of

In some instances the distributors
have demanded the same percentage for second, third and
fourth run as they did for first run, all because of the short
the film companies.

market.

This results in the subsequent run going out of
business or reaching for a "better" run. This, of course,
has the approval of the distributor because the result is
bidding higher film rental.

As

I

said earlier,

75%

of the success of a theatre depends

upon proper buying and booking, 25% of the results on
showmanship. Only showmen who love this business and
who are willing to work seven days a week, and long hours,
are going to be successful exhibitors.

Let us not be so blind that we can't see the forest because of the trees. A successful exhibitor is a good show-

man,

at all times.

what

picture
is

The

Film Daily

talking

about

when
it

says:

"One

of the

outstanding films of
recent years! Should

make audiences
right

up

sit

in

their seats!"

pUJClfUilc

11

is

the picture

that

The Film

Daily

calls:

o

"One
of the

outstanding
films of

recent
years!"

COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

WILLIAM HOLDEN
KIM NOVAK
BETTY FIELD

•

SUSAN STRASBERG

CLIFF

ROBERTSON

AND
CO-STARRING

%-ROSALIND RUSSELL
AS ROSEMARY

DANIEL TARADASH

•

WILLIAM INGE

o,.«i«b,

JOSHUA LOGAN

THEATRE GUILD.
.

Inc

m

JOSHUA LOGAN

FRED KOHLMAR

TECHNICOLOR

'PICNIC" WILL

HAVE

ITS

PREMIERE AT RADIO CTJYMUSIC HALL

IN

FEBRUARY 1956

What

fhey'fe
In

—

of fact. Schary. himself, is understood to have
told confidantes within recent weeks that his
situation is not a happy one and that he expects
the issue to come to a head before long ... In

some quarters there is a strong belief that the
W all Street group who have been buying heavily into Loew's. Inc. have their guns trained <>n
Schary and are telling management they want
him to go. This outside attack may be the
wedge management will employ to pry off the
have

will

t<>

pay

About

the Movie Business

Thev're talking about the fact that DORE
SCHARY's tenure as chief of the M-G-M studio
as tenuous, that is. as an
is in a tenuous state
employee can be when he holds a hard and fast
contract with about five years to run. But
there's plenty of talk about efforts by Metro
management to pay off the pact ... As a matter

Schary contract. But they

Mini

off.

it

"Man

ports on

In the Gray Flannel Suit" are

Zanuck asked home office toppers
and advertising staff to hurry out for a look.
They go this weekend.

real bright.

O

WARNER
its

BROS.

REPORTED DEAL to sell

pre-1948 backlog to

come about,

will

TV,

bring

if

and when

it

does

far less than the

far.

bruited 20 millions.

0

MATTY
method

FOX.

in the

course of announcing his

of distributing his

RKO

feature library

TV as a package, made one statement that
confirmed the thinking of many keen industry
observers. Speaking of plans to peddle the films
to theatres abroad. Fox said "As it now stands,
I could make more money distributing the RKO
films outside the U. S. and Canada than from
to

:

0

WHAT WILL ALLIED'S "LINE" BE in

pre-

senting its case for government regulation of
film prices when it goes before the Senate Small

Business subcommittee? They have a surprise
up their sleeve, it's being said, to convince the
legislators of the merits of regulation.

them to television domestically."
That remark, from a man who has his fingers
distributing

rather deeply in the
talk

TV

a-going about whether there

money for product
been made out.

"The Trouble with Harry" has
"Ransom", a good
no
business
been simply
show, but just padded too much. Had it been
held to about 85 minutes, grosses would have
.

.

.

been about 25 percent higher

running

start

Golden Arm" publicity
D.o.

.

.

cle in

is

.

.

"Benny Good"Man With the

.

.

.

.

paying

off

There'll be business galore

.

A

the Rain" hits town.

jerker that the gals will adore

.

.

real
.

big at the

I", first

of the

DARRYL ZAXUCK

much
has

will

make more

take-

home pay by independently producing one or
two biggies per year than he made with all his
head of 20th's studio, with

all its

multitudinous
Look
some
studio toppers to make a similar move.

other

fat salary as

for

duties.

when "Mira-

O

wet tear-

Worth

a

quick
20th-

"The Tender Trap"
Fox, which has been hurting for some outstanding product, has several big ones on tap. Of
course, there are "Carousel" ami "The King and

repeat anywhere.

as

0

PRODUCT:

off to a

is

in the television field as

0

man"

market, set plenty of

.

.

.

C'Scope 55 biggies, and early

re-

IF

THE GOVERNMENT

& COURTS

even-

tually approve entrance of the theatre chains
into film production, they say

two of the im-

portant circuits will collaborate to organize an

imposing movie-making
been informal so

far.

outfit.

The

talks have

but serious.
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS

BLANK

deMILLE

MYRON BLANK & RUBE SHOR,
presidents of
ly,

TOA

and

CECIL

Allied, respective-

try of

the

Commmittee

to support the right of the
divorced theatre circuits to enter production and distribution, with preemptive

own

rights for their

drawing

TOA

theatres.

vised the distributors that

it

ad-

was with-

approval of the arbitration
to.
Said Blank:
"As exhibitors we have united to overcome the fundamental ills of our industry." Allied's A. F. Myers: "Arbitration
its

plan previously agreed

of everything

sales

policies,

.

.

is

including rentals and
the
desirable and
.

.

.

.

only potential source of additional films

appears to be the major theatre circuits
which are themselves suffering from the
shortage." Signatures on the joint pact included, Shor, Blank, Myers, Walter Reed,
Jr., Horace Adams, Herman M. Levy.

warned the indus-

greatest danger from within, the

worship of the "golden calf", when he
spoke as guest of honor at the recent
Screen Producers Guild banquet in Hollywood, where he was awarded its annual

together with other key executives of

two major exhibitor groups, wrote
bold headlines by reaching an agreement
that their organizations will join hands on
two important issues: (1) to seek an allinclusive system of arbitration, making
arbitrable film rentals and selling policies,
and (2) to jointly petition the Department
of Justice and the Senate Small Business

deMILLE

B.

its

Milestone

O'DONNELL

ROBERT

J.

O'DONNELL, who

recent-

agreed to chairman COMPO's drive
for complete Federal tax relief, last week
called
on Secretary of the Treasury
George M. Humphrey in a preliminary
campaign move, with results, according
to O'Donnell and his four-man delegation,
completely satisfying. They reported that
the Secretary lent a sympathetic ear and
offered a "good opportunity" to document
ly

"With the help of exhibitors",
the prominent Texas theatreman said,
With
"this will be done forthwith."
O'Donnell were COMPO co-chairman

MPA

Pinanski,

ston,

Loew's,

Inc.

president Eric Johnpresident Joseph R.

and COMPO
Robert W. Coyne.

Vogel,

special

counsel

0

20th-Fox production heads respectively.
(Complete text of speech in this issue.)

0
ERIC JOHNSTON,

recently appointed

by the Motion Picture Association to head
a four-man "watchdog" committee to
study
tion,

all

phases of industry self-regula-

said

week

last

that

Code and the appeals ma-

Production
chinery.

closed

The

that

MPA
the

president further dis-

committee, which

and

RKO

president

O'Shea, might be increased.

Robert W. Dowling,
left,
and Thomas F. O'Neil, right received
the 1956 Brotherhood Awards of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews at the dinJ.

Heine-

man, second from left, and Spyros S. Skouras.
second from right, national co-chairmen of the
Brotherhood Drive, officiated at the dinner
launching Brotherhood Week. Feb. 19-26.

JOHNSTON
[More
Page 20
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now

Paramount president Barney
Balaban, Columbia vice president Abe

consists of

center,

William

committee
problem

particularly rules and regulations of the

Rinzler,

ner held in N. Y. last week.

his

will look into every aspect of the

Schneider,

BROTHERHOOD AWARDS
Samuel

for his contributions to

two business associates Jesse L. Lasky
and Samuel Goldwyn, Y. Frank Freeman
and Darryl F. Zanuck, Paramount and

the case.

Sam

Award

motion pictures during the last 43 years.
Tributes to deMille were paid by his first

Daniel

equalling |and often topping)

MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION
business

in big

small towns

towns and

all

over the.

country ...
such as:
Atlanta; Scranton, Pa.; Jacksonville; Syracuse; Stillwater,
Okla.;

New

Bedford, Mass.;

New

Orleans; Meriden, Conn.;

Philadelphia, Pa.; Jamestown, Pa.; Hartford, Conn.; Providence;
Pottsville, Pa.; Springfield,

Ohio

;

Boston; Binghamton;

Charlotte; Stockton, Calif.; Harrisonburg, Va.; Las Cruces, N.M.;

Sacramento,

Calif.;

Columbus, Missouri; San Francisco;

Chicago; Miami; Tampa; Detroit.

Jane Wyman

•

Rock Hudson

tU, fleave*

All

AlUs

-..TECHNICOLOR
wi.h

AGNES MOOREHEAD CONRAD NAGEL -VIRGINIA GREY GLORIA TALBOTT

irecledby

IB

.

•

DOUGLAS SIRK

•

Screenplay by

PEG FENWICK

•

Produced by

ROSS HUNTER

•

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTU1

.

Incidentally . .

THEY

WILLIAM

J.

HEINEMAN,

United Ar-

president in charge of distribution, and B. G. KRANZE, general sales
manager, are co-captaining UA's 37th
Anniversary Drive, commemorating its
founding in 1919 and the fifth anniversary
of the present management.
tists vice

MADE THE NEWS
'

Continued from Page 20)

An

CinemaScope featurette,
of the Bible", has been produced
by 20th Century-Fox for release this
month. The 27-minute film on the state
of Israel's 2000-year history, is slated for
a full-scale promotional campaign.
unusual

"Land

R. GRAINGER, former RKO
Radio president, has former James R.
Grainger Associates, Inc., to handle sales
representation and international distribution for independent producers
CARL

JAMES

.

MOS

C'SCOPE

veteran showmanship ex-

was appointed advertising man20th Century-Fox, it was announced by advertising director Abe
Goodman. Moss has served in advertis-

and Reville Kniffin,

assistant to

ecutive,

ager

of

ing and exploitation executive posts for

Howard Hughes

Productions, Paramount

and Columbia. He is widely recognized
as a special campaign expert.

0

WILLIAM DOZIER,

raising the curtain

peek at RKO's 1957 plans, announced that from $20-to-$30. 000,000
would be spent for 20 pictures next year,
all to be made at the RKO studios with
its own facilities. Plans for 1956 production call for 15 pictures at a total budget
of $22,000,000. An even balance of independent pictures and so-called "house pictures" will be aimed at.
for

a

o
'MARTY'

obber.

ROBERT

M.

WEITMAN

week

vice

president

as

resigned last
of

American

Broadcasting-Paramount Theates and as
vice president in charge of programming
and talent for the American Broadcasting

Company, a division of AB-PT. Announcement of the resignation was made
by AB-PT president Leonard H. Goldenson who said it was accepted "with great
reluctance". Weitman was an executive
with Paramount Theatres when that company merged with American Broadcast-

He subsequently moved over to the
broadcasting end of operations.
ing.

HERBERT

J.

o
YATES

has authorized

a

$12-to-$15, 000,000 film production budget

Republic for the

first six

months

.

work with merchan-

EARL WINGART
MILTON ALTHOLZ named to assist
RKO vice president and world-wide dis-

tribution head

.

.

.

WALTER BRANSON.

PAUL MUNI, ELIA KAZAN, PHIL
SILVERS, KIM NOVAK, PADDY
CHAYEFSKY, SAMUEL RINZLER

COWAN

& LOUIS

G.

Mark

Achievement

of

received the 1956
Awards at the

luncheon Jan. 31 of the Amusement Industry division of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies
MONTAGUE, Will Rogers Memorial Hospital president, revealed that optical Cine.

O

for

HONORED

IT

.

to 20th-Fox's Exhibitor

Service Division to
dising manager

PREVIEWED

Demonstrations of 20th-Fox's CinemaScope 55
are continuing in major cities across the nation.
Top. at the Los Angeles showing: Rolf
Wolff, of Fanchon & Marco and Spyros P.
Skouras. Center, in Philadelphia, from left:
exhibitors Harry If axman. Byron Linn. Lester
Kreiger: Fox distribution executives Al Lichtman and W. C. Gehring. Bottom, at San
Francisco showing, from left: Fox western
division sales manager Herman W obber: Irving Ackerman of the A & Rosener Circuit,

MOSS

ALEC MOSS,

55

was named

.

.

ABE

maScope equipment had been freely donated and installed in the hospital by various firms throughout the country. First
showing ("Picnic") was Jan. 31
JOSEPH R. VOGEL, president of
Loew's Theatres, Inc., announced his
company has begun construction of a
1000-car drive-in in Raritan Township in
northern New Jersey.
.

.

.

Plans are well underway for the National Allied Drive-In Convention scheduled
for Feb. 21 to 23 in Cleveland
The
9th Annual Gulf States Allied convention
is scheduled for March 12 to 13 in New
The
Orleans at the Roosevelt Hotel
4th Annual Drive-In Theatre Convention
of the Texas Drive-In Theatre Owners
Association opens February 21 at the
Statler-Hilton Hotel in Dallas. President
.

.

.

.

.

.

CHARLES W. WEISENBURG
make

will

the principal address.

of this

The company president also earmarked an advertising budget of more than
year.

Harold Herht. center, producer of "Marty",
shows plaque honoring L A release as best film
shown in Cuba in 1955 to UA president Arthur B. Krim and v. p. Arnold M. Picker.

magaand trade paper advertising campaign
for his product. The production and releasfor his product. This production and re$1,500,000 and promised an intense

zine

program will be the greatest in the
20-year history of the company, according to Yates, with approximately ten top-

leasing

budget features completed and ready for
distribution and nearly 50 story properties
in

various

stages of

Maverick Queen"
will

be the

pany's

first

preparation.

(Barbara

picture to utilize the

new anamorphic

lens

"The

Stanwyck),

com-

trademarked

Naturama. Other films set for release in(Yvonne De Carlo)
and "Doctor At Sea", sequel to the successful British import, "Doctor in the
House", "Flame of the Islands", "When
Gangland Strikes" and "Circus Girl".

CONQUEROR' AIDS CARE

clude "Magic Fire"
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Thomas

F. O'Xeil. chairman of the board.
Tclcradio Pictures, and Mrs. O'Xeil. are
greeted h\ \lrs. Raymond < hijipi'. right, spon-

RKO

sor of the Washington, I). ('... premiere of
Conqueror" for the benefit of CARE.

"The

HE
KO

NEW RKO

IS

MAKING NEWSl

out in the field pre-selling its fine pictures
ith an advanced-type of advertising ...campaigns
lot use network and independent TV and radio
modern way. ..campaigns that make better
i the
se of magazines, newspapers and exploitation.

I

is

More than 150 theatres

in

the Cincinnati, Indianapolis

and Cleveland areas are

feel-

ing the impact of this

new

pre-selling format during our

Bluegrass Premiere of

GLORY

...and fooxoff/ce reports from
these dates are truly gratifying.

DAVID BUTLER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

P ,..eni,

MARGARET O'BRIEN
WALTER

BRENNAN
JOHN LUPTOH

-

•

CHARLOTTE

BYRON'"'PALMER

Produced and Directed by DAVID BUTLER

From

a

story by

•

-

LISA DAVIS

Screenplay by PETER

GENE MARKEY

S(/P£/?SCOPE
Print

by

GREENWOOD

TECHNICOLOR

MILNE

—

:

As

DbMILLE thrusts golden calf
on special projecting machines running

feet a minute, instead of the present 90, that

jump about

artists

like

We

at 60

makes great

for

all

—

them regularly to the public in a manner worthy
merit and worthy of the great names of those who

of their

the host of names, there

is

one that towers

like

a mountain.

of

His spirit and influence are present
motion picture people.

in

every gathering

His hand can be seen in every motion picture that
made David Wark Griffith.

is

—

Many

years ago, some people used to flatter

ing that Griffith and
Griffith

had no

He was

the

I

were

rivals.

me by

say-

rivals.

He was

the teacher of us

was the

We

learned that from

we have

We

we

its

own unique and

fluent

first

photograph thought.

to

him and

— we

responsibilities clearly in view

we do

that

we may

be able to keep our industry free
it from within and
cramp and stifle it from

to corrupt
to

Our greatest danger from within the industry is the
worship of the golden calf the temptation to care nothing
about what we put on the screen as long as it makes
money.

—

Of course any business must make a profit.
Sir Henry Irving one of the greatest artists of the
said the theatre "must be carried on as a business
an

should be humble

and the other pioneers,

when we hear

more humbling

it

But we betray our responsibility as artists and as moldthought if money-making is the only goal we seek in
the making of our pictures.
higher price than

sells at a

Unfortunately

it

often does in this world.
easier to

it is

draw

crowd by pander-

a

ing to their lowest tastes than by inspiring their highest
ideals.

learned students of

It is easier

can think

But

undoubted fact
and away the most popular

to realize the

that motion pictures are far

or

art".

Perhaps we think

are the heirs of Griffith

stage

ers of

highest form of art the world has ever known.

world has ever known.

and cheaper

— cheaper

every

in

way

that you

of.

it is

treason to the

we serve.
And we are simply

human

spirit

— and treason to the

art

motion pictures,

stupid

if

we have

not learned that,

pay

dirt is not necessarily

in

dirt.

Take three of the biggest grossing pictures ever made
"Gone With The Wind", "Going My Way", and "The

Worldwide Impact
Only music approaches motion pictures in universal apand not even music has the worldwide impact that

peal

must keep those two

which threaten
the forces which threaten

have been using

the arts maintain that motion pictures are or can be the

art the

to the audiences

virtue.

inherited also a great responsibility.

It is still

and a duty

the time.

If

ever since.
if

art

Perhaps we think that vice

Griffith

But

twofold.

Responsibility as Artists

all.

dramatic value, the

to the level of a fine art, the first to give

motion picture camera

all

is

our pictures.

of the forces

language.

it

have a duty to our

will fail as

first to realize fully their

them

first to raise

the

our responsibility

without.

made them.

Among

it,

whom we make

We

Woody Woodpecker.

This industry will not come of age until it makes a determined effort to keep its own great classics alive and to
present

see

are responsible as artists and as molders of men's
thoughts.

(Continued from Page 4)

to the public

I

We

—

Greatest

Show On

Earth".

our pictures have.

Any one of them is a picture to which you could take
your children without having to brainwash them after-

Mr. Freeman has told us the astonishing figures of world
attendance at deMille pictures.

wards.

That
totals of

The
falters

dwarfed when you add
attendance at your pictures.

figure

is

figures alone are staggering

completely

when we

to

— but

it

the gigantic

the imagination

try to assess the influence of

our pictures upon the billions

who

There is another way also in which the golden calf rears
head in our industry the tendency of some of us to
pull apart instead of pulling together, the tendency of

—

his

groups within the industry to grab

they can for them-

all

selves without regard for the industry as a whole.

see them.

No

industry can survive being pulled apart and constantby selfish interests within it.

Your mail undoubtedly brings you the same testimony
that mine brings me.

ly bled

Within the past two years, four Prime Ministers, of four
increasingly important countries, have told me of the influence our pictures have had on them personally, when
they were growing up.

without regard for labor or if labor tries to
wreck its economic structure by unrealistic and unreasonable demands or if agents misuse the power which their

Here

is

part of a letter

from the Prime Minister

I

received while

of Pakistan,

I

was

in

Egypt,

concerning "The Ten

Commandments"
It is a sobering thought that the decisions we make at
our desks in Hollywood may intimately affect the lives of

human

beings, men,

women, and

to

run

this industry will not survive

if

management

tries

—

it

—

control of talent gives

showmen and

them

—or

if

exhibitors forget that

demands

as

much showmanship as good production does.
A man is no better than what he leaves behind him.
If we leave behind us an industry broken by greed

or

they are

that good exhibition

even a commercially successful industry built on filth, and
false values, distortion of the truth, and glorification of the
(Continued on Page 26)

world.
Page 24

children throughout the

And
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EARNERS' 56-COUNTRY SMASH!

—
This broad and deep understanding of the function of
is a far cry from the pettiness of censors whose whole

DeMILLE THRUSTS GOLDEN CALF

art

idea of morality

(Continued from Page 24)

seamy

side of

life,

then

we

are not better than those sordid

at the same time I need hardly tell this audience that
not the primary business of motion pictures to preach
sermons or to distort the truth by showing a picture of

Yet

it is

—

the world which

false

is

because

it

leaves out the fact that

has a seamy side.
There are well-meaning people who want art to be so
they would repeal
if they had their way
antiseptic that
the very definition of art as a mirror held up to nature.
life

—

—

These good people try very hard to get their
sometimes by censorship, sometimes by means
ganized and disciplined pressure groups.

way
of

or-

good and well-

stress the fact that these people are

meaning

—but— they know not what they do.

Neither motion pictures nor any other art has the right
to corrupt morals.

has the right to be judged as an art
judges who know what they are talking about.

But

it

There

is

one Biblical subject which

—and

by

have long wanted

I

to produce.
I

have done considerable work on

at considerable

it,

expense.

But

influential religious leader

—

my

treatment of the subject said, and I
quote him, "You simply cannot show anything evil in the
same picture with the spotless purity of this subject".
reading

This kind of thinking betrays a lack of understanding.

A

motion picture requires drama and action.

Drama means conflict.
You cannot show the
show
it

in contrast to the

it

darkness of evil

— nor can you do

in

the

mouths

professional moralists

tell

us that art should en-

of

your char-

acters.

Some

Strong characters are not formed by being blindfolded
and wrapped in cotton wool.
a warefare between good and evil

is

great Puritan poet, John Milton, put

it,

—and,

as the

"he that can ap-

prehend and consider vice with all her baits and seeming
pleasures, and yet abstain, and yet distinguish, and yet
prefer that which is truly better, he is the true warfaring
Christian."
really

moralists

great

—men

who have thought

deeply on the problem of art and morals

—have understood

that.

a

—

—

world,

is

of great value" precisely

because

it

"gives rise to

shocks which can have a wholesome effect."

The German
writers

who

Catholic Bishops express their gratitude to

"mirror reality" as it is, instead of painting a
untrue picture" or "human existence,

"sentimentalized

.

.

.

its struggles, defeats,

Page 26

—

In a very real sense we are defending morality when we
fight censorship and we we refuse to yield to the ridiculous

—

demands of pressure groups and I am not saying that all
their demands are ridiculous, but some of them, in your ex-

Our responsibility as artists and as molders of thought
makes great demands upon us and the greatest of these
is the demand for self-discipline.

—

Censorship

is

—but neither unbridled
censorship — but the best way to

not the answer

license.

We

is

do well to fight
it is to give it no legitimate grounds for attacking us,
while defending to the full our right to portray the world
as the world is.
You may say that I am asking the motion picture industry to walk along a razor's edge, with deep pitfalls on
fight

And perhaps

I am.
have never said or thought that being molders of the
world's thought was an easy job but that is one reason
why, after 43 years, I still find it the most exciting, the
most challenging, the greatest job on earth.

I

—

—

Motion pictures have been my life for 43 years and
every foot of it in film and every minute of it in time has
been an adventure which I would not exchange for anything else in the world.

Who

else in the

world has the world's friendship as we

it?

Who else in the world can go, as our pictures go, into
every corner of the world almost into every home and
heart of the world?
Who else except the missionaires of God has had our

—

—
—

—

opportunity to make the brotherhood of man not a phrase,
but a reality a brotherhood sharing the same laughter
and the same tears, dreaming the same dreams, encouraged

by the same hopes, inspired by the same faith in man and
in God, which we paint for them, night after night, on the
screens of the world?

We

hold great power.
turns to us

The world

few months ago, the Catholic Bishops of Germany wrote and I quote that "to call things by their
right names, and to recognize the power of evil in the

Only

We

would be really corrupting the minds of youth if we
taught them that they are living in a world where virtue
triumphs because it has nothing to triumph over for what
is more corrupting to the mind than to be taught a He?

have

noble and strengthen character.

The

be untrue.

Sees Career as 'Adventure'

brightness of good unless you

by putting preachments

Life

immoral for us to portray a world
that contained no evil or a world in which evil was never
strong or alluring. It would be immoral because it would
really

either side.

was halted when one

I

—after

apparently bounded by the length of a
of a bodice.

perience and mine, can certainly be called that.

Decries Censorship
I

would be

It

leavings.

is

and the depth

skirt

Film
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the

power

to

rivet the

—

it

has

to, for

nothing else has

world's attention and mold

its

thought as our work can do.

Make

it

a

power

for

good

—for

truth, for beauty,

and

for freedom.

Remember Winston Churchill's words:
"Those who serve supreme causes do not consider what
they can get, but what they can give.
"Let that be our privilege ...
us."

in the years that lie before

.

'
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of Progress Jan.

28-May 24

1

FORUm

EXHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
Every producer makes an outstanding picnow and then, but no one producer can

DOWN-BEAT TALK
ITO

of

ture

Ohio

people
a tenet of our industry that

It is

entertainment.
the public gets
theatre or a
the impression that a particular
they'll
particular picture is attracting crowds,
in.
try even harder to get
I'm only a little cog in a big wheel mywhen talking to
self, but I make it a point
them with the
impress
to
try
the public to
popular pastfact that movie-going is still a
are going
people
of
time and that millions
to

like

go

to

the

popular

Crowds follow crowds.

If

back to
every week, that there is a trend
the movies, etc.
Now comes Eric Johnston, who is reindusgarded by many people outside of our
conpress
at
a
it,
for
spokesman
try as the

make outstanding

pictures 100%.

I

see the

writing on the wall right now, unless you
the producer, wakes up. I predicted Pearl

Harbor
above

in 1939-1940,

will

happen

and

I

am

predicting the

to the producers with their

they don't deliver more pictures. Think it over!
It isn't that the 10% tax that the various

big overhead,

if

organizations are working on to be elimi-

nated

—

is

it

just that the theatres need

pictures in order to keep operating.

always pay the 10% tax
shows.

if

more

We

can

we have good

BLIND CHECKERS
ITO of Ohio

According to Film BULLETIN,
box
Mr. Johnston summarily stated: "(a) a
cannot
he
(b)
progress;
in
is
recession
office

being done again on flat rental
pictures, too. In one fairly small town last
week, a suspicious character was picked up
by the police for hanging around in front of

that
pinpoint the causes; (c) it is unlikely
1946of
level
the
to
return
business will ever

the theatre and waving bills at teenagers.
The police found no identification on the

ference.

1948;

(d)

the industry, like Great Britain,

would somehow muddle through. Needless
to say, the lay press,

much

of

it

hip-deep in

investments, wasted little time dispatchto
ing Mr. Johnston's grayish impressions
the world."

TV

Checking

is

money and some tickets
Hence, the police called the
theatre. The manager very properly told the
police he knew nothing about the man. If
you see a suspicious character, tell your local
police. Such actions would be regarded with

man and

just a

little

to the theatre.

they want to check,
they have the right to do so openly and by
If they don't
inspection of your books.
choose to use either of these methods, they
suspicion by anyone.

CONDITIONS

IN

NEW ENGLAND
By Samuel Goldstein

must take the

Western Mass. Theatres, Inc.
Can the big producers see the writing on
of busithe wall, or do they expect to go out
producers
big
The
business?
in
ness or stay
good and
are making fewer pictures— some
consideration
into
Take
good.
some not so

If

risks entailed.

President,

what has happened the

last

two

years.

The

have
smaller producers have gone ahead and
are
kept their picture releases intact. Some
picreleasing more pictures, and the foreign
The big
tures are getting more playing time.
producers have cut their productions and are
they
not giving the exhibitors the pictures
a
when
back
years
few
a
remember
I
need.
producer would sell you 50 pictures and tie
your playing time, and certain other pro-

up

ducers would be left out on a limb.
They talk about television. Television last
proyear spent approximately $300,000,000 in
ducing pictures. Don't the big producers
busirealize if they put the exhibitors out of
teleness and release their pictures through
pictheir
offers
producer
vision, and if every
buyers'
tures to television, then it will be a
market and the product will have only one

wake up and
outlet.
keep the theatres going if they want to stay
dollar
in business. You may make a a.uick

The producers ought

now and

then, but eventually

to

you

will suffer.

in the business
I predict this as I have been
since movies were run in a basket and I
know. No one producer can produce 12 or
them a
18 pictures and have every one of
three
success. A certain producer released
the
was
one
and
months
three
pictures in

biggest flop
Page 28
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INSTITUTIONAL
ADVERTISING
ITO of Ohio

Iowa-Nebraska sends us the following hand bill, distributed in his community by the exhibitor at Story City, Iowa.
How long has it been since you last saw
a good movie?
Are you familiar with VistaVision and
CinemaScope?
Did the Audience Participation Awards
agree with your choice?
Have you recognized the better movies TV
programs are recommending?
Have you made it a point to take your
Allied of

recommended movies?
Has television completed its adjustment in
your home yet?
Only you, the public, can possibly know
the answers to the above questions. We,

Story Theatre.

very best in recommended motion pictures as
soon as they are released and become available for booking in our theatres.
It has not been easy to combat our keenest competitor, television; but after careful
and prolonged observation of this new and
wonderful medium of communication, we can
come to only one conclusion: those who have
sacrificed

movies

for a steady diet of tele-

vision entertainment are really missing

some-

Take your family

to a

movie soon

at the

will

awakened

to the fact that new, modern
movies are really not dead at all, but very
good and very much a part of your life, as
much as your cup of coffee in the morning.
Please accept this message as a warm and
heartfelt invitation to come on back to the
movies! We do not intend to infer that you
give up television, as that would as ridiculous as to ask our public to quit eating. But
don't forget your local Story Theatre and
what it means to the community and what
it means to you!
Movies are good, your
family is entitled to see them with you, and
we at the Story Theatre recommend you pay
us a visit and we will try our utmost to

please you.

Refer to our calendars, newspaper ads and
distributed throughout the
area, for a program of your choice. Get out
and go to a movie! We know you won't
be sorry.

window cards

—

FOX DELIVERING?

IS

North Central Allied

Those who were
tion will recall that

at the Chicago convenSpyros Skouras told the

Fox would sell flat to
any account grossing $1,000 a week or less.
Despite the previous statements, there were
many cries of "no" from the floor when
Skouras asked if that was not in effect, so he
turned to William C. Gehring, general sales
manager of the company, and asked if it
weren't being done. Then he added that if
anyone in this category were not being sold
flat, to contact him personally.
So, if you are grossing $1,000 a week or
less and Fox refuses to sell you flat rentals
on a fair and equitable basis, either get in
touch with Spyros Skouras or advise this
office.
We really believe that Skouras and
Gehring are sincere in this. They have
proved themselves to be so in other matters,
so if you are not getting the deal they say
you should be getting, let us know.
delegates again that

BRITISH PICTURES
ITO of Ohio

The

Arthur Rank Organization took

J.

a

page ad in the New York Times recently
to complain to the general public about
American motion picture exhibitors. Headlined, "Four famous British movies millions
of Americans will never see," the ad confull

"We

cluded,

are seeking only the opportuni-

you and to let you be the
judge of whether or not we succeed
You,
the movie-goer, must decide if we are tc
have that chance by telling your local exhibity to entertain

.

tor that

movies

Ohio

.

.

you want to see the best in British
your local cinema". On behalf of

at

we take this opportunity to
Rank organization that they will

exhibitors,

advise the

thing they don't realize.

know you

will be thorenjoy your evening out. Not only will it help the Story
Theatre management in keeping the high
calibre of good pictures coming, such as we
have had in the past, but you will be

family to see these

here at the Story Theatre, are striving diligently to supply the community with the

We

oughly entertained and

play any picture that

makes money.

MERCHANDISING

J

DEPARTMENT

EXPLOITATION

&

xr??<x><rx

J|^><><><"
in
Offbeat Pictures, Showmanship
To Maintain

Upswing— Rhoden
improvement

Reporting a substantial

in

theatre business since the beginning of the

Theatres president Elmer C.

year, National

Rhoden

sees a continuance of this

A

through 1956.

upswing

strong lineup and strong

showmanship are the keys

to this prediction,

the circuit head told a 3-day Division President's meeting.

"From

parts

all

the

of

serves", he said, "theatre

21

states

NT

managers and oper-

ators see concrete evidence of a business up-

swing.

It is

particularly gratifying to observe

neighborhood theatres, which had
been the most seriously affected, are snowing
that our

a surprising

An

improvement

analysis

balance

of

of

1956,

the

in all areas."

pictures due

Rhoden

noted,

for

indicates

important pictures, the theatres have also
been benefitted by the release of many offbeat pictures with a showmanship that has
to the theatres.

It is

the firm intention of National Theatres to
back these pictures with showmanship and
selling that will insure the continuance of
the upswing."

to Lure

Screenings for High School Eds

Fans for Boxing Racket Film

Pre-Sell "B.G." To

Columbia's showmen are going all out
with two of the company's big ones, "The
Harder They Fall" and "Picnic".

Screenings for editors is always a good
idea to get the news about a picture before
the public, but Universal added inspiration
to the thought when the company held a
special screening of "The Benny Goodman
Story" for more than 70 high school newspaper editors in the New York metropolitan
area. What's more, Steve Allen, who plays
the title role, was on hand for a mass interview by the youthful scribes prior to the

Pinpointing the promotion on "The HardThey Fall" with a huge television campaign striking four-square at the most likely
market, ad-publicity chief Howard LeSieur
er

kicked off a nationwide 13-week TV spot
to run immediately before or after

campaign

the Wednesday and Friday night network
boxing programs. Thirty-six key metropolitan areas utilizing 39 stations will be reached
with 10- and 20-second filmed spots hitting
the juicy fight audiences.

"We
the

"more high quality pictures than at any time
in our history ... In addition to the many

drawn the public back

13-Week TV Campaign

believe this

television

sive

is

the most comprehenadvertising

pre-selling

cam-

paign ever staged nationally for a motion
picture," LeSieur said in unveiling the ex-

TV

program.
tie-in message will pique the
viewer's interest: "There is more to boxing
than you see in the ring see the unvarnished truth about the big-time swindle
tensive

A

perfect

—

called boxing," the spots will say. They will
be latched on either to the Wednesday night
ABC bouts or the Friday night fights
carried by NBC. In New York, Washington and Indianapolis, both nights will be

used. Eastern cities will get

the

West correspondingly

them

Youth Trade

screening.

The invitational showing, staged after
school hours at the home office screening
room, should cue exhibitors everywhere for
While the added lustre of a
Steve Allen interview must necessarily be
lacking, the idea is bright enough to be used
generally with the picture alone, or perhaps,
a local jazz music authority can be an added
a similar stunt.

attraction.

The

big asset here

is

the saturation cover-

age of the town's teenage element, especially
important with a picture of this type. Virtually every high school student devours the
school paper from cover to cover. With the
editorial screening assuring a glowing fea-

at 10 p.m.,

earlier.

Beginning in February, the spot campaigns
through the latter part of April,
coinciding with runs in most key situations.
Another phase to "The Harder They Fall"
campaign will be a 62-city promotion tour
featuring Mike Lane, the actor who plays
will carry

the six-foot-seven inept giant

who

is

built

by an underworld mob.
use the same lavishly decorated

into a title contender

Lane

will

bus that

is

part of his build-up in the picture
and will be accompanied by tiny

for the tour,

Horace McNab, who stands

To climax

less

than

five ft.

the hard-hitting "Picnic" pro-

motion, 36 theatres in 33 key metropolitan
areas will hold lavish premieres. Columbia
will put on 14 extra field exploiteers to aid
theatremen in developing their campaigns for
the debuts of this important release, it was

ELMER

C.

RHODEN

Montague, Columbia
augmenting the normal eight-man

revealed by A.

sales

chief,

staff.

[More

SHOWMEN

on

HOWARD

LeSIEUR

Page 30]
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A message
to parents and
their children

(Continued from Page 29)
gains a pre-sold age group that
most likely forms the biggest chunk of the
audience that will see the picture.

ture story,

The

it

screenings for the teenage fourth es-

widespread series of
special showings for opinion makers, press
groups, music representatives, disk jockeys,
jukebox operators, and related groups important in the promotion. An important facet

was

taters

part

of

of the screenings
at

a

campaign

is

that directed

55 negro newspapers and magazines,

some

press

accredited

inviting

correspondents,

opinion makers and theatrical and music perThe spotlighting of such top
sonalities.
names as Lionel Hampton, Teddy Wilson,
Buck Clayton, Edward "Kid" Ory and

Slogan to Sell C'Scope 55
When 20th Century-Fox unveiled

the

CinemaScope with "The Robe", the
slogan, "You See It Without Glasses!" was
employed to set it apart from the 3-D fad of
that period. CinemaScope 55, which will be
introduced this month with "Carousel", will
be exploited with a new slogan: "More Than
Your Eyes Have Ever Seen!"

cial kits

issued to newspaper, magazine, radio

another example of the multi-directional angling of the press promotions is a
40-page kit on Benny Goodman and a series
of mats and special stories on the picture
that has been offered to more than 1000 college and univeisity newspapers throughout

and

TV

people, distributed at the showings,

the country.

benefit for the N. Y. Medical College.

new cinema

will serve to bring the

to the public in

In

\">nnn)

—

—

readership.
Still

POLICE DEPARTMENT

As thousands of exhibitors who have
viewed the key city demonstrations can well
attest
and have, vociferously the new slogan underscores the dramatic advances
achieved in the anamorphic technique with
the 55 process. As with its initial C'Scope

derson) in the picture is played up with feature photo layouts, mats, press books and
press manuals angled at the important negro

(playing Fletcher Hen-

Davis, Sr.

•

original

demonstrations, 20th has captivated the
entire nation's theatremen and press with its
new demonstration film, pointing up the new
brilliance, sharpness of focus, illusion of
depth and lack of distortion and grain. Spe-

Sammy

Th„ d

"More Than Eyes Have Seen!"

Press Campaign

U-l

^member

1
.

New

advance of

miracle

release.

York, extensive plans were com-

pleted for the gala premiere of "Carousel"

February 16

at

the

Roxy Theatre with

a

Sock Folder for 'Ransom'
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer score

will play.

MEMO TO BOXOFFICE CASHIER
IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN TEXAS
COMPO PASS IS PRESENTED BY PATRON AT BOX OFFICE:

THE TEXAS COMPO' COURTESY PASS
SHOWN BELOW,

Familiarize yourself with the illustrated pass in

order that you

will

recognize

it

immediately.

The holders of the Texas COMPO Pass are very
important government officials and deserve your
special attention.

The

illustrated folder carries

important Do's and Dont's to safeguard kids from potentially dangerous
strangers, in keeping with the kidnap
theme of "Ransom!" plus a plug on the

back cover (above) for the film, theaCopy of folder is
tre and playdate.

shown

to educators, police chief,

PTA

cooperation;
local Police Department's name is imprinted on cover (above). It can also
serve as a springboard for a city-wide
"Safety First" campaign for school
to

officers,

THIS THEATRE IS A MEMBER OF TEXAS
COMPO (Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations} AND WILL HONOR

a well-

aimed bullseye with a special six-page
folder for parents and children to be
sponsored by the local police department in each town where "Ransom!"

enlist

their

children in newspapers and by
radio stations, adding

TV

and

locally printed

tack cards, talks before school assemblies,

First" parade by stuMats are available from

"Safety

dents,

etc.

M-G-M

for local imprinting.

Be courteous and friendly.
After the necessary

acknowledgment,

return the

pass into the hands of the patron.

Networks Carry Gala Works at

Thanks,

TEXAS

POST

IN

COMPO

BOXOFFICE

Red Carpet Premiere

'Helen'

In one of the most widely covered premieres ever held, Warner Bros, had even

Texas
at

COMPO

—

Boasting the world's longest pass good
has in778 theatres Texas

—

vited

all

the

COMPO

Lone Star lawmakers

to at-

movies in a bold public
relations gesture by exhibitors of Texas.
Each pass is numbered and the name of

tend their State's

the

legislator

is

inserted;

accordioning

passes to Senators and Representatives at

arranged functions. Designed
and unity of the industry and maintain friendly relations
locally and statewide with Texas legisla-

especially

to stress the strength

tors, the

seed for the idea was

campaign

sown

in the

to eliminate the Federal admis-

out, the pass lists each of the 778 theatres

sions tax as exhibitors sought to cement

by town and theatre name, representing
both circuits and independents above

their friendly relations with their repre-

evenly.

ship.

Another showmanlike gesture was the
personal presentation of the pass to lawmakers by exhibitor groups in each dis-

A neat touch was added with a memo
card to the boxoffice cashier (see above)
to orient the personnel of each participating theatre and make sure that the

trict,

in

with theatre owners and managers
areas personally handing the

many

sentatives,

Hollywoodites gaping at the lavish
ceremonies that marked the world premiere
of "Helen of Troy" at the Fox Wilshire on
Jan. 26, part of a world-wide debut of the
blase

Gives Lawmakers Oakleys

under Col. H. A. Cole's leader-

legislator guests are appropriately treated.

CinemaScope film encompassing 140 cities in
more than 50 nations.
Heralded by a blare of trumpets by Greek
and Trojan "warriors", hundreds of
ties

made
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way along

a

celebri-

300-foot

red

carpet as television cameras from the three
major networks recorded the spectacular

coverage was carried by
and over 16 foreign radio
networks in Europe, Latin America, Japan
and the United Kingdom.
Hub of the event was the velous draped
platform where guests were interviewed for
international TV and radio coverage by Art
events.

Radio

CBS, NBC,

MBS

Linkletter's

son,

Wood.
Paq* 30

their

Jack,

and

starlet

Natalie

—

Hotul- II fprii
HAL WALLIS

is scoring solidly on a
promotion tour to drumbeat his
"The Rose Tattoo" in advance of key city
openings. The literate, well-spcken producer

personal

makes

deep impression in his interviews
critics, columnists and radio-TV
interviewers, offering a strong lure for the
a

with film

discriminating

public.

Itinerary

takes

in

New

York, Philadelphia, Washington, Boston, Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

The

A
UA's "Patterns"

entire star cast of

VAN HEFLIN, EVERETT SLOANE, ED
BEGLEY and BEATRICE STRAIGHT—

a

screening

for

Boston following

airwaves and newspaper
an intensive 10-day series of appearances and interviews which began last
week. The quartet will be on 17 top-rated
video shows and 11 radio programs in the

New

of

M-G-M's

"I'll

Cry Tomorrow"

England

f ourth-estaters.

heroine of the Susan
a

bulwark of the

Hayward

The real-life

starrer has

been

columns

for

spotlight

were on

grown-up

on

hand for the

RKO's "Glory".
Miss

O'Brien,

with

O'Brien,

Grass premiere

of

During radio interview outside

Kentucky Theatre,

the

Blus

stars,

Margaret

Lexington: John

Kentucky

Lupton,

manager

Theatre

Bob

Cox, Interviewer Maggie Welch, host Paul Ebelhardt, and Byron Palmer.

10 days, as well as a series of interviews with

campaign.

film's p. a.

the

hitting

is
in

Roth meets the press

Lillian

generous sprinkling of bright young

the

editors

A

and feature writers.

of coast-to-coast junkets to plug the

series

UA

TV

and

film

release in

some

100 cities

is

planned for

next month.

in

Comely KIM NOVAK did a yeoman stint
New York to push the Radio City Music

Hall premiere of Columbia's "Picnic", with
a whole batch of interviews and photographic sessions for both national and local

publications and appearances on top network

shows, including E. Sullivan's "Toast of
Town" show January 29. Co-star
SUSAN STRASBERG joined her in the
latter to re-enact one of their big scenes

air

the

from the

film.

BENNY GOODMAN,

who

Arriving at

started

Internation's

round of New England cities Feb. 3 to
"break in" his new orchestra for its Waldorf
opening on Feb. 9, is making the most of his

from

p.a.'s

Cornell

Borchers,

U-I's

German

of

star

Universal-

"Never Say Goodbye", gets advice
sales v. p. Charles Feldman (right)

and assistant Ray

Moon

on her part

in

the ad-

vance campaign to build the European actress.

to

Story"

boom

U-I's

"The Benny Goodman
Meanwhile,

in the northeast.

a pair

HILLEVI ROMBIN,

"Miss
Universe of 1956", and CYNTHIA PATRICK, both cast in the picture, worked toward Chicago on a 10-city tour and landed
in the Windy City Feb. 2 for the premiere at
the Chicago Theatre.

of

lovelies,

*

*

DANNY KAYE

had

Oklahoma City

for

with

p.a.'s

a

"The

lumbia's

Last

Frontier",

Co-

flower-laden

Kathryn Grant faces the TV news camera as she

manager Don
Dewey Gibbs,
Miss Oklahoma City, Mrs. Gibbs and Mrs. Mary
Fisher, president of local Variety Club auxiliary.

is

greeted

by

Center

Theatre

Walls, Columbia branch manager

*

a

jam-packed three

days of on-stage p.a.'s, plus interviews, for
"The Court Jester" as February bowed in.

On

the 1st, the star did five shows at the
Paramount in New York., then jumped to
Washington on the 2nd for a similar stint at

the capital's Palace, and to Pittsburgh for
more of the same at the Penn on the 3rd. He

when he

has a breather until the 9th,

is

due

on the stage of London's Palace Theatre

for

the overseas premiere.
*

*

The
Fred
are

Park

MacMurray and
seen with
Plaia

the

during

work on behalf of Allied
in

Louis'

6-week tour of 37
cities by co-star BONITA

their

extensive

road-

Miami

Artists'

which MacMurray

is

in

"At Gunpoint,"
starred.

Awe-struck

was joined in his
American and Canadian

St.

(June Haver)

Missus

Midwest exhibitors

Hotel

*

LONE RANGER
to

make

it

GRANVILLE

in

a double feature for the

Southern portion of the marathon junket,
which will conclude in New York, Feb. 13.
[More

SHOWMEN

on

youngsters were the rule on the
Lone Ranger's current 37-city tour to drumbeat
Warners' "The Lone Ranger". Here the masked
star

is

greeted

manager

in

popular western
radio

by

Ray Jones, Worth Theatre

Fort Worth,

who helped

personality's

appearances to

boost

stage the

theatre,

pictures

TV and
opening.
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(Continued from Page 31)

'Conqueror' Capital Premieres

Photos Pour Out to Newspapers
The photo

wires were kept hot with cele-

brity-laden shots as

Howard Hughes' "The

Conqueror" began making
of

capitals

the world.

News Photo cameras

its

With

bows

in the

International

recording the festivi-

and transmitting photographs over its
wires, the RKO campaign to blanket the
wrold with newsworthy stories and photos
was off to a bulb-popping start.
In Paris, John Wayne's appearance signalled such an outburst from the jeunes filles,
that columnists reported the Wayne muscles
were as jelly after the onslaught. Cameras,
however, recorded such sedate shots as that

ties

shown

Lorelei Lures
As you enter the

Hancocks
thickly-carpeted

lobby of the Beach Theatre in Miami
Beach, with its exotic gardens, rare
birds and tropical fish, a breathtaking
blonde female, luxuriously gowned,
smiles warmly at you and hands you a
pen. If you should be dazzled enough
take out your checkbook, the
to
beauty will shake her head and point
charmingly to a large book lying open
on a marble-topped podium. In dulcet
tones, she'll ask: "Won't you sign our
guestbook?"
About 1000 people every day have
been eager to do so ever since manager
Bob Battin (above) inaugurated the
stunt in his lobby in his theatre public
The volume
relations
campaign.
doesn't worry him, he says, since he
ordered Yn of a ton of

One

filler

paper.

showcase theatres in the
country, The Beach also offers its
nominal figure an
"guests" at
a
oversize postcard showing the fabulous
lobby which the theatre will mail anywhere in the country.
of the

at right, top, as well as the star

Paris premiere of "The

Conqueror": John Wayne

greets French star Francoise Arnoul and

Eddie

Constantine at the Marignan Theatre.

being

honored with the famous formal drawn saber
salutation of La Garde Republicaine, and top
French celebrities, including Prime Minister
Edgar Faure, Henri Bonnet, Marshal Juin
and such, entering the Marignan Theatre on
the night of January 20.
Then, in rapid succession, came the premiere news from the other capitals Caracas,
Venezuela and Paulo Brazil on the 23rd;
Washington, D. C. cn the 24th; Hong Kong
and Mexico City on the 25th, and Berlin and
Tokyo on the 28th.
The Washington event had big-scale representation from Capitol Hill to keep the
cameras busy, as well as top international
and diplomatic figures. On hand for the glittering festivities were Thomas F. O'Neil,
board chairman of RKO Teleradio; Jack
Poor, executive hv.p. of Mutual Broadcasting System; Robert Manby, v. p. of General
Teleradio, and RKO's Edward Walton and
Nat Levy. Tickets to the charity premiere
telethon.
were sold earlier on a

—

Mexico City bow: William O'Dwyer and Mrs.
Eweing of Canada are interviewed by
Mexican commentator Roberto Cantu Robert.

Dianne

WTOR

—

—

$10,000 (Gulp!) Prize Stunt
Fairly

Safe Bet for Leap Year

happens only every four years,
should grab at the opportunity to
exploit their February 29 playdates with
Leap Year gimmicks. Some good suggesSince

it

showmen

Miss Valentine Contest Clicks
Schine showman Jerry Fowler tied in
beauty and business men to eke extra bucks
for his Geneva Theatre, Geneva, N. Y., with
a Miss Valentine contest. The enterprising
manager contacted the town's two high
schools to select 5 girls from each school by
popular vote, with the principals from each
school and the director of the Youth Bureau
as judges. Then he got 14 merchants to participate in the contest, rounding up nearly
$500 in gifts for the winner.
The merchants plugged the contest with
an appropriate display, along with pictures
of the 10; radio was worked in with an interview of each girl, coupled with 4 or 5 plugs
daily; newspaper co-op spread out to Syracuse and Rochester papers with pictures.
Fowler expects quite a turnout when the
winner is unveiled on the theatre stage Valentine's Day, with a live broadcast as the

Mayor makes

the presentations.
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tions are offered by Commonwealth chain's
house organ, "Messenger":
Free admission for every person born on
February 29 and every couple celebrating
their wedding anniversary on that date.
Local department store tie-up for a Leap
Year breakfast and morning show; store
serves coffee, rolls and doughnuts with a reduced admission price to te theatre where a
sales slip is produced showing a purchase
made the previous week.
Every ticket bought in a preceding week
ending in 29 earns a free admission to the
Leap Year show.
For the gambling showman— a $10,000
grand prize to anyone who can supply a
birth certificate proving this Leap Year is
It's
a long chance,
29th birthday.
mathematicians figure, since winner would
have to be 116 years old.

their

Hong Kong: Chinese

star Violet

Chan

talks to

TV interviewer Eddie Au Yeung at Roxy entrance. Rotarian Seaward Woo (right) waits turn.

Washington: premiere was loaded with top politicos like Sen. Joseph McCarthy, shown entering

RKO

Keith Theatre with his wife.

bade

wet

kas ike most

"VMf
wUk

Big exhibitors and
exhibitors

who

follow

they

.

.

.

little

lead
all

exhibitors

.

.

.

and exhibitors who

prefer the publication

that has something important to say

BULLETIN

.

.

.

...of course!
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THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT
&

All The Vital Details on Current

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS
October
BOBBY WARE IS MISSING Thorpe Whiteman, Kim
Charney, Neville Brand. Producer Vincent M. Fennelly.
Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Two teen age pals lost
on hike are cause of fake kidnap plot. 66 min.
RETURN OF JACK SLADE Superscope. John Ericson,
Mari Blanchard. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Harold Schuster. Western. Young Slade a Pinkerton
guard seeking information on band of outlaws ncounters
them in train robbery. Aided by girl from gang Slade
complete wiping out gang. 80 min.

WARRIORS,

THE Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Errol
Flynn, Joanne Dru, Peter Finch. A Walter Mirsch Production. Director Henry Levin. Adventure. Swashbuckling tale of action and romance during the Hundred
Years War. 84 min. 10/17.

November
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Whiting
in a

Producers

Sisters.

Goodwin.

Gorgeous

Musical.

romantic

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
girls and tuneful music

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
MOTHER-SIR Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

SCREAMING

EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director

Jan Merlin.
Charles Haas. The saga of

THUNDERSTORM

a

platoon

in

an

airborne

WWII.

infantry division during

Charles Korvin.
John Guillerman. Drama.

WORLD WITHOUT END

JOE MACBETH

81

Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance

and the

FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.

1/23.

SUDDEN DANGER

lyze

COUNT THREE & PRAY
Heflin,

Phil

Richmond.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Qjrector Geo.
Sherman. AcHon drama.

Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.

January

MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy and
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3.

DUEL

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.

DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey

Dalton,

John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 min.
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

February
OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.

INVASION

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE
sha

Hunt,

Forrest

Deluxe Color. David Brian, MarTucker. Producer-director Joseph

Shaftel. Drama. Story of a hunt for
lets in the Philippine Islands. 72 min.

germ warfare

pel-

MY

ON THE

EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar Director Richard Quine. Musical comedy. Adventures of two small-town girs who seek their fortunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
SISTER

Leigh,

November
Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Production. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.

QUEEN BEE

TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook,

A

Clover

Production.

Nelson,

tually

Domergue,

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manubut in doing so becomes

ON, THE Superscope.

Hayden.

Producer

Anne

Baxter,

Sterling

Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.
Lindsley

Parsons.

CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

CRIME
savetes,
tor
in

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

Mineo.

Producer Vincent Fennelly.

Direc-

Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

rector Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE Color. David Wayne, Keenan
Wynn. Marcia Henderson. Produced and directed bv
Joseph Shasfel. Drama Gold prospector and his search

give soldier

F.

Mollie McCart.
MeloSears.

new perspective. 93

min.

10/31.

mad obsession. 84 min.
PERSUASION, THE Deluxe Color.

APACHE AMBUSH

Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex
Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.

Nazi

Trevor Howard.

War

merchant shipping during World

II.

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon.
EDDY DUCHIN STORY, THE CinemaScope, Techni-

Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicJerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

color. Tyrone Power,
Producer
toria Shaw.

leader.

HARDER THEY

FALL, THE Humphrey Bogart, Rod
Producer Philip Yordan. Director

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
to capture
pionship of the world.

attempts

the

heavyweight

cham-

boxing

HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie

Laine,

Lucy

Marlow, Richard Long. Director Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays practical joke and leaves
his entire fortune to a young nightclub entertainer.
JUBAL CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Director John Gilling.
Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves
young native boy from violent death.

SECRET OF

TREASURE

MOUNTAIN

Valerie

French,

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three men who seek treasure of gold
in mountain hideout are thwarted by half-breed Indian.

GOLD CADILLAC, THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Director Richard Quine. Comedy.
Filimization of the famous Broadway play about a lady
stockholder in a large holding company.
URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado.

Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap
killer. 77 min.
1/28.

INDEPENDENTS

1

HELL'S

HORIZON

John

Ireland,

Maria

English,

Bill

Williams. Producer Wray Davis. Director Tom Gries.
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
against
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason
the State. 91 min. 1/23.

PRISONER. THE Alex

INSIDE
Carver.

Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto

DETROIT

Melodrama.
work'

rs'

union. 82 min.

IS

(Buena Vista)

Technicolor.

Pho-

tographed by Alfred and Elma Milotte. Director Jamei
Algar. Adventure. True-Life adventure set in the high
plateau country of Arfica. 75 min.

November
(American Releasing
Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson,
Corman.
Roger
Producer-director
Jergens.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the world and the conflict among them

Corp.
Adele

I

to seek a

12/12.

BULLETIN — THIS

October
AFRICAN LION. THE

DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE

January

Gary

Film

Ferrar,

EARTH

CROOKED WEB, THE

Dorothy McGuire, Mariorie Main, Robert
Middleton. Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
The story of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

Cooper.

Jose

SOLID

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Angela
Lansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.

A LAWLESS STREET

for riches turns into

FRIENDLY

Fred

December
Faith

facture tungsten cheaply,
radioactive. 73 min.

COME

Director

drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even-

Coming
ATOMIC MAN. THE Gene

CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.
Kim

Coming

DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treasure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.

AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope,

PICNIC

A Warwick Production. Drama. The story of heroic
men in the British Navy and methods they used to para-

Bill
Elliott,
Beverly Garland, Tom
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

Drake.

Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.

COCKLESHELL HEROES

October

IWm.

101

Moore,

HOUSTON STORY, THE Lee J. Cobb, Edward Arnold,
Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

COLUMBIA

December
Terry

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.

68 min. 1/23.

Clark, Lita Milan. ProBroidy.
Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
sets out to break up "revolution"
ring,
active in
Central America. 74 min.

Prod.)

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

min.
WICKED WIFE Nigel Patrick. Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Lister. Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

F.

SHACK OUT ON

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy.

Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Producer Mike Frankovich. Director

city. 73 min.

William

liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

80 min.

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane
ducer

LAST FRONTIER. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Wil-

TOUR PRODUCT

new

life.

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER (Continental) Wide-screen
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers Thorold

Dickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson Drama. Story ot the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 min

LAST OF THE DESPERADOS (AFRO James Craig Jim
Davis, Barton MacLane, Margia Dean. Producer'
Sigmond Neufield. Director Sam Newfield. Western.
Sheriff shoots notorious outlaw
badman in the West. 72 min.

and

is

hunted by every

TWO GUN LADY (AFRO

Peggy Castle, William TalWindsor. Producer-director Richard H.
Western. Famous female marksman seeks ven-

Mane

man,

Bartlett.

geance for the murder of her parents. 71 min.
UMBERTO D (Harrison and Davidson) Carlo

Battisti,

Maria Pia Casilio, Una Gennari. A Rizzoli-De Sica production. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
retired pensioner and his dog. 89 min. 12/12.

December

November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope,

Color. Marlon Brando
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical.
Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.

December
Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
Albert. Daniel Mann director. Producer LawWeingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian

Eddie
rence
Roth.

17

I

min.

12/26.

A DOG'S

IT'S

Director

Vincent

FRISKY

IDCA) (A Titanus Production). Gina Lollobrigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. Director Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic misadventures of two couples. 98 min. 11/28.
LITTLEST OUTLAW, THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor.
Pedro Armendariz, Joseph Calleia, Rodolfo Acosta.
prooucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
Drama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocently

PHANTOM FROM

10,000

LEAGUES (American

Releas-

ing Corp.)

Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs. Michael Whalen.
by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
terrifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
spies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert

Produced

discovers the secret. 75 min.

RETURN OF DON CAMILLO

Fernandel, Gino
Director
Julien
of

a

(A Toho Production! Eastman Color. Toshiro
Mifune, Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura,
Hiroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
and discipline in order to become a professional warrior. English sub-titles. 93 min. 12/12.

January
Eastman Color.

Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Production. Director Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
RIVIERA (IFE) Ferranicolor. Martine Carol, Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those who work at play on the Riviera. Enqlish subtitles.

Coming
LETTERS

FROM MY WINDMILL

Vattier,

Henri

Vilbert,

from Daudet's collection of stories.

LOST CONTINENT

(IFE)

CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
An excursion into the
Maylayan Archepelago. Eng-

Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi.
lish

Borneo and the

commentary.

MADAME BUTTERFLY

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiNicola
Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
guss,

screen.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

(IFE) (Lux Film, Rome) PafhePrint
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren. Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
color.

Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

Wide Screen.

Color,

Park.

100 min.

LAST HUNT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.

FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas
Nayfack. Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered.

GABY CinemaScope,
Kerr,

Sir

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.

Director Curtis Bernhardt.

Drama. The romance

American paratrooper and
the London blitz.

French

a

ballerina

of

an

during

Four

Ballet.

comedv and pathos

medium

of the dance. 94 min.

qealing

told

entirely

in

romance,

through

the

SWAN,

THE

Eastman

Color,

CinemaScope.

Grace

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
Kelly,

and becomes a woman.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zlmbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
in

love

hands.

PARAMOUNT

HARRY,

THE

gentleman

suspected

is

February
VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama. Worshipping dead husbano's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

ROSE TATTOO, THE
Lancaster.

17

min.

I

1/14.

Coming
ANYTHING GOES

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Cros-

Bing

Jeanmarie. Producer Roberl
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
Broadway show creates
role
in
for
one
girls chosen
many humorous complications before problem is solveo.

Donald

O'Connor,

Director

105 min. 1/23.

BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
of whom traps him into
marriage.

up with some card-sharks, one

COURT

JESTER,

THE

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

Danny

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. TechMAN
nicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
VistaVision.

Carol Ohmart,

Tom

and murder.

VistaVision,

CATCH A THIEF
hit

is complicated bv number
widow. 99 min. 10/17.

while out hunting, but death
of angles including pretty

SCARLET HOUR, THE

Technicolor. Rosalind
Russell,
Fernando Lamas, Eddie Albert, Gloria DeHaven. Producer Frederick Brisson. Director Robert
Pirosh. Musical. Rosalind Russell inherits a Las Vegas
hotel, the moth-eaten Vegas House on which there is a
$10,000 mortgage to be paid off in 72 hrs. 85 min. 9/5.

ing

THE ^-Technicolor. John
Edmund Gwenr,. ProducerComedy-drama. Nice old
of accidentally killing man

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

September
RUSH,

GIRL

Hal

VV-Teehnicolor. Cary Grant,
Alfred
Hitchcock.
Producer-director
Kelly.
drama. Ex-jewel thief is suspected of resumprofession and seeks to catch real thief to

clear his name. 106 min.

COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax*e r "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
TEN

.

VAGABOND

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.

WAR AND

PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
Hepburn,
Ponti,

Kirk Douglas. Silvan* Manejaa*.
by Lax-Ponti DeLaurentis. Director Maria
Homeric 'eats of
Adventure Spectacle.
Camarinl.
Ulysses as taken from the Odessey. 104 min. 7/11.

Produced

CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Robert Taylor. Kay Kendall, Robert Morley. Director
Richard Thorpe. Drama. Sir Walter Scott novel. Two
unscrupulous brothers in a mortal struqqle for power.
CinemaScope.

Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne, Celeste
Holm. Director Charles Walters. Producer Lawrence
Weingarten. Comedy. A young 'ady shows the different
devices used to catch a reluctant male. Ill min. 10/31.
TRIAL Glenn Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur Kennedy.
Producer Charles Schnee. Director Mark Robson. Drama. Young University instructor of criminal law gains
courtroom experience defending Mexi can boy accused
of murder.
His death is wanted by Communists as
they need a martyr. 105 min. 8/22.

F

I

I

REPUHLIC

November

10/31.

Color,

WITH

TROUBLE

VistaVision.

Producer

Lewis.

ULYSSES Technicolor.

October
DURWOOD

Eastman

Jerry

from talking.

October

THE

Technicolor. Dean
Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.

AND MODELS

Emmett Dolan.

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey. Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a
ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round.

Grace

TRAP,

2 Adventures

January

by,

Color.

Comedy

TENDER

Melodramas

ARTISTS

I

episodes

Kelly.

drama,

TO

min.

Musicals

2

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed.
Director Gene

SMOLDERING

101

Comedy

Forsyth*, Shirley McLean,
director Alfred Hitchcock

Coming

tain

OUENTIN

1

3

Martin,

Chester.

METRO-GQLDWYN-MAYER

Dramas
Westerns

Lu-

Ball, Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

rubble.

films,

3

cille

(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed

bomb

February

the

of

half

in color.

February

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in

be

20th, Universal

The break-down for February:
1 1

RANSOM

MEET

ITohan Pictures) Robert
Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales

wilds of

More than
12, will

village

SAMURAI

IIFEI

Adaptation

Taylor,
IIFE)

Cervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy
priest and a communist mayor.

LEASE OF LIFE

in

DIANE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

run afoul of the law.

terrior

Artists,

Allied

Artists,

and Warners
each will have two releases. The month's
schedule includes five in CinemaScope,
two in Superscope and one in VistaVision.

January

.

80 min.

Minelli. Musical.
113 min. 12/12.

Broadway musical.

Releasing Corp.)
Nelson, Adele Jer-

life.

bull

MGM, RKO,

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed.

Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori
gen s Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction.
Seven people survive the atomic destruction of the
world and the conflict among them to seek a new

of a

United

by

four

LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Direc-

tor Herman Hoffman. Adventures
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

features scheduled for release this

month number 22, a marked decrease
from the 28 features released in January.
Five films will be offered by Columbia,

CRY TOMORROW

I'LL

of the

DAY THE WORLD ENDED (American

FEBRUARY SUMMARY
New

LUCY GALLANT W-T*chnico)or. Jane Wyman. Charlton
Heston, Claire Trevor, Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Robert Parrish. Drama. Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil tow*.

CROSS CHANNEL Wayne

104 min.

Producer William N. Boyle. Director

10/3.

December
Bogart,

Fredrie

March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wylar.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

IS

Yvonne Furneaux.
R. G. Springsteen.
charter boat service besmuggled jewels, double-crossing
partners and murder. 60 min.

Melodrama. Owner
comes involved in

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey

BULLETIN — THIS

September
of

Morris,

small

HEADLINE HUNTERS Rod Cameron, Julie Bishop, Ben
Cooper. Associate Pro. William J. O'Sullivan. Director
Bill Whitney. Action melodrama. 70 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

!

.

MAN ALONE, A

Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
home turns into unexpected sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
94 min. 10/3.

Ward

Bond.

Quarantined

sheriff's

MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE

Lex Barker, Jane
Maxwe.i Jack Rex, Paul Mull«r. Director Ralph Murphy.
Ad'erru, =
Conflict of a group of hunters and a
fanatic tribe. 72 min.

TWINKLE

IN

GOD'S EYE Mickey

Rooney, Coleen Gray,

Hugh O'Brian. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Produc
Director George Blair. Drama. Young parson
tion.
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie Windsor, John Archer.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.

Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle.
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
is
involved with international gang trying to steal
Taylor,
Director R.

secret formula. 70 min.

Brady, Audrey
Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.
Scott

Totter,

December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of Jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.

January
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward ludwiq
Melodrama. Societv romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.

HIDDEN GUNS

Bruce

Richard Arlen, John
Caradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Sheriff's son cleans up town of outlaws
after his father is killed in crooked duel, 66 min.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
Adventure melodrama. Localed
in

Amazon

the

Bennett,

jungle. 66 min.

TRACK THE MAN

DOWN

Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reDorter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.

Coming
COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes
story about two DeoDle who learn to live again.
DAKOTA INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell. Dale
Robertson, John Lund. Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.

Sonny

Tufts.

Director

Technicolor. Shelly Winiers, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.

Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpt
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
finally lost unoer an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.

is

November

R.

Technicolor. Claudette ColBarry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min. 1/23.

December
NAKED

SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

Shelly Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers, Ben Schrift.
Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date. 82 min.

GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.
POSTMARK FOR DANGER

Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four deaths. 104 min.

BRAIN

MACHINE, THE

Patric

Elizabeth

Barr,

Allan,

Maxwell Reed. Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama.
SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform

SLIGHTLY

return
good government
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min.
politicians

to

city

after

THE

E.

campaign.
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each orotects the other.
CONOUEROR, THE CinemaScooe, Technicolor. John
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead. Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production. Producer-director Dick Powell. Historical adven13th Century ravaging conqueror
ture. Tale of the
Genghis Kahn. Ill min.
jeT PILOT Technicolor, SuperScODe. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Ju'es Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
battle in the Italy

2DTH CENTURY-FOX

Archer,

MY DOOR

Medina,

Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

tor

WHEN

GANGLAND

STRIKES

Raymond

Greenleaf,

Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A

country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

RKD
September
BENGAZI

Richard
Superscope.
Victor
McLaglen,
Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director Jotin Brahm.
IPanamint Pictures). Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
gold buried in desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Fleming.
Producer
Ronald Reagan, Rhonda
Payne.
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tight situations including gunfights, marriage

Conte.

and

a lynching. 87 min.

10/17.

Film

above the love of a woman.

services

104

min.

September
LEFT

HAND OF GOD, THE

CinemaScope, Deluxe Color.

Humphrey 8ogart, Gene Tierney. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director Edward Dmytryk. Adventure drama. American
flyer forced down in China during World War II has
cast his lot with a Chinese warlord. Breaking with the
warlord he masquarades as a priest and saves the
town. Masquarade ends and he finds love. 87 min. 9/5.

Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey Hunter.
Producers Robert D. Webb, Barbara McLean. Director
Robert D. Webb. Drama. Spanish in Mexico form expeditions to claim California territory for Spain, locate fabled Seven Cities of Cibola and found missions
in

the

new

land. 103 min. 7/19.

October
GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland. Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, Hie
Fleischer.
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures of a young
French philanderer in London. 85 min. 11/28.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell. Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks Director
Rauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
kidnap head of the bank
in mind. They rob a bank,
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians.
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.

November
Vivien Leigh. Kenneth More, Erie
Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Portman,
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face
a life of despair 99 min. 10/31.

DEEP BLUE SEA, THE

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

12/24.

January
BOTTOM OF THE

BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope. Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town. 88 min.

LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

February
CAROUSEL

Color.
Gordon MacRae.
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Cameron

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Broadway musical.

NEVER WAS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
MAN
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montague. Famous spy thriller of World

War

II.

Coming
MAN

IN

THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE Cinema-

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a legend

Mohawk Indian
OASIS CinemaScope.

of the

tribe.

Michela Morgan, Cornell BorProducer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald.
Gold smuggler falls in love
Allegret.
Director Yves

chers.

with lady sent to

kill

him. Violent ending.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

CinemaScope, Tech-

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Lieth.
Producer W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Science-fiction.
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron. Director
nicolor.

Henry Hathaway. Drama.

UNITED ARTISTS
October
YUMA

Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vohs,
John Hudson. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/17

GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope,

Luxe.

John

Deluxe

Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
young doctor chooses the nead of his people for his

Lana Turner,
Director Jean

Color.

FORT

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD CinemaScope, Color by De

Windsor,

December
OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope,

RAINS

119 min.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie

CinemaScope,

story of an advertising executive.

Wendell
Nicole Maurey.

Superscope.

Rooney, Don Taylor,
Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
Corey, Mickey
Producer Hal

THE

Scope, Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones. Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama. The

Coming
BOLD AND THE BRAVE,

HEAD,

WHO

February

Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves.
Patric
Knowles.
Producer Herbert Yates. Director
Franklin Adreon. Drama. A ruthless woman doublecrosses five persons and is finally murdered by ene
of them. 70 min.
STRANGER AT
Macdonald Carey, Patricia

POMPEY'S

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan. Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell.
Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man's journey into the deep past of his old home town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

Ross.

DOCTOR AT SEA Vistavision, Technicolor. Dirk BoBrigitte Bardot, Brenda De Banzie.
Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min.

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE

VIEW FROM

bert,

garde.

MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortase, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Bicg
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

Drama.

TEXAS LADY Superscope,

CASH ON DELIVERY

SECRET VENTURE Kent

MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert

Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.
Stack.

TREASURE OF PANCHO VILLA, THE Superscope,

January

November

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

GOOD MORNING.

October

October

Tech-

nicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Producers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfield.
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls flee
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and become

involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.
SAVAGE PRINCESS (Technicolor. IFilmed in India
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale set
against the background of India's struggle for liberty.
101 min.
I

November
THE Jack

Palance, Ida Luplno, Shelley
Drama.
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Winters.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.
KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane.
Producers Stanley Kubrick, Morris Bouse. Director
Kubrick. Melodrama. Prize fighter gets involved in
underworld killing. 67 min.
DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch.
Director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
French Foreign Legion set against the background of
an Arab uprising in Morocco.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum. Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
.
is finally stooped by man known as a "town tamer'
83 min. 10/17.

BIG

KNIFE,

December
HEIDI

AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund. Thom-

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Frani
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spyn.
89 min.
as

Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli. Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. WesGuide leads wagon train thru India*
tern adventure.
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden. William Bishop, Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray NaA sharp gunshooter blasts the renezarro. Western.
gades out of the West. 73 min. 12/24.

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS

SECOND GREATEST

(Continued-*

January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM, THE

Frank Sinatra.
Producer-

Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang.
director Otto Preminger.
Drama. Story of
diction. 1 19 min. 12/26.

dope ad-

STORM FEAR

Cornel Wilde. Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. 1/9.
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hughes.
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard w!
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama of
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

February

—

SHADOW OF THE EAGLE
Valentina

Cortesa.

(Valiant

Producer

Films)

Have-

Coming
ALEXANDER THE GREAT

John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.

January

CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March
Claire Bloom, DanDarrieux. Producer-director Robert Rcsseti. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.

DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I.

nicolor. Olivia

I

8EAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. color.
Guy Madison. Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Ed ward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction

Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her gardener.

thriller.

|

CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith. Linda Cristel, John Litel. Producer
Carl
Kurger.
Director
George Sherman. Western.
72 min.

GHOST TOWN

i

I

I

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortiel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Based on story by James Brewer.
KISS BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Joanne Woodward.
Producers Robert L. Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
death of two young sisters in wealthy family.
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane. Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous television drama.

SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk
Bogarde. Anthony Steel. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Saga of British naval
aircraft. 91

Producer Haymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure.

i

TRAPEZE
i

CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Burt

Lancaster,

Gina Lollobrigida. Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about iniured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

the waterfront. 98 min.

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Rossana

SOUARE JUNGLE, THE
Ernest

Borgnine.

Tony

Producer

Pat

Curtis,

Crowley,

Zugsmith.

Albert

Director

Hopper.

Jerry

Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min. 1/9.

February
GOODMAN

BENNY

THE

STORY,

Technicolor.

Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg
tine Davies director. Musical.
The life story
famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.

Steve
Valenthe

of

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck.
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

Coming
BACKLASH

AMONG

THE

US.

Jeff

Morrow,

Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being.

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marioorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt. Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Ditangles

Kettle

Technicolor. Audie
Rosenoerg. Director Jesse
Biographical account of Audie
Murphy's experiences during WWII. 106 min. 7/25.

Aaron

War drama.

November
HOLD BACK TOMORROW

Cieo

Moore,

John

Agar.

Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
his life. 75 min. 10/17.
Technicolor.

Maureen O'Hara, George

Nader, Victor McLaglen. Producer RoDert Arthur. Director Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
war through her famous horseback ride. 89 mm. 10/17.

NEVER SAY GOODBYE
Borchers. George

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife are reunited after separation of eight years.

Cohen.

December
RUNNING WILD

William Campbell. Keenan Wynn,
Mamie Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves.
• mm. M/28.
I

Film

18 min.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Silverheels,

Coming
Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

GIANT WarnerColor.

Technicolor. Tony Curtis.

Col-

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor.

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
and love

cattle

oil,

in

the

Southwest during WWII.

IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman. Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by

MIRACLE

a soldier

changes the

life

of a

young

girl.

Technicolor. CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800 s.

MOBY DICK

OUR MISS BROOKS

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
of television fame, comes to

Producer

Porter.

Miss
the movies.

Brooks,

CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory. Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
r<IVER

tyranny to a small village. 91 min.

William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the

SEARCHERS. THE Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for

1870

a

leen

Miller,

Arthur Kennedy,

s.

SUNDOWN

RED

Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
to stop living by the gun.
Technicolor.

HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa.
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his

June

trained dog.

WORLD

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish.

Morrow. John

Jeff

berg.

BLOOD

ALLEY

young

.

.

.

Lauren

CinemaScope,

Bacall.

SEVEN

REBEL

WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope. WarnerJames

Ill

min.

To

305 N. 12th St.
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

DIED

NEW
Member

Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of

WarnerColor.

Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol.
Dru.
Director Gordon Douglas.
Blanke.

overcomes deafness

to

win

musical

IS

.

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Warner-

EXPRESS LINES,

Joanne
Producer Henry

Liberace,
Musical.

Pianist

fame and pretty

girl. IIS min. 11/14.

BULLETIN — THIS

.

HIGHWAY

CinemaScope,

Color. Jack Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.

YOURS

.

Combined At

law.

10/31.

SINCERELY

Randolph

MESSENGER SERVICE

November
I

WarnerColor.

Better Serve J ou

Office & Terminal

Director

A THOUSAND TIMES

NOW

86 min.

Color.

the

FROM

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.

parents,

MEN

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder of his
wife by seven outlaws.

WarnerColor.

their

kidnapped by Indians.

Scott,

Producer-director

between themselves,

is

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name.

the Formosa Straits. 115 min. 10/3.

juveniles

who

Sarita

ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson,

Weisbart.

girl

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

John
William A.
Wellman. Drama. American merchant marine captain
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China in an ancient ferry boat through "Blood Alley"

Wayne,

NAKED DAWN. THE

Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy. Betta
St. John. Producer James
O. Rad ; ord. Director Edgar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

1

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

October

TO HELL AND BACK CinemaScope.
Producer

Trojan horse.

Comedy.

nell

October

LADY GODIVA

Ma

rector Charles Lamont. Comedy.
with bootleggers and matrimony.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

Podesta,
Stanley
Jack Sernas, Cedric Hardwicke,
Baker. Director Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the

of

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed. William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Drama. Son fights against rustler
father and kills him in gun duel.
Technicolor.

CREATURE WALKS

February

Director

WARXER BROTHERS

KISS OF FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance Barbara Rush.
Producer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
drama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
interested in frontiersman than royalty during dangerous trek thru American wilderness. 87 min. 9/5.

Hibbs.

CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Turtle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
is bested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.

U.\I\ 'EHSAL-INTL

Murphy.

January
ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

ler,

TENDER

min.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace.

WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12
TARGET ZERO Richard Conte. Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.
Scope

SPOILERS. THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chand-

i

COMANCHE

December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE Cinema-

ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS

nielie

S

Techni-

TARANTULA

Richard

Anthony

lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min.

AMBASSADOR

THE CinemaScope.

89 min. 11/14.

KILLER IS LOOSE, THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Neagle. David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wilcox. Musical. Prince chooses love of commoner and
goes into exile
later returns to regain crown. 72 min.
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield. Lon Cheney.
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan
Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 74 min.
Greene,

SEX,

color. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen, Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to stop their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.

YOUR PRODUCT
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National Film Carriers
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IN POINT

EVIEWS
Financial Circles See

Crisp,
Eisiness-wise

MOVIE BUSINESS
ON UPBEAT

Analysis
of the

lew Films

CAROUSEL
HE LAST
E

R

HUNT

SAY GOODBYE

;EME IN LAS VEGAS

MN WHO
:</1E

NEVER

WAS

NEXT SPRING

Survey Finds industry
3Meetiny

TV

Competition*

Beutiny Slump with More

HTLE STATIONS
0\ MISS BROOKS
:T'S

MAKE UP

untt

Improved Product

Directed by JERRY

HOPPER

•

Screenplay by

CHARLES HOFFMAN

•

Produced by ALBERT

J.

COHEN

print by

TECHNICOLO

Based on the screenplay by BRUCE MANNING, JOHN KLORER and LEONARD LEE
From the Play "Come Prima Meglio

di

Prima" by Luigi Pirandello

J

!

AN EXCITING NEW STAR...
A GREAT AND TALENTED

NEW SCREEN PERSONALITY...

PRESOLD
a national

magazine ad

campaign
aimed

to reach

maximum

readership

Eleven leading
publications
with a

combined

circulation
in

excess of

25

million!

THE

DEEPER.

ULTIMATE

RICHER!
IN

CLEARER!

MOTION
PICTURE

ENTERTAINMENT!

NSfOlM
Reduced

More Than

35mm

to

o changes required

prints

in the

booth for

Your Eyes
eatres equipped for

Have Ever

Seen!

tereophonic Sound!

:

.

'^Carousel 99
Exhibitors — to your stations!
That sound you hear, gradually
swelling in intersity,

the line form-

is

ing to the right.
It's

been a hard winter, spare of

good things for moviemen,

bereft of

and ^Picnic" Herald Spring!
short of terrific

" 'Carousel'

.

Rose Pelswick,

."

.

And,

creates

.

of "Picnic"

:

"Has magnetic holding power
As American in flavor as apple pie
." Kate
Amazing realism
.

There has been too little product and far too few outstanding
films. But suddenly, last week, the
sun burst through the clouds, the
tres.

wing and,
the warmth

red-breasted robin took to
overnight,

seemed that

it

Spring was upon us. "Carousel"
and "Picnic" opened to the cheering

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

thaw, to bring a foretaste of the
bright promise that lies ahead than

They

"Carousel"

and

literally sing

with the fluted sounds

"Picnic".

of Spring.

Let the jolly ladies and gentlemen

New York

fourth estate write

happy tune of the
suggest you sing their

the lyrics to the

we

day, and

words to the rhythm of the feet
marching to the theatres showing
these two wonderful films.

Of "Carousel", they say
"Stunning

...

A

.

.

directorial artistry

.

."

.

A. H. Weiler,

Times.

out film, crisply played and richly

sung by a

fine cast
CinemaScope
endows the production with a
sharpness of line and color that is
." Bosley Crowwell nigh superb
.

.

.

.

.

.

Con-

.

players gives an impressive perform-

ance

.

.

One

.

."

of the year's best

.

.

Rose Pelswick, Journal American.

"Has sequences

of both laughter

and drama as memorable as any-

we

are likely to see in the

whole movie year
World-Telegram.

.

.

."

Alton Cook,

life,

and he does

it

with deep com-

."
passion and a shining honesty
William K. Zinsser, Herald Tribune.
.

.

so they go, a song of promise,

not alone for these two great films,
but acclaiming, too, the big product
line-up that
It

is

awaiting release.

now becomes incumbent upon

picture

.

.

.

will

want

Excellent

.

.

to see this

."
.

.

stands out as one of

A

pealing musical

drama

.

the greatest

.

.

.

Cinema-

."

.

Wanda

Hale, News.

"One
pictures

of the

ever

Through

a

compact between the

National
the
Broadcasting Company and General
Motors, the show's sponsor, the
American public will be treated free
of charge to "Richard" over a nationdistributor,

film's

wide hook-up, Sunday, March 11. A
few hours later, it will open on a reserved seat basis in a

Forgetting

atre.

most beautiful motion
made
Nothing
.

.

.
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TWO

the-

boiling

oil,

—

—

Like oil and water, TV film premieres and subsequent theatre showings simply do not mix. If the fate
of "Constant Husband" is not proof
enough, consider, then, that "Richard III" undoubtedly will capture
a far wider viewership than the former flub, which it is noted, has failed
to gain an

American

American

theatre

distributor.

potential

though

III",

not

The

of

a

pro-

was nonetheless consider-

TV

performance will
and leave only

off the juice

the rind.

Trade Paper
published every other Monday by Wax PubliMo Wax, Editor and Publisher.
cations, Inc.
Film

New York

the

"Richard's" backers seem destined
in hot
to end up
at the very least

siphon

BULLETIN

Best of the

.

the few truly great musical productions ...
brilliant and vastly ap-

is

The Thud

able, but the

ArcheY Winsten, Post.

Scope 55

'Richard 9

digious,

.

giant screen processes to date

" 'Carousel'

showmanship.

"Richard

Times.

"Everyone

Summer,
nals of

water.

"Joshua Logan captures both the
fun and the loneliness of small town

55

ther.

of a picture

stantly absorbing, and each of the

And

beautifully turned

to

being boiled in oil", is threatening
to bubble-up a new vat of troubles.

.

thing
of the

coming

make

"Memorable and moving drama
Joshua Logan has made its characters come alive again through his

"A honey

could our industry ask to herald the

are

that

the Spring and
1956, a great one in the an-

Let's

"Richard III", which Mark Van
Doren called "a play about people

cheers of the critics.
likely film titles

hand.

Cameron, News.

of

What two more

this entire industry to capitalize the

opportunities

contentment
to a degree that verges on ecstatic
." Alton Cook, Worlddelirium
Telegram.

the comfort only an interested and

responsive public can bring to thea-

.

Journal American.

would

Exhibitors

betray

their

deepest interests by entering into
commerce with distributor elements

who, by their

TV

dealings, appear to

regard theatres as a sort of alternative, sloppy-second market for films.

both foreign and domust learn to render unto the
theatre that which is the theatre's
and unto TV that which is TV's.

Film

sellers,

mestic,

Film
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M-G-M

HITS

THE JACKPC
AGAIN!
It

happened when M-G-M's "Seven

For Seven Brothers" suddenly
across the

movie

and

skies

Bri
flash

electrified
j

industry!

happening again!

It's

"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"
the same excitement.

is

Word-of-moi

about a wonderful entertainment
ing every Film
you'll

is

Row. When you

know why

RATING

creati

it

in its first

scored

HIGHE

"An Amerk

The Rain" and

ping "Seven Brides"!

M-G-M

Goldmine

CinemaScope

n
ft

presents a

of Entertainment

and color

MEET ME

IN LAS VEGAS
DAN DAILEY- CYD CHARISSE
Starring

with

AGNES MOOREHEAD

•

DARVAS

LILI

•

JIM

BACKUS-OSCAR KARLWEIS
and

JERRY COLONNA

•

PAUL HENREID

Screen Story and Screen Play by

CMr.....phyby

HERMES PAN

•

•

Ph.ter.ph.d

in

•

LILIANE

MONTEVECCHI CARA WILLIAMS

GUEST STARS:

LENA HORNE

ISOBEL LENNART

•

SONGS

•

EASTMAN COLOR

•

•

FRANKIE LAINE

Music by

Directed by

ROY ROWLAND

*
(Available

in

MITSUKO SAWAMURA

NICHOLAS BRODSZKY

Maonplir ^tprpnnhnnir Pprcnorta Qtoronnhnnir nr I.Phannol <L»iinH1

•

*

SAMMY CAHN
by JOE PASTERNAK

Lyrics by

Produced

see

audience Previ(

equalling record-holders
In Paris," "Singin' In

swe<

t<

:

Whf

They're Talking Abort
In the

)OES

LOEWS

STILL FACE A FIGHT?

This

is

Movie Business

the

londerous question puzzling financial circles hard on the
ve of the company's annual meeting. Despite hectic
eace-pipe smoking late last wek among management and
cportedly dissident elements, informed opinion runs equal-

Some antipathy seems

/ divided.

the next question

0

cugh and tough will

opposition does develop,

If

:

assured, and this leads

This corporate tinder-box has been snapping and cracklVhether

now

jut,

it will flare into wholesale conflgration or sputter
appears to depend on two key imponderables

lur

The influence of Harold Stein's peace treaty with ArM. Loew upon other dissident groups.

2)

Unity among the remaining "buccaneer" segments.

1)

Should management escape unbloodied come February
3, major credit must redound to the skilled diplomacy of
Ir. Loew, who has apparently won the confidence of the
ssidents. Stein, for instance, told Film BULLETIN he
as
iet

Loew

has agreebly
constructhrough
with
stockholder demands to follow
Evidently,

"great faith" in him.

ve

not

action,

lip

service,

to

oew's, Inc. operations so that

institute
it

corrections in

can meet competitive

its once proud status as the industry
Cuts in the huge studio overhead charges are a
regone conclusion.

mditions and regain
ader.

—

500,000 to 1,000,000 shares, as against the 81,700 (1.6% of

by Loew's

total) shares personally held

The aforementioned investment
reflect the

lg like dry twigs in a prairie campfire in recent weeks.

Co.,

gether these interests represent holdings rumored between

how

be?

it

Lord Abbott &

Louis B. Mayer, a powerful Chicago group, carrying the initials H.D. Another potential
sore-spot could be Bear Spear & Co., a late entry. Totion,

directors.

firms, of course,

viewpoints of their clients,

whom

merely

they repre-

sent beneficially or by proxy. Several have indicated that
they will go along with management for the time being, at
least while their customers do not press for adverse action.
A Hirsch & Co. spokesman informed Film BULLETIN
that the Stein conciliatory statement "tells the whole
story", as far as his firm is concerned. Harold L. Bache, of
Bache & Co., said he could make no statement on behalf
of his company's clients, but agreed it might be a hot meeting. Another insider reported the possibility that Louis

Mayer, one-time

M-G-M

oroduction head, might be

"stir-

ring".

big fact remains, Loew's stock has been coil-hot on

The

the market.

Interests are buying,

and buying

for a pur-

What

pose.
other reason exists in the face of Loew's icecold recent earnings? What is the purpose? Possibly to
plump for a realization of Loew's speculated liquidation
Vc.lue

— put by some as high as $60

a share (less

some $9 a

Arthur Weisenberger & Co., for instance,
said "Loew's may be worth more dead than alive."
share of debt).
:

0
if,

Until the time Dreyfus
oposition" proclaimer,

ansigents electing as
1

Co.'s Stein issued his "loyal

many

Street betting has the in-

new

as three

directors to the

Then, on Friday afternoon, came the announcement
Loew's management had accepted as nominees for the

ard.

tat

bard two
J

&

Wall

os.

<j>.

directors,

and Charles

They replace two of management's prior
Harold Stein said that Manheim and Stewart

have his

full

support.

The last-minute task now remaining

to

Loew's manage-

an informed intelligence estimate of remaining
eemy fire. In addition to Harold Stein, one other pos-

ment

crack,
a dra-

matic coup to maintain the shareholder support. That surprise could come in the form of an earlier-than-expected

which
company's shares.

spin-off of its valuable theatre holdings,

hypo the market price

of the

is

bound

to

Paul E. Manheim, a Lehman
Lazard Freres &
J. Stewart,

partner.

iminees.
\11

new

partner,

Management might have a surprise answer to that
as some are saying, the Loew's executives need

is

AL LICHTMAN departure from the ranks
Century-Fox are rumors placing NED DEPINET,
former RKO head, in a key company spot. A recent visitor
to 20th-Fox quarters, Depinet, his intimates insist, is
Paralleling

of 20th

simply observing the social amenities with long-standing
friend Spyros Skouras.

MCA

S)le disputant,
president Jules Stein (related to the
f'mer), can be scratched from the list. His holdings are

B o pledged to the management.

ANOTHER PROXY BATTLE

Who

on tap? Could

be,

if

the

then make up the anti-management cliques? Acprding to information supplied us through an unusually

biting inquiries of a quiet but busy minority group are not

t iable source, the following interests could be potentially

'55 and,

hstile:

Bache

&

Co.,

Hirsch

&

Co.,

Lowenstein Founda-

Company coined a gold mine in '54, tottered in
say the stockholders, lacks "imaginative" manage-

assuaged.

ment.
Film
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0000 Boxomct!
ONE
GOT

WHAT
SHE

WANTED

BUFFALO, Century— HARRISBURG, Loew's Regent
READING, Loew's

Colonial -ST. LOUIS,

WITH
A

WHIPU

Loew's Orpheum

SEATTLE, Coliseum— PHILADELPHIA, Stanton

SALT LAKE, Lyric-SAN FRANCISCO, Fox
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SOCK BUSINESS ALL THE WAY!
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"Carousel"
Scui*ete 1£<ztut

Luminous Musical Show

in

C'Scope

55

Q Q Q O

Glowing version of the great Rodgers & Hammerstein show
in

wonderful new CinemaScope 55. Music, dancing, singing,

story

all

top-drawer.

A

boxoffice smash.

The excitement that's been in the industry air for several
months now in connection with 20th Century-Fox's production of "Carousel" has been fully justified. Unveiled at
the Roxy, in New York, last Thursday, it's a glorious show
Jthat is destined to be a boxoffice smash. Filmed in the
Tdeepiy dimensional, rich

moving

new CinemaScope

55 process, the

wonderful singing and dancing,
and the incomparable Rodgers and Hammerstein score

tender,

provide

a

story, the

feast

entertainment.

of

Charles

G.

Clarke's

C'Scope-DeLuxe color lensing is everything one could
have wished for and more. It has enormous detail and
:larity, evenness of color and tone, and is simply exciting

—

to

look

at.

On more

than one occasion

it

drew applause

I

:rcm the audience.

The

R&H

on an impressive stereonothing short of glowing. There is
la continuous flow of wonderful melody, as one number
jives way to the next
and all are exciting. The cast does
pem full justice: Barbara Ruick's charming "When I
UMarry Mr. Snow," Gordon MacRae and Shirley Jones singng "If I Loved You," Jones' lovely "What's the Use of
score, as projected

phonic soundtrack,

is

—

i

— superb production number.

June's Bustin Out All Over"

—

won't easily be forgotten. Louise's bal'et
fantasy danced by teenager Susan Luckey, is also great.
Scripters Phoebe and Henry Ephron have stuck rather
close to the original stage version, and their screenplay is
always simple, but expressive. It gets the story told with
neat economy, and with all the eloquence of the fi'm's
music, there's little need for expository dia'ogue. Henry
King's direction is beautifully paced, and displays approcolor that

it

priate feeling for

MacRae

mood and

character.

follows up his personal triumph in "Oklahoma!"'

kVond'ring?," Claramae

Turner belting "June Is Bustin'
3ut All Over" (perhaps the finest all-around production
lumber yet put on film), or her moving rendition of "You'll

with an excellent performance as Bigelow, the carousel
barker. Singing or talking, he's thoroughly convincing.
And Shirley Jones will win new adherents as the long-

Walk Alone." The great "Soliloquy", in which Billy
Sigelow expresses his hopes for his unborn child, is posibly the highlight of all these riches. MacRae's job is so

suffering Julie.

^ever

,ood that the song looks like a sure show-stopper.
T

fition,

In ad-

the superb musical background, supervised and con-

by Alfred Newman, adds immeasurably to the
hrilling total effect of the score. The choreography by
3od Alexander is fresh and stimulating. The "June" number, as mentioned, is superb
so full of life, motion and
lucted

—

Her portrayal

Newcomer Barbara Ruick

is

is

simple, unaffected,

warm.

delightful as Carrie (Jones'

friend), and Robert Rounseville is excellent as the pompous Mr. Snow. Other roles provide a series of rich char-

acterizations.

All in all, this musical version of Molnar's play has been
brought to the screen in superior fashion a boxoffice hit
for 20th-Fox and theatremen, and a treat for all audiences.
The story begins with MacRae, informed in heaven that
his family is having trouble on earth, teliing Star-keeper
Lockhart (via flashback) of the events that led to his
death: his meeting with Shirley Jones at the carousel, their
love and marriage, the personal failures that brought him,
out of work, to attempt a robbery with Cameron Mitchell,
and his accidental death trying to escape when the plan is
foiled. Lockhart allows him to go to earth for one day to
see if he can help daughter Susan Luckey, lonely and unhapoy because of her father's life. MacRae leaves a star
which he "snatched" from heaven, makes himself visible
to Luckey. Without seeing him, Shirley is aware of his
presence. And, at Luckey 's graduation, mother and daugh-

—

ter feel a joy in the prospect of the future.
20th Century-Fox Production, introducing CinemaScope 55.
I28 minutes.
Gordon
MacRae, Shirley Jones, Cameron Mitchell, Barbara Ruick, Claramae Turner, Robert
Rounseville, Gene Lockhart, Audrey Christie, Susan Luckey, William Le Massena,
John Dehner. Produced by Henry Ephron. Directed by Henry King. Screenplay

MacRae, back from heaven, discusses his future
with wife Shirley Jones and friend Barbara Ruick

by Phoebe and Henry Ephron.
Music by Richard Rodgers. Book and lyrics by
Oscar Hammerstein II. From the musical play based on Ferenc Molnar'r "Liliom"
Choreography by Rod Alexander. Music
as adapted by Benjamin F. Glaier.
supervised and conducted by Alfred Newman. Photography, Charles G. Clarke.

[More REVIEWS on Page 10]
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The

"Never Say Goodbye"

Hunt"

Last

Kate*?

O O O

ScuIhcm Ratou?

and superbly produced,

First-rate western, well-written

will

have appeal for general audiences as well as the action
Exploitation, strong

trade.

marquee help

for

good

returns.

the best western of recent years. Against a background of buffalo hunting, it is concerned with the per-

This

is

sonal relations of the people on the daring expedition. In
the writing, as well as the top-drawer Dore Schary pro-

emerging
duction, "The Last Hunt"
as a movie that will intrigue not only the action market
has real distinction,

but those audiences interested in strong dramatic fare.

Strong appeal for fern audience in this sentimental dranu
of "Magnificent Obsession" type. Rock Hudson name anc
approving word-of-mouth for Borchers will help.

Universal executed a coup

more surface than substance, but which
should olease the same audience that liked "Magnificeni
Obsession" and other tear-jerkers of that type. With Rock
Hudson for the marquee, the boxoffice outlook is promising.

a marriage

have neatly integrated the broad dramatic outlines
of the story with individual action sequences. Among the
latter, the sie^ht of buffalo herds roaming the plains and
bein°- shot down is memorable. Brooks' skilful hand has
kept the action flowing at an unflagging pace for the entire
absorbing 108 minutes. The Schary production spells class
throughout. The CinemaScope-Eastman Color photography by Russell Harlan is a fine plus-factor. Characters are

has not seen in

—

—

in the

A

destruction.

tense situation

is

compounded when

Taylor abducts Indian girl Debra Paget to live as his mistress. Granger resents the harsh treatment she receives, is
soon in love with her and helps her to escape. Taylor kills
Nolan in an effort to discover their whereabouts, and finally

corners the pair

Granger

in

show-down he
MGM.

in a cave.

the morning.

Taylor waits outside to

When

emerges

latter

An

intensely sentimental story about the problems

and

how

—

Universal-International.

Sanders.

96

Produced by Albert

minutes.
J.

Cohen.

Slim boxoffice for low-grade British musical
Fiynn gives it fair marquee value.

Weak movie

version of popular

affair in story content,

it

Production

is

Errol

clumsily pro-

is

lensing.

is not up
Muddled story

concerns Neagle's fear of marrying producer David Farrar,
because her parents' marriage (Flynn and Neagle) a the-

—

—

atrical one
had ended in separation and her mother's
death (told in a Flynn flashback). Flynn flies to England,
tells Farrar to pur sue his daughter, gives his
blessing.
n

fX

!2l
i£Zilby i,*
Z'
and 'a.
directed
Herbert
Wilcoi
Page 10
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Lacks substance

show

that steps into the movie

TV

comedy.

below-par, sound

Eastman Color

series.

"big-time" armed with a pea-shooter script. "Our Miss
Brooks", movie version, is a diabetic, if gingerly paced,
rehash of the familiar
show. The screenplay provided

American version, badly edited. A kind
of musical fantasy, in which Anna Neagle imagines herself as Queen Victoria, Nell Gwynn, etc., it fails to capture
cither charm or whimsy. The musical numbers of both
Neagle and Erroll Flynn figure to find little favor on this
is

TV

for feature length. Will serve only as dualler in family houses.

in the

to standards, nor

George

Debra Paget

This British entry, which United Artists is releasing,
problem in the American market. A

side of the ocean.

Hudson, Cornell Borchers,
Directed by Jerry Hopper.

"Our Miss Brooks"

kill

will be a boxoffice

enough

Rock

for the

Make Up"

0"d

Farrar

Produced

i

luminous performance. Script is adequate, although
to come to terms satisfactorily v/ith the problems
presented. The Albert J. Cohen Technicolor production is
attractive, and Jerry Hopper's direction developes several,
emotional highlights. Dr. Rock Hudson meets two people
out of his past one night in Chicago Miss Borchers and
George Sanders. Borchers is his wife, who had been held
a prisoner in the Soviet zone of Vienna. In flashback is
told how Hudson, in the army, had met artist Sanders and
his assistant, Borchers, in Vienna. Recalled are the Hudson-Borchers romance, marriage and their separation,
which led to her detainment by the Reds. Hudson now
convinces her to try to forgive him for his former jealou-,
sies and to return home, and she agrees. After vainly trying to win the love of her daughter, Shelley Fabares, Borchers is set to leave with Sanders. Latter convinces the
child to love her mother, and happiness is restored.
chers'

it fails

Here's another television

"Let's

duced and,

oi

mother wins the love of a child she
years, it gets quite a lift from Miss Bora

Taylor frozen to death.

finds

108 minutes.

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan
Directed by Richard Brooks. Produced by Dore Schary.

flimsy

Cornel

story that has

Word-cf-mouth is bound to be good and will help carry
good returns generally- The Brooks' script, and di-

sharply-etched, impressive, and well-played. Lloyd Nolan
and Stewart Granger deliver sock performances, and
Robert Taylor is interesting in the off-beat role of a sadistic hunter. Taylor and Granger team up to hunt buffalo
and are joined by half-breen Russ Tamblyn and Nolan as
skinners. Nolan and Granger soon regret the venture
it
is evident to them that this slaughter is virtually starving
the Indians to death but Taylor takes a fiendish delight

when they signed

and talented German actress)
Borchers. The
in "Never Say Goodbye", z\
impression
makes a strong
beautiful

film to

rection,

O O O

by Al Lewis and Joseph Quillan is flimsy and predictable,
and Eve Arden's flippant wisecracks come few and far between. This Warner Bros, offering figures to draw fair
response from the family trade, but it will be a problem in
class and action houses. Wherever it plays, the companion
feature should be a strong action or dramatic show. Al
Lewis' direction shows grievous little inspiration or original thought, and scenes which should have been hilarious

more than once

die on the vine.

In sum, more than occa-

sional chuckles are needed for 90 minutes of entertainment.

Worldly-wise, husband-hungry Eve Arden arrives at Madison to begin teaching English at the local high school.

She pursues biology teacher Robert Rockwell, campaigns
Gordon who is running for a higher post,
and brings together a wealthy, sophisticated father and his
rebellious son. Talkative landlady, Jane Morgan, keeps
Eve in constant hot water, but Eve gets her man.
for principal Gale

Warner Brothers

(A Lute Production).
85 minutes.
Eve Arden
Gale Gordon,
Robert Rockewell, Don Porter. Produced by David Weiibart. Directed by Al Lewii.

Me

"Meet

In Las Vegas"

OOO

Suiutete Rati*?
laden

musical-comedy

Happy

(Plus)

great

with

Man Who Never Was"

"The

g«4C*€44 &<ZU«?

entertainment

OOO
Has plenty

Expertly produced.

Fascinating spy hoax story.

Boxoffice looks very good

general market.

values and much appeal. Boxoffice prospects bright.

exploitables.

This Joe Pasternak production is a big, lavish musical
nlled with sock entertainment values. Set against the exiting Las Vegas scene, with its gaming-tables and night-

Based on Ewen Montague's factual novel about a scheme
of the British Naval Intelligence to trick the Germans during World War II, Andre Hakim has fashioned a fascinatting espionage thriller. Expertly produced and thoroughly

has loads of color, an amusing script, winning
numbers, and a swift pace. The unflaggingly brisk
-novement of the film one of its chief virtues will please
audiences, and for this, director Roy Rowland is to be congratulated. With all these entertainment angles, the boxCyd Charisse, as a
jffice outlook is very bright indeed.
performance
date, and she teams
her
best
to
gives
Dallerina,
;lubs, film

-nusical

—

—

in

convincing, this tells a story so intrinsically compelling
that the spectator's attention does not stray for a

moment.

putting a strong campaign behind the
picture, and boxoffice returns should be good for those
20th Century-Fox

showmen who

is

capitalize the exploitables.

Word-of-mouth

Nigel Balchin's adaptation of the

will be a definite asset.

Montague novel

md

is economic and direct, first-rate narrative.
Ronald Neame's direction couldn't be better in pace and
atmosphere. Clifton Webb is his usual assured and entertaining self as the author of the brilliant spy scheme, and
he is ably assisted by Gloria Grahame and a British supporting cast. The CinemaScope cameras and De Luxe
Color print add to the film's dramatic effectiveness. Told
in a semi-documentary manner, the story concerns Webb's

mtertainment.

plan to mislead the

Dan

.vith

duo.

:ive

make an attractopnotch musical numbers,

Dailey, a gambling cowboy, to

Among

a

number

of

Miss Charisse's "Frankie and Johnny" dance (to a Sammy
Davis, Jr. singing narrative) impresses the most. There
plenty of laughs in the Isobel Lennart script,

ire

much

orovided by Lili Darvas and the late Oscar Karlweis.
lost of guest stars, including

A

Lena Home, Paul Henreid

Frankie Laine, appear unexpectedly and add to the
The CinemaScope-Eastman Color photogaphy gives Las Vegas and the lively musical numbers a

jright,

gay

Notoriously unlucky cowboy gambler

look.

to part with some more of the
from his large ranch. Accidentally grabbing Cyd
Charisse's hand for luck as she walks by, he finds that he

Dailey visits

Las Ve^as

Drofits

consistently.

jvins

The

aloof ballerina

is

at first furious,

becomes convinced there's something magical
n their winning. Her manager, Paul Henreid, arrives and
lisapproves. Immediately, they begin to lose and decide

jut she, too,

marriage wouldn't have worked. Dailey argues "unucky at cards lucky at love" and convinces Charisse they
ire mated.

—

—

Germans

into thinking that the British

have an appropriate corpse,
plant intentionally misleading documents on it, and deposit
it where the Germans will find it.
Plan is worked out in
detail and executed. (Gloria Grahame writes a fictional
love-letter to be planted on the body and then ironically
loses her own lover.) The Germans, to make sure the
corpse is on the level, send spy Stephen Boyd to investigate. The hoax succeeds.
will not attack Sicily. Idea

20th Century-Fo*.

103

is

to

minutes. Clifton Webb. Gloria Grahame,
Directed by Ronald Neame.

Robert Flemynq.

Produced by Andre Hakim.

heir

—

HGM

112 minutes.
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse,
cy Rowland. Produced by Joe Pasternak.

Agnes Moorehead.

"Come Next Spring"
&«46et44 &*tiK$ O O (Plus)

Directed by

Sentimental, appealing

"Battle

Stations"

Stuitete ^4ti*t$
rfidly

Var

family audiences.

O O

engrossing melodrama about aircraft carrier

II.

Figures best as dualler

in

in

World

action spots.

This story about an aircraft carrier in the battles against
apan is dated, but should prove fairly interesting for male
mdiences. Prospects are best, of course, in action spots,
-'roduction is routine, with Crane Wilbur's script summonng up the standard military types the stern but brave

—

aptain, hard-boiled but lovable bos'un, ship gcof-off

urns hero,

who

Situations, dialogue, characterizations, are

etc.

On the other hand, battle sequences are
with library clips artfully spliced in to give a realisic effect. There are some tepid marquee values in the cast:
chn Lund, William Bendix, Keefe Brasselle. Main events

Jl

too familiar.

;ood,

John Lund aboard
between
men, and the rigorous

oncerri the introduction of chaplain

hip and his morale-building, the friendly rivalry

bos'un William Bendix and his
liscipline of captain Richard Boone.
hief

a

acific

elle,

the ship, in

on and badly damaged, Keefe Brascontinuous trouble, takes charge,
becomes a good sailor and a better man.
waters,

is

fired

who had been

inally

When

in

Miolumbia. 81 minutes. John Lund. William Bendix
roduced by Bryan Foy. Directed by Lewis Seiler.

Keefe Brasselle. Richard Boone,

human

interest story will click with

Looks big outside of metropolitan areas.

This Herbert J. Yates' Republic production is a warm
and pleasant film. Heavy with sentiment, it also has a good
deal of charm about it
a story of simple and appealing
people, played with great conviction and honesty. It's the
kind of movie that should do well in city naborhoods and

—

very big in rural areas

Under

—a

natural for the family trade.

R. G. Springsteen's competent, well-paced direction,

and with fine performances by Ann Sheridan, Steve Cochran and a topflight supporting cast, the story springs to
Lensing in Trucolor it attractive, and Max Steiner
life.
has contributed an effective score. Story concerns the return of wandering husband Cochran, who had left his
family eight years before, a drunkard. He stays for the
day and immediately wins over his children Richard Eyer

—

and the mute Sherry Jackson. Despite wife Ann Sheridan's
doubts, he stays on as a farmhand, if not a husband.
Through a series of trials including a tornado and a fight

—

between Cochran and town-bully Sonny Tufts

—

Sheridan
slowly regains confidence in her husband. When little
Sherry wanders off and slips over a precipice, Cochran
saves her. In screaming, the child utters her first sound in
years. The family is united again.
Ann Sheridan, Steve Cochran, Walter Brennan,
92 minutes.
Republic.
Jackson. Directed by R. G. Springsteen. A Herbert J. Yates Production.
Film
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THE MAN WHO MADE
"BREAKTHROUGH
DOES IT AGAIN!
BRYAN

FOY,

WHO GAVE YOU THAT

TERRIFIC BOX-OFFICE

BONANZA ABOUT THE FIGHTING GIs. .NOW BRINGS YOU
THE GREAT STORY OF THE NAVY'S FIGHTING FLAT TOPS!

Authentically filmed aboard a U. S.

Navy

Carrier!

starring

JOHN

WILLIAM

KEEFE

RICHARD

WILLIAM

LUND BENDIX BRASSELLE BOONE LESLIE
Screen Play by CRANE WILBUR

•

Based on

a story by

Ben Finney

•

Produced by BRYAN FOY

•

Directed by LEWIS SEILER

—

J

56 ^m^fc^em^t

Value /ihe £uri)eit

MOVIE BUSINESS ON UPBEAT
Recommendations
Although the general level of the market seems too high,
he motion picture stocks appear to offer
opportunities.

many

interesting

The world

In reflection of the falling-off in theatre at-

peeled on the course of events in the movie
industry, and it appears to be taking a generally optimistic view of what the future
holds for the business. In recent weeks sev-

:endance during the latter part of 1955, the prices of most

notion picture stocks have retreated to their respective
1955-56 lows.

As

a result, current prices are capitalizing

improving financial results we visualize

:he

aanies in

1956 at ratios substantially

:han those being accorded stocks as a
jf

Many

the market.

for these commore conservative
whole at this stage

of the issues in this

6%

:urrent dividend yields of

7%,

to

average 5.2% return afforded by

prominent and astute brokerage and investment analysts have issued brightly-hued
reports about corrections that are being made
in motion picture operations, which, they
predict, will result in improved earnings for
film and theatre companies alike.
eral

group provide

far superior to the

dividend-paying stocks
Moreover, appreciation potentialities to the
^ears 1959-61 are also impressive, ranging from three to
ive times the average projected for all stocks. Detracting
somewhat from this favorable prospect, however, is the
'act that the amusement industry is a volatile one and the
stocks in it have poor stability records. Most of them
therefore, do not qualify for inclusion in investment-grade
all

jnder survey.

But

accounts.

This upbeat tone

inherent risks involved in exchange for generous cur-

rent

income and interesting capital growth prospects, these

Second Half

After keeping pace with the

xonomy during

reduced revenues and earnings for theatre ownLoew's, for example,
jarned only 5c a share in the November quarter, compared
:o 30c in the corresponding three months of 1954. National
Theatres is expected to report net profits of no more than
well as picture producers.

December period; the company earned
same quarter a year ago. Since these disappointg results were recorded at a time when disposable income
share for the

10c in the

as rising to

new

peaks, an old familiar question auto-

atically arises in investors'

minds:

is

the television in-

ustry again the villain?

To

that question, this Service believes the

True, the coming-of-age

of the

answer

is

television industry

no.

was

ughly .detrimental to Hollywood at the turn of this decide. Between 1948 and 1951, the rapid growth in television
;et ownership was accompanied by a corresponding decline
n motion picture theatre attendance. As penetration of
he

TV

set

market approached the saturation point, the

ate of decline in theatre

ind-effect relationship

The

ex-

booming general business

stantially

10c a

explicitly

the initial half of 1955, the motion picture

ndustry began to slip after mid-year and stumbled badly
n the last quarter. Theatre attendance in the Fall season
iropped far below the year-earlier level, resulting in subers as

most

hard & Company. The principal portions of
the report are reprinted here, discussing how
the industry generally and the specific companies are dealing with internal and comEditor's Note.
petitive problems.

stocks offer special appeal at this time.

4 Disappointing 1955

is

pressed in the detailed analysis recently published by the highly-regarded Value Line Investment Survey, published by Arnold Bern-

to sophisticated investors, willing to accept

.he

of finance keeps an alert eye

ability of the

attendance also abated.

was

A

cause-

clearly apparent in these years.

motion picture industry

competing medium was demonstrated in 1954, however.
TV set ownership continued to rise,
theatre attendance also increased. In fact, average weekly
attendance expanded more than 7%, from 45.9 million persons to 49.2 million persons in 1954. This performance
strongly suggested that as long as Hollywood can present
good pictures, it can not only halt the exodus of audience
from box office but can also lure former patrons back to
a

In that year, while

the theatres.

Actually, it appears that the motion picture industry has
been gaining the upper hand in its battle with television
for some time. By the end of 1954, about 75% of American
homes already were equipped with television sets, indicating a much lower rate of increase in television set ownership from that point forward. Admittedly, many families
have since begun to buy their second or even their third
set and many others have been replacing their old models
with improved or perhaps color units. But the novelty
features of these additional or replacement sets, even of
the color variety, are far less than those of the first sets
for any given family. It seems reasonable to suspect that
after the novelty of the first television set wears off, audi-

ences

may become more

discriminatory in their selection
(Continued on Page 14

to flourish as
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MOVIE BUSINESS ON UPBEAT

1'rtnlm

Shortage Seen Slump Factor

I

(Continued from Page 13)

entertainment media. Substantiation for this argument
can be found in the movies' 1954 recovery.
of

At the same

time,

Hollywood has been upgrading

its

Instead of turning out a host of
run-of-the-mill pictures, such as it did five or ten years
ago, it has been producing a smaller number of higher-

products considerably.

grade features, some of them adapted from proven Broadway successes and from best-selling books. Taking full advantage of its superior technical facilities, it has been presenting extravaganzas on wide-screen, in stereophonic
sound, and with colorful exotic settings. As a result, today's movie theatres can offer their audiences a better opportunity to participate vicariously in the film experience,
to a degree that probably will not be equaled

presentations for

Television

many

by television

years to come.

—Now A Partner

Instead of hurting the motion picture industry as it did
few years ago, the television industry now actually seems
to be helping Hollywood in many respects. For example:
(1) The advent of television has restored a healthy competitive atmosphere to the entertainment world. Stimulated
to greater achievement by this new-found competition,
a

Hollywood has become more quality conscious.

Its pro-

ducts have been substantially improved both in terms of
ingredients and technical methods of presentation.
the initial investments required for

its

major studios are now producing regular TV proReflecting Hollywood's experience,
talent, and showmanship, these movie industry programs
have proved popular. Since the programs are designed
principally for TV showing, they are not expected to compete with the new full-length motion pictures being released for the movie theatres. On the contrary, announcements and previews of new pictures may serve to encourage attendance. (3) The television industry presents
an unusual opportunity for motion picture studios to realize "windfalls" on their libraries of old films. Following
the sale of RKO Radio Pictures' entire library to a teleof the

for telecasting.

vision distributor,

Paramount Pictures has

sold 1,600 of

library of 2,100 short subjects for $3 million,

ficiencies are

its

and Columbia

Pictures has offered 104 features, about 10% of the more
than 1,000 films in the studio's vaults, for telecasting. Many

being remedied.

genesis bad
number of bij
successes, such as "Caine Mutiny" and "White Christmas"
which convinced Hollywood that quality pictures wen"
what audiences wanted. As a result, most major studio;

The

lack of sufficient feature films had

That

in 1954.

its

year, the industry enjoyed a

:;

decided to release in 1955 "fewer but bigger and better pic

While the big pictures did draw a larger number of audi
ences to the box office, there were not enough of them wit
which to supply all theatres. As a result, many theatres
had to continue showing "not so big" pictures long afte
attendance had fallen to an unprofitable level. The spokes

man

for a theatre

Hollywood has learned its lesson. This year it will
make "bigger and better" pictures but it

If

Still

the television industry

f«9t 14

Film
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20.

IfM

for the

i-

for example, ha;>.
decided to release 34 pictures this year, the largest numbei r
in almost a decade. Its output will include such ahead}

well-known

"Carousel", "The King and I", anc
Gray Flannel Suit". Universal, too, indi
cated that it would up its releases from about 25 last yea:
to 30 in 1956, most of which are elaborate productions ii

"The Man

titles as

in the

All told, the industry

;

,-

expected to present abou
audience this year. Perhap:
the only major studio that does not plan to increase its!:schedule is Paramount Pictures. But its studio head ex ~
color.

15% more

plains,

feature films to

is

its

"'The Ten Commandments'

will take the place ofr-

several ordinary films."

The second problem,

T:

a scarcity of top actors, has beei))^

plaguing the motion picture industry for many years. Ti'p
a certain extent, of course, it contributed to the lack olp
films last year. But it has hurt picture producers sub'
stantially more in another respect. Because of Hollywood'
failure to develop new talent over the last few years, allp

mon

.

independent and demanding. Not too long ago, the studio
literally

owned,

1

-",

for professional purposes, their actors, di

rectors and writers.

At that time,

their artists

had no

free

once their signatures were affixed to 7-yea
contracts, with option for renewal vested solely in the em
ployers. The producers could, therefore, pick some ra»
actor from Main Street, and polish and burnish him inttf--"
an adventurous hero, the subject of public adulation. On'
of choice

"

;

to

was not responsible

wil

make "more". Twentieth Century-Fox,

or

Scarce

.

con-

—

tinue to

dom

Good Films

:

:

product."

one of the best advertising mediums for the motion pic-

popular interest.

x

"We've been having Christmas slumps for 30 years, but
current box office troubles are due to the tremendous lacl
of product.
I'll
go further, make it absolute lack ol

ready-established actors and actresses have become

Through participating actively in TV programming, most major studios have been promoting their
future releases by showing excerpts designed to stimulate

r.

chain in Atlanta, Ga. recently said

independent producers have likewise followed suit. Since
most, if not all, of these old films have already been written
off by the studios, proceeds from these transactions represented entirely capital gains. (4) Television has become
ture industry.

::

tures". The policy to produce "bigger and better" picture;'-:
proved successful. Last year, at least 15 pictures grossecit
more than $5 million domestically, compared to only 8 ir
1954 and to a total of 4 in the entire 1948-51 period. But tc
produce "fewer" pictures may have been a wrong decision

While

products improvement may be large, the outlay will probably prove highly
rewarding ultimately. (2) The television industry has
opened up a new source of revenues for Hollywood. Most

grams

temporary slump in last Fall's theatre attendance, whai
then were the major causes? This Service believes thathe underlying factors were a shortage of feature films anc
a shortage of audience-drawing talents. Both of these de

two years hence, these actors would be drawing
the box office, and fantastic profits would pour

'

millionl
in fron

(Continued on Page
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THEY'RE BACK! Those

solemn old gents of the caaverous pallor, the stovepipe hats and the long black
:oats have been hovering around in recent months hoping
!o claim the body. Don't, however, reach for the mourning
lloth. Over the comb-toothed peregrinations of film indusry fortunes through the years, these ghoulish visitations
»y the burial crew have acquired the status of a periodic
rlollywood ritual. They come and they po like the busy
irrave-diggers of Macbeth, preparing the movie industry
or interment. Some four years ago they came, with urns
loft, unaware that CinemaScope had breathed new life
into the business. Now they've come again, hoping for the
vorst, rubbing their dank, damp hands over the slump in
novie earnings for the past half year. But they are doomed
0 see their funeral dreams dashed anew. Movies simply
lin't

going to

die.

I9S6

20,

Ward

"How sound is the industry as a whole?" Likeanswer is that the movie business is sounder than the
income status of any of its individual companies. That fact
himself:

liest

should be

filed in

discussing

future slumps. It

all

inevit-

is

able in a business as volatile and uncertain as entertain-

ment

that individual organizations will, from time to time,
experience rather sharp fluctuations in earnings. If this

sometimes myopic observer were to face the direct ques"How shall I invest in movies?", he would have to
answer thusly: "The industry as a whole looks good; intion,

vest across the board."

The balance

sheet position of most of the film companies
extremely good. Cash is high so are the values of other
assets. There are strong reserves to weather the most
severe storms. And there are always those film libraries.
."
As the wit said "Old films no longer die, they only
Well, you know where they now go.

is

;

.

:

How

do we account for the industry's hardiness? It is
iecoming increasingly clear that motion pictures in theares fulfill a near-basic social and economic function in the
American (and world-wide) way of life. Having been
ested during the past five or six years in the hottest com>etitive crucible of its entire existence, and having sur-

1

ived free television's heaviest onslaught,

it

is

safe to say

hat the movie medium, as presently constituted, will long

Thus, there

0
usually-reliable

Value Line has issued

a

new survey

the motion picture industry generally and several of

its

mportant film and theatre companies. (Text appears elsewhere in this issue.) This analysis calls the long-term
>rofit potential of the industry "exciting", on the ground
hat it has reached bottom in its competitive struggle with
IrV, and can only go up. Value Line's survey also points
lip the U. S. Census figures that estimate an enormous
ftrowth during the next four years in the 15 to 24-year olds
if our population. This element comprises the movie business' best customer group. Other upbeat factors cited by
l/L are increased production schedules by major studios
nd development of new talent.
j

•

£

o

The

shortage.

some valuable

lessons, such as

film

companies extracted steep rentals from

exhibitors by rigging a strict sellers market, but they also

of quality in the

the

makes it evident that there will be plenty
volume of films going into the market in

months ahead.

Right now, first-run business is beginning to percolate
with old-time steam. A half-dozen films now in theatres
are doing better than almost anything else available since
last

September, and future schedules look even more
Secondary runs should soon be getting a lift

promising.

fiom

this flow of

improved product.

plete reversal of the

and, furthermore,

Summer

we

downward

We

flatly predict that

The

look for a com-

trend in movie earnings,

period will witness the

movies' post-war history.

the 1956 Spring-

biggest

Under these circumstances, Financial
Those who buy

boom

in

the

solar ray, with all its cura-

tive powers, figures to restore color to filmdom's cheeks.

scribes

iOW SHALL INVESTORS MOVE?

recent recession and go on to

the one that you cannot force prosperity by a policy of

lease to theatres

The

its

heights. It has learned

kept millions of people away from theatres by failing to
supply sufficient product. That weakness is being corrected, and a perusal of the motion pictures awaiting re-

ndure as an industrial entity.

>f

every reason to believe that the movie

is

industry will ride out

new

.

to

across-the-board

Bulletin's

sub-

purchase of leading movie

shares at presently depressed prices.

Though

the industry

novie stocks have been treading gingerly on a sharp•ointed fence in recent months. Sharp declines in earnings

historically sells at a price-to-earnings ratio of approxi-

companies have made investors timid, with the
esult that film shares might be well below reasonable
evels. The prospective investor must ask, and answer for

this statistical

f several

and is presently somewhat higher, don't let
bugaboo chill your fervor. A flow of outstanding product is a far more objective yardstick than any
financial ratio. The shibboleth for February is BUY.
mately 10

to 13
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COMING -gg| GOLDEN

Yltj

f
have just returned from a visit to our
Hollywood studio, devoted to screening
completed new pictures and to setting our
picture plans and projects for the near future
with our production heads, Y. Frank Freeman and Don Hartman. The visit gave me
the additional first hand information I
needed in order to make a complete and
accurate appraisal of Paramount's releases
for 1956 and 1957.
I

my

upon this
realistic appraisal, that Paramount product
available this year and next will gross at the
boxoffice level an amount exceeding the
grosses of any previous two years in the
history of Paramount Pictures Corporation.
It is

firm conviction based

thusiastic report

from the screening

WAR AND PEACE

is

is

tha

certain to take

it

place with the all-time great pictures an<

top grossers of our business.

Right now Hal Wallis' THE ROS1,
TATTOO, based upon Tennessee Williams
stage hit and starring Burt Lancaster an*
Anna Magnani, in its first engagements
fast becoming the most talked-about pictur
i

of 1956. Indications are that

Academy Awan

time will spotlight its magnificent perform
ances for even brighter boxoffice returns

Danny Kaye's spectacular super-comedy
THE COURT JESTER, has opened witl
resounding success in

its initial

engagemen

New York Paramount Theatre. T<
follow soon will be our Easter picture

at the

Our two

lead pictures, Cecil B. DeMille's

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS and
WAR AND PEACE, both to start their
release in 1956, are certain to roll

No company

grosses.

in

up record

the business has

ever provided two such unprecedented
attractions in one season.
I

saw

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS

rough complete form and was thrilled to
the core. It is everything and more, that we
and Mr. DeMille hoped. It more than justifies the tremendous production effort, the
great all-star cast and the lavish budget
that was invested in it. That there never
has been a motion picture so inspiring and
with universal entertainment values so overwhelming and boxoffice potential so high,
I am completely convinced.

ANYTHING GOES, the richest am
most sparklingly modern of all musicals
starring Bing Crosby, Donald O'Connor
Mitzi Gaynor and the incomparablt
Jeanmaire. Also a great and history
making contribution

to the musical field

i:

THE VAGABOND KING, based on Rudol
Friml's

internationally

famous

romantic

in

Paramount executives recently

flew to

Rome to attend the screening of the complete footage of
PEACE,
based on the greatest novel ever written,

WAR AND

and produced on a mammoth scale in English by Ponti-DeLaurentiis, with Para-

mount's

full

production and financial

cooperation, and directed by King Vidor. Its

headed by Audrey Hepburn,
Fonda and Mel Ferrer. The en-

all-star cast

Henry

is

operetta, and introducing opposite the beau-

and talented Kathryn Grayson a brilnew star, Oreste, whose golden singing
voice, I predict, will quickly make him ar
important favorite with moviegoers everytiful

liant

where.

The

exceptional entertainment values

ol

these three pictures alone, and their costs,

could well comprise an entire year's program
for

many

a

producing organization.

At the studio
Perlberg-Seaton's

I

saw

in

complete form

THE PROUD AND

PROFANE, starring William Holden am
Deborah Kerr, with which they have topped
THE COUNTRY GIRL and with an
type of picture; THE
MOUNTAIN, a dramatic smash based on
the well known book filmed mostly in the
rugged French Alps and starring Spencer;
entirely

different

FROM PARAMOUNT TO YOU!
Tracy, Robert Wagner and Claire Trevor;
Bob Hope's surefire new comedy THAT

CERTAIN FEELING,
Broadway
last

hit

KING OF HEARTS,

year's Oscar winner,

WATERFRONT)
Hitchcock's

based on the

Eva (ON

with

THE

Marie Saint; and Alfred

suspense

masterpiece,

THE

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH,

co-

James Stewart and Doris Day and
made in colorful French Morocco, London
and Hollywood. I saw a great TV star become an even greater new film personality
when I was superbly entertained by George
starring

Gobel

in

THE BIRDS AND THE

BEES,

with scintillating Mitzi Gaynor and David

Niven. Three more talented newcomers destined to help fill the industry's need for fresh

young stars, namely Carol Ohmart, Jody
Lawrance and Tom Tryon, come through
strongly under the skilled directorial hand
of Michael Curtiz in the dramatic

SCARLET HOUR.
Among the pictures

THE

in

actual pro-

new Dean
Martin-Jerry Lewis big outdoor comedy
PARDNERS and THE LEATHER SAINT,
an unusual story which has been favorably

GOING MY WAY.

wi'th
Shooting starts soon on the big, exciting
Audrey Hepburn-Fred Astaire musical
FUNNY FACE; two pictures to be produced by Hal Wallis and starring Burt

THE RAINMAKER
GUNFIGHT AT THE O K CORRAL.

Lancaster,

and

stories.

GERTRUDE LAWRENCE AS MRS.
A., THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY
MURPHY, THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE,
FEAR STRIKES OUT, THE GOLDEN
IOURNEY, FLAMINGO FEATHER,
FROM AMONGST THE DEAD and
THE JOKER IS WILD. Our play purchases include the current

namely

Broadway

hits

THE CHALK GARDEN and THE
MATCHMAKER and also LIT ABNER,
GIRLS OF SUMMER, Eugene O'Neill's
DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS, and
Tennessee Williams' SUMMER AND
SMOKE. Our biographical acquisitions in-

HAWK

KITTY

(The Wright Brothers), LAWRENCE OF ARABIA and
THE BUSTER KEATON STORY. Addiclude

w e plan filming

tionally
original

stories

flight writers.

duction at our studio are the

compared

months a host of exceptionally fine
These include such popular books as

past few

tional

a

number of superior
by top-

especially created

Negotiations for several addi-

projects

of major

importance

are

nearing conclusion.

our pictures

All of

will of course

be in

VistaVision and mostly in Technicolor.

Paramount
brilliant

devotedly in the

believes

and prosperous future of the motion
still the greatest form of mass

picture as

world entertainment ever conceived. In that

we are investing the largest sum of
money in our history and our entire resources
of talents and energy and showmanship to
spirit

the creation of important pictures of the

In the latter Kirk Douglas will be co-starred

highest artistic and boxoffice levels for the

LOVES OF
Cornel

continuous profits and prosperity of our
customers everywhere. Our goal and promise

Wilde, Trevor Howard, John Derek, Debra

are to surpass in 1956 and 1957 the high box-

Paget and Raymond Massey and many

office

other important attractions presenting

achieved

with Lancaster; the colorful

OMAR KHAYYAM,

co-starring

in

quality of product
in

top roles such stars as Alan Ladd, Donald

confidence,

O'Connor, Marlon Brando, Bob Hope, Frank
Sinatra and others of similar prominence.

planned, that

To
mount

insure the flow of high quality Paraproduct we have purchased in the

which we have
I have every

the past two years.

based on pictures finished or

we

will succeed.

President, Paraviount Pictures Corporation

/I

:

€XHIBITORS

fORUfTl

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

A

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS

press release is out if it seeks free advertising or promotes any special product or

ITO of Ohio

special interest.

One

members

of our

advises that the

list

programs recently published is
out of date, as far as the Cincinnati exchange
Of course, for the small film
is concerned.
rentals involved, the exchanges are unwilling
to go to the trouble of borrowing prints from
other exchanges where they are available.
This exhibitor's views are worth while
of children's

quoting

Anything shedding
is

situation

is

deplorable.

How

in-

crease in the availability of children's movies?
"A tremendous nation-wide all-industry

person or interest

The editor has
INS and figures

etc.,

editor will balk at anything that criti-

Neither can he make a
between locally owned and chain

cizes a competitor.

would overshadow anything

operations.

could ever accomplish. And this could
be done for the cost of new prints of the
outstanding children's classics now hidden
away in the film exchange vaults. If the in-

dustry is looking for ways to recapture the
lost audience as is claimed, what better way
than through the pressure of this vast new
crop of youngsters, jamming every school in
the land, swinging their love and attention
to the great movies that are already made

Tell your story
write

it.

Remember

is

planned

a

weekly

release

book on the subject, giving facts and figures based on actual experience with children's shows, and there are
many other exhibitors who could do like"I could write a

wise, but definite action rather than talk is
needed now, for as of this week, almost all
of the Children's Library pictures are gone.
Unless definite action is taken at once, special children's shows of the proper type will
be a thing of the past."

PRESS RELATIONS
Allied of Indiana

Speaking

some

of Public

Relations reminds us

we heard offered by
an Indiana newspaper editor on the subject
of Press relations. They may be worthwhile
reminders to you for guidance of publicity
efforts in your own town.
of

A

bits of advice

newspaper wants readers because read-

ers will increase
is

not interested

The

editor's

pens locally
is

not

its

in

ad revenue. The paper
"grinding anybodys' ax".

major concern

—even

if it

"home town"

is

is

what hap-

trivia or corn.

If

it

the editor puts his fai*h

in the wire services and figures that if
important they would have carried it.

it

was

(We

Film
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of interesting

—most

of

which

Herb Heinlich
Courier for these

are indebted to Mr.

of the Lafayette Journal

&

suggestions.)

20,

l?5*

of

YOU WONDERED

IN CASE

Motion Picture Daily, in reporting A. F.
Myers' latest bulletin says, "The bulletin
anonymously reports a new type of exhibitor
complaint involving the withholding of picfrom subsequent runs on the chance
that they may win an Academy Award and
would have greater value as re-runs in prerelease houses."
tures

Mr. Myers certainly does not need any
help from this office in defending his state-

ments, but if anonymity is a curse, we will be
glad to remove it by stating publicly that
many of our members have been confronted
with this problem. They are in small towns,
as well as sub-runs in the big cities.

Warner

office

—

Award, that

27).

We

affidavits.

and appreciate the reason

—the

hibitor is fearful of retaliation

in

I

(the first time) but only

by the

eat

it,

won

the

too.

FREE MOVIE TICKETS

dis-

you want us to help you, if you want to
help yourself, you must cooperate with your
organization. If you don't wish to make an
affidavit, you can just write a letter to us,
stating exactly what top pictures you have
been unable to purchase the past two or
If

In the case of those pictures

tell

if it

know

have your name kept confidential, we will arrange it that way. However, in order for us
to build and establish any kind of a case, we
must have affidavits. You can readily realize that members of the Senate Sub-Committee are not just going to accept conversation, however true you and I know it to be.

V—

May

it

have not

First, I can assure you that there will be
no retaliation. If there is any effort made
by the distributors to retaliate because you
gave an affidavit, we will see it through so
that you will not be harmed. If you wish to

your doors open,

Warner

Award. Warners cannot have the cake anc

average ex-

order to keep
us just exactly how
in

exorbitant the film rentals were that

tell

company were gambling

might win an
would have to gamble botr
ways; the exhibitor would play the picture

Allied of Indiana

Believe

you have purchased

the

if

that the picture or the star

tributors.

that

for this reason. This

advised the exhibitor to

Bros, that

requested affidavits
from exhibitors setting forth in writing what
we all complain about the inability to buy
the top pictures which we need so much, at
reasonable terms. These affidavits are very
necessary in connection with the forthcoming
Senate hearings. (Now scheduled tentatively

week of February
received enough of such

one of the worst offenders

"East of Eden" was being

that

we

for the

is

Just the other day, the Cintold one of our small town

withdrawn from service

North Central Allied
last bulletin

office

members

ASK AFFIDAVITS
In our

Bros,

in this respect.

cinnati

three years.

Competition of other news affects space
granted. Also, what is big news today may
be unimportant tomorrow.
Page 18

is full

that the editor gets a

and Dad and

schedule of special children's shows.

ON

—

completely wasted.

but one that would continue throughout the

through

you can, rather than
the
is not enough

mass of material every day

for a quick, shot-in-the-arm stimulant,

years,

if

"Interesting"

Encyclopedia Brittanica
material.

the whole family back into the movie habit?

Not

confidence in UP, AP and
they would have carried it

they are afraid to open the gate.

The

TV

Mom

tc

other companies.

Editors are shy of contests which they
class essentially as advertising.
As with
news about executive appointments, bonuses,

distinction

in so doing, pulling

if

not involved.

is

was important.

and

children's promotion could be planned

carried out that

company, also let us know if they refuse
on you or do business with you.
The same questions apply to pictures

call

Releases on distant meetings are wasted
local

We

are particularly interested in the Buena
Vista pictures. If you have not played them
give us the reason for it. In the case of this

ITO of Ohio

an

dustry can be so short sighted is unbelievable
to anyone interested in staying in business.
What is anyone doing to bring about an in-

and

welcome.

if it

"The

on one side or

light

the other of a matter in the public spotlight

impossible for you to operate successfully.

made

it

Oats

it

or not, every package of Quaker

under 12 to see a top
guest of your theatre. A footnote in small type adds that the
youngster must be accompanied by a paying
adult and that "while some theatres may not
honor these passes", thousands of theatre;
have agreed to do so. (Some may not or
Saturdays and Sundays.)
invites

M-G-M

kids

movie

free

—as

If you are not one of the theatres that ha;
agreed to accept this free ticket, what em
barrassment will you be put to in refusing!

And what
or

proprietorship does Quaker Oat;

Metro have

in

your theatre that

should give away your seats?

They

get

the)
th«

advertising and you get the privilege of ad

mining youngsters free. "Forever Darling'
and "Forbidden Planet" are the particula:
pictures mentioned.

as years in the
of dollars

The

latter is describee

making and costing

—how the

million:

prestige of great movies

must be enhanced by making them cheat
premiums in a 20c box of breakfast cereal

!

The Dmpcrtahce

c[
f

Watt

JtftafilifHA

Hurry Back M. M.
&

Olivier

Monroe
By

I

peeked.

I

really did,

and

LEONARD COULTER
hope Miss Marilyn Monroe

I

will for-

give me.

among

Etiquette

hunt-loving Britons provides that the

crowd stand back to

let

the dog see the rabbit.

So, in deference to this tradition, I tarried awhile over

and buns thoughtfully provided by Marilyn Mon-

the coffe

roe Productions, Inc.

This allowed a decent interval to elapse before I rose
from my chair and joined the goggle-eyed gentlemen who
were eyeing the goods displayed at Miss Monroe's recent
New York press conference with Sir Laurence Olivier.

—

—

happened honest it did that I was
balcony,
low
a few feet above the lady, when
a
velvet sheath gown, in which
black
the straps on the

Now,

it

just so

standing on

one of
she

was almost

clad,

came

adrift.

For the benefit of posterity I am now able to report, beyond any dispute, that Marilyn has a cluster of four wens
on her left shoulder and a wart on her right breast.
She also has 147 assorted freckles on her back, some
blonde hairs on her forearms and disappointingly bony
knees. Otherwise,

When

Mother Nature has been bountiful.

she flickers her eyelashes in your direction and

begins talking in that baby-doll voice, you

Now,

lest

anyone think

want

to

swoon.

attended the reception out of

I

— along

with about 250 cameramen and
other newspaper reporters (some of whom had obviously
came out of retirement for the occasion) permit me to
sheer

curiosity

—

state for the record that that is exactly

why

was

I

there.

have been checking up during the past few weeks, and
on a recent study tour I discovered (apart from the wart
and the wens) that Marilyn has a short lease on a threeroom apartment in Sutton Place, New York. (Down, boys;
the telephone number is unlisted).
I

She has been furnishing

it

herself.

The

room has
piano which

living

white walls and a beige carpet. It boasts a
Miss Monroe cannot play, some handsome second-hand
furniture

(usually described as

pieces of crystal

and

"antiques")

a

few nice

a couple of built-in bookcases.

Marilyn and Sir Laurence speak to the press, ivhile Film
BL LLETIN's Coulter (right) eagerly checks details from above.

yearn to put her name on their marquees, for

it is

magnet

a

to the coins that jingle in the public's pocket.

Miss Monroe possesses a commodity whose value to the
film industry cannot be over-estimated. Everything she
does generates interest and excitement everywhere from
Madrid to Montauk, Saigon to Sioux Fails.

—

In the eyes of millions she typifies Hollywood glamor,
and the industry can indeed be thankful that she has not
been snapped up by one of the TV networks on an exclusive contract.

The bedroom?

The decor

is

a virginal white:

white

wails, white drapes,

white carpet, and white bedcovers.
And whose picture hangs over the bed? Believe it or not,

Abraham

Why,

Lincoln's.

asks the gentle reader,

is all

reader of a movie trade publication?
that in an industry that needs
this luscious

young woman

is

and

this of interest to the

The answer

profits

is simply
by personalities,

one of the best. Theatremen

for me, I believe Twentieth Century-Fox performed
economic service for the motion picture inimportant
an
when
it
gave Miss Monroe another contract. For
dustry
business, they can't get her back on the
this
the sake of
screen soon enough. Hurry back, Marilyn please
*
*
#

As

—

!

Editor's Note: But what was the press conference about?

Reporter's Reply:

Darned

if

Film

I

know; but does
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it

matter?
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WARMEST, HAPPIES

)ST

WONDERFUL PICTURE SINCE

VIET
i

MAN"
HERBERT

j.

U

YATES

presents

SHERIDAN

COCHRAN

steve
in

EDGAR BUCHANAN SONNY TUFTS HARRY SHANNON
•

DIRECTED BY

WRITTEN BY

MONTGOMERY PITTMAN
Song

"COME NEXT

SPRING'* by

•

R.

G.SPRINGSTEEN

LENNY ADELSON

and

MAX STEINER
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1956 Will Be 'Excellent' Year
In view of the fact that the two principal stumbling
the shortage of films and
the shortage of actors
are either being removed or being

(Continued jrom Page 14)

blocks to better results in 1955

producers
small investments in pictures. Meanwhile, the
salaries
moderate
the
performers
continued to pay these

—

power, however, has shifted. Today, the
for doing a
actors virtually decide what salary they want
they wish
profits
picture and/or at what percentage of net
gets 10% of the
to participate. Cary Grant, for example,
made several
total producers' gross. James Stewart has
pictures' earnings in
deals, taking as much as 50% of his

The balance

of

margins of motion
their ability
picture producers have been badly squeezed
picsuccessful
two
or
one
from
earnings
to realize huge
lieu of salary.

As

a result, the profit

;

example,
tures has been impaired. (Warner Brothers, for
but
year,
fiscal
1955
its
in
increase
enjoyed an 8% revenue
Instead of just complaining, as it has done in the past,
Hollywood appears to be doing something more construcmonths,
tive about the situation this year. In the last 12
contracts, and
78 young actors have been signed to term
new
the major studios are intensifying their efforts to find
this
Whether
performers who will intrigue film audiences.
will
reawakened emphasis on the discovery of "new faces"
Hollyyield results or not, no one can tell at this time. But
efforts
conscious
its
and
problem
of
the
awareness
wood's
it

main

high

at a

level,

cellent year for the

we

expected to

is

re-

estimate that 1956 will be an ex-

motion picture industry.

Long-Term Prospects
is

The motion picture industry's long-term profit potential
exciting. The industry has lost all that it is expected to
spending

lose of its share of the public's recreational
lar.

In

Hollywood

fact,

share than

it

now

is

likely to gain a

somewhat

dol-

larger

enjoys because of the recovery in thea-

and expansion into television markets.
Furthermore, Hollywood will be favored by a sharp
growth in the population of its major customer group, the
15- to 24-year olds. According to U. S. Census projections,
the number of persons in this age bracket will grow some

tre

share earnings remained virtually unchanged.)

to cope with

and since disposable income

alleviated,

agreed upon in the original contracts.

—

attendance

15%

over the next four years.

In addition to

favorable factors, the general economic climate

all

these

we

hypo-

thesize for the 1959-61 period suggests that the public will

have ample funds and more leisure time
a rapidly rising trend of earnings

companies

in this

group and,

which

in

Accordingly,

tronize the industry's theatres.

we

and dividends

in turn,

to pa-

envisage
for the

higher prices

for

their stocks.

are steps in the right direction.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
BUSINESS: Columbia Pictures produces and distributes
motion pictures of both "A" and "B" classes for exScreen Gems, Inc., a subsidiary
hibition in theatres.
produces films, including commercials, for TV. About
40% of revenues originate abroad. Since World War

II,

payout has averaged 35% of earnEmployees: 5,000: stockholders: 2,052. Directors

cash dividend

ings.

own 225,000' shares of stock (about 30% s-f
which the Conn familv owns about 175,000.
Cohn,

Exec.

V.P.,

J.

Cohn,

striking increases in revenues and
profits in recent years have been by no means accidental.
They stem from two main sources: (1) a keen awareness

REPORT: Columbia's

popular tastes in its selection of story materials; and
film production
(2) a policy of maintaining a high level of
during a period when many other studios had cut back
sharply. During a period of motion picture shortages, Coof

offer a steady flow of

lumbia was therefore able to

new

attractions.

Columbia's talent for selectivity enabled the company to

— "On

of the industry's biggest hits in the past

the Waterfront" last year duplicated the

year-earlier feat of

"From Here to Eternity" in capturing
Academy Awards for out-

the major share of the annual

Can Columbia do it again in fiscal 1956? It is expected
that the company will release 35 to 40 pictures during the
current fiscal period (ending June 30, 1956). Even if their
schedule of releases does not prove to contain a box-office
performer equal in stature to the two mentioned above,
prospects nevertheless appear reasonably promising on an
over-all basis. In each of the last two years, for example,

revenues would have soared to
Film

Schneider,

Wald.

Montague,

N.

New
New

Address: 729 Seventh Ave.,

York.
York.

B.

Spingold,

J.

Incorporated:

New

York

19,

Stock traded: NYSE.

H.
A.

the $10 to $12 million a year contributed by the two outhits. We estimate that sales during fiscal 1956
approximate $90 million, resulting in profits of around
$4 a share and a dividend of $1.50 or $1.60. For fiscal 1957
we project further moderate growth, with sales of $92 million generating profits of $4.30 a share and a dividend of

standing
will

$1.75.

In the future, Columbia seems likely to maintain a con-
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competitive market that has characterized the
movie industry during the post-war period, this company's
management has perhaps done the best job of any of the
film producers. Moreover, its growth prospects in the TV
film industry appear to be excellent.
For the 1959-61

keenly

period,

standing film craftsmanship.

Peg- 22

A.

of

siderably higher level of earnings than in the past. In the

come up with two
two years

V.P.'s

total)
Pres.,

new

1954

peaks, even without

we

project revenues to $105 million, earnings to

$4.70 a share and dividends to $2.25. Capitalized on a 6.3%
yield basis

and

at

an earnings multiple of

7.7:1,

which

is

consistent with past experience adjusted to trend, such

earnings and dividends would
of 36, or

57% above

ADVICE: Columbia Pictures
III

command an

average price

the current during the 3-year period.
is

currently classified in Group

(Fairly Priced) because the stock stands within one

standard variation of a virtually level Rating. The stock

Movie Business

On Upbeat

generous curand for its distinctly
suoerior long-term appreciation potentiality of 57%. Hows of

interest at its present price both for the

ent yield of

6.5%

to

7.0%

it

MGM

cash reserves.

among

the industry's 15 top

INC.

most of the rest. Foreign revenues about 40% of
earnings.
Labor costs, over 45% of revenues.
Since World War II, earnings almost completely paid
out as dividends.
Directors own or control 81,700
shares 11.6% of total). Has 14,000 employees, 29,640
for
film

REPORT: The drop-off in film attendance during the last
In the 12 months
tialf of 1955 hit Loew's especially hard.
to Nov. 30th, company earnings slumped to 78c a share,
less than the post-war low of 85c a share reported for the
1953 fiscal year. Largely responsible for this poor showing
has been the failure of some of the company's "big budget"
films to meet expectations. The only M-G-M movie included

money-makers

of this

issue in all but speculative accounts, well fortified with

LOEWS,
1USINESS: Loew's is the last fully integrated producer,
Divestdistributor and exhibitor of motion pictures.
Theatres,
ment of theatres to take place by 1957.
Tiainly in Northeast, presently account for about 40%
trademark, account
Pictures, under
jf revenues.

low Quality Ranking precludes the inclusion

ever, a

affords,

Brd. Chrmn., N. M. Schenck; Pres., A.
M. Loew.
Address: 1540
Incorporated: Delaware.
Broadway, New York 36, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.

shareholders.

addition to stockholder resentment at the disappointing
fiscal

1955 results,

management

faces the propsect of an

and the beginning of divorcement
separate the company's theatres from its

incipient proxy battle

proceedings to
producing division. As a concession to the importance of

may

the occasion, Loew's chief executive officer

over the meeting for the

in 1955

Pending

was "Blackboard Jungle"; such costly ventures as "The
Prodigal" and "Jupiter's Darling" proved box office flops.
This disturbing tendency has continued into 1956. "Tender
Trap", "Trial", and "Ransom", ail relatively low-budget
pictures, have been the company's most consistently profitable properties, while spectacular productions such as
"Diane" and "Kismet" have disappointed at the box office.
Even the much-heralded "I'll Cry Tomorrow" has met
with only a luke-warm reception.
Loew's ability to stage a profits recovery over the balance of the current fiscal year would thus appear to depend upon its ability to place one or two pictures in the
category of real "hits". Most promising candidates at present seem to be "Lust for Life" and "The Swan", the latter
the first release to star Grace Kelly since that actress skyrocketed into national prominence via the newspaper headlines.
Stockholders probably wish some of Miss Kelly's
business acumen would rub off onto her employers.
Meanwhile, the Loew's annual meeting, traditionally a
stormy affair, may be more hectic than ever this year. In

first

clarification of the nature of

proceedings,

we

preside

time in 29 years.

Loew's segregation

continue to project operating results for

the combined companies in the 1959-61 period. Annual
revenues 3 to 5 years hence thus might be expected to
avrage $208 million, earnings $1.75 a share, and dividends
$1.25. Such dividends, capitalized on a 6.3% yield basis
which would be consistent with past norms adjusted to
trend, would command an average price of 20 (11.4 times
earnings) during the 3-year period.

ADVICE: Loew's

is

currently classified in

Group

III (Fairly

stands between one and two standard
variations above its rising Rating. The stock is not esPriced) because

it

on a yield basis at present, nor does it
an exceptional 3- to 5-year appreciation potentiality,
based on earnings and dividend prospects however, it does
command attention for the possibility that the divestment
pecially interesting

offer

;

of its theatre properties or the battle for

might result
its

in a price for the stock

company

more

in

control

keeping with

underlying asset values (consolidated book value was

nearly $28 a share as of August 31, 1955).

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
BUSINESS: Paramount Pictures Corp. produces and
distributes Class A motion pictures primarily.
Owns
VistaVision. Operates largest theatre chain in Canada.
Holds 25% interest in Dumont Laboratories ITV broadcasting and electronics manufacturing); 80% interest

REPORT: Paramount Pictures

"pay-as-vou-see" TV
International Telemeter Corp.
broadcasting); 50% interest in Chromatic Television
Labs., Inc. (developer of low cost color TV tube).
Aboue 50% of total revenues derived abroad. Directors

in

I

own about 30,000 shares

one of the few major mo-

of

stock

(1.3%

of

Emplovees: 4,000; stockholders: 22,117. Brd. Chrmn.,
A. Zucker. Pres., B. Balaban. Inc.: N.Y. Add.: 1501
Bdwy., N. Y. 36, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.

total).

tion picture producers

proceeds from this transaction represented capital gains.
The company is planning to divide this windfall between

ings gains for 1955.

1955 and 1956.

is

expected to report substantial earnUnlike most other studios, it found
success in the policy decision to make "fewer but bigger
and better pictures" last year. Although only about 20
features were released during the year, many of them
ranked high in public popularity. Despite a disappointing
fourth quarter, when Paramount suffered along with the
rest of the motion picture industry, full-year revenues are
estimated to have soared to a new all-time high of $118
million. We estimate full-year operating earnings at $4.55
a share, compared with $3.72 in 1954.

Meanwhile, the company also realized some non-recurOn January 2nd, the company announced the

rent profits.

sale of 1,600 filmed short subjects to

York company that syndicates

UM

$3 million ($1.35 a share) after taxes.

had long been written

off the

& M,

Inc., a

New

films to television, for about

Since these old films

Prospects for this year are favorable. Again the company has scheduled to release only a few features, but
among them are "The Ten Commandments" and "War and
Peace". Paramount has spent many years in the preparation and filming of these pictures and has invested in them
substantial amounts of time and talent. The success of
these two pictures alone may provide the impetus to boost
the company's revenues to a new peak. However, initial
amortization charges on these films will be heavy. Hence,
earnings are likely to rise only moderately. Even so, larger

dividend disbursements would be justified this year.
Over the longer term, Paramount's earnings base will
probably be broadened by its 80% interest in the rapidly

growing International Telemeter Corp., engaged

in the de-

(Continued on Page 24)

company's books, the entire
Film
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velopment of various electronic devices and equipment for
data processing, and its 50% interest in Chromatic Television Laboratories, which has perfected a promising color
project average revenues in the hypotelevision tube.
thesized 1959-61 economy to $145 million, earnings to $5.75

We

a share,

and dividends to

enough to enable us t'
by
multiple correlatio
compute a Value Line Rating
analysis. Reference to general market capitalization ratio;
however, suggests that the stock, at its current price,
undervalued. Both its estimated current yield of 6.9% t
7.5% and its 3- to 5-year appreciation potentiality of 56°/
are far superior to the respective averages for the marke
as a whole. For risk-taking accounts seeking good incom
and better-than-average appreciation potentiality, thi
issue seems an interesting commitment at this time.
classify the stock in Group II (Underpriced).
tures has not been trading long

(Continued from Page 23)

$3.

Capitalized at an 8.7 earnings

multiple and on a dividend yield basis of 6%, consistent
with past norms adjusted for trend, such earnings and divi-

command an average price of 50.
ADVICE: The present common stock of Paramount
dends would

Pic-

i

W

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Twentieth Century-Fox produces and disClass A feature films primarily. Owns CinemaScope, a wide screen projection process and is
interested in Eidophor, a large :creen theatre color TV
system.
Controls important theatre chains in Great

Britain,

BUSINESS:

Australia

and

New

REPORT: 20th Century-Fox's decision to make all its maCinemaScope has resulted in reduced
earnings for 1955. CinemaScope was not inferior to competing processes, nor was it unduly expensive. In fact, it
was Derhaps the medium most accepted by motion picture
producers, exhibitors, and audience alike. Because this
process is still relatively new, however, the average number of theatres equipped with CinemaScope last year was
not large enough to facilitate maximum distribution for the
jor productions in

wide-screen pictures within a short time after their release
dates. Yet, consistent with its usual practice, the company
has been writing
within the

As

first

off the

bulk of the cost of its pictures
after their domestic releases.

few weeks

a result, the slower playoff of

CinemaScope pictures

in

1955 tended to reduce immediate profits.

This year, however, earnings are likely to show a smart
Fundamentally, the company is favored by 3
encouraging factors. (1) Disposable income continues to
With more than 31,000 theatres
trend upward.
(2)
throughout the world equipped with CinemaScope instal-

maximum

lations at present,

may now

distribution of

be achieved sooner.

(3)

CinemaScope

Further techni-

improvements have been made

cal

Foreign revenues

S.

number

way

Skouras, V.P.'s, D. F. Zanuck, A. Lichtman, V*
Incorporated: Delaware
Michel, M. Silverstone.
W. 56th Street, New York 19, New Yorl
Stock traded: NYSE

P.

C.

Address: 444

almost a decade), at least

in

9 are

based on Broad

including "Carousel" and "The King and

hits,

I", anc

have been made from best selling books.

14

Over the longer term, 20th Century-Fox

will probably

enjov a healthy growth in its film rentals. Furthermore
the oil recently discovered under the company's studio ir

Hollywood

is

Within

likely to yield extra income.

we

1959-61 economy,

project average annual revenues

the
tc

$140 million, earnings to $4.65 a share and dividends tc
$2.50. Capitaized on a 6.3% yield basis and at an earnings
multiple of 8.6, consistent with past norms adjusted tc
trend, such results

would command an average

ADVICE: 20th Century-Fox

is

price of 40

currently classified in Grou

(Especially Underpriced). Although the short price his
tory of the present stock precludes the derivation of
I

recovery.

pictures

Zealand.

40% of receipts. Labor costs, about
45% of revenues. Directors own or control 98,513
shares of stock 13.7% of total outstanding). Company
employs about 9,000, has 19,000 stockholders. Pres.,
account for about

tributes

in the CinemaScope
Whether the company can build substantial earnpower upon this solid foundation depends, of course,

Value Line Rating by multiple variable correlation analy
sis,

the

stock's

more-conservative-than-industry-average

capitalization ratios suggests that
relative to its near

it is

and to its long-term potentiality as well. The current yield
7.3% is well above the average 5.2% return provided by
all dividend paying stocks under review. Moreover, its 3
of

process.

to 5-year appreciation potentiality of

ing

to the

on the success of its productions. To secure public approval, it has been working with proven merchandise. Of
the 34 films scheduled for release this year (the largest

deeply undervalued

term earnings and dividend prospects

82%

is far

superior

24%

average gain envisaged for the market as a
whole. Accordingly, the stock seems especially interesting
at this time for risk-taking accounts seeking generous cur
rent income and wide appreciation potentiality.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
BUSINESS: Universal

produces and distributes motion
pictures for both Class A and Class B markets. Holds
U.S. distribution rights from important British producers. Through subsidiary controls Castle films, one
of the largest homes and industrial film companies.

Approximately 34% of revenues foreign. Labor costs
about 45% of revenues.
Dividend payments since
Decca Records Inc. took control of company in 1952
about 50% of profits. Decca controls 48% of the outstanding common stock.
Employs 3,300, has 2,134

A profit of $3.71 a share has been reported by
Universal for its fiscal year ended October 29, 1955, compared to $3.58 in the preceding year. While the increase
was only moderate, it marked the seventh consecutive year
REPORT:

of

improving

net.

It

was accounted

for partly

by the

fact

stockholders.
Brd. Chrmn.,
N. J. Blumberg, Pres.
M. R. Rackmil. Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 44S
Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Stock troded: NYSE

and we project sales for fiscal
1956 at $82 million, resulting in earnings of $4.20 a share
and a dividend within the range of $1.50 to $1.75.
versal over the near term,

A

levelling off in the

seems

upward trend

that Universal, like Columbia, has been a direct beneficiary

year, our projection of disposable

"fewer pictures" policy adooted some time ago by
the major studios. The resulting shortage of feature films
has enabled the smaller producers to broaden the distribution of their pictures, usually at higher rentals. Further
benefits from this situation are expected to accrue to Uni-

a

of the

Page 24
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1954

of sales

and earnings
For that

to be a reasonable expectation for 1957.

income

for the nation as

A similar course
therefore indicated for the revenues of motion picture
producers, in general.
whole

is

at the

same

level as for 1956.

is

In the hypothesized 1959-61 economy,

we

project Uni-

(Con tinned on Page 26)
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gross consolidated earnings, which would cost Decca $150

(Continued from Page 24)

versal's annual revenues to

000 more than

an average of $90 million. Such

As

of

December

Decca Records,

31, 1955,

had

Inc.,

ADVICE: Universal Pictures

in-

its

interest

REPORT: Of the
two

of

M. Warner,

more than $5 milWarner Brothers produced five;
as much as $8 million. Warner

them brought

in

Brothers also had four winners out of a possible five in the
film Audience Awards, voted directly by theatregoers.
Since most of these "hits" were released during the early
part of last year, this remarkable public endorsement of
Warner's pictures was reflected in the annual report for

August 31, 1955. Gross revenues rose
million, compared with $70.1 million a year

the fiscal year ended

8%

to $75.7

earlier.

The company was unable to carry this gain in revenues
down to the net income level, however. Like most other
it had to surrender a substantial portion of
had realized from many of its top pictures to
its principal actors. Because Hollywood was slow in developing new talent, many top stars took advantage of the
situation and demanded, as part of their contracts, as much
as 35% to 50% of profits. As a result, Warner's margin
last year was badly squeezed.

film producers,

the profits

it

In the current

fiscal year,

it

list

able to

of highly

has negotiated more favorable contracts with

and

actresses.

Its

lift

Again, it has in its backlog for
promising films. Moreover,

earnings moderately.

its

future releases a

Warner should be

TV

division

is

its

actors

also expected to con-

tribute substantially to overall revenues in the current

In addition to

fiscal year.

its

highly successful programs,

long-term appreciation

to the year 1959-61, as

compared

motion picture theatre chain in U.S. (over 400 theatres,
principally in Midwest, South and Atlantic seaboard)
and third largest radio and TV network (network owns
and operates 5 TV stations: have over 200 affiliated

ABC

REPORT:

has

p<

market as a whole. While unacceptable to higl
investment
grade
accounts because of its poor price st<|
bility record, its better-than-average current yield an
long-term appreciation prospects make this issue a sati;
factory holding for risk-taking portfolios.
1

BROS.

J.

Warner, H.

L.

S.
P.
Friedman, S. Schneider, B. Kalmenson, M. B
menstock. incorporated: Delaware. Address: 321 Wt
New York 34, N. Y.
Stock traded: NYS

44th Street,

Starr,

such as "Warner Brothers Presents", it is placing four nc
half-hour shows on the market. Therefore, although w
expect the company to report an unfavorable earnings con
parison for the

porary
od),

lull in

we

share,

November quarter (because

of the ten

the motion picture business during that per

visualize full-year fiscal 1956 earnings at $1.70

compared with

$1.61 reported for the 1955 fiscal yea

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, we

proje<

average annual revenues to $90 million, earnings to $2.(
a share and dividends to $1.80. Capitalized on a 6.9% yiel
basis and at an earnings multiple of 10.0, consistent wit
industry-wide norms adjusted for the quality of this issU'
such results would command an average price of 26, 37 C|
above the current.

ADVICE: Warner Brothers is currently classified in Grou
III (Fairly Priced). Although price history of the presei
is not sufficient for us to compute
Rating by multiple correlation analysis, reference to gei
eral market capitalization ratios suggests that it is fair!
valued. As in the past, the stock is being capitalized
j
rates slightly more conservative than those applied to tr
market as a whole. To the years 1959-61, the stock po
sesses a normal appreciation potentiality of 37%, compart
with the 24% projected for all stocks on average. Th

stock, issued in 1953,

;

issue therefore may be retained in risk-taking accoun'
seeking better-than-average income and interesting lonj

term appreciation prospects.

not

Labor costs absorb about 40% of revenues.
Dividends restricted to operating earnings of which
the company pays out practically all. Directors own or
Emcontrol 341,232 common shares 19% of total).
Pres.,
ploys 20,000, has 25,140 common stockholders.
stations).

underestimated

the

power

of

has profitably capitalized on that potential. Having enjoyed overwhelming success in its "Disneyland" and "Rin Tin Tin" presentations, the ABC teleIn fact,

children.

it

network recently introduced a new children's program, the "Mickev Mouse Club", shown daily from 5 to

vision

6 p.m.
Page 24
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new show has been

1

to 24°

ABC PARAMOUNT THEATRES
BUSINESS: ABC-Paramount owns and operates largest

|

for the

Warner,

V.P.'s, A.

15 pictures that grossed

lion domestically in 1955,

issue's superior

—44%

about 45% of revenues. Directors own about 419,500
shares of stock 125% of total outstanding! of which
the Warner family owns 413,000 shares. Company emPres., H.
ploys about 4,000; has 17,513 stockholders.

Bros. Pictures produces both Class
Through subsidiaries operates
Class B films.
music publishing business and holds a 37'/2% interest
About 40% of revein a major British theatre chain.
absorbs
Payroll
nues derived in foreign markets.

A and

'

Rating, and the Rating levels

its

is this

tentiality

WARNER
BUSINESS: Warner

currently classified in Grou

i

outstanding in the hands of the public on that date. There
have been recurrent rumors of a merger of the two companies, but officials have decided that no worthwhile advantages would result from such a combination. To consolidate earnings for tax purposes, Decca would have to
own at least 80% of Universal's stock. Even if this were
the case, the Treasury would impose a 2% charge on the

a

is

market price stand
off going int
fiscal 1957. While the current estimated yield of 6.0% t
7.0% is higher than the 5.2% average return provided b
all dividend-paying stocks under review, it is roughly
line with the post-war experience for this stock. Of great*

—

mon

I

it r<J

III (Fairly Priced) because its recent

exactly on

holdings of Universal's stock to 718,585 comshares 70.2% of the voting securities Universal had

creased

pays in taxes on the dividends

from Universal.

ceives

volume should generate earnings of $5 a share, which
would justify a dividend of $2.25. Capitalized on a 6.3%
yield basis and at an earnings multiple of 7.2:1, consistent
with past norms adjusted for trend, such earnings and dividends would command an average price of 36.

now

it

L.

H. Goldenson.

R.

N. Weitman,

Bdwy.,

New

York

V.P.'s,
R.

R.

E.

Kintner,

H. Hinckley,
N.Y.

Inc.:

R. H. O'Bric
N.Y. Add: IS

34,

Stock traded: NY!

Even before its initial showing on October 3r
program
was completely sold out to important adve
the
52-week
basis.
tisers on a
Meantime, the system has upgraded its adult progran
as well. In sympathy with the growing popularity of the;
excellent.

TV

shows, television revenues have risen sharply. For tl
of October and November alone, the netwoi

months

Movie Business

On Upbeat

showed a year to year gain
>f

in

revenues of 55%, an increase

of growth, however,

is visualized for the company's teleWithin the framework of the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, we project average annual revenues to $275 million, earnings to $4 a share and dividends
to $2.40. Capitalized on a 6% yield basis and at an earnings multiple of 10, consistent with past norms and adjusted to reflect the changing character of the company,
such results would command an average price of 40.
ADVICE: ABC-Paramount's price history is too short to
enable us to evolve a rating through correlation analysis.

vision

about $4.4 million.

The

excellent

showing

of the

TV

network was some-

what dampened, however, by a disappointing fall season in
\:he company's theatre business. Due primarily to the lack
jf good pictures, theatre attendance during the AugustDecember period dropped sharply below the year earlier
level. The situation was further aggravated by the fact
that because there were only a limited number of films
available in the market, rentals for these pictures were bid
up substantially by theatre owners. Fortunately, the downtrend in theatre attendance has been halted since the turn
of the year. Recent surveys indicate that theatre grosses
are again showing favorable comparisons. Moreover, with
producers scheduling more films this year, exhibitors will

Reference to industrywide capitalization ratios, however,
suggests that at its current price, the stock warrants a

Group III (Fairly Period) classification. The current yield
5.4% is slightly higher than the average 5.2% return
provided by all dividend-paying stocks under survey. Of
of

particular interest

probably enjoy a more favorable bargaining position in

potentiality of

Over the longer term, we expect ABC's theatre receipts
to increase moderately, in line with the steadily expanding

A much

more impressive

is

the stock's 3- to 5-year appreciation

54%, which

is substantially greater than the
average 24% gain projected for all stocks under survey.
This issue merits retention in risk taking accounts seeking
better than average income and superior capital growth

rental negotiations.

population of the nation.

revenues.

prospects.

rate

NATIONAL THEATRES
BUSINESS:

National Theatres controls 352 operating
theatres located mainly in the Pacific coast, Midwest,
and Rocky Mountain area. Also owns Roxy Theatre in
New York. The chain is the second largest in the U.S.
Labor costs. 40% of revenues. Dividends have been

REPORT: Stockholders
brace themselves for

restricted to one-third of earnings to finance modernization of theatres internally.
Directors own or control
about 7 1.500 shares of stock 12. 4% of total outstanding). Employees, 7,000; stockholders, 14,100. Pres., E.
C. Rhoden, V.P.'j F. H. Ricketson, Jr., J. B. Bertero,

might well

of National Theatres

some unpleasant news.

We

mately result

plummeted

will

sharply.

and

On

14 non-theatre properties not

more

ADVICE: Since trading on the present stock
Theatres began only

3

/
l

2

of National

data to enable us to compute a Value Line Rating
for the stock through multiple correlation analysis. Refer-

ence to industry-wide capitalization ratios, however, indicates that it is undervalued. The current yield of 6% is
well above the average return afforded by all dividendpaying stocks under survey. To the years 1959-61, the
stock has an appreciation potentiality of 67%, far superior
to the average of 24% projected for all stocks. While this

needed in the

Rank C

low-quality issue (Quality

recently acquired seven thea-

Lake City and Las
estimate that this program of

apDreciation potentiality.

drive-ins in Salt

We

On

ficient

of risk-taking accounts seeking

Vegas, respectively.

Americans

years ago, there do not exist suf-

struct additional theatres,

it

believe

of 14.

able for investment-grade portfolios,

two

we

wide norms, such results would command an average price

the other hand, having completed the divest-

including

a substantial recovery

begin to re-acquire their theatre-going habits.

ment program required by a Consent Judgment and having subsequently obtained court approval to buy or contres,

potential will ulti-

could average 85c a share in the hypothesized 1959-61
economy. Capitalized on a 6.1% dividend yield basis and
at an 8.4 earnings multiple, in accordance with industry-

sold or otherwise disposed of 29 "unproductive" theatre

business.

that have

higher returns on the company's assets.

gross revenues projected to a level of $80 million annually, earnings may approach $1.65 a share and dividends

has been carrying on a housecleaning program. Last year,
interests

in

Over the longer term, we envisage

Earnings
for the December period, when reported, are expected to
approximate only 5c a share.
These poor first quarter earnings, however, should not
be a cause for alarm. Theatre business has picked up
strongly since the turn of the year. A recent trade survey
shows that during the last few weeks, theatre grosses have
been running approximately 5% ahead of the year-earlier
level. Prospects for the months ahead are also bright. The
company has already booked a number of highly promising pictures, a few of which will be released during the
February holiday season.
Revenues and earnings this year will also be enhanced
by the operation of more "profitable" theatres. National
it

Zabel, A. May.
Incorporated: Delaware.
Ad1837 South Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 4, Calif.
Stock traded: NYSE.

in National Theatres' earnings, as

releases during the Fall season,

National's profits probably

new ones

constructing

company will release an unfavorable report for
the three months ended Dec. 31, the first quarter of the
current fiscal year. Due principally to an acute shortage
film

F.

divesting closed or unprofitable theatres and acquiring or

estimate

that the

of quality feature

E.

dress:

in

Group

II

:

The

may not be suitmerits the attention

plus)
it

good income and sizable

stock

is

currently classified

(Underpriced).

STANLEY WARNER
BUSINESS: Stanley Warner controls 2?0 operating theatres located mainly in the Northeast.
In
953 formed
partnership with Cinerama Productions, Inc. to exploit
Cinerama process. Now operating IS Cinerama theatres.
In
954 acquired Inetrnational Latex Corp.,
1

1

manufacturer of consumer rubber goods under Playtex
label. Ordinary theatre revenues $50 million, Cinerama
theatres $15 million, Playtex products $30 million. Directors

own 330 204 shares

which Pres.

S.

REPORT: Reflecting primarily a deficiency in the number
motion pictures released last Fall, Stanley War-

of quality

of

stock

(15%

H. Fabian and Exec. V.P.

S.

of total)

of

Employs 4,000, has 18,000 stockholders. In328,000.
corporated: Delaware. Address: 1585 Broadway, New
York 34, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.

Rosen own

ner's earnings in the first quarter of the current fiscal year,
(Continued on Page 28)
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:

Movie Business On Upbeat
(Continued from Page 27)

which began Sept.
in the

i

1955,

1,

dropped

from 50c

to 37c a share

corresponding period a year ago. These results came

as an anticlimax to the encouraging fiscal 1955 annual report. (In the 1955 fiscal year, sales rose to $92.3 million

ago and earnings expanded 74%
to $1.39 a share), But the poor first quarter earnings, disappointing though they were, are not so ominous as they
may first appear. The company has announced that in the
month of December alone, it recouped the major portion of
the decrease in earnings. We believe that favorable comparisons will be reported for the remainder of the year.

from $66.2 million

expanding rapidly. To meet the growing demand for
products, the company has expanded and modernized
plants in this country and is constructing a new factor

a year

Reasons

Warner's theatre business is expected to improve. The company has booked a number of promising
films for showing in its theatres over the coming months.
(1) Stanley

i'

in Scotland.

Warner has an interesting earnings growth p<
based on its ownership of a substantial amour,
of highly liquid assets. In an effort to increase the retur
on these assets, the company has been shifting its fund
Stanley

tentiality,

successfully into

average

annual

more

profitable

revenues

in

channels.

We

hypothesized

the

projec

1959-6

economy

to $130 million, earnings to $3.90 a share an
dividends to $2.20. Capitalized at 9.0 times earnings §
yield 6.3%, consistent with industry-wide norms, sue)

would command an average

results

price of 35,

106% abov

the current.

ADVICE: Because

of a

downward adjustment

in our earn

ings estimate for the 1956 fiscal year (from $2.35 a shar

Cinerama venture continues to prosper. "Cinerama Holiday" has been drawing enormous audiences. At
the same time, the company has a third production
"Seven Wonders of the World" ready to release. Even
(2) Its

—

should fail to equal the popularity of
its predecessors, it will probably contribute substantially
to over-all earnings, inasmuch as all theatre renovation
costs have already been written off against the profits of
if

this third picture

the

first

two

pictures.

previously to $1.75), Stanley Warner no longer warrant!
Group I (Especially Underpriced) classification at this

a

However, reference

time.

ratios indicates that

rent earnings and dividends.

subsidiary,

is

undervalued relative to cur
Its 3- to 5-year appreciatior

106% is far superior to the average for al
This issue merits the attention of risk-taking ac
counts seeking good income and sizable appreciation popotentiality of
stocks.

We

tentiality.

owned

(3) International Latex, a wholly

to industry-wide capitalizatior

it is still

classify the

stock in Group II

(Under-

priced).

TECHNICOLOR
BUSINESS: Technicolor controls most widely employed
color film production process. Volume of English subcompany.
sidiary about one-fifth that of domestic
Labor costs absorb 37% of revenues, raw materials
39%. Color films have expanded their share of market

REPORT: For

to more than 58% in 1954.
Since
dividend payout has been about 84%
of earnings. Director stockholdings are not reported
but it is understood that Kalmus family has a considerEmployees 2,311; stockable interest in the stock.

from

in

1939

II,

comTechnicolor had

1955, actual earnings of $1.03 a share

pared with our previous estimate of $1.05.
its annual report for 1955

not yet released
of the

1%

World War

Survey went

to press, but

had

when

officially

this issue

published

its

share net in a preliminary announcement. This figure confirms the prediction in our
that "the decline
as well", after
half,

is

November

7th Rating

& Report

likely to persist in the fourth quarter

we had noted

Technicolor stumbled

that "after an excellent

in the third quartsr."

The

first

basic

reason for the poor showing in the last half of 1955 was

new

the slow-down in the release of

Hollywood

feature films by the

studios.

As mentioned in our previous reviews, the Technicolor
management has not been oblivious of the threat to the
company's long-term position posed by the development of
magnetic tape recording as a substitute for film. While
this danger may never materialize, nevertheless the risk is
there, and the company's management is wisely seeking to
diversify

its activities

The most

ness.

into lines allied to the present busi-

recent step announced in connection with

the diversification

program

is

the formation of a graphic

arts division to enter the field of lithography.

tem

is

said to

make

The new

sys-

color commercially feasible for runs of

only a few hundred as well as

many thousand

printed

copies.

The

diversification

program

importantly to 1956 earnings.
Pag* 2S
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is

not expected to contribute

However, the current pros1956

holders

Sec, G.

7,464.
Pres. and
F. Lewis, Treas.,

Delaware.

Address:

15

Gen. Mgr., H. T. Kalmus,
G. Clark. Incorporated
Broad S.,t N. Y. 5, New York
Stock traded: ASE
L.

pects for motion picture production are encouraging.

In

is an increasing proportion of color films,
and Technicolor accounts for half of all the color films. All

addition, there

in all,
lion,

we

estimate that 1956 sales will climb to $39 mil-

resulting in earnings of $1.50 a share and dividends

of

$1.10 to $1.25 a share.

Within the framework

of our 1959-61 economic hypotheTechnicolor is likely to establish a higher level of earnings. The continuing trend toward greater use of color in
motion pictures, together with foreign expansion and the
domestic diversification program, suggests average annual
sales of at least $50 million, earnings of $2.00 a share and
a dividend of $1.50. Capitalized at an earnings multiple of
sis,

9.0:1

to yield 8.3%, such earnings

command

and dividends would

a price of 18 during the 3-year period,

50%

above

the current.

ADVICE: Technicolor

is

currently classified in Group

II

(Underpriced) because it stands below its Rating and the
Rating is rising. The estimated yield of 9.2 to 10.4% is extremely generous by comparison with the average return
provided by all dividend-paying stocks under review, and
reflects the considerable degree of risk inherent in a stock
of this quality. Although its poor past records of growth
and stability do not qualify the stock as a high-grade investment, risk accounts might consider it an attractive
commitment at this level for generous income and large
appreciation potentiality.

o

"Carousel", which has been garnering

magazine breaks,
when "Life" immorthe first CinemaScope 55

host

a

copped
talized

and

film,

particularly

Shirley

Jones,

spread

over

color and
big

movie clambake too

Disel' is

of

lulu

a

new

with

pages

four

that

both

in

black and white, and

color splash

full

star,

its

layout

a

star on the cover,

a

bright

of the

Feb.

6.

Of

particular importance to the film's

IVENS

marquee

S!EVIVAL

draw

the

is

boost

big

"Life" gives to the heretofore un-

known Miss Jones
business phenomen

(".
.

.

a

show

.

.

.

hired

for

before

'Oklahoma!'

came out and found

herself thrown

Carousel'

into the leads of $

1

MERCHANDISING

&

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

0 million worth

of movies before one paying movie-

goer heard her sing

The

note.")

a

"Life" break means that millions of

paying

duced

moviegoers
Shirley

to

be

will

before

intro-

the

'Carousel' Promotion Boils

pic-

ture opens.

With Furious February Action
Whirlpools of exploitactivity, with multiple
vortices engulfing

\Jiewpotnt
Try

A

"Da-It-Yourself"

the

of

nation,

many

are

times the population

stirring

furiously

month to promote 20th Century-Fox's
CinemaScope 55 film, "Carousel".

Premiere

this
first

New

In

York, a world premiere at the
the Big Town on its ear with a
galaxy of stars and hoop-la last Thursday,

Roxy stood

In this day of "Do-It-Yourself",

it's

about time the small town and neigh-

>orhood exhibitor got into the "premiere" act.
vill

has

find he

a full kit right at his

The movie premiere

is

a great

Any showman worth

his salt

elbow.

gimmick

to stimulate public interest.

For

he most part, however, this important promotional tool has been confined to
leluxe houses in the big cities.

True, there has been a trend in recent years to
it is usually staged by the dis-

pot a premiere in a hinterland occasionally but

ributor and the house involved derives practically

What
weapons

is

all

the benefit.

amounts to is that one of the industry's most potent promotional
being used by a platoon instead of by an army.

it

Speaking practically and seriously there is no reason why a theatreman in
ny town or key naborhood cannot run an occasional "premiere" of his own for
n outstanding film. Obviously, he can't depend on star names to lend their
lamour to the proceedings, but there is very little else that the theatre shownan is lacking in his premiere "Do-It- Yourself" kit. He knows his community
eaders, his newspaper editors, his club-women, his school authorities, his merhants.

He

has a free hand to extemporize and expand his promotion to focus

ttention on his theatre as a local institution.

Such an event affords him the opportunity to invite, as guests of the theare, prominent citizens, opinion makers, local celebrities, many who may not be
egular moviegoers. A section of the house should be reserved for these guests,
who must feel honored. Possibly, a portion of the premiere receipts could go to
worthy local charity, guaranteeing a double blessing in public relations and
n assuring wide cooperation publicitywise.

—

Three or four local premieres a yeai, with the pictures carefully selected for
and aptitude to the occasion, will throw a bright spotlight on the
heatre that should reflect in everyday operations. The theatre gains an aura
3f importance, the community leaders look forward eagerly to the event. In a
mall town or naborhood situations, this latter factor is even more significant
(than in the bip- downtown houses where patronage is transient and less regular.
heir quality

And we

16.

Headed by

stars

Gordon MacRae,

show

of

business, politics, diplomatic ranks

and the social world. Governors from three
states were among those captured by the
half-hour live telecast from the theatre front
and the CBS and Mutual interview taped for
rebroadcast. Earlier, Maine Gov. Edmund S.
Muskie played host to 200 press and entertainment biggies at a midnight clambake as
a prelude to the festive occasion.
The gigantic TV-radio campaign reached
a record 500 million listener impressions, enroute to a goal of a billion who will hear and
see plugs during a

the stars have

4-month build-up

made

in

which

scores of guest appear-

ances, plus dozens of

program salutes representing the top rated shows on the airwaves.
The sensational star build-up of Shirley
Jones, was stepped up during the month
with a visit by Edward R. Murrow on his
"Person-to-Person" CBS-TV show follow-

ing

the

young

star's

big

break in

"Life"

(see above).

Tie-ups linking millions more to the satu-

campaign were set up. A fashion coop with the Independent Retailers Syndicate featuring a "Cotton Carousel" promoration

tion

directly linked to theatre playdates,
spelled out a pair of free trips to Hollywood
for girls judged to have characters most

closely resembling those portrayed

by Miss
Jones and Barbara Ruick in the film.
The Snow's Seafood Co. of Maine kicked
and point-of-sales promotion
magazine, local co-op
newspaper and TV-radio advertising timed
off a national

where a theatreman shows his
get more than passing cooperation

also have a sneaking suspicion that

stape a premiere of his own, he will
from the film companies, perhaps even have 'em vyinp; for his choice.

idesire to

Feb.

Shirley Jones, Robert Rounseville and Claramae Turner, the guest list was a who's who

[More

SHOWMEN

on

featuring

national

(Continued on Page 32)
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Happy Combo of
Drama,

Sex, Stunts,

Showman's Ticnic'

is

The peaceful scene

is

a

deceptive preludi

to the turbulence

that engulfs the eight peoph
of a community picnic.
Fron

who
only because
so apt: Columbia has a "Picnic" for

phrase

If the
it

is

obvious,

is

it's

showmen! Viewed from a half dozen angles,
it comes out a happy combination of exploitables that can be tailored to any

type of

round out the showmanship approach is a superlative pressbook
spelling out the selling aids and angles in
meaty ads, art, displays and stunts loaded

And

audience.

to

for boxoffice.

background for laughs, drama,
conflict and sex. And speaking of the lastnamed, the scenes between Holden and Miss
pulsating

Novak reputedly stand
most memorable every

among

firmly

There

filmed.

sion, too, as the stranger arouses the

principles,

is

And

audience experiences the vicarious excitement
of the three-legged race, the hay-hunt, the

blow and

Let's take the assets individually:

pie-eating contest, the balloon

THE STARS:

the other hectic events that permit the aver-

William Holden is one of
the hottest names on the marquee today and
he gets a choice role as the drifter
creates havoc in a

women,

town

particularly.

picnic

who

—among

Kim Novak, champ

the
of

zooming career as the town beauty whose emotions are fanned to flaming passion by the
the cover girls, gets the

her

of her

Rosalind Russell, lured back

stranger.

the screen by one of the
of

plum

career;

Broadway

gem

Susan

to

character parts

Strasberg,

young

star with talent that has earned

her huge breaks in Life and other top mass
publications, as the teen-ager who grows up
in the eventful picnic day.
stars,

we can

And among

to

mean

a hallmark

of entertainment excellence to the discrimi-

nating.

Pulitzer Prize winner

Broadway and road stage play, it has
about every popular element one could

just

wish

down.

Columbia's boxoffkers have
focused their sights on the dramatic and passionate romance between the principals. The
art is provocative, eye-stopping, meaningful,
indicating a rawness of emotions, both in the
man-woman relationship and among the
players generally. Catchlines are even more
intense "From the Moment He Hit Town
She Knew It Was Just a Matter of
Time!" or "A town ... a stranger
and
the things he does to its people, especially

—

,

.

.

.

its

in a screen entertainment.

The

excite-

of a community picnic with its throbbing fun and unbridled emotions forms the

ment

it hits the patron in the lobb)
or in a newspaper feature.

THE STUNTS: Here the pressbook is £
glowing beacon for the showman with a hug<
variety of stunts and gimmicks that are i
natural with the picnic theme. Among them
Stage your

.

.

picnic, eithei

working

in with

the opening of "Picnic". Working with
operation of newspaper and radio-TV
tions,

perhaps with a local charity to

costa-

benefit,

town or naborhood in on
A complete run-down of various angles
detailed in the campaign manual
parade
get the whole

—

it.

is

tc

the theatre opening day with open, horse-

drawn wagons bringing local biggies, a
"Picnic Queen", balloons with guest tickets,
imprinted napkins for restaurants and a slew
of others.

women!"

THE DISPLAYS:

own community

at the theatre or outdoors,

a handsome young couple through
downtown areas carrying a huge picnic

Send

The Holden-Novak

the

bare-chested art makes superb material for
the sign shop. Blowups are ideal for cut-out

basket between them, the boy's back bannered, "We're Going to 'Picnic' at the Blank

standees or marquee top. The showman can
these himself from the variety of art

Theatre", the

by Columbia, or can get them
ready-made from art similar to that shown

spectacled young girl also carrying a picnic
basket with her sign simply: "Me, too".

make

THE STORY: A
as a

let their hair

all

THE ADS:

the

include director Josh Logan,

whose name has come

age person to

excitement as

frus-

as the

thrills,

Kim

the
ten-

female

from the young Susan to the

trated spinster Rosalind.

are part
Betty Field, Cliff Robertson, Verna Felton
Novak, William Holden, Rosalind Russell
Arthur O'Connell and Susan Strasberg.

left,

stills

offered

on the opposite page.

The popular

flavor can be swelled with

some

evoke smiles and a special

little

etc.,

sure

surge of

And

with picture and
an added gimmick,

play-

girl's

for

be-

a

Get merchants and distributors of foods
and candies for store giveaways of their pro-

10 stills pic-

turing the roaring contests, races,
to

picnic

date.

duct

in

baskets labeled with "Picnic" copy.

A

few strategically distributed passes and
lobby credits will help.

Where

is a theatre balcony, hang
arch outfitted with leaves and
flowers over steps leading up with arrow
sign: "To Lover's Lane for 'Picnic-Goers".
Clinch art of Holden & Novak in a 40x60 will

there

cardboard

stimulate added interest.

That's just an idea of the sock batch of
The others are all well

stunts suggested.

worth the showman's attention,

too.

Don't overlook the "Pulitzer Prize" angle
added appeal for the discriminating
moviegoer. It gets a big play in many of the
ads and may mean the difference between
to gain

getting the occasional moviegoer in and

los-

ing him.

Here's one with which the
have a "Picnic"!

Rosalind
Cin^maScopE

Film
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The newspaper ads hang the spotlight on
strong sex angles, dramatic impact. They carry
a sense of conflict of emotions and personalities
that captures the essence of the film.

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

of

the issue

"From

moment he hit town
She knew it was just
the

emotions

earthy

heightened

in

community

picnic,

Inge

a

.

.

matter of time!"

a
The

.

of

everyday

people,

the inhibition-freeing course of a

won

Pulitzer Prize

for playwright William

when "Picnic" appeared

as

a stage play under the deft direction of Josh

Columbia wisely maintained helmsman

Logan.

Logan

in its

CinemaScopic transformation

of the

play to film, and the master craftsman ("Mister

Roberts",

piece

of

"South
screen

touted for Oscar awards

A

sterling

has

Pacific")

fashioned

entertainment that
in this

is

a

being

very young year.

cast swells the promise: William

Holden as the

drifter

who

hits

a

Kansas com-

munity on the day of the town picnic and be-

comes the focal point
matic

of a romantic

and dra-

Kim Novak, released

eruption;

of

her

bridled passions by the drifter; Rosalind Russell,
a spinster school

teen-age

sister,

teacher; Susan Strasberg, the

and Betty

Film

BULLETIN
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MARGARET O'BRIEN

made

use of
radio time to
film "Glory", when she

NBC

five-and-a-half hours of

RKO

plug her new
took part Feb. 1 on the "Weekday" show
hosted by Margaret Truman and other
notables.
*

*

*

Featured actress

BARRY JONES,

RAMSEY AMES

who

plays Aristotle,

and

made

New York recently
UA's "Alexander the Great". Talented

the publicity rounds in
for

Arriving at Jamestown, N. Y. by helicopter

f

world premiere of "Forever Darling", stars

L

and Desi Arnaz saw high school Sj§l
dents spell out greeting on snow-covered groun
cille

Ball

Miss Ames also graced nine top rated radio
and television shows.
$

4!

KIM NOVAK

is

from Philadelphia

Canada
Mike Lane, giant newcomer who portrays the
huge heavyweight in Columbia's "The Harder
They Fall", is duplicating this scene from the
film, using the same decorated bus to tour 62
cities as part of a nationwide-pre-selling tour for

boxing expose drama starring Humphrey Bogart.

*

of the

campaign are

paper ads running from 2 to 5 columns for
co-ops with leading supermarkets and inde
food stores, the markets aiding the promotion via window, counter and wall displays
to smack the food shopping masses.
Meanwhile, 20th's domestic program of
C'Scope 55 demonstrations for exhibitors
and the press have achieved unparalleled
success in pre-selling the picture and process

who

*

D. Feb. 16 for the world premiere there
MGM's "The Last Hunt" in which they

*

exhibitor-level promotions with special news-

to those

*

have the top roles. From there they went
onto p.a.'s in Minneapolis and St. Paul.

(Continued from Page 29)

High spot

Chicago and

STEWART GRANGER and RUSS
TAMBLYN made their way to Sioux Falls,
S.

to playdates.

to Cleveland,

for sizzling personal appearances for

Columbia's "Picnic". Included in the tour is
a side jaunt to the National Allied Drive-In
convention in Cleveland.

of

Carousel' Exploit-activity

currently hop-scotching

*

BARBARA RUICK

Stars traveled

down Main

Street from the

school grounds to the Jamestown Hotel

*

junketed cross-coun-

try in behalf of 20th-Fox's "Carousel", tak-

in

hi

a gal

parade that brought out the whole town. Ovei
head street sign matches lead banner of parad<

two weeks. At each

ing in twelve cities in

made an apand radio shows,

stop the singer-commedienne

TV

pearance at numerous

giving extra attention to the show's special
feature: CinemaScope 55. Last stop was the

Hollywood premiere, Feb.

16, at

Grauman's

Chinese Theatre.

will sell to the public.

MAC-NETS
WOMEN'S HOME COMPANION
an

have

"Picnic's

Kim Novak, Roz

Strasberg in
"a
a

two-page

attractive

March

its

warm and moving

will

on

layout

Russell and Susan

issue, hailing film as

story

.

.

.

that packs

punch."

Climaxing the day
premiere

Gary Cooper is going several thousand
words beyond his traditional "yup" to give
some friendly persuasion to readers of current

issues

POST

life

activities,

crowds presse

for

the

as

the

arrivals

U.

of

Navy hold

S.

principals

open
and

Ian

guest;

SATURDAY EVENING

of

to see his Allied Artists picture

The Post

Friendly Persuasion".
ing his

s

closely at Dipson's Palace Theatre for the worl

and

will

go

"The

serializ-

is

into details in later

issues of picture's filming.

*

*

Both LIFE, Feb. 6, and
gave Eva Marie Saint the

*

LOOK,
benefit

Feb.
of

7,

their

top circulation with stories and pictures of
the star as she will appear in "That Certain
Feeling" for Paramount.
Southern openings of Republic's "Come Next
Spring" were sparked by the p. a. of star Steve
Cochran in key cities in four states. First on
Cochran's itinerary was at the Center Theatre in
Little Rock, Ark., where a day-long series of activities included a live radio broadcast in front
of theatre following matinee performance. Tour
covers key spots also in Tenn., Ga., and Ala.
Paqo 32
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Gina Lollobrigida and "Trapeze",

in

which

she stars for Hecht-Lancaster, are given a
full-color, two-page spread in the March
issue of SEE magazine, to be seen and read

the occasion,

by an estimated 3,700,000 Gina-philes.

store

Bigelow's

department

store,

biggest

town, dressed 10 separate windows to

when

was repaid
stars

visited

as

in

James

tie in witl

crowds jammed tni
department*

various
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KIRK DOUGl AS
IHTER VZZ
THE INDIAN
1

DISNEY'S MUS»

.AND

uawyi/

Special Shorts Blossom Out

As Advance Selling Assists
A resurgence of the short subject— or

long

—indicated

by the stress put by three
major companies on "featurettes" ranging
between 15 and 30 minutes to help promote
important upcoming releases.
Frank Sinatra has fashioned a television
"featurette" scheduled to go out over 66

trailer

OPEM At L

video stations across the country in connection with release of United Artists' "Johnny

Concho!" After TV showings, film will also
be booked into at least one thousand theatres
during March as advance trailer.
Paramount this month will put into circulation its first one-reel Vista Vision subject,

"Bing Presents Oreste", featuring the Old
Groaner introducing new singing discovery
Oreste, as a buildup for his U.S. debut in

"The Vagabond King".

Los Angeles theatres propped standard Indian stunts
with gimmicks to give them an extra fillip for their engagement of UA's "The Indian Fighter". Manager Boyd
Lowe of the Hollywood Theatre unveiled a rolling tepee,
staffed by a family of full-blooded Sioux, to beat the
tom-toms for the Kirk Douglas starrer; at the Los Angeles
Theatre. Manager Bill Roberts (right) stretches for a fond
adieu to his "Indian" street bally as the be-stilted redskin

Two

takes off for a tour of the

downtown

area.

A

city-wide

campaign featured heavy TV and newsstand support along
with the promotion of special comic book.

'Alexander' Designed P.A. Tour

TV and Newspaper Plugs

Sparks Spring Co-Op Bally

To Promote 'Conqueror' Debut

The coming of Spring and the irresistable
lure of new fashions are providing a perfect

RKO's "The Conqueror"

costume designer David
Ffolkes' personal appearance tour on behalf
of United Artists' big spectacle, "Alexander
The Great". Ffolkes will tour 34 department
stores, 28 women's clubs and more than 50
television and radio shows covering key
cities in the East and middle west. In addition, he will ballyhoo "Alexander" in press
conferences with fashion and amusement editors, feature writers and columnists.
background

for

Heralding

the

domestic
will

&

Eddie Plug Bundle

1

make

for

RKO

pressbook

also

is

Women's clubs and other groups will soon
have Olivia de Haviland and Myrna Loy
available on film modeling gowns designed
by Christian Dior for UA's "The Ambassador's Daughter", in which they star. Films
were shot by producer Norman Krasna in
Paris after regular shooting was completed.
A $15,000 wedding gown designed for the film
will be displayed in dept. stores and on TV.
Columbia's A. Montague revealed preparation of a special 30-minute short featuring
key scenes from "The Harder They Fall"
for showing to exhibitors only. According
the Columbia sales chief, tV.e two-reel
synopsis film, an April release, was put together "to give exhibitors a feeling of the

to

impact of

this film as far in

lease as possible

.

.

.

advance of

Exhibitors in key

re-

first-

run situations can reserve time now to show
'The Harder They Fall' immediately upon
its release in April and take advantage of the
large-scale promotion campaign we have
planned for that time."

CAMPAIGN ON 'MAN

WHO

NEVER WAS'

20th-Fox is spreading on the advertising mats for "The Man Who Never Was" with
an offbeat series of teasers keying the campaign. The eye-catching, provocative ads are
available in several variations of those pictured below. It is one of the most extensive teaser
ca'ipaigns in recent years, such ads dominating the pressbook. This type of campaign stresses
Film lends itself to just
the intrigue and mystery in the CinemaScope espionage thriller.
this type of mystery-suspense advertising.
•^p-

With 25 million viewers tuned in to Ed
Murrow's "Person to Person", Eddie Fisher
and Debbi Reynolds plugged their first picture together, "Bundle of Joy", which they
will

of
openings
be a unique

between radio, TV stations and local
newspapers. Trailers and tape recordings of
the glamorous world-wide premieres featuring interviews with attending celebrities and
star John Wayne are being circulated to
stations throughout the country to use prior
to the Feb. 22 opening. Local newspapers
have agreed to cooperate with full-page layouts on the premieres.
tie-in

BIG TEASER

Debbie

A

available on this subject.

in early Spring.

Special 'Saleslady' Hair-do
RKO is promoting a new hair-do,

the

"Ginger Gibson", to exploit its forthcoming
release, "The First
Traveling Saleslady".
Some 20,000 beauty parlors will receive instructions
the one

Para

on how to

fix

milady's coiffure like

worn by Ginger Rogers

in the film.

To Plug Cole Recording

Capitol Records and

Paramount

will join

promote pop singer Nat "King"
Cole's recording of "Never Let Me Go", Ray
Evans-J. Livingston ballad which he sings
in Paramount's "The Scarlet Hour". Capitol
forces to

will release

the record to coincide with reand will send display material

lease of picture

featuring

film's

star

Carol

Ohmart along

with a special publicity kit of both record
and picture to 3,000 disc jockies around the
country.
Film
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Incidentally . .

THEY

"SPYROS

P. SKOURAS" Appreciation
has been set to begin March 31 by
20th Century-Fox's U.S. and Canadian
sales organizations.
It will honor the
Fox president for his "dedication and
leadership" in improving the industry

Week"

MADE THE NEWS

.

.

.

ERNEST BORGNINE

and BETSY
BLAIR, co-stars of "Marty" were voted
best foreign actor and actress by the
British Film Academy
The U.S. Dept.

ft

.

the

.

.

Conservation Service
Award was presented by Secretary Douglas McKay to Walt Disney for contributions to the understanding of wildlife
Variety Club of New England will award
its "Great Heart Awarcf to Archbishop
Richard J. Cushing
WILLIAM
GOLDMAN, Pennsylvania circuit operaof

Interior

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

was installed as president of newly
former Theater and Amusement Association in Philadelphia last week.
tor,

SKOURAS

MONROE

MARILYN

Productions,
has acquired screen rights to Terrence Rattigan's "The Sleeping Beauty",
but no distribution agreement has been
signed as yet
RICHARD WIDwill make two films for United
Inc.,

SPYROS

VELDE

VELDE

JAMES

R.
has been appointed
general sales manager of United Artists,

was announced by distribution chief
William Heineman. He succeeds Bernard
G. Kranze. Velde, western division manager of UA since 1952, had formerly held
sales posts with Paramount, Selznick Releasing organization and Eagle-Lion.

it

G.

KRANZE

his

new duties as vice president of Stanley
Warner Cinerama February 27. Kranze,
who recently resigned his post as general
sales

manager

of United Artists, will con-

centrate primarily on increasing the

ber

of

theatres

this country,
S.

exhibiting

according to

num-

Cinerama

S-W

in

president

H. Fabian.

cited a list of 13

tic

waxed enthusias-

over the prospective 1956-57 gross of
is

The

.

.

Artists release through his newly-formed
Heath Productions, Inc.
vice
president
announced the signing of
to produce three for RKO.
.

WILLIAM

WILLIAM DOZIER, RKO's

.

manager

.

Paramount

company this year
"The Ten Com-

—

mandments" and "War and Peace" will
gross an amount exceeding that of any
previous two years in the history of the

company, Meanwhile, Balaban stated that
Paramount's Sunset Boulevard studios, instages, will be avail-

able June 1st for television production.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

at

studio, was added
of producers and
named assistant pro-

the studio's roster

to

duction manager by

modern

vice presi-

DON MOORE
department and BENN JACOBSON as
new eastern casting representative
CHARLES L. GLETT, RKO executive
v.p. named ALFRED B.
BERRY to
head the company's studio relations
HUGH BROWN, assistant production
CURTIS MICK was

five

RKO

.

dent in charge of production, announced
the appointments of
as
head of the company's new eastern story

president

—

.

DOZIER
CHARLES

SCHNERR

firmly convinced that the pro-

duct presented by his
and next especially

cluding

.

MARK

.

BARNEY BALABAN
said he

assumes

SKOURAS

0

Paramount.

O

BERNARD

P.

major 20th Century-Fox films to be released by the end of June in keeping with
the company's announced $100 million34 picture production and release program
for 1956. Twelve of 13 are in CinemaScope and color. Two productions will
be released per month, according to the
20th-Fox president, with Rodgers & Ham.
merstein's "Carousel" heading the list for
February. Second is "The Man Who
Never Was". Darryl F. Zanuck's production of "The Man In The Gray Flannel
Suit" is slated for March.

.

Columbia

.

DON HARTMAN

president

international

LACY W. KASTNER

announced the

HARRY NOVAK
LEON BLENDER
American Releasing Corp.
HUGH
OWEN named EDMUND C. DeBERRY
Paramount Cincinnati branch manager,
succeeding HERB GILLIS who took
over the Washington, D. C. branch.
HUGH MAGUIRE succeeds DeBarry at
appointment

of
as
continental sales manager with headquarters in Paris
is the new general sales manager of the
.

.

.

.

Buffalo
sale veteran
.

.

.

DAVID

March

retires

WILLIAM

A.

New York

.

.

LEVY, Univerbranch manager,

2.

HEINEMAN

J.

piloting

is

series of United Artists field conferences to map distributions plans for the

a

next four months
JULES LAPIDUS,
Warner Brothers Eastern and Canadian
sales manager, and JOHN F. KIRBY,
Midwest sales manager, conducted twoday meetings recently to outline plans
ARfor upcoming Warners product
M.
conducted a weeklong meeting of Loew's 78 overseas sales
.

.

.

.

LOEW

THUR

representatives at the

home

.

.

studio recent-

co-hosted by production vice president
SCHARY, and aided by sales
vice president
M.

ly,

DORE

CHARLES

and advertising
*

CONFER ON 'COMMANDMENTS'

KRANZE
Page 34
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of sales for

DIETZ.

completed a special
promotional film to be
more than 18,000 theatres.

Brotherhood

shown

Ic.

REAGAN

HOWARD
*
*

FRANK SINATRA

Cecil Bi DeMHle, renter, presides at a recent
luncheon conference on plans for his "The Ten
Commandments".
Paramount
flanked
In
World-wide sales head Ccorge Wellncr. left,
the DcMille special

v.p.

in

DIED: HENRI CHRETIEN, French
who designed the first success-

professor

anamorphic lens trade-named CinemaScope by 20th Century-Fox.

THEY

LICHTMAN

ZANUCK

DARRYL

AL LICHTMAN & MYRON BLANK
exchanged headline-making

on the
volatile subject of arbitration.
Written
several weeks ago, the correspondence
was made public only recently by the
TOA. Following a January 11 meeting
between executives of the exhibitors organization and the distributors arbitration
negotiating committee, Lichtman, chairman of the latter, wrote to TOA president Blank that the distributors would go
ahead with plans to submit the arbitration
draft to the Senate Small Business Committee prior to its hearing on the problem.
(Originally scheduled for Feb. 2, the SSB
pushed back the hearings to the latter
part of this month.) Blank answered that
TOA feels "it is unfair to us and to the
cause of exhibition" to submit the proposed arbitration plan prior to the Senate
Committee's hearings, and, in fact, TOA
had now decided to withdraw its support
of the arbitration plan to re-evaluate

the hope of broadening

its

scope to

it

in

in-

clude film rentals as an arbitrable subject.

The

Justice Department, meanwhile, has

declared

it

will

LER

letters

make no commitments on

production by the divorced theatre companies until it gets specific proposals.

F.

ZANUCK & BUDDY AD-

made important news

duction scene.

in

the pro-

Zanuck, lon-j-lime produc-

head of the 23th Century-Fox studios,
confirmed rumors that he will teke a four.

tion

mcnth

March
own independent production organization. Adler, who sprang
into prominence with "From Here To
1

DIETZ

HOWARD

DIETZ told a recent assemMGM's overseas representatives

blage of

at the studio that this

out

method
and

more

the

company

"dynamic"

will carry

promotional

of handling each film individually

backed by the promotion resources of both the domestic and international markets. The Loew's vice president in charge of advertising said meeting current market competition is a "challenge", requiring "impact that will reach
fully

about the world, especially with the revenues from abroad contributing so tremendously to the company income".
Loew's president Arthur Loew, informed
the meeting that foreign revenue amounted to $50,000,000 for the last three years.
This figure could very probably be
doubled "in the not too distant future"
with
improved
economic
conditions
abroad, Loew said. At the same time he
scotched rumors that studio head Dore
Schary is about to step out: "Schary remains in his executive post and I am
contemplating no other changes in the
executive personnel. The studio is functioning in fine shape."

ROBERT
COMPO's

J.

O
O'DONNELL,

to

leave of absence beginning

establish his

Eternity", takes over as 2Cth s';udio chief,
temporarily, at least. Latter has been

groomed by Zanuck

to

assume the studio

post and will probably remain
plans
materialize.
Largest

if

Zanuck's
executive

stockholder in Fox, Zanuck's films will
be financed and distributed by that company. Big reason for his changeover, of
course is financial.
With taxes doing
away with 90 per cent of his income,
Zanuck could do much better for himself
as an independent producer with the attractive capital gains tax. In announcing
Zanuck's proposed switch to independent
production, 20th Century-Fox president
Spyros P. Skouras said Zanuck would
render "advisory services" to Fox. Adler,
starting as a script writer at

moved

MGM in

Columbia as producer
II and was signed by 20th
making "Eternity" for Columbia in

WW

to

1936,

after

after
1954.

chairman of

organized tax relief
campaign, has received acceptances from
14 industry leaders to his requests to
recently

serve as vice chairmen of the campaign
Included:
TOA president
committee.
Myron Blank, Walter Reade, Jr., AmeriTheatres
can-Broadcasting-Paramount
president Leonard Goldenson, National
Theatres president Elmer C. Rhoden and
Ellis Arnall, Stanley Warner executive Si
Fabian,
alternate chairman Pat
Theatres executive Sol A.
McGee,
Schwartz, John Balaban and Joseph Vogel.

COMPO
RKO

ADLER
Film
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &>

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
MOTHER-SIR

Joan
Bennett,
Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

ALLIED ARTISTS

Yamaguchi,

PICNIC

CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Hold<
Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Josh
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play
created for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.
Kim

80 min.

PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. The saga of a platoon in an airborne

Whiting

infantry division during

November
in

Producers

Sisters.

Goodwin.

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
Gorgeous girls and tuneful music

Musical.

a romantic city. 73 min.

WICKED WIFE

Clark, Lita Milan. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
sets out to break up
"revolution" ring, active in
Central America. 74 min.

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
is wrongfully accused
of his wife's

Drama. A husband
murder. 75 min.

COLUMBIA

December
SHACK OUT ON

IWm.

101

F.

Broidy

Pictures

Terry

Bill
Elliott,
Beverly Garland, Tom
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

Drake.

January
AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.

DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,
John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 min.

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.

Comedy drama.

Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

February
OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 10 min.

March
THUNDERSTORM Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

Coming
ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes
radioactive. 73 min.

CATTLE
Marcia

KING

Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Producer Richard Heermance. DiHarmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts

rector
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

Superscope.

Anne

Baxter,

Producer

Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire

Parsons.

Director

to

money from fellow thief. 82 min.
CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
steal

with gangsters. 63 min.

CRIME

IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John CasSal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor
in

New

October
COUNT THREE
Heflin,

Phil

Richmond.

& PRAY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Director Geo.
Sherman. Action drama.
Carey,

Southerner who fought for North during Civil War rebecome the hometown preacher. 102 min.
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treasure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.
DUEL ON THE MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy and
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3.
MY SISTER EILEEN CinemaScope, Technicolor. Janet
Leigh, Berry Garrett, Jack Lemmon. Producer Fred
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical cbmedy. Adventures of two small-town girs who seek their fortunes in the big city. 108 min. 9/19.
turns to

Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Production. Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The
story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.
TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melodrama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even93 min.

10/31.

December
A LAWLESS STREET

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Angela
Lansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex
Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.
CROOKED WEB, THE Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap
killer. 77 min.
1/28.

HELL'S

HORIZON

John Ireland, Maria English, Bill
Producer Wray Davis. Director Tom Gries.
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

Williams.

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea. Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. DiByron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win Independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION. THE Deluxe Color. Gary
Cooper. Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert
Middleton
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
The story of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fantasy. Executed criminal is restored to life in the form
of an indestructible man.
MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates. Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

lyze

Jose

Ferrar,

Trevor

Howar

Nazi

merchant snipping during World War

II.

i

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlow
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzma
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucerrm.
attack the United States, but are beaten back by
secret weapon.

EARTH

DUCHIN STORY, THE CinemaScope, TechTyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Vi
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Georc
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchesti

EDDY

color.
toria

I

leader.

HARDER THEY

FALL. THE Humphrey Bogart, Re
Producer Philip Yordan. Direct(
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentir
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing char;
1

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

January

Technicolor.

Frankie

Laine,

Luci

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Direct<
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar pla>
practical |oke and leaves his entire fortune to a your
nightclub entertainer.
HOT BLOOD Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russe
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welc
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Stor'
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughte
-

JUBAL CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Erne
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fad
man. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets
volved in self-defense killing, but clears his name an'
ii

catches real culprit.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pre'
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. A<j
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-ma'
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroye
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonal
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allei
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild an
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
violent death.

SECRET OF

TREASURE

MOUNTAIN

Valerie

Frencl

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace Mai
Donald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Thre
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout ar'
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

SOLID

GOLD CADILLAC, THE

Judy

Holliday,

Pai

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directci
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famou
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a largi
holding company.

DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto
INSIDE

Carver.

INDEPENDENTS

workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE

{American

Releasin

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelsor
Cormar
Roger
Producer-director
Jergens.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic di
struction of the world and the conflict among ther
to seek a new life.
HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER (Continental) Wide-screer
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers, Thorol
Dickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Drai
ma. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 min

68 min. 1/23.

LAST OF THE DESPERADOS AFRO James Craig,
Davis, Barton MacLane, Margia Dean. Producer

February

FIRST

rector

new perspective.

give soldier

COCKLESHELL HEROES

A Warwick Production. Drama. The story of hero,
men in the British Navy and methods they used to par'

HE LAUGHED LAST

QUEEN BEE

tually

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lor
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Direl
tor Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband frc
descent into a fantasy world of his own creation.

pionship of the world.

November

Sterling
Russel

Hayden.
Birdwell.

Lindsley

I

AUTUMN LEAVES

I

George

Henderson.

COME ON, THE

I

Coming

Moore,

SUDDEN DANGER

INVASION

Richard Crenna. Produc
Director Lewis Seiler. Melodrama.
beautiful girl runs a blackmail photo racket. 80 m
PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Product
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergym
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason agaii
the State. 91 min. 1/23.
URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia MeoV
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Vt
liam Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place
Colorado. 67 min.
Rachmil.

Lewis

Corp.

Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min. 1/23.
Prod.)

March
OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

I

Producer

Lister.

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane

WWII.

I

i

BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy.
Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.

HOUSTON

STORY, THE Lee

J.

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Drama. 79 min.
JOE MACBETH Paul Douglas. Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.
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Corp.
Adele

I

I

H

Siq

1

Western
Newfield.
mond Neufield. Director
Sheriff shoots notorious outlaw and is hunted by ever

Sam

badman

in the West. 72 min.
Peggy Castle, William Tali
Marie Windsor. Producer-director Richard H
Bartlett. Western. Famous female marksman seeks v»n

TWO GUN LADY AFRO
I

man,

geance

IOUI PRODUCT

for the

murder

of her parents. 71 min.

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
MBERTO D

Harrison and Davidson) Carlo Battisti,
laria Pia Casilio, Una Gennari. A Rizzoli-De Sica prouction. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
•tired pensioner and his dog. 8? min. 12/12.
I

IT'S A DOG'S LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adv&ntures of a bull terrior
in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

Freed.

December

Director

Vincent

Broadway musical.

of the

AY THE WORLD ENDED (American

Releasing Corp.)
Nelson, Adele Jer-

uperscope. Richard Denning, Lori
ens. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction,
even people survive the atomic destruction of the
•orld and the conflict among them to seek a new
fe. 80 min.

RISKY IDCA) (A Titanus Production). Gina Lollorigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. Dilector Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic misadvenjres of two couples. 98 min.

I

1/28.

ITTLEST OUTLAW, THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor,
edro Armendariz, Joseph Calleia, Rodolfo Acosta.
roaucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
rama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocenty run afoui of the law.

HANTOM FROM

10,000

LEAGUES (American

Releas-

Corp.) Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael Whalen.
roduced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
monster guards a death ray which foreign
pies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert

.ig

"errifying

,iscovers the secret. 75 min.

OF DON CAMILLO

ETURN

Italo-French

,:ervi.

co-production.

Comedy. The

.'uvivier.

IIFE)

human

Fernandel, Gino
Director
Julien

comedy

of

a

village

communist mayor.
AMURAI IA Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
Hifune,
Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura,
liroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
and

riest

a

jnd discipline in order to become a professional
lor. English sub-titles. 93 min. 12/12.

war-

January
IVIERA
ine.
'hose

IIFE)
Ferranicolor. Martine Carol, Raf ValDirector Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
who work at play on the Riviera. English sub-

Mas.
EASE OF LIFE

IIFEI Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank ProducDirector Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
mall town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
>f every man.
lay

jion.

'LEASE MURDER ME IDCA) Angela Lansbury, Rayiond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Direcor Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
Mo murdering him in order to avenge double-cross.
?8 min.

VAGES

OF

FEAR

IDCAI

Yves Montand. Charles
'anel, Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
Jrama. Four men set out on dangerous journey to
ransport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.

Australia.

Coming
ITohan Pictures) Robert

January

screen.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFEI I Lux Him, Rome! Pathe:olor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from

date in song and dance.
OKLAHOMA
(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning. Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed
3f

1

6,00

bomb

rubble.

METRQ-GDLDWYN-MAYEB

CRY

I'LL

Eddie
renca
Kofh.

TOMORROW

Albert.

Daniel

Weingarten.
117 min.

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
director. Producer LawThe life story of Lillian

Mann

Drama.

12/24.
F

I

I

March:

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arttiur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly.

episodes

Four

Ballet.

dealing

in

romance,

comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
drama,

Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
life and works of the famous

Producer John

Film dramatization of the
artist,

Vincent Van Gogh.

THE

Eastman

Grace

woman.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney. Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
becomes

love and

1

Musical

2

Comedies

3

Adventures

Coming
ANYTHING GOES
by,

Donald

O'Connor,

Emmett Dolan.

Technicolor. Bing CroiJeanmarie. Producer RobeH
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two

VistaVision.

Director

chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.

girls

105 min. 1/23.

AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
Paul

marriage.

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE

VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents

from talking.

SCARLET HOUR, THE

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmart,

Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

and murder.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax*e r Producerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
.

CinemaScope.

Color,

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in

Melodramas
Western

George Gobel,

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Kerr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London blitz.

a

hands.

VAGABOND

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.

WAR AND PEACE

VistaVision, Technicolor.
Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

Hepburn,
Ponti,

PARAMOUNT

REPUBLIC

November
W-Technieo4or. Jane Wyman, Charlto*
Heston, Claire Trevor. Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Robert Parrish. Drama. Woman buildt
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil tow*.

LUCY GALLANT

104 min.

10/3.

December
DESPERATE

HOURS, THE Humphrey

Bogart,

Fredric

March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

January
AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's storywriter find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
TROUBLE WITH HARRY, THE W-Technicolor. John
Edmund Gwenn. ProducerForsyth*. Shirley McLun
director Alfr*d Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
fentkaman is impacted of accidentally killing ma*
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.
ARTISTS

February
Drama.

117 min.

1

October
MAN ALONE, A

Trucolor. Ray Milland, Mary Murphy.
Ward Bond. Director R. Milland. Western Drama.
Quarantined sheriff's home turns into unexpected sanctuary for gunman which terminates by gunman clearing himself and falling in love with sheriff's daughter.
94 min. 10/3.

MYSTERY OF THE BLACK JUNGLE

Lex

Barker,

Jane

Maxwe.l. Jack Rex, Paul Muller. Director Ralph Murphy.

Adverruie

Cnnrlict of
fanatic tribe. 72 min.

a

group

of

hunters

and

a

TWINKLE

IN GOD'S EYE Mickey Rooney, Coleen Gray,
Hugh O'Brian. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production.
Director George Blair. Drama. Young parson
comes to frontier town to rebuild church destroyed
when his father was killed by Indians. 73 min. 10/31.

WOMAN

NO MAN'S
Marie Windsor, John Archer.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. Ruthless woman caught in her own web of treachery as a murder victim makes each of five people she
betrayed a logical suspect. 70 min.

November
SECRET VENTURE Kent

Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
involved with international gang trying to steal
is

William

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

secret formula. 70 min.

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

Scott

Brady,

Audrey

Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.

1/14.

March
COURT

December

in

BIRDS

Lancaster.

Color. Marlon Brando,
lean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel GoldDirector
"Y*.
Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.

3
1

GABY CinemaScope,

Mann.

SUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope,

Slated for release

10 Dramas

March
FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis. Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas
Nayfack. Director Fred Wilcox. Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered.
MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope. Eastman
Color. Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round.

ROSE TATTOO, THE

November

March output, while five of the month's
will be in CinemaScope,
one in
VistaVision and one in Superscope. Eight
March features will be in color.
films

Screen. LuLouis Calhern.

LAST HUNT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.

E.

Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical caplain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climai during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
Chester.

the roster total ten, exactly half of the

Taylor,

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

SMOLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal

will be Columbia, Uniand Warners, each with three releases.
Allied Artists, Metro, RKO and
20th-Fox will offer two each. Dramas on

cille
Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National
Park. 100 min. 2/4.

to

WOMAN

Leading suppliers

Wide

Color,

20, a de-

versal

February
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

March release number

crease of two under the February total.

Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/24.
RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

/artier, Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and di"ected by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.

LOST CONTINENT IIFEI CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary.
MADAME BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachiguss,
Nicola
Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the

The total of features tentatively scheduled for

Kelly,

IEDDA. THE UNCIVILIZED
IDCAI Eastman Color.
Narla Kunogh, Robert Tudewaldi. Betty Suttor. Proiucer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based upon
kue happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern

FROM MY WINDMILL

Adaptation

DIANE CinemaScope,

SWAN,

March

-ETTERS

Minelli. Musical.
113 min. 12/12.

Coming

February

MARCH SUMMARY

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur-

JESTER,

THE

VistaVision.

December
Technicolor.

Danny

Kaye, Glynis Johns. Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king. 101 min. 2/4.
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FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them

toward new track successes.

Oil PRODUCT

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS
Howard

Zachary

Scott,

Edward

Ludwig.

intrigue

in

Trucolor.
Asso.

Duff.

Yvonne DeCarlo,
producer-director

Melodrama. Societv romance
the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.

HIDDEN GUNS

and

crooked duel. 66 min.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners. A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. DiAdventure melodrama. Localed
rector George Blair.
after his father

is

killed

in

Amazon iungle. 46 min.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent
in

William

N.

Taylor, Petula Clark.
Director R. G. Spring-

Boyle.

BOLD AND THE BRAVE,

steen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes ProducSusan

tion.

Producer-director
Tale

Genghis Kahn.

Ill

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production,
("irector R.
G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interes'
ytory abou' t»o Deoole who learn to live again.
DAKOTA
JCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.

DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision, Technicolor.
Dirk BoBardot, Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min.
Brigitte

MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves.
NO MAN'S
Marie Windsor, John Archer,
Patric
Knowles.
Producer Herbert Yates.
Director
Franklin Adreon. Drama. A ruthless woman doublecrosses five persons and is finally murdered by sne
of them. 70 min.
STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

HKD
September
Richard
BENGAZI Superscope.
Victor
McLaglen,
Richard Carlson, Mala Powers. Producers Eugene Tevlin and Sam Wiesenthal. Director Jcrtin Brahm.
(Panamint Picturesl. Melodrama. Gun runners seeking
desert mosque are involved in intrigue,
murder and siege by Arabs. 79 min. 10/3.
TENNESSEE'S PARTNER Technicolor, Superscope. John
Payne,
Ronald Reagan, Rhonda
Fleming.
Producer
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Alian Dwan. Western. Cowpoke and gambler develop friendship helping each
other in tiaht situations including gunfights, marriage
and a lynching. 87 min. 10/17.
in

October
PANCHO

VILLA, THE Superscope, TechShelly Winters, Rory Calhoun, Gilbert Roland.
Producer Edmund Grainger. Director George Sherman.
Drama. An American working for Pancho Villa helpi
him to steal money to finance revolution. The treasure
is finally lost under an avalanche and the American is
the lone survivor of his band. 96 min. 10/3.
nicolor.

Janet

Technicolor.

NAKED SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

January
Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers, Ben Schrift.
Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date. 82 min. 2/6.
GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood. Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.
POSTMARK FOR DANGER Terry Moore, Robert Bcatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four deaths. 104 min.
Shelly

February
MACHINE, THE
Reed.

Director

Patric

Ken

Barr,

Elizabeth

Hughes.

Allan,

Melodrama.

Film

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, NeJ
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson.
rector Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a leg

I

of the

Mohawk

Indian tribe.

OASIS CinemaScope.
criers.

Michele Morgan, Cornell
Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Osw,
falls

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

in

Color,

.

llli

C

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Les
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl

OF JUNE, THE DeLuxe

I

WWII.
Color,

CinemaSco

Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Produ
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama.
story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the sixth
June, 1944.

I

.

PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, Technicol
Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron. Direc
Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright
London nabs the kidnapper-killer of a young girl.

23

UNITED ARTISTS

Wayne,

John

I

I

Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

j

'

I

1

October

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Ida Lupino,
Fleming,
Producer
Bert
George Sanders.
Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
known as "lipstick killer" because of his use

Rhonda
Friedlob.

becomes
of lipstick

when murdering female

victims.

FORT

YUMA

Technicolor. Peter Graves, Joan Vol
John Hudson. Bel-Air Productioi. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. 78 min. 10/

GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES CinemaScope,

BOTH CENTURY-FOX
October

involved with stage-struck millionaire. 97 min. 9/19.'
SAVAGE PRINCESS (Technicolor. (Filmed in IndiJ
Producer-director Mehoob. Drama. Romantic tale :|
against the background of India's struggle for liber
101 min.

GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer.
Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.
LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard Philioe, Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures of a young
French philanderer in London. 85 min. 11/28.
TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe Color. Clark
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Rauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank,
kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.

November

November
BIG KNIFE, THE Jack

Palance, Ida Lupino. Shell
Drarr
Winters.
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.;

KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kar
Morris Bouse. Direct
Producers Stanley Kubrick,

Melodrama.

Kubrick.

underworld

killing.

Lesly

Director

French Foreign

a life of despair. 99 min.

10/31.

GOOD MORNING,

MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.
Stack.

Drama.

VIEW FROM

POMPEY'S

HEAD.

THE

CinemaScope,

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell.
Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man's journey into the deep past of his old home town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Ross.
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
young doctor chooses the nead of his people for his
Turner,
Director Jean

services above the

love of a

woman.

104

min.

12/26.

January

February
Color.
Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Cameron

an Arab

MAN WHO

NEVER WAS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
Ewen
II.

Montague.

Famous

spy

thriller

of

World

103 min.

AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund,

Thoi'

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Fra
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spy
89 min.
as

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Ki

Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Ab(j
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. We'
Guide leads wagon train thru Indi.
tern adventure.
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Kan
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray N|
zarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the ren
<jades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM.

THE Frank Sinatrl
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang. Produce,
Story of dope a'
director Otto Preminger. Drama.
diction.

I

19

min.

12/26.

Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Durye.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodram.
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. I/'
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hughe
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard Vt
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.
I

February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Flen
ing, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Dire<
tor Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys t
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Ann
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wi
Musical. Prince chooses love of commoner an
goes into exile later returns to regain crown. 72 mir
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chanel
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adver
ture. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" an
"Telltale Heart". 76 min.

—

THE

EAGLE

(Valiant

Films)

Richar

Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havt
lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautift
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lov
with his victim. 92 min

Greene,

MAN IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones. Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama. The
IS

t

Morocco.

in

December
HEIDI

SHADOW OF

March

BULLETIN — THIS

;

10/17.

cox.

Broadway musical.

by

involved

STORM FEAR

BOTTLE. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town. 88 min. 2/6.
LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

CAROUSEL

gets

Selander. Adventure. A story of
Legion set against the background

uprising

December
Lana

fighter

MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterlin
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilsc
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town a
is finally stopped
by man known as a "town tamer
83 min.

Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman,
Emlyn Williams. Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face

Prize

67 min.

DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meekc
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koc

DEEP BLUE SEA. THE

War

Te

nicolor. Jane Russell, Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady. Pj
ducers Robert Bassler, Richard Sale, Robert Waterfie
Director Sale. Musical comedy. Two show girls fl
to Paris to escape romantic entanglements and becoi

story of an advertising executive.

72 min.

S

MOHAWK

Hughes Production. Producer
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

BOTTOM OF THE

December

of the

Howard

Jules Furthman
19 min.

Color.

Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and
wins a new partner for life. 86 min. 1/23.

Maxwell

SuperScope.

Technicolor,

Leigh.

Tfl
Li

Producer

SIXTH

Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each orotects the other.
GREAT DAY IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy

Andrews.
jcT PILOT

CinemaScope,

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama.
men who test Air Force equipment.

nicolor.

Honolulu during the early days of

RAINS OF RANCHIPUR,

November

BRAIN

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

min.

Conte.

CASH ON DELIVERY

Powell.

Century

Ray,

WOMAN

TEXAS LADY Superscope,

Dick

13th

the

of

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

COME NEXT SPRING

TREASURE OF

John

Technicolor.

Coming

Coming

gold buried

Wendell
Maurey.

Superscope.

Six

ture.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

Coming

THE

Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
E.
soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle in the Italy campaign. 90 min.

Drama.

track.

garde,

John

Technicolor.

Corey, Mickey
Producer Hal

Wayne,

the

Producer

Superscope,

Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
return
good government to city after
politicians
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min.

March

Rijhard Arlen, John
Caradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Sheriff's son cleans up town of outlaws
Bennett,

Bruce

SCARLET

SLIGHTLY

January

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-*

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chand-

March
vIETABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder, Felicia Fair
esley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melojama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone exinvestigator eager for a quick halfr-t an insurance

THE Tony Curtis Pat Crowley
Borgnme. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of o
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he
almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle.
86 min. 1/9.

February
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron
tine Davies director. Musical.
The

EX AN DER THE GREAT CinemaScope. Technicolor.
Burton,
Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanProducer-director Robert Rossen. Epic
amatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.

':hard

Technicolor.

Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrria Loy.
Joducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy!
e affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancefcolor.

Rosenberg
life

story

of

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

CinemaScope,

Madison,
Patricia
Medina.
Producers
Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour.

tion

NEVER SAY GOODBYE
Borchers, George

color,

nell

Cohen.

CinemaScope,

Deluxe

Color.

Dana

ews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristel, John Litel.
Kurger.
Director George
Sherman.

irl

AnProducer
Western,

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

Steel.

Coming
Government
Indians

CONGO CROSSING

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Direct^
Biographical accouexperiences during WWII. 106 '

moment

Maureen O'Hara

he

1870

s.

Francesca de Scaffa,
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.

aS

min

CraCk

*°

|J/28°°

SEX,

*

Wynn,
Abner

rookie policeman
r '"'3
° f C<
thieves
'

THE CinemaScope,

TechniJeanne Crain. George Nader, Kitty Kallen Bert
u
Prod " ced b V A| bert J. Cohen. George
Marshall
fr.;*
Musical Women use "sex strike" to stop their
j
u
Jsoands
from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.
-

ANTU

A ^ ar Mara Corday, Leo Carrol,
Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror,
breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
reaks havoc until destroyed.
80 min. 11/14.

*'oH
roducer

John
h£„Will,

am

'

-lentist

Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
brings a life of

Fisher.

the course of a river
tyranny to a small village. 91 min.
in

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.
86 min.

Coming
AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor,

Hudson,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
MIRACLE IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

MOBY DICK

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory

Peck,

Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early I800's.

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne.
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for

young

girl

who

is

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

NOW

To

mm. Il/M.

Film

.

305 N. 12th

October
BLOOD

ALLEY
Lauren

CinemaScope,
Bacall.

Philadelphia

China
.

.

.

in an ancient ferry boat through
the Formosa Straits. 115 min. 10/3.

John
William A.

.

.

REBEL

WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope, WarnerJames

I

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

Member

National Film Carriers

"Blood Alley"

Color.

juveniles
Ill min.

Pa.

MESSENGER SERVICE

ILLEGAL Edward G. Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D.A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.

Weisbart.

St.

7,

NEW

WarnerColor.

Producer-director

Drama. American merchant marine captain
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY

Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of

Director

between themselves,

their

parents,

the

law.

10/31.

EXPRESS LINES,

November

LL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
Technicolor. Jane Wynn. Rock Hudson. Producer
Ross Hunter. Director
ougias Sirk. Drama. Prejudices
of small town nearly
im romance between
young widow and her gardener.

Better Serve You
& Terminal Combined At

Office

January

t

Henry

A change

Wellman.

"

CHANGES, THE

filVER

WARNER BROTHERS

George

Wayne,

UNNING WILD William Campbell, Keenan
Van Doren.
Producer Howard Pine.
iderman director. Melodrama. A

Brooks,

loses

Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
John. Producer James O. Radford. Director
Edqar
Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

lamie

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
of television fame, comes to

Producer

kidnapped by Indians.
Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name.
WarnerColor. Randolph
SEVEN MEN FROM
Scott, Gail Russell. Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder of his
wife by seven outlaws.

Miller,

June

December

I

March
OUR MISS BROOKS

a

Technicolor. Tony Curtis, ColArthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
leen

AKED DAWN, THE

ECOND GREATEST

Lone Ranger

Country.

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas,

\

Lyle

Stuart

SEARCHERS, THE

lader, Victor McLaglen. Producer
Robert Arthur. Diector Arthur Lubin. Historical
drama. Tale of how
eautiful Lady Godiva saves England
from disastrous
ar through her famous horseback
ride. 89 mm. 10/17.

.

Dorothy Malone.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Silverheels,

Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

/esse

IOLD BACK TOMORROW Cleo Moore,
John Agar
roduced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama.
A killer

i.

Jeff Chandler,

Ward

Audie

November

Technicolor.

George

AMONG

PILLARS OF THE SKY

War drama.

ADY GODIVA

Mayo,

Virginia

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony.

0 HELL AND BACK CinemaScope, Technicolor._^udie

at the

Apache

the

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man. half-fish into human being.

111"

love

for

tradition.

CREATURE WALKS

October

waiting execution finds
is life. 75 min.
10/17.

rights

Nader,
Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pe vney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a
haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

FIRE Technicolor. Jack Palance, Barbara Rush,
roducer Sam Marx. Director Joe Newman. Historical
rama. Heiress to Spanish throne finds she is more
1
fron,ier s m an than royalty during dangerlus trek thru American wilderness.
87 min. 9/5.

s

human

for

Technicolor.
Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Drama. Son fights against rustler
father and kills him in gun duel.

OF

ibbs.

115 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

BACKLASH

Producer Daniel M
Saga of British navai

UNIVERSAL-INTf.

urphy

fights

Arizona.

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in World War II.

IAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
ma Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht!
(rector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
bout injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
akes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

Burphy.

in

AWAY

AR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walce. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
dventure. The story of a diamond smuggler.

ISS

Trojan horse.

Miss
the movies.

Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Anne
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs
Drama. Indian agent for U. S.

SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Gilbert.

Sernas,
Cedric
Hardwicke,
Stanley
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the

Comedy.

APACHE AGENT

Jacks and Robert Goldstein. Dictor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Suspense story about
lath of two young sisters in wealthy family.
ICKY KID, THE Celia Johnson, Diana Dors, David
ossoff, Joe Robinson.
Producer-director Carol Reed
ie story of a little boy and his faith in a fantasy.
VTTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Probers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Dok. Drama. Based on famous television drama.

Anthony

Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

Porter.

L.

Director Lewis
rcraft. 91 min.

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

berg.

BEFORE DYING, A CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Joanne Woodward,

Bogarde,

CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

Morrow,

Jeff

bert

rk

January
ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

Director

WORLD

TOWN

iA

Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Direcmakes promise

nyer.

HOST
Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
lOducer Paul Wortiel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Ised on story by James Brewer.

hgel.

SUNDOWN

RED

JREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page,
oduced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama,
ogram from television adapted to the movies.

SS

and

tor Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.

min.

oducers Robert

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

A

February

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband
wife are reunited after separation of eight years.

thriller.

3MANCHE

Scope, WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12

March

William
Science

Edward

December

the waterfront. 98 min.

:

AST OF

Pianist

fame and pretty

the

another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

I.

Joanne
Henry

COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL. THE Cinema-

Steve
Valen-

famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.
THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray. Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman
and

rfBASSADORS DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Tech-

Producer
Musical.

TARGET ZERO

BENNY GOODMAN STORY. THE

Mle Darrieux.

Liberace,

1

Ernest

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
bert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Procer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
eker murders heiress in the "perfect crime".

:d

I

SQUARE JUNGLE,

Coming

'jy

YOURS WarnerColor.

Dru,
Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol.
Blanke.
Director Gordon Douglas.
overcomes deafness to win musical
girl.
15 min.
1/14.

Jerry

Ulion.

ngry G.

SINCERELY

ler,
Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in
Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their
rightful claims
is bested by mine owner.
84 min. 12/12.

DIED A

THOUSAND TIMES

Member

CinemaScope,

Warner-

Color. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
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National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

The first 208 engagements - in big
and small cities-in the Loew's
Circuit - in big and small theatres ^
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GOING GREAT IN
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I
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REVIEWS

The Flood

Crisp,

Business-wise
Analysis
of the

New

THE

Films

CONQUEROR

rHCOCKLESHELL HEROES
HE RIVER

Of Features

CHANGES

To Television

BACKLASH
POSTMARK FOR

DANGER

TIMETABLE

HOT BLOOD

The impact eh CxkibithH?

OVER-EXPOSED
HE BRAIN

MACHINE

MANFISH
SLIGHTLY SCARLET

DOCTOR AT SEA

...ch Hclliftoccd?' . 9H

TV?

COME AND

<3*

THE MATCHLESS VOICE OF

AND THE QUIVERING EXCITEMENT OF JAMES

M.CAIN'S BEST-SELLEf
vWARNERtUO

The picture selected
as the Easter Attractio
at Radio City Music r*

SARITA MONTIEL VINCENT PRICE

JOSEPH CALLEIA

Screen Play by IVAN GOFF & BEN ROBERTS and JOHN TWIST
Lyrics by

TWO

•

or.g.nal songs

PRODUCED BY HENRY BLANKE

Sammy Cahn

•

HARRY BELLAVER

.^vince edwards

Music by Nicholas Brodszky

Oirected by

ANTHONY MANN

SEE-FOR- YOURSELF EXAMPI

BOXOFFICE ATTRACTIONS — UNPAR/

ALBANY MADISON OO P.M. ATLANTA FOX 9 00 A.M. • BOSTON CAPITO L-ALLSTON 9
CHICAGO CENTURY 9:30 A.M. CINCINNATI ESQUIRE 1:00 P.M. CLEVELAND COLONY
DETROIT FISHER 9 30 A.M.
INDIANAPOLIS ARLINGTON 1:00 P.M. . JACKSONVILLE ST.
MEMPHIS WARNER 9 00 A.M. . MILWAUKEE ALHAMBRA 9 30 A.M. . MINNEAPOLIS UPT<J
NEW YORK CRITERION 9:00 A.M.
OKLAHOMA MIDWEST 9 00 A.M. . OMAHA CEN|
PORTLAND 21ST AVENUE :OQ P.M. SALT LAKE VILLA :OQ P.M. SAN FRANCISCO ALf
.

l

TIME AND

.

.

.

PLACE OF

SHOWINGS

I

.

1

.

1

.

k

PROGRAM ON

)S.

—

-

JEFFREY HUNTER

WARD BOND
Screen Play by FRANK

S.

NUGENT

•

DIRECTED BY

MERIAN

JOHN FORD

IN THE

THE WAY!

VERA MILES

NATAEIE

Executive Producer

COMING

THE
i

LOOK

AT THE BIG

C.

WOOD

COOPER

•

Associate Producer PATRICK

FORD

PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

LINE-UP OF MIGHTY

HISTORY OF WARNER BROS!

IN THE

:00 P.M. . CHARLOTTE CAROLINA 9 OO A.M.
PALACE
OO P.M. . DES MOINES UPTOWN OO P.M.
8:45
A.M. . DENVER OGDEN
f
KANSAS CITY BROOKSIDE 30 P.M. . LOS ANGELES BOULEVARD" OO P.M.
•:W HAVEN ROGER SHERMAN 9:30 A.M. . NEW ORLEANS SAENGER 9:00 A.M.
HILADELPHIA YORKTOWN-ELKINS PARK OO P.M. • PITTSBURGH SCHENLEY 9:30 A.M.
SEATTLE VENETIAN OO P.M. .ST. LOUIS ST LOUIS 12:45 P. M. WASHINGTON AMBASSADOR 10:00

D NIAGARA

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.

A.M.

20th*

BIGGES1

TTR CTION
SINCE "THE ROBE
THE FIRST MOTION PICTURE

IN

THE NEW

EM
ASCOPg
N
Cl

*

NO CHANGES REQUIRED IN THE
BOOTHS OF THEATRES EQUIPPED
FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND!
"ONE OF THE FINEST FILMS EVER MADE!"
- Walter Winchell

91
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Flood of Features To Television
A new

and relentless tide is enHollythe movie world.

gulfing

wood-made

long

features

features,

consigned to their celluloid
Valhallas, are being suddenly in-

since

new

vested with a brand

span,

life

thanks to the exigencies of corporate

the enterprise of pro-

finance,

moters and the voracious product
hungering of television. Just where
the great movie-going, tele-viewing
public stands in this vintage film

now looms

tripleplay

as the

question of our times. It

is

major

also forc-

ing the entire mass entertainment

—movie production, ex—into
and television,

constellation
hibition,

the

itself

showdown

of its

independent film makers,
then RKO and Columbia, in part,
and now Warner Brothers have
undertaken to trade ancient footage

plore probabilities, projecting where
we can present facts into future un-

Another lithe remaining

been

die has

cast.

brary more or less,
holdouts are bound to reason, will
hardly stem the tide. In this climate, companies that continue to
keep their libraries safely under pad-

may

lock

be regarded as doing so

motives of altruism than
motives aimed at a betterment of
their bargaining
These
position.
companies are clearly looking for the
bidding to go up.

less out of

These, then, are the simple facts

them, ostrich-like,

To deny

would be reckless

tablished truths

Plainly the

disservice.

library

been
breach

wall

taining

in the face of es-

henceforth

re-

breached;

has

O'Neil's $12 million or Warner's $21

most attractive

the wheel will stop

no one knows. Loew's

is

apparently

reportedly,

negotiating.

So,

other major.

And even among

exercising temporary

is

an-

those

forebearance,

there are signs of a shifting attitude.

Short of selling their libraries en
mass, some of the more restrained
film

The

TV

does, the

Where

acute.

ing

makes the problem quickly

last deal, represent-

film library yet sequestered for

purposes,

neither ethically nor commercially.

is

the
can only
widen. Thus arises the question, the
question worth many times Mr.

The

for dollars.
it

being put aside by many film executives as no
longer being valid,

and entertainment-seeking habits of the nation? Rather
than seek pat and possibly mislead-

that consideration

of our industry life today.

life.

First,

ing, as

Now

rights.

makers are feeling

their

way

probingly, experimentally, talking of
parceling out films a few at a time,

What now?

million:

To

this there can be

Where

exhibition

will

suffer?

Hollywood go from
here? What are TV's risks? To
what extent will the smash hits of
yesteryear on free TV bear on the
does

or wetting their feet with sales of

aged one and two reel invenSooner or later the smell of
the money being offered for old and
fully depreciated features seems sure
their

BULLETIN
BULLETIN:

Film

From a
this money

cations,

offer.

looks greener with every

How much

agement

parry

longer can man-

stockholders

who

annual meetings to gripe:
"Look at the money our competitors
are getting"? In past days the sale
arise at

of features to

direct

TV

abrogation

was regarded
of

as a

exhibition's

Effect
It

On

Exhibition?

has been held

all

along that a

TV

flood of old films to

would

mate theatre business with

deci-

all

the

force of a thermo-nuclear explosion.

may be
To measure

In reality the shock effect
lighter than imagined.

possible reaction one

must theorize

on the audience potential vintage
films can command. For, as televiewer interest goes, so in approximate proportion will go boxoffice.
To do this we begin with the unrefuted fact that live

shows outpull

former theatre films by wide yardage.

Ed

Pit a first-class live

against

Sullivan

the

show like
Famous

Film Festival, and smiling Ed runs
the viewer ratings.

away with

Granted that F.F.F.
film

offers British

"Yankee
a
"King Kong" or

Certainly

fare.

Doodle Dandy", a
"Casablanca" will excite many
more viewers to tune in. But to test
this belief, TV will have to scrap
some of its live shows to give the
a

films

choice time.

instead

If,

TV

merely chooses to run them as afternoon fillers or late-late shows, there
is the risk of scanty ad revenue, and
exhibition is thereby freed of com-

/writs

to capitulate the staunchest holdouts.

standpoint,

us better ex-

let

petitive worries.

tories.

stockholder

—
—conclusions,

certainties.

no accurate

answer short of revelation. Indeed,
mere speculation comes with difficulty, so heavy lay imponderables on
the future's crown. How much, for
instance,

sociological

every

published

Motion
other

Paper

Trade

Picture

Monday by Wax

Mo Wax,

Publi-

and

Publisher.
PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES: 1239 Vine
0951.
8-0950,
Philadelphia
LOcust
Street,
7, Pa.,
Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
Philip
R.
Coulter, New York Associate Editor; Duncan G.
Lauder,
Steck, Business Manager; Robert D.
Publication Manager; Robert Heath, Circulation
Inc.

Editor

BUSINESS OFFICE: 522
York 34, N. Y., MUrray
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New

Richard

Bretstein,

Editorial

WEST COAST OFFICE:

4240

Fifth
Hill

Avenue,

2-3631;
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Laurel

Canyon

Phone:
Hollywood, California.
STanley 7-4718. Vance King, Hollywood Editor.
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In the long run television will
probably incline toward some middle
ground. General Sarnoff recently declared that he has no intention of

turning

TV

circuit".

into "a

motion picture

Sarnoff considers live pro-

gramming

his

medium's main

forte,

vintage films an occasional icing on
the cake.
television,

Many keen
like

Gen.

observers of
Sarnoff,

are

firmly convinced that the great asset
( Continued

$9.00.
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THE STOCKHOLDER
Mi

— Lang
By

LEONARD COULTER

"All the world's a stage and

all

the people in

enough

merely

but that was before
be just a player today, but a
company executive especially a

in the Bard's lifetime,

Nobody wants

movies.

it

may have been

players", wrote William Shakespeare. This

true

May Me Howl!

producer,

director

company

executive.

or

to

—

The motion picture industry has a unique glamour and
The rewards it offers those who attain the
seats of the mighty run high. Thus it receives more than

excitement.

its fair

share of attention from financial opportunists.

In the past several years five of Hollywood's companies

—Twentieth
and Republic
crossfire.

Century-Fox, Loew's, Columbia, Universal

—have had to run the gauntlet

of stockholder

emerged unscathed, Loew's being the
(or absorb) Wall Street's attack. But, by

All have

latest to repel

Not, mind you, that youth is a prerequisite for capab
management in movie affairs. What man twenty or mo
years the junior of Spyros Skouras could possibly mate
showmanship of 20th Centurj

the keen, young-in-heart

Fox's dynamo? Because Skouras' vast capabilities are s
widely recognized, proxy fighter Charles Green butted h
head against a stone wall when he sought to wrest cor
trol of 20th a few years back. A large segment of exhib
tion
which would relish seeing some film company mat
agements upset rushed to the defense of Spyros Skoura

—

—

In this transitional era,

the future of the

never

dream

A new
At

company presidents can
back feeling themselves secure and unassailable.

assault

this

may be mounted any

moment,

to outside interference.

industry

is

sensitive

It is in a state of transition.

financial string-pullers are itching to

make

Many

a quick killing.

There seems to be prevalent among them a conviction that
Hollywood, which is only just beginning to move into
television, will once again become the prime source of mass
entertainment, that this is the ground floor, and may the
devil take the hindmost (especially if he's in exhibition!).

Now it is true that if the motion picture industry remains a closed shop, barred to newcomers, it will inevitably die a slow and tortuous death. A creative medium
such as this needs a constant inflow of talent and ideas,
both in the making and in the merchandising of product.
And it is equally true that some of the film companies are
direly in need of new blood, that the founders of those
companies still refuse to yield the saddle to younger, more
aggressive men who might bring a fresh slant on how to
deal with the brand new problems that face our industry.
Pag. 6
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all

those

wb

company

or the industry at large, the

of the delicious loot they could share in

if

the

1

brary of depreciated features were peddled to television.

time.

in particular, the

important that

understand the problems inherent in the conduct of co
porate affairs, and especially stockholder relations. Tr
pressures being applied to management these days is eno
mous. From their remote position, dividend-hungry shar
holders chant "sell to TV, sell to TV". Without a care f(

the very nature of the industry,
sit

it is

derive their income directly from motion pictures shoul

The Pressure on Arthur Loew
To

annu
— the
—how many peop

take only the most recent example

stockholders' meeting of Loew's, Inc.

last

MGM

board room gave even a passing thougl
tremendous mental strain which the company's nev
ly-elected helmsman, Arthur M. Loew, had been throug
outside the

to the

when he calmly

rose to deliver his

first

address as Nichol;

M. Schenck's successor?
For weeks the
that big trouble

been good.

financial marts had seethed with rumo
was brewing. MGM's business had n

Profits

— the price of

its

had slumped. And yet

— mysterious

stock had been rising.

Why? Who was

buying?

Ah, said the wiseacres, some powerful financial groi!
was makir
a bid to gain enough votes to oust, or undermine, the mai
agement.
lurking in the dark canyons of Wall Street,

(Continued on Page 2
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•HOSE WHO TRADE BY THE LAWS OF COMPENSATION — that which the market taketh it sooner or
giveth back

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN

—will be pleased to learn that

this is no
do business by. Take the case of movie
tares in the amazingly short-term run of two months,
inuary and February, 1956.

iter

maxim

le

In January, called by

who

those

some "jaundiced January"

tasted bile rather than profits, film

in

Philip R.

Ward

company

sustained a blistering 145/g point loss,
comes February and the self-same stocks commandeer

point rise. Thus the market not only gaveth
threw in a sweet 7/% point bonus to boot, as though
prove it can be highly compensatory when it wants to.

jolly

By

1956

5.

honor

tares for their pains

ow

MARCH

to

15%

point February gain. Paramount, hitherto
contracted Dricewise below realistic levels in the wake of
dividend disappointment, rallied with a 2y& point surge.

/

lapse with a 3 l

2

ick, it
•

All this statistical
le

Film

byplay springs from the chartings
Cinema Aggregate below:

O

of

BULLETIN

.

.

.

BUT FEBRUARY BELONGED TO LOEW'S

BULLETIN Cinema

.

.

week ended February 25,
week in which some 153,000 Loew's shares changed
hands to make the stock second most active in Big Board
transactions and the week of the stockholders' meeting.
especially that fateful

Film

.

a four-day

trading

Aggregate*

—

In retrospect, three main conclusions
of that busy term

may now

be drawn

from the events
1)

A

2)

Arthur

good many shares of Loew's were

Loew

will

do

all

right as

3) The decision to appoint Mr.
perfectly timed.

sold.

company

Loew

president.

to his post

was

Almost from the moment a wiry, medium-sized man
with pencil-line mustache pounded on a table and announced, "My name is Loew, Arthur Loew" you had the
feeling management would face no Thermopylae that business day. From the moment you heard Lewis Gilbert's
smiling, friendly inquiries, you were sure the opposition
would be strictly Little League stuff. Arthur Loew had

—

FltM

Composed

COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

mended

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

One mild note

of distress

on't let this disturb

itionally lag

:

theatre shares sold

off.

your digestion. Theatre shares

But
tra-

behind the price movements of their conjugal

larket partner.

On

company

side, the entire month of Februportamento, orchestrated by the voluble horns of Loew's, the occasional percussions of Warers and the subtler, less noticable, strings of 20th-Fox
nd Universal. Higher octaves were heard from Columbia
nd Paramount as well. Pleasant is the showing from Cojmbia in the face of grey-sky earnings news for the 27
/eek period ended Dec. 31, 1955: $1.43 per share vs. $2.59

ry

the film

seemed

a rising

Mr the

equivalent prior period (26 weeks to be exact).
Vith "Picnic" in release and a number of other first water
lms toeing the mark, this situation is worthy of invest-

his

company

fences well.

The

sole remonstration

from bi^-time elements fell to the cultivated Brooklynese
of Judge Lewis Goldstein: "The roar of Loew's lion has
been reduced to a whisper." But even the good, gray judge,
trustee for the Lowenstein Foundation, Lester Martin, and
for another
others, handed his support to management
year at least. Foundations want no part of proxy contests.
Since they exist on the income from their investments,
they adhere to this Chinese laundry rule of thumb: no dividend, no holdee stock. They simply sell out. Apparently
and others see increasing income in sight.
the Judge

—

—

—

with quiet confidence. He had
good reason. The battle lines had been drawn and demarmeeting hour. The
cated well in advance of the 10:00
support of the major dissident factions had been won
once more, for a year at least. On management's side was
this big plus, as expressed to Financial Bulletin by one of

Loew handled

his big test

AM

Wall Street firms directly interested in Loew's
Arthur Loew's new stewardship of company afFair play, you see, demanded the newcomer be given

the major

lent study.

Warner waxed warm on rumors

affairs:

backlog sale at "$25
who are reported ready to pass the
lventories in turn over to PRM, Inc., an erstwhile auto
arts manufacturer with a fat tax carry-over, plus a bundle
f liquid assets.
Accordingly, Warner spurted close to 4
oints for the month.
of a

share" to elements

fairs.

ample opportunity to set things in order. Any other move
would have smacked of injustice. Operating on the theory
that a new broom sweeps clean, dissatisfied interests
checked their fire-arms at the door and said, OK we'll go
along for a spell. Proof that all is well Loew's stock keeps
selling and climbine. Our money says there will be not
even a whisper of a proxy fight come February, 1957.
:

With 55mm CinemaScope and "Carousel" drawing bouuets from

all

quarters, 20th-Fox countered

its

January

re-

Film
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VEGAS
HITS
BULLSEYE! -m
Were you

Ask any of the thousands

there?

who

of exhibitors

attended those

theatre screenings of

M-G-M's Goldmine of

"MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS"

Entertainment
in

terrific

Exchange centers from Coast to Coast.

Thanks

for the telegrams, the

Your enthusiasm

the letters!

phone

calls,

in the theatre,

your roars of laughter, your continuous
applause was

Big

Show

M-G-M

confirmation that here's the

theatres have

presents a

Goldmine

been waiting

of Entertainment in

for.

Cinemascope

and COLOR

MEET ME

IN LAS VEGAS
DAN DAILEY- CYD CHARISSE
Starring

with

AGNES M00REHEA0

•

LIU DARVAS

-

JIM

BACKUS

•

OSCAR KARLWEIS LILIANE MONTEVECCHI
and GUEST STARS

JERRY COLONNA

CARA WILLIAMS -THE FOUR ACES

PAUL HENREID LENA HORNE FRANKIE LAINE MITSUKO SAWAMURA
ISOBEL LENNART
Muiic by NICHOLAS BRODSZKY
songs
lyrics by SAMMY CAHN
HERMES PAN Ph,t„„. ph.. m EASTMAN COLOR Dtocrtad by ROY ROWLAND
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
•

Scrttn Story and Screen Play by
.ck.rioi.ipny b,

•

•

•

•

•

•

*
(Available

in

Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or

I

Channel Sound)

What

They'te hiking
In the

Movie Business

They're talking about HAPPIER DAYS AHEAD. SympUnspectacular but steady
toms are bursting out all over
Spectacular
increments in first run grosses generally
grosses for such new celluloid candidates as "Carousel",
"Picnic", "The Conqueror" and "The Benny Goodman
Most choice first-run houses are
Story", specifically
and four months ahead unthree
hilt
two,
the
to
booked
This
is the prelude to the intropractice
Drecedented
heralded big guns for this
much
Hollywood's
duction of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

O.

SELZNICK'S LEAVETAKING OF RKO.
you D. O.

will tell

lectually

.

.

Intimates

too handsomely heeled, too intel-

stubborn, to exert himself at the biddings of

He

others.

S. is

just won't be bothered

occasional film at his

own sweet

making more than an

time.

0

.

.

—

LOOK FOR THE ADVERTISING HEAD

of a

summer. With the grandest quantity-quality
product pool in some years timed to enter general release
as TV closes shop for the sunny season, all conditions
point to a revival of that old-time boxoffice rhythm.

0
west coast sources are saying the "OSCAR"
may have seen its last TV
NOMINATIONS
have had enough. Bungled
studios,
say
they,
camera. The
in both format and performance, the show simply hasn't
come off in fact, end result actually works to aggravate

SHOW

—

industry public relations by dissipating popular notions of

glamour and substituting awkward
stead.

Besides, insiders fear,

mance

of the

stammering

show takes edge

film distributor to step into a

more

company very

in the affairs of his

vital role of influence

shortly.

0
There

is talk about a boo-boo by Arnold Bernhard's highregarded Value Line in its most recent ANALYSIS OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES (Film BULLETIN, Feb. 20).
VL erroneously listed holdings of the Cohn family at
"about 175,000" shares. Actual holdings amount to about

ly

Reliable

in

its

off the ro-

Significance of slip-up: underestimates of

300,000 shares.

holdings by ruling interests sometimes offer temptation
to ambitious outlander groups. VL, which has for seme

time pegged Columbia as "Fully Priced," may have suffered another oversight in failing to consider vast grossing
potential of "Picnic" in assessing company prospects. Co-

lumbia vice president Paul N. Lazarus, Jr. expects this
show to rank with all-time Columbia grossers.

finals.

0

O

AMALGAMATION OF FOUR
TOP DIRECTORIAL NAMES— names of the first water

ERIC JOHNSTON'S DOWN-BEAT CANDOR,

—for

of

What's

this

about an

the purpose of

"untrammeled and unfettered" inde

production?

0
THERE'LL BE NO STOCK-SPLIT or recapitalization
of Allied Artists common stock, recently rumored. As put
by AA treasurer George Burrows to Film BULLETIN'S
financial man: "Who ever heard of splitting a $5 stock?"
Burrows admitted, however, that a plan to bring fresh
capital into the company is underfoot and has been accorded a friendly listening by AA's New York bankers. Infusion of

new

dollars would,

if

anything, take the shape of

long-term debentures or a senior preferred flotation. Need
for cash, said

Burrows,

is

tied to

—

on tax cuts

Many

this

year by Treasury Secretary Humphrey.

would prefer

industryites

in public, reserve

a

more buoyant demeanor

candor for the confines of congressional

hearing rooms.

0
Despite brave

new

talk about

DUCTION CODE,

CHANGES

prevalent opinion

now

IN

THE PRO-

says

it

will take

than geophysical cataclysm or a visitation from
outer space to budge the document's language.

no

less

0

OSCAR NOMINATION OF THE LATE JAMES

0
backwash of the WARNER FILM LIBRARY
DEAL comes this footnote with a David Harum flavor.
Having but one library to sell, Warner's took up negotiations with two separate buyers simultaneously. While
Kalmenson was hammering out the deal with the buyers
in New York, we hear the freres Warner were quietly
In the

dickering with another interested party on the west coast.

O
surprise to industry knowledgeables

subject

much recent controversy, is supported by MPAA officials, who maintain truth is vital to aid the fight on remaining admissions tax. This despite absolute thumbs down

company's impending

metamorphosis into big-time operations.

No

major

.

sprin? and

"Oscar"

About

is

news

of

DAVID

DEAN is posing a profound ethical problem which many
elements hoDe will not rear its head again. This opinion
contends sentimentality a natural off-shoot of the Dean
case may influence Academy Award voting and thereby

—

—

obscure the legitimate artistry of the deceased. Whether
Dean's performance rates the Oscar, and many say it does,
a precedent should be established for comparable future
circumstances. This would assure fairness both to the departed as weil as living nominees. Perhaps a special award
is

the answer.
Film
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"The

Cockleshell

Scouted

IZcitit?

Heroes"

'

GOO

Expertly made, exciting British production about a World
Jose Ferrer has strong role. Will please
II episode.

both action and class audiences, but requires strong

charged with excitement, boasts a top-drawer production
and fine performances. Boxofficewise, it should enjoy
above average returns, with the name of Jose Ferrer for
the marauee. However, the title will be of no asset and exhibitors face the problem of selling both the fern trade and

Under

Ferrer's direction the story of a

small group of British Marines who, via submarine and
then canoe, attach bombs to a German naval force in

French waters,
pace and plenty

told with

is

mounting suspense,

a crisp

The CinemaScope-Technicolor

of thrills.

very effective. Ferrer registers strongly as the
author of the scheme, and Trevor Howard, as his immediate subordinate, is excellent. Plot concerns the introducprint

is

tion of Ferrer's plan, the conflict of his

unorthodox methods

with Howard's military bearing, and preparation for the
plan's execution. The operation is a success, with only two,
including Ferrer, of the original group of eight surviving.
Columbia. (Warwick Film Production!
97 minutes. Jose Ferrer, Trevor Howard.
Produced by Irving Allen and Albert R. Broccoli. Directed by Jose Ferrer.
.

Moore

grosses outside of class situations.

Based on

a novel

in

a

Benedict Bogej

has directed with a heavy hand. However, the 99 minutes
has its fair share of action. Latter factor, plus a variety of

should help this RKO release to average'
but class houses. The Rhonda FlemingArlene Dahl billing provides a one-two sex punch that'
should sell. The Bogeaus production shows ample expenditure, but the Superscope-Technicolor photography is inclined to be shadowy and unclear. Acting OK, with good
jobs from John Payne and Fleming. Miss Dahl, as Fleming's half-demented sister, leaves much to be desired, how-|
exploitables,

grosses in

all

ever. Story involves Payne, who works against his underworld boss Ted de Corsia, attempts to take over. He meets
Fleming, secretary and fiancee to mayoralty candidate
Kent Taylor, betrays deCorsia and has Taylor elected, so
that he can control the new administration. A romance develops between Payne and Fleming, who has her hands
full with kleptomaniac sister Dahl, fresh out of prison.
Dahl makes a play for Payne, and, enraged when she is rebuffed, runs into deCorsia who is out to kill Payne. When
Payne protects the sisters, he is shot by deCorsia, who is'
apprehended by the police.

"Doctor

at

Dahl,

Sea"

bolsters cast.

Sequel to "Doctor

involved

this

in

This British import is a rather effective suspense melodrama. With Terry Moore in the leading fern role, it
should be a fairly good dualler in the market where murder
mysteries have an audience. The complex plot unfolds in
tantalizing fashion, somewhat similar to "Laura", with
Miss Moore supposedly dead until she makes a sudden reappearance. The script nicely conceals its hand, and Guy
Green's direction is in the best suspense tradition. The
tension builds gradually, then the pace quickens in the second half. Action fans should like it. Terry's performance
is good, and she is abetted by a strong British cast, with
Robert Beatty and Geoffrey Keen standing out. Beatty, a
painter, is told that his brother has been killed in Italy in
an auto crash with actress Terry Moore. Inspector Keen
questions him as to whether he had received a cryptic postcard recently from his brother. Beatty tells another
brother, William Sylvester, about the card. Beatty returns
home that night to find the dead body of his model, Josephine Griffin, and is the chief suspect in her murder. Moore
suddenly shows up and becomes romantically involved
with Beatty. The postcard contained a list of names of all
those

by James M. Cain,

aus production is a flashy and involved melodrama that has
elements of romance, crime, violence. Robert Blees' screenplay is a confused, sprawling narrative and Allan Dwan

O O

Well-plotted British-made murder-mystery should satisfy
U.S. market. Terry

O O

carry this to average

will

RKO. IA Benedict Bogeaus Production]. 99 minutes. John Payne, Arlene
Rhonda Fleming. Produced by Benedict Bogeaus. Directed by Allan Dwan.

"Postmark for Danger"
'Su4i*te4A lR,ctfi*ty

good exploitables

Fair action,

selling.

Columbia is distributing this British production (A Warwick Film Production) and it shapes us as one of most
promising of recent English imports. Based on an actual
episode in World War II, "The Cockleshell Heroes" is

Scarlet"

^OtiHQ

'ScidCH&Xd

War

the action fans.

Slightly

smuggling

ring.

The muddle

is

Will get by in art

Republic

is

in

and

the House" only sporadically funny.
class houses.

releasing this

J.

Arthur Rank sequel

to

tor in the House", as they did the original, one of the

But "Doctor

successful of recent British imports.

"Doc-

more

at Sea"

no way matches the quality or entertainment value of
is a contrived comedy, laughs are com
paratively few and far between and to suggest the levelj
of the humor
the funniest scene in the film is concerned
with doctor Dirk Bogarde's attempts to pull a shipmate's
teeth. Ralph Thomas' direction can make little headway
against the all-too-bare script for a rather slow 93 minutes
running time. VistaVision-Technicolor lensing is fine and
the cast is capable with James Robertson Justice contributing another funny portrait as ship's captain. Bogarde, now
a full-fledged doctor, escapes from the unwelcome attentions of his landlady's daughter by becoming a ship's doctor. Episodic narrative concerns a variety of exploits and
mishaps at sea. When the ship puts in at a South American port it picks up two passengers Brenda de Banzie,
who makes a successful play for Captain Justice, and attractive Brigitte Bardot, who romances with Bogarde.
When the doctor signs up for another sea journey, she
agrees to go along.
in

the former film. It

—

—

—

I

straightened out and Griffin's killer
RKO.

84 minutes. Terry Moore, Robert Beatty.
rected by Guy Green.
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Di-

Republic.
Banzie,

TOPS

O O O

IJ.

Arlhur Rankl. 93 minutes. Dirk Bogarde, Brigitte Bardot, Brenda d«
Justice. Director Ralph Thomas. Producer Betty E. Box.

James Robertson

GOOD

O O

AVERAGE

O

POOR

"The Conqueror"

O O ©

3u4£hcm IZatitf

Howard Hughes' production has

luge

and abroad with big boxoffice

5Wred4 JRa&ep

(Plus)

exploitation-angles

Spectacle, violence, color, sex

iplenty.
lere

"Backlash"

—

will

returns.

pay off

all

Rating lower

or class houses.

delivers

what

Howard Hughes'
promises

it

presentation gen-

—a huge, roaring,

colorful

word, sumptuously proluced to an extent rarely seen in ordinary colossals. For
his, producer Dick Powell (he also directed) is to be con-

spectacle in every sense of the

gratulated, for,

down

to the smallest detail, the film is visu-

authentic action scenes, with
sweeping across the desert in imposing CinemaScooe and bold Technicolor hues, and in its interiors, with
i;xotic dancing girls performing, this is a great show.
3acked by a strong RKO campaign, and sporting plenty
of exploitation appeal, with the names of John Wayne and
Susan Hayward, and a story replete with exhaustively deiailed rape, pillage, torture, etc. "The Conqueror" undoubtilly

In

superb.

its fiercely

lordes

Well-produced western with better story content than usual.
Figures best in action market; above-average generally.
Directed by John ("Bad Day at Black Rock") Sturges,
is a solid, above-par western, with more than usual in

way of story, more than usual promise at the boxoffice.
Returns should be particularly good in action spots, betterthan-average generally. Borden Chase's screenplay, based
on a novel by Frank Gruber, has Richard Widmark and
Donna Reed investigating the mystery of an unmarked
grave containing victims of an Indian massacre, Widmark
searching for his father, Reed for her husband. The interesting aspect is this whoever is not buried there betrayed
the party and brought about their deaths. While there is
emphasis on plot, there is, at the same time, no dearth of
action. The opening and closing scenes are high-pitched
gun battles and there's plenty happening in between. A
well-balanced cast registers with conviction. The Technicolor print is generous in visual values. Widmark meets
the

:

:dly will roll

Reed

tion houses,

sure from a

up big grosses generally. It is tops for acbut rates lower for class situations. Powell,
saddled with an uninspired script and dialog purporting to
oe period-flavored, was not as successful in his direction
producing, and there are some noticeable lapses in

is in

The

episodic and Oscar
requirements
in diaMillard's script supplies only the bare
ogue and characterization. Victor Young's score keeps
:he film's underlying fever at a hi^h pitch. Story concerns
he early exploits of Genghis Khan (Wayne). His abduc:ion of Hayward and his endless battles with neighboring
tribes, supported by brother Pedro Armendariz. Wayne
s captured by Hayward's father, Ted de Corsia, escapes

long 111 minutes.

:he

story

is

RKO.

he conquers virtually

at his side

all of

at the scene of the

number

—

thief.

Maclntire, in a plan to

Universal-International.
84
John Maclntire.

Changes"

River

minutes.

Richard

Producer

Aaron

Campbell,

the local ranchers,

is

Widmark,
Rosenberg.

Donna
Director

William

Reed,
John

Sturges.

"Timetable"

Satinet IZatiH?
suspense

Engrossing
spots;

"The

ambush

and Widmark goes off with Reed, who knows now
that her husband was killed in the massacre.
killed,

Asia.

minutes. John Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendarii, Agnes MooreProduced and directed by Dick Powell.

pres-

drop his inquiry into the
contents of the grave there is also money hidden there
he persists nevertheless. A trail leads him, with Reed, to
Texas, and the leader of a gang of rustlers (John MacIntire). Widmark realizes Maclntire is his father, whom
he hasn't seen since childhood, but repudiates the killer-

Ill

head.

Apache massacre. Under

of sources to

With

with her help, and slaughters most of his captors.

Hayward

Plus

this

This much-heralded
erally

Q Q

OK

melodrama.

O O

Above par

for

action

dualler generally.

With Mark Stevens

triple-threating (star, director, pro-

ducer), "Timetable" emerges as a better-than-average susEnglish-dubbed
lifeless.

German drama about

Will have

little

totalitarian life

Boxoffice prospects for this English-dubbed
are not promising.

one

—through

is

slow,

While the story

idea

the change in the course of

German

film

an interesting
a river between

is

two countries, a village on one side is thrown into the Communist territory on the other it is developed in such slow,
plodding terms that audiences in this country will find it
hard to take. Owen Crump, who wrote, directed and produced has a stilted, stolid style. Performances by the Ger-

—

man

cast are in the

same

into the latter scenes,

style.

when

Some

fair action is

worked

the non-totalitarian villagers

a break to cross the river to their own side. When
heavy rains change the course of the river, the boundary
between two countries is wiped out and the Communists
take over the neighboring village. Subjected to typical
totalitarian control and abuses, the formerly free townspeople eventually revolt. When they make their break for

make

the river, they are helpd

Communist guard with
Warner

Bros.

directed by

91

minutes.

by the young

whom

girl,

who

kills

pense melodrama.

It

should prove a dependable grosser in

action spots and a fair dualler generally.

appeal for American audiences.

the

Plot, in

which

Stevens, an insurance investigator plans a "perfect crime"
on a tightly-knit schedule, builds tension that will hold

audiences

down

fully than

is

In addition, the screenplay

to the finish.

by Aben Kandel developes

its

characters and motives

more

usual in this kind of meller. Stevens' direction

shows good command of the material. His performance,
and that of the supporting cast, is thoroughly competent.
Sharp black-and-white lensing is an asset. Insurance investigator Stevens is called in, with associate King Calder,
to investigate a brilliantly executed train hold-up, of minute precision. After some time, it is disclosed that Stevens

himself has engineered the whole plan to get money to
leave wife Marianne Stewart and run off with Felicia Farr.
Slip-ups occur in Stevens' plan, and his increasing desperation forces him into two murders. Stewart and Calder

begin to suspect and then are sure of Stevens' guilt. Fleeing to Mexico, Farr is killed, and Calder, in a showdown,
shoots Stevens.

she has fallen in love.

Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch.

Written, produced and

Owen Crump.

[More REVI

United Artists
A Mark Stevens Production). 7? minutes.
Calder, Felicia Farr. Produced and directed by Mark Stevens.
I

on Page

Mark Stevens,

King
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The

true story of the stratoflyl
scientists

of the U.S. Air

N
THRESHOL

ON-THE

orsPA

COLOR by OF

.Guy Madison
P-oduccd by

-Virginia Leith

WILLIAM BLOOM

Associate Producer

written b,

-

John Hodiak

BARBARA McLEAN

SIMON WINCELBERG

and

•

I

Directed by

V

FRANCIS COCKREU

\superb best-seller

L

picture with

now a

superlative motion
an outstanding cast!

GREGORY JENNIFER

FREDRIC

PECK JONES MARCH
COLOR by DE LUXE

CINemaScoPi?®
WHY

DID

MAMIE STOVER

HAVE TO LEAVE
SAN FRANCISCO?

—
"Hot

"Over-Exposed"

Blood"

O O

&CC4iKt44 7£<ZtiK$

America

(PIUS)
uneven, but has

Off-beat story of gypsy
some interesting color. Grossing potential bolstered by Jane
life in

Russell-Cornel Wilde.

Good

is

exploitation angles.

Howard Welsch-Harry Tatelman production

This

for

Columbia release is a rather off-beat story of gypsy life in
an American city. While it moves unevenly, it is colorful
and occasionally amusing. Entertainment values are
heightened by an effective CinemaScope-Technicolor lensing job by Ray June, and some persuasive tunes by Les
Baxter and Ross Bagdasarian. It is at best when the gypsy
atmosphere, in dance and song, fills the screen, but the
main story-line in which Cornel Wilde is married to Jane
Russell against his will but finally comes to love her is

—

—

far less successful. Jesse Lasky, Jr.'s script provides some
light dialogue, but Nicholas Ray's direction fails to bring
much-needed conviction to the serious sequences. Char-

acters are not logically developed for the

most

part,

and

are sketchily played by the leads. While Russell-Wilde
names will serve as a boxoffice prop, returns figure to be

Where the picture's many exploitation
fair-plus.
angles are fully worked, grosses should be better. Luther
Adler, king of his gypsy neighborhood, arranges a mar-

just

Joseph Calleia) and
marriage
is to be a hoax, with Russell collecting a fee but immediately taking a run-out powder on Wilde. The husband-tobe, thoroughly disinterested in Russell, is willing to go
along with the scheme, but Russell, falls in love with

between Russell (daughter

riage
his

own

brother, Wilde.

of

Unknown

to Adler, the

Far-fetched program melodrama
sexploitables

and shapely

Brain Machine"

&*<*4t£44 "Rati*?
Fair British-made crime meller.

supporting dual

bill

fare.

Q

Plus

Will serve adequately as

Best for action spots.

if

not overly-tasteful characterization, containi

Miss Mooi
had nothing but bad breaks, is befriended
elderly photographer Raymond Greenleaf and learns
art. In New York she soon rises to the top by associati:
with shady but influential characters, although Richa
a variety of sexually-suggestive exploitables.
a gal who's

1

Crenna,

who

loves her, disapproves.

is

too relaxed for American

Performances by the British cast are all quite good,
but they afford absolutely no marquee value here. Plot
concerns the detection of criminal Maxwell Reed by psychiatrist Elizabeth Allan through the use of a hospital
"brain machine". No one gives credence to her fears until
Reed escapes and abducts Allan to prevent her exposing
him. The police and Allan's husband Patrick Barr
eventually find her and apprehend Reed, who has since
murdered, bearing out the psychiatrist's theory.
tastes.

—

RKO.

72

Patrick Barr. Elizabeth Allan., Maiwell
minutes.
Directed and written by Ken Hughes.

Altc Snowdtn.

Page 14
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Reed.

Moore

she has accidentally taken a picture that

realizes th

important e
dence in a crime involving one of her clients. Attempti
blackmail she is badly beaten. Crenna saves her, appi
hends the criminals, and his proposal of marriage is fina
accepted by Moore.
Columbia.
mil.

80 minutes. Cleo Moore, Richard Crenna.
Directed by Lewis Seiler.

is

Produced by Lewis

J.

R<

"Manfish"
Sci4iKC44, IRtlttKf

Q

Plus

Tale of treasure-hunting and murder has

some

interesti

under-water photography, but sub-par plot and perfor
exploited.

if

inde offering deals with a fishing boat in Jamaican wate
all the promisi

discovery of treasure, greed, murder. For

emerges as a sub-par melodrama, in
W. Lee Wilder production
principal asset is some good underwater skin-diving pi
tography in De Luxe color, but this is hardly enough
compensate for the film's other inadequacies. The scripli
dull, and there is some unforgiveably bad acting by Vic
Jory, as a maniacal "professor", and Lon Chaney, as a m
onic seaman. Wilder directed with a heavy hand and w
a flair for the hackneyed. When John Bromfield, owner:
a turtle fishing boat, discover half of a map below wat€>
subject matter,

:

(he also scripted)

Son

With a plot derived from two Edgar Allan Poe stories
"The Gold Bug" and "The Telltale Heart"— this mir

This British melodrama has an interesting idea detecting and treating psychopathic criminals through the use
of a "brain machine" (an electroencephalograph). Unfortunately, however, this RKO release is too static and
works up only a modicum of suspense. It does not figure to
cause much stir in the U.S. market, but should serve adequately as a supporting dualler in action houses. Story is
told in an almost nonchalant manner, and Ken Hughes' direction

fair dualler.

•

earnest

ances. Fair for action spots,

"The

be

will

star.

This story of a fashion photographer with a shady pa
and an uncertain future stretches the usually permissit
touch of implausibility somewhat, but manages to be mil
ly diverting. Obviously destined for the lower half of du
bills, it can develop fair drawing strength in ballyh
houses, if exploited. Thanks to a few spurts of action ai
the laughs it provokes, this Columbia offering won't
too hard for undiscriminating audiences to take. Lewis
Rachmil production is OK, with photography and oth
credits routine but acceptable, and Lewis Seiler's dire
tion may be similarly rated. Cleo Moore's heroine is

Wilde and plays it for keeps. Wilde ignores his new wife,
but gradually succumbs to her charms, and is prepared to
take over the crown of dying brother Adler.
Jane RusColumbia. IHoward Welsch-Harry Tatelman production). 85 minutes
Produced by Howard Welsch
sell, Cornel Wilde,
Luther Adler, Joseph Calleia.
ana Harry Tatelman. Directed by Nicholas Ray.

in title

Produced by

it

fectively executed in the

1

•

i

he suspects that Jory

is in

possession of the other

— the map,

half.

bur
Bromfield and Jory set out with Chaney (Bro
field's first mate) and Tessa Prendergast (Jory's wif
They find part of the treasure, but Jory kills Bromfi
(who has been making advances toward Prendergast) ai
unobserved, drops the body into the sea. Jory is redud
suspicion

is

correct

in code, is the clue to

treasure.

i

to terror

when he

the water.

He

sees bubbles of air rise to the surfaced

gives himself

away and

United Artists. 7& minutes. John Bromfield,
and directed by W. Lee Wilder.

the body

is

Lon Chaney, Victor Jory.

foul
Prodi

THE ALLIED ARTISTS STORY

&

From Bread

Butter

To Strawberry Shortcake
to have noticed that Allied Artists is
25th birthday. In an industry where ballyhoo
Perhaps the reas king this is somewhat extraordinary.
lon is that, as a corporate entity, the company is much

Nobody seems

njoying

its

'ounger than that; yet
K:

I

had

its

it is

exactly a quarter century since

beginnings.

number of distributors who had been
Rayart Productions films formed a syndicate

In that year a

handling

vhich

A

became Monogram Pictures Corporation.

Irounpster,

it

produced 28 features

lively

in its first year.

Five years after this promising start Herbert J. Yates
>ut Republic Pictures together. That company's distribuion machinery was provided by Yates' acquisition of the

VIonogram exchanges. He acquired also a partner, W. Ray
Johnston, who had been the moving spirit behind Monogram from its inception.

But Messrs. Yates and Johnston didn't

hit

(ohnston quit in less than a year, revived

it

off

Monogram on

was Steve Broidy, a New
Monogram's sales staff in 1933.
By 1945 he was ready to move up. The jump was spectacular: from general sales manager to president. Ray
Johnston became Chairman of the Board— and to this day
jhe is Chairman of Allied Artists, of which Broidy, of
busiest beaver in the place

course,

who had

joined

the head.

is

appeared in 1946 it was a
[VIonogram subsidiary, formed to handle production of
tiigh-budget pictures. This was Steve Broidy's pet project; he'd always felt that Monogram should move up the

When

Allied Artists

first

year as President its first million dollar picture went into release.
In 1949 another subsidiary
'came into being
Stratford Pictures— through which
Broidy aimed to funnel imported films. It still serves that
purpose. Then came television: Interstate Television Corscale,

and

in his first

—

poration

became another Monogram company

in 1951.

Monogram product had always been good bread-andwhen it became obvious that the

butter stuff, but in 1953,

routine

"B" picture was losing favor with the

Broidy began planning a completely
April, 1954, that

new approach was

AA's biggest

If

yler

and

film to date,

star Gary Cooper talk over
"The Friendly Persuasion".

a

resumed his own picture-making acivities at tremendous pace. Every year Monogram made
between forty and fifty films, including "Dillinger", "Wonan in Bondage" and "Suspense".

The

details of

too well,

ranchise basis, and

Englander

WYLER AND COOPER
Producer-Director William

public, Steve

new approach. In

signalized by the dis-

appearance of Monogram. The corporation went into
honorable retirement. The parent was swallowed up by

the offspring.

Allied Artists Pictures Corporation, Allied

Artists Productions and Allied Artists International re-

Broidy is President of the first, Norton V.
it.
Ritchey is President of the international company and G.
Ralph Branton heads Interstate Television.

placed

most interesting aspects of Broidy's new
thinking is what he calls "product upgrading". As everyone in the industry knows, an "A" picture is not necessarily to be judged by the amount of money lavished upon
it.
The production budget is a poor criterion by which to
assess a film's boxoffice potential. What matters far more
than production cost is story value. Spectacular costuming
is no substitute for sound direction. Thus, Allied's thinking, around the time it came into active existence, was

One

of the

this: don't let us plan multi-million dollar productions ex-

clusively

few

let us, rather,

;

concentrate on better scripts and a

top-flight producers

into the

company

future and permit

and

directors.

as partners, give

Let us take them

them

them the freedom

a stake in its

to exercise imagi-

nation.

That is precisely what was done. Contracts were signed
with John Huston for three pictures, with William Wyler
and Billy Wilder. Wyler's first production, "The Friendly
Persuasion" will be released this summer. It is already in
the can. Huston has not yet been able to free himself from
other commitments, but his contract holds good. In the
past year or so, however, even without these talented directors, Allied Artists has successfully put to the test its
(Continued on Page 16)
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Mas Assembled a Galaxy
(Continued from Page 15)

money

theory that big

doesn't have to be poured out pro-

vided the other ingredients are there. Its "Phenix City
Story", made on a modest budget, has grossed about $2,000,000 to date.

On

this basis

it

will figure as the

pany's biggest money-maker before

"Witchita",

it is

believed, will run

it

it

com-

goes on the shelves.

a close second.

Over the entrance door of Allied Artists New York
headquarters flies a blue and gold banner reading, "March
of Progress". This is no empty slogan, for the company's
list of forthcoming releases is rich in promise. First comes
Wyler's "The Friendly Persuasion", starring Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire and Marjorie Main. Based on Jessamyn
West's book, with music by Dimitri Tiomkin, it is put by
Wyler in the same class as his Award Winning "Roman
Holiday".

Walter Wanger has finished a
zine story

thriller,

by Jack Finney, about

based on a maga-

a small

American town

Xamvs

of Tap

"Medic", based on the well-known television show
same name. The list totals some 22 pictures.

Some

of the big

of the

Hollywood companies have been com

plaining of difficulty in casting pictures, due primarily

tc

the fact that since the industry practically abandoned the

contract system, forcing stars to become freelance artists
the latter have been

demanding astronomical terms.

Artists has shared the heartburn, but to a

degree than

its

competitors.

John

much

Allied
lesser

C. Flinn, Allied's pub-

and advertising director, thinks this is because most
big-name artists shun mass-production studio methods
"Show any top-ranking star a good script", he says, "and
promise them a fine director, and the battle's half-won",
licity

Star Roster Includes

Top Names

He refers to his company as "the smallest of the majors".
Without debating the question of what is, or is not, a|
"major" company, the fact does remain that Allied Artists
has on its list of players some of the best-known names in
the movie business
Gary Cooper, Humphrey Bogart,
Lauren Bacall, Errol Flynn, Fred MacMurray, Joel McCrea, Dorothy Malone, Dorothy McGuire, Linda Christian,
:

Tucker, Laraine
Havoc and Terry Moore.
Forrest

Day,

Richard

Carlson,

June

Its television subsidiary, Interstate Television Corpora-

been distributing programs with a national following: "Public Defender", "I Married Joan" and "The
Little Rascals".
It recently acquired the Bing Crosby
tion, has

Enterprises film catalogue, consisting of "Counterpoint".

"Royal Playhouse" and the Ken Murray show, "Where
Were You?". "Adventure Album" and "Popular Science
M. Fennelly

(center), producer of AA's "Crime In the Streets",
campaign on the ballyhoo special with I. to r. v.p.
Edward Morey, ad chief John Flinn, v.p. & sales head Morey Goldstein
and Martin Davis, Eastern ad manager.

Vincent

discusses the big ad

Newsreels" are other half-hour shows which Interstate is
The company's billings last year totalled about
$2,500,000; double that figure for 1956 is forecast by Ralph
Branton.
handling.

which is sprinkled by "cosmic seeds" which bring with
them "the nightmare that threatened the world". Title of
this spine-chiller is "Invasion of the Body Snatchers", with
a top cast which includes Dana Wynter, whose name was
"made" by Twentieth Century's "The View From Pom-

mates that during the current year it will increase its business by one hundred per cent. Allied International repre-

pey's Head".

sents Interstate Television overseas, so that

In the "Phenix

John Casavettees'
May. A Linda Christian
starring vehicle,
"Thunderstorm" an elemental
drama with a Spanish setting is finished. So is "The
Four Seasons", a gold-rush picture starring David Wayne,
and "Mother-Sir", produced by Walter Wanger, in which
star Joan Bennett and the fabulous Japanese actress
Shirley Yamaguchi.
"Crime

City" tradition

in the Streets",

promised

is

for

—

—

Work

has been completed on Joel McCrea's "The First
Texan", and on "Screaming Eagles", which deals with the
he roes of D-Day. Other forthcoming offerings are
"Underworld, USA", with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren
Bacall, "Cattle King" with George Montgomery, Jack Carson and Mickey Rooney in "Magnificent Roughnecks" and
air
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Allied's international organization,

nection

is

whose

British con-

Associated British Pictures Corporation, has
President Norton V. Ritchey esti-

also been expanding.

its

film reve-

nues are directly supplemented by TV. The anticipated
doubling of business this year, according to Norton
Ritchey, is based on the company's gross of $2,600,000 for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1955, and the fact that 40 pictures, against 36, will go into release.

Not all of these anticipations may be realized. There is
good deal of wishful thinking about any Hollywood company's publicity; but Wall Street opinion is that Allied Ara

tists is

one of the fastest-growing concerns

has shown

in the business.

confidence in Allied by a steady increase
in the price of the company's stock though today, in common with most other securities listed on the American ExIt

its

change, the quotation has dropped below the 1955 "peak".

The

other day the company, having already set a hefty

1956

J

IHE ALLIED ARTISTS STORY

Can They Digest Shortcake ?
Sroduction schedule, announced a further increase. Producer Lindsley Parsons was signed to a five-picture con-

He and

John H. Burrows, have begun
olanning "The Intruder", "The Cruel Tower", "Massacre
at Dragoon Wells", "Proving Ground" and "Desperate

tract.

the area, the people, the industries in their area and, as a

Women".

In the old days Allied Artists handled

more

or less exclusively, apart

—

With

a grin John Flinn said, "There's enough compebetween the companies without having it between
the West Coast and Eastern offices."

tition

—

Another problem which faces Allied but one which
John Flinn is reluctant to talk about is personnel. With
a growing company good salesmen are always in demand,

—

Promotion Drive

right people
staffs.

As

come along they

are added

a result of acquisitions

and

investments over the last few years the company now
owns outright most of its 31 domestic exchanges. It has
a field force of
cial

openings.

twelve

men "on

This enables

it

tap", available for all speto

mount

a full-scale ex-

campaign in any major exchange area. "But",
says Flinn, "we prefer to use local men wherever possible,
rather than sending them out from New York. They know
ploitation

HAROLD

J.

MIRISCH

policy

this

publicity effort

will

at the

campaign

continue,

in 1956

than ever before.

siderable portion of Allied's promotion drive will
television

and

radio.

"We

were one

A

con-

employ

of the first to put

TV

"We

selling behind our pictures," claims Flinn.

used it
But today

with especial success on 'Riot in Cell Block 11'.
are also watching radio with exceptional interest. Radio
is looking-up again. It is proving itself an unusually fine
advertising medium after a period in the doldrums. We
shall probably make substantial use of it.

we

"That," added Flinn,

company.

We

exchange

Employ TV, Radio

but Flinn stands
pledged to a much-intensified exploitation, advertising and

cies as

is a dearth of such help.
One of the reasons is
many young men who would normally have gone into
films have been attracted from the industry by TV.

to

Judging from the trend of public opinion shown
boxoffice,

that

As and when the

product

Pathe films. Today it is a major factor in the distribution
independently-made pictures, which account for at least
40 per cent of its annual schedule.

but there

to Allied's

own

its

from Associated British-

of

This kind of flexible operation the company's policy of
opportunism is what keeps John Flinn, and his eastern
publicity manager Martin S. Davis, constantly on their
toes. "Our problem is to keep ahead of the game", admits
Flinn. Fortunately, Flinn and Davis have evolved a system of East-West co-operation which, they believe, is virtually foolproof. Neither makes a move without consulting
the other. Currently they are planning a nationwide tour
to promote "Friendly Persuasion", with Flinn covering
part of the country and Davis the rest. At each point they
will exchange experiences by telephone.

—

can do a better job."

result,

his associate,

We

are young.

"is

one of the characteristics of our

are mostly second-generation industryites.

We

are flexible.

We

shall adjust our poli-

and when circumstances demand. In only one respect we won't change: our faith in the future of movies.
We were never more optimistic."

The forthcoming "Friendly Persuasion"

really

marks

the ?iant step in Allied Artists' transition from bread and

butter to strawberry shortcake.

Broidy, Mirisch, et

al,

are confident that they will be able to digest the richer fare

without suffering financial indigestion or becoming bloated
and lazy. They abound with big plans, and an exhibitor
body that hungers for good product from any source is
rooting hard for AA's success.
Coulter.

—

G.

PRESIDENT BROIDY
Film

RALPH BRANTON
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UNITED ARTISTS

added

their

bit

to

the general feeling of springtime prosperi-

THEY

ty

by announcing

in

production

it

the

next

. .

twelve

months with 48 films set for release this
year, 78 more due to come in 1957 and

MADE THE NEWS

Incidentally

will invest $45,000,000

durinj

1958. Vice presidents Max E. Youngstein
and William J. Heineman spread the good
news at the company's sales convention in
New York. The expenditure represents

DON HARTMAN

joined the ranks of ex.
ecutives-turned-producer when he bowed
out, at his own request, as executive producer at Paramount to become an independent. Y. Frank Freeman, vice president in charge of studio operations, has

absorbed Hartman's duties. Hartman will
make his independent pictures for Para-

mount

release.

JEROME PICKMAN,

vice president and
advertising chief of Paramount, has set
a March wedding date with fashion de-

signed Minette Gordon.

ARTHUR

MGM

to

M. LOEW, JR. will leave
go into independent production

WARNER

JACK L.
was presented
the Treasury Department's Service Award
for "distinguished service in behalf of
U.S. Savings Bonds"
P
.

.

.

.

SKOURAS

.

SPYROS

.

helped launch the 1956 Red
Cross campaign in the film industry with
a lucheon in New York
Ten of
DAVID O. SELZNICK's top films have
.

two-day sales convention. Other L'A executives in attendance, from left: executive assistant Francis M. Winikus; Eastern division
manager Milton E. Cohen: general sales manager James R. yelde; Heineman; vice president Max E. Youngstein : national advertisingpublicity -exploitation director Roger H. Lewis;
II

estern division

manager Al

the greatest in

UA's

history.

Session also
of recently-

marked the initial meeting
appointed general sales manager James
R. Velde with UA's field force.

O
O. SELZNICK called off his
proposed production alliance with
president Daniel T.
Radio Pictures.
O'Shea and Selznick said "differences
over policy" was the reason. However,
work is continuing on his projected version of "A Farewell To Arms", Selznick

RKO

ENGENE JACOBS has been appointed
to Paramount sales executive
HUGH OWEN. Jacobs was Kansas City
branch manager

made European
The

York premiere of "Picnic" brought
together, from left: Columbia general sales
manager A. Montague: Radio City Music Hall
managing directoi Russell Donning: Columbia
executive vice president Jack Cohn, and director Joshua Logan.

March

5,

l?5»

.

LEE KATZ

was

.

OGDEN

.

.

Bill calling for total elimination of
eral admission tax was introduced

Fedinto

House of Representatives by Rep.
Noah M. Mason (Rep., 111.).

I

BULLETIN

.

the

Happy
addresses press tit luncheon.
Listening, from left: >n tor Trevoi Howard;
Columbia vice president Paul V, Lazarus. Jr.;
U am i<l. inuiiscl Harold Her Limit:.
nil

.

executive production rep-

resentative for Allied Artists
ARCHIG.
was appointed associate story editor of RKO's new Eastern
story dept. Ogden was editor-in-chief of
book publishers Appleton-Century-Crofts.

BALD

New

audience.

Film

.

assistant

advanced the beproduced outside the
U.S. are finding growing reception from
American exhibitors and audiences. Broccoli, executive producer and a partner in
Warwick Film Productions of London,
distributed by Columbia, told a press conference that producers must aim at global
markets and not for any one national

Pjgt II

.

ney enterprise.

pictures

i

.

.

0
ALBERT BROCCOLI

Run

.

Orient and company branch offices
Buena Vista president LEO F. SAMUELS toured Midwest offices of the Dis-

reported.

Albert

Twentieth Century-Fox executives took
several days of West coast conferences
on the upcoming "Man In The Gray
Flannel Suit" recently. Setting promotional and release plans: advertising vice
president
EINFELD; distribution director
ass't
general sales manager W. C.
Allied Artists International president
V.
briefly conferred with president
in Hollywood before departing for the
.

RKO

that

.

CHARLES
AL LICHTMAN;
GEHRING
NORTON
RITCHEY
STEVE BROIDY

Fitter.

DAVID

lief

.

been purchased by WOR-TV for $198,Omaha's Variety No. 16 will assume complete financial responsibility for
the Omaha Hearing School, according to
chief barker J. ROBERT HOFF.
000 ..

A hoi c. I nited Artists distribution vice president Hi Ilium J. Heineman presided over the

.

mi

cluded

New York opening
"The Benny Goodman Story"

quartet at the

ct sal's
I.

Loew's Theatres vice president
star Jayne Meadows: her
Steve Allen; U-I vice president
Charles J. Feldmun.

to r.:

Eugene Picker; TV
/unband.

oj
in-

II

illiarn

Goldman,

right, receives the gavel as

hew president oj the Philadelphia Theatre &
Amusement Assn. from Lawrence Shubert
Lawrence
atres

oj the Shubert Theatres. S-W Thezone manager Ted Schlanger observes.

THEY

PICKFORD BUY-OUT
Artists'
management
United
team are shown signing the
agreement by which they purchased Mary Pickford's interest
in the company.
Seated, from
left: board chairman Robert S.
Benjamin: president Arthur B.
Krim :
and
Pick ford
Corp.
president Richard K. Polimer.
Standing, from left: vice presidents Arnold M. Picker. Max
E.
Youngstein.
William
J.

MADE THE NEWS

Heineman.

UNITED ARTISTS' MANAGEMENT

SPYROS

P.

SKOURAS

rewarded its own hard and successful labors
by buying from co-founder Mary Pickford her 1/3 interest in the company. The UA
team (Robert S. Benjamin, Arthur B. Krim, Arnold Picker, Max E. Youngstein, William J. Heineman) now owns the company lock, stock and barrel, having previously acquired the stock owned by Charles Chaplin just one year ago. Miss Pickford will continue her long association with United Artists as an independent producer, it was announced. Together with Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and D. W. Griffith, she
organized the original company in 1919. The present management group assumed control of United Artists in February, 1951, and promptly gave it its first successful year
since 1946, thereby becoming owners of 50 per cent of the stock and acquiring a 10-year
voting control over the remaining stock. During the past five years, annual world
grosses increased from $18,000,000 in 1951 to $55,000,000 last year.
tipped the gold-

cup of 20th Century-Fox last week
in announcing: (1) The second CinemaScope 55 production, Rodgers and Hamfilled

"The King and

merstein's

available to all exhibitors in

I",

will

be

35mm, and

October; (2) A bountiselection of 24 top-grade productions

in July instead of
ful

be released this year including "The
Man In The Gray Flannel Suit", in

will

March, and "Bus Stop" in August; (3)
Fox expects to produce four pictures a
year in its new 55mm process to be released one in each quarter. Skouras said
he agreed to forego the roadshow release
of "The King and I" in 55mm as originally planned as a gesture of good-will to

He

exhibition.

also stated that the suc-

cessor to distribution director Al

man

come from

will

Licht-

the 20th-Fox ranks.

o

ARTHUR

M.

LOEW

announced that

MGM

has arranged to release all films
produced by Ealing Studios of England,
which recently severed its distribution
connections with
will

the

make

J.

Arthur Rank. Ealing

three top-budget films a year at

MGM

studios

London with
Loew made the annear

Loew's financing.
nouncement jointly with Ealing's Reginald Baker and Sir Michael Balcon.

o
LOEW'S, INC.

O

MANAGEMENT

met

onslaught of threatened opposition
and outspoken criticism at the recent annual stockholder's meeting conducted by
the

newly elected president Arthur M. Loew
and emerged only slightly bloodied, but
Dissatisfaction with
certainly unbowed.
the sharp decline in profits recorded over
the past year was voiced by a number of
stockholders, but the oft-rumored revolt

by major investors failed to materialize.
Management's slate of directors, including two new ones from important financial
houses, were elected by a large majority.
In his opening address Loew reassured
the stockholders by (1) listing nine steps
made by his new administration to im-

prove the company's financial picture; (2)
predicted that earnings in 1956 will continue to improve on the basis of increased
second quarter income; (3) Said he intends to purchase a "substantial" number

Among
shares of company stock.
the steps to be taken to benefit stockholders: elimination of all executive profitof

RUBEN SHOR,

promptly upon

his re-

election as president of National Allied,

took to the stump to warn the major distributors that their continued high film
terms will bring them a rebuff by the
Senate Small Business Committee, which
is

slated to start industry hearings

March

Speaking at Allied's 3rd annual Drivein convention in Cleveland, Shor declared
that Allied will present hundreds of affidavits from disaffected exhibitors to the
SSBC, and "we expect a favorable report
from the Senate Committee". He also
told the press that Allied has a flexible
attitude toward the kind of legislation it
21.

will seek to

control film prices.

Adams, president

of

ITO

Horace

of Ohio, told

the convention that intense competition

between exhibitors
of their

ills.

The

is

responsible for

many

Allied board reelected

entire slate of officers. In addition to
Shor: Abram F. Myers, chairman and
general counsel; Irving Dollinger, trea-

its

surer; Julius

Gordon, secretary: William

A. Carroll, recording secretary.

contracts; reduction in pension
fund payments for high-salaried execu-

sharing

tives; advancement of the date of distribution of Loew's Theatres stock to Sept.
1;

sale of films to

TV. The new

directors:

Paul E. Manheim, Lehman Bros., Charles
Lazard Freres & Co.
J. Stewart, of

BAKER, LOEW,

BALCON

STEWART

SHOR
Film
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reporting income the as capital gains.

Over the longer term, the picture
less clear. Film companies must
balance the proceeds from their liis

'

(Continued from Page 5)

of

TV

live

is

braries against the proceeds of future

what

the

called

is

theatre

films

destined

"spectacle of discovery", or "excite-

against the old films on

TV. War-

ment

ner Bros., for instance,

is

It is this

of the unexpected".

immediacy that sets off
TV in relation to motion pictures.
So certain are some exhibition quarters that iive shows are the real comattribute of

$21 mil-

what effect will its
have upon the multi-mil-

recent sale
lion dollar

"Moby Dick"?

petitor,

half of the entire library price.

The

principle dangers in the re-

lease of important feature libraries
to

TV

are obviously these

:

they are

free to televiewers for the twist of a

and they possess title-power
hitherto missing in
star-power
and
dial,

TV.

However,

bump

head-on to

features offered on
the telecasters will

very same problem that has
plagued exhibition for years block
booking. There will be many mediocre and poor films for each topdrawer one. Television must judge
its film product by the old Roman
by
rule, "Pondere, non numero"
weight not numbers. It is a safe
the

—

—

guess that run-of-the-mill films in
the libraries will fare

little

better

than film product presently beamed.

How

companies be
There must be strong misgivings in the minds and hearts of
executives who have seen this industry grow from infancy through the
will the film

affected?

medium

of theatre exhibition.

Now

they will experience the strange sensation of seeing their past labors of

love in the service of a rival

As

to

medium.

the effects of the library
short and long

sales, there are the

term aspects. Of the short term
there can be little question, it's all
good.

The

financial

blessings

rumor

of a sale bolted

four points in less than a fortnight.
Since many companies carry their
libraries at

nominal figures (some

at

on their books, the new
money pads the assets account by

$1.00)

some

of the top

being

offered

Warner

when "Moby Dick" goes

how

tre release,

wood
Bros,

a

is

000 received for the library.

—

apparently have every intention of
remaining in the field of movie-for-

zational

theatres production.

self.

placed the cart deliberately before
the horse. We've talked of film lialready holds

How
How

Film
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some mid-week
Saturday.

A

to inter-

Emmy

MGM

a

new

era,

and

What does
We wish we knew.

alike.

glance at the

TV's

MGM

90-minute film

shows?
Yes,

solution of that prob-

"Best Original Teleplay" department,
four are now motion picture property.
"Fearful Decision" has been made into
film "Ransom", "Patterns"
the
will soon be released by UA,
production
finished
on "The
has

against live

How

The

list of nominations
awards is an escapable
indication of the film-TV "marriage".
Of the five scripts nominated in the

for

innumerable questions.
best to recover the investment?
slots?

potential

Emmy Awards

to face

shows? Time

when

lem points to the best interests of
everyone in the industry.

of the insatiable appetite

films

night,

theatre business isn't so great as on

pay them a

for our industry

Page 20

own

all

to balance

show on

Saturday night, exhibitors have a justifiable complaint. It should appear on

the feature films put on
the market will eventually be gobbled up, but then television's forces

have

of
it-

Night?

In regard to carrying the

return on their investment.

TV,

would

—the presentation
—rather than in the idea

Why Sat.

the films, and television interests

Because
of

certainly

It seems fairly evident that, faults
notwithstanding, Hollywood stands to
gain a good deal more from the nominations show that it does to lose.

And what of television? Throughmuch of this discussion we have

fair

show

spheres

show

the

out

are going to be asked to

recent

have benefitted from a more judicious
selection of mc's and hosts, and a
clearer integration of film clip and
commentary, but it was nevertheless
an interest-eliciting, newsworthy, popular program. The trouble, this viewer
feels, lies in the directorial and organi-

was to presuppose that they are out
to make a quick killing and clear
out. The Warner Bros., however,

book value of the stock and the financial marts appraise accordingly.
the comfort of

The

deciding whether to sell or to
hold its old films that is, unless one

mortgage. The promoters

of rivalry,

—
—

of

first

The note

be overly sensitive to their criticism,
and conclude as some film industryites have done
that it is impossible
to make a show out of these awards,

impugn the judgment of management beset with the responsibility

countless imponderables,

is

What

not only today, but for years to
come. But it would be unjust to

all

it

a fair break.

wards" to carp, is all too apparent in
the columns of the
Harriet Van
Homes and the Jack Goulds. They
made no distinctions between the two
shows and heaped the same obloquy
on this year's as last year's nominations' program. We mustn't, however,

management's responsibility? It
has an obligation to stockholders,

TV

professional

must be aware
seldom gives Holly-

of resentment, of "bending over back-

is

though

of names".

criticism regularly

of the fact that

inventories. Naturally this hvpos the

tax-wise there

TV

com-

going concern.
It is a safe bet that the company's
investment in unreleased and scheduled features and in purchased story
properties far exceeds the $21,000,-

braries as

list

Critics Carp
Anyone at all who reads

pany fare?

Warner

of "a

TV

into thea-

wiil the film

est big sponsors in

And

ment out

room

living

the

in

represented a marked improvement of
technique in trying to make entertain-

If

"oldies" are

amount of the sale.
Imagine a company adding millions
in cash and deducting $1.00 in old
virtually the full

could be anything but favorable to the
latter.
The recent show, we believe,

ly,

are

The mere
Warner stock

immediately discernible.

versions of the show could resist comparing them, and how that judgment

Potential-

TV

Show

Everybody, either professionally involved or not, has been commenting
about Hollywood's nominations show.
It seems strange how anyone who
viewed both last year's and this year's

lion richer, but

one film of this calibre might garner a gross equal to approximately

they are privately hoping
goes "old film crazy" on the
theory that it will pre-empt the time
formally delegated live programs.

'Nominations

compete

to

fraught
lies

with
ahead

Catered Affair" and will release the
independently made "The Man Is Ten

for television,

Feet Tall."

the future hold?

The

similar story,
v.

rest of the list tells a

— Dick Bretstein-

i

Mexander' Big Push Begins

Viewpoint

Record Ad, P.A. Slates

Vith

of Campaigns" that United
promised for Robert Rossen's "Alexnder the Great" when Life broke with a
ecord 13-page feature on the movie and its
ero last November is taking imposing form

"The Colossus

The Shortage

of

irtists

the million-dollar plus budget
each of the various phases.

s

Promotion Manpower

meted

is

Howard

A cool quarter million is going to national
magazines and newspaper supplements, the
irgest such appropriation in UA's history,
"he magazine program, aimed at reaching a
ombined readership cf
ssues,
Life,

in

When

May

such top circulation journals as
Good Housekeeping, The Saturday
of

ivening Post, Look, Harper's, and several
The initial phase of the advance

supplement campaign will be
aunched April 1 with full-page ads timed
io break with regional openings.
iiewspaper

additional slate of co-op ads saluting

he Rossen spectacle in national magazines
|tnd

newspapers, with insertions sponsored

American

>y

Airlines,

Van Heusen

Shirts,

and other top commercial
lames which have earmarked some $300,000

[Baldwin Pianos

or the placements.

On

the

p. a.

front, another record

budget

with over $75,000 allotted for
sight tours by Rossen, the stars, featured
flayers and members of the production staff.
Worked in with some of the touring personalities will be a fashion program, slanting
'Alexander" for the ladies. Fashion shows
it department
stores will be p.a.'d by the
las

been

set,

junketers as part of the

program,

in

which

both with
on the nationally ad-

5300 retail outlets will participate,

hows and

via tie-ins

vertised co-ops.

Another phase of the leg-men and women
on the ballyhoo tours will be their featured

TV. UA plans a maximum-coverage air-video spot campaign, comspots on radio and

advertising-publicity

was

block-booking

departments.

outlawed,

there

grew the need for single-picture selling techniques. As the volume of releases was diminished,
this need grew more acute. The rilm companies
could no longer afford to depend on institutional slogans to cover a multitude of B's. Each picture represented a greater investment and demanded greater promotion to return that in-

others.

An

recent statement that "every

the film companies' merchandising set-up

understaffed

glows

147,000,000,

four-color displays in April and

vith

Dierz'

today must be sold as an individual enterprise" throws a naked spotlight on a sore point

film

jut to

vestment.

While there gradually has evolved
bined with telecasting of "Alexander" clips
and special TV featurettes.
The huge youth market is being courted
with a comprehensive schools campaign
aimed at primary and secondary school students. UA exploiteers are busy setting up
essay, painting and sculpturing contests;

film

single picture selling,
al big

most
on

in

greater concentration

organizations a

it is still

only the occasion-

picture that receives a fully implemented

campaign, while too many good films slide from
little more than a

the studio to the theatre with

pressbook to exploit them.

The blame cannot be placed at the step of

special brochures are being prepared, stress-

the distributors' ad-publicity departments.

They

ing the historical background, etc.

are doing

— job

with

For the auto-riders, a 24-sheet campaign
a la "Not As A Stranger" will cover the
highways in 14 states.

those pictures to which they can devote their

A

tie-up

with Dell Publishing

Company

comic bock adventure based on the script on newsstands.
Another tie with libraries in over 200 cities
will set up special shelves of books about
Alexander and his times.
It all adds up to an overwhelming promotion, or, as one enthusiastic UA boxofheer
puts it, "a big, big push in the best Max
Youngstein tradition." No movie could ask
for more.
will put 500,000 copies of a

Bigness, epic-scope characterize the ads.

Left, national

[More

magazine four-color

SHOWMEN

full

page;

a

allotted resources of
fortunately,

provide

great

money and manpower. Un-

those resources are inadequate to

the

selling of

—some

first-rate

kind

of

individualized

full-scale,

which Mr. Dietz speaks.

With production investments reaching an

all-

time high, what a paradox that film advertising

departments must operate with curtailed staffs

and budgets.
films are

The sad fact

doomed

is

that

too

many

to realize only a fraction of

their grossing potential until the

promotion de-

partments are augmented to meet the exhaustive

demands

of our industry's present-day merchan.

dising methods.

right,

ad rough for newspaper display.

on Page 22]
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UA Sets Record $75,000
Pi. Budget

for 'Alexander'

Earmarking a cool $75,000

for personal ap-

pearance tours on behalf of "Alexander The
Great," United Artists has set up a series of
road tours that will cover some 63,000 miles
before the eight principals involved return

home.

One

key features of UA's milliondollar promotion budget for the Robert Rosof the

UA's Al Tamarin (center) tells trade press o
company's $75,000 p.a. junkets for "Alexande
the

sen epic, the tours encompass 157 key-city

Great".

"Tourists"

who greeted

the

pres

were Barry Jones and Ramsay Ames.

stands over a period of 17 weeks by producer
Rossen and his daughter, Carol; co-stars
Richard Burton and Fredric March; featured

—

A

"Picnic" party right in the lobby
complete
with prop grass for real picnicky atmosphere
was staged in lobby of London Odeon Theatre
by manager Peter Hall, (kneeling in formal
dress); stars Ron Randell, Anita Ekberg and Anthony Steel were among frolicers who were
served a picnic box lunch opening night. Stunt
received good press, along with picture.

Key Newsmen Cover las Vegas'
Star-Studded World Premiere
Metro engineered a promotional coup for
world premiere of "Meet Me in Las
Vegas" by getting critics and columnists
from 10 key city newspapers in various sec-

its

players Barry Jones and

inch

Ramsey Ames,

David Ffolkes and seven

signer

Dave

giant

The

Ballard.

feet,

defive

individual

with some major
being covered as many as five times

tours will be staggered,
cities

by the

"tourists".

They

will

make

456 in-

person appearances at schools, department
stores, shopping centers, theatres, and some
300 TV and radio appearances.
Ballard and Ffolkes, first to start the p.a.
snowball, were joined by Jones and Miss
Ames, Feb. 20, due to cover 20 cities on a
55-day swing. Rossen, Miss Rossen, Burton

and March go into action

month, the

this

co-stars to divide 76 individual appearances

On

between them.

shares the

tions of the country to cover the opening

with the Sands Hotel picking up the tab.
The scribes carried the word to their public of the gala event which saw stars Cyd
Charisse and Dan Dailey heading a list of
Hollywood names who arrived by chartered
plane. The stars' arrival was a photographer's dream as they stepped from the plane
through a giant replica of a silver dollar to
receive a rousing Western welcome.
Shindig was featured on Milton Berle's
NBC-TV show Feb. 21.

the

road

for

"Carousel",

spotlight with

star Richie

Barbara

Philadelphia

Ruicl

basebal

Ashburn for news photogs.

Mtoad- II of•/»
Anne Francis and Robby

the Robot, both
"Forbidden Planet", are
making impressions on their p.a. tour for the
M-G-M film. Following guest shots on the
Perry Como and Dave Garroway network
TV shows in New York, the lady and the
monster hopped to Cleveland and the Allied
Drive-in Convention, thence to Chicago and
Boston for a series of TV, air and newspaper
of

whom

star

in

interviews.
*

*

*

Rhonda Fleming had

a

ballucrative

half

hour on the popular NBC "Monitor" network Sunday show, Feb. 19, discussing her
role in

RKO's

"Slightly Scarlet", duplicating

the feat on the

show March

MBS

"Poo the Question"

Danny Kaye

at press reception with

aging director Fred Hutchinson

in

Para, man-

London

pre-

ceding glittering premiere of "The Court Jester

'.

3.

*

*

*

Jane Russell did

with sight

it

and sound

New York

Feb. 22 for publicity on 20th-Fox's "The Revolt of Mamie
Stover". The shapely Jane had a featured
after arriving in

spot on Perry

Como's Feb.

25 show, includ-

ing a song plug for the film's

Eyes

On The

*

Typical

of the displays being rigged in supermarkets throughout the country, is this Quaker

Oats setup featuring M-G-M's free ticket offer
to see "Forever Darling" and "Forbidden Planet"
in

Quaker cereal boxes.

under

I

2

Ticket permits child
to enter free at participating theatres
if

P*g« 22

Film

accompanied by
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"Keep Your

Hands".
*

*

Spreading the topcast talent for 20th's
"Carousel" around the country for p.a.'s with
the C-55's openings isn't easy. Robert Rounseville took off for the Boston opening following the Roxy debut; Barbara Ruick hardly had time to catch her breath from an advance p.a. tour before hopping off to Hollywood for the movie capital bow.

European

star

Cornell

Denver world bow of

Borchers, gay feature

o(

"Never Say Goodbye", laughs with Fox Intermountain's Bob Selig
and U-I's Mayer Monsky at hotel reception.
U-I's

What t&e Stuuwtm

/tie 'Dowyt/

runs the Paris Theatre in
'aris, Kentucky, for the Schine Chain as
hough his 600-seater were a multi-thousand

— and

"he busy

it's

paying

showman's

off like

a

activity rated

vith

iffice

activity,

was the

almost

from the tox-

fact that

was sand-

it

20;

viched in a five-week series of amateur con-

-4tt-

Schine

Showmen were

high

on

Valentine

ests,

Day special shows. Ray Leveque, Rialto Theatre
in
Amsterdam, N. Y., spotlighted the small

or

fry in his "Valentine

which alone would have been plenty
most showmen to handle.
For the amateur competition, Mel pronoted a popular hillbilly band from the local
adio station for a one-hour show every Frilay night and presented six acts. The show

location color fea-

PARADE, Lloyd Shearer feaAMERICAN, Shirley Jones picture layout; SEVENTEEN, Picture-of-theMonth spread; PAGEANT, production layout; CORONET, Shirley Jones feature;
REDBOOK, Picture-of-the-Month; McCALLS, picture layout; GOOD HOUSEKEEPING, Top Picture selection; COSMOPOLITAN, Picture-of-the-Month; and
ture article;

The outstanding

Miss Valentine" contest.

All

Bustin'

is

ture, Feb. 26;

deluxer.

newspaper
two huge cuts and a big story on his

eature of the promotion, aside

color spread,

Out

"June

AMERICAN WEEKLY,

the front page of his town's

lalf

LOOK,

Over" color sequence, on stands Feb.

Feb. 6;

Gaitskill

eluxer

LIFE, cover and

partial list:

Showmanship Pays Off

Mel

20th-Fox power behind the all-out campaijn on "Carousel" is further evident in the
number of magazine breaks netted by the

CinemaScope 55 inaugural feature in publications on stands as the musical opened. A

ichine-Man Impressario
.ive

MAC-NETS

Show", while

more.

*

*
.

.

*

.

Grace Kelly shares the Mar.

for

2 cover of
with her Prince, gets 5 colored
pages and one b & w, with two of the tinted
shots featuring shooting on her next for
MGM, "The Swan," with Alec Guinness.

ebroadcast the following morning, with the
ocal Ford dealer sponsoring. Prizes were

Paramount's "The Proud and the Profane"

vas taped after an audience

"warmup"

-W-

Mel

made

a

Gaitskill.

Theatre, Paris, Ky..
to-do with a "Miss Valentine" contest
grabbed front page big space.
Paris

from Paris merchants, who were
lugged from the stage and, consequently, on

he

air

His

was featured

first

a

arlier,

and

show was
his

in average Friday.
lisplay

and

a stage

still

WEEK

stars

with

Deborah

set for the

*

*

*

Warner's
upcoming "The Searchers"
(John Wayne) gets prominent mention in
REAL's March number via four pages of
featured player Vera Miles.

Cost: a 40 x 60 lobby

ome ingenuity coupled with

of

cameras.

a

that

hand every Friday

THIS

shots

Kerr and William Holden getting

day.

whopping success,
had disappointed
gross was upped 60% over

feature

Feb. 19

attention-grabbing

show. Coming movies also were men-

Respite

in

*

*

*

licited

ioned, then rebroadcast the following

COLLIER's

— and

rolled-up shirt-

sleeves.

Columbia's "Picnic" added another to its
of magazine laurels with a glowing illustrated review in March REDBOOK.
list

Campaign

Backlash Saturation

U-I's "Backlash" gets a series of key city

lewspaper ads to back its territorial saturaopenings beginning March 14. Ads will

:ion

all

list

the theatres in a particular territory

during the 30-day period
opening. Placements will, in most cases, be full pages and
ire apart from the regular local theatre opening campaign.
set

to play the film

following the

first territorial

1

Striking 'Cutter-Jump Spread
One of the biggest newspaper advertising
flashes ever

—was

A

tieup

Cream

with

Colgate

Shaving
"Anything

Instant

will push Paramount's
Goes" via national newspaper advertising.
Colgate ads spotlight star Bing Crosby and
the film in major newspapers countrywide.

undivided two-page spread

N. Y. Daily News to mark the premiere of
"Carousel". The ad achieved the striking
effect of eliminating the space between the
two pages by a new process that "jumped
the gutters".
Double barreled blasts made headlines
Carousel" debut at Roxy, with two governors participating along with stars and a giltedged guest list. (Center) At "Carousel Clambake", hosted bv Main Gov. Edmund S. Musk'e
preceding the premiere: Mrs. Spyros P. Skouras,
Gov. & Mrs. Muskie, the 20th-Fox president, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Einfeld. Smiling celebs at
the Roxy: (left) "Carousel" stars Shirley Jones,
Gordon MacRae. Claramae Turner; and (right)
N. Y. Gov. Averill Harriman and Mrs. Harriman.
for

Colgate Ads for 'Anything Goes'

— an

carried by 20th Century-Fox in the

Det.'s 'Operation

Body Snatchers'

unique tie-up with the U. S. Air
Force, Allied Artists rigged up a stunt that
copped headlines and newsreel air time for
its "Invasion of the Body Snatchers." In a
surprise test by Air Force planes called
Operation Body Snatchers to prove alertness of the Detroit Ground Observer Corps,
In

a

—

—

three

dummies were dropped upon
Press and

sections of the city.

coupled

with

dummies

was

Snatchers,

the

fact

labeled

Detroit,

air

strategic

coverage,

each of the
"Operation Body

that

Mich.",

was smash ad-

vance publicity for the wcrld premiere of the
Walter Wanger production at the BroadwayCapitol, Feb. 22.
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took no great amount of detective work for

It

watchdogs

financial

MGM's

to discover the identities of the buyers.

"How

to Win Friends and Influence People
and most important, principle to be observi
by the chairman of a stockholder's meeting is to allow tl
stockholders to do the talking.

a sequel to

THE STOCKHOLDERS

As

first,

a general rule the

first

stockholders to speak will

1

those anxious to demonstrate their financial finesse. Th*
will

have come prepared with a

series of written questioi

appertaining to vague figures in the balance-sheet.

To

the majority of those present at the meeting the

queries will sound almost baffling.

them

Their authors inte

so to sound, being, of course, anxious to impress th

fellow investors.
is Mr. Lewis Gilbert who, with h
become a familiar figure at annual compar
meetings. The Gilberts can snarl like panthers, but usual

Typical of this type

Such information is readily available
records of a well-managed company.
But, having

What

do?

made

the discovery,

in

the books and

they bite like gnats.

what could Mr. Loew

should he do?

Loew

sented powerful, reputable interests.

well knew, repre-

They were obviously

not fly-by-night operators. And yet, however desirable
they
these stockholders might be as bedfellows in

MGM

in the sense that

they knew

little

or

nothing about the production and sale of motion pictures.

They were hard-headed businessmen who, having put
on the line in the New York Stock Exchange,
were determined to make their influence felt and their investments pay off.
their cash

Shoald they be viewed as adversaries?

How many
relied
fight

of the general body of stockholders could be
on to give the management their proxies if such a

became inevitable?

Should these interlopers, on the other hand, be placated
by giving them seats on the board?

would the company be establishing a bad preceto pressure from without and admitting
the principle that anyone with a vast sum of money tied
up in the company was entitled to representation?
If so,

dent

— submitting

fair to remove from the existing board, to make
newcomers, men long and loyally associated with
the existing management? If the answer were yes, on
which of them should the axe fall?
And, having made such a concession, what others might
these financial interests next demand? Cuts in salaries,
dismissal of trusted employees, changes in personnel here,
adjustments of policy there?

Was

way

it

for

Such were the

critical

They are a wonderful asset to any company chairmc
by stockholder troubles. Their assumed feroci'

beset

Luckily, the buyers, as Mr.

were "outsiders"

brother, has

questions which Arthur

Loew had

In the end, he reached the conclusion that discretion was the better part of valor. With considerable sato face.

gacity he went to meet his challengers, heard their views

and presented his own. A bargain was struck. Economies
were promised. Two new directors were nominated by
Loew himself. Harmony was restored and the sounds of
dissonance died away. Arthur Loew had scored his first
strategic victory.

sounds good to the ears of the company's critics who, fet
ing their complaints are being most energetically aire
don't bother to speak for themselves.
Give the Messrs. Gilbert their fling, therefore; never a
tempt to silence them. Permit them to advertise the
astuteness to the limit. They enjoy it immensely; beside
their questions may give you an opportunity to make son
additional point in the management's favor, for the G:
berts, bark as they may, are decent young men with a go<
deal of personal charm.

Mr. Lewis Dusenberry Gilbert, in fact, has been wor
ing on a book, shortly to be published under the tit
"Dividends and Democracy", and it might not be a b«
idea for the presidents of those film companies whose mee
ings the Gilberts patronize to buy a few copies for di
tribution to friends.

"Tired Old

When

Men"

the genuine question-askers have been

This speaker will generally say something

no rule-cf-thumb method for dealing with crisis
like that. The solution aoplied in Loew's case might be
inapplicable in another. But there are certain basic tenets
governing stockholder-management relations which, if he
lived. Dale Carnegie might well have made the subject of

There

Pdgt 24

is
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like this

:

"Mr. Chairman. The trouble with this company is th
run by tired old men without an ounce of imaginatio
Our business has been going to the dogs for the past t<
years, and every vear is worse than the year before. Wh
we want is new blood at the top. You, Mr. Chairman, ha"
been fattening yourself at the stockholders' expense t<
long. No matter what happens to our dividends, you co
tinue to pay yourself a huge salary while we suffer. I s;
.". And so on, and on.
it is disgraceful
it is

.

Let the Stockholders Speak

monop

twenty minutes or so, some restive lac
or gentleman with a salvo of abuse to deliver will inev:
ably call for the microphone.

lizing the floor for

At

first

.

the speaker will

draw

a

few muttered "He*

hears" or other signs of agreement and encouragemer

but the more abusive he becomes the more the gorge
average man, for innate in

rise in the throats of the

w
tl

American character is, above all, a strong sense of fairpla
The more abashed you appear to be by such a tirad

HE STOCKHOLDERS
more

id the

you show under such an attack, the

restraint

ooner will someone spring to your defense, doing a far
lore effective job than if you tried to defend yourself.

Remember,
dth abuse.
older

is

;ason

:

therefore, at

Turn

all

times

never answer abuse

:

The abusive

the other cheek.

stock-

though unintentional, ally for another
those present at the meeting some of

a powerful,

many

of

lem, perhaps, with

awkward

questions in mind

—
—will hesi-

follow the insulting fellow for fear of becoming

ite to

lentified

with him.

Great Temptation

"Tie

By

Mr. Chairman, there will be some furtive
is a-wasting and Mrs.
teanpole in the fourth row has a luncheon date with her
usband, and Mr. Polebean in the tenth row centre relembers that he left the bath tap running at home,
this time,

lancing at wrist-watches, for time

Do

i

not be tempted, at this stage, to bring the discussion

question period to a close, for to do so

r

is

to run the risk

being accused of railroading the stockholders. Merely
ise and observe that there are many investors present who
f

ave not had a

fair opportunity of presenting their viewThis is a shrewd device, because it convinces a lot
.f people they have been short-changed
not by you, but
y the verbose shareholders who have been occupying the

cint.

—

l

neeting's time.

Sure enough some white-haired gentleman will launch
He has been a stockholder in the company for some twenty-odd years. Being retired from busiess he has always patronized one of the company's theares in the neighborhood in which he resides. The other
light, when he went there, a press preview was being held,
nd he couldn't get into an orchestra seat, as was his inariable custom. The manager, to whom he protested, tried
." Etc.. etc.
o fob him off with a place in the loge
personal "beef".

r

.

If

you

.

you will hear ironic clapping, and
down", and "Don't waste our time", and
the back row will yeil "Mr. Chairman. Point

listen carefully

aint cries of "Sit

omeone

in

Order!"

)f

man who

doesn't like the loge (beg pardon, the balcony)

entitled to be heard,

ust a

"and we'll get to 'other business'

in

moment".

M ore

glancinf at wristwatches

:

a

few more discreet de-

partures.

Don't be surprised if a shareholder, who had previously
attacked the company's "failure to do something about

combatting the inroads of television." should now arise to
voice a protest against "waste" in advertising. This chap
ponfuses

showmanship and extravagance.

"Why was

so

nuch money spent on that huge billboard on Broadway?
(Wouldn't a smaller, less costly sign have done just as
well?''
|.'ul

The company's

well that

By

this

any other

director of advertising

— knowing

film advertising executive

would

nave given half of his remaining hair for that choice space
|— may be forgiven the sadly amused look he casts at the
(

,penny-wise speaker.

time

it is

obvious, from the shuffling of feet and

want to go
home. They have had enough, and are anxious to dispose
of the remainder of the business in double quick time.
the pocketing of papers, that the stockholders

it is your job
have a hard time
not to do so, however, for just as you thought the moment
had come to close the question period, some amiable gentleman, to whom time is obviously unimportant, claims
your indulgence.

So, of course, Mr. Chairman, are you; but

not to display your impatience.

You

will

"I will not detain the meeting for more than a moment"
he announces, and promptly embarks on a fifteen-minute
address. "I have been in show business all my life, and
."
with all modesty I can claim to know a little about it
.

.

Rather grandiloquently this gentleman, who has a soft,
gentle voice, and a nice smile, begins analyzing the company's production policies. "Why does this company pay
$300,000 for the motion picture rights to a big Broadway
hit and. when it has been filmed, lose money on it? Ladies,
and gentleman, believe me, I can tell you. I've been in
all my life. What is wrong
company is that it doesn't make the best pictures.
While Mr. Know-All rambles on, you are amazed and

show

Procedural rules specify that you must take the point of
>rder. Do so with a slight show of reluctance, and if you
ire requested to pass to "other business", don't fall into
he trap. Point out that the poor old white-haired gentle[Is

The Genius Speaks

with

business, as I've told you,

this

—

chagrined a tthe infallible hindsight of these people
many of them investors in your company for a quartercentury, who have faithfully attended every stockholders'
meeting for twenty-five years, but who know no more
about the business today than they did when they sent
their initial order to the broker.

But you hold your peace. You remain calm, unruffled.
allow the dreary proceedings to drag on until there's
not another soul in the room who isn't dying for a cup of
coffee and a sandwich.

You

The

hiatus will

come

then, providentaliy,

and you may

safely proceed with the routine business of the annual

stockholders' meeting

when, heaven

— that

forbid, you'll

is, until twelve months hence
have to go through it all again.

What to do about it? Nothing. The stockholder, long
may he howl, is an integral part of the American financial
you are willing to use the shareholder's invested
company's interests, Mr. President,
you must be willing to hear him out once a year.
scene. If

dollars to further the

Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE
f

Never Was' Hoax, Your Gimmick
from

Everything
20th

Was"
the

down

right

plot,

the

through the

title,

the advertising

to

makes
Never

Century-Fox' "The Man Who
an offbeat, intriguing opportunity for

—

never actually existed, but who became the
key instrument in diverting German forces
from the Normandie beaches is told CinemaScopically in a script that brims with
tension. But this is not merely an unusual
spy thriller. It is and this should be kept

—

—

in

mind

approach

in the selling

pitting of personalities

twined and

Who

whose

A

dramatic

lives are inter-

by "The

infinitely affected

Never Was".

—a

delicate

A

mechanism

contained in the outstanding assortment of
ads supplied by the 20th-Fox boxofficers.

is

their cue

Another angle that can be worked most
anonymity of the

One

character.

title

simplest

the

of

street bally featuring a

man

a

is

in British officer

uniform with a stocking or other sheer macloaking

terial

his

features,

appropriately

bannered as "The Man Who Never Was".
He should carry an "official" briefcase, perhaps with the label "Top Secret".

Suggested from another of the teasers, a
pair of booted legs, the soles facing up, can
jut

from

a tank of water (perhaps a minia-

ture in a glass fish tank that can be rented)

with the teaser line: "He came like this
Sparking the incredible plot that shook the
world!"
.

The
tral

.

.

from the "planting"

of the

non-existent secret courier's body in the sea,
the admen have captured the bizarre atmos-

American lives by convincing the Nazis
European invasion would take place
on the Greek coast. This cues a dramatic
and legitimate display, featuring the blank
form of "The Man" with a huge banner
shout: "Your son's life may have been saved
by 'The Man Who Never Was'!" or "Your
husband owes his life to 'The Man Who
Never Was'!". This makes a pitch to the
of

trade,

as

well

as

being

loaded

portant peg for the showman.
secret device with a "Don't tell" campaign.
Signs in the lobby and on the front of the

Consider some of

angles that can be derived from this
catchline alone. Stunts and lobby displays
are a natural based on the body-in-the-water
the

of the

dummy

unorthodox

art in the

water with a briefcase
chained to its hand, can be the basis for
startling displays both in and outside the
teasers, a

Strangest

in

The "Top

Military

which

II",

Hoax

"The

line:

World War

of

characterizes

in-

the 6-

the

all

lithos.

How about a tag trailer or slide to run
immediately after "The End" frame with the
message: "Now that you've seen the picture
please do not spoil your friends' enjoyment
ing."

of

with

showman's imagination.

.

Blowups

sheet, with the one description

that the

fern

Above

oddity of the story.

trigue,

illus-

and

lustration, heightening the mystery

character undoubtedly saved thousands

teaser drama.

angle.

Posters are light, but terse, on copy,

gigantic hoax keyed around the cen-

phere with a teaser line: "He came floating
." that opens the gate to the
on the water
.

LITHOS

—

of the plot.

blueprint for the exhibitor's campaign

Taking

in

effectively for stunts is the

Man

sweetheart is
created in the shapely form of Gloria Grahame, who becomes the prey of counter-spy
activity that threatens to upset the entire
real-life

art in the

body

indicating a uniformed

showman.

Based on the book by Ewen Montagu, who
actually created the amazing hoax that saved
thousands of American lives in the invasion
of Europe during World War II, it becomes
doubly fascinating in its preposterous reality.
How the complicated coup was carried out
by creating a complete personality who

The shadowy

ad below,
water is the
theme of a full-size, full-color standee which
is available from National Screen.
theatre.

it

by revealing the Top

The pressbook

Secret".

suggests, in this direction

"Contract" giveaway to be distributed to
every patron as he gives his ticket to the
doorman. This would be in the form of a
small folder, with the legend "Contract for
'The Man Who Never Was' with (theatre
name)". Inside, under a legal-styled "Arti
cle of Agreement" would be the tongue-in
cheek terms guaranteeing that the ticket
buyer "will not by my own free will or unde
a

Secret" factor

is

another imKey the top

boxoffice should urge patrons not to reveal
film's story.
Such sample copy as:
"Don't reveal the top secret of the Man Who
Never Was" or "Don't spoil this picture for
your friends by revealing the bizarre end-

the

TOP SECRET

duress, reveal the

Man Who Never Was'

to

even enemies."

A

friends, or

my

in 'Th
relatives

good gimmick

NEWSPAPER ADS
One

of the most distinguished features of
campaign worked up by 20th-Fox is
the excellent selection of newspaper ads

the

available

in

the press book.

approach

is

utilized

play

ads,

like

the

even

in

The "teaser"
the larger dis-

7-column

ad

at

left.

This features intriguing characters, hinting
at

in
TNI

MAM

key roles only enough to pique

Even the partial letter at top
"teaser"

the

time, throws a

WHO Nivn
w*»

their

interest.

Tk»»d»MAN

..

thing used

which

is

is

vein,
lure

and,

to the

at

the

ladies.

is

same
Every-

significant, even to the letter,

an important part of the plot. The

actual teasers, nine of which are featured
in

the

two
Thi Strangest Spy Story In The Annals

CLIFTON
.

P«q« 24

Mm

IULLETIN

WEBB GLORIA GRAHAME
mm
RONALD NEAME

c.
w ANDRE HAKIM
NIGEL BAICHIN. -._.._,„.,
....

.

MM**

Of Naval Espionage!

M«rch

S.

J*S4

,

c..>.«. k ,

pressbook, and run anywhere from

to five columns, are superlatively off-

beat, eyecatching,

the

part

opposite page.
of

the one shown on
They are an integral

like

campaign, a "must" where
newspaper rates permit.

the

PLOITATIO

PICTURE
of

the issue

MAN

WHO
NEVER
WAS"
Who

knew him?
Webb as Etvan Montagu, author
"The Man Who Never Was" and creator of

Above, Clifton

Where

did he

of

He came

come from ?

floating

on the water

the fantastic Naval Intelligence hoax on which
based. Left, one of the intriguing teaser ads.

it's

Where was
he going?

How

One

did he

plots

of the

in

most bizarre spy

U. S. history

perpetrate the

becomes

the subject for this 20th Ceninternational

tury-Fox

deception

Produced by Andre Hakim on
location in England and Spain, it

that

shook

CinemaScope

thriller.

uncovers the top secret "Operthe world!

From

Mincemeat" of World
aimed at confusing the
Germans as to the actual Euroation

War

the

files of

Naval

II.

pean invasion point.
Intelligence

comes

Cl N ema5coP£

this true

story of

an

*

starring

CLIFTON WEBB GLORIA GRAHAME
•

incredible

Produced by

ANDRE HAKIM

Screenplay by

strategy!

•

Directed by

NIGEL BALCHIN

Released by 20th Century-Fox In

RONALD NEAME

COLOR by DE LUXE
STEREOPHONIC SOUND
•

the "planting" of a

It

involves

body

the

in

waters off the coast of Spain,
supposedly a courier bearing
secret documents on the invalocation. The involvement
of personalities, spy and
sion

counter-spy,

makes

for one

of

the unusual dramas of 1956.
Film
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of Synopsis)

Gary Merrill, Shirley
Bennett,
Joan
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Wife of American
Drama.
Bernds.
Edward
Director
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

MOTHER-SIR
Yamaguchi,

ALLIED ARTISTS

PICNIC

CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden
Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshu
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play P
created for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.
Kim

80 min.

November
PARIS FOLLIES OF 19S6 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Whiting

Goodwin.
a

in

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
Gorgeous girls and tuneful music

Producers

Sisters.

Musical.

romantic

city. 73 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. The saga of a platoon in an airborne
infantry division during WWII.

Clark, Lita Milan. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
"revolution" ring, active in
sets out to break up
Central America. 74 min.

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

WICKED WIFE

IWm.

101

Bill

Elliott,

January
AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,

Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a guiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.

DEADLIEST SIN. THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,
John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. M3lodrama. Blackmail and muran English church. 75 min.

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find

it.

min.

61

OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

March
THUNDERSTORM Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was

an

omen

WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh

Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in I9S7 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2S08. 81 min.

Coming
Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes
radioactive. 73 min.

CATTLE

KING

Montgomery.

Peter

Graves,

Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.
Marcia

Hayden.

Producer

Superscope.

Anne

Baxter,

Lindsley

with gangsters. 63 min.

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore. John Cas-

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor
in

New

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN. THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Joel
McCrea. Wallace Ford Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskln
Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION. THE Deluxe Color. Gary
Cooper, Dorothy McGuire. Mar[orie Main, Robert
Middleton. Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
The story of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN. THE Lon Chaney. Marian Cerr.
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. FanFIRST

tasy. Executed criminal is restored
of an indestructible man.

to life

in

the form

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson. Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates. Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

Film

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorn
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Direc
tor Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband fron
descent into a fantasy world of his own creation.

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The
men
lyze

EARTH

VS.
Taylor,

November
QUEEN

BEE Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The

TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook, Mollie McCart.
A Clover Production. Director Fred F. Sears. Melodrama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans even-

new perspective.

give soldier

93

min.

10/31.

December
A LAWLESS STREET

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, AngeLansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
APACHE AMBUSH Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex
Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.
CROOKED WEB. THE Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap
killer. 77 min.
1/28.
la

HELL'S
Williams.

HORIZON

John

Producer

Wray

Drama. The story of an
to destroy an

Ireland, Maria English, Bill
Davis. Director Tom Gries.

air

enemy bridge.

crew on
80 min.

secret mission
11/28.
a

DETROIT

Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucerme
attack the United States, but are beaten back by
secret weapon.

DUCHIN

.

THE CinemaScope, Techni
Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Vi
Jerry Wald. Director Georg
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestr

EDDY

STORY,

color. Tyrone Power,
Producer
toria Shaw.

leader.

FALL, THE Humphrey Bogart, RJan Sterling. Producer Philip Yordan. Directo
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentin
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cha
pionship of the world.

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor.

Dennis

O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Carver. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto
workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

Frankie

Laine,

Luc

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Direct"
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar pla
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a youn
nightclub entertainer.

HOT BLOOD

Technicolor,

CinemaScope. Jane

Russel

Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welc
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Stor
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughte
Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Erne
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fad
man. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets it
volved in self-defense killing, but clears his name a
catches real culprit.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pr
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ac
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape. half-ma
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroye
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
Macdenal
CinemaScope.
Technicolor,
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allei
wild an
of
Owner
Director John Gilling. Adventure.
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
violent death.
SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie Frenc

JUBAL CinemaScope,

ODONGO

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace Ma
Donald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Thr«
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout ai
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC,

January
INSIDE

heroii

Steiger,

story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.

tually

of

THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe
Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman

HARDER THEY

the big city. 108 min. 9/19.

story

the British

tunes

in

Trevor Howard

Navy and methods they used to para
Nazi merchant snipping during World War II.

in

Joan

ON THE

Parsons.

CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up

AUTUMN LEAVES

MISSISSIPPI Technicolor. Patricia Medina, Les Barker. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Adventure. Daughter of reformed pirate
seeks revenge against class-conscious aristocracy and
falls in love with one of its members. 72 min. 10/3.
MY SISTER ETLEEN CinemaScope. Technicolor. Janet
Producer Fred
Leigh, Betty Garrett, Jack Lemmon.
Kohlmar. Director Richard Quine. Musical comedy. Adventures of two small-town girs who seek their for-

DUEL

Sterling

Director Russel
Blrdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.

CRIME

Southerner who fought for North during Civil War returns to become the hometown preacher. 102 min.
DEVIL GODDESS Johnny Weissmuller, Angela Stevens.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennet.
Jungle adventure. Weissmuller leading a party in
search of their lost friend encounters gang after treasure and ancient rites of fire worshippers. 70 min. 9/5.

1

George

COME ON, THE

Phil

Riohmond.

of ill-fortune. 81 min.

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Coming

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van
Carey, Joanne Woodward. Producer Ted
Sherman. Action drama.
Director Geo.

Production.

February
INVASION

he confesses act of treason again

October
COUNT THREE & PRAY
Heflin,

FBI resolve the situation. 80 min. 1/23.

Beverly Garland, Tom
Drake. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert Cornfield.
Drama. Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

in

until

Moore,

SUDDEN DANGER

der

brainwashed

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Wil
liam Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life t<
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place
Colorado. 67 min.

COLUMBIA

F. Broidy Pictures Corp.
Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center.
A romance

and the

is

ii

SHACK OUT ON
Terry

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Produce
Drama. Clergyma

Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville.
the State. 91 min. 1/23.

December
Prod.)

Richard Crenna. Produce
Rachmil. Director Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. .
girl runs a blackmail photo racket. 80 min

Lewis

beautiful
Lister.

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane

March
OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

THE Judy

Holliday,

Pa,

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directi]
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famoil
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a lar<
holding company.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

INDEPENDENTS
November

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
68 min. 1/23.
HOUSTON STORY, THE Lee J. Cobb. Edward Arnold,
Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle Drama. 79 min.
JOE MACBETH Paul Douglas. Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Miko Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes,
frama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE

(American

Releasiij

Superscope. Richard Denning. Lori Nelsor
Cormal
Roger
Producer-director
Jergens.
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic d
struction of the world and the conflict among the!
to seek a new life.

Corp.)

Adele

HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER (Continental) Wide-screaj
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers, Thoro
Dickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. Dr
ma. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 mil
LAST OF THE DESPERADOS (AFRO James Craig, J I
Davis, Barton MacLane, Margia Dean. Producer Si
mond Neufield. Director Sam Newfield. Westerl
Sheriff shoots notorious outlaw and is hunted by ev»|
badman in the West. 72 min.

TOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
MO GUN LADY IAFRCI Peggy Castle. William

Tal-

METR0-G0LDWYN-MAYER

Marie Windsor. Producer-director Richard H.
artlett. Western. Famous female marksman seeks veneance for the murder of her parents. 71 min.

MARCH SUMMARY

an,

MBERTO D

and

(Harrison

Davidson!

Carlo

Battisti,

aria Pia Casilio, Lina Gennari. A Riiioli-De Sica prouction. Director Vittorio De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
itired pensioner and his dog. 8? min. 12/12.

November
GUYS & DOLLS CinemaScope, Color. Marlon Brando,
Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra. Producer Samuel Goldwyn. Director Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Musical. Based on
Runyon story and Broadway musical. 158 min. 11/14.

December

December

AY THE WORLD ENDED (American

Releasing Corp.)
uperscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson, Adele Jerens. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction,
even people survive the atomic destruction of the
orld and the conflict among them to seek a new

•

fe.

ITTLEST OUTLAW, THE (Buena Vista) Technicolor,
edro Armendariz. Joseph Calleia, Rodolfo Acosta.
roducer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
.Tama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocentafoul of the law.
i run

HANTOM FROM

LEAGUES (American

10.000

Releas-

Corp.) Kent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael Whalen.
roduced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
errifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
pies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert
ig

I

iscovers the secret. 75 min.

OF DON CAMILLO

ETURN
1

Fernandel,

(IFE)

Italo-French
co-production.
Director
>ervi.
luvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a
riest and a communist mayor.

Gino
Julien
village

(A Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
>1if une
Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura,
tiroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
,nd discipline in order to become a professional war.

English sub-titles. 93 min. 12/12.

Roth.

117 min.

Director

Vincent

OF

(IFE
Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Produc>ion. Director Charles
Frend. Drama. The story of a
mall town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
)f every man.

LIFE

I

lay Walsh,

MURDER ME IDCA)

"LEASE

Angela Lansbury, Raynond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Direc'or Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
nto murdering him in order to avenge double-cross.
'8

min.

THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.

FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director
Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered.

IDCAI Yves Montand, Charles
Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
Four men set out on dangerous journey to
Iransport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
Drama.

March
iLeonid
Lavrovsky. Musical
Sergi Prokofief and the love

Based

on the scores by
story by William Shakes-

peare.

0ON JUAN

lAkkordl Agfa Color. Cesare Danova,
Uosef Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H. W. KolmWeltee. Musical. Filmization of Mozart's famous opera,
f'Don Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and the
(Vienna Symphony Orchestra.

JEDDA.

THE

UNCIVILIZED

IDCA)

Eastman

Color.

Narla Kunogh, Robert
eucer-director Charles
true happenings in
Australia.

Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor. ProChauvel. Drama. Based upon
the Aborigine territory in Northern

FROM MY WINDMILL ITohan Pictures) Robert
Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. 8ased on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.
LETTERS

fattier,

Coming
GABY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Drama. The romance of an
paratrooper and a French ballerina during

Kerr, Sir Cedric

blitz.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gen*
Kelly.

Four

Ballet.

episodes

drama comedy and pathos
medium of the dance. 94 min.

dealing
entirely

told

in

romance,

through

th«

LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.

SWAN,

THE

Eastman

Color,

CinemaScope.

Grace

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
Kelly,

love and

becomes

a

woman.

The story of a
hands.

LOST CONTINENT IIFEl CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Eng-

man who

took

law into

the

his

own

PARAMOUNT

commentary.

November

screen.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

IIFEl (Lux Film, Rome) PatheTechnicolor. Sophia Loren,
Leonid*
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
Print

by

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

(American Releasing Corp.
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless

woman

rules

the

badlands

until

a

reformed

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

SMOLDERING SEA. THE
Chester.

Superscope.

Producer Hal

E.

Drama

Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of
Guadalcanal.

WEAPON, THE

Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
bomb rubble

Superscope.

Film

THE

W-Technicolor.

John

February
VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Mann.

17

Drama.

min.

11/14.

March
COURT

JESTER,

THE

VistaVision.

Danny

Technicolor.

Kaye, Glynit Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to righrfu)
101 min. 2/6.

king.

Coming
Technicolor. Bing CrosJeanmarie. Producer Robert
Emmett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.

Donald

VistaVision.

O'Connor,

105 min. 1/23.

BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
whom traps him into
marriage.

up with some card-sharks, one of

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechMAN
nicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from talking.

MOUNTAIN.

THE

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

Tracy,

crashed to discover a
wreckage.

PARDNERS
Lori

critically

injured

woman

in

the

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Nor-

man Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

raiders

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII.
VistaVision.

Carol Ohmart, Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

IIFEl Technicolor. Kaoru YachiNicola
Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
guss,

color.

HARRY,

SCARLET HOUR. THE

MADAME BUTTERFLY

Comedy

4 Adventures

ROSE TATTOO. THE

Lewis,

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.

wilds of
lish

WITH

by,

in

Coming

TROUBLE

go round.

American
the London

in

Foriythe, Shirley McLean, Edmund Gwenn. Producerdirector Alfred Hitchcock. Comedy-drama. Nice old
centbeman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, but death is complicated by number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.

ANYTHING GOES

12 min. 2/20.

1

Melodramas

3

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
MEET

Director Curtis Bernhardt.

OF ROMEO AND JULIET, THE ITohan Pictures)
A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,

Artists,

distribute two.

5 Musicals

Color.

1

will

3 Westerns

I

March

/anel,

Color.

Lu-

100 min. 2/6.

WAGES OF FEAR

3ALLET

Wide Screen.

Ball, Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National
cille

titles.

and Fox

The breakdown:

RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9
Color,

Co-

Artists with five films.

10 Dramas

DIANE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

Leading supplier

February.

The month's schedule includes seven

January

LAST HUNT,

February

in

be United

CinemaScope, one in VistaVision and one
in Superscope. Twelve of the March films
will be in color.

Adaptation

Taylor,

IVIERA (IFE) Ferranicolor. Martine Carol. Raf Valpne. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
ihose who work at play on the Riviera. English sub-

.EASE

Minelli. Musical.
113 min. 12/12.

released

MGM, RKO

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Broadway musical.

dis-

a healthy increase from the 22

have three releases, while Allied

12/26.

LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adventures of a bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

Freed.

March releases shows

lumbia, Universal and Warners each will

A DOG'S

of the

final tally of

tribution,

will

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
Albert. Daniel Mann director. Producer LawWeingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian

Eddie
rence

Park.

January
I

CRY TOMORROW

February

AMURAI

ior.

I'LL

IT'S

80 min.

RISKY IDCA) IA Titanus Production). Gina Lollorigida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. Disctor Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic misadvenjres of two couples. 98 min. 11/28.

i

The

a total of 26 features scheduled for

and murder.

W-Technieotor. Jane Wyman, Charlton
Helton, Claire Trevor, Thelma Ritter. Producers PineThomas. Director Robert Parrish. Drama. Woman builds
fabulous department store in booming Texas oil tow*.

TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e -. Producerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

104 min.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

LUCY GALLANT

10/3.

Hope, Eva Marie

December
Bogart,

Fredric

March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

January
AND MODELS

VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Saint,

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

George Sanders,

Pearl

Bob

Bailey.

Frank Production. Comedy.
The story of a cartoonist who achieves success as a
homespun philosopher.

A Norman Panama-Metvin

DESPERATE HOURS, THE Humphrey

ARTISTS

1

VAGABOND

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.

WAR AND PEACE

VistaVision,
Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

Hepburn,
Ponti,

YOUR PRODUCT

February

REPUBLIC

BRAIN MACHINE, THE

Patric

March
Elizabeth

Barr,

Allan,

Hughes.
Melodrama
Director Ken
Reed.
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min.
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
Maxwell

Woman

November
SECRET VENTURE Kent Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a brief case mixup
involved with international gang trying to steal
is
secret formula. 70 min.

return
good government
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min.

after

city

THE GRAY FLANNEL

IN

SUIT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama. The
story of an advertising executive.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

CinemaScope, Tech-

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama.
men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min.

nicolor.

Producer
of the

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min.

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
E.
soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle in the Italy campaign. 90 min.

chers.

CONOUEROR, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

December
Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.

Six

John

Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

January

the

in

the

Amazon

jungle. 66 min.

TRACK THE MAN

DOWN

Producer

N.

William

Kent Taylor,
Director

Boyle.

Petula
R.

G.

Clark.
Spring-

Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

steen.
in

track.

Powell.

min.

Ill

Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

IN

THE MORNING

Technicolor.

Fleming,
Friedlob. Director

Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min.

Ida

Bert
Sanders.
Producer
Lang. Melodrama. Murderer

becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering female victims. 100 min.

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Trucoior. A Robert Alexander Production.
G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20

DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision,

Technicolor.

Dirk

Bo-

garde,

Brigitte Bardot, Brenda De Baniie.
Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min.

MAGIC FIRE Trucoior. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direc»->r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
MAVERICK OUEEN, THE

Trucoior. Barbara
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy.
director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw
own life and brings about the destruction of
to save the life of the man she loves.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Stanwyck,
Producer-

Carey,

sacrifices

her gang

GIRL IN THE RED VELVET SWING, THE CinemaScope.
Color by De Luxe. Ray Milland, Joan Collins, Farley
Granger. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Richard
Fleischer.
Drama. The story of Evelyn Nesbit, the
"Gibson Girl", and the murder of Stanford White by
Harry Thaw. 109 min.

LOVER BOY 2D Gerrard

Valerie Hobson, Joan
Greenwood. Producer P. Graetz. Director R. Clement.
British-made comedy. Amorous adventures of a young
French philanderer in London. 85 min. 11/28.

Clark
Russell, Robert Ryan.
Producers Wm. A. Bacher & Wm. B. Hawks. Director
Rauol Walsh. Western. A few years after the Civil
War two brothers head to a frontier town with robbery
in mind. They rob a bank,
kidnap head of the bank
and they become partners in cattle. They head further
west and their adventures lead them among indians,
former Union guerrillas and a woman. 122 min. 10/3.

Patricia

Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

WHEN

GANGLAND

STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

RKO

Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie
Portman,
Emlyn Williams.
Producer Sis Alexander
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face

Drama.

POMPEY'S

HEAD.

January
Shelly Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers. Ben Schrift

Director Muriel Fo». Comedy A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ei-husband has not become a father by a certain date. (2 min. 2/6

GLORY

THE CinemaScope,

December
THE CinemaScope. Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
young doctor chooses the need of his people for his

Color.

Lana Turner,
Director Jean

above the love

of a

woman.

104 min.

12/26.

January

CASH ON DELIVERY

Superscope.

Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23
POSTMARK FOR DANGER Terry Moore, Robert Beatty.
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green Melodrama A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four deaths 104 min.

Film

fighter

gets

involved

in

MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Sterling.
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wilson.
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town and
is
finally stooped by man known as a "town tamer".
83 min.

10/17.

December
H£IDI

AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund, Thom-

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Franz
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spyri.

as

B9 min.

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
Guide leads wagon train thru Indian
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nazarro. Western.
A sharp gunshooter blasts the reneqades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

January
MAN WITH

THE GOLDEN ARM. THE Frank

Sinatra,

THREE BAD SISTERS Maria

Stack.

services

SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

Prize

67 min.

VIEW FROM

GOOD MORNING.

December
NAKEO

killing.

MISS DOVE Jennifer Jones, Robert
Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.

10/31.

Ross.

1/23.

Melodrama.

Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang. Producerdirector Otto Preminger.
Drama. Story of dope addiction.
19 min. 12/26.
STORM FEAR Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. 1/9.

a life of despair. 99 min.

RAINS OF RANCHIPUR.

for life. 86 min.

Color.

November

Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and

new partner

KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene Kane.
Producers Stanley Kubrick,
Morris Bouse. Director

DEEP BLUE SEA. THE

TEXAS LADY Superscope, Technicolor. Claudette Colbert, Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
wins a

Deluxe

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Mitchell.
Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
man's journey into the deep past of his old home town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

November

Palance, Ida Lupino, Shelley
Winters.
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Drama.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/3.

Philioe,

TALL MEN, THE CinemaScope,
Gable, Cameron Mitchell, Jane

Medina

tor

THE Jack

KNIFE,

Director Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of the
French Foreign Legion set against the background of
an Arab uprising in Morocco.

October

R.

INCIDENT Trucoior. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a ban* cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.

November
BIG

DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Meeker,
Maria English, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard Koch.

Tufts.

DAKOTA

UNITED ARTISTS

underworld

COME NEXT SPRING
Director

1944.

PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron. Director
Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in
London nabs the kidnapper-killer of a young girl.

Kubrick.

20TH CENTURY-FDX

Coming
Sonny

June,

23

Lupino,

George
Fritz

WWII.

OF JUNE, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama. The
story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the sixth of

19 min.

Rhonda

HIDDEN GUNS

Super-

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
John Wayne,
SuperScope.
JET PILOT Technicolor,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
I

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director r!
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
SIXTH

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

GREAT DAY

OASIS CinemaScope. Michele Morgan, Cornell BorProducer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald
Director Yves Allegret. Gold smuggler falls in love
with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

Honolulu during the early days of

Coming

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

March

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

Century

13th

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

Trucoior. Yvonne DeCarlo,
Zachary Scott, Howard Duff. Asso. producer-director
Edward Ludwig. Melodrama. Society romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Caradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Sheriff's son cleans up town of outlaws
after his father is killed in crooked duel. 66 min.
JAGUAR Sabu, Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners
A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
Adventure melodrama. Localed

Wendell
Maurey.

Superscope.

Corey, Mickey
Producer Hal

tion.
ture.

Story

MOHAWK

Totter,

Drama.

Lieth

Coming

March

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

Scott Brady, Audrey
Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.

to

politicians

MAN

BOTTLE. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town 88 min. 2/6.
LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy AdDirector

band who has

Comedy. Story of a
the service. 99 min. 1/9.

Frank Tashlin.
a wife

in

hus-

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Color.

II

—

I

throne. Plan backfires
with his victim. 92 min

Color.
Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

Cameron

128 min. 2/20.

NEVER WAS, THE Cinemascope. Deluxe
Clifton Webb. Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre

Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montague. Famous spy thriller of World

War

Musical. Prince chooses love of commoner and
goes into exile returns to regain crown. 66 min. 2/20.
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield. Lon Chaney,
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 76 min.
SHADOW OF THE EAGLE .Valiant Films) Richard
Greene, Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautif
for

103 min. 2/20.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

when he

falls

in

love

March

CinemaScope,

Broadway musical.

MAN WHO

February
KILLER IS LOOSE, THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wil-

rival

February
CAROUSEL

English, Kathleen Hughes,
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama of
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

cox.

BOTTOM OF THE

ler.

I

COMANCHE

Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Producer
Sherman. Western.
Carl
Kurger.
Director George

CinemaScope.

72 min.

PATTERNS Van Heflin. Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous television drama.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

(Continued-*

SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael Redgrave,
Anthony

Bogarde,

Dirk

Steele.
Gilbert.

Director Lewis
naval aircraft. 91 min.

Angel.
British

Producer Daniel M.
Adventure. Saga of

March
NEVER SAY GOODBYE

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert J.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 94 min. 2/20.

TIMETABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder, Felicia Farr,
Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melo-

nell

Cohen.

drama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone except an insurance investigator eager for a quick halfmillion.

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color. CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
seeker murders heiress in the "perfect crime".

A

WORLD
berg.

Guy

Madison,
Patricia
Medina.
Producers
Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour.

Edward

Director Jesse
in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

AWAY

William
Science

thriller.

January
ON FRISCO BAY

CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on
the waterfront. 98 min.

February

ALL

Rossana
Cedric
Hardwicke.
Stanley
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the
Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

Sernas,

Trojan horse. 115 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

BOATS

Technicolor.

VistaVision.
Jeff
Adams, Lex Barker.

Chandler. George Nader, Julie
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the bartered beaches of the Pacific

color.

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

A

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.

Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Anne
Bancroft. Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for U. S.
Government fights for human rights for the Apache
Indians in Arizona.

Techde Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I.

and

Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
Producer Aaron RosenHibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title

Mclntire.

Coming

nicolor. Olivia

CinemaScope.

MY CORNER
John

TARGET ZERO

HELL

APACHE AGENT

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

Rory Calhoun, Martha
Producer Albert Zugsmith. Direcmakes promise

Scope, WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12

girl

Technicolor.

Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dannielle Darrieui. Producer-directcy- Robert Rossen. Epic
dramatization of the life of the Macedonian conqueror.

IN

Morrow,

Jeff

and

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

BEAST OF

Technicolor.

Hyer, Dean Jagger.

Coming

:fiction

SUNDOWN

RED

tor Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.

December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE Cinema-

World War II.
BACKLASH Technicolor.

Director

Lyle

Stuart

Lone Ranger

March

in

BROKEN STAR. THE Howard

Duff.

Baron,

Lita

Bill

Wil-

Richard
Widmark,
Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Drama. Son fights against rustler
father and kills him in gun duel.

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Lesley Selander
Western. U.S. deputy marshal murders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.
liams,

CONGO CROSSING

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mltchum. Genevieve Page.

GHOST TOWN

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western,
Based on story by James Brewer.

i

LUCKY

KID,

THE

Cella

Kossoff, Joe Robinson.
The story of a little boy

Johnson, Diana Dors.
Producer-director Carol

and

CREATURE WALKS

his faith in a fantasy.

CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Burt

AMONG

THE

US,

Jeff

Morrow,

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony.

Producer fiaymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure. The story of a diamond smuggler.

TRAPEZE

Nader,

Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being.

David
Reed.

lace.

'

George

tradition.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wali

Mayo.

Virginia

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have
haven in West Africian
a
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds Drama.
Program from television adapted to the movies.

PILLARS OF THE SKY

Lancaster,

Jeff Chandler,

Dorothy Malone,

Ward

Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht!
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

Country.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

1870

s.

SIMON

AND LAURA VistaVision, Technicolor. Kay
Kendall, Pater Finch, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Teddy
Baird. Director Muriel Box. Comedy. A popular British
stage couple whose marriage seems perfect actually
fight all the time.
Complications arise when they accept offer to appear on TV as "the ideal married

November
TOMORROW Cleo Moore, John Agar.
Produced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
awaiting execution finds love at the moment he loses
HOLD BACK

75 min. 10/17.

hit life.

LADY GODIVA
Nader,

Victor

couple".

Technicolor.

McLaglen.

Maureen O'Hara, George

Producer Robert Arthur.

Di-

rector Arthur Lubin. Historical drama. Tale of how
beautiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous

war through her famous horseback

ride. 8? mm. 10/17.
Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
St. John. Producer James O. Radford. Director
Edqar
G. Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

NAKED DAWN, THE

December

SEX,

THE CinemaScope,

January

1

1

/ 4.
1

February
Allen
tine

GOODMAN

STORY.

THE

director. Musical.
famous clarinet player. 116 min.

The

Coming
AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Homey. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy.

GIANT WarnerColor.

life

story

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

MIRACLE IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

MOBY DICK

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 800 s.

SEARCHERS, THE

a

young

kidnapped by Indians.

is

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name.

MEN
Gail

ducers A.

WARNER HR0THERS

who

girl

Sarita

Scott,

FROM

NOW
Lee

Russell,

V.

McLaglen,

R.

Boetticher. Cowboy seeks
wife by seven outlaws.

October
BLOOD

ALLEY

CinemaScope,

To
WarnerColor.

John
Producer-director William A.
Wellman. Drama. American merchant marine captain
held captive by China Reds is aided in escaping by an
entire village who wants him to help them escape
China in an ancient ferry boat through "Blood Alley"

Wayne,

.

.

Lauren

WarnerColor.

Randolph

Marvin. Walter Reed. ProE. Morrison. Director Budd
to

murder

avenge

of

REBEL

WITHOUT A CAUSE CinemaScope,
James

Weisbart.
juveniles

305 N. 12th

Ill

min.

Steve

of

the

12/2*.

Member

the

THOUSAND TIMES

Pa.

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

law.

10/31.

DIED A

.

Warner-

HIGHWAY

November
I

CinemaScope,

Warner-

Color. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-conhelps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.

EXPRESS LINES,

INE.

vict

YOURS WarnerColor.

Liberace. Joanne
Nicol.
Producer Henry
Dru, Dorothy Malone, Alex
Pianist
Director Gordon Douglas. Musical.
Blankt.
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
girl.
1/14.
IS min.
I

Film

parents,

St.

7,

NEW

Dean, Natalie Wood. Producer David
Nicholas Ray. Drama. Conflict of
their

.

MESSENGER SERVICE

Director

between themselves,

.

Philadelphia

Robinson, Nina Foch. Producer
Frank P. Rosenberg. Director Lewis Allen. Melodrama.
Discovering he has sent an innocent man to the chair
Robinson resigns his office as D A. Going into private
practice he becomes involved with racketeers and a
young girl on trial for murder. 88 min. 9/5.
Color.

Better Serve You
& Terminal Combined At

Office

Bacall.

the Formosa Straits. IIS min. 10/3.

SINCERELY

Technicolor

Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. ValenDavits

86 min.

ILLEGAL Edward G.

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler,
Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in
Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their
rightful claims
is bested by mine
owner. 84 min. 12/12.
SQUARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley,
Ernest Borgnine. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise
of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
*orld, and the heartbreak he suffers when
he almost
•ills an opponent in a vicious
battle. 86 min. I/?.

BENNY

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland.
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

SEVEN

.

ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS Technicolor. Jane Wyman, Rock Hudson
Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow
and her gardener.
'

Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch.
Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
brings a life of

the course of a river
tyranny to a small village. 91 min.
in

Techni-

Jeanne Crain. George Nader, Kitty Kallen Bert
Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
director. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to stop their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.
TARANTULA John Agar, Mara Corday Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Scientist breeds
super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.

mm,

Fisher.

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver. John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Balcon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
ihs whole family and attempts to start life anew.

color.
Lahr.

8°

CHANGES, THE

RIVER
Henry

A change

TOUCH AND GO

1/28.

SECOND GREATEST

Miss

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne.
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for

William Campbell. Keenan Wynn,
Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves
1

Comedy.

the movies. 85 min. 2/20.

I

Mamie

mm.

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon. Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Brooks, of television fame, comes to

Producer

Porter.

Francesca de Scaffa,
June
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas.

RUNNING WILD

81

OUR MISS BROOKS

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Col-

leen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

Clayton Moore. Jay

Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Silverheels,

1
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EVIEWS

The Verdict of

Crisp,

isiness-wise

Analysis
of the

RICHARD nr

^ew Films
Coulter Says Films-in-Theatres Emerged
Victor

in

Dual Premiere Contest with

TV

SERENADE

COMANCHE
THE

THRESHHOLD

OF SPACE

RANIUM BOOM

Financial Aspects of

HE SEARCHERS

RICHARD
E

STEEL

III

JUNGLE

PATTERNS

Warner

Bros. Sale

To TV

FOR EASTER

MARIO L

NEW YORK AT RADIO
with

JOSEPH CALLEIA

•

HARRY BELLAVER

,„a vincent

imm

screen pjay by

CITY

IVAN GOFF

s

BEN ROBERTS am JHNl

"What a
store!"

treat

is

in

LOUELLA O. PARSONS

Mario Lanza's fans
are in for the thrill
of their lives when
'Serenade' opens.
Picture is better than
'Caruso', so is Mario.

His voice was never
better and his acting

wait

'til

you see him!"
HEDDA HOPPER

"At a recent
private screening

of 'Serenade',

the audience
rose to

its

feet to

applaud
Mario
Lanza's
singing!
DOROTHY
KILGALLEN

A WILL SERENADE
HALL!

from Warner Bros.

inWarnerColor

•'Milk,

Produced i,

HENRY BLANKE DI..M b ANTHONY MANN

USARITA MONTI EL VINCENT PRICE

The —

Man

-

who

-

9
.

Never

Was
CINemaScoP^
COLOR by DC LUXE

Webb Gloria Grahame

Clifton
Produced by

Screenplay by

Directed by

ANDRE HAKIM

•

RONALD NEAME

•

NIGEL BALCHIN

From the Novel by Ewen Montagu

DARRYL

GREGORY

F.

ZANUCK

PECK • JONES
COLOR

THRESHOLDO I* SPACE

^L^CINemaScoPE
COLOR

by

presents

FREDRIC

JENNIFER
*

MARCH

by DE LUXE

CinemaScoPE:

Written for the Screei
and Directed by

DE LUXE

itarrtng

Guy Madison -Virginia Leith - John Hodiak-Dean Jagger
Produced by William Bloom
Directed by Robert D

Webb

•

•

Associate Producer Barbara Mclean

Written by Simon Wincelberg and Francis Cockrell

'IT'S

A PLEASURE TO DO

BUSINESS WITH 20th!"

tewpoifits
1956

/

Certainly

it is

MARCH

n

Gin ai

ftt*

VOLUME

NO.

24,

merchan-

a tenet of

who

A

promotional

ointed

up the past week

efforts

or so

in-

was

when

entertainment
ere displayed on television within
ghteen hours. One, "High Tor",

wo

pieces

film

of

movie produced specifically
television showing; the other,

as a

ichard III",

was made

for theatri-

exhibition.

1

Both represented major efforts in
leir fields. "High Tor" was a TV
spectacular" starring Bing Crosby
nd Julie Andrews, produced on a
300,000 budget, high for an hour
nd a half on TV. "Richard", prouced by and starring Sir Laurence
Hivier,

was

in the multi-million dol-

category typical of important
ir
lms today. Both were well publized and eagerly awaited.

"High Tor" was pitilessly 1amby the critics (and the public,
>parently, as well, for the Trendex
ting dropped six points during the
ourse of the show) "Richard" surasted

;

ived

he

Shakespearean handicaps,

its

screen for which

it was not
long three hours, to win
nde acclaim from public and press

little

lade, the

is

ing mania on the part of old-estab-

particularly

when

price

is

a factor.

is

hardly the

dynamic promotion necessary

to put

across our industry's sales pitch.

This

not

is

problem that

a

is

their

from the biggest producer to
the 300-seat small town theatre operin

it,

we

ator,

believe

it

is

high time the

entire industry give serious thought

ie vast

superiority of

product
its chief competitor for
ne public's time? And what has it
one to point up that vast chasm
its

ver that of

etween the entertainment values of
kie two media?

prices

—

they will fetch are fairly high is
observer
quizzical
something a
should not rashly or hastily judge.
Some of these sales may be caused

result

sider

TV

posed to the
ation

demands

Our

dwarf.

this

kind of

situ-

initiative.

of
Hirift rig ft is
"New York

the

to

picture

editor

of

Times", in a recent Sunday

television.

We

believe the following

make

passages from Mr. C.rowther's comments

important
industry.

reading

— Editor's

None

of the

all

for

members

of

our

Note.

many

calculations that an out-

of

knows nothing

about.

But a purely objective rumination
on what this unloading indicates
observer

considerate

the

how— have

column dispensed some keen observations on
the effects and implications of the sale of old
films

the

to

two dark and depressing thoughts.
The first is that the men who manage the movies some of them, any-

Stilt*

Bosley Crowther, motion

for

Some may be

corporate funds.

leads

qualities

—

little

regard for the basic

and the

potentialities of the

best of their old films.***

The second thought
movie industry, for all
splendid theatres,

mand

its

is

that the

its

set-up of

long-time com-

of public interest

and

its

tech-

niques of salesmanship, has never
indications of

popped up in the past few
months, ranging from the retirement
that have

veteran personnel to the

much

more significant evolution of a system of independent unit production

devised a system for keeping

its

old

and distinguished films within easy
and periodic reach of a public that
would like to see them over and over
again.***

The

TV promoters
pay considerable sums

fact that the

are willing to
for the

movie industry's heirlooms

an indication that they,

is

at least, be-

lieve there is a public that will sit

how much

Pause, consider, and then ask: Is
ne movie industry capitalizing on

the

superiority of the giant movie as op-

on picture made for the theatre
"Richard III", on the other
and, was a superb film-for-theatre

on a theatre screen.

while

birthrights

stuff of

into sharp focus the entertainment

creen.

is

on the

by desperation, by a secret need

of

movie

their

an intensive institutional campaign specifically aimed at throwing

to

the biggest film-for-TV projects
ver attempted, yet it was a pale
nitation of the average major mo-

etter a

unload

to

vaults of valuable heirlooms to a
competing entertainment industry
in short, to cash in

everyone

affects

it

creeping changes in the film industry

roduction that proved

companies

lished

business. Because

Pause to consider the contrasts
ffered
by these two offerings.
(High Tor" must be regarded as one
jf

disturbing

limited to any one division of movie

superior entertainment,

i

have been quite as pointed

Best Entertainment"

best product should sell the superi-

movie

crucial phase of the

of films,

Mere parroting "Movies Are Your

has the

ority of his merchandise over others,
ustry's

6

as these arrangeand
ments for handing over to TV the
whole inventories of old pictures of
major companies.***
This sudden appearance of a seem-

dising that a vendor

The Dwarf

%

19.
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Is

there a subtle forewarning of

the crumbling of the

mighty

film

structures in this seemingly reckless
disposal of the very stones on which

they were raised? There is reason to
suspect that there may be. This is
an age of change.
Film
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MATHEMATICS OF VINTAGE FILM DEALS.

FINANCIAL

As

BULLETIN

one might expect, the sale by Warner Brothers of its film
library for $21 million to professional promoter elements
has opened a new spring training season in grandstand

management. From Wall Street

Madison Ave.

to

west, the savants are cutely asking:

who

took

MARCH

to points

By

1954

19,

Ward

Philip R.

whom?

—

Lacking the temerity to venture a guess and a guess it
would strictly be Financial Bulletin has instead drafted a
it
little primer of film library mathematics, interlarded
with a few choice morsels of speculation and casts it at the

—

make

reader to

his

own

determination.

—the

seller

Warners'

— debit and credit balance

Judged entirely from the viewpoint of short term corporate finance, Warner Bros, comes off a bountiful gainer.
Having divested itself of an aged inventory that has long
since been written down to practically zero cost, the film
company withdrew virtually nothing from the assets department of its balance sheet. Instead it entered a fat $21
million in cash and notes receivables.

By

Warners thus buoyed

this device,

its

assets account

from an approximate $68 million (so stated

August

report of

31, 1955) to

some $89

that liabilities have undergone

little

to a

much

annual

Assuming

relative change, the

resultant effect not only raises the net

pany

in the

million.

worth

of the

com-

higher plane, but also boosts book value.
Warner stock

Prior to the library sale, the book value of

read roughly $19.50 per share;

it

now

totals

Of recent years Warners has sold quite close to
its book value level. Is it too much to hope the market will
see fit to continue this compatibility? Not at all. From an
weight appears

From

standpoint,

fiscal

then,

the

preponderance

of

Thoi

also clouded.

$21 million is nothing to sneeze at, some say Warn
should have done better. Here's why: divide the 750 sot
films included in the library into the sale price and you
$28,000 per picture. In this calculation, the short subj
silent film libraries are thrown in free. An educa
guess would put the original investment in these propert
at somewhere around $500 million, probably more. 1
sale price was approximately 4 percent. Yet, as the sa

and

critics observe (or guess), the reissuance to theatres
only 200 cream pictures from the pool of the bartered
brary might have returned nearly the same revenue as 1:

sale price.

And

presumes a mere $100,000 per reissi
and Warn

this

picture, a conservative estimate, say they,

would

still

hold

title to

the library.

O
Let's

now

glance briefly at the buyer side of the dock

The
ests,

interesting feature here

not

TV, waved

library shall be

known

the dollar

is

that promotional int

bills.

Though

housed under the aegis

industrial banner,

PRM,

the

War

of a relatively

Inc., the

motivation

hind the purchase was essentially speculative.

to lean all to the credit side.

PRM

i
I'

is ci

owning nothing but ca
receivables and a juicy tax carry-over. The ease and spe
with which this outfit recoups its investment and earns,
rentiy a hollow corporate drum,

the standpoint of stock market results already re-

corded, the deal would
credit category.

seem to rate another check in the
Warners ran last among major

In 1955,

terms of price gains, actually fell 5% behind
its close of 1954. Yet the mere rumor of the pending library
negotiations sparked the shares to a rise of nearly 4 points
in less than a fortnight. This advancement just missed
equaling the high-low spread (4% points) in Warner
shares over all of last year.

companies

From

is

about $26.00

per share.

internal

r

Warners accep

the standpoint of the sale price

for its old backlog, the picture

Let's begin our assessment with a survey of

the calculated

and only when the facts are in will it be known conclusi
ly whether the $21 million take was at the expense of \o\
revenues on future theatre product.

From

0

Warner management took

ket suffer?

in

a budgetary viewpoint, the deal rates

one

determine the force of approaches to other
companies by other promoters or TV interests.
profit will

fi

O

A

few years ago RKO's

Tom

O'Neil, in the administjji

gamble on sor
America and cai

tion of General Teleradio affairs, took a
films he purchased

from the Bank

of

million windfall in today's fiercely contested struggle for

out whole. But O'Neil played with only a small fraction
the number of pictures considered here. As most film coi
panies know, TV generally runs a fever for good vinta

top properties and top names, extricates a film producer

films until the

more

credit.

As one Wall

from the clutches

of

still

Street firm pointed out, a $21

bankers and places him on a firm

competitive footing.

From

a film

damaging its future
some keen observers of industry affairs who predict a waning of boxoffice revenues in
the face of top-drawer films on free TV. This would affect
all film companies, not Warneis alone. The question is: to
what extent will the grossing potential of the theatre marvintage films,

it

also runs the risk of

boxoffice returns. There are

P ..')

6

Film

BULLETIN

March

language of currency comes up, then
its heels. Complicating PRM's objectiv

\

further is TV's present confusion respecting the tre;
ment of aged movies. Should they be handled as majprogramming efforts, or as matinee or late shows? T
high ticket price PRM must ask, bends TV to the form,
choice, but, if so, some established live shows must bite t
dust. And live shows achieve the top ratings. Besides, M
still

grossing standpoint, however, the gains are
less discernible. Though Warner Bros, has waxed rich on
its

usually turns on

19.

1954

have General Sarnoff's recent jibe, insisting that
not be turned into "a motion picture circuit".

Who

took

whom?

It's

anybody's guess.

TV

w'

.

Jilm

btitinctbn

off

The
getting
I

I

I

grossing, off-beat
I

Searchers" Fascinating

O O O

IZctiiK?

Western by John Ford. Story

highly effective.

John Ford Western

is

uneven,

Production distinguished. Will appeal

both action and class audiences.

Wayne

for marquee.

John Ford's newest film (a C. V. Whitney Picture for
Varner Bros, release) is a strange but fascinating Westtn. Strong word-of-mouth, the John Wayne name, and a
1st of exploitables promise solid boxoffice in class and
jneral, as well as action, situations. Concerned with the
sarch for two white girls who have been abducted in an

by their uncle (Wayne) and a young quarterderokee (Jeffrey Hunter) the plot is unfolded in a most
lusual style by director Ford. Scenes of pathos and
cmedy alternate with amazing rapidity mood changes
Idian raid,

— the

—

interrupted by
any apparent pattern, and the narrative
iat times so suggestive and subtle as to be obscure. In
sort, "The Searchers" simply doesn't have any convenjnost from minute to minute

plot

is

jb-plots without

tual shape to

nusly

it.

enor-

tscribably brilliant.

in

VistaVision and Technicolor,

is in-

From

d by the camera, and

Mich pure color

all this,

the total effect

and exciting.

rich, interesting

The photography,
t

is

Yet, for

it is

start to finish, this

is

a story

difficult to recall a picture in

used with such startling effect. In the
cmposition of its hues and in photographic detail, Winton
Hoch's lensing under Ford's obvious scrutiny is a
imarkable achievement of Academy Award calibre. Becuse the camera figures so prominently in the narrative,
te script is one of stringent economy. Frank S. Nugent's
is

—

(,

John Wayne and Jeffrey Hunter, searching for
the kidnapped girl, stare in horror at a demented white girl who had lived uith Comanches.

—

screenplay has a minimum of dialogue, but it's all good
very funny and very moving, in turn. It is a solid, forceful
piece of writing that turns this unique story into an affect-

ing experience.

And

in Ford's

story comes vibrantly to

life

shrewd

directorial hand, the

—as a picture of the West and

inhabitants, both white and Indian.

its

The

uniformly excellent. In Wayne's long and
he has never been better than as the hard,
cynical, but essentially human, searcher for his niece, who,
he fears, has become a Comanche. Jeffrey Hunter also
turns in his best performance to date. Equal care and disacting

is

prolific career

tinction has been lavished on the

whom

of

are memorable.

minister and Texas Ranger,
as the local half-wit.
in

minor characters, many
as a combination

Ward Bond,
is

superb, as

The Merian

C.

is

Hank Worden

Cooper production

is,

every respect, of top-drawer quality.

Story finds

Wayne

returning from the Civil

War

to his

brother's farm in the West.

Investigating an instance of
cattle rustling by the Indians with the Rangers and Hun-

Wayne suddenly realizes it was a decoy to draw the
men away from the settlers' homes. They return to find
the Wayne family slaughtered. Wayne suspects that the
ter,

Comanches have carried off his nieces and sets out to look
them with Hunter, who had been brought up by the
family after the Comanches killed his parents. Year after
for

year of fruitless search goes by filled with hopes and disappointments, in which Wayne becomes more concerned
about the effect Indian life will have on the younger girl
(Natalie Wood). He determines to kill her if he finds her.
Eventually, the girl is found, and Wayne, suddenly moved
by tenderness toward her, carries her to safety. Hunter returns to Vera Miles, who has been waiting for him.

Wayne,

finally accepts the fact that his niece has

been brought up by Comanches. but still belongs
with her own people, leads her back to safety.

Warner Bros. Presentation of
Wayne, Jeffrey Hunter, Vera

the C. V. Whitney Picture.
II? minutes.
John
Miles, Ward Bond, Natalie Wood, John <?ualen
Olive Carey. Henry Brandon, Ken Curtis, Harry Carey, Jr., Antonio Moreno Hank
Worden. Executive Producer, Merian C. Cooper. Associate Producer, Patrick
Ford. Directed by John Ford. Screenplay by Frank S. Nugent, from the novel by
Alan LeMay. Photographed by Winton C. Hoch. Film editor, Jack Murray.
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Theatre Cxhibitbh c{[ Olivier A Htcrte

WfoA Plaudits

buat Premiere Content uitk

i*

"Richard's"

By

When

LEONARD COULTER

a film review shares the front pages of the august

"New York Times"

with Governor Harriman, the Cyprus
Anthony Eden and the segrega-

Alabama, the occasion

is

lenged by any competitive medium.

In

almost historic.

Why

should this honor have been accorded to a British
Sir Laurence Olivier's "Richard III"?
picture

—

The answer,

of course, is that the dual presentation of
gory Shakespearean drama on both television and in
the theatre poses a number of questions of significance to
the entire entertainment world.

Verdict

chandising techniques so that his importance, as an inte
gral force within the industry, cannot successfully be chal

troubles, Mr. Dulles, Sir
tion issue in

TV

A

Class

Nevertheless,
elusion

Own

Of Its
it

is

much

too soon to

jump

to the con

— as many observers have done—that joint

televis

ing and theatre screening of a major film can be com,
mercially worthwhile. Indeed, our inquiries suggest tha

this

Hollywood views the "Richard III" experiment with
extremely skeptical eye, and not without reason.

Foremost among them is the issue raised by Jack Gould,
Television Editor of the "Times"

Shakespearean epics have beei
since he wrote his first major work, "Love's Labour Lost
in the year 1590. What happens to "Richard" at the thea
tre box-office cannot yield a single clue as to the fate ol
say, a "Carousel" or a "Picnic" or a "Marty" if they wer
given similar double exposure.

:

"If the receipts at the theatre box-office are not adversely affected

may

|

by the televising] a new era

in film distribution

be here, or at least just around the corner.

If

adversely affected, the present liaison between the
the movie industries

may

This was put another

they are

TV

and

be strained."

way by Laura Lee

in the Phila-

delphia "Evening Bulletin":
"If 'Richard

movies,

IIP should be a

we might

hit

both on

TV

well expect the premiere of

and

in the

many

im-

portant pictures to be held in our living rooms."

The

inference in both these comments, put quite bluntly,

Hollywood companies would not hesitate to sell
down the river if there were enough hard
cash in TV. No longer would theatre operators, who have
brought untold wealth to Hollywood, be allowed first runs
of important films; they would be forced to share them
with the television networks, and might even have to give
is

that the

the exhibitors

TV

priority.

The main reason
its

own

—

as,

is

indeed,

that the Olivier film

is

ai

in a class

o'

all

We cannot imagine that any producer or distributo
would be brainless enough to risk making the same exper
ment with a big popular, mass-appeal picture. The simpl
arithmetic of NBC's deal on "Richard" makes that quickl;
apparent.
fort the

It

sum

paid for a single airing of this 160-minute
of $500,000;

it

e:

got back from General Motors|

the sole sponsor, $400,000 and only after lengthy and ardi
ous negotiation. The "paper loss" of $100,000 can be re
couped from only one source: NBC's graduated percentag
of the theatrical revenue, if there is anything left afte
London Films, Ltd., has pocketed the first $1,000,000.

Put the other way, London Films has received

NBC

$500,000 for the

privilege

of

frc

allowing 45,000,00

Americans (the network's own estimate) to see the filr.
Of those 45,000,000 people, we are sure, only a cono
paratively few will put down their hard-earned money t
see the picture in the theatre, even though theatre viewin,
is the only form in which the film's magnificent pageantr
free.

This
panies

is

not a very flattering view of the major film com-

— the producers and distributors. We don't accept

It is true, of

course, that in the realm of business

not always easy to

draw

a clearly defined line

it

it.

is

between

and economic factors. Nor is there any guide-book
dictate which comes first
the welfare of the customer

ethical
to

—

or of the stockholder.

They

are not necessarily identical.

These are some of the unpalatable economic facts of
which everyone must swallow. They make it essential
P«q. t
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life

for

can be properly savoured.
Contrast this with the opening week of "Carousel" o:
($140,000) and of "Picnic" ($165,000). I
its first seven days in general release, in fact, "Picnic

Broadway alone

the exhibitor at

all

times to keep abreast of the latest mer
Continued on Pupe

/.I

MEMO
Prom 20th to Exhibitors
Re ON THE THRESHOLD OP SPACE
:

You need a whole new vocabulary to describe this picture.

Rocket-sleds
ascensions

.

,

f reef alls

,

windblasts

,

balloon-gondola

These are the intriguing new sounds--and new

sights--of this fascinating motion picture adventure.
Movies have shown new frontiers before; but never the most

dangerous one of all, located just 17 miles from home,
straight up. There have been movies about space and movies

about medicine; nobody ever put them together before and
came up with the very latest exploits of our U. S. Air

Force--space medicine. There have been movies about
the air age and the jet age, but none that captures the

force of riding a rocket-sled at 1000 miles an hour,
the shock of bailing out at 100,000 feet, the fear, the

courage, the stunning impact of supersonic speed.

Never before a true story of such vision, such imagination, such daring, caught so completely by the cameras of
Cinemascope and the color of De Luxe. They may have never
seen strato-f lyers before, but they'll never forget them

after ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE. It's breathtaking, and

they'll gasp; it's also memorable, and they'll talk.
It will take new words to tell it, as it has in this memo.

And one thing more: a good supply of superlatives.

AVAILABLE NOW!
ON THE THRESHOLD OP SPACE

B

.

ABRAM

F. MYERS' communication demanding the removal of Robert W. Coyne
so far has brought no official reply from
COMPO leadership. Only Coyne, COM.
PO special counsel, went on record with

THEY

the claim that the charges are "without
foundation."

MADE THE NEWS
RUBEN SHOR, WILLIAM C. GEHRING & MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN got
in

some good, hot

tributor

relations

licks

on exhibitor-dis-

when they shared

the

rostrum at the 9th Annual Gulf States
Allied convention held in New Orleans
last week. 20th-Fox vice president Gehring exhorted exhibition to settle its differences with distributors without recourse to Federal aid or court action, and
called for a joint effort between the two
groups. Allied president Shor argued that
exhibition had tried time and again to get
film company presidents to confer on exhibitor problems. He urged exhibitors to
stick together in their fight, and congratu.
lated

TOA

on

its

had

Myers,

in

a

lengthy

letter,

industry body:
(1) the executive vice president to be a
"person of stature" who will perform his
rejoining the

all-

duties according to the by-laws; (2)

more

frequent meetings of the executive committee with a written agenda circulated
at least 10

days

authorization

of

in

advance; (3) Specific
important activities

all

projects.

He

a second term

.

.

RKO

.

WILLIAM DOZIER

ALEXANDER

vice president

STEPHEN
... At
branch, NAT

named

assistant

his

New York
was apDointed branch

Paramount's

STERN

sales

man-

ager, replacing JACK PERLEY, upped
to assistant Western sales manager ...

producer-director STANto a four-picture contract

signed

.

.

.

.

.

.

+

*

CHARLES

Spyros P. Skouras announced an industry goal
of $50,000 in the 1956 Red Cross campaign at
a recent luncheon. Also shown: 'Carousel' star
Shirley Jones, National Red Cross chairman
E. Roland Harriman.

FELDMAN

pointed with
pride to the 25 per cent rise in domestic
billings for the first ten weeks of the company's current 17-week "Charles J. Feldman Sales Drive" compared to the first
ten weeks of the 1955 drive. He attributed the increase to high quality films,
plus aggressive showmanship on the part
of exhibitors
R. GOLDSTEIN, Allied Artists vice president and
general sales manager, set forth the fact
that San Francisco, Indianapolis and Salt
Lake City are leading their divisions in
Allied's "March of Progress Drive."
J.

.

.

*

MOREY

*

*

Newly-appointed 20th-Fox vice president

W. C. GEHRING took
New Orleans where he

a brief sojourn to
addressed the Alof the Gulf States

Theatre Owners
Fox vice presiConvention March 13
dent JOSEPH H. MOSKOWITZ and

lied

.

.

.

OTTO KOEGEL
SKOURAS

joined
chief counsel
at
president SPYROS P.
studio conferences last week in Hollywood
A. LIPTON, Universal
vice president, put in some heavy duty
while visiting the New York offices for
Warner Brothers
the past two weeks
International president

statute censoring

ceptable to reasonable people". Shurlock,
in a recent speech, pointed out that the
is

manager of United Artists Corp.,
was elected president of the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors Assn., for

STEVE BROOKS, HUGH BENSON.

by the State Supreme Court. The decision
was based on the U.S. Supreme Court
rulings terming the words "sacrilegious,
indecent and immoral" so vague as to
amount to a denial of due process of the

Amendment. Any

II

Canadian gen.

eral
Ltd.,

.

Pennsylvania's 41-year-old Motion Picture Censorship Act was declared unconstitutional

motion pictures must be held to be unconstitutional, the court declared, on the
theory that motion pictures are as much
entitled to the constitutional guaranty of
free speech as newspapers, radio and television. Meanwhile, Geoffrey Shurlock, director of the Production Code Administration, defended the Code on the grounds
that the creat preponderance of films
passed by it have proved "reasonably ac-

11.

*

CHAPLIN,

S.

.

0

Code

CHARLES

*

and advertising for Associated Screen
News Ltd. of Canada
New publicity
posts at Warner Brothers studio went to

chastised exhibitors for

THE CENSORSHIP FRONT:

14th

New York March

in

*

.

vice

poor handling of foreign pictures,
asserting they rely on only tried and true
methods.

vice

NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN
FRANK have signed with Paramount to
make four films over the next four years
TED ABRAMS succeeds KEN V.
COOPER as director of public relations

president Youngstein said that a picture

the cast.

were married

.

with a "new face" usually results in exhibitors demanding rental reductions on
the grounds that there are no star names
in

Paramount

&

LEY RUBIN

stand on the

their

.

director of advertising, and
Minette Gordon of Far Rockaway, N. Y.,1

RKO

recent action reaffirming

support of the TOA-Allied
United Artists
arbitration issue.

JEROME PICKMAN,
president

set forth three specific conditions for

Allied's

and

Incidentally .

.

.

.

DAVID

.

.

London

left for

last

*

.

WOLFE COHEN

week.
*
*

The Motion Picture Export
nominated

has

Discussing
Brothers'

plans

for

the

"Moby Dick":

release of Warner
vice president

WB

Ben Kalmenson,
v.p.

director John Huston. If
advertising head Mart Blumenstock.

basically a "permissive document,

Association

—Paramount's

"The Man Who Knew Too Much", directed by Alfred Hitchcock, and MGM's
"I'll Cry Tomorrow"
as the films to

—

represent the U.S. in the International
Film Festival at Cannes, April 23 to May

Films were selected by a special com-

10.

mittee of the Motion Picture Association
was cited by the Air
JACK
"Easy
Force for his "24 Hour Alert"
the Hard Way," the autobiog book of
.

not a restrictive one", but that all subjectmatter must be treated with good taste.

two films

.

WEBB

.

.

MGM

.

.

JOE PASTERNAK,

got
producer
a kleig-lighted sendoff March 13 in a Los
Theatres
Angeles department store
.

.

in Illinois'

195.35

to

cording

to

president

.

Cook County contributed $25,the 1956 March of Dimes acAllied

Theatres

JACK KIRSCH

.

.

of
.

The

Illinois

Varie-

Clubs International Convention is set
May 9 to 12, we are reminded by convention chairman HARRY A. ROMAIN.
ty
for

President

Universal

*

Raekmil

Milton

R.

<i<iipi\

[.mil,

Miipn-

79.5.5

Industry

Award from

publishet

zine's

Gardner Cowles.
Paqt 10
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DANIEL

I?S4

tures
l;K<l

uiitlduidc

distribution

vice

president

Branson and "First Traveling Saleslad/
dinger Rogers pose for the camera
at a recent meeting on set of new RKO film.
II

alter
1

slur

T.

*

O'SHEA,

president,

*

RKO

Radio Picannounced that the J.

Walter Thompson Company has been appointed advertising agency for RKO. No
change in home office advertising personnel has been announced.

1

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
COLUMBIA'S SALES CONVENTION
week made news even before it
opened with the announcement by general sales manager A. Montague that the
of last

company

will release fifteen productions

between now and September as an antidote for boxoffice ills. These will comprise only a portion of the contemplated
release for that period, according to Montague. "We will release at a rate of better

than two films a month top product of a

normal times we would reone a month," he

calibre that in

MARTIN
E. D.

MARTIN

lease

TOA

chairmanned the

oard and executive committee to several
news-making decisions at the organizaion's annual mid-winter meeting in New
Orleans.
A strong stand was taken
against "the unwarranted and unjustified

use of competitive bidding", which

contended,

it

was

being used by distributors,

"is

for the most part, for the sole purpose of
obtaining higher film rentals".
is

TOA

committed to seek the elimination of the
practice in as

many

situations as possible.

Full endorsement was given to the agreement entered into by TOA and National
Allied to bring about a complete arbitra-

and
film rentals, and also the action taken by
TOA and Allied requesting Department
of Justice approval of film making by the
divorced circuits. The board reaffirmed
its support of COMPO's new campaign
against the theatre admission tax, and endorsed the 10-point program outlined recently by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres for orderly distribution
of films. Claude C. Mundo of Little Rock,
Arkansas, was approved as administrative
tion system, including

sales policies

the

at

stated. Sales policy

and

releasing,

WILLIAM

ad-

president

and pro-

vertising

week

will

dent Sypros P. Skouras on all company
and trade affairs. Gehring, heretofore ex-

topics

ecutive assistant general sales manager,

Chi-

the

at

celebrating his 37th year with 20th-Fox,
having served as branch manager, division manager and sales manager during
his long tenure.

cago sales meeting,
attended by home

is

office personnel, di-

and

vision

branch

managers.

O

Vice

president

Paul

Lazarus,

Jr.,

N.

ROBERT

told

delegates that CoArriving in Chicago for
lumbia will adverthe Columbia meeting:
tise and promote its ass't general
sales mantop product in the ager Rube Jackter; v.p.
Montague, executive
coming year "with
,K J " ck Cohn
confidence and less
-

cash". Segments of the industry, he asserted, "are replacing showmanship with
dollars.

manship

We
.

.

.

will

and

more upon showupon huge advertis-

rely
less

is not an economy
but a case of spending
will do the most good.

ing expenditures." This

program, he
wisely where

said,
it

tax

relief

J.

O'DONNELL's

campaign saw

industry

chances of

its

grow dimmer the other day when
House of Representatives voted over-

success
the

whelmingly against the proposed $3,000,000,000 cut in corporation and excise
taxes.
President Eisenhower had requested the extension of the taxes in an
effort to achieve a balanced budget in the
fiscal year starting July 1.
More bad
news was forthcoming when a House
Ways and Means subcommittee recommended new taxes on certain consumer
goods such as record players. Undaunted
by these setbacks, O'Donnell is pushing
ahead optimistically on his campaign to
rid the industry of its

admission tax by:

(1) bringing local, state

committees up

o
last

elected a vice

Century-Fox,

20th

each of the 15 productions were chief

TOA

PARAMOUNT

GEHRING,

function as executive assistant to presi-

plans

He

ment

C.

of

for

motion

president Myron Blank.
succeeds George Gaughan who resigned to join the Cooper Foundation.
assistant to

GEHRING

rate of

to

and regional tax

strength

with

plans

operation by the end of
the month; (2) making contacts with
Congressmen in Washington, along with
calling

made formal announceits new "small thea-

of

for full

tres" sales policy.

COMPO

sale of pictures

effort to get legislation enacted

This provides for the
on a flat rental basis to
theatres whose previous renta'o on a top
attraction have yielded $100 or less. Called

counsel Robert

the admission tax (so far

W.

Coyne, in an
reducing
three bills have

the

"Paramount Service Contract", it allows the small exhibitor to buy groups of

been introduced into the House) (3) appointing 53 leading industryites to serve
as chairmen of state committees, includ-

pictures as far in

advance at is practicable.
Omitted from inclusion in the new plan:
"The Ten Commandments," "War and

ing National Theatres'

Peace."

in the fight.

;

and Walter Reade,

Rhoden

The manual

gives exhibitors

wage
campaign and suggests avenues of
approach in carrying out the main objective of rounding up pledges from senators
and congressmen to vote for tax relief.
Chances for tax revision are much better
now than they were in 1950, the book
states, and advises: "There is no argument
the facts and figures with which to
their

WARNERS GET MARILYN
are flashed all around by I
Milton H. Greene. Marilyn Monroe and Jack
L. V arner uith the announcement that the
glamour queen will co-star in "The Sleeping
Prim e" u ith Sir Laurence Olivier for V arner
Brothers release. Greene is vice president of
Marilyn Monroe Productions. Inc. Olivier uitl
co-produce and direct the film.

C.

32-page booklet detailing plans to be used

O
Victory

Elmer

Jr.; (4) distributing a

smiles

GREENE, MONROE,

WARNER

nearly as eloquent as red ink."
Film
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Wfot

They'te Talking
In the

Movie Business

They're talking about the FCC's ROBERT E. LEE and
his shocking breach of propriety. In a Look Magazine article (March 20) entitled, "Let's Give the Public a Chance
at Paid TV", Commissioner Lee threw administrative decorum to the March winds with a four-page manifesto urg-

ing prompt acceptance of no-pay-no-play television. He
put forward all the stock arguments of the "pay" propagandists. Alarming to anti-subscription interests is the

member

patent partiality of a

commission. The

of a

entire matter of

seemingly impartial

pay

TV

is

About

currently

Dending before the FCC, which has yet to rule on the voluminous briefs submitted by opposing sides. Mr. Lee states
in his article: "... I hasten to remind the reader that the
views expressed here are my own and do not reflect the
opinion of the commission." To this some movie people
are saying thank goodness for small mercies but since
when does a judge or juror mouth his opinion long before
the verdict is due? A call has gone up demanding Mr.

—

Lee's disqualification.

0

library revenues.

And Rackmil

won't do anything to

kill

told the stockholders "w
our present customers", the ejja
1

hibitors.

RKO — sold.

Warner Brothers and

0

WE'VE HEARD THIS SONG BEFORE DEPART, J
MENT: TV officials now point to Fall, 1957, as the daM
when

color television

cial significance.

By

may

be expected to assume comme;

this is

meant a numerical

I

distributio

fl

such proportion as to justify full time cole' 1
telecasting. Actually, it is a source of private bewilden I
ment in TV quarters that the public has clutched its cole, I
artifacts with so little alacrity. Color's coming of age hi j
been heralded for the past three consecutive seasons.
of color sets of

0

TELEVIEWING OF "RICHARD

III" has seemed t
produce more confusion than fact. No one seems to tj
sure what message the experiment delivered. NBC off

;

reported ecstatic. But to listen to the TV critic
you'd think they were in the employ of the theatre exhib
tion industry. If one video reviewer failed to say, in effec
"Richard was
on TV, but imagine what it must loc

cials are

Film library buyers, Matty Fox, PRM, Inc., et al., are in
dither attempting to reconcile GENERAL DAVID SARNOFF's recent assertion TV will not be turned into a
motion picture circuit with their own fat investments in

—

—

antique productions.

up something

Columbia

see

it,

the libraries-to-TV situation shapes

will be

theatre boxoffice.

NBC

is

alizes the first $1 million.

features already departed, the balance

Screen Gems, the Columbia subsidiary releasing the vintage shows, enjoys any success.

likely

—

on a big movie screen and in color" then we'll e;
However, one cannot argue with tr
audience ratings, and this brings up the next confusior
like

sold

if

it.

Paramount

—

traffic in two or
seems safely out
the present. One an^le that must be con-

is

reportedly considering

Bulk

of

TV

reach for

sidered by this

toll-TV

company

is

its

of library

interest in Telemeter, the

pay-to-see should ever come, that's where

outfit. If

I

|

London Film can count itself lucky to wal
home with half that figure. (But more about all this

j

ij

Leonard Coulter's piece elsewhere

in this issue.)

0
Hottest blast of all against the home showing of "Ricl
ard" was voiced by none other than the producer and stii
himself, Sir Laurence Olivier.

three pictures at a time.

London Film, r

Watchful observers, howeve'

are saying

—

Loew's much talked about, some estimates running as
high as $110 million. Seems out of reach at this figure.
Company clearly looking for price, may not trade until it
gets

slated to participate in boxoffk

receipts after the theatrical distributor,

like this:

— 104

;

our tarn o'shanter.

O
As observers

OK

He

told a

Washington, D.

movie critic that the TV version was a terrible disappoin
ment to him. "Deplorable" was his description, blamiri
the smallness of the picture and the commercials, whic
"broke the sense of rhythm" of the story. Sir Laurem
left no doubt that "Richard" would be his last feature

fil:'

Paramount's library would go.

offered to

TV.

—

20th Century-Fox keeping its own counsel. Spyros
Skouras has frequently stated the $$$ must be many. And

0
With the "Oscar" derby at hand, many industryites SB
that James Cagney's "Gimp" role in "Love Me or Leav
1

he

is still

highly pro-exhibitor.

Universal

—a

firm "not

Rackmil and executive

now" voiced by both

v.p. Daff, takes this

president

inventory out

of the market, for the time being, at least. Current healthy
financial status
P*gt 12

Film

is

such

BULLETIN

it

M«rch

does not require buttressing from
If,

1

956

Me" would have been

win the best performanc:
few months later in the year. /
it is, they expect that award to go posthumously to Jam»l
Dean for "Eden".
statuette

if it

a cinch to

had come

a

I

i

<
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RICHARD'S" VERDICT

Television Critics
Page

'Continued from

These

$1,500,000.

figures suggest that

IBC's $500,000 to the distributors of "Richard" must have
een tempting mainly because the Olivier drama could not

have earned as

ossibly

much money

so fast through nor-

NBC

channels of motion picture exploitation.

lal

ever have got

it

Theatre Version

ise
TV

8)

more than

rossed

#*

for the price

if

would

promotion campaign behind it, and after receiving the
most enthusiastic reviews anyone has read for a long while.

word the critics wrote was favorable,
them who saw both TV and theatre versions
recorded their opinion that the TV result was inferior.
Practically every

and most

of

"Richard" measured up as

theatrical smash-hit.

fhe $64 Million Question
The big pay-off question in

major contest for
n important film between TV and movie theatres is this:
Vho came out on top? Our unequivocal answer is that
ilms-in-theatres emerged the victor, hands-down.

As

•

is

this first

well known, preparations for "Richard's" double

for months. NBC's agreement
was made last June, and it took
he network over six months to sign up a sponsor. The
ost of the film was not fullv covered by General Motors,

nremiere were in the
o purchase the

TV

works

rights

nd the network will have to look to
re gross to climb out of the red.
This

is

its

first

showing.

It

hat an entertainment of such InVh calibre

>e

we of the
The very fact
was premiered

cap of the medium,
the matter of dollars and cents, it can hardly

the airwaves

iowever, in

the theatre, and
of

is

a feather in the

called a success for either

NBC

power

the 603-seat Bijou Theatre, 45th Street near

we were

it

drop

Monday, immediately following the prewere sold. Tuesday saw
again according to Lopert.

On Thursday, Film BULLETIN made
the theatre.
iping

It

night in

was

New

approximately 250.

a fine, clear, cool

its

own check

day (and a

late

of

shop-

The matinee house numbered
The evening audience was around 500.

wide range."

and 6 P.M. a total of
Thursday evening our
man inquired if tickets could still be had for Saturday
night and was told, "Good seats are still available".
5

check was made of several ticket agencies in the vicinity of the Bijou to learn if they were receiving any calls

BULLETIN

went to press, "Richard"
and Washington, and could
boast engagements in only three other American cities
Los Angeles (Beverly Canon, early in May), San Francisco (Stage Door, around the middle of April) and Philadelphia (The Studio, when current attraction ends its run).

New York

This scarcely suggests that exhibitors have been waiting
in line to

book the

mand

it

since

*

medium

in the full glory of its

medium can

\\ insten,

in

movie

such a gloriously
"X. Y. Post";

critic

the difference between look-

It is

ing at a small etching and a large painting.

The etching

has composition and contrast, but none of the imposing
magnificence and richness of the canvas." Laura Lee,

—

movie

critic Phila.

"Bulletin";
•'fi

" 'Richard IIP, which I'd seen on a huge movie screen,
looked cramped and a bit confusing on my 21-inch screen
I have never admired a picture so much and enjoyed
it

.

.

so

little."

— Harriet

TV

Van Home,

critic

"New

York-

World Telegram";
£

"Don't miss

it

4:

sjje

in the theatre

was absolutely fine,
you get in the movie
Jack O'Brien, New York

...

It

especially in color, which, of course,

house run (plus VistaVision)."
"Journal-American" TV critic;
*
is

—

*

*

like an illuminated manuscript

huge screen."

— William

come

to life

on a

K. Zinsser, "Herald Tribune" film

critic

said no.

At the time Film
was playing only in

for

Nelson

I"

"It

A

They

— Archer

York).

Between the home-going hours of

— Jay

Post";

convey word and panorama, subtlest emotion and

goriest battle, as no other

.

67 persons visited the boxoffice.

for tickets.

to

for that

*

the cinematic

Broadway,

told, 2,302 tickets

off to 1,050,

is

you saw the
you must go to

to say that
;

strongly urge you to do so."

"Don't miss the movie.

Lopert Films, distributor of "Richard" to theatres in the
was one source of information on the film's boxoffice
jerformance during the first week. A spokesman advised
hat advance sales up to the opening on Sunday, March 11,

totalled 22,400.

I

"New York

or the film's producer.

U.S.,

miere,

critic

*

"This

The deal figures to cost both money.

Bt

TV

Tuck,

very best

at its

represented what

novie business call a "prestige" success.

>n

TV)

picture (on

TV

by any means want

"I do not

share of the thea-

not an attempt to disparage the value to

he "Richard"

For instance

it

has been a huge depeepshow with a vast

film, or that there

became an

NBC

"It

was magnificent on TV, but

shrieks for color and wide screen."

Thus

—

it's

"I

made

of stuff that

ferald-Tribune"

TV.

went, throughout the press; television writers,
movie critics, lauded to the skies the theatre exhibition of "Richard III" and deprecated the small-screen
TV version. They left no doubt in the minds of their readit

as well as

ers that the picture in the theatre provided far superior

entertainment.

As

a matter of fact, millions of

newspaper

(Continued on Page 14)
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RICHARD'S" VERDICT
(Continued from Page 13)

readers gathered from

many

sources the distinct impres-

sion that television simply cannot
tional,

match the

visual,

emo-

dramatic impact of a movie on a big motion picture

screen.

It

was

a

great testimonial to the institution of

movie-going.

Let this serve as some compensation for theatremen. It
an adequate return, we would say, for the loss of matinee
attendance on Sunday, March 11, when the reputed 45
millions were watching "Richard" in their homes. We
wonder how many viewers, beset by normal living-room
is

distractions

and disturbed by the lengthy commercials that

interrupted the film, sighed unto themselves,

peace and quiet and continuity of

What
what

"Oh

for the

a movie theatre!"

did the dual premiere of "Richard III" prove and

on the future relations
and the movie industry?
will be its effect

of television

provided another negative answer (as did
to the question of
whether expensive motion pictures can profitably be ofObviously,

it

"The Constant Husband" before)

fered for television showings before they are released to
theatres.

"Richard", which might have had a theatre-

grossing potential of two million dollars or more in this
country, will have to settle for a small fraction of that sum.

Sir

Alexander Korda's "The Constant Husband" has bee

scratching for bookings and finding few since

miered on television

ANNUAL VARIETY CLUB
WALDORF-ASTORIA sponsored by

REGISTRATION FEES
BARKERS $45.
WIVES
35.

Film
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pre

it
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MAY

TENT -35,

CONVENTION

9-12

N. Y.
For reservations write to:

MARTIN LEVINE
Convention Chairman

229 West 42
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was

Most important, however, from the standpoint of thj
motion picture industry, was the proof provided by th
"Richard III" experiment that the little screen in the liv
ing room diminishes the quality of a large-scale movi
and the entertainment to be derived therefrom. That spell
an inestimable triumph for films-in-theatres.

(jew York is
20th

it

November. Therefore,

seem
logical to accept the conclusion that neither dual TV-thea
tre premieres nor subsequent runs for theatres are th.
answer to the riddle of what the future relationship ci
movies and TV is to be. It also proved that the advertisin
revenues that TV can extract from the country's industriaj
goliaths cannot begin to match that which the public wi]|
pay at theatre boxoffices for a top-grade film.
last

1954

St.,

N. Y. C

"Serenade"
'ScUiK&M &<ltut?
Lanza's splendid voice

vlario

omance.

is

the big item

pay off handsomely

Will

The big item

in

"Serenade"

is

in

ScuiH&M, "Rati*?

a sentimental

metropolitan areas.

in

the big Mario

absent from the screen.

:oo long

"On the Threshold

O O O
Lanza

The rousing

no less than 14 songs, mostly operatic arias, and
amply demonstrates that the finest young singer of our
livers

day lost

little, if

any, of his volume and quality.

The

story

James Cain novel) is a highly
routine framework for the musical numbers.

(a free translation of the

sentimental,

For eye appeal, the

WarnerColor. But, as
everything plays second fiddle to the great Lanza

and costuming

rich settings

noted,

Henry Blanke production provides
in vivid

His stirring renditions of the classical numbers are
superb, and "Ave Maria" is really an unforgettable emotional experience. Two popular numbers, "Serenade" and
"My Destiny", by Nicholas Brodzsky and Sammy Cahn,
lend some variety to the score. In some sequences, Anthony Mann's generally good direction goes awry and the
plot becomes a bit vague. Joan Fontaine turns in a polished
voice.

performance as the loose society girl who almost destroys
the young singer. Sarita Montiel ("Vera Cruz") creates a
sympathetic characterization of a Mexican girl who restores him. Vincent Price draws laughs with his sharp

Lanza, a laborer with a
discovered by wealthy and selfish Joan FonShe introduces him to Price, who prepares Lanza

portrayal of the concert booker.
great voice,
taine.

is

an operatic career. Lanza makes the mistake of falling
love with Fontaine. When she fails to respond, he is
distracted. Unable to sing, he flees to Mexico, contracts a
for
in

From the subject of medical research designed to preman for space travel and investigation, 20th-Fox has

pare

fashioned an absorbing, highly exciting, film.

If

the film's

inherent exploitables are developed, its boxoffice outlook
is promising.
With an air of authenticity and directness

about it, this story of experiments to further man's knowledge might truthfully bear a guarantee that viewers will
be held tightly to their seats, for, from beginning to end,
and under Robert D. Webb's spirited direction and fast
pacing, interest

is

For the general as well as
Wil-

steadily held.

the action market, this will be tense and exciting.

liam Bloom's production exudes quality.
of

some superb photography

color

that

quences.

is

particularly

in

It

has the benefit

CinemaScope and De Luxe

scintillating in

The Simon Wincelberg-Francis

the aerial se-

Cockrell script

is

sharp and tense, in an almost documentary style. Guy
Madison is appealing as the young officer who risks some

most daring experiments. The late John Hodiak and
also are impressive. Writing effectively projects a large group of minor characters. Story concerns
the dedication of a group of visionary, military doctors in
testing the conditions under which man can exist in space.
Medical officer Madison (married to Virginia Leith) reenlists and offers himself as a guinea pig when scientist
of the

Dean Jagger

Dean Jagger proposes sending a balloon
John Hodiak takes command, is at first

into outer space.

reluctant to con-

nursed back to health by Montiel. She gives
him faith in himself, marries him, and accompanies him to
America for a new career. When Fontaine makes an effort
to win back Lanza, Montiel, believing she has succeeded,

tinue the revolutionary experiments, but finally, agrees,
conducting a dangerous rocket test himself. Ma«ison
makes the ascent, loses contact with earth, but lands safely after a trying day and night. He reports that man is
physically adaptable to space, that the real problem is

rushes into the street and is struck by a car. But Lanza
remains faithful, and makes a grand operatic success.

psychological.

and

fever,

is

Warner
Price.

Bros. 121 minutes. Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine, Sarita
Produced by Henry Blanke. Directed by Anthony Mann.

Montiel,

Vincent

20th Century-Fox. 96 minutes. Guy Madison, Virginia Leith, John
Jagger. Produced by William Bloom. Directed by Robert D. Webb.

O O

Fast, actionful

Western.

Good

Sci4ute44 TZattxq
Low-budget programmer

cast for programmer.

The opposition between a ruthless card-shark and the
forces of law and justice for possession of a small Western
town is the subject of this program Western from Republic.
Well-paced by director Al Gannaway, film gets off to
a fast, actionful start, and proceeds, unhesitatingly, in this
manner to the end. Film's neatness and breezy quality
make it, despite a routine script by Gannaway, a betterthan-fair bet in the action market. Photography and other
credits are OK, and production is generally good. The
cast, headed by Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen and John
above average for this kind of fare. Surroundand hired gunmen, sharpy Bruce
Bennett becomes increasingly powerful. Opposed only by
sheriff Richard Arlen and his son, deputy Faron Young,
Bennett stages a gun-battle with Arlen, in which the
Carradine

is

ed by paid politicians

shot by hidden sniper John Carradine.
discovers the ruse, kills Carradine. Bennett, hangs.
sheriff is

Republic.

Toung.

66

minutes.

Bruce

Bennett,

Richard

Arlen,

Hodiak,

Dean

"Uranium Boom"

"Hidden Guns"
Stui*4*& 'Rati*?

!

O O O

Absorbing, exciting dramatization of medical research for
high-speed air travel. Strong on exploitables for male trade.

voice,

tenor de-

Space"

of

John

Young

Carradine,

Faron

Produced and directed by Al Gannaway.

[More REVII

OK

for dual

Q

Plus

bills.

The current interest in uranium hunting gives this programmer some mild contemporary appeal, but not enough
to make it mean much boxofficewise. A low-budget entry,
it

will serve adequately as a supporting feature in action

and rural houses.
action-impelled.
if

It is brief,

well-paced, and sufficiently

Sam Katzman's

production

is

competent,

sparing, and William Castle turns in a satisfactory di-

Performances are adequate. Dennis Morgan and William Talman make a huge uranium strike, but
when Morgan meets, and marries, Talman's fiancee, Patricia Medina, the friends become enemies. Talman sets
out to break Morgan, who is now quite wealthy, employing
lure Tina Carver and a phony scheme for building a railroad. Morgan falls for it, loses all his money. But Talman
has a sudden change of heart and wins back Morgan's
friendship. The two men and Medina set out on another
uranium hunt.
rectorial stint.

Columbia 1A Clover Production). 67 minutes. Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Talman. Produced by Sam Katzman. Directed by William Castle.
on
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"Patterns"

"Comanche"
GuAiHCte TZcitiK?

O O

CinemaScope-color Western

visually appealing

^cuttcM

and with

fair

elsewhere.
for action trade; satisfactory dualler

Good

pace.

PIUS

Krueger
This is a satisfactory western, produced by Carl
and De
CinemaScope
in
for United Artists release. Made

Luxe

color,

it

creates the visual impression of a "big

Western. However, in terms of story and treatment, "Comanche" never reaches that stature. There is ample action
and an acceptable, if routine, plot that will satisfy western
market.
fans and prove sufficiently diverting in the general
share of exploitables to aid the boxoffice.
George Sherman's direction is adequate. Dana Andrews
lends conviction to the role of a scout, and Kent Smith is

has a

It

full

effective as the

Comanche

Story

chief.

concerned with

is

wanton slaughter
the Comanches are perpetrating. Scout Dana Andrews is
sent out to negotiate a peace treaty with Kent Smith, Comanche chief (who turns out to be Andrews' cousin).
the U.

Cavalry*s attempt to stop the

S.

Smith is willing, but the belligerence of a group of Indians
and of whites, on the other side, deters progress. Andrews,
on the trip, falls in love with Linda Cristal, a Comanche
captive. The insurgent elements are finally suppressed and
peace talks are initiated.
Linda Cristal. Directed by

Rating good for class situations, fair to

crisply told.

This

is

the movie version of one of last year's most

TV

dramas. Produced by Jed Harris and Michael
Myerberg for United Artists, it is a tightly-knit, tensely
and sharply played drama about intrigue on the top-rung
of a big business corporation. While the film is often impressive, the original television script was extended only
slightly by author Rod Serling and is, therefore, rather
thin for a feature film. One wishes the characters had been
more fully developed, although it is surprising how much

heralded

impact they get across
building to a striking,

in the crisp

if

III"

seen television showing.

impossible to review "Richard III" without con-

sidering both the theatre and television projections.

Sir

Laurence Olivier's production of one of Shakespeare's
earliest and worst plays is among the most distinguished
films of recent years
an almost endlessly exciting contribution to the art of the film and, to boot, a rousing good
show even for audiences with no particular Shakespearean

—

inclination.

in spots

by the addition

of

Van

Heflin as the aspiring

one

jor

—

the visual

is

manner

in

—indeed,

possibly the

which Olivier has told the

Like the unforgettable photographic work of his
the camera here paints a continuously
impressive and beautiful portrait, given great clarity and
dramatic impact by VistaVision and a richly, varied Techearlier

"Henry V",

Color, size, scope are not just additions to the

nicolor.

story

on

— they are of the essence.

a 24-inch, black-and-white

To

TV

see a king's coronation

screen

ly exciting as the daily installment of the

ditto for the battle
it

succinctly, the

is

about as visual-

"Morning" show;

between two armor-clad armies. To put

TV

show was simply not

the real thing.

The
it

film was intended in every respect to be seen where
belongs, in motion picture theatres. It would have com-

manded

TV

a

comparatively large theatre audience, but the
will decimate the potential theatre

showing certainly

audience.

It is

NBC's claimed

assume that the vast majority of
45 million viewers have "had enough".

logical to

Lopert rtlMM
London Filmtl. ISS minuUt. Sir Laurence Olivi«r
Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Sir John Gielqud. Sir R„lph Richardson
directed by Sir Laurence Olivier.
I
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Claire Bloom
Produced and

execu-

Heflin arrives from Ohio, with

of the performances.

wife Beatrice Straight, to assume an executive position

make room

in

by Everett Sloane. He meets
is

being eased

for Heflin himself.

In spite of Heflin's
capable but antagonistic

—

sympathies for Begley who is
to Sloane
he secretly wants the job. At a board meeting,!
Sloane, wanting Begley to retire, humiliates him unmerci-|
fully. Begley suffers a fatal heart attack. Heflin, furiousj

—

at Sloane, tells

him

off,

but accepts the job

when

Sloane
[

justifies his position.

United Artists (A Jed Harris & Michael Myerberg Presentation). 83 minutes. Van
Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley, Beatrice Straight.
Directed by Fielder Cook.
Produced by Michael Myerberg.

"The
Su4i*tC44

ma-

story.

young

Directness and sharpness characterize the work of
photographer Boris Kaufman, director Fielder Cook, and
tive.

and superbly produced. Not the least of the factors contributing to the film's brilliance

is fast,

j

more potent

magnificently directed, brilliantly acted

It is

Pace

style.

than "Executive Suite", to which it,
clearly bears comparison, but it lacks that film's fullness.
With Ed Begley and Everett Sloane in their well-played
original TV roles, the cast has been bolstered somewhat

is

out to

Superb Olivier version of Shakespearean classic. Boxoffice
rating predicated on limited response likely after widely

is

TV

rather shallow, climax. "Patterns"

vice-president Begley, who, he soon realizes,

Richard

fair-

plus elsewhere.

a large corporation headed

It

Plus

Adaptation of the TV drama about big business effective,

most
United Artists. 87 minutes. Dana Andrews. Kent Smith,
George Sherman. Produced by Carl Krueger.

O Q

1£*tut$

Steel

Jungle"

O

^Ututf

PIUS

Minor prison yarn solely for action duals.

From his own routine story, director Walter Doniger,
has squeezed out a fairly convincing prison melodrama.
It's strictly a dualler for the action market.
Lacking in
"The

story content,

Steel Jungle"

ganff rule behind prison bars.

is

The

the familiar tale

ofl

situation is built for

exciting treatment, but the flimsy plot, coupled with unin-

spired direction, never get

it

generally are adequate, with

off the

ground. Performances

newcomer Perry Lopez show-

Story finds Lopez sentenced to prison for
is brutalized by combination boss, Ted
de Corsia, also serving time. Lopez refuses to tell warden
Walter Abel who beat him, and later he sees murder committed by de Corsia's henchmen. When his wife, Beverly
Garland, is kidnapped Lopez decides to straighten things
ing promise.

bookmaking.

cut.

He

In a prison battle, de Corsia

state evidence.
Warner

He

is

killed

and Lopez turns

returns to his wife and new-born baby.

Bros
86 min. Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland, Walter Abel, Ted de Corii*
Produced by David Weisbart. Directed by Walter Doniger.

S

/
vUnat
toe
Noumea
'Doia&i
rf*ie
MERCHANDISING
/
EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT
&

Jl*£0<><

Want New

So Exhibitors
The story goes

that

Marilyn

Chicago-born

Novak,

grab her attention

daughter of a railroad freight tracer, landed at Columbia
Pictures studios after she (a) wound up a tour demonstrating iceboxes around the country and was "noticed" by
Columbia; (b) modeled for a washing machine company,

dustrialist

was spotted by a talent scout while she was riding a bicycle in Beverly Hills and pot a screen test when the agent
desperately threw himself under the wheel of her bike to

But the

SEVEN YEARS OF HEARTBREAK
A

NAMMfE S DHICKI

LIFE

"S

IT

PARTIES

mm «»TI0>
II:

IMS

6-YEAR-OLDS

(c)

;

Stars!

was "sponsored" by

a wealthy in-

— and so on through the alphabet for other wide-

ly published versions of the genesis of

Kim Novak, born

Marilyn, subject of the biggest star-building campaign
since another Marilyn,

cerned,

is

still

Marilyn.

real story, insofar as the

ARE so many

that there

Kim Novak. And

movie industry

is

con-

stories circulating about

hardly a magazine cover
extant that has not been graced with the polden hued hair
and emerald eyes and superb cleavage of the gorgeous
Kim. The real story to the industry is that Columbia has

poured

its

that there

is

imposing publicity resources behind the star

buildup and in a mere year and a half has created a marquee name that is one of the hottest in the business today.

And the important story is that in Kim Novak Columbia
has answered the pleas of theatremen for new faces to woo
the youth audiences with a star created in their own time.
The young people are ripe for fresh faces they can take to
their hearts as their

own, instead

of

lukewarmly accepting,

second-hand, the "names" that thrilled their elders.

The

(Continued on Pose 18)

^1

cue

MARCH 5,1956
mmum

m
Life cover prefaced nine solid pages based on coast-to-coast tour
the world of build-up and mink coats, of flattery, exhibition and nursemaid attendance," photographed

by

Life

lensman Leonard McCombe.

Kim covers for the nation's top national and fan magazines, Sunday supplements, viewed here by the star, on one of her frequent N. Y. publicity
cover girl.
trips, and Col. advertising chief Hal LeSieur, made Kim No.
I
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SO EXHIBITORS WANT NEW STARS!
(Continued from Page 17)

creation of

youth

Kim

is

theirs,

one they can rave about to the

tomorrow.

of

It is to

the everlasting credit of Columbia that they have

cultured this boxoffice pearl into prominence

when

it

nr'ght

have remained a grain of beautiful, anonymous sand
thousands of others in the Hollywood oyster.

like

Even before her first screen appearance in "Pushover",
which she was co-starred with Fred MacMurray in the
fall of 1954, the campaign was launched as Columbia publiciteers bruited about the word that here was the hottest
thin7 on fi'm since Jean Harlow. The fan magazines
caught it up and the Novak features and form blossomed
in

Whil
cheesecake publicity because
will
hamper dramatic recognition, this piece of art has helped
make "Picnic" a top b.o. grosser
and Kim a top new female star.

out in scores of publications to catch the regular moviegoers' attention.

It

spread to the national magazines and

Sunday supplements and within
the

Number One

cover

a year

Kim had become

girl.

But Columbia wasn't

satisfied with just printed publiciwas.
They
brought her to New York at every
it
opportunity to meet with the press, television, radio and
syndicate people and sent her to key cities to exude glamor
with most telling effect.

thetic role as the

ty, big as

cided this

A

big break

it

dope addict's girl friend. Columbia
and cast her in "Picnic" to unleash

de
the

smoldering sex appeal her publicity photos promised.

Then

the publicity

H-Bombs were

called into action

Kim went

out on a coast-to-coast tour that plumped hei
shapely form into every living room in America via tele

On the screen, Columbia nurtured her career carefully.
She had an excellent comedy hit in "Phfft," an ingenue
role in "Five Against the House" while she received intensive dramatic training.

was

She was "Person-to-Personed" in her Chicago
home by Ed Murrow's network show, "Mugged" by Gar
roway and "Toasted" by Ed Sullivan. Wherever she went
press photographers were given ample notice to make
certain lenses would click when she arrived. Through aT.
this whirling flack, publicity aides were constantly at hei
side, at meetings with press and TV, on shopping tours, or
trains and planes. As a fitting culmination, the whole shebang was covered by a Life photographer and presentee
vision.

came when she was

borrowed by Otto Preminger for an important role in
"The Man With the Golden Arm" and clicked in a sympa-

After tears,

to the top-circulation magazine's millions of readers with
a

glowing color cover and nine solid pages of photos
on the star-building tour.

anc

text

The

full

effects of the buildup are still to be felt bui

ampe evidence already

that it is a howling success
have acclaimed her the screen newcomei
of the year. Look Magazine's movie awards issue Marcl
20 named her "the most promising female newcomer
This is the kind of sustained star-making showmanship
that has been so sorely missed ir
two more

there

is

Dozens

of polis

.'

.

Here are
pages from the

full

big

splash

telling

how

in

Life,

more about

seriously Kim
takes
career.
her

recent years. It

is

the

.

showman

ship on which the movie indus

was firmly founded in th(
days of the Pickfords and Swan
sons, the Clara Bows and Harolc
Lloyds, the Garbos and Gables
try

and,

more recently,
The screen's

Monroe.

Marilyr
lapse

big

name

new

generation with few stars

build-ups has

can really claim as

its

left

ir
<'

i

own.

Columbia is to be congratu
lated for what we fervently hopn
is

a

renaissance

of

this

vital

phase of movie showmanship
the creation of star
P<igc
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Kim Novak

Edward R. Murrow's popular "Person to
Person" TV show gave two stars opportunities to plug their forthcoming 20th-Fox pic-

JANE RUSSELL, who appeared March 2, plugged
"The Revolt of Mamie Stover" and RITA

tures to millions of watchers.

GAM,
which

seen

March

discussed

9,

"Mohawk",

due for April release. Miss Russell
also gave "Mamie Stover" a break on a
recent Perry Como show.
is

*

*

A

raft

titles of

big

of

*

name

dropped the
on the "Climax!"

stars

their latest films

TV

show, March 8. As part of "The LouelParsons Story", the famed Hollywood
columnist called on Lana Turner, Rock
Hudson, Merle Oberon, Susan Hayward,
John Wayne and Eve Arden to name their
la

current releases.

RICHARD WIDMARK

is

on a

series of

personal appearance in connection with U-I's
"Backlash", covering Philadelphia, Atlanta,
Indianapolis, Houstcn, San Antonio, Dallas
and Fort Worth.
*

ROCK HUDSON

*

*

made

his first live

TV

appearance and got in a hefty plug for his
latest Universal picture, "Written On The
Wind", on Perry Como's TV show, Mar. 10.
*

*

*

The New York promotional circuit was
McGUIRE
covered recently by
connection with Allied Artist' "The
in
Friendly Persuasion".

DOROTHY

*

DEBORAH KERR
for 20th-Fox's

*

*

began whooping it up
I" five months

"The King and

advance of its national release with a
round of magazine, newspaper and radio
interviews in New York recently. "King" is
Fox's second CinemaScope 55 production.

in

•^h This street bally on "The Court Jester"

—

was pulled off by Sam
the film's comedy vein
Newman, mgr. of Avon Theatre, Waterton, N. Y.

in

heatres.

Newspaper Co-op on "Movie-goer

The power generated

in a tie-up between
newspapers was demonstrated
h Denver, where a topflight movie-going
iromotion was just completed. Details of
he campaign were sent to us by Paul H.
^yday, managing director of Fox Interflountain's Denver Theatre, who expressed
he view that this kind of promotion might
>e "feasible and valuable in other towns".
1

heatres and

Nub

of

the

was the selection of a
the month" from the best

idea

Mo\iegoer of
r dn "Going to the movies is my best
." sponsored by the
:nter.a:nmcnt because
Denver Pest and the city's exhibitors. The
ure was n
<-day trip for the winner and
guest to
plywood, with all the trim-

jet',

.

.

i

i

nings— luxury airliner flight, vists to studios
md Hollywood hright spots, a stay at the
Embassador Hotel in Beverly Hills, a guest
tt
the Academy Awards and the other

of

Month" Promotion

glamor-packed thrills the average moviegoer
dreams of in Movietown.

The newspaper went

all-out, as

evidenced

above, with a special edition devoting the
entire front page to movies and big space

plugs that ran for the full month the campaign was in progress, Feb. 13 to Mar. 12.

The huge public response, gauged by the
flow of letters, indicated that the promotion

—

accomplishing its purpose to make
people think about movies and moviegoing.
The official entry blank, printed each day in
the Post, required that the statement be
based on a movie the entrant had seen within

was

30 days before entering the contest, naming
the film, the theatre and the date. The stories
carried each day were aimed to guide the

reader into considering how and why movies
are the best entertainment value.

[More

SHOWMEN
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1

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Showmen Cash
United Artists is betting one million and
of its promotion dollars that "Alexander the Great" will be the biggest grosser
in its history
and that bet means a showmanship windfall for every theatre that will
play the $4,000,000 Robert Rossen CinemaScope epic. Like the picture, the "Alexander" campaign is on a colossal scale in
every department advertising, personal appearances, co-ops, stunts and field work, giving the theatre showman doubles of everything, both on a national and local scale.

In

On

Million $ Bel
the story and aided considerably by the 1

home

more

publiciteers

office

—

IICHMID

WIRE

FREDRIC

company has ever assigned to
Working both in the schools a

picture.

BURTON MARCH BLOOM

outside, widespread school

a

out the country. This alone will take a $190,000 chunk out of the UA budget as the big
city splash billows out to the suburbans and
surrounding towns. Bolstering this on a na-

all

talize jointly

museum

more than

being spent; they

tell

saturation aimed at

a lot of

money

UA's penchant

capitalizing

personal

appearances has never been more apparent
than with "Alexander." Producer Rossen
and seven others including stars Richard
Burton and Fredric March, are spreading
their activities over 17 weeks to give the
local plays added punch. A valuable fern
angle is worked in for the p.a.'s with the

displays

a

I

books and antique

of

UA

assured of aid from

fieldmen.

1

I

RV JONES

HARRY ANDREWS

STANLEY BAKER

NIALL MacGINNIS

™»t ROSSEN

o^iEUEQARRIEUX

the costumes used for "Alexander." Where
the touring personalities can't appear, their
bruiting will be evidenced on countless fea-

One

of the

TV
most

and

radio.

vital forces in the

American Olympic Team

to

Ai

and a host of stunts.

With

tourists participating in department store
fashion shows based on fashions inspired by

tured spots on

ing the
tralia)

ONE-SHEET

making every moviegoer
for

caJ

on school contests of Olymjl

The latter's major efforts will be tied
with the extensive co-ops and a huge variH
of stunts worked up by UA boxofncel
Among those planned are lulus like elepharl
cruising downtown streets carrying scantr(
clad models, chariot ballyhoos, marath
races (tied in with collecting funds for ser

a story of extensive

"Alexander" conscious.

|

coh|

competitions, street chariot races, library

the $251,000 slate of magazine

ing figures indicate

of "f

community who book the picture to
They could also

bine their resources.

is

I

I

|

newspaper ad campaign
is the unprecedented use of full size double
truck spreads in every newspaper in 12 key
cities to spread the opening impact through-

tional basis

showing

exander" clips and slides are planned, coi
bined with Study Guides, heralds and D
comic books. Because of the wide you
group encompassed in this phase of the cai
paign, it might be well for all exhibitors

of the

ads and newspaper supplements with a combined readership of 147,000,000. Vendor coop campaign involves $340,000 of tie-in ad
money with boosts for the film. The impos-

of

staff

tingent the

—

High spot

and a

fieldmen, by far the biggest on-the-road co

the wide variety of merchandise til
with the picture, an "Alexanderama" k\
natural, worked with local merchants to
up exhibits of costumes, production nl
terials, styles and merchandise keyed to i
in

\

exander's
It's

cam-

paign for local play-up is the extensive
schools and libraries promotion inherent in

life

and times.

a big picture, a big campaign andj

big opportunity for
a million dollars

showmen

worth

to cash in

of expert promoti'

There were rare moments

of p

ty such as that enjoyed by Ale

the Great (Richard Burton) as

\

veys (opposite page) the Greece
conquered enroute to vanquishii
entire

then-known world. More

point are the scenes of violenc

were crowded

epic scope that
full

ii

33 years on earth three eel

before the birth of Christ

—

his

unconquerable armies his im
with any barrier as he cuts the
knot, omen that he will become
of Asia; his turbulent love wi
beautiful
Barsine
(Claire
B
whom he was destined never to
his torture at the hands of his er|
The breadth and heroic scope pr
Robert Rossen has lavished on t
torical epic is tempered with a pel
insight into Alexander that caus«J
to remark: ".
The result, desjU
the blood, sweat and spears
thoughtful picture of the con
that might please even Plutarch.
;

i

.

Unprecedented double truck newspaper ad, to run in every newspaper in the 12 key cities where
Easter regional premieres of "Alexander" are to be held, is proudly displayed by UA national
ad-publicity director Roger H. Lewis (left) and ad manager Joseph Gould. The precedential double
page program will cost $190,000, will run in newspapers with 18,157,000 combined circulation.
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(Continued from Page 19)

Depart-

Shrivor's

4

ment
Falls,

Store in Sioux
S.D., scene of the

premiere
MGM's
of
"The Last Hunt", devote;!

a

window

full

display to ihe 24-sheet
on t!ie picture, gave it
a
scroll
and
effect
dressed it up with appropriate
appurtenances l.ke an Indian
figure,

A

etc.

real

that caught
passing eyes.

flash

MAC-NETS

WSJ Front-Pages Fox Campaign
On 'Man

In

Gray Flannel Suit'

20th-Fox's huge merchandising tie-in campaign for "The Man In The Gray Flannel
Suit" got off to a flying start with front page
attention in the

March

8 issue of

FAMILY WEEKLY
its

Weave", the story details the
promotion which has
wear manufacturers utilizing
book, the movie and its star,

Inside story discusses

Starting

"highly organileading men's
Sloan Wilson's
Gregory Peck,

WSJ

20th-Fox boxofficers certainly
have taken this dictum to heart. Some of the
top manufacturers involved include Dobbs
Hats, Gruen Watches, Shields of Fifth Avenue, Excello Shirts, Weldon Pajamas, BurMil Hosiery and Regal Shoes. They will use
magazine advertising, local newspapers and full-scale promotion and exploitation ideas targeted to pre-sell engagements.
Primary emphasis, as displayed in the
special merchandising pressbook, is on the
national

"TMITGFS"

against which ad-

vertisers array their product with catch-lines.

The

life

of

Danny Kaye

has

president

P.

set

WOM-

Film

BULLETIN

Peter Lorre, Edc
MacMurr;
Fred

entertains

June Haver and
Bottom: premiere

festivities.

including

Einfeld Seeks 'Talking Mailbo:

Jester."

"Moby

current "Carousel."

Warner

Dick", a

*

SEVENTEEN

release.
*

*

profiles

"The Rose Tattoo"

in its

March

namic

issue.

advertising

who knows

York

Marisa Pavan of

chief,

a good thing

Charles Einfel
when he sees
"talkii
sell

Alfred Hitchcock's forthcoming "The

Man

Who Knew Too

Much", for Paramount, receives an advance promotional fillip in the

March

issue

of

McCALL'S MAGAZINE.

20th

CENTURY FOX

the cost of this novel device whereby certa

mailboxes are to be wired to answer que
on mailing difficulties. Fox would bi
spot announcements to be broadcast throui
the mailboxes. Two such "revolutionar
developments as C'Scope 55 and talkii
mailboxes go together, Einfeld said.

JANE RUSSELL RICHARD EGAN

by

Skouras.

March

I?,

1956

t

In a wire to the N<|
postmaster, Einfeld offered to defr;

tions

JOAN LESLIE

Page 22

Entratter

Cantor,

pounced on New York's brand-new
mailbox" idea as a hot medium to

budgeted

program

Spyros

Jack

are greeted
Center: Sands Hotel general m<

SAN FRANCISCO ?

campaign

pump-priming

Moorehead and Jerry Colona

20th Century-Fox vice-president and d

the
kicks
off during
of April and will conthrough the local playof the mid-April release.

which

MGM

JAMIE STOVER HAVE TO

at several hundred thousand dollars, says it
$100 million
part of the
is
this

-i'

Portal Theatre
the
capacity audienc
and a $5000 check for co-sponsor Variety Clu
of America. Airplane caravan of more than
stars and
personnel made the trip, wl
the Sands Hotel hosting. Milton Berle's TV sh<
was telecast from the Sands and devoted entii
ly to the premiere.
Top: producer Joseph Pi
ternak, Cyd Charisse, Walter Pidgeon, Agn
El

Magazine devotes five pages
of its March issue to "The Sensitively
Rugged Mr. (Gregory) Peck" with credits
to his forthcoming role in John Huston's

week

dates
20th-Fox,

"The Court

Las Vegas" at the
gambling resort drew

In

they arrive.

CORONET

barrage
tinue

on

given the Pagli-

HOME COMPANION,
nice plugs for

some 8000 billboards
more than 150 principal cities
the U.S. and Canada. The ad

first

is

acci treatment in the April issue of

pear on
of

New York SUN-

film will illustrate each installment.
*
*
*

This striking 28-sheet will apin

25, the

will serialize the story

MGM's "Meet

The world premiere of

Me

out and Charles Ein-

points

feld's staff of

silhouette of

Wayne.

which 20th Century-Fox has based its thrill"The Man Who Never Was". Picture is
now in general release. Scenes from the

some

seller",

Khan

er

AN'S

started

March

DAY MIRROR

tiveness of linking themselves with a best-

their

all

gave

11

RKO's "The Conqueror". The Sunday
supplement has a circulation of 2,603,826.

various advertising campaigns. It
way last December, four months
in advance of the first playdate.
"Merchants seem convinced of the effecin

March

as Genghis

The Wall

Headlined "Man in Gray
flannel Gets a New Tie with Merchandising
zed"

for

Wayne

cover to John

in

Journal.

Street

all

ASHES MOOREHEAD

CINemaScoPE

COLOR

by OE

LUXE

They both bring out that

"WANT TO SEE"
It's

the nature of the

human animal

be intrigued

to

by that glimpse of goings-on behind the fence

and lured by the

sights

The more you show

the

'em

at

.

.

you give from your shows.

more

they'll go.

So, keep on showing and selling with
tricks

.

all

the tools,

and techniques of showmanship. You'll find
your N.S.S. Exchange!

[.\cbeetz
PfttzfB/iBv of meioousmy

$4

THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
URANIUM BOOM Dennis
William Tallman. Producer

FRIENDLY

November
PARIS FOLLIES OF 1956 Eastman Color. Forrest Tucker.
Whiting
in

Producers

Sisters.

Goodwin.

Gorgeous

Musical.

Bernard Tabakin, Lesley
girls and tuneful music

a romantic city. 73 min.

TOUGHEST MAN ALIVE Dane

Clark, Lita Milan. Producer William F. Broidy. Director Sidney Salkow.
Melodrama. Agent for Office of Special Investigation
sets out to break up "revolution"
ring,
active in
Central America. 74 min.

IWm.

and the

F.

FBI resolve the situation. 80 min.

SUDDEN DANGER

Elliott,

Bill

Drake.

Morgan, Patricia Medir
Sam Katzman. Director V*
liam Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place
Colorado. 67 min.

men
lyze

HOT BLOOD

AUTUMN LEAVES

Green, Ruth Donnelly.

Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WanDirector Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

March
THUNDERSTORM

Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

A pril
COME ON, THE

Baxter,

Birdwell

money from

fellow thief. 82 min.

CRASHING LAS VEGAS

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.
MOTHER-SIR Joan Bennett,

Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Yamaguchi,
Director
soldier
80 min.

EDDY DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope, Techil
color. Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Vi
toria
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Geor
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchest]

1

November
BEE Joan Crawford, Barry Sullivan. Jerry Wald
Director Ranald MacDouglall. Drama. The

story of a domineering woman and her effect on lives
of people around her. Violent ending. 95 min. 10/31.

j

leader.
v

Mollie McCart.
F.
Sears.
Melo-

A

Clover Production. Director Fred
drama. Youthful thugs involve innocent girl in robbery
and murder. 77 min. 10/17.
THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN CinemaScope Technicolor.
Aldo Ray, Mitsuko Kimura. War drama. Jap-hating Gl
has life complicated by romance with beautiful Japanese girl while on occupation. Love and orphans eventually give soldier

new perspective.

93 min.

killer.

77 min.

1

airborne infantry division during

WWII.

81

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

radioactive. 73 min.

CANYON

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. DiRanch owner thwarts

rector Harmon Jones. Western.
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

CRIME

IN

savetes,

January
INSIDE
Carver.

Mineo.

York City.

TEXAN.

91

Producer Vincent Fennelly. Direc-

Gangsters

attempt

to

infiltrate

an

auto

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Victor
Preston. Producer Wil-

Mature, Guy Madison, Robert
liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur,
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave

men who fought alongside her

farm

the

United

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.

Lee

J.

in

Gilling.

Kenya

Adventure. Owner of wild aj
young native boy from

saves

violent death.

V

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

Bill

Haley and hisComej

Lisa Gaye. Producer Sam Katzm.
Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manac
and a pretty girl.
discovers rock-and-roll music
SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie Frenel

Johnny Johnston,

—

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace M<
Donald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Thrj'
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout i
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC.

THE Judy Holliday, P.|
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Dired
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the fame
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a larfl
holding company.

STORM CENTER

Bette

Brian

Davis,

Keith,

Paul

Kelli

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Dan
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal
"controversial" from her library, embroils a sm|
town in a fight.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Sie\
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Seal.
Rite h
Horror. Man turns into werewolk from taking spec
serum developed by scinetists.
1

.

in

INDEPENDENTS

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

Castle. Drama. 79 min.
Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.
PICNIC CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.

JOE MACBETH

March
OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,
Lewis

Rachmil.

Director

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A

beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

min.

THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskin. Western.
Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.

FIRST

mal

,

DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New

Bill

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Macdon«
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Alli

Director John

Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

Marcia

ODONGO
Carey,

Williams. Producer Wray Davis. Director Tom Gries.
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

HOUSTON STORY. THE

in

English,

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Erni.
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fai
man. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets

68 min. 1/23.

min.

Coming

tor

Maria

Ireland,

JUBAL CinemaScope,

j

Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex

John

Lu

volved in self-defense killing, but clears his name a
catches real culprit.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pi
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. A'
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-m
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroy
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

1/28.

HORIZON

Laine,

nightclub entertainer.
v

Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.
CROOKED WEB, THE Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap

HELL'S

Frankie

j

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, AngeLansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.
Bill

Technicolor.

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Direct
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar pla]
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a you]

A LAWLESS STREET

APACHE AMBUSH

FALL, THE Humphrey Bogart, R
Producer Philip Yordan. Direct
Robson.
Drama.
Seven foot giant from Argenti
Mark
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cha
pionship of the world.

HE LAUGHED LAST

10/31.

December

HARDER THEY

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE Tommy Cook,

States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an

File.

I

97 min. 3/1

'

workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

Anne

Crawford, Vera Miles, Lor
Producer William Goetz. Dire
husband frt

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh MarloJ
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzma
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucerm
attack the United States, but are beaten back by
secret weapon.

COLUMBIA

Melodrama.

Sterling
Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to

Hayden.
steal

Superscope.

II.

Russe

Joan

la

ger.

Joan

tor Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues
descent into a fantasy world of his own.

Production.

February

CinemaScope. Jane

EARTH

QUEEN

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

Technicolor,

here
pal

Coming

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.
Lister.

Producer Ben Schwalb.
Using insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,
John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 min
DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

of

of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughti
85 min. 3/5.

notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
the murder of her lover.

1/23.

AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.

story

the British

trial for

Beverly Garland, Tom
Director Hubert Corn-

January

Trevor Howar

Navy and methods they used to
Nazi merchant snipping during World War

in

Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welc
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Stc

Drama.

field.

'

A pril
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

WICKED WIFE

Broidy Pictures Corp.
Prod.) Terry Moore,
Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
101

ful,

on

December
SHACK OUT ON

PERSUASION, THE Deluxe Color. Gary
Dorothy McGuire,
Robert
Marjorie
Main,
Middleton. Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
The story of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fantasy. Executed criminal is restored to life in the form
of an indestructible man.
MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
THREE FOR JAMIE DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo Montalban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiCooper,

ALLIED ARTISTS

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is

brainwashed

until

the State. 91 min.

he confesses act of treason against

(American Releasi
Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelil
Corm.
Roger
Producer-director
Jergens.
Adele
Science-fiction. Seven people survive the atomic «
struction of the world and the conflict among th
Corp.)

new life.
HILL 24 DOESN'T ANSWER (Continental) Wide-sere.
Edward Mulhare, Michael Shillo. Producers, Thon
Dickinson, Peter Frye. Director Thorold Dickinson. D
ma. Story of the Israeli war against the Arabs. 100 m
LAST OF THE DESPERADOS AFRO James Craig, J
Davis, Barton MacLane, Margia Dean. Producer S
mond Neufield. Director Sam Newfield. Weste
to seek a

I

Sheriff shoots notorious outlaw
in the West. 72 min.

badman

1/23.
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November
DAY THE WORLD ENDED, THE

IS

TOUR PRODUCT

and

is

hunted by evi

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
SUN LADY lAFRCi Peggy

William TilMarie Windsor. Producer-director Richard H.
in,
rtlett. Western. Famous female marksman seeks ven-

0

Cattle,

ance for the murder of her parents. 71 min.
•IBERTO D (Harrison and Davidson) Carlo Battisti,
iria Pia Casilio, Una Gennari. A Riuoli-De Sica proction. Director Vittorlo De Sica. Drama. A tale of a
12/12.
t red pensioner and his dog. 89 min.
:

December
W

WORLD ENDED

lAmerican Releasing Corp.)
perscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson, Adele Jer^ns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction.
yen people survive the atomic destruction of the
prld and the conflict among them to seek a new

THE

80 min.

e.

American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

The tentative total of features sched-

SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal E
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
Chester.

uled for April release numbers a hefty 26,

tain

b 0

—S

- .

0 E

duct by another four or

and Republic
with

run afoul of the law.

HANTOM FROM

10,000 LEAGUES lAmerican ReleasKent Taylor, Cathy Downs, Michael Whalen.
ioduced by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
Irrifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
ies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert
scovers the secret. 75 min.

3 Corp.

I

OF DON

rTURN

Italo-French

ervi.

Comedy.

jivivier.

CAMILLO

IIFE)
Fernandel, Gino
co-production.
Director
Julien
The human comedy of a village

communist mayor.
&MURAI A Toho Production) Eastman Color. Toshiro
jfune, Kaoru Yachigusa. Producer Kazuo Takimura,
iroshi Inagaki. Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity
and

riest

a
I

discipline in order to become a professional
English sub-titles. 93 min. i2/I2.

id

jr.

war-

January
Ferranicolor. Martine Carol. Raf Valne. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
ose who work at play on the Riviera. English sub-

VIERA

CRY

Eddie
rence
Roth.

TOMORROW

Albert.

Welngarten.
17

I

min.

be

12/24.

Melodramas
Western

2
1

2

Musicals

5

Comedies

3

Adventures

Adaptation

WITH

TROUBLE

January

HARRY, THE W-Technieolor. John
McLean. Edmund Gwenn. ProducerHitcheocx
Comeov-arama Nice old
gentheman is suspected of accidentally killing man
while out hunting, But death is complicated bv numper
Shirley

ForsyTtie.

DIANE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. Proaucer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.
RANSOM Glenn Ford. Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson.
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

director

Wide Screen.

Lu-

Ball.
Desi Arnaz. James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

Alfred

.

of angles including pretty

widow. 99 min. 10/17.

February
ROSE TATTOO. THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani. Burt
Producer Hal 8. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Drama.

Mann.

February
Color.

Uni-

offer

will

color.

in

13 Dramas

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

Century-Fox,

Independents

The April schedule includes:

IT'S A DOG'S LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards. Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Director Herman Hoffman. Adventures of a bull terrior in
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

IIFE)

Hes.

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
director. Producer LawThe life story of Lillian

Drama.

Freed. Director Vincent Minelli. Musical.
of the Broadway musical. 113 min. 12/12.

20th

films.

and the

five. Allied Artists

be the leading suppliers,

each, while Colombia, Metro and
Warners have two stated. Six films will
be in CinemaScope, one in VistaVision and
one in Superscope. Twelve features will

Mann

Daniel

will

three

December
I'LL

four

versa!

METRO-GOLDWYX-MAYER

1

tally.

Late releases should swell the April pro.

MSKY

TTLEST OUTLAW. THE IBuena Vista) Technicolor.
Rodolfo Acosta.
•dro Armendariz, Joseph Calleia,
'ooucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
ama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocent-

March

a figure equal to the final

6

IDCA) IA Titanus Production). Gina Lolioigida, Vittorlo de Sica. Producer Nino Misiano. DiComencini. Comedy. Romantic misadvenLuigi
ctor
1/28.
res of two couples. 98 min.

SUMMARY

APRIL

SMOLDERING

117 min.

11/14.

cille

February
:ASE OF LIFE IIFEI Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
9y Walsh. Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Producon. Director Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
nail town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
f every man.
.EASE MURDER ME
DCA Angela Lansbury. Raylond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Direcr
Peter Godfrey. Melodrama
Lawyer traps woman
tto murdering him in order to avenge double-cross.

COURT

LAST HUNT.

Kaye. Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masdueradlng as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful

THE CinemaScope. Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.
Taylor,

OF

'AGES

FEAR

IDCA:

Montand.

Yves

Charles

Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
rama. Four men set out on dangerous journey to
lansport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
Ijnel,

ray,

pm

Jim Davis.
Newfield. Western.

Michaels
Jim
Producer Anthony

Davis,

A pril

A pril
Beverly

!

Rice. Richard Travis.
Hinds,
irector Elmo Williams. Melodrama
State Department
Ivestigator traps murderous traitor by using blonde
Inger as bait. 71 min.
•pan

ADYKILLERS,

secretly uncovered. 98 min.

Indian

Frontiersman

arising against white settlers.

-ONDE BAIT AFRC

FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director
Fred Wilcox. Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has

prevents

AFRCI Bill Williams. Coleen
Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director

THE

(Continental
Alec
Technicolor.
fuinness. Cecil Parker. Herbert Lorn. A Michael Bapn Production. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy. A
afire on American gangster films. 93 min.
UM AND ABNER ABROAD Howco Chester Lauck.
lorris Goff, Jill Alis. Producer-director James Kern
omdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe. 3 TV
Ims joined together to make
feature film. 72 min.
I

MEET

ALLET OF

ROMEO AND

JULIET, THE ITohan Pictures]
Production. Directors Lev Amstam.
leonid Lavrovsky.
Musical Based on the scores by
ergi Prokofief and the love story by William Shakesfolor.

A Mosfilm

leare.
l

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Cedric Hardwlcke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London blitz. 97 min.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney. Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
Sir

Director Curtis

hands. 95 min.

Coming

lAkkordl Agfa Color
Cesare Danova.
|Osef Meinrad. Evelyne Cormand. Director H. W. Kolmeltee. Musical. Filmizatlon of Mozart's famous opera.
[Den Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and the
henna Symphony Orchestra.

E0DA,

THE

DCA
Eastman Color,
Robert Tudewaldi. Betty Suttor. Proucer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based upon
rue happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern
•aria

IKYITATION TO THE DANCE Tecnnicoior Gene Kelly
Director Gent
Producer Arttiu' FreeO.
Mora Kaye
aealing in romance
Four epitcoes
Ballet.
Kellv
ove"^ comtdv and pathos told entirely through Hie
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color. CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas. Anthony 0" inn James Donald. Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
.

ON JUAN

UNCIVILIZED

1

Kunogh.

Film dramatization of the
artist,

life

and works of the famous

Vincent Van Gogh.

SWAN.

THE

Eastman

CinemaScope.

Color,

Grace

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan. Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
Kelly.

in

love and

becomes

a

woman.

ETTERS

FROM MY WINDMILL

sn

commentary.

4ADAME BUTTERFLY

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachijguss
Nicola Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
>a one
Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
'

creen

IIFE) ILui Film, Rome' PathePrint by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren
Leonide
1 ""
t>ir,ctor Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history

|Olor.

'rL
Naples traced from

,|f

1

400 to date

DESPERATE

in

song and dance.
F

I

I

105 min. 1/23.

Coming
BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor. David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat pac ker meets
whom traps him into
marriage.

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. TechMAN
James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

from talking.

MOUNTAIN.

THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Spencer
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
peak where an airplane has
distant snowcapped
crashed to discover a critically injured woman in the
wreckage.
Tracy,

PARDNERS
Lewis.

Lori

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin. Jerry
Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Nor-

man Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

PROUD AND PROFANE, THE

VistaVision.

raiders

Technicolor.

William Holden. Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII.

SCARLET HOUR, THE

VistaVision. Carol

Ohmart, Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

VistaVision. Technicolor. Bob
Hope, Eva Marie Saint, George Sanders. Pearl Bailey.
Frank Production. Comedy.
Panama-Melvin
A Norman

HOURS, THE Humphrey

Bogart.

Fredric

March. Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler.
Melodrama. Escaoed convicts take refuge in suburbae
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

January
Technicolor. Dean
Wallis. Director
children's story
through horror
nlqhtmarish
writer find life hectic and
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.

ARTISTS

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

Director

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

December

I

•

O'Connor,

Donald

Emmett Dolan.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e'. °roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

PARAMOUNT

ITohan Pictures! Robert

Vilbert. Rene Sarvil. Produced and dlTTvby Marcel
lected
Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
:Kom Daudet's collection of stories.
OST CONTINENT IIFE] CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An eicursion into the
iVilds of Borneo and the Maylayan
Archepelago. Eng-

Technicolor. Bing CrosJeanmarle. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

VistaVision.

and murder.

Australia.

Coming

Danny

Technicolor.

up with some card-sharks, one of

GABY CinemaScope,
Kerr,

VistaVision.

A pril
ANYTHING GOES

Color.

I

March

THE

March

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope. Eastman
Dan Dailey. Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 112 min. 2/20.

DAKOTAS, THE

'ILD

JESTER,

101 min. 2/6.

king.

1

I min.

March

Park. 100 min. 2/6.

AND MODELS

Jerry
Martin
Frank Tashlin.

Lewis.

VistaVision.

Producer

Comedy.

Artist

ULLETIN — THIS

Hal

and

IS

The story of a cartoonist

who achieves

success

as

a

homespun philosopher.

VAGABOND

KING. THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste. Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.
AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn. Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti. Dlno de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

WAR

YOUR PRODUCT

I

CASH ON DELIVERY

November
SECRET VENTURE Kent

Taylor, Jane Hylton. Producer
N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Innocent young man through a briet case mixup
involved with international gang trying to steal
is
secret formula. 70 min.

William

VANISHING AMERICAN, THE

Brady, Audrey
Totter, Forrect Tucker. Associate Producer-director Joe
Kane. Popular Zane Grey novel. Drama. 90 min. 12/12.
Scott

Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers, Ben Schrift.
Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date. 82 min. 2/6.
GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.
POSTMARK FOR DANGER Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four death. 84 min. 3/5.

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them
toward new track successes.

January
Ludwig.

intrigue

in

Bruce

and

Barton MacLane, Touch- ConProduction. Di-

ners.

A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke

rector
in the

George Blair. Adventure melodrama.
Amazon jungle. 66 min.

TRACK THE MAN

DOWN

Producer

N.

William

Localed

Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Director R. G. Spring-

Boyle.

battle

track.

Wayne,
tion.
ture.

Bruce

Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min.

April

Tale

Genghis Kahn.

Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cort?se, Alan Badel. Producer-direct'.r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT
Producer

Faylen.

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Detective and fiancee smash big

Rudy

Adreon. Melodrama.

interstate hot-car racket and capture killers.

advenconqueror

ravaging

Century

13th

the

of

Historical

Powell.

Producer-director Dick

Technicolor.

THE MORNING

Super-

119 min.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Lupino,
Bert
Producer

George

Fleming,
Director

Ida

Sanders.
Lang. Melodrama.

Fritz

Murderer

becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
when muidering female victims. 100 min.

of lipstick

Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.

Cochran,

Ann

DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.
Vistavision,

Technicolor.
Brenda De Banzie.

garde,

Dirk

Bo-

Brigitte Bardot,
Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

LISBON

Trucolor.

Ray

Maureen

Milland,

O'Hara.

Claude

Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

MAVERICK OUEEN, THE

Trucolor. Barbara
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy.
director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw
own life and brings about the destruction of
to save the life of the man she loves.

WHEN

GANGLAND

STRIKES

Raymond

sacrifices

her gang

Greenleaf,

DEEP BLUE SEA, THE

GOOD

Jennifer Jones, Robert
Stack. Producer Samuel Engel. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. A schoolteacher overcomes illness and an
operation to find the true meaning of happiness in a
small New England town. 107 min. 11/28.

VIEW FROM

POMPEY'S

THE

CinemaScope,

RAINS

OF RANCHIPUR, THE CinemaScope,

Color.

Lana

Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
Ross.
young doctor chooses the need of his people for his
Turner,
Director Jean

services above the

woman.

love of a

104

min.

12/26.

January

WORE

SKIRTS.

THE CinemaScope, Deluxe

February
CAROUSEL

Gordon MacRae,
Color.
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Cameron

Broadway musical.

December
SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

Film

I

UNITED ARTISTS
THE Jack

Palance, Ida Lupino, She
Drs
Producer-director Robert Aldrich.
Winters.
Behind-the-scenes story of Hollywood. Ill min. 10/,

BIG

KNIFE,

KILLER'S KISS Frank Silvera, Jamie Smith, Irene K
Producers Stanley Kubrick, Morris Bouse. Dire

Melodrama.

Kubrick.

underworld

killing.

Prize

fighter

gets

involvec

67 min.

DESERT SANDS Superscope, Technicolor. Ralph Mec
Maria EngJish, J. Carrol Naish. Producer Howard K
Lesly Selander. Adventure. A story of I
French Foreign Legion set against the background
an Arab uprising in Morocco.
MAN WITH THE GUN Robert Mitchum, Jan Ster
Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Director Richard Wi
Western. Wealthy, ruthless rancher terrorizes town
"town tam
is finally stopped by man known as a

Director

10/17.

AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund

I

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna
89 min.

INDIAN FIGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

F

i

S

Technicolor,

i

Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter t
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. *
Guide leads wagon train thru lnj>
tern adventure.
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.

•

TOP GUN

William Bishop. K|
Sterling Hayden,
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray
A sharp gunshooter blasts the r,zarro. Western.
qades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM, THE Frank Sin
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang. Prodi;Story of dopej
director Otto Preminger. Drama.

NEVER WAS, THE Cinemascope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by

War

Ewen
II.

Montaque

Famous

spy

103 min. 2/20.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

1

19 min.

12/26.

Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Dan Dur
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodr >
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min.
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hu<
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howarc
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense dram.'*
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

STORM FEAR

•

February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda
ing, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. D|tor Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict tr>|0
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
«
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn,
>
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert
»
commoner
of
love
chooses
Prince
Musical.
cox.
goes into exile returns to regain crown. 66 mm. I
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Ch. I
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Ac*
•
ture. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.

—

SHADOW OF

128 min. 2/20.

MAN WHO

NAKED

i

(

BOTTLE. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border

Claudette Col-

1/23.

Color. Gregory Peck, Richard Basehi
Leo Genn, Orson Welles. Produced and directed
John Huston. Adventure. Filmization of the far
"whaling" novel by Herman Melville.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Co
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler fall
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.
SIXTH OF JUNE, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaSo
Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Prod
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama,
story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the sixtl
June, 1944.

diction.

Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

Technicolor.

|

WWII.

-

December

LIEUTENANT

for life. 84 min.

HEAD,

Color by DeLuxe. Richard Egan, Dana Wynter, Cameron
Producer-director Philip Dunne. Drama. A
Mitchell.
man's journey into the deep past of his old home town
and the dark secret is revealed. 97 min. 11/14.

RKQ

new partner

10/31.

MORNING, MISS DOVE

town. 88 min. 2/6.

wins a

Honolulu during the early days of

as

Vivien Leigh, Kenneth More, Erie

a life of despair. 99 min.

BOTTOM OF THE

bert. Barry Sullivan, Gregory Walcott. Director Tim
Whelan. Producers Nat Holt and Lewis Rosen. Drama.
Fighting newspaperwoman cleans up crooked town and

|

Color, C

December

Producer Sis Alexander
Emlyn Williams.
Portman,
Korda. Director Anatole Litvak. Drama. The story of a
young woman who finds the strength and hope to face

country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

November

|

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Le
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Directo
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay gir

HEIDI

November

Stanwyck,
Producer-

Marjie
Millar,
John Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A

TEXAS LADY Superscope,

Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min.
REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

!

.

Sheridan,

Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20

CinemaScope. Jean

of the

83 min.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Tufts.

DOCTOR AT SEA

Technicolor,

'I

Coming
Steve

A pril
HILDA CRANE

mons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Prod
Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama,
confessions of an unconventional woman.
MOHAWK Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Ne
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson.
rector Kurt Newmann. Adventure. Based on a let

November
Technicolor,

Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
scope. Virginia

Friedlob.

1

Michel

film

Sonny

of the

;

PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, Technict
Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron. Dire
Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwrigh
London nabs the kidnapper-killer of a young girl.

pril

ZANZABUKU

COME NEXT SPRING

S

Coming

Rhonda

T
L

Producer

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

IN

CinemaScope,

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama.
men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min.

nicolor.

23

min. 3/5.

Ill

A

GREAT DAY

FIRE

John

Technicolor.

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Susan

Moorehead,

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

March

MAGIC

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

Coming

the Italy campaign. 90 min.

in

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

HIDDEN GUNS

IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE Cimj
Scope, Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
ducer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama,
story of an advertising executive.

MOBY DICK

Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a

steen.
in

after

city

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

Bennett,

Sabu, Chiquita,

Allan,

March

producer-director

Richard Arlen, John
Caradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Sheriff's son cleans up town of outlaws
after his father is killed in crooked duel. 66 min.

JAGUAR

Elizabeth

Barr,

MAN

Yvonne DeCarlo,

Melodrama. Societv romance
the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.

HIDDEN GUNS

Patric

Melodrama
Hughes.
Director Ken
Reed.
Woman doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
Maxwell

good government to
return
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

Trucolor.
Duff. Asso.

Howard

Scott,

BRAIN MACHINE, THE

politicians

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS
Edward

Shelly

February

December
FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

Zachary

March

January

REPUBLIC

thriller

of

World

THE

EAGLE

(Valiant

Films)

RJ« d
-

Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anttiony r
lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drpRussian Empress sends her lover to kidnap be* £
m m
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls
with his victim. 92 min

Greene,

YOUR PRODUCT

SQUARE JUNGLE. THE

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued-*

Ernest

March
MANCHE
na's,

il

Borgnine.

Jerry

CinemaScope,

Deluxe Color. Dana AnKent Smith, Linda Crista I, John Litel. Producer
Director George
Kurger.
Sherman. Western.

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
>rH'cer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western,
led on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and aged
n*n Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 min.
•/TERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. ProHarris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
li rs Jed
mm. Drama. Based on famous television drama,
Michael Redgrave,
il SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE
)i
Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel M.
Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga of
k<el.
Irsh naval aircraft. 91 min.

(ANDER THE GREAT

CinemaScope.

Technicolor.

Burton,
Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanDarrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. DraEpic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian

lie

Coming
BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color. CinemaScope.
Wagner,

Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Projt;r Robert Jacks.
Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
iter murders heiress in the "perfect crime".
lort

MASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,
•rlucer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic
rh affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a

G.

lujry

I.

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

U5T OF
ir

color.

William
Science

thriller.

iit>n

KEN STAR, THE Howard

il

CinemaScope.

Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers
Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour.

II

Duff.

SUNDOWN

RED

Lita

Baron.

Bill

Wil-

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Lffiy Selander.
Western. U.S. deputy marshal murMexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
jr;r coercion for wafer rights. 82 min.
CvIE AGAINST JOE John Bromfield. Julie London.
Hry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director Lee
Stem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of mlrfinds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.
i>
PiEIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum Genevieve Page.
Piluced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Param from television adapted to the movies.
HKY KID, THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
9«, David Kossoff, Joe
Robinson. Producer-director
-ol Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith
••jS,

:

Rory Calhoun, Martha
Producer Albert Zugsmith. Direcmakes promise

WORLD

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy. Barbara Rush,
John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

Morrow,

berg.

A pril
BACKLASH

AMONG

CREATURE WALKS

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason. Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min.

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

Coming
APACHE AGENT

Technicolor.

Audie

Murphy,

Anne

Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for U. S.
Government fights for human rights for the Apache
Indians in Arizona.

AWAY

BOATS

ALL

Jeff
VistaVision.
Adams, Lex Barker.

Technicolor,

laj.

in

*|enture. Story of a

CONGO CROSSING

Won.

79 min. 3/5.

World War

II.

Virginia Mayo, George Nader.
Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugiWest Africian
in
tives from justice have a haven
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Peter Lorre. Producer

Pevney.

tradition.

riPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
So Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Victor Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
ifct injured
trapeze star who conquers fear and
Ties comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler. Dorothy Malone,
Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

Ward

Country.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

Technicolor. Tony Curtis, ColArthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
leen

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

1870

P

TOMORROW

a

Cleo

Moore,

John

Agar.

iuced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer
iting execution finds love at the moment he loses

h life.

75 min. 10/17.

GODIVA

LlY
Nler,

Victor

drama. Tale of how
blutiful Lady Godiva saves England from disastrous
M through her famous horseback ride. 89 mm. 10/17.
MjCED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy, Betta
>1John. Producer James O. Radford. Director Edgar
Lubin.

Historical

oUlmer. 82 min. 8/8.

December

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerCoior.

March
Eve Arden. Gale Gordon. Don
Producer David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Comedy. Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to

OUR MISS BROOKS

the movies. 85 min. 2/20.

MVER CHANGES, THE

Van

Doren.

SOND GREATEST

SEX,

ring

of

car

lANTULA John Agar.

AND

LAURA

VistaVision,

Kay
Producer Teddy

Technicolor.

Kendall, Pater Finch, Muriel Pavlow.
Baird. Director Muriel Box. Comedy. A popular British
stage couple whose marriage seems perfect actually
fight all the time. Complications arise when they accept offer to appear on TV as "the ideal married

86 min.

April
MIRACLE

Mara

Corday, Leo Carrol.
Jack Arnold. Horror.
super-tarantula which escapes and
destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.

January
THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS Technicolor. Jane WyRock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Uglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
r
romance between young widow and her qardener.
*

ni,

Director
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg.
corner by
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street
2/b.
mm.
girl.
107
young
of
a
life
soldier changes the
Fontaine,
SERENADE WarnerCoior. Mario Lanza, Joan
Blanke.
Henry
Sarita Montiel. Vincent Price. Producer
Story of an
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama
James <-ain
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the
novel o' the same name.

Coming
Schell. O. W.
AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria
Production^ Direc-

THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff ChandV Calhoun.
Producer Ross Hunter. Director
j
uJ;e
Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
Ps to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
ested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.

?"b

movie director

Braun.

Harald

wins a

Horney. An N.D.F.
Drama. A famous

Brigitte

Fischer

tor

realistic triumph over fantasy.

McCormack. Henry
BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy Mervyn
LeRoy. DraJones. Produced and directed by
play about
Broadway
famous
ma. Film version of the
a child murderess.
Rock Hudson,
GIANT WarnerCoior. Elizabeth Taylor Stevens
Drama^
James Dean. Producer-director GeorgeFe-ber.
The story
Edna
by
novel
famous
the
Based on
WWII.
during
Southwest
of oil, cattle and love in the
Harris
Phil
GOODBYE, MY LADY Walter Brennan. Director
WilBatjac Production

A

Brandon de Wilde.

of a young boy and
liam Wellman. Drama. The story
a rare dog named "Lady'
Gregory Peck,
MOBY DICK Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Producer-director John
Richard Baseheart. Leo Genn.
story of he
famous
Melville's
Huston. Drama. Herman
whales ,n the
men and ships who hunted the massive
.

early 1800's.

Wayne,

Technicolor. VistaVision. John
Menan Cooper
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer
story of a search for
Director John Ford. Drama. The
Indians.
by
kidnapped
who
is
girl
a

young

SEVEN

MEN

NOW

FROM

Rudolph

WarnerCoior

Reed.

To

trained dog.

TOUCH AND GO

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins. Margaret
Johnston. Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Balcon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job. uproots
ihs whole family and attempts to start life anew.

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New Phones
LOmbard 3-3944. 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

WARNER RR0THERS

Member

National Film Carriers

November
DIED A

I

THOUSAND TIMES

'

Film

CinemaScope, Warner-

Color. Jack Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerCoior. Liberace, Joanne
Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Dru,
Pianist
Director Gordon Douglas. Musical.
Blanke.
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty
girl.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

December

Member

BILLY MITCHELL. THE CinemaScope WarnerCoior. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Milton Sperling producer.
Steiger,
Ralph 'Bellamy, Rod
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exfate. 100 min. 12/12
unjust
ponent of air power and his

COURT-MARTIAL OF

B U L L E T

INE.

11/14.

115 min.

I

N

-

T

H

I

S

IS

Pro-

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter
Morrison. Director Budd
ducer's A. V. McLaglen. R. E.
avenge murder of h.s
Boetticher. Cowboy seeks to
wife by seven outlaws.
Scott

HEARTS Hugo Haas. Francesca de Scaffa,
Hugo Haas.
Producer-director
Hammerstein.
June
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his

Bnin. 11/14.

ERS

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,

IN

TENDER

thieves.

Ptiucer William Alland. Director
Sentist breeds
*|aks havoc until

min. 3/5.

THE CinemaScope,

Technif>r. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen. Bert
Lr. Produced by Albert
J. Cohen. George Marshall
ojctor. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to stop their
ribands from feuding and fighting. 87 min.
10/17.
T

91

Garland
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly
WalWalter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director
sentenced to
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie
|ail
in
also
Combination
by head of
jail is brutalized
he atand who fears he will talk. His wife threatened
Combination.
of
end
tempts escape which brings about

Campbell, Keenan Wynn.
Producer Howard Pine. Abner
A rookie policeman

Bfcrman director. Melodrama.
Mes as a hoodlum to crack a
Bmin. 11/28.

Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,

Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama
A change in the course of a river brings a life ot

R^NING WILD William
Hnie

Clayton Moore^ Jay

Goldbeck.
Silverheels, Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis
of the
Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures
mm. 1/9
Tonto.
86
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend.

SEARCHERS, THE

s.

couple".

Maureen O'Hara, George
Producer Robert Arthur. Di-

Techni color.

McLaglen.

Arthur

;

Miller,

SIMON

November
H.D BACK

Stanley

Hardwicke,

Wise. Drama. Based on the
from Greek mythology, the story of the
Richard

Director

Baker.

Cedric

Sernas,

Jack

Podesta

tyranny to a small village.

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.
Technicolor.

iH OF INDIA

Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalProducer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
diamond smuggler. 92 min.
r STABLE
Mark Stevens. King Calder, Felicia Farr,
A|ley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Meloirna. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone ex:c an insurance investigator eager for a quick half-

February
HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Rossana

Porter.

Chandler, George Nader, Julie
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

fantasy. 95 min.

nl

the waterfront. 98 min.

Technicolor.

Hyer, Dean Jagger.

Jeff

BAY CinemaScope. WarnerCoior.

Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Turtle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

Trojan horse. 115 min.

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

Borchers, George
Cohen. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min. 2/20.

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
comedy,
romance-

lilor. Olivia

January
FRISCO

famous tale

March

tor Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.

:t|ueror.

MSS

Technicolor.

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

nell

Hard
n

Steve
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentine Davies director. Musical.
The life story of the
famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.

NEVER SAY GOODBYE

April
\

BENNY GOODMAN STORY. THE

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
A lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 mm.

TARGET ZERO

HELL ON

February

TOWN

>ST

Pat Crowley,
Zugsmith. Director

Curtis,

Albert

Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min. 1/9.

2fiin.
i

Tony

Producer

Hopper.

YOUR PRODUCT

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3459

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

»

!

1
SHOWMANSHIP TCM
MATCH SENSATION!
"FORBIDDEN PL AN IT
THE ROBOT: The amazing mc
Robot has made personal appirat

lar

with Anne Francis on the Perr
Show, NBC-TV network. It appe;

C(
:d

on "Today" the Garroway Shcn
network and has made personal

M
pp

ances in Chicago and Cleveland.

GIANT TIE-UP;

In 80 million^

Oats cereal boxes, a free ticket

fo

i

d

under 12 when accompanied b\paj
adult. Vast campaign by Quak C
Company in magazines, radio, V, I
day comics, supplements, etc.

NATIONAL ADVERTISING:

'fid

of the Month" column in leading atio
magazines. Full page ads in all lea ng
magazines.

8-FOOT LOBBY STANDEE:
ping figure similar to the one at he
of Robby, the Robot, a great ticlt-i
for lobbies.

TRAILER: There's showmanship

STARRING

foot of the mass -appeal

WALTER PIDGEON ANNE FRANCIS LESLIE NIELSEN
nnnmi Tiir nnnnT SCREEN
ROBOT CYRIL HUME
WARREN STEVENS
-

•

m

trailer.

i«
f

Different

PLAY BY

—ROBBUHE

PRESS BOOK:

Here's a real opj

mi

1

to pack your house, using the high- J*

BASED ON A STORY BY IRVING BLOCK AND ALIEN ADLER

DIRECTED BY
PHOIOGRAPHED

EASTMAN COLOR

IN

PRODUCED BY

press

IN

book

filled

with

ticket-sellin

afl

AN

FRED McLEOD WILCOX NICHOLAS NAYFACK

CM

PICTURE

CINEMASCOPE and color

1

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic,
Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channei SoiO

r,La

BULLETIN
1
PRIL

2,

1956

to
6r\J

Second

Annual

e

-survey

Spring,

PRODUCT

tlie

<? •
-spring

PROSPECTUS

4% *# %

**

m

!

For

A KISS

BEFORE
CinemaScope
Starring Robert
Virginia Leith

•

DYlfC

Color by DeL

Wagner
•

i

Jeffrey

•

Joanne Woodv
Gerd Oswald

Directed by

A Crown

Productions Presentc

Produced by Robert

L.

Jack

ii
FOREIGN

The greatest

INTRIGUE
Eastman Color
Starring Robert Mitchum

•

GenevieMPc

and

Written, Produced

Directec y

Sheldon Reynolds

line-up of
THE
AMBASSADORS
DAUGHTER

quality

CinemaScope

•

in

Color

Starring Olivia de Havilland

product

in

John Forsythe

•

My ma

Loy

.

Adolphe Menjou • Written, Product
Directed by Norman Krasna

THE MAN WITI
THE GOLDEN AIR
Starring Frank Sinatra

Kim Novak
Produced and Directed by

Eleanor Parker

history

And 20 more

•

Otto Preminger

big ond

ALEXANDER
HE GREAT
eoScope

•

Color by Technicolor

Richard Burton

r

Fredric

•

March

Danielle Darrieux
a8 Bloom
and Directed by
Produced
rilm,
•

CinemaScope Eastman Color
Starring Robert Mitchum Ursula Thiess
•

Zachary Scott

Linda Cristal

L.

Directed by

Wynn

Van

Heflin

Ed Begley

Don McGuire

•

RUN FOR
THE SUN

Directed by Fielder

ent Productions Presentation

SuperScope

Everett Sloane

Beatrice Straight

•

George Sherman

Produced by Carl Krueger

Jacks

PATTERNS
Starring

•

Gilbert Roland

Produced by Robert

Starring Frank Sinatra

Mrected by

•

•

Starring

Directed by Richard Fleischer

JOHNNY
CONCHO!
k

CinemaScope Color by DeLuxe
Dana Andrews Kent Smith

•

Robert Rossen

Keenan

COMANCHE

BANDIDO

Starring Richard

Jane Greer

Cook

A

Produced by Michael Myerberg

•

•

Color

in

Widmark

•

Trevor Howarc

Directed by Roy Boulting

Russ-Field Production

Produced by Harry Tatelman
Executive Producer Robert Waterfleld

THE INDIAN
FIGHTER

THE
{AGILE FOX
'lg Jack Palance

Eddie Albert

Buddy Ebsen
and Directed by Robert Aldrich

Rlbert Strauss
:d

•

•

Presented by
3\ssociates

CinemaScope

Starring Kirk Douglas

Diana Douglas
Elsa Martinelli

and Robert Aldrich

CinemaScope

•

Starring Victor
»

Jced by Samuel

in

Mature
Goldwyn,

Jr.

L

Walter Matthau

Walter Abel

De Toth

IN

WAGON MOUND
Wide

screen

Color

Gable

Russ-Field Production

Produced by David Hempstead
Executive Producer Robert Waterfield

•

Color by De Luxe

TWELVE
ANGRY MEN
Starring Henry

and an

Gina Lollobrigida
Directed by Carol Reed • Produced by

An Orion-Nova

A

in

Starring Clark

A

Starring Burt Lancaster

Tony

•

Bryna Production

TRAPEZE

James
1

by Technicolor

Directed by Andre

•

CinemaScope

Color

•

•

Produced by William Schorr

A

THE
IRKFIGHTERS

Print

•

THE LAST MAN

Curtis

Hill

•

•

A

all star

Fonda
cast

Production

Susan Production

Hecht-Lancaster Presentation

announced!

United Artists
proudly congratulates

The Hecht-Lancaster Companies
Producer Harold Hecht

ACADEMY AWARDS
to

HAROLD HECHT

"Best Motion Picture of the Year"

to

ERNEST BORGNINE

"Best Performance by an Actor"

to

DELBERT MANN

"Best Achievement in Directing

to

yy

PADDY CHAYEFSKY

"Best Screenplay"

'k
Hecht-Lancaster presents "Marty" starring Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair
Story and Screenplay by Paddy Chayefsky

•

Directed by Delbert

Mann

Produced by Harold Hecht* Associate Producer: Paddy Chayefsky

:
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Exhibition Presents Its Case
Theatre

its

Washington sena-

The dust has

tors.

had

has

exhibition

inning with the

settled

and yet

field is

deserted,

sible to

say whether

its

and the

it's

impos-

batters drove

diverse and heterogeneous tangents.

Though
theatre

community

is

in distress,

as clear that not

is just

men

palpably clear that the

it is

are of like

all

mind when

it

theatre-

comes

it

across a run or were held scoreless.

to fixing the causes of their discon-

Such was the character of play before the Subcommittee on Retailing,
Distribution and Fair Trade Practices of the Committee on Small
Business. From the vantage of the

tent or desired remedial action.

grandstand at least, the
mains obscure and will
main for some time to
tribution batsmen have

increasing

Senate group, but there must exist

in favor of

exhibition

had

lacked was that most abso-

requirements for victory
a team that plays together. To carry
lute of all

metaphor

number and

feeling that the

bit

confused.

For instance,

it

was

to its conclu-

one drew the impression that
some elements of exhibition displayed a greater interest in individual batting averages than in team

most distributor

Others attributed the current problems faced by exhibition
directly to artificial product restricabuses.

tions, to pre-releasing practices, to

the

rise

processes.

new

of

"bastard

There was a

width"

call for ad-

ditional excise tax relief, but others

termed such

relief

academic

if

distri-

bution's policies go unchecked.

Maybe this indictment is a
At the broadest base of

fair.

spokesmen sang

a

similar

theme

distribution's alleged contravention
of the

workings of a

free

place in motion pictures.

market-

And,

too,

while there was some divergence in
the

modes of recourse suggested,
was no disagreement that the

there
evils

complained of could be cor-

rected by the right kind of arbitration system.

bit

bedrock

Just as the politician

is

against sin

and for babies, so were exhibitors
joined in opposition to current conditions

and

in favor of relief.

straight-line presentation

a particular kind of relief

by

was

Allied's chief strategist,

One
for

offered

Abram

Myers. Beyond his case, however,
exhibitor commentary splayed off in
F.

distribu-

them

will solve the issue or relieve

need to face it again. If the
hearings end in a stalemate, with no
concrete
recommendations forthcoming, the problem will remain as
big as life and even more acute and
of the

press on for

Exhibition will surely
relief.

What

then?

The film companies should not
underestimate the small exhibitor's
political potential. By sheer weight
of numbers and by his importance
as a grassroots businessman, he is a
significant political factor.

are

more than enough

And

there

politicians

ready to heed the outcrys of the
small businessman "back home"
the

"big

corporations

of

New

York". Bills
will be dropped into the hoppers of
Congress.

un-

unanimity.

leave

they are preparing for presentation
to the Small Business Committee

Hollywood and

things,

of

this

It would be unwise for the film
companies to believe that the answer

troublesome.

In truth, however, the exhibitor

Senate spectator could find a

solid,

Where does
tion?

against

firm

more

an arbitrable subject.

effort.

fairly

of

testified that

effectively to police the consent de-

cree accounts for

sion,

the

number

affluent

tration that includes film rentals as

everything an imminent victor could
ask, including a driving will to win.

the baseball

And an

Sahara of hopelessness.

makers a

Dis-

yet to step

the oppressed tailenders of this in-

it

in a

come.

weight of percentages. The
cumulative effect of economic con-

What

is becoming convinced that
some form of government help (he's
not sure what kind) is his sole oasis

some

able

short,

financially wrinkled little ex-

hibitor

detailed for the information of the

the failure of the Justice Department

weighed heavily

tired,

variety of complaints left the law-

and Allied States, exhibition carried into Congress its
mightiest squad in years. To the
legislative diamond it brought talent,
foot lockers of evidence, a peppery
spirit and the seemingly incontest-

In

essential that every

Washington

21

decision re-

TOA

dustry.

was

March

and 22, this
rather clear picture emerged: the
hearings on

likely so re-

In the ostensibly united front be-

ditions

it

the seeming scattering of

all

theatremen are adopting the view
that government regulation can be
headed off only by a system of arbi-

to the plate.

tween

Perhaps

aspect of exhibition's situation be

For

exhibition's fire at the
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isn't

a problem,

we

repeat,

by any
Congressional committee or by legisthat can be happily solved
lation.

It

can be accomplished

effec-

by the collaboration of
the practical businessmen who make
tively only

this industry tick. If they fail to pro-

vide a solution, then the politicians
will provide

one

—and

it

will prob-

ably be a bad one for both sides.
Film
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DOWN! UP! DOWN! The saw-tooth behavior of
cinema shares carried into its sixth consecutive month,
when, in March, stocks once more ran counter to a price
trend that had developed in the prior month. One month
shares spurt, the next month they dwindle. It is becoming
increasingly clear the market cannot make up its mind
about the movies. In February movie stocks engineered
UP!

the stiffest one

month jump

in

over a year,

I5y2

BULLETIN
APRIL
By

momentum would

BULLETIN

Cinema Aggregate below for a more
graphic representation of the monthly accomplishments of
both film company and theatre company shares in 1956.

Film

BULLETIN Cinema

Philip R.

Ward

Columbia carried

is

apparently worrying former cinema traders is
TV in the 1955-1956 season. Current

the renewed vipot of

surveys

now

tudes of the

conclude that one of the most cherished platiera, that movie business will be
once

OK

TV

worn

the novelty of the electronic Cyclops has
strictly,

Aggregate*

their less active industrial brethren to a

collective year high.

What
Students of past performance charts are referred to the

Film

1954

2,

points.

keep them rolling. No
sir! By the time March trading had closed, shares were
some 8 points on the downhill side.

You'd think the

FINANCIAL

but

Set ownership

strictly, a fiction.

time high, and so accordingly

is

thin, is

at

an

all-

viewership.

is

Less theoretical, but perhaps more pragmatic elements

They acknowledge

take a different view.

the inroads and the damage.
able co-existence

is

And

possible, indeed,

they

the onslaught,

still feel

a profit-

most probable. Within

the mass-entertainment arena, they foresee literally fan-

balanced by only slightly
advances in the field of theatre motion pictures. They see each medium as a unique entity catering
to a unique public demand, each fulfilling a unique need.
They point to the studies of economists, labor leaders and
actuaries heralding the gains in leisure time, which, when
projected 20 years ahead, gives a picture of a 25-hour work
week or less for rank and file breadwinners. Indeed, a
famous economist envisions four leisure hours for every
one of labor and this excludes sleep. In this atmosphere,
tastic prospects in telecasting

less spectacular

COMPANtES

FltM

THEATRE COMPANIES

* Composed of carefully selected representative industry issues.

—

exhibition figures to achieve

its

mightiest fruition.

0
would take a pretty
handicap the market in cinema shares

Don't, however, look too hard.
fair

horse player to

It

on the basis of prior outings. One only hopes the industry
rounding into form. As for the past, like the jockey
who got pinched off at the sixteenth pole, movie shares
have their excuses, too. They blame gusty March weather,
a lack of meritorious product, the traditional Lenten antipathy of movie-goers. These are excuses, to be sure,
albeit not very substantial ones from a market standpoint.
For, excluding the apology for product, the remaining
rationalizations show up as the shortest of short run factors and are hardly acceptable as fit explanation for a decline in stock buyer interest. Perhaps the truth about the
inconstancy of cinema shares is simply that the market is

is

uncertain.

It just

doesn't

know what

to

make

of the pros-

pects of the film industry.

0

For a less distant survey of movie conditions, the reader
would do well to peruse Film BULLETIN'S Spring Product Prospectus as developed in this issue. Note the rise in
the industry's qualitative-quantitative standards.
in

may be shaved
formation of the Cinema Aggregate.

the down-stroke teeth

When

ebullient bull-tide of 1954

market power does manifest

alternate

months out

is

missing completely.

itself,

of the past six,

it

as
is

it

has in three

generally born

of peculiar circumstances in particular situations, rather
than confidence in general industry prosperity. Thus, much
of February's outstanding gain can be attributed to a ru-

mored proxy
solid profits
Page 6

Film

rumored backlog

and to one
report. Thus Loew's, Warner Brothers and
fight,
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sale,

jig-saw con-

off the

0

MARKET SHORTS:
much volume

of late

.

Watch
.

.

RKO

Theatres. Attracting

Traders are not yet giving up the

ghost on slow-moving Allied Artists. One Wall Street
group reported ready to plunge, believing that the longanticipated move is just around the corner
20th Century-Fox subject of some lively brokerage conjecture.
.

The

Nothing

Hollywood sells as many movie tickets as good
pictures, unless it is more good pictures. There appears to
be a growing inventory of this precious commodity. Let it
meet the test in the crucible of the boxoffice and a few of

spawned

.

.

Bulletins cite important product in the offing, plus

55mm

CinemaScope, plus oil on the studio grounds, plus TV programming, plus film library potential, plus well anointed
assets. Around $25 a share, the analysts say buy, buy, buy
Another popular choice of the investment set is ABCParamount Theatres. Diversification, and increasing income from broadcasting branch are cited as key reasons.
.

.

.
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"It's

a pleasure to do business with

MAMIE STOVERI

MAMIE'S Technique
» Dreams Come True!
trates

STOVER HAVE TO
HAN CISCO?
EGAN

ISSELL RICHARD

itofAfafrueSBvet
®

'OOREHEAD

MICHAEL

pah

CINemaSc

COLOR

by

DE LUXE

NG CAMPAIGN PRE-SELLS MAMIE!
1

See What Else 20th

Is

Doing/

in

.

PRE-SELLS

20th

TOO!

FROM
COAST-TO- COAST!

MAMIE'S
best-selling

book

AVAILABLE!

MAMIE'S
Sheet Music

AVAILABLE!

MAMIE'S

ON BILLBOARDS!
Hitting

key markets every-

where

at the peak of the
springtime driving season
...creating that mighty
one - extra - for - the -

Song smash recorded by

JANE RUSSELL on

AMES

BROS, on RCA Victor

AVAILABLE!

road impression
just in time to do you
the most good!
.

Capitol

*\

^

.

MAMIE'S
TV Teaser

Trailers

AVAILABLE!

MAMIE'S
Production Trailer

AVAILABLE!

ON RADIO and
TELEVISION!
including network

TV

appearances by Jane Russell
on "Person to Person" and
The Perry Como Show,
plus important segment
of General Electric
20th Century-Fox Hour!

IN FACT...

AVAILABLE!
jfilft

?//*» off

bUtiHcticn

The Man

in the

Gray Flannel Suit"

A

Great

Show

Great filmization of Sloan Wilson novel loaded with appeal.
Fine story, great acting, superb production, strong marquee
mean boxoffice bonanza in all situations. Tops for metropolitan market.

Darryl Zanuck's production of the Sloan Wilson bestone of the best dramatic films of recent years. The
powerful human interest story of the life of a Madison
seller is

Avenue public relations man is an always fascinating, often
moving, sometimes devastating portrait of American
middle-class life and thinking. It has been brilliantly
written, produced, directed and acted. Backed by a really
sock marquee and a heady promotional campaign, picture
undoubtedly destined for top-flight boxoffice returns in
all situations. It's mighty appealing stuff.
is

Nunnally Johnson undertook a

assignment

difficult

in

adapting Wilson's novel for the screen. His script is a
highly complex affair, continually probing into the lives
of the main characters, and those who surround them, with

most

telling results.

The problems

funny and moving, in turn. And it is always convincing,
always absorbing story-telling. Despite its unusual length
152 minutes
the film never loses its audience. Viewers
will be held from start to finish by a very skilfully con-

—

—

little

large cast, rich in fine actors

short of perfect.

performances

— there

It's

and

in

name

appeal,

is

hard to note the outstanding

many.

are so

As

the

"man"

of the

Gregory Peck is wonderful. He plays with sensitive
understanding, warmth, and sincerity, for a memorable
portrayal, projecting all the fears and doubts, weaknesses
and strength of the American 1'homme moyen who has to
reconcile his life as a soldier in World War II with life as
a post-war breadwinner. There are, in addition, at least
three other performances worthy of Academy Award consideration: Fredric March, as the lonely head of a broadcasting empire, who's missed out on a personal life and
title,

emotional realization

;

Marisa Pavan, as an Italian girl who
Cobb, as a
J.

bears Peck's child during the war, and Lee

shrewd and honest judge. But Jennifer Jones, as Peck's
wife, and a host of other performers, are only a cut below
in distinction. It's hard to recall when there last was so
much good acting, by so many, in a single film. They all
succeed in making the story meaningful, pointed, sympathetic.

Like the
is worthy of his script.
once easy-going and powerful in short, a
very professional job. And the director maintains the
film's pace superbly. As might well be expected, the Zanuck production is nigh flawless and impressive, from its
Johnson's direction

writing,

it's

—

at

sharp CinemaScope-De

Luxe

the

of technical credits.

list

score

must be singled out

Bernard Herrmann's musical

for its exciting contribution to

the effectiveness of the story's

This is
ment, and approval.

mood and

tone.

a film that will arouse vast public interest, exciteIt is

provocative and will be much-

discussed.

structed and projected narrative.

The

WhUe serving in Italy, Peck meets Marisa
Pavan through war buddy Keenan W ynn.

of the business world,

of personal and family relations, of war and peace, and of
American attitudes, are illuminated often with brilliance,
and always with interest. The story is witty and sharp;

color lensing

down through

The

story opens with Peck, spurred on

by wife Jones'

ambitions, applying for a higher-salaried job with a broadcasting company.

His application appeals to president
Peck with his dead son, and he is
hired. But some of the reasons for Peck's apparent fear of
life are revealed in flashback: his terror of the war, and his
love for Marisa Pavan, whom he has to leave in Rome
when he returns to battle, and then to the U.S. The story
then examines the relations between Peck and his family,
and Peck and March who, despite his wealth, is unhappy
living apart from wife Ann Harding and daughter Gigi
Perreau, who is "unmanageable". When Keenan Wynn,
an army acquaintance of Peck's, approaches him and tells
him that Pavan and her child (Peck's) are in dire financial
straits, Peck realizes he must bare the secret to his wife.
Her reaction is at first extravagantly hysterical a fine
contrast with Pavan's quiet acceptance of life but she
ultimately understands her husband's problem. Provision
is made to help, through Judge Lee J. Cobb, and Peck and
Jones are closer than ever. Peck rejects business advancement in favor of remaining close to his family. March
understands, regretting that he himself did not make the

who

March,

identifies

—
—

same choice years

before.

Century-Fox.
Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones, Fredric March,
152 minutes.
Marisa Pavan, Lee J. Cobb, Ann Harding, Keenan Wynn, Gene Lockhart, Gigi
Perreau, Portland Mason, Arthur O'Connell, Henry Daniell, Connie Gilchrist, Joseph
Sweeney, Sandy Descher, Mickey Maga. Produced by Darryl F. Zanuck. Directed
by Nunnally Johnson. Screenplay by Nunnally Johnson from the novel by Sloan
Wilson. Music, Bernard Herrmann.
20th
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Harder They

"The

O O O

Su4uum Rati*?
Powerful version of Budd

about boxing.

action and naborhood situations.

Fall"

Schulberg's

screenplay

Plus

hard-hitting

novel

Bogart, topnotch production values, exploi-

tation, plus favorable word-of-mouth, assures strong returns.

is

Robert Lewis'

original

good, as are the performances by principals

Wendell Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor and the lone
girl, Nicole Maurey. Action sequences are well-produced,
convincing, and add tang to the story. Black-and-white
Superscope lensing is more than adequate. The personal
problems of three soldiers are soon apparent Rooney is an
inveterate, and frantic, gambler, Corey freezes in battle,
and Taylor, a sergeant, has a fanatical obsession with
When Rooney and Corey, hoping to cure
"purity".
Taylor's reticence, arrange for him to meet Italian girl
Maurey without his knowledge, he succumbs to her
charms. When he discovers that other soldiers have known
her, he brutally rejects her, and turns on his former friends
with neurotic resentment. In battle, Taylor is uncompromising, needlessly sacrificing the lives of others. Rooney
is killed trying to gather up a huge sum of money he had
won at dice to send home to his wife. Enraged, Corey
overcomes his cowardice, wipes out a German tank. Suppressing his hatred of Taylor, he carries the wounded sergeant back to camp, having resolved his own problem.
:

Budd

Schulberg's novel about corruptions and machina-

tions in the boxing

game has been turned

into a brilliant

Strongly reminiscent of the style of
the Waterfront", this, however, has an underlying

by Columbia.

film

"On

sardonic point of view that contributes

much

to its success.

consequently sharp and
Not
ponderous.
On the strength
forceful without ever being
of appealing content, the fame of the novel, the martaking itself too seriously,

quee power

it is

names like Bogart and Rod Steiger, and
"The Harder They Fall" shapes up as a real

in

exploitation,

boxoffice winner in all situations.
is

Philip Yordan's script

cynical and very terse, getting a good deal of impact

out of

economical dialogue.

its

—
—

Mark Robson's

direction

has just the right touch brisk, clear, sharp, his pace is
superb. Technical credits particularly the smart black

—

and white lensing are fine, and some unusually good acting rounds out the satisfying production. Humphrey Bo-

RKO.

lAn Irving H. Levin Presentation.) 90 minutes.
Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey. Produced by Hal
Lewis R. Foster.

Wendell

Mickey
Directed by

Corey,

Chester.

E.

gart does full justice to his role of sports writer turned

publicity man.

Rod

Steiger turns in

what

is

far

and away

"The

Mike Lane, Jersey Joe Walcott,
are immensely effective in supporting roles.

his best performance.

among

others,

Out-of-work sports columnist Bogart agrees to take over
the job, offered by Steiger, of building up by publicity a
heavyweight sensation imported from Argentina (Mike
Lane). The whole business is crooked, with Steiger fixing
one fight after another. But Bogart, despite his scruples
and wife Jan Sterling's protests, sticks with the job because the money is good. When Lane, who's seven feet
tall, but can't fight at all, meets Max Baer for the title,
there's no fix and Lane is brutally beaten. He is also shortchanged in the accounting. Bogart gives him his own
share of the money, packs the fighter off home, and, despite Steiger's angry threats (he had "sold" Lane), sits
down to write an expose of boxing's dirty business.

Third

in

Walks Among Us"
Scuchc44 &atlK$ O O Plus
Creature

"Creature" series

and ballyhoo

is

satisfactory meller for action

spots.

This third in the series of "creature" films from U-I

still

some excitement from the idea, but gives
For the
that
impression
it is beginning to wear thin.
the
most part, it is a rather mechanical meller that telegraphs
However, it should be a worthy boxoffice
its punches.
manages

to milk

entry for houses that fared well with the previous two

Action and transient ballyhoo spots should do well
above average. Arthur Ross' script compensates for some
of the creature's (half man-half fish) diminishing appeal by

films.

supplying more dramatic substance than was evident beColumbia. 10? minutes. Humphrey Bogart, Rod Steiger, Jan Sterling, Mike Lane.
Produced by Philip Yordan. Directed by Mark Robson.

Photography and other technical credits are satisfactory. The same may be said for John Sherwood's
fore.

briskly-paced, but uninventive,

"The

Bold

2W*ed4

'Rating

Q Q

Good war

film with psychological slant.

do well

action and naborhood situations.

in

are routine.

and the Brave"

If

exploited, should

Levin has put together an interesting, often exciting, film
RKO. Unpretentious in its scope and tone, "The Bold
and the Brave" provides a generally absorbing and intelligent portrait of the way men act in battle, but with a minimum of talk and in well-paced scenes, under Lewis R.
Foster's adept direction. If backed with sufficient exploitation, boxoffice returns should be a bit above average in

O O O O
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Jeff

Morrow,

to-

proceed to the

Florida Everglades where they hope to apprehend and experiment on the creature. After some dangerous and unit with the use of a
powerful anaesthetic. Morrow, with a touch of the "mad
professor", operates on it to transform it completely into
human form. Insanely jealous of wife Snowden, Morrow
then murders the party's guide, Gregg Palmer, who has

successful attempts, they capture

for

8u*UtM RoUtf

Rex Reason and

gether with Morrow's wife, Leigh Snowden,

Plus

Concerned with the tensions and conflicts among three
American G.I.s in the Italian campaign of 1944, Irving H.

]t

Scientists

Performances

direction.

TOPS

been attentive to her. Aroused at the sight of human violence, the creature breaks loose, kills Morrow and escapes,
heading back to the sea, leaving Snowden in the arms of
Reason.
Universal.

78

minutes. Jeff Morrow, Rex Reason,
Directed by John Sherwood.

Leigh

Snowden.

Produced by

William Alland.

OOO

good

o o

average

O

poor

.

remember

ou'll

all of

the

excit:

GLENN

ERNEST

FORD

BORGNINE

star of

voted

«

Best Actor"

"Blackboard Jungle'

and "Trial!"

by the

as Jubal. .

Critics,

Trouble clung to

as Shep...

him- like a

who

wanton woman!

too far with

N.

Y. Fil

for"

MM

trusts his

4

Jm

VALERIE

FRENCH
an exciting new

a bright

screen "find",

talent,

as Mae...

whose

Restless,

young

new

as

Naoii.i

lips

wei

untouched by
IV*

.

.

.

and married!

She

can't

hands

off

keep her

Jubal!

1

any man's
.

.

.

until

Jubal!

I

2ople

and exciting performances!

ROD
STEIGER
find of

"On

the

Waterfront"
the

badman

who

isn't big

enough... to hold
all his

for

hate

Jubal!

i

is

YOU'LL

REMEMBER

HIS STORY.

.

.

THE

WAY YOU REMEMBER

THE BOX-OFFICE STORY OF

"Spring

is here.

Tra

la, tra la."

— Origin
Origin unknown, our foot. This joyous ode to
first fell from the chaffed

the vernal-tide probably
lips

of a beer-guzzling, 220

pound exhibitor

in

size 13 brogues who never heard of a may-pole
and thinks spring nymphs had better steer clear
of the Morals Squad. Our apologies for the resemblance to any exhibitors living or otherwise,
but you must agree Spring is a grand season to
sing about. And if the Spring Product Prospectus is any criterion of the boxoffice blessings to
follow, Seedtime, 1956, may have theatremen trala-laaing like a pack of Dixies in a 17th century
Coventry garden.

This Spring's product backlog has everything:
number, variety distinction,
name-power, ticket-power.
of

important

mencement

exercises for the '55-'56 telecasting

year. Parlay superior and plentiful product with
traditionally bountiful Spring grosses, set this
combination against a background free of major
TV competition, and the movie industry can truly

say things look bright.

One

note

promise of
television

of

not yet come to theatre ex-

ft*
iSf

Let's not conduct
push-button
summer
campaign. Mother Nature
simply supplies the condi-

films

tions.

Spring,

warm

dollar

intimacy from frothy
comedies to the bluffs and
peaks of the great out-

And for added piquancy
this
cinematic
smorgasbord is heavily garnished with the surest-selling

cognomens

entertainment

in the

world

mass

—

to us to roll

and do

cuffs

the following pages

are arrayed the abundance

motion

of meritorious

tures

that

be

will

pic-

made

available to theatres in the

;

doors.

up

the job.

PRODUCT

opul-

It's

up our french

On

ence to dramas of "Marty"like

the

—

product and the fact that
competition is weak in the warm
months, automation has

a

weather merchandise, ranging
as it does from films of
multi-million

Notwithstanding

caution:

this fine

hibition.

the diversity

is

Hollywood's

others of

Theatre business can look for an added fillup,
when, early in May, TV begins holding com-

from Hollywood cutting rooms to theatre marquees this season.
Significant

many

stellar strength.

that has flowed

of

Wayne, Bogart,

Stewart,

Kelly,

Lanza, Peck, Jennie Jones and

commanding

It is really a

array

Princess-to-be

Unknown

three

PROSPECTUS

months ahead.

that should offer high en-

couragement
everywhere.
^\

^v

Hi

'

%

to

theatremen

Let's

make

capital of this fine product

v y

ellLw
Y

It is

indeed an imposing lineup

x^o-

to

stimulate

appetite

for

the

public's

movie-going.

"THE CATERED AFFAIR"

"FOREIGN INTRIGUE"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

United Artists

Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine, Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer

"The Catered

Sam

Affair" promises to be one of the dra-

"Marty" to
the public. Second, there is the powerful cast keyed to
the drama, headed by Bette Davis, Ernest ("Marty")
Borgnine and the youth-draw Debbie Reynolds. There
is, too, Richard ("Blackboard Jungle") Brooks for the
direction, and the poignantly humorous theme, the contention aroused in a family when the mother insists on a

same

factor that endeared Chayefsky's

catered affair for her daughter's marriage.
of its bountiful

promise

in these vital

On

the basis

departments, "The

Catered Affair" may well turn out one of the real hits
Miss Davis plays the mother, anxious to
give her daughter a "big" wedding though the family

of the year.

can't afford

it;

Mitchum,

Zimbalist. Director Richard Brooks.

matic high spots of the Spring season. There is, first,
the common touch flavor of the Paddy Chayefsky play,
the

Robert

Borgnine, the father torn between ecohis wife's wishes; Miss Reynolds,

nomic security and

the bride-to-be, ea^er only to be married

and finding the

catered affair becoming a Frankenstein monster.

Genevieve Page.
Sheldon Reynolds.

Producer-director,

Based on Sheldon Reynolds' popular television series
and produced on location by Reynolds in Paris, Stockholm and on the Riviera, "Foreign Intrigue" bids fair to
be one of the thrill-posies of the Spring.

It stars

Robert

Mitchum and

a new French beauty, Genevieve Page,
being backed by both UA and Reynolds in a onetwo punch that should bring it to the attention of the
public with a flourish. Production featurettes are gauged

and

is

and network video, and p.a.'s by new star Page
and another foreign beauty, Ingrid Tulean, along with a
nationwide tour by Reynolds and fern producer Nicole
Milinaire, are highlights of the campaign. The intrigue
in the story centers around the death of press agent
Mitchum's employer and the concern of the latter's wife,
Miss Page, not with her husband's death, but rather
with his last words before he dide. Mitchum finds the
dead man was in conspiracy with Hitler to establish a
Nazi dictatorship in the United States. His searchings
expose those hebind the plan and it dies in the making.
for local

v.
U-'

V
MAN

"THE

THE

IN

GRAY FLATOJEL

SUIT"

20th Century-Fox

Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones,

Marisa

March, Ann Harding, Gigi Perreau, Lee

Wynn.

Producer,

Darryl

F.

Zanuck.

Pavan,
J.

Fredric

Cobb, Keenan

Director,

Nunnally

Johnson.

From all indications, this Darryl Zanuck production
must rank with the very biggest of the Spring, possibly
of the year. Taken from the Sloan Wilson best-seller, it
exudes importance from every facet, from the Zanuck
^"^.brand, through the gilt-edged cast and all the way down
promotional campaign, one of the biggest
The ready-made audience of millions
who have read the novel is being augmented by a giganmerchandising campaign, including a fabulous
tic
the line to

its

in 20th's history.

fashion tie-up, that

production.
tic
is

The

was

story

is

started

chock

months
full of

in

advance

of

the solid drama-

meat that claims a universal audience. Its focal point
centered around Gregory Peck, his ambition dulled

since the brutality of

World War

II,

faced with the

prospect of a high-paying job as ghost writer for Fredric March, broadcasting tycoon with his sights set on

Spurred by his wife, Jennifer Jones, he takes
the job though it means compromising his ideals. Donning the trade-mark of the Madison Avenue "rat racers",
the gray flannel suit, he battles against subjecting his
innate honesty to his work, further complicated when
he learns that an Italian girl who had given him peace
and love as a soldier is the mother of his child and both
are in need. He faces up to the crisis with his wife and
cut of the crucible comes a new understanding domestically and economically.
greatness.

"THE EDDY DUEHIN STORY"
Columbia
Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, James Whitmore, Victoria Shaw.

Producer, Jerry Wald.

Director,

George Sidney.

The illustrious, but tragically short, career of one of
America's top popular pianists has been given the giltedged treatment by Columbia for its biggest musical
biography since "The Jolson Story." Top-drawer manpower went

into

"The Eddy Duchin Story". Jerry Wald

handling the CinemaScope-Technicolor production, and
George Sidney in the director's chair, the film boasts a
hand-picked cast, with Tyrone Power, as the popular

band leader, and the brightest of the new stars, Kim
Novak, as his first wife, fated to die after childbirth, and
introducing a promising newcomer, Victoria Shaw, as
Duchin's second wife. The soundtrack carries Carmen
Cavallaro's expert piano playing to simulate the Duchin
talents. The whole exudes an aura that augurs boxoffice
for the warm weather screens. Eddy Duchin's beginnings as a famed pianist are traced through his romance
with Miss Novak, a society deb who gets him started
with her influence. The marriage is short-lived when
Kim dies after giving birth to a son and the despondent

Duchin neglects

his

goes off to war.
youngster, now 10,

boy

He

to tour the

re-establishes

country and then
liaison with the

a young woman the boy
Again happily married, Eddy is soon
stricken with leukemia and learns he has but a short
time to live. Agonized by the parting with his new

when he and

idolizes fall in love.

family, he finds peace as he tells his son of his fate while

both are playing a duet. Duchin stops, the boy continues
on alone.

tc play

—

—
"SERENADE"
Warner
Mario
Price.

Bros.

Joan Fontaine, Sarita Monteil, Vincent
Producer, Henry Blanke. Director, Anthony Mann.
Lanza,

The fabulous Mario Lanzo

voice,

back on the sound-

track after a too-long sabbatical, insures a prominent
spot for "Serenade" among the Spring elite. Extra in-

demnity is a solid supporting cast, headed by Joan Fonand a schmaltzy story from a James Cain novel
that provides the golden voice with a glittering setting.
The sure-fire situation has Lanza as a laborer whose
dynamic vocal chords are discovered in the rough by a
smooth society playgirl, Miss Fontaine. Idolizing his
taine,

benefactress,

nosedive

Lanza

when

He winds up

rises to great heights, only to take a

she tosses him over for a

new

interest.

Mexico, fever-stricken, his voice lost.
Nursed to health by Sarita Montiel, he is inspired to
sing again, marries the Mexican girl and starts the long
climb back to fame. A crisis comes when Fontaine attempts to estrange him from his wife and the distraught
Sarita is injured on the eve of his Metropolitan appearance, but their love is secured and his voice rings out
triumphantly. Fourteen songs, among them a thrilling
"Ave Maria", worked nicely into the story, get the
in

Lanza treatment.

THE

SWAN''

Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer

Grace

Kelly,

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Agnes Moor-

head, Jessie Royce Landis, Brian Aherne, Leo G. Carroll.
Producer, Dore Schary.

Whether Metro planned

Director, Charles Vidor.
it

this

way

or not, the

Dore

Schary production of Ferenc Molnar's "The Swan" is a
miracle of timing and casting that surpasses a press
agent's wildest dream. Starring Grace Kelly as a princess

groomed

who comes

for the sights of a prince

to

her country seeking a bride, the film's release, coincident

with the fantastically publicized

Monaco

nuptials that

will royalize the star, assures a boxoffice windfall

pletely independent of

that

makes

this

any other merits

— com-

of the film

one of the vernal highlights. The other
in abundance
the superb

—

assets are there, however,

American
CinemaScope color production, romance
and humor of the Molnar play, and Charles Vidor's direction. Placed in Hungary at the turn of the century,
cast

film),

(including

Alec Guinness

in

his

first

lavish

the tongue-in-cheek tale has Miss Kelly as a princess

whose royal mother,

Jessie

Royce Landis, grooms her
crown prince, Alec

for the arrival of the very eligible

Guinness.

Frustrated by the prince's indifference. Miss
Landis chooses Louis Jourdan, the girl's fencing tutor,
to court Miss Kelly in hope of jolting Guinness into
action. It works, but Kelly and Jourdan fall in love in
the process.

When

Guinness makes his choice, however,

Kelly becomes his bride, her love for Jourdan remaining
a treasured memory.

"ALEXANDER THE GREAT"
United Artists
Richard

Burton,

Fredric

Darrieux, Barry Jones.

March, Claire Bloom,

Danielle

Producer-director, Robert Rossen.

United Artists' biggest spectacle, both as a picture
and as a campaign, swells "Alexander the Great" to a
colossus anions the Spring's prospects.

months

Powered by

of wide-flung publicity, including a precedential

13-page Life Magazine layout, and a million dollars of

UA

promotion money, the Robert Rossen CinemaScopeis assured of ranking high on
the boxoffice parade. Obviously a labor of love by Rossen, who wrote script, produced and directed, it combines spectacle with dramatic excitement and a thoughtTechnicolor production

ful

picture of tthe heroic central character.

gives

It

Richard Burton his top role since "The Robe" shot him
into stardom, adds cast quality with Fredric March,
Claire Bloom and Danielle Darrieux. The screenplay

pounds out the fantastic story of the most famous conqueror of history from the day of his birth to Philip of
Macedonia and Olympias, who believes her son to be a
god, to his death 33 years later.

Encompassed

is

Alex-

ander's training under Aristotle, his early thrust into

power, Olympias' instigation of Philip's murder to make
her son ruler, Alexander's love for a Greek girl and his
opportunistic marriage to a Persian princess, and, in
vivid grandeur, the great battles inscribed in history.

"THE

HARDER THEY FALL"
Columbia

Humphrey

Bogart,

Max

Joe Walcott. Producer,

Baer,

Rod
tor,

The
Budd

Steiger, Jan Sterling,
Philip

Mike Lane,

Yordan.

Direc-

Mark Robson.

hard-hitting, bitter expose of boxing that

made

Schulberg's novel a long-time best-seller comes
to the screen bearing exciting promise as one of the major movie events of 1956. Humphrey Bogart is topcast
in the juicy role of the cynical sports-writer

who

loses

stomach for his job of press agenting a giant with a
powder puff punch into an invincible myth, while Mark
Robson, who knows about fight films ("The Champion"), directed. Columbia is packing a smash campaign
behind the picture, including an extensive tour by Mike

who

The

plot has Bogart,
accepting
an assigna down-and-out sports columnist,
ment from a gambling syndicate to engineer a press

Lane,

plays the giant "pug".

build-up for a South American giant for a championship

opponents takes a
own myth, is
convinced when the ex-champion, weakened by a previous fight dies in the ring with him. Fearful of his own
strength, the giant decides to quit the ring, but Bogart
convinces him to meet the champ. El Toro takes a murderous beating. Bogart sends the giant home, turning
ever his own "take" to the penniless fighter, and turns
on the syndicate by writing an expose of the fight racket.
fight.

As one

after another of his

"dive", the fighter beings to believe his
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BAEKLASH"
Universal-International

Richard Widmark, Donna Reed, William Campbell, John
Mclntyre.

Producer, Aaron

Rosenberg.

Director,

John

Sturges.

The Richard Widmark name,

a suspenseful, offbeat

screenplay and a Technicolor production bearing the

mark of Aaron Rosenberg and director ("Bad Day
Black Rock") John Sturges, entitle this U-I western
to a position among the promising releases for Spring.
The role of a man grimly and relentlessly pursuing a
search for the sole surviving victim of an Apache mastrade

at

sacre,

whom

he believes to be his father's murderer, is
Widmark talents. An unusual touch

well suited to the
is

the casting of

Donna Reed

in a similar pursuit, be-

lieving the survivor to be her husband.

the missing

man may

The

fact that

also have $60,000 in gold that

was

with the massacred party lends a fillip to the motives of
the searchers. Their mutual goal bands the man and
woman together in a relationship that develops into
love, shadowed with suspicion. The climax is reached

when

the mystery

"THE SIXTH UF JUNE"
20th Century-Fox
Robert

Taylor,

O'Brien.

Dana

Producer,

Wynter,

Charles

Richard

Bracken.

Todd,
Director,

Edmond
Henry

Koster.

This romantic wartime drama has been shaped under
the knowing fingers of director Henry Koster ("The

Robe" and "A Man Called Peter"). Adapted from the
best-seller by Lionel Shapiro, the Charles Brackett
CinemaScope production boasts a story of moving impact, played by a first-rate cast headed by Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Edmond O'Brien and Dana Wynter,
the lovely newcomer who scored solidly in "The View
From Pompey's Head". The plot includes these diverse
elements

:

a

romantic triangle, a

warm

love story, the

war and the pounding action of D-Day (the
6th of June), the clash of British and American soldier
personalities and the psychic effects of conflict. "The
Sixth of June" is the kind of picture made for men and
women, young and old, and should draw a well-rounded
audience. As an American and a British officer await the
D-Day landing, they recall their romance with the same
girl
how the American found himself drawn to her
beauty and warmth and wisdom, despite the fact that
he had a wife waiting at home; how the Briton was
rigors of

—

forced to leave her after a lifetime of loving her, returning to find her in love with another. As they go into
action on

D-Day, the

leaving the
lost love.

film reaches

an emotional climax

Briton dead, the American treasuring a

man

is discovered and turns out to be
John Mclntyre, who had turned to
outlaw activities. In a battle between Mclntyre and
ranchers he had been victimizing, Widmark sides
against his father, and, as Mclntyre is shot down, Widmark and Miss Reed find the cloud between them lifted.

Widmark's

father,

—

v
"PATTERNS"
United Artists

Van

Ed Begley, Beatrice Straight,

Heflin, Everett Sloane,

Elizabeth Wilson.

Producer, Michael Myerberg.

Director,

Fielder Cook.

Like "Marty", this famed television play has been
into a strong dramatic movie by Jed Harris and
Michael Myerberg that should sweep into the higher
boxofhce brackets by virtue of critical acclaim and

made

word-of-mouth.
plans to help
that ranges

On

top of that,

up the

its rise

b.o.

UA

has exploitation

ladder with a campaign

from fashion tie-ups pegged on the

title to

special screenings for business people, columnists, etc.,

plus a video campaign that will capitalize on the great

TV

success of the

high quality cast

is

Rod

Serling play.

headed by Van Heflin seen

ably his best movie role as a

who

is

The low marquee,

young

in prob-

industrial engineer

brought into a big business corporation to be

groomed

for the job of assistant to the coldly ruthless

Caught in the squeeze is Ed Begbeing forced out by Sloane because his thinking is
outdated. The friendship that develops between Heflin

boss, Everett Sloane.
ley,

and Begley
is

is

complicated as the former realizes that he
Stub-

"THE REVOLT DF

the helpless tool of the competitive squeeze.

bornly refusing to resign, Begley is finally broken down
in a dramatic board meeting and succumbs to a heart
attack. Driven distraught by the belief that he was the
instrument of his friend's death, Heflin confronts Sloane
with his resignation, but the latter proposes that he stay

and oppose Sloane by competing for his own job while
furthering the company. Heflin agrees, but is left wondering whether he or Sloan has won out. In the N. Y.
Times glowing review of the film, the uncompromising
climax is praised as adding power to the drama, characterized as a "thoughtful and fascinating addition to this
year's film files".

MAMIE STOVER"

20th Century-Fox

Jane

Russell,

head.

Richard Egan, Joan Leslie, Agnes Moor-

Producer,

Buddy Adler.

Director,

Raoul Walsh.

The character played by Jane Russell in "The Revolt
Mamie Stover" was described by its author, William
Bradford Huie, as "The Henry Ford of harlotry"

of

which should give a

fair idea of

the kind of word-of-

one is likely to arouse. And its boxoffice potential will be boosted plenty by the fat campaign 20thFox has lined up for this Buddy Adler comedy-drama in
CinemaScope, including a country-wide 28-sheet posting with the teaser: "Why Did Mamie Stover Have to
Leave San Francisco?" The answer is found in the tale

mouth

this

which depicts Jane as an ex-"Miss Mississippi" who
flops in Hollywood and turns to confidence game activities in 'Frisco. Forced to flee to Honolulu, she ruthlessly pursues her determination to build a fortune and,

when

the attack on

Pearl Harbor brings a flood of

becomes the toast of Honolulu.
Her romance with Richard Egan complicates things,
but when she finally quits, she has not only enriched
soldiers to the island,

herself, but has

Army.

won

a morale-building citation

The Russell name and

from the

the sensational theme

holds high promise for solid boxoffice on this one.

P*q» 24
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WHITNEY
FORMED C. V. WHITNEY

C. V.

PICTURES, INC. FOR

THE PURPOSE OF

MAKING

FINE

PICTURES.

HE CHOSE AS HIS

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER,

MERIAN

C.

COOPER,

AND GAVE HIM
ONE BASIC
INSTRUCTION:

"GET THE BEST/'

THE

FOLLOWING PAGES

THE

BOOK AND

TELL

THE PEOPLE,

COOPER, ACADEMY
AWARD WINNER "FOR HIS MANY
INNOVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIO
TO THE ART OF MOTION PICTURE!
ASSEMBLED WITH MR. WHITNEY F(

MERIAN

C.

THE FIRST

C. V.

PRODUCTION.

WHITNEY PICTURE

ENGAGED FRANK NUGENT, TWICE SCREEN WRITERS GUILD
AWARD WINNER FOR "THE QUIET MAN" AND "MR. ROBERTS"
TO WRITE THE SCREENPLAY. NUGENT HAD GREAT
SUCCESS WITH JOHN FORD AND MERIAN COOPER IN
WRITING FOR THEM "FORT APACHE" AND "SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON"
AS WELL AS "THE QUIET MAN."

THE CO-STARRING CAST

WAS

SIGNED NEXT

JEFFREY HUNTER

.

.

.

VERA MILES

NATALIE

WOOD

With John Qualen, Olive Carey, Henry Brandon, Ken Curtis,
Harry Carey, Jr., Antonio Moreno, Ha
Worden, Lana Wood, Walter Coy, Dorothy Jordan, Pippa Scott, Pat
Wayne, Beulah Archuletta.

PATRICK FORD, WIDELY EXPERIENCED
IN

MAKING MOTION

PICTURES

IN FAR PLACES

OF THE
WORLD, AS WELL AS
HOLLYWOOD, WE ASSIGNED AS
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER.

OVER THE WEST
THE MAGIC OF

FILMED ALL
IN

vistaYisioh

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

.

DEVELOPED INTO ONE OF
THE GREAT MOTION
PICTURES OF AMERICA

When MR. JACK

L.

WARNER saw

he wrote MR.

C. V.

"THE SEARCHERS

WHITNEY:

WHITNEY

PICTURES, INC.
1256 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles
California

THEN PLACED BY
C. V.
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perb performances, inimitable Ford direction and Technicolor- Vistavision photography. This first C. V. Whit-

"THE SEARCHERS"

-ft

Warner

Bros.

John Wayne, Jeffrey Hunter, Vera
Natalie

Wood.

ney-Merian
Miles,

Ward

Producer, Merian C. Cooper.

Bond,

Director,

John Ford.

The John Ford hallmark, coupled with the John
power, shoves this western drama

Wayne boxomce

proud head and broad shoulders over its ilk, places it in
the select category of distinguished outdoor films like
"Shane", "Red River" and "Stagecoach." Earmarked
by Film BULLETIN as a Film of Distinction, "The
Searchers" is an offbeat, intriguing film that combines
high drama, suspense and sharp comedy relief with su-

"THE

C.

high position

Cooper production leaves no doubt of
among the Spring Leaders. Frank

its

S.

Nugent's screenplay delineates in alternately shocking,
moving and humorous moods the relentless search by
Wayne and Jeffrey Hunter for the former's niece, carried off by Comanches who had slaughtered the rest of
Wayne's family. After futile years of leads and dead
ends, the search narrows as the fearful Wayne determines to kill the girl rather than have her succumb to
the ways of the Indian. As the suspense mounts, the
girl is

cision

discovered and the searchers must make the deto take her back to her own people.

whether

MAN WHO

KNEW TOD MUCH"
Paramount

James Stewart, Doris Day, Brenda de
Miles.

Banzie,

Bernard

Producer-director, Alfred Hitchcock.

Hitchcock, master of suspense, with one of his favorJames Stewart, in the type of thriller at which
the former is most adeot, sets off "The Man Who Knew
ite stars,

Too Much"

as Paramount's most promising Spring reForeign intrigue, tingling with Hitchcockian incidents and touches, laid in French Morocco and England,
lease.

plus VistaVision and Technicolor are chief ingredients.
a scheduled assassination, the only hint as to the victim

young son is held hostage. How the distraught
and his wife, Doris Day, maintain their secret,

being the time and the place whispered words by a dying

out the plotters, prevent the assassination and rescue

man

their son

The

core of the plot

to Stewart,

is

a natural for the thrill maestro:

who must keep

his silence while his

is

ideal fodder for the
Film

father
ferret

Hitchcock maneuverings.
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CONQUEROR"
RKO-Radio

John Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez, John Hoyt, William Conrad.
Producer-Director, Dick Powell.

huge, roaring, colorful spectacle in every sense of
the word, sumptuously produced to an extent rarely
Thus did the Film
seen in ordinary colossals."
Hughes' "The
Howard
BULLETIN review describe
million
and a quarter
Conqueror". Backed by RKO's

"A

campaign and the powerhouse names of
John Wayne and Susan Hayward, this one can't help
but sweep into the upper strata of the Spring grossers.
It's loaded with the ingredients that make for mass
ticket selling: smashing action, gory violence, primitively sexy romance, exotic dancing girls, and epic battle
scenes, all hemoglowingly detailed in Technicolor on the
CinemaScope screen. With Victor Young's vivid score
beating a fiery accompaniment, the script depicts how
Wayne and brother Pedro Armendariz wrest the Tartar
ruler's daughter, Hayward, from a caravan in a raid and
dollars for the

Wayne

takes her for his wife. In a final battle he defeats
the Tartars, is named Genghis Khan, ruler of all Asia.

"JUBAL"
Columbia
Glenn Ford, Ernest Borgnine, Rod Steiger, Valerie French,
Producer, William Fadiman.
Director,
Felicia
Farr.
Delmer Daves.

An

Oscar winner and two nominees for the gold

make up the high caliber
Columbia CinemaScope-Technicolor western

statuette in the past year

cast

of this

dra-

ma

that puts in a strong bid for Spring honors.

The

high since "Blackboard
powerful trio, Glenn
Jungle" and "Trial" Ernest Borgnine, fresh from his
triumph in the Award winner "Marty", and Rod Steiger,
Ford,

;

who was "robbed"

of an Oscar last year in "On the
Waterfront", are abetted by a pair of ravishing newcomers on the distaff side, Valerie French and Felicia

Farr.

Under Delmer Daves

direction, the film is a west-

ern in locale only. Essentially,
personalities

among

it is

a dramatic clash of

the three men, with the

figuring prominently in the conflict.

Ford

is

women

given a job

by Borgnine, after the latter saves the drifter from
death in a snowstorm. Sensing Ford's presence as a

"LISBON"
Republic

forced to

Roy Milland, Maureen O'Hara, Claude Rains. ProducerDirector, Ray Milland.

Filmed in Republic's new wide-screen, Naturama process and Trucolor, "Lisbon" is one of the company's
biggest for 1956 and promises some tingling melodrama
in its recounting of plot and counter plot. Ray Milland,
who showed to good advantage as producer-director
and star of "A Man Alone", takes on a similar chore in
this more ambitious production in the type of role he
has savored in the past. He has strong co-stars in Maureen O'Hara and Claude Rains. The story has Milland,

an American adventurer who dabbles in smuggling,
being used as a pawn by Rains and Miss O'Hara, who
stand to gain a $25,000,000 fortune if they can produce
the body of Maureen's elderly husband, held prisoner
by the Reds. Milland accepts the commission to rescue
the tycoon, then learns that both he and his quarry are

How

to be killed in the plot.

he thwarts the plotters

and presents a very live husband to the conniving Maureen bodes lively and suspenseful melodrama.
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danger to his taking over Borgnine's ranch, Steiger
turns Borgnine against Ford by planting suspicion that
Ford is having an affair with Borgnine's wife, Valerie
French. When Borgnine goes gunning for him, Ford is
kill his

friend in self-defense while the vicious

Steiger beats Miss French to death and blames

it

on

Ford. Faced by a lynch mob, Ford forces Steiger's hand
and the mob turns on the murderer.

V
the

rfhabfJti

SPRING PRODUCT
20TH CENTURY-FOX
A

banner Spring

is

in the offing for 20th

with the standard bearer, "The
Suit", stacking

year.

Man

in the

up as a strong contender

Century-Fox,
Gray Flannel

for best of the

In addition to this powerful boxoffice contender,

20th will present at least five

productions.

Of the

more CinemaScope-color

may

nappers.

Charles Brackett's "The Sixth of June", another
Spring Leader, is the only June release thus far slated.

sextet, five are ticketed as Spring

Leaders or Exploitation Winners. The accent is on drama, with nary a musical or comedy (although "The Revolt of Mamie Stover" is on the lighter side) to dilute
the meaty fare. There is a good chance that another release

American writer who breaks up a gang of kidAnother strong May release is Exploitation
Winner "The Proud Ones", with Robert Ryan, Virginia
Mayo and Jeffrey Hunter co-starred.

a blind

be added before June closes, giving this high-

flying outfit a top rating both in quantity

and quality.

UNITED ARTISTS
Allied Artists constitutes one of the bulwarks of the
Spring product, abounding in both class and bread and
butter films, with just one short of a dozen varied releases

Resplendent in the vernal bouquet, "The Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit" matches its pre-release smash cam-

O

0

jaming the season's

slate.

The

tentative line-up

has four in each April and June, and three in May. Topping the
program is the huge "Alexander the

UA

Great", certainly destined for rating as one of the year's

top grossers, and the modestly budgeted "Patterns",
also

due

for b.o. honors.

Both have been tagged Spring

Leaders, along with "Foreign Intrigue", a Robert Mit-

chum

starrer,

and

at least

the Exploitation Winners.
this

an additional

Showmen

with

trio rate

will look to

UA

Spring as one of their fountainheads of supply.

paign with superb entertainment values to give 20th, its
customers and their audiences one of the greatest Easter
releases in years (see "Film of Distinction" review).

Following close on the well-heeled "Man" are three
more April releases: another Spring Leader, "The Revolt of Mamie Stover", an Exploitation Winner, "Hilda

Edward Alperson's "Mohawk", a most
powerful quartet for one month from any company. A
Crane", and
lusty

comedy-drama, "Mamie", backed by a national
up as hearty boxoffice stuff.

teaser campaign, shapes

The Exploitation choice, "Hilda Crane", with its formidable fern marketing assets, casts Jean Simmons as a
empty young woman, who
returns to her small-town home to become involved in
another double romance. Co-starred are Guy Madison
and Jean Pierre Aumont. Philip Dunne directed for producer Herbert Bayard Swope, Jr.
twice-married, romantically

Based on a legend of the Iroquois,
Scott Brady as

"Mohawk",

a non-

a white painter

who

CinemaScoper, stars
falls in love with Indian beauty Rita Gam, and Neville
Brand as the embittered warrior that leads a war against
the white settlers.

May's pair

is

headed by "23 Paces

to

Baker Street",

Henry ("Carousel") Ephron production starring Van
Johnson and Vera Miles in a murder mystery, filmed on
location in London. Under the direction of suspense
master Henry Hathaway, Johnson has a unique role as

Backed by the biggest campaign in UA's history,
"Alexander" is a showman's dream as it unfolds in CinemaScope and Technicolor the dramatically and visually
overpowering story of the world's greatest conqueror
(see details in Spring Leaders).
April offers another Leader in "Patterns", already on
its

way up

via critical acclaim

and the

UA

promotion,

plus a pair of action films. First of the latter stars

Mark

"Timetable", produced and directed by the
star, a melodrama of an insurance investigator who
stages a robbery and is ironically put on the case. The

Stevens

in

ether entry

is

"The Broken

Star", a western, with

How-

ard Duff as a murderous marshal.

a

The

tentative

May

setup includes another Spring

Leader, "Foreign Intrigue", which

is

getting an added

(Continued on Page 42)
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spring,

Winners

Exploitation
Entries

1956 Spring Showmanship
20 Exploi-

the

in

to bold ballyhoo effort.

tation

Winners, every important studio having
its colors represented by at least one entry.
Some of these shows are modestly budgeted,

among

tation

others

fall

but

gory,

very close to the Big Picture cateare loaded with exploitation in-

all

gredients to challenge and stimulate

showmen

the

certainly,

ners

if

Spring's

boxoffice

have the potential to

the

showmen who

the proper backing.

leaders.

them

play

All,

wire win-

hit the

give

them

The odds

will pay off handsomely on these Exploitation Winners.

"HILDA GRANE"

THE RAEK"

20th Century-Fox

Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter Pidgeon, Edmond
O'Brien, Anne Francis. Producer, Arthur M. Loew, Jr.

Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Pierre
Aumont. Producer, Herbert Swope,
Jr.

Several of these Exploi-

Winners undoubtedly will perform in a
manner that will entitle them to be listed

Classic are a highly promising lot of

Paul

Director, Philip Dunne.

Director, Arnold Laven.

This is adapted from Samson Raphaelson's Broadway
stage success about a "high-

tramp" who returns
from big city to her home
class

tion

and

fcr the

town for romantic rehabilitahaunting her. Solid selling angles
this important moral play.

finds her past

women

are in

"MIRACLE IN THE RAIN"
Warner

Bros.

Highly dramatic story of the trial of a war hero accused of collaboration with the enemy during years in
a Korean prison camp. Excellent promotion values in
real-life news stories, pros and cons in the case, the
"How would you judge it?" approach. From a publicized teleshow, given a big play by Life. No big names,

Jane Wyman, Van Johnson, Peggy Castle, Fred Clark.
Producer, Frank P. Rosenberg. Director, Rudolph Mate.

These are
the people
of BenHecht's
brilliant story

but a well-balanced cast.

of a cityall of them
singled out

by fate
to be touched
and changed
by a chance
meeting

"MAGIG FIRE"

that starts
with a kiss

Republic

ECSTASY

Yvonne de Carlo, Carlos Thompson,

in the

STRANGE GENIUS

WHO

FED ON LOVE!

Rita

Gam,

Valentino

Cortese.

Pro-

ducer-director, William Dieterle.

The
ard

A
of

sockful of exploitation angles in

romance between

a "nice" girl

and

Ben Hecht

a brash soldier

—

.
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the

of Rich-

women

shared his romances are
the angles in this Trucolor
production by William Die-

that

.", "the spinster who lived with
loved his wife but
dusty dreams", etc. Especially good angles for the ladies,
who should come loaded with hankies.

and music

who

story

worked a miracle of
Wyman-Van
plus Jane
love"
Johnson marquee names.
Other saleable characters in the "Sin-Street Bombshell
who kept getting married", "the office manager who
the "street-corner pick-up

life

Wagner and

terle.

Trio of sexy beauties

Yvonne de Carlo, Rita Gam and Valentina Cortese.
Ads highlight hot romantic affairs. Catchline: "No

in

Woman

Will Ever Forget This Man
Whose Strange
Genius Fed on Love". Musical score has 12 excerpts
from the immortal composer's works.
.

.

.

THE LOVE STORY OF A PRINCESS
M-G-M

presents

jRAce Kelly Alec Guinness
Louis Jourdan
.

the Swan
COLOR
ROYCE LANDIS

CINEMASCOPE

.

BRIAN AHERN
LEO G. CARROLL
ESTELLE WINWOOD VAN DYKE PARKS
Screen Play by JOHN DlGHTON
From the Play "The Swan" by FERENC MOLNAR
AGNES MOOREHEAD

•

JESSIE

•

•

.

•

Photographed
Directed by

in

CHARLES VlDOR

EASTMAN COLOR
•

Produced by

DORE SCHARY

*
{Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perapecta Stereophonic or

1

-Channel Sound)

?1

/

"

e*^wt

"NIGHTMARE"
United Artists

Exploitation

Edward

G.

Robinson,

Carthy, Connie Russell,

Kevin
Billy

Mc-

May &

Orchestra. Produced by Pine-Thomas-

Shane. Director, Maxwell Shane.

Title, Edward G. Robinson
name and tight suspense plot

Winners

promise

heavy

angle in
Orleans musical setting,

New

"RUCK AROUND THE CLOCK"
Bill

Columbia
Haley and His Comers. The

and His Band.

Producer,
F.

Platters,

Sam Katzman.

Tony Martiney
Director,

exploitation

Special

material.

with Billy May and orchestra spotlighted by UA in big
music promotion, both nationally and in coordination
with local openings. Potential for stunts in title.

Fred

Sears

"THE PROUD ONES"
20th Century-Fox

Robert

Ryan,

Mayo,

Virginia

Jeffrey

Brennan. Producer, Robert Jacks.

Here's one for the youth element. Bill Haley and his
Comets heads a whole slue of rock 'n roll favorites in
first movie featuring the beginnings of the current musi-

Unlimited opportunities for disc jockey ties,
rock language promotions, dance contests, and just
about every outlet that caters to teen-age trade.
cal craze.

Walter

Hunter,

Director, Robert

Webb.

Hot action and a strong cast holds exploitation
promise for this 20th-Fox western drama. Played by a
well-balanced cast, the story is based on Verne Athanas'
novel of a Kansas boom town. Rugged he-man Ryan in
a hard-bitten lawman role, shapely Mayo for display
interest are exploitables.

MY

"GOODBYE,
Warner
Walter Brennan,
Poitier.

LADY"

Bros.

"THE BIRDS

Brandon deWilde, Sidney
Producer-director, William A. Wellman.
Phil

Harris,

George Gobel,

AND THE

Paramount
Mitzi Gaynor, David

Gardiner. Producer, Paul Jones. Director,

The
Heartwarming boy-dog story with Brandon deWilde
of "Shane" fame, multiple Oscar-winner Walter Brennan
and Phil Harris in key roles. Sheen is added by William
Wellman as producer-director. Can be sold as "The
Great Love Story of a Boy and His Dog". BrennandeWilde combo exploitable as greatest since Wallace
Berry and Jackie Cooper. Special angle in "barkless"
dog oddity, canine that laughs and cries real tears.
P«q« 38
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Niven,

BEES"
Reginald

Norman Taurog.

big exploitation peg in this VistaVision Techni-

comedy
phenom Gobel,

color

is

the

big

screen

appearance

of

TV

aptly cast as a naive son of a millionaire

who becomes prey

of a trio of cardsharks,

one of

whom

A ready-made audience of millions is set for
the comedian's picture debut and the showman's sights
should be set for every opportunity to capitalize on this.
The Gaynor talents are also utilized for a pair of songs,
with title tune, especially promising for musical tie-ups.
he marries.

PICTI/fif IS

ft is

in the big

johnny concHc

strictly

Sinatra

KEENAN WYNN
WILLIAM
with

CONRAD PHYLLIS KIRK
•

WALLACE FORD • WILLIS BOUCHEY
Screenplay by

boxoffice style !

DAVID

P.

HARMON

and

DON McGUIRE

Based on a story by OAVIO
Oirected by

Produced by

P.

HARMON

DON McGUIRE
FRANK SINATRA

A Kent Production

4«m
"WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS"
RKO

Exploitation

Dana Andrews, Thomas Mitchell, Vincent Price, Ida Lupino, George Sanders, Rhonda Fleming, Howard Duff.
Producer, Bert Friedlob.

Director, Fritz Lang.

Winners
THE CREATURE WALKS AMONG

US'

Universal-International
Jeff

Morrow,

Rex

Reason,

William Alland.

Leigh

Director,

Snowden.

Producer,

John Sherwood.

B£AOry...m\) THE MAN-BEAST

FROM A LOST WORLD!
runs

rampant on the
city streets

as the Monster

Superlative array of

strikes again!

Lang

names

in the

cast,

plus Fritz

power, Casey Robinson screenp'.ay
"sleeper"
angles.
Strong teaser values in film's
spell
opening as a girl is bludgeoned to death and killer leaves
directorial

words "Ask mother"

on wall.

in lipstick

"STORM CENTER"

I

Columbia
Bette Davis, Brian Keith, Kim Hunter,

Paul

Kelly.

stein.

.

.

—

exciting opportunities for specialized selling.

Davis name,

plus a meaty role as librarian

who

and love of children
uphold freedom of speech, strong selling point. Big

to

for

"THE BLACK SLEEP"

Blau-

—

tion of fish creature to air-breathing animal.

:

Julian

Daring theme plea against
anti-Communist hysteria that
leads to book burnings has

Reincarnation of one of the most popular of the Universal monster creations in pseudo-scientific transmuta-

Terror
scenes underwater and on land make excellent fodder
for horror displays, aided by curvesome Leigh Snowden
for added eye appeal. New ads feature terror scenes
."
with catchline "Fury Stalks the Streets

Producer,

Director, Daniel Taradash.

risks desecration of character

community leader screenings, school tie-ins,
Augurs word-of-mouth stimulation.

library

co-ops.

United Artists
Basil

Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff, Lon Chaney, John Carra-

dine, Bela Lugosi.

Producer,

Howard W. Koch.

"THE MAVERICK QUEEN"

Director,

Republic

Reginald Le Borg

Barbara

Stanwyck,

Murphy.

A

jackpot of

are constructing a

go on national
and theatre exhibition. On tap, also, are
3-dimension displays, lobby standees and bally hearses.
life-size figures of principals to

tour, television

P*g. 40
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Sullivan,

Scott

Brady,

Mary

Producer-director, Joe Kane.

chill artists

tion a snap for the

ghoulish

makes this Bel-Air producshowman. United Artists' boxofficers
wax-works chamber of horrors with

Barry
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This

is

the

first

release in Republic's wide-screen pro-

Naturama. Boasts a strong cast and exploitables
in tale of ruthless beauty who dominates a Wyoming
outlaw gang, and her regeneration in romance with a
rugged Pinkerton man.
cess,

^
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ANALYSIS DF SPRING PRODUCT

"The Animal World" rank
Half the supply

entries.

is

powerful exploitation
one is in VistaVision.

as

tinted,

(Continued from Page 35)

boost from producer Sheldon Reynolds popular

TV

and two Aubrey Schenck BelAir productions. The first is "Crime Against Joe", a
murder melodrama with Julie London and John Bromfield.
Lee Sholem directed. Also under the Schenck
aegis is "Quincannon, Frontier Scout", in De Luxe color
with Tony Martin and Peggie Castle in the top roles.
Added promotional fillip to this is a big-scale music
campaign, tied to the title and Martin's TV popularity,
with the singer plugging via extensive p.a.'s.
series of the

same

title,

The
June is an exploitation festival for UA, with no less
than three Exploitation Winners, "Nightmare", "The
Black Sleep" and "A Kiss Before Dying" (see details
in Winners section), pencilled in for release, along with
the Technicolor "Star of India". Latter is a Raymond
Stross costume adventure with Cornel Wilde and Jean
Wallace co-starred.

O

WARNER
The extent

0

BROS.

which Warners' offerings for the season
are represented among the Spring Leaders and Exploitation Winners indicates their strong caliber. All but
one fall into the elite groups, with "Serenade" and "The
to

Searchers" undisputed choices as top boxoffice pictures,
while "Miracle in the Rain", "Goodbye,

3irth of

My

an

Lady" and

slate is off to a

running

Rain"

—an
a

will

Wyman

and Van Johnson, stars of "Miracle" and
heartwarming love story that should have the ladies

Jane
a

is

—

Winner for April release.
draw millions to "Serenade",
strong magnet, too, in the boxoffice draw of
Exploitation

While the Lanza voice
there

with "Serenade"
and "Miracle in the

start

(see Spring Leaders for details)

(and, very likely, their escorts) enjoying a real tearfest.

Another Leader, John Ford's "The Searchers" (named
Film BULLETIN'S Film of Distinction March 19 issue)
is paired with a second Exploitation Winner, "Goodbye,
My Lady" to give May a formidable duo. Under William A. Wellman's deft hand, this story of a boy and a
dog is off the beaten path in several ways, and might
build to surprising returns on word-of-mouth.

The

third Exploitation

Winner, "The Animal World"

graces the June offerings, along with "As

Long As

ANALYSIS OF SPRING PRODUCT

Aside from at least three

in April, the

monthly desig-

nations were tentative at presstime.

The big one for the
kickoff, however, "The Harder They Fall" is already
making its mark as an Easter release and leaves no question that

it

belongs high in the blue-ribbon group of
The other two named in this cate-

boxoffice Leaders.

K° r y< "J u t>al" and "Duchin" (see Spring Leaders section) are awaiting release dates to prove their mettle.

You're Near Me", an N. F. D. production, directed by
Harold Braun with a cast of German players.

0

0

COLUMBIA
Most prolific of the distributors this Spring with an
even dozen films due to be released during April, May
and June, Columbia also looms as one of the top sources
of class product.
There's just about everything for
everyone in the bulging slate dramas, melodramas,
musicals, westerns, science-fiction, war, adventure. More

Bulwarking the April slate, in addition to the Bogart
haymaker, is an Exploitation Winner, "Rock

b.o.

important, there's a high potential of the "big" picture

Around the Clock", a romp for the teenagers with Bill
Haley and his Comets and a long list of "rock" purveyors, and "The Cockleshell) Heroes", a high-ranking war
action CinemaScope-Technicolor drama that might have

theatremen today, as evidenced in the
trio of Spring Leaders, "The Harder They Fall",
"Tubal" and "The Eddy Duchin Story"; five CinemaScope-Technicolor releases, and a promising array of

been better off with a different title. Starring Jose Ferrer and Trevor Howard, it's an exciting cinemaccount
of an actual episode in World War II in which a small
group of British marines are assigned to attach bombs

—

that's so vital to

exploitable product.

(Continued on Page 46)
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Please by

YOU EXHIBITORS HAVE ASKED
FOR NEW TALENT THAT'S DYNAMIC
AND DIFFERENT! HERE ARE 3 ORE AT
YOUNG STARS IN ONE EXCITING
ATTRACTION! GET BEHIND THEM
SELL THEM
PROFIT WITH THEM

.

.

.

.

!

.

Confidently presented
to your boxoffice by

PARAMOUNT
with a bow to
star-discoverer and
Academy Award Director

MICHAEL CURTIZ

CAROL OHMART
TOM TRYON
JODY LAWRANCE

THE
Star

KING" COLE
)irected by

CURTIZ
lay by

FRANK TASHLI

vistaVision
MOTION mciuii Which

riottiir

MEREDYTH LUCAS

"CRIME IN THE STREETS"

Exploitation

Allied Artists

James Whitmore, John Cassavetes,
Mineo.

Sal

Pennelly.

M.

Vincent

Producer,

Donald

Director,

Siegel.

Convinced that they have

Winners

another "Blackboard Jungle"
in

th

;

s

hard-hitting story of

juvenile crime,

AA

is

pinning

hopes and a publicity campaign aimed at spreading the
word of the film's dramatic impact. Angles aplenty in
vivid depiction of teenage delinquents, zip-guns, gangfights and the social worker's efforts at handling the
budding criminals. This is a cinch for heavy campaign.
its

BEFORE DYING

"A KISS

United Artists

^Bft .4^*

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter,

^

Director,

Gerd Oswald.

CinemaScope

This

Vir.

Producer, Robert Jacks.

ginia Leith.

color

good
younger fans in
leads Robert Wagner and Jeffrey Hunter. Bigj-scaie music
promotion
spotlights
title
activiplugging,
music shop
tune with heavy radio-TV

Wagner-Hunter

ty.

p. a.

thriller

has a hot

aopeal

for

title,

AND THE BRAVE"

"THE BOLD

RKO
Wendell
Maurey.

Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Producer, Hal E. Chester. Director, Lewis R.
Corey,

Foster.

tours for teenager interest.

"THE BHAVE ONE"

'

RKO
Michel
King

Ray,

Bros.

The

Joi

Lansing.

Director,

King

Producer,

Irving

Brothers

Rapper.

have

been giving this CinemaScope
Technicolor bullfighting drama a long term buildup via
tour of boy star and two bulls,
and RKO is planning additional backing.

Powerful dra-

The

War

story of three entirely different soldiers in
II

Italy,

this

RKO

stocks its angles in these divergent personalities
a
coward, a money-hungry kid, and a strait-laced bigot.
:

matic values in the love of a boy for the bull he has
raised and the heartbreak when the animal is sold for

Special exploitable in

Sock climax as the bull proves he is too
brave for death and the tiny figure and the huge beast

Maurey, an exciting looker.

the bull-ring.

World

Superscope comedy-drama

Don Taylor and

are reunited in the middle of the ring.

a

romance between
likeable

harlot,

religious fanatic

played by Nicole

"THE COME ON"
Allied Artists

"THE ANIMAL WORLD"

[

Warner

Bros.

Anne

Baxter, Sterling

Producer,

Lindsley

Hayden, John Hoyt, Jesse White.

Parsons.

Director,

Russell

Birdwell.

Written, produced, directed by Irwin Allen.

Technicolor documentary of the progression of animal
from the first amoeba, through the protoplasm, fish,

iife

maphibians, prehistoric monsters and finally modern
animals. Rare shots of weird animals, plus a running

they influenced man's civilization, makes
this offbeat feature film for display purposes, sensation
tale of

how

selling, plus several

cinematic

"firsts".

campaign for romantic drama with murder,
blackmail and intrigue. Art of a voluptuous Anne Baxter with catchline: "The Frank Story of a Woman Who
Knew Every Temptation!" plus teaser violence shots
featured in distinctive ads and posters for arresting
effect. Good opportunities in title and theme for stunts.
Title cues

Film
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rina
(Continued from Page 43)

in the Edwin H. Knopf CinemaScope color
The elfin Leslie is seen as a French balleduring the London blitz days caught up in a whirl-

Kerr starred
production.

wind romance with American paratrooper Kerr. Called
on the eve

to the front

Kerr

of their marriage,

is

re-

ported killed and Leslie hides her grief in war work and
entertaining soldiers. Kerr, however, returns and the
faced with continuing her

girl is

the

new

romance that had been snuffed

Another war-backgrounded story

life

or rekindling

out.
for

May

Winner "The Rack", taken from
talked-about Rod Serling teleplay.

ploitation

German naval

a

to

force

in

French waters.

Ferrer

also directed.

Also due to reach theatre screens during the remain-

The June schedule

the Ex-

the

much

includes the Spring

Leader, "The Catered Affair", and a re-release of the
Irving Berlin musical "Annie Get Your Gun".

der of the Spring months, in addition to "Storm Center",

O

an Exploitation Winner, with Bette Davis:

CinemaScope and Technicolor, a jungle
melodrama with Victor Mature and Janet Leigh. Ma-

(tentative)

is

0

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

"Safari",

Mau Mau

is seen as a hunter who treks into the
country in a vengeful quest for those who have murdered his sister and young son.

ture

"Storm Over the

Nile",

CinemaScope and Techni-

adventure film starring Anthony Steel,
Ure and Laurence Harvey, which gains an extra

color, a British

Mary

timeliness exploitable in the current Egyptian situation.

"1984", from the imaginative novel of
ture under a monstrous dictatorship.

in the fu-

Edmond

O'Brien,

Gamma

Leo's Spring sextet

0

is

any
bloom at the boxEach of the four Cine-

a colorful variety of buds,

which could burst into

full

once the public gets at 'em.
maScopers swells with promise in

office

its

category, with

"The Swan" in the forefront by virtue of the Grace
Kelly name and the national fever raging around the
forthcoming nuptials. In addition, there are a pair of
promising untinted, non-anamorphic dramas, headed by

Paddy Chayefsky's "The Catered Affair", big-casted
with Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine and Debbie Reynolds. Also rippling its b.o. muscles is "The Rack",
a crackling "sleeper" possibility.

As the Monaco

festivities reach their climax,

one re-issue, tentatively slated for
April's "Backlash", with the Richard Widmark name to carry it into the Spring Leader
elite group. Behind this one are several promising exthe vernal months,

horror series, "The Creature

is

new popularity in his Oscar-nominee appearance in
"Love Me Or Leave Me", has a strong role as a Western overlord whose word is law and whose toughness almost destroys him before he is regenerated.
to

blossoms is "Gaby", a remake of the
popular "Waterloo Bridge", with Leslie Caron and John
April

2,

1754

series

entry,

"The

latter again spots Marjorie

Main as Ma, Arthur Hunnicutt as Pa, with Charles
Lamont directing for producer Richard Wilson in a

The May schedule boasts a Technicolor western "A
Day of Fury", with Dale Robertson, Mara Corday and
Jock Mahoney (TV's "Range Rider") starred in the
Robert Arthur production. As the ad catchline tells it,
a tale of "Jagade (Robertson) Last of the Maverick Killers
Rode Back to Even the Score With
this

is

.

.

.

Who

Town that Had Cast Him Out". Also listed for
May is "Price of Fear", with Merle Oberon and Lex

the

Barker topcast in a murder melodrama of two prominent
people, each bent on violence, thrown together in a murder plot that backfires with fatal results of them both.

Rounding out the May

slate is the re-release of

Roots", Technicolor Civil

Hayward and Van

War drama

"Tap

co-starring Susan

Heflin.

is one of the more promis"The Rawhide Years", Mississippi
boat yarn in Techincolor, headlined by Tony

ing U-I offerings,

Kennedy has

BULLETIN

The

latest in the

Walks Among Us" (an Ex-

Winner), and another

Kettles in the Ozarks".

month is the James Cagney starrer, "Tribute to a
Bad Man" in CinemaScope and color. Cagney, rekindled

Film

program includes the

to "Backlash", the

Pencilled in the June lineup

Metro

of the

*>

is

ploitation prospects.

river

r.i'j*

it,

films, plus

rushing the Spring Leader about a prince and a princess
into late April release to gain the full benefit of its reallife parallel.
Preceding "The Swan" in the earlier part

Among May's

see

of

version that has the family tangling with bootleggers.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
or all of

new

nine

ploitation

People".

0

most

As we

ables.

cast.

"Blackjack Ketchum, Desperado", a Sam Katzman
western with Howard Duff in the title role as "the most
daring gunslinger of them all". Also set, but with no

"The

come from U-I
them stocked with ample exploitthe most important in the group of

usual, a steady flow of pictures will

April's product shapes up as the strongest. In addition
life

Jan Sterling and Michael Redgrave head the

details available:

As

this Spring,

Curtis, plays a gambler involved in a river boat
murder; Colleen Miller is his girl friend and Arthur

Curtis.

the

plum

role of a likeable rascal

who

would sooner steal than make an honest buck. Rudolph
Mate directed. Also set for June is "Star in the Dust",
Technicolor western with John Agar and Mamie Van
Doren. Charles Haas directed.

Due for Spring release, but still tentative as to dates,
"Toy Tiger", an exploitable item for the family
trade, with Tim Hovey, lovable youngster of "Major

are

ANALYSIS DF SPRING PRODUCT

RKO
RKO

Benson*', teaming with Jeff Chandler, Laraine

Day and

Cecil Kellaway, in another precocious portrayal, and
"Outside the Law", murder melodrama of a counterfeit-

Ray Danton and Leigh Snowden

ing gang in Berlin.

have the top roles in this Albert Cohen production.

O

—

—

is its

in the

O

from

this

total of five for the

others,

"The Conqueror", promises a
product than has come
some seasons. With the accent on

big one,

warm weather

company

in

RKO

Winners and

entries bring out three

Ex-

numbered among the Spring
Leaders with the Howard Hughes epic.

three-month period

June Leader, Alfred Hitchcock's "The

Two

its

better array of

ploitation

rather sparse Spring output from

Knew Too Much".

weight of

action and drama, the

PARAMOUNT
The beacon
Paramount a

Not only has
happily returned to full-time production under the aegis of its new owners, but its quintet of Spring releases, plus the already proven boxoffice

April's

Man Who

is

Marquee giants John Wayne and Susan Hayward,
plus a record promotion campaign, has already shot off
RKO's first big gun with a boxoffice winner in "The

"Anything

Goes" and May's "The Birds and the Bees", both in
VistaVision and Technicolor, seem destined for reasonably good boxoffice reports. Despite lukewarm reviews
for "Anything Goes", the star names and the Cole Porter music should carry it to desirable grosses, while the
marketables in the George Gobel starrer, an Exploitation Winner, bode an acceptable reception where they
are capitalized. In the questionable category is a murder melodrama, "The Scarlet Hour" with a cast of newcomers, and "The Leather Saint" an offbeat boxing film.

"Anything Goes", leading off the Paramount Spring
parade in April, puts Bing Crosby and Donald O'Connor in roles as Broadway stars who go to Paris to seek
the leading lady for their next show, each coming up
with a separate choice in Mitzi Gaynor and Jeanmaire.

The other April

release,

"The

Scarlet Hour", gives

producer-director Michael Curtiz a showcase for three
newcomers, Carol Ohmart, Tom Tryon and Jody Lawrence. This involved melodrama furnishes Miss Ohmart
a dramatic workout as a young woman driven to mayhem and murder in her efforts to rid herself of her husband and run off with her lover.

May entry, "The Birds and the Bees", introGeorge Gobel, the mild-mannered comic who
zoomed to TV fame. The Sidney Sheldon-Preston
Sturges screenplay is a revision of a former Sturges hit,
"The Lady Eve".
The

lone

duces

In June, Paramount will present, in addition to Hitchcock's

"The Man

Who Knew

Too Much"

(see details in

Conqueror", and there is every indication that grosses
This Spring
it plays through the season.
Leader combines all the elements of popular success and
certainly its standing at the boxoffice should be a bright

will hold as

spot

among

the vernal lights.

Of April's other releases, "The Bold and the Brave"
(Mickey Rooney, Wendell Corey, Don Taylor, Nicole
Maurey) is an Exploitation Winner and augurs good
boxoffice where given solid backing by showmen. "The
Way Out" (Mona Freeman, Gene Nelson) is a drama of
a wife's attempts to shield her husband from the police
after he has killed a man, watches him turn into a ruthless maniac in his efforts to avoid capture.

A

strong cast, comprising

Dana Andrews, Thomas

George Sanders
and Rhonda Fleming, gives promising boxoffice potentialities to Fritz Lang's "While the City Sleeps", one of
two set for May. The Bert Friedlob production, another
Exploitation Winner, is well-stacked melodrama, combining a search for a killer with a power play in taking
over the reins of a big-city newspaper. The other May
release, "Great Day in the Morning", is a western with
action centering around the Civil War, and stars Virginia Mayo, Ruth Roman and Robert Stack. In Superscope and Technicolor, it gains added advantages from
production-direction team of Edmund Grainger and
Jacques Tourneur, plus the pre-selling and the best-selling novel by Robert Hardy Andrews.
Mitchell, Vincent Price, Ida Lupino,

King Brothers' "The Brave One"

is

the single release

under the ace directorial
little
Mexican boy and his
of
Rapper,
a
hand of Irving
exploitables
it too is named an
bull is chock-full of
should
work
up a solid wordExploitation Winner and
story
heart-warming
that builds to a
of-mouth with its
gripping climax. The production is enhanced with Cineset for June. Its off-beat story,

Spring Leaders section), "The Leather Saint", an unusual story of an Episcopalian priest
fighter to raise

money

Derek has the

title role;

who

turns prize-

needy in his parish. John
Paul Douglas is his manager,
ignorant that his sensational protege is a clergyman, and
Jody Lawrence, a singer who falls for the handsome
young priest. Support includes Cesar Romero.
for the

—

—

maScope and Technicolor.
(Continued on Page 48)
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Although the big-name productions due from Allied
still unlisted in the Spring slate, the company
has put forth an interesting array of warm-weather
product, much of it loaded with marketable possibilities,

Artists are

'Continued from Page 17

REPUBLIC
With five of its seven Spring releases in color and one,
"The Maverick Queen", heralding its new Naturama

and a few presently unknown Quantities not unlikely
snap into the better boxoffice brackets. Most likely

wide-screen process, Republic it burgeoning with better
things for Spring, 1956, than it has boasted in some time.
Most nromisin^ of the "Herbert J. Yates presents"
proup is the Trucolor adventure, "Lisbon", selected as

the nine vernal offerings to bring cheer to

a

Spring Leader and star-powered in Ray Milland, MauOf the group, four are

reen O'Hara and Claude Rains.
set for April,

cne for

Mav and two

will

appear in June.

Heading the varied quartet of April releases is
"Magic Fire", based on the life of Richard Wagner. The
William Dieterle production (he also directs) is an Exploitation Winner that has the ingredients for both
popular and class draw in the brilliant Wagnerian music,
three sexy attractions in Yvonne deCarlo, Rita Gam and

Valentina Cortese, and the background of love and war
century Europe.

in 19th

My

Door" (Macdonald
Carey, Patricia Medina), melodrama of a bank robber
who forces a preacher and his family to let him hide out
and of the preacher's attempts to convert the bandit;
"Zanzabuku", photographic record of an expedition to
April also has: "Stranger At

The dramatics

the primitive areas of Africa.

in fierce

native warriors, savage animals and the wild beauty of
the dark continent

lacking

in

makes up

standard

in exploitables

cinema

narrative

what

is

requirements.

"Terror at Midnight" (Scott Brady, Joan Vohs), is an
action drama on the racket-busting theme. Brady plays
a policeman promoted to detective on the condition that
his behavior and that of his fiancee be exemplary. The
girl

inadvertently

gets

trouble

into

but in

working

things out the two break up a hot car racket.

May

"The
Maverick Queen", with Barbara Stanwyck teamed up
with Barry Sullivan in a western romantic drama of an
iron-handed woman who is softened in a romance that
breaks up her empire. Color and Naturama add to the
potential of this Joe Kane production.
Set for

release

is

the Exploitation Winner,

showmen

to
of

are

and "The Come On", both Exand distinct promise is shown by
"Mother-Sir!" and "The Four Seasons". Three releases
are set for each of the Spring months.

"Crime

in the Streets",

ploitation Winners,

"The Come On", starring
Hayden, an action melodrama
produced by Lindsley Parsons and directed by Hollywood publicist Russell Birdwell. Miss Baxter tries the
old badger game on Hayden, becomes romantically involved and both sweat it out in a melee of blackmail,
violence and murder.
April starts cut well with

Anne Baxter and

Sterling

Others on the rainy-month roster are a British suspense drama, "Wicked Wife" (Nigel Patrick, Moira
Lister), and the old reliable Bowery Boys in "Crashing

Las Vegas." Mary Castle is the blonde lure in the latter,
"Boys" inflict their broad stvle of mayhem on the
gambling city.
as the

May's major entry

Walter Wanger's "Mother-Sir!",
by Tats Blain, with
in Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill and
Japanese star Shirley Yamaguchi. The script details the
risible experience of an American Naval officer's wife
who finds the modes of the Nipponese frustratingly different than the Western ways she has abandoned to live

comedy based on
gcod name value

a

with her

is

the popular book

Navy husband.

Also in

May

is

"Thunderstorm" (Linda Christian,

Carlos Thompson, Charles Korvin) a romantic drama
produced by Binnie Barnes, set in a Spanish fishing village,

and "Screaming Eagles", a Samuel Bischoff-David

Diamond war film of a heroic airborne platoon behind
the German lines on D-Day.
June seems the strongest month for AA. Leading off
is the Exploitation Winner, "Crime In The Streets"
with star John Cassavetes and Oscar-nominee Sal Mineo
getting a big publicity push. The juvenile crime drama
is touted as packing much of the power of "Blackboard

may

Sharing the June spotlight with "Lisbon" (details in
Spring Leaders section), is "Dakota Incident", action
western with a pood cast (Linda Darnell, Dale Robertson, Ward Bond) and filmed in color. Darnell changes
pace from her usual roles to play a lady of pleasure out

Jungle" and

murder her partner who absconded with her savings.
Her quest is complicated by brushes with pang leader

western,

Robertson and Indians, resolved

an escape from the
redskins. Lewis R. Foster directed for producer Michael

Final June release is "King of the Coral Seas", a Chips
Rafferty production of smuggling and skin diving on the

Baird.

Australia coast. Producer Rafferty also doubles as star.

to

in

Tn Better Serve You

N
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NEW

.

Film
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Also bearing a good potential is Josef Shaftel's "The
Four Seasons", with a good cast headed by David
Wayne, Keenan Wynn and Jim Backus. A quasi-

Combined At
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30S

.
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turn out to be the "sleeper" of the
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allied artists' science-fiction sensation in

Cinemascope soars grosses out of this world!
Los Angeles test

booms

engagement

in

business to biggest figures

State and Hawaii Theatres and 7 Drive-Ins
in

months and tops the entire town!

THE 26th CENTURY!
Titanic

Adventure

Space!

...

Cities ...

Fantastic

Mammoth

...Futurific

Into

Time and

Underground
Tiger Spiders

Women... Sub-Human
starring

Monsters...

Thrills

of Year 2508!

HUGH MARLOWE* NANCY GATES
with

Nelson Leigh

AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE

Produced by

•

Rod

Taylor

RICHARD HEERMANCE

-

•

Shawn Smith

Written and Directed by

•

Lisa

EDWARD

TOP CALIBRE SCIENCE-FICTION!" says motion picture daily

.

Incidentally . .

THEY

Twentieth-Fox's "The Man In The Gray
Flannel Suit" and Columbia's "The Harder They Fall" have been added to the list
of U.S. films entered in the Cannes Film
Festival scheduled for April 23 to May 10.

MADE THE NEWS

MURRAY SILVERSTONE,

president
International Corp., announced
the appointment of JAMES F. PATTINSON as managing director of that organization. Pattinson had been 20th-Fox director of sales in Great Britain
Veteran New York newspaperman MAXwill
serve as
world-wide coordinator of Cecil B. De-

Fox

of

.

.

.

WELL HAMILTON
who

Claudette Colbert,

hosted

axial

cable,

busses

Chayefsky on

was appointed

to

succeed William C. Gehring as 20th Century-Fox general sales manager. Vicepresident Gehring was recently named ex-

Fcx president Spyros
Harrison has been with the

ecutive assistant to
21 years,

most recently Western

manager. Skouras said that Harrison's step up is part of Fox's long-standing policy of promotion within the ranks.
sales

The Fox

president also took the occasion

to praise

Al Lichtman, who

in

will continue

an advisory status.

0
purchased the
highly successful "Mister Roberts" from
for

WB

Ltd., film's producer,

stock valued at

little

more than

$1,000,000.

filled

the

Other 1955 "bests": actress, Anna Mag"The Rose Tattoo"; supporting ac-

nani,

Jack Lemmon, "Mister Roberts";
supporting actress, Jo Van Fleet, "East
of Eden"; story, Daniel Fuchs, "Love Me
or Leave Me"; story and screenplay, Wiltor.

THOMAS

BAILY

E.

0
SEN. ESTES

RIS and MARTIN MOSKOWITZ were
on hand in Washington D. C. for the preview festivities of "On The Threshold of
Space", held for members of Congress
and Air Force officials
Gehring re.

.

.

mained

in Washington to represent the
company at hearing of the Senate Small

Business Committee hearings.

$

'

$

Loew's Board

MGM

of Directors will visit the
studios in mid-April, according to

ARTHUR

board chairman
M. LOEW, to
familiarize themselves with studio operations and to view completed productions
.

.

PETER

M.

ROBECK,

sales

manager

General Teleradio's Film Division, has
moved his hq. to New York. Move is
part of overall plan to integrate General
Teleradio divisional activities in new corof

porate structure of

RKO

Teleradio Pic-

tures, Inc.

KEFAUVER

last

Integration

was revived

In a comprehensive, 71-page
came to these conclusions:

Overly brutal, violent or sadistic films
have a powerful impact on juvenile behavior. Definite steps must be taken to
reverse the trend toward "cinematic sadism". His recommendations: Inaugurate
changes in the industry Production Code
aimed
at
loosening
restrictions.
its
Changes are warranted in the light of
social changes since the Code was writen.
These restrictions may be the very reason why some producers seem to flout
Code rules, Kefauver said. With an amplified, improved Production Code, the
movie industry could then be an intelligent, objective reporter of social problems.

*

*

week

investigation of movies and juvenile de-

he

in St. Louis.

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, CHARLES
EINFELD, WILLIAM C. GEHRING,
ALEX HARRISON, C. GLENN NOR-

issued the findings of his subcommittee's

report,

.

MGM's new

is

branch manager in Kansas City; HARRY
(Bud) BACHE, formerly Philadelphia

.

liam Ludwig and Sonya Levien, "Interrupted Melody"; song, "Love Is A ManySplendored Thing", written by Sammy
Fain and Paul F. Webster.

linquency.

WARNER BROTHERS

Orange Productions,

"The Ten Commandments"

Mille's

TV

airways March
21 with the broadcasting of the 28th
from
Academy Awards
ceremonies
Hollywood and New York before an
audience of many millions. Hecht-Lanconfirming
almost
caster's
"Marty",
everyone's expectations, ran away with
three of the top honors. Star, Ernest
Borgnine, director, Delbert Mann, and
author, Paddy Chayefsky, all won the
gold statuette for their contributions.

HARRISON

company

the co-

salesman, succeeds him

OSCARS

ALEX HARRISON

of

''Marty" author Paddy
winning an "Oscar".

Hi

feft

P. Skouras.

his

Academy

the

Awards from the New York end

local

BERG
trotted

*

of live shows with movies
in Philadelphia recently when

nightclub

out

owners

AL NIREN-

BUDDY OTTENBERG

and

their

niteclub

star,

JULIE

GIBSON, and

other acts at the Nixon
theatre. Result was record-breaking fourOther bookings are being
day take.
lined up by the enterprizing pair.

O

DORE SCHARY

heralded

MGM's jump

by announcing the start of production on bigbudgeted ($5,000,000) "Raintree County"
(Montgomery Clift, Elzabeth Taylor) to
into the new-screen-process race

Smiles ntcr "Pimir" anil other upcoming

re-

leases wreathed the faces of Columbia sales
executives ut recent \nles convention in Chingi>.
From left: Ren Lourie. Phil Fox. Harry
•

Rogovin, Columbia general sales manager A.
Montague, Walter Silierman ami Louis Astor.
P*q« 50
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be filmed in the studio's

new

65-millimeter

process. Adaptable to any motion picture

MGM

now in use,
reports its new
technique will produce an image unequalled for clarity and lack of distortion.
screen

davertising director Roger //.
accepts citation of the Foreign
Language Press naming "Marty" best picture
Taking part in ceremonies: Mrs.
of 1955.
Eleanor Roosevelt: Foreign Press members
Sigmund Gotdober and Dr. Nathan Swerdlin.
nited
Lewis,
/

Artists

left,

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
engagements and called for a
and effective" policing of
decrees, enforcement of the Sherman Act
and a substantial increase in the supply
pre-release

more

"alert

of pictures.

If

help

is

not forthcoming,

Myers warned, the alternative is abandonment of theatres to their fate or direct
governmental action
Allied president
film

EXHIBITION made

unmistakably clear
extreme dissatisfaction with "ruinous"
distribution practices in testimony before
a Senate subcommittee in Washington on
March 21 and 22. Officials of both Allied States Association and Theatre Own.
ers of America testified at length on the
comparative economic status of exhibitors
and the film companies, arguing that if
immediate aid is not forthcoming, either
from the government or through arbitration, complete dissolution of independent
theatres will be the result. Hearings are
being conducted by the Subcommittee on
Retailing, Distribution and Fair Trade
Practices of the Select Committee on
Small Business, chairmanned by Senator
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota. Distribution, which is expected to take the
stand in its own defense later this month,
has already forwarded to the committee
a copy of the industry arbitration draft,
around which much of the controversy
its

has centered, ostensibly as an answer to
some of exhibition's charges.

When
case

for

the hearings opened Allied gen-

Abram

Myers

F.

tres,

poor

lit

into the

price-fixing, discrimi-

fewer pictures, and the devil take the
little exhibitor".
It is evident, he

asserted,

that

the

film

companies

are

"consciously striving to reconstruct and
perpetuate the monopoly which it was the

purpose of the Government to terminate".
Shor recommended that the committee
ask the film companies to voluntarily
arbitrate film rentals.

TOA

president

Myron Blank

also pic-

tured the dire aspects of the present industry set-up, calling producers "opportunists" and predicting disaster for exhibi-

something is done. The conevery theatre in the country
would be improved, he said, if exhibition
were allowed to enter the producing field.
Blank insisted that arbitration can create
a strong and healthy industry.
tors unless
dition

of

Arbitration was also defended by

TOA

Herman Levy. He contended that his organization withdrew its
support of the proposed arbitration plan
because it was "too narrow" and that
TOA did not want any part in "whitewashing" distributors before the SSBC.
general counsel

led off the

He

charged that
neighborhood, suburban and small town
exhibition.

companies for

nation in favor of theatre circuits and for
what he called their policy of "fewer thea-

MYERS

eral counsel

(legislation).

Ruben Shor

Former

Rembusch

Allied

president

Trueman

T.

assailed pre-releasing and the

BLANK
"bastard width film processing" as being
ruinous to small theatres and recommend(1) the Department of Justice be
"nudged" by the subcommittee into enforcing the Paramount decree, and (2)
enactment of legislation placing authority
for regulation of film rentals in the hands
of some governmental agency.
Other speakers for exhibition and their
viewpoints: Allied's Benjamin N. Berger
Selling policies and practices of film
companies have prevented thousands of
theatres from showing many of the finest
motion pictures; TOA vice president
George Kerasotes A return to the sliding scale method of pricing films is needed, and 12 more good pictures a year
would mean $150 million more at the boxoffice; Allied treasurer Julius Gordon

ed:

—

—

U.S. producers are selling their films
cheaper to foreign exhibitors than those
at home and are even arbitrating with
theatres abroad; Theatremen Robert J.
O'Donnell Complete tax relief is needed

—

since, of the 19,200

movie theatres

in this

country, 5200 are operating at a loss and
5700 are barely breaking even; N. Y. exhibitor

Harry Brandt

— Delivered

a broad

attack on Myers, opposed regulation.

theatres are victims of the "oligopoly" of
the film companies, and even the large
circuits are suffering from the "acute film

shortage

and the advantage which the
companies have taken of the starved
market to increase film rentals."
film

Myers said the film companies are "obsessed" with the idea that they can make

more money by supplying a few pictures
to key theatres than by producing more
pictur.es for a large number of theatres.
He insisted the film business is no longer
a "free market" governed by the law of
supply and demand.
On arbitration,
Myers pointed out that Allied "has consistently taken the position that the problem of excessive film rentals towers above

others" and that an arbitration system
which does not take this into account is
of no substantial benefit to exhibitors. He
all

chastized the Antitrust

Division

Department of Justice for

its

of

the

"disincli-

nation" to enforce the rulings governing

SPYROS

SKOURAS,

back from a recent studio visit, disclosed plans for stock-piling
Century-Fox releases by the fall of this year to facilitate their promotion and merchandising. The Fox president told home office executives and the trade
press that the program will assure exhibitors a steady flow of top attractions released
at the most advantageous times according to story lines, cast values, national pre-selling
and exploitation campaigns. Move is part of Fox's increased production and release program of 34 pictures budgeted at $100,000,000. The company's summer lineup includes
the smash Broadway musical, Cole Porter's "Can-Can", to be filmed in Foxs' new CinemaScope 55 starting in June. Among films listed for future releases by Skouras: "Man
In the Gray Flannel Suit", "The King and I", "Bus Stop", and "Anastasia".
a

number

P.

of 20th
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Story and Screenplay by
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1EVIEWS

Goldwyn's

Dream

Crisp,

Bsiness-wise

Turned Nightmare

[Analysis

of the

few Films

The Famous Producer Pursues
His

"Fewer Films" Thesis

Up A Dark Dead-End

•

Alley

THE RACK

3ABY
SODBYE.

MY LADY

JUBAL
-e:,nder
IBjrE

the great
TO A BAD MAN

RDS

AND THE BEES
OF FEAR

PRICE

WHAT'S WRONG
with the

MOHAWK
THE

SWAN

DAY OF FURY
-^KJACK KETCHUM,
DESPERADO

OSCAR' SHOW?

THEIR UNTAMED LOVE SPOKE LOUDER THAN WAR DRUMS!!!

A legend of

Primitive

Love that spoke
louder than
WAY.
WITH
MINI

V

JOHN HOYT RHYS WILLIAMS
VERA VAGUE - TED de CORSIA
•

LORI

NELSON

•

ALLISON HAYES
1d

Directed by

[\UI\I IILUIIIHIIM

Associate Producer

CHARLES

B.

'

Screenplay by

MAURICE GERAGHTY

FITZSIMONS

Music by

*

MILTON KRIMS

EDWARD L ALPERSON,

JR.

|

f

GREAT

NEWS

Ever since Lilf had

its record-

breaking run at this theatre
our patrons have asked us
for another Leslie Caron
picture of equal charm
and beauty... WeVe got it

you

for

•G*M's enchanting love

story

CARON
JOHN KERR

LESLIE

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION
*

GOING AFTER GABY NATIONWIDE
Telling the nation! Billboards, Newspapers, Magazines, Radio,

POSTING CAMPAIGN — 24-sheets
Cleveland, Houston, Los Angeles, Memphis,

Lake

City, St. Louis,

San Francisco,

blanket America coast to coast:

New Orleans,

TV!

Buffalo,

Bostt

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore.,

S

Seattle..

NATIONAL MAGAZINES —

Redbook, Cosmopolit
Seventeen. Look (two facing «/2 pages hi 4-colors). "PICTURE OF THE MONTH" COLUMN in La
Collier's, Good Housekeeping, McCall's, Woman's Home Companion, Cosmopolitan, Parents', Americ
"LION'S ROAR" COLUMN in Saturday Evening Post.

AND NEWSPAPERS! AND

RADIO!

AND

Full pages in

4- colors

in

Life,

TV!

M-G-M

presents in CinemaScope "GABY" starring LESLIE CARON • JOHN KERR • with Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Taina Elg
Screen Play by Albert Hackett & Frances Goodrich and Charles Lederer • Based on a Screen Play by
S. N. Behrman, Paul H. Rameau and George Froeschel • From the Play "Waterloo Bridge" by Robert E. Sherwood
Photographed in Eastman Color • Print by Technicolor - Directed by Curtis Bernhardt
Produced by Edwin H. Knopf
*
•

•

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

t

Sunt fmoldivyn \

this

Orofan Turned

finished productions turn out to be
of top

Xigh tni are
Mr. Samuel Goldwyn

is

print,

theorizing

rather

a

is

year

fallow

moviemakers and only 30

The

quality.
it

of

for

90 percent of the boxoffice take for

the

"Guys and

Cadillac blue-

seems, cannot be relied on

What happens

fbnce again on his favorite subject,
ihese are his words, according to a
despatch from Tokyo: "The only

the average major city there are at

way

so

motion picture business
to survive the competition from TV
fewer pictures and
is to produce
only good ones."
for the

—

In keeping with the Oriental set-

from which this profound thesis
we assume a Yogi stance,
take a spot of hashish, and slip off
into that dream world of "only good
pictures" Mr. G. contemplates.
ting

emanated,

The industry we dream
adopted his do?ma and

has

of

now

is

geared to produce "fewer and only

good" movies.

In the lofty atmos-

phere of this tightly restricted production era, naturally, there

room

for

films

like

is

"Marty"

no
and

"Blackboard Jungle" and "On the
Waterfront" and, perhaps, even a

"From Here

These
to Eternity".
modest ventures, after all, were
undertaken in Hollywood's attics,
I and art in this Goldwyn age must
I be forsaken for size and the safety
For, you see, the
[I of the big budget.
N two million dollar-and-up budget
will henceforth vouchsafe quality
n and boxoffice.
II

It's

really

very simple:

now making only
I

|

!

I

|

we

Cadillacs; no

are

more

low priced jobs. Instead of producing 250 features per year, a mere one
hundred are made. Obviously, by

we

allot five of the top films to

With

other

and a few

these,

"disappointing"

booked

for

of the

productions

engagements, the

brief

Most

first-runs survive.

of the sec-

can't in our hashish

recall the halcyon year in
which there were anywhere near one
hundred outstanding pictures. But,
at any rate, in this rosy dream world

envisioned by the great Goldwyn the
producers set out to deliver 100 top

Lo and behold, by some quirk
unkind kismet it developes that

films.

of

Sam?

And how

.

.

be

to

you

are

All Exhibition

Musi Support
The Tax Fight
On

what
good for

the credo that

whole

for the

is

is

its

we urge whole-hearted

good
comsup-

key neighborhood theahowever, are in trouble. There
is barely enough product available
to maintain one in each neighborhood. The remaining second-runs,
as well as the thousands of thirdand fourth-run theatres have been
consigned to conversion into supermarkets or warehouses.

ponents,

port of the present campaign to

But the dream turns into a nightmare. Now we have real constriction

the use" attitude

in

our industry.

Pictures are few,

but theatres also are few. In the
dealings between the remaining theatres
largely non-competitive and

—

the

—

Goldwyns

of production,

we

wit-

ness a shattering of the old sellers'

market and,

growth

in its place,

a ruthless buyers' market.

now

dictate

film

Goldwyn, about

new production
of

The

of

sur-

war

of attrition

terms.

Producer

vivors of exhibition's

to release his costly
for

an average rental

percent of the gross, recalls

17

with nostalgia those "good old days"
when he took anywhere from 50 to

lift

the admissions tax from all tickets
under $1.00, as recommended in the

King

Bill,

H. R. 9875.

There are two potential

irritants

to the type of all-industry collabora-

campaign

tion needed to bring this
to fruition.

The

first

"what's

a

is

stemming from the

belief that Congress or the Treasury
wouldn't go for it; the second, and
probably the more fatal, is the talk
that little exhibitors have no interest
in removing the tax above the 50-

cent exemption.

The

best refutation

negative attitude
last

is

of

the

first

the result of the

admissions tax campaign, when
was achieved by an

the "impossible"

and blood effort.
Moreover, we do not believe that
men like Bob O'Donnell, who is
chairmanning the current tax campaign, would devote their precious
time and effort to an action they
all-industry sweat

considered fruitless.

And

those

who

led the last fight will never forget

the enormous requirements of both

time and effort needed in that hercuAnother important
lean struggle.
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BULLETIN:

published

haze,

feeling,

.

ond-runs,

out 100 great or near-great pictures

we

off

tres,

following the Cadillac blueprint it
shouJd be a lead-pipe cinch to turn

— although

seems

hashish

wearing

to the theatres? In

a half-dozen first-run houses,

each.

Dolls".

this

making!

in film

least

But

every

Motion
other

Picture

Trade

Monday by Wax

Inc.
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Philip
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Manager.

TWO

factor

is

contacts

the priceless experience and

made

in the

previous cam-

paign, both potent reserves for the

forthcoming drive.

More

than the "hopeone that says,
"It won't do me any good because
all I need is the 50c exemption."
insidious

less" attitude is the

(Continued on Page 6)
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—

—

whether the showing of clips from
the easiest and most
films on TV
widely accepted device might not

the theatre trailer), but rather, of a

be of more harm than benefit.

fically to

—

The doubts have come from

(Continued from Page 5)

This

selfishness

near-sighted

is

Any

larded with ingratitude.
tor

who

exhibi-

thinks thus has too quickly

work done by

forgotten the tireless

many who

profited but little

from

the results of the last excise tax
Certainly the latter are

fight.

entitled to the support of those

seem

to

have

little

now
who

nothing to

or

we urge

a matter of fact,

sel-

fishness by all exhibitors, but not the

myopic
"I've

by the
Let them

selfishness displayed

got mine" group.

consider the long-term benefits that
will accrue

from an industry healthy
A sound stomach

A

eral sources.

survey by film

sev-

statis-

Sindlinger in selected south-

tician

campaign. While

segment

it is

will benefit,

a victory will

mate good

it

new

tax

true that one
also true that

redound

to the ulti-

of the industry at large.

Allied convention in

Passion" in Spain), or

tional

Cleve-

land said that the clips "more often

than

George

new

sell

Sidney,

product".

president

of

the

Screen Directors Guild leveled a
scathing attack against showing

on TV, calling them a "de-

film clips

terrent to theatre business".

In the face of such criticism,

The

it is

To Sell Movies?
For a long time the general industry attitude towards film "breaks"

TV

on

was

were all for
effect, Hollywood

that they

the good; that, in

had nothing to lose, everything to
gain, just from having their product
mentioned and better, previewed
over the small-screen medium.

—

attitude

presumed, the

it

was

TV

plug would attract a substantial number of people
who might otherwise bypass the
movie. Legitimate advertising, in

form of spot announcements,
was acknowledged to be good selling, and particular enthusiasm was
felt for programming arrangements
whereby a film would be presented
(as on the Sullivan show) to the
the

public as entertainment.

But recent weeks have brought

some questions about the efBicacy of methods employed to exploit
forth

movies

via

television.

being

asked

Page 6

Film
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clips,

but requests special sequences
scenes" scenes filmed

"The Pride and

(like

the

featurettes

supplemented by personal appearances (like Stanley Kramer's discussion on "Not as a Stranger"), etc.

The keynote

of these diverse ap-

clearly planning, show-

proaches is
manship, ingenuity
wards an integrated

—

trick is to find a

directed toeffect.

The

"gimmick"

to be

able to suggest a film's appeal, without necessarily presenting it literal-

whole idea of selling
film by showing clips on television
would be foolish. The corrective for
past or present errors

the film

—

that re-

is

jection of the

and

skill

material

lies in

the care

taken in the preparation of
to be presented.
Scenes

shown on
screen demand a re-

from theatre films

to be

from the dimensions
the wide CinemaScope screen to

of

size,

approximately 21 inches. Involved
also is the loss of color, and general
diminution of theatrical effect. Some
compensation must be substituted
for this loss
tion, editing,

— knowledgeable
and

In questioning a
advertising

selec-

selling.

number

executives

of film

about

this

problem, Film BULLETIN found
most thinking centered around a
middle-of-the-road position
don't
:

In an audience of millions,

longer content to use a series of

Because a theatre spectacle just
done justice to in a TV clip,
it is necessary to convey the ingredients. Lewis says plans for such
material should be undertaken while

advertising executives

the television

TV

sensible

and that adopted by most industry

duction in

Hi* tv to Use

—

on location

soon begins to deteriorate if the gall
bladder isn't functioning properly,
and exhibition can be sound only if
all of exhibition is sound.
us have a benevolent, far-

—

vious reasons, so frequently figures
in discussions of this sort
is no

delegates to the recent Na-

certainly pertinent to examine the

let

draw immediate attention
to them. Mr. Lewis pointed out that
Ed Sullivan whose show, for ob-

Some

problem.

So

designed speci-

"effects",

of

imitation" of

"feeble

—"behind the

in all its organs.

sighted selfishness in this

series

a

western areas revealed the surprising information of an inverse relationship between frequency of TV
plugs and theatre boxoffice returns.

unsell

gain in the present campaign.

As

—

ney called

discard the device, but use
gently, sensibly,
ill-used, it

may

it intelli-

and imaginatively;

well be harmful.

Several of the authorities questioned compared such
exposure

TV

to ordinary

newspaper advertising,

drawing the simple inference that
bad clips are as ineffectual or actually as negative
as bad ads. But,
like newspaper ads, TV clips can't

—

—

be ignored: not with that potential
audience! United Artists' advertising chief, Roger Lewis, for instance,
located the fault in planning failure.

To

be effective, he said, the material

must not consist
of bits of

of a

hodge-podge

scenes (what George Sid-

ly.

can't be

in actual production.

is

Affirmation of the potential value
of

TV

exposure, to the need for ap-

propriate content, and to aiming material

at

specific

was

audience

segments of the
by Martin

voiced

Michel, TV-radio director for 20th

Century-Fox.

He

idea ol the clip

agreed that the

was

still

valid, but

emphasized that it had been put to
bad use in the past. Michel said that
a complete scene, communicating
something of entertainment value, is
"without question" superior to a
trailer-type sequence.

The danger

of failure

—

—of

choos-

was succinctly
bad clips
phrased by Universal's Jeff Livingston, who remarked: "If you don't
put your best foot forward, people
ing

become

in their living-rooms

critics."

Livingston underlined his company's awareness of the dangers in
plunging headlong into indiscriminate use of clips on TV.
Admittedly, this is a problem. So
great

a

potential

selling

medium

must be treated seriously and with
caution. It is worth expending time,

money and

talent to properly exploit

movies on TV. Certainly, it would
be unwise to employ the medium
haphazardly. This is a challenge that
smart showmanship can and must
meet to good advantage.
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OVIE STOCK PROSPECTS
IRST? Used

to be a time

—

when

all

irow a discussion into a frenetic tizzy

WHO'S ON

or

religion or the integration of the races.

:s,

Philip R.

you had to do to
was bring up poli-

Nowadays

comparable condition by arguing the
motion pictures. Everyone, just about everyone,
a pundit in this the most non-technical of industrial subcts. There are at least 300 barbers in the city of New

du can achieve a
te of

who can

ork
)

tell

you that nobody

in his right

the movies Saturday night while Perry

NBC TV.

ourt on

Ward

And on

it

As Samuel Langhorne Clements said, such
make horse races wagering affairs.

goes.

antipodal opinions

<>

OUTSIDE ANALYSTS

might do well to take leave of
their rigid professional measuring sticks in groping for an
accurate projection of movie industry prospects. Film libraries, assets, price-to-earnings ratios are mere technical
accoutrements beside the one, all-encompassing must upon
which filmdom's fortune depends the calibre of its product.
Let the investment soothsayers look more to the
:

holds

Similar diversity of opinion holds

more enlightened quarters. For
month

.vay in
ast

mind goes

Como

1956

16,

instance, in the

standards

qualitative

Nothing counts

for

of

the

more than

merchandise.

industry's

this.

0
three Wall Street investment bulletins switched
from a position of "buy" to "sell" on a particular film
a)

company

In mass production industries where the units of production remain more or less constant, analysis of a company's financial documents is a fruitful enterprise. Not so

motion pictures.

survey suddenly appraised
this company as "grossly undervalued" and advised
"moderate commitment for speculative accounts";

in

an analysis of industry-wide conditions, one
brokerage commentary exhorted "watchful caution"

own, demanding

another

b)

c)

investment

in

movie shares, noting the inroads of
season as well as the doleful earnings
figures reported in the 3rd and 4th quarters of 1955;
in

the selection of

TV

in the past

notwithstanding, the United Press issued a wire
service story date-lined Hollywood, April 1, which
opened, "The motion picture industry is fatter than
d)

ever, not because of wide-screen tricks or television,

but because movies actually are better than ever."
The story continued: "Despite the fact that profits of

two
Fox

of the biggest studios

—dropped

— MGM

and 20th Century-

industry as a whole
enjoyed an increase in business during 1955
Stockholders got the biggest break. Cash dividends paid to
last year, the film

.

.

.

them totaled $31,436.000— the highest since 1951 and

13% ahead

This year's prospects are even
brighter, according to industry leaders";
of

Jones

&

Laughlin's steel sheets are

steel sheets, year in, year out.

Every motion picture

new and unique manufacturing endeavor standing on
its

is

a

its

individual pricing and merchandising.

Yesterday's profit and loss statement cannot possibly re-

tomorrow's, because tomorrow's product

flect

is

something

entirely new.

O
What many Wall

Streeters forget

is

that good films

make money under any circumstances. Television never
harmed the truly exceptional film. Let a film company
market good product and it will make money, pay dividends and excite the financial marts. Let it fail in this respect and it must accept the consequences. This is the one
overriding standard in an industry given to unrelated artistic creation several hundred times a year. Combine the attributes of a temperate film critic with those of an investment analyst and you get the keenest sort of movie industry judgment.

O

1954.

Proceeding on the theory outlined here. Financial Bulleaccordingly challenges any analyst to survey the product backlog soon to be pumped into the mass market and
come up with anything other than a sanguine forecast of
tin

e)

of

somewhat

older vintage (February) is the study
investment agency dwelling on foreign
(comprising almost 50% of Hollywood's

of a statistical

revenues

movie industry prospects.

gross intake) as the buffer which can be counted on
to absorb
tic

any shock resulting from dips

in the

domes-

market

O

THE BOOM

at direct cross purposes with this view is another
study warning of softness in certain key European
markets as television begins its encroachment of the

Continent, claiming that any precipitious lag in these
revenues without corresponding gain in American
grosses could be disasterous to cinema shares.

SHARES

week was causwas strong (over
64,000 shares traded) and the stock was up 23/4 from Friday, the 6th, thru Friday, the 13th. Coming on the heels of
ing

f)

IN 20th-FOX
some eyebrow-raising.

O
last

Activity

move has occasioned
This corner has expressed the opinion sev-

a depressed earnings statement, the

some

surprise.

eral times in the past year,
is

worth

in

excess of

its

and repeats again, that 20th

current market price.
Film
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What's Wrong with Oscar?
LEONARD COULTER

By
Oscar, that

arms

goldplated chap, stands on his pedestal,

little

down upon the movie
make up their minds what

folded, expressionless, looking

people

who

find

it

so difficult to

So
done

—

thing

sure

is

— and,

sooner or

:

particularly, the

ture Arts and Sciences
tion

later,

the motion picture

Academy

—will have

of

is

occasioned, of course, by the recent

Awards show on

Academy

mention was made that this was,
indeed, a motion picture spectacle. Except for the oneminute launching speech by the president of the Academy
and a half-dozen words by Jerry Lewis who, towards the
close of his performance as M.C., grinned like a Cheshire
cat and made a casual quip to the effect that movies "must
be better than ever", no effort was made to sell movies to
the millions who were watching.
a

The Academy's View
Publicity for films or film stars

is

not,

we know,

the

purpose of the Awards. They are made by the Academy,
after the

most careful consideration, as acknowledgment

of individual contributions to the cinematic art.
a

token of craftsmanship.

stunt, or a sales

Academy might
change

in the

well

format of

On

resist
its

They

They were never intended

"gimmick".

are
as a

these ethical grounds the

any movement

the movie-fan wants to do

ment against

is pit his,

may

be.

or her, judg

that of the professionals in the selection

o

Best Film, Best Actor, Best Actress, Best Supportin)
ditto, Best Song, Best Photography, Best Set Decoratioi
and to add a new classification Best Newcomer.

—

A

Colossal Anti-Climax

As

Awards

the

are at present staged, and broadcast

tc

to

force

a

eager millions, those

;

who

ly

—

that during the entire 1956

given for some of the technics

Academy

second year,
brought forth a great deal of controversy. In a very wide
area, it is felt than an entirely new approach is needed for
what has become regarded as our industry's most fruitful
and, at the same time, the most wasted opportunity to
sell movies and movie-going.

The strange fact is
Award show hardly

like those

has nc

it

general interest in th

of the in-

television, which, for the

—

or no

little

are sufficiently interested to turn
in the program so that they may enter this fascinating con
test in perceptiveness, must first sit through an agonizing

to take a positive posi-

on how Oscar can best serve the interests

is

or backstage categories, deserved though these

Motion Pic-

dustry at large.
All this

so.

What

There is nothing wrong with Oscar except the people
around him. He is acknowledged to be a powerful instrument of public relations for the movie business, but no one
seems quite sure how his talent should be employed.

One

—and we record this with keen regret—

There
"smaller" awards

to do with him.

industry

far

long list of technical awards to persons they have neve:
heard of before, and let's face it in whom they hav<

—

little, if

This

—

any, interest.

not to be taken as deprecation of the contribu

is

make

tions these artists and technicians
It is

simply that there

is

to

motion

pictures

no point of contact, no identit>

between these worthy craftsmen and the film
going public. Their procession to the rostrum instead 01
heightening the viewer's curiosity, and adding tension tc
the program, make the top Awards come as a colossa!
of interest,

anti-climax.

most laudable and desirable idea to honor
the men and women who, unseen behind the scenes, contribute so much to the finished product and add so much
It is,

indeed, a

to the industry's coffers.

We

should be the

first

to protest!

—

any suggestion they be denied their due or, for that
matter, any proposal that the fundamental purpose of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences be weakened.
Rather,

it is

entire industry

Academy, and the
in mind in stating,
the Awards broadcast

the strengthening of the
it

represents,

we

have

quite simply, and quite clearly, that

should be given a new and exciting format, and a novel
approach. It is our sincere conviction that if this is not
done its TV audience will steadily dwindle, and a golden
opportunity for giving films the biggest boxoffice boost

1

they have ever had will vanish.

annual show.

But the Academy cannot have it both ways. Of its own
it has removed its annual Awards Dinner from
the sphere of pure professionalism by selling the radio and
television rights to a commercial sponsor, and inviting the
general public to watch what goes on inside the Pantages
Theatre. By so doing it has assumed an obligation to
mount an event worthy of Hollywood showmanship at its

volition

Plenty of Advice

When

George Seaton, president

tion Picture Arts

&

discussing next year's

Academy
down to the

of the

Sciences, buckles

Awards show

in the

of Mo-'

task of

i

next few weeks,

he will find no shortage of advice.

:

his wife seems,

on

this occasion, to have
(Continued on Page

best.
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'The Rack"
I

GOO

Plus

collaborationist

POW

Scautet* Rati*?
drama of a

Istinguished

War

>rean

aw strong word-of-mouth promising top returns
uafions. good in general market.
Here

|

is

-G-M

a

class

powerful drama, a surprise package from
head of enthusiastic word-

on to strong boxoffice returns in
a striking example of what a
studio can do with a TV story. In this reviewer's

stops.

ovie

in

the
Will

that will generate a full

-mouth steam and
1

in

thoughtful, powerful, deeply moving.

is

btitihctich

tff

roll

"The Rack"

is

Rod Serling's television drama of a POW
tionist was only so-so, a slick, but rather skimpy

jinion,

collaboeffort to

with a deep subject. By expanding, exploring and
ipplying additional emotional content, Metro has trans;al

Now it is not slick
it into a superb motion picture.
skimpy, but searching, eloquent and deeply moving,

irmed
id

he film's appeal
vels.
f

is

Essentially a

on both the intellectual and human

drama

of ideas

— What are the
Can

man's resistance to punishment?

id

make

still

a

wrong

decision?

—

it

a

man

limits

be good

explores them in

owerful emotional terms through the words and acts of
elievable
:lt

and affecting characters.

The impact

Korean veteran Newman

home

will be

is

morose and

party, while his sister-in-law.

silent at his

Anne

welcome

Francis, looks on.

by every type of audience.

Stewart Stern's adaptation of Serling's

—

TV

play probes

the most fundamental human issue
not just the queson of a soldier's loyalty to his country, but of the relation
etween the military and the civilian, between father and
on, and the nature of man's conscience. But, aside from
lto

lese rather lofty investigations, the film plays as a tense.

exciting and absorbing courtroom melodrama.

means

As

It is

by no

limited in appeal to the class situations.

the court-martialed officer, Paul

Newman

gives a

performance that definitely projects him into stardom.
There are a host of other impressive readings, particularly
by Wendell Corey, as the prosecutor, and Anne Francis,
as

Newman's

sister-in-law (her

killed in the war).

own husband

is

ironically

Edmond

O'Brien, as counsel for the
defense, and Walter Pidgeon, as the father, bring sensitive

understanding to their parts. And the Arthur M. Loew,
black-and-white production is out of the top drawer.
Arnold Laven's direction is expert in developing suspense
for the disturbing climax, and is remarkably well-paced.
The story opens with Captain Newman returning from
the Korean War, wounded, to be met by his father, Colonel
Pidgeon, a professional soldier, and widowed sister-in-law
Jr.,

Anne

Newman is told by Wendell Corey that a
be initiated on charges of his collaboration with

Francis.

trial is to

enemy and

Corey will prosecute. When the
Pidgeon furiously turns on his son,
forcing him to leave their home, though Francis stands by
him. At the trial, with O'Brien defending, this explanation
is uncovered: after protracted isolation, and in a fit of
loneliness, Newman had signed certain papers, after his
captors had discovered his soft spot the loneliness and
emotional aloofness of his own family relations. Pidgeon
finally breaks down in a moving scene with Newman.
However, on the last day of the trial, Corey makes Newman admit that he could have held out for "another
minute", and that the day of his mother's death (when he
was a child) and not the day of his capitulation, was the
"loneliest day of his life". The court's decision is "guilty".
the

family learns

that

this,

—

•4
Yes,

I

11

sold

my

soul!"

.

.

shrieks at his stunned father.

.

If

I'aul

Newman

alter I'id^eim.

MGM. 100 minutes. Paul Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter Pidgeon, Edmond
O'Brien, Anne Francis, Lee Marvin, Cloris Leachman, Robert Burton, Robert Simon
Trevor Bardette, Adam Williams, James Best, Fay Roope, Barry Atwater. Directed
by Arnold Laven.
Produced by Arthur M. Loew, Jr.
Screenplay by Stewart
Stern. Based on the teleplay by Rod Serllng.
Director of photography, Paul C.
Vogel. Assistant director, Robert Saunders. Music by Adolph Deutsch.
[More REVIEWS on Pag© 12]
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/Anything
Starring

CROSBY

BING

PARAM HUNT'S
^^^^^^^^

S3s

Spring

DONALD 'O'CONNOF
JEANMAIREP^
MITZI fP^G AYNOR
PHIL

Torrent
F

HARRIS

vistaVision and technicolor
Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter . Produced by Robert Emmett Dolan
Directed by Robert Lewis • Screen Story and Screen Play by
Sidney Sheldon • From the Play by Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse
(Revised by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse)

Five magnetic stars singing great
Cole Porter tunes — in the picture that's
delighting the crowds from coast to coast.

i

Hits
IS

1

SENDING

SOARING TO

MOUR
^^^

Starring

carol vp ohmart
tom ^tryon
jodyCIlawrance
'

NEW

HIGHS
I

Guest Star

NAT "KING" COLE
Produced and Directed by Michael Curtiz
Screen Play by Rip Van Ronkel. Frank Tashlin and
John Meredyth Lucas

vistaVision

Showmen,
S.O.S. for new

here's the answer to your
talent. 77iree Michael Curtiz

star-discoveries in a chiller of a thriller.

I

THE
Starring

GOBEL
GEORGE
mitzi gaynor
davidHniven
•

starring

REGINALD GARDINER

•

Girl"

Today s Headline Star
in 4 Top Pictures
THE COUNTRY GIRL
A
CROSBY

vistaVision and technicolor
Co

Best Actress

The Country

FRED CLARK

Produced by Paul Jones
Directed by Norman Taurog
Screen Play by
Sidney Sheldon and Preston Sturges
Based on a Story by Monckton Hoffe

Perlberg-Seaton Production

GRACE KELLY

Starring

BING

Produced by
Written for the Screen and Directed
by George Seaton • From the Play by Clifford Odets

William Perlberg

George Gobel's boxoffice tour of selected
dates is building up nationwide interest
[-while the title song soars to popularity.

•

WILLIAM HOLDEN

•

•

•

fist

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

TO CATCH A THIEF
Starring

CARY GRANT

GRACE KELLY

• with Jessie Royce Landis
John Williams • Directed by Alfred Hitchcock • Screen Play
by John Michael Hayes • Based on the Novel by David Dodge

and

vistaVision and technicolor

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

rear window
JAMES STEWART
GRACE KELLY

Co-starring
• with Raymond Burr
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock • Screen Play by John Michael
Hayes • Based on the Short Story by Cornell Woolrich
Starring

•

WENDELL COREY

the [Leather
aint

TECHNICOLOR
A.

MICHENER'S

THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI
A Perlberg-Seaton Production Starring WILLIAM HOLDEN
GRACE KELLY • FREDRIC MARCH • MICKEY ROONEY
with Robert Strauss • Charles McGraw • Keiko Awaji
•

DOUGLAS

PAUL

JOHN^DEREK

Produced by William Perlberg and George Seaton
Directed by Mark Robson • Screen Play by Valentine Davies
From the Novel by James A. Michener

TECHNICOLOR

JODY V LAWRANCE
ROMERO
CESAR

^

ERNEST TRUEX
Produced by Norman

Co-starring
Story

THELMA RITTER

JAMES

Starring

I

•

•

Retchin

•

•

AND

•

save that Decoration Day date for

RICHARD SHANNON

and Screen Play by Norman

• • •

with Ricky Vera
Directed by Alvin Ganzer
Retchin and Alvin Ganzer
•

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
c

vistaVision

3

Tr

QcZnew

"Tjrbo

D^Duch

vistaVision and technicolor
Starring

This one's dating fast!

is

out

"Going My Way" type of story,
headed for the same type of business.

that

1

Word

it's

a

james Stewart doris day
•

Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
Screenplay by JOHN MICHAEL HAYES
Based on a Story by Charles Bennett and D. B. Wyndham-Lewis

Grace

—

OOG

'Rati*?

as princess, has natural exploitation angles,

Kelly,

with an attractive Dore Schary production behind her. Story

moves

weak

Popular interest should insure strong box-

slowly.

better class situations.

office in

N.S.G. for hinterlands,

for action spots.

No one has to be reminded of the exploitation angles inherent in this
production, with Grace Kelly portray-

MGM

ing a role astonishingly similar to her current one in real
life.

On

this basis alone,

"The Swan" looks

like a

strong

attraction for metropolitan and better class situations.

fame

of princess Kelly should carry

grosses in small towns, as well.

it

The

to above-average

However, action houses

it a "problem picture", since the tone is very formal and the pace rather slow. Adapted from the Ferenc
Molnar play, this story of a princess who must choose to
marry either a commoner whom she loves, or a prince
whom she doesn't and picks the latter because it's

will find

"right"

—

—

is

a curiously stylized production

teenth century manner.

John Dighton's

modern idiom and

lacking in any

will

in

the nine-

script is totally

seem quite

fashioned, especially to the younger element.

The support

is

fine.

When

Guinness, a central European prince, announces his

in-

tention to visit the castle of princess Jessie Royce Landis,
the latter is sure it is to inspect daughter Kelly as a possible bride.

and Kelly

The two

frigid.

don't hit

it off,

with Guinness rude,

Frantically, Landis plans to arouse Guin-

by having Kelly invite tutor Louis Jourdan
But Jourdan loves Kelly and assumes her in-

ness' jealousy
to the ball.

When the plan is
Confessing his love,
Kelly responds with her own. But Jourdan realizes he has
no place in her life, walks out to allow Guinness to take
vitation indicates her interest in him.

exposed, he

is

—

's

1

The song "Where

effectively.

or

When"

serves as

background music. Soldier Kerr sees and
tracted to dancer Caron.

He

hurt and indignant.

her as wife.
MGM. 112 minutes. Grace Kelly, Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Agnes Moorehead, Jessie Royce Landis. Directed by Charles Vidor. Produced by Dore Schary.

"Gaby"

Attractive, well-played love story will have appeal for the
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I
1

'

galo Gillmore, Sir Cedric Hardwicke), that he has be

D-Day invasion, she is stricken with remoi
sent him away on their only night together. S|

killed in the

that she

then resolves to give aid and comfort to any other
she happens to meet.

soldit

When

Kerr suddenly turns up ali
Caron confesses what she's done and runs off. Kerr fin
her during an air raid, convinces her that he loves her.
1

MGM.

97

minutes.

Margalo Gillmore.

Leslie Caron, John Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Taina E
Directed by Curtis Bernhardt. Produced by Edwin H. Kno

"A Day

of

Fury"

Su4ch€44 teatitf

O O

Plus

Unusually interesting Western will have strong appeal
action market.

Good

dualler for neighborhood

O

in

tl

situations.

an unusually interesting Western from Unive
sal-International. The meaty, absorbing story, based c
an original story by James Edmiston, with screenplay b
Edmiston and Oscar Brodney, tells about a gun-slingt
who appears in a town that has been converted to law an
This

is

order and gradually re-corrupts

it.

A

good bet

for the ou

door action trade, "A Day of Fury" also figures to be
better-than-average dualler in neighborhood houses. I
moves smoothly, often excitingly, building up to a tens
and sharp climax. Robert Arthur's Technicolored produt
tion contributes to the narrative's effectiveness, and Har

mon

Jones directed with a firm hand, and drew convincinj
performances from a cast that lacks marquee power. A
Jock Mahoney, marshal of the town of West End, is ami
bushed by an outlaw on the day he is to marry Mara Cor
day, a reformed dance hall girl, gunfighter Dale Robertsor
who can't accept the "Taming of the West" rides along
and saves his life. Robertson thus establishes a hold ovei
Mahoney, and when he rides into town, despite the hostility of the townspeople, Mahoney allows him to remain

—

Robertson,

who knows Corday well, taunts
He soon has the town opened

drinking, and disorder. Thinking he

This third version of "Waterloo Bridge" (derived from
the Robert Sherwood play) still retains enough of its original charm to shape up as a good attraction. The story of
an American GI who falls in love with a girl in wartime
London and then leaves for war is beguilingly played by
Leslie Caron and John ("Tea and Sympathy") Kerr. It
is, by and large, a simple love story with special appeal for

O O O O

instantly

is

proposes the next morning, and is accepted. Before tl
can marry, Kerr's leave is canceled and he goes off to w
When Caron learns, through Kerr's aunt and uncle (M:

reformation.

fern trade in the general market.

TZcUt*?

ij

takes her out for the eveni

—

f

stirr

old-

The Dore

Schary production is most attractive, beautifully photographed in CinemaScope and Eastman Color, and well
scored by Bronislau Kaper. Charles Vidor's direction is
necessarily leisurely, although he manages to develop
some spirit and color. Miss Kelly never looked more beautiful, and Alec Guinness is superb in his first American
role as the prince. Louis Jourdan is handsome and expert
as the princess' "true love".

Toward the end it bogs down in s
sudsy moral issues Can Caron, who has lost her it
cence, still marry Kerr?
and those scenes lack the ch
and conviction of the rest of the film, but the girls she j
like it anyhow. A simple, occasionally touching script
been provided by Albert Hackett, Frances Goodrich b>
Charles Lederer, and it is played with freshness and :|cerity by the cast. Curtis Bernhardt's neatly-paced dii I
tion has warmth, and all production values are good. Cm
maScope-Eastman Color photography portrays Lorn
the feminine trade.

Swan"

"The

is

allied

her for her
for dancing,

with the gun-

the town has Mahoney imprisoned, but when
preacher John Dehner is killed by one of Robertson's fol-

fighter,

Mahoney is released. In a violent scene, he shoo:s
Robertson. As order is restored, plans for the interrupted

lowers,

wedding are resumed.
Universal-International. 78 minutes. Dale Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock Mahoney
Produced by Robert Arthur. Directed by Harmon Jones.

O

GOOD

O O

AVERAGE

O

POOR^

"Jubal"

%CUiH£44 IZaUHf

"Alexander

OOO

3u4ute** "Rating

0 -beat Western has strong dramatic substance with sex
Action secondary. Good marquee values in
r tones.
d,

Borgnine, Steiger names.

This is

an unusual Western with a decided psychological

larded with overtones of sex and violence. Oddly
eAugh, despite the background, the film's appeal will be
ptaarily to sophisticated adult audiences,
insufficient

although there

action to satisfy the outdoor trade.

There

is

names of Glenn Ford, Rod
and Ernest Borgnine, which, combined with the

g)d marquee power in the
S iger

e;)loitable

story

Hughes

sl S.

is

give

aspects,

The

b<office potential.

script

brilliantly

Great"

OOO

Spectacular figures for a big payoff

Plus

early runs.

in

The stupendous personal

effort Robert Rossen exerted
preparing and executing his version of the life of Alexander is everywhere apparent in this huge production
in

slnt,

•

the

this

better-than-average

by Delmer Daves and Rusconstructed and allows for

powerful acting by the principals. Steiger's distractirly mannered acting bothered this spectator, and may
aioy others. He's overdue for a change of pace. Daves'
s<ne

dection has a deliberate, yet steady, pace and the long

time rarely lacks an interesting moment. In
CiemaScope and Technicolor, William Fadiman's prod:tion is strikingly lensed. Itinerant Glenn Ford is hired
b kindly cattle rancher Ernest Borgnine, but immediately
cshes with the unsavory Steiger. When Ford is made
fieman, Steiger's animosity is boundless. Borgnine's wife,
Vlerie French is attracted to Ford but he rejects her out
cfriendship for Borgnine. Steiger, however, plants doubt
Ford and is shot
i, Borgnine's mind, who finally accuses
from
the mob led by
in self-defense. Ford flees
b, him
S;iger with Felicia Farr, a young girl whom he loves.
Itimately he faces them, accusing Steiger of having
taten French to death when she would not submit to his
jvances. Crowd turns on Steiger, prepares to hang him.
rfining

Qumbia. 101 minutes. Glenn Ford, Ernest Borgnine, Rod Steiger, Valerie French.
Pduced by William Fadiman. Directed by Delmer Daves

which United Artists
quality,
tacles

is

A

releasing.

spectacle of high

well-written and succeeds where few spec-

it

is

—

in creating real flesh-and-blood

do

people of his-

Richard Burton, as Alexander, and
Fredric March, as his father, Philip of Macedonia, are
ideal choices for those majestic roles. They are completely
believable, as are most of the other principals. Big boxoffice returns are assured, on the strength of film's bigness
and the vast campaign put behind it by UA. This applies,
particularly, to metropolitan situations, but subs and
smaller spots may not pay off quite so handsomely. The
photography in CinemaScope and Technicolor is magnificent, and all technical values are fine. Alexander (Burton)
is groomed by mother Danielle Darrieux and tutor Aristotle (Barry Jones) to succeed King Philip (March) in his
attempts to unify the Greek world and conquer the rest of
it.
When Philip divorces Darrieux, she has him murdered,
and Alexander is free to overwhelm the world. Defeating
army after army, he takes captive Claire Bloom as his
mistress. Seemingly invincible, at the age of thirty-three
he suffers a fatal brain hemorrhage, after having conquered
torical

characters.

virtually

the

all of

then-known world.

United Artists. 141 minutes. Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Danielle
Written, produced and directed by Robert Rossen.

Darrieux.

"Goodbye,

My

Lady"

<

Su4i4te44 1R.<ztiK$

O O

Simple, homespun tale of boy and his dog.

Lacks action,
appeal
to
family
and
juvenile
but should
trade. Rates best
for rural locations.

"Blackjack

1

Ketchum,

Desperado"

estem with plenty of action and fast pace to satisfy the
al bill outdoor market.

This homespun yarn of an orphaned boy, living in the
backwoods with his crotchety uncle, who finds a pet (an
unusual Basenji dog) and eventually must part with it,

go over fairly well with the family trade. The picture
from want of plot and almost total lack of action
and suspense, but does have a warmth that will appeal to
older folks and to youngsters. The Sid Fleischman screenplay, from the James Street novel, makes good use of the
emotional appeal in the boy's love for his dog, and of the
humor and moral teaching by the old man. Played to the
hilt by Brandon de Wilde (of "Shane" fame), Walter
Brennan and an alert, winning canine, "Lady", the story
comes across effectively, despite William A. Wellman's
static direction. Brennan and de Wilde live in Mississippi
swamp country in an old cabin. The boy captures an unusual female dog which can make laughing sounds and
can cry real tears, but cannot bark. He adopts and becomes deeply attached to the dog. Storekeeper and dogfancier Phil Harris reads a "lost" ad in a magazine describing a rare African dog, which he realizes is "Lady".
He informs Brennan, who breaks the news to de Wilde,
and the lad makes the heart-breaking decision that the dog
belongs back with her original owners.
will

suffers

This Sam Katzman (Clover Production-Columbia rewestern is suited to the requirements of dual billing

lase)

;tion houses.

The

situation

is

familiar

— the ruthless pros-

buying or stealing land, and suppressg the rights of the small cattle owner, in conflict with
|e hero (Howard Duff)
but it has the action and pace
please those who buy this kind of entertainment. Under
rector Earl Bellamy's hand, the plot moves crisply and
ith ample excitement. The brief romantic angle is quite
lobtrusive. Duff and Jory, in their dual leads, turn in
)irited perforances.
When Duff, provoked, shoots down
Meanwhile,
iry's brother, the latter vows to get even.
)ry, with a gang of hired guns, is taking over the town,

!

ctor (Victor Jory)

—

all the land for his own purposes,
gradually organizes the town under his own comiand to stop Jory's injustices. When Jory realizes he is

etermined to grasp

'uff

jrnered, he attempts to shoot it out with Duff, but surmders. Justice returns to the town, as Duff and fiancee

laggie

Mahoney go

off to

marry.

blumbia IA Clover Production!. 76 minutes. Howard Duff, Victor Jory, Maggie
ahoney. Produced by Sam Katiman. Directed by Earl Bellamy.

[More REVI

Warner Bros. IBatjac Production). 91 minutes. Walter Brennan, Brandon de
Wilde, Phil Harris, Sidney Poitier, William Hopper, Louise Beavers.
Produced
and directed by William A. Wellman.
on
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FORUm

6XHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

MORE PRODUCT
Comments by R. R. Livingston, Secretary of TOA. at convention of ITO
of Arkansas. Hot Springs. April 3.

and they also have the need."

"More product! Yes! We need more
product, and we also need more good product. Remember, once your patron came to
the theatre to enjoy the air conditioning and
the easy chairs, as well as the movies. To-

So we have
no
him back into the
home.

that at

all

got to have more and better product

matter

how

—to

entice

—

theatre."

*

"The strength
is

*

*

your national association
deeply rooted only through the strength

displayed in

of

its local units.

A

healthy, vigor-

ous state or regional organization
sary

is

because only through unity

neces-

we

can

survive."
-*

It

what have you done

subject

this

new approaches

new

of

to our problems,

your town

in

jj.

follows:

tion,

you and the rest of us are doomed
you are interested in making sure

t

to excite

the imagination of your patron to get

*

TOA

to help create a

between

more harmonious

branches of
try by striving to make a system
tion and conciliation work. And
help promote and aid in bringing
ence a single trade organization,
ing

all

exhibitors.

closing of

We

Film
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had a

talk,

and he emphasized to one of his branch managers that he meant what he said to an exhibitor and was bound to see that his instructions were carried out. So, if anyone has any
trouble with 20th Century-Fox, we can assure

them

that

it is

easily rectified.

COUNTED!

BE

Message from Benjamin Berger to
Members of North Central Allied.

Most exhibitors are presently in bad finanand are fearful of the future. Ac-

cording to Sindlinger, theatres are losing an
average of $700 per year. If exhibitors were

represent-

to eliminate the sale of confections in their

with

TOA

1956

theatres,

would

just

be

about

forced

to

75%

of

close

the

theatres

—automatically.

This is the situation in which exhibitors find
themselves at a time when producers and
distributors are making more money than at
any other time in the history of the motion
picture business and the country as a whole

—

is

enjoying the

greatest

o

You

will find out in detail

a

I

\

t

happpened at the Senate Small Busi
Committee hearings. You will have a ch;
to elect officers in whom you have cc
dence, to get behind those officers and

s

|*

•

•

t

endeavors in your behalf. There is no o
chance of saving your life's investment,
May 15 and 16 aside as an absolute must
attend this most important annual com

:

t

I

•

tion.

The 50% racket

that the film compa:

have inaugurated for small grossing thea
must and can be done away with. Do
forget this: The primary purpose of

:

—

50%
to

,

racket is not to get more money
eliminate the small town and subur

If you take it lying down, I
only say that you must place the blame
yourself as much as on the distributors.

situations.

talked with the principal of a

school this week

who

is

ready, willing

h
;

anxious to take high school students to
certain outstanding pictures which have e>
cational value. For example, "Alexander
Great", soon to be released will offer an
portunity for those theatres which can p
it in the next two months.
This school principal proposes matii
showings scheduled at 3:30, after school
out. The student organization would buy
house for a fixed price and then sell tick
at the regular box office price, with the si
plus going to the student organization.
Another proposal is to offer a reduced n
to students at an afternoon show at tl
hour, with perhaps the balcony set aside
their use and free admission for the teache
"Helen of Troy" offers another opportu:
ty for this kind of cooperation and there a
undoubtedly other pictures with an educ
I

i

into exist-

Ohio

April

We

really

is

further, to

We recently submitted a list of pictures to
Spyros Skouras, president of 20th CenturyFox, which an exhibitor thought should be
P*g« 14

company

j

ITO of Ohio

cial straits

PICTURES FOR CHILDREN
of

this

y

be absent. At the convention you will g
complete picture of the national scene in

We

of arbitra-

because of unfair film rental, and to do
everything in our power to help bring about
more good pictures which are so badly
needed by all theatres. These feelings expressed by your National President carry the
wholehearted enthusiastic support of its officers, its Board of Directors and its Executive Committee."

ITO

have found that

not destroyed, it is imj
tive that you attend your convention on
15 and 16. You may think you can't al
it, but let me tell you, you cannot affor
is

SCHOOL COOPERATION

SPEAKING OF FOX

.

while in New York, with W. C. Gehring,
newly appointed assistant to Mr. Skouras,

re-

aid in preventing the

any theatres

.

ITO of Ohio

the indus-

all

To

Obvious-

may not all be available on the dates
you want them, but he says he will make
them available, and we have found that Mr.
Skouras can be taken at his word.

.

If

your theatre

business.

tures listed above will be available.

tracting a greater audience to our theatres
lationship

desire them.

interested in the exhibitor.

were expressed by
President Myron N. Blank when he took
office, at which time he stated that we should
do everything in our power to increase the
public's interest in the motion picture theatre so that we shall have a more prosperous
industry and that prosperity should be
shared by all branches of the industry.
Further, that all branches will join in our
meetings to help develop better ways of at-

...

who may

must emphasize here again, however,
that aside from the four pictures mentioned
above, and they are "Down To The Sea In
Ships," "Poor Little Rich Girl," "Young Mr.
Lincoln" and "Story of Alexander Graham
Bell", the pictures you listed are not rated
by MPA as Children's Film Library subjects.
"I want to assure you that we feel that
this matter is most important, and we will
be glad to cooperate at any time."
This is evidence that Mr. Skouras means
what he says. We will take the liberty of
assuming that the same thing applies to the
Cleveland Exchange and that the four pic"I

him

business."
*

part

is

MPA.

exhibitor

—

*

pic-

Film

"While we do not have any of these films
in our Cincinnati Exchange, we would be
only too glad to make them available to any

The real test is here, and
there is more to come separating the boys
from the men in this thing we call show

of

you submitted, only four

Library, which, as you well know,
of the

to the theatre?

"The goals

list

tures are actually listed for Children's

ly they

-yt

"While we are on
ideas and

small grossing theatres. And, unless yoi
in the battle and use this type of amn

"Of the

"Our one major problem, which we can all
agree on, can be solved by more product.
The only way to get more product is through
the 'divorced circuits'. They have the means

day, he has

kept available in the exchanges for children's
matinees. Mr. Skouras has just replied as

prosperity

of

all

time.

The fault is primarily ours because we do
not stand up to be counted. The average
exhibitor stays home, broods, cries and
curses the distributors instead of doing what
he should be doing: Supporting the organization financially, and writing to his congressmen and senators, advising them of what

the distributors are doing, particularly to the

1

tional angle.

THE ROSE TATTOO'
North Central Allied

Don't be misled by the glamor of t
Oscar presentations and fall into the "Ro
Tattoo" trap. We are still of the opini>
that this picture was made primarily for t
foreign market and the artiest art houses,
spite of the Academy awards received by
picture and its star, we believe that this pi
ture will lay an egg in this territory.
The "Rose Tattoo" is being sold on tl|
same basis as "Rear Window", but if ave
age theatregoers are your typical customer
watch out, or you will be tattooed.
tl

I

A Report on The Report

On Movies & Delinquency

The Jaundiced Kefauver Report
enator Estes Kefauver has discarded his coonskin cap,
still

bi

oi r>r

retains his talent for latching

him the opportunity

on

to issues that

to stay in the public eye.

It will

brecalled that the genial gentleman from Tennessee

first

underworld via the TV netHe became as well-known as Clark Gable in his

w,rks.

h '-day.

home

an intere: in the subject of juvenile delinquency, and an opportuity to investigate this burning problem in headlinefnpy Hollywood was probably irresistible to a man bitten
b the presidential bug. So it came as no surprise when
Si. Kefauver started to acquire considerable newspaper
s ice last summer in the role of Chairman of the Senate
Sbcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency.
There

is

hardly a

in the land that hasn't

Fsnty of Witnesses
fn Hollywood, and in other parts of the country, it is no
gsat trick to find an odd assortment of people who will
jmp on the nearest witness stand to testify that the
nvies are to blame for everything from measles to mayrp. There is no end to the "experts" who can draw the
iliest conclusions imaginable about the effects of a film
sow. And Senator Kefauver, Chairman of the Subcomrttee on Juvenile Delinquency, heard quite a few witrsses with patented theories about how movies make
$ od children bad and bad children badder.

The Subcommittee recently published an interim report
its investigation of "Motion Pictures and Juvenile Deliquency". It is a great pity that Senator Kefauver perlitted his office to be used as an instrument for making
ie public-spirited movie industry the scapegoat for the
.garies of a generation which is growing up amid the
rils and frustrations of this unsettled atomic age.
But

c

|

:rmit
It is

it,

he did.

even more unfortunate that the film industry as a

Keuver hearings, for the Interim Report is crammed with
igue generalizations, untenable theories and unfounded
munciations. It cannot but help bring aid and comfort
those who would have the world believe that American
lildren are murderous little monsters inspired to hate and
olence largely because of the movies provided by Hollyhole did such a poor job of defending itself at the

>

ood's greedy, unprincipled exploiteers.

started

it

investigation,

its

it

did so

"with no preconceived ideas or final conclusions concerning the effects of movies on children." Careful reading and
analysis of the Report belies that sanctimonious assertion.

sjang into national prominence a few years back with his
ci:us-like investigation of the

when

claims that,

The Committee's
page

prejudice

made manifest

is

as early as

report when, referring to

"an increasing
amount of correspondence complaining of unnecessary
movie violence" it gratuitously informs The Congress that
this correspondence has come "from intelligent people
2

of

its

throughout the country".

What

Committee take

steps did the

telligence" or otherwise of those
ably, those

who

or

who

to establish the "in-

who wrote

in?

Presum-

sent letters defending the film industry,

did nothing, were automatically dismissed as unin-

telligent, for there is

no mention

of

them.

obvious that the case was pre-judged before the
The evidence is provided on page 52
of the Report, where the Sub-Committee baldly admits,
"The sole aim of our investigation is to remove some of
the environmental supports of delinquency". Movies were
It is

hearings even began.

clearly, in the

minds

of

members

committee, one of

of the

those supports, for otherwise they would not have been
investigated.

The essence

is that an alleged offender
he has been found guilty;
but the Kefauver inquiry failed dismally to observe even

innocent

is

of civilized justice

until, after fair trial,

the basic principle. It
it

;

was the bad

in films

which obsessed

not the good.

Jaundiced from the Start
One industry spokesman mentioned

evidence,

in

as

being highly creditable to Hollywood, such features as
"Marty", "A Man Called Peter", "The Long Gray Line"
and "On the Waterfront". The Committee couldn't have
cared

less, for

"Films of

on page 57 of its Report it openly admits,
were not of concern to the subcom-

this type

mittee in the course of

its

investigation."

Could there possibly be a more damaging admission
than that of the fact that the Committee's inquiry was
jaundiced from the start?

One type

of

testimony which seems to have carried ex-

cessive weight with the subcommittee

is

that proffered

by psychiatrists, correction officers and sundry "scienOn Page 8 the Report mentions having made
tists".
"surveys of approximately 180 psychiatrists, physicians,

Right at the outset of the Report the sub-Committee

(Continued on Page 18)
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"Tribute

Bad Man"

a

to

Su&iHCM IZatiK?
Good Western

©GO

what is
makes

MGM

will

shaping up as a year of good Westerns,

fast
its

contribution with this film.

The

story of

an autocratic landowner, with a bad case of "hanging
fever", whose personal relations are vitiated by his urge
to maintain authority, "Tribute

To A Bad Man",

well-

always engrossing, with commercial promise in both action and general
situations. It has a good share of action sequences, played
to their violent hilt, to please the outdoor market, though
it must be pointed out that Robert Wise's direction maintains a rather leisurely pace throughout. Michael Blankfort's script provides some affecting moments, and they
are fully realized in first-rate performances by James Cagney, young Don Dubbins, and newcomer Irene Papas, who
player, and beautifully photographed,

is

someone

definitely

to

watch.

is

CinemaScope-Eastman

Color lensing paints a glowingly beautiful picture of Western scenery. Miklos Rozsa's score good. Young easterner

Dubbins helps Cagney when the latter is ambushed and
wounded by a group of horse thieves, and a friendship
springs up between the two men, with Cagney employing
Dubbins on his ranch. Dubbins, along with foreman
Stephen McNally, is attracted by Irene Papas, a girl whom
Cagney has befriended and who now lives with him. Cagney's frenzy to apprehend and hang, without benefit of
trial, suspected horse thieves, leads him to torture McNally and Vic Morrow by making them walk barefoot
across the hot desert. When they collapse, Cagney realizes
the wrong of his ways and frees them. Papas, about to
run off with Dubbins, returns to Cagney.
MGM.
Vic

95 minutes.

Morrow.

James Cagney, Don Dubbins, Stephen McNally,

Directed by Robert Wise.

of

Suspense meller

The

is

slow.

Irene

in the

Q Q

Fair supporting dualler.

way

fails to deliver.

Oberon

tries to clear

her, of a

Barker,

who

has fallen

murder charge (Stevens did

it)

in love

but

is

with

terrified

own crime be discovered. In a final show-down,
which Stevens tries to erase Barker, the latter discovers
Oberon's duplicity. Police detective Charles Drake kills
Stevens; Oberon jumps from a train to her death.
lest

her

in

Universal-International.

Warren Stevens.
Page 16

Film

79 minutti.
Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles Drake
Produced by Howard Christie. Directed by Abner Biberrr.an
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b.o. promise,

except

in

giv

action hou

particularly
isn't

much

where

TV

Th
The Sidney Sheldon-Presto

personalities are important.

for action houses.

Sturges script provides some good material for the prir
and for director Norman Taurog's light touch. Pre
duction values are first-rate, the VistaVision-Technicolc
cipals

photography being appealing to the eye. Amusing chai
acter portrayals are turned by David Niven, Fred Clarl
Harry Bellaver and Hans Conreid. Mitzi Gaynor, resplen
dent in Edith Head's costumes, never looked better ant
belts out two songs
"The Birds and The Bees" and "L;
Parisienne" in fine manner. When card-sharks Niven
Gaynor (his daughter) and Reginald Gardner see Gobe
board their ship following an African safari, they decid<
he's fair game. But Gaynor and Gobel fall in love and h<

—

—

proposes marriage.

Consummation takes

place only

aftei

a series of complications, misunderstandings and deceptions of various kinds

which see the principals immersed ir
Gaynor and Gobel

riotious confusion. All ends happily for

Paramount IA Gomalco Production). 94 minutes. George Gobel, Mitii Gaynor
David Niven. Produced by Paul Jones. Directed by Norman Taurog.

"Mohawk"

Q Q

^ctdutedd "Rating
about Injuns

vs.

Marquee values

M«s

white colonials.

Good

tepid.

This Edward L. Alperson (20th-Fox release) Western
between pioneers and Indians in the
colonial days of upper New York State. While the plot
traverses well covered territory, the action is ample and
the pace fast enough to satisfy devotees of such fare. All
the familiar ingredients are there: the white trouble-maker,
the white-hating brave, the pretty Indian girl who falls in
love with the friendly white man. It's more satisfactory,
however, on the action level, which features a wild Indian
raid on the local settlers' village. Visually, "Mohawk"
benefits by an attractive Eastman color print. Kurt Neumann's direction holds up best in the fight sequences. Scott
Brady is competent as a colonial painter; Lori Nelson, as
his Boston fiancee, and Rita Gam, as a Mohawk princess,
are attractive, but both sound as if they were off the
streets of modern-day Manhattan. Vera Vague supplies
some laughs in a character part. Miss Nelson and aunt
Vague arrive at the white settlement in Mohawk territory
to seek Brady, who's been commissioned to paint the
scenery. Relations between whites and Indians are peaceful until rabble-rousers white John Hoyt and Indian
Neville Brand stir up enmity. During an Indian raid,
Brady meets Gam, daughter of chief Ted de Corsia, and
they fall in love. Death of de Corsia's son leads to a fullscale attack. Peace is restored after Hoyt and Brand are
killed. Brady marries Gam and remains in the wilderness.
deals with struggle

of excitement and entertainment,
Slow-moving, haltingly written and
directed, and burdened with a number of "dead" scenes,
it never developes the expected tense climax.
It seems
much longer than the actual 79 minutes because (1) the
Robert Tallman script talks in circles and rarely moves,
and (2) Abner Biberman's lackadaisical direction is devoid
of spark. A fair cast, headed by Merle Oberon and Lex
Barker, labor valiantly to overcome the heavy-handed plot
and direction. Lex Barker, on the run and pursued by
racketeer Warren Stevens, "borrows" Merle Oberon's car
to make a getaway, though he doesn't know her. He also
is ignorant of the fact that in this car Oberon, a successful
businesswoman, has just committed a hit-and-run felony.

but

Plus
George Gobel's TV fame

George Gobel's first movie venture is a diverting comec
with music. The popular TV comedian proves himself
be a fine, if one-keyed, actor, and his widely-imitatt
comic manner provides plenty of laughs, despite a rath
thin plot, which was adapted from "The Lady Eve",
should draw above-average grosses in general situation

action, fast pace.

plot of this crime-suspense meller keeps promising

something

above-average

this

Papas,

Fear"

Sudueedd 1R<zU#p

Funny, generally diverting.

Fair outdoor meller

Produced by Sam Zimbalist.

"The Price

Bees"

O O

draw good returns in action and general
Cagney and intriguing title will help.

situations.

In

Birds and the
Sccdutedd 1R<ztc*$

"The

20th

Century-Fox

Brady, Rita

Gam,

release (Edward L. Alperson Production!.
79 minutes.
Neville Brand, Lori Nelson. Directed by Kurt Neumann.

Seott

sREAT

TALENT MAKES GREAT PICTURES!
Elia Kazan, winner of

two Acad-

emy Awards

as best director,
frames triangle scene for his new
picture "Baby Doll." Powerful
drama by famed author-playwright
Tennessee Williams stars three of
Broadway's most gifted players
(right) Karl Maiden, Carroll Baker,
Eli Wallach. Produced, directed by
Kazan, "Baby Doll" is now in final
editing stage.

master Alfred Hitch-

Finked by supersonic jet plane,

Suspense

piducer-director Mervyn LeRoy
ccjfers with star William Holden on
Brrne Lay Jr.'s exciting screenplay,
"Ijjward the Unknown" on location

cock, convinced he has the right
man for "The Wrong Man" in
Henry Fonda, confers with star

atDdwards Air Force Base. Picture
isiolden's first Toluca production
fc

Warner Bros.

on upcoming production based on
original screen drama by noted
playwright Maxwell Anderson.

(Warner Color.)

Warner presents key to studio to Marilyn Monwelcoming star to Warner Bros, for Marilyn Monfq production, "The Sleeping Prince." Miss Monroe will
C(;tar in picture with Sir Laurence Olivier, who will also
^produce and direct.
J£k L.
ro,

in

Brilliant young stars Natalie Wood and
Tab Hunter find romance in drama-

charged western, "The Burning Hills,"
scripted by Irving Wallace from Louis
L'Amour's novel, directed by Stuart
Heisler, produced by Richard Whorf.
(In CinemaScope and WarnerColor.)

James Stewart, Spencer Tracy, Leland Hayward discuss prize productions. Stewart stars in HaywardBilly Wilder production of Charles Lindberg's Pulitzer Prize book, "The Spirit of St. Louis," directed by
Wilder. (CinemaScope, WarnerColor.) Tracy stars in
Hayward production of Pulitzer-Nobel Prize author
Ernest Hemingway's "The Old Man and the Sea,"
which

Fred Zinnemann

directs.

WE'RE DOING THINGS HERE AT WARNER BROS.

(WarnerColor.)

'

in films

/Continued from Page 15)

who come

into day-to-day con-

and

clinical psychologists

tact

with juvenile delinquents and young criminals."
these worthy gentlemen are experts on de-

No doubt

linquency and juvenile crime they spend most of their
working time with social misfits, rather than with normal,
decent children. Thus they necessarily tend to see the
;

behavior pattern of young America through the wrong end
of their professional telescopes.

Dr. Frederick

Hacker,

J.

member

of the

Medical Cor-

rectional Association, testified before the Committee that
emotionally disturbed children actually copy "some of the

He

violence as depicted in movies".
in

my

added, "I see

it

daily

and

sadistic material

not surprising from a

man who

."
.

.

— a comment which

specializes in observing

wrongdoers.
so the

list

goes on: Dr.

J.

C. Ferris, senior

of Texarkana Correctional Institute;

chief medical

officer

at

Russell O.

surgeon

The was

Bill

Mooring, an ex-colleague of mine, who,

since his conversion, has displayed his religious zeal in
a syndicated column. On him the Committee bestows the

encomium of being "well qualified, both intellectually and
occupationally, to discuss the content of motion pictures
terms of

the intellectual or occupational qualifications he so mucl

admires

in

Mr. Mooring.

is a typical example of an objective stud}
by a Congressional sub-Committee, aimed at weighing the
good against the bad, and deducing the unvarnished truth
may the saints preserve us all from such future ministra-

If this

Report

can get for

There

is

Critics

itself.

dissatisfaction

with the timing of the show

which, this year, came so close to the Emmy awards for
Television, that a lot of people (especially those who saw

"Marty" and Ernest Borgnine on both
fused one ceremony with the other.

films

and

TV)

con-

We

do not apree that Hollywood or the Academy does
any disservice by having a commercial sponsor pay
the bill for the show. As a matter of fact, it might even be
considered better than having the sometimes quarrelsome
studios use their financial contributions as a whip against
itself

Our only

feelinp;
is

somewhat shorter

in duration.

The
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16.

I9S4

it

is

it is

a

monument

difficult to

of

mental confusion.

avoid the suspicion that,

some members

this

Committee were
not unmindful of the plaudits they might draw from
church groups, women's clubs and other important voteinfluencing bodies, by blaming on motion pictures the failure of those very groups to stem the tide of delinquency.
beinp; election year,

of the

From the wording used in the Report it is clear that the
honorable gentlemen who made it seized with alacrity, if
not jubilation, on every piece of tittle-tattle which provided them with an opportunity to moralize.
Violence of

all

kinds

is

condemned

— even

in

Westerns,

but, there is not one peep of protest at the violence of war
pictures.

When

the United States Marines are

mowing

(Continued on Page

If

19)

Oldsmobile won't agree, some other spon-

Entertainment Lacking
What was lacking in the Academy shows this past two
years was Entertainment. Last year, the inimitable Bob
Hope kept the event on a fairly lively level by his smart
Lewis seemed out of character
demeanor. For many viewers, the high
points of the shows were the singing of the Best Songs,
for these were entertainment breaks in the seemingly endless calling of names and the parade of people on and off
the stage and it is Entertainment that the TV viewers
have a right to expect when Hollywood presents its big
annual show.
patter, but this year Jerry

in

his

serious

—

—

Mr. Seaton and his colleagues and the presidents of
the motion picture companies with whom he will be consulting
should weigh the future of the Academy Awards

—

the

that impression.

numerous and

hup;e audience rating

won by the Oscar program should certainly place
Academy in a strong position to insist upon a limit to
Film

Moreover,

the

about the Oldsmobile (or any other)

that they should be less

not a deliberately dishonest, or intentionally mis-

with one basic consideration in mind as long as the Oscars
are to be presented before a viewing audience of 40 or 50
million people, the show must be planned and presented to
bring to bear on that huge audience the most effective
promotional benefits possible for the motion picture industry. The overall impact of the Awards show should be
such as to establish in the public mind the axiom, "If it
comes from Hollywood, it's great entertainment". Certainly, neither the 1955 nor the '56 Oscar shows created

each other.

commercials

It is

leading Report, but

sor will.

have protested what Sir Laurence
Olivier calls "those dreary commercial interruptions."
Some say the Oldsmobile advertisements are unduly long
and tedious, and detract from interest in the televised propram. Others are vehemently protesting that the motion
picture industry has no business "selling" its precious time
to a commercial sponsor, when it needs all the publicity
into the act.

»»q« 18

,

commercials.

/Continued from Page 8)

it

courage to stand up for Hollywood, is characterized in th
Report by the insipid description of "a frequent spokesman
for Hollywood". One is left with the impression that ii
the eyes of Senator Kefauver such persons do not posses:

He

any trends that have developed therein."

WHAT'S WRONG WITH OSCAR?
z.ot

No such compliments were, however, paid to such per
sons as Mr. Jack L. Warner, or Mr. Dore Schary an!
similar witnesses. Indeed, Ronald Reagan, who had th

Settle,

Leavenworth Penitentiary, and

others of that kidney.

in

and sadism

tions.

vicious, gory

And

in "violence, brutality

practice."

Mr. H. M. Janney, Medical Director of the Bureau of
Prisons, was another witness. He stated that America's
young citizenry is subjected to "a daily bombardment of
is

an increase
and on TV.

testified to

KEFAUVER REPORT

:

iEFAUVER REPORT

their trade,

Continued from Page 18)

own

the

enemy

There

that's patriotism

made

ays;

in

right

page 51 of

Hollywood

yet,

when Ronald

"Of every picture that has

leagan told the Committee:

een

And

!

it is

true to say that crime never

always triumphs", the Committee retorted
the Report)

observation

quite

is

Ronald

unfair.

Reagan's

say that crime never pays, and that right always
riumphs, "in the last few seconds" of a film.
ot

when Lou Greenspan,

Likewise,

Industry Council,

secretary of the

Mo-

"Don't forget, it
; the same public, the same people that pay their money
0 see 'Blackboard Jungle,' that also pay their money to
ee 'A Man Called Peter', or a Davy Crockett or a Disney
'icture," the Committee uttered the rebuke: "Mr. Greenpan may be slightly in error in this observation."
ion Picture

testified,

—

The truth

is
and the Report makes this abundantly
Senator Kefauver and his comrades were so
een to concentrate on delinquency that they minimized
nything that might be favorable to Hollywood.

— that

Time and again the Report returns
movies make

iolent, sadistic
is

drawn

who

'oungsters

only one thing that need be said about that
It isn't true. But the Committee's
Report does not point the inaccuracy out. It prints the
is

editorial, for the entire

though

American public

to drool over, as

were gospel.

it

No one
that

pretends Hollywood

that

theme that

violent, sadistic kids.

those

self-same

The

moviegoing

cheer themselves hoarse over the

will

become

potential "bad

men"

as soon as they

eave the theatre.

is

pure as the driven snow;

pictures are socially correct and morally defensi-

all

whom

not some unduly sensitive children

otherwise quite acceptable movies might have

There are millions of American children
conform to the standards of their grandparents is due to lack of parental guidance and control
which, in turn, is due in large part to the fact that for 40
years the world has been torn by war in its most brutal
form, and today lies under the shadow of an atomic
a harmful effect.

whose

inability to

eternity.
If this

face

Report

is

accepted by the American public at

value the motion picture industry will find

blamed

for

its

itself

encouraging and developing our childrens' reand will be called upon to pay the

volt against authority,

penalty of that crime.

The

recommendamust tighten the Code's responIf pictures are made which are

penalty, according to Mr. Kefauver's

tions, is that the industry

towards children.
patronage they should be classified as
such. Films should be developed until they attain "full
stature as a civic and artistic medium". Outsiders should
be brought in to help police Hollywood educators, religious leaders and social scientists. There should be more
stress on the film's role "as a civic and informational agency .. promoting an intelligent understanding of domestic
and international affairs."
sibility

to the

ntrepid deeds of a fearless hero, never identify themselves
vith him, but

Penalty of Sin

on

/ords are thus given an entirely false meaning, for he did

ssumption

and they ply one and exploit

piece of purple prose.

ble, or that there are

ew seconds."

lear

their public,

:

"Carrying this point to its logical conclusion any type
f scene should be allowed to be portrayed on the motionicture screen as long as law and order prevail in the last

This

and

the other with highly charged but scarcely ethical gusto."

unfit for juvenile

—

.

George Murphy, speaking for the Screen Actors Guild,
eminded the Committee that Judge Ben Lindsay, the
>riginator of juvenile courts in America, made a survey in
936 indicating that films were in no way responsible for
he development of delinquent behavior.
In this observation the
eply: "Mr.

vas

made

Committee

necessary to
overlooks the fact that this statement

Murphy
when

in 1936

there

Venomous

it

was no continual bombard-

nent of this type of entertainment
*\

felt

."
.

.

Editorial

Maybe, too, tomorrow's films might have some entertainment value, though about this the Kefauver Committee

is silent.

Aoparently the sale of entertainment is anathema to the
gentlemen comprising the Committee, for they state in
their report that the increase in film violence has been defended because "the movie people feel their presentations
must be on a par, or superior to, television, and therefore
they take greater license in their efforts to meet the com-

The Committee, on the other hand, allowed to pass
without any comment whatsoever a venomous, vindicative

petition."

(quoted in
Therapy", stating,

vast

irticle

Report) from the "Journal of Social

its

among

other things:

"Readers of even the most respectable family newsmust have noticed a steady recent increase in the
nsinuative pruriency of film publicity. In text and illus-

aapers

tration,

a considerable proportion of these ads have
reached a point close to pornography. By crafty implication and inuendo, they appear to remain
within the bounds

01

discretion, but their total impact,

This

is

another

way

money-bag and

One

of saying that

Hollywood

is

one

that nothing else matters.

understand what motives
prompted the Subcommittee to put on public record a
document as prejudicial and steeped in bias without support by more solid factual basis as this Report on Juvenile Delinquency. The Democrat from Tennessee must
assume the blame for maligning the film industry, for he
acted, in effect, as a one-man committee in this matter.
finds

it

difficult

to

—

—

on children as well as
can only be provocative ... It can be seen on almost any film advertisement page almost any day. Supercharged sex is the dominant keynote. Bosomy, carnally

The most charitable thing that can, perhaps, be said of
Senator Kefauver's "investigation" and his sub-Committee's Report, is that, at the time it was being made, the
honorable Senator was thinking of other things like, for

glorified

would be to win the Presidential
nomination and, perhaps, take up residence in that fine old
White House in Washington, D. C. Coulter

adults,

heroines are portrayed in the throes of passion.
Couples are locked in frenetic embrace suggesting an inevitability of coition

.

.

.

The movie advertising men know

—

instance,

how

pleasant

it

Film
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Incidentally . .

THEY

HARRY COHN, Columbia president, is
PASTERNAK
SAM

MADE THE NEWS

negotiating with the newly formed partnership of JOE
and
on a long term releasing deal

KATZ

.

.

Cohn and

.

Warwick Productions head

ALLEN

IRVING
have signed a three
year extension of agreement by which
Columbia has exclusive world-wide disall Warwick films
vice president B. G.
forecast expansion of theatres
exhibiting Cinerama to at least seven
more cities in the near future. Four productions are now available.

tribution rights to

.

.

.

Warner

Stanley

KRANZE

SPYROS

SKOURAS, 20th-Fox presichairman the Corporate Gifts
Committee of the United Jewish Appeal's
Motion Picture and Amusement Division.
dent,

P.

will

Universal

vice

SCHIMEL

will

ADOLPH

president

be guest of honor at the
organization's annual luncheon May 23
The New York premiere of Fox'
"The Man In The Gray Flannel Suit",
April 12, was a March of Dimes benefit.
.

.

*

GREEN,

ARMOUR

Republic director of
Reginald Armour,
Republic Intcrnational, talk things over at a recent New York
press conference, where the latter announced
executive appointments.
//.

Victor

Green,

left.

for Great Britain, and
executive lice-president of

back from a world
on domestic

tour, reported optimistically

movie business

and predicted

U.S.-Asian tie-up.

a

closer

The producers

associ-

of

offices in the

nations,

O

MILTON LONDON
Detroit

president Alden
president.

.

.

BERN-

.

ARD FEINS

his

way

F.
to

ZANUCK

appeared well

becoming an independent

producer with the filing of incorporation
papers for his new production company
in

California recently.

and distribute

all

20th will finance

Zanuck productions.

has been named head of
Paramount 's story and writing department replacing the ill JOHN MOCK
.

FRIEDMAN

J.

will

.

.

direct
B. De-

amusement publicity for Cecil
Mille's "The Ten Commandments", work-

MAXWELL HAMILTON,

ing with
executive assistant to DeMille
who recently resigned as
ad-pub manager for I.F.E. Releasing
Corp., joined the Arthur P. Jacobs Co.
.

GOLDBERG,

.

FRED

CHARLES

FELDMAN,

J.

and general

vice president

Universal

sales

manager,

will preside at a three-day mid-year sales
executive conference set for April 19-21
in Chicago
producer
emplaned for Denver recently to blueprint premiere festivities of
his "Great Day In The Morning" with
.

.

.

GRAINGER
Denver

WILL

mayor

Pix opens

May

EDMUND

RKO

B.

NEWTON.

16.

YOUNGSTEIN, HECHT, KRIM

BACK AT WORK: ABE GOODMAN,
20th-Fox advertising director, following

Arthur B. Krim and Max E. Youngstein.
United Artists president and vice president,
respectively, greet producer Harold Hecht at
a

was

elected presi-

dent of Michigan Allied on the
in

WALTER DANIELS

a well-earned Florida vacation.

final

day

of the 37th annual convention of that or-

ganization

ager

DARRYL
on

calls for the setting

This project

MPEA

South-Eastern
supplemented by the technical
assistance of MPEA representatives and
film company personnel.
Johnston believes that American film companies will
gross from $2 to $3 million more this
year than last from foreign markets.
Meanwhile, the formula for division of
foreign permits was finally agreed upon
by company presidents in New York and
awaits smoothing out of minor points.

up

sistant
studio.

.

ation president outlined plans for improving overseas revenue for American pro-

ducers.

was appointed asproduction manager at the RKO
He'll work with production man-

SAMUEL

ERIC JOHNSTON,

*

*

HOWARD ALSTON

stiles

ZANUCK

.

Former

recently.

DIED: MRS.
80,

in

ADOLPH ZUKOR,

N.Y. following long

illness.

New York

press cocktail reception celebrat-

ing the Academy Award to "Marty" as the
best picture of 1955. The producer announced
that Hecht-Lancaster will invest almost $7
million in film and stage productions this year.

Smith was elected vice

The Michigan group passed

a

supporting the Federal tax
campaign and heard Allied's Benjamin
Berger, Fox branch mgr Joseph L. Lee.
resolution

0
DAVID SUPOWITZ

was honored

at

a

testimonial dinner in Philadelphia, April
9,

given by the Theatrical Division of the
1956

k
SUPOWITZ

ftqrn

20

Film

Jewish

Allied

The famous

Appeal.

theatre architect

was

feted for his philan-

thropic

work

as well

as

contributions to
theatre construction.
Principal

speaker
20th-Fox exec
William C. Gehring.

was
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PLAN "WAR AND PEACE'' PROMOTION
Arthur I., \la\i r. light, promotion executive in charge of Paramount' s "If ar and Peace", advertising viii president ferome f'ickman. center, and Paramount Eastern production manager Russell
Holiimn tell the trade press of plans for the promotion of the Leo Tolstoy classic.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

BROIDY

O'DONNELL

ROBERT
weight of
hind a

O'DONNELL

J.

COMPO's

bill

introduced into the

March

Representatives

STEVE BROIDY

threw the

took a confident lock
glance
at its recent past and came up with these
predictions and figures: (1) He expressed
confidence in the future of AA and of the
industry at large, and predicted the flow

tax committee be-

12,

House

at Allied Artists' future, a satisfied

of

calling for tax-

ation of only that part of admissions ex-

The measure, H.R.

ceeding one dollar.

Cecil King
and turned over to the
House Ways and Means Committee. This
bill has the best chance of adoption by
both Congress and the administration, acCalifornia

of

cording

COMPO's

to

committee.

tax

Copies are being sent to all members of
the committee with the request that they
write their Congressmen at once urging

them to give their support. O'Donnell,
national chairman of COMPO's tax camcommittee, in a letter sent with
bill, pointed out: "Since the
$1 exemption applies to all admissions,
paign

copies of the

we

believe the bill

is fair

to

motion

pic-

charging higher admissions
We intend to urge the House Ways
and Means Committee to hold hearings
on this measure as soon as possible and
to pass it on without delay for consideraPreviously,
tion by the full House."
COMPO co-chairman Samuel Pinanski
had expressed optimism on the chances
of success of the industry tax campaign,
but warned: "We shall have to work for
it
the greatest roadblock could be
our own failure to press our campaign
with senators and congressmen."
ture theatres
.

.

.

.

.

.

0
DANIEL

RKO

O'SHEA,

T.

president

of

from

of product

was introduced by Rep.

9875,

SKOURAS

SPYROS

SKOURAS

P.

menting the domestic sales and promotional

mapped

plans

meeting

at

the

home

office

will be a series of country-

wide regional sales sessions. International promotion on six of the major CinemaScope productions, five of which are to be
filmed in Europe, will get rolling with an
extensive agenda of meetings and conferences set by vice president Charles Ein-

Europe April 13. He
motion advertising, publicity
and exploitation plans on the full slate of
34 pictures, announced earlier by Skouras.
feld,

will

who

set

Coming

flew to

in

in

for

special

sources will give ex-

AA's

(2)

domestic billings for the

39 weeks

first

of the current fiscal year ending June 30

highlighted the

recent 20th Century-Fox sales conclave
with the announcement that a slate of 14
pictures, budgeted at a total of $30,000,000, will be completed or put into production by the end of June. Joining Skouras
in the statement were executive producer
Buddy Adler and recently-named general
Implesales manager Alex Harrison.

sales

all

hibitors "the best year ever";

attention:

King and I", in CinemaScope
"The Man In The Gray Flannel

55,

"The
and

Suit".

are up 42 per cent, exceeding grosses for

the entire preceding fiscal year; (3) Allied Artists plans to release 36 films in

amounting

'56 at a cost

to $25,000,000.

0

ABRAM
reply

MYERS

F.

with

the

filed

a

stinging

Business

Small

Senate

Subcommittee to Harry Brandt's "tirade"
him and other Allied leaders. Declaring that Brandt "has made a career of
attacking Allied and its leaders", Myers
against

defended

his

democratic

organization's

and told the subcommittee
that Brandt, from the convenience of his
procedures,

New York

know how

"pretends to

office,

exhibitors everywhere stand on

all

trade

Meanwhile,
Hubert
Sen.
Humphrey, committee chairman, said the
SSBC had not committed itself on the
proposal that it poll exhibitors on the
issues presented to the subcommittee. And
problems".

Kenneth Clark,
stated

in

MPAA

New York

president,

vice

that

would probably present
subcommittee "sometime

its

in

distribution

case to the

May".

»

added still two
more facets to the company's rapidly exRadio

panding

Pictures,

affairs:

(1)

establishment of a

service unit for television production; (2)

homa!"

Magna

Theatres'

"Okla-

for distribution overseas.

Facili-

acquisition

of

East and West coast
RKO studios, will be at the disposal of
the TV industry, with RKO ultimately
producing its own films for TV, accord-

ties

at

both

the

ing to Charles

operations.

recent

and

L.

head of studio
O'Shea is seen at a

Glett,

right,

home

office conference with Glett
board chairman Thomas F.
during which discussions were

RKO

O'Neil,
also

At

held

on

theatres plans.

the

company's

films-for-

GLETT, O'SHEA, O'NEIL
Film
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Bull's- Eye Circulation!

n
The Policy - Makers
of Movie Business • EXHIBITOR LEADERS
•

•

KEY THEATRE EXECUTIVES
• BUYERS & BOOKERS
• THE "MONEY MEN"
PRODUCTION EXECUTIVES

Hi Read
BULLETIN
GUARANTEE
Film Bulletin Reaches the Policy-Makers,

The Buyers, The Bookers of over 12,000 of
The Most Important Theatres in U.S. &> Canada!
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pring Blossoms With Novel

Showmanship Gems

heatre

Apparently the warmer weather has begun

on showmen's fertile
is any indication.
}o less than four novel stunts burgeoned
om a Monday's pile, each bearing a showmanship brand off the beaten path. More/er, they were worked up without press)ok stimulus or cued by a picture gimmick;
ither, they concentrated on selling movieaerating

effectively

ea sacks,

a day's mail

if

showmanship

a kind of institutional

Ding,

S6ocume«t

ore vital than ever today.

From

Commonwealth

the

chain's

"Mes-

was presented, one

for stan-

ird houses, the other for drive-ins,

although

:nger" this pair

ther could be adapted for

(Ohio)

&

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

any theatre:

MOVIE-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB:
is

MERCHANDISING

Ath-

showman Frank Nolan, working

i the popularity and prestige of the Bookf-the-Month idea, offers the thought that

locks of 12 tickets be sold at a slight disDunt,

say $6 on a 60-cent admission, with

ckets

good for one admission

a

month

for

hand-picked film, to be played at midweek.
31ub"

members would have

their

who would want

showing of
would receive a card
ith pertinent
data and possibly critics'
uotes. Membership would be solicited both
om the screen and by direct mail to clubs,
:hools, etc.
It's a fresh selling approach
theatre and prior to each

le at

selected

le

picture

nd a prestige booster for the theatre.

"CRAZY NIGHT": A
lat

assures a

Hellzapoppin' stunt
will have 'em
forward to the next

good time and

— and looking
—was worked riotously

liking

ne

Drive-In

in

—

by the White-

Advance
warned over the p. a. not to come
3 the theatre on a certain night unless they
/anted a "crazy time" and were prepared for
nything. Came the night and patrons were
reeted by car hops dressed up with play
ioney bulging from their pockets and signs
!iver

—

Here's one display they can't miss
and
to
with close to 1 5 feet
of Jane Russell in the title role of 20th
Century-Fox's "The
Mamie
Revolt of
Stover" smiling down at the viewer (Note
how figure towers over doorway). Giant
display was set up at N. Y. Capitol Theatre in advance of opening where the
figure, colored in bright red tints, was
mounted next to doorway with valance
and exotic screen reaching to ceiling.
Added feature was tape recorder behind
standee from which Miss Russell is heard
singing "If You Wanna See Mamie Tonight", one of the songs featured in film.

name on

Batesville, Ark.

ad patrons

They blew snake
patrons faces, occasionally reused to accept money for tickets, someimes bought the tickets for customers.
aying they were "loaded".

/histles into

was sniped with fantastic signs
nd prices, water fountains warned against

Inack bar

poison water", urged purchase of beverage.

Highlight was announcement over p. a. that
husband was coming after wife out with another man and three planted cars raced out
of ramp area. It was fun and lucrative.

—

From

comes another

pair,

with twists on tried and true ideas:

LUCKY MERCHANT:

Phil Thorne,

who

runs the Hipp Theatre, Gloversville, N.Y.,
worked up a Circus Auction with a "Lucky

Merchant" gimmick. The Schineman lined
up a batch of the town's merchants, selected
one as the "Lucky Merchant", but kept his
identity a closely guarded secret. At the
Auction, when a bidder purchased an article
promoted from this merchant, he received a

An

amusement section and regular attraction
Winfield
(Kans.)
Fox manager
Loyce "Rocky" Rockhold figured it was
time to hit his newspaper readers with a

ads,

different type of sales

message. Testing
a novel idea, he launched a column off
the amusement page, running alongside
all the town news and society doings
and readership zoomed. He heads his
column "Fox Tales" with a thumbnail
photo of himself.

$56-KEY:

George Pugh, Glen Falls
(N.Y.) Rialto manager, combined a "ManOn-The-Street" broadcast with Ford dealers

A

co-op to spark theatre interest.

quarter-

hour daily broadcast from theatre front during the noon hour, well-padded with plugs
for the theatre had people interviewed and
given a chance to choose one of 46 keys that
would unlock the 1956 Ford on display in
front

of

theatre.

If

they picked the right
Ford peo-

pride as the world's interest

most prominent home town
girl, Grace Kelly, Philadelphia welcomed the
world premiere of "The Swan" at the Ranfocussed on

its

dolph Theatre, April 11, with one of the
biggest department store promotions for a
movie the city has ever seen. With Gimbel's
carrying the ball, every window of the blocklarge store and scores of interior vantage
points, as well as a double truck ad in the
newspaper, heralded the event with a giant
fashion show tying in with the picture.

attractive lobby display sold

the idea in advance, brought plenty of action.

Suspecting that potential movie customers were skipping over the newspaper

World Premiere of 'The Swan'
Beaming with

the Schine belt

$5.00 prize.

Theatreman Columnist

Giant Fashion Promotion Cues

Highlight of the show was the importation

from Hollywood of the

M-G-M

the

in

15

gowns worn

picture, with their designer,

Helen Rose, as guest of honor at a special
luncheon attended by a hundred community
leaders and fashion editors to assure bigspace coverage. As flashbulbs snapped, Miss
Rose was presented with a first edition of
the

first

the U.

fashion magazine ever published in

"Goudey's Lady", and especially
inscribed to Metro's Oscar-winning designer.
S.,

Keeping the

Miss Rose made
appearances on all

ball rolling,

TV

one, they received $56.00 from the

a series of radio and

Gimmick attracted hundreds
customers to theatre for ad
house received mention in each
piece by auto dealers, plus those

the major stations, both before and after the
luncheon, to discuss her contribution to "The

ple.

[More

SHOWMEN

of potential

penetration,

—and

advertising

Swan"

distributed.

appetite for the film.

whet further the eager

ladies'

on Page 24
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(Continued from Fuse 23)

RKO's

Campaign

'Bold'

Stirs

Big Word-of-Mouth in Michigan
RKO's

handling of the state-wide Michi-

gan world premiere debut of "The Bold and
the Brave" is one of the best examples of a
promotion since
direct-to-the-ticket-buyer
"Marty" pulled them in in a similar approach. The Irving H. Levin war film made
its

debut April 4 in Detroit at the Broadway

Capitol, with key city spots throughout the
state the next day.

Big gun in the campaign was a series of
screenings in nine of the first opening cities
for such talk-'em-uppers as cab drivers,
waitresses, school teachers, bus drivers, beau-

and policemen. In Detroit, additional
were held for representatives

ticians

Memphis department

store

window display was

one of scores throughout the country that
plugged "A Miracle Can Happen To You" contest in which 32 office girls won all-expense

WB

paid dream trips to Hollywood as part of
Memphis
"Miracle in the Rain" promotion.
area winner was sponsored by Goldsmith's store
and Memphis Press-Scimitar.

screenings

from 50 large industrial plants in the area,
and for United Automobile Workers union
bigwigs and shop stewards, injecting the
promotion deep into the thousands of factory
workers throughout Michigan.
Follow-up to the screenings was a series
of 800-line ads in each city carrying endorse-

'Miracle' Contest Swells

WB

ments from the viewers with

their

photo-

32

Cities,

Because Jane
girl like

Wyman

Network TV
has a role as office

millions of other white collar girls,

and the Warner publiciteers are quick to
capitalize on an opportunity for big-scale
ballyhoo, 32 of Miss Wyman's nine-to-five
counterparts enjoyed three dream days in
Hollywood. The miraculous holiday was the
result of a 32-city "Miracle

You" contest

for

Can Happen To

secretaries,

ners' "Miracle in the Rain."

Added major coverage was gained when
the 32 girls appeared on Art Linkletter's

"Houseparty"

TV

to be seen coast-to-coast, after

Hollywood by United Air
Lines and were welcomed by stars Tab

they arrived

in

Hunter and Peggie Castle.
Meanwhile, in New York, a special Cathedral Canteen benefit performance brought
out the big names the evening of April 4,
and the photogs along with them. Feature
of the evening was the presentation of a
scroll to the millionth

Cardinal
the

Spellman's

serviceman

who

visited

famous Canteen since

Korean War.

launching 20th-Fox's "Mohawk" in
the Mohawk Valley area of New York State
late this month. Feature of the promotion
will be a special travelling unit, with knifeheaver Augie Gomez and "squaw" Lillian
Walker, who will do a three-week stint in
upstate cities, travelling in a specially constructed station wagon heralding the Alperson production and playdates. Gomez, who
appears in the film, will do his knife-throw-

hibitor

paign

is

ing act at theatres, parks, playgrounds and

other public gathering places, and

is due for
appearances en route. Exploiteer
Morton Schwam accompanies the unit.

several

TV

Palm

trees, dice

came

big

MGM's

tives

and pretty

to

trailer

"Meet

St.
Louis
of
bally

Me

in

for

musical's

Las

opening.

With

or without snow, this
scene was repeated thru the
nation as teeners flocked to
"Rock Around the Clock"
bally sessions prior to opening.
Musical trio was arranged
by
manager Vern
Huntsinger for Minneapolis

Gopher Theatre.
If

1956

-

Query Aid

Vegas" set up by State Theatre manager Fran Henseon
and Metro field representa-

April

—

Novelty Unit for Mohawk' Bally
A 100-city point-of-sale exploitation cam-

for

BULLETIN

-

—

steadily during the competition.

4

Film

"Pici

progress in the midwest. In Chicago, ne
paper people had a picnic and freely
ported it when Columbia exploiteer In

locale of the film.

cowgirls

P«g* 24

Midwest Stunts Picnic'
A pair of effective stunts spurred

Weiner sent gaily colored "Picnic" bask
filled with promoted goodies to column:-;
and critics on the four Windy City papi
In Oklahoma City, a "Miss Picnic" we
long radio contest, set up by Center Thea
manager Don Walls, worked up strong int

co-sponsored

by stores and newspapers, based on War-

<

while a saturation TV and radio
campaign blanketed the Detroit area.
Another highlight of the promotion was a
contest to select a winner of the Best Bold
and Brave Deed during and after World
War II, backed big by the newspapers and
local stores who supplied merchandise prizes
runners-up, while the top man was
to
awarded a plane visit to Southern Italy,
graphs,

Bally in

climbed trees and even the stolid In in
population of Phoenix, Arizona, was impre d
with this street bally for RKO's "The
v
queror", with couple garbed in costumes
a
Hayward & Wayne. Mustached rider even [e
strong resemblance to Wayne as Genghis Kfl
Kids

;

by asking teenage youths to vote for
they would "like most to take on
picnic."
Local disc jockeys plugged fi

est

t:

girl

in

20th Pressbooks

20th-Fox pressbooks will carry a new
service to

aid

theatre cashiers

e
ai

other personnel answering phone inquiries,
capsule description of the attraction, cor
pactly and effectively worded, designed

fi

easy clipping and posting. Service will beg
with "Hilda Crane" manual and continue c
all

new

releases.

1

Dinosaur 'Stars for Animal'
Warners' exploitation special, "The An
mal World," will be backed with attentioi
grabbing display of the $50,000 collection
the film's mechanically operated dinosau

on

TV

and

at various exhibits.

I

The

new Columbia

luscious

ERIE FRENCH,

Aids— and

^an'

-Charity,

MANY A TRUTH

The Man

in the Gray Flannel Suit" is
an eleemosynary chap. Not only is
destined to benefit the nation's boxoffices,

.

.

.

ton, April 19, to coincide

20th-Fox

;

headed:

he

will,

en route, help swell the coffers
of Dimes and the American

March

The

polio fund-raising

ineficiary of the

campaign was the

April 12 benefit premiere

the Roxy of the 20th-Fox top Spring

re-

Broadway spectacular that was tele8:30 and 9 p.m., with stars
tst between
regory Peck, Marisa Pavan and top enteriners from Hollywood, Broadway and TV
aking their appearance. The "live" show
as sponsored by Eagle Clothes as part of
e manufacturer's extensive campaign on
Zanuck production,
:half of the Darryl
ase, a

receding

the

premiere,

20th

spotted

130

rican Trip for 'Safari' Contest
Columbia kicked off its advance on "Sari" with a deal with Air France for an
f

France Safari to Africa" contest. Airsupply transportation for national
inner and a guest to Paris and Nairobi.

\ir
le

will

signs"

appeared

on N

Y

.

.

city

months

5

advance of the release of the Mari-

lyn

Monroe

to other

of all U.S. theatres.

of

streets
in

paign,

90%

manship Blankets

with story that "a
rash of street

sandwiched between top network shows.
Peck narrated the 1956 newsreel trailer,
oduced by 20th-Fox, and played in an esti-

ated

to

Shot was sent

idorsement spots for an 8-day period, canly

"Jubal",

with opening dates.

starrer,

"Bus Stop." Cam-

expected to spread
and smaller hamActually,
lets
across the country."
there's no reason why the bus stop
signs on every street and highway
couldn't be garnished with Monroe art
and playdate copy where the showman
takes a bit of extra time and effort to
contact the proper authorities. And
what ideal placements they make for
big scale foot and road traffic!
it's

added,

major

"is

cities

JEAN PIERRE

and

AUMONT are interrupting

"Show-

N. Y. Streets!"
could turn out to
be a whale of a
peg on which to
hang a superbly
natural tie-up.

ancer Society.

MARISA PAVAN

publici-

teers with caption

the

in

Gag photo from

:rtainly

it

VAL-

star,

takes to the road on a seven-city tour which
started in Houston, April 4 and ends in Bos-

Benefits From

Sponsored TV Debut

introduced

make a
Dimes

the

featured

p. a. at

benefit premiere of

Gray Flannel Suit"

honeymoon
March
"The Man in

their

the April 12

at the

Roxy.

'&

Youth

no barrier

is

DON

de

WILDE

MACK, who
to

promote

films,

BRAN-

PATTY McCOR-

are taking every opportunity

Warner starring
Lady" and "The Bad
Hollywood for co-starring

"Good-bye,
for

and

their respective

Seed" while in
roles

to extra-curricular ac-

evidenced by child stars

tivities, as

a

TV

My

network show.

GEORGE GOBEL

has a heavy schedule

Texas debut

Paramount's
San Antonio, Houston, Dallas and Fort Worth between April 11-14. Gobel spent the previous

of p.a.'s for the

"The Birds and the Bees",

of

hitting

GAYNOR

week with co-star MITZI
as featured guests at the National Press Photographers Association convention at Chandler,
Arizona.
•

*

JOHN HUSTON,

who's been the focal
point of the advance plugging for Warners'
"Moby Dick", did a guest spot on the Kukla,
Fran and Ollie Show in Chicago for more
of the same.

'ALEXANDER'

ROLLS
Geared

to attract the eye on
scale, UA's "Alwith
big
exander"
rides
a

colossal

floats,

4

pretties,

pachyderms.

ADVANCE

with
floats
Eye-popping
"Greek Goddesses", armored
sentinels heralded openings
at Fox Wilshire, Los Angeles,

and Capitol, New York (top
Miami's
while
bottom)
&
Orange Bowl was scene for
elephantine stunt on "Super
Circus" telecast.

PREMIERE
Gargantuan

scale

»

was

in

ogle-producing evidence at
benefit
Broadway Capitol
Max Youngstein
premiere.
(right) presents $25,000 proceeds to B'nai B'rith's Sydney
Hillenbrand and Martin Levine, while photogs furiously
snap theatre front action, including arrival of elephant
guests
charioted
girls,

(George

Jessel

with

Joan

Mansfield
(helped off Least by "Alexander" bally giant)

Tyler),

Jayne

Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Ad Campaign

"Patterns" Backed with Soek
The sock dramatic power of
Rod

inherent in the ovation the

play

following

received

"Patterns"

TV

original

its

is

Serling tele-

whose spine doesn't snap under pressure

.

.

.

man who's too strong to be broken ... a
man who's got the guts and the know-how

a

smash through

skyscraper jungle

presentation, an acclaim that forced a repeat

to

performance three weeks later and ultimately won it an award as the best video dramatic show of the year. Now. presented by
Jed Harris and Michael Myerberg as a full-

naked
laying bare its PatIts "Patterns"
terns of panic and passion
... of power!"

fledged movie,

has already received

it

plaudits that liken

critics'

to "'Marty" in its realis-

it

appeal and superb portrayals, with added
its compact story of
tooth-and-claw competitive forces in the Big
tic

seething excitement in

Money battlefield.
The TV demand
on

tipoff

the

repeat performance

word-of-mouth

United Artists release

— and
men

is

power

a

this

capable of arousing

is

To

Max

this end.

Youngstein and

boxofficers have

reader ad
story of "Patterns":
instance,

that

this

Take,
the

tells

is the Gray
Flannel Jungle
where not guns, not bullets, but weapons
more dangerous than these are about to go

"This

.

.

.

—the

deadly patterns that explode inside
the custom-tailored, skyscraper world of
"big money'
and rock it like an earthquake!

—

"What happens

to a

man when

.

.

.

There are more attention grabbing, interest piquing catchlines in that copy than one
can ordinarily find in a half dozen more
pretentious films. Moreover, its appeal runs
the gamut of audiences, from truck driver to
art patron, from jitterbug to longhair. More
condensed versions are shown on the opposite page, all bearing the same strong copy
sock, augmented by the kind of art that
draws and holds the eye.

—

—

their patterns of violence!

"He can be
secretary,

rumor.

a

attacked through a trusting
forged report, a sensational

They'll pit a

friend against friend

man

against his wife,

— they'll

even use their

own women!
"Again and
crush anyone

again,

these

ruthless

men

who stands up to them .
dares to cross their climb upward as
they claw for the billion-dollar prize!
.

.

who

"But sooner or

later a

man comes

Simple but effective promotion is this postcard mailer which has the title in a "patterns"
design. A limited number are run with an alternate design, a duplicate of which is displayed
on lobby board with those cards matching lobby
pattern winning free admission.
Both designs
are available on single mat.

BBDD5DD5
•IMC

TMIJ CAIO TO TMI

IH WIN
TMIS CAIO

ADMISSION II
MATCHIS TMI IaTTIInS

49
Film

fill

THtATII LOMT'
TMI lATTtlNS ON

ON DISPLAY

Srt£ VAN HEFLIN
s~£-TATTERNb
rowtl'
Of

~
~

April

14

show

for 1c

work

best to dress for

—a

pattern for of

charm", are just a few of the several
make for attention-getting gimmicks.

t

PATTERNS

.

...

OF LUST

I

I

?.

I

ft o

h

particularly for local business leaders, junior

executives, and office employees generally
with the approach for the last-named: "The
movie about the man you work for." Community leaders, columnists and financial
writers will be important boosters via the
screening technique.

Another approach

is

to

men's

business

wives, with the latter's role in a man's career

peg for features, inquiring reporter
columns, women's page stories.

a strong

The

of course,

title,

is

a broad

with
Resident Buying Office, with a widespread
magazine-theatre-department store tie-up for
100 key cities throughout the country. The
theme: "A PATTERN for summer living
.

.

.

for.

the Girl

With

a Job."

5

The promo-

3

More

long Miami Beach vacation for store personnel showing the most initiative and
in

planning the promotion with

the local theatres.

To augment

this,

the theatreman can

work

and

folded

when opened

t

ordi

An

in

worked with a

fe

angles are apparent.

makes

les

interesting

that

"pattern!

Best titles f«
these patterns wins tickets or merchandis
A jig-saw type puzzle is another, with son
of the ad art as the completed picture. Th
is

displays and a contest awarding a week-

title

drops of ink on a sheet of paper

in

dow

TERN 3
AT
...OF POWER!

blot contest, the kind

Glamour Magazine, supported

with big local promotion involving largespace newspaper ads. statement inserts, win-

HEFLIN.

A pattern formed by use of the title frar
dramatic art characterized by the terse »
in one of the teasers.

tion kicks off with three full pages of fashion

advertising in

VAN

ft

avenue for

UA

has consummated a big co-op
Steinberg-Kass, leading New York

available in

up.

is

a natural.

mat form

newspaper or

for local imprintin

circular,

adding a conte

for proper solution plus best letter on "in

Boss".

And

don't forget the television angle

th;

brought "Patterns" to the public's attei
tion. Sell it with: "You know what a gr«
movie TV's 'Marty' made. Now see th
prize-winning 'Patterns' become one of th
first

great movie's of the year!"

c

POWERFUL "PATTERNS" ADS
Just as the picture has achieved that rare combination of

power

in

both

th

and verbal sense, the newspaper ads for "Patterns" rock with blockbustin
force in both the ingenious art and copy that reads as engrossingly as "Bride
Murphy" and as dramatically as a casualty list. The terrific trio on the next pag
visual

depict the two major themes
the deadliest

weapon

of

—

them

the
oil,

"No Guns
No Bullets" punch uncoverin
Big Money in the Gray Flannel Jungle, an
man against wife". The clever board roof
.

.

.

the "Patterns of passion that pit
"Portrait of a Man on a Battlefield" attains special distinction by the simpi

device of having the central figure, the "top man", centered in a gunsight d«
sign. There's a wealth of seat-selling power in these ads, the kind that will ge

them
BULLETIN

fashion

—

Lti

imagination

along

—a

interesting letter about "my boss" and
important "bosses" in town be the judj
have the store fashion expert in the lobb;
answer working girls' questions on "I

showmen. Screenings,

tie-ups.

"He's up against the big brass all masters
of strategy. He faces an arsenal of battle he
never dreamed of their patterns of greed,

angles

or stage; a letter contest with a promc
wardrobe for the gal who writes the n

wherever possible, are an important factor,

put to capital use by

he dares

to enter this billion-dollar battlefield?

2*

.

While the theme makes beautiful ad copy,

all

crackles with seat selling magnetism.

TOU

.

there are several other angles that can be

go

worked up an advertising and exploitation campaign that fairly breathes with excitement, ad copy that

off

.

out in getting their audiences

to

UA

for

this

it

a special incentive for theatre show-

in early.

his

stripping

in various

in

to a film that will send 'em out to build the picture by word-of-mout&

of

the issue

VAN
-

„n

„*s>*"

^

THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &)

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN. THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fan-

ALLIED ARTISTS

tasy. Executed criminal is restored
of an indestructible man.

to life

in

the form

INTRUDER, THE Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann Hard-

December
SHACK OUT ON

IWm.

Bill
Elliott,
Beverly Garland, Tom
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Hubert CornUsing insurance money of murdered
mother blind boy undergoes eye operation and sets
out to capture his mother's killer. 63 min.

Drake.

Drama.

January
AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Producer
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.
DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,

makes

80 min.

Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautinotorious

ful,

on

woman who
murder

trial for the

John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 mim.

is sole heir to a vast fortune
of her lover. 85 min.

LDLUMBIA

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.

INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

March
WORLD WITHOUT END

Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

A pril
COME ON, THE

Superscope.

Baxter,

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to

steal

money from

Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Angela
Lansbury, Jean Parker. A Scott-Brown Production.
Director Joseph Lewis. Western. Sheriff fights to keep
order in lawless owtn. 78 min. 11/28.

APACHE AMBUSH

killer.

77 min.

HELL'S

I

1/28.

HORIZON

John Ireland, Maria English, Bill
Producer Wray Davis. Director Tom Gries.
Drama. The story of an air crew on a secret mission
to destroy an enemy bridge. 80 min. 11/28.

January

fellow thief. 82 min.

liam Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

De Luxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.

Coming
ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Nelson, Faith Domergue,
Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes
radioactive. 73 min.

CANYON

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts
Marcia

plan of rustlers to steal

CRIME
savetes,
tor
in

IN

his

herd.

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

Mineo.

Producer Vincent Fennelly.

Direc-

Don Sicgel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
68 min. 1/23.

HOUSTON

STORY, THE Lee

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy

McGuire. Marjorie Main,
Producer-director William Wyler.
of a Quaker family during the Civil

Robert

Drama.

War

Middletonl
The story

Haley and

his

Comi

Lisa Gaye. Producer Sam Katzm
Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manai
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 rr

May
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The
men

Trevor Howa
story

hen

of

Navy and methods they used to pa
lyze Nazi merchant shipping during World War
JUBAL CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ern.
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fa
man. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets
in

the British

Bette

killing,

Davis,

but clears
Brian

his

Keith,

name

Paul

a

Kellf

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Dan
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal
"controversial" from her library, embroils a sm
town

in

a fight.

Coming
AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan

Green, Ruth Donnelly.

Crawford, Vera Miles,
Producer William Goetz.

Lor,
Dire

tor Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband frc
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 97 min. in

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Mario*
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzma
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucerm
attack the United States, but are beaten back by
secret weapon.

EARTH
Joan

1

DUCHIN STORY, THE CinemaScope, Tectr
Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, V
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director Georc
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchest

EDDY

color.
toria

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

Technicolor.

Frankie

Laine,

Lui

nightclub entertainer.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pn
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ac
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-ma
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroy!
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonal
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allti
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild an
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
violent death.

SAFARI

Maturi
Victor
CinemaScooe.
Technicolor,
John Justin. Producers Irving Allen, *
bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventun
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his list'
and young son at the hands of the Mau Mau.

Janet Leigh,

SECRET

OF TREASURE

MOUNTAIN

Valerie

Frenc

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace Me'
Donald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Thri
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout a'
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

JOE MACBETH

SOLID

PICNIC

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direct!
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the fama
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a larq
holding company.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Ste»<
Director Fred Star
Ritch. Producer Sam Katzman.
Horror. Man turns into werewolk from taking sptci

Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.
Kim

GOLD CADILLAC, THE

serum developed by

Judy

Holliday,

P«

scinetists.

March

FIRST

Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS. THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson,
Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the 1800 s.
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal.

J.

Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea. Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps

Bill

Johnny Johnston,

workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer Wil-

THUNDERSTORM

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Direct'
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar pla
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a your

WICKED WIFE

Shaftel. Dra ma. Doctor's children come into possession
of germ warfare pellets which, if broken, could kill all
the people in a large city. 71 min.

1

HE LAUGHED LAST

DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Carver. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto

May

Steiger, Jan Sterling. Producer Philip Yordan. Direc;
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argent
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing chc

leader.

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE

J

Bogart,

INSIDE

CRASHING LAS VEGAS

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Lister. Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

Humphrey

THE

FALL,

Williams, Richard Jaeckel, Alex

Bill

Montoya. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Fred
Sears. A story of the days when the Apaches turned
the Abilene Trail into a flaming warpath, and an exIndian fighter who helped to make it safe.
CROOKED WEB, THE Frank Lovejoy, Mari Blanchard,
Richard Denning. A Clover Production. Director Nathan
Juran. Melodrama. Undercover girl uses kisses to trap

Williams.

Anne

i

HARDER THEY

STORM CENTER

December
A LAWLESS STREET

Superscope.

I

volved in self-defense
catches real culprit.

Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find it. 61 min.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegal. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

BLACKJACK KETCHUM, DESPERADO Howard ot
Victor Jory, Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzrr
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this t
on the side of the law. 76 min.

II

Comedy drama.

February

-

|

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.
THREE FOR JAMIE DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo Montalban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director

|

A pril

rector

F.

SUDDEN DANGER
field.

Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons. DiIrving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
MOTHER-SIR Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.
ing,

Broidy Pictures Corp.
Prod.) Terry Moore, Frank Loveioy, Keenan Wynn
Producer Mort Millman. Director Edward Dein. Melodrama. Near a well-guarded electronics lab is an eating shack which is in reality a spy center. A romance
and the FBI resolve the situation. 80 min. 1/23.
101

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Med
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director
liam Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree lift
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking placi
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

HOT BLOOD Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russell,
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.

INDEPENDENTS

85 min. 3/5.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

Richard Crenna.

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
V'vian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is

brainwashed

until

the State. 91 min.

he confesses act of treason against

1/23.

Min BULLETIN — THIS

December

Producer

Lewis Rachmil. D. rector Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A
beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

DAY THE WORLD ENDED (American

life.

IS

TOUR PRO

Releasing Corp

Superscope. Richard Denning, Lori Nelson, Adele J*
gens. Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiefiOt
Seven people survive the atomic destruction of H
world and the conflict among them to seek • ••

U C

80 min.
T

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
(DCAI

ISKY

|A

Titanus

Production).

Gina

LolloMisiano. Di-

ijida, Vittorio de Sica. Producer Nino
ctor Luigi Comencini. Comedy. Romantic
res of two couples. 98 min.
1/28.

misadven-

1

ITLEST OUTLAW. THE IBuena Vista) Technicolor,
dro Armendariz, Joseph Calleia, Rodolfo Acosta.
oflucer Larry Lansburgh. Director Roberto Cavaldon.
'ama. The story of a boy and his horse who innocentrun afoul of the law.

ADDALENA
;rvi,

ctor
igent

IIFE)

Technicolor.

Marta Toren, Gino
Charles Vanel. Producer Giuseppe Bordogni. DiAugusto Genina. Drama. A Good Friday religious
small

Italian

village turns into a

4ANTOM FROM

10,000

LEAGUES (American

a

in

bomb

Releas-

Corp.)

oduced

kMURAI IA Toho Production! Eastman Color. Toshiro
Yachigusa.

Producer Kaiuo Takimura
Drama. A zealous boor learns integrity

d discipline in order to become a professional
br. English sub-titles. 93 min. 12/12.

war-

ASE OF LIFE

(IFEI Eastman Color. Robert Donat
Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Producm. Director Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
all town vicar who meets -and conquers
the fears
every man.

[y

ME (DCA)

Angela Lansbury, Ray>nd Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. DirecPeter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
ro murdering him in order to avenge
double-cross.
min.
VIERA IIFE) Technicolor. Martine Carol, Raf Value. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
Dse who work at play on the Riviera. English
sub,les. 88 min.

;

OF

FEAR

IDCA)

Yves Montand, Charles
nel, Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H.
G. Clouzot.
ama. Four men set out on dangerous iourney to
insport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.

>ILD
ay,

m

DAKOTAS, THE IAFRCI Bill Williams, Coleen
Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director
Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian

rising against

white settlers.

>lor.

omd

Lavrovsky.

Musical

(are.

Based on the scores by
love story by Wi||i d m Shakes-

DN JUAN

(Akkord) Agfa Color. Cesare Danova
Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H
Kolmlltee
Musical. Filmization of Mozart's famous opera
Don Giovanni ". Features Vienna State Opera and
the
tenna Symphony Orchestra.

W

set

DDA

THE

UNCIVILIZED

Kunogh,

prla

I

DCA

Eastman

I

Color,

Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor
Procer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based
upon
Je happenings in the Aborigine
territory in Northern
istraha.

OF DON CAMILLO

:TURN
Jr«.

Italo-French

Comedy.

ivivier.

and

lest

a

IIFE)
Fernandel, Gino
co-production.
Director
Julien
The human comedy of a village

communist mayor. 115 min.

April

THE

(Continental)
Technicolor
Alec
Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael BalDirector A. Mackendrick. Comedy A
tire on American gangster films.
93 min.

kimness Cecil
ln Production.

AND LOLLIPOPS

March Gerd O. Loughlin, Cathy Dunn, William
Ward. Produced
»d directed by Morns Engel and Ruth Orkin.
Comedy
»e courtship of a widow and her
7-year old dauqhter
mm.
JM AND ABNER ABROAD cHowcol Chester Lauck
torris Goff, Jill Alls.
Producer-director James Kern'
Dmdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe
3 TV
ms |oined together to make
feature film. 72 min
ADAME BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachi,m, Nicola Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
,ailone.
(Trans-Lux

I

Lori

.

i

12/26.

of

terrior

bull

a

Director

Vincent

Minelli.
113 min.

Broadway musical.

in

Musical.
12/12.

»

famous

opera

reen.

transferred

to

the

CHARD THE THIRD

(Lopert) VistaVision, Technicolor
John Gielgud, Claire Bloom
Pro-

»urence .Olivier,
per-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinaont ot a twisted nobleman that changed
the course
England s history. 155 min. 3/19
NS OF THE BORGIAS (Aidart Pictures! Technicolor,
artine Carol, Pedro Armendariz.
A Ariane-Filmsonor•ancinex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life
of Luetia Borgia during the Italian
Renaissance. 93 min

Coming
-.TTERS

February
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

Wide Screen.

Color,

100 min.' 2/6.

THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.

March
PLANET

Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas
Nayfack. Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.
MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Color. Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a
ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 12 min. 2/20.
1

A pril
THE

Eastman

Film

February
ROSE TATTOO, THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Drama.

117 min.

11/14.

March
THE

JESTER,

Danny

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

101

min. 2/6.

A pril
ANYTHING GOES

Technicolor. Bing Cro»Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

Donald

VistaVision.

O'Connor,

Emmett Dolan.

Director

Grace

SCARLET HOUR, THE

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmarf,

Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking

and murder.

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.

BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer

The story of a
hands. 95 min.

man who took

law into

the

own

his

May
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
of whom traps him into

up with some card-sharks, one
marriage.

May
GABY CinemaScope,
Kerr.

Sir

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.

Director Curtis Bernhardt.

Drama. The romance

American paratrooper and
the London blitz. 97 min.

RACK,

THE

Paul

Newman,

a

French

ballerina

an
during

Wendell

Corey,

Walter

of

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min.

Coming
CATERED AFFAIR, THE

Bette Davis. Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Kelly.
Ballet.
Four episodes
dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LUST FOR LIFE Fastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.

PARAMOUNT

Coming
LEATHER SAINT.

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechMAN
James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from talking.

MOUNTAIN,

THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Spencer
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
distant
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
Tracy,

crashed to discover a
wreckage.

IS

critically

injured

woman

in

the

PARDNERS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII.
VistaVision. Technicolor.
Brynner, Anne Bax*e"\ ProducerDeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

Fr.dric

March, Martha Scott. Producer-director William Wyler
Melodrama. Escaped convicts take refuge in suburban
home and terrorize residents. 112 min. 9/19.

ULLETIN — THIS

Paul

nicolor.

Yul

B.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING
Bogart,

Technicolor.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

December
HOURS. THE Humphrey

VistaVision,

John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool.

director Cecil

DESPERATE

THE

Douglas,

Charlton Heston,

Eng-

(Lux Film, Rome) PatheHor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Leonide
••line. Dirtctor Ettore Giannini. Musical.
The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and
dance.

Comedy-drama. Nice old
suspected of accidentally killing man
is
while out hunting, but death is complicated bv number
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.

105 min. 1/23.

CinemaScope.

Color,

into the

(IFEI

THE VV-Technicolor. John
Edmund Gwenn. Producer-

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in love and becomes a woman.

collection of stories.

EAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

HARRY,

gentleman

COURT

CinemaScope,

I

;h

WITH

TROUBLE

Forsythe, Shirley McLean,
director Alfred Hitchcock.

Mann.

Taylor,

CONTINENT IFEI CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
E&
oducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion
Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago.
commentary. 86 min.

AND MODELS VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
ARTISTS

Lu-

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

ITohan Pictures! Robert
Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and dieted by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three
tales

of

Musicals

cille

Jttier.

ildi

Comedy

0

January

Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.
RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

FROM MY WINDMILL

om Daudet's

1

4 Westerns

January

I

Puccini's

0 Adventures

Adaptation

DIANE CinemaScope,

FORBIDDEN

Re-

4 Melodramas

12 Dramas

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann Blythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damone. Producer Arthur
Freed.

MGM,

Universal and Warners

The breakdown for May:

Kelly,

ONDE

>VERS

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
director. Producer LawThe life story of Lillian

Drama.

tor Herman Hoffman. Adventures
the Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

of the

Allied Artists,

20th-Fox,

Four features will be in CinemaScope,
two in VistaVision, one in Superscope and
one in Naturama. Nine May films will
be in color.

A DOG'S

SWAN,

BAIT AFRC) Beverly Michaels
Jim Davis
an Rice, Richard Travis. Producer Anthony
Hinds'
rector Elmo Williams. Melodrama.
State Department
Kestigator traps murderous traitor by using
blonde
tiger as bait. 71 min.

kpYKILLERS,

min.

17

I

Artists,

each have two on the agenda. Twelve releases on the May roster are Dramas.

Mann

Daniel

Weingarten.

LAST HUNT,

OF ROMEO AND JULIET, THE ITohan Pictures)
A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam

Prokofief and the

rgi

TOMORROW

Albert.

Roth.

Park.

March
.LLET

three releases.

LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff
Richards, Jarma Lewis. Producer Henry Berman. Direc-

February

AGES

CRY

will be
each with

Leading suppliers

Columbia and United

December
Eddie
rence

re-

21, a sharp drop

from the April peak of 31 and a new low

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
I'LL

May numbers

for this year.

public,

IT'S

EASE MURDER

The tentative schedule of feature
leases for

rubble.

scovers the secret. 75 min.
ifune,
Kaoru
roshi Inagaki.

MAY SUMMARY

tragedy.

Kent Taylor. Cathy Downs, Michael Whalen.
by the Milner Brothers. Science-fiction. A
rrifying monster guards a death ray which foreign
ies are trying to obtain until an underwater expert
g

(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
SMOLDERING SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Bob

Hope, Eva Marie Saint, George Sanders, Pearl Bailey.
A Norman Panama-Melvin Frank Production. Comedy.
The story of a cartoonist who achieves success as a

homespun philosopher.

YOUR PRODUCT

!

PARAMOUNT
VAGABOND

(Continued)

KING, THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtii. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would over-

throw him.

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVision,
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel ot the Napoleonic era.

GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.
POSTMARK FOR DANGER Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four death. 84 min. 3/5.

Hepburn,

February

Ponti,

BRAIN MACHINE, THE

Melodrama
Hughes.
Director Ken
Reed.
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
min.
3/5.
machine".
72
"brain
with
gives him test
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
Maxwell

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them

toward new track successes.

Scott,

Edward

Ludwig.

intrigue

in

JAGUAR
ners.

Trucoior.
Duff. Asso.

Howard

Melodrama.

the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.

Sabu, Chiquita,

Barton

MacLane, Touch Con-

A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke

Production.

Di-

George Blair. Adventure melodrama. Localed
Amazon jungle. 66 min.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
rector
in the

Producer

William

Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

of

13th

the
I

I

February
DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision, Technicolor.
Dirk BoBardot, Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.
Brigitte

March
Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Trucoior. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
Tufts.

MAGIC FIRE Trucoior. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortase, Alan Badel. Producer-direct, r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

battle

in

the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

May
IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino,
George Sanders. Producer Bert
Fleming,
Rhonda
Friedlob. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering female victims. 100 min.

GREAT DAY

Trucoior.

Barbara

Stanwyck,

Coming
DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucoior. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.
LISBON Trucoior. Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each Drotects the other.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1

19

min.

RAINS OF RANCHIPUR,
Color.

Lana

Turner,
Director Jean

love of a

woman.

104 min.

12/26.

BOTTOM OF THE

BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe

Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town. 88 min. 2/6.

LIEUTENANT

WORE

SKIRTS,

THE CinemaScope, Deluxe

Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

February
CAROUSEL
Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Color.
Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

CinemaScope,

Cameron

Broadway musical.

MAN WHO

128 min. 2/20.

NEVER WAS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe

Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montague. Famous spy thriller of World
War II. 103 min. 2/20.

March

January
CASH ON DELIVERY

Shelly Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers. Ben Schrift.
Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date. 82 min. 2/6.

Film

if

December
AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund,

Tl

j.

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna

F

I

S(

HEIDI

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

1

Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter A
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. V'
Guide leads wagon train thru Incj
tern adventure.
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.
TOP GUN Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Ka'
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray
zarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the rJ
gades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

MAN WITH

THE GOLDEN ARM, THE

Frank Slna
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang. Produ<
director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of dope
diction.
19 min. 12/26.
1

STORM FEAR

Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryj
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrar
suspense
novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. I
Based on
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hugr
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

KILLER IS LOOSE, THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fl<
ing, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Dir
tor Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Ar
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert V
cox. Musical. Prince chooses love of commoner a
goes into exile returns to regain crown. 66 min. 2/
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Char.

MAN

IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

|

Prodlcer-director

Victor Jory.

W.

MOHAWK

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell. Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of

IS

Lee Wilder. Adv.
"Gold Bug" a|

SHADOW OF

THE

EAGLE

1

(Valiant

Films)

Richa

Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Ha'
lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic dran
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beauti
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lol
with his victim. 92 min.

Greene,

March
COMANCHE

Deluxe Color. Dana A
drews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Produc
Sherman. Wester
Director George
Kurger.
Carl

CinemaScope,

72 min. 3/19.

GHOST TOWN

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Cai
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Wester
story
by James Brewer. Cowboy and a<}'
Based on a
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 mi
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Pr
ducers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Field
Cook. Drama. Based on famous television drama.
Michael Redgrav
Producer Daniel
Adventure. Saga

SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE
Bogarde, Anthony Steele.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert.
British naval aircraft. 91

I

min.

A pril
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Technicolc

Richard Burton, Fredric March. Claire Bloom, Di
D<
nielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen
ma. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedoni
conqueror.
Duff, Lita Baron, Bill *
liams Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Direcl
mi
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal
*
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

BROKEN STAR, THE Howard

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman.
Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

—

Dirk

A pril

December

r
|i

ture. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.

January

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

SEA, THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner. A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fighting the sea to catch tuna. 70 min.

,.

1

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
Producer W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
of the men who test Air Force equipment. 96 min. 3/19

NAKED

Color, CinemaSc
Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Proa
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama.
story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the sixt
June, 1944.

February

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Color.

RKO

him. Violent ending.

January

Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

services above the

May

kill

OF JUNE. THE DeLuxe

89 min.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves.
THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama, Trucoior. Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

I

;.

as

save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE

s

UNITED ARTISTS

BRAVE, THE Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a

THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
Ross.
young doctor chooses the need of his people for his

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Director
Franklin
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket and capture killers.
ZANZABUKU Trucoior. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.

i.

I

'

December

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

•,

son.

BOLD AND THE

A pril
STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

AND I, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe C
Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin L
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter
Musical. From the famous musical play by Ro<
and Hammerstein.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cc
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler fal n
Deborah

April

COME NEXT SPRING
Sonny

Powell.

Century

•

min. 3/5.

I

Boyle.

N.

track.

garde,

Tale

Yvonne DeCarlo,

producer-director
Society romance and

John

Technicolor.

Wayne, Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes ProducProducer-director Dick

C

KING

SIXTH

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

Genghis Kahn.

Luxe

Coming

love with lady sent to

March
tion.
ture.

January
Zachary

after

city

to

thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron,

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

government

good

return

politicians

December

De

Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Proi'iJ
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. K „
marshall cleans up small frontier town.
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, D. e
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ep L
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American
wright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young

Allan,

Woman

REPUBLIC

May
PROUD ONES, THE CinemaScope,

I,

Elizabeth

Barr,

Patric

'

WWII

92 min.

UNKNOWN

Brian Donlevy, Margia O'i
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director 1
Guest. Science-fiction. The story of a rocket that
m
turns to earth and the life of the only survivor. 78
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Bt,
Directed
rice Straight. Producer Michael Myerberg
b<
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation
whose only concern is the growth of his busme

CREEPING
Jack

Warner.

i

83 min. 3/19.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued^

mon.

NEVER SAY GOODBYE
nell
Borchers, George
Cohen.

SUNDOWN

C dE AGAINST JOE John Bromfield, Julie London,
H -y Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director Lee
Stem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of mlrdi. finds real criminal to be his best friend. A? min.
Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.
uced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
ram from television adapted to the movies.

9 NCANNON,

FRONTIER

WORLD

Luxe Color.
Peggie Castle. Producer

H ard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.

Coming

A pril

A ISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color. CinemaScope.
Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Virginia Leith. Prodi r Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
seer murders heiress in the "perfect crime".
AIASSADORS DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope. Techni or. Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Prucer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
Tbaffairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceG.

Technicolor.
Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

CREATURE WALKS

I.

HOLLOW

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

Bi:K SLEEP, THE 8asil Rathbone. Akim Tamiroff
Jc, Caradine. Bela Lugosi
Producer H. W. Koch. Direjr Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

Dale Robertson Mara Corday. Jock
Mahoney. Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town

Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Ko. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incide)s in a hospital affect the
lives of a lady doctor
ar a detective. 62 min.

who can't reconcile himself to the taminq
West
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon. Lex Barker. Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
each other

a chain of violent events.

in

fantasy. 95 min.

Coming

SH OF INDIA

Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walla
Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Aunture. Story of a diamond smuggler 92 min.
TP'EZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,

APACHE AGENT

Technicolor. Audie Murphy. Anne
Bancroft. Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for U. S.
Government fights for human rights for the Apache
Indians in Arizona.

Gl Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht!
Oi|:tor Carol Reed.
Drama. Circus suspense drama
injured trapeze star who conquers fear and

•bt

comeback with help

«nis

of

beautiful

AWAY

aerialist.

BOATS

ALL

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

Jeff

Chandler, George Nader. Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

in

World War

II.

CONGO CROSSING

February
HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Rossana
Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

famous

tale

Sernas,
Hardwicke,
Cedric
Stanley
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
from Greek mythology, the story of the

Trojan horse. 115 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerCoior.

TOMORROW

H D BACK

Virginia Mayo. George Nader.
Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney
Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a haven in
West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Cleo

Moore.

John

Agar.

tradition.

Prluced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama
A killer
•vjting execution finds love at the
moment he loses
hiife. 75 min. 10/17.

MY GODIVA

Technicolor.

Maureen O'Hara

PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler. Dorothy Malone.
Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

Ward

George

McLaglen. Producer Robert Arthur. DiLubin- Historical drama. Tale of how
Lady Godiva say es England from disastrous
T.u
•^through
her famous horseback ride. 89 mm. 10/17.
|ED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy Betta
Mlonn. Producer James O. Radford. Director
Edqar
Victor

NJer,

Country.

Ar?nur

r

LT -«

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller. Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
1870

9 Imer. 82 min. 8/8.

IINING WILD William Campbell. Keenan
pne Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine
lijrman
as
|3,*

n

,

Melodrama.

director.
(

% hoodlum

»OND GREATEST
m.

to

crack a

SEX,

Wynn,
Abner

A

rookie policeman
ring of car thieves.

THE CinemaScope.

Techni-

Jeanne Cram. George Nader. Kitty Kallen Bert
14. Produced by Albert J. Cohen.
George Marshall
j'ptor. Musical. Women use
"sex strike" to stop their
iijands from feuding and fighting.
87 min. 10/17.
t^NTULA John Agar, Mara Corday. Leo Carrol.
7T=* r William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
Wist breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
»*ks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.

January

I THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
c-

>
«|Hs

March
OUR MISS BROOKS

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
r<IVER CHANGES. THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.
Porter.

Producer

Comedy.

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director WalDoniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escaoe which brings about end of Combination.
86 min. 3/19.

A pril
MIRACLE

IN

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.
SERENADE WarnerCoior. Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.
soldier

May
GOODBYE, MY LADY Walter Brennan. Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare named "Lady". 95 min.
Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS, THE

Technicolor.

Jane

Wy-

'

I*'

Francesca de Scaffa,
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his

6 T «chnicolor. Anne

to

i

'sted

Baxter,

Jeff

WarnerCoior.

Randolph

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitious father, then finds a real one.

305 N. 12th St.
Philadelphia

7,

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

WARNER HR0THERS

Chand-

V y

February
MY GOODMAN

STORY.

THE

Technicolor.

Steve

Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. ValenDavi,, d.rector. Musical.
The life story of the

i.

>us clarinet

NOW

Member

National Film Carriers

-

m

ITS

FROM

MEN

To

trained dog.

Caihoun
Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.

'•ARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis. Pat
Crowley,
rst Borgnine. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director
Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of
a
f0 ,h * '"'dd'ewelght championship of the
'V. and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
I
an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min.
1/9.

player. 116 min. 12/24.

ALWAYS TOMORROW

Barbara Stanwyck,
MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
:tor Douglas Sirk. Drama.
A man, a woman and

h«r

SEVEN

Scott, Gail Russell. Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen. R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws.

June

Hudson Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ween youn 9 w!dow a nd her gardener.

u-wl.
«8 "ibbs

l

early I800's.

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas.

f "/!%

'"pERS

11

couple".
STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar. Mamie
Van Doren Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land.

Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.
AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy.
8AD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy McCormack. Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess.
GIANT WarnerCoior. Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson.
James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
MOBY DICK Technicolor. CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the

-

,

m

«

AND LAURA VistaVision, Technicolor. Kay
Kendall, Pater Finch. Muriel Pavlow. Producer Teddy
Baird. Director Muriel Box. Comedy. A popular British
stage couple whose marriage seems perfect actually
fight all the time.
Complications arise when they accept offer to appear on TV as "the ideal married

Coming
ANIMAL WORLD. THE

Sirk.

l»Wn

h.

s.

SIMON

December

Clayton Moore. Jay

Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9
Silverheels,

Peter Lorre. Producer

November

WarnerCoior.

the waterfront. 98 min.

free of man
of the Wild

LIKY KID, THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
Dd, David Kossoff, Joe Robinson.
Producer-director
C*l Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith

CinemaScope,

ter

May

A DAY OF FURY

HOSPITAL

Re*.

in

AMONG

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland]
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2

BE.T OF
MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. color.
Gi Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers William
an Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fion thriller.

ErRGENCY

January
ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

BACKLASH

Rcsrt

hu ry

MY CORNER

IN

Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
Jeff Morrow, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

SCOUT De

Td Martin, John Bromfield.

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

A

GO

REIGN INTRIGUE
Pr

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min. 2/20.
RED
Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
TOUCH AND
Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Balcon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
ihs whole family and attempts to start life anew.

7? min. 3/5.

May

Pr

TARGET ZERO

March

STABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder. Felicia Farr
Wiry Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melodria. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone exc» an insurance investigator eager for a quick halfTl

woman. 84 min.

1/23.

Film

November
DIED A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Jack Palance. Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
Involved in robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
SINCERELY YOURS WarnerCoior. Liberace, Joanne
Dru,
Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
Blanke.
Director Gordon Douglas. Musical.
Pianist
overcomes deafness to win musical fame and pretty

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

I

girl.

115 min.

1

1/14.

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

December

Member

COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

PARAMOUNT
VAGABOND

Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtii. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.

KING, THE

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVisioi,
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

POSTMARK FOR DANGER

Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Godwin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results in four death. 84 min. 3/5.

Hepburn.

February

Ponti,

BRAIN MACHINE. THE

Elizabeth

Barr,

Patric

REPUBLIC

politicians

December

return

good

Ben Cooper, Julie
London. Producer William J. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama. Greedy, money mad girl breaks
up turf partnership of jockey and trainer. Her heartlessness over a horse reunites partners and turns them

toward new track successes.

January
Howard

Scott.

Edward

Luowjg.

Truco.or.
Asso.

Duff.

Wayne,

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Susan

Moorehead,
tion.

Producer-director

ture.

Tale

of

the
Ill

February
DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision, Technicolor. Dirk BoBrigitte Bardot, Brenda De Baniie.
Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

garde,

March
Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett. Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortase, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

GANGLAND
Millar,

STRIKES
Hudson.

John

Raymond
Producer

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino,
George Sanders. Producer Bert
Fleming,
Rhonda
Friedlob. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering female victims. 100 min.

Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each orotects the other.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
Technicolor.

19 min.

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Detective and fiancee smash big

Rudy

Adreon. Melodrama.

interstate hot-car racket and capture killers.
Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.

ZANZABUKU

May
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,
Homier*. Kristine

Miller,

RAINS OF RANCHIPUR,
Color.
Ross.

Lana Turner,
Director Jean

THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A

young doctor chooses the need of his people
services above the love of a woman. 104 min.

for

his

12/26.

January
BOTTOM OF THE

BOTTLE, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe

Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town. 88 min. 2/6.

her

gang

Trucolor.

Skip

February

Stanwyck,
Producersacrifices

George Macready. Producer-

director Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

Coming
DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund. Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters In this drama.
LISBON

Trucolor.
Rey
Milland,
Maureen O'Hara.
Claude Rains Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure A tea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

CAROUSEL

CinemaScope,

Shirly Jonos,
ron. Director

Color.
Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

Cameron

Broadway musical.

MAN WHO

128 min. 2/20.

NEVER WAS. THE Cinemascope, Deluxe

Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montague. Famous spy thriller of World
War II. 103 min. 2/20.

March
MAN

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. K
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Ab
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. VV
tern adventure.
Guide leads wagon train thru Ind
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.

TOP GUN

Sterling Hayden, William Bishop, Kar
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray
zarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the rei
qades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.
(•

MAN WITH

THE GOLDEN ARM, THE

Frank Sinati
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang. Produo
director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of dope a
diction.
19 min. 12/26.
STORM FEAR Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryc
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrarr
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. 1/
I

THREE BAD SISTERS Maria

English, Kathleen Hugh
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard \
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

IN

THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE Cinema-

January
n

Film

Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chane,
Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adve
Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" ail
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.

SHADOW OF

THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richai'
Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Hav
lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic dram
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautif
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lo»
with his victim. 92 min.
Greene,

March
COMANCHE

Deluxe Color. Dana Ai
drews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Produo
Sherman. Wester:,
Kurger.
Carl
Director George

CinemaScope,

72 min. 3/19.

GHOST TOWN

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Can,
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Westeri
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and age
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 mill
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Pre
ducers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Field*
Cook. Drama. Based on famous television drama.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael Redgrav.
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel rv
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga c
min.

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons. Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont, Producer
Herbert Swope. Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman.
MOHAWK Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend

Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min.
REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell. Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Dram*. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of WWII. 92 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

April
Technicolor

Burton, Fredric March. Claire Bloom, Oar
Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Dra
Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonia

Richard
nielle

ma.

conqueror.

of the

Shelly Winters. John Gregion,
Producers Peter Rogers. Ben Scnrift!
Director Muriel Foi. Comedy A night club linger will
Inherit a fortune providing her
husband has not become a father by a certain date. 12 min. 2/4.

Peggy Cummint

MANFISH

Victor Jory.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison. John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
men who test Air Force equipment. 96 min. 3/19

A pril

CASH ON DELIVERY

W

— returns

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
of the

SEA. THE Technicolor. Produced and directed
by Allen Miner A first person account of the daily
adventures and dangers of the men who make a living
by fiqhting the tea to catch tuna. 70 min.

exile

1

Farrar. Producer-director Herbert
Prince chooses love of commoner at
to regain crown. 66 min. 2/2

David

Musical.

goes into

British naval aircraft. 91

Producer

NAKED

Neagle,
cox.

Scope. DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.
Color.

December

Fr.

ture.

LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a husband who has a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

Trucolor. Barbara
Barry Sullivan. Scott Brady, Mary Murphy.
director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw
own life and brings about the destruction of
to save the life of the man she loves.

Spi

KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fie
ing, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Dire
tor Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Ar.

December

save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

Producer

The

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna

February

BOTH CENTURY-FOX

A pril

Faylen.

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund,

January

Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

of his daughter.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

CinemaScc

December
AND

HEIDI

J.

Patricia

Color,

Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Produ
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama,
story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the sixth
June, 1944.

89 min.

GREAT DAY

Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation

Medina. Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

him. Violent ending.

as

May

O'Sullivan.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald Carey,

kill

OF JUNE, THE DeLuxe

Wendell
Maurey.

Greenleaf,

William

!

son.

UNITED ARTISTS
Superscope.

Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a

1

THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cc
Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin
Producer Charles Brackert. Director Walter Li
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rode
and Hammerstein.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cor
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls
I.

Deborah

A pril

COME NEXT SPRING
Sonny

Powell.

Century

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

battle in the Italy

Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog
track.

Marjie

Dick

13th

I

min. 3/5.

DeCarlo,
producer-director

Amazon jungle. 46 min.
TRACK THE MAN DOWN Kent

John

C<

Coming
AND

KING

love with lady sent to

Technicolor.

Luxe

Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Prodi
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Ka
marshall cleans up small frontier town.
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, Del
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Eph
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American
p
wright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young i|

SIXTH

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

Yvonne

the

WHEN

after

city

March

Genghis Kahn.

Melodrama. Societv romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.
JAGUAR Sabu. Chiquita, Barton MacLane, Touch Conners
A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. Director George Blair.
Adventure melodrama. Localed
in

to

thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

FIGHTING CHANCE Rod Cameron.

Zachary

government

PROUD ONES, THE CinemaScope, De

Allan,

Melodrama
Hughes.
Director Ken
Reed.
Woman doctor discovers potential murderer when she
min.
3/5.
machine".
72
"brain
with
test
gives him
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
Maxwell

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS

May

GLORY

(Continued)

BROKEN STAR. THE Howard

Duff,

Lita

Baron,

Bill

Wil

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Direetol
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal mur
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid hir
liams,

under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

UNKNOWN

Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Va
Guest. Science-fiction. The story of a rocket that re|
turns to earth and the life of the only survivor. 78 mini
PATTERNS Van Heflin. Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Btatj
rice Straight. Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed dm
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation bos'
whose only concern is the growth of his busintisl

CREEPING
Jack

Warner.

83 min. 3/19.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued

March

ilETABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder, Felicia Farr
sley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Meloima. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone exy an insurance investigator eager for a quick halflion. 79 min. 3/5.

'

NEVER SAY GOODBYE

nell
Borchers, George
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min.
2/20.
RED
Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes
promise
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
TOUCH AND
Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Balcon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
ihs whole family and attempts to start life anew.

Cohen.

SUNDOWN

May
IME AGAINST JOE John Bromfield, Julie London,
nry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director Lee
slem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of mlr-

REIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page,
and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama,
jgram from television adapted to the movies.
JINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Color.

ijduced

WORLD

Martin, John Bromfield. Peggie Castle. Producer
.ward Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.

Coming
Color, CinemaScope.
Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Proper Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
»ker murders heiress in the "perfect crime".

BACKLASH

Wagner,

4BASSADORS DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

MY CORNER

A pril

BEFORE DYING DeLuxe

KISS

IN

Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
Jeff Morrow, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

iy

bert

January
WarnerCoior.

the waterfront. 98 min.

February
HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Rossana
Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

Cedric
Hardwicke,
Stanley
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the
Trojan horse.

1

Sernas,

min.

15

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerCoior.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Silverheels,

Director

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

Tech-

CinemaScope,

Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

AMONG

March
OUR MISS BROOKS

Eve Arden. Gale Gordon, Don
Producer David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Comedy. Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to
Porter.

olor. Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
aducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy,
a affairs of a diplomat's daughter and
a romancengry G. I.

CREATURE WALKS

AST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color,
iy
Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers William
i Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward
Nassour. Science

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS. THE Marjoorie Main Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Di-

A change

rector Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

tion

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2

thriller.

SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone, Aklm Tamiroff,
,hn Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Di:tor Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

A DAY OF FURY

URGENCY

Mahoney, Jan Merlin.

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incitnts in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
d a detective. 62 min.
ed,

'CKY KID, THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
David Kossoff, Joe Robinson. Producer-director
Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith

>rs,

!irol

a

fantasy. 95 min.

May

Producer P.aymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
diamond smuggler. 92 min.
APEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster
ina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hechtl
'rector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
jOut injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
|ikes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.
:e.

APACHE AGENT

Technicolor. Audie Murphy, Anne
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for U. S.
Government fights for human rights for the Apache
Indians in Arizona.

Uventure. Story of a

AWAY

in

Cleo

execution finds
10/17.

GODIVA

iDY

love

at the

moment

he

ader,

Victor

Technicolor.

Maureen O'Hara

Mayo,

George

Nader.

Di-

how

RAWHIDE YEARS. THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the

-

1870

s.

Wynn,

AND LAURA VistaVision, Technicolor. Kay
Kendall, Pater Finch, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Teddy
Baird. Director Muriel Box. Comedy. A popular British
stage couple whose marriage seems perfect actually
fight all the time.
Complications arise when they accept offer to appear on TV as "the ideal married

THE CinemaScope, TechniJeanne Cram, George Nader, Kitty Kallen Bert

couple".
STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land.

SIMON

December
JNNING WILD William Campbell,

Keenan

amie Van Doren.
Producer Howard Pine. Abner
|d«rman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
pses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of
car thieves

mm.

1

1

/28.

:COND GREATEST

SEX,

»hr. Produced by
rector. Musical.

Albert J. Cohen. George Marshall
Women use "sex strike" to stop their
from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.
VRANTULA John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo Carrol,
[oducer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold.
Horror
lentist
breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
reaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min.
11/14.
lisbands

January
LL THAT HEAVEN
Technicolor. Jane Wyan
Rock Hudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
?uglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small

ALLOWS

Henry

life

A pril
MIRACLE

IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier

changes the

young

of a

life

SERENADE WarnerCoior. Mario

107 min. 2/6.

girl.

Joan

Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.
Lanza,

May
GOODBYE, MY LADY Walter Brennan. Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young
named "Lady". 95 min.

boy and

a rare

SEARCHERS, THE Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

Coming
ANIMAL WORLD. THE

Technicolor. Written, produced
Naturalist documentary.

and directed by Irwin Allen.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

Schell,

O.

SEVEN

FROM

MEN

NOW

A famous movie

WarnerCoior.

Randolph

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws.
Scott,

To

trained dog.

Better Serve You
.
& Terminal Combined At
.

.

Office

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitious father, then finds a real one.

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

WARNER BROTHERS

Member

National Film Carriers

-

.

November

.

9UARE JUNGLE.

THE

Tony

Pat Crowley
nest Borgnine. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director
Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
Jung boxer to the middleweight
championship of the
orld, and the heartbreak
he suffers when he almost
III an opponent
in a vicious battle. 86 min.
Curtis,

'rry

1/9.

GOODMAN

:NNY
STORY, THE Technicolor. Steve
Men Donna Reed. Producer Aaron
Rosenberg. Valenne Davies director. Musical.
The life story of the
I'mous clarinet player. 116 min.
12/26.
Barbara

Stanwyck,

MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter
Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
mother woman. 84 min. 1/23.
irector

Film

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY

robbery he is finally killed. 109 min. 10/31.
YOURS WarnerCoior. Liberace, Joanne
Dorothy Malone, Alex Nicol. Producer Henry
in

SINCERELY
Dru,
Blanke.

February

ALWAYS TOMORROW

DIED A THOUSAND TIMES CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Producer Willis
Goldbeck. Director Stuart Heisler. Melodrama. Ex-convict helps and falls in love with young crippled girl.
I

Involved

Director

Gordon

overcomes deafness
girl.

I

15 min.

I

to

Douglas.
win musical

Musical.

Pianist

fame and

pretty

1/14.

EXPRESS LINES,

December

Member

COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE CinemaScope, WarnerCoior. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Steiger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

W.

N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy.
BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess.
GIANT WarnerCoior. Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson,
James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
MOBY DICK Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800 s

Francesca de Scaffa,
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his

I

of

86 min. 3/19.

June

'OILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff ChandR ° r y Calhoun
''
Producer Ross Hunter. Director
_ 1;
ssse Hibbs.
Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
prospectors of their rightful claims
1Bested defraud
by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.

,ea

a

in

TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas,

town nearly
romance between young widow and her gardener.
*
mm. l/K.

HERE'S

Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.

Fisher.

the course of a riv^r brings
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.

l'in

.

CHANGES, THE

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country.

George

of

Virginia

Ward

disastrous
Br through her famous horseback ride. 89 mm.
10/17.
(UED DAWN, THE Technicolor. Arthur Kennedy Betta
J,ohn
Producer James O. Radford. Director Edqar
I Ulmer. 82 min. 8/8.

pior.

II.

PILLARS OF THE SKY

loses

McLaglen. Producer Robert Arthur

Ictor Arthur Lubin. Historical drama.
Tale
bautiful Lady Godiva saves England from

Jeff

tradition.

75 min.

life.

VistaVision.

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a
haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Moore, John Ag^r
oduced and directed by Hugo Haas. Drama. A killer

'airing

World War

CONGO CROSSING

November
is

Technicolor,

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

UNIVERSAL-INT1
TOMORROW

BOATS

ALL

the movies. 85 min. 2/20.

(<IVER

Sarita

Coming

AR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wal-

OLD BACK

tangles

Dale Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock
Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taminq
of the Wild West.
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
each other in a chain of violent events.

ich.

'

ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

Technicolor.

ACK

1

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

A

GO

criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.

finds real

.r,

TARGET ZERO

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

YOUR PRODUCT

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

!

There's plenty of ammunition in your exciting
Attractions. So break out
full

power of

all

new 1956

your big guns. Let 'em have the

the patron-pulling Promotions in your press

books. Then they'll junk that rocker for a theatre seat
you'll

make

. . .

and

the most of this year's big boxoffice potential.

Remember,

there's a battery of

nearest branch of

showmanship a

NSS

mmm\\C%£€ft

service

\J mitt tiast of me mot/smr
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REVIEWS

Assignment

Crisp,

usiness-wise

Analysis

for

of the

New

Films

Eric Johnston

•
AUTUMN LEAVES

"YOUR SKILL

SAFARI

TOY TIGER
HE

SCARLET

HOUR

IN

DIPLOMACY

IS

NEEDED

URGENTLY BY THIS INDUSTRY OF OURS.

THE WAY OUT
TOUCH AND GO

DAYS
ANIMAL WORLD
|*ROR AT MIDNIGHT
E ERGENCY HOSPITAL
THE SEA SHALL
NOT HAVE THEM
JS OF THE BORGIAS
HE LAST TEN

I

CxhibiticHA

faik

FILL THOSE SEATS!

JUSTIN'
our
l£

A mo ^erp/ece
suspense and
deduction!

Y° 0

ill
11

find
f,n

OUt
°

why

c?

er

had

leave San

to

rr

JANE RUSSELL- RICHARD E6AN

COLOR by DE LUXE

C.NemaScoP1=
ecu,,,*
„„„

CINemaScoPc

JOAN LESLIE

AGNES MOOREHEAD
MICHAEL PATE

Product d by

COLOR by DELUXE
also starring

CECIL PARKER
Directed by

BUDDY ADLER - .RAOUL WALSH

•

HENRY EPHRON
HENRY HATHAWAY

Produced by
Screenplay by

Oirccted by

%

SYDNEY BOEHM
Screenplay by

NIGEL BALCHIN

Based on the Novel by William Bradford Huie
Based on

a Novel by Philip

MacDonald

o/

ROBERT

JEFFREY

VIRGINIA

RYAN MAYO HUNTER
•

•

THE

ROBERT

TAYLOR TODD WYNTER O'BRIEN

THE SIXTH

Proud ones
--

ROBERT MIDDLETON
•""WALTER BRENNAN

R0D0LFO ACOSTA
Produced by
Directed by
Screenplay by

•

ARTHUR O'CONNELL

ROBERT

ROBERT

EDMUND NORTH

D.

and

L.

JACKS

WEBB
JOSEPH PF.TRACCA

From the Novel by Verne Athanas

.

OF JUNE MI

COLOR by DE LUXE

CiNemaScoPE:

EDMOND

DANA

RICHARD

COLOR by DE LUXE

CinemaScopE
- JOHN WILLIAMS

@

with

produced by

CHARLES BRACKETT

Directed by

Screenplay by

HENRY KOSTER
and HARRY BROWN

IVAN MOFFAT

Based on the Novel by Lionel Shapiro

m

M-G-M, THE HOTTES

COMPANY!
After Another. Samuel Goldwyn's
"Guys And Dolls" - M-G-M Release; "I'll
Cry Tomorrow"; "Forbidden Planet"; "Meet
Me In Las Vegas"; "Tribute To A Bad Man";
"The Swan"; "Gaby"; "The Rack".

One

.

AND NOW

.

2 SENSATIONAL

PREVIEWS IN

1

WEEK!

BHOWANI BOMBSHELI
"BHOWANI JUNCTION" screeneii

M-G-M's
AVA GARDNER
was never so
alluring

home

room

office projection

BIGGEST. Two

the year's

last

week.

years in

or

It's

produco

Cast of 10,000. Filmed in exotic Pakistan. GREt'

STEWART
rugged,

M-G-M presents in
AVA GARDNER

romantic

Abraham

GRANGER

i

I

the

Sofaer

'

"BHOWANI JUNCTION" strb
with BILL TrA
STEWART GRANGER

CinemaScope

'

Screen Play by Sony a Levien

Novel by John Masters

George Cukor

•

'

Photographed in Eastman Color

Produced by Pandro

•

and Ivan Moffat

S.

•

•

Bat

Direci

Berman.

BOX-OFFICE AFFAIR
Truly All-Star

CATERED AFFAIR" previe

M-G-M's 'THE
at

Loew's Lexington, N. Y.

last

week got

rating equal to "Blackboard Jungle."

audidCl

Star-br;h|

with great performances, including another
BBTTE DAVIS
A

Brilliant

Triumph

ERNEST BORGNINE
Academy Award

star terrific

role for the

Academy Award winning

"THE CATERED AFFAIR"
ERNEST BORGNINE DEBBIE REYNOLDS
•

Richard Brooks

BARRY FITZGERALD
At his funniest

oj

'

*

Produced by

From a Play

Sam

by

BETTE DV\
BARRY FITZGEST

starring

presents

Screen Play by Gore Vidal

DEBBIE REYNOLDS

stai

n|

"Marty." Headed for fame and fortune.
M-G-M

Her Greatest Performance

cj

•

Paddy Chayefsky

'

Direct

Zimbalist.

M-G-M! THE TALK OF THE

INDUSTlYl

Viewpoints
APRIL

t
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NO.

Assignment far Eric
bears repeating: the motion picture industry suffers from an acute
It

compatible

relations

component

elements

it

statesman-

ship. Other great industries

maintain

to

among

their

that his proposal

is

one more
chance to establish a rapport within
our industry will go by the boards.
Exhibition will continue to cry that

industrial

in

deficiency

the point here

manage

and with the public, while they pur-

be

will

is

rejected,

ailing

;

and

distribution will snort

Mean-

and mutter, "Drop dead!"

sue their

common

goal of legitimate

while, the disease of declining at-

profits.

Enlightened

management

deal

harmoniously

tendance that infects our whole business grows more acute.

has

learned

to

with organized labor, a factor that
has contributed so greatly to the
envied prosperity of our nation. Is
it too much to expect the executive

heads of the motion picture companies to devote themselves to the
task of seeking a happier association
with their exhibitor customers?

Abram

Myers has issued

F.

conference of the repre-

for a "great

sentatives of

answered.

branches of the indoubt that it will be

all

We

dustry".

a call

Distribution

is

resentful

Mr. Myers' activities in petitioning Congress to place controls on
film rentals. Too, the Allied leader
put the cart before the horse by preof

dicating the conference

elimination

of

certain

upon

prior

grievances,

when those very grievances might be
vital subjects of

such a conference.

Another weakness, as we see it, in
the Myers' proposal is the fact that
account for the competitive
and the personal differences that
exist among the executive heads of
the film companies. This factor has

it

fails to

Is there a doctor in the

Yes,

we

believe there

house?

is.

We

be-

there is one man with
unique talents and experience to
bring to this industry a reasonable
degree of harmony. We speak, of
course, of Eric Johnston.

the

lieve

An acknowledged master of diplomacy, Mr. Johnston has proved
his ability to smooth troubled waters
and

reconcile the differences of

to

antagonists in a

much

broader and

more complex area than that of the
movie industry. Several Presidents
of

United

the

upon

States

have

called

his services in the national in-

terest.

was

It

largely on the basis of

and the prestige Mr.
Johnston earned in the business and
political worlds that the film companies sought him out to head the
Motion Picture Association.
this rare talent

Now, Mr. Johnston, your
diplomacy
industry

is

of

skill in

needed urgently by
ours.

While the

this

he was "putting
them on the spot". So it goes.
said

But, whatever the flaws in the
mechanics suggested by Mr. Myers,

we

call

on your

ser-

respectfully suggest that

you have an obligation to the entire
motion picture industry. If that
opinion

is disputable, then consider
only the importance of a harmonious
industry to your own
organi-

MPAA

zation.
Is not the effectiveness of your job
diminshed as long as strife plagues
the industry body? Do not your
words on behalf of the industry
sound distorted to the public when

exhibitors

tell

a Congressional

com-

mittee about malpractices that are
allegedly ruining them? How effective

your

can

public

relations

function be in such an atmosphere?
In your unique position, Mr. Johnston,

you can act as a powerful

lyst

in

neutralizing

cata-

the jealousies

and chau vinism that impede efforts
by some of distribution's forces to
achieve cooperation with exhibition.

You have never shirked a tough
assignment, Mr. Johnston. We hope
you will accept this one by picking
up the phone, calling Abram Myers
and Myron Blank of the
saying, "Gentlemen, let's
."
down and talk this over

of Allied

TOA, and
sit

.

.

Until you do, this industry

is

ing to founder on the rocks of
own internal dissension.

goits

Power of Our
A dvertis ing

BULLETIN

top echelon distribution executives.

who

companies have the
vices,

Spreading the

ings between exhibition leaders and

heads,

Jolt nstan

film

been a stumbling block in other attempts to bring about broad meet-

Within the past year we know of at
least one case in which a film company president, striving to solve his
problems with exhibitors, ran afoul
of furious opposition by other film

9

Film
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be taken off the movie page, and
its power turned loose nhere it

might catch the eyes and the
terest of those

who are not

in-

regu-

(Continued on Page 12)
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for the family trade.

Good entertainment

"Autumn Leaves"
Scuchcm 1R<zUk?

tiger

Will do best in

dualler elsewhere.

Build around Universal's new child star, Tim Hovey,
"Toy Tiger" is a mildly humorous domestic comedy,
geared to, and eminently suitable for, the family trade.
It has warmth and amiability, plus strong marquee values

Chandler and Laraine Day. Fairly promising boxoffice for neighborhoods is predicted. Ratine is lower, of
course, for class and most first-run situations. Ted Sherdeman contributed a pleasing story, from which director
Jerry Hopper elicits a maximum of laughs and charm and
maintains a brick pace. Hovery, who appeared to good
advantage in "The Private War of Major Benson", again
in Jeff

Day makes
Howard Christie's TechHovey, who appeared to good

reveals his expressive personality and Laraine
a

welcome return

to the screen.

maintains a brisk pace.
by his widowed, business executive mother, Laraine Day,
"invents" a father and happens to pick Jeff Chandler, art

when he

arrives in the neighborChandler reluctantly goes along
with the gag, but develops a deep affection for Hovey.
Day arrives on the scene for a visit, and is first shocked
and amazed by Chandler's duplicity. Understanding,
though, her son's need for a father and Chandler's suitability, their relations improve, and Laraine considers the
director for Day's firm,

hood

of the boy's school.

possibility of

making

a real father out of Chandler.

Universal

Howard

Joan Crawford in a tailored vehicle about woman who
marries younger man. Should attract her fern following.

86 minutes.
Jeff Chandler, Laraine
Christie. Directed by Jerry Hopper.

Tim

Day,

Hovey.

Produced

by

gives Joan Crawford the kind of emo
tional role that attracts and pleases her feminine following

"Autumn Leaves"

A

"September" woman, she meets and falls in love vnf
younger man, only to learn that he is a psychotic. Th
reason he had found his first wife and his own father in a
compromising situation. She seeks a cure for the young
man she loves, even though it means the possibility of
losing him. This sort of tragic melodrama is Miss Crawford's forte, and she makes the most of the part. Producer
William Goetz has surrounded the star with first-class
production assets, and director Robert Aldrich emphasizes
the heavy mood and the steamy romantics expected by
Crawford fans. Strong support is furnished by Cliff
a

:

("Picnic") Robertson,

who

holds his

own

in several ex-

The

ceptionally strong love scenes with Crawford.

by three

made

story,

writers, taxes one's credulity at times, but

is

believable by the intensity of the performances. Ruth

Donnelly provides some light comedy touches as a landNat "King" Cole sings the title tune. Technically,
the production is top-drawer. When Crawford, becoming
an old maid, is swept off her feet by the younger Robertson, she agrees to marry him, despite her doubts. His
strange behavior finally leads her to the discovery that he
is unbalanced, dating from his discovery of an affair between his ex-wife and his father. Crawford agrees to have
lady.

him

institutionalized,

knowing that

He

to his rejection of her.

may

his recovery

recovers, though,

and

lead

tells

her

Greene,

Vera

he will always want her.

"Emergency Hospital"

Miles.

3«4i«e*A IZatiH?
One

night

billing.

A

in

a city hospital.

O

108 minutes.
Joan Crawford, Cliff Robertson, Lome
Directed by Robert Aldrich. A William Goetz production.

Columbia.

Pius

Strictly for lower-half twin-

"Terror

Fair exploitation angles.

emergency hospital, with its
and adventures, is the basis for
this fair program melodrama. The emphasis is pointedly
sensational, some of the "cases" being: a husband who
neglects his pregnant wife; a rape; criminal son of the
hospital's cop; a drunken mother who beats her infant. The
routine plotting and lack of

marquee names will relegate
"Emergency Hospital" to the lower half of dual bills.
However, where strongly ballyhooed, it might merit a
better rating. Producer Howard Koch has turned out an

obvious "B", though
direction

manages

it's

a satisfactory job.

a fairly fast pace.

Lee Sholem's

Episodic plot, treat-

ing one case after another, centers on Margaret Lindsay
and her devotion to medicine to the exclusion of playboy
Byron Palmer. When Palmer, a race-car enthusiast, be-

comes involved

in a three-car crash, it

confirms her opinion

When she discovers, however, that
he swerved into a pole to avoid hitting a motorcyclist, she
realizes that she loves him.
of his worthlessness.

Midnight"

Sutcnete 1R<zUh?

night's activity in a city

familiar host of problems

at

Crime meller lacks

O

Plus

credibility. Fair for action spots.

An

implausible and ineffective crime melodrama. Victim
an unmotivated, coincidental and incredible story by
John K. Butler and Irving Shulman, this Republic programmer will be limited to the supporting slot on twin
bills in action houses. Director Franklin Adreon's efforts
to inject a degree of suspense into the story come to
naught. Nor are Scott Brady and Joan Vohs any more
successful in their leading roles. When Joan Vohs, fiancee
of police officer Scott Brady, impulsively runs away from
an auto accident, she gets herself into more trouble. Having her car fixed by mechanic Frank Faylen, she is suspected of murder when Faylen is killed by his jealous wife,
and then stretching the coincidences further she is on
the scene just after Faylen's wife, herself, is murdered by
racketeers. Brady, confident of his fiancee's innocence of
all these crimes, somehow untangles the web, and leads
Vohs to safety and to the altar.
of

—

i

—

UA

(A lei- Air Production I. 42 minutes
Margaret Lindsay, Byron Palmer John
Archer
E.ecut,.. Producer, Aubrey Schenck.
Produced by Howard W. Koch
Directed by Le* Sholem.

%>u40tc4A

KoUh?
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Republic.
70 minutes.
Scott Brady,
Associate Producer, Rudy Ralston.

OOO

GOOD

More REVIEWS on Page

10]

© O

Joan

Vohs.

AVERAGE

Directed

by

O

Franklin

Adreon.

POOR"

|
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THE FUTURE BOOK
index of a
the

Philip R.

MOVIE STOCKS. A

good
stock's potential can sometimes be gleaned from

number

of

IN

investment firms that tout

it.

Generally the

addressed to a firm's clientele, but as often as not,
a special study will be advertised and offered to the public
for the reauesting. When more than a handful of financial
houses, as a result of their independent research, conclude

tout

is

with a

common mind
winner, it may

that

some company

or another looks

be construed as an omen worthy of
Should this mode of market handicapping be
your particular cup of tea, take note of the box score below.
like a

attention.

It

number

represents the

of optimistic bulletins, surveys,

studies and analyses prepared by Wall Street firms and
ceived by this department over the past three months:

New York

1956

30,

re-

Ward

according to Forbes, 1) a 35% investment in the Disneyland amusement park, 2) Am-Par Record Corp., 3) a twothird stock interest in

22%

Microwave Associates,

stock stake in Technical Operations, Inc.

Inc.

and a

— both elec-

tronic speculations.

O

MUCH CURRENT INTEREST

in the antitrust

consent

judgment enjoining Eastman Kodak from linking its sales
of amateur color film to its processing of these films. Under
the terms of the government ruling the way is clear for
other competitive photo finishers to process Eastman celluloid. Logical beneficiary: Technicolor, Inc. which is es-

new color processing division to handle this
This could eventually develop into an important
source of income.
tablishing a
traffic.

Slock Exchange

O

AB-PT

6

Universal

2

20th Century-Fox

5

20th-CENTURY-FOX WINS

5

Warner Bros
Paramount

2

Loew's
RKO Theatres
Columbia

2

3

National Theatres

2

2

Stanley

spurted close to 3% points over the
term, and there was nothing else within 2 points of that
effort in an otherwise soporific market month. Probable

Warner

1

American Exchange
Technicolor

2

Allied Artists

1

the April Point

Derby by

Company

default.

reason: a vintage backlog deal with television on what

in-

siders say will likely be the top terms yet engineered

by

any

film

company

for its retired product.

Over The Counter

Walt Disney

Chesapeake Industries
2
1
Cinerama Productions

THE CURRENT DARLING

1

of the security analysts, to

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
But unhappily, from the movie industry's standpoint, Wall
Street's sudden rash of interest is prompted almost exclusively by the strident gains within the "AB" portion of
the company's AB-PT name. Over the past three years,
television income has accounted for more and more of the
company's overall earnings, theatre income less and less
although boxoffice coin still represents more than half of
AB-PT's total gross sales. Here's the way Forbes charts

be sure,

it

in

its

is

illuminating (April

15)

article

entitled,

"Clear

TV,

31.8%, other,
Channels": In
other,
1.3% in
1.5%; in 1954 boxoffice, 61.4%, TV, 37.3%,
1955 boxoffice, 56.8%, TV, 41.7%, other, 1.5%.
1953 boxoffice, 66.7%,

;

Forbes article continues: "Lately, Goldenson
(Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president) has been tossing around some rather broad hints that his theatre business may need some further props. He has repeatedly
talked about 'acquisitions' outside the movie field 'in areas
that look like real moneymakers'. Goldenson has, in fact,
already begun to put some of ABC-Paramount's eggs in a
number of other non-theatrical baskets." These include,

The

RKO THEATRES, not to be outdone by Stanley Warner
and others, has hopped aboard the diversification bandwagon. Company, subject to approval of stockholders, will
acquire all assets of the Cleveland Arcade Company. The
latter controls in turn

some 84%

of the

common

stock of

Gera Corp., a multifarious enterprise devoted to textile
finishing, synthetic fabrics, electronic manufacturing and
research, as well as real estate operations. Stock has been
mildly active of

late.

O

ARTHUR WIESENBERGER

& CO., which long ago
cottoned up to the prospects of Loew's Inc., if not to its
management, issues a novel comment on Leo the Lion
"MGM's latest color production 'Meet Me In Las Vegas'
is a forceful answer to TV competition.
management's set-up can bring continuity

picture, people will leave their

tainment.
light to

We

recommend

it

TV

If

Loew's new

of this type of

sets to see real enter-

as an excellent evening's de-

Loew's shareholders present and prospective."
Wiesenberger's bulletins can branch

off into film

reviews, so can Financial Bulletin.

for the top

surprise hit of 1956 thus far

Our entry
"The Rack", a

simple, but

Well,

if

is

powerful, black and white production of which Loew's and
the entire industry can be proud.
tic

An

outstanding cinema-

achievement.
Film
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Increase
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I It e€t tre
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99

Those Empty Seats!
Until

BY LEONARD COULTER

it

tors, as a

does, we may well ask ourselves whether exhibiwhole, have exhausted every opportunity of help-

you accept the theory that the end justifies the means,
you may not be too upset by the publicity given to the
latest Sindlinger Report on the sorry plight of the film

ing themselves, and have learned anything from the recent

exhibitor.

in the

If

With

a

campaign being waged

for tax relief, the nation's

legislators are being informed of the facts in as ugly a

form

they are certainly made to look ugly in this particuMr. Sindlinger states that from October, 1955,
until March of this year, motion picture theatres in the
United States had operating losses of $8,100,000.

And

During the

six

month

period, he

added, ticket sales

were $412,comparable
from
the
income
drop
a 20 per cent

totalled $404,500,000, while operating expenses

period of the previous year.

Answering the question which has puzzled many outside
observers how can producers and distributors wax prosperous while exhibitors are losing Mr. Sindlinger explains that popcorn and candy sales, and slightly increased

—

—

admission prices, have eased the exhibitor's burden.

new

social order

is

at a

new high peak

to refashion their policies, diversify their interests

They

dilemma

are not alone, either, in their

clining income
difficult for

—a

them

position

which makes

of

propaganda

Page 8

Film

April

at

;

fill an order by telephone, or give the patron at any
given time a wide variety of choice, or even offer to accept the merchandise back if the customer isn't satisfied.

He

can trim his

only within the narrowest limits,

staff

is

ir-

doing.

Such problems and peculiarities as these in exhibition
must be clearly acknowledged, and plainly stated, for the
of those

for exhibition's

who
ills

is

profess to have a universal panacea
legion.

understanding of the basic

Those

difficulties

of

them have

stem primarily from the

little

fact that the

community service, subcommunity's whims. The hair-dressing trade,

exhibition of motion pictures
ject to the

Most

difficulties.

is

a

(Continued on Page 17)

tears.
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increasingly

Nor must we forget that the theatreman has no merchandise to deliver all he has is a block of seats to fill. His
business demands the physical presence of the customer on
his establishment for two or three hours at a time. He can-

number

One day, enlightenment may come to this vast industry,
when it will feel strong enough to claim tax and similar
concessions as of right, instead of having to weep an ocean

it

equipment, and mount stunts and attractions aimed
winning audiences back.

than he was
before. Bad news always travels faster than good, and
lingers longer in people's memories.
off

of seeing

to refurbish their theatres, overhaul their

As far as the public is concerned, it may
impression that movies are suffering from an incurable
economic disease. The campaign's ultimate effects, therebe to leave the patient worse

re-

the need for increased capital expenditure at a time of de-

respective of the volume of business he

may

and

organize their thinking. Movie exhibitors are not alone in
facing public resistance.

not

fore,

of prosperity,

industries have been forced during the past decade

This dreary recital may not be far from the truth. It is
depressing enough, we imagine, to make some impact on
Congress. Unhappily, like some of the newly-discovered
"miracle drugs", it carries the risk of harmful side-effects.
well create the

which has arisen

United States since the war.

The Dilemma
many

lar report.

—

to the buffetings of the

Although America

as possible.

600,000

experience of other businesses which have been subjected

30,

IVS6

I
Love adventure unrivalled
all

in

screen annals! Two big

to

box-office stars... in the exotic,
an

dangerous Mau-Mau

territory!

Da/'y

1
COLUMBIA PICTURES

presents

A WARWICK

Production

JANtl

VICTOR

MATURE LEIGH
•

"The

Animal World"

"The

Hour"

Scarlet

Q Q

Su4cne44 /RatcKf
contrived crime meller as vehicle to introduce

Trite,

Exploitables will aid

personalities.

in

some

new

personalities via this vehicle,

it

effort to
is

a long,

Weighted down in a maze of confusing detail developed by three writers, it also suffers
from halting and heavy-handed direction by Mike Curtiz,
and by uninspired performances. Most potent factors at
dreary, implausible film.

the boxoffice will be the

title

and Paramount's long-range

—

campaign on behalf of the three newcomers Carol Ohmart, Tom Tryon and Jody Lawrance none of whom
makes a strong impression. On the basis of entertainment
value, the outlook is not bright. Miss Lawrance is the most
appealing of the trio of would-be stars, and should develop
into a capable performer. In support, Elaine Stritch and
E. G. Marshall perform like pros. Nat "King" Cole sings
"Never Let Me Go" in a nite club sequence. Lionel Lindon's VistaVision lensing is first-rate. Carol Ohmart, wife
of James Gregory, plans to run off with Tryon after stealing jewels from thieves whose plan she's overheard. In

—

who

has jealously folworked for Gregory, succeeds him

the confusion, she kills Gregory,

Tryon, who
in the business and is soon attracted by secretary Lawrance, who reciprocates. Ohmart furiously overplays her

lowed

her.

A

ballyhoo special. Superbly photographed, interesting and

occasionally

Despite Paramount's substantial and worthy
introduce

new

spots.

Plus

Might

exciting.

roll

up big grosses where

sensation aspects are heavily exploited.

Warner

Bros,

is

releasing the Irwin Allen production,

which provides a documentary-like examination of the development of life on the earth. It's a ballyhoo item from
the word go. In Technicolor, "Animal World" is photographically engrossing as

suggests the limitless varie-

it

animal special in the world and traces their evolutionary development. From a boxoffice standpoint, the
prospects hinge on exploitation of the fantastic and violent aspects, such as the fights between prehistoric monsters. Unfortunately, we think, Allen also has provided a
narration *hat is irritatingly "cute", and sometimes dull.
This will tend to alienate art and discriminating patrons.
Technical credits are generally excellent, with special
credit due photographer Harold Wellman, and a group of
ties of

sound
life

effects

superbly.

editors,

Highly

who have caught

the

"noise" of

effective are scenes of earthquakes

and volcanoes that destroy the dinosaurs roaming the
earth in the

pre-mammal

Warner

Bros.
(A Windsor
directed by Irwin Allen.

age.

Production!

.

82

minutes.

Written,

produced

and

hand, antagonizing Tryon, who leads the police to her.
Lawrance is waiting for him when he gets out of jail.

"Sins
Paramount.
ory,

95 minutes.

Elaine

Stritch,

E.

of

the

Borgias"

Carol Ohmart, Tom Tryon, Jody Lawrance, James GregG. Marshall. Produced and directed by Michael Curtii.

O Q

Su4lHCd4
"The

Last

Action, cleavage and Technicolor abound in Italian costurner with dubbed voices. Highly exploitable, it may get

Ten Days"

ScUiHCte Retfcttf
Vivid story of Hitler's last days.

O O

surprising grosses in urban situations.

Plus

German dialogue

titles.

Best for art houses, but should serve well

runs,

ballyhoo potential

if

is

with sub-

in

general

realized.

This German production, with English subtitles, of Hitler's last chaotic days in his underground bunker is a
rather exciting movie, well-written, superbly directed and
photographed. The screenplay by Erich Maria Remarque,
from the novel "Ten Days to Die" by Nurenberg trial
judge M. A. Musmanno, provides a remarkable picture of
the utter chaos and hysteria of the final days

when

Hit-

armies were disintegrating on all fronts and everyone
but the maniacal Nazi leader knew the end was near. As
portrayed by Albin Skoda, Hitler alternates from hysteri-

ler's

cal outbursts to cold,

unemotional moodiness, and goes

deliberately about the business of marrying his mistress,

Eva Braun, and committing suicide. Superbly lucid titles
by Herman Weinberg help alleviate the relentlessly oppressive subject matter. There are excellent scenes of the
collapse of the German armies and the desperate moral and
physical destruction of the people. Obviously suited to
the art houses, it might also find a rewarding market in
general situations, if heavily exploited. The campaign
should play up Hitler's romance with Eva, and the "true
story of a

madman"

angle.

I
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He

marries her off to Massimo Serato to consolidate his
power. Carol had previous met and had an affair with
Serato, and when Serato learns that she is the girl he is
to marry, he is angry and indifferent. To placate him,
Carol tells of her brother's domination. Serato relents, but

when he no longer proves
killed.

Columbia A Cosmopolfilm Production). 113 minutes,
Produced by Carl Szkoll. Directed by G. W. Pabst.
Page 10

This bosomy import from Italy is an adventure of the
Borgia family. Censors are bound to have a field day trimming away French star Martine Carol's excessive fondness for cleavage, but enough will remain to make this a
rather good draw. Despite some poorly dubbed English
and a plot that skims the surface of the history of this
infamous Italian Renaissance family, there are, in eye-filling Technicolor, beautiful girls, lots of action and scenes
of sin and brutality that combine to make an attentiongrabbing spectacle of more than passing interest. The
actors, garbed in sumptuous costumes, turn in acceptable
performances. Under Christian-Jaque's direction, film has
good pace, plenty of romance and excitement. Film's toofrank treatment of extra-marital relations, its scenes of
feminine exposure and its flaming title will undoubtedly
exclude many playdates in family situations. Plot has
Miss Carol, as Lucretia Borgia, dominated by her evil
brother Cesare, excellently played by Pedro Armendariz.

I9S6

Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner.

useful to Armendariz, he

Carol swears to hate her brother as long as she

is

lives.

Ariane-Filmsonor-Francinex-Riiioli Film ProducAidart Pictures, Inc. 97 minutes.
Martine Carol, Pedro Armendarii, Massimo Serato. Director, Christian-Jaque.
I

tion)

"Safari"

"Touch and Go"
Su4iKe46 Satiny

GOG

S<ui*c44 Rati*?

Q O

Terrors in the African jungle offer plenty of selling angles.

Rating

is

Warwick Production (Columbia) provides plenty
exploitation angles for the showman: thrilling scenes of

wild animals being hunted and attacking, the perils of
jungle life, the dangers of Mau Mau terrorism, the names
of Victor Mature and Janet Leigh for the marquee. Box-

returns look promising for action and general situAnthony Veiller's script has no pretensions of

office

ations.

Technicolor
photoWilcox's
under
emerge,
John
CinemaScope
and
tense
capturing
the
effect,
with
vivid
direction,
graphic
Young's
Terence
Director
jungle.
of
the
pulse
exciting
and
originality,

but

highly saleable

it's still

main concern has been the building

and in this quarter he
Performances by the principals

penseful effects
ful.

stuff.

is

pace and of susgenerally success-

is

just satisfactory,

of

very funny British

and class

for action houses and the general market.

This
of

Warm,

but the large supporting cast plays with unusual conviction. When professional hunter Mature s son is killed by

comedy has

This is a thoroughly delightful British comedy, which
should have a successful art-house future and, with heady
exploitation, might make a mark in class house bookings.
A J. Arthur Rank production, released by Universal, with
a top comedy script turned out by William Rose, who did
"Genevieve" and "The Ladykillers", it is consistently

Good reviews and word-of-mouth

funny and charming.

will help, in addition to the fair appeal Jack

name might have
strong selling

is

for

American audiences.

Michael Truman's well-paced and sensitive direction; the
Technicolor lensing, and the acting, with Hawkins con-

most amusing portrait as the harried husband

tributing a

When furniture designer Hawkins has his
plans rejected by his company, he quits his job and decides

and

father.

Leigh, and insists that Mature lead the safari. Although
not wavering in his main aim, Mature undertakes the
assignment. Amid the usual difficulties of jungle life, the

a fast

still

eroup becomes increasingly aware of Culver's insane obsession for killing lion. Despite Mature's warnings, he is
attacked and badly mauled. As the camp is ready to break,
the

Mau Mau

attack.

Colonial reinforcements arrive to

bring victory to the safari party, but not before Culver

Leigh and Mature acknowledge their mutual

killed.

is

cept the family cat

complications sets

When

Weak murder melodrama
Made
credible

in

England,

murder

for double

RKO

this

bills,

Plus
action houses.

mediocre and inGene Nelson and Mona

Freeman. It is destined to get only fair return in action
houses and as the lower half of double bills. Slow, talking,
uneven, "The Way Out" lacks excitement in both narrative

and movement. Acting and scripting are sub-standard.

who

directed with a pedestrian touch,
also authored the screenplay, which is seldom convincing.

Montgomery

Tully,

Dancer Gene Nelson, assaying straight dramatic role, isn't
very beliveable as a murderer fleeing from the police, while
Mona Freeman's delineation of the wife stretches credibility. When Nelson arrives home to inform his wife and
her brother, Michael Goodliffe, that he has murdered in
self-defense, they do their best to protect him, helping him

escape from the pursuit of cop John Bentley.
discovers that Nelson's

murder wasn't

jutifiable,

Freeman
but con-

In a wild chase. Nelson tries to find a
out" of the country. Freeman finally confesses that

tinues to aid him.

"way

she no longer loves
is

run

down by

including Heathcliff's disappearance.

Universal IJ. Arthur Rank Organization Presentation!. 85 minutes. Jack Hawkins,
Margaret Johnston. June Thorburn. John Fraser. Produced by Michael Balcon.
Directed by Michael Truman.

Sea

"The

war

Shall

him and Nelson, making

a

break for

it,

films.

Have Them"

Not

Follows pattern of previous

Best for art spots; fair for action houses.

theme similar to Noel Coward's "In Which We
Serve" and many another British picture about the war,
this one shapes up as adequate for art houses and, perhaps,
action spots. However, on the whole, it is not nearly as

With

release, a

meller. features

in,

with a
ton persuades him to reconsider.

English

O

willing, ex-

love.

Out"

SutiHCte IZatiH?

is

to be left behind.

is

Hawkins' boss appears to beg him take his job back,
raise, he proudly refuses, but wife Margaret Johns-

British entry fairly engrossing.

Way

Everyone

— Heathcliff—who

But when daughter June Thorburn meets John Fraser and
romance develops, she is reluctant to go. Amid the
contradictory advice of friends and relatives, a variety of

Columbia (A Warwick Film Production!. 91 minutes. Victor Mature. Janet Leigh,
Roland Culver. Produced by Adrian D. Worker. Directed by Terence Young.

"The

is

All credits are excellent

to take the family to Australia.

Mau Mau,

Hawkins'
However,

required to produce the returns the film

potentially capable of earning.

he determines to be avenged. To prevent
him from risking his life, the authorities revoke his license.
Wealthy Roland Culver arrives to hunt lion with fiancee
the

potential future in art

Requires selling.

situations.

a

convincing or as satisfying as

its

predecessors, lacking

their great

warmth and humanness. Lewis

tion has a

good pace, and there

up by four

of Britain's top stars, but

come

to

There

Gilbert's direc-

plenty of action dished

some comedy

none

of the characters

relief in the

bungling

yeoman seaman. Story has Anthony

Steel, as

life.

efforts of a

is

is

captain, and Nigel Patrick, as top sergeant, of a rescue

launch whose job it is to pick up British air force personnel downed in the Channel and surrounding waters

Motto of rescue service is film's title. Steel and
crew set out to pick up four men shot down returning
from mission in Europe. Among: them is Dirk Bogarde,
plane's radioman, and Michael Redgrave who is carrying
(in 1944).

his

important briefcase. Despite engine

and complaints, mine

failure,

shipboard

fire,

and other disasters, the launch reaches the downed men and all are
rescued while under heavy bombardment from occupied
fog, conflicts

fields

Belgian shore.

a bus.
United Artists

RKO. 82 minutet. Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John Bentley.
Snowden Directed by Montgomery Tully.

Produced by Alec

Anthony

Steel,

I

J.

Arthur Rank).

Nigel

Patrick.

92

minutes.

Produced

by

Michael
Daniel

Redgrave. Dirk Bogarde
M. Angel.
Directed by

Lewis Gilbert.
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(Continued from Page 5)

could be improved. For
Of The South' is do'Song
example,
ing well in the theatres, because of
vertising

moviegoers. In a recent

lar

Ohio

of

bulletin

titled,

Audience",

Lost

the

ITO

"Getting

Bob Wile

the type of promotion done by Walt
Disney. On the other hand, the

some pertinent observaon this topic, which merit

offered
tions

MGM

the industry's attention:

"The trade papers frequently
carry announcements of the huge
advertising budgets being appropri-

ated for various
figures have

some

new

pictures.

The

become astronomical

in

respects.

"Recently, Paul Lazarus, advertising executive of Columbia Pictures,
went far out on a limb among his
of these ever-increasing

His arguments made
good sense. Having discussed
gets.

subject with

many

exhibitors

some advertising men, we would
to add here a few suggestions.

ful.

"The theatres have no

influence

on the type of production. Instead of
decrying a picture, already produced
and saying, "It would have done
business

if

.

the theatres as well

.',

.

men

as the advertising

in the film

companies must adopt the

attitude,

this

and

who

like

blue

budvery

week, United
Artists took a double truck in the
Cleveland Plain Dealer plugging
'Alexander The Great'. Thps cost
about $2,000 or more. Fantastically

"For example,

hour are apparently not so success-

'This is the picture. Let's sell what
it's got to the public even though we
think that it should have had thus
and so in it.' A dress manufacturer

colleagues and decried the announce-

ments

program, the Warner prothe 20th Century-Fox

gram and

last

finds he has red dresses with

polka

dots

and that

of

is

it

wasted.

our
lost

that

often

the tragic part

won't wear them can do one of two
things; he can either sell them at a
loss, give or throw them away, or
do something to create a demand for
red dresses with blue polka dots.
The motion picture industry has
only the latter alternative.

this

The reason

is

money
many

that

is

of

—

former customers the great
audience isn't reading the

—

amusement page. The task

of ad-

vertising and publicity, therefore,
to reach those people

who had

is

not

considered going to a movie. Those
who have considered the idea and
consulted the movie page of their

newspaper were no doubt influenced
by the ads they read. But since they
were seeking the information anyway, a much smaller ad would have

it

much

not be

better to

take the 320 inches spent in a double
truck ad and put four inches each
on 80 different pages of the Sunday
paper? They could be on the sports

pages, on the

women's pages, in the
hobby section,
the gardening pages, mixed with the
financial section, the

—

department store ads
everywhere in the paper.

Paqt 12

same token,
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Fall', sell it

men on the sports pages. If
enough demand is created among
men, they'll bring their wives. 'Patterns', for example can be sold on
to the

the financial pages.

And

don't sell

them short millions of people are in
the stock market today and read
;

those pages avidly.

The Gray Flannel

'The

Suit'

Man

in

short,

don't neglect

the television pages for such fare as

'The Birds

And The

Bees'.

"And please, Mr. Distributor,
when doing this, let the theatres
place the ads. You write 'em because you know how. But let the
theatres
leave out

l»54

is

them so they can
the credits and make

Product
and

a wonderful reference

analysis of forthcoming product.
We
wish to congratulate you on this excellent edition.

Will you please forward us 8 copies of
this particular issue,

which we would

like

to use in furthering our selling of forth-

coming movies. We would be most grateful and thank you in advance for your
cooperation

in this.

Very

truly yours,

HARRY GREENE
Welvoorlh Theatres

Minneapolis, Minn.

Dear

Sir:

Your consuming

article

on "The Jaun-

diced Kefauver Report" is a masterpiece.
Likewise, your evaluation of the Oscar

Awards

—both in the April 16 issue.

Too-long has our industry allowed itself to be the "whipping boy" for aspiring politicians and other individuals. Toolittle has it thought about its own interest,

which, after all, is so closely related
duty to the general public.

to its

Such

much

comments

malice-free

will

to orient thinking on both sides

do

—

healthy prospect for welfare.
Respectfully,

can be sold

M.

LOWENSTEIN

Majestic Theatre

Oklahoma

Dear

Sir:

Thanks very much

for the splendid edi-

torial "All Exhibition

Tax

City, Okla.

Must Support The

Fight," in this week's issue of Film

BULLETIN.
This puts the finger on two extremely
obstacles which we have run

stupid

across in prosecuting the current tax relief
campaign. I am sure your clear
analysis of these two irritants will do

much

to eliminate them.

place
all

them look different from the ordinary movie ads which people are ap-

television ad-

April 30,

And

issue of April 2 (Spring

Prospectus)

In

on sports, financial, business, women's pages and many other ways.
Musicals like 'Anything Goes' and
'Meet Me In Las Vegas' could be
tions of the paper.

"Would

the

'The Harder They

advertised in the general news sec-

appealed to them.

"By

"If the picture has a sports angle
like

Sir:

Your

women

large ads are often placed on the

amusement page. But

Dear

parently not looking at."

With kindest

CHARLES
Sational Tax

regards,

E.

COMPO
New

McCARTHY

Campaign Com.

York, N. Y.

An

announcement of great importance
to exhibitors

REPUBLIC PICTURES,
is

world-wide!

INC.

proud to present the

breath-taking grandeur
of their

new

wide screen process

photographed
of
This process

will

in ratio

2:35

to

1

eliminate distortion, grain and

improve photographic and color quality
without requiring any additional costly projection

equipment

in

your theatre, provided you are

equipped with Anamorphic lenses and wide screen.

The

FIRST magnificent and

filmed

m

this

HERBERT

new miracle of

YATES

J.

thrilling motion picture
the screen!

presents

BARBARA

BARRY

STANWYCK SULLIVAN
•

MARY

SCOTT

BRADY

•

MURPHY

THE MAVERICK QUEEN
with Wallace Ford

Walter Sande

•

•

Howard

Petrie

George Keymas

•

Jim Davis

•

John Doucette

Emile Meyer
•

Taylor Holmes

Screenplay by Kenneth Garnet and DeVallon Scott

Based on the novel by Zane Grey

Music by Victor Young

JONI JAMES sings "The Maverick Queen" by Ned Washington and Victor Young
Associate Producer-Director,

JOE KANE

Photographed in the colorful
in exquisite

TRU COLOR

by Consolidated Film Industries

state of Colorado

ERT

J.

YATES

presents

in

the majestic

REPUBLIC'S new wide screen proces
motion picture of romance and

intrigue!

RAY MILLAND MAUREEN O'HARA
CLAUDE RAINS* YVONNE FURNEAUX
•

Photographed in the
in beautiful

lovely pastoral country

trucolor

with Francis Lederer, Percy Marmont, Jay Novello
Story by Martin Rackin

A

•

Associate Produce/,

R. A.

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

Screenplay by John Tucker Battle
Milland

sensational music score by

celebrated arranger

and

of Portugal

•

Directed by R. Milland

NELSON RIDDLE,

conductor, featuring the musical Jut of the yea

—

THOSE EMPTY SEATS!

FILL

(Continued from Page 8)

has had an equally hard time
kit has cost
Depatronage.
of
his
great
deal
the beauty shop operator a
movement
wrestling
with
the
oartment stores have been
of people into suburban areas. Drug store owners have

which also deals

in service,

in recent years.

The home permanent wave

been upset by the steadily increasing competition of supermarkets which, originally established as emporiums for the
sale of foods, now sell everything from draino to diapers.

—

with the possible exception of the beauty
been learning that in fighting back to prosperity they cannot "go it alone". They have, by an assortment of ingenious ideas, been employing what is becoming
a fairly standard merchandising pattern, based on mutuality of interest with some other industry or organization.
They have given a new twist to the old film industry gimAll of these

shop

— have

mick

— the

The special rate or "bargain" offer is also being employed effectively by certain industries that are bucking
tough competition. Travel companies airlines and railroads in particular

—

— have

had the same experience, and
by offering concessions, such as two

have dealt with it
(husband-and-wife) fares for the price of one, or free rides
for the children at certain off-peak times.

Baseball clubs have advantageously established Ladies'

Day

and many stores have picked up
by offering special mid-week facilities, such as

as regular practice,

the slack
free car

parking tokens, free luncheons,

TV Has

Lick Attendance Problem

The

application of this principle to movie business at the

exhibition level

would be

a simple, constructive step in the

direction of licking the attendance problem. Allowing that

weekend business generally is holding firm, the need is to
fill
the empty seats during weekdays. This positively
should be done, if it means filling them at bargain admission

prices

—

under certain circumstances, even free

or,

charge

of

Whoa

This

!

is

not a pitch for wholesale reductions in

the admission scale, or for indiscriminate distribution of
passes.

It is, rather, a

broad suggestion that the motion

picture exhibitor should start thinking in terms of adopt-

ing the pattern employed by other industries to increase
the "traffic" into his theatre.

campaign.

tie-in

—

sumption amply proved in the past is that a certain
percentage of those entering the place will see something
they want to buy. Hence, the greater the traffic volume,
the heavier the sales volume.

etc.

The ways in which this can be accomplished run the
promotional gamut. The drive-ins, most successful phase
of the exhibition branch these days, have employed
"Family Nite" as a mid-week audience builder with fine
results. While it is true that a drive-in can accomodate the
same number of autos containing five or six people as
those with only two occupants per car, the capacity problem is not one that the average exhibitor of a walled theatre is concerned with on mid-week days. Why not, then,
a couple Family Nites? Or, what would you say to a
Ladies Nite just like baseball's but requiring an admis-

—

—

Hold on Audience

The motion

picture theatre

is

engaged

in a great

com-

with television. Several strong advantages are in the hands of TV it's free and convenient, its
enticement is ever-present in the home. And, further,
throughout each day, the television screen is constantly
seeking to beguile the viewer with announcements and
petitive struggle

—

on the attractions that will be offered on future
programs.

trailers

Trailers, as every exhibitor

knows, have always been

one of the most potent selling weapons available to the
theatre. By presenting the most interesting scenes from

coming

sion-paying male escort. Tell the ladies the theatre wants
them as its guest, if they bring hubby or the boyfriend

And it might not be a bad idea to pin a flower on
each lady that night. The ideas along these lines are endalong.

Any

less.

manager or advertising manager worthy
would lay out a dozen schemes before you

theatre

of the title

movie exhibitor always
by the coat sleeve, so to speak, pulling
them back for his next show. Now TV is following this
"sample" scene technique and the audience is much more
accessible. The theatreman faces the tough task of draw-

theatre

is

weapon

in the

ing the patron to his theatre before he can display his

a matter of distributing the pass discriminately.

merchandise.

stance, the opinion-makers in your

pictures

had

to his theatre, the

his patrons

—

In our business, the diminishing audience and the re-

could say S

The

R

O.

free pass or "invitation" to a

a perfectly respectacle

—

mid-week show at the
and damn effective

competitive battle against

hood should be invited

It's

simply
For in-

or your neighbor-

often to be the theatre's

fairly

The educators (and

town

TV.

duced impact of our advertising are spinning in a vicious
circle.
As our audience drops off, our potential future
audience goes down, too, because fewer people are seeing

the school), the organization leaders, the professional peo-

the trailers in theatres.

leaders

ance.

Therefore,

In short, our problem

is

Attend-

seems that the most elemental showa widespread campaign to fill the empty

it

manship calls for
seats in movie theatres.

his "store traffic"

his business will increase

— using any and

ple

(who meet and

—

all

this includes

talk with

many

every teacher at

people), the society

those regarded as "important" people

— should

be invited to see a picture occasionally as the exhibitor's
guest. And the invitation should be extended only for the
best films.

Today, the progressive merchant operates on the

mary maxim that

guest.

if

pri-

he increases

every reasonable device
to get more people flowing through the aisles. The as-

There

is,

too, the

broader aspect of using the free pass
that group of average

to lure back our "lost audience"

folks

who have

fallen

into

—

the

TV

rut

for

economic

(Continued on Page 20)
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GEORGE

SKOURAS

P.

announced that

refinements in Todd-AO technical problems, and a sizeable reduction in the price
of projection equipment, will take the
big-screen process out of the strictly

THEY

The Magna Theatres
the new Todd-AO
camera can photograph in 65mm, CinemaScope and 35mm; improved printing techroad-show

MADE THE NEWS

class.

disclosed:

president

allow

niques

from

projection

for

any

adjustable screen

angle; an all-purpose,

has been developed. Cost of the allpurpose projector will be about $7500, and
These changes
the screen as $2700.
should speed up openings of the first
Todd-AO film, "Oklahoma!", in standard

Skouras said. Meanwhile, the
present eight road-show engagements will
be increased by 25 before July 1.
theatres,

Incidentally . .
ALEX HARRISON,
COOPER

WHITNEY,

C. V.

WHITNEY

&

president of the re-

Whitney Pictures,
Inc., told a New York trade press conference that his company is a "permanent organization" and that it will "comcently-formed

V.

C.

pete actively" for the best in stories, in

and picture-making

actors

Whitney

first

film

talent.

The

"The Searchers", has

already been completed and three others,
he said, are being readied. Merian C.

Cooper

is

executive producer.

20th-Fox general

BLUMENSTOCK

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,

vice

presi-

sales manager, announced a re-organization of field supervision of the company's
branches into four main divisions: Eastern, supervised by

dent in charge of advertising and publicity
for Warner
Brothers, announced his

WITZ,

with

wife's

STEIN

as

Canadian,

NORRIS,

TON

MARTIN MOSKOAL LEVY and ABE DICK-

managers;
supervised by C.

GLENN
PETER MYERS, MORLEVY and TOM O. Mc-

with

A.

CLEASTER,

managers; South-

district

supervised

ern,

Central-

district

resignation

May

effective

health

requires

us

4.

to

my

"As
return

to

California as soon as possible," the ad ex-

ecutive stated, "I have asked for release

from

my

contract."

With Warners

for

25 years, held his present post since 1945.

HARRY G. BALS. WILSON and
JR., district mansupervised by HERMAN
by

LANCE, with PAUL
MARK SHERIDAN,
agers; Western,

WOBBER,

with

REVILLE KNIFFIN

as his assistant. The four division managers will be directly responsible to Harrison and assistant general sales manager

ARTHUR SILVERSTONE.
*
NAT RUDICH was appointed assistant
publicity manager of United Artists. He'll
work under MORT NATHANSON.
$i

ifc

EDWARD

HYMAN

L.

MARKLEY,

& SIDNEY M.

presidents of ABCParamount Theatres, Inc., have been appointed co-chairmen of the Theatre Collections Committee of the United Cerebral
Palsy campaign. The May drive is aimPhiladelphia's
ing at a $10 million goal
successful Brotherhood Drive received
vice

.

.

.

kudos from National Chairmen SPYROS
P.
SKOURAS and WILLIAM J.

TED SCHLANGER,
Phila. Zone manager,
CHARLES ZAGRANS, RKO

HEINEMAN.
Stanley

and
branch manager were

MILLER

GEORGE MILLER

has been signed by
C. V. Whitney Pictures, Inc., as general

manager

of distribution.

Formerly an ex-

ecutive with National Theatres,

assignment

first

will

Warner

Miller's

be "The Searchers".

CHARLES

C.

local co-chairmen.

BARRY

to organize and assume
vision operations for

has been named
charge of tele-

MGM

.

.

.

ARNSWALDER

ALEX

ABE
succeeds
as manager of 20th-Fox's

M.

DICKSTEIN
New York exchange

.

.

.

MR. & MRS. CHARLES EINFELD

CHARLES EINFELD

and

em-

his wife

planed for Paris recently where the 20th

Century-Fox

vice president

is

setting

up

international promotions on six 20th-Fox

CinemaScope

pictures.

ference with Ingrid
tole

First stop:

con-

Bergman and Ana-

Litvak, star and director of "Ana-

stasia", to be filmed in

Europe.

MORRIS

ANDERSON has been upped to RKO
Milwaukee branch manager. He succeeds
LOU ELMAN, who moves to Los
Angeles

in a special sales post.
*
*
#

WILLIAM

C.

GEHRING

journeyed to

Washington, D. C, recently to address
the Maryland and Virginia TOA.

Gold Medal Productions has signed with

/

YOUNGSTEIN AIDS ASTHMA DRIVE
nitt'd Artists vice president Max E. Young-

stein.

Paul

Myrna Lay and farmer asthma patient
It.
Gemberg inaugurated "Aattek on

Asthma"' It eel: drive, April lh-21. by re-naming Times Si/aare. I'r, needs teent to rreation
of

Asthma
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Denver.

Artists-Producers Associates for the latter
to handle its sales, distribution and advertising. Artists-Producers president A.

W.

SCHWALBERG*

announced.

*

DIED: LEO SPITZ,
head

production at Universal-Internastudios, former
president,
once a corporation lawyer.

tional

and

*

former executive

of

RKO

'MARTY'

AUTHOR SIGNS WITH COL.

Columbia executive v. p. Jack Cohn (seated,
center) signs Paddy Chayefsky to write screenplay lor his new hit play, "Middle of the
Night". Delberl Mann. left, will direct. Looking on: v.p. Leo Jaffe, i.p. A. Montague. Columbia Int'l President Lacy W. Kastner.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
TOLL-TV SPOKESMEN

for

two ma-

jor proponents of subscription television

— International Telemeter and
Electronics — asked Congress

last

Skiatron

week

to

give the go-ahead sign on pay-as-you-see

Paul Raibourn, board chairParamount-controlled Telemeter,

television.

man

of

and James Landis, special counsel for

made this plea before the SenCommerce Committee, which opened

Skiatron,
ate

a week of hearings in Washington. Raibourn argued for a declaration from the
committee "that the FCC should take im-

ABRAM MYERS'

call for a "great conbranches of the industry
to iron out differences aired by exhibition
at the Senate Small Business Subcommittee hearings on March 21-22 has so
far gone unanswered by distribution. The

ference" of

all

mediate steps to give pay-as-you-see TV
a chance; that the Commission should
place no artificial barriers in its path and
place no artificial restrictions on its use."
Landis pointed out that toll-TV "might

"save this great business" prior to its day
in court by: (1) seeing to it that "for the

well appeal to a group of people not now
watching television" and that it would
not weaken network circulation. Under
cross-examination, Landis said, that motion pictures would be toll-TV's best fare
and admitted that "movie theatre revenues would be hurt."

remainder of 1956, all pictures released
shall be played by the theatres on their

THOMAS

National Allied general counsel, in a bulfrom Allied's Washington headlein
quarters,

had called on distribution to

0
F.

purchase of

Rubber

pay;" (2) calling a conference of "representatives of all branches of the industry

tion pictures"

explained

the

advantage of the good feeling and
hopefulness thus engendered, to consider
thoroughly what each branch, each organization and each individual can do to
rescue the business from the doldrums."
In the same bulletin, Myers called on

wedlock between broadcasting and moas a chance to prove that
all media can work side by side in harmony, one aiding the other. The remarks
were made before the Poor Richard Club
of Philadelphia recently, when O'Neil
was honored by the advertising club for
his role in the development of various

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

fields of

to take

to

restore

the

"customary system of runs, clearances
and availabilities" which, he said, Metro
is gradually doing away with in its present

distribution

practices.

Distribution

appear before the Senate Subcommittee on May 21.
will

—

entertainment.

"We

believe the

purchase of RKO Radio Pictures and the
possible combination and interrelations it
can have with broadcasting may perhaps
make producers in all these fields do some
fresh thinking", the General Teleradio
president declared.

ERIC JOHNSTON
new product"

hailed the "magnifi-

motion picture
industry and predicted another decade of
expanding world markets in the annual
reports of the Motion Picture Association
cent

of the

and Motion Picture Export Association
issued last week. "There has been within
my memory no year in which the new
product promised so much for theatregoers and for the industry," he declared.
"This ... is the most telling testimony
that the

O'NEILL

RKO by General Tire and
— "what
seemed like an unholy

regular availabilities, or as close thereto
as possible, at rentals they can afford to

JOHNSTON

offer

men

within the industry could

of their confidence in the future."

Pointing out that "no more effective deis known than the motion picture
for building active consumer demand,"
Johnston looks to the future as providing
an opportunity to build "an understanding
vice

and respect for the American motion picture as an economic asset". He expressed
the need for "constant vigilance" in the
maintenance of vital foreign markets. In
his report on the Production Code Administration, the

MPA

president said that

has "continued over the past years its
successful efforts to assure decency and
good taste in motion pictures". Meanwhile, meetings of the MPA's special
committee have been scheduled to study
revision of the Code.
it

LOEWS BOARD AT STUDIO
Loeivs board of directors, headed by president Arthur M. Loew, traveled to the company's Culver City studios to hold its quarterWhile there, it met with producly meeting.
tion executives for a first hand glimpse of
studio operations. Seated from left: Paul E.
Manheim, Joseph Holleran. W illiam A. Parker.
Dore Schary, Arthur M. Loew. John L. Sullivan, Ceorge A. Brownell. Charles C. MoskoStanding: Irving
witz, Charles J. Steward.
Greenfield, Benjamin Melniker. Eddie Mannix,
Charles Reagan, Howard Dietz. J. J. Cohn.
U-l

MID-YEAR SALES MEET

niversaUs Mid-Yeai Sales Executives Con- t
ference. held in Xew York, to set summer and
fall releasing plans, was attended 63
home
office executives, circuit and district sales
managers. Seated: Fostei M. Bluhe. Alfred E.
/

Charles J. Eeldman. Ray Moon. P. T.
Dana, E. A. McCarthy. Standing: James V.
Erew, Lestei Zucker, James J. Jordan. Ilnrr\
Daff,

Eellerman. Henry II. Martin. Irving Sochin.
Rosian, Barney Rose, Manic . Gottlieb.

P. F.
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EMPTY SEATS!

FILL THOSE
(Continued from Page 17)

reasons, or from plain habit. These are the industrial
workers, the white collars, the housewives. They have to

be prompted to bestir themselves for an occasional visit to
the theatre, and it will pay the exhibitor to bring them

back

— without charge,

if

need

be.

This entails any one of a variety of methods. It might
mean negotiating with the personnel manager of a large
local industry, a newspaper, a department store, or the
supermarket, to distribute the theatre invitations as an
"incentive reward" to the particular concern's employees.
This angle of approach building up the worker's ego and
efficiency

—

—

is

welcomed by management, and the cumu-

lative effect of establishing a theatre operator's goodwill

—

with a major employer of labor and actually helping him
with his personnel problem can be immensely valuable.

—

It

might mean

a door-to-door

coverage of the homes in

the theatre's drawing area to extend invitations to the
housewives to find relief from the tedium of their daily

work at a picture show, any Tuesday, Wednesday or
Thursday matinee or evening. Like as not, she'll bring her
husband along.

The supermarket manager would not be

difficult to

con-

vince of the promotional value of distributing movie passes

Count on him to agree to publicize
the scheme widely with a view to increasing his store trafto selected customers.

m
20th

Mighty M-G-M was not too proud to go into the local
grocery store in quest of potential customers, as witness
its recent tieup with Quaker Oats.
fic.

But space

will not permit trying to outline every con-

fill those empty
For every showk
man in the industry there is at least one new idea. Our
purpose here is to inspire a movement, to start you thinking in terms of filling your empty seats, and to bring about
a realization of the merit this idea has for the motion pic-

ceivable stunt that can be cooked up to
theatre seats on the week's

weak

days.

ture industry.

By

increasing his theatre's "traffic" the exhibitor draws

to his selling point a potential audience for the future.

affords
ters

him an opportunity

and whatever other devices

of

conjure up, the attractions he will
come. By seeking out and bringing to his theatre people
who have not been going to the movies, he is inoculating

them once again with
entertainment

a zest for enjoying the magnificent

— a motion picture in a theatre.

New Yoefc

ANNUAL VARIETY CLUB INT'L CONVENTION
WALDORF-ASTORIA - MAY 9-12
sponsored by

REGISTRATION FEES
BARKERS $45.
WIVES
35.

TENT

rr35, N. Y.
For reservations write to:

MARTIN LEVINE
Convention Chairman

229 West 42
Paqe 20
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by trailers and posshowmanship he can
offer in the weeks to
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MERCHANDISING

&

EXPLOITATION

Showman with
Probably the most compact unit of concen-

showmanship

trated

and, consequently, in

movie industry
the world is packed into
in the

—

This charged
comprised of

about eight cubic feet of space.

f

DEPARTMENT

a Suitcase
operation of the exhibitor.
is,

of course,

when

The

ideal situation

the two blend their efforts,

with the theatreman offering his facilities, his
experience with his public, and his important

of clothing, portable typewriter, paper, pencils,

contacts. But often there are complications to
haunt the Fieldman's work. Some theatremen
are willing to put on big campaigns if the distributor spends the money. Others will be
eager, but showmanship-shy. And there are
those, unfortunately, who shrug off their exploitation responsibility, with: "It's your pic-

and a large bottle of aspirin. Taken altogether,

ture,

molecular mass of ballyhoo

is

two major elements: (1) a human being, complete with eyes, mouth, arms, legs, a brain and
an ulcer, most of which are in perpetual operation at least 24 hours a day, and (2) a battered
leather bag, usually containing a

this is the film

company exploitation represenknown usually fondly in
The Fieldman.

—

—

tative in the field,

the industry as

few changes

Let us examine for a

moment

phenomenon who, while

this industry

rarely starred, plays

—

you

sell it."

any cammust be the alterations expert for the basic campaign. He must
watch for an unbalanced allocation of promotion funds for his assignment and make every
There

is

rarely a true yardstick for

paign, and the Fieldman

dollar count.

such a vital role in the boxoffice picture.

If

the budget

is

based on that

al-

lotted to a previous film in a similar category,

He

is

a composite of

all

the departments that

make up the

distributor's promotional

advertising,

publicity,

exploitation

—

company's dealings with theatremen.
exhibitor

advisor,

public

relations

He
man. He is

trouble shooter, diplomat.

is

arm
the

in

He

is

expert,

boss and

office

crony to newspaper people, radiomen and telecasters, merchants and politicians, school principals and
churchmen. He is nursemaid to visiting actors,
"personalities" and assorted animals.
boy, planner and leg

There can be no overemphasizing the fieldman's importance to exhibitors. He is the crucial activating
link between the campaign
originated in the distributor's home office and
the theatreman's boxoffice.

The

job he does in

good start in a firstrun has its reverbrations in subsequent playoffs, not only in that city but throughout the
territory and sometimes all over the country.
gettiqg a picture off to a

How
many

he does that job depends on a great

factors, not the least of

which

is

he may recommend an increase or a cut after
he sizes up the situation. He tailors the advertising to

fit

special ads

portance.

the local scene, often working up
around a timely event of local im-

He

adapts national tie-ups to the
them with local angles,

territory, embellishes

works out co-op ads with the merchants.
Wherever he goes, the Fieldman must know or
learn the exhibitor, the area,

its

people, their

tion.

and dislikes, what facets of the campaign
be most effective in that particular locaWhat was strawberry shortcake in one

spot

may

likes

will

be spinach in another.

While he is plotting the campaign and its
myriad details, the exploiteer keeps an eye
open for tie-ups that mean free newspaper
space a visiting celebrity photographed with
the theatre manager, a touring personality interviewed by the movie editor, a stunt or gimmick tied in with a prominent localite any-

—

—

thing that will get into print.

He

ushers the

(Continued on Page 22)
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Some of the myriad newspaper plants based around "Alexander the Great" touring stars, fashion ties, co-op ads, window displays engineered
by Fieldman Miller and Theatreman Foxe in the big Wash, campaign. Loew's Theatres E. Div. head Orville Crouch (right) with lobby poster.

Krushen's

(Continued from Page 21)
p.a.er's into radio

and

TV

loused-up
appearscheduled
a

studios, frets over

schedules, creates "personalities"

when

snafued, and often the "replacement" is more
He is the pilot for "plants" in
tive than the original.
columns, feature sections and Sunday supplements, often

ance

effec-

is

hitting the area

maintenance

months

advance

in

of

opening for the

of the buildup.

the welter of details and contacts, the Fieldman is aware that he is his company's home office in the
the exhibiarea. There can be no stepping on tender toes
tor's, newspapers', community groups', schools', churches',

Through

and
a

office and assembled and directed by Miller to
Washington newspaper contacts preciously nurtured

by the Fieldman

in his previous assignments, opening the
door for substantial placements in the press. Three attention-grabbing personalities were paraded before Washing-

newspaper readers, radio listeners and TViewers.
Giant Dave Ballard, complete with armor, helmet and size
skeenteen boots, and, in sharp contrast, aesthetic David

ton

Ffolkes, a ffascinating ffashion expert and costume design-

all

—

merchants'

the

—for one day

he'll

a good, clean taste left

hearty hello

when

be back with another picture

when he

says goodbye means

captured the city's interest, both part of the long range
planning accorded the picture throughout the country.
They were followed by the sharply dignified Barry Jones,
who portrays Aristotle in the film, six weeks before the
picture was scheduled to open. The result was no less than
er,

and distinct picture and story breaks, an
unprecedented figure for three papers on a single picture.

thirty separate

he returns.

campaign as it was
Fieldmen
in the industry, Max
handled by one of the crack
Miller, mid-Eastern exploitation representative for United
Artists. A veteran of 20 years in movie promotional work,
Let's take a look at a typical "big"

of Max Youngstein's field exdepartment under the direction of Mori Krushen.
Now, Miller's detail was the campaign for the opening of
"Alexander the Great" at Loew's Capitol in Washington.

was the cornerstone

Miller

ploitation

A

Fieldman's Dream

Perhaps "typical" is hardly the word for the promotion
on "Alexander" since this was UA's biggest campaign
with a cool million dollars-plus sparking the openings. It

was

a

Fieldman's dream from two major vantage points:

The

first

was

the generous budget, aided

by unique tour-

Well-Oiled Machine
The second important break

for Fieldman Miller was
Loew's Capitol. This meant that he
would have as his co-worker one of the top theatre exploiteers in the country in Jack Foxe, Loew's Washington
Theatres ad-publicity director. The two had teamed on
compaigns before and their pooled talents polished the
selling machinery into sparkling efficiency. Their previous
joint efforts had socked across such pictures as "Moulin
Rouge", "Vera Cruz", "Not As A Stranger" and "Barefoot
Contessa". They were a well-oiled machine by now.

the booking into

Despite the ideal conditions, a few nightmarish spots
dream campaign. After making elaborate plans

flecked the
to

have a special gala opening sponsored by the Greek Em-

ing personalities and a subject studded with angles. Miller

bassy, a natural for the picture's setting and the Washing-

started the advance planting nearly four

ton international scene, the idea had to be killed because

months before the
Washington house. Primed
by the hi? LIFE layout, the three capital newspapers were
fed a steady stream of publicity material emanating from
picture

Poge 22

was even booked
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of

developments in the Greek political crisis and unavailability of the print for screening,

among

other complications.

Another important exploitation adjunct

to

which the

pic-

HJtuti t&e

S&mwum

/tie T>oi*ty!

ture lent itself admirably, street ballyhoo,

had

to

be tossed

out because of a Congressional law which forbids such
shenanigans on the capital's streets.

Book on "Alexander" read to youngsters each day for a
week, with several hundred copies promoted from a distributor given away to kids in the studio. Cost: Zero.
Three TV contests,, each on a different station, featured
the film, story-in-stills, and stars identity. Total cost: Free
passes. Fashion program had stills from the picture as
basis for current fashions patterned on ancient Greek

with a bevy of beautiful models (modern vintage).
Add dozens of disc jockey and interview
shows featuring the "Alexander" theme music and the
touring personalities. Cost: Nil. The only TV time purchased in the whole gigantic video layout: One small package of spots on a single station!
styles,

Cost

Zero.

:

on Radio

'Plants'

The same

D. C. Said

"No"

"Yes" to This

to This

campaign conceived by the
Contemporary Greek Art, arranged
with the I.F.A. Galleries, and included masterpieces from
the Greek ambassador and the Countess D'Amecourt GalThis, too, was fathered by necessity, since the
leries.
props, costumes and other gadgets used in New York displays were not available. It turned out a master stroke.
The theatre's entire lobby was revamped for the huge display which was set up two weeks before opening and continued throughout the playdate, with the stunt making illustrated stories on picture pages, society pages, movie
sections and art pages of two Sunday papers.

One

of the highlights of the

team was an exhibit

of

and Foxe hit specialized groups.
Priests of the various local Greek communities were contacted and supplied with material for weekly pulpit and
church paper messages to their parishioners. Displays
were erected in the libraries with stills keyed to books
dealing with the conqueror. Study guides and film strips
went out to all junior and senior high schools with the
Meanwhile,

free planting

Here the

motion.

with the recording of the "Theme From Alexander the
Great" distributed to all the area's platter spinners and
contests rigged around the plays. The latter, worked with
."
passes as prizes, had a "Why I Would Like to See
.

letter-writing

.

competition, and a con-

designed to see how many times the
could be written on a postcard. But
the really big air placements didn't even
test

title

consume passes.
Spotting
Ballard,
Ffolkes and Jones on the radio and TV
shows proved highly effective with each
a special entertainment value
unusual in the average p. a. circuit. The
only time purchased was round-theclock radio spots on one station.

offering

The

Miller

MILLER

exploiteers concentrated their efforts in the co-op

the three-week advance before opening. Tie-ups
with department stores, auto dealers, garages spread the
word via large co-op ads, displays and cards. The Capitol
Garage carried the shout: "Park Your Car Here in the
City's Biggest Garage to See the Biggest Picture of Them
field in

All.

.

A

."

car dealer advertised

Sale of the Year

blessing of the D.C. superintendent of schools.

was practiced on the radio prowere the key mass factor,

disc jockeys

.

.

.

"The Most Colossal Auto

Just Like 'Alexander the Great'

Smashed Opposition, East-West

More Newspaper Breaks
Angling

to get special

Motors is Smashing
Prices
with Alexander ad art dominating the full
page. A major hotel was promoted to run a fashion show
on the "Alexander" fashions, with picture and playdate
plugs dotting the commentary and passes as prizes.
.

newspaper breaks thai would add

prestige to the film, an official presentation of the shooting

autographed by producer-director Robert Rossen,
to L. Quincy Mumford, the Librarian of Congress. The stunt made the dailies, but just missed the wire
services, who passed it up because the Greek Ambassador
couldn't make it for the presentation. Miller, however,
wasn't stopped by the wiremen's protocolian snub. He
wrote the story, got pictures and fed the syndicates.

."

.

script,

was made

The

on TV. Despite the generous budget, they ware determined to spend not a penny
more than was necessary to make the most of every dollar
allotted to them. They promoted a video limerick contest
exploiteers had a field day

on the popular Art Lamb WTTG-TV shows, getting forty
hefty plugs during the 10 days before opening. Sole cost:
$75 for a $100 first prize savings bond and ten pairs of
guest tickets for runners-up. A life-size photo of "Alexander" was kept in the studio during the entire period,
making it a perpetual plug as Lamb kidded with the
standee.

A

daily

moppet program had the Dell Comic
[More

SHOWMEN

There was more, a
Theatreman swapped

more, as the Fieldman and the
them, sweated them
out and brought "Alexander" in by team promotion.

But be

it

lot

ideas, activated

an "Alexander" or a modest

little

picture or a

big one that's laying an egg and needs the ministrations of
a boxoffice doctor to set it back on the profits track, the

Fieldman

is

on the job seven days a week. The movie

in-

dustry's film makers and film exhibitors need him, perhaps

more than any other

single unit in the business today.

however, there are fewer of these suitcase showthan any other individual occupation in movies.

Ironically,

men

It's a tough job and a highly specialized one. The film
companies would do the entire movie industry a major
service by augmenting their Fieldman staff with more
trained showmanship experts. They would find a lot of
long-clogged pipelines to theatre customers opening freely
to the benefit of everyone in the industry.
on

Page 24]
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Jfoggfg Work
The Indians are coming back to
hawk Valley in New York State.

/Continued from Page 23)

T?fL

BB

A

^"

the
13

striking full page ad on
back page of the April
New York TIMES, bally-

hooing
Hecht-Lancaster's
"Trapeze", was United Artists' answer to the cry for
more
off-the-theatre-page
advertising.
They couldn't
have picked a more advantageous or more unusual spot.

^F

-

Another example of the

unusual exploitation undertaken by UA for "Trapeze"
is
this
life-size
cutout of
stars Lancaster, Lollobrigida
and Curtis swinging on a
high bar suspended from the
lobby roof of the Capital
theatre on Broadway. Circus
theme will key the program
of
advance
exploitation
throughout the country.
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The

Scarlet Hour".

schedule

included

television,

radio

and a

visit to

local lassie's

personal

promotion

appearances;

and newspaper interviews,

the local Veterans' Hospital.

The fast-moving

was topped

visit

off

by

a

gala parade and a special appearance at the

Capitol Theatre during premiere
O

-

festivities.

'4s

GINGER ROGERS, working hard in the
advance plugging for RKO's "The First
Traveling Saleslady", did a guest shot on
the Perry Como TV show to close out a
of publicity

work
*

in

New York

City.

*

"Global Look"
Soon

m TRAPEZE.

yon

M

full-

Paramount's new screen lovely, Carol Ohmart, junketed to Salt Lake City to attend
the world premiere of her first picture, "The

GEORGE GO BEL

is busy as a bee coverplugging his first movie,
"The Birds and the Bees". The nationwide
tour will reach eleven key cities during April
and May.

for

ing

»hm

#

*

*

for » loct

Mo-

A

blooded Mohawk Indian, White Cloud, one
of Hollywood's leading stunt men and a
pretty Iroquois maiden, Lily, are drumbeating the area in connection with the April
100-theatre saturation opening of "Mohawk",
20th-Fox release.

week
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NICOLE MAUREY,

i

'

TKAFEZB, Hie punae

».;h

.lit

the country

of

luscious

French

"The Bold and the Brave", made

full

star

use

Globil Look.

few hours in N. Y. by appearing
on eight TV and radio shows, including
WRCA's "Pulse" and Dave Garroway's "Today". She will also participate in opening
ceremonies for the city's new Coliseum.
of her first

/for

THE HECHT-LAN" CASTER COMPANIES

Columbia's 'Duchin Story'

Wallachs
One

Music Saturation Via Discs
Columbia's plans for

Eddy Duchin Story"

its

campaign on "The

call for the

air-waves

soon to be literally saturated with music
from the picture. Five major record companies will release albums based on music
from the film, and seven versions of the
theme song, "To Love Again", are in the

works. Decca, Capitol, Columbia, Mercury
and Vik all have planned extensive nationwide promotion campaigns directed at disc
jockeys, juke box operators and record retail outlets. Point-of-sale merchandising will
stickers for juke boxes, window
cards and streamers, counter displays and
other material. Mercury and Vik each will

Ad

Boosts

MITGFS'

New

York's more fashionable
men's stores, Wallachs, took an ad in the
New York Times and the Herald Tribune
to give 20th-Fox's "The Man in The Gray
Flannel Suit" a nice assist. Gist of the allcopy ad, titled "Man in the g. f. s.", without
any pictorial display, spelled out the backof

ground
of the

of the clothing industry tie-in, told

problems

recommended

in

choosing the book's

title,

the film and only at the end

got in a plug for

its

special

brand of

flannel.

DAN DAILEY
"Meet

Me

appearance

in
at

whooped it up
Las Vegas" with

for Metro's
a personal

the film's opening in L. A.

The film was given a hefty boost via special
newspaper ads by J. W. Robinson's department stores in Los Angeles and Beverley
Hills. Dancing Dan made an appearance at
a fashion show sponsored by Robinson's,
record,
plugging the film and his new
"The Gal with the Yaller Shoes", a song
from the CinemaScope musical.

MGM

include

issue collections of original

Duchin record-

ings which should tie-in nicely with the current craze for originals, a la

and Glenn

RKO

Will Plug

RKO

Benny Goodman

Miller.

Two Title Tunes

plug "The Bold and The Brave"
and "The First Traveling Saleslady" with
recordings of songs taken from the titles.
The former was written by one of its stars,
will

Despite some unseasonably %

weather

chilly

around

the

Boston area, Loew's theatres
was
publicist
Karl
Fasick
able to find two brave husoutfits
kies to don boxing
and stage this eye-catching,
mobile street stunt as part
of the campaign for Columbia's "The Harder They Fall"

when
at

it

the

made

its

HUMPHREY

appearance

State and
theatres.

WKUr's STATE

Mickey Rooney, which promises to get the
tune more than the usual breaks from disc
jockeys.

[More
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ORPHEUM

the
The

First

Production,

E

Second
Production

SEARCHERS

of

the

American
Scene

will

be the

picturization
of a brilliant

novel, personally

selected
C. V.

T\

THE
MISSOURI
TRAVELER

JOHN
jT BURRESS

by

Whitney

The
>

Missouri
Traveler
a novel by

JOHN BURRESS

THE MISSOURI TRAVELER
of

America

is

the story of the heartland

— our great Middle West —

often called the

"Mark Twain country".

It

is

laid in the early twenties

chanting characters of
since

Mark Twain, has

C. V.

this

heartland as only John Burress,

so realistically and

Whitney and Merian

MISSOURI TRAVELER

and peopled with en-

the

C.

warmly captured.

Cooper

same care

in

will

give THE

production they

gave THE SEARCHERS, which displays so magnificently
rough Texas

life

of 1868-1873.

the

THE SEARCHERS was presented by
president, with

John Ford,

Merian

C.

Cooper, executive producer;

Patrick

director;

Whitney,

C. V.

Ford,

producer;

associate

Frank Nugent, screenplay; Winton C. Hoch, photography;
H. Lee

Van

Hoozer, special assistant to the vice-president;

Lowell Farrell, production manager;

in

color

by Techni-

color; in VistaVision.

V. Whitney Pictures,

C.

MISSOURI TRAVELER the
in

Inc.,

expects to give THE

all-star casting that

was done

THE SEARCHERS.

For

THE MISSOURI TRAVELER

Inc., will

team most

of the

same

C. V.

Whitney

picture

Pictures,

makers — C. V.

Whitney, president; Merian C. Cooper, executive producerPatrick Ford, associate producer; Frank Nugent, screenplay;

Winton

C. Hoch,

photography; H. Lee Van Hoozer,

special assistant to the vice-president; Lowell Farrell, pro-

duction manager; color by Technicolor;

in

VistaVision.

Whitney and Cooper have selected Ted

famed

for his direction of the Vatican

Wonders

of the World, to direct

sequence

Tetzlaff,
in

Seven

THE MISSOURI TRAVELER.

C. V.

Whitney

screen the kind of
heartland,

is,

to

Pictures, Inc.,

spirit

hopes

to

put on the

of the United States, which,

in its

quote the Vanguard Press, publishers of

THE MISSOURI TRAVELER.

"Warm and happy and
living as

touched with the magic of

seen through young eyes."

From an interview with C. V.
by Thomas M. Pryor

C. V.

the

New

York Times...

WHITNEY PICTURES,
C. V.

MERIAN
1256

in

WHITNEY

C.

WHITNEY,

COOPER,

WESTWOOD

INC.

President

Vice-President in Charge of Production

BLVD.,

LOS ANGELES

24,

CALIFORNIA

/
(Continued from Page 24)

Splashy Premieres Debut
"Flannel Suit', 'Swan'

&

'Lady'

'FLANNEL SUIT'

Gala ceremonies heralded the April debuts

The

of a trio of releases in three cities.

IN

N

.

Y.

blue-

ribbon treatment was given to 20th CenturyFox's "The Man In The Gray Flannel Suit",

New York, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The
Swan", in Philadelphia and Warner Brothers'
"Goodbye, My Lady", in Albany, Georgia.

in

The March

Dimes was the

of

of the April 12 premiere of Darryl

Zanuck's

"TMITGFS"

The

tive

at the

activities,

Roxy

which

Theatre.

raised

wood making
telecast

part

of

their

Broadway

as appearing at two prominent showplaces, the Met and NY's Radio City Music Hall.

were

$22,000,

appearance.

nade"

fes-

given the spectacular treatment with stars
Gregory Peck, Marisa Pavan and a score of

top entertainers from

Robert Silverman, assistant manager of
Boston's Metropolitan Theatre, stands beside
giant lobby display plugging Warners' "Sere-

beneficiary

and Holly-

The

live

was sponsored by Eagle Clothes as
the manufacturers extensive cam-

Above: Mrs. & Mr. C.
Glenn Norris, Fox sales
exec; Mrs. Al Lichtman;
v. p.

RKO's 'Great Day' Gets

Charles Einfeld; Shir-

ley Jones.

Right:

executive

bia

Big Send-Off in Denver

ColumJack

v. p.

RKO

paign on behalf of the 20th-Fox release.
went all out to make the initial

MGM

Cohn;

National Theatres
Elmer C. Rhoden;
Roxy theatre man. dir. R.
C. Rothafel. Left: "Flannel" star Marisa Pavan;
pres.

engagement, at William Goldman's Randolph Theatre, of the Grace Kelly vehicle a
hometown wedding present for the newlystar's

hubby

recent marriage to Prince Rainier, the pre-

mont;

wed

Capitalizing

princess.

on

the

of the

gowns

in

and

'SWAN

'

IN

PHILADELPHIA

the film, appeared in per-

show

Gimbel's

Dept.
Store attended by newspaper editors, fashion
at

and cultural leaders.
A 370-theatre Southern saturation opening of "Goodbye, My Lady" was kicked off
by the premiere, April 10, at the Albany
Theatre, Albany Georgia. Most of the picture was filmed on location in the area. The
Albany debut launched the Batjac production throughout Georgia, Tennessee, South
Carolina and Florida. The festive ceremonies
were highlighted by the appearance of stars
Brandon de Wilde and Walter Brennan.
writers,

Jean Pierre AuTV hostess Faye
Emerson.

miere was heralded in a two-page ad in the
Inquirer devoted to institutional tie-ups and
featuring bridal gowns. Helen Rose, designer

son at a fashion
civic

Denver is in for what shapes up as an exhausting round of exploitivities when
premieres its Technicolor-Superscope production "Great Day In The Morning'' on

Right: Helen Rose, 'Swan'
costumiere, receives Goudy's Fashion book from

Wm.

the Mayor, the

s

showmen dreamed

up

the

for

public,

who

will

come

costumes of the period depicted
in the Edmund Grainger production. Prizes
will be awarded to the winning dancers,
with stars Robert Stack, Virginia Mayo and

displays in
part of
Goldman's 'Swan'

Gimbels,

in

Ruth Roman among

campaign.

the judges.

MAC-NETS
TIME

Both

and

NEWSWEEK

gave
Brave" extratheir movie review sec-

RKO's "The Bold and
tions.

a

"Christmas in July" gimmick to herald initial
openings of "Toy Tiger", utilizing an authentic
Macy Santa Claus and a real toy tiger. Santa
is seen here at the RKO 86th St. theatre in New
York, where the U-l Technicolor comedy had its
sneak preview, with, from left: RKO Theatres
ad-pub head Harry Mandel; U-l vice president
Charles J. Feldman; Universal president Milton
R. Rackmil; and ass't gen. sales mgr. Ray Moon.

of

The night before the premiere, the entire
block facing the Orpheum Theatre will be
roped off for a series of square dancing contests.
Two bands will provide music con-

special treatment in
Universal

Chamber

the Retail Stores Association

and local newspapers (Post and Rocky Mt.
News) all cooperating to proclaim the debut
day as a Great Day in the Morning, the
celebration promises to be a lulu.

dressed

interior

Phila.

16. With
Commerce and

tinuously

promotion manat
Aaron
David
ager
luncheon. Below: one of

Gimbel

the

May

The news-mags

"sleeper"

the

tout

the film as

a

and laud Mickey Rooney's per-

formance.

PARENTS'
'LADY' IN

GEORGIA

Left:
Albany,
Georgia,
Jaycees greet 'Lady' star
indon de Wilde with

birthday

cake.

Medal
Lady"

land;
Miss Albany' premiere contest winner Jane
Towery. Below: C of C
float parades.

Magazine awards i'„s Family
Brothers' "Goodbye, My

Warner

May

in the

issue, hailing the film as

"excellent".

Others:

Peggy Hallack,
Judy Clark; Walter Brennan; Jaycee Jack Holstarlets

to

April was "Movie-Month" for

LIFE Mag-

A

four-page layout on "The Man in
the Gray Flannel Suit" was featured in the
April 9 issue. The April 16 issue focused attention on Columbia's "The Harder They
Fall", the picture story titled "Rotten Busiazine.

ness in the Ring", Alfred Hitchcock's forth-

coming "The Man

Who Knew Too Much"

received a two-page break in the issue of
the 23rd.

PARADE,

April 29, featured a color cover

Deborah Kerr and an attractive two-page
layout on the fern star and her role in "The
King and I". Inside story highlighted star
of

and

film.

Film
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

Comments

total

Senate

before

the distributors would receive at least 35%."

Small Business Subcommittee

By

GEORGE KERASOTES

.

is

was expressed,

it

that television

the basic problem of our industry, today,
I think we have reached the satu-

because

ration point and that the novelty has worn
off. I do want to bring out this point, that

economic
growth and a great population growth in
our country, theatre attendance declined
6.9%. Our weekly attendance also declined
in 1955 from 1954 from 49.2 millions, to
Theatre grosses in the fourth
45.8 million

in

when we had

1955

.

.

a

great

.

quarter of 1955 showed a sharp decline of
15.2% over the same quarter of 1954 ... I
did not have

good box

dustry,

made

a

.

.

.

12

more

".

own

.

over

.

90%

N.

of our

BLANK

This week's trade papers have a Metro ac

(TOA's) theatres

ten theatres or less so

we

comprehensive study of

this

pictures per year.

On

a national

more movies seen by the frequent

movie-goers alone, out of twelve to choose
from, would amount to 12.5% increase in the

burn the mortgage.

mentally a 'small exhibitor' organization
The making of commercial, acceptable pictures is controlled by a few ... in other
.

.

.

mortgage, because the terms reported for
Cry Tomorrow" indicate that the company is becoming much like Paramount.
If first-runs had a normal scale deal starting at $25, they'll now have to pay 50% and
double normal playing time. Sub-runs which
had a* scale will have a 40-50% floor and will
have to extend playing time. Flat rental
deals are just not being made at all on this
"I'll

words, distribution and production, which
employs only about 20% of the people in the
motion picture industry, pay annually in
salaries and wages, more than what is paid
to the remaining 80% of the people employed
in the industry and working in exhibition
It is important, too, to this Committee,
to be aware that exhibition has approximate.

.

ly

.

2.5

billion

picture.

Worst of all, A. F. Myers advises that
other territories have found that there will

dollars in capital investment,

approximately 160 million dollars in capital
investment, or about 6 percent of the capital
investment of the entire industry. In spite
of this, exhibition has been left completely
The late
at the mercy of its supply
Austin Keough, who was then vice president

analyst of this in-

Metro pictures you car
It must mean that the
exhibitors are invited to burn Metro's owr
indicating that with

are funda-

office pictures avail-

An

.

.

be no adjustments on this picture. The exhibitor used to feel confident when signing
a deal with Metro, that no matter what he
paid, an adjustment would bring the rental
down commensurate with the gross.
"Meet Me In Las Vegas" is pegged at
40% for first runs and 35% for sub-runs.
This is rather astouding as it has not lived
up to expectations. It got only one week in
Columbus. If you are asked to pay such
terms, be sure you can get Metro's customary adjustment if grosses don't measure up.

.

of Paramount Pictures, testibefore this Committee in 1953 that 'You

and secretary
fied

know,

takes a

it

wake up

long time for people to

to things that are in their

and

interests,

I

OWNERS
is

own

best

must say that the producers

and distributors took a long time to

ALLIED THEATRE

37th

MYRON

while production and distribution have only

shortage and contended that the most frequent movie patron who averages 40 movies
per year, would step up his attendance rate
to 45 movies per year, if he had a choice of
one good picture a month. That would be
basis, five

By

we

attribute these facts to one thing, that

able to the public

METRO TURNS THE SCREW

*

ITO of Ohio

.

not think, as

*

*

The basic problem of our industry is
the great shortage of pictures that exists
that are available to the exhibitors ... I do
".

divorcement was one of the best things tha
could happen to them'."

gross receipts, or 150 million dollars
annually to our theatre business, of which

TOA TO SSBC

find that

of

proud to announce

NEW

JERSEY,

Inc.

its

ANNUAL CONVENTION
at the

FABULOUS

CONCORD HOTEL
KIAMESHA LAKE, NEW YORK
on

SUNDAY

— MONDAY — TUESDAY

MAY

27

-

%M Schedule ^ AcWitieA
Bonus attraction: Decoration Day, May 30th,

28

-

29

far Ifcu

at regular

an4 tyur Wifr

convention

rates,

For further information and reservations, contact Allied office:
Page 30
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if

you wish to stay on.

LAckawanna 4-2530
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TO THE FILM DAILY
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Film Daily
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YEAR BOOK

Year Books

of

Are given without extra charge to
paid subscribers to THE FILM
all
DAILY, the Industry's Oldest & Most
Widely Read Daily Trade Paper.

MOTION PICTURES

NOW

For 38 Years

THE FILM DAILY

being

and

YEAR BOOK

distributed
to

of

MOTION PICTURES

subscribers

all

*

*

*

Have been

the most comprehensive
in the Motion
Picture Industry.

source of information

THE YEAR BOOK CONTAINS:
Revised

list

and

states

of

U.

all

home

arranged

theatres,

S.

and towns

cities

.

.

by

Roster of thea-

.

Complete news

addresses and exUp-to-date separate lists
of drive-in theatres, art theatres
Personnel

tre circuits,

ecutive

with

personnel

.

office

coverage daily

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

television

sonnel,

including

section,

producing

.

and
.

.

The

.

per-

stations,

distributing

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

Over 1200 Pages

— Covers

.

film

of

surance brokers
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.
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.
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

Business administrators

tions counselors
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,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Beautifully

*

—a

NOW

—

wealth of valuable

information.

yours when you

subscription to THE FILM DAILY will keep you informed on
industry spot news, equipment and reviews and will answer your
every question on motion pictures and television throughout
the year.

*

become a subscriber

to

Mail This Coupon Today
Hollywood Office

THE FILM DAILY
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Brood way
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Of FILM
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Hollywood
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Gentlemen:
Please enter

my

subscription to

FILM DAILY Year Book.

A

*

THE FILM DAILY

The Film Daily Year Booh covers in One Volume all statistical and informative data on the motion picture industry along
with a complete Section on Television and places at the fingertips
of executives, producers, distributors, exhibitors and all those in
industry

*

A WEALTH OF INFORMATION

—

—

Bound

readable, interpretive, interesting style which THE FILM
DAILY has maintained during these past thirty-eight years
of serving the industry.

Leading Los Angeles publicists and public rela-

film

Production, Distribution,
CinemaScope, Cin-

showmanship feature reviews that
help any exhibitor in the selection of his programs.
Hearings and decisions of exceptional spot value to exhibitors and distributors. News presented in the same brief

OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES

in the

Vital

will

.

Get Your Copy

any way interested

trade

days

tive editorials. Analytical,

an authoritative history of the industry year.

1,001

daily

erama, Todd-AO, VistaVision, WideScreen, Stereophonic Sound Systems, Lenses, Equipment Packages and Television. Construc-

Everything

IS

AND

five

Exhibition, 3-D,

.

companies, laboratories, projection rooms, trailer companies, inPublications
Books on the motion picture and television
in the motion picture field
Motion picture
Television-radio publication;
editors and radio-TV commentators on films
Alphabetical title list of more
than 25.000 feature pictures distributed in the U. S. sine; 1915. with The FILM
DAILY Review and release dates
Expanded
Serials released since 1920
Foreign Film Section
Legislative restrictions in foreign film markets
Revised film industry statistics covering production, distribution and exhibition
Credits of players, producers, directors, cinematographers, film editors, writers,
art directors
New York and Hollywood industry telephone directories
Agents and managers in Los Angeles and New York
Play and story brokers
rosters

published

try today.

.

oldest

each
news of the industry that
essential to everyone in this indus-

week.

.

.

Industry's

paper,

with addresses,
product manufactured
Theatre supply dealers
arranged alphabetically by cities, with addresses,
telephone numbers and executive personnel
List of all film exchanges,
arranged by cities,
with addresses and names of managers
Full

panies

.

THE FILM DAILY

.

comEquipment comexecutive personnel and

telepii

panies, advertising agencies

.

.

.

plete

.

.

companies, studios, associations, guilds and
unions in the motion picture field
Complete
credits on all 1955 releases
Financial statements of principal industry companies
Com-

of
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Street:

City:

I

THE FILM DAILY, and send me my copy

enclose $15.00 (Foreign $20.00).
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THE

ITS*

THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &>

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
INTRUDER, THE Edward Purdom,

Ida Lupino, Ann HardJacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

ALLIED ARTISTS

ing,

January

81

AT GUNPOINT CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fred MacProducer
Murray, Dorothy Malone, Walter Brennan.
Vincent M. Fennelly. Director Alfred Werker. Western.
A lucky shot turns a quiet, peace-loving general store
owner into town's hero, and the target of a gang of
bank robbers. 80 min. 1/9.
DEADLIEST SIN, THE Sydney Chaplin, Audrey Dalton,
John Bentley, Peter Hammond. Producer Alec Snowden.
Director Ken Hughes. Melodrama. Blackmail and murder in an English church. 75 mm.

DIG THAT URANIUM Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Bowery
Boys. Producer Ben Schwlab. Director Edward Bernds.
Comedy drama. Sold the deed to a uranium mine by a
confidence man, the Boys set out to find

it.

61

min.

min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

NAKED HILLS De Luxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Doctor's children come into possession

JUBAL CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, ErnesiT
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadi-ja
man. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name ana
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
i;

STORM CENTER

Bette Davis, Brian Keith, Paul KelleyJ
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel!
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal oil
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small!
town in a fight.

THE

of germ warfare pellets which, if broken, could
the people in a large city. 71 min.

THREE FOR JAMIE

DAWN

kill

all

Ricardo Montalban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director
ful,

on

Laraine Day,

Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautinotorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
the murder of her lover. 85 min.

trial for

February

Coming
AUTUMN LEAVES

Crawford, Vera
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William
tor Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues
descent into a fantasy world of his own.

EARTH

EDDY
color.
toria

March
Marlowe, Nancy Gates.

Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in I9S7 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

A pril
COME ON, THE
Hayden.

Anne

Superscope.

Producer

Lindsley

Baxter,

CRASHING LAS VEGAS

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

WICKED WIFE

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.
Lister.

May
Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.

NAVY

WIFE

Joan
Bennett,
Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.
83 min.

Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.

Coming
Nelson, Faith Domergue,
Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes
radioactive. 73 min.

CANYON

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. DiHarmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts

rector
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.
savetes,

IN

Victor
Mature, Guy Madison, Robert Preston. Producer William Fadiman. Director Anthony Mann. Western. Indians hostile to advancing white men attempt to annihilate new outpost, but Fort is saved by former fur
trapper who assumes command. 93 min. 12/26.

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

Neville Brand.
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
68 min. 1/23.

STORY, THE Lee

Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Don Slegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence
in New York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
rector

David Wayne,

helps

Marcia Hender-

.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
Main. Robert Middleton.

McGuire, Mariorie
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama.
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
Dorothy

The

story

INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney. Marian Carr.
Casey Adams.

Sam Katzman.

Director William

I

Producer-director Jack
tasy. Executed criminal is restored to
of an indestructible man. 70 min.

Pollexfen. Fanlife in the form

Film

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
rules Balkan nation with deadly

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
Holiday Production.
Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the famous novel by George Orwell.

March

ODONGO

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

Carey,

Director John

mal

farm

in

Kenya

SAFARI

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

Janet Leigh,

John Justin.

Producers

OF TREASURE

SECRET

MOUNTAIN

Producer

Ritch.

Man

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer

serum developed by

Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against
the State. 91 min. 1/23.

BLACKJACK

KETCHUM,

DESPERADO

Howard

Duff,

THE Humphrey Bogart, Rod
Producer Philip Yordan. Director
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing chamFALL,

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank ProducDirector Charles Frend. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.

tor Peter Godfrey.
into murdering him

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

May
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar, Trevor Howard.
A Warwick Production. Drama. The story of heroic
men in the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min.

Melodrama.
in

Lawyer traps woman

order to avenge double-cross.

78 min.

Technicolor. Martine Carol, Raf ValIIFE)
Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
who work at play on the Riviera. English sub88 min.

RIVIERA

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

IS

IIFE)

PLEASE MURDER ME IDCAI Angela Lansbury, Raymond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Direc-

lone.

BULLETIN — THIS

Director Fred Sears.
from taking special

February
LEASE OF LIFE

those

Gaye.

into werewolk
scinetists.

INDEPENDENTS

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.
Lisa

turns

tion.

Victor Jory, Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slirger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

Johnny Johnston,

Joyce Holden, Steven

Sam Katzman.

Horror.

A pril

French,

GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.

beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

Valerie

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan,

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A

Victor
Mature,
Irving Allen, Al-

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and young son at the hands of the Mau Mau.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,
Director

Allen.

violent death.

SOLID

Rachmil.

Macdonald
Irving

Adventure. Owner of wild anisaves young native boy from a

Gilling.

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russell,
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.
85 min. 3/5.

HARDER THEY

son, Keenan Wynn. James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the
800' s
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.
1

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

J.

Douglas, Ruth Roman. Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date In America. 90 min. 1/23.
PICNIC CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Koh!mar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play re15 min. 12/12.
created for the screen.

Mineo.

FOUR SEASONS, THE

Brian,

Paul

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

Phillips.

titles.

WAGES OF

FEAR IDCA) Yves Montand, Charles
Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
Drama. Four men set out on dangerous journey to
transport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
WILD DAKOTAS, THE IAFRCI Bill Williams, Coleer
Gray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director
Sam Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian
uprising against white settlers.
Vanel,

TOUR PRODUCT

I

Techni-

A

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Lewis

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

CRIME

workers' union. 82 min. 12/12.

LAST FRONTIER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.

Barbara Hale. Producer
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

CinemaScope,

leader.

Drama. Mad dictator
gamma-ray. 79 min.

HOUSTON

THE

STORY.

GAMMA

HOT BLOOD

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom

Marcia

January
DETROIT Dennis O'Keefe, Pat O'Brien, Tina
Carver. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Melodrama. Gangsters attempt to infiltrate an auto

JOE MACBETH

THUNDERSTORM

DUCHIN

INSIDE

Sterling

Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.
Parsons.

I

97 min. 3/5.

Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

ger.

WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh

Lorna

Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon.

Superscope.

OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

Miles,

Goetz. Direc-|
husband from

THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.

VS.
Taylor,

Joan

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter WanDirector Don Slegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

INVASION

Joan

i

SMOLDERING SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

March
ALLET OF

ROMEO AND

JULIET, THE (Tohan Pictures)
Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,
.eonid Lavrovsky. Musical Based on the scores by
.ergi Prokofief and the love story by V/illiam Shakesiolor.

A

Mosfilm

>eare.

WEAPON, THE
Hal
a

MAY SUMMARY

Nicole Maurey. Producer
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in

Superscope.

Chester.

E.

bitter

killer

is

bomb

rubble.

The number of features scheduled for

May

(Akkord) Agfa Color. Cesare Danova,
[losef Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H. W. KolmMusical.
Filmiiation of Mozart's famous opera,
'eltee.
'Don Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and the
/ienna Symphony Orchestra.
IEDDA, THE UNCIVILIZED (DCA)
Eastman Color.
Kunogh, Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor. Pro,>larla
ducer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based upon
rue happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern
Australia.

DON CAMILLO

RETURN OF
IIFE)
Fernandel, Gino
^ervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village
jriest and a communist mayor. IIS min.

A pril
SLONDE BAIT AFRO Beverly Michaels, Jim Davis,
Joan Rice, Richard Travis. Producer Anthony Hinds!
Director Elmo Williams. Melodrama. State Department
nvestigatcr traps murderous traitor by using blonde
iinger as bait. 71 min.
-ADYKILLERS, THE (Continental
Technicolor.
Alec
Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael Ballon Production. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy. A
satire on American gangster films. 93 min.
I

LOVERS AND LOLLIPOPS

Lori March. GerWilliam Ward. Produced
and Ruth Orkin. Comedy.
her 7-year old daughter.

ITrans-Lux)

ald O'Loughlin. Cathy Dunn,
land directed by Morris Engel
courtship of a widow and

The

80 min.

releases should swell the

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

MADAME BUTTERFLY

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiNicola
Filacuridi.
Musical. Director Carmine
HGallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the

Iguss,

H screen.

RICHARD THE THIRD

ILopert) VistaVision, Technicolor.
John Gielgud, Claire Bloom. Pro-

Laurence Olivier.
• ducer-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinajtions of a twisted nobleman that changed the course
l(of England's history. 155 min. 3/1?.
I

SEVEN

WONDERS OF THE WORLD

(Stanley WarnerCinerama) Technicolor, Cinerama. A Lowell Thomas
Production. Travelog around the world utilizing the
•Cinerama big screen process. 120 min.
i

I

SINS OF THE

BORGIAS

(Aidart Pictures) Technicolor.
A Ariane-FilmsonorFrancinei-Rlzzolo Production. Drama. The life of Lucretia Borgia during the Italian Renaissance. 93 min.

Martine Carol,

Pedro Armendarii.

May
FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

International) Jayne
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer
Burt Kaiser
Melodrama. Bionde bombshell is involved
with group of gangsters.

GUNSLINGER, THE (American

CRY

I'LL

IT'S

TOMORROW

Eastman

International)

John Ireland. Beverly Garland, Allison Hayes.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes
over.

ROSANNA

(Jacon)

Rossana

Podesta,

Crox Alvarado,

Armando Silvestre. Producer Salvador Elizendo. Director Emllio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a beautiful girl and a fugitive from justice. 72 min.

117 min.

A DOG'S

(Woolner Brothers) Pathe Color.
Marie Windsor. Carole Matthews.
Woolner. Director Roger Corman.
women run amok in Bayou country.

Producer

Garland.
Bernard

Drama.

Swamp

75 min.

Coming

Richards, Jarma
tor
the

IN PRISON (American International
Richard
Denning, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
I

finds

that
chaplain.

GREAT

prison

is

a

LOCOMOTIVE

living

hell

CHASE,

reformed

until

THE

IBuena

by

I

of hot rod racing.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

lAmerican International
Peter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
space takes contro' of the world until a scientist gives
his life to

I

save humanity.

FROM MY WINDMILL (Tohan Pictures) Robert
Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.
LETTERS

Vattier,

LOST CONTINENT

terrior

bull

CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary. 86 min.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) (Lux Film, Rome) Pathecolor.
Print by
Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
Leonide
IIFEI

in

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
F

I

I

m

Republic, 20th-Fox, Univer-

The breakdown for

KISMET CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Howard Keel,
Ann 8lythe, Dolores Gray, Vic Damons. Producer Arthur
Freed.

Director

Vincent

Broadway musical.

of the

Minelli. Musical.
113 min. 12/12.

1

Adaptation

January

May

includes:

5

Dramas

5

Melodramas

0

Musicals

1

Adventure

5

Westerns

1

Comedy

DIANE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Lana Turner, Pedro
Armendariz, Marisa Pavan. producer Edwin Knoph. Director David Miller. Drama. Based on the famous story
"Diane De Poitiers" by John Erskine. 110 min. 12/26.

Color,

Wide

Screen.

qentWman

number

February
ROSE TATTOO, THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Mann.

Park. 100 min. 2/6.

LAST HUNT. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.
Taylor,

Drama.

117 min.

1

1/14.

March

March

COURT

CinemaScope,

suspected

is

Lu-

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

PLANET

THE W-Technicolor. John
Edmund Gwenn. ProducerComedy-drama. Nice old
of accidentally killing man

while out hunting, but death is complicated bv
of angles including pretty widow. 99 min. 10/17.

cille

FORBIDDEN

HARRY,

Forsythe, Shirley McLean,
director Alfred Hitchcock.

February
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

WITH

TROUBLE

RANSOM Glenn Ford, Donna Reed, Leslie Nielson,
Juano Hernandez. Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Director
Alex Segal. Drama. The story of the problem facing
one man, when his only son is kidnapped. 104 min. 1/9

THE

JESTER.

VistaVision.

Danny

Technicolor.

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot groupbranded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful

Eastman Color.
Nielson. Producer

Walter Pldgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie
Nicholas
Nayfack. Director Fred Wilcox. Scienceadventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.
MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Color. Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 112 min. 2/20.
fiction

101 min. 2/6.

king.

A pril
ANYTHING GOES

Technicolor. Bing Cro»Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

VistaVision.

O'Connor,

Donald

Emmett Dolan.

Director

105 min. 1/23.

April
SWAN,

THE

Eastman

Color,

SCARLET HOUR, THE
CinemaScope.

Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

May

Coming
SAINT. THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Paul
Douglas, John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool.

LEATHER

THE Paul Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter
Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.
RACK,

WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. TechMAN
James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

from talking.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava

MOUNTAIN,

Producer
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers.
Gardner,
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters.
CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.

artist,

PARDNERS
Lewis,

Red Cross

girl

A

O

woman

in

the

hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
in love during the critical island-

fall

WWII.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision. Technicolor.
Brynner, Anne Bax'e' "roducerdrama. Life story
Religious
director Cecil B. DeMille.
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran
THAT CERTAIN FEELING VistaVision, Technicolor. Bob
Hope, Eva Marie Saint, George Sanders, Pearl Bailey.
A Norman Panama-Melvin Frank Production. Comedy.
The story of a cartoonist who achieves success as a
homespun philosopher,
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would over-

VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Producer Hal Wallis. Director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Artist and children's story
writer find life hectic and nightmarish through horror
and crime comic books. 109 min. 11/14.
e

injured

invasion phase of

January

•

critically

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Producer Paul Jones. Director Nor-

Charlton Heston.

rou»

Spencer

Lori Nelson.

Seton. Drama.

and works of the famous

'S

Technicolor.

man Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.
PROUD AND PROFANE, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George

AND MODELS

iUlif'iN—TM'S

VistaVision,

crashed to discover a
wreckage.

Vincent Van Gogh.

ARTISTS

THE

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

Tracy,

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly
Mora Kaye. Produc-er Arttiur Freed. Director Gene
dealing in romance
Four episodes
Ballet.
Kelly.
drama comedv and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color. CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
life

Tom

May

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron. John
Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during

Film dramatization of the

Carol Ohmarf,

BIRDS AND THE BEES. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer

GABY CinemaScope,

BHOWANI JUNCTION

VistaVision.

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min.

Grace

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in love and becomes a woman. 112 min. 4/16.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
hands. 95 min. 4/16.

Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.

lAmerican Releasing Corp)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed

be

Bowery. 88 min. 9/5.

of

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

Co-

will

and Warners will offer two each.
Twelve May releases will be in color.

Coming
Vista)

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunter. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South's military rail
lines during the Civil War.
HOT ROD GIRL lAmerican International Lori Nelson,
Chuck Conners. John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
IT

of a

United Artists

sal

Producer Henry Berman. Direc-

Lewis.

Herman Hoffman. Adventures

RKO and

MGM,

tures.

12/26.

the Londoi. bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

GIRLS

May product by

Emphasis on nexi

the leading suppliers, each with three fea-

LIFE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Jeff

SWAMP WOMEN
Beverly

in-

Late

scheduled for release.

fifteen

lumbia,

Susan Hayward, Richard Conte,
Albert. Daniel Mann director. Producer LawWeingarten. Drama. The life story of Lillian

Eddie
rence
Roth.

with

Kelly,

Color.

tally.

month's films appears to be on dramas,

Norris

I

another three or four.

December

LUM AND ABNER ABROAD rHowcol

Chester Lauck,
Goff, Jill Alis. Producer-director James Kern.
IComdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe. 3 TV
films joined together to make
feature film. 72 min.

release totals a healthy 27, an

crease of one over the April

)ON JUAN

throw him.
D

Yul

.

PARAMOUNT
WAR AND PEACE

(Continued)
Audrey

Technicolor.

VistaVisio-i,

MepPurn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
politicians
return
good government to city after
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

March
CONOUEROR, THE CinemaScooe,
Wayne,

John

Technicolor.

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

FLAME OF THE ISLANDS
Howard

Zachary

Scott,

Edward

Ludwig.

in

the

Amazon

Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

the
I

I

13th

BOLD AND THE BRAVE,

THE Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle

DOWN

Kent Taylor, Petula Clark.
Producer William N. Boyle. Director R. G. Springsteen. Melodrama. Newspaper reporter is instrumental
in catching gang who stole evening's receipts at dog

in

the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
Tully.
murderer-husband out

of the country. 90 min.

GREAT DAY

DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision, Technicolor.
Dirk BoBardot, Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.
Brigitte

March
COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortase, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-,r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

WHEN

GANGLAND

STRIKES

Raymond

Greenleaf,

Marjie
Millar,
John Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A

country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey,

Melodrama
Ida Lupino,
Sanders.
Bert
Producer
Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering female victims. 100 min.

George

Fleming,
Friedlob. Director

Fritz

19

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Color.

ZANZABUKU

Ross.

December
RAINS OF RANCHIPUR. THE

CinemaScope, Deluxe
Richard Burton. Producer Frank
Negulesco. Romantic drama. A
young doctor chooses the need of his people for his
services above the

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,
Homiere, Kristine

Miller,

Stanwyck,

Trucolor.

Skip

George Macready. Producer-

director Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

Coming
Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Adrian Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with
a circus star. 88 min.

INCIDENT

Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.

LISBON
Claude

Trucolor.

Trucolor.

Ray

woman.

104

min.

12/26.

Milland,

Maureen

O'Hara,

Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.
Rains.

AND

BOTTLE. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Van Johnson, Joseph Cotten, Ruth Roman, Jack
Carson. Producer Buddy Adler. Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. Violence and intrigue in a Mexican border
town. 88 min. 2/6.

LIEUTENANT WORE SKIRTS, THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Sheree North. Producer Buddy Adler.

Director

band who has

Frank Tashlin. Comedy. Story of a
a wife in the service. 99 min. 1/9.

CinemaScope,

Broadway

Color.

Gordon

MacRae,

Cameron

Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the
musical. 128 min. 2/20.

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

WHO

MAN
NEVER WAS. THE CinemaScope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montagu.
Famous spy thriller of World
War II. 103 min. 2/20.

March
MAN

IN

DeLuxe Color
Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin
Ben
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang
Mus ical. From the famous musical play by Rodger
and Hammerstein.

WAGON. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Widmark, Joan Collins. Producer Willie
Hawks. Director Delmer Davis. Western.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornel
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Os
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to

of the

SUIT.

THE Cinema-

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min. 3/19

A pril

January

POSTMARK FOR DANGER

Terry Moore, Robert Beatty,
William Sylvester. Producer Frank Goawin. Director
Guy Green. Melodrama. A postcard starts a chain
reaction that results

in

four death. 84 min. 3/5.

Patrlc

Barr.

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer
Herbert Swope,

Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman.
Jr.

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of WWII. 92 min.

May

February
BRAIN MACHINE. THE

Elizabeth

Allan.

Maxwell

Director
Reed.
Ken Hughes.
Melodrama
Woman doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.

Film

kill

him. Violent ending.

ONE IN A MILLION CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason. Barbara Rush, producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama.
SIXTH OF JUNE, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter. Producer
Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster. Drama. The
story

June,

of men,
1944.

and

war,

and

D-Day,

on

the

sixth

of

UNITED ARTISTS

December
HEIDI

AND

PETER Technicolor. Elsbeth Sigmund,

Thorn-

Klameth. Producer Lazar Wechsler. Director Franz
Schnyder. Drama. Based on novel by Johanna Spyri

as

89 min.

Sterling Hayden, William Bishop,
Karen
Booth. Producel by Fame Pictures. Director Ray Nazarro. Western. A sharp gunshooter blasts the reneqades out of the West. 73 min. 12/26.

January
MAN WITH THE GOLDEN ARM. THE Frank Sinatra,
Eleanor Parker, Kim Novak, Arnold Stang.
Producerdirector Otto Preminger. Drama.
Story of dope ad1

19 min.

Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Dan Duryea.
Produced and directed by Cornel Wilde. Melodrama.
Based on suspense novel by Clinton Seely. 88 min. 1/9.
THREE BAD SISTERS Maria English, Kathleen Hughes,
Sara Shane. Bel-Air Production. Producer Howard W.
Koch. Director Gilbert L. Kay. Suspense drama of
three beautiful and wealthy sisters. 75 min. 1/23.

February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert WilMusical. Prince chooses love of commoner and
goes into exile returns to regain crown. 66 min. 2/20.
MANFISH Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chaney,
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.
cox.

—

THE EAGLE IValiant Films) Richard
Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lo**
with his victim. 92 min.

Greene,

March
COMANCHE

Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Producer
Sherman. Western.
Kurger.
Director George
Carl

CinemaScope,

72 min. 3/19.

GHOST TOWN

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and aged
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 min.
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous television drama.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave.
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga of
British naval aircraft. 91

min.

A pril
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

PROUD ONES. THE CinemaScope,

De Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town.

BULLETIN — THIS

12/26.

STORM FEAR

Producer

GLORY Superscope, Technicolor. Margaret O'Brien,
Charlotte Greenwood, Walter Brennan. Producer-director David Butler. Drama. The story of a horse who wins
the Kentucky Derby. 100 min. 1/23.

I

CinemaScope,

SHADOW OF

THE GRAY FLANNEL

Scope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Joties.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.
Color.

Shelly Winters, John Gregson,
Peggy Cummins. Producers Peter Rogers, Ben Schrift.
Director Muriel Fox. Comedy. A night club singer will
inherit a fortune providing her ex-husband has not become a father by a certain date. 82 min. 2/6.

THE

I,

hus-

February

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

CASH ON DELIVERY

War

the Pacific.

son.

diction.

BOTTOM OF THE

CAROUSEL

CIRCUS GIRL

DAKOTA

love of a

January
Barbara

in

Lana Turner,
Director Jean

May
Trucolor.

setting

KING

TOP GUN

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket and capture killers. 70 min.

THE

De
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David
Weisbart
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World

Technicolor. Kirk
Douglas, Elsa Martinelli, Walter Matthau, Walter Abel.
Producer William Schorr. Director Andre de Toth. Western adventure.
Guide leads wagon train thru Indian
territory to Oregon. 88 min. 1/9.

Patricia

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

,

DAY THE CENTURY ENDED, THE CinemaScope

INDIAN FIGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

min.

Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw.

Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves.

—

Michel

Technicolor.

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each orotects the other.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Ju'es Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

Medina,

Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE
CinemaScope
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey,
Shere
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michae
Curtiz Musical. Musical biography of
songwriting teaDeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Mon
roe
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Directo
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway
ola
of the same name.

Coming
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

tor

MAVERICK QUEEN

Super-

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

1

A pril

Technicolor,

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
MURDER ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.

Rhonda

girl

Richard

THE MORNING

IN

young

LAST

May

February

of a

Coming

Deborah

WAY

track.

garde,

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

A pril

producer-director

jungle. 66 min.

Powell.

Century

min. 3/5.

I

Yvonne DeCarlo,

Truco.or.
Asso.

Duff.

Melodrama. Societv romance and
intrigue in the fashionable Bahamas. 1/9.
JAGUAR Sabu. Chlquita. Barton MacLane, Touch Conners
A Mickey Rooney-Maurice Duke Production. DiAdventure melodrama. Lccaled
rector George Blair.

TRACK THE MAN

Producer-director Dick

tion.
ture.

January

Susan

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope,
DeLu,
Color^ Van Johnson. Vera Miles. Producer
H Ephron
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An
American p ay
wright in London nabs kidnapper-killer

IS

Technicolor.
Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanDarrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Drama. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.

Richard

nielle

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS
BROKEN STAR, THE Howard

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross
Hunter
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman,
and
another woman. 84 mm. 1/23.

(Continued-*
Duff,

Lita

Baron,
Koch.

Williams, Henry Calvin. Producer Howard
Director
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal murders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

UNKNOWN

CREEPING

Bill

March
Technicolor. Rock Hudson CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert
J
t-ohen. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama.
Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96
min. 2/20.

Donlevy, Margia Dean,
Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Vai
Guest. Science-fiction. The story of a rocket that returns to earth and the life of the only survivor. 78 min.

PATTERNS Van

i

Heflin,

nell

Myer,

Ed Begley, Beatrice Straight. Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed by
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation boss
whose only concern is the growth of his business

TIMETABLE Mark Stevens,

King

Calder,

Felicia

Farr

!

million. 79 min. 3/5.

May
'

i

Technicolor.

girl in

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Program from television adapted to the movies.

OUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT De

Luxe

Color.

Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.

Coming
A

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Fortune
seeker murders heiress in the "perfect crime".

Martha

rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

CRIME AGAINST JOE John Bromfield,
Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch.

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.

Calhoun,

Michael Bakon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy
An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job
uproots
ihs whole family and attempts to start life
anew.
WORLD IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush
Jeff Morrow, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron
Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins
title

and

Julie London,
Director Lee
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of mlrder, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.

Rory

Dean

AND GO

83 min. 3/19.

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melodrama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone except an insurance investigator eager for a quick half-

SUNDOWN

RED

Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter
makes promise
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
TOUCH
Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer
Sir

Everett Sloan,

Technicolor.

Richard
Widmark
Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min.
3/5.

AMONG

CREATURE WALKS
US, THE Jeff Morrow
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2
KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main

Artuhr

Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

May
A DAY OF FURY

Dale

Mara Corday, Jock

Robertson,

Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taminq
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.

BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science

Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I.

fiction

thriller.

BLACK SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone. Akim Tamiroff,
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Director Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

EMERGENCY
Reed,
Koch.
dents

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Walter

Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incia hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min.
in

LUCKY

KID,

THE Eastman

Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
Joe Robinson. Producer-director

David Kossoff,
Carol Reed. The story of
Dors,
in

a

little

boy and

his

faith

a fantasy. 95 min.

lace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min.

TRAPEZE

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht!
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aerialist.

Gma

UNIVERSAL-INT'L
RUNNING WILD

William Campbell, Keenan Wynn,
Van Doren. Producer Howard Pine. Abner
Biderman director. Melodrama. A rookie policeman
poses as a hoodlum to crack a ring of car thieves

Mamie

1

1/28.

SECOND GREATEST

SEX.

THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Kitty Kallen
Bert
Lahr. Produced by Albert J. Cohen. George
Marshall
director. Musical. Women use "sex strike" to
stop their
husbands from feuding and fighting. 87 min. 10/17.

TARANTULA

John Agar, Mara Corday, Leo Carrol.
Producer William Alland. Director Jack Arnold. Horror.
breeds super-tarantula which escapes and
wreaks havoc until destroyed. 80 min. 11/14.
Scientist

January
ALL THAT HEAVEN
man Rock Hudson.
Douglas
ruin

89

ALLOWS
Producer

Technicolor. Jane WyRoss Hunter. Director

Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
romance between young widow and her gardener.

mm

.

Sirk.

11/14.

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler,
Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hibbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in
Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful
claims
is bested by mine owner.
84 min. 12/12.
SQUARE JUNGLE, THE Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley
Ernest, Borgnme. Producer Albert
Zugsmith. Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The
rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when
he almost
• ills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min.
1/9.

February
BENNY
Allen
tine

GOODMAN

STORY. THE Technicolor. Steve
Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valen-

Davies

in

a chain of violent events.

79 min. 4/16.

Coming
AWAY

ALL

BOATS

VistaVision.
Jeff
Adams Lex Barker

Chandler, George Nader, Julie
Prod ucer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in

World War

director. Musical.
The life
tamous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.

story

of

the

Film

Trojan horse.

min.

15

1

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.
Silverheels,

Director

Lyle

Stuart

Lone Ranger and

Virginia

Mayo.

Clayton Moore. Jay

Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

March
OUR MISS BROOKS

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon, Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
television fame, comes to

Producer

Porter.

&IVER CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brinas about end of Combination.
86 min. 3/19.

A pril
MIRACLE

IN

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van

George

Nader.

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a
haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S.
Government fights for human rights for the
Apache Indians in Arizona.
OUTSIDE THE LAW Ray Danton. Leigh Snowden, Grant
Williams. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold. Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
I870's.

AND

LAURA VistaVision, Technicolor. Kay
Kendall, Pater Finch, Muriel Pavlow. Producer Teddy
Baird. Director Muriel Box. Comedy. A popular British
stage couple whose marriage seems perfect actually
fight all the time.
Complications arise when they accept offer to appear on TV as "the ideal married

Johnson,

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.
SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Mann. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

May
GOODBYE, MY LADY Walter Brennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director WilDrama. The story

a rare dog named "Lady". 91
SEARCHERS. THE Technicolor,

of

young boy and

a

min. 4/16.

Wayne,

VistaVision. John

Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

Coming

II.

CONGO CROSSING

SIMON

Podesta,
Jack Sernas, Cedric
Hardwicke,
Stanley
Baker. Director Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the

liam Wellman.

Technicolor,

Country.

December
mm.

each other

Lex Barker, Charles
Producer Howard Christie. Director

tradition.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wal-

81

PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon,
Drake. Gia Scala.

February

Miss Brooks, of
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.

nicolor. Olivia

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

WarnerColor.

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

Comedy.

April
BACKLASH

CinemaScope,

the waterfront. 98 min.

NEVER SAY GOODBYE

Brian

January
ON FRISCO BAY

HELL

Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson. Director Fred Tuttle.
Waterfront melodrama. Violence and turbulence on

ANIMAL WORLD. THE

Technicolor. Written, produced
Naturalist documentary.

and directed by Irwin Allen.
82 min.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

Schell,

O.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Taylor,

Hudson,

Rock

Stevens. Drama.

James Dean. Producer-director George

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

MOBY DICK

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,

Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early I800's.

SEVEN

FROM

MEN

NOW

WarnerColor.

Randolph

Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws.

To

Better Serve You . .
& Terminal Combined At
.

Office

couple".

305 N. 12th

STAR IN THE DUST

Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land.
TENDER HEARTS Hugo Haas, Francesca de Scaffa,
June
Hammerstein.
Producer-director
Hugo Haas.
Drama. Story of an ex-actor, turned begger, and his
trained dog.
TOY TIGER Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy in-

Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard
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3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

vents fictitious father, then finds a real one.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

WARNER BROTHERS

HIGHWAY

December
COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Gary Cooper, Charles Bickford,
Ralph Bellamy, Rod Stelger, Milton Sperling producer.
Director Otto Preminger. Drama. Story of leading exponent of air power and his unjust fate. 100 min. 12/12

EXPRESS LINES,

TARGET ZERO

Richard Conte, Peggie Castle. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Harmon Jones. War drama.
lone nurse is held in a circle of fire by enemy
troops, but saved by behind-the-lines breakout. 92 min.

A

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

W.

N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.
BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess.

A famous movie

YOUR PRODUCT

Member

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

Superior!"

-n.y.posu

"Excellent! Emotionally!

powerful!"
-SHOWMEN'S
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4
and featuring

EVERETT SLOANE ED BEGLEY- BEATRICE STRAIGHT • ELIZABETH WILSON
•

Original

&

Screenplay by Rod Serling

•

Director of Photography Boris Kaufman, A.S.C.

Produced by Michael Myerberg

•

A Jed

Harris

&

•

Directed by Fielder Cook

Michael Myerberg Presentation

PLEASE ACT,
MR. JOHNSTON!
THE ATREM AN URGES ERIC JOHNSTON

HELP SOLVE INTRA-INDUSTRY CONFLICT

Value Line Warns of

Dangers

in Liquidation

Of Film Companies' Assets

through

pictures

the most

bountiful

on the
screen

20th Century-Fox presents

an Simmons'- guy madison
JEAN PIERRE AUMONT in HILDA
Evelyn
CRANE with Judith Evelyn
Vorden
Print by TECHNICOLOR
CINEMASCOPE Produced by Herbert
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_
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•

•

Swope, Jr. Written for the Screen
ond Directed by Philip Dunne From
the Play by Samson Raphaelson
B.

*

•

a pleasure to
do business with

It's

girls like these!

Viewpoints
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Please
The following

was written by

letter

who has been

a theatreman

many

request for anonymity

To

is

NO.

24,

against

Let

exhibitors.

respected.

soft touch for

conceive how, under our American
system of free enterprise, exhibition

control.

some kind
As one with a

lifetime

in

like to see

The

"Assignment for
Eric Johnston", which appeared in

BULLETIN
me

most intriguing

made

suggestion yet
quest

try's

issue of April 30,

as the

for

in

the indus-

solution

a

the

to

deadlock that exists between exhibi-

and distribution.

tion
I

am

an exhibitor

affiliated

with

one of the national exhibitor organizations (which one isn't important)

and

know

I

that the leadership of

this
it

a

of political

pretty full

business,

saved from

it

would

I

its

own

stu-

in

have nearly
attempts dur-

two years

to present the

broken their backs
ing the last
facts

of

exhibition's

plight

the

to

heads of the film companies. They
met with little or no success. Speaking as an exhibitor

who

has followed

these fruitless efforts with bitter dis-

appointment

and

heartily

in

join

some
your

anger,

call

to

I

Mr.

Johnston for help.

As
in

I

find

I

it

impossible

to escape the disheartening opinion

we

that

are

companies are willingly,
say almost eagerly, forcing theafilm

tres out of business. If they continue
their sales practices that don't allow

the

smaller

theatres

shortsightedness

to

exist,

those

of

the

policies

haunt them when they eventually find themselves forced to deal
with a sharply reduced theatre mar-

will

That is a fact, I submit, that
Mr. Johnston should consider.

ket.

Exhibition certainly wouldn't turn

back on any offer of mediation
from the MPA head. Both the TOA
and Allied have shown their willingness to talk out the problems around
the table, but they have been unable
to get anywhere with the assorted
executive personalities
the film companies.

who

It

is

— exhibitors, prodistributors — running

desperation,

aloofness of the film
that

because

of

company

the

heads,

the exhibitors are willing to

Where do we exhibitors go from
Do we go to Congress in an

battered casualties in

You ask

in

a doctor in

your

all

suggest

that before calling for a doctor,
find

someone with

we

a light to lead us

on the right path.

Eric Johnston

could provide that light.

New

economic factors have taken

hold in our business, and

found

a

way

Right now,

it's

we

haven't

with them.
dog-eat-dog, not only
to

deal

Or do we go back

to individual

distribution heads and get slapped

down again because one can't make
a move for fear the others will jump
down his throat? I think we've had
just

about enough of the individual

company approach, knowing what
hopeless
that

is.

and
I'm

head against

frustrating

a

situation

bumping my

tired of

futility.

Your "Assignment

for Eric Johnsone hopeful path to
meeting ground for exhibitors and

ton" marked
a

off

am

I

quite sure that

the heads of the film companies will

not voluntarily

him

tell

to enter into

negotiations with exhibition.

It

is

an assignment that Mr. Johnston
will energetically have to seek out
himself.
job,

I

If

looks like a thankless

it

hope he

will

consider

how

mean to this whole industry to find a way to operate in a
more peaceful atmosphere. Maybe

much

it

will

Mr. Tohnston's efforts will wind up
fruitless as other attempts to

branches.

I

so

price.

attempt to force the distributors by

BULLETIN

editorial, "Is there

the house?"

"A" bracket

selves strictly to the

here?

all

—

they could continue to get the top

distributors.

sheer

and
headlong up a dark alley, at the end
of which there will be some badly
ducers

can achieve the desired results with
that sort of an approach. Even if we
could get the authorities to categorize pictures top price for A, second bracket for B, lower for C the
probability would be that the film
companies would simply make even
fewer pictures, try to confine them-

control

only in

look for radical solutions.

witness the widening breach

our industry,

I'd

just can't

I

—

its

TOA

both Allied and

money?

films for less

editorial,

strikes

pictures or sell us their

guts of the business and leave

Sir

Film

to

or

make mere

that continue and we'll tear out the

pidity.

Your

regulation

other

legislation

years. His

BULLETIN

Dear

10

Johnston

.

distributors against exhibitors, but

the Editor

Film

VOLUME

A.et9
exhibitors

a keen

observer of and active participant in
industry affairs for

/

1956

14.
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should be made.
I

would

echo your view-

like to

ooint as expressed in "Assignment

And I'd like to
my own — "Please act,

for Eric Johnston".

add a plea of
Mr. Johnston, without delay."

Very

truly yours,

A
Film

BULLETIN
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HOT as a
While the industry

is still

talking

about these Previews-

BHOWANI

BOXOFFICE

BOMBSHELL!

AFFAIR!

"BHOWANI JUNCTION"

IW

dream. The Preview revealed

A VA GARDNER

"THE CATERED AFFAIR*' is
every Film Row following its

in her

most seductive role

as the half-caste

nationwide audience Previews in

girl of

many

loves.

is

a

showman's

STEWART GRANGER
BIG

exchange

A great cast: BETTE DAVIS, ERNEST
BORGNINE, DEBBIE REYNOLDS, BARRY
FITZGERALD.

CinemaScope and Color

in Pakistan. It's a real

sensational
all

cities.

co-stars in a cast of thousands. 2 years in pro-

duction. Filmed in

the talk of

Fine performances including

another great job by the star of "Marty."

one.

It's

a

BIG "AFFAIR"!

Another Big Preview!
Sing out the

news about M-G-M's

HIGH

SOCIETY'!"
Bing

Grace

HIGH AS THE SKY!
M-G-M's "HIGH SOCIETY" had

its

first

screening

Another blockbuster joins Leo the Lion's arsenal of

last

hits!

week.

Imagine

BING CROSBY, GRACE KELLY, FRANK SINATRA and Louis
Armstrong and his Band and the first original COLE PORTER
score for films in 10 years. The BIG ONES are coming one after
another from M-G-M's HIT HEADQUARTERS and here's one of
the BIGGEST! You'll be HIGH on M-G-M's "HIGH SOCIETY."

THE WEDDING

MONACO

IN

ACT FAST!
Top Showmen Have
Booked It
>

M-G-M, HOTTEST

COMPANY!

The Only

Exclusive, Complex I
Cinemascope and Cole |
Featurette of this historic occsP
sion. By arrangement with Princl
Official

Rainier

Call

III.

M-G-M

Immediately

For This Hot Booking.

Value t'me £urteif
Jiltn

AueU

Will

DANGER

WatM

Se Ctetlt)

JaAt '£pin-0$p o$
'

in

Strug gle Against

TV

IN LIQUIDATION
assumption that the current recovery in profits will gather
momentum over the years ahead. Because of the uncertainties attendant

While

it

sees the motion picture industry

"benefiting from a favorable economic climate over the next few years", The Value
Line Investment Survey, published by Arnold
Bernhard & Co., warns in its current study

ominous clouds hover over the business.
One of the real dangers, Value Line reports,

upon the

realization of these objectives,

however, the motion picture stocks do not qualify for
clusion in investment grade accounts. Nevertheless,

inin-

vestors willing to accept the considerable risks inherent in
these situations in exchange for generous current income

and extraordinary capital growth prospects may find these
issues worthwhile investment media at this time.

that

the possibility that outside interests in
quest of quick profits might grasp control of
lies in

companies and rapidly
and other assets. Such "spin-offs ', VL says, would deal
the entire movie industry a "devastating
blow", setting off a chain reaction that would

certain important film

dispose of their film libraries

Good Films Expected

to Boost

1956 Earnings

Motion picture companies, as a group, are expected to
enjoy higher earnings this year. Reason: Hollywood producers are sending a steady stream of excellent films to the
theatres. Convinced by their experiences in the last two
years that the motion picture industry can compete successfully with television as long as it presents the public

Ithreat, one which the movie people can ward

with a large number of quality pictures, most of the major
film producers have stepped up their production program
and have scheduled the release of a whole string of spectaculars throughout 1956. Twentieth Century-Fox, for example, will distribute 34 pictures this year, the largest
number in almost a decade. During 1955, the company

and cooperation. Principal por-

distributed only 29 pictures. Included in the current year's

jeopardize the future of the business. However, the survey reassures, this is yet only a
off by effort

tions of the survey are reprinted here.

agenda are such already well known titles as "The King
and I" and "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit", the latter

Warner Brothers' plans for this
year call for 28 pictures, including the long-awaited "Moby
Dick", compared to only 23 last year. Moreover,
and

currently being released.

RKO

Recommendation
Most

of the

amusement industry stocks supervised by

in price during the past three
months, partly reflecting the prospect of higher earnings
and safer or larger dividends in 1956. Despite the recent

this service

have advanced

however, many of the issues in this group
continue to appear reasonably priced. The stocks in this
group fall in either the Group II (Underpriced) or Group
III (Fairly Priced) category. On balance, they provide
generous current dividend yields and possess superior 3- to
price advances,

5-year appreciation potentialities.

After being badly hurt by the coming of age of television
Forties and early Fifties, the highly volatile

in the late

amusement industry is now making incipient efforts at recovery. The future fortunes of most of these motion picture companies, however, still depend to a great extent on
numerous exogenous factors, the effects of which can not
be readily ascertained at this time. While the general economic climate we hypothesize for the 1959-61 period seems
favorable to the motion picture industry, the long-term
prospects of this group are by no means clearly defined.

We

make our 3- to 5-year earnings projections for these
companies, and for the theatre circuits in particular, on the

Republic Pictures, whose studios were practically inactive
in 1955, have both announced ambitious schedules for 1956

Perhaps the only major studio that does not

production.

plan to increase

its

schedule

ever, of the 18 features

year, at least

mandments"

two

— "War

is

Paramount

Pictures.

How-

has scheduled for release this
and Peace" and "The Ten Com-

it

— are extremely expensive productions, which

will cost, in the aggregate,

almost $20 million. The com-

pany's inventory of current and future releases

now

totals

more than $50 million, a record high level in its history.
All told, the movie industry is ready to present a substantially larger number of promising extravaganzas to its audience this year.

The

first

quarter reports of

many companies

in

this

show unfavorable

earngroup will probably continue to
For one thing, not many of
the "big" pictures were shown during the March period
(although those that were released have done remarkably
well). Furthermore, after theatre attendance had shown
an encouraging uptrend during the first few weeks of the
year, in response to the larger supply of pictures, poor
weeather conditions throughout the greater part of the

ings comparisons, however.

(Continued on Page 18)
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:

LET'S FACE IT

—this

is

:

FINANCIAL

not the year for movie stocks.

Not as an industry-wide investment, that is. Now don't
wrong; things can change. Summer grosses may
rise to Olympian levels and profits may soar. But this will
take some doing. As is, the industry anticipates a good
sunny season, possibly better than good, and yet there
exists a noticable void of market optimism. Instead, investment opinion seems to concern itself mostly with

BULLETIN
MAY

get us

special cinematic situations, leaving industrywide enthusi-

asm

for

some future

year.

And

this state of

mind seems

to

be borne out in fact. For so far into 1956 movie shares are
just not percolating as a team.

By way of illustration, let's review the trend of film company stock prices as recorded by the Film BULLETIN
Cinema Aggregate from the beginning of the year
158^

Close, 1955

January
February

141^2

155^4

151^
154^

March
April

Correspondingly effete has run the pattern of theatre
in the Aggregate

company shares

37

Close, 1955

This

is

January
February

35

March

3Sys

April

34^£

how

By

There's no real zip to the business." That put the finger
it.
This industry thrives on the incandescent.

on

0
THIS

Aggregate*

IS

THE YEAR OF THE SPECIAL SITUATION,

what with stock schemes, promotional horseplay and backlog deals running rampant. As such, there is no shortage
of attractive individual speculations. Here is a nutshell
rundown of some of the choicest opportunities of the moment from Wall Street's viewpoint, together with the
pivotal factors that may give them their kick:

PARAMOUNT— Holding a barrel full of coin and fresh
from a solid annual statement, this company is without
gimmicks (unless you put much stock in its International
Telemeter holdings), but looks like it knows its way
around black ink. "Ten Commandments" alone makes it
a situation to be reckoned with. This might be the greatest grosser in movie history.
20th

BULLETIN Cinema

Ward

Philip R.

little stooped at the shoulders.
As an important theatre
chain executive said last week: "It's not that conditions
aren't improving. They're improving too mechanically.

those figures appear on our chart:

Film

1954

14,

CENTURY-FOX— Usually in

try recoveries

—and one

is

the vanguard of indusReason strong on show-

due.

:

manship and technical and production innovations. A
"guts" concern. CinemaScope product is improving after
disappointing start.
tential,

20th has

oil

In addition to the film library po-

and gas

in the

ground under

its

studio

property.

WARNER BROTHERS—

With Si Fabian, theatrewise
veteran in the saddle, and Serge Semenenko financing, this
company looks highly

volatile.

One imponderable: the
may fall through

million sale of old backlog product
capital gains ruling

is

not forthcoming.

tions cited, a correct guess

could produce the greatest

COLUMBIA — While

Of

all

$21
if

a

the situa-

by the investor on Warners

profit.

there has been

little

activity of note

company's shares during the past few months, the
prospects of substantially improved earnings from here on
in should encourage investors to start buying. "Picnic"
undoubtedly will roll up one of the biggest grosses of the
year, and other good-looking product is on tap.
in this

FILM
*

Composed

COMPANIES

Perhaps the

downs

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

of

tipoff is

manifest in the record of ups and

individual stocks over the past few months.

Glancing at the closing prices of nine important film
makers, we find in January that 8 companies suffered
"downs" and one company enjoyed an "up". In February,
six companies made "ups", while 3 made "downs", for the
best showing of the year.

In March all 9 companies recorded "downs". In April, 5 had "downs", 4 had "ups". In
brief, film shares can't seem to pull their oars in unison.

Of course, these

—

merely symptoms effects
rather than causes of the current economic posture of the
industry. And that posture is, at the moment, more than a
statistics are

—

P*qt 6
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ALLIED ARTISTS— A

do-nothing of late on the American Exchange, but literally loaded with grossing potential
thanks to a three year old decision to ease gently, but unretreatingly, into big time production. First of this outfit's
big films, by ace director William Wyler, and with ace star

Gary Cooper,

will

soon go into release.

LOEWS — Coming

off the floor,

earnings-wise.

Manage-

on making a big showing in wake of highly
comments. Valuable film library give
stockholder
critical
leverage
factor.
additional
stock an

ment

intent

I

*f htitincthH

9/ifn

The Man Who Knew Too Much"
%«4iHe44 IZatiHf
Hitchcock's best thriller
ing,

is

own

Plus

a long time. Colorful and excit-

good marquee, exploitation

This
his

in

OOO

Hitchcock At Best

will

help to sock returns.

Hitchcock's best picture in years. A remake of
20-year old film, the director has turned, once

and suspense situations with
which he is most successful: foreign intrigue, rapidly
shifting backgrounds, tension that mounts as the characagain, to the kind of plot

ters try to

unravel a secret. In

resembles

the

director's

all

early

these respects the film

suspense

classic,

"The

Thirty-Nine Steps". With all
the situation, with the sock marquee combination of James
Stewart and Doris Day, and with an exquisite VistaVision-Technicolor print, its boxoffice performance figures
to be very strong in general situations. Subject matter is
highly exploitable, and the Hitchcock credit has appeal apthe natural excitement of

:

proaching the

irresistible.

Adapted from a story by Charles Bennett and D. B.
Wyndham-Lewis, the script by John Michael Hayes
(Hichcock's usual scenarist) and Angus MacPhail sparkles
with amusing and finely provocative dialogue and, more
often than not, with appropriate economy. There are some
loose ends in the yarn, and occasionally the plotting seems
arbitrary, but these are relatively minor flaws, for they
will disturb only the most discriminating segment of the
viewing public. All in

And

it is all

the

all, it's

more

an engrossing screenplay.

effective in the foreign locations

employed to bring verisimilitude to the story. Extensive
footage was shot in Marrakesh, French Morocco, and in

James Stewart, an American physician, has administered sedatives to his wife, Doris Day, and
prepares to

tell

her their son has been kidnapped.

London, and it is vividly authentic. Academy-Award winning photographer, Robert Burks ("To Catch a Thief"),
has made the best of these advantages, for continuously
exciting lensing work, possessing fine clarity and color.

The Hitchcock "touch"

is,

of course, evident in every

sequence. There are countless striking effects and details
that lend interest to every scene.

The

action footage

is

and high-pitched. And the film's big scene
a concert in Albert Hall at which an ambassador is to be
assassinated works up to almost unbearable suspense
(the fatal shot is to be fired when the cymbals clash). The
entire film is brilliantly paced, never dragging despite its
120-minute length. And from first to last, the director has
supplied no end of fingernail-biting material.
brisk, tense,

—

Stewart and

Day head

the largely

European

give sock performances as husband and wife

(Christopher Olsen)
ly

is

kidnapped and

who

involved in an international incident.

Day

—

Both
whose son

cast.

are unwilling-

The

plot calls

on

two songs "Whatever Will be" and "We'll
Love Again" which she delivers in fine style. The supporting cast is strong without exception, with Brenda de
Banzie outstanding. Associate producer Herbert Coleman
to sing

—

has helped maintain the over-all neatness and effectiveness
of the production. All technical phases are excellent.

While vacationing in Marrakesh, Stewart and his wife,
Miss Day, and their son, Chris Olsen, become friendly with
Daniel Gelin, a disguised French secret agent. When he
murdered in their presence, the family is involved. De
Banzie and her husband, Bernard Miles, kidnap young
Olsen to prevent Stewart from telling the police that Bernard has put him on to the plans for an official's murder.
Story concerns their attempts to get at the truth and to
find their son. Day prevents the assassination, and she
and Stewart recover their son.

is

Dying
words

secret agent Daniel Gelin whispers to Stewart the fateful
that make him ''the man who knew loo much". Stew-

son is kidnapped to prevent the father from going to police
with the information he has about an impending assassination.

art s

Paramount. 120 minutes. James Stewart, Doris Day, Brenda de Banzie, Bernard
Miles, Ralph Truman, Daniel Gelin, Hillary Brooke, Christopher Olsen.
Directed
by Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay by John Michael Hayes and Angus MacPhail.
Director of photography, Robert Burks.
Edited by George Tomasini. Costumes,
Music scored by Bernard HerrEdith Head. Assistant director, Howard Joslin.
mann. Associate producer, Herbert Coleman.

[More REVIEWS on Page 10]
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About man's most desperate
need ..and woman's!

Oft "fjbixVL o

I

I

liK. kyfJU^ /So

Joan

[

Crawford

l-c

in her

most unusual and dramatic

role!

AUTUMN
LEAVES

a

WILLIAM GOETZ production

mumi miles

•

greene

•

donnelly

m CLIFF

ROBERTSON

jack jevne. lewis

melthr St Robert sues

•

Robert almich a

COLUMBIA

picture

KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE UNUSUAL AD

or ^^^^^^^^2S-MOST UNUSUA

AND DRAMATIC PICTURE!
<EEP YOUR EYES ON EXCITING NEW STAI
Nat "King" Cole sin
the song that has pre-sc
the

title

via

more

6,000,000
i

KZ4
AUTUMN LEAVES" WILL TURN TO

th

recorc

Whai

In the

Movie Business

Those who watch movie activities on the financial marts
are talking about the sudden move in Loew's last week,
and are expecting something exciting to break in the news
about that company any day. Our sources say that three
different offers for a part of the

M-G-M

film library will

when

meets
expected to be

be presented to the board of directors

Wednesday (16th). One of the offers is
accepted. The deals have been on the hot

fire

it

(not just

conversation) for several weeks and Leo's plunge into the
TV market might be an actuality by the time you read

us Loew's could very quickly zoom all the
way up to 30 or above. It climbed 2 points last week. Some
observers foresee the possibility that the dividend will be
this.

They

tell

a result of the "take"

upped as

from the

sale to

TV.

of course, is talking

about the sale by the

Warner brothers, and about Si Fabian's future role in the
company known as Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
It's a long stretch from International Latex to Warner
Brothers, but in Si Fabian's case it was simply a question
of doin' what comes naturally.

When

he was only a schoolboy Mr. Fabian helped in his
father's theatres circuit. Today the personal guidebooks

him

he
heards the Stanley-Warner Corporation, Fabian Enterprises and S-W Cinerama, plus, of course, holding control

call

"circuit executive".

of the girdle
It is,
is

This

is

truly a

strictly true, since

company aforementioned.

however, a description which

showman

for instance, the

cording to rumors, was trying to take the

The
in

ill

If

on him, for

Si

most instances outsiders are guided by

siderations.

and

he hadn't learned

ground up, and backed his judgment
with his money, maybe Cinerama would never have become the huge success that it is; and, if it hadn't, there
might never have been the technological upsurge which
brought CinemaScope and the wide-screen into being.
Another adjective which has been used is "veteran",
which raises the question of when does a man become
one: at 40, 50, 60, or 70? Some people we know are professional veterans at 25, and others never are.

Fabian was born 56 years ago, but he is no veteran
we feel, which implies hardening of the arteries
and a palsied palm. Rather we should call him "seasoned"
in all facets of the motion picture industry.
Si

a term,

They

tremendous relief to learn that Simon
H. Fabian and the syndicate which backs him have purchased working control (though not full financial ownerBrothers.

patible with industry welfare.

There is no such danger in this case. On the contrary
no pun intended Mr. Fabian's entry into Warner Bros.
Pictures, Inc. in a key capacity may well give that company more elasticity.

—

0
pay-as-you-see-TV,
only a few months ago, were trying to impress everybody
by trotting out in their propaganda releases enormous
the

sponsors

of

figures of boxoffice potential.

The idea was to "sell" Hollywood the idea that if the
movie exhibitor were to be kicked out, the film companies
could clean-up on Toll-TV.

Now

switch in the publicity angle.

there's a

In his

Committee on InterCommerce, James M. Landis, of Skiatron, was at

recent statement before the Senate
state

great pains to emphasize that one of the virtues of Toll-

TV

is

it doesn't need a mass audience at all, but can
on an audience "too small to attract an advertising

that

flourish

Who's

fooling

whom?

0
At

least 95 pilot films of

hands

of a

man

closely

TV

shows,

many

of

them with

made at a cost of nearly $3,000,000,
round the television offices and adver-

top stars in the cast,
are being

hawked

tising agencies.

Sales are few and far between.

One

rea-

son: most of them are for half-hour shows, whereas the

TV

trend in

today

is

for the 60 or

trend, forebodes even

90-minute offering. This

more competition

for exhibitors.

O
you believe Hedda Hopper has the inside track, the
about recent rumors that a Canadian syndicate
headed by Lou Chesler, of Toronto, was bidding for control of Warner's is this: Jack and Albert Warner were in
If

real story

favor of a sale at the right price (reportedly $66,690,000 for
the company's stock) but

Harry Warner wouldn't

listen.

O
Albert Sindlinger, the research specialist, thinks that
one reason why more men than women are buying movie
tickets today

This is no reflection on the brothers Warner, for they
have had the good sound sense to pass the destinies of
their great corporation into the

financial con-

which are frequently incom-

a quick spin-off of assets,

It is, therefore, a

Warner

over.

are out for easy pickings, capital gains

who know him

the business from the

ship) of

company

threat of outside control rightly arouses alarm, for

sponsor."

sits

at heart and, as those

well can testify, a boon companion.

movie industry rather than into those
Toronto industrial group which, ac-

identified with the
of,

Remember how

0
Everybody,

About

Tkey'te Talking

much

How
which

is

that the

women

believe films have too

brutality and are too "tough".

come, then, that they spend so much time over TV,
far more brutal and even tougher?

is
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"The

O O

Scttutew ^atittf
human

Fair

interest

provocative

Catered Affair"

drama.

trade. Good marquee value

Should have appeal for family
Bette Davis, Debbie Reynolds,

in

This domestic drama of a Bronx family, adapted from
the TV play by "Marty" author Paddy Chayefsky, has
been provided with a good cast, headed by Bette Davis,
Ernest Borgnine, Debbie Reynolds and Barry Fitzgerald.
The combination should prove fairly successful at the boxof the Chayefsky
again in evidence, and it promises to
win over family audiences. However, the sophisticated
trade probably will be irritated or amused at Miss Davis
and song-&-dance star Reynolds essaying Bronx accents

The humanness and tenderness

brand of writing

is

and mannerisms. As a matter of

come

fact,

because they

fail to

across convincingly, the film lacks the credibility and
made "Marty" so outstanding. Nonetheless

substance that

Davis is interesting to watch as the dowdy, embittered
wife of a hack, fiercely fighting for a big wedding for her
own daughter. Borgnine is again completely believable,
this time

as a taxi-driver caught in

The

script

by Sydney Boehm projects

values set them off in fine style. Jane Russell is thoroughly convincing as a girl, short on morals, whose insatiable

Plus

Ernest Borgnine, Barry Fitzgerald.

office.

film.

characters and situations convincingly, and the production

the middle of his

greed for money gets in the way of her happiness. The
entire supporting cast, topped by Richard Egan, performs
with style and understanding. Raoul Walsh's direction is

and slick, and the Buddy Adler production is creditable from every point of view. CinemaScope and DeLuxe
CO ror paint a glowing image of Honolulu and environs.
Russell is run out of San Francisco for questionable activities, and on ship, headed for Honolulu, meets writer
Richard Egan, who is returning home to fiancee Joan
Leslie. Russell and Egan become mutually interested but
each is conscious of their conflicting status and ambitions.
In Hawaii, Russell takes a job in a shady "dance hall" run
by Agnes Moorehead. When the war breaks out, Egan
promises to marry Russell if he returns, but insists she
leave Moorehead's. She agrees, but can't force herself to
give up the money she's earning and the life she's lead-

fast

—

ing.

Egan

returns, discovers Russell's deceit, walks out on

her. Sadly, she leaves

Hawaii

to return

home.

92 minutes. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan
Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Raoul Walsh.

20th-Fox.

Leslie,

Agnes Moorehead.

Reynolds and Rod Taylor have a few
poignant moments as the young couple. Barry Fitzgerald
family's squabbles.

comedy role as the uncle. Dorothy Stickney and Joan Camden are unusually good. Lensed in
somber black-and-white, director Richard Brooks has deliberately eschewed all extraneous production values in
seeking to depict life in a small, crowded Bronx apartment
with utter realism. Borgnine has saved just enough to buy
his own taxi and license, but wife Davis insists on giving
their only daughter a big catered wedding to make up for
their past indifference to her. Everything goes wrong and
the family is torn asunder by bickering and quarreling. At
last Davis concedes that a big wedding is out of the question. Reynolds and Taylor are married simply. Out of the
chaos comes a better understanding between Borgnine and
Davis and happier lives for all.

registers in his

"The Maverick Queen"

Sututeu IZatiKQ

Q ©

Plus

good Western with better-than-average marquee
strength. New wide-screen process, Naturama, added exFairly

ploitation value. Rating

is

for action houses.

This Zane Grey Western is the occasion for Republic's
new anamorphic wide-screen process,
Naturama (with a Trucolor print). While it is comparable
in scope to CinemaScope, it lacks the definition of 20thFox's process. However, it is certainly an improvement
over the standard-size screen Republic has been employing, and Naturama pives "The Maverick Queen" an added
introduction of their

The picture is good enough as Western
and suited to the outdoor market. An aboveaverage cast has been assembled, the marquee names supplying more appeal than the average Western offers. Action is good and of sufficient quantity, though the film runs
a bit overlong at 92 minutes under Joe Kane's direction.
Naturama gives the colorful Colorado countryside good
eye appeal. The title song is sung satisfactorily by Joni
James. Barbara Stanwyck, wealthy and powerful owner
of a Wyoming hotel, has joined an outlaw gang. Barry
exploitation value.

MGM.
gerald.

93

minules.

Bette

Davis,

Borgnine, Debbie Reynolds,
Directed by Richard Brooks.

Ernest

Produced by Sam Zimbalist.

"The Revolt

Mamie

of

'Scuitet* KatiH?
Good

boxoffice values

in

sexy,

Barry

Fitz-

Stover"

O O O

entertaining story about

ambitious gal of easy virtue. Sockful of selling angles. Jane
Russell tops in title role.

Sullivan, a Pinkerton detective in disguise, arrives in

This adaptation of the William Bradford Huie novel
about a very popular and businesslike girl, who operated
loosely and freely in Pearl Harbor of 1941, is loaded with
sexy implications. Set against an exciting background,
and played hard and fast to the hilt, it shapes a fine boxoffice prospect. There's no end of exploitable material here
in the very suggestive story-line and the Jane Russell
name. But, in addition, it's a well-made, honest, and often

f

OOOO

GutiHtte 1£<U£*$
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and

joins the gang.

Stanwyck almost immediately

town

falls in

love with him, arousing the jealousy of Scott Brady.

Sul-

gang and becomes involved in a gun
battle before the sheriff's posse can arrive. Stanwyck, aiding Sullivan and Mary Murphy (they're in love) is shot,
her sacrifice making their future possible.
livan uncovers the

Republic.

Murphy.

O O O

Barbara Stanwyck, Barry
92 minutes.
Associate Producer-Director, Joe Kane.

GOOD

O G

AVERAGE

Sullivan,

Scott

O

Brady,

Mary

POOrJ

"Bhowani Junction"

Gu&ueu

&<ZttK$

O O ©

Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger, warm romance and

fast

action photographed in turbulent India should carry this to
good grosses. Color photography is excellent. Highly exploitable.

Bloody Spur", has some humorously fast dialogue, is
terse and never dull. Fritz Lang's direction maintains pace
superbly and organizes the large number of roles into a
coherent sum, a most able job of direction. Also well-integrated are the story's two parallel plot lines apprehension
of a psycho killer and the attempts of several journalists

—

get

to

the

position).

scoop

The

(to

the

victor

goes

conflicts within the office are

There is enough action, love interest, "message" and big
names in this importanat Metro production to satisfy just

sorbing, providing fine relief from the

about every type of audience. Several factors should account for some extra-heavy grosses. The casting of Ava
Gardner and Stewart Granger in a film about India with

cal side

heavy on love interest is enough to start the
turnstiles whirling. That the picture has lots of fast action
and suspense, good acting, superb color lensing and aboveaverage scripting can only add to its potential popularity.
The background is India, 1947, when the British were attempting peaceful retreat and when Ghandi's concept of
passive resistance was losing ground in favor of mob riotInto this maelstrom step
ing, looting and dynamiting.
Granger as a British officer sent to quiet things down, and
Gardner, a "chee-chee", half-Indian, half-British, on leave
As a British WAC. Granger is excellent in his role as
tough officer and fearless lover, and Gardner is sensuous
and lovely, a provocative figure in her native sari. Director
George Cukor rarely lets his Technicolor camera stray
from the "teeming face" of India and he has caught the
people in lush color in all their crowdedness and misery.
An attempted rape, mob violence, a train wreck are all enacted with brutal and chilling realism. Story has Gardner
and Granger thrown together when he attempts to untangle the railroad city of Bhowani Junction from its mobinspired tie-up. While he fights Communists rioting, she
is embroked in the problem of whether to identify herself
the accent

with the Indians or the British.

Infuriated at the British

handling of Indians, and at the whining selfishness of her
own half-Indian people, she attempts complete withdrawal
into Indian
tries to

ways. But when she

kills a

rape her, and discovers that the

up for her

is

a notorious

Communist

British officer

man who

who

covered

leader, she decides to

and face trial for murder. She is
exonerated of the killing, and after being kidnapped and
almost murdered by the Communist leader, who is killed
by Granger, decides to remain in India and help her people. Granger leaves for England, promises to return to her.
return to her British

MGM.
Berman.

life

minutes.
Ava Gardner,
Directed by George Cukor.

110

Stewart

Granger.

Produced

by

Pandro

S.

"While the City Sleeps"
Su4lne44 Rating

Q Q

Plus

drama about a killer on the loose
and the workings of a newspaper office. Good cast. Good
returns in action and general spots.
Fast, slick, entertaining

This Bert Friedlob-produced film is a slick, exciting, and
suspense melodrama, set against the job
politics of a large newspaper office. Boasting a topflight
cast of names, it is studded with a number of amusing and
sharply-etched portraits. On the strength of the fine marque, strong production and engrossing subject matter, box-

entertaining

office

tions.

Friedlob's production

is

an executive
funny and ab-

more serious

line.

neatly rounded out on the techni-

with sharp and effective lensing and editing. John
Barrymore, Jr., a depraved killer of women, is on the loose.
When Vincent Price inherits a newspaper dynasty from
his father, he offers an executive job to whoever on his
staff

breaks the case. Competing are editor Thomas MitGeorge Saanders, and art director

chell, wire-service head,

James Craig (who is carrying on an affair with Price's
wife, Rhonda Fleming). Others in the picture are gossip
writer Ida Lupino, detective Howard Duff, and writer
Dana Andrews (engaged to Sanders' secretary, Sally Forrest). After some complications, Andrews, using Forrest
as bait for the killer, picks up the scent and gets Barrymore, giving Mitchell the story first. The editor gets the
top job, Andrews marries Forrest, takes over editorship.
P.KO.

Vincent

Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino, Rhonda Fleming, George Sanders,
100 minutes.
Price, Thomas Mitchell, Sally Forrest, Howard Dutf, James Craig, John
Jr. Produced by Bert Friedlob. Directed by Friti Lang.

Barrymore,

"Hilda Crane"

O O

%ci4CHe4d
Drama about
to fern trade.

Plus

the problems of a young divorcee will appeal

Needs strong

selling in general

market.

From the play by Samson Raphaelson, Philip Dunne
has adapted this story about a twice-divorced young woman and her search for emotional security. "Hilda Crane"
has obvious appeal for the fern quarter, who'll identify
with the unhappy heroine, but it will need heavy exploitation to rise above average boxoffice rating generally. Fortunately, the story has some strong selling points, plus the
Jean Simmons and Guy Madison names. Dunne's writing
is

pretentious without being particularly perceptive, and

too leisurely for those who desire more than
Herbert B. Swope, Jr. production is first-rate.

his direction
talk.

The

is

Performances are convincing, Miss Simmons making the
confused young woman an interesting character. Madison
has the makings of a topflight leading man of the Gary
Cooper-James Stewart type. Technical aspects are firstrate, especially the CinemaScope-Technicolor photography. Simmons, after an unhappy sojourn in New York, returns to home and mother, Judith Evelyn. When childhood friend Madison proposes marriage, Simmons laughs,
but finding college professor Jean Pierre Aumont interested only in an "affair", and not wedlock, she changes her
mind and agrees to marry Madison. Conflict ensues when
his possessive mother, Evelyn Varden, interferes, slandering Simmons. The marriage takes place, but Varden
suffers a fatal heart attack, and her death keeps the couple
apart. When Madison discovers Simmons with Aumont
again, the young wife tries suicide. She recovers and Madison, finally understanding her needs, determines to make
her happy.

prospects are very good in action and general situa-

Casey Robinson's

script,

based on the novel "The

87 minutes. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont.
Directed by Philip Dunne. Produced by Herbert B. Swope, Jr.

20th Century-Fox.
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CHARLES

THEY

J.

will

speak for distribution

at the

May

21

hearings before the Senate Small Business

Subcommittee

in

Washington. The group

represent distributors was limited to

to

MADE THE NEWS

REAGAN, CHARLES

M.

FELDMAN & ADOLPH SCHIMEL

be comReagan is Loew's gensales manager; Feldman and Schimel
general sales manager and general

testimony must

because

three

pleted in one day.
eral

are

counsel, respectively, of Universal.

Other

recent developments relating to the hearings:

(1)

named

has

Theatre Owners of America
a committee of four to sit in

on the hearings, Albert M. Pickus, Alfred Starr, Herman M. Levy and George
has
Kerasotes.
National
Allied
(2)
scheduled an Emergency Defense Committee meeting in Washington for the
day following the SSBC hearing, and Allied president Ruben Shor has asked TOA
to attend. Allied's board of directors will
also meet in Washington on May 22. (3)
Senator Hubert Humphrey, chairman of
the subcommittee, has written to the Department of Justice asking for comment
on the charges made by exhibitors at
their April 21-22 hearing that the Department is not enforcing the Paramount
consent decree. Written comments on
this charge were requested by Sen. Humphrey, to reach the Subcommittee by
May 20 so it could prepare its final report on industry trade practices following distributor testimony.

FABIAN
S.

H.

FABIAN,

it

developed

last

week,

was one of the principals in the deal engineered by Serge Semenenko for the purchase of controlling interest in Warner
Brothers Pictures. Details of the recently-

rumored
last

were finally made public
Semenenko, senior vice presi-

sale

week.

dent of the First National Bank of Boston, said the group of investors he heads
has acquired approximately 800,000 shares
of common stock held by the Warner
Brothers for about $27.50 a share, representing a purchase price of $22,000,000.

0

BARNEY BALABAN
mount stockholders
nue and net

reported to Para-

that operating reve-

profit for 1955

were the high-

In his message with the
annual report, the Paramount president
said the company's 1955 net profit was
est since

$9,700,000

1950.

and

operating

its

revenue

$114,000,000, an increase for the latter of

almost
rentals

Film
five per cent over 1954.
declined during the last quarter

because of a slower release of
films, but this should improve as the momentum of releases accelerates, Balaban
of

1955

pointed

out.

Principal

money-makers

should be "The Ten Commandments"
and "War and Peace". The Paramount
president said that he

is

more convinced

than ever that VistaVision is the "logical
answer to outstanding clarity, definition,
depth, focus and compatibility with existing projection equipment." He said the
company now owns 85 per cent of International Telemeter Corp.

0

RKO THEATRES CORP.
step

toward

diversification

took a
last

first

week

when

stockholders, at a special meeting
Wilmington, approved the acquisition
of the business and assets of the Cleveland Arcade Co. and 84.4 per cent of the
outstanding common stock of the Gera
Corp., a New Jersey textile and elec-

in

tronics manufacturer.
of

SCHIMEL
Page 12
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RKO Theatres
RKO Industries
[More

14,

l?S4

The corporate

was

officially

Corp.

NEWS

on

title

changed

Warner Brothers confirmed the sale late
last week with this statement: "Messrs.
Harry, Albert and Jack Warner have
agreed to sell a major interest in Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., to a group headed
by Mr. Serge Semenenko, who plans to
continue to operate the company actively
and aggressively under strong and competent management. The three Warner
brothers will continue on the board of
the company, and they and their families
will retain a substantial interest".

pany for the time being. "This is no time
for change and we're not interested in
change,"
Semenenko stated.
"We're
simply interested

in increasing the flow of

the highest quality

We're
whose basic

Brothers.
tors

films

a small
interest

from Warner
group of invesis

the rebuild-

not the tearing down, of the company." The Boston banker would not
name the members of the group he represents, with the exception of Fabian.
Latter is president of the Stanley-Warner
Stanley-Warner
Corporation and the
Cinema Corporation and, as such, possibly could be prevented from participating in the Warner deal under the government's consent decree divorcing producing,

tion

from

exhibition.

Stanley-Warner

operates the former Warner chain of theatres. Final decision in this matter rests
with the Department of Justice. Last

Mach Warners sold 850 feature films and
about 1500 short subjects for $21,000,000
group of American
and Canadian investors who plan to reto P. R. M., Inc., a

sell

Page 17]

Accord-

ing to Semenenko, Jack L. Warner will
continue as production chief of the com-

them

to

TV.

THE
GREATEST
NOVEL
EVER WRITTEN

.

.

to

Paramount

is

pleased

to

announce

to

the exhibitors of the

world that production has been completed, editing

way and unparalleled preselling has

started

.

.

.

is

under

for the most

important literary property that has ever reached the boxoffice.

.

The motion picture which has challenged

the

dreams of every producer for

the fifty years of screen history

has at

last

been made. The miracle of VistaVision, the talent of an international cast, the tireless work of eleven years preparation, the vast filming project of

editing.

of

Already the

man and

many months

.

.

.

all these

tide of public interest is rising higher

the horror of war.

story the screen has ever

And

had

the fcr-flung

have

now placed

and higher — in anticipation

mass audience awaiting

the privilege to record. "

this masterpiece in its final stages of

it

of this epic story of the grandeur

will share in the most deeply felt love

WAR AND PEACE" will reach theatres late this year. It will

be a milestone in exhibition, as well as in production. It will be a major experience in the lives of all

who

see

it.

in hi
PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

iHi
in
Hi

in

Ha:

mi Pte
APONTI-DE LAURENT] IS PRODUCTION
Co- starring

lilt!
HELMUT DANTINE

•

BARRY I0NES

•

ill!

ANNA MARIA FERRERO

Produced by DINO DE LAURENTIIS

-

•

MILLY YITALE

JEREMY BRETT and

Directed by

Based on the novel "War And Peace" by LEO TOLSTOY

Color by

•

TECHNICOLOR

KING VIDOR

Incidentally

THEY

Owners

Allied Theatres

. .

New

of

Jersey

May

will hold its 37th annual Convention
27 to 29 at the Concord Hotel, Kiamesha

MADE THE NEWS

Lake, New York. RICHARD D. TURTELTAUB is convention chairman
ANGELO PROVINZANO, president of
.

.

.

Allied Theatres of Wisconsin, announced
that the 1956 convention will be held at
Elkhart Lake, Wis., June 11 to 13.

(Continued from Page 12)

*

*

*

H. FABIAN, national chairman for
Will Rogers Hospital's Special Audience
Collection Drive, announced that plans
for the campaign are near completion. A
S.

May

17 broadcast to the industry via a
telephone set-up will be the kickoff
.

.

LEONARD

.

H. GOLDENSON, AmeriBroadcasting-Paramount Theatres

can

president, participated in ceremonies, May
1, launching United Cerebral Palsy's an-

STAN-

nual fund drive, chairmanned by

LEY

UNIVERSAL SALES CONCLAVE

EXECUTIVES

were hosts last week
to overseas branch managers from 53
countries at the company's first Global
Sales Convention held at the Universal
U-I

studios.

president

In his address to the delegates,
Milton R. Rackmil predicted

that the industry's foreign business will

continue to progress and expand as the
living standards in each country improve.
Universal is analyzing all of its pictures

make

sure they have "international aphe said, and is embarking on an
"ambitious program of global talent deto

peal",

velopment" to enhance the "world-wide
appeal of future productions". Executive
vice president Alfred E. Daff, who presided, stressed the example of international

cooperation

gathering:

represented

"Here we

and colleagues

in

by

the

meet as friends
a great world team".
all

HOPE

C.

.

.

Pledges totalling

.

more than $190,000 were received at a
special United Jewish Appeal luncheon
called by Paramount president
recently. The lunch launched
the industry's 1956 United Jewish Appeal
of Greater New York drive. The drive's
annual luncheon will be held May 23 at
the Park Lane Hotel, N. Y., and will
honor Universal vice president and gen-

BARNEY

BALABAN

ADOLPH SCHIMEL.

eral counsel

#

*

*

OTTO PREMINGER

will make three
pictures in the next five years for United
Artists under the terms of a new agreement with that company. First on the

George Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan"
which Preminger will produce and direct.
list:

#

*

*

MORRIS LEFKO joined Paramount to
CHARLES BOASBERG on

work with

"The Ten Comwas formerly East
Central Division Manager for RKO.
TED KRASSNER was named to assist
world

distribution

of

He

mandments".

Boasberg and Lefko.
*

*

*

WILLIAM GOLDMAN,
quired

president of
Philadelphia, has actheatres in Reading,

Pa.,

J.

Goldman Theatres,
two major
from HARRY

SCHAD

of

Schad

Theatres. Goldman operates an independent chain of theatres throughout Penna.
*

*

*

JEROME PICKMAN,

Paramount advertising-publicity vice president, returned
to New York recently from a series of
studio conferences on production and proand
motion plans
C. V.
president and
C.
vice president respectively of C. V. Whitney Pictures, recently travelled through
New York, Virginia and Washington setting production plans
vice president of Hecht-Lancaster, was a recent New York visitor,
.

WHITNEY

.

.

MERIAN

COOPER,

.

Byron Adams was named
tists'

new

to

head United Ar-

Jacksonville, Florida, exchange. Re-

placing him as Atlanta exchange
be Bill Homes, formerly VA's

.

MAXWELL

.

ARNOW,

ADAMS

HAMES

manager

will

Dallas

rep.

conferring

UA

with

executives

WALTER BRANSON,

.

.

RKO's

.

vice

president in charge of world-wide distribution, left for Europe May 11 for conferences with overseas personnel on distribution plans of forthcoming releases
Allied Artists vice president HARJ. MIRISCH was a recent New
.

.

.

OLD
York

dents

He met

visitor.

and

RKO vice
GOLDSTEIN
WILLIAM DOZIER arrived
.

.

.

York from Hollywood
with president

DANIEL

*

AA SIGNS COOPER, HEPBURN
Gary Cooper and Audrey Hepburn are signed
by Allied Artists vice president Harold .1.
Miriseh to appear in "Ariane" which Billy
Wilder, right, will produce and direct.

#

DIED:

ROBERT

#

New

conferences

20th-Fox special

$923,806, compared to $1,280,549 for
the corresponding period last year. This

was equal to 34 cents per share compared
with 46 cents in the prior year. For the
13 weeks ended March 24, 1956, consolidated net income was $720,753, slightly
less than last year's $734,133, both equal

"The company's

cents per share.

to 27

program

and

of liquidating unproductive

unprofitable

properties

estate

real

con-

second quarter
He also voiced
the opinion that better product would improve profits for the current (third)
tributed

substantially

results",

Rhoden

to

reported.

Development of Cinemiracle, the
company's three-panel system, has been
virtually completed, with production on
quarter.

the

first

picture to begin soon.

0

SAMUEL GOLDWYN,

back from the

Tokyo and Hong Kong premieres
"Guys and

Dolls",

declared

of

Japan

that

and the rest of the Far East represent a
huge potential for the American film industry.

The

veteran producer pointed out:

modern-day Japan, while now a great
customer for American films, will con(1)

tinue

to

improve; (2)

cent of the

last

year 70 per

195 foreign films

shown

in

Japan were American; (3) average revenue for an American picture from Japan's
4000 theatres is from $140,000 to $150,000,
but top United States films bring in more
than $400,000 each.

0
VARIETY CLUBS International

staged
20th annual convention in New York
last week. International president George
its

C.

representing

45

Martin
Official

tents,

plus

hundreds of barkers, were on hand for
the week's full round of activities climaxed Saturday night by the Humanitarian Award dinner at the Waldorf-

Heading many of the organizawere former Chief Barkers
John H. Harris, Robert J. (Bob) O'Donnell, Marc J. Wolf and Jack Beresin.
Astoria.

tion's activities

•
71,
in Florida.

was

delegates

in

O'SHEA.

SAVINI,

Astor Pictures Corp.,

dated net income, after all charges, for
the first half of the current fiscal year

president

ALMA HARMAN,

events manager, to
in N. Y., April 28.

told stockholders

of National Theatres, Inc., that consoli-

Hoover, of Miami, presided.
Levine was convention chairman.

•

WED: LEO PILLOT,
*

for

T.

RHODEN

C.

MOREY

with vice presi-

EDWARD MOREY

RHODEN

ELMER

head of
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"Slunrnttmsh ip. Sportsmanship. Salesmanship*
(Continued from Page 5)

carried at nominal figures on the companies' books, has

nation during the weeks immediately before Easter, an important business period for the industry, sharply curtailed

appreciated substantially in market value. Moreover, these

theatre attendance.

The drop

however,

in attendance,

is

believed to have been temporary, and revenues will probably resume their uptrend as a larger number of better
films

become

We

available.

therefore continue to look for

the motion picture industry to enjoy a prosperous year
in 1956.

Long-Term Economic Climate Favorable
the expansion in revenues and earnings we
is the be-

Whether

companies have various other interests that are also not
fully reflected in book values. Loew's, for instance, has
sizable foreign investments, Twentieth Century-Fox has
oil and gas under its studios, and Paramount has substantial

ably have a larger income than what he is earning now.
He is likely to spend more for recreation and amusement.

As

the average

number

of

hours worked decline and as the

number

of

electronic

companies.

While such

spin-offs,

should they materialize, might

would deal the
ing blow.

If

entire

motion picture industry a devastat-

should be liquidated and the proceeds distributed to their
respective stockholders, the shareholders would over a
period to time, reap substantial windfalls. But the surviv-

and Hollywood-minded managements

as well,

would be

to be associated with Hollywood. Since it has become evident that Hollywood's ability to compete successfully with
television depends largely upon an abundance of such pictures, the lack of supply from these companies would discourage theatre attendance and gradually force many thea-

its

current share of the public's leisure time and recrea-

spending dollar, or even better,

tional

somewhat

larger share that

it

now

if

it

could gain a

enjoys, the motion pic-

would then be able to take full advantage
the favorable economic environment and thereby in-

tres to close. With fewer outlets available, smaller film
producers would probably see their revenues contract, and
would therefore have to divert their efforts to the production of TV programs, or go out of business altogether. As
a result, the

motion picture industry, as such, could very
a producing adjunct to the

become no more than

ture companies

easily

of

television industry.

crease their earnings.

At

Such

this point, investors

those "ifs" to

become

might well ask:

realities?

—

We

How

believe

likely are

them

fully

capable of realization but again provided that (1)
companies are given a fair chance to fight for their
vival and to demonstrate their abilities, and (2) given
chance, they will work together as a group to achieve

the

Whether the motion

mon

which the com-

stocks of several major film producers are selling

below

their respective asset values

the

managements

motion
never take place. Perhaps

of these film producers

can demonon their

reluctant to liquidate these companies.

many

at

if

as yet only a threat to

vast assets, investors as well as financiers might be more

point,

however. Recently, the large discounts

picture

is

for the sake of the

that

moot

a

may never, and
industry, we hope it will

that

picture companies will get
is

development, however,

strate their abilities to earn a reasonable return

Ominous Clouds Ahead
other opportunites to prove their mettle

a

the industry. It

sur-

goal.

have come to the

at-

tention of financial groups, which are reportedly consider-

ing buying heavily into the shares of these companies and
then liquidating a part, if not all of their assets. It is com-

monly known that the common stocks of Loew's, Paramount Pictures and Twentieth Century-Fox, the big three
in Hollywood, are all selling well below book
values that do not even reflect the multi-million dollar

producers

After

all, if

these

companies could show substantial gains in their earnings
over a period of time, they would be able to pay out larger
dividends, and the market price of their common stocks
would, in turn appreciate significantly. Under such circumstances, shareholders would not be likely to demand
liquidation of their companies.

To

increase their earning power, motion picture pro-

ducers and exhibitors alike must work harder than ever
before. In short, they will require (1) showmanship, (2)
sportsmanship, and (3) salesmanship.

Showmanship
The

large

number

of

box

office

successes in 1955 clearly

generally

Hollywood can not
only halt the exodus of audiences from the theatres but can

believed that the real estate of these studios in Hollywood,

(Continued on Page 20)

library of old films of these companies.
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It is also

I

I

ing studios, stripped of their properties, financial resources,

convenience appliances, the average American will
also have more time for amusement. In addition, Hollywood will be favored by a sharp growth in the population
of its major customer group, the 15- to 24-year olds. According to U.S. Census projections, the number of persons
in this age bracket will grow some 15% over the next four
years. It is thus evident that if Hollywood can maintain

is

I

the vast assets of these three major studios

hard-pressed to produce the elaborate films that have come

load of housework

I

serve stockholder interests best in the short run, they

further alleviated by various elec-

trical

I

selves as well as other shareholders.

foresee for the motion picture companies in 1956

ginning of a strong recovery trend, or whether it is but an
evanescent boom remains to be seen. Basically, however,
the motion picture industry should be benefiting from a
favorable economic climate over the next few years. By
the end of this decade, the average American will prob-

interests in a

There is no doubt, therefore, that if some financiers can
buy enough common shares in the open market to take
control of these companies, they can carry out a program
of "spin-offs" that would yield substantial profits for them-

indicates that with quality pictures,

I

I

Vhat goes on

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS
EN

TOP STARS! TEN PEAK PERFORMANCES!

starring:

ANA ANDREWS -RHONDA FLEMING- GEORGE SANDERS -HOWARD DUFF -THOMAS MITCHELL
INCENT PRICE • SALLY FORREST • JOHN BARRYMORE, Jr. • JAMES CRAIG and IDA LUPINO
irected

by FRITZ

:reen Play by

LANG

Casey Robinson

Produced by Bert Friedlob
Music by Herschel Burke Gilbert

The most talked-about movies
the

are

NEW RKO

coming from

DANGER

IN LIQUIDATION

Cites

Need

for 'Fair Play* in Industry Relations

(Continued jrom Page 18)

back former portions. Realizing this, the motion
has already made substantial progress in
industry
picture
Taking full advantage of its suproducts.
upgrading its
perior technical facilities, it has been presenting an increasing number of extravaganzas on wide screen, in stereophonic sound, and with colorful, exotic settings. But this
should only be the beginning. To keep the motion picture
also lure

a competitive

medium

for

amusement, Hollywood must

adopt "bigger, better and more pictures" as its motto day
after day, year after year. In short, Hollywood studios
must demonstrate their showmanship unceasingly.

Sportsmanship

$80 million tax relief would give a strong boost to the
dustry's profits.

in

Salesmanship
Realizing that the motion picture industry must com
pete actively with the television industry, Hollywood,

lik

any company in a competitive industry, should wage
continuous campaign to sell its products. A successfu
promotional campaign would involve much more than put
ting an ad in the newspaper or mounting a poster in fron
of the theatre.

Since the advent of television, a large por

American public has lost the theatre-goin
habit. Although films made today are generally far su
perior in every respect to those made a few years back,
is up to the motion picture companies to tell these "lost
patrons what they have missed by not attending their
tion of the

i

By sportsmanship, we mean fair play and team work between the producers and the exhibitors. For many years,
theatre owners have been fighting with film producers over
The dispute reached a climax a
some
exhibitors charged in a hearing
when
few weeks ago
film rental agreements.

neighborhood theatres.
In this respect, film theatre companies might

solicit the

There are tens of
thousands of investors who own shares in the motion pic
ture stocks. These people, having invested part of their
savings in the motion picture industries, are probably the
help of their shareholders indirectly.

conducted by the Senate Select Committee on Small Business that producing companies "deliberately" turned out
a fewer number of pictures in the last few years so that
they could obtain higher rentals on their films. The distributors, in turn, vigorously denied the charge. This service does not attempt to pass judgment on either side; we
do feel, however, that such "family squabbles" are highly
injurious to the entire industry. Instead of seeking govern-

staunchest supporters of their respective companies. Per
haps if the movie companies utilize their quarterly reports

ment intervention or Federal regulation, each

strong force of salesmen utilizing the best advertising

side of the

controversy should realize that the misfortunes of
lied industry cannot possibly produce fortunes for

its alitself.

Both the distributors and exhibitors should try to understand each other's problems and work out by themselves
an amicable solution that

is fair

to

everyone concerned.

There are, in fact, many positive actions the producers
and exhibitors can jointly take to improve the condition of
their industry. For example, by working as a team, they
can probably stage a more successful drive for tax relief.
Recently, Rep. King of California introduced to Congress
a bill (H.R. 9875), which, if passed, would eliminate the
present 10% excise tax on the first dollar paid for any admissions. If everyone in the industry makes it a point to
present to his Congressmen and Senators the current financial plights of

many

of his colleagues in the theatre busi-

good chance of passFederal
the
Government is reporting
a substantial surplus this year. Since most theatres are
likely to keep the tax money "to remain in business", this
ness, this tax relief bill should stand a

ing, especially

when

to publicize their forthcoming productions or even send
their shareholders magazine-like booklets featuring articles

on future film

medium

releases, they

might be able to create

—

ever word of mouth. Even a moderate recovery
American's theatre-going habit will find quick re
flection in the companies' revenues and earnings.
in the

Conclusion
In conclusion, we wish to note that Hollywood has in
deed been taking many steps in the right direction. The
fact that Hollywood has upgraded the quality of its prod
ucts considerably in the last few years, that the Counsel
of Motion Picture Organizations has been actively seeking
some tax relief, and that film companies have begun to
modernize their advertising policies prompts us to believe
that the motion picture industry will be able to extend and
accelerate its recovery trend, to earn a larger return on its
assets, and thereby to show those who are considering
liquidation of the major film companies that Hollywood is
by no means "better dead than alive". It is on this assump
tion that we make our favorable 3- to 5-year projections
for the companies in this group.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
BUSINESS: Columbia Pictures produces and distributes

War

Montague,

motion pictures of both "A" and "B" classes for exhibition in theatres.
Screen Gems, Inc., a subsidiary,
produces films, including commercials, for television.
About 40% of revenues originate abroad. Since World

earnings.

New York. Address:
19, New York.

REPORT: As pointed out

II,
cash dividend pay-out has averaged 35% of
stockholders:
2,052.
Employees:
5,000;
Revenues have increased 18% faster than disposable
income since 193?.
President, H. Conn; Exec. Vice
President, J. Cohn; Vice President's, A. Schneider, A.

in a recent Supplementary Report
page 601), Columbia's earnings, suffering from
lack of box-office attractions, have declined in the past two
quarters; however, this Service feels that the success of

(Issue

Pag* 20

9,
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N.

B.

Spingold, J. Wald.
Incorporated:
72? Seventh Ave., New York

Stock traded: NYSE.

recent releases will probably serve to offset the poor results of the first half.

Two

pictures especially

—

seem

to

have caught the public fancy with happy results for Co
lumbia. "Picnic" was the outstanding box-office attraction

DANGER IN LIQUIDATION
March, holding down the "number one" position for
several consecutive weeks. "The Harder They Fall" has
been the subject of a selective advertising campaign with
the stars travelling in areas where the picture is being
shown. This film should also capitalize on today's confor

by incurrentheld
being
which
are
corruption

ditions in professional prize fighting as highlighted

vestigations into
ly in

various parts of the country.

important to realize

It is

only takes one or two box-office smashes to bring
about a successful year. Based on the premise that the
second half (ending in June) will show a distinct improvement over the first, we estimate Columbia's gross revenues
that

it

about $88 million and earnings at $3.80 a share. A yearend extra dividend would then be a distinct possibility and
payments might be $1.50 to $1.60 a share.
at

TV

through its
subsidiary, Screen Gems. Since TV films have been improved in quality, they have been used in increasing volume. This affiliate, therefore, should provide a growth
factor for the parent. Revenues from the subsidiary will
probably jump to about $11 million from $5 million in

Columbia

is

well-established in the

field

fiscal 1955.

The

entertainment is very bright, and, as
the industry report in this issue, the possibili-

future for

indicated in

all

ty of recovery in the revenues of the motion picture indus-

also good. Columbia's competent

try

is

its

knack

for

management

coming up with the right picture

— with

at the right

—

almost assures this company a share in the improvement visualized for the industry. In the hypothesized 195961 economy characterized by a $455 billion GNP we expect

time

Columbia's total revenues to reach $105 million. Maintenance of the present profit margin (higher admission
fees are likely to be offset by rising production costs)
would produce earnings of $4.70 a share from which dividends of $2.25 might be paid. Such payments, capitalized
at 6.3% (to accord with past norms adjusted for trend)
would command an average price of 36 (7.7 times earn-

ings).

ADVICE: At

its

current price of 22 the stock stands within

one standard variation of
therefore classified in

its

Group

virtually level Rating
III (Fairly Priced).

and

is

In con-

below average record of past price growth, the
estimated to have a 3- to 5-year price appreciation

trast to its

issue

is

64%, far above the average of all stocks
under survey. The equity combines excellent possibilities
for capital appreciation over the next few years with good
return at present. Due to its low Stability Ranking (Index: 3) the issue should be restricted to risk portfolios.
potentiality of

LOEW'S, INC.
BUSINESS: Loew s is the last fully integrated producer,
Divestand exhibitor of motion pictures.
ment of theatres to take place by 1957. Theatres,
mainly in Northeast, presently account for about 40%
Pictures, under MGM trademark, account
of revenues.

distributor

Foreign revenues about 40% of
costs, over 65% of revenues.
Since World War II. earnings almost completely paid
Directors own or control 81,700
out as dividends.
shares 11.4% of total). Has 14,000 employees, 29,640

for
film

most of the
earnings.

shareholders. Board Chairman, N. M. Schenck; President, A. M. Loew.
Incorporated: Delaware. Address:
1540 Broadway, New York 36, New York.

rest.

Labor

Stock traded: NYSE.

REPORT: After a disappointing first fiscal quarter (year
when profits were only a nominal 5c a
share, Loew's managed to boost its earnings to 31c a share
in the 16 weeks ended March 15th. Although this figure
represented a sharp recovery from the previous period, it
was nevertheless the smallest for any second quarter in
the company's history.

package of properties appears in the Supplementary Report of March 19th, page 549). We estimate that gradual
and systematic disposition of these assets could eventually net stockholders between $30 and $50 a share.

year would

ends Aug. 31st),

Because divestment proceedings are not yet complete,
is still

it

not possible to project operating results for the sep-

arate companies into the 1959-61 period.

However, Loew's

Prospects for the balance of the current fiscal
if it were not for two potential top-grossing

as presently constituted might reasonably be expected to

be rather dim,

achieve average annual revenues of $208 million and earn-

scheduled for release during the period. Already in
a slender vehicle, but one
circulation is "The Swan"
which boasts the country's most powerful drawing card in

ings of $1.75 a share, out of which dividends averaging

films

—

its star, Grace Kelly. Of somewhat solider
"Lust for Life", the story of Vincent Van
Gogh, starring Kirk Douglas. Favorable earnings comparisons for the company in the second half of fiscal 1956
will be largely dependent on the success of one or both of

the person of

substance

is

these productions.

Earnings have ceased to be the dominant consideration
in the evaluation of Loew's stock, however. Of increasing
importance are the properties owned by the company, including its real estate and film library. There now seems
to be a good chance that when the company's motion pic-

While a normal capitalization of such
would indicate a price no higher than 20 (11.4 times
earnings and a 6.3% yield basis) for the shares, their value
could be increased to 30 or more through liquidating part
of the company's properties.

$1.25 could be paid.
results

ADVICE: Because the market appears to be capitalizing
Loew's on the basis of the potential worth of its properties, and because the nature of the company will be substantially
ties are

changed when

separated this

theatre and producing proper-

its

fall,

we have

felt

it

prudent in this

case to deviate from our normal valuation approach, and

ture producing

have not attempted to derive and project a Rating based
upon the stock's past price performance in relation to earnings and dividends. The stock is clearly overvalued on the

uled for Sept.

basis of prospective near-term operating results, but the

and theatre divisions are divorced, schedan attempt may be made to spin off additional segments of Loew's business. At present, this appears to be the most practical method of realizing the substantial values underlying various properties owned by the
company. (An evaluation of the possible worth of this
1st,

possibility that a

work-out value

of $30 to $50 a share

might eventually be realized leads us to accord the issue a

compromise

classification of

Group

III (Fairly Priced).
(Continued on Page 22)
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES

(Continued from Page 21)
BUSINESS: Paramount Pictures Corp. produces and disOwns
pictures primarily.
tributes Class A motion
Vistavision. Operates largest theatre chain in Canada.
well
Laboratories
as
in
Mont
interest
Du
Holds 25%
as Du Mont Broadcasting Corp., 85% interest in Inter-

REPORT: The fortunes

of

national Telemeter Corp.
"pay-as-you-see" TV broadcastingl; 50% interest in Chromatic Television Labs.
(developer of low cost color TV tube).
About
Inc.
50% of total revenues derived abroad. Directors own
about 30,000 shares of stock 11.3% of total).
Em-

Paramount Pictures

ments".

and
two mo-

in 1956

1957 depend, to a great extent, on the success of
tion pictures

In addition to
ing business,

— "War and Peace" and "The Ten Command-

motion picture producing and

and financial resources in the production of
two spectaculars. Although "War and Peace" will
not be released until August, and "The Ten Commandments" is scheduled for the Christmas Holiday Season,
Paramount has already mapped out multi-million-dollar
promotional campaigns for them. Judging by the com-

50%

distribut-

also has substantial investments

Particularly notable at this time

Chromatic Television Laboratorwhich company has been developing a low cost color

is its

interest in the

ies,

these

television tube.

The color television industry is expected
demonstrate vigorous growth trend over the next few
years. Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, Paramount's overall revenues are projected to an average of
$145 million annually, earnings to $5.75 a share and dividends to $3. Capitalized at an 8.7 earnings multiple and on
a dividend yield basis of 6%, consistent with past norms
adjusted for trend, such results would command an average price of 50.
to

pany's demonstrated ability to produce audience-winning
pictures in the last few years, we believe the time and
will be

its

Paramount

of time, talent

money expended on these two extravaganzas
somely rewarded at the box office.

Stock traded: NYSE.

in the electronic industry.

amount

invested an enormous

The company has

ployees: 4.000; stockholders: 22,117. Board chairman,
A. Zukor.
President, B. Balaban.
Incorporated: New
York. Address: 1501 Broadway, New York 34, N. Y.

I

hand-

"War and Peace" in August, howParamount may encounter some rough sledding. For
one thing, the huge advertising expenditures to promote

ADVICE: Paramount

Pictures' price history is too short to
enable us to evolve a Rating through correlation analysis.
Reference to industrywide capitalization ratios, however,

Prior to the release of

ever,

these films are already being incurred and charged against

suggests that at

Moreover, after offering a number of smash hits
in the early part of 1955, the company later in the year
entered a period of fewer releases extending well into the
first quarter of 1956. Earnings for the first quarter, therefore, are believed to have dropped well below the yearearlier level. However, as the number of releases begins
to rise again, and especially after "War and Peace" has
made its appearance, earnings should begin to improve significantly. Full year net operating income thus will probably approximate the $4.36 a share reported for 1955.

The estimated dividend

its

current price, the stock

is

undervalued.

months is
6.1% on the basis of the regular payment alone; if the dividend should be liberalized to $2.40, as we think possible,
the return would be a handsome 7.3%, far superior to the
average 5.0% return provided by all dividend-paying

earnings.

stocks under survey.

yield during the next 12

Moreover, the stock possesses a

to 5-year appreciation potentiality of

larger than the average

21%

3-

52%, substantially

gain projected for

all

stocks.

We

accordingly classify Paramount Pictures in Group II
(Underpriced).

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
BUSINESS:

Britain,

tributes

account for about

Twentieth Century-Fox produces and disOwns CineClass A feature films primarily.
maScope, a wide screen projection process and is
interested in Eidophor, a large screen theatre color
TV system. Controls important theatre chains in Great

Australia

and

New

48%

REPORT: Twentieth Century-Fox has again presented the
motion picture industry with an excellent medium for film
presentation

— CinemaScope

ousel", the first picture

55.

made

The introduction

in this

of "Car-

improved anamorphic

technique, has met with remarkable public enthusiasm. So

impressive were the picture and the photographic system
that several leading newspapers in the nation headlined
the premiere of "Carousel" on their front pages and praised

CinemaScope 55

in their editorial

columns.

Paradoxically, the launching of "Carousel" badly penalized the

company's earnings

in the first quarter.

sure greatest publicity for the picture and the

graphic system, the

new

To

as-

photo-

company undertook an unprecedented

promotional campaign utilizing radio, television and every
communication medium. The expenses involved
in this advertising program, coupled wth foul weather in
the greater part of the nation during the month of March,
which sent theatre attendance far below the year earlier
level, cut deep into profits. The first quarter report, when
released, is therefore expected to show a very unfavorable
year-to-year earnings comparision.
available

A

significant recovery in profits

Page 22
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is

Zealand.

of receipts.

Foreign revenues
Labor costs, about

45% of revenues. Directors own or control about 4%
of total outstanding common shares.
Company emPresident,
ploys about 9,000, has 19,000 stockholders.

likely in the

second

quarter, however.

given a

Skouras, Vice President's, J. Moskowiti, S. C.
W. C. Michel, M. Silverstone. Incorporated:
Delaware. Address: 444 West 54th Street, New York
19, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.
S.

P.

Einfeld,

In the weeks ahead, "Carousel" will be

much wider

distribution.

Moreover, recently

re-

"The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit" has also been
showing hefty box office results. With many other highly
promising features, such as "The King and I" and "Bus
Stop" starring Marilyn Monroe, scheduled for showing
after mid-year, the company will probably be able to ex-

leased

tend an improving earnings trend well into 1957. Notwithstanding a probably poor first quarter showing, we foresee
earnings for the

full

year at a level well ahead of the $2.28

reported for 1955.

Over the next 3 to 5 years, film rentals, notably those
from the rapidly expanding foreign market, are expected
to enjoy a healthy growth. The company's oil and gas
properties are also likely to yield substantial income by
the end of this decade. We project average annual revenues in the hypothesized 1959-61 economy to $140 million,
earnings to $4.65 a share and dividends to $2.50. Capitalized at 8.6 times earnings to yield 6.3%, consistent with
past norms adjusted to trend, such results would com-

mand an average

price of 40.
(Continued on Page 30)

MERCHANDISING

EXPLOITATION

&

Metro Cuts Herald Shipping

DE

M-G-M

full-color

thousands of exhibitors who were formerly
prohibited from using them because of high
shipping costs. Beginning with "Bhowani
Junction", vice-president Howard Dietz revealed, the so-called CATO heralds (identified by the printing company in Cato, New
York) will also be printed in Chicago, thus
express

costs

to

theatres

Mid-West, Deep South and Far
major factor in their availability.

Commenting on

"We
at
in

the

new

in

the

West,

a

are always willing to undertake

—often

—

possible for our customers to do a
hope that enough additional
better job.
it

We

our heralds from Chicago to justify the undertaking."

showmen

will order

Under the arrangements, made between
Exploitation

Director

Emery Austin and

Industry Corp. of America, Chiwill underwrite the cost of supplying duplicate negatives so that the heralds will be identical. Exhibitors may order
Printing

cago,

Metro

from either supplier.

N

Cw'i%%

T

Eight top

The enthusiastic response from drive-in theaoperators

tre

Columbia's

to

innovation

special drive-in exploitation section

books, and Metro's

in

new arrangement

of

a

press-

its

of

having

CBS

Air

Shows

radio network

shows

will

carry go-see messages on Columbia's "The

Eddy Duchin Story" beginning June

24, as

a feature of the big-scale promotion planned

by Columbia Pictures for the Tyrone Power
Some 25 segments of the popular
air shows, said vice president Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., will plug the film for a three-week
period, with Columbia sponsoring.
starrer.

heralds imprinted closer to the source of use to

down

cut
that

the

interest

shipping charges,

companies

film
in

problems

welcome

showing

signs

greater

basic merchandising

their customers'

— and

are

are

that the customers appreciate

move represents

The Columbia

the

terial recognition that the increasingly

setup. Dietz said:

considerable expense to our company, as
any new project which
this instance

makes

E

On Top Network

Help 'Em Help

tabloid her-

alds are being placed within reach, literally

reducing

M

Columbia To Sponsor 'Duchin'

\Jiewpoint

Costs To Spur Availability
Those big

V&kH

segment of the industry

—

first

it.

ma-

important

the drive-in theatre

it own promotional facets.
It is sincerely to
hoped that the other distributors will put
their showmanship experts to work to help develop ideas and augment them with accessories

has

be

for the drive-ins.

The Metro decision will make those big, handsome heralds available to thousands of exhibitors who were reluctant to make use of this
vital

promotional

tool

because

The fact that

shipping costs.
at considerable

move

is

M-G-M

expense to

more than token

this

of

aid

to

prohibitive

being done
indicates

exhibitor

a

mer-

chandising.

The drive-in men were quick to acknowledge
progressive

Columbia's

action.

sponse to the herald innovation
further distribution

moves

in

A
will

similar

The deal, announced jointly by Lazarus
and Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio, includes such top-raters as "The Edgar Bergen Hour", "Bing Crosby Show",
"Amos 'n Andy Music Hall", "Jack Carson
Show", "Galen Drake Show", "Peter Potter's "Juke Box Jury", "Mitch Miller Show".
Estimated number of listener impressions for
the commercials tops 85,000,000.

"We

have decided to use network radio",
supplement to our other
advertising media newspapers, magazines,
billboard and TV because we feel that a
vast audience will hear our advertising messages for the 'Eddy Duchin Story' and that
many millions in that audience will be attracted to motion picture theatres throughsaid Lazarus, "as a

—
—

out the country."

re-

encourage

that direction.

Phone-Fun
The gimmick

of answering the boxtelephone with a provocative line
pertaining to a current or coming attracoffice

tion

is

usually a good stunt, like

Omaha

manager' Carl Hoffman's
structions to his phone girls to answer
calls with "See You Later Alligator"
Theatre

"Rock Around

the Clock".

inall

for

Similar greet-

can be turned for films like "The
Revolt of Mamie Stover" ("Why did

ings

Mamie Leave San

Francisco?"), or "The

and the Bees" ("I'll be a dirty
bird"). And what about an Indian yell
for a western or a long, low wolf whistle
for any Marilyn Monroe picture?
Birds

COLUMBIA'S LAZARUS

METRO'S DIETZ
[More

SHOWMEN
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(Continued from Page 23)

Handsome

4

augmented

and

with

cleverly

movie-type

descriptive matter and props,

eye-catching in-store display at Abraham & Straus in
New York for 20th-Fox' "The
Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit" is one of hundreds
sponsored by Eagle Clothes
in the manufacturers' nationwide tie-up with 20th. Full
credits go to the Darryl F.
this

Zanuck CinemaScoper and its
Roxy Theatre engagement. In
addition, almost 100 store
windows
throughout
the
Broadway area were devoted
to the film.
Five major recording companies' albums,
featuring Columbia's "The Eddy Duchin
Story", will be released with full scale promotion for a huge advance boost three months
before the film's release. In addition to the
quintet
(Decca, Capitol, Columbia, Mercury
and Vik), seven versions of the theme song, "To
Love Again" will also be waxed.
-A-

each

Whitney

Sells 'Searchers'

&

Self

World-Wide Trade Campaign

In

Belying its chronological infancy in the
industry with a full-blown promotional program, C. V. Whitney Pictures, Inc. is going
all-out to sell itself throughout the world as

powerful

a

well as

new

the business, as

factor in

product.

its

The young production
V. Whitney and Merian

headed by C.
who brought themselves squarely
into the American exhibitors' eye with an
extensive trade paper campaign on behalf
unit,

C. Cooper,

of

their

"The

film,

first

Searchers",

are

branching out with the same advertising in
trade publications in Britain, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Mexico, Spain, South
America, the Philippines and Japan, the ads
appearing in appropriate languages. The
Whitney placements are in addition to the

Warner

advertising

who

Bros.,

are distribut-

ing the film, will do.

As an

adjunct to the trade paper program

Whitney

is

circularizing every exhibitor in

some

the U. S. and

40,000 foreign theatres

with brochures on "The Searchers" and the

company.

Giant Bantam D-Day Tie-In

A

with Bantam
book, department, drug and chain stores plugging 20thFox' "D-Day The Sixth of June". The Ban-

huge

books

tie-in

see

will

campaign

over

100,000

CommonwealthPlaygroundDrive
To Hypo Drive-In Attendance
"When you

attract the small fry,

the entire

tract

is

drive

sell

drive-in

playgrounds

Having

throughout

allocated a sizeable

chunk

distributor,

Curtis

The playground campaign, sponsored and
developed by E. C. Rhoden, Jr. and Dick
Orear, is soliciting personnel for suggestions.
Armed with the experience of the great number of veteran drive-in managers, the playground campaign will utilize the most successful proven ideas with fresh material.

A

showmanlike bid for the world premiere of

Hymn" arrived in the office of Universal vice-president David A. Lipton, no mean
dispenser of showmanship himself, via the U. S.
mails. The giant post-card, bearing the signatures of over 200 citizens of Marietta, Ohio,
was the brain child of exhibitor Dale C. McCoy,
who requested the debut in the home town of
Col. Dean Hess (shown above with Lipton),
whose life story is the basis for the C'Scope film.
U-I's "Battle

"The Bold

Rooney, co-starred
lighted

the

Edward

R.

4

network

Pago 24

the

high-

May

1956

forces to

Not

far

make contact on

behind

is

the

five-album

the

is

release (see cut above)
utilizing

tune from

title

field

the local level.

"The Searchers", which

will

War-

have four

companies issuing

platters,

Capitol and Kapp.
its

"Carousel" and

plays, has launched another

issuance of

to

pre-sell

the

ation with theatre datings.

"The King

album in
Album's

associrelease

be heralded in music trade journals,
lay press ads and mailings to d.j.'s.

will also

[More
14,

biggest

with a nationwide campaign

campaign

show.
BULLETIN

the

pair with Capitol's

game sequence over the
Murrow "Person-to-Person" May

Film

Among

"Eddy Duchin Story"

and I" soundtrack album, due June 1, and
the theme song from "The Man In The Gray
Flannel Suit", released by Bell. On the latter,
the disc and special promotional letters have
gone out to more than 2000 disc jockeys and
juke box operators, while Capitol has blueprinted a full-scale national and point-of-sale

crap

TV

They're saying it with music this Spring.
with a batch of likely tunes and performers from their films, the distributors are
filling the airwaves, music shop windows and
juke boxes with songs plugging current and
forthcoming pictures.

Armed

20th-Fox, fresh from

Circulating

film,

As Film Discs, Albums Abound

"Mamie Stover"

was accorded
when Mickey

RKO

Accent on Music Promotion

MGM, RCA,

Murrow Show
in

Capitol's promotion.

different record

hibitors.

penetration
and the Brave"

in

ners'

through
on promotions with key accounts and ex-

Blue-ribbon

of

their elders.

Co., has 300 field agents following

Bold Plug on

to

the

•9- Paramount's "The Scarlet Hour", in which
Nat King Cole's rendition of "Never Let Me
Go" is an important selling factor, gets featured play in this window streamer from Capitol
Records which is decorating music and department stores throughout the country. Some 3000
disc jockeys were circularized with the record

ments working up a large scale campaign
toward that end, with planned promotions,
games and stunts angled for both kids and

edition will be backed initially
with 10,000 22" x 28" 2-color blow-ups with
art of film's stars and a like number of tack

The

at-

cash for addition of playground equipment
in its drive-ins, Commonwealth is exhorting
its managers to selling and developing activities and special promotions on the playgrounds, with the home office ad depart-

tam movie

cards.

you

the basis of a

by Commonwealth Theatres

new

chain.

family,"
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C. V.

OOPER

gifted

to

ILLY

COOPER

have filmland's

and daring stuntmen

nact the hand-to-hand
:enes.

C.

a

3HN FORD
lost

WHITNEY TOLD MERIAN

combat

They were:

the

C. V.

WHITNEY

Pictures, Inc., attraction

JOHN WAYNE

CARTLEDGE

HUCK HAYWARD

HIGHTOWER
KENNEDY
RANK McGRATH
HUCK ROBERSON
'ALE VAN SICKLE
LIM

RED

co-starring

IENRY WILLS

ERRY WILSON

JEFFREY

HUNTER- VERA MILES' WARD BOND' NATALIE WOOD

from a novel personally selected by

MERIAN C.COOPER,
directed by
Color by

soon to be presented by

C.V.WHITNEY,

vice-president

charge of production

in

JOHN FORD
TECHNICOLOR

president

•

in

VistaVision

WARNER BROS.

WHITNEY TOLD MERIAN

C. V.

Then COOPER asked
JOHN FORD to capture

the

C.

COOPER

full

sweep of the novel, THE
SEARCHERS. FORD took the entire
company to Monument Valley
where he got real Navajos. The
e n t rej^ie_xojope^ie^7^^
i

the <fQ^5-©f-^ffieir formef^bitter
etfemres, the

Co manches

AWAY LUNA
BILLY

YELLOW

B

the

C. V.

WHITNEY

Pictures, Inc., attract

JOHN WAYNE
co-starring

HUNTER • VERA MILES' WARdBOND* NATALIE WOOD
from a
by
V.WHITNEY,

JEFFREY

novel personally selected

MERIAN C.COOPER,
directed by
Color by

soon to be presented by

president

.

vice-president

charge of production

in

JOHN FORD
TECHNICOLOR

WARNER

•

in

VistaVision

BROS.

LITHO IN U.S.A.

/
'on tin tied

Offbeat Ad Campaigns Set

By UA for 'Trapeze' & 'Pride'

from Page 24)

United Artists departs from the beaten
path once again to sock across the sales
Myrna Loy and John Forsythe,
Ambassador's
Daughter", greet some

message for two of its forthcoming big ones,
"Trapeze" and "The Pride and the Passion".
For the Hecht-Lancaster production, UA
is using a unique approach to push the key
bookings. A trade ad bearing an "affidavit"
on the b.o. sturdiness of the LollobrigidaLancaster-Curtis starrer by distribution vicepresident William J. Heineman has been
prepared asking for a saturation dating on
June 28. The legal endorsement is being
placed in view of the fact that no print is
available prior to asking of bids, and that
the film is being backed with a $2,000,000
promotion campaign concentrated on the

co-stars of UA's "The

ambassadors' daughters
Chinese Nien-Chung Lio (left)
and Turkish Ulker Sarper at a
real

—

special screening of the

Norman

Krasna CinemaScope production

New

in

York.

On

the road for Columbia's »
"The Harder They Fall", giant
Mike Lane squares off with
Malco Theatre manager Ray
Thorn in Memphis. Ballyhoo bus
from the film, taking Laine on a
62-city

tour,

in

is

background.

Paramount made sure George

4

end-of-June date.
A unique pre-planted television exploitation program will feature the promotion of
Stanley Kramer's "The Pride and the Passion," according to a special announcement
by
ad-publicity director Roger H. Lewis.

Gobel's arrival in New York for
p.a.'s for "The Birds and the
Bees" would be covered by
photogs via the pair of provocatively
costumed
inducements.

Opening day of Columbia's »
"Jubal" at the Mayfair in New
York was graced by the personal

French

appearance

who

UA

be based on a series of five exploimade during the location filming in Spain, each carrying an individual greeting by one of the stars to the
specific station and city where it is being

Plan

arrived

Valerie
for auto-

graph session.

Manager Speed
Kroman displays lobby poster.
Young Richard

Eyer, featured
William Wyler's "The Friend-

I
in

will

tation features to be

of

carried.

areas

Persuasion", surveys the field
on his arrival in New York's
Penn Station for advance promotion on the Allied Artists
film.
The 10-year-old star gets
an assist from brother Bobby
ly

Twenty

will

stations

the

carry

key

in

attractions,

magazine feature format with

market
using

a

a special angle

rather than behind-the-scenes footage.

[71, also cast.

RKO

two weeks in a row in
photo-mag presented scenes
from the crap game sequence in "The Bold
and the Brave", and followed right up with
a layout on John Wayne, which contrasts
his roles in "The Conqueror" and "The

Vocalist Peggy King, tour- »
ing for WB's "Serenade", angles
for a plug by Columbia records

LIFE.

musical maestro, Mitch Miller,
on his popular Sunday nite radio
show, as he shows her latest

album from film recorded
Columbia by Ray Heindorf,

for

WB

hit pay-dirt

The

Searchers".

studio musical director.

0

0

Sports columnist

Harder They Fall"
The 4-page free-bee

ROAD-WORK
Mrs. O'Leary's
hard as

cow

didn't hit

GEORGE GOBEL.

the

Chicago as

In

town

for

homecoming premiere of "The Birds and
"Lonesome George" literally took

the Bees",
over.

His

"Adults Only" and the "Irv
for television interviews;

Chicago film

NBC-TV's
Kupcinet Show"

included

activities

luncheon with the

lengthly session of
radio taping, a reception for radio and
a

critics,

TV

editors

and

participation

in

a

"Go-For-

"Moby

Dick", Warners' motion picture ver-

sion of the Mellville classic.
will

Wilson's talks

collection

of

300

"Moby Dick"

paintings.

*

*

*

Curvaceous

*

*

CLEO MOORE.

Columbia's
blond bombshell, made a whirlwind p. a. tour
through Canada plugging her latest picture,

"Over-Exposed".

*

British director,

two-continent program of p.a.'s covering 24 cities in the U. S. and Europe will
kick off May 21 on behalf of UA's "Foreign

BOB MITCHUM, producerdirector-writer SHELDON
REYNOLDS
and associate producer NICOLE MILINIntrigue". Star

AIRE

will spotlight the pic via press inter-

views,

TV-radio and theatre stands.
*

*

»

GIL WILSON, famous American

artist,

launched a 26-week, 52-city lecture tour in
New Bedford, Mass. on May 7 to plug

SIR

CAROL REED,
week

for a

ar-

round of

press and magazine interviews on "Trapeze",

The noted movie-maker
York, Chicago and Los
Angeles during his three-weeks stay.
UA's

circus drama.

visit

15

LOOK.

movie", then goes on to laud

the acting of

Rod

Steiger and the

mood-

catching photography.
0

*

*

Paramount's "The Birds and the Bees"
May CORONET and
TV GUIDE (May 5). Mitzi Gaynor's vitality is "a perfect counterpoint for George
Gobel's humor", CORONET observes in an
reviewing the actress, career. The
mag has George and Mitzi sharing the cover while the inside story is titled:
"Gobel Learns the Facts of Life (In the
Movies)."
article

television

rives in the U. S. this

will

May

tabs the pic as a "vio-

netted breaks in the

Gobel" Contest.

A

in the

lent, first rate

be illustrated by color slides from his

renowned

0

Tim Cohane kudos "The

New

0

JOHN WAYNE

0
goes

0

"searching"

*

*

*

20th-Fox's "D-Day The Sixth of June"
gets attention-grabbing space with a 2-page

spread in the June

NAL

LADIES

via a color cover

HOME

JOUR-

and story on Dana

Wynter.
for

business this week. The he-man star of C.
V. Whitney Pictures' "The Searchers" hits
the road to balleyhoo the picture in its earliWayne will
est pre-release engagements.
visit Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo and Cleveland.

Audrey Hepburn, star of Paramount's upcoming "Funny Face" graced the cover of

HARPER'S BAZAAR. This is
time a movie star has appeared on
the cover of the top-rated fashion-sheet.
the April

the

first

Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Double John Means Double-0 Boxoffice
The reunion of the two Johns, Ford and
Wayne, is always doubly good news to
showmen. Their list of past triumphs as a
production team grows with each picture,
giving the theatreman another peg with
which to back his selling campaign an unerring hallmark of exciting quality entertainment. And with the critics' enthusiastic

gested with passes as prizes.
be limited by choice of best

With the sincere conviction that the new motion picture
"The Searchers" is certain to become, for all time a favorite
of everyone who sees it. we .direct your attention to the
advertisement on page 22.

among

westerns, in a class with

feature, or as a herald feature.

To

put "The Searchers" among the eliti
would be well to stress identi
fication with previous outdoor greats. Blow
ups of scene stills from "Stagecoach"
"Shane", "Red River", etc., would be effec
tive with a buildup to: ".
And Now, Another 'Great' in the Western Hall of Fame—
'The Searchers'."
Important tie-ups have been arranged bj'
of

a giant

"Shane",

"Red River" and "Stage coach", the showcan pull out the stops on this one.

pany which made "The Searchers" as

its

Warner

de-

first

picture for

pending on
fit

Bros, release,

this picture to get the

off to a flying start.

To

this end,

is

new

out-

Whitney

asked his executive producer, Merian Cooper, to "get the best", which Cooper obviously did in Wayne, Ford, ace scripter Frank

Nugent and Oscar lenser Winton C.
Hoch, for the VistaVision photography in
Technicolor. Now Whitney, himself, is putting additional weight behind the campaign
with a personal promotion campaign as an
important supplement to the Warner push.
For their part, the Warner boxofficers
S.

have plotted a distinctive advertising campaign. Dramatic bigness characterizes the
ads generally, with the figures dwarfed, for
the

most

part, in relation to the

background

to create the impression of the vast outdoors.
It is honest advertising, too, with the theme
of the film, the long, intense search by two
men for a girl held captive by Indians,

its class, it

.

man

There's an added assist this time, too. C.
V. Whitney, who heads the production com-

on "M;

John Wayne- John Ford film." The'
same can be run as a newspaper contest o
favorite

—

endorsement of "The Searchers" as

Winners ma>
letters

OFF-THEATRE PAGE TEASER

Warners. The Alan LeMay novel has beer
into a Popular Library 25c pockel
book edition and the publishers are backing
the promotion with counter cards and ads
plugging the movie and star. Another tieup for co-op promotion has been set with
Dell Comics, with 850 wholesalers making

made

simply and provocatively stated in the repeated catchline: "he had to find her ... he
." Even the Wayne name
had to find her
is played down in deference to the quality
of importance that exudes from the ads.
Also in the same vein are the teasers with
great expanse of background and the tiny
figures. Of special note in the teaser group
is the pair of off-the-theatre page ads, one
of which is shown above, designed to draw
attention to the display ad used on the thea.

.

available

The lobby

retail

outlets

full

color

and Wayne.
Fast rising to popularity is the Stan Jones
("Ghost Riders in the Sky") title song. Four
major companies have waxed the tune and

an important spot to draw
Ford-Wayne combination.
One of the most effective ways of doing this
is with a 40x60 lobby board, stressing the
news that the director and star are together
again, and asking patrons to name the six
pictures they parlayed into hits. A special
mat with scene stills from each picture is
provided. An identification contest is sugto

local

to

11x14 counter cards pointing up the picture

tre page.

attention

.

is

it

is

getting wholesale

On

the

d.j.

the stunt front,

it

larly apt in this case to

distribution.

would be particuhave two men in

western garb riding horses for a street bally,
bedecked with title, theatre and
playdate. Also good for the theatre front is
an old-fashioned hitching post with saddled
horses tied to it and a poster: "The Searchtheir saddles

ers

Are

Inside".

Offbeat, unconventional story and presentation with
a "total effect that

is

enormously

rich, interesting

and

was Film BULLETIN'S Film of Distinction analysis of C. V. Whitney's "The Searchers", a fascinating John
Ford western for Warner Bros, release. The story, essentially,
is a simple one: Two men are decoyed away from their home
while a brutal band of Indians massacre their family and take
away two of the young girls. Returning to the tragic scene,
exciting,"

the vengeful survivors, Civil

War

veteran John

young Cherokee half-breed adopted by

the

Wayne and

a

family, Jeffrey

Hunter, dedicate themselves to finding the savages and recovering the girls. They find one dead and start on a deadly
search for the other. The relentless hunt takes them throughout the West, is filled with fruitless hopes and bitter disappointments for five years. When they finally reach their prey,

Wayne, having seen the horrible effects of a white girl who
had lived with Comanches (see scene, right), is determined to
kill

One of the display ads
featuring the repeated
catchline,
impression
of great space, provocative
line:
"The
Biggest,
Roughest,
Toughest
JEFFREY HUNIiR VER» MILES

DmtCTCD BY 4

Page 23
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TIMI

WARD BOND NATME WOOD

ACAOtM» AWARD WINNCA JOHN FORD
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.

.

.

And

Most Beautiful Picture
Ever Made."

the captive girl rather than see her

assimilated by the

savages.

It

is

this

pregnant situation that touches off the
dramatic climax. Director Ford has a
cast of other veterans from his pictures,
in addition to Wayne
Ward Bond, John
Qualen, Harry Carey, Jr. Bright young

—

star

Natalie

Wood

is

the hapless

girl.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
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DANGER IN LIQUIDATION
38%, almost twice as much

(Continued from Page 22)

of

ADVICE: Twentieth Century-Fox has advanced 7 points
(32%) in price since it was last reviewed three months
ago when we classified it as especially underpriced. At
this point, the price discounts reasonably the earnings and

jected for

We

therefore
dividends in prospect for the year ahead.
Priced).
(Fairly
To the
III
classify the stock in Group

years 1959-61,

TCF

all

as the average gain
Asset-minded investors might

stocks.

note that the stock

is

14%

currently trading at a

proals

discount

from its book value, which does not even reflect the ful
valuation of the company's library of old films and othe
v

has a normal appreciation potentiality

real properties that

ket value.

have appreciated substantially

The stock continues

dividend income and

3- to

in mar-

interesting for generous

5-year capital gain prospects.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Approximately 45% of revenues foreign. Labor costs
Dividend payments since
about 65% of revenues.
Decca Records Inc. took control of company in 1952
Decca controls 74% of the
about 40% of profits.
outstanding common stock. Employs 3,300, has 2,136

produces and distributes motion
pictures for both Class A and Class B markets. Holds
U.S. distribution rights from important British producers. Through subsidiary controls Castle films, one
of the largest homes and industrial film companies.

BUSINESS: Universal

REPORT: Universal's

first

quarter earnings were reported

an increase of 4% over the
like 1955 period. The company does not report revenues
in its quarterly statements, but it is assumed that they also
were satisfactory. The company plans to release 36 picat $1.10 a share representing

tures this year vs. 34 in 1955.

Steadily increasing con-

revenues are projected to $82 million and earnings to about
Stockholders may share in the expected
prosperity through a larger year-end dividend. Total disbursements for 1956 are estimated at $1.50 to $1.75.
$4.20 a share.

An

interesting feature of Universal's

growth

that

is

it

has been largely accounted for by foreign revenues, which
have increased 70% above the average of 1947-49, while
domestic revenues increased only 8%. This foreign success
is apparently accounted for by the fact that although
foreign disposable income has grown less rapidly than our

own, television has not yet captured such a large part of
the potential audience as here. This situation will probably persist at least in the near future, and producers can
look for better returns with the unblocking of foreign currencies. The foreign market is still expanding and Universal is in a good position to take advantage of it.
Universal

is

one of the few companies that has not made

any arrangements

to release its old pictures to

TV

and

Bros. Pictures produces both Class
Class B films. Through subsidiaries operates a
publishing bsuiness and holds a 37'/?% interest
in a major British theatre chain.
About 40% of revenues derived in foreign markets.
Payroll
absorbs

A and
music

United World

a small subsidiary,

TV

commercials, and management
has stated that "substantial revenues" are gained through
this operation. Since the affiliate uses studio facilities for
Films, which produces

it undoubtedly has added a measure
and growth to the company.

productions,

its

stability

Over the longer period we expect Universal

of

to continue

growth; the bullish elements that will affect the motion
picture industry as a whole should not pass this company
its

Increasing disposable income, increasing population

by.

and more

(especially in the movie-going age range),

sure time should
sion.

all

lei-

contribute to the company's expan-

For the hypothesized 1959-61 economy envisioned by

this Service,

we

project Universal's sales to $9.5 million,

earnings and dividends to $5 and $2.25 a share respectively.

norms adjusted

Capitalized at 6.3% (to accord with past

trend)

for

such dividends would

command an

average

price of 36 (7.2 times earnings).

ADVICE: At

its

current price, Universal stands one stan-

dard variation above
in

Group

its

rising Rating and

The

III (Fairly Priced).

is

thus classified

equity's expected yield

(5.4 to 6.3%) is above the average of all stocks under survey and the long-term appreciation potentiality (29%) is

attractive as well.

The stock

is

suitable for risk accounts

willing to accept the low quality ranking.

caveat: Decca Records holds about

The

common

WARNER

BROS.

apparently has no intention of doing so at present.

BUSINESS: Warner

it

Stock traded: NYSE.

company does have

sumer income and the apparent comeback by the movie
industry as a whole influence this Service to estimate Universal's revenues at a slightly higher level in 1956. Total

shareholders. Board Chairman, N. J. Blumberg, President, M. R. Rackmill.
Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.

74%

An

additional

of outstanding

shares thus inducing a thin market for the equity.

65% of revenues. Directors own about 622,000
shares of stock 125% of total outstanding) of which
the Warner family owns 620,000 shares. Company emPres., H.
ploys about 4 000; has 17,513 stockholders.
M. Warner, V.P.'s, A. Warner, J. L. Warner, H. Starr,
about

Friedman, S. Schneider, B. Kalmenson, M. BluP.
321
menstock.
Incorporated:
Delaware.
Address:
44th Street, New York 36, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.
S.

West

REPORT: On March 1st, Warner Bros, announced that it
had signed a contract to sell all rights to its entire library
of films released up to 1948 to PRM, Inc. for $21 million.
Recently available information indicates, however, that the
sale has not yet been consummated; it is contigent upon
a favorable tax ruling by the Internal Revenue Service. It

Warner Bros.' decision to sell its library to television
was probably motivated by production demands on ready
cash. While the company was by no means faced with any

appears that Warner Bros, wishes to retain certain rights
under which it may continue to distribute the films in

months ago. With the release of several expensive pictures
delayed beyond the originally planned distribution dates,
the bulk of the company's working capital has been tied
up in inventory. Should the company succeed in selling its

foreign countries for five

more

years.

For that reason,

it

has become necessary for the company to seek a special
ruling from the Treasury Department confirming that the
proceeds from the proposed sale would be taxable as a
capital gain

and not as ordinary income.
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serious financial plight,
Sept.
lion,

it

entered the current

fiscal

and governments of only
down substantially from the 12.3 million
1,

1955, with cash

year on

$7.5 millevel

12

library, therefore, its ability to finance future productions

would be enhanced appreciably.

Even

if

the proposed sale

fails to finalize,

however, War-

)ANGER IN LIQUIDATION
cash position will probably improve over the
"Helen of Troy", one of the company's

er Bros.'

lonths ahead.

mlti-million-dollar productions, has been
tantial revenues.

drawing sub-

With many other expensive and promis-

ng pictures soon to go through the distribution mill, the
ompany should be able to close the current fiscal year on
August 31st with a considerably more liquid working capi-

The current 30c

al.

a share quarterly dividend

seems well

issured.

Over the next

3 to 5 years, film rentals are likely to con-

We

inue their steady uptrend.

project average annual

evenues for Warner Brothers in the hypothesized 1959-61
to $90 million, earnings to $2.60 a share and divi-

wide norms adjusted for trend, such results would command an average price of 26, 24% above the current.

ADVICE: Warner Bros, is currently classified in Group III
(Fairly Priced). Although the stock has not been trading
long enough for us to compute a Rating by multiple correlation analysis, reference to the stock's

own

brief experi-

ence suggests that it is fairly valued. Both the current
yield basis and earnings multiple are consistent with the
average capitalization ratios that have proved typical for
the stock since

it

was issued

a generous current yield of

in 1953. Warner Bros, offers
6%, compared to the average

5.0% return provided by

dends to $1.80. Capitalized on a 6.9% dividend yield basis

all dividend-paying stocks under
survey (and about in line with the average for movie
shares generally), and possesses an about average 3- to 5-

and at an earnings multiple of

year appreciation potentiality of 24%.

;conomy

consistent with industry-

10,

ABC PARAMOUNT
BUSINESS: ABC-Paramount owns and operates largest
motion picture theatre chain in U.S. lover 600 theatres,
principally in Midwest, South and Atlantic seaboard!
and third largest radio and TV network Inetwork owns
and operates 5 TV stations: has over 200 affiliated

REPORT: In the face

about
24,700

9%

to

lift its

from $186.3 million a year ago. This enshowing
reflects the rapid expansion of revecouraging
nues from the ABC Broadcasting Network. Determined
to $191.6 million

taken great strides in upgrading
ing

its facilities.

As

a

reward

its

The

increase in radio and

ABC

TV

first

time

ABC

ABC

has reached its break-even point, therefore,
further expansion in revenues will probably find quick rethat

flection in earnings.

Theatre business is also expected to improve this year.
Although the company is still carrying on its divestment
program, prescribed by a Consent Judgment, and will
therefore have a fewer number of operating theatres this
year than in 1955, the average earning power of each of
the remaining theatres will probably be higher. ABCParamount has been following a policy of disposing of
marginal theatres that do not have a desirable earning potential. Meantime, the release schedules of major picture

R. H. O'Brien, R.
N. Y. Add.: 1501

of

months

motion picture exhibi-

of last year, alleviation of

that situation should result in larger profits for the theatre
circuits.

many

merged with United Paramount Theatres in
1953. The expenses involved in operating and maintaining
the network are largely represented by fixed costs. Now
since

Inc.:

generally believed to be responsible

tors during the closing

Over the longer term, ABC's television revenues are
show an impressive rate of growth as the network
assumes an increasingly important share in the broadcasting industry. Furthermore, by the end of this decade, the
company's 35% interest in Disneyland Park (California)
likely to

revenues last year, which

ing division to operate at a profitable level for the

Kintner,

E.

Inasmuch as the lack

for the deterioration of earnings of

has

company's broadcast-

was

quality pictures

programs and expand-

for its militant efforts,

to $11 million, enabled the

R.

Stock traded: NYSE.

features throughout the year.

its

amounted

Presidents:

studios suggest that there will be a steady flow of good

programs, notably "Famous Film Festival" and
"Mickey Mouse Club", have won the highest ratings for
their respective time periods, and have thus received excellent sponsor acceptance.
of

Vice

Weitman, R. H. Hinckley.
Broadway, New York 36, N. Y.
N.

common shares. Employs 20,000, has
stockholders. President: L. H. Goiden-

1955 revenues

to capture a larger share of the television market,

son.

of total

common

of a $5.4 million decline in theatre re-

ABC-Paramount managed

cepits,

Labor costs absorb about 60% of revenues,
Dividends have averaged about 75% of operating
earnings in the last 6 years. Directors own or control
stations).

We

will probably begin to yield appreciable return.

pro-

average annual revenues in the hypothesized 1959-61
economy to $275 million, earnings to $4 a share and dividends to $2.40. Capitalized at 10 times earnings to yield
ject

6%, consistent with past norms adjusted to trend, such
would justify a price of 40, 29% above the current.

results

ADVICE: ABC-Paramount is currently classified in Group
III (Fairly Priced). The stock provides an estimated current yield of 4.5%, which is lower than the average 5.0%
return provided by
vey.

On

3- to 5-year

61,

it

all

dividend-paying stocks under sur-

the other hand, this issue possesses an interesting

appreciation potentiality.

To

the years 1959-

has an appreciation potentiality of 29%, compared

to the average

21%

gain projected for

all stocks.

ABC-

Paramount merits retention in risk-taking accounts willing
to accept poorer-than-average current
for

income

in

exchange

worthwhile capital growth prospects.

NATIONAL THEATRES
BUSINESS:

Labor costs,

theatres located

aged only about 38% of earnings during the 1953-55
period. Directors own or control about 132,500 shares
Employees:
stock
(4.8% of total outstanding!.
of

National Theatres controls 336 operating
mainly in the Pacific coast, Midwest,
and Rocky Mountain area. Also owns Roxy Theatre in
New York. The chain is the second largest in the U.S.

40%

of

revenues.

REPORT: As we expected National Theatres reported earnings of only 7c a share for the three months ended Decernfirst quarter of the current fiscal year. Due
an acute shortage of feature film releases, theatre at-

ber 31st, the
to

Dividends

have aver-

President: E. C. Rhoden,
7,000; stockholders: 16,100.
Vice Pres.: F. H. Ricketson, Jr., J. B. Bertero, E. F.
Zabel, A. May. Inc.: Delaware. Add.: 1837 S. Vermont
Stock traded: NYSE.
Ave., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

tendance during the closing months of 1955 dropped sharply from the year-earlier level, bringing about a considerable contraction in National Theatres' revenues. Fortu(Continued on Page 32)
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DANGER IN LIQUIDATION
(Continued from Page 31)

Holiday", to film the first Cinemiracle feature. Judging by
the remarkable audience-drawing power of other wide

nately, the film shortage situation has gradually been al-

leviated since the turn of the year.

ducers have

made

Most Hollywood pronumber

of highly promising features.

We

therefore believe that

National Theatres' earnings in the March period recovered
to the 26c a share level attained

the corresponding

in

period a year ago.

On

February 24th, a Federal Judge signed an order per-

mitting National Theatres to engage in the production,
distribution, and exhibition of "Cinemiracle" processed
Cinemircale,

pictures.

3-panel

a

system

projected

de-

veloped by National Theatres, involves the filming of pictures by means of a single unit comprising three cameras,

and the projection of the film by three synchronized projection machines from a single booth. Under the federal
order, the

company

is

granted, for a period extending Sy2
first public exhibition in the U.S.

years from the date of the

of a "Cinemiracle" picture, the exclusive right to exploit

During that time, National may produce 16

the process.

screen processes, such as Cinerama and

available to exhibitors a larger

pictures.

National Theatres has not yet announced any definite
plan for the production of pictures in this new system. It
has indicated previously, however, that it would arrange
with Mr. Louis de Rochemont, producer of "Cinerama

lieve National
>,

Todd-AO, we

Theatres will be able to take

full

be-

advantage

of this recent court order.

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, average

reve-

nues for National are projected to $75 million annually,
earnings to $1.65 a share and dividends to 85c. Capitalize
on a 6.1% yield basis and at an earnings multiple of 8.4,
consistent with industry wide norms, such results woul
command an average price of 14, 70% above the current.

ADVICE: The present common stock of National Theatres
has not been trading long enough to enable us to compute
a Value Line Rating by multiple correlation analysis.
Reference to general market capitalization ratios, however,
suggests that the stock is currently undervalued. The estimated yield of 6.1% during the next 12 months is significantly higher than the average return provided by all dividend-paying stocks under review. Moreover, to the years
1959-61, the stock has an appreciation potentiality of 70%,

more than three times the average gain visualized for all
stocks. For speculative accounts seeking good income and
interesting appreciation potentiality, this issue merits con-

sideration at this time.

We

classify the stock in

Group

II

(Underpriced).

STANLEY WARNER
BUSINESS: Stanley Warner controls 290 operating theatres located mainly in the Northeast. In 1953 formed
partnership with Cinerama Productions Inc. to exploit
Cinerama process. Now operating 15 Cinerama theatres. In 1954 acquired International Latex Corp., manu-

facturer of consumer rubber goods under Playtex label.
Ordinary theatre revenues $50 million, Cinerama theaDirectres $15 million, Playtex products $30 million.
tors own 330,206 shares of stock 115% of total) of
which President S. H. Fabian and Exec. Vice President

Rosen own 328,000. Employs 6,000, has 18,000 stockIncorporated: Delaware. Address 1585 Broadway, New York 36, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE.
S.

holders.

REPORT: Stanley Warner has successfully launched the

ferring earnings until all

opening of "Seven Wonders of the World",

venture have been recovered.

the third pic-

its

investments in the Cinerama

By

the end of this year, this

made in Cinerama process. Since its premiere in
New York and Philadelphia, the picture has been outper-

recoupment program (excluding the costs of making
"Seven Wonders") will probably be completed, and a sub-

Cinerama" and "Cinerama Holiday", both of which features have already broken
numerous all-time box office records in the motion picture
industry. The company plans to open "Seven Wonders" in
at least 6 of the 15 permanent Cinerama theatres in the
United States and Canada within the next few months.

standial portion of gross theatre operating profits

ture to be

forming

its

predecessors "This

is

Preparations for showing Cinerama pictures in theatres
other than the 15 permanent ones are also being arranged.

With

the perfection of a mobile projection unit, the com-

pany

is

medium

now

able to present these wide-screen films in

sized cities on a relatively shorter run basis.

Cinerama" made

On

appearance
in Atlanta, Ga. Public acceptance there has been excellent.
The same picture will open in Oklahoma City on May 21st,
and in many other domestic as well as foreign cities durApril 2nd, "This

is

its initial

While all facets of Stanley Warbusiness have been making and will probably con-

ing the months ahead.
ner's

tinue to

make steady

progress, the addition of the

Cinerama theatres alone

is

new

expected to give a strong boost

The

additional revenues from

new

early reflection in earnings, however.

theatres

Stanley

may

not find

Warner has

been applying the greater part of gross operating profits
from Cinerama showings against its theatre conversion expenses and picture production costs, and has thus been dePag* 32
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then be carried down to the pre-tax income level. We accordingly look for a significant expansion in earnings in
the 1957 fiscal year, which begins next September 1st.

By
tional

the end of this decade, the rapidly growing InternaLatex Division, a wholly owned subsidiary, will

probably be contributing importantly to over-all earnings.
Assuming that the public's enthusiasm for Cinerama pictures will continue over the next few years, we project
average annual revenues in the hypothesized 1959-61

May
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and dividends

economy

to $130 million, earnings to $3.90

to $2.20.

Capitalized at 9 times earnings to yield 6.3%, in

line

with industry-wide norms, such results would com-

mand

a price of 35.

ADVICE: Stanley Warner
II (Underpriced).

is

currently classified in Group

The estimated

current yield of 6.9%

is

considerably more generous than the average 5.0% return

provided by

all

dividend-paying stocks under survey.

Of

is

the stock's 3- to 5-year appreciation

potentiality of 119%,

compared to only 21% projected for
While this C+ quality issue may

particular interest

to over-all revenues.

may

the market as a whole.

not be suitable for investment grade portfolios,
of interest to risk-taking accounts seeking

and extraordinary appreciation

potentiality.

it

appears

good income

DANGER IN LIQUIDATION
TECHNICOLOR
market from 1%
Since World War

USINESS: Technicolor controls the most widely used
olor film production process and has entered related
ields of 3 color lithography and amateur film processLabor costs absorb 39% of revenues, raw mang.
Color films have eioanded their share of
erials 37%.

REPORT:

We

The

month

$1 dividend will stick,

new
it

management has developed

which gives

a better, clearer picture

it

a

which about 5c

came

was from the

a share

average annual sales to
our previous estimate in reflection of the interesting new
developments. Indeed, even this estimate may have to be
revised uoward if all the new enterprises turn out as well
as expected. On such a volume ($60 million) and with an

the present

up

improved

is

potential gross

volume

projected to $270,000.

from

By

this division, before tax,

Since the profit margin

is

expected

is

ADVICE: Technicolor

currently classified in

(90%) appreciation

tional

In addition, the company's exceptionally strong cash

37th

is

Group

II

(Underpriced) because it stands below its Rating which is
at the point of turning upward. The estimated 8.5% yield
is exceptionally generous (the average yield of all dividend-paying stocks under survey by this Service is 5.0%).
The stock's hip'h yield moreover coincides with an excep-

margins in this division are also expected to be as least as
wide as the 12.5% in the Technicolor Division.

potential over the 3- to 5-year

pull.

OWNERS

NEW

of

proud to announce

is

volume

stable sales

earnings).

good as in the technicolor division (about
12.5% currently), a volume of $20 million in 5 years implies profits before tax of $2.5 million from this new division alone. The new Amateur Film Developing Division
appears to have just as great a potential. It is estimated
to produce a volume of $2 to $4 million next year. Profit
to be at least as

ALLIED THEATRE

more

once the diversification program has been carried out, the
market, we judge, will capitalize the $1.50 dividend at a
somewhat more bullish rate than we had previously applied (we now estimate 6.25%). Capitalized at such a rate,
the $1.50 dividend would command a price of 23 (10 times

expected to reach the

of $20 million within 5 years.

margin, earnings of $2.25 a share are in
Reflecting the

$1.50 dividend.

break-even point by the end of this year and to achieve a
the end of 1957 the profit

profit

sight and, on a lower pay-out ratio than in recent years, a

to $1 a share.

The new Graphic Arts Division

economy, we pro$60 million, an increase over

to the hypothesized 1959-61

ject

British subsidiary.

after

results could carry profits

its

all in all,

Looking

to 25c a share, of

volume merely holds, full year earnings,
adjustment for seasonal fluctuation would total about
90c a share. But with the newly developed operating
economies and a probable increase of six or seven color
movies over the eighty-odd now in hand, the second half
If

which would utilize not only a portion of its
technical and managerial skills as well. Taking
we believe that the downtrend in earnings is

near the turning point.

and

has also effected notable economies in the development

of its prints. First quarter earnings

T.

this direction,

cash but

color process

H.

position points to the possibility of advantageous acquisitions. The company is believed to have some plans in

Supplementwe think, though
in

barely earned.

Technicolor's resourceful

President and General Manager,
7,444.
Kalmus, Secretary, G. F. Lewis. Treasurer D. S.
Delaware. Address: 15 Broad
Incorporated:
Shattuck.
Street, New York 5, New York.
Stock traded: ASE.

stockholders:

of

estimate earnings of $1 a share in 1956, re-

duced from $1.25 as published last
ary Reports.

in
193? to more than 50% in 1955.
II,
dividend payout has been about
earnings.
Director stockholdings are not reported but it is understood that Kalmus family has a
considerable interest in the stock.
Employees: 2.311;

84%

JERSEY,

Inc.

its

ANNUAL CONVENTION
at the

FABULOUS

CONCORD HOTEL
KIAMESHA LAKE, NEW YORK
on

SUNDAY

— MONDAY —

MAY
jutl Schedule
'

Bonus attraction: Decoration Day,

27

-

28

-

TUESDAY

29

and

ctf

rfcWitieJ for Ifcu

May

30th. at regular convention rates,

LAST CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

—

Contact Allied

office,

1(cur Witfe
if

you wish to stay on.

LAckawanna 4-2530
Film
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on /Current &> Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

February
INVASION

DAWN

THREE FOR JAMIE

ALLIED ARTISTS
OF THE BODY SNATCHERS Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

Ricardo Mon-

Laraine Day,

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope,

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Direc-

Marlowe.

Scott

Anne

Baxter,

CRASHING LAS VEGAS

Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

WICKED WIFE

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Lister. Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

May
story

of a
beautiful
of ill-fortune. 81 min.

woman who was an omen
NAVY WIFE Joan Bennett,

Gary

Merrill,

Yamaguchi,

Shirley

Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.
'

83 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. DirectorCharles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during

WWII.

81

min.

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

savetes,
tor

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New York City. 91
THE NAKED HILLS
in

min.

February

Coming

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
48 min. 1/23.

HOUSTON

STORY, THE Lee

Brian,

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

J.

Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

JOE MACBETH

Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.
PICNIC CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. IIS min. 12/12.
Paul

HOT BLOOD

Technicolor,

CinemaScope. Jane

Russell,

85 min. 3/5.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Rachmil. Director Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A
beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5
PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against

URANIUM BOOM

Morgan, Patricia Medina,
Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Dennis
William Tallman. Producer

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

A pril
KETCHUM,

DESPERADO

Howard

Duff,

Victor Jory, Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

HARDER THEY

FALL,

THE

Humphrey

Bogart.

Rod

Producer Philip Yordan. Director
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cham-

radioactive. 73 min.

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

CANYON

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

Marcia

Johnny Johnston,

plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

Lisa

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

rector

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the
800' s
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.
.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton!
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan

Dwan. Drama.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. FanExecuted criminal is restored to
of an indestructible man. 70 min.

life

in

the form

Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

ing,

81

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

May
Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

Trevor

Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

Film

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.

LAST TEN

DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles. 113 min. 4/30.

A Cosmopolfilm
in

Davis,

Brian

Keith,

Paul

Kelley,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
in

ODONGO
Carey,

I

|

mal

farm

in

Irving

Allen.

Adventure. Owner of wild anisaves young native boy from a

;

Gilling.

Kenya

violent death. 9

1

PORT AFRIQUE

,

min.

Technicolor.

Pier

Carey,
Director Rudy

Angelli,

Phil

Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose.
Mate. Drama.
PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama.
REPRISAL Technicolor. Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Kathryn Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director George Sherman. Adventure.

SECRET OF

\

Macdonald

CinemaScope.
Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

Director John

TREASURE

MOUNTAIN

Valerie

i

French,

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian.
SEVENTH CAVALRY Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western.

THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven
Ritch. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Horror. Man turns into werewolf from taking special
SOLID GOLD CADILLAC,

serum developed by

;

scientist.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT Technicolor, CineJack Lemmon, Charles BickProducer-director Dick Powell. Musical.
ZARAK KHAN Technicolor, CinemaScope. Victor Mature, Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production. Director Terence Young. Drama.

maScope. June

Allyson,

INDEPENDENTS
February
Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Production. Director Charles FrencJ. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.

LEASE OF LIFE

June

into

murdering him

IS

in

order to avenge double-cross.

78 min.

Technicolor. Martine Carol. Raf ValIIFE)
Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
who work at play on the Riviera. English sub88 min.

RIVIERA

titles.

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Phillips. Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.

(IFEI

PLEASE MURDER ME (DCAI Angela Lansbury, Raymond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Director Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman

those

BULLETIN— THIS

I

Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama.

lone.

a fight. 87 min.

GAMMA

I

NIGHTFALL Aldo

Howard.

min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

|

HE LAUGHED LAST

in

Bette

'

leader. 123 min.

JUBAL CinemaScope,

town

Techni-

Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicJerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5

men

i

ford.

AUTUMN LEAVES

STORM CENTER

INTRUDER, THE Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino. Ann Hard-

Gaye.

DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope,

EDDY

color. Tyrone Power,
toria Shaw.
Producer

A

Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.

BLACKJACK

Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon.

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
Director Michael Anderson.
Holiday Production.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

March

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

tasy.

Technicolor.

Laurence Harvey. Drama. 107 min.

Steel,

Joan

BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United

De Luxe Color.
David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

1

I

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorWilde, Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. DirecGeorge Marshall. Adventure.
EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,

Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

Shaftel. Drama. Doctor's children come into possession
of germ warfare pellets which, if broken, could kill all
the people in a large city. 84 min.

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

I

Al-:|

Coming

the State. 91 min. 1/23.

June
CRIME

Allen,

BEYOND MOMBASA

Thompson, Linda Christian,
Mike Frankovich. Director
The

Anthony

tor Albert Band.

States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.

Carlos

Irving

nell

April

THUNDERSTORM

Producers

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

tor

Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

Charles Korvm. Producer
John Guillerman.
Drama.

John Justin.

Mature

Victor

YOUNG GUNS, THE

WORLD WITHOUT END

Superscope.

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

Janet Leigh,

March

COME ON, THE

SAFARI

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

DCAI Yves Montand, Charle*
FEAR
Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
out on dangerous journey to
set
men
Four
Drama.
transport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.

WAGES OF
Vanel,

YOUR PRODUCT

I

,

I

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
(AFRC) Bill Williams, Coleen
Gray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director
Sam Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian
uprising against white settlers.

March
ROMEO AND

BALLET OF

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) (Lux Film, Rome) PathePrint
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song
and dance.
coior.

WILD DAKOTAS. THE

JULIET, THE (Tohan Pictures)
Color. A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,
Leonid Lavrovsky. Musical Based on the scores by
Sergi Prokofief and the love story by William Shakespeare.

CON JUAN

lAkkord) Agfa Color. Cesare Danova,
Josef Memrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H. W. KolmVeltee. Musical. Filmization of Mozart's famous opera
Don Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra.
'

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

I

Features

for June release
number 23, four under the May tally. Ad-

SMOLDERING

JEDDA. THE UNCIVILIZED IDCA) Eastman Color.
Narla Kunogh, Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor. Producer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based upon
true happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern

crease the June product by another four

i

A pril

Columbia and Universal

Beverly Michaels, Jim Davis,
Richard Travis. Producer Anthony Hinds
Director Elmo Williams. Melodrama. State Department
Rice,

investigator traps murderous
singer as bait. 71 min.

by using blonde

traitor

(Continental)
Technicolor
Alec
Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael Balcon Production. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy. A
satire on American gangster films. 93 min.

LOVERS AND LOLLIPOPS
ald

'

March GerO'Loughlin. Cathy Dunn, William Ward. Produced
(Trans-Lux)

Lori

and directed by Morris Engel and Ruth Orkin. Comedy
The courtship of a widow and her 7-year old daughter
"
80 min.

February

,

Chester Lauck
Norns Goff, Jill Alis. Producer-director James Kern.
Comdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe. 3 TV
joined together to

films

make

I

feature film.

72

min.

RICHARD THE THIRD

ILopert) VistaVision
John Gielgud. Claire

Technicolor

Laurence Olivier,
Bloom
Producer-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinations of a twisted nobleman that changed
the course
of England's history. IS5 min. 3/19.

WONDERS OF THE WORLD

I

Cinerama)

Stanley Warner-

Technicolor, Cinerama. A Lowell Thomas
Production. Travelog around the world utilizing the
Cinerama big screen process. 120 min.

(Aidart Pictures) Technicolor.
Martine Carol, Pedro Armendariz. A Ariane-FilmsonorFrancinex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life of
Lucretia Borgia during Italian Renaissance.
97 min. 4/30

May
FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

International) Jayne
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney. John Carradine.
Producer

Burt
with

Kaiser. Melodrama.
group of gangsters.

Blonde bombshell

GUNSLINGER. THE (American

is

International)
Garland. Allison

involved

Eastman

John Ireland, Beverly
Hayes
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes
Color.

over.

ROSANNA

75

mm.

June
GREAT

LOCOMOTIVE

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 112 min. 2/20.
MEET

A pril

Coming
GIRLS IN PRISON lAmerican International) Richard
Denmng, Joan Taylor. Lance Fuller. Producer
Alex
toordon Director Edward Cahn. Drama.
A girl robber
tmds that prison is a living hell until
reformed by
chaplain.
JJ

SWAN,

THE

Eastman

0T ROD GIRL (American

J-huck

Conners,

Color,

CinemaScope.

Grace

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in love and becomes a woman. 112 min. 4/16.
Kelly,

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own

May

International) Lori Nelson
John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
of ,oda V's Y°u*h and the excitement

1

FROM MY WINDMILL
Vilbert,

Rene

1

1/14.

March
COURT

THE

JESTER,

(Tohan Pictures) Robert

Sarvil.

Produced and

rected by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based
on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.

Film

VistaVision.

Danny

Technicolor.

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

101 min. 2/6.

April
ANYTHING GOES
Donald

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

Bing

Croi-

O'Connor,

Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

Emmett Dolan.

Director

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmarf,

Tom

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Mora Kaye
Produoer Arftiur Freed.
Director Gene
Kelly.
Ballet.
Four episodes
sealing in romance
drama comedy and p»thos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
RACK, THE Paul Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter

THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew. Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

BHOWANI JUNCTION

May
BIRDS

AND THE

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava

Gardner.
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers.
Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min.
CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis. Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.

George Gobel,
Paul

June
LEATHER SAINT. THE

Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter.
girl

IDOL,

THE

Steve Forrest. Lilllane
Al Lewin. Drama.

CinemaScope,
Montevecchi.

SOMEBODY UP THERE
Angelli,

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Technicolor.

Paul

WHO

MAN
KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnaoplnq of young boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min.

Coming
THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
distant
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
Tracy,

GUN

ALIVE Glenn Ford. Jeanne Crain. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings three strangers to a sleepy Western town.
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Bing
Crosby, Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol

LIVING

VistaVision,

John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool.

MOUNTAIN,

Coming
FASTEST

BEES,

Douglas,

June

Eastman Color.
Producer-director

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney, Barbara
Stanwyck, Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Director Roy Rowland. Drama

T

Henri

117 min.

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

LOST CONTINENT IIFE) CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
rroducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the
Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary.
86 min.

C0N0UERED THE WORLD lAmerican International)
d
.
Peter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger. "Corman. Science-fiction. A monster
from outer
space takes contro of the world until
a scientist gives
nis life to save humanity.
vattier,

Drama.

GABY CinemaScope,

di-

l"?'rod
ot< hot
racing.

LETTERS

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal 8. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husbano's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Mann.

SCARLET HOUR. THE

LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.
OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.

s '°.ry

February

105 min. 1/23.

hands. 95 min. 4/16.

THE

during the Civil War.

2 Melodramas

ROSE TATTOO, THE

93 min.

CHASE,

(Buena Vista)
UnemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunter. A Walt Disney Production.
Adventure. A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South's military
rail
lines

Comedy

March
FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director
Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.

IJacon)

Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarado
Armando Silvestre. Producer Salvador Elizendo Director Ernilio Fernandez. Drama. The
romance of a beautiful girl and a fugitive from
justice. 72 min.
SWAMP WOMEN IWoolner Brothers) Pathe Color.
Beverly Garland,
Marie Windsor, Carole Matthews.
Producer Bernard Woolner. Director Roger
Corman.
Drama. Swamp women run amok in Bayou country.

Adventures

0 Musicals

THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.

OF THE BORGIAS

SINS

5

2 Westerns

LAST HUNT,

guss,

SEVEN

13 Dramas

Taylor,

MADAME BUTTERFLY

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiNicola
Filacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
screen.

while

The breakdown for June:

Color, Wide Screen. LuDesi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National
Park. 100 min. 2/6.
Ball,

Color.

LUM AND ABNER ABROAD (Howco)

offer three

will

Paramount, 20th-Fox

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

THE

LADYKILLERS.

MGM,

and Warners each have two scheduled.
Eight features will be in CinemaScope,
three in VistaVision and one in Naturama.
Fifteen June films will be in color.

1

BLONDE BAIT AFRC)

Joan

be the lead-

each,

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

cille

will

ing supplier with four films on the roster.

rubble.

DON

OF
CAMILLO IIFE) Fernandel, Gino
Cervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village
priest and a communist mayor. 115 min.

United Artists

or five.

Australia.

RETURN

scheduled

ditional releases at later dates should in-

SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal E
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
WEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun
in
Chester.

tain

bomb

SUMMARY

JUNE

(American Releasing Corp
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a
reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

crashed to discover a
wreckage.

critically

injured

woman

in

the

PARDNERS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director NorTaurog.
man
Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

PROUD AND PROFANE, THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Charlton Heston. Yul Brynner, Anne Bax»e'. D roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told n the Bible and Koran.
THAT CERTAIN FEELING VistaVision, Technicolor. Bob
Hope, Eva Marie Saint, George Sanders, Pearl Bailey.
A Norman Panama-Melvin Frank Production. Comedy.
The story of a cartoonist who achieves success as a
homespun philosopher.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him.

YOUR PRODUCT

PARAMOUNT

(Continued)

April

Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVision,
Hepburn, Henry Fonda. Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Pont!, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

WAR AND PEACE

Coming

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE

Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle

the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

in

WAY

OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Tully.
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
murderer-husband out of^Jhe country. 82 min. 4/30

February

May

DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavision, Technicolor.
Dirk BoBardot, Brenda De Baniie. Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

garde,

Brigitte

March
COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20

Sonny

HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Vaientina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie Millar, John Hudson.
Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation

GREAT DAY

IN

THE MORNING

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

save soul of notorious killer-outlaw. 85 min.
Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
ZANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
64 min.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

May

Coming

ACAPULCO STORY

Meeker,

Rule, Paul Henreid. Producers John
son. Director Paul Henreid. Drama.

A SHOT

IN

Bash,

E.

Janice
Dickin-

THE DARK Marjie Millar, Tom Drake.
W. J. O'Sullivan. Director R.

Producer

sociate

Kirk.

Robert Ryan. Anita Ekberg,
Producer-director John Far-

Producer

Bert

Friedlob.

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY. THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy.
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1

19 min.

As-

G.

VAULT Enita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

IN THE
Karen Sharpe.

involved with a group engaged

TENSION

Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with

Adrian

a circus star. 88 min.

DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama.
Trucolor.
Ray Milland,
Maureen O'Hara,
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Advensea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

Claude

gets

activities.

illegal

in

Richard
Egan,
Dorothy
Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western.

20TH CENTURY-FOX
February
CAROUSEL

CinemaScope,

Color.

Gordon

MacRae,

Cameron

Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the
musical. 128 min. 2/20.

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

MAN WHO

NEVER WAS. THE Cinemascope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by Ewen Montagu.
Famous spy thriller of World
War II. 103 min. 2/20.
IN

THE Cinema-

SUIT,

Scope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
Color.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min. 3/19

Producer
of the

A pril
Herbert Swope,

Jr.

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER, THE DeLuxe

Honolulu during the early days of

Color, Cine-

Patric

politicians

return

good

Elizabeth

Barr,

Allan,

government

*o

city

tion.
ture.

Technicolor.

John

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomel. Howard Hughes Produc-

Susan

Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

Powell.

the
13th Century
Ill min. 3/5.

De

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

Film

Musical.

—

MANFISH

Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chaney,
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.

SHADOW OF

THE

Vaientina

EAGLE
Cortesa.

(Valiant

Producer

Richard

Films)

Anthony

Have-

lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min.

March
COMANCHE

CinemaScope,

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and aged
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 min.

PATTERNS Van

Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous TV drama. 83 min.

SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael
Dirk

Bogarde,

Anthony

Luxe

June,

IN

Color,

Cinema-

1944.

A MILLION

CinemaScope,

DeLuxe

Color.

James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama.

BULLETIN— THIS

Redgrave,
M.

Daniel

Saga

of

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Technicolor.
Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanDarrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Drama. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.

Richard

nielle

BROKEN STAR. THE Howard

Duff, Lita

Baron,

Bill

Wil-

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal murders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.
liams,

CREEPING

UNKNOWN

Guest.

Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean,
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Val
The story of a rocket that re-

PATTERNS Van

Heflin,

Jack Warner.

Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the

life

of the only survivor. 78 min.

Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Beatrice Straight. Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed by
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation boss
whose only concern is the growth of his business.
83 min. 3/19.

TIMETABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder. Felicia Farr
Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melo-

Color.

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

ONE

Producer

A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone except an insurance investigator eager for a quick half-

June

sixth of

Steeie.

Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure.
British naval aircraft. 91 min. 4/30

Angel.

drama.

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,
Moorehead,

92 min.

Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town.

after

March

UP Eastman

Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wil
Prince chooses love of commoner and
goes into exile returns to regain crown. 66 min. 2/20.
cox.

million. 79 min. 3/5.

PROUD ONES, THE CinemaScope,

thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

Wayne,

WWII.

May

Reed.
Director Ken
Hughes.
Melodrama
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne. Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform

LET'S MAKE
Neagle, David

A pril

THE GRAY FLANNEL

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in

Maxwell

February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda FlemWendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.

March
MAN

Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 85 min.

Woman

UNITED ARTISTS

72 min. 3/19.

TREACHERY

BRAIN MACHINE, THE

OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

GHOST TOWN

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

February

Richard

Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Producer
Carl
Kurger.
Director George
Sherman. Western.

A

Marie Windsor, John Archer,
Nancy
Gates. Associate
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin Adreon. Drama.
WHITE NIGHTMARE Joan Evans, Ben Cooper, Maria
English. Associate
Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director
William Witney. Drama.

WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Davis. Western.

LAST

TABLE ROCK Color.
Malone. Cameron Mitchell.

LISBON
ture.

I,

AT

Springsteen. Melodrama.

CIRCUS GIRL

THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodger!
and Hammerstein.

Greene,

MAN

Broadway

Ralph

Trucolor.

Phyllis

Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama.

June

Coming

the Pacific.

ing,

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

Naturama, Trucolor. Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

AND

June

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith

MAVERICK OUEEN, THE Trucolor. Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan, Scott Brady, Mary Murphy. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices
own life and brings about the destruction of her gang
to save the life of the man she loves. 90 min.

in

Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

Rod Steiger,
row. Drama.

tor

I

setting

KING

Ray,

BACK FROM ETERNITY

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Super-

—

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

of his daughter. 70 min.

April

Technicolor,

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.
MURDER ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino,
Rhonda
Fleming,
George Sanders. Producer Bert
Friedlob. Director Friti Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering female victims. 100 min.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sherei
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michae
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting tean
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Mon
roe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Directoi
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway pla\
of the same name.
DAY THE CENTURY ENDED. THE CinemaScope, De
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War

IS

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield,

Julie

London,

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

Lee
mlr-

der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.

FOREIGN INTRIGUE

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min.

OUINCANNON. FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Color.
Tony Martin. John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.
83 min.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

ProFlying

UNITED ARTISTS

WORLD

(Continued-)

RIVER CHANGES. THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of

A pril

STEEL JUNGLE. THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland.
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

berg.

June
BEFORE DYING DeLuxe

Color, CinemaSccpe.
jobert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Virginia Leith. Proucer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodraseeker murders heiress in the "perfect
lia. Fortune
rime". 94 min.
THE Basil Rathbone. Akim Tamiroff,
SLEEP,
LACK
ohn Caradine, Bela Lugosl. Producer H. W. Koch. Diector Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

KISS

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

Morrow,

Jeff

I

BACKLASH

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed. William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.
Technicolor.

i

IIGHTMARE Edward G.

Kevin

Robinson,

McCarthy,

Bonnie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Di'cctor Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits murler while hypnotized. 89 min.

OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean WalProducer T.avmond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min.
.TAR

'ace.

AMONG

CREATURE WALKS

US. THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

Coming

May

EMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Olivia

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
a diplomat's daughter and a romance-

'roducer-director
he

affairs

hungry G.

I.

of
102 min.

JANDIDO CinemaScope,

DeLuxe

Color. Robert MitRoland. Prodlcer Robert

:hum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama.
during a revolt in Mexico during 1916.

Gun-running

IEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. color,
suy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
ind Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
:

thriller.

iction

BLOOD
Neville

BROTHERS Buster Crabbe,
Brand. A Grant Production.

Ann

Robinson,
Director Sidney

Salkow. Drama.

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Walter

Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incia hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
arc a detective. 62 min. 4/30
Reed,
Koch.

dents

in

HONG KONG

FLIGHT TO
Jon.

A Sabre

Rory Calhoun. Dolores Don-

Production. Director Joe

GUN THE MAN DOWN James

'son, Robert Wilke. Producer
'A. V. McLaglen. Western.

>

Newman. Drama.

Arness Angie DickinRobert Morrison. Director

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray. Vince
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans 52 000,000 race track
robbery. 83 min.
LONELY GUN, THE Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western.
LUCKY KID. THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
Dors, David Kossoff, Joe Robinson. Producer-director
Carol Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith
In a fantasy. 95 min.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope. Eastman Color. Richard Widmark. Trevor Howard. Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boultlng. Adventure.

SHARKFIGHTERS,

THE

CinemaScooe, Color
Victor
Mature, Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men".
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with help of beautiful aeriallst.

UNIVERSAL-INT' L

A DAY OF FURY

Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock
Manoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. DirecHarmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon. Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward

each other

SPOILERS, THE Technicolor. Anne Baxter, Jeff Chandler,
Rory Calhoun. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Jesse Hlbbs. Adventure. Gold commissioner in Alaska
plots to defraud prospectors of their rightful claims
is bested by mine owner. 84 min. 12/12.
SQUARE JUNGLE. THE Tony Curtis, Pat Crowley,
Ernest Borgnine. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director
Jerry Hopper. Prizefight melodrama. The rise of a
young boxer to the middleweight championship of the
world, and the heartbreak he suffers when he almost
kills an opponent in a vicious battle. 86 min. 1/9.

February
STORY.

THE

Technicolor.

ALL

BOATS

Technicolor,

VistaVision.

A pril
MIRACLE

IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

May

in

World War

II

I

16 min.

LAW

OUTSIDE THE

Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant
Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold.
Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min.

Williams.

Producer

Walter Srennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.
Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS, THE

June
ANIMAL WORLD, THE

Producer

Stanley

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

Sylvia

Sidney.

Rubin.
Director Abner Biberman.
of prison gets involved in crime.

Mayo.

Virginia

George

Nader.

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have
a haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of extradition. 83 min.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Virginia
Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses the murder of a man on a road leading to a castle.
HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy.
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
for
human rights for the
U.S. Government fights
Apache Indians in Arizona.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Technicolor.

Rory

Calhoun.

Yvonne

Mara Cordav. Producer Albert Zubsmith.
Sherwood.

Drama.

Fuedal
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.

John

baron

De-

Directhe

rules

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis. Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
1870

s.

85 min.

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney. Martha
Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.
TOY TIGER Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitious father, finds a real one. 86 min. 4/30
WRITTEN ON THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

A CRY
Brian
Tyttle.

SUNDOWN Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
RED

Film

Wood,
Frank

BABY DOLL

Maiden,

Karl

Carol Baker.
Producer-director

Production.

Eli

Wallach.
Kazan.

Elia

Drama

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child

murderess.

BURNING

HILLS, THE CinmaScoje, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

of

MOBY DICK Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck.
Richard Baseheart. Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800

s.

NOW

WarnerColor. Randolph
FROM
Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. ProScott. Gail Russell,
ducers A. V. McLaglen. R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws.

MEN

SEVEN

OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of

SPIRIT
Color.
the

first

man ever

To

to

cross

the

Atlantic

in

a

plane.
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MESSENGER SERVICE
National Film Carriers

WARNER BROTHERS
February

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Stanley
Hardwicke.
Cedric
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
famous tale from Greek mythology, the story of the

Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

Sernas,

HIGHWAY

Trojan horse. 115 min.

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor. Clayton Moore. Jay
Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

Silverheels,

Director

EXPRESS LINES,

INE.

Lone Ranger and

Member

March

TOUCH AND GO

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Bakon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull iob. uproots
his family, attempts to start life anew. 85 min. 4/39.

Natalie
Director

Drama.

A Newton

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

NEVER SAY GOODBYE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert J.
Cohen., Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min. 2/20.

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Member

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck.
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

Don
Eve Arden, Gale Gordon
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
television fame, comes to

OUR MISS BROOKS
Porter.

Comedy.

Producer

Miss Brooks, of
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

W.

SANTIAGO WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.

Steve

nell

Maria Schell. O.

N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

A famous movie

Coming
Tjlly,

Melodrama. Warden

CONGO CROSSING

Technicolor. Written, produced
Naturalist documentary.

and directed by Irwin Allen.
82 min. 4/30.

Coming
BEHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom

Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentin* Davies director. Musical.
The life story of the
famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.

March

MY LADY

GOOD-BYE,

Jeff

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

tor

HEAVEN ALLOWS

GOODMAN

chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.

June
AWAY

RAW EDGE

Technicolor. Jane WyHudson. Producer Ross Hunter. Director
Douglas Sirk. Drama. Prejudices of small town nearly
ruin romance between young widow and her gardener.
89 min. 11/14.

BENNY

a

in

Country. 95 min.

January

86 min. 3/19.

tor

Carlo,

ALL THAT
man, Rock

Dale

tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.
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THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY
IT IS

WHO

A PICTURE FOR ALL

SAY.

CATCH ME A STAR.

PAINT ME A SUNSET- BUT

MOST OF

ALL. TELL

ME A

STORY! A STORY THAT'LL

HAVE ME LAUGHING.
HURTING. SPELLBOUND

AND ATOP THE MOON!
TELL ME A STORY

I'LL

NEVER FORGET...

THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY!

TYRONE POWER
KIM NOVAK
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„ COLUMB1 A PICTURE
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nemascop£
qTECHNICOLOR
•

COLOR BY

THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY
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UNPRECEDENTED ADVANCE
PUBLICITY HAS BEEN GAINING
MOMENTUM FOR MONTHS AND
WILL CONTINUE TO BUILD
FOR MONTHS. ..ALL ACROSS
THE COUNTRY!
...THE

THE EDDY DUCHIN COMMEMORATIVE CONCERT
February, started the opinion-makers talking

at
..

Town

.writing

Hall
..

in

New

.telecasting

York,
...

in

drum-

beating! Advertised to millions! Publicized to millions more!

100,000,000 TV

AND RADIO VIEWER -LISTENER IMPRESSIONS

weeks
Perry

ly

alone, over

every major network

Como Show, Stop

the Music,

in

the country.

Jinx,

etc., etc.

HEARD

first

SEEN

few

on the

Ted Mack's Matinee, Jack Paar Show,

Maggi McNellis' Top Ten Dance

Tex and

in

Party,

Music

Week Show,

on the Bing Crosby Show, Jane Pickens Show, Week-

day, Monitor, Mitch Miller

Show, Luncheon

at Sardi's,

Bob Crosby Show,

John Gambling Show, Ruby Mercer Show, Mary Margaret McBride, Bob

Haymes Show, Martha Wright Show,

etc., etc.!

MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS COAST-TO -COAST
—

plugging

it!

Watch

Life,

Saturday Evening

have been — and

Post, Seventeen,

Coronet, American Magazine, This Week, Esquire,

Woman's

will

be

Parade,

Day, American

Weekly, Mademoiselle, UP, King Features, every fan publication!

You'll l>e

THE

PLAY

IT

WITH RRIDE. PLEASURE AND P

J?

Century-Fox presents

jie

Proud ones

&ERT RYAN

•

VIRGINIA

MAYO

•

JEFFREY HUNTER

warring

JERT MIDDLETON

L„

WALTER BRENNAN

with

ROBERT L JACKS

.

d„.c«

b»

ROBERT

D.

INemaScoP^

•

rodoifo acosta

WEBB

.

s=r,.np,„ b>

COLOR
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•

Arthur oxonneu.
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FIREWORKS

WEEK AFTER WEEK!
PREVIEW

No.

1

BHOWANI
JUNCTION
m

A

bonanza of bigness for today's market,
Gardner eagerly awaited and gorgeous! Stew
Granger's most rugged role. Thousands in ic
2 years in production. Authentic Pakis.

cast.

backgrounds magnificent

in

PREVIEW

CinemaScope-Co

No. 2

THE CATERED
AFFAIR
|

Seeing

is

love facing

life

wonderful story of

yoi

with joyous courage. Theatre

exchange

views in

all

to

sure-fire

this

A

believing!

performances by

cities

t

have alerted shown

audience attraction. Gr
Bette

Davis,

Ernest

"Mar

Borgnine, Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald.

AND NOW ANOTHER HOT PREVIEW!

M-G-M

Blankets

"THE SWAN"

at the

Broadway —

"FORBIDDEN PLANET"
"GABY" at the Trans-Lux
IN

THERE LIKES ME

Music Hall

"BHOWANI JUNCTION"
"WEDDING

SOMEBODY UP

HOT NEWS!

IS

next

at the

Music Hall
It

Globe

at

the

52

nd Street

MONACO"

and

"BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG" at the Guild
"THE CATERED AFFAIR" coming to the Victoria
"INVITATION TO THE DANCE" May 22 at the Plaza

hit

Hollywood

like a

bomb -shell! A

biography filmed with the same
that

M-G-M

Me" and

gave to

real-life

skill

"Love

true-ife:

and povr

Me Or

Le;

e

Cry Tomorrow." This is what id
fans want. Paul Newman and Pier Angeli e
electrifying. One BIG one after another
"I'll

M-G-M, THE HOTTEST COMPANY

Viewpoints
MAY

I

1956

28,

VOLUME

24,

NO.

I

I

(orrvspontlencc* re Erie Johnston
To The Editor:

The

main,

"Please Act, Mr. John-

article

May

ston" in your

well written, and

I

14th issue

sorry that this
his

was

man

I

am

as his

much
us who

and

love our industry

to all of

know that somenow in order

thing should be done
to save

it.

have just returned from the
European Continent where I attended the Board Meeting of the U.I.E.C.
I

Most

of the

It

was

interesting

to

note

from the people that were in attendance that the motion picture industry was sound and healthy in most
of the countries of the world, and
without exceptions every country
had mechanism to resolve industry
problems. This should be brought
about in the U.S., and I hope Mr.
Johnston can show the leadership
necessary to accomplish this before
we have unpleasant legislation or

is

just an alibi.

The

done.

guidance, and these lawyers never
see eye to eye on anything at

all.

tion

that

much good

is

destroyed internally.

Sincerely,

MYRON

N.

BLANK

President. Theatre

Owners

of

America

To The Editor
Re your recent editorial in which
you called on Eric Johnston to try

through the

efforts of

Eric Johnston, but

I

.Veu' Jersey

come
someone like

am

convinced

is

will never allow distribution to be

so represented, even when and if
they are threatened with bankruptcy.

ALFRED STARR
Amusement Company

Bijou

*

have no confidence whatsoever
relationship of the Motion
Picture Association towards Exhibition.
I have little confidence that
Mr. Johnston can or will act upon
his own. While he purports to speak
for the entire motion picture industry on his many trips around the
world, he has spoken for just a
in

represent his group as regards trade

problems with domestic exhibitors,
and I do not think he will ever have
very strongly
that the unwillingness of the disfeel

make use

ston's abilities as a

of Eric

John-

mediator in domestic affairs because of the anti-

*

the Editor

Regarding "Assignment

for

Eric

Johnston", I compliment you for a
very fine editorial. Somehow, some

way, we simply are going to have to
come up with an idea that will get
people back into our theatres.
not a one

is

the

handful of presidents

who

are in the

down and talk
up the good work.
to sit

man

This

job, nor

it

over.

Keep

GEORGE GAUGHAN
Cooper Foundation Theatres
Lincoln. Xebraska

$

To The

Editor

agree there

I

many

is

and has been these

years an assignment for Mr.

Eric Johnston.

ston has these

am convinced that it will not be
productive of any results. Eric Johnston has never had the authority to

tributors to

*

one segment of the industry's job.
We most certainly are going to have

the Editor

However. Mr. Johnmany years dodged

assignment or been diverted
from that assignment by his bosses
that

I

I

To

certainly

*

*

a wonderful thought, but

that authority.

*

that the producers and distributors

to save the industry

This

THEATREMAN

could

I

our industry

bankruptcy is threatened, there will
be no action on their part in supporting Mr. Johnston or any other
spokesman in meeting with us.

agree entirely with your assump-

I

To

sincerely feel that until near

I

presi-

dent of each company relies on his
own general counsel for advice and

countries of the

free

world had representation at this congress.

trust laws

their producer problems, to seek

an intelligent solution to our overall problem, and in turn force Mr.
Johnston or some other nominee to
vigorously discuss this problem with
their customers, nothing will be

Mail
Box

state-

ments are profound and very
to the point,

by

The

only

chose to keep

name anonymous

production

in

companies are forced,

distribution

hope, read by the

leaders of the industry.

collaborators

with independent producers. Until
such time as these heads of major
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MPAA.

in

Frankly,

I

think the job

Mr. Johnston. In the

for

is

too big

first

place

he can't control his own association
members or bring about constructive
cooperation

mon
was

among them

industry good.

for

com-

In addition, he

hired to serve his

members not

the industry.
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THE SELL-OUT TO TV
BY LEONARD COULTER

The

the past few years, been subjected to the stresses and
strains of stockholder criticism

die has been cast.

Twentieth Century-Fox has made a start on the sale to
TV of its backlog films. Loew's admits it is entertaining

The moment the RKO backlog was sold all the other
companies began to feel mounting stockholder pressure.
The argument advanced was that a company's executives
would be remiss in their duty if they clung so long, and so
tightly, to their old pictures as to miss the chance of a
quick capital profit from the sale of films whose book value
had been, over the years, written down to zero.

new medium there remained for theatre
modicum of hope that the television tide could

the inroads of the

be stemmed, and that the motion picture industry was still
strong enough, as a unit, for all its branches to prosper
together.
a revaluation of the position

which needs

first fact

must be made and the

to be realized

is

that the exhibitor

Some

stands alone in his struggle for survival.

because of the country's tax structure, are ever prowling
for specialized securities which can be made to yield capital
gains rather than investments over the long term.

allegiance to the theatreman, their traditional customer.

course, that as of this

tures of pre-1948 vintage are involved,

—

It is this search for capital gains, incidentally, which
has caused other ills within the film industry in the past
few years, including the virtual disappearance of the con-

moment only picand it may take a

—

before the TV market
at least several years
can absorb these supplies. But it is equally possible that,
during that spin-off period, the public will tire of secondhand entertainment on film.

long time

tract player in favor of a freelance status which,

Spyros Skouras, President of Twentieth Century-Fox,
touched on this problem in his last annual report to stockholders, when he said:

—

—

"Free home television has not only affected the motion

:

picture box-office, but has caused tremendous problems in

In the meantime the plight of the exhibitor will have

been worsened,

Hollywood

if

films,

of stay-at-homes

combined

with the advent of TV, has ballooned stars' remuneration
demands to an almost uneconomic level.

and when that happens as we believe it will the TV
networks, their affiliates and the more important independent stations will undoubtedly begin to clamor for more
up-to-date Hollywood stuff even first-run pictures.
If

came, not from rank-and-file infrom Wall Street firms and syndicates which,

of this pressure

vestors, but

Most of the producing distributing companies in Hollywood today have a divided loyalty. Their identification
with television means that they no longer owe exclusive
It is true, of

some-

laws of the land lay upon the heads of an incorporated company very clear and specific obligations to
those who have invested their money in it.

While both those companies stood entrenched against

Now

is

for the

several offers.

exhibitors a

and pressure. This

thing which cannot be disregarded or swept casually aside,

competing

and creative

for artistic

talent."

only by the fact that the televising of

Why

even old ones, must add to the number
and make it more difficult, if not impos-

sible, to re-establish

did 20th Decide?
For a long while Mr. Skouras was the one film company
president who refused to tout his company's inventory of
old pictures. He has been repeatedly questioned about
that policy during the past two years and has always
answered that Twentieth's primary concern was with its
old customers; that nothing would be done with the backlog until the limit of CinemaScope development had been
reached, and that, when it had, anyone who was interested

regular theatre-going as a public habit.

Kiss of Death
Many a "marginal" exhibitor is already tasting the kiss
of death. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, President of the Technicolor Corporation, told his company's stockholders at
their recent annual meeting:

TV

"There have been and are being experienced vast
changes in the motion picture industry which it might be

in acquiring the

well to consider

as recently as last April Mr. Skouras announced:
have received offers to sell such films
and we
believe it is to the interest of our stockholders and the Corporation not to entertain such offers unless the price
offered is more commensurate with the true value of the

.

.

—

"Some of them aim to obtain a large part of their revenue from, and to be the first shown in, a few large theatres especially designed for such pictures and which could
exist only in a limited number of key cities."
In relating these discomforting facts Film

must, in fairness, weigh against them some
which have brought about Hollywood's sales

Rig. •

is

Film

not a major film
BULLETIN

rights to Twentieth's pre-1948 films

to offer "the right price."

Even

.

"There are many relatively new and different kinds
VistaVision, CinemaScope, 35mm, 55mm,
of photography
Todd-AO, Superscope, Cinerama, and so on, which tend in
the direction of larger and more expensive productions.

There

would have

Miy

28,

1

BULLETIN
of the factors

to

company which has
956

TV.
not, during

"We

*

.

.

.

pictures.

"Management
whether we may

at this time

can give no indication as to

the immediate or distant future sell

in

these assets for cash, or distribute our library to television
stations

through our own distribution organization, or

spin— off these assets

.

.

.

No

sale or spin-off

may

ever be

consummated."

By

the middle of

May

a dramatic change had occurred,

Distributors Claim Investor Pressure,

Boxoffice Decline, Force Sale of Old

Feature Film Libraries to Television
old
and Twentieth Century-Fox, announcing the sale of 52
features to

TV,

explained

:

form of an experiment to test this
"This
in the future we will dispose
whether
determine
market, to
them ourselves
merchandise
or
films
of any further
pictures
as possible in this
few
as
included
We purposely
this will conand
satisfactory,
which
is
deal, at a price
of the year."
quarter
second
the
for
tribute to our income
will be in the

.

What happened between

April and

May

.

.

to alter the situ-

Cenation so radically was, of course, the decline in 20th
had
that
news
the
and
theatres,
from
revenue
tury's
risk
not
could
Twentieth
sale.
major
a
debating

MGM

TV

been
being

left

it

signed contracts
a ten-year

period under which the films concerned would be distributed by, but not sold to, NTA.

Loew

s

Special Problem

The Loew's meetings

MGM
MGM

Sales Manager, proved beyond much doubt that if
had relied solely on domestic revenues it would be losing
money hand over fist.

showed, said Reagan, that from
1947 to date the company had lost money on its production
distribution business in this country "without figuring any

Loew's

financial records

overhead expenses of distribution."

Domestic distribution revenue suffered a

fall of $7,200,-

000 in 1953 to $60,717,000, rose slightly in 1954 and dropped
"It is no secret that
even lower than the 1955 net

$6,000,000 last year to $57,432,000.

our

first

for the

half net for 1956

is

same period," Reagan added.

Associates covering

Telefilm

National

with

Accordingly

as an also-ran.

Charles M. Reagan, Loew's Vice-President and

to consider the offers

made

to

it

have apparently been extremely mooted, in view of the unto
certainties of how best to handle the situation whether
dissell outright, whether to lease, or whether to set up a
tribution unit without the intervention of an outside group.
About 1500 feature-length and short subjects would be in-

"With the
showed

1955

inclusion of foreign income, our business for
a profit, before taxes, of $2,866,000

rentals of $103,688,800, or a return of

iy2

on gross

per cent."

These doleful figures notwithstanding, the producing
and distributing units of the industry still manage to come
out on top. All of them are profit-earning when the dollars
and cents have been added.

:

volved, though
nature,

some

of

these,

because of their special

would be excluded from any

bution side of the business is separated from exhibition, it
might vastly help the production company to have in its
pocket a sum of, say, $50,000,000, such as has been offered
syndifor the outright sale of the backlog by the Toronto
cate headed by Lou Chessler.

companies find themselves on this question of TV sales is heightened by another ugly fact: overseas business, which has been boomin

ing since the war,

which the

is

film

developing some soft spots.

This is tremendously important for all the Hollywood
companies, most of whom have been deriving somewhere

between 45 and

51

per cent of the total

the world situation could, in a year or two, change the
color of the printing in

and that

is

why

the opportunity

deal.

In the Loew's case a special consideration arises: when
divorcement is finally effected, and the production distri-

The dilemma

Nevertheless, only a comparatively modest change in

income from

It is

still offers, is

being argued in some circles that the box-office de-

advantages now from the sale or leasing of 1,850 films put
on the market to date, they are all helping kill the goose
which has been laying the golden egg.

There can be
these companies

little

doubt that any future feature films

make

for theatrical exhibition will be in
competition with "oldies" which the public can see free in
their homes. If, as a result, boxoffice revenues still further

shrink, and additional theatres are forced out of business,

who

can say what the financial complexion of the industry

from now?

the future so uncertain.

office

To

The problem has never been

as acute as

it is

today; nor

is

the average American exhibitor

what happens out-

not seem to be of much consequence,
but consider the evidence given the other day before the
Senate Small Business Sub-Committee.
side the U.S.

to television; that

TV

In Great Britain, for instance, the second most important market for American pictures in the world, commer-

beginning to have a profound effect. Boxadmissions last year were 7.4% less than 1954's.

by sales

while the companies which have made
deals (Warner's, RKO, Columbia, Republic, Allied Artists, David
Selznick, Fox, and now MGM) may derive immediate cash

foreign rentals.

television

TV, while

proving so attractive.

cline can only be accentuated

will be, say, ten years

cial

most companies' balance-sheets,

the lure of a "fast buck" from

may
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MOVIE LIBRARIES TO TV
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"Away

All

"Madame

Baals"

Butterfly"

ScuuteM IZatiKf
about a ship and

First-rate production

its

Needs selling, but should register well

II.

crew
in

in

World War *

general market.

story of a single ship, an Attack Transport in the
II, and its crew, is the subject
Pacific campaigns of
of this major Universal production. A first-rate production it is beautifully photographed, satisfactorily written,

The

WW

:

and exciting action sequences.
"Away All Boats" will need strong selling, but under a
head of exploitation steam, it should roll good returns in
general situations, and especially in action houses. With

with good

human

factors

an essentially familiar story at hand, real standout of the
film is the Howard Christie production. It has scope, distinguished lensing (VistaVision and Technicolor) and generally fine visual values. Ted Sherdeman's adaptation of
is adequate, and is effectively realized in
cast of male principals. The
well-balanced
the acting of a
Pevney
is sensitive and neatly intedirection by Joseph
grates the plot's episodes. Lieutenant George Nader says

the

Dodson novel

Very good version of the Puccini opera.

and selected
I.F.E.

is

releasing another opera filmed in

The

spots.

fact that the film supplies a short

When

the ship

is

Nader takes over
ed.

The

seriously

damaged by

for Chandler,

suicide planes,

who's been

wound-

fatally

captain lives to see his ship towed to port.

hurt, either.

occasional scratches in the soundtrack.
Kaoru
Yachigusa makes a beautiful Butterfly, and Michiko Tanaka is superb as the maid, Suzuki. The cast of singers is

I.F.E. (A Rizzoli-Gallone-Toho Production).
114 minutes. Kaoru Yachigusa, Michiko
Tanaka, Nicola Filacuridi. Produced by Iwao Mori. Directed by Carmine Gallone.

"Magic Fire"

O O

t^ctdtnedd /Ratocp
Dull version of the life of

Plus

quire selling

Tony Curtis in fast-paced, actionful Western, with good
mantic angle. Figures above average.

Tony

Technical credits are generally good,

and Carmine Gallone's direction is quite adequate. Film
does seem a trifle long at 114 minutes without the customary intermissions of the opera-house.

"The Rawhide Years"

Q Q

Curtis stars in this better-than-average

ro-

The
since

Western

Dance

An

gests the authentic beauty of the setting. Acted by Japanese (save, of course, for the Occidental parts), and sung
by Italians, the integration of action and music is fine, de-

Universal.
II4 minutes. Jeff Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker,
Keith Andes, Richard Boone. Producer, Howard Christie. Director, Joseph Pevney.

Sututete IZatiHQ

prologue to

English commentary gives
a general explanation of the proceedings, but it is unobtrusive and will clarify the plot to those unfamiliar with
the libretto. The Rizzole-Gallone-Toho Production profits
particularly from a beautiful Technicolor print, which sug-

Troupe won't

largely unfamiliar.

—

its entirety,

the opera featuring the famed Japanese Kabuki

Richard Boone, beachmaster Charles McGraw are exposed in a series of episodes. The men dislike Chandler,
but come in active battle to understand and admire him.

—

for art

is

and this version of Puccini's lyric masterpiece is a very
good one. It is well-sung, strongly and affectingly acted,
and as attractive to eye as it is to ear. "Madame Butterfly" should have a pattern of success similar to last year's
"Aida," with a strong rating for art and selected class

spite

to wife Julie

Rating

class situations.

Adams, and prepares to sail on the
Belinda, under captain Jeff Chandler. The relations between these men and others exec officer Lex Barker, Lt.
good-bye

OOO

life

in class

of

composer Richard Wagner

will re-

spots. Will disappoint.

Richard

Wagner

is fine

material for filming,

he was not only the greatest musical genius

that the

nineteenth century produced, but he led the interesting

and man beand romantic entanglements. The picture,

that should satisfy ferns and teenagers, as well as action

life

of a political rebel, artistic revolutionary,

In addition to the fast-paced outdoor ingredients, it
has a nicely-turned romantic line that should delight the
Curtis fans. Moving with spirited briskness, "The Raw-

set

by

hide Years" also presents an amusingly projected character
played brilliantly by Arthur Kennedy that provides

and unimpressively produced. Nor
production up to snuff technically.

Action
sequences are well-integrated with the plot and have
punch. Director Rudolph Mate handles the plot with a
firm hand and elicits above-par performances throughout

lacks consistent clarity, as does the all-important sound-

Technicolor lensing, nicely handled by Irving

generous and is sure to please admirers, despite the film's
dramatic deficiencies. Story begins with Wagner (Alan
Badel) meeting and marrying Minna (Yvonne de Carlo).
Exiled from Germany because of his political ideas, he becomes a guest of Otto Wesendonk and his wife Mathilde
(Valentina Cortese). Adultery with Cortese is the inspiration for his "Isolda". Badel falls under the partonage of
Ludwig II of Bavaria, who has his works presented, and
all is weil until the favors cease. De Carlo leaves Badel,
hopelessly in debt, later dies. Wagner marries Cosima
Liszt (Rita Gam), finishes the "Ring" and "Parsifal".

fans.

—

—

more laughs than one might expect from an

the cast.

Glassberg, lights up the countryside.

oater.

Gambler Curtis

is

accused of a ship-board murder he didn't commit. After
hiding out, he returns home to clear his name and reclaim
fiancee Coleen Miller. Enroute, he befriends thief Arthur

Kennedy.

Curtis finds Miller involved, against her will,

with town big-shot Peter

Van Eyck. They both

suspect

murder and in local ship pirating.
With the help of Kennedy, Curtis implicates Van Eyck.
Tony prepares to marry Miller, while Kennedy leaves town
he's

with

mixed up

in the old

a stolen horse.

Universal-International.
85 minutes. Tony Curtis, Coleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy,
Produced by Stanley Rubin. Directed by
Peter Van Eyck.

William Demarest,
Rudolph Mate.
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financial

released by Republic, unfortunately,

is

cessful at portraying this excitement.

generally unsuc-

long, wooden,
William Dieterle's
It's

is

The Trucolor

track (reprising the thematic highlights of

all

print

Wagner's

work). Writing and acting have a stilted quality that will
alienate most audiences. The sampling of music is most

A William Dieterle Production). 95 minutes. Yvonne de Carlo, Carlos
Republic
Thompson, Rita Gam, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Produced and directed by
William Dieterle.
I

O O O

ScuiHCte Rati*?

Life story of the popular pianist

traordinary lensing.

Plus

realized in the acting of Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida

emerges as strong drama

with boxoffice power. Stars, fine production, other elements
insure

wide appeal

in all

markets.

This story of Eddy Duchin's life is a highly sentimental
drama, a bit of a tear-jerker, but full of elements designed
to create plenty of activity at the boxoffice. Set in a big,

Wald production, finely photographed in
CinemaScope and Technicolor, and with an authentic feeling for what New York in the Twenties, was like, it is
always colorful and visually appealing. Handling of
Duchin's tragic life (by Samuel Taylor) is sometimes inimpressive, Jerry

clined to be superficial but its emotional qualities should
register heavily with the females, particularly those
relish a

good

Carmen Cavallaro

cry.

who

plays a wide assort-

of piano music in the Duchin style quite splendidly,
and the rich sound track highlights a generally brilliant
list of technical credits.
While director George Sidney
might have speeded up his plot but cutting some of the 123
minutes he elicits some acting. Tyrone Power gives a

ment

strong reading to the role of the ill-fated pianist.

Novak
richs,

is

and Tony Curtis,

and British newcomer Victoria Shaw

is

James Whitmore

makes the scenes
bat Curtis comes

New

convinc-

Story traces Duchin's career from his
York, a brash, naive pianist, through his

huge success (aided by Novak) and his romance and marriage with the same. When she dies in childbirth, he feels
resentful towards his young son, refuses to see him and
then joins the Navy. Suddenly realizing his love for the
boy (Rex Thompson), he tries to win him back. With the
aid of governess Shaw
who he later marries he succeeds. But he has then to face the ultimate tragedy
the
realization of his impending, and very untimely, death.

—

—

—

Columbia.
123 minutes.
Tyrone Power, Kim Novak. Rex Thompson, James Whitmore, Victoria Shaw, Shepperd Strudwick. Produced by Jerry Wald. Directed by

George Sidney.

former

to Paris to seek instruction

—

a "triple" (three somersaults in the air)
a rarely accomplished feat. Lollobrigida, another performer, tries to
latch on to the act
by making love to Curtis. Lancaster
is violently opposed to her presence, but Curtis insists she
stay. Trying to prove to Curtis that her affections are
meaningless, Lancaster makes love to Gina, finds she really
loves him. Deeply hurt by his discovery of their liaison,
Curtis performs the "triple" with Lancaster's encouragement, but can't continue with the act. He goes off to
America, leaving Gina and Burt together.

is

—

by Hecht and Lancaster.
IA Susan Productions Inc.
Tony Curtis, Gina Lollobrigida. Directed
James
Hill.
Produced by
Presented

United Artists.
Picture).

minutes.

105

by Carol Reed.

Burt Lancaster,

"D-Day the Sixth

ScuuteM KcUiK?

O O O

Plus

Great entertainment and boxoffice values in this excellent
production about principals in a Paris circus. Lancaster,
Lollobrigida, Curtis provide sensational marquee.

The successful team of Hecht and Lancaster look like
they will break their past boxoffice records with this topproduction. Loaded with a host of elements that are

—

to pull strongly at the wickets
sock marquee
names, exciting scenes of aerial exploits in a colorful Paris
circus, a tense romantic story, fine production values, and

certain

splendid photography

(of the high-wire act in closeup,
and of Paris in long-shot) "Trapeze is being backed by a
huge United Artists showmanship campaign that isn't go-

—

ing to hurt, either.

All in all, it's a nifty, eye-catching
offering that has been especially geared along commercial
lines.

While the

seem

a bit thin to

story, scripted

some

detract aporeciably

for 105

from

portion of the footage

is

^&citfKe44 R<rfc*f

of

June"

GOO

drama has plenty of appeal for the genmarket. Desoite war background, will attract fern trade.

Fine war-romance
eral

From
Fox has

the best-selling novel by Lionel Shapiro, 20thfilmed a fine and

moving war-drama, with

a

heavy

emohasis on romance. Tracing, via flashbacks, the lives of
an American soldier and a British girl through the events
leading up to the

D-Day invasion, "D-Day" unflaggingly
commands attention. Well-written

sustains interest and

(by Ivan Moffat and Harry Brown) and beautifully produced by Charles Brackett, it's a solid bet for good returns
generally. While there is an ever-present air of tension of
the atmosphere of war, the story is primarily a personal
and romantic one that will have strong appeal to the femi-

Henry Koster's

intelligent control

and exciting pacing. The acting has spirit
and conviction, with Dana Wynter, particularly, giving a
lovely reading as the girl torn between love for two
soldiers and losing both. Robert Taylor and Richard Todd
are convincing in their roles. Koster brings to the whole
an unusual sense of truth, delineating characters and situations with great clarity. Lee Garmes' CinemaScope-De
Luxe coloring is highly effective. On the deck of a troop
ship crossing the channel for the invasion, officers Robert
Taylor and Richard Todd silently re-live their mutual experiences. British officer Todd had gone to war engaged
to Wynter. Latter, working at the Red Cross, meets Taylor (a married man) and they fall in love. When Todd returns home wounded, Wynter feels she must go back to
him. Taylor volunteers for the invasion and when CO.
Edmond O'Brien cracks up, Todd replaces him. In combat, Taylor is wounded, but is unaware that Todd is killed.
Visiting him in the hospital, Wynter hides the truth from
him, and, despite their love, sends him back to America
and his wife.
results in fast

Trapeze"

flight

that

Acro-

aerialist

nine audience. Director

Geuitete IZcitiH?

work

of circus life in Paris convincing.

Kim

ing as his manager.
arrival in

Producer James

from Lanwho's been injured in a fall from
the wire. Bitter and sullen, Lancaster agrees to train
Curtis when he becomes aware of his talent. Their object
caster, a

sensitive as
is

as a trio of aerialists.

Hill has filled out the picture with fine technical

sad and beautiful as the pathetic Marjorie Oel-

the second Mrs. Duchin, and

Reed and Robert Krasker's exThe romantic by-play is effectively

pert direction of Sir Carol

"The Eddy Duchin Story"

by James R. Webb, may

minutes of footage,

it

film's over-all reception.
terrifically exciting

O O O O

A

won't
good

under the

TOPS

e>:-

©

[More REVIE

Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter,
104 minutes.
20th Century-Fox.
mond O'Brien. Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Henry Koster.

©
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"Star

the

in

Dust"

"Foreign Intrigue"

SW«£44
Western with more than average suspense and good
Strong dualler for

its

market.

—

above par for this type of fare, and is
by Haas' direction and the neat Albert
Zugsmith production, attractively brightened by Technicolor. Good performances by John Agar, the sheriff, Richard Boone, the convict, and Leif Erickson, as a corrupt
bank president, add credibility to the yarn. Mamie Van
Doren and Coleen Gray provide romantic and visual interest. A running ballad-accompaniment in the background
Sheriff Agar is determined to
is a good mood-evoker.
legally hang professional gunman Boone, despite opposition from irate farmers, who want to lynch him, and from
ranchers, secretly led by Erickson, who want him rescued.
Boone insures his safety by turning over letters incrimiis

effectively realized

nating Erickson, to sweetheart Gray, to be delivered to
Agar as he is hanged. Van Doren, Erickson's sister and
Agar's fiancee, is innocently involved in the plot. When
the appointed time arrives,

groups.

Boone

is

Agar turns back the opposing

hanged, and Erickson

is

Q O

Plus

Deft suspense story set against international backgrounds.

Mitchum name

This is a modest, but engrossing Western from Universal about the attempts of a sheriff to hang a convicted outlaw in the face of conflicting attitudes in his town. Neatly
plotted, the story developes in a single day, building good
suspense under Charles Haas' direction, up to the climax
the appointed time for the execution. Oscar
of sunset
Brodney's script

^<ZtiH$

action.

killed attempt-

ing to shoot Agar.

for

marquee. Has ample exploitation angles.

Based on his TV series, Sheldon Reynolds has turned
"Foreign Intrigue" into an engrossing feature film starring
Robet Mitchum. Filmed entirely in Europe, the film has
a piquant foreign flavor that makes some of its familiar

seem fresher and more exciting. Suspenseand intriguingly written, it is backed up by a distinctively good production. And Reynolds' individual style
(he wrote and directed, in addition to producing) provides
some entertainingly offbeat dialogue, situations, and direcplot material

ful

"Foreign Intrigue" looks like a good prospect in general release and especially in action spots. Mit-

torial touches.

chum

is effective, and European newcomers Genevieve
Page and Ingrid Tulean are attractive personalities. When

Jean Galland, wealthy resident of the Riviera, dies of a
heart-attack, his press-agent,

Mitchum,

finds that the

man

has had a mysterious past. Galland's wife, Genevieve Page,
tries to keep him from learning the mystery. Mitchum is
led to Vienna, where he discovers his employer was a
blackmailer, and then to Stockholm, where he meets and
falls in love with Ingrid Tulean, daughter of one of Galland's victims. The plot thickens: Mitchum discovers that

Galland had been blackmailing special agents of Hitler,
whose identity is still unknown. Determined to track them
down, he leaves for England, promising to return to
Tulean.

Universal-International.

John Agar, Mamie Van Doren, Richard Boone.
Directed by Charles Haas.

80 minutes.

Produced by Albert Zugsmith.

United Artists

Sheldon

IA

Reynolds

Genevieve Page, Ingrid Tulean.

"Star

of

Production].
100 minutes.
Robert Mitchum,
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds.

India"

"Quincannon, Frontier Scout"
Routine costume meller
usual. Should serve

in

Technicolor has more action than

adequately as dualler.

This Raymond Stross Presentation, made in England
and being released by United Artists, is a routine costume
melodrama laid in a setting of 17th century France. The
plot about the quest for a priceless jewel derives from a
rather commonplace script, but Arthur Lubin's direction
manages to generate good action and some suspense. Returns should be best in action houses, and it should serve
as a fair dualler generally. Cornel Wilde and Jean Wallace
(his wife) are competent in the leads. Technicolored production values are adequate. Nino Rota has contributed
a good score. Wilde returns home from fighting in India to
discover his estate has been sold to Wallace. She agrees
to sign it over to him if he gets the "star of India" for her.
It's in the possession of Herbert Lorn, governor of the
province. Wilde discovers that Wallace is a Dutch agent,
attempting to return the gem to India to stem the rising
unrest there since its theft. When he also discovers that
King Louis XIV (Basil Sydney) wants the jewel for his
mistress (Yvonne Sanson) he determines to help Wallace.
They steal the gem, kill Lorn when he attacks, and entrust the jewel to a

Dutch agent,

to be returned to its

Indian temple.

Fair
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will

serve as dualler

non-singing role.

in

Good

in

outdoor market. Tony

color.

Tony Martin makes an unusual non-singing appearance
produced Western for UA release. Concerned with incidents in the oft-filmed history of Indians
vs. U.S. Cavalry, this is a fairly satisfactory offering for
the outdoor market, where it will serve as a supporting
in this Bel-Air

dualler.

An

situation,

DeLuxe

it

altogether routine treatment of a familiar plot

can boast, however, plus factors in the

color

and scenery. The plot moves

fine

at a leisurely

pace under Lesley Selander's direction. Martin, minus his
is not much of an actor, and he is difficult to

vocal talent,

accept as a westerner.

Martin, a frontier scout,

who

has

sympathized with the Indians for the murderous treatment
accorded them by the Army, undertakes a mission with
U.S. soldiers John Bromfield and John Doucette, to find
out what has become of a shipment of rifles. The Indians,
of course, have them, and, after the usual heroics, Martin
exposes post captain Ron Randall as a traitor who has confiscated and sold the guns. Peace with the Cheyennes is
restored.
UA

United Artists IA Raymond Stross Presentation!. 84 minutes. Cornel Wilde, Jean
Wallace, Herbert Lorn. Produced by Raymond Stross. Directed by Arthur Lubin.

Western

Martin

W.

Production). 83 minutes. Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Ron RanPeggie Castle. E»ecutive Producer Aubrey Schenck. Produced by Ho-vard
Directed by Lesley Selander.

IA Bel-Air

dall,

Koch.

aTEHERAN

E R

S

I

NOW ON
Right

now

A

(IRAN)

a,

LOCATIO

being filmed

in its

entirety in the

ectacular Bakhtiari mountain land of Iran!

Color

by TECHNICOLOR

First of

the breathtaking

NATURE DRAMAS
from

WHITNEY PICTURES, INC
WHITNEY,

president

MERIAN

to be followed immediately

of the

C.

COOPER,vic e-president

by the second

NATURE DRAMAS,

in

charge of production

NOW

IN

lmedi sub-tribe of the Bakhtiari
of Iran, nearing the end of
is

pictured in

incredible trek,

GRASS. This scene

original production,
directed,

its

is

from the

which was written,

photographed and edited by

'

Ernest B. Schoedsack and Merian C. Cooper.

A

completely

new

production of

GRASS

rently being filmed, with a Technicolor

expedition

i

now on

location in Iran

is

cur-

camera

PRODUCTION!

/orld acclaim
Inspired today's
ie-producing
>f the film
masterpiece
I
Ernest B. Schoedsack

Mrs. Marguerite

THEIR ORIGINAL NATURE

{iRASS

E.

DRAMA PAVED

based on a copyrighted book of reality by

is

HERE'S

Aerian C. Cooper, with

photographs by

Kuh mountain

range or has ever

Marguerite

swum

-HERALD TRIBUNE

the

"You

Cooper and Schoedsack and
Harrison, writer and interpreter,

E.

if

')2

3
I

be cheating yourself
you put off seeing 'Grass'."
will

-THE DAILY NEWS
" 'Grass' comes closer to the
limitless screen than any picture

vho shared their hardships.
'iThey

I

accomplished these feats as young adventurers

It is the most
thing ever offered."

have ever seen.
vital

— MORNING

ago to film GRASS, the authentic story of nomadic

years

ersian tribes

who

live alongside the series of

mountains

" 'Grass'

is

great.

It

is

TELEGRAPH

magnificent."
—TELEGRAM-MAIL

r

iiat stretch

CRITICS SAID

"For your own sake don't miss
It is the perfect production."

,Carun River, except
Ars.

WHAT THE

WAY!

'Grass'.

^No European or American has ever crossed the
'•^ardeh

THE

C. Coopei

ABOUT THE ORIGINAL PRODUCTION!

Schoedsack.

rnest B.

Merian

Harrison

1,000 miles from the Black Sea to the

"The pictured story

ersian Gulf.

grows on each side of the mountain ranges,
Dut never on both sides the year around. Every Spring and
Fall, when the grass dies on one side of the mountain,
all the tribes must migrate to the other side.
rass

of the primitive

trek for grass in the 20th century is
an amazing one. It is a story that has
an epic quality and a memory of the
nomadic period in our civilization."
JOHN H.FINLEY
Late president, American Geographical
Society, and associate editor of the

New York Times

women and children — carrying
possessions, the women with babies

This horde of 50,000
tail

worldly

their

men,

strapped to their backs in

awesome

spectacle.

wooden

cradles

— presents

an

Driving half a million goats, horses

they swim raging, icy rivers and cross the
snow-crowned 12,000-foot Zardeh Kuh to
reach the grasslands which mean the difference
between life and death.

and

cattle,

perilous,

When Cooper and Schoedsack
their

Jesse

completed film for
L.

bought

Lasky, he immediately
it

for

Paramount
and audiences

release. Critics

the

world over acclaimed

GRASS one

of the

outstanding motion
pictures of all time.

screened

irir

NOW

IN

PRODUCTION!

GRASS
ON LOCATION

IN

IRAN

W hat

Cooper and Schoedsack did 32 years ago is now being done
on an even greater scale by a C. V. Whitney Pictures, Inc., expedition
sent into the field by President C. V. Whitney and Executive Producer
Cooper. It is headed by producer Lowell Farrell, co-director with
Winton C. Hoch, the expedition's cinematographer. Technicolor,
wide screen, and every new technique are being utilized to present
this amazing Nature Drama in its fullest grandeur.
C. V. Whitney gave his consent to Merian C. Cooper, his vicepresident in charge of production, to form this expedition, which is
functioning at this very moment beyond the reach of communication.

Again Whitney gave Cooper
Cooper has sent the best.

his

famous dictum: "Get the best!"

they're

the

of

Winton

Lowell Farrell

C.

Hoch

WESTERN UNION

LOSA"

/vrfl

making

new

produci

GRASS

NOW

IN

PREPARATION!

CHANG

second

in

the

NATURE DRAMAS
C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES,
series

C. V.

WHITNEY,

MERIAN

C.

from

president

COOPER,

vice-president

in

charge of production

I

NC,

.

Ernest B. Schoedsack and Merian C.

Cooper turned down many

Hollywood

film projects in order to write, direct

photograph

CHANG, made

and

in the Laos country of northern

Siam, the world's most famous man-eating tiger jungle

They spent 14 months
real life

%

drama

of

in the wilds of

CHANG,

Siam filming the

the story of a primitive family's

fight for survival against desperate odds.

CHANG

is

raw jungle

reality. It's the story of a family's

bravery in a jungle world surrounded by sudden death.
Critics

throughout the world acclaimed Chang

picture of the year.

The

public agreed and

made

of the leading box office successes of all time

Merian

C.

Cooper

as the best
it

one

As a result of their work on this monumental picture,
Schoedsack and Cooper were nominated by the critics —
long before Academy Awards — to the

list

of the

10 best directors.

AND NOWThe re-production
of the C. V.

of

CHANG

WHITNEY

is

being prepared as one

PICTURES, INC.,

NATURE DRAMAS -a

series of

furtherance of Whitney's and

Cooper's determination to demonstrate the friendship of the

United States for peoples of other countries.

fill

CRITICS

BECAME PRESS AGENTS WHEN THE
"The

FIRST

I

CHANG CRASHED

IN

picture contains the most exciting episode in cinema

history

— that

moment when

that tremendous herd of

stampeding elephants bursts through the Siamese village

and plunges headlong right over the top of the camera!'

-NEW YORK

HERALD TRIBUNE

one down on your calendar. It is one of the
motion pictures you must see— you and your wife and
your children. Chang holds more thrills than any big top

"Mark

this

one of the

ever erected.

It is

pictures ever

made-bar

Chang

is

finest

adventure

_ NEW YORK

none:'

a pictorial achievement. Its beauty, thrills

forcefulness holds

its

TELEGR,

and

audience spellbound!'

-NEW YORK AMERICAN
now

New

York a picture which is
not only the finest of its type shown so far — but also one of
the best pictures ever made, regardless of classification.
It is called Chang."
—THE NEW REPUBLIC

There

"Chang

is

to

be seen in

has captured the jungle and

its

natives and wild

and all the unbelievable drama that dwells therein.
Here is mighty drama!'
-MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
beasts

WHITNEY and COOPER hope

critics will

praise for the re-production of

new

motion picture techniques

CHANG
It is

a copyrighted property.

voice even greater

CHANG,
will

in which entirely
be introduced'

Kalmus, president of Technicolor, Inc.,
has caught Whitney's and Cooper's enthusiasm for these

Dr. Herbert T.

who

two great

properties, will personally supervise color

an

GRASS and CHANG.
Color by TECHNICOLOR.

CHANG

production on

Firs

of

t!

NATURE DRAMA
fro

C.V.WHITNEY PICTURES,

INC.

C. V.

WHITNEY
presider

MERIAN

C.

COOPEI

vice-president in charge of productior

the company

which

recently

complete
the

of

first

AMERICAN

it:

SERIES

JOHN WAYNE
THE SEARCHERS
JOHN FOR
in

directed by

JEFFREY HUNTER

co-starring

WARD BOND

•

•

NATALIE

screenplay by

a

V.

Whitney

presentation)

Pictures,

preparing the second of the

WOOt

FRANK NUGEN1

WARNER BROS,
C.

MILE*

PATRICK FOI

associate producer

(

VERA

Inc.,

AMERICAN

is

alsc

SERIES

THE MISSOURI TRAVELE
from a novel by

Printed

in

U S A

C. V. WHITNEY PICTURES, INC.
1256 WESTWOOD BLVD., LOS ANGELES 24, CALIFORNIA

JOHN BURRE!

/Zetfute CxkiltitbnA

CkarqeA Severe

Senate Ccmmittee, Cite Pun

PrcblethA

Reply

Distribution's Acid

—rw—
A

couple months ago (March 21-22), spokesmen for
appeared before the Senate Select Commit-

exhibition

tee on Small Business Subcommittee on Retailing, Dis-

and

tribution

Fair Trade Practices to file

a series of

complaints against current film distribution practices
list of recommendations for correc-

and to offer a varied
tion of same.

Last week, the voices of distribution and

production were heard

in

reply by the subcommittee.

The rebuttal by the film companies was, in most cases,
written with acid. They blasted the charges against
them in very sharp language. Exhibitors are not alone

STATEMENT OF
CHARLES M. REAGAN
Vice /'resident. General Sales Manager. I.oen

s.

March containing

Inc.

certain specific charges, as well

as charges quite general in nature.

made against the motion
tors,

The general charges

picture producers and distribu-

including Loew's, were as follows: product shortage,

forced buying, excessive rental terms and so-called prereleasing of pictures.

The

exhibitors sought to paint a pic-

ture of complete disregard for the exhibitors'

facing

new problems,

the distribution-production ex-

ecutives declared; they, too, are face to face with

They cited rising production
and the obstacles against increased production
caused by the big push for capital gains returns by stars,
directors, producers. They said television had cut into
their revenue from U. S. theatres and was beginning to
cut down their foreign income. They denied any desire

recently-born difficulties.
costs

to put theatres out of business.

Following are excerpts from statements
tribution's principal

made by

dis-

spokesmen:

upon and after the picture has been exhibited, we have reduced film rentals when the performance of a picture has
for unforeseen reasons not come up to expectations. Our
branch managers throughout the country have authority

Voluminous testimony was offered by various exhibitors last

in

problems and

constantly increasing prosperity of the distributors, in-

to grant film rental adjustments.

So

we know

far as

other industry.
street

—

I

there is no
might mention

any
one way

parallel to this in
too, this

is

a

a picture does unusually well at the boxoffice so

if

that higher terms

would have been warranted

censing of the picture
any increase in terms.

— the

in the

li-

exhibitor does not volunteer

Certainly, there can be no better

demonstration of our cooperation with our
tor customers.

many

exhibi-

cluding Loew's.

To

substantiate

plaints relating

these

general charges,

to a limited

number

specific

com-

of local situations

were made in some 50 affidavits of exhibitors which were
filed with this Committee.
In the light of the serious
nature and nationwide scope of the charges against distribution, it is readily apparent that (apart from a consideration of their lack of substance) a mere 50 complaints when
there are thousands of exhibitors throughout the country
does not approach a semblance of proof or substantiation
of the broad and basic charges made. When, however, as

we

token of proof contained in
these affidavits is shown to be wholly unsupported in fact,
the entire case presented by exhibition collapses.
shall see,

even the

trifling

It is well known to exhibitors throughout the country
and particularly to the small independents that Loew's has
for many years maintained an "open door" policy. Over
the vears our door has remained open to any exhibitor who
wishes to present any grievances or complaint. He has at
all

times received our wholehearted cooperation.

film rental.

Illustra-

our policy with respect to adjustments of
After a reasonable film rental has been agreed

tive of this is

Loew's Income
Loew's

concerned our published statements
seriously affected by the decline
in business in recent years. The exhibitors appearing before your Committee have voiced complaints about their
income but, significantly, have shown none of their financial statements. The charge that Loew's has prospered at
the expense of the exhibitor is absolutely without foundation.
Mr. Myers, General Counsel of Allied, testified:

So

show

far as

that

is

we have been

"Loew's net jumped from $4,380,000 in 1953 to
$6,577,000 in 1954 or 50%. And its figures for the
first

three quarters of 1955

doing

all

show

that

it

is

still

right."

This statement is misleading for two reasons: First, the
quoted figures are composite figures showing the profit
from all branches of Loew's business both foreign and domestic, and not alone from Loew's production and distribution activities in this country; second, the witness did
not reveal that even taking the composite figures the 1955
net was $1,265,000 less than the 1954 net, representing a
(Continued on Page 22)
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which

DISTRIBUTION'S REPLY
19.2% decline and it is no secret that our first half net for
1956 is even lower than the 1955 net for the same period.

Product Shortage
Perhaps one of the most serious charges made is that
we have brought about a shortage of product to force exhibitors to buy all our pictures and to pay higher film
rentals.

This charge implies

first,

the

that

make more pictures and,
were made there would be

pictures

producer

second, that
a

released in the 1952-53 season represented a nega-

and advertising, of $1,307,000
per picture; in 1953-54, $1,556,000 per picture and finally,

(Continued from Page 21)

position to

it

tive cost, exclusive of prints

is
if

in

a

these

in 1954-55, $1,815,000 per picture. Thus, in the last two
year period there was an increase of over a half million
dollars in the average negative cost of our pictures.

In determining therefore the number of pictures to prowe must continue to recognize these new factors in
addition to the basic risk aspect of our business.
duce,

Despite the numerous problems which I have outlined,
Loew's production schedule is now at a five year high and
we have also contracted to distribute a number of independent productions.

ready market for

Pre-Releasing

them.

fir

Extended Runs

Any

Taking the second point first, the plain truth is that exbuy only such pictures as they choose and will
refuse to license those which for some reason or other they
do not like. This becomes perfectly apparent upon an examination of the varied number of bookings which each

complaint about pre-releasing pictures can have no
application to Loew's. Since the hearings in 1953 no picture produced by Loew's was pre-released. In the 1953
hearings I stated that over a fourteen year period prior to
that time only three pictures which we distributed could be

picture received.

classified in this category.

hibitors will

Now, what

the complainants are really saying to us

—"Mr. Producer, you must make

a greater

tures, regardless of the cost to you.

we choose

only the pictures

We

to exhibit.

number

is

of pic-

will then license

As

to the pictures

we do not license, you can keep them and take your loss."
To understand the first point I referred to a few minutes
ago, that

is,

that the exhibitors proceed on the premise that

the producer

make a greater number of
moment to examine what we

in a position to

is

pictures, let us pause for a

have had
creased

its

contend with in the industry. Having inproduction schedule each of the years since the

to

World War

close of

II until the 1952-53 season,

Loew's

then faced, along with the other producers, a combination
of circumstances which was and continues to be, to say
Television was about
making its full impact in many parts of the country. It is totally unhampered by admission taxes and man}'
other costly requirements imposed upon theatrical exhibition. In addition, dispersal of urban populations and inthe least, a most difficult situation.

that time

stallment buying of

all

types of goods and the purchase of

homes have contributed substantially to decrease in theatre patrons by changing the habit patterns of people everywhere.
It became apparent to the producers of motion pictures,
including Loew's, that since the public could stay at home

and see, without cost, ordinary movies, sporting events,
and other types of entertainment, it was necessary to produce the most outstanding pictures to induce the patrons
to leave their homes and pay admission prices at the theatre box offices.
It is

income

common knowledge
taxes

writers, etc

tures

—

on
all

that because of high personal

earnings,

stars, directors, producers,
necessary to the making of motion pic-

— no longer want to

work

as employees, but

demand

profit-sharing contracts in return for their services.
situation can

become acute when we are compelled

This

to yield

varying percentages of profit to the writer, the actor and
the producer on a particular picture.

The acute problem

that

Loew's

strated by the rising cost of

its

ground of diminishing domestic
Page 22
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is

up against

is

demon-

pictures against the backfilm rentals.

The

pictures

We have been requested to comment with respect to extended first runs. Extended first runs of outstanding pictures have always existed in showcase theatres such as the
Music Hall and the large Broadway houses. Additional
extended runs have been occasioned by the decree in the
Paramount case. Since the decree many small theatres
have requested and have been granted an opportunity of
bidding for first run against the large showcase theatres in
the various cities throughout the country. Obviously, a
small theatre of say 1,000 seats or less will take a much
longer period of playing time to produce the gross and film
rental

which

a large theatre of 3,000 or 4,000 seats is able

much

shorter period. In order for these smallbe able to compete and obtain the award of
pictures they have submitted bids containing extended
periods of playing time.
to yield in a

er theatres to

The
is

popularity and drawing power of a picture

by the

is

estab-

run so that the subsequent run exhibitor
assured of a good box-office attraction. Insofar as the

lished

distributor
in the early

is

first

concerned,

runs

we

if it

were not

for the large return

could not produce the better and more

costly pictures which thus are available to the small subsequent runs from which our revenue in many cases is not
only negligible, but insufficient to pay for the cost of distribution, to say nothing of the large negative costs.

Competitive Bidding
Loew's has always taken a considerable amount of pride
manner in which it conducts competitive bidding.
Because of the nature of this type of transaction, we have
been extremely careful to insure that bidding be conducted
fairly and honestly. We maintain a special department at
the home office whose sole duty is the analysis of bids and
the making of awards in as equitable a manner as we know
how. Our system of meticulously worked out bidding rules
These rules
is strictly adhered to by our branch offices.
were incorporated in the record of the 1953 hearings.
in the

A
in
if

recent analysis shows that Loew's conducts bidding
only 538 situations throughout the United States. Thus,
a picture has 15,000 bookings, the percentage of situa(

Continued on Page 26)

Whtt

7hey'te Talking About
In the

Movie Business

They're talking about the gold-bright financial state-

ment issued by Walt Disney and film executives are reading into it the basis for some revolutionary changes in the
industry's distribution technique. Buena Vista, the distributing arm of the Disney organization, operating with
a limited number of modest offices (the physical handling
of prints is farmed out) and a comparatively small sales
force, rolled up an imposing gross for the first half of the
current fiscal year. While not all of the $12,859,321 gross
for the half-year came from its film distribution, most of it
did, as did most of the $1,418,850 profit. What proved an
eye-opener to other film men was the more than 11 percent
ratio of profit to gross. None of the film companies approach such a percentage of profit on their much higher
grosses. There already are reports that the Hecht-Lancaster unit might organize distribution setup similar to
Buena Vista's when its present contract with UA expires.
With distributing costs running 30 percent and up, independent groups undoubtedly will start giving plenty of
thought to setting up their own "sales offices". David O.
Selznick had this idea under way several years ago, but it
appears now that he was just ahead of his time.

O

Who

going to take over what spot in the new Warner
is being buzzed all over the industry.
being said that if Si Fabian does not obtain Justice
is

Bros, organization
It is

Department clearance to step into the top spot of a film
company (he may be barred because of his exhibition interests), Ben Kalmenson may move up into the presidency. However, you might also hear that Kalmenson has a
long-nurtured yearning to get into independent production, and hopes to set up a financing deal to make one or
two pictures annually on his own. Jerry Wald is being
talked about as the leading candidate to take charge of
studio operations

when Jack

L.

moves

The run

at the Bijou Theatre, just off Broadway, was just
more than two months. At two performances daily,
with an extra one on weekends, this comes out to somea little

total. This is hardly something to cheer
about for an important film like Olivier's "Richard", which
was accorded a resounding salute by the press. The length
of the "Richard" engagement, when considered in contrast
to the runs of such arty films like "Diabolique" and

thing shy of 200

"Henry V", was not much. The conclumust be that the TV showing sapped most of the

Olivier's earlier

sion

grossing potential of "Richard".

O
There has been no end of soul-searching by movie bigwigs in New York in recent weeks. The shocking boxoffice
slump has them pondering and asking plenty of questions.
One keen and sincerely optimistic executive told us that
nothing has been more responsible for the boxoffice doldrums than the poor quality of product over the entire season since last fall. "Give theatres a half dozen topflight
pictures in the next few weeks and you will see the people
pour out of their homes", he said. He laid the deterioration in the product to Hollywood's overbuilding of stars,
who now control the business. The importance of the
players must be diminished and other factors built up, or
there will be no solution to our production problems. "We
lean too heavily on the real or fancied boxoffice importance
of eight or ten personalities. If we can't develop new stars,
let's sell our directors or producers, as they do abroad."
That is certainly a better idea than staking our whole
future on a few aging actors like James Stewart, Gary
Cooper and John Wayne!

0
Exhibitor leaders will

out.

bution's

hear the deal for the sale of Republic will definitely
go through. Herbert Yates wants out. What isn't known
definitely as yet is this for whom have investment bankers
:

Co. taken the 60-day option to pur-

chase the stock of Yates and his associates? One report
has it that the purchase is being made for parties who plan
to

produce films for theatres.

edly will say a hearty

To

that exhibitors undoubt-

Amen. However, another source

says that the purchasers have naught but
in mind.

TV

production

New York

premiere run of "Richard III"
ended, industryites are taking stock of this theatre release
the

following the big

Sunday

in

no uncertain terms that

telecast of a couple

spokesmen

last

week have widened

the breach

TOA

within the industry as never before. Allied and
are
more resolute than ever in their determination to force the

hand
call

of the film

a "choking

companies

to relax

sellers market".

what the theatremen

One important

exhibitor

said "Most
men, who measure the future of this industry by the remainder of their lives. They want to milk it for everything they can extract, then walk away. I believe movie
production and theatres will go on as a profitable venture
long after I'm gone, and I want to see this business operated like other major industries with a true regard for
:

of the film

companies are

in the control of old

—

O
With

you

record of the Senate Small Business Committee by distri-

We

&

tell

the bitterness engendered by the statements put on the

O

Cantor, Fitzgerald

—

—

months ago.

the welfare of

my

all its

segments. That's

right to exist and for the future of

why

my

I

will fight for

family to exist

in a business I love."
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(Continued from Page 22)

tions

where

this picture is bid

on

is

about 3.2%, a very

—

Let me emphasize this point competitive bidding for
Loew's pictures has been instituted solely by reason of a
specific request of one or more competing exhibitors or at
the request of an exhibitor that he be licensed pictures on
a run which had been formerly licensed by his competitor.

President, in Chg. Studio,

help in this work will be conI cannot, as the repre-

However,

who have their money invested
Paramount,
fail
take
advantage of the opportunity of
in
to
making deals for pictures that will most nearly insure the
success of the picture and that means acquiring a good
story, top personalities, top directors, writers and producers, even though the cost may run extremely high.
sentative of stockholders

Today there are a limited number of such personalities in
Hollywood and every studio is eagerly seeking them for
motion pictures.

Because

of this

Today between 42% and 45%

Paramount Pictures

distribution of motion pictures

the declaration of war in December, 1941 and continuing until peace was declared, many restrictions, necessitated by war conditions, were imposed on the production

With

Hollywood. The production of a motion picture became more and more complicated. However,
due to travel restrictions imposed on the public, the theatre became a center of availability for entertainment for the
average person, and these years, from an economic standpoint, were prosperous years for the motion picture producing companies and the exhibitors.
When war ended and the restrictions on travel were reof

motion pictures

in

moved, people began to seek various outlets for relaxation
and entertainment. Inflation had occurred. The dollar

much higher than prior to
They had more money to spend. Resorts

earnings of the individual was
the

war.

Two

weeks vacation with pay became more and
more enjoyed by more and more people. Part of the money
that had been spent to attend a motion picture theatre was
diverted to other forms of entertainment and enjoyment.

flourished.

Beginning in 1948 the development of television began
to spread very fast. This offered the patron of the motion
picture theatre another form of entertainment which was
competitive to the motion picture theatre.

upon the socalled star system. The public has been educated by the
exhibitor as well as the producer and distributor to be attracted to the theatre by the name of the star or person-

The motion

picture industry has been built

ality appearing in the picture. With rare exceptions today,
no producer is willing to risk making an investment in a
motion picture which can involve several million dollars,
regardless of how good the story may be, without being
able to engage not only one top star, but in many instances
two and three.

The
velop

exhibitor raises the question

new

personalities,

new

—why

faces?

Let

do you not de-

me answer

this

and say that every studio in Hollywood is struggling with
problem but except in rare cases receives little or no
help from the exhibitor. Beginning with 1950 the studios
have invested millions of dollars in negative cost, advertising and other types of promotion in endeavoring to develop new faces and new personalities and also to introduce to the motion picture theatre patrons, through the
motion picture, personalities from stage, television and
possible stars that mi^ht have been developed by foreign
this

and to develop them as potential stars, will be continued
by the studios even though, as stated above, past experiPaqt 2*
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of the

income from the

derived from countries

other than the United States and Canada.

If it were not
income every motion picture producing
Hollywood would be out of business in a short

company

in

while.
It has been said by Mr. Abram Myers that one of the
problems today in Hollywood is that we air our search for
material to fit the international market rather than the domestic market. I have heretofore stated if the Hollywood
producers of motion pictures had to depend upon revenue
from the United States and Canadian markets, neither
Paramount nor other companies could possibly remain in
business. Paramount and all of the other companies must
produce motion pictures which will have universal appeal
and which will be suitable for the foreign market as well
as the domestic market, in order to recoup their costs and
hopefully realize a return on their investments.

Paramount

many

is

as anxious as the exhibitors to

make

as

pictures as possible, provided the pictures are of a

However, we are not inmaking pictures solely for the sake of making
numbers. Paramount is making fewer pictures because it
believes that it can make greater pictures if it makes fewer,
calibre that the public will buy.

terested in

under the existing conditions. When the conditions in the
industry are such that Paramount can make a greater

number

of pictures, pictures that the public will buy,

will certainly be

happy

to

we

make them.

LOUIS PHILLIPS
Vice President, General Counsel, Paramount Pictures
I

am

very pleased indeed for the opportunity which

afforded

me

to

show how

utterly false

many

ments are that have been made before you

is

of the state;

what

half-

truths have been put before you in the hope that they

would be accepted as the whole truth; and the numerous
rash and irresponsible statements.
Since January 1, 1950 there has been no connection
whatever between Paramount Pictures Corporation and its
subsidiaries on the one hand and American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc. and its subsidiaries on the other.
The directors, officers, management and employees of the
theatre company and subsidiaries are and have been
wholly separate from those of the picture company and its
subsidiaries.
I

and present new personalities

effort to introduce

is

for this foreign

producers.

The

high competition they

are in a position to decide what motion pictures they will
make and the terms under which they will make them.

FRANK FREEMAN

Y.
'ice

little

exhibitors.

—

small percentage indeed.

/

by

tributed

mention these

facts at the outset because

Mr. Abram

Committee made
statements to the effect that the divorcement was not
genuine, and cast aspersions on its effectiveness. There
F.

Myers

at the 1953 hearings before this

cludes giving

DISTRIBUTION'S REPLY

different

was no basis in fact for these assertions. The divorcement
was and is real, absolute and complete.

How sham

and baseless these claims were can best be
seen from the fact that Allied with TOA is now asking
that the former affiliated or divorced circuits be permitted
to produce motion pictures; they have applied to the De-

partment of Justice to bring that about, and are also
seeking the aid of your Committee for this purpose.

now

in that
I

he succeeded.

and responsible execuany producer or distributor company could with

believe that no conscientious

tive of

propriety consent to arbitrate film rentals or sales policies.
If

he did he would not be discharging his proper duty to
company.) If he agreed to do it,
would be an abdication of his duties and functions to an

his stockholders or to his
it

unknown

arbitrator,

chaotic condition.

and the business would be in a most
investor or banker would permit his
so hazardous an undertaking.

No

money to be used in
I know of no other industry where the buyers have had
the effrontery to make such an unsound, unbusinesslike
demand. While the change
surprise,

distinct

voiced by Mr.
sistent as

it

Myers

of front of

opposition

Allied's

no surprise.
has been unsound.
is

In a nutshell, exhibitors

dance of top pictures; (2)

TOA

a

is

for

more

—

same as the exhibitors. We, as
from large box office receipts. If the public

ests in this respect are the

they, benefit

we

as they, are the losers.

The attack years ago by exhibitor leaders was against
block booking and the making of too many pictures. Today, just the reverse

is

the complaint.

While they were complaining in the past that too many
pictures were being made, that many of them were duds
being forced upon them by the distributors, today they
are complaining that there are too few pictures. It is a
case, therefore, of being damned if you do and damned if
you don't.
Pre-Release and Merchandising Runs
Senator Humphrey, during the course of the hearings
you expressed yourself as being should I say out of
sympathy with pre-releasing of pictures. Let me say at

—

—

nothing unlawful about the
is there anything unlawful about the special handling of pictures or the merchandising engagements to which I shall address myself.
the very outset that there

is

practice of pre-releasing pictures nor

The

special handling of a picture

engagements
it is

is

is

on our merchandising

quite different from pre-release. After the

shown on

a special merchandising engagement,

not withdrawn from distribution

for a long period of

first run in the same
merchandising engagement. No clearance is
granted to the exhibitor having the merchandising engagement and this was also true of pre-release engagements.
Paramount licenses the picture for later showings when it
feels that the special advertising and exploitation campaign
has done the picture the greatest amount of good to establish it in the mind of the public in a wide area. The
interval of time between the merchandising engagements
and the later exhibitions is frequently not longer than the

time nor

is

the picture licensed for a

city after its

usual clearance period.

Merchandising Engagements

dressing.

whose names

have specifically mentioned, there also appeared here Mr. Wilbur
Snaper, Mr. George Keresotes, Mr. Benjamin Berger and
In addition to those exhibitors

I

All of these exhibitors testified.

an operator of a chain of theatres. All reputedly
are well-fixed, successful exhibitors, but not one of them
is

has offered here to you any certified audit or any profit and
statement which would substantiate his testimony, or

loss

give

their leaders

numbers. The slogan seems to be "Get the public back
into the habit of patronizing motion pictures." Our inter-

picture

called

Trueman Rembusch.

and

though they mean the same thing. They are not the same.

want three things: (1) an abunat low cost to exhibitors and as-

Mr. Myron Blank, who operates a large
Mr. Julius Gordon, also the operator
of a large circuit of theatres; Mr. Ruben Shor, an operator
of many theatres, and who also operates a buying and
booking combine for a large number of theatres; and they
brought in other exhibitors of lesser importance as win-

Each

of all exhibitors

Mr. Myers uses the terms pre-releasing and merchandis-

circuit of theatres;

Mr.

The clamor

great pictures, in order to attract patronage in the greatest

ing engagements or special handling interchangeably as

Basis of Exhibitors' Case
How do the exhibitors attempt to make out a case for
your consideration and to evoke your sympathy for them?
First they call their leaders who have murdered arbitration
which your Committee in its report of 1953 thought very
worth while and a step in the right direction.

dow

no

has been as con-

suring them a profit; (3) early delivery.

They

is

of small businesses in vari-

as

to
It

comes as

arbitration

Their situation

pictures gratis.

ous parts of the country who go out of business due to
changes in business conditions.

stays away,

Mr. Myers was in the forefront of the attack on integration of production and distribution with exhibition. It was
he more than any other person who induced the Department of Justice to bring the action and to seek divorcement of production and distribution from exhibition, and

them

from many thousands

you an insight into the

financial operations of his thea-

tres.

Frankness and a knowledge of the economics of our industry compels me to tell you, Mr. Chairman, that many
small exhibitors unfortunately are bound to fall by the
wayside no matter what is done for them, and this in-

Mr. Myers has, during the latter part of 1955, attacked
methods and practices employed by Paramount in releasing certain of its outstanding pictures on what we call
a merchandising basis. Mr. Myers and I have exchanged
the

correspondence on this subject which states our respective
positions, and I am grateful to Mr. Myers for having filed
with your Committee the correspondence that has been
exchanged between us on the general subject of merchandising engagements, as well as copies of my letter to the
Select Committee on Small Business of the House on Para-

mount's picture "Strategic Air Command".
I submit that the Paramount method of distributing motion pictures on so-called merchandising engagements is
(Continued on Page 28)
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And, as I have pointed
out previously, the high cost of pictures, especially in the
tax returns to the United States.

DISTRIBUTION'S HEPLY

two years, makes

last

(Continued from Page 27)

sound from a business standpoint and
any law or of any decree.

The

Myers

exhibition which Mr.

is

not violative of

referred to as a pre

pre-release was nothing but the showing of the picture in
seven theatres in the United States, which were the only
ones which had the physical attributes and facilities to
show the picture on double-frame VistaVision. These
seven engagements launched the exhibition of this picture
It was, so to speak, the kick-off. It was followed, even while these exhibitions were going on, by 601

nationally.

Many

specially selected theatres.

of

them were awarded

by competitive bidding and were not hand-

this picture

it

impossible for us to

pictures unless the exhibitors

picked arbitrarily as Mr. Myers would have you believe.
The picture was released widely very early after the initial

This special handling proved most successful
and enhanced the value of the picture for all exhibitors
and Paramount.

make

these

pay us what the pictures are

worth.

Closing of Theatres
Of course, it is a fact
closed and

number of theatres have
number of theatres are present-

that a

may

be that a
an unsatisfactory profit. We regret
that very much, but maintain that it is not our fault. Many
small retailing establishments have closed in the last few
years all over the country.
it

ly being operated at

There are many reasons

for theatres closing or operat-

ing at an unsatisfactory profit, which cannot be attributed

any act

to

of the distributors.

The reasons why many

the-

atres go out of business or operate unprofitably are

2.

The growth of Drive-In Theatres.
The competition from television.

3.

Shifts in population

1.

showing.

and the advent of new residential
opening of huge shopping centers with
theatres all take away patronage from pre-

areas, as well as the

Competitive Bidding
The curious thing about competitive bidding is that it
came to the industry as a result of a slogan that was
coined, I believe, by Mr. Abram F. Myers. That slogan
was, "The Right to Buy," meaning thereby that every ex-

had the right to buy or bid his dollars for the parrun of the picture that he wanted. This slogan of
"The Right to Buy" attracted the attention of the Department of Justice and in the trial of U. S. v. Paramount et al,
the Government suggested competitive bidding which the
expediting court adopted. However, in view of the difficulty of enforcing the uniform competitive bidding machinery throughout the country, the Supreme Court for
that and other reasons, struck this compulsory competitive
bidding system down and sent the matter back to the expediting court for reconsideration on that and other points.

—

own

their

viously existing theatres.
4.

Unemployment

5.

And,

in certain areas.

lastly, the obsolete

and run-down marginal

the-

atres.

hibitor
ticular

The

result

was

which pro-

a provision in the decree

hibited a distributor from discriminating in favor of

affili-

former affiliates, old customers or others. It is to
avoid that charge of discrimination that we are obliged to
go to competitive bidding where that is the only course to
ates,

avoid the great risk of a jury verdict if in a law suit a jury
should decide that we did discriminate.

As

this

committee knows, Allied and also

TOA

are very

critical of the

competitive bidding practice. However, they
are only critical when the other fellow demands it.

Charge of High Film Rentals
The

would

like to

buy

pic-

We

the exhibitors as to

we have

what he says he can

frequently found

exhibitor has

made

it

afford to

to be the case that

a claim that

we were

— and we examined his books, we found

when an

over-charging
in

many, many

pay which were entirely

false.

I

do not say that every

we have found hundreds of cases
fact. In many hundreds of cases we

exhibitor does so, but

where that was the
had to sue them for submitting false box office reports. In
many cases there also were involved fraudulent income
Page 28

to discuss Arbitration and Conciliation.
cannot refrain from expressing my disillusionment and keen disappointment at the superficial
presentation by TOA to this Committee of its point of
view on the Draft of the Voluntary Arbitration Agreement
for the Motion Picture Industry heretofore sent to this
Committee. Almost two years of meetings, discussions and
drafting efforts of a Joint Committee, which included responsible exhibitor representatives of national Industry
I

At

propose

Film
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956

first

this time I

prominence, as well as Sales Managers of three large distributors, men who in their own right are recognized as
leaders in the Industry, were dismissed with a casual nod
for their laborious efforts. The omissions and voids in the
TOA presentation are very significant indeed.
It is

my

considered opinion that

if

the Allied organi-

zation had not chosen to reject any arbitration agreement

which did not include film rentals as an arbitrable issue,
agreement would have been arrived at on the October,
In other words, the insistence of Allied that

made an arbitrable issue torpedoed that
without any further consideration being given

film rentals be
earlier draft

to the other substantive provisions therein contained.

pay and

instances that the facts were misrepresented. Frequently,
exhibitors would make representations as to their ability
to

Vice President, General Counsel, Universal Pictures

1952 Draft.
exhibitors claim that they

tures at the price they can afford to pay.
try to sell
them in that way. However, we cannot always agree with

him

ADOLPH SCHIMEL

Following the issuance of this Committee's report in
and having regard to the views of a large and responsible segment of exhibition, efforts to arrive at a workable plan of arbitration were initiated by Eric Johnston by
a letter dated February 10, 1954.
1953,

The President
of March 7, 1954,

of Allied States Association,
in

complete

under date

disregard of the publicly ex-

Dressed viewpoint of this Committee on the propriety of
arbitrating film rentals, rejected the invitation. It based

such rejection on the resolutions of the Allied Board of

DISTRIBUTION'S REPLY

January

Directors that Allied cannot participate in any arbitration

Dlan that "does not provide for the arbitration of film
rentals and selling policies on a national and regional basis,

even on a

or that countenances the pre-release of pictures

limited scale, or that does not prohibit the initiation of

competitive
written

now

It is

bidding in any

demand

of

one

upon the

except

situation

of the exhibitors involved."

appropriate for

me

to discuss with

hibitor proposal of arbitration of film rentals.

4,

1956 issue of Variety that in the year 1955,

there were

you the

On

ex-

reflection

107 pictures released by all the companies
which grossed more than $1,000,000 each for the distributors. In 1954, there were more than 90 of these pictures.
This is top product, judging wholly from box-office results,
and is more top product than ever produced in any two-

year period before. It does not take into account the many
smaller grossing pictures released by companies which,
however artistic, did not receive a favorable response from
the public, nor does it take into account the smaller bud-

made to supply exhibitor needs
producer to introduce new talent.

geted pictures which are

and the needs

of a

the implications of this suggestion are far reaching indeed

and the more thought given to

The proposal

pears.

it,

more shocking

the

ap-

strikes at the very heart of the busi-

ness of producing and distributing pictures.
its

it

Reduced

to

simplest terms, the producers, which in every instance

owned companies, with thousands

but one are publicly

stockholders, are called

upon

of

to risk the expenditure of

and asked to delegate
which they are to receive for their
merchandise to the inadequately informed, even though
well-intentioned, judgment of arbitrators.
millions of dollars for their product
the fixing of the prices

Nowhere

American industry can a parallel for this
suggestion be found. It would be inconceivable to believe
that such a proposal would be countenanced in regard to
clothing, food, drugs, which are necessities, or television
sets or automobiles, which to some extent are luxuries.
in

Implicit in the proposal from exhibitors for the arbitration of film rentals is the suggestion that

every exhibitor
on every picture. This, of course, is
a wholly unwarranted assumption, but even if it were acis

entitled to a profit

cepted,

must be likewise assumed that

it

tributor

is

ice President.

I

should like

now

made by

I

nited Artists

me

to

break

com-

to address myself to the general

the exhibitors in their testimony and

davits submitted to this Committee.
to

down

been a decrease in number,
budgeted pictures.

is

a "shortage of

product."

One

of our

Third, the exhibitors say
tals

we
is

we

them the

are not giving

released nationally.
are charging

them

film ren-

which are excessive.

On behalf of United Artists Corporation, I wish first to
deny these accusations categorically, and furthermore, to
state that the exhibitors,

by frequently leaving out

facts

and by twisting or misleading statements, present a picture which is utterly untrue as to United Artists Corporation.

Alleged Shortage of Product
What do the exhibitors mean when they say
shortage of product?

there

is

a

they mean there is a shortage in
the total number of pictures produced or a shortage of top
product only? The exhibitors assert the distributors have
deliberately created the shortage.

It

was reported

is

fill

the need of the ex-

a shortage of product,

could to alleviate

it

problems

is

that the exhibitors do not choose

always used

are getting

to.

They

more top product

than they ever got before despite our increased costs. Frequently, however, they pass up pictures of proven grossing ability.

How

can these exhibitors complain of a prodpass up such films as "Marty" and
"Summertime". By passing up these pictures, they create

when they

own product

shortage, of which they then complain.

Alleged Holding Back of Pictures
Since March 1951, United Artists has not distributed a
single picture in the "pre-release" method of distribution.
By "pre-release" we mean, of course, that method of diswhereby the picture is actually withdrawn from
its initial engagements and is withheld
period of time, and then put back into general release.

tribution

distribution after

The
again,

exhibitors also complained that pictures are not

is

them early enough

not true.

A

after their release.

motion picture

is

an

This,

artistic creation,

and each picture must be specially handled. No two picsame way. The advertising, exploitation and publicity campaigns are conceived
and designed for each particular picture. When a picture
tures can be distributed exactly the

is to be put into release, a method of distribution is determined. Sometimes it is decided to get many engagements
quickly, and in respect to other pictures, it is decided to
move slowly. This depends upon the kind of motion picture it is. For example, the picture "Marty" had to be
nurtured slowly. The picture had to be given time to catch
fire.

Do

there

want only top product. They

available to

Second, the exhibitors say
product soon enough after it

If

to play smaller pictures, as they

for a

complain there

has come only in the smaller

United Artists has done everything

into three categories.

First, the exhibitors

this,

this condition.

affi-

The complaints seem

it

United Artists has endeavored to
hibitors for pictures.

their

Gen. Sales Mgr..

Despite

the motion picture industry as a whole has produced more
top grossing pictures than ever before. Where there has

H El N EM AN

j.

General Complaints
plaints

just don't care to be concerned with this fact.

uct shortage

on every picture.

entitled to its profit

WILLIAM
J

a producer-dis-

seems to me that in a sense these exhibitors are living
vacuum. They are either unaware of the fact that the
costs for distributing motion pictures and the costs for the
production of motion pictures have climbed enormously
in the past few years, or else if they are not unaware, they
It

in a

It

took the development of a word of mouth public
make it catch on, and achieve its great success.

response to

By way of contrast, the forthcoming United Artists giant
"Trapeze", starring Burt Lancaster, Gina Lollobrigida and
Tony

Curtis, lends itself to another type of campaign.

In

(Continued on Page 32)

in the
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ow that Howard

Hughes' The Conqueror

has been launched and
greatest

gross

in

heading

is

RKO's

history

combined promotion forces of
being

focussed

for the
.

.

.

RKO

the

are

on Edmund Grainger's

GREAT DAY IN THE MORNING"
FIRST TARGET... The Big Denver
-Salt Lake Area Premiere May 16-17,
embracing more than 100 theatres
five states

.

. .

in

backed by a tremendous

National Campaign with coast-to-coast

NBC-TV and Mutual network promotion.

WATCH

IT

RKO

A DTP

PICTURES

GO!

THE BUGLE BLAST THAT
ECHOED THROUGH HISTORY!
From Robert Hardy Andrews'
Civil

War

best-seller that

thrilled all

EDMUND GRAINGER

(MONO BURR

America!

presents

Distributed by

'

LEO GORDON

•

REGIS TOOMEY

•

Directed by

JACQUES TOURNEUR

• Screenplay by

LESSER SAMUELS

• Produced by

EDMUND GRAINGER

radio

the face of our greatly increased costs, we feel we have
done our utmost to help sustain the small exhibitors.

DISTRIBUTION'S REPLY
(Continued from Page 29)

June, climaxing an intensive exploitation and advertising
camoaign, the picture will open simultaneously in about
350 key situations throughout the nation. This could not

have been done with "Marty". In order to insure the return of the large investments now being made in our motion pictures, we must be free to market and distribute our
pictures in the manner which is most appropriate for each
motion picture.

The

Print

Problem

One of the severest problems distributors have run into
during this era of constantly increasing costs is the problem of how much can be spent to purchase prints of a picture in release. The usual color print costs in the neighborhood of $500.00 for an average length (80 minutes) fea-

A

ture.

the

CinemaScope

same

(or similar process) color print, of

length, costs proportionately more,

and the same

type print for a longer, big picture frequently costs about
$1400.00. These costs are much higher than they once
were, and exercise a tremendous influence on the whole
process of film distribution.

The immediate question that comes to mind is "Why
not make more prints?" The answer is clear with costs

—

so high, the distributor cannot afford to, for a point is very
quickly reached where additional prints made do not pay

ARNOLD PICKER
Vice President, Foreign Dist., United Artists
of

no industry so dependent on the overseas mar-

neighborhood of $300,000,000 a year to make its product,
and if you remove or eliminate approximately one-third of
the net income with which to make those films, it is quite
obvious that the industry would soon face insolvency and
bankruptcy, or would have to change its method of production in such a way that the type and nature of its films
would radically change. The important, costly and attractive pictures could not be made because the income would
not be available to make them.
Mr. Julius Gordon, whose testimony

was

we

are

have read as

it

to outline for

you certain conditions which

exist in

other parts of the world with the purpose of convincing
it should recommend such practices
reasonably certain that if Mr. Gordon were to

the Committee that
here.

I

am

be asked to do business under the conditions which exist
in these various territories he would fight like a tiger
against them, because the operation of the industry would
be so hamstrung that it would be impossible to operate
in the American tradition of free enterprise.

Mr. Gordon infers quite positively that

primarily for this reason that sometimes

I

applies to conditions abroad, stated that his specific job

for themselves.
It is

know

I

ket for its welfare and health. This industry spends in the

all

it

Governmental

regulations which exist overseas have been put into effect

my

not able to supply a print to an exhibitor at exactly the
moment he would like to have it and we would like to give
it to him.
The second conclusion is that because of the

solely for the protection of the local exhibitors.

we cannot reasonably reduce our film rentals below the $12.50 or $15.00 that we receive from our small accounts. More often than not, we
lose money on these marginal accounts.

another, are there to protect and foster a national motion

costs that are entailed for prints,

These regulations, where they do
picture industry in

protection

this

is

United Artists has competitive bidding in 500 situations.
United Artists institutes competitive bidding only after an
exhibitor has requested that he be afforded an opportunity
to license our pictures on a certain run, and provided that
either that exhibitor or his competing exhibitor maintains

same time that the other

atre

is

playing the pictures.

we

we deem the theatres to be
we institute competitive
a fair way of affording both

If

then

in substantial competition,

bidding. This,

the-

believe, is

compeno other

theatres an opportunity to license our pictures in
tition

way

with a competing theatre.

We

know
we

to operate so as to avoid a claim that

of

are in viola-

tion of the anti-trust laws.

the

We

problem lie in the development of
economic problems of their areas.

television,

and

in the

United Artists, recognizing the inability of the small expay a large rental, has pared the rentals it
charges these small accounts down to the barest minimum
hibitor to

— so much
faqt 32
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carried at a loss.

In

build up and

form of national expression.

me

of these quotas.

tion,

if we considered all the countries
they represent no more than about
of the total foreign market and, therefore, in propora much smaller percentage of the total global market.

The

countries that have

Let

state first that

where quotas

20%

exist,

what

I

would consider a serious

or limiting quota represent, in themselves, only a fraction
the 20%. Therefore, you must understand that no
quotas of any sort exist in the great majority of the foreign
market.
of

Were we

recognize that the small exhibitors have a problem
today.
also recognize that the basic roots of their

Invariably, I believe that

its entirety.

Now we come to the suggestion that has been raised by
both Mr. Gordon and Mr. Myers, namely, that because import quotas exist overseas, the policy of American companies has been cut down on the number of films they produce so that they can operate economically better within

Conclusions

We

form or

strengthen a local production industry, which these coun-

that the theatres are in substantial competition, and re-

fuses to play pictures at the

exist in one

essentially designed to

tries consider vital as a

Competitive Bidding

It is

opinion that nothing could be further from the truth.

to be foolish

enough

to think of cutting

down

import quotas in a few
countries, we would lose a fortune in the other markets and
in the United States. How could we possibly afford to pass
up this revenue and try to maintain our production and
film production just because of

number of pictures?
would simply price ourselves out of any market, and
no time the American industry would be at the edge of

distribution overheads on the smaller

We
in

destruction.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

DISNEY

FREEMAN
Y.

FRANK FREEMAN

dozen

SKOURAS

SPYROS

SKOURAS

P.

stock-

told

distributor

was one of a
spokesmen who pre-

sented testimony before the Senate Small
Subcommittee refuting preBusiness
viously-heard exhibitor complaints of

holders at the annual 20th Century-Fox

"ruinous"

meeting recently that negotiations had
been concluded to sell distribution rights

man's statement cited, in comparatively
mild language, the problems faced today
by film producers in their efforts to meet
TV competition and the exorbitant demands of talent. In their May 21-22 "day

of a "cross-section" of

1932-1948,
ates.

to

The

National

films

feature

52

from product made

selected

in the years

Associ-

Telefilm

rights to distribute the 52 fea-

tures

were granted

U.S.,

Canada and Cuba.

National Telefilm
for a period of ten years, covering the
to

The 20th-Fox

in

court",

distribution

other

practices.

distribution

Free-

spokesmen

much

stronger words to beat down
exhibitor's arguments. They attacked as

used

TOA's sudden withdrawal of
support from the industry arbitration

a "betrayal"

president also reported on the projected
deal with Darryl F. Zanuck, whereby the

its

former studio head will produce twenty
features over a seven-year span. A sharp

on film rentals being made a subject of
Harsh terms like "liar",
arbitration.
"ruthless" and "diabolical" were tossed
around. Sales executives and lawyers of
several film companies declared that exhibitors were out of touch with the rising
costs and diminishing returns of the major film companies and that, if anything
is to blame for current industry woes, it
Testiis television and drive-in theatres.
mony before the subcommittee, which is
headed by Senator Humphrey, was submitted by Freeman, Arnold Picker, William Heineman, Charles Reagan, Adolph
Schimel, A Montague, Benjamin Kalmenson, Walter E. Branson, Louis Phillips,
William C. Gehring, Charles J. Feldinan.

decline in

first

ended

March

was

quarter earnings

vealed to the shareholders.
31

showed

The

re-

period

consolidated

earnings of $460,739 (17c per share) compared to $1,423,811 (54c per share) in
1955.

The

Skouras

decline in domestic

said,

was caused

the "impact of free

home

business,

principally

by

television".

plan,

holders of

had good news for shareWalt Disney Productions. Net

for the first half of the current
year was $1,418,850, a sharp increase over the $430,048 for the same
period last year. Gross revenue, not including the company's interest in Disneyprofits

fiscal

land

amusement

park,

the

for

period

ended March 31 totalled $12,859,321 compared with $9,876,175 for last year. Higher
returns in both domestic and foreign markets for feature releases, and a 55 per
cent increase in revenues from merchandising, music, etc., were the main reasons
cited by Disney for the rise in earnings.

and condemned Allied's insistence

(Highlights of several of distribution's
statements appear in this issue.)

NEW

ROY DISNEY

ROBERT

J.

O
O'DONNELL

sees a better

chance for the success of the industry tax
campaign with the government
relief
forecasting a sizeable federal surplus at
the end of the fiscal year of June 30. "Instead of hold to its original surplus figure
of

$200,000,000

which

it

announced

in

January, the Treasury now admits the
since comsurplus will be $1.8-billions
plete elimination of the admission tax
would mean a loss of only $48 millions to
the Treasury, it is obvious that tax relief
would not appreciably reduce the surplus
.

.

.

or unbalance the budget," the committee
chairman said. O'Donnell was pleased

by the action of the Dallas Motion Picture Board of Review in forwarding to
Texas Congressmen a resolution favoring
elimination of the tax.

VARIETY CHIEFS

John H. Rowley, sealed renter, newly elected
Variety International chief barker, is seen
with other members of the crew elected at the
recent 20th annual contention. Flanking Ronley: left, George Eby. 1st ass't chief barker,
and Edward Emanuel. 2nd ass'/. Standing:
left, Rotus Harvey, property master, and J. R.
Dumestre, Dough Guy. Rowley. ,?9. is rice
president of Rowley L nitcd Theatres of Texas.

PARAMOUNT DIVISIONAL MEETING
Relaxed smiles are the order of the day during a recess in Paramount's recent Eastern division
meeting in Boston. Around the luncheon table: Eastern division manager John G. Moore: New
England Theatre circuit film buyer Jerry Govan: vice president of Paramount Film Distributing
Corp. Hugh Owen: advertising-publicity vice president Jerry Pickman: Mew England Theatres
president Martin J. Mullin: Paramount Film Distributing Corp. president George 0 eltner, and
Boston branch manager Gasper L'rban.

[More

NEWS

on

Page 34]
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Incidentally . .

THEY

ROWLEY,

JOHN

MADE THE NEWS

H.
elected International chief barker at the Variety International convention in New York, pledged
himself to the "policy of encouraging the
formation of sound new Tents" when he
received the gavel from outgoing chief
C.
of South Miami.
Hoover remains with the International
organization as executive director. In his
report to the convention, International

HOOVER

GEORGE

(Continued from Page 33)

NATHAN GOLDEN

chairman

Heart

that Variety showmen spent about
1955 to aid under$2,700,000 during
privileged children. Henry Ford II won
the Humanitarian Award for 1955.
said

Paramount Pictures Corp. recorded the
highest first quarter earnings since the
inception of the company, except for the
first" quarter of 1955, with $1,722,000 reported for the first quarter of 1956. This
represents $.80 per share.

DANHEISER

MELVIN

assistant to

CHARLES EINFELD,

20th

Century-

Fox

vice president in charge of advertising, returned from a five-week trip to
Europe where he set international promotion on six CinemaScope pictures, five to
be filmed on the continent later this year

FRANK

WALKER

B.

was

elected

a

Loew's, Inc. at the
recent quarterly meeting of the board of
directors. The board did not take any
action on reported plans to dispose of 770
features and 900 shorts. Ten offers
were under consideration. Lack of action
on the film library question was made by

vice

president

of

MGM

Howard Dietz, who said
among company officers

vice president

that discussions
will

take place and that the board

still

sees "no reason to hurry" in
decision.

It

would go

to

than to

coming to a

was rumored that the

library

an outside distributor rather
an outright purchaser, but no con-

firmation of this has come from the company. Charles C. (Bud) Barry also was
elected a vice president, and the regular

was
general manager

quarterly dividend of 25 cents

Walker

clared.

MGM

records,

is

a

subsidiary of

deof

Loew's,

Barry joined the company May 1 to
assume charge of television operations.
Inc.

MAX

YOUNGSTEIN,

United
E.
Artists vice-president also flew in from
Europe where he had conducted a series
of conferences on his company's new program of global production and promotion
A. LIPTON, Universal vice
president, was in New York recently for
conferences with home office executives.

.

WALKER

.

.

.

.

.

DANHEISER was named
RKO foreign sales manager

B.

Sidney Kramer by vice president Walter
Branson. In his new post, Danheiser will
be generally responsible for foreign sales
control. He joined RKO in 1940. (See
other RKO promotions in Incidentally
column.)

DAVID

According to Universal executive vice
ALFRED E. DAFF, U-I successfully
completed its 17-week Daff
Drive with overseas sales records being
President

set

for

the

fifth

consecutive year

.

.

.

Paramount's domestic distribution organization will honor world-wide sales head
with a 26-week
GEORGE
drive named "Paramount's Salute to
George Weltner". Drives takes in two

WELTNER

periods, July 25-Aug.

7,

Sept. 30-Dec. 29.

*

HOWARD

*

LeSIEUR, Columbia

adver-

tising director, announced that radio and
television contacts for the company will

ROGER CARAS and
ETHEL EDELL MARY KINCKLE

be

by

handled

.

DAMMOND

ty

.

.

was named

consultant

for

special publiciArtists by

United

ROGER H. LEWIS ... J. EMMET
CASHMAN was made chief of Buena
Vista's newly-created playdate department, according to BV President LEO F.
GEORGE ETTINGER,
SAMUELS
.

TV

.

YOUNG
producer

Young,
of United Artists'
told a recent press conference of plans
for the film's dual premiere in the U.S. and
the Philippines. He also discussed his next for
Collier

"Huk",

UA, "The Halliday Brand" with Joseph

Cotten.

.

and radio manager for Columbia

18 years, resigned

May

for

11.

WALTER

E. BRANSON, RKO's vice
president in charge of world-wide distribution, announced seven promotions in a
reorganization of the sales set-up under

Eastern

sales

LEONARD

S.

manager NAT LEVY.
GRUENBERG will head

the newly-created

SOL SACHS
western

Empire State

will
District;

handle

District;

the

South-

HATTON TAYLOR

was named East-Central district manager; OTTO EBERT moved up to Bos-

LLOYD KRAUSE

ton branch manager;
becomes Detroit branch manager; LEE
CincinJ. HEIDINGSFELD heads the
was
nati branch; TRAVIS D.
named Dallas branch manager.

WALTON

U-l

SIGNS STEWART, MURPHY

Edward Muhl,

Universal production head,
proudly lines up with the two stars and producer he has signed for forthcoming "Night
Passage". From left: Muhl. James Stewart,
left,

producer Aaron Rosenberg and Audit Murphy.
Page 34
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BORN: A

son to Mr. and Mrs.

WAL-

TER WEISBUCH. He

is assistant director of advertising at National Screen.
*
*
*

DIED: CARL FISHMAN,

42, assistant

advertising manager at Loew's Theatres,
Inc., of a heart attack.

U-l

CANCER

FILM

David A. Upton, left. Universal lice president,
presents the first print of "That Others May
Lire". 8 minute film produced by U-I for the
Suzun Ball Memorial Fund for Cancer Research, to Gael SullivaA, national director of
the fund.

Film

will

supplement theatre lobby-

fund-raising.

"»
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MERCHANDISING

'

« 00
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DEPARTMENT

EXPLOITATION

&

toll

NT Managers Help Write Treasury

0%.

Meal

Of Showmanship Via House Organ
"Throw

the book at 'em!" has been a
by-word of National Theatres' exploiteers, perhaps the most aggressive group
patent

showmen

theatre

of

the industry.

in

The

wonderful part of it is that they actually
wrote the "book" that they've been throwing at their theatre patrons.

What makes up that book is set down in
an idea-crammed volume that has culled the
fruitful stunts, gimmicks, displays and all
the other boxoffice stimulants detailed reguin the NT house organ, "Showman",
and combined them in a single tome, "Rhoden Weeks Activities for 1956." If the authors were to be credited, the editors would
have had to add another book just to list

larly

names of the
The masthead

the

Publication

contributors.

—"Official
of "Showman"
By and For the Managers of

National Theatres, Inc."
effectiveness
ship.

A

big,

—

is

the key to the

showmanhandsome publication (ll^"

of

this

treasury of

x I6y2 "), well printed, inventively laid out

and avidly read,

it

abounds

bountifully illustrated.

A

in selling ideas,

stream of
activities, fortified with photographs, is continually forthcoming, assures a wealth of
material, assembled and edited under the diprolific

rection of

Thornton Sargent.

(May)

illustrated in part

is

The cover devotes a

A
on

full

typical issue

to

cleverly painted by Junior Leaguers to advertise

their

rummage

the

"book" which has just been distributed to
the NT managers. Inside big space is devoted to the chain's "Hawaiian Holiday"
awards, a 7-day trip to Honolulu to the Rhoden Weeks Campaign seven winning managers (and their wives). The "selling" pages
(above, right) picture and detail campaigns,
ads, displays, added revenue lobby ideas. A

sale;

a

Wyoming

manager shows how he dresses up
clown as

as

a

Saturday matinee feature,
providing fun, magic and games for a kids
stage show.
a regular

A Question Box is featured every month,
with managers forming a round table for
showmanship questions like "Do You Favor
Major Giveaways?". National's Research DiBrown has a regular column digging up important statistics and information
rector Stan
to aid the

A

managers.

is devoted to a couple of gimmicks for the kids: a Mickey Mouse Clubs
stunt worked up successfully by Fox Mid-

full

page

Redmond, who has set it down in
7-page brochure for the benefit of other
NT showmen, and an exciting series of
sports races shown on the screen with the
kids rooting wildly for the numbers of the
racers on which they hold tickets (see right).
west's Joe
a

A

page

of

refreshments

merchandising

ideas spotlights in large photos particularly
attractive displays that serve as a guide for

The cowgirl-popcorn

other theatremen.

cut-

out at lower right, reported Idaho manager
Irving Simpson, doubled sales. An unusual

—

— and

this page.

page

public relations stunt has a big lobby mirror

thought-provoking activity had Los
Angeles managers Al Sachs and Al Bogatch
taking their candy girls on a tour of the S.
Cal. candy warehouse to give them a better
understanding of their product, and given a
preview in NT's home-office screening room.
And these are only a few of the sackful of

showmanaids

in

a

single issue of the

NT

house organ! Throw the book at 'em? These
live-wire showmen have a library-full!
[More

SHOWMEN

on
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Lewis Sets Huge Contest

Promotion To Plug 'Trapeze'
'Continued from Page 35)

They're going to give away everything
but the kitchen sink to plug "Trapeze". A
gigantic contest promotion awarding prizes-

I

ROAD-WORK

from expenses-paid vaAmerica and Hawaii to a
Rambler station wagon, has been set by
United Artists and the Exquisite Form Bra

of every description,

Thrush LYNN ROBERTS, who recorded the title ballad
from RKO's "While The City Sleeps", completed a round
of TV and radio appearances to spotlight the NYC opening of the film at the criterion Theatre.

The

cations in South

vocalist guested

Co. to spotlight the Hecht-Lancaster circus
drama, it was announced by Roger H. Lewis,

on the Art Waner Show (ABC), Joe Franklin's program
(WABC-TV) and Paul Brenner's "Requestfully Yours"

UA

show (WATV-TV).

ad chief.

Backed by

GREGORY PECK

and

JOHN HUSTON

Exquisite
will hit the

Arthur Loew, Jr., producer of
"The Rack", and Joan Col-

road on a 10,000 mile trek to exploit "Moby Dick" for Warner Bros. The actor and the producer-director will tour the
country to plug local openings, kicking-off on June 27 with
the world premiere in New Bedford, Mass.

lins

NY

are a striking twosome at
benefit bow of MGM's

"Gaby".

*

A

3-week,

400-theatre

campaign

saturation

for

20th

"Alexander

the

Great",

United

CinemaScope

Artists'

Triple-threat

man IRWIN ALLEN,

Robert Mitchum meets group
San Francisco exhibitors
during
"Foreign
Intrigue"
two-continent tour.
of

writer-producer-

TV

include

accessories

The campaign

"The Animal World", whooped

for his newest entry with a barrage of

and

advertising in national

coverage when DAVE
BALLARD, seven-foot, five-inch "Alexander" giant appeared on the Groucho Marx "You Bet Your Life" show
over the NBC-TV network.

director of Warners'

be coordinated with premiere engagements
in every exchange area. Backed by $500,000
of newspaper co-op advertising, the campaign will have retail support in over 18,000
Exquisite Form outlets. Point-of-purchase
150,000

streamers and 38,000 display cards with photographs of the "Trapeze" stars and credits.
The tie-in ads, ranging from small unit to
half-page insertions, will headline both the
contest and the local playdate. Additional
support will come from Exquisite Form's

TV

spectacle garnered nation-wide

"Miss

of 1957", the lassie with the

shapeliest figure in the land, the contest will

displays

Century-Fox's "The Proud Ones" starts May 29 in Kansas
City, Missouri. Jeffrey Hunter will spearhead the drive with
a heavy schedule of TV and radio appearances, newspaper
interviews and p.a.'s at civic and cultural events in the
K. C, St. Louis, Denver and New Orleans areas.

a nationwide search for

Form

it up
and radio ap-

The programs guested: Will Rogers' Morning
CBS-TV; Joe Franklin Show (ABC-TV);
Frank Farrell, ABC radio; Luncheon at Sardi's (Mutual);
Strike It Rich (CBS-TV); The Vincent Lopez Program
(MBS); Barry Gray, WMCA.

mags and

kick

will

in

off

TV

spots.

late

May,

coinciding with the film's debut at the Fox
Wilshire Theatre on May 29 at Los Angeles.

A special promotional campaign kit is
being supplied to the manufacturer's field
force, who will join hands with a 50-man
UA exploitation staff to ballyhoo the promotion. Supplementary promotional aids in-

pearances.

clude posters for lobby display, traveling ex-

Show

hibits of the circus

over

Lollobrigida

costumes worn by Gina
plus window,
film,

the

in

counter and floor displays in retail stores.
1

JEFF

HUNTER

'Screaming Eagles in Carolinas
The U. S. Army and Allied Artists teamed

road on behalf of his
forthcoming UA release,
"A Kiss Before Dying"

will also hit the

The handsome young star
will be joined by VIR-

GINIA LEITH

Rod Steiger, p. a.
for "Jubal" and
er They Fall", meets Columbia's Mike Frankovitch, Bil
Levy.

in a tour

ballyhoo
"Kiss" via press interviews
and theatre appearances. The agenda includes stops in
Buffalo, Boston, Providence, Rochester, Syracuse, Schenectady, Albany, New York, Springfield, Portland (Me.),
Bango, New Haven, Atlanta.
of

13

cities

to

*

"Bold and Brave" star Nicole
Maurey is introduced to
Montreal audiences by Snowdon Theatre manager Harold

Artist
capital

GIL

WILSON

on behalf

of

*
is

spending
his

"Sweetheart of the Screaming Eagles", AA
went all-out to ballyhoo the saturation en-

gagements

in the Carolinas.

*

five

days

in the nation's

WB's forthcoming "Moby

famous painter continues on

Greenberg.

up in a gala, full dress affair to herald the
debut of "Screaming Eagles". The story of
the D-Day exploits of the 101st Airborne
Div. had its eastern premiere in Fayetteville, N. C. at the Colony Theatre May 22.
With plenty of high "brass" in attendance,
a parade to the theatre by the 82nd Div.
Band, and the selection of contest-winner

Dick".

CLEAN UP!

The

26-week lecture tour.

Here

a chance for every exhibitor
up literally. A promotional
between RKO Pictures and the
is

—

to clean
tie-in

Lewyt Corp.

will give a free

cleaner to any exhibitor

vacuum

who books

"Great Day In The Morning". The
cleaner-on-wheels is to be used by

showmen

as a prize in promoting the

Edmund

Grainger

promotion

calls for

production.

The

a joint exploitation

Lewyt dealers. Inforhow-why-when-where is
available to exhibitors from Ira Morais,
Lewyt Corp., 60 Broadway, Brooklyn,
drive with local

mation

Honolulu crowds strain for sight of starlet Natalie Wood at gala world premiere of 20th-Fox's
"The Revolt of Mamie Stover", at the Waikiki Theatre, as she is interviewed on radio broadcast.
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20th-Fox Boxofficers Give
'King and

All-Media Guns

I'

"The King and

(

mt revolt of
MAMIE STOVER
KH TWl 35 OUTSTANDING WBti
EST IETTEHS

ON

tractive

Scope 55 attraction with a rousing all-media
campaign. Using all available guns, the boys
from 20th are reaching for a vast potential
audience through the use of TV, radio, consumer and trade newspapers and magazines,
Sunday supplements, music, books.

(promoted

prizes

merchants)
for
best
letters;
(2)
Richard Egan,
who co-stars with Jane Russell, is greeted by cutout of

via

star at

NY

airport on

Century-Fox boxofficers

are busily pre-selling their second Cinema-

)

I

I" won't be premiered until

July, but the 20th

Three views of promotions for
20th-Fox's "The
Revolt of
Mamie Stover" show:
40x60 lobby display announcing a letter writing contest
run by N. Y. Capitol manager Lionel Gregory, with at-

Magazine breaks set for the Rodger and
Hammerstein's musical include a multi-page

arriv-

color layout in the

from Hollywood for recent
debut and interviews; (3)
al

Magazine

May

24

LIFE.

LOOK

whirl in a
June issue with a text-and-pictures spread.
Other magazine breaks scheduled in the

pretty actress Linda Manning
personal
invitadistributes
tions from
"Mamie" along

will

give the film

a

next 8-10 weeks include McCalls, Woman's
Home Companion, Colliers, This Week and
Coronet.
Capitol Records will release the sound-

Broadway.

album from the

film on June 1. Full
on the album.
Feature scenes from the picture and interviews with its stars will be seen on three upcoming CBS-TV programs of "The 20th
Century-Fox Hour".
Other TV breaks
scheduled for this blue-ribbon film include
the Ed Sullivan Show; Your Hit Parade;
Dave Garroway's "Today"; Monitor; and

track

credits will be carried

Steve Allen's "Tonight".

Contest
A mammoth contest

'Safari*

MAG-NETS
Glamour queen Marilyn Monroe scored a
"grand slam" with two covers and three
text-and-pictures layouts in current issues of

LOOK, TIME, and the Saturday Evening
MM, whose next film release will be

Post.

20th-Fox's "Bus Stop", highlights the cover
in the May 29 Look.
The May 14 TIME features her on the cover
and a 7-page article focuses attention on the

Rod

Steiger, currently clicking in

bia's

and four inside pages

The

biog of the fern star.

last of

a three-

part profile on the blond beauty appears in

the

May

19

SEP.

"The Man

Who Knew Too

Much",

latest

review.
*

Magazine devotes

*
a three-page text-

and-photos spread to luscious Rhonda Fleming, star of RKO's "While The City Sleeps".
Text and photos follow Rhonda on a round
of publicity and promotional appointment
for the Burt Friedlob production,
*

v*

Twenty

*

*

national magazines will be utilized

campaign on behalf of
"While The City Sleeps". Kicking off the
barrage will be a full page ad in the May 28
LIFE. Other mags used include the SEP
and PHOTOPLAY.
for

of

ESQUIRE'S "Lady

June

The
shown in

is

a

MOTION

a concentrated

of

their

June

issues,

draw plenty

of con-

in that colorful country.

In addition, those

in the local contests will

receive prizes totalling another $10,000.

The

contests will be sponsored by local

TV

newspapers,

and radio

stations.

*

PICTURE,

PLAY, MOVIELAND,

stunt figures to

winner and his guest are
in line to receive prizes worth no less than
$5,000, including a flight via Air France to
Paris for three days, thence to Kenya, East

Fair" gatefold in the

Reynolds
Debbie
Fisher
Eddie
and
grabbed space in four national fan mags for
their upcoming film, RKO's "Bundle of
Joy".

The

testants, since the

Africa, locale of the film, for a 9-days safari

the subject

is

IFE's "Roman
revealing evening gown

star

issue.

Tales'

*

*

Silvana Pampanini

give photo-and-text
*

SEE

*

Bosomy

in the picture-portrait.
*
*

Hitchcock entry, nets red carpet treatment
as "picture of the month" in the June REDBOOK. Stars James Stewart and Doris Day
are seen in a photo-layout accompanying the

Colum-

"Jubal" and "The Harder They Fall",
gets a good going-over in COLLIER'S May
25 issue. Written by Aline Mosby, the story
describes Steiger as one of Hollywood's
great finds of recent years.

to plug the CinemaScope-Technicolor film, "Safari", will be
conducted in 50 metropolitan areas this summer, Columbia announced. Titled the "Air
France 'Safari' Contest", it will have the 50
areas competing, with a national champion
being selected from the local winners.

and

MOVIE

PHOTOPLAY

layouts to the pair in

showing them

in a variety

of scenes discussing or reading the script.

Both eye-grabbing and apt is
poster for M-G-M's
"Lust for Life". Painted by
noted artist John Vickery, 24famed
the
utilizes
sheet
Vincent Van
of
technique
Gogh in brush strokes and
vivid colors, with likeness of

Balloon Bally
America

—as

is

being invaded

part of a

Warner

—by toy balloons
ballyhoo on

Bros,

"The Animal World". Millions

of the bal-

loons, each bearing a picture of a dinosaur

or other animal, plus imprint will be distributed nationally.

this vivid

Kirk
star
artist-hero

Douglas

as

LUST FOR

LIFE

the

redagainst
a
orange swirl of color typical
painter's
immortal
of
the
work.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

the Suspense in

f

Sell

One of the most unique story ideas in a
long line of murder mysteries centering on
amateur sleuths shoves "23 Paces to Baker
Street" squarely above its edge-of-seat fellows. The unusual twist of a blind man who

23 Paces!'
DON'T TELL END
The

exciting climax and surprise end

is

a|

natural for the "Don't Tell the Ending" approach. It might be well to ask local re-l

outmaneuvers and overpowers a clever murder ring adds a tingling fillip to the suspense
that will guarantee a strong word-of-mouth.
The important thing is to get them in first
so they can talk and to this end, 20th

viewers to cooperate in keeping the climax a
and to prepare a slide to follow thei
feature with the words: "Don't spoil yourl
friends' pleasure. Please keep the surprise
ending a secret." This factor also lends itself to the "No One Will Be Seated" curiosity provoker, with the last 20 minutes as
the non-seating time. This can be announced
secret,

Century-Fox' boxofficers have devised a procampaign, complete with offbeat
and intriguing ads in striking tune with the
plot and taut entertainment values.
vocative

your heralds, ad, lobby board and for
telephone inquiries as to "What's playing?"
in

THE ADS

and starting times.

The newspaper ad shown on
page

is

a

real

eye-catcher.

the opposite
serves

It

two

jigsaw art and
terse clues pique the interest with suggestions of violence and mystery. Secondly, it
adds an important factor to anyone who has
ever been captivated by a Sherlock Holmes
story with its use of the rarely capitalized
catchline word "Deduction". Note how the
emphasis is equally on "Suspense" and "Deduction" in the top headline. This theme is
followed throughout the series of display ads
with its jigsaw art spotlighting the tense
purposes.

vital

First,

the

Merchants in the area of your theatre can
be worked into a good co-op ad stunt with
the headline: "23 Paces from the

the hand-over-mouth

face,

Needs

CECIL PARKER
COLOR

and the telegraph-like strips of type.
Don't overlook this key word to lure the
millions who love a mystery. Play up the
line, "A Masterpiece of Suspense and De-

by DC LUXE

CinemaScoPc

the terrified

of

girl,

duction!"

TITLE STUNTS
The

title,

while cryptic, carries an aura of
a touch of the Sir Arthur

mystery and
Conan Doyle

.HEflRYEPMtON^

HBffinuOlttWAV

-

K16EL BA

LOBBY STANDEE
An arresting lobby standee, available from
National Screen Service, is in full color,
stands five feet tall, catches the important
elements of the picture the tense, dramatic

—

face of the star, the bodiless

hand

stifling

"Baker Street"

the girl's scream, the lone figure in the fog.

The numerals gives rise to some
good stunts detailed in the pressbook. A
contest tied in with newspapers and radio
works on movie titles starting with an actual
numeral, not one spelled out, with the con-

Shot of Van Johnson with mike suggests
hidden speaker with a voice repeating, "The

spirit

in

the

portion.

testants submitting the longest

list

of such

awarded prizes. ^A^hile this may not
sound too difficult, the record shows that
only 50 of the more than 25,000 registered
titles

titles

actually begin with a numeral.

An

in-

newspaper announcement is suggested in the campaign manual. Prizes can
be promoted in return for credit in the newspaper and on your lobby A-board announcteresting

ing the contest.

Another promotion tieing in with the title
numerals has an announcement (in lobby or
newspaper ad) offering a free bag of popcorn to every car owner with a 23 in his
license plate.

coupon

Ticket-taker gives the driver

popcorn redeemable at
Which will probably
increase the soft drink sales and may actually
turn out to be an extra revenue-producer
where used. This stunt is good for both the
drive-in and the standard theatre.
a

for the free

tne refreshment stand.
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Killer

is

coming

to get

me!"

You Can

Satisfy Your Shopping
These Quality Stores." The added
pedestrian traffic when you do good business
should be a good incentive for merchants to
support the promotion. An extra gimmick
would have them offer special discounts to
customers presenting ticket stubs from the
show. Courtesy Discount Cards can be
printed up, with the names of cooperating
merchants on the back, for each ticket-buyer.
The co-op might also be worked on the back
page of large Cato herald, thus defraying the
cost of buying and distributing the heralds.

Theatre

—

at

Tape recorder dealers, including music and
department stores, are good outlets for displays and co-op ads via the important factor
of the tape recorder in the plot. A good display line, tied in with a still of Johnson using
his recorder in the tense scene: "His Only
Weapon a Tape Recorder Against the Killer
Who Baffled Scotland Yard."

TO BAKER STREET

23 PACES

A

unique story idea powered the Philip MacDonald novel, "23 Paces to
Baker Street", into a best seller. The twist of a blind man who outwits a murder ring captured the fancy of producer Henry Ephron, himself a screen writer
of note, and the happy result is a suspense-laden murder mystery in CinemaScope and DeLuxe color, with Van Johnson in the key role of the blind hero.
Under Henry Hathaway's direction, the story centers around a sightless writer
who overhears an apparent kidnap plot in a London pub. Stymied in his
efforts to nip the crime when the police laugh off his suspicions, he personally

down

which will lead him to the criminals, enlisting the
Vera Miles, and his butler, Cecil Parker. Following
a murder and his own near demise Johnson and the murderer are pitted against
each other in the darkness of his home. The blind man's superiority in his own

works

to track

clues

aid of his former fiancee,

element leads to the
In

killer's death.

the two scenes shown, the blind writer (Van Johnson) works his tape recorder

by remote control

in

an agony of tension as he draws the murderer into a

lower, tense faces are reflected against the

London

street

—

upon the first corroboration of the writer's suspicions
is one of the unusual and striking ads.

also

tr<

background as they -o
a murdered girl. Sho

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

».

the issue
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THIS
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YOUR PRODUCT

All Tiie Vital Details on Current &>

Coming Features

T

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
THREE FOR JAMIE

ALLIED ARTISTS
February
INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

DAWN

Laraine Day,

Ricardo Mon-

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

Superscope.

Kevin McCarthy, Dana Wynter. Producer Walter Wanger. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction. Wierd plant
life
drains humans of all emotions but the will to
live. 80 min.

YOUNG GUNS. THE
Scott

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Direc-

Marlowe.

tor Albert Band.

A pril
Baxter,

money from fellow thief. 82 min.
CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comesteal

Las Vegas

and get mixed up

WICKED WIFE

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Lister. Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

February
BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.
68 min. 1/23.

HOUSTON STORY, THE

Lee

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

J.

Barbara Hale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

JOE MACBETH

Paul Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.

PICNIC

CinemaScope, Technicolor. William Holden,
Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.
Kim

May
THUNDERSTORM

Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
NAVY WIFE Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill Shirley
maguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
revolution

among Japanese women.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom

Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.

March
HOT BLOOD

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russell,
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.
85 min. 3/5.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,
Lewis

Rachmil.

Director

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A

beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against
the State. 91 min. 1/23.
is

June
CRIME

IN

savetes,
tor Don

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecSiegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence
York City. 91 min.

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

New
THE NAKED
in

HILLS De Luxe Color.
David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Doctor's children come into possession

of germ warfare pellets which, if broken, could
the people in a large city. 84 min.

kill

all

Coming
ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Tallman. Producer Sam KatzmaD. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

A pril
BLACKJACK

KETCHUM.

DESPERADO

Howard Duff,
Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.

Victor Jory,
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

HARDER THEY

FALL,

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

THE

Humphrey

Bogart,

Rod

Producer Philip Yordan. Director

Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cham-

radioactive. 73 min.

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

CANYON

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

Marcia

Johnny Johnston,

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. DiByron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson,
Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.
Lisa

FIRST

rector

Bill

Gaye.

May
AUTUMN LEAVES

Drama.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fan-

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar, Trevor Howard.
A Warwick Production. Drama. The story of heroic
men in the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5
JUBAL CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
LAST TEN DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
in an underground bunker. German dialogue with sub-

tasy. Executed criminal is restored to
of an indestructible man. 70 min.

STORM CENTER

A

man's

never-ending

search

for

84 min.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

Dorothy

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Peter Garves.

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan

Dwan.

life

in

the form

INTRUDER, THE Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann Harding,

Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons. DiIrving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

rector

makes
81

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope,
Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan
Remake

of

Technicolor.

Korda Pro"Four Feathers". 107 min.

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Director George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men seek
to keep Africa free of white men.
EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min.
EDDY DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

titles.

I

13 min.

4/30.
Bette

Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

Film

Brian Keith,

Paul

Kelley,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blausteln. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.

min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

Davis,

June
GAMMA

PEOPLE, THE

IS

leader. 123 min.

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a
violent death. 91 min.

PORT AFRIQUE

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama.
PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

REPRISAL
Kathryn
tor

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direc-

Grant.

George Sherman. Adventure.

MOUNTAIN

Valerie

French,

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian.
SEVENTH CAVALRY Technicolor. Randolph Scott, Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of General
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy

Holliday, Paul
Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Comedy. Filimization of the famous
ne
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven
Ritch. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Horror. Man turns into werewolf from taking special
serum developed by scientist. 80 min.
FROM IT Technicolor, CineYOU CAN'T RUN
maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles Bickford. Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
ZARAK Technicolor, CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama.

Douglas,
Richard

Ou

'

-

AWAY

INDEPENDENTS
February
LEASE OF LIFE

IIFE) Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank Production. Director Charles Frenc!. Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
PLEASE MURDER ME IDCA) Angela Lansbury, Raymond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Director Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
into murdering him in order to avenge double-cross.

78 min.

Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok. Leslie
Phillips. Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

Wilde,

SECRET OF TREASURE

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

during the I800's.
the precious metal.

Victor
Mature,
Irving Allen, Al-

Coming

States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

Anne

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to

soldier institutes
83 min.

Producers

Anthony

nell

Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

dy. Bowery Boys go to
with gangsters. 63 min.

John Justin.

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

BEYOND MOMBASA

March

ON, THE Superscope.

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

Janet Leigh,

duction. Drama.

WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh

COME

SAFARI

Technicolor. Marline Carol, Raf ValIIFE)
Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
who work at play on the Riviera. English sub88 min.

RIVIERA
lone.

those
titles.

YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
WAGES OF FEAR IDCA) Yves Monrand,

1

Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouiot.
Four men set out on dangerous journey to
transport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
WILD DAKOTAS, THE AFRO Bill Williams, Coleen
jGray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director
Sam Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian
uprising against white settlers.
Vanel,

Drama.

1

I

I

March
BALLET OF

ROMEO AND

THE

JULIET,

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL FE) (Lux Film, Romel PathePrint
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.

ITohan PicturesI
Color. A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,
Leonid Lavrovsky. Musical Based on the scores by
Sergi Prokofief and the love story by William Shakespeare.

DON JUAN

lAkkordl Agfa Color. Cesare Danova,
Josef Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H. W. KolmVeltee. Musical. Filmiiation of Mozart's famous opera,
"Den Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and the
Vienna Symphony Orchestra.

(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands ur.t'
a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

Australia.

SMOLDERING

SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal

DON

OF
CAMILLO IIFE) Fernandel, Gino
Cervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village
priest and a communist mayor. 115 min.

A pril
BLONDE BAIT AFRCI
Rice,

Richard

Producer

Jim Davis,
Anthony Hinds.

Director Elmo Williams. Melodrama. State Department
investigator traps murderous traitor by using blonde
singer as bait. 71 min.

LADYKILLERS,

THE

(Continental
Technicolor.
Alec
Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael Balcon Production. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy. A
satire on American gangster films. 93 min.
)

LOVERS AND LOLLIPOPS

(Trans-Lux
Lori March. GerCathy Dunn, William Ward. Produced
and directed by Morris Engel and Ruth Orkin. Comedy.
The courtship of a widow and her 7-year old daughter.
I

ald O'Loughlin,

80 min.

LUM AND ABNER ABROAD (Howco)

Chester Lauck,
Norris Goff, Jill Alis. Producer-director James Kern.
Comdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe. 3 TV
films joined together to make
feature film. 72 min.

lumbia

Hal

three

Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in
bomb rubble.
E.

BUTTERFLY

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yachiguss,
Nicola Filacuridi.
Musical. Director Carmine
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
screen.

RICHARD THE THIRD

ILopertl

VistaVision, Technicolor.
Laurence Olivier, John Gielgud, Claire Bloom. Producer-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinations of a twisted nobleman that changed the course
of England's history. I5S min. 3/19.

WONDERS OF THE WORLD

SEVEN

(Stanley WarnerCinerama) Technicolor, Cinerama. A Lowell Thomas
Production. Travelog around the world utilizing the
Cinerama big screen process. 120 min.

SINS OF THE BORGIAS (Aidart Pictures) Technicolor.
Martine Carol, Pedro Armendariz. A Ariane-FilmsonorFrancinex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life of Lucretia

Borgia during

Italian

Renaissance. 97 min. 4/30

May
FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

International

I

I

over.

(Jacon)

Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarado,
Producer Salvador Ellzendo. Director Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a beautiful girl and a fugitive from justice. 72 min.
SWAMP WOMEN (Woolner Brothersl Pathe Color.
Beverly Garland, Marie Windsor, Carole Matthews.
Producer Bernard Woolner. Director Roger Corman.
Drama. Swamp women run amok in Bayou country.

Armando

Silvestre.

75 min.

LOCOMOTIVE

CHASE,

THE

(Buena

Vista)

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunter. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South's military rail
lines during the Civil War.

Coming
GIRLS IN

PRISON

(American International
Richard
Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
finds that prison is a living hell until reformed by
Denning.

Joan

chaplain.

HOT ROD GIRL

(American International
Lori Nelson,
Chuck Conners. John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
I

of hot rod racing.

CONQUERED THE WORLD (American International)
Peter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
space takes control of the world until a scientist gives
his life to save humanity.
LETTERS FROM MY WINDMILL ITohan Pictures) Robert
Vattier, Henri Vilbert, Rene Sarvil. Produced and directed by Marcel Pagnol. Drama. Based on three tales
from Daudet's collection of stories.
IT

CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
An excursion into the
Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Engcommentary. 86 min.
IIFEI

Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi.
wilds of
lish

Color,

each have two
June product, 16,
features will be

MGM,

in

Two-thirds of the

set.
will

be

in

Eight

color.

CinemaScope and two

The breakdown for June:

Wide

13 Dramas

Screen. LuLouis Calhern.

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason,
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National
cille

1

Western
6 Adventures
1

Park. 100 min. 2/6.

1

2

Comedy
Documentary
Melodramas

LAST HUNT. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget.
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.

March
FORBIDDEN

PLANET

CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.
MEET ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Color. Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 112 min. 2/20.

A pril
SWAN,

THE

CinemaScope. Grace
Color,
Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in love and becomes a woman. 112 min. 4/16.
CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
hands. 95 min. 4/16.
Eastman

Kelly,

MAN

May
Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Kerr, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Teennieotor. Gene Kelly,
Director Gene
Mora Kay*. Prodoe-er Arthur Freed.
B«H«t

episodes

Four

dealing

in

romance,

drama comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min.
RACK. THE Paul Newman. Wendell Corey, Walter
Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

June
BHOWANI JUNCTION

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Ava

Producer
Travers.
Bill
Stewart Granger,
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

Gardner

CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis. Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/14.
FASTEST GUN ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings three strangers to a sleepy Western town.
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Bing
Crosby. Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a

Film

serious

LIVING

minded reporter.
IDOL, THE CinemaScope,

Steve Forrest, Lilliane
Al Lewin. Drama.

Montevecchi.

Eastman Color.
Producer-director

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Ou' nn James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.
OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
LUST

.

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney, Barbara
Stanwyck, Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Director Roy Rowland. Drama. A millionaire's search

SOMEBODY UP THERE
Angelli,

for his son.

BULLETIN — THIS

February
ROSE TATTOO, THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama. Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

117 min.

11/14.

March
COURT

JESTER. THE VistaVision. Technicolor. Danny
Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
101 min. 2/6.

king.

A pril
ANYTHING GOES
by,

Donald

O'Connor,

Emmett Dolan.
girls

chosen

Director

for

IS

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

one

Bing Cros-

Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two

role

in

Broadway show creates

many humorous complications before problem

solved.

is

105 min. 1/23.

SCARLET HOUR. THE

GABY CinemaScope,

I

Taylor,

LOST CONTINENT

offer

will

Allied Artists,

in VistaVision.

Coming

June
GREAT

while

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and Univer-

February

Kaiiy.

Jayne
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer
Burt Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde bombshell is involved
with group of gangsters.
GUNSLINGER, THE (American International Eastman
Color. John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison Hayes.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes

ROSANNA

the leading

is

Warner Brothers

and
each,

sal

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

I

MADAME

United Artists

tally.

Taylor,

Michaels,

Beverly

Travis.

May

supplier with five films on the roster. Co-

WEAPON, THE

FOREVER DARLING Eastman

RETURN

The number of features scheduled for
June release totals 24, three under the

1

THE UNCIVILIZED IDCA) Eastman Color.
Narla Kunogh, Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor. Producer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based upon
true happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern

SUMMARY

JUNE

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

JEDDA.

Joan

1

color.

Charles

VistaVision. Carol

Ohmart, Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30

May
BIRDS AND THE BEES. THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
George Gobel, Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

up with some card-sharks, one

June
LEATHER SAINT. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Paul

Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min.
KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. TechMAN
nicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.
Douglas,

John Derek. Jody

WHO

Coming
MOUNTAIN.

THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant
Tracy,

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105 min.

PARDNERS
Lewis,

critically injured

woman

in

the

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Producer Paul Jones. Director Nor-

Lori Nelson.

man Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.
PROUD AND PROFANE, THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Pearlberg. Director George
hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.
TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax*e'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told >n the Bible and Koran.
THAT CERTAIN FEELING VistaVision, Technicolor. Bob
Hope, Eva Marie Saint, George Sanders, Pearl Bailey.
A Norman Panama-Melvin Frank Production. Comedy.
The story of a cartoonist who achieves success as a
homespun philosopher. 103 min.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.
AND PEACE VistaVisioi, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
Ritter.

Producer William

Seton. Drama.

WAR

YOUR PRODUCT

A

A pril
February
DOCTOR AT SEA

Vlstavision, Technicolor.
Dirk BoBardot, Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

garde,

Brigitte

March

campaign. 90 min. 4/2.
WAY OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Tully.
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
murderer-husband out of the country. 82 min. 4/30
the Italy

in

May

COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortsse, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min.

WHEN

GANGLAND

STRIKES
Raymond Greenleaf,
Mariie
Millar,
John Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and His desire to save the reputation
of his daughter. 70 min.

CIRCUS GIRL

Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Adrian Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veil
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with
a circus star. 88 min.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw. 85 min.
TERROR AT MIDNIGHT Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
ZANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
44 min.

May

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,
Rhonda

Fleming,
Director

Friedlob.

Ida Lupino,
Sanders;
Producer
Bert
Lang. Melodrama. Murderer

George
Fritz

becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

of lipstick

'une
Jl
Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

Barbara
Murphy.

man

to save the life of the

she loves.

90 min. 5/14.

June
LISBON

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

Director Fritz Lang. Drama.

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

—

PILOT

Janet

SuperScope.

Technicolor,

Howard

Leigh.

Ju'es Furthman
min.
1 19

John

Wayne,

Hughes

Production. Producer
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

IN THE VAULT Enita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Karen Sharpe. A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in illegal activities.
TENSION AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell.
Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama.

Meeker,

Ralph
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producers John
Dickinson. Director Paul Henreid. Drama.

Bash,

E.

DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor
Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

DANGEROUS CARGO

Clark. William Tallman,
Director Franklin Adreon.
dollar
holdup
of
an
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
avalancnG of violence.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie

Windsor,

John

Archer,

Nancy Gates. Associate Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. A beautiful woman
victimizes
everyone who succumbs to her charm.
70 min.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

Patric

Elizabeth

Maxwell Reed.
Director Ken
Hughes.
Melodrama
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.

SLIGHTLY

SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
return
good government to
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.
politicians

city

after

March
CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,

ture.

Technicolor.

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

the

MAN WHO

13th

Powell.

Century

128 min. 2/20.

NEVER WAS, THE Cinemascope, Deluxe

by

Ewen

War

II.

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

Genghis Kahn. Ill min. 3/5.

Montagu.

Famous

spy

thriller

of

World

LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to

kill

him. Violent ending.

February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/6.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wil
Prince chooses love of commoner and
returns to regain crown. 66 min. 2/20.
Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chaney,
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 76 min. 3/5.
cox.

Musical.

goes into

exile

—

MAN

IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
Color.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min. 3/19

Producer
of the

Greene,

EAGLE

THE

Valentina

(Valiant

Films)

Producer

Cortesa.

Richard

Anthony

Have-

lock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in love
with his victim. 92 min.

March
COMANCHE

CinemaScope,

Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Producer
Sherman. Western.
Kurger.
Director George
Carl
Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and aged
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 min.
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous TV drama. 83 min.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael Redgrave,
Producer Daniel M.
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga of
British naval aircraft. 91 min. 4/30

A pril

March

A pril
HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer
Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 85 min. 5/14.
Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.
REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.

MOHAWK

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Technicolor.
Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanBurton,
Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Drama. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.
BROKEN STAR, THE Howard Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Williams, Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal murders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

Richard

nielle

CREEPING

UNKNOWN

Guest.

Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean,
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Val
The story of a rocket that re-

PATTERNS Van

Hefiin,

Jack Warner.

Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the

life

of the only survivor. 78 min.

Ed Begley, BeatProducer Michael Myerberg. Directed by
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation boss
whose only concern is the growth of his business.
Everett Sloan,

rice Straight.

83 min. 3/19.

TIMETABLE Mark

Stevens.

King

Calder,

Farr.

Felicia

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melodrama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone except an insurance investigator eager for a quick

half-

million. 79 min. 3/5.

May

May

PROUD ONES. THE CinemaScope,

De Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town.

CRIME AGAINST JOE John

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min.

der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.
FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min.

June

Julie

London,
Lee
mlr-

QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT

Cinema-

Howard

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

83 min.

1944.

BULLETIN — THIS

Bromfield,

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

De Luxe Color.
Peggie Castle. Producer
Selander. Western.
Lesley

Tony Martin, John Bromfield,

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

sixth of June,

Film

son.

103 min. 2/20.

John

Susan

Moorehead,
tion.

Broadway musical.

Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel

Allan,

Woman

Wayne,

55, Color. Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

Cameron

Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of WWII. 92 min. 5/14.

Barr,

DeLuxe Color
55,
Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin BenProducer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein.

Deborah

GHOST TOWN

February
Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

Trucolor.

February
BRAIN MACHINE. THE

THE CinemaScope

I,

72 min. 3/19.

CAROUSEL CinemaScope

Dane

May Wyni, Robert Horton.
Melodrama.
A half-million

the Pacific.

SHADOW OF

MAN

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Trucolor.

in

MANFISH

English.

DEVOTION

I

setting

KING AND

UNITED ARTISTS

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

A WOMAN'S

—

Coming

Coming
Maria

Coming
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScop
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Shere
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Micha
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting tea
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BUS STOP CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Mon
roe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. DirectJoshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway pla
of the same name.
DAY THE CENTURY ENDED. THE CinemaScope, D"
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War

BACK FROM ETERNITY

JET
Trucolor.

Stanwyck. Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruc-

gang

ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Herman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min.
MURDER

1897.

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

tion of her

IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.

GREAT DAY

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

A pril

Wendell
Maurey.

Superscope.

Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle

ONE IN A MILLION CinemaScope, DeLuxe Coloi
Rush. Producer James Masor
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new dru
on a father who adopts a dual personality.
James Mason, Barbara

BOLD AND THE BRAVE. THE

IS

Color,

Koch.

Director

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

Pro-

Flying

UNITED ARTISTS

WORLD

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

(Continued-)

berg.

June
BEFORE DYING DeLuxe

Color. CinemaScope.
Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodrama. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfect

KISS

\

94 min.

|:rime".

THE

SLACK SLEEP,

Akim

Rathbone.

Basil

Tamiroff,

Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Director Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeon
'destroys unwilling patients.
[John Caradine,

NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy.
Production. DiRussel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane

Connie

•rector Maxwell Shane. Drama.
Ider while hypnotized. 89 min.

SHADOW OF
•

Musician commits mur-

FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean

Kent,

Max-

Producer

Charles Leeds. Director Al RoDrama. English murderess trys to disinherit young
Reed.

gell.

BACKLASH

Technicolor.
Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

AMONG US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2
KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.
CREATURE WALKS

Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
'Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min.
lace.

Coming
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe. Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I. 102 min.
nicolor. Olivia

BANDIDO CinemaScope,

and

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

Gun-running

CinemaScope,

color.

William
Science

thriller.

fiction

BROTHERS Buster Crabbe.
Brand. A Grant Production.

BLOOD
Neville

Ann

Robinson.
Director Sidney

Lex Barker, Charles
Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Blberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
each other in a chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.

Drake,

HONG KONG

FLIGHT TO
Ion.

A Sabre

airline
intrigue.

Rory Calhoun. Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
to Hong Kong sparks international

flight

June
Ray Danton. Leigh Snowden, Grant
Williams. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold. Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min.

Coming

Arness. Angle Dickinson. Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
revenge on fellow thieves who desert him when

wounded.

JOHNNY CONCHO
A

Frank Sinatra. Phyllis Kirk. Keenan
Production. Director Don MacGulre.

Kent

Western.

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden. Coleen Gray. Vince
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans S2 000.000 race track
robbery. 83 min.

LUCKY
Dors,

Carol
in a

KID, THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson. Diana
David Kossoff. Joe Robinson. Producer-director
Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith

fantasy. 9S min.

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Quinn. Katy Jurado.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely western town.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope. Eastman Color. Richard Widmark. Trevor Howard. Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
Mexican jungle. 99 min.

SHARKFIGHTERS,

THE

CinemaScooe.

Color.

in

Victor

Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men ". 0 5 min.
Mature,

Karen

Steele.
1

TRAPEZE

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
World War

CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Burt

Lancaster,

Gina Lollobrigida Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
,

makes comeback with the help

of

a

beautiful aerialist.

A pril
MIRACLE

IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman. Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by

changes the

soldier

of a

life

young

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

107 min. 2/6.

girl.

Joan

Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

Lanza,

May
MY LADY

GOOD-BYE,

Walter Srennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A 8atjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and

dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.

a rare

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS. THE

June
ANIMAL WORLD, THE

Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.
82 min. 4/30.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Schell, O. W.
N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

A famous movie

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

Alan Ladd. Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackln. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.

Coming

Tully, Sylvia Sidney.
Rubin.
Director Abner Biberman.
Melodrama. Warden of prison gets involved in crime.
85 min.

A CRY

CONGO CROSSING

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker.
A Newton Production. Producer-director

Stanley

Mayo.

Virginia

George

Nader,

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice
have a haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of extradition 85 min.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney.
Virginia
Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses the murder of a man on a road leading to a castle.
HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy.
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
rights
for
the
U.S. Government fights for human
Apache Indians in Arizona.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler. Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country. 95 min.

RAW EDGE

Technicolor.

Rory

Calhoun,

Yvonne

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith.

Carlo.

De-

Direc-

Drama.

Fuedal baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.
RAWHIDE YEARS, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story c' Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
tor

John

1870

s.

Sherwood.

85 min.

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney. Martha
Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. DirecCharles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.
TOY TIGER Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Laraine Day.
Tim Hovey. Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy in-

Brian

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Tyttle.

Natalie
Director

Wood,
Frank

Drama.
Ell

Wallach.
Kazan.

Elia

Drama.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess.

BURNING

THE CinmaScoje. WarnerColor. Tab

HILLS,

Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

MOBY DICK

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,

Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800

s.

FROM NOW WarnerColor. Randolph
Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. ProMcLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Stewart. Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of

MEN

SEVEN
Scott.

Gail

ducers A.

the

first

Russell,

V.

man ever

to

cross

the

Atlantic

in

a

plane.

tor

I0S min.

UNIVERSAL-INT'

vents

GOODMAN

STORY,

THE

Steve
Allen. Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentine Davies director. Musical.
The life story of the

famous clarinet player.

I

16 min.

fictitous

father,

finds

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

February
BENNY

86 min. 3/19.

114 min.

II.

BEHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom
Producer

GUN THE MAN DOWN James

Wynn.

AWAY

in

tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez. Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brinas about end of Combination.

LAW

OUTSIDE THE

Salkow. Drama.

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incidents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30

Mara Corday, Jock

PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon,

EMERGENCY

An

Robertson,

Color. Robert MitRoland. Prodlcer Robert

Medina. Producers
Madison,
Patricia
Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour.

Guy

Dale

Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.

DeLuxe

chum. Ursula Thiess, Gilbert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama.
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

BEAST OF

A DAY OF FURY

CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
change in the course of a river brings a life of

PclVER

A

Sarita

May

74 min.

girl.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde. Jean Wal-

,

A pril

Wagner,

(obert

well

Morrow,

Jeff

Technicolor.

a

real

one.

Technicolor.

88 min.

Rock

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

4/30.

St.

7.

Pa.

NEW

Hudson.

Lauren Bacall. Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

.

.

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

12/26.

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and
another woman. 84 min. 1/23.

WARNER BROTHERS

March

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope. WarnerColor. Rossana

NEVER SAY GOODBYE Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert J.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and

nell

Coht/i.

wife" reunited

To

Office & Terminal

after separation of 8 yrs. 96

min. 2/20.

SUNDOWN Technicolor. Rory Calhoun. Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Direc-

RED

tor Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.

makes promise

February
Sernas.

Film

HIGHWAY

Trojan horse. 115 min.

Clayton Moore. Jay
Silverheels. Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

LONE RANGER, THE WarnerColor.

EXPRESS LINES,

March

TOUCH AND GO

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Balcon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
his family, attempts to start life anew. 85 min. 4/30.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Stanley
Cedric
Hardwicke,
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
of the
story
mythology,
the
famous tale from Greek

Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

OUR MISS BROOKS
Porter.

Eve Arden. Gale Gordon. Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Brooks, of television fame, comes to

Producer

Comedy.

Miss

the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
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INC.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3459
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C: DUpont
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DARRYL

ZANUCK

F.

presents

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S

The]f£jUup and
COLOR
starring

by

DE LUXE

Deborah Kerr Yul Brynner
with

RITA

MORENO

MARTIN BENSON

•

Screenplay by

Directed by

Produced by

CHARLES BRACKETT

•

REX THOMPSON

WALTER LANG

•

ERNEST LEHMAN

Book and Lyrics by

Music by

RICHARD RODGERS

- OSCAR

HAMMERSTEIN
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Richard

divine,
first

step to

that

we

ago,

way

knowledge

the top executives of their individual

tion

Hodge,
compre-

one of the biggest industries this
country has ever produced has never
made a formal examination of what

we can successfully tackle the
problems that face the industry. To
insure this, there can be no stinting,
no false economy in the scope of the

Charles

is

the

of getting at a precise

of a particular division of

Last week, an American business-

man, Eric Johnston, declared: "It is
we know all about our-

essential that

companies.

makes

it

tick.

It is

statements

should

be

doubtful that any

major industry extant
boast this dubious distinction.
other

can

The favorable light in which the
film company men viewed the survey proposal gives hope that we are
finally getting

selves."

three

around

closely

related,

Hodge made

Cecil

and

their observations, to

the best of our knowledge, in placidgeneralities,

Mr.

Johnston's was delivered toward a

—

specific

bilitated

end the diagnosis of a demarket that threatens the

existence of a great industry.

The president
of

Motion PicAmerica spoke

of the

ture Association of

our industry's urgent

need for

statistical findings

following the ad-

vancement

proposal

It is a process, too, that can, in its

produce some valuable
Properly handled, it
might very well prove a potent pubactivation,

by-products.

The

relations factor.

interest of

the public in movies and moviegoing

could be stimulated by the very fact

an effectively conducted poll. The
and data gleaned in this
analysis would be invaluable, too, in
presenting the industry's case before

market analysis of
the entire field of movie entertainment. He urged a study of the reasons

why

rather

shocking

does not. A
fact
about that

why

Governmental bodies. Authoritative
facts and figures would be powerfully impressive in a campaign for

in

present. Nevertheless, those attending were reported favorably inclined

toward the survey and indicated
they would pursue the proposal with

nostician's fee.

proximate a surprisingly small figure
If it were to run five
times that amount, it would still be
less that what it might cost any one
of the MPAA member companies to

—$100,000.

make

one scene in a feature
film. The return on such an investment is immeasurable. It might even
iust

previous battles.

—

are ignorant.

Even

if

the film com-

panies were to conduct the survey
a purely selfish basis, they would
do well to heed Mr. Hodge's tenet

on

way

to

division

is

that the shortest

own

of their

inclusive survey of

knowledge
by an allthe entire movie

entertainment picture.

And

BULLETIN

it

meeting was that no positive action
could be taken immediately because
a number of policy-making executives of the film companies were not

ail-

foolish to question the diag-

is

There are indications now that we
have taken Mr. Cecil's first step to
knowledge the awareness that we

the public-at-large goes to

the movies, and

meas-

be salvation.

handicap

the

ment

halfway

or

patient with a serious

statistics

recent board meeting that the indus-

at

A

ures.

of

try undertake a

a

too vital a project for

It is

penny-pinching

Mr. Johnston has estimated that

elimination of the admissions tax.
The lack of such data was a serious

of

inquiry.

the cost of such a survey would ap-

lic

philosophical

ly

and answers we must have be-

fore

to a process

centuries

albeit

While the Messrs.

It is to

that will get at the roots of a declining boxoffice.

considered carefully, since they are
apart.

12

that in a half century of existence

know

to

it."

All

.

ago, an Ameri-

is

added: "In many things a
hensive survey of a subject
shortest

Km
NO.

Diagnosis of our industry's problems is long overdue. It is incredible

knowledge

are ignorant."

theologist,

24,

be fervently hoped that the
survey, if and when it is approved,
will be done with a thoroughness
that will bring the kind of informa-

"The

Cecil, intoned:

One hundred years
can

British

a

-»i

Lang Overdue

Diagwuosis
Just

iikic
VOLUME

\//-M

at long last
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that

we

the

we show

signs of

maxim

indisputable

we must diagnose our

illness

if

In Mr.
Johnston's well-chosen words, "Let's
are to apply the cure.

know

all

With

we

will

about ourselves".

the available knowledge,
have a far better chance of

all

recapturing the public's interest in
movie-going.
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to
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WILL THEY PROVE
BY

William Street,

hemmed

or

LEONARD COULTER

New

York,

is

where twilight comes

at

by the towering pinnacles of nearby
Wall Street. The mad onrush or reinforced concrete and
girdered steel has not engulfed it yet. Here and there
stands an oasis of old-world charm and dignity. Like, for
instanace, No. 1 William Street, where Beaver Street cuts
across it and the New York Cotton Exchange keeps it discretly shadowed.
noon,

in

"Lehman

Brothers"; almost next door

But when a banking house like Lehman Brothers, or a
dominant syndicate of business men with millions at its

ing and shipping empire,

command,

Over the

lintel

of No.

is

1

the inscription,

is the hub of the Grace bankand cheek by jowl with them
both are financial houses whose wealth and influence are
legendary throughout the world.

This

is

the place where, from offices furnished with cost-

ly antiques, a

tinies of the

liam Street,

'

LEMON?

handful of rich

men

is

re-shaping the des-

motion picture industry. Here, in No. 1 Wilfor example, are Paul E. Manheim, partner in

Lehman Brothers, newly-elected director of Loew's, Inc.,
and Robert Lehman, a director of Twentieth Century-Fox.
If you are seeking out the personalities behind the recent
sale of film company backlogs to television you need search
no farther.

A

Formidable Trio
was Bob Lehman who engineered

new

Associates for

TV

duced to Arthur
ing bought

use.

Loew

It

the

was Paul Manheim who introLou Chesler group which, hav-

Warner's inventory for $21 millions, offered a

cool $50 millions for

MGM's

vintage films.

And

if

ever

Paramount Pictures closes a similar deal another Lehman
John Hertz, will undoubtedly figure in the negotiations, for Mr. Hertz is on the Paramount Boa^d.
partner,

This

is

a

formidable

trio,

Lehman, Manheim and Hertz.

Their association with Mr. Chesler, a Canadian financier
who controls the film-hungry Ridgeway Corporation (bidding for the
library) and who is also the dominant

MGM

figure in P. R. M., Inc.

gives

them colossal

(buyers of the Warner backlog)

financial power.

And

their

membership

Loew's, Fox and Paramount managements carries
them into the board rooms of those companies.

of the

It

has been traditional in the film industry to regard

and Boston as its financial nerve centers, but
now seems to be swinging to New York. This
is because the provision of loans and credits for filmmaking, important though it still is, does not profoundly
affect basic management decisions or development policies,
except in the purely economic sphere. As long as a bank
has adequate security for the money it lends, and is satisfied that proper provision for repayment on the due dates
is being made, it does not interfere with the day-to-day
conduct of a film company's operations.
California

the balance

new enthusiasms are born; creative
new personnel with

loyalties

comes

in.

That is why the emergence of Lehman Brothers as the
dominant factor in the Hollywood-films-for-TV movement
has such tremendous significance today. Messrs. Lehman,
Manheim and Hertz are not merely the marriage brokers,
they are parson, bride and groom as well.

Ripe for the Cutting
These three gentlemen believe that any major motion
company which owns an important inventory

should

pre-1948 feature films to National Telefilm

sell

change

energies are more widely spread and

which Twentieth-Fox recently (and rather unexpectedly)
its

producers to

the basic structure of the industry. Old customers of years

standing are affected;

picture

leased 52 of

in a position to induce film

or lease their product to television, they are able to

the contract by

It

is

sell

it,

or lease

it,

for television exhibition as

soon

comes along. They regard these old films
as a melon ripe for the cutting, and which, if left to molder
on the vine, would quickly become inedible.
as the right offer

Whether, in
cn which side

fact, the fruit is a

melon or a lemon depends
one happens to be sit-

of the industry fence

To the exhibitor it certainly has a sour taste. He regards as pure financial manipulation, for the benefit of the
few, such
sales as those recently made. He argues
that the film industry as a whole should be united in stemting.

TV

ming the tide of television as a competitive entertainment
medium. He claims that blacklog sales by Hollywood
companies do nothing to help a producing company; on
the contrary, it must encourage the TV habit, weaken the
exhibitor's position and, in the end, result in the producer

competing with himself.

What

do the gentlemen at Lehman Brothers think of
these complaints? Have they good, sound answers, or do
they shrug them off as of no importance? Are they concerned with a quick capital profit, or with the welfare of
the film industry as a continuing enterprise?

were given to me the other day
met on the third floor of No. 1 William Street, in a conference room whose walls were decorated with interesting old prints and documents. One of
these, dated 1894, acknowledged the receipt of $900 from
Lehman Brothers for purchase of a Negro girl named

Some answers,

by Mr. Manheim.

at least,

We

(Continued on Page 6
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A

This, combined with the screening of

MELON PR LEMDN?

log pictures on

Martha, about 14 years old, guarantee! to be "sound
mind and body and a slave for life."

in

did the proposal for Loew's to dispose of the

MGM backlog originate?
(2)

What

(3)

Why do you favor such

(4)

effect will

Do you

lead to a

What

such sales have on exhibitors?

TV?

for the sale of first-run films to

—

—did not originate within the company
any
no
had not been seriously considered —
negotiations had been initiated — until Mr. Chesler and his
ket value

itself.

or, at

It

far as the

would always be a very substantial demand for the "extra
special" kind of motion picture theatrically released.
If the existing Hollywood companies were not to sell
product to television, somebody else would, and if that
were to happen it would be disastrous for everyone involved in the making, distributing and screening of fiims.

rate,

group, operating through the Ridegway Corporation, put

was

Mr. Manheim, to escape the conclusion that the number of motion picture theNevertheless,

would be

it

difficult, said

further cut.

still

might be that the kind

It

is

of

entertainment offered

to

would be different from that
of the past, that the theatre of tomorrow would bear as
little resemblance to the cinema the public has always

theatre patrons in the future

known

On

as the drive-in does to the "walk-in" house.

these points Paul

Manheim was

reluctant to commit
banker by profession, not
a prophet, and that he doubted he would ever have become
identified with film company management had not Mr.
Arthur Loew invited him to join the board of Loew's.

himself further, saying he

was

a

a capital gain,

There were many complexities to be considered, Manheim explained, in debating the question of whether or not
to market the Loew's inventory such questions, for instance, as to whether to sell outright, or to enter into a
leasing arrangement which would preserve to the company

of approximately

the right to re-release top "oldies" theatrically, or to re-

in a bid.

That bid was

back-

further

company involved was concerned, it would,
be exchanging one kind of exhibitor (the theatre
owner) for another (the TV station operator). But there

atres

your opinion of the future of Toll-TV?
The proposal, he replied, for Loew's to "unload" its
vintage pictures all written down to far below their mar(5)

As

deals?

believe that backlog sales will eventually

demand

still

in a sense,

Five Questions
Paul Manheim talked freely, frankly, asking only that he
not be quoted directly lest it be inferred he was speaking
on behalf of the management of Loew's, on whose board,
he modestly pointed out, he had but one vote.
These, among others, were the questions I asked:

How

Hollywood

the effect of

reducing cinema audiences.

(Continued from Page 5)

(1)

TV, might have

for $50,000,000, payable in installments

:

over a period of years.
If

accepted by Loew's,

and would net to the

$37^

it

would represent

company

a

sum

millions after tax.

make them.

On receipt of the offer, Arthur Loew, President of
Loew's, and his colleagues, had a series of meetings. Their
discussions took into account every facet of the company's
position within the motion picture industry
distribution, staff, exhibitors,

Inherent in
tion: that

all

— production,

and so on.

was one basic assumpare, and would remain, in

these discussions

Loew's (and

MGM)

the film business as active and developing concerns.
If a substantial financial windfall were to land in the
company's lap as the result of a TV deal, it would be used
for the company's expansion in the field of entertainment,
and primarily film entertainment for theatrical release.

The

must be acknowledged, Mr. Manheim added,
that television entertainment had become an integral part
of the popular entertainment world. It was here, and here
to stay. No film company could wisely ignore it; no film
company could hope to beat it.
fact

He

felt certain,

Loew's entered

however, that any arrangement which

would give the company some measure of control over any product which might be concerned.

The

into,

Vital Factor

Yes, he agreed, there might

come

a time

when some

of

TV

networks would seek to secure first-run Hollywood products, but the chances of the successful establishment of Toll-TV as an outlet for such product was "a
the

long, long

way

off".

Some day it might be a factor in the situation, but at
present the cost and complication of collecting patrons'
payments for films viewed at home on a pay-as-you-see
would be most extravagant. One system, employing
a coin-box on the TV set, would probably have to pay $25
basis

Fewer Theatres

each for the boxes. If it had, say, 10 million subscribers,
would need to find $250,000,000 for the coin-boxes alone
"and where can you find that sort of money today for
such a purpose?"

In his opinion, he said, there was nothing incompatible
with a film producing company releasing pictures both to

versation.

TV

and to theatres. It was already being done successand without genuine complaint by either side, by
Columbia and its TV subsidiary, Screen Gems, and, of
course, by other Hollywood interests.

fully,

Of course,

it

was

possible

— but

not probable

— that

if

Hollywood's move into TV on a major scale were successful, its preoccupation with the new medium might result
in fewer first-run theatrical releases.
Page 6
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—

one assurance, that was the end of our conThat assurance sounded important and sincere
enough to warrant a breach of faith. I had promised not
to quote Mr. Manheim. I hope he will forgive me if I do.
He said, as I left: "What is the most important single fact
to remember is that this deal isn't just a question of arithmetic. Nothing will be done without full consideration of
the interests of all concerned, exhibitors included. We're
not interested in liquidation, but in the fuller development

Except

for

of our business in the field of entertainment."

(I

Standard

&

Poor's Survey Finds

Industry's Position ^Uncertain'
EDITOR'S NOTE

What do

responsible financial analysts think of the motion picture

and its future prospects? We believe it
important to the operating people of the business, film and theatre executives alike, to know how an important house like Standard
& Poor's appraises the industry's prospects. Following are the
industry's current position

is

highlights of the latest study of the

The motion

picture industry, including both producers

and theatre operators, went through a highly turbulent
period during the latter part of 1955 and early 1956.
Whereas 1955 started as a year of general recovery for
most companies in the field, the year ended with the rate
of

domestic movie-going

off

sharply and most movie firms

segments

either stressing activities in other

tainment industry and/or diversifying into

A

of the enter-

new

fields.

combination of factors necessitated the changes curmade in the movie industry. Major producers

rently being

recognize that the principal outside nemesis, television,
also holds large profit possibilities

proper manner.

ment

as to just

RKO

Pictures sold

its

approached

in

the

entire film library and producing

facilities to a television station
Inc., a

if

However, there is considerable disagreewhat the most advantageous approach is.
operator, General Teleradio,

& Rubber

subsidiary of General Tire

Co.

Warner

Bros. Pictures and Republic Pictures have sold large portions of their feature film libraries for use

practically all producers

have sold

on television and

a portion of their old

amusement

Quite obviously, motion picture theatre owners take a

by S &

P's.

dim view of this development. They had just begun to experience seme recovery from the initial impact of television
when TV stations embarked on increased and improved
programming in the Fall of 1955. These factors, coupled
with the winter shutdown of the now quite-important
drive-in theatres, caused large movie chains to look for
new enterprises. National Theatres announced an intention to enter the motion picture producing field. RKO
Theatres sought to acquire a company in the textile and
electronics field. American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres and Stanley Warner are stressing their non-theatre
activities.

Now

that the novelty effect of

new

exhibiting techniques

has waned, most major film producers realize that the
profit possibilities of domestic picture rentals are quite
limited.

pressive.

The outlook for theatre operators is even less imThe basic position of the industry has become

uncertain, and long-term operating results of individual

companies

in the

movie

field will

depend on

increase their foreign interests, find a

TV

short subjects.

field

field

of the

on a profitable

their ability to

way

to enter the

and/or stress other phases

basis,

entertainment or non-allied industries.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS
Leading Producers
The major motion
wyn-Mayer (M-G-M,

form

Metro-Golda division of Loew's Inc.), United
Artists (privately owned), RKO Radio Pictures (owned by
General Tire & Rubber), Paramount Pictures, Twentieth
Century-Fox Film, Columbia Pictures, and Warner Bros.
picture producers are

Universal Pictures has also become one of the
leaders in recent years; others include Walt Disney ProPictures.

duction, Republic, and Allied Artists Pictures.

portion of current film production

A

large

undertaken on an independent, one-picture basis, whereby film stars and/or
directors produce the film and sell it to a major distributor
so as to bring about income tax savings.
is

Apart from the immediate profits obtained, the sale of a
cannot help but have adverse longterm implications to the domestic film industry. It is a
studio's film backlog

of

obtaining working capital for a producer, but

medium

— television— which

making
the ownership of motion picture theatres more and more
undesireable. While the domestic market is declining in
basically

it

aids a

is

importance, a further deterioration in this respect will
necessitate not only a greater development of foreign mar-

kets but also business in fields having a

more

stable char-

acter.

In this respect, the making of films, commercials, serials,
for television appears to offer substantial profit

and such

was

entered by relatively small
producers did not participate
to any great extent until 1955. In that year, it is estimated
that over $200 million was spent on television films and
commercials, including air time and all other costs. One
possibilities.

firms and

This

most

field

first

of the larger

(Continued on Page 18)
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Proud

"The

Western,

First-rate

well-written,

"The

dries'"

attractively

Figures strong for action houses; above-average

produced.
in

general

market.

compact Western. The
L. Jack's CinemaRobert
and
direct
refreshingly
plot is
under
the 20th-Fox banproduction
color
Sccpe-DeLuxe
plentiful
and unclutAction
is
ner is visually attractive.
little rovery
diversions
and
tered by any psychological

"The Proud Ones"

is

a forceful,

mantics. This will be a strong attraction for action houses
and the general market will receive it well. The pace is

and smooth, thanks to Robert D. Webb's adroit direcA competent script by Edmund North and Joseph
Petracca provides some good characters which are ably
portrayed by a well-balanced cast. Marshal Robert Ryan,
with deputies Walter Brennan and Arthur O'Connell,
fiercely tries to maintain order in a town that has been
taken over by crook Robert Middleton and his henchmen.
fast

tion.

promises fiancee Virginia Mayo he'll quit when he succeeds in ridding the town of the objectionable element.
Jeffrey Hunter arrives (his father had been shot by Ryan)
suspecting that Ryan is really a murderer. He accepts
Ryan's invitation to be a deputy, still unsure of his feelings. Ryan experiences spells of blindness, the result of a
fiVht, but keeps the secret. Hunter discovers it, but now,
loyal to the marshal, helps him wipe out Middleton's gang.

He

Ryan

town with Mayo, Hunter becomes marshal.

leaves

20th Century-Fox.

duced by Robert

L.

94 minutes. Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter.
Jacks. Directed by Robert D. Webb.

Pro-

Leather

Saint"

Far-fetched sentimental tale about a minister-boxer. Figures
as mild dualler

in

general market.

This rather corny yarn about a minister who boxes, inmoney for a group of polio-stricken children taxes credibility. Loaded with sentiment, it is written
and played to the hilt for coy humor. Boxoffice prospects
are just fair in the mass market, but this Paramount will
require strong support in most situations. The norman
Retchin-Alvin Ganzer script does provide some amusing
touches, particularly in the character of a tough fight promotor (well-played by Cesar Romero). Director Ganzer
keeps things moving at a respectable pace and plays the
story too obviously for the "human touches". John Derek,
Paul Douglas and Romero give this mild marquee power.
Ernest Truex earns some laughs as Derek's bumbling, but
kindly, religious colleague. Production, lensed in blackand-white VistaVision, is adequate. Derek, a minister,
cognito, to earn

money for his children's home, takes on
Paul Douglas as a fight manager. Douglas depends upon
promoter Romero, who insists on seeing Derek work out,
but the minister is only available on fight-day. Derek
meets Jody Lawrence, Romero's girl friend, an unhappy
drunk, rejects her advances and helps her to find peace of
mind. She trails Derek one day, discover's his calling, and
lets the secret out. Douglas and Romero accept the situation and Derek is excused by his religious superior for
having taken matters into his own fists.
desiring to raise

Paramount. 86 minutes.
Paul Douglas, John Derek, Jody Lawrence,
mero. Produced by Norman Retchin. Directed by Alvin Ganzer.

Werewolf"

"The

Su4iKC44 IRcUiKQ

O

"Stranger

PIUS

Strictly for the lower half of dual bills.

angle

My

at

Door"

Fair exploitation

will help.

This

Sam Katzman

production (Columbia release) takes
a sociological approach to the "werewolf" fable, discussing
the frightened and unreasonable

way

in

which people

re-

what they fail to understand. The result isn't nearly
and exciting as it should be. Except for a
few brief sequences which show man-changing-into-wolf

act to

as interesting

and attacking, there is a lack of the expected action, violence, and horror. It is much too talky (not very interesting dialogue) and slow-moving under Fred F. Sears' direction. For a picture clearly aimed at the exploitation program market, its static quality is a decided drawback. Acting by a cast of unknowns is adequate, and the Katzman
production
small

Cesar Ro-

town

is
is

generally
suspicious

satisfactory

when they

torn to pieces, apparently

technique-wise.

find

A

one of the citizens

by an animal. Aided by other

clues, the police decide the fiend is a werewolf,

and

finally

Diverting
will

drama about a preacher converting an outlaw

please family and rural trades.

This Republic offering is an unusual and engrossing
melodrama that should do at least average business in
naborhood, action and rural houses. The script, if undistinguished, holds interest, and the acting is unusually
strong for a programmer. Barry Shipman has fashioned
a suspenseful story, set in the

West

in the last century,

about the attempts of a preacher to convert a notorious
bandit. William Witney's direction is even and well-paced.
Macdonald Carey, as the preacher, Patricia Medina, as his
wife, and Skip Homeier, as the outlaw, turn in competent

When his horse goes lame after a specbank robbery, Homeier seeks refuge on Carey's
farm. Carey tries to change the outlaw, but the

performances.
tacular
isolated

rejects the proferred

latter

spiritual

When,

help.

after

He is Steven Ritch, who is suffering the effects of experimental injections given him by two
mad doctors. Helpless and terrified, Ritch hides out in the

days, the sheriff, attempting to corner Homeier, accidentally shoots Carey's son, the thief claims he'll kill the sheriff

nearby

fatally

determine his identity.

he

is

forest. After unwillfully

tracked

Columbia. IA
Joyce Holden.

'

down and

committing other murders,
by the police.

Clover Production).
83 minutes.
Steven Ritch
Don
Produced by Sam Katiman. Directed by Fred F. Sears.

'8u4i«c44.
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in a

Homeier is
Homeier dies

recovers, but not before

duel with the sheriff.

repentant.
Macdonald Carey, Patricia Medina,
Republic.
85 minutes.
rected by William Witney. Associate producer, Sidney Picker.

OOO

good

[More REVIEWS on Page 10]
Film
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AVERAGE

Skip

O

Homeier

POOR

Di-

iKE

ADVANTAGE OF

HUGE

!65,000 ADVERTISING-PUBLICITY BUDGET
IR

THE "TIMELIEST SHOW OF THE YEAR!"

4f j*f Top

Hllgh

MARLOWE
Screen story by

•

J03ll

CURT SIOOMAK

TAYLOR
•

Technical

Donald CURTIS

Effects

Created

by

- Screen Play

by

GEORGE WORTHING YATES

RAY HARRYHAUSEN

•

Produced by

CHARLES

*nd

H.

RAYMOND

SCHNEER

T.

MARCUS

"A Kiss Before Dying"

"The

O O O

Scuute^
Suspenseful murder melodrama

Strong exploitation angles

will

intrigue

will

3ci4iKe44 'Rating
audiences.

all

give this b.o.

where

lift

capitalized.

—

Based on the Ira Levin best-seller of the same name
hugely exciting book this Crown Production (United Ar-

—

tist

The

release) duplicates the book's effectiveness.

an attractive young man who murders the

tells of

story

girl

he

has made pregnant, then kills again to make it appear the
second victim is guilty of the first murder. A compelling
plot builds tension relentlessly and is guaranteed to hold
the interest of any audience.

If

properly exploited,

it

all situations. There are some sensawhich exploiteers can have a field day.

should draw well in
tional aspects with

Robert L. Jacks' CinemaScope-DeLuxe color production
draws on the younger-star set, and the names of Robert
Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith and Joanne Woodward will have more than average marquee appeal for the
teen-age crowd. Gerd Oswald's direction briskly developes
the story's suspense values, and he elicits good performances from the entire cast. When college student Robert
Wagner finds out that wealthy Joanne Woodward is pregnant by him, he decides to kill her. Planning the crime
deliberately, he is finally forced to push her off a roof.
Police accept the death as a suicide. Woodward's sister,
Virginia Leith, is suspicious, and she calls in Jeffrey Hunter to help her. Wagner, still anxious to get his hands on
the family wealth, courts Leith, who is unaware that he
had known her sister. When Hunter discovers the connections, he tells Leith, who furiously rejects his suggestions.
But, alone with Wagner, she traps him into admitting his
identity, and escapes death only when Wagner, in a scuffle,
plunges off a cliff.
United Artists
ter,

Virginia

(A Crown Production].
Leith,

94 minutes.

Joanne Woodward.

Produced

Killing"

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunby Robert L. Jacks. Directed

O ©

p us
'

Dragnet-like crime meller will find good acceptance from

action fans. Fair dualler

in

general market.

This modest crime melodrama about a daring race track
some good moments and fair suspense, but
overall it is too implausible to please any but the rabid
action fans. Primary drawbacks are the use of flashbacks,
tied together by an unseen narrator, which slow down the
"heist" has

and the fact that the gang of robbers involved, led
by Sterling Hayden, look like they couldn't figure their
way out of a subway station, much less plan and execute
action,

a $2,000,000 robbery. On the credit side, the yarn offers
good exploitation angles, Stanley Kubrick's direction maintains a fair pace, and the black and white photography is
effective. The story, adapted from the novel "Clean Break",
by Lionel White, has Hayden returning from a five year
stretch with plans to hold up local race track. He enlists
aid of boozehound Jay C. Flippen, crooked cop Ted De
Corsia, barkeep Joe Sawyer and various underworld charThey plan and successfully execute the theft.
acters.
When Marie Windsor, wife of one of the robbers, sends
her boyfriend to hi-jack the stolen money, the mob, except
for Hayden, are wiped out in a wild shooting. He stuffs
the

money

in a suitcase and,

with wife Coleen Gray, heads

The suitcase is wheeled onto runway with
luggage, when it falls off and all the bills are whirled

for airport.

other

away by
in

the plane propellers.

Film ends as agents close

on Hayden.

Sterling Hayden, Marie Windsor,
United Artists (Harris Kubrick). 83 minutes.
Coleen Gray, Jay C. Flippen. Director Stanley Kubrick. Producer James B. Harris.

"Earth

Vs.

%ct4ute4&

Flying

Rating

Saucers"

O O

Plus

Topnotch science-fictioner about the invasion of saucermen.
Well-produced, convincing. Better-than-average dualler.

by Gerd Oswald.

Unidentified

Flying

Sututete 1£<xU*$

For the science-fiction fans, here is a convincing entry.
Dealing with the imagined invasion of earth by outerspace people on flying saucers, it has an earnest air of
authority about it, and should prove engrossing entertain-

Objects"

O

ment

Plus

Documentary about flying saucers has exploitation-angles,
some dull footage. Should serve as fair supporting

despite

dualler.

This Greene-Rouse Production

UFO,

or, as

—a

more commonly known,

documentary about
flying saucers

—

is

a

properly sold as a novelty attraction, it should provide a mild assist on dual bills. Despite some interesting footage of actual on-the-scene pho-

fair exploitation entry.

If

not always clearly acceptable entertainment. Written in a hard, dry style by Francis Martin,

tography, "Objects"

is

the narrative sometimes tends to put viewers off rather

than excite their curiosity.

It is

too technical in

its lan-

guage to interest the average patron. Director Winston
Jones missed a number of opportunities to supply good
excitement, and the 92 minutes seems much too long. Photography is generally satisfactory.
Artists
ICIarence Greene and Russell Rouse Production!
Produced by Clarence Greene. Directed by Winston Jones.

United
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for adults as well as youngsters.

Where

the exhibi-

tor capitalizes the film's plentiful exploitation elements,

.

92

minutes.

returns should be above average.

Director Fred F. Sears

developes a maximum of exciting and suspenseful touches,
and his pace is good. Photography is fine and Russ
Kelley's special effects are the core of the picture's effectiveness with the "saucer" effects being graphically inte-

marquee names,
play the story as if they believed it. Scientist Hugh Marlowe and wife Joan Taylor are engaged in a secret miligrated.

The

tary project

actors, while providing no

when

saucers land, demolishing the base and

everyone in sight. Marlowe manages to communicate with the saucermen and arranges to meet them, hoping to prevent an all-out war. The outer-space creatures
present their terms: they give the earth 56 days to surrender or else they will destroy it. Holding a series of conkilling

Marlowe maps plans for a weapon
combat the saucers' deadly disintegration rays. And
when they attack Washington, their power is overcome.
ferences in Washington,
to

Columbia.
Schneer.

Hugh Marlowe, Joan Taylor. Produced by Charles
83 minutes.
Executive Producer Sam Katiman. Directed by Fred F. Sears.

H.

|

I

"23

That Certain Feeling"
Su4iKCte ^<ZtiK$
Bob Hope at

his best, assisted

O O O

by Eva Maria Saint, George
romp through one of

a boxoffice standpoint,

Credit the producer-director-writer team of Norman Panama and Melvin Frank for a clever adaptation from the

"The King of Hearts", by Jean Kerr and Eleanor Brooke, and for a handsome VistaVision-Technicolor
production. The script moves fast, utilizes every inch of
the wide screen for its antics, and offers each star a chance
to pitch some laughs. Eva Maria Saint is a surprise in an
uproarious comedy role, contrasting her drab-girl. Academy Award portrayal in "On the Waterfront". The switch
George Sanders also gets
is an added exploitation angle.
stage play

laughs as a stuff-shirt cartoonist who is Hope's
boss and verbal duelling partner. Biggest surprise of the
film is song stylist Pearl Bailey who narrates from the

maximum

She displays an uncanny sense of
comedy timing which permits her to saunter off with all
the minor scenes. Youngster Jerry Mathers, playing an
sidelines as a maid.

show

juvenile appeal.

The

storyline

is

crisp and never strays far from the main pitch. Sanders
has lost his touch for cartooning. Hope, down and out, is
called in to inject "heart" into it. Saint, on the verge of
marrying Sanders, happens to be Hope's ex-spouse. Pearl

Bailey

awakens "that certain feeling"

with the help of songs like "Zing

for Saint

Paramount.

Went

the Strings of

minutes.
Bob Hope, Eva Maria Saint, George Sanders, Pearl
Mathers. Produced and directed by Norman Panama & Melvin Frank.

prospects

many such

revealed as a

Conway's

when her

life

member

associate

is

viding fair marquee support.

release.
S

90 minutes.

Tom Conway,

Baker and Monty Berman.

Blind, self-pitying Johnson

and ex-fiancee Miles, who
When the playwright
overhears a suspicious conversation, he is certain of its
criminal intent and his interest in life is re-awakened by
the prospect of heading off the criminals. Intricate deductions and exciting experience lead Johnson to the apprehension of a kidnapping ring and to hand-to-hand combat
with the ringleader. The police move in to finish off the
group, as Johnson feels finally able to accept Miles' love.
is

humored by

valet Cecil Parker

are unable to solve his despondency.

20th Century-Fox.

by Henry Ephron.

103 minutes. Van Johnson, Vera Miles, Cecil Parker.
Directed by Henry Hathaway.

"Great

Day

in

^a&Hf
Actionful historical

will

O ©

PIUS

Western should fare well

eral and action markets.

Produced

Morning"

the

in

both gen-

Exploitation of romantic triangle

boost returns.

—

as well as for the outdoor market.

in II. S.

bookings.

"Murder

of the gang, but saves

about to

CinemaScope-De Luxe color print that reproduces London
adds further piquancy to the tale. Nicel Balchin's screenplay has admirable verbal economy and mounts steadily in
excitement. Acting, particularly by the British supporting
cast, is quite good, with Van Johnson and Vera Miles pro-

kill

marquee names add further support

Better-than-average
to this estimate.

Ed-

mund

Grainger has furnished attractive production values
a fine cast, good Superscope-Technicolor photography,
and strong exploitation values. Jacques Tourneur's direc-

—

tion

is

somewhat, but for the most part
enough and the action is robust. For the
there is a good romantic triangle better than

inclined to dawdle

the pace

is

fern trade,

fast

—

one has a right to expect in this type of film. Southerner
Robert Stack arrives in Denver a hot-bed of political preCivil War tension. Winning a saloon at poker from Ray-

—

mond

Burr, he also attracts singer

higher-class Virginia Mayo.

adoption

of

Ruth Roman and the

Further complication

young Donald MacDonald

is

his

after killing the

boy's father in a gun-fight. Tensions mount when war
breaks out. The jealous Burr kills Roman, and Mayo

Stack leaves, determined to return east
to fight for the confederacy, having lost both women.
decides

it's

no

go.

him.
RKO

RKO

by Robert

Should respond
general markets.

—

—

on Approval" moves slowly in shadowy and dark grey
photography under director Bernard Knowles' nonchalant
pacing. Save for Tom Conway, the British cast is unknown, and the calibre of the performances augurs no
change in that situation. Private-eye Conway is sent by
Brian Worth to investigate a hoax perpetrated on the
latter in his purchase of a rare stamp. Conway finds a
group involved in stamp-counterfeiting, and his search
leads him to the discovery of two murders. Delphi Lawrence, who had played at helping Conway, feigning romantic interest, is

in

westerns, with almost equal measures of action, sex, and
politics. It shapes up as a good bet for general audiences,

This British-made crime meller about the theft of valuable stamps and its murderous complications is routine
from beginning to end. It's strictly for the bottom-half of
dual bills. Unfortunately, the overlong 90-minutes running will militate against

draw above-average

Set in Colorado in the weeks preceding the outbreak of
story than most
the Civil War, has more and a sounder

"Murder on Approval"
little

PIUS

An unusual tale of crime detection in which a blind
playwright picks up clues, through his sharpened senses,
that the police are overlooking is the subject of this 20thFox release. Engrossing, and with steadily interest, "23
Paces to Baker Street" is calculated to please all types of
audience.
Boxoffice prospects in the general market.
Though a trifle over-long at 103 minutes, director Henry
Hathaway has kept the movement brisk and his feel for
mood and atmosphere is effectively realized. A glowing

My

103

Poor British crime meller has

O O

Entertaining, off-beat suspense melodrama.
to exploitation. Will

and Hope

Heart," "Hit the Road to Dreamland," and the title song.
Climax scene is "Person to Person" in which Hope shakes
his neurosis, takes back his ex-wife.

Bailey, Jerry

Street"

—

Paramount's new comedy

package has something to offer every member of the
family. Bob Hope opens the show lying flat on a psychiatrists couch. His problem, and its screwy analysis, keeps
the laughs going at a machine-gun pace for 103 minutes.

orphan, gives the

Baker

to

SutiKCte &<Uut$

Sanders, and songstress Pearl Bailey,
the funniest films of the season.

From

Paces

Delphi Lawrence, Brian Worth.
Directed by Bernard Knowles.

Produced

I

An Edmund Grainger Production!. 92 minutes. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack,
Raymond Burr. Produced by Edmund Grainger. Directed

Ruth Roman, Alex Nicol,
by Jacques Tourneur.
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What

They're Talking
In the

About

Movie Business

HHHBHHI^H^H^B^HHI^HHHMHHHHHHHBISH

SEE A MOVIE

TODAY— PAY

LATER. Many

seasoned

theatremen are questioning the merits of the admissionon-credit plan now under consideration by the MPA. Putting aside the wisecracks about
find

it

make

to

how tough

theatres will

the public pay for pictures that turn out to

be "turkeys", there is plenty of serious talk about the collection problem. Some say that the cost of collecting 75c
and one dollar admissions will run very high that loss
through bad debits will average out to 25 or 30 percent.
But others answer, "What have we got to lose?" Unlike

—

department store that passes to the customer tangible
merchandise, the theatre only gives the ticket-buyer the
an empty one for a couple
privilege of occupying a seat
of hours. And, they argue, the industry's big job right
now is getting people out of their homes to occupy those
a

—

—

empty

seats.

If 25

percent refuse to pay, so what
*

*

The more important

.

.

.?

*

talking point on the credit idea

is

this

enough ticket-buying to justify the
cost and effort to promote the plan? Cinerama has been
offering credit for the past six months or so, but so far it
appears that only a very small fraction of Cinerama ticketbuyers ask for credit. One veteran theatreman observed
that if people don't take advantage of a credit offer on
will

it

really stimulate

Cinerama's

higher

reserved

seat

admission

prices,

he

EXHIBITION'S ATTITUDE. How

deeply bitter the

was exemplified

feeling of theatremen runs these days

:

amount

of helpful statistical information given

men wouldn't

week. These

believe

me when

doubts that any appreciable number will ask time to
for the lower general admission prices at the average
movie theatre. The same exhibitor suggested that before
plunges into any credit plan, the Stanley Warner
the
Cinerama people should be called in to give an accounting

cause of the industry's present difficulties

of their practical experience.

his shelf to

0

RKO'S STEADY COURSE. While some
tablished film companies are

of the

long

moaning about problems and

worries, and vocally displaying their despair about the

NEW RKO

appears to be quietly devoting itself to the task of building for the future. Tom O'Neil apparently isn't one to weep and wail. He's a man of action,
future, the

who knows what he wants

—

and does it. First he
to do
on the sale of oldies to TV. Then, he
took hold of "The Conqueror" and put on a sensational
round-the-world super exploitation campaign that made
that picture one of the few bright boxoffice spots in the
current season. Now he is giving the green light to some
promising productions at the reactivated RKO studio.
Last week he OKed the signing of a term contract with
Paul ("Don Juan in Hell") Gregory, who will produce a
number of features. One company official said last week,
"Within a year, RKO will be going full blast in the production of film for theatres". Tom O'Neil is the kind of
"new blood" badly needed by the movie business.
had

his decision
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*

*

them each
told them

*

This correspondent continued

in this irate vein:
lies in

"The

production

and distribution's starving and rigging the market. No retailer can succeed in business if he doesn't have goods on

No

sell.

theatre can continue in business with-

out an adequate selection of
es-

I

the motion picture industry had no statistical department."

pay

MPA

in

one of the many letters sent to us in recent weeks re the
suggestion on our Viewpoints page that Eric Johnston
step forward to seek a solution to the trade practices
hassle. One prominent mid-western exhibitor wrote at
great length on why Mr. J. would not or could not bring
peace to the industry. Among other things, he had this to
say "I recall when Mr. Johnston first came into office he
wanted to set up a statistical bureau on the industry. This
was an intelligent and most needed endeavor, however, the
man from the Chamber couldn't sell his 'Ivory Tower
Bosses' on this most constructive start toward operating
our industry on facts rather than playing it by ear. I need
not tell you how important facts and statistics were to the
successful carrying on of the last tax campaign. Yet the
tax committee was handicapped, for it had to start from
scratch to get at facts and figures to back up its arguments
for repeal of the tax. The Johnston office didn't have them.
Can you imagine the American Automobile Manufacturers'
Association operating without statistics? Recently I talked
to two automobile dealers and learned of the tremendous

isn't

from.

film.

You

say the shortage

In 1941 exhibitors had 568 pictures to select
In 1954 269, in 1955—271, the combined total of

acute?

—

these two years

was

less

than the number of pictures availWould a conference between ex-

able to exhibitors in 1941.

and production-distribution release the floodgates
Hell, no. Production and distribution like
to operate in a restricted market no matter what it does to
the industry as a whole, and will fight Mr. Johnston or
anyone else who tries to change the market. * * Frankly,
I think you are whistling in the wind when you venture
the opinion Mr. Johnston could straighten his members
out. Production and distribution are responsible for the
* * It is an ugly
chaos in the industry, not exhibition.
supplier
conclusion to reach, that your
is bent upon your
destruction. However, we accept that conclusion, for
one can then know on what battleground he must defend
himself, and, out of desperation, turn to the weapons at
hand, whether it be government regulation antitrust suits
hibition

of production?

:;:

'

::

.

or fisticuffs

."
.

.

.

.

THIS

IS

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

HECHT AND LANCASTER

burt

as "LOLA"

Present

LANCASTER tonyCURTIS
ginaLOLLOBRIGIDA

Iso starring

KATY JURADO

•

Produced by

THOMAS GOMEZ

JAMES

HILL

with

JOHN PULEO

Screenplay by

•

JAMES

MINOR WATSON
R.

A SUSAN PRODUCTIONS

mirm

WEBB

•

Inc. Picture

Cl N emaScoPE
COLOR

by

DE LUXE

•

Directed by

Adaptation by

CAROL REED

UAM O

BRIEN
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BULLETIN
COUNTLESS DAYS GONE

kS IN

JUNE

BY, movie industry

sages are gazing into their wide-screen crystal balls and
asking themselves that oft-repeated question what happened to movie stocks last month? There is no doubt that

By

:

bad month on the big board. There is no doubt
that movie stocks took an unhealthy tumble. But the problem that seems to be puzzling almost everyone is the reason why movie shares hit the skids.

May was

Philip R.

Ward

a

Before talking causes,

I

1954

II,

showing the movements

take a look at the charts

let's

and theatre shares.

of film

"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself," said
Franklin D. Roosevelt on a historic occasion. This phrase
should be pondered deeply by the present-day movie industry. If the objective student of this industry's thinking
and manners gathers any single impression of the execumind it would be one of irresolution. It acts in a
fumbling, pusillanimous manner. It lacks confidence and
self-assurance. The state of its mind is fear, and we are
witnessing a psychological recession that might be talked
into a full-scale depression. A positive outlook is needed
in place of the negativistic views now pervading all segments of the industry.
tive

Film

BULLETIN Cinema

Aggregate*

O

BUSINESS SHOULD BE

GOOD— BUT

body talks about the slump, but
counteract

CLOW |AM
Ml vi

'II

MAI INILtUI

CLOU |AM

'It

mi Ml
I

FILM

'Composed

COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

Film company stocks incurred an 11 point loss in May
compared to the April figures. However, it is significant to note that the May average is only fractionally
below the prior low set in January, when film companies
suffered a 14 s g loss from the close of 1955. Theatre com-

as

panies incurred a l'g point loss in
April,

as

compared

to

which was also the year's low.

Of course, these

statistics are

rather than causes.
the movie industry

There

May

is

merely symptoms

— effects

How much of the current recession in
is real?
How much is psychological?

no denying that the industry

or that theatre grosses are down. But

is in

the doldrums

picture industry

is

a highly volatile one.

This noticable void of

problem that cannot be dismissed lightly. When a lack of
confidence is accompanied by inaction and/or indifference,
the problem becomes a matter of basic economics. Move
aggressively to solve your problems, or sink deeper into
the quicksand of indecision. The motion picture industry's
lack of faith in its own ability to cope with any serious
economic downturn is a problem of the first order. The industry is characterized by a weak analysis of its problems,
and a consequent lack of a program to deal with its basic
ailments. We witness a high-level meeting of Motion Picture Association executives at which Eric Johnston recom-

mends that funds be allotted to make certain studies. The
sums requested are comparatively nominal for companies
each doing annual business of 70 or 80 million dollars, yet
there is delay in approving the studies until "higher level"
officials of several film companies are consulted!
C>

THE SOONER THE MOVIE INDUSTRY BELIEVES
has the ability, the tools, the facilities and self-reliance
to give the public the best entertainment values obtainable,
the sooner will it return to the state of a healthy organism.

Its

A

healthy outlook

is

the starting point for the continuing

success or failure depends to a great extent on various

success of this industry.

exogenous factors, the effects of which are difficult to analyze. These factors include the general economic climate,
the public's whims, the weather, and, of course, various
forms of competition, not the least of which is television.
Its success or failure also depends to a great extent on
various endogenous factors, the effects of which are not
so difficult to analyze. These factors include the quality of
its films, showmanship, and exhibition-distributor-producer
relationships, salesmanship and the industry's "state of
mind". This last factor the "state of mind" of the movie
industry is one not to be lightly regarded.

ties

—

—

is

it

why?

O
The motion

it.

ISN'T. Everybeing done to
optimism is a serious

little

The tremendous

profit possibili-

inherent in this business are worth expenditure of

maximum

some major elements appear
default. At all levels

willing

American economy various groups are competing

for the

effort, yet

to let the potential

consumer's
fair

dollar.

go by

None

is

better equipped to obtain

share of these monies than the movie industry.

a proper state of mind, plus
fair

in

showmanship

the

its

With

of its films,

and

play between Distribution and Exhibition, the exodus

of its audience could be halted.
at the top levels to find the

nation

is

But there must be a

will

way. At present that determi-

lacking.
Film
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HEADLINERS

THEY

GEORGE WELTNER,

. .

president

of

Paramount Film Distributing Corp. and
worldwide sales head, was elected to the

MADE THE NEWS

board of directors of the Motion Picture
Assn. of America
JOSEPH R.
VOGEL, Loew's Theatres president, dis.

new

closed

.

.

responsibilities

staff

the

for

company's advertising-publicity department: JAMES SHANAHAN will assist
ad head ERNEST EMERLING; TED

ARNOW

New York

will supervise

area

promotional activities; RUSS GRANT
will handle publicity and advertising out-

New

the

side

GOULD

New

for the
politan

York

ANN BONTEMPO

Brooklyn;

continue

will

PAULA

area;

be in charge of publicity
Jersey theatres and Metro-

will

radio-TV

as

ROBERT ZANGER

promotions for the N.Y.C. theatres.

Columbia president

HARRY COHN

re-

released IRVING
BRISKIN from his contract as studio
manager in order that Briskin might form

vealed

DOZIER,

an independent television producing company. Programs will be released through
Screen Gems, Columbia subsidiary. Briskin will also supervise all Screen Gems
productions
JACK
has been named business manager of Al-

GREGORY

.

WILLIAM DOZIER, RKO

production

lied

partment

and

vice

a three year contract.

duce

major films

five

Paul Gregory to

Gregory

will pro-

in that period, start-

with Norman Mailer's best-selling
World War II novel "The Naked and
the Dead". The producer jumped into
ing

the national

spotlight several years ago
with the success of his dramatic readings.

L.

MANKIEWICZ

sold 50 per

cent of his independent producing company, Figaro, Inc., to
in a deal designed to tie in Figaro with
develop-

NBC

TV

ment and production. Mankiewicz retains
50 per cent. The agreement
calls for the use of Mankiewicz and others
the other

on Figaro staff in a consultant capacity
by NBC and the granting to NBC of a
"favored position in connection with the
of all motion pictures produced by Figaro". NBC president Robert
W. Sarnoff announced the deal.
telecasting

SCHACHTEL

.

advertising de-

office

HARRY

.

.

HOWARD

DIETZ, shown above with
"High Society" producer Sol C. Siegel at
a recent press conference, said last week
that Loew's, Inc., was no closer to making a deal in selling its film backlog to
despite at least ten offers. The Loew's
executive made his statement following a
special meeting of the company's board

TV

Next meeting of the board
scheduled for June 21. (See feature

of directors.
is

article,

"Melon

or

Lemon",

this issue.)

KALMINE,

M.

president and general manager of
Stanley Warner Theatres, announced the
as
appointment of PAT R.
West Coast Zone manager. Notaro succeeds the late Ben H. Wallerstein.

NOTARO

LEE BERGMAN,

Columbia

field exploioffice

home

has been added to the

teer,

exploitation staff, it was announced by
advertising-publicity director
New officers of the IndeLeSIEUR
pendent Theatres Owners of Arkansas inpresident;
clude: J.
executive vice presisecretary-treasdent;

HOWARD

.

0
JOSEPH

.

.

home

Artists'

head, announced the signing of theatrical
television producer

has

he

that

SIEGEL, DIETZ

contact;

handle special

will

.

.

FRED BROWN,
ROY COCHRAN,
NONA WHITE,

and K. K. KING, board chairman.

urer,

RKO

Pictures Corp. vice president and
general counsel J.
announced that the agreement providing
for the merger of that company and four
others into Atlas Corporation was approved by the stockholders
United
Artists vice president
PICKER and Allied Artists vice president

MILLER WALKER

.

.

.

ARNOLD

HAROLD MIRISCH,
UA

announced

jointly

that
will handle overseas distribution
of AA's first Billy Wilder and John Huston pictures, "Ariane" and "Typee". Allied will distribute the films in the U. S.,
Canada and parts of Latin America.

ALEX HARRISON,

U-l

HONORS COMPOSER

Universal executive vice president Alfred E.
Duff, left, and president Milton R. Rackmil,
right, were on hand at recent studio festivities
marking composer Frank Skinner's 20 years
with I -I. Skinner has written original scores
for more than 200 Universal pictures.

20th-Fox's general

manager, recently completed a twoweek series of exchange meetings from
Chicago to San Francisco
LOUIS
LOBER, general manager of United Artists'
foreign department, recently returned to this country following a month's
tour of the company's Central and South
American offices
20th-Fox executive
producer BUDDY ADLER returned to
New York June 1 following European
production conferences on "Anastasia".
sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wisconsin

Allied will hold its annual
convention June 11, 12 & 13 at Schwart
Resort Hotel, Elkhart Lake, Wis. SIG
and
are convention chairmen
Allied I.T.O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania has scheduled a
special meeting in Hershey, June 21, to

GOLDBERG

ARNOLD BRUMM
.

SACKS, MANKIEWICZ
Prominent in the new Figaro setup (ire Joseph
L. Mankiewicz, right, president and hoard
chairman and RCA-NBC lice president Emanuel Sacks, elected to the hoard of directors.
,
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.

discuss the improvement of business, the
current film situation, and the reports of
the
recent
hearings
in
Washington.
SIDNEY E.
will preside.

SAMUELSON

ON

'PRIDE & PASSION'

United Artists vice president
right,

and

his

assistant.

LOCATION
Max

)

Francis M.

oungstein.
if

inikus.

chat with C.ary Grant, star of "The Pride and
the Passion" on location in Spain.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

BLANK

MYRON BLANK
lic

a telegram

last

BALABAN

BARNEY BALABAN

week made pub-

he sent to Senator

Hum-

phrey, of the Senate Small Business Subpresident
committee, in which the

TOA

before

executives

the

"reckless

significantly

We

silent.

shall

appreciate

an opportunity of rebuttal."

0
JR. announced the
appointment of an executive vice president and four new vice presidents of
Walter Reade Theatres, Inc., prompted by
"the need for direct responsibilities in the
various aspects of our expanded and expanding operations." Edwin Gage moves

up from vice president to executive vice
president. The
our new v. p. s include:
Jack P. Harris, in charge of film buying
and booking; Nicholas Schermerhorn,
theatre operations; Sheldon Gunsberg, advertising and publicity; and Albert Floerscheimer, Jr., catering and food conces!

sions.

at the

pany head, reported that first quarter
earnings were the highest since the inception of the corporation, except for the

JOHNSTON

quarter of 1955, and that last year's
and operating revenue

first

overall net profit

ERIC JOHNSTON and

the Motion Pic-

ture Association have been

making head-

weeks with various plans
they have been considering to stimulate
boxoffice receipts and alleviate industry
lines in recent

doldrums. Last week, the green light was
board to a theatre adgiven by the
missions credit plan. The subcommittee
which submitted the plan recommended
that it be tested in one city, preferably in
the Midwest. The project would begin
with a survey of the public to see if it

MPA

was receptive to the idea. If so, the plan
would be implemented in the city selected.
At the meeting, Johnston spoke in favor
of a market analysis to examine habits of
the survey to
Action was deferred until company officials were questioned on the idea. At the instance of
advertising and pubJohnston, the
licity directors committee had met prior
conclave to tackle the problem
the
Among
of improving theatre business.
the

movie-going

public,

cost probably $100,000.

MPA

MPA

company

the items discussed: that

heads,

accompanied by advertising and publicity

WALTER READE,

president,

annual stockholders meeting which marked his 20th year as com-

speaking

SSBC was

and intemperate". Exhibitors,
Blank said, were "shocked and disturbed",
and he blasted distribution's "stubborn
and illogical refusal to sit around the conference table as men of good faith to attempt to solve industry problems." His
primary target, however, was distribution's claim that TOA's conduct in withdrawing its support of the proposed arbitration system was a "betrayal". This
Blank termed a "baseless accusation", because distribution was aware that "TOA's
decision was because they wanted to seek
a broader scope of arbitrability and to
block distribution's attempt to obtain a
whitewash before your honorable committee through the last minute proffer of the
proposed arbitration plan." This decision
was reached, the wire said, by the almost
unanimous vote of the members of TOA's
"The
board and executive committee.
proposed system does not offer adequate
scope of arbitrability," he explained, "and
TOA is willing now as it has always been
to explore avenues of broadening that
scope. To this offer distribution has been

Paramount

The

situation.

charged that the testimony by distribution

Paramount

told

stockholders that the company expects a
high net income for the second quarter
despite a generally discouraging boxoffice

heads,

tour the

nation

more movie conscious;
movies and

the

Hollywood giving
plore the studios:

encouraging

to
a

industry
critics a

more

people

to

make people
symposium on
be

staged

in

chance to ex-

direct advertising

get

out

of

the

new merchandise ideas. TOA's
general counsel Herman M. Levy, mean-

were the highest since the new company
began its operations in 1950. Balaban
looked optimistically to next year,
pointing out that the company's lineup of

also

unusually promising releases should assure domestic and foreign grosses at least
equal

those

to

the

of

Paramount president

made with
stars,

two

past

Though domestic theatre
shown a sharp drop in the

years.

have

grosses

last year, the

insisted that pictures

the right combination of story,

production values, and cost continue

to "deliver a

handsome

general decline

in

any
from

profit despite

Profits

grosses".

operations for the second quarter will be
lower than in the comparable quarter of
1955,

because

factors,

of

Balaban

market

present

the

said,

though

total earn-

ings for this quarter should exceed last
year's as a result of non-recurring profits
(sale

On

Paramount's

of

short

subjects).

the sale of feature films to

company

TV,

the

president reported: "I stated (to

the FCC) that only when the price for
such pictures approached a realistic re-

we

lationship to their value could
it

seriously.

Our

position

consider

remains the

same." Balaban told the stockholders that

Paramount had a color

TV

set

which

could be sold for "under $400".

O
STEVE EDWARDS,
was one

director of adver-

95

home

em-

house, etc;

tising,

while, in a speech before the joint con-

ployees dropped by Republic Pictures, as
the companys' future remained clouded
pending completion of a deal for sale of

Alabama and Georgia theatre
owners, pledged the "time, energy and
effort" of his organization to these plans
and he repeated the call for an all-industry conference to thoroughly investigate
the proposals and to evolve new ones.
vention of

of

office

H. J. Yate's controlling interest. Others
dropped: sales executives John P. Curtin,
Edmund Grainger. Vice president Walter
Titus, Jr. was switched to Consolidated
Film Laboratories.
Film
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The more popular wide-screen

SURVEY

& POOR'S

(Continued from Page 7

was Walt Disney Productions,
which has contracted to produce 26 one-hour shows (Disneyland) and another 100 one-hour TV programs (Mickey
Mouse Club) in 1956. Most of the major producers are
also producing special weekly programs for television,
which are also used as a means of advertising their theatre
of the earliest participants

releases.

Foreign Business Crowing
Revenues derived by the American

Attendance Record
Movie-going in the United States has always been characterized by wide and often unpredictable swings. The

downtrend in evidence during the post-World War II
years and up until the advent of television was not considered serious, as the growing foreign market contributed
to generally satisfactory profits in the trade.

blow

the initial

of

TV, most

of the

ly reattained a

Even

after

major producers quick-

high level of earnings until late 1955,
domestic rentals once again dropped sharply.

when

Earlier fluctuations in attendance were equally important.

Introduction of sound in 1928 enhanced the popumotion pictures greatly average weekly attend-

larity of

;

ance jumped from 40,000,000 in 1922 to a record 110,000,000 in 1930. This growth encouraged leading producers to
acquire theatre properties on a large scale at inflated costs
and through liberal use of credit. The 30% drop in average
admission prices and the 40% decline in attendance from

currency regulations should permit larger remittances
domestic producers and distributors.

million in film earnings plus certain amounts of
production costs in Britain, and a portion of the U. S.
film companies' share of Eady tax plan money not to exceed $2,250,000.
of $17

U.

S.

Under the accord with the French government, which
covers the two-year period through June, 1957, the month-

difficulties.

emerged in a stronger position than ever before. And this
was reinforced by the favorable position that the motion
picture

industry held in the domestic economy during
II. Domestic revenues of all leaders reached
an all-time high in 1946, and even business in many foreign
countries exceeded the prewar level at the end of the war.

World War

To summarize, the rate of domestic movie attendance is
highly variable over the short term. Moreover, the longterm trend cannot be viewed as favorable. During pros-

were raised from $200,000

The

running for three years through
late 1958, maintains import and remittance agreements of
the previous agreement (about $4.2 million annually). It
also provides for an increase in dubbing license fees from
2.5 million lire to 5.5 million lire and an increase in playing
time for Italian films from 80 days a year to 100 days a
Italian agreement,

year.

Among

other important foreign developments during

1955 were a substantial increase in theatre facilities in

Latin America, Japan, India, and Indonesia.

period of six years in dollars.

tures will probably suffer along with other forms of diversion which require an admission charge.

Exhibiting Techniques

Special filming and theatre exhibiting techniques appear
to have only a limited potential, reflecting the costs in-

curred in equipping theatres and the need for unusual
story content. In this respect, the first two features pro-

S.

Government to be used for electric power development, principal and interest being payable over a

During periods

pic-

The U.

film industry has granted a long-term $7.5 million loan to

the Japanese

consumer income, motion

to $235,000, at the

exchange, and it provides for a total of about
110 import permits for U. S. dubbed (a language other
than the original) films annually.

perous times, as in 1955, most families seek out forms of
entertainment which are considered of a higher grade.
of declining

to

The Anglo-American film agreement, which extends
through September, 1956, again provides for the transfer

official rate of

The major reorganizations that followed relieved a bad
In some instances, long-term debt was replaced
by common stock; burdensome contracts were almost universally cancelled. As a result, the leading companies

fr<

and are now believed to account for close to half of tota
industry receipts and over half for some companies. Thert
were approximately 90,000 theatres in operation outside
the United States in late 1955, a net gain of some 15.00C
from 1951.
Generally improved economic conditions
abroad indicate a still larger box-office in 1956, and easier

ly remittances

situation.

film industry

foreign sources have steadily increased in recent years

the 1929-30 average to the 1933 level led to serious financial

New

techniques, particular

Twentieth Century-Fox's CinemaScope, which was intr
duced in late 1953 and is now used widely by many pro
ducers, seemingly lost their drawing power during 195:!
Now, even more than before, the success of an individuj'
picture depends more on story content than the amount c
money spent in production. Formerly, Hollywood assume
that there was a fairly close correlation between the cos
of a picture and its revenues.

The revenue

potential from foreign markets

is

consider-

ably larger than that from domestic outlets. In many
countries, movie attendance is extremely small; as living
standards improve, this form of entertainment could grow
rapidly in popularity. Hence, while actual remittances in

any given year are highly unpredictable, depending on
foreign exchange and political developments, revenues derived abroad may account for over half of total revenues

duced by the Cinerama process, controlled by Stanley
Warner Corp., have been quite successful; a third film was
introduced in April, 1956. The other important system.
Todd A-O, developed by American Optical, also appears
to have a bright, but limited future. Some adaptation of
these techniques, however, could provide an impetus to

over the

film producers.

percentage of other costs consists directly of wages and
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medium

term.

Principal Costs

— Salaries

Salaries are the principal expense, accounting for the

greater part of the film production dollar by far. Around
25% goes for acting, direction and production, while a large

STANDARD

S,

POOR'S SURVEY

35%
25% to

age of film rentals has been

of box-office receipts

(10%

the studios), but this

to the distributor

and

years lead to sharp

percentage in 1955 was indicated to have somewhat exceeded 40%, with studios obtaining the bulk of increase.

and in the direct costs of production.
more recent years, however, more careful scrutiny of
costs has resulted in some savings.

There is a direct connection between paid attendance
and the income of producing companies from film rentals.
However, film rentals tend to lag behind increased box-

Capable talent commands large

salaries.

regard for costs during the

boom war

salaries.

The

dis-

increases in salaries
In

During World
offset

War

II,

higher costs, but

extended picture runs more than

later,

when

public discrimination

the problem of
mounting costs became vital. By early 1947, picture company managements began to realize that closer scrutiny of
expenses would have to be exercised to retain reasonable
profit margins, and economies were instituted in all diled to shorter

runs and attendance

fell off,

visions of the industry.

every

office receipts,

15%

rise in box-office receipts

accompanied by an estimated 10% advance
Since pictures are marketed on what
ized as a deferred

payment

and

basis

may

leaves the studio, production costs logically should be

written off on a deferred basis.
fairly

uniform amortization schedule

Another large proportion of the film production dollar is
and materials. Here, too, exorbitant outlays during the war greatly added to film costs, and a more discriminatory purchasing policy was subsequently pursued
to hold down costs. In the 1953-56 period, however, the
absence of contract writers in many studios, coupled with
the need for a higher grade of picture content, resulted in
a greater use of best-selling novels and successful theatrical productions, thus lifting such costs sharply.

companies

write off the greater portion of

during the

first

Color Film Use Increasing

and

From

a production standpoint, the use of color film re-

higher basic costs, but for some types of pictures,
particularly musicals and those with many outdoor scenes,
its

Most

year of distribution.

will follow a policy of releasing a

number

of theatres simultaneously,

feature picture to a limited

new

picture to a large

another will release a

number

of theatres

and

will

postpone a general release for several weeks.
rise in

amortization from 1938 through 1940,

depressing effect on earning reflected largely the
fact that expensive earlier productions were being written
its

off at a

rapid rate despite the decline in foreign receipts.

made in the new
many problems have

other factors, to the larger picture pro-

sharp increase in ensuing years, particularly in 1954-55,

The standard Technicolor process was found by

reflected the release of substantially higher-cost pictures.

the expense.

Practically

all of

the feature pictures

exhibiting techniques are in color, but
arisen due,

among

some producers

to be unacceptable for their use,

and sevan Eastman Kodak process were used
despite somewhat higher costs. The Technicolor process
was modified several times (the latest announced in early
1956) and several users of the newer techniques have found
eral variations of

it

followed.

production costs

eliminated, amorwere reduced and earnings benefited materially. The rise in amortization charges in 1944 and 1945
was caused in part by shortened amortization schedules
and also by the higher cost of individual productions. The

application adds sufficient boxoffice appeal to warrant

jected.

is

Discrepancies arise mainly from differences in methods
of distribution. Whereas one company over a given period

The steady

sults in

be character-

income is not
months after it

total

received from a given production until

A

for story

being

in rentals.

quite satisfactory.

Technicolor has long been preeminent in this field, and
should maintain its leadership until a competing low-cost

However, many of the larger
producers are expanding color film processing and printing

process can be developed.
facilities,

and, while the over-all market will probably con-

tinue to expand, Technicolor will probably obtain a small-

Republic Pictures has become an important processor of film for others, in addition to using its own color
process, Trucolor, in its productions.
er share.

Once the high-cost inventories were

tization charges

Over

a period of years, film amortization charges

must

equal actual costs, but this method
profit comparisons from one year to the next and from one
interim period to another. When gross revenues expand,

of accounting distorts

film costs likewise tend to rise, but are less rapidly reflected in amortization charges.

Net income benefits

ac-

cordingly. Conversely, a decline in gross income ordinarily

compels a reduction in costs. Nevertheless, amortization
on the older expensive films continues high for some time.

Finances Satisfactory
The unwieldy

capital structures that formerly charac-

terized the motion picture industry

were greatly simplified

during the war. Finances are now satisfactory. The splitup of most producing and domestic exhibiting activities

through the Government's antitrust suits and the closing

Amortization Policy Conservative

of the less favorably situated theatres have, in general, left

Motion pictures are rented to exhibitors through exchanges located throughout the country. The distributor
agrees to protect the exhibitor by not renting a picture to
a competing theatre in the same neighborhood until the

the industry in a fairly good financial position.

rental period has elapsed.

Film rentals vary widely and are. in general, determined
by the bargaining position of the theatre owner.
Some theatres bid for pictures at a flat rental, while others,

largely

luxe first-run theatres, pay film rentals
based on a percentage of box-office receipts. A rough aver-

particularly de

Anti-Trust Suit Largely Resolved
The anti-trust action of the Department

of

Justice

against the major units in the film industry, which was begun in 1938, has been largely resolved after long litigation,

major companies having entered into consent
agreements with the Government.

the five

After

trial in

New

the Federal Statutory Court in

York,

(Continued on Page 20)
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dissolved and two

was handed down on December

31, 1946.

The

most important provision centered on theatre interests,
and the court ruled that the defendants could not own
joint interests in a theatre unless such interest was 95% or
not greater than 5%. Other provisions forbade fixing minimum admission prices, and licensing a picture conditioned
upon the licensing of another picture. Selling practices for
distributor defendants were also established.

Both the Government and the companies involved filed
appeals to the Supreme Court, and a decision was rendered
on

May

3,

1948.

dustry and

left

1951,

The outcome was disappointing
unanswered the key question

to the inat

stake,

namely, that concerning theatre holdings of the five big
motion picture producers. Minor victories were won by
the industry in that the lower court's ruling forcing competitive bidding and prohibiting licensing was overruled,
as was the ban on block-booking, so long as the purchaser
retains the right to select pictures. The decision upheld
the lower court's ban on a number of distributor trade
practices, the requiring of an unreasonable lapse of time
between the showing of a film in one theatre and the show-

Radio-Keith-Orpheum was
created:

RKO

Pic-

company, and
Theatres as the exhibiting company. Under the

tures as the producing and

(Continued from Page 19)

a decision

1,

new companies were

RKO

distributing

terms of the divestiture, stockholders of Radio-KeithOrpheum received one share of both the new companies
for each held in the old company.

RKO

Pictures Corporation sold all its producing assets
Mr. Howard Hughes in March, 1954, for some $24.5
million; he, in turn, sold in July, 1955, the film library and
operating division to the affiliate of General Tire & Rubber Co. RKO Theatres operates approximately 83 theatres, and in early 1956 proposed to acquire Cleveland Arcade Co. and Gera Corp; the latter conducts a textile finishto

ing service, makes electronic products, operates a warehouse, and leases plant space to other manufacturers.

The divorcement

of the exhibition

and production

visions of Twentieth Century-Fox Film

di-

was
September 27, 1952. Two new companies were formed;
one with the same name as its predecessor, which took
over the production and distribution end of the business,
and National Theatres, an exhibition company. Under the

effected on

terms of the divestiture, holders of old stock received one
share each of in the two companies for every share held.

ing of the same film in another theatre in the same area,

and pooling agreements. However, the majors had previously dropped these practices.

The Supreme Court sent the whole issue on theatre divorcement back to the lower court to be reviewed, bearing
in mind that competitive bidding, which had been ordered
as an alternative to complete divestiture of theatres, was
eliminated in the

Supreme Court's

decision.

Shortly thereafter, Paramount Pictures, Inc., and RadioKeith-Orpheum entered into consent decrees with the Government, thus terminating anti-trust charges. Although
provisions of the decree differed in some respects, the Government's main issue, namely divorcement of production
and ditribution from exhibition, was accomplished.

Terms
As

of

of Decrees

January

1,

dissolved and two

1950,

Paramount

Pictures, Inc.,

was

— Paramount

Pictures Corp., a producing and distributing company, and
United Paramount Theatres (later merged with American
Broadcasting Co. into American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, Inc.), the exhibiting concern. The stockholders
Paramount received one-half share of stock in the new

of

picture

new
The

company and one-half certificate of interest in the
company for each share of Paramount held.

theatre

certificates were put under control of a court-appointed trustee, the stock to be released only to a nonstockholder of the picture company or to a certificate own-

who had

disposed of his stock in the picture company.
Originally, in the case of stockholders continuing to hold
an interest in both companies, 50% of any dividends were
withheld. However, this provision was later amended so
er

that a certificate holder

exchange holdings
dend restrictions.

owning 500 shares

for stock

or less could

on which there were no

divi-
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incorporated

National Theatres, a theatre holding company, con383 theatres in September, 1955, including 165
owned and 218 leased; some 47 theatres were closed, including 22 which were owned. The National Theatres Cirtrolled

cuit, in all,

serves approximately 200 cities and towns

cated in 20 states, primarily in the West.

lo-

In February.

Government permission to produce
motion pictures in its Cinemiracle (wide screen) process
over a 5^-year period.
1956, National received

Under the Warner Bros, reorganization, which became
cperative on February 28, 1953, the old company was dissolved and holders of its stock received one-half share of
the

common

Warner Bros. Pictures and one-half
Warner Corp. common. Warner Bros.

stock of

share of Stanley

Pictures, which acquired the motion picture production
and distribution assets, also has a 37^4% interest in Associated British Pictures Corp., Ltd., which has some 400
theatres in the British Isles and also produces and distributes

its

own

films.

Under the plan
to a

new

theatre

approved by stock-

of reorganization

holders on April 29, 1952, Loew's

company

all

was required

its

finally

accomp'ished on September

sent of the Government.
until

March, 1957,

new

1,

6,

1954.

This was

1954, with the con-

While Loew's

to distribute to

to transfer

theatre assets in the

United States and Canada by February

shares in this

After rearrangement of theatre holdings to comply to
the terms of the decree, the exhibiting concern was al-

lowed

is

Delaware, and is engaged in the production and distribution of feature films, newsreels, and short subjects. In
addition to producing films for television, it has substantial
theatres abroad and is benefiting from oil and gas wells
drilled on its studio property in Hollywood.
in

16

— Brief Summary

new companies emerged

The new Twentieth Century-Fox Film

its

is

not required

stockholders the

corporation, Loew's Theatres, Inc.,

it

proposed to advance the distribution to about September.
1956.
'Continued on Page 22)
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with
The

new

mobili

banner frame

for

car top advertising

Every street and highway
with potential patrons.

reach

th

em

banners

all

is

packed

And you can

with bright, colorful

that sell

your stars and

shows.

TRAVEL- AD frames
Get them on your
your

staff.

car.

..

will

do

it

the cars of

..and on the vehicles of

all

cooperating merchants.

—

fiV

"

rf^>?\

V

have an ad-

on every

street with the

new, inexpensive TRAVEL-AD plan

/

Adaptable to low overheads
Hang 'em from Marquee or Sign

Clamps

how you can

vertising fleet

<cy

No-Slip

Find out

your branch of
Posts

attach to your car fops

with rubber-cushioned gutter-grips!

mmmvQcieea
service
\JpfttzfBaar of memousTBY

at
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MOTION PICTURE THEATRES
much

greater than on admissions,

(Continued from Page 20)

or leased to others,

Theatre Attendance Below Wartime Peaks

and indeed many would be forced

Despite wide fluctuations in the popularity of pictures
fairly
offered by individual producers, motion pictures are

slackened.

to

vance after the war, reaching a peak

this field

in receipts and attendance, despite
consumer incomes, reflected the increasing availability of previously scarce civilian goods
and especially growing competition from television.

Subsequent declines

the rising trend of

Because of the new problems created by television, it is
no longer possible to relate theatre attendance to changes
income, as was the case prior to the war. However, post-war receipts have declined to a lesser extent
than attendance, because of higher admission prices.
in personal

Variations in attendance do occur at all times, depending on the popularity of releases. In other words, a run of
poor releases will depress box office receipts even in times

Conversely, a "hit" picture
will have a decidedly stimulating effect on attendance even
in depression periods.
of large

consumer incomes.

Such practices as bank nights, premiums, prizes, and
other attractions, in vogue in the depression thirties when
attendance needed a stimulant, bowed out during World
War II. However, in recent years of reduced attendance
exhibitors have again instituted added attractions in an

it is expected that some may enter
on a large scale. These include Loew's Theatres,
Inc., United Theatres, RKO Theatres, Stanley Warner,
and United Paramount (a division of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres).

the consent decrees,

Competition Keen
The distributing and

become inThe

of these theatres in operation increased

from an

levy on tickets costing $0.50 or less
tax

was reduced

$0.50) permitted

to 10%
many houses which were

loss to return to a profitable basis

Another important reason

for the success of the drive-in

has been the relatively large amount spent by their patrons for refreshments as compared with the indoor type.
It is estimated that, for each dollar spent at the box office,
approximately forty cents more is expended for beverages,
food,

candy and gum. This compares with only about ten
For both types of theathe margin of profit on this business, whether owned

cents for the conventional house.
tres,
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operating

at a

and permitted some

the-

On

the basis of an estimated average of 50,000,000 week-

ly paid admissions, each theatre seat is filled less than once

With motion

number

of theatres currently oper-

picture houses giving an average of

shows daily, and around four in the case of the large
some houses obviously operate far below capacity.

theatres,

a

During World War II, new theatre construction was at
minimum, and the expansion of industrial centers per-

tional theatres has been

couples do not

the

atres to reopen.

though only about one-third are open the year-around.
Many of the problems faced bv the conventional theatre
are met by the drive-in. Parking space is obviously not a
factor; it is not necessary to dress up; and as an added inducement, approximately four-fifths of the drive-ins admit
children under twelve years of a^e free of charge. In addition, many provide playgrounds or other facilities for

why many

was eliminated and

on box-office prices in excess of

mitted

nating another important reason
go out during the evening hours.

basis

proximately one-half of the theatres in the United States
are owned by individuals or companies with less than five
theatres. Some 1,200 theatres closed during 1953, but the
easing of the Federal Admissions tax in 1954 (the 20%

estimated 800 in 1948 to over 4,500 at the end of 1955.
Their gross receipts exceed 25% of the national total, al-

baby-sitting within the confines of the theatre, thus elimi-

more businesslike

than the producing end, with sound business judgment of
more importance than individual talent. However, competition is extremely keen, accented by the fact that ap-

creasingly important to the motion picture industry.

number

exhibiting divisions of the motion

picture industry are operated on a

2.5

In the past five years, drive-in theatres have

this business

moderately larger than for
conventional theatres, and, once the major theatre chains
have completed the divestment of theatres required under

ating.

Drive-Ins Increasing in Importance

if

tre basis, are indicated to be

daily on the basis of the

effort to lure patrons to the box-office.

to close

During a period when television delivered serious blows
the motion picture industry, drive-in theatres have
grown rapidly. Profits from their operation, on a per thea-

well entrenched as an entertainment medium. Attendance
soared during World War II as a result of such major
stimulants as mounting consumer incomes, wartime tengoods
sion, the inability of civilians to buy new durable
because of production bans, and gasoline rationing. Attendance and average weekly receipts continued to adin 1946.

is

many

older houses to operate at capacity.

During

number of convendownward, and it is expected that

the postwar period, the trend in the
this basic trend will continue over the

medium

term. Con-

struction in recent years has been confined almost entirely

and the increasing number of automobiles on
expected to enhance their popularity.

to drive-ins,

the road

is

Costs Rigid
High property taxes and
est,

rigid rentals or

mortgage

inter-

or both, add to theatre operation the element of cost

inflexibility

common

to all real estate.

In periods of de-

clining gross receipts, earnings consequently

and

this is

fall

sharply,

aggravated by decreasing rentals received

stores and other space in

for

owner theatre buildings. Heavy

depreciation charges, although not a direct drain on cash,

add further
ance

is

expense items. When theatre attendand increasing prosperity permits higher

to fixed

rising

rentals for store properties, this trend

is

reversed.
{Continued
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PREVIEW

To overcome the handicaps
of a title that was spinach to
American audiences, "Cockleshell Heroes", Columbia's
boxofficers have revised the
ads to capitalize the headlines
about Lionel Crabb,

frogman who disapin the water near a
Russian warship. Crabb was
British

peared

technical

adviser
on
the
scenes and appears in action in the film, a
lulu of an angle on which to
switch the campaign to en-

underwater

rfne *D(titty {

U. S. moviegoers.
Title
subjugated to the shout,

tice
is

MERCHANDISING

&

DEPARTMENT

EXPLOITATION

"Frogman!", is clarified further with the sub-title "Frogmen of the British Marines".
Hugging the headline angle
is
the added copy: ". .
.

Undercover

operations

of

the top-secret skindivers who
make history under the sea!"

Tunny

Para.'s

Face' Filming

(Frogman

of lha Briilah

a,« f 3m—«t Miaiaif

j

i

1

1

Marinaa!)

— mw. .a—
i
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To Get Radio-Video
Paramount has taken
•a

vengeance

Coverage

to the

in exploiting

TtcxMicoioa

tomorrow

airwaves with

To

French capital for on-the-spot interviews and reports as the VistaVision film
'swings through the city.
NBC's Monitor
program plans to cut to Paris several times
during its long weekend broadcasts, with
announcer Shirley Thomas covering some

to

ing days.

TV

m.c. Art

televise

has a

And right
of money

they are.

Your

theatre

up in its refrigeration system
and it's your job to "sell that
cooling system". The only way you'll get
those patrons at the ticket office on hot days
is to sell them an idea
and keep on selling
it all summer long.
You can do a lot to
sell your theatre as the "cool place" to be
during these hot, uncomfortable days. Use
your screen and newspaper ads to sell comfort to your patrons. Banners on marquees,
clever displays and short informative trailers
get you through to your public for those
lot

tied

—

Paris.

Linkletter goes to

—

interviews and give

spot
coverage, while special
newsreel coverage via Actualite Francaise and Pathe will

TV

keep the location company's progress
with American TV news shows.

Those Extra Tickets

selling point for selling the air conditioning

cover via radio on its Sunday
Desk show with George Fisher call-

man Jack Hirshberg from

»t*K
cnt
DU> mil

system of your theatre during these swelter-

will

Popular

Sell

ii

Make that hot summer weather pay-off at
your boxoffice. "The Messenger", tipster of
the Commonwealth Theatres makes a strong

segments.

Paris

Lam

Conditioning

Sell Air

in the

ling in unit

STATE s»

all

:

News

10 a.m. Loew's

the location film-

ing cf "Funny Face", musical starring Audrey Hepburn and Fred Astaire, being shot
.in Paris this month.
Both NBC and CBS radio will be on hand

CBS

CiNemaScopE

STARTS

tied

in

and
20th-Fox vice-president Charles Einfeld
NBC executive Charles Ayres at signing of the
contract to give "The King and I" biggest national film promotion ever launched on radio
chain.
(See story on Showmen page 21.)

extra tickets. Good entertainment plus cool
comfort is a hard combination to beat. Don't
let one of your best selling weapons go down
the drain. You may have the best air-conditioning system in the country in your theatre, but your patrons wont know unless
you tell them.

Peck and Huston Schedule
P.A. Tours for

'Moby

Dick'

The three-week p. a. tour scheduled for
"Moby Dick" star Gregory Peck and direcJohn Huston, should certainly give that
release some major assists as it
opens in key cities around the country.

tor

Warner

West Coast Theatres big-scale launching
preview-premiere of U-I's "Away All Boats"
June 14 in Los Angeles for benefit of Navy Relief
Society is finalized in meeting between
FWCs Ed win F. Zabel (right), Mrs. Gladys
Knapp and Rear Admiral Robert L. Campbell.
Fox

of

The

on hand for the June 27,
world premiere fesNew
tivities and the July 3 Los Angeles premiere,
then set out singly and together to cover 16
pair will be

Bedford,

Mass.,

FWC

INVITES THE LADIES

"Get the ladies back to your theatre!" That's the theme of a "Feminine
Guest Plan" presented to his managers
by Edwin F. Zabel, general manager
of the Fox West Coast Theatres. A
wide-scale invitational campaign is
being tested by the west coast circuit
in an all-out effort to lure the fern
trade back into the movie-going habit.

cities.

[More

SHOWMEN

on

Page 24]
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Low-Cost Campaign Boosts
'While City Sleeps' in Pitts.
(Continued
nued from
fron Puge 23)

Here

work

an opportunity for exhibitors

is

a tie-up that will

make money wh

costing the theatre very little.
just the trick for your theatre.

may

This

The promotional campaign of RKC
"While The City Sleeps" at the Stanley Tt
atre, Pittsburgh, provides a pattern that

be used for local playdates at a nominal cc
and with an excellent chance for success

Here are showmanship

the boxoffice.

ide

in action:

The Sun-Telegraph awarded

old alike swarmed to see John Wayre and Ford Bond in their four-city p.a.'s for WB's
"The Searchers" premieres. From left: in Chicago, Wayne is warmly commissioned four-star gensergeant; Cleveland, Wayne and Bond oblige autograph hounds; Buferal in the USO by
falo, lobby interview brought police cordons; Detroit, Wayne University students hear star donate
$1,000 to Student Loan fund.

Young and

WAC

ROAD-WORK
LOUGHERY

Production team for
Intrigue",
"Foreign
producer - director
Sheldon Reynolds and
producer
associate
Nicole M in a ire ari

,

I

New

rive in

planed
Vivacious JACKIE
N. Y. to whoop it up for "Pardners" newest Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis comedy.
The svelte actress will undertake a round of
promotional appearances for the soon-to-bereleased Paul Jones production.
to

York har-

bor to launch 24-city
tour for UA suspense
thriller.

JOEL McCREA
Artists,

lied
Pakistani,

Beautiful

Zohra Arshad, on key
city tour

for

"Bhowani
is

MGMs

Junction",

welcomed

the

to

Salim

by
A.
Khan, Consul

U.S.

Pakistan.
Junket includes interviews, radio-TV ap-

pearances.

Sea

artist

Gil

Wil-

son, on the road with

some

300

ballyhoo WB's

"Moby

appears
on
Bob Emery's TV show

Dick",

his

Boston enroute for
unique traveling
,

exhibition.

Young

Metro

con-

tractee Russ Tamblyn, putting in a plug
for his "The Fastest
Gun Alive", comes
to Utah State House
with
his
bride for

welcome by Gov.

J.

Bracken Lee and Fox
City

manager

Larry

Jensen.

Christmas
in
June
seems to delight the
kids
as
Lucky
S.

Squire, famed
Macy's Santa Claus,
Fulton Theatre in Pittsburgh on
his
tour
for
U-I's
"Toy Tiger" to apspecial
pear
at
screenings for newsboys.

stops
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"The

First Texan".

The

first

for

visits

include

Memphis,

Dallas,

New

*

*

*

ALFRED HITCHCOCK

will

give

his

"The Wrong Man" a hefty TV plug when
he hosts on NBC-TV's "Hollywood's Best"
June 28. The famous suspense director will
retell

the high spots of his career and

about his

new Warner

DANA WYNTER

talk

Bros, production.

campaign

made
to

*

*

Bros.'

"The

garnered

nationwide

May

Alcoa

27

the rounds in a

sell

*
Spirit of St. Louis"

TV

Hour.

to

tl

Stanl<

Theatre."
its

Radio station WJAS ran a contest durinl
broadcast day for the most interestin

occupation of Listeners "WTCS". Post'
cards served as entry blanks with promote
merchandise and passes as the prizes.

The Muntz TV store advertised itself I
"The Store that Never Sleeps" and stayel
open for 24 hours prior
First

premier

the

to

50 patrons after 11:00 P.M. receive

passes as well as special bargains given onl
Specially-printed milk bottle tops were pi
on all house to house milk deliveries throug
an arrangement with the Pittsburgh mil

Cap advertised

dealers.

services

special

coverage

—

plays in current air travel, the pro-

reporters and editors were

"WTCS"

screening.

The

To put the topper on the campaign, Lym
Roberts, who disked the title tune fo
Unique Records, spent two days before th
premiere making appearances with dj's oi
TV and radio programs.

SHOWMAN

HYSKELL EDITS NT'S
In

tres'

the

story

National

featuring

Thea-

house organ, "Showman", which ap-

peared

BULLETIN

Film

in

Thornton

and

editing

publication.

duties are

issue

May

28,

Sargent was credited with the

assembling

*

in

write

feature stories.

NT

gave his newest picture,
Paramount's "That Certain Feeling", a rousing send-off at the Plaza Theatre in Palm
Springs, Calif. Public attendance at a gala
press preview resulted in the raising of
$4,000 for the American Cancer Society.

in

of the best review receives a $25 saving
bond. Special screenings for the staffs of th
local newspapers helped to create word-of
mouth activity plus plugs in columns an>

coming production.
*

Cit

eluded.

ducer put in a pat-on-the-back for his forth*

"While the

with theatre and film credits

Sleeps",

on the

narrated a subtle commercial on the
hour-long NBC-TV program a recap of
aviation since Charles Lindbergh's historic
flight.
Along with explaining the role alu-

BOB HOPE

the milk companie:

rendered

LELAND HAY-

WARD

minum

slogan: "Take a YELLOW
World Premiere of 'WTCS' at the

High school

tor.

Warner

f|

tip

the

vited to a

"D-Day The
Sixth of June" for its New York engagement at the Roxy. Miss Wynter appeared
on the Ed Sullivan Show (CBS-TV) and on
Perry Como's program (NBC-TV). Other
shows guested include Tex and Jinx, MoniTV-radio

news

"While the City Sleeps".

Orleans.

paintings

of whaling scenes to

in

launch a key city

stop on the promotional trek will be the
June 13 world premiere at the Majestic Theatre in Houston, Texas. Other cities slated

Gen-

of

eral

will

tour on behalf of his newest feature for Al-

$25 daily

on news happening "Wh
The City Sleeps", with free tickets to t
runners-up. The paper, which ran the pr
motion for ten days prior to the openin
carried a box on the front page plugging I
contest and the film. In the news sectio
photos of the daily winners accompanied
story on the contest rules.
Some 400 Yellow Cabs carried paint<
streamers on their vehicles' bumpers wii
the best

of

While

many and varied

the

Mr.

excellent

Sargent's

with the chain,

they do not include editorship of "Show-

man", which

is

direction

Dean Hyskell.

of

completely under the able

And

to

Stan

Brown goes credit for compiling the Rhoden Weeks book.

We

goofed.

S&aujwm

MJ&at t&e

i4%e *D(titty t

Featured prize in big-scale giveaway dur227 theatre saturation in the Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Cincinnati area for 20th-Fox's "Mohawk" is this pony, one of several given to winners of coloring contest for local engagements.
ing

Vast Radio Coverage To Plug

NBC Network

'King and I' on
What shapes up as

U. Y. Capitol
ing

manager Harry Greenman caught

the circus excitement of UA's "Trapeze" with strikfigure of Lollo was worked up from art in
UA's third-of-a-million mag ad campaign.

lobby displays preparatory to opening.

Life-size

one of the most extensive national film promotions ever beamed
over the radio airwaves has been entered
into by 20th Century-Fox and the National
Broadcasting Co. for "The King and I", it
was announced last week by Charles Einfeld, vice president of 20th, and Charles
Ayres,

'Harder They

Newspaper Ads

Jig

(ick Off 'Trapeze'

Openings

spending money like it's
joing out of style to plug "Trapeze". Backed
py a whopping $2,000,000 promotion, the
Hecht-Lancaster circus spectacle is getting
United Artists

•i

is

rousing all-media campaign to

nation's

sell

it

to the

moviegoers.

in

Fall'

The

Stunt

with a local department store and a watch
that resulted in free half-page ads

headlined "The Harder
the

gimmick

ploitation: a

that

They

is

the free ex-

watch was placed

glove and dropped

Here

Fall".

resulted in

in a

boxing

off the roof of the stores'

The watch was pulled out
undamaged. The result was a
half-page watch ad mentioning picture and

8-story building.

Regional engagements will be kicked off
with a $140,000 program of double-truck and
full-page ads in 66 newspapers in 23 key

of the glove

playdate.

Most of the insertions will run the
week in June to back the almost 400

cities.

last

"Trapeze" saturation dates for the July 4th
holiday week. Major cities in the ad slate
include

Buffalo,

Atlanta,

Seattle,

Houston

addition

to

extensive

press,

photo-

graphic and magazine coverage, the June 4
premiere proceedings in N. Y. C. were

covered nationally by 77 television stations,
nearly 600 radio stations and the Voice of
America. Highlights of the Los Angeles
premiere were telecast over the Ed Sullivan

Show on CBS-TV on June

3.

Sullivan's

45,000,000 viewers also got a look-see at Burt

Lancaster and Tony Curtis
appearance on the program.

who made

a live

UA

A mammoth

"Trapeze" contest promotion
has been set with the Exquisite Form Bra
Company. The promotion is backed by
$500,000 worth of newspaper co-op advertising and offers a fabulous roster of prizes.
Keyed to a national search for "Miss Ex-

Form

featured in

all

of

have combined forces to promote
some life-size, in connection with the release of the Technicolor
comedy, starring Jeff Chandler, Tim Hovey.
Toy stores in key cities are being provided
with special promotional material for local

1957",

exchange

in the

U.

S.,

65 million

The

network
major market area

of the 193 station

reaching a potential audience of

home and

giant

car radio sets.

6-weeks

drive

kicked

off

on

June 6 with the playing of the Capitol
Records sound track album on a special network show. NBC remote units will cover
the twin openings of the film's joint world
premiere June 28, at the Roxy, New York
and Chinese, Los Angeles. The "Monitor"
show will highlight the production from
June 29 to July 8 with a series of endorsements and personalized messages by TV and
film stars. An unusual feature of the campaign will be interviews of several leading
theatremen, including Elmer C. Rhoden, R.
J. O'Donnell, Leonard Goldenson, Si Fabian.

toys,

and Passion' Coverage

a line of toy tigers,

'Pride

theatre tie-ups.

Writers and photographers from many of
the world's leading newspapers, magazines
and wire services are going to Madrid in
small groups to watch production of Stanley Kramer's "The Pride and the Passion".

Medley

jf

exploitation

day
Paramount !
The Man Wh
Knew Too Much" at N. Y.
Paramount conjured by manager Bob Shapiro (dark suit)
included two lovel es dressed
Moroccan harem girls,
as
and a young couple, selected
stunts

opening

f

1

Additional backing for the
release includes a $333,000 slate of national magazine
ads and $64,000 highway billboard program.

quisite

promote "Toy Tiger". Uni-

tigers will

versal and Steiff Toys, manufacturer of ani-

mal

and San Francisco.
In

'Toy Tiger' Promotion
Toy

v. p.

facilities

will be directed at every

Manager Al Meskis of the Warner Theatre
Milwaukee worked out a triple tie-up

company

NBC

the contest will be

:

COUIVONO'W

resemblance
Doris
Stewart and
Quartet
distributed
Day.
lucky number cards through-

for their

TOWOMJSl

to stars

James

out midtown Manhattan during most of opening day,
awarding pair of guest tickto
holders of numbers
ets
posted on the lobby card.

10

60

SH

,

464'

ISC'

areas.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

'Great Day' Has Angles Aplenty
Two

—

Action
done to an appetizing
turn in Edmund Grainger's "Great Day in
the Morning" for RKO. While these are, of
surefire boxoffice ingredients

and Romance

—are

course, the focal points in the film's exploitation values, they're garnished with a host

of additional entertainment tidbits that wlil

delight the

showman who

likes to dig into

promotional pantry.
Take, for example, the period in which the
production is placed the pre-Civil War year
when emotions and turbulence were at a
volatile high in U. S. history. Add to this
Denver in the excitement of the Colorado
gold rush with its maelstrom of adventurers,
gamblers and ruthless men and women, its
partisan tensions whipped to a flame by gold
From this scene,
and strong loyalties.
Robert Hardy Andrews has fashioned a best
seller and producer Grainger has endowed
it with a beautiful SuperScope Technicolor
production, peopled with exploitable names.
The visual assets of Virginia Mayo and
Ruth Roman are a powerful peg, but perhaps even more important is the character
portrayed by Robert Stack, heretofore a reliable but not sensational marquee name. Here
the showman can shine with that extra
touch that elevates a promotion into a campaign. Cast as a cynical adventurer with
loyalties to none but himself, there is a Rhett
Butler flavor about Stack's performance that
bodes a new star-in-the-making the theatreman would be wise to capitalize.
Another angle is the hearty title, one that
bubbles with appeal to the family as well as
the action crowd. There is an optimistic,
lively air about it that carries a natural
draw. Moreover, it lends itself admirably to
local promotion. Particularly apt use can be
made in tie-ins with merchants, such as a
"Great Day in the Morning".
Planned
his

—

through Merchants Association cooperation,
special area sale would be
staged on the morning of the opening day to
bring the shoppers out with all retailers
benefitting. Special arrangements should be
made to tie in with the theatre opening in

a city-wide or

They hated
^^^^

addition to the publicity garnered by use of
the title and credits in the ads. To make it

^^^B

J

:

his flag

but wanted his love!

.*

Ml.

the

ttirring

Robert Hordy Andrews'
Civil

more attractive for the theatreman,
most leading store groups have promotion
blueprints for this type of exploitation and
even

Wo.

novel

could turn out a surprisingly effective attention getter for the theatre play.

An

important asset

useful

for

proved effective

gimmick

is

the "gold"

is

variety of stunts

a

in

the past.

the use of the

word

angle,

which have

A

suggested

in the classi-

of the newspaper. Many newspaper promotion managers will go along
with the idea of inserting the word "gold"
in a scattered number of classified ads with
fied section

a

separate

display

announcement

free tickets for the film to readers

offering

who

dis-

and submit the correct number of
"golden" words hidden between the want-ad
lines. This can be limited by requiring contestants to send a 25-word reason for seecover

ALEX NICOL •«««•-'

MAT

209

2 col. x 90 lines (6V2

in); total,

180 lines

ing the picture.

Another competition
on "My Greatest Day
worth consideration.

fcr best experiences
in

the

Morning"

is

Stimulating

theme of

catchline

Civil

War

available

in

snags

romance
newspaper ad

triangle

bitterness, in

two- and three-columns.

The

sympathetic treatment given the
Southern side is an important asset for
showings below the Mason & Dixon line. To

RKO

admen have worked up an
newspaper ads with art featuring the Confederate flag and copy specifically designed to arouse interest and
want-to-see among Southern elements. These
this

end,

entire series of

GREAT DAY

IN

ads, of course, are in addition to the

com

plete set of display ads.

There

is

a

particularly

attractive

heral

with emphasis on the action and romance,
well as a colorful series of posters and ac
cesscries that will aid considerably in punch
ing across the entertainment values.

THE MORNING

Produced independently by Edmund Grainger for RKO, "Great Day in
the Morning" is significant on two counts: It starts the new RKO off with a
robust adventure film with vital action and romantic elements, and it gives
Robert Stack the type of Clark Gable-ish role that has made movie idols and
Stack makes the most of it to come up with his best performance yet.
Taken from the best-seller by Robert Hardy Andrews of rampant partisan

—

feelings in the Colorado gold rush just before the Civil

War, the Technicolor

SuperScope production features Stack as a Southern adventurer who stirs men's
resentment and admiration with his cold-blooded gambling, gun-handling and
me-first attitude, and arouses the ladies with his not-so-cold approach. Two of
the latter, Virginia Mayo and Ruth Roman, become romantically involved with
the Southerner, who earns the hostility of both North and South sympathizers
with his opportunistic daring. When the chips are down, however, he veers to
his Southern roots and masterminds a scheme to bring trapped Southerners
and their mined gold through Union soldiers' lines.
One

of a whole series of ads angled at Southern

— "Flag Wavers
With a
Accent" — feature
Confederate

flag

flavored catchlines.

a Yankee

showings

.

.

.

the

Others: "Quit

Is

Southern

and

Word!", "Southern Fury Nothing Could Stop!",
"When the Band Played Dixie in Denver!".
Page
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Some
his
girl

Robert Stack,
in the Morning" find (from top, right)
Roman, taking over gambling hall which he won when card

high spots of RKO's "Great Day

gun and

his

new

partner, Ruth

Ruth dealt him a crooked hand; Stack's offer to grubstake any miner

take elicits a variety of reactions from

Peter Whitney,

Nicol; Confederate Stack gauges Miss Roman's reactions

Regis Toomey,

when band

are surprised by Union partisans.

in

Denver for half

Virginia

his

Mayo, Alex

of Southern sympathizers
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Balance of '56: PICK-UP IN MOVIE GOING LIKELY

Selected Issues Have Speculative Appeal
Long-range appreciation

possibilities of

be upwards of

motion picture

equities appear to be smaller than in the case of the average industrial. The group has been in the disfavor of the

market trader for some time, reflecting a downturn in earnings and growing medium-term uncertainties arising from
color television and subscription TV. However, at present
levels, Paramount Pictures and Columbia Pictures, as well
as Twentieth Century-Fox, have some speculative appeal,
primarily on a short-term basis. American BroadcastingParamount and Columbia Broadcasting have a great deal
of attraction for long-pull purchases, in view of the large
profit potentialities of their television

networks.

Motion picture theatre attendance in the United States
continued to lag during early 1956, and, while improvement is likely from here on, the full-year weekly average
not reach the 46 million of 1955, which

was

off

from

49 million in 1954.

Theatre profits are also being restricted by increasing
operating costs, and most of the large chains are stressing
activities in other

entering entirely

phases of the amusement industry or

new

Motion picture producers have been experiencing lower
earnings in recent periods, but increasing receipts from
abroad and growing participation in television should permit some recovery over the intermediate term.
Film backlogs of several of the major producers have
been made available for showing on television, indicating
a belief in the trade that prospects for growth in domestic
movie attendance are limited.
Television broadcasting revenues continue to increase at
and the large leverage inherent in this business

a rapid rate,

tivities of

companies

in this field are

moderating

that of comparable year-

There are now slightly more theatres in operation or
ready for operation than a year earlier, reflecting an increased number of drive-ins. The 4,700 outdoor theatres
expected to be open during the peak summer months of
1956 compare with some 14,500 conventional houses, but
the former will have greater drawing power at that time.
It is on this basis that a more favorable attendance record
is expected during the third quarter of 1956. Movie-going
during the final months of the year should at least reach
and may moderately exceed the restricted rate of late 1955.

all major
have turned to other avenues of earning
power. Of the companies covered in this Analysis, all but
Paramount and Universal Pictures have either sold a large
portion of their pre-1948 feature films for showing on television or are making them available on a rental basis.
Many others have sold some old short subjects; all are
producing films for TV. An even more significant development has been the growing importance of overseas' mar-

film producers

kets for

fields.

indicates relatively large profits gains in 1956.

10% behind

to

Television A Partial Offset for Producers
Faced with reduced domestic movie rentals,

Current Analysis and Outlook

may

5%

earlier period.

Other

ac-

factors.

Earnings of companies engaged in the motion picture
field are now indicated no higher and, in many cases, somewhat below those of the year before. Results in other seg-

Hollywood

pictures.

usually provided about
recent years,

is

it

now

40%

Whereas

foreign distribution

of total film rentals

indicated to be close to

up

50%

until

and

even higher for some producers.
Activity at the major motion-picture studios
high, in part reflecting

work

for television.

is

relatively

However, while

gross revenues of most major producers will probably be

lower net income is
expected to be the general rule. This reflects somewhat
higher film producing and distribution costs. Year-to-year
profit declines could be particularly pronounced in the first
at or close to a record figure in 1956,

half of

with more satisfactory comparisons likely
Dividends in practically all cases are exhold unchanged from previous rates.

1956,

later in the year.

pected to

Theatre Operators in Greater Distress
The profits outlook for most motion picture

theatres

is

candidates for dividend increases; a split of the latter's
stock is a good possibility.

extremely drab. While operating costs continue to increase, the reduced rate of movie-going and resultant
necessity to keep box-office prices unchanged or even to
lower them is restricting final results severely. Considerable pressure is being built up for a further reduction or
complete elimination of the Federal admissions tax but the
outlook for early relief

in this direction is

highly uncertain.

Movie-Going Continues Restricted

As an important gain

in

movie-going

not yet in sight,

Motion picture theatre attendance in the United States
and Canada continued to lag during the forepart of 1956,

1956 earnings are indicated lower.

although the year-to-year decline in many sections was
less severe than that experienced during the final quarter
of 1955. A sharp downturn at that time reduced full-year
1955 attendance in the United States to approximately 46
million weekly, from 49 million weekly in 1954. While

eliminating marginal theatres and expanding activities in

ments

of the amusement field are considerably more favorCompanies expected to show fairly large gains in
1956 are: American Broadcasting-Paramount, Columbia
Broadcasting, and Eastman Kodak. They are the leading
able.

exact figures are not available, indications are that
half 1956 movie-going in a majority of
Page 28
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communities

first-

will

The major movie
other

fields.

is

chains included in this Analysis are

National Theatres

ing field on a limited scale.

is

entering the film produc-

RKO

Theatres has acquired
its name
Warner and American

firms in completely non-allied fields and changed
to

RKO

Industries Corp.

Stanley

Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres are stressing expansior
of their non-theatre operations.

STANDARD

SURVEY

& POOR'S

Standard & Poor's Analysis of
Leading Amusement Companies
American Broadcasting
Paramount Theatres
The company operates

a chain

590 motion picture theatres.

Its

about

of

ABC

net-

work has some 215 affiliated television stations (five owned) and some 250 affiliated
stations
radio
(4^ owned). Its future
hinges largely on the success of the TV network and its contribution to parent company earnings. Profits this year could approach $2.50 a common share compared with
$1.91 in 1955, and dividends are expected to
exceed the $1.20 of 1955. For those willing
to speculate on further important gains by

ABC

the

purchases of the

division,

common

stock are warranted.

Paramount Pictures
In addition to
of

leading Canadian theatre
chain with some 410 theatres. It has a 26.6%
interest in both DuMont Laboratories and
DuMont Broadcasting, as well as affiliates in

TV

and subscription

its

ness,

coupled with the company's relatively

small

common

fairly

wide swings

may make

for

over the

one of the heavier
participants in television, through both the
production of TV films and the release of a
portion of its old features and shorts for
showing on television. The common shares
is

have some speculative appeal.

The

preferred

speculative.

is

*

In

*

RKO

83 theatres,
finishing,

it

of synthetic fibers,

manu-

facture of electronic tubes, and oil and gas

well drilling.

Its

-

Loew's Theatres,

theatre holding

Inc.,

may

shareholders by September

be distributed to
1956. In ac1,

cordance with terms of the consent decree
with the Government, Loew's production-

were separated from
domestic and Canadian theatre operations

distribution operations
its

on September
production,

1954.

1,

The motion
overseas

distribution,

picture
theatre,

phonograph record and radio businesses have
continued

as

part

of

the

operations

of

Loew's Inc. Shares of the new theatre holding company will be distributed once funded
debt can be divided proportionately, but no
later

than

March

8,

1957.

Immediate pros-

current

market

levels,

but the stock

flects its speculative nature.

and the indicated large asset value of the

shares.

National Theatres

units

is

The

disposal of

its less

Stanley

*

profitable

strengthening the company's posi-

Warner Corporation

This operator of 300 motion picture theaand producer and exhibitor of films
using Cinerama process in 1954 acquired International Latex Corp., well-known manufacturer of girdles and other elastic prodtres

ucts.

National operates some 335 motion picture
theatres in about 200 communities located in
20 states.

*

may

be held as a speculation in view of Loew's
strong position in the motion picture industry

dividend

rate,

Potentialities of the latter indicate that

the most important determinant of profits; further diversification is
planned. The stock seems to have no great
appeal for most accounts but purely specuit

may become

On

fields.

reflecting the large

the shares

this

basis

from the

yield

may

$1

be held as a

speculation.

*

*

In addition to being a major picture producer, 20th Century-Fox has substantial interests in other fields.
It is now making
films for television, is increasing its theatre
holdings abroad, and is beginning to benefit
from the oil and gas wells drilled at its

studio property in Hollywood.

commitments may be

*

*

Speculative

held.

*

Universal Pictures
This important motion picture producer is
by Decca Records; it has been
decided that a merger of the two companies
would not produce any worthwhile advantages at this time. Earnings have held up
well in recent periods, with net for the fiscal
year through October, 1956, expected to be
in line with the $3.71 a common share of
controlled

4>

This film producer and processor has
never been able to develop more than small
earning power, and it has never paid cash
dividends on the common. Some benefits
are accruing from increased activities in the
color processing and television fields, and
the company has agreed to make available
to TV and other non-theatrical use a relatively large proportion of its backlog of feature films. This is a highly uncertain situation, however, and the common is considered too speculative for the average account. The high yield on the preferred re-

pects are being rather liberally appraised at

processor of
other color

own and

its

color and lithography

and

pro-forma 1955 earnings

Republic Pictures

company,

leading

the

is

systems in making prints for theatre use.
Considerable uncertainty regarding future
operations has arisen because of the growing competition and difficulties in connection
with the new filming and exhibiting techniques. An improved Technicolor process
has been developed, and activities are being
diversified, including entry into the amateur

would have been $0.84 a share. Retention of
speculative commitments appears justified

Loew's
new

Technicolor

Twentieth Century-Fox Film
Industries

has entered the fields of textile

weaving

*

Technicolor

*

Formerly RKO Theatres, this company in
May, 1956, acquired the Cleveland Arcade
Co. and Gera Corp. through an exchange of
stock, and changed its name. In addition to

$
Stock of the

*

*

at current prices for the shares.

*

:•:

television.

diversified activities

*

uncertainties inherent in this busi-

in share results

commitments can be retained on the

basis of share equity values.

the better holdings in the group.

The

also

the

Ltd.,

and strong
finances, the shares are considered one of

tres.

The company

motion picture produc-

Famous Players Canadian

the stock of

Corp.,

one of the leading film producers, neither owning nor operating thea-

years.

its

Paramount owns about 51%

ing activities,

is

capitalization,

lative

color film, utilizing

view of

s>

Columbia Pictures
Columbia

certain, these shares should be held only by
those able to assume a large degree of risk.

color

#

*

and it has received Government permission to produce 16 motion pictures over
a S^-year period. As long-term operating
prospects for exhibitors are largely untion,

last year.

At current

mitments

in the

tained.
its

The

levels, speculative

common

yield

stock

may

on the preferred

com-

be

re-

reflects

speculative characteristics.

*

Warner

*

*

Bros. Pictures

Considerable interest has been generated
in this situation recently.

On March

1,

1956,

an agreement was signed to sell for $21 million approximately 750 features, as well as
an unspecified number of shorts, for showing on television. In May, 1956, it was announced that a group headed by Mr. Serge
Semenenko had purchased more than 700,-

Warner stock at $27.50 a
This brought their holdings to 28%
of the total, while the three Warner brothers
retained about 10%. On the basis of immediate earnings prospects, the shares appear rather fully appraised. However, an
offer to purchase stock from other shareholders may be made.
000 shares of the

share.
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All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

OF THE BODY SNATCHERS

Superscope.

Producer Walter Wan-

K»»in McCarthy, Dana Wynter.

ner. Director Don Siegel. Science Fiction.
lite
drains humans of all emotions but
live. 80 min.

Laraine Day,

Ricardo Mon-

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

February
INVASION

DAWN

THREE FOR JAMIE

ALLIED ARTISTS

Wierd plant
the

will

to

YOUNG GUNS, THE
Scott

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Direc-

Marlowe.

tor Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious

western gunman.

June

GAMMA

PEOPLE. THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok Lesli
Producer John Gossage. Director John Glllino

Phillips.

Drama. Mad dictator
gamma-ray. 79 min.

rules

SAFARI

CinemaScoDe.

Technicolor,

Balkan nation with deadl

Janet Leigh,

Victor

|

I

!

Mature!

John Justin. Producers Irving Allen Al
Directed by Terence Young. Adventure!
f"'
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his siste
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min 4/30
Broccoli.

1

Sf^RET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie French
William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace
Mac

March
Hugh Marlowe, Nancy Gates.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
in 1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.

April
COME ON, THE

Superscope.

Anne

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.

Baxter,

CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.
WICKED WIFE

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wife's
murder. 75 min.

men who seek treasure

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope,

February

Anthony

BATTLE STATIONS William Bendix, John Lund. Naval
drama. Story of ship and the men who manned her
during World War II. The story of a ship and the
brave men who fought alongside her in the United
States Navy. 81 min. 2/20.

FURY AT GUNSIGHT PASS David

Brian, Neville Brand,
Richard Long. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director
Fred Sears. Western. Based on a story by David Lang.

68 min. 1/23.

HOUSTON

STORY, THE Lee

J.

Cobb, Edward Arnold,

Sam Katzman.

Barbara Hale. Producer
Castle. Drama. 79 min.

Director William

Lister.

May
THUNDERSTORM

Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
NAVY WIFE Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.
Carlos

83 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.

JOE MACBETH

Douglas, Ruth Roman, Bonar Colleano. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director Ken Hughes.
Drama. Modernization of Shakespeare. Situations are
brought up to date in America. 90 min. 1/23.

June
savetes,
tor Don

Technicolor. William Holden,
Kim Novak. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director Joshua
Logan. Drama. The prize winning Broadway play recreated for the screen. 115 min. 12/12.

March
HOT BLOOD

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russell,
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.
85 min. 3/5.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

min.

De Luxe Color.
David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Doctor's children come into possession

of germ warfare pellets which, if broken, could
the people in a large city. 84 min.

kill

all

Richard Crenna. Producer
Director Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A
runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

Rachmil.

beautiful girl

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecSiegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

New York City. 91
THE NAKED HILLS
in

Paul

PICNIC CinemaScope,

Lewis

CRIME IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against
the State. 91 min. 1/23.

URANIUM BOOM

Nelson,

Domergue,

radioactive. 73 min.

CANYON

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Marcia Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea. Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FOUR SEASONS, THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the I800's. A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.
rector

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Drama.

Dwan.
River

in

Korea.

Medina,

Patricia

William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

A pril
Faith

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

Peter Garves.

Morgan,

Dennis

Coming
ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Marines fight their way to the Yalu
75 min.

INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney. Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fan-

BLACKJACK

KETCHUM.

Howard Duff,
Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.

Victor Jory,
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

HARDER THEY

THE Humphrey Bogart, Rod
Producer Philip Yordan. Director
Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing chamFALL.

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
Johnny Johnston,

Lisa

Gaye.

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

Trevor Howard.
story

of

heroic

Film

EDDY

DUCHIN

STORY,

THE

CinemaScope

Techni-

Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson Vic-!
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

color.
toria

leader.

123 min. 5/28.

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor.

Frankie

Laine

Lucy

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

Bette Davis,

Brian

Keith,

Paul

Kelley.

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

I

nightclub entertainer.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a

•

violent death. 91 min.

PORT AFRIQUE

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama.

PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
REPRISAL
Kathryn
tor

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr
Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direc-

George Sherman. Adventure.

SEVENTH CAVALRY

Technicolor. Randolph Scott. Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Le wis. Western. An episode in the glory of General
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy

Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce
Ritch.

Horror.

Producer

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

Holden, Steven
Director Fred Sears.
taking special

into werewolf from
scientist. 80 min.
IT

Technicolor,

Cine-

maScope. June Allyson,

Jack Lemmon, Charles BickProduced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
ford.

ZARAK

Technicolor,
CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production!
Director Terence Young. Drama.

INDEPENDENTS

JUBAL CinemaScope,

STORM CENTER

min.

Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying
saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back
by a
secret weapon. 83 min.

Navy and methods they used to paramerchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5

7S min.

81

Technicolor, CinemaScope
Corl
Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Director George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men seek
to keep Africa free of white men.
EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman''

Wilde,

nell

the British

lyze Nazi

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward

Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

Coming
BEYOND MOMBASA

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

AUTUMN LEAVES

in

Technicolor'

Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda Pro'
Remake of "Four Feathers". 107 min

serum developed by

May

men

Steel,

duction. Drama.

life.

DESPERADO

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William FadiDelmer
Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets inman. Director
volved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
LAST TEN DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
in an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles. 113 min. 4/30.

Executed criminal is restored to life in the form
of an indestructible man. 70 min.
MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
tasy.

1

Donald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
of gold in mountain hideout an
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

WORLD WITHOUT END

February
LEASE OF LIFE

Eastman Color. Robert Donat,
Kay Walsh, Adrienne Corri. A J. Arthur Rank ProducDirector Charles Frenc). Drama. The story of a
small town vicar who meets and conquers the fears
of every man.
PLEASE MURDER ME IDCAI Angela Lansbury, Ray
mond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Director Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
into murdering him in order to avenge double-cross.
tion.

78 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

IIFE)

|

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
VIERA

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

Technicolor. Martine Carol
Raf Valie. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story
of
ose who work at play on the Riviera. English
subles. 88 min.

of

DAKOTAS. THE

ILD

(AFRC)

Williams,

Bill

Coleen

'

March
OF ROMEO AND JULIET, THE (Tohan Pictures)
A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam

V.LLET
alor.

Lavrovsky.

.on.d

Based

on

J

NG SEA THE

LDER

Superscope. Producer Hal E.
-'
rh»°
t
n
Chester
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical
capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle
of Guadalcanal
A
Yf* ?°rL THE Su P ersc °Pe- Nicole Maurey. Producer
S
Drama A " unsolved murder involving
«a u-*?'
bitter ,.
U. S. war veteran, a German war bride
and a
killer

May

resolved
rubble.

after a

,s

bomb

child

finds

a

loaded gun

lumbia
Bros,

in

J UAN

JAkkord)

Agfa

f
I

,

W

:DDA

THE

UNCIVILIZED

IDCA)

Eastman

Color

U Sir a lid.

I

I

OF DON CAMILLO

ETURN

em.

Italo-French

Comedy.

luvivier.

and

|riest

IIFE)

Fernandel, Gino
Director
Julien

co-production.
The human comedy

of

communist mayor. 115 min.

a

village

A pril
XONDE

AFRC)

BAIT

Beverly

.vest, gator traps murderous
Jnger as bait. 71 min.

ADYKILLERS,

Traitor

Jim Davis
Anthony Hinds'
State Department
by using
' blonde

THE

(Continental)
Technicolor
Alec
pu.nness Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn.
A Michael Balon Production. Director A. Mackendrick.
Comedy
A
,atire on American gangster films.
93 min

»

AND LOLLIPOPS

OVERS

(Trans-Lux) Lori March GerCathy Dunn, William Ward Produced
nd directed by Morris Engel and Ruth
Orkin. Comedy
he courtship of a widow and her
7-year old daughter

O

Id

.

Co-

Allied

three.

Warner
Artists,

Paramount, 20th Century-Fox and

Universal

each

June films

will

two

have

be

in

color.

Sixteen

set.

Eight features

-

be

will

in

CinemaScope, two

in

VistaVision.

Lougnlin.

UM AND ABNER ABROAD tHowcol
Morris

Goff,

J,

.Ims |o.ned

Chester Lauck
Producer-director James Kern'

Alis.

II

Lomdey. Travels

Lum and Abner to Europe 3 TV
make
feature film 72 min

of

together to

MADAME BUTTERFLY

I

IFE
Technicolor. Kaoru Yachi3 .F'aeuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Ballone. p
Pucc.n. s famous opera transferred
to the
'creen. 114 min. S/28.
I

I

ClL

IICHARD THE THIRD (Lopert)

VistaVision, Technicolor
John Gielgud. Claire Bloom. ProLa " ren< e OWy\or. Drama. The machina"ZY~%
L
tions of a ?
twisted nobleman
that changed the course
pf England's h.story. 155 min.
3/1?

Laurence

Olivier.

REV E
DARLING Eastman Color. Wide Screen. Lu? Ball.
p n
Desi Arnaz. James Mason, Louis Calhern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander
Hall. Comeof married bliss set in Yosemite
National
l*pi
F

im^
mm.

rark. 100

2/6.

LAST HUNT,

THE CinemaScope,

[EVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Stanley Warner^inerama) Technicolor. Cinerama. A Lowell
Thomas
production
Travelog around the world utilizing the
L-merama big screen process. 120 min
I

5INS OF THE BORGIAS (Aidart Pictures!
Technicolor.
Martine Carol Pedro Armendariz.
A Ariane-Filmsonorfranonex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life
of Lu-retia Borgia during Italian
Renaissance. 97 min 4/30

May
THE (Amprir^n i„.„

"

J

V
Mansfield Lawrence Tie
nev John Carradine.
cl/r
™oProducer
i'
Burt
I.;,;,
u J nerney.
Burt Kaiser.
Melodrama.
Blonde bombshell is involved
with
i

group of gangsters
U SL
ER
H IAm erican International) Eastman
r n |? ?u ,r
;
T l Beverly
elan
Garland, Allison Hayes
!!"
P°T'
.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
gueen rules her town until an outlaw
gunfighter takes

f

ROSANNA

IJaconl Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarado
Producer Salvador Elizendo DirecFernandez. Drama. The romance of a beauand a fugitive from justice. 72 min
Silvestre.

or Emilio
'.tul

girl

SWAMP WOMEN
G "' anfi
KIEL*
U"r
Dr!i

FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Waiter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson.
Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencetiction adventure. A scientist is forced
to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge
he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.
MEET

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Da.ley. Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a
ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes
the world
Color.

go round.

I

12

min. 2/20.

c

SREAT

-

June

LOCOMOTIVE

CHASE. THE (Buena Vista)
Fess Parker
Jeffrey HunProduction. Adventure. A band of
Jnion spies attempt to sever
the South's military rail
mes during the Civil War.
a

w

e

Tecnn color

A ^°P.
A
Walt n
Disney
-

er.

L

.

SWAN,

IN

PRISON

(American International
Richard
an Ta V r
Lance Fuller
Producer Alex
Sordnn n-°
.
c J°
?' rec tor Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
in*, .k
Pr S0 "
" * llv '" g he " un,il reformed by
haplain
I

'

'

.
'

tOT

ROD GIRL

I

American International

I

Lori

Nelson

P° nn frs, John Smith. A Nacirema Production!
° ry
f
t racing. ° ,oda Y' s Youth and the excitement
rod

(
>t

hT.
not

T

CONQUERED THE WORLD
rdVeS

Sn.,
oger r
Corman.
'

B
r

?

verl Y

(American International
Garland.
Producer-director
I

Sc.ence-fiction. A monster from outer
pace takes control of the world until
a scientist gives

lite to save humanity.
T
NT ' N EN
FEI
CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
! "
?od ucfr°
ri
.
r " direc,or
Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
-HH.
d '°'< Bor
and he Maylayan
.s

"o

t
commentary. 86 min.

7

THE

Eastman

Archepelago. Eng.

Color,

love and

becomes

February
ROSE TATTOO, THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Mann.

Drama.

117 min.

11/14.

March
COURT

THE

JESTER,

Grace

woman. 112 min. 4/16.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney. Stephen McNally. Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama
The story of a man who took the law into his own

Panama

VistaVision.

Me

and

hands. 95 min. 4/16.

.

Danny

Technicolor.

Frank.

-

Comedy drama.

Masguerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

min. 2/6.

101

A pril

a

ANYTHING GOES
Donald

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Bing

Cro»-

O'Connor,

Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

Emmett Dolan.

Director

105 min. 1/23.

May

SCARLET HOUR, THE

VistaVision. Carol

Ohmart, Tom

GABY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron John
Kerr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30

INVITATION TO THE DANCE Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
Mora Kaye
Prodoc-er Arthu- Fr«ed
Director Gene

THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat pac ker meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

Kelly.

Ballet.

Three

episodes

dealing

in

romance,

orama, comtay ana Demos to.d ennreiy through ttle
medium of the dance. 94 min.
RACK, THE Paul Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter

Pidgeon^ Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
LaV
!" Dfama A Wdr her0 faces h!s *«ustr, >" courtmartia proceed ngs. 100 min 4/16
,

June
BHOWANI JUNCTION

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava

Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/14.

Coming

minded reporter.
IDOL, THE CinemaScope.

Steve Forrest, lilliane
Al Lewin. Drama.

LUST

FOR

LIFE

AND THE

Montevecchi.

Eastman

Color.
Producer-director

Eastman

Color. CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn. James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins. Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME Paul Newman. Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney, Barbara
Stanwyck, Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Director Roy Rowland. Drama. A millionaire's search

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

BEES.

George Gobel.
Paul

June
LEATHER SAINT. THE
Douglas,

John

Derek,

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Paul

Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.

Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min.

WHO

MAN
KNEW TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

Coming
THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant
Tracy,

FASTEST GUN ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings three strangers to a sleepy Western town.
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Bing
Crosby. Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious

May
BIRDS

MOUNTAIN,

for his son.

Film

CinemaScope.

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on
Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in

(ZUDBECEE

Norman

Kelly.

LIVING

Coming
,IRLS

Comedy

Documentary
2 Melodramas
1

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director

A pril

-

min

75

(Woolner Brothers) Pathe Color
Marl * Windsor. Carole Matthews.
Bernafd Woolner
Director Roger Corman.
P women r u" amok in Bayou country.

1

Western
Adventures

1

Technicolor. Robert
laylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan.
Debra Paget
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Loft.
The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min.
2/20.

-

Armando

13 Dramas

cille

r

PEMALE JUNGLE

The breakdown for June:

February

mm.

10

in

release

will

March
Michaels,

,oan R.ce
R'chard Travis. Producer
'.rector Elmo Williams. Melodrama.

L

United

.

.aria Kunogh,
Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor
ProLicer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama.
Based upon
lue happenings in the Aborigine territory in
Northern

u

M ETRO -GOLD WYN MAYER

Color. Cesare Danova
psef Memrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H
Kolmfeltee. Musical. Filmization of Mozarfs
famous opera
Bon Giovanni
Features Vienna State Opera and the
enna Symphony Orchestra.

is

four films, while

will offer

MGM,

;are.

0N,

The leading supplier

tally.

Artists with five films on the roster.

-

the

SUMMARY

JUNE

The number of features scheduled for
June releases totals 25, two under the

tain

scores by
Prokofief and the love story by William
Shakes-

fergi

1

Musical

>™,

.

'

WOMAN

FEAR IDCA) Yves Montand, Charles
Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
ama. Four men set out on dangerous journey to
ansport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
nel,

ray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neafield.
Director
|im Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian
prising against white settlers.

r^.^^?

i

OKLAHOMA
(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope
R, chard
Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Western A
ruthless woman rules the badlands
Br.f!l
a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

AGES OF

r

IIFE) (Lux Film, Rome) Pather
S ?P hia
Leonide
:
D ree,0 r Ettore Giannini.
Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and
dance

^?- ne P

(IFE)

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105 min.

critically

injured

woman

in

the

PARDNERS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision
Technicolor
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax»e"\ "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
directed by Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts".

VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Katkryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.
WAR AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda. Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

YOUR PRODUCT

April

February
DOCTOR

AT SEA Vistavision, Technicolor. Dirk BoBrigitte Bardot, Brenda De Banzie.
Producer
Earl St. John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.
garde,

March

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day on th
sixth of June, 1944.
106 min. 5/28.
ONE IN A MILLION CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new dru
on a father who adopts a dual personality.

battle

in

the Italy

campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

WAY

OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Tully.
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
murderer-husband out of the country. 82 min. 4/30

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Sonny Tufts. Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
Director R. G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20
HIDDEN GUNS Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-, r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min. 5/28.

GANGLAND

STRIKES
Raymond Greenleaf,
Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter. 70 min.
Mariie

John

Millar,

A pril
Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with

Harlan.

IN

MURDER

ON

APPROVAL

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey,

Patricia

Medina,

Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
save soul of notorious killer-outlaw. 85 min.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer
Rudy Ralston. Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
ZANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
44 min.

Barbara
Murphy.

life

of the

man

she loves.

Lupino,
Producer
Bert

Friedlob.

'une
Jl
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

Coming
BACK FROM ETERNITY

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Advensea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

A

Coming
A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan

Evans, Ben Cooper,
Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Drama.
English.

DEVOTION

John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
19 min.

VAULT Enita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
IN THE
Sharpe.

illegal

in

activities.

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.
SILKEN AFFAIR. THE David Niven, Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a kindly impulse,
alters the accounting records.

TENSION

Bash,

DAKOTA

DANGEROUS CARGO
May

Wyn.i,

Dane

Robert Horton.

Clark, William Tallman,
Director Franklin Adreon.

Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
avalancnc of violence.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Marie

Windsor,

John

Archer,

Nancy Gates. Associate Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. A beautiful woman
victimizes
everyone who succumbs to her charm.
70 min.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Trucolor.

Skip

George Macready. ProducerWestern. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.
Homiere, Kristine

Miller,

director Joseph Kane.

February
CAROUSEL CinemaScope
Broadway

55,

Color.

Gordon MacRae,

Cameron

Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the
musical. 128 min. 2/20.

Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

MAN WHO

NEVER WAS, THE Cinemascope, Deluxe

Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
Famous spy thriller of World
by Ewen Montagu.
War II. 103 min. 2/20.

March
MAN

IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
Producer W. 8loom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
of the men who test Air Force equipment. 95 min. 3/19
Color.

April
HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

Patric

Barr,

Elizabeth

Allan,

Hughes.
Melodrama
Reed.
Director Ken
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.
SLIGHTLY SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
Maxwell

Woman

return
good government to
thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

politicians

city

CONQUEROR, THE CinemaScope,
tion.

ture.

Technicolor.

John

Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

the
Ill

13th

Powell.

Century

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

May

Film

De

Luxe

Color.

Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town.
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min.

min. 3/5.

setting

in

the Pacific.

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. Marilyn Mon
roe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Directo
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway pla
of the same name.
KING AND I, THE CinemaScope 55, DeLuxe Color.
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackert. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein.
LAST WAGON. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Richard
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to

kill

him. Violent ending.

UNITED ARTISTS
February
KILLER IS LOOSE. THE Joseph Cotten, Rhonda Fleming, Wendell Corey. Producer Robert L. Jacks. Director Budd Boetticher. Drama. Escaped convict trys to
avenge the death of his wife. 73 min. 2/4.
LET'S MAKE UP Eastman Color. Errol Flynn, Anna
Neagle, David Farrar. Producer-director Herbert Wil
Prince chooses love of commoner and
returns to regain crown. 44 min. 2/20.
Deluxe Color. John Bromfield, Lon Chaney,
Victor Jory. Prodlcer-director W. Lee Wilder. Adventure. Based on Edgar Allan Poe's "Gold Bug" and
"Telltale Heart". 74 min. 3/5.

cox.

Musical.

goes into

exile

MANFISH

—

SHADOW OF

THE EAGLE (Valiant Films) Richard
Valentina Cortesa. Producer Anthony Havelock-Allan. Director Sidney Salkow. Romantic drama.
Russian Empress sends her lover to kidnap beautiful
rival for throne. Plan backfires when he falls in lov»
with his victim. 92 min.

Greene,

March
COMANCHE

Deluxe Color. Dana Andrews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Producer
Sherman. Western.
Director George
Kurger.
Carl

CinemaScope,

BULLETIN — THIS

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Carr.
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Western.
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and aged
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 74 min.
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Producers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielder
Cook. Drama. Based on famous TV drama. 83 min.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrave,
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel M.
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga of
British naval aircraft. 91 min. 4/30

A pril
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Technicolor.
Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanBurton,
nielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Drama. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror. 141 min. 4/14.
BROKEN STAR, THE Howard Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Williams, Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal murders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid him
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.
Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean,
CREEPING
Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Val
story of a rocket that reThe
Guest. Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the life of the only survivor. 78 mm.
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Beatrice Straight. Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed by
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation boss
whose only concern is the growth of his business.

Richard

UNKNOWN

83 min. 3/19.

TIMETABLE Mark

IS

Stevens,

King

_

Calder,

Farr

, .. .
Felicia

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melodrama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone except an insurance investigator eager for a quick

half-

million. 79 min. 3/5.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield,

Julie

London,
Lee

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

der

PROUD ONES. THE CinemaScope,

Susan

Moorehead,

Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of WWII. 92 min. 5/14.

after

March
Wayne,

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 85 min. 5/14.
Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/14.
REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER, THE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.

MOHAWK

February
MACHINE, THE

BRAIN

HEAVEN AND HELL CinemaScope. De
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War II

GHOST TOWN

20TH CENTURY-FOX

E.

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

Brown and Henderson.

BETWEEN

72 min. 3/19.

Meeker,

Trucolor.
Ralph
Henreid. Producers John
Dickinson. Director Paul Henreid. Drama.
Paul

Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting tea~

— DeSilva,

Andrews, Joan

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

MAN

Cinema

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. THE CinemaScope
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, ShereNorth.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michae

Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence.

involved with a group engaged

LISBON

Rule,

Ida

Fleming,
George Sanders.
Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

Karen

Claude

Janice

Conway.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

1

June

A WOMAN'S

Tom

1897.

Trucolor.

Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruc-

Maria

Super-

—

May
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

ture.

Technicolor,

Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min.

a circus star. 88 min.

tion of her gang to save the
90 min. 5/14.

THE MORNING

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min.

Ray,

CIRCUS GIRL
Adrian

GREAT DAY

Color,

Coming

May

COME NEXT SPRING

WHEN

June

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE Superscope. Wendell

finds real criminal to be

his

best friend. 49

mlr-

mm.

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 mm. 5/28
QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Color
Tcxiy Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western
83 min. 5/28.

ProFlying

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse

duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS

WORLD

(Continued-)

IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

RIVER CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of

April

STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

Morrow,

Jeff

berg.

June
KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
obert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodraha. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfect
rime". 94 min.
HACK SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff,
iohn Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Diector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeon
,

lestroys unwilling patients.

NIGHTMARE Edward G.

Kevin McCarthy,
Zonnie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Director Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits murder while hypnotized. 89 min.

Robinson,

iHADOW OF FEAR Mona
jell.

Freeman, Jean Kent, MaxReed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Ai ReDrama. English murderess trys to disinherit young

airl.

74 min.

veil

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
^dventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/28

Coming
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,
nicolor. Olivia

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
daughter and a romance-

Producer-director

of a diplomat's
hungry G. I. 102 min.
affairs

The

BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert MitUrsula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

BACKLASH

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.
CREATURE WALKS
US. THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2
KETTLES IN THE OZARKS. THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.
Technicolor.

AMONG

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

BEAST OF

Guy

CinemaScope,

Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers
Edward Nessour Dir. Edward Nassour.

and

color.

William
Science

thriller.

fiction

BROTHERS

BLOOD

A

Brand.

Neville

Buster
Crabbe,
Grant Production.

Ann

Robinson,
Director Sidney

Dale Robertson,

PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon.

Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
each other in a chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.

June
Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant
Williams. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold.
Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

Salkow. Drama.

and

a

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of inciin a hospital affect the
lives of a lady doctor
detective. 62 min. 4/30

HONG KONG

FLIGHT TO
Ion.

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonA Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
airline flight to Hong
Kong sparks international

An
,

t

Coming
ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in World War II. 114 min. 5/28.
BEHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom

Tully, Sylvia Sidney.
Rubin.
Director Abner Biberman.
of prison gets involved in crime.

Producer

GUN THE MAN DOWN James

Melodrama. Warden

wounded.

JOHNNY CONCHO
A

Wynn.

Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk. Keenan
Production. Director Don MacGuire.

Kent

Stanley

CONGO CROSSING

George

Nader,
Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a
haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Mayo.

Virginia

in

KID, THE Eastman Color. Celia Johnson, Diana
David Kossoff, Joe Robinson. Producer-director
Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith

a fantasy. 95 min.

DEL RIO Anthony Qulnn. Katy Jurado.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely western town.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope. Eastman Color. Richard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
Mexican jungle 99 min.

SHARKFIGHTERS.

THE

CinemaScooe.

Color.

in

Victor

Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men". 105 min.
Mature, Karen
Director Jerry

TRAPEZE

Steele.

CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Burt

Lancaster,

Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialist.

UNIVERSAL-INT'

Country. 95 min.

RAW EOGE
tor

Technicolor.

Calhoun,

Rory

Yvonne

De-

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Direc-

Carlo,

John

Oregon

Sherwood.

Drama.

Fuedal

baron

rules

the

frontier with an iron hand.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
1

870

85 min. 5/28.

s.

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney. Martha
Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. DirecCharles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.
TOY TIGER Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laralne Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents

Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.
82 min. 4/30.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Schell,

O.

GOODMAN

STORY.

THE

Steve
Allen, Donna Reed. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Valentine Davies director. Musical.
The life story of the
famous clarinet player. 116 min. 12/26.
Technicolor

fictitous

Coming
A CRY
Brian

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

couple

Natalie
Director

man

unbalanced

Mentally

Drama.

Tyttle.

Wood,
Frank

surprises

Lover's Lane. 75 min.

in

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama. Story

of

gir.-mill

a

Eli

Wallach.

Kazan.
Elia
a beautiful

proprietor and

Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Draversion of the famous Broadway play about

BAD SEED, THE Nancy
Jones.

ma.

Film

a child

BURNING

MOBY DICK

I

'

.

I

struggle for freedom.
WarnerColor. Randolph
Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
Scott
Budd
ducer's A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder

help

cans

SEVEN

Cubans

the

MEN

in

their

NOW

FROM

of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min.

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart. Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Color
Hayward Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
in
a plane.
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic

father,

finds

a

real

one.

88 min.

To

.

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

4/30.

St.

7,

.

.

Pa.

NEW

New

Phones
3-3944, 3945

LOmbard

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

WARNER 3ROTHERS

1/23.

February

March

Better Serve You
Combined At

Office & Terminal

Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

THERE'S ALWAYS TOMORROW Barbara Stanwyck,
Fred MacMurray, Joan Bennett. Producer Ross Hunter.
Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. A man, a woman, and

woman. 84 min.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HELEN OF TROY CinemaScope, WarnerColor. Rossana

GOODBYE Technicolor. Rock Hudson. CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert J.
Cohen., Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wife reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min. 2/20.
NEVER SAY
nell

SUNDOWN Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Hyer, Dean Jagger Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
to stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
RED

Stanley
Hardwicke,
Cedric
Richard Wise. Drama. Based on the
story
of the
mythology,
the
from
Greek
famous tale

Podesta,
Jack
Baker. Director

Sernas,

Film

HIGHWAY

Trojan horse. 115 min.

LONE RANGER. THE

WarnerColor. Clayton Moore. Jay

Lyle Bettger. Producer Willis Goldbeck.
Silverheels,
Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Adventures of the
Lone Ranger and his faithful friend, Tonto. 86 min. 1/9

EXPRESS LINES,

March

TOUCH AND GO

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins. Margaret
Johnston, Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Bakon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
his family, attempts to start life anew. 85 min. 4/30.

W.

Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

February

another

June
ANIMAL WORLD. THE

tor

105 min. 5/28.

BENNY

Walter Brennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director WilThe
story of a young boy and
Drama.
Wellman.
liam
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.
SEARCHERS. THE Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
16 min.
early 800 s
SANTIAGO WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Ameri-

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses the murder of a man on a road leading to a castle.
HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S.

MAN FROM

May
MY LADY

GOOD-BYE,

Government fights for human rights for the
Apache Indians in Arizona.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

Carol

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

Virginia

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray. Vine*
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans S2 000 000 race track
robbery. 83 min.

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

murderess. 129 min.
HILLS. THE CinmaScope, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter Natalie Wood. Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler Western. Young
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.
GIANT WarnerColor. Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson,
James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
WWII.
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during

tradition. 85 min.

Dors,

Johnson,

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

girl.

85 min.

Western.

LUCKY

A pril
MIRACLE IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van

AWAY

intrigue.

Arness. Angle Dickinson, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
revenge on fellow thieves who desert him when

86 min. 3/19.

LAW

OUTSIDE THE

EMERGENCY
Reed,
Koch.
dents

Mara Corday, Jock

Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.

chum,

min. 3/5.

91

Sarita

May
A DAY OF FURY

tyranny to a small village.

OUR MISS BROOKS

Eve Arden. Gale Gordon, Don
Producer David Weisbart. Director AI Lewis.
of television fame, comes to
Brooks,
Miss
Comedy.
Porter.

the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
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The Future
From Loew's,

Inc. has

emerged

a

thoroughly logical approach to the tense problem of how
most advantageously to deal with
Rather than peddle its
television.

and

fresh

VOLUME

what they are with respect to TV,
Loew's video policy seems invested
with considerably more logic than
error, and we congratulate its directors on a most judicious move.

backlog of old films outright to the

At the same

sight of realities.

arrangements with syndicaLoew's board of directors de-

tors,

company would be

cided "that the

well advised to enter the television
distribution field
it

on

its

own

so that

could exploit every facet and bring

company

to the

amount

the greatest

NO.

slumping

time, let us not lose

In the light of the

theatre

boxoffice,

tele-

may seem a golden apparition
beyond the rainbow, and no

vision
just

how pure

matter

motives in

their

amalgamating with

the

electronic

Cyclops, grandiose ideas are certain
to develop. Let the film makers put

of revenue."

those ideas to

This move strikes us as both
courageous and wise. Courageous
in that Loew's flies squarely in the

television

to

would still not
provide Hollywood with

nagging stockholder demands
that it join the growing number of
film companies that have made or
contemplate outright sales of their
libraries, and has instead chosen to
gamble for the greater rewards implicit in a do-it-yourself approach
toward television.
Wise in that
Loew's retains for itself complete

anything

resembling the revenues

—

face of

—

its

figure

commercial
expand to twice

rest.

were

present

to

size,

If

it

that flow from the theatre exhibition

market.

For the movie makers to
upon TV for their

rely exclusively

sustenance

is

13

in Exhibition I

is

highest bidder or join in long-term
leasing

24,

simply

nature of things.

not

in

the

Not only has

tele-

vision an infrequent call for the type

TV

sound stages than to
Allowing that
Hollywood could improve upon
existing TV vehicles, were it to take
on the chore, where would it wind
up financially? Whether it turned
nous to

those of Hollywood.

out "I Love Lucies" or turned out

John

TV

—

Wayne

spectaculars

would be

it

theatre grosses.

Certainly TV can in nowise afford
an elaborate, unplayed feature film.
It

speaks

still

reverently

may

though that figure
equalled.

TV

If

$1,000,000

Hollywood

film,

might

it

TV

break even, limited as

number

Even

of replays.

depressed

the result of sweeping resolu-

tions laid

down by

its

board, Loew's

in

it

negotiations,

but by that oldest of economic strat-

agems: joining 'em.
ing the entire base of
ations
the

By broadenits

video oper-

addition to distributing

(in

M-G-M

library,

Loew's

will pur-

justified.

Audience ratings prove television
strongest in live programming. It
next

strongest

in

certain

is
is

depart-

ments of situation comedy and
drama that are clearly more indige-

million dollars.

In

Loew's
and others that are

truest perspective,

its

company wrests conaway from the promoters, the
middle men and the networks, while
for

itself

in

absolute

matters

self-

Film

pro-

cations,

of

gramming, play dates, et. al. In
short, Loew's has turned the tables
by controlling its own library and
buying into TV. This maneuver will
enable

it

to capitalize

est potential of a

own

use.

upon the

full-

competitor for

Since the facts of

life

its

are

to follow the

must be viewed

as a

properly harnessed, can
be a productive by-products division

activities,

company,

of a film

a

good means

much

of

in the

manner

of the meat packers who
maintain soap and animal food divisions.

The

principal output,

ever, flows to the traditional
kets,

howmar-

markets capable of returning
Holly-

—

trol

determination

same pattern,
shrewd and encouraging defensive measure aimed
at keeping TV control at home. TV
likely

wood's future rests with its traditional
market the theatre.
It
should leave no stone unturned to
keep that market healthy.

fare), the film

retaining

that

to five

the greatest dollar volume.

TV

chase stations, produce special

in today's

same show could gross three

not by subduing

As

never
to the

is

market

exhibition

acquiring added income,

policy.

muster

capture a well-made

to

degree that relations are

TV

the

never be

could

has achieved concord with television,

over the disposition of its
backlog, as well as over its entire

of

$600,000 invested in "Peter Pan," as

merchandise Hollywood makes
best, but its very physical standards
are incompatible. For the most part,
each medium can get along without
the other very well. Actually, the
much-reputed inter-dependence of
movies and TV exists in only a
minor degree. And it is only to this

command

the

the

all

television policy,

of

for

same
penny-ante revenues compared to
screen,
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It

was

speaking:
startled

director
".

when

.

.

George

And

I

Sidney

was

this exhibitor,

truly

whom
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A CHANGE!

TIME FOR
By

LEONARD COULTER

movies any more.

Three proclamations have gone forth to bedevil an
ready puzzled and perplexed industry:

al-

(1) An announcement that when Republic Pictures
(whose stock control is, apparently, in doubt) resumes
production, it will revert to its former policy of low-budget
pictures costing between $150,000 and $250,000;

A

more "unusual" films by Frank Ross,
who produced "The Robe" and other boxoffice winners,
(2)

pitch for

to

Arthur Hornblow's contribution to the current debate
what's wrong with the movies, was in similar vein
Ross's. This is what he said, in essence:

to

in

of

"The question of whether there will continue to be a
motion picture industry in an important sense depends
largely on the courage and ability of the independent producer.

and

"If the independent producers

A

trumpet call from Arthur Hornblow, Jr., to the
independent producer (rather than the major studio) is most likely to rescue Hollywood from the
doldrums and save the exhibitor from a third mortgage.
(3)

effect that the

Taken

Republic statement could
be read as meaning that the company has failed to compete with other studios' more extravagant, high-budget
product, and has given up trying. But does it mean only
at its face value, the

And

that?

policy of

wrong

is

avowed reversion

the

to the

former Republic

making "cheap" pictures necessarily

direction? Is Herbert

J.

a step in the

Yates, the company's Presi-

dent putting into effect a change of production emphasis
which other companies may be contemplating? This is one
question which

The

is

other two

— posed by Messrs. Ross and Hornblow

Frank Ross, who is in the throes of planning a film based
on Joe David Brown's novel "Kings Go Forth" which
deals with a young girl born of a white mother and a Negro

—

conventions

he will not
in

making

bow

to the standard

were to gain domination
major Hollywood plants would prob-

ably become service studios for independent film-makers
capable of making better pictures.

"Some

major companies might welcome that turn
it would relieve them of the burden of
turning out a set program, and solve the plaguing problem
of the

of events because

of constantly rising overheads.

"The movement today

is away from an organized induswe have known it, and in the direction of what can
best be described as show business where independent production stands on its own feet.

try as

"Similarly, the industry needs better theatres.

Hollywood

some

My

heart

which are so shabby
moviegoing for a large num-

of them,

that they take the fun out of

ber of people. The concession stand too often is the only
thing about the theatre that reflects the active attention
of the

The Conventional Is Taboo

— say

of the industry, the

sinks at the sight of

well worth careful examination.

also deserve closer analysis than they have received.

father

however, interesting

going

It isn't,

some movies."

see

management."

Fat and Lazy
What Ross and Hornblow

are saying needs, of course,

to be taken with a grain of salt.

said

much

Others before them have

the same thing these last several years.

Inde-

it.

pendent film producers, seemingly, cannot

He says the public wants films about real things, real
people and real problems of the kind which confront them
from day to day "basic things which are a part of our

—

existence."

Conventional pictures which disregard the facts of life
vitality out of the subject matter to avoid
being controversial are, says Ross, the biggest financial
risks because they say nothing about the problems of living, and cause no public discussion.

and drain the

"Waterfront", "Blackboard Jungle", "Rose Tattoo" and
Cry Tomorrow" made a lot of money, he contends,
because, though they had unpleasant aspects, they were

wisdom whenever

resist dispensing

the industry

is confronted with one of
debating a major policy issue. If,
this time, the familiar pattern is to be followed, it will not
be long before one of the independents summons a press
conference to denounce the Motion Picture Code and to

its

periodic crises or

blame

all

is

the industry's

ills

on the censors.

Even, however, when their statements have been fully
it does appear that they have some legitimate
foundation, and that before the motion picture industry can
get back "into the groove" it will have to shake out of
discounted,

men who have grown

"I'll

their swivel chairs those

exciting.

over the years and whose imaginative skill has for a long
time past been poured into their individual tax returns instead of into the making of good entertainment.

"I haven't seen anything",

me

to
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added Ross, "that has caused
isn't interested in

going to the

One

of the

most

difficult

fat

and lazy

things to accomplish in the

in-

New

New

Blood*

Ideas Needed

To Cure Our
dustry, it seems, is the introduction of new blood, and
young, fresh talent. This is because the "old hands" continue, in too many cases, at the helm. Their way of doing

Innovation is frowned upon simply bedoes not conform to the established ideas "upon
which our industry was founded." Phooey
things persists.

cause

it

result of this "closed mind" attitude is that youngwriters, actors, directors
vision and enterprise
with
sters
Hollywood in favor
have
been
by-passing
technicians
and
TV
today
stems from that
of television. The vitality of

One

—

—

unpleasant

And now, when

fact.

new blood more than
of

ever,

it

finds

the film business needs
it

cannot attract enough

it.

Meet Competition

Ills 9

The almighty

tarily.

dollar quickly lost its old black magic.

home to watch, on their TV
shows which cost only a fraction of those playing
at their neighborhood theatres. They ignored the superduper-collossals mounted in Hollywood in favor of the
low-cost, but highly imaginative and true-to-life "Marty".
In thousands they stayed

screens,

Yes,

it

used to be true that vast expenditures and costly

exploitation schemes impressed people; but that

was

in the

"good old days" before the human imagination was atrophied by "modern improvements" like the hydrogen bomb
and multi-billion dollar Federal budgets. Familiarity
breeds contempt, and the long-suffering public, whether
we like it or not, is as contemptuous as it could be about
the cost of a picture if not downright suspicious of any
movie which involves prodigious amounts of money. There
must be a catch in it somewhere, they reckon.

—

Newcomers Scared Off
The familiar cry, "You can't do that", or "You musn't
do this" has scared the youngsters off. And yet, because of
the huge

sums

of

money

lavished on

many

pictures today,

and the financial responsibilities which are borne by those
at the top of the Hollywood tree, who can challenge successfully these wealthy and powerful gentlemen with their
childlike faith in the old order?

These things are not easy to write about, because there
do exist, even at the top, a few visionaries who have never
become stultified; by and large, however, except for this
tiny handful of big and forward thinkers, Hollywood is
dominated by men who have literally become slaves to a
system to which they wish everybody and everything to

years

few
things began

of thinking; at the top during the past

fairly typical of their outlook.

is

When

to look bad the industry's leaders applied the only solution
they could thing of spend more money make bigger, more
:

lavish,

;

more spectacular

Let's convulse the public

films.

by sheer extravagance. Let us spend millions instead of
thousands not only on the film, but also on the publicity.
Pull out all the stops. We've done it before. We can do

—

it

so began the cycle of high-budget pictures

has brought so

mands by

much

trouble in

its train

at

:

which

exhorbitant de-

stars, requests for participation deals, conces-

sions here and concessions there
films

are probably

wrong

in be-

The

film, in spite of

still

the preferred

all

over the world.

competitive forms of entertainment,

is

medium to the great masses of people
And the industry, being world-wide in

scope, necessarily requires highly efficient, fully organized

business machinery such as can only be provided by important major production units with vast physical and
financial facilities at their

But

command.
on a conviction that the machoked and stifled by an

their views are based

if

jor studios, as a whole, are being

Old Guard

tradition,

and are reluctant

it is

we

to accept the chalmust, to that extent, agree that

time for change.

—

And changes

changes in the
are bound to come
making motion pictures, exploiting and exhibiting them. Changes are coming in the conception of
what Mr. and Mrs. Public desire in movie entertainment
and what they will put out their hard earned dollars to
see. Changes are coming in the mode of selling films to

methods

of

exhibitors so that their initiative

is

encouraged rather than

Changes are coming in the whole attitude of an industry that must learn to respect its audience by producing
a calibre of movie that meets the growing intellectual capacity of the American people. Changes are coming, too,
in the whole economic structure of a business that once
stifled.

again.

And

Hornblow

lenge of our times, then

be utterly subservient.

The trend

Messrs. Ross and

lieving that the future lies with the independent producer.

the

and

disposal of exhibitors,

— inevitably —fewer
and

at

ever-higher

rentals.

ruled the roost as the premiere purveyor of popular enter-

tainment, and must
petitor.

Coming

is

now meet

making and merchandising

Money No Black Magic
Of course there was another
crazy policy

— the

belief

of content rather

which inspired that
that television would be crippled
factor

by pictures which were so splendiferous that the new
medium just couldn't afford to match them.

What happened? You know
as well as we.

The

public

the answer to that question
was impressed but only momen-

—

as once

it

did.

Maybe

it's

most formidable com-

a

the need for an approach toward the

than cost.

of

motion pictures on a basis
doesn't spell glamour,

Money

just that that Herbert Yates of Republic
smog-laden California air. Maybe that's what
some of the tired old-timers in this business have begun
to sniff, and why they have started to move toward the

sniffs in the

exit.
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Tkey'te
In the

THE SWINGING PENDULUM.
you

Some

hiking About

Movie Business

of the keener

dignant pro and con argument. Most industryites concecl
that Youngstein was defending a point of honor when hi

movie production is likely
to swing from the spectacle cycle of the past two years to
a greater output of less-costly films of the off-beat and intimate varieties. Filmgoers are fed up, they say, with magnitude and want the unusual and the human interest
theme. This change in public taste is rapidly becoming
visible and will be reflected in future movie production
programs. If it developes, the trend will be just what
Hollywood needs to get itself off the hook of its present
production dilemma high-cost pictures that demand star
names to insure big returns, with only a handful of such
personalities being available for casting. United Artists
and Columbia are two companies that disprove the popu-

Times, but that neither the Times nor UA benefited
Youngstein finally relented and gave the Times a big a
that quoted the very favorable review by Arthur Knigh
critic for the "Saturday Review". In defending himsel
Crowther said that he had never been a part of the movi
industry and that his loyalty must lie with his employe!
and the public, not with the movie industry. YoungsteiJ
contended that the Times reviewer had allowed personal
factors to sway his judgment. Thus another of those publ
lisher-advertiser wrangles got itself again into the publil
eye with nothing decided and nothing gained.

theory that a distributor can only make money with
big shows. In between their big ones, these two companies

KISS

film executives will tell

that

—

yanked

all

UA

advertising (for a short time) from

O

lar

many programmers

deliver

that help keep theatres open

and help meet distribution overheads.

Alpert's

Hollis

"The Saturday Review"

interesting

June 23 has attracted
lots of attention. Titled "Sexual Behavior in the American Movie", its major thesis deals with the treatment of
sex on the screen, contends that the motion picture

medium can never be

of

artistically successful until

it

has

learned to treat sex with candor and energy. And, Alpert
says, this

Some

has not learned to do.

it

choice observa-

by the movie critic-anthropologist regarding Hollywood's treatment of sexual behavior are these: "To avoid
coming to grips with the bed-climbing bit Hollywood has
developed a set of pictorial symbols. These presumably are
to fool the censors while the audience is kept informed of
what is going on
An influential segment of Hollywood
still regards the wiggle of hips as talent, and an oversized
bust line as box-office
Hollywood appears to be relying
on a conditioned reflex: Lana Turner dilating her nostrils
equals sex
While Hollywood finds it all but impossible
tions

.

.

.

.

.

nevertheless strives to in-

it

movies
Passion to be believed in
This does not mean that a man and a woman
need to be shown climbing into bed, but if the plot calls for
it the director ought at least to head them in that direction.

ject 'sexiness' into its

It is

panic
is

.

.

.

.

.

felt.

unlikely that
.

The

many members

of the audience

would

assertion of freedom of expression for movies

from here? Obviously, each believes he can go it alonel
and make it pay. Observers believe that Jerry Lewis
big-time all the way, but there are many doubts abou
Martin's ability to hold his own as a winning entertained
in the movies and television. The odds are that Lewis will
continue on to new triumphs in every entertainment media
while Martin will be able to garner the greenbacks only or|
the nightclub circuit and as a minor movie personality.
is

10

ALLIED ARTISTS' MOVE.
all

ing

more than

come,

stein

and the

which

is

often ineffectual).

FILM

New York Times
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25,

lip-service to

has the industry talking about these things:

it

booking in the Radio City Music Hall, Willia
Wyler's "Friendly Persuasion", started "Notre Dame ol
Paris", with none other than Gina Lollobrigida has al
ready in the can pictures starring Mickey Rooney, Ida Lu
pino, Laraine Day, David Wayne, Joel McCrea, Jacque
Bergerac, and others. In this day of complaint and doubt
it's good to see some thought going into the future of thi
industry, thought buoyed up by an optimistic spirit as dis
played by both AA and RKO.
first

;

1954

j

this

between United

Crowther's "Trapeze" review
it 8

AA

Artists'

over film

is still

Max Youngcritic

0

THE OLD SHELL GAME

0

THE BIG HASSLE

This outfit is just bustin
and with production. In giv
its promise of bigger things t

over, both with pride

out

largely up to the industry itself" (and not, Alpert says,

to outside censorship

P.

ceeds on beliefs, or probabilities, and not on certaintiesl
And so it is with Martin and Lewis. Where are they goind

.

to portray love meaningfully,

must be

The best of friendship
often come to an unhappy ending—even very profitably
business relationships. So it is with Dean Martin ancl

.

.

.

THE BOYS GOODBYE.

Jerry Lewis. A once-potent boxoffice combination is splij
asunder. It is an economic axiom that all business prol

SEX AND CELLULOID.
article in

thl

Bosley

getting ripples of in-

was being practiced again
time with the Warner's controlling interest. Along

with reports that Si Fabian's possible participation in the
sale to Serge Semenenko had hit a snag. Walter Winchel
broadcast his "inside" information that control will rever
back to the Warners themselves. The brothers are silent

PRESENTED BY
a

MOULIN picture

WARNER BROS

-9

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN
JUNE
By

UPSWING

IN FILM BUSINESS.

25,

Philip R.

All available sign-

posts point to a sharp up-turn in movie grosses beginning
by July 4. It is now generally agreed that mediocre prod-

absence of normal springlike weather conto deflate boxoffice over the past three
months. Expressions of confidence began ranging over the
entire dimensions of moviedom in the past week and even
uct, plus the

ditions

combined

in the stock

market

film securities indicated evidence of

perking up over their early June levels. It is now the consensus of informed industry leaders that the recession has
scraped bottom, that seasonably hot weather together with
a group of some 12 top-drawer films will lift summer business to normal, perhaps above normal levels.

0
Let's for the moment close our eyes and imagine Hollywood's premiere picture maker is up for sale. Yep, the
whole works sound stages, equipment, properties, inven-

—

ings of the industry,

venerable studio, rooted in the seedfolk, possessed

managed by capable

an enviable dividend and
most crafters of film product,
of

Now

let's

name

profits record.
it

has had

its

Of

late,

5

4

Ward

have a market? I say it does." The money man counlB
"I'm not here to purchase for liquidation. I'm here to
sider an earnings potential. I say this enterprise it witlH

H

that potential.

I

say this enterprise

Where do you

is

without enterprM

stand, Mr. Investor? Forget figures, ifl

past performance; forget equiB
Ponder the deeper balance sheet enlB
reflected across the breadth of Hollywood's bo<B
Ponder the intrinsic debits and credits and give us )M
answer. You've got the dough. Investment opportunifl
run rampant across the economy. Would you go HcB
wood? Survey the following balance sheet and givejj

banker,

the

Ponder

forget

potential.

your answer.

It's entries, in

of

our judgment, represent

moviedom's major assets and

lial

e
•

today

ties

DEBITS:
1)

Absence

of confidence.

2)

Absence

of excitment.

3)

Absence

of

4)

Absence

of risk-taking

5)

Absence

of a

good

taste.

like

troubles.

project ourselves a bit further and imagine (in

been asked to join a
select and esoteric little band of movie angels anxious to
take control. Along with other individuals invited to participate, we are huddled around a great cherry-maple meet-

the

9

sum and substance

BALANCE SHEET ANALYSIS OF MOVIEDOM.

tories, contracts. It's a

1

of literary license) we've

temperament.

dynamic, unfolding technology.

Absence of recruitment of
agement and production levels.
6)

7)

fresh,

young

talent at m.-l

Over-exaggerated opinion of competition,

especi;p;

TV.

ing table at one of the Waldorf's numberless conference

rooms.

The

CREDITS:

leaders of the discussion turn to the balance

sheets.

Basic appeals of the medium, uppermost of whiclsi
existence as the least expensive, most gratifying en •

1)

Now
cial

the accountants

tell

us the balance sheet

is

a finan-

representation of a company's position at one given

point in time.

Today,

critical point in time.

late

So

June

1956, is for

critical,

indeed,

it

moviedom

a

gives rise to

tell you they're asking too much,
Past performances don't count for
beans today and nobody knows it better than they do.
Why do they want out? Answer that before you justify
their price." Thus explodes the banking spokesman to our
clique. Keen, hard-nosed, practical, he is less interested in
last year's figures than in this year's facts.

its

tainment experience outside of the home.
Historic resiliency of filmdom;

2)

ability to

snap back from the

i.e.,

the oft-repeal

lip of oblivion.

the following colloquy: "I

too much, too much.

"Walter, we're talking assets, not earnings.

I

submit

that in terms of the balance sheet entries the value

is

This is the promotor speaking, the wheeler-dealer
who organized the syndicate and he is not one to be easily
denied. He continues: "Assess the bricks and mortar;
assess the backlogs; assess the properties. You talk about
justification. I say we can justify every dollar we spend
by turning around tomorrow and realizing every cent of
equity in resale. That's my yardstick. Does my property
there."

3)

Genius of improvisation and showmanship,

attribusi

so lacking in competitive media.
4)

The Hollywood

try as

legend, which perpetuates the

an enduring American

5) Volatile stock

indi4

institution.

market history, which establishes

1

dustry shares as forever interesting to bearers of rl
capital.

more adequately
any communicative media yet engineered by man.
6) Inherent ability to tell a story

tl

an economic condition play J
expressly into Hollywood's hands provided its leads
show the patience to hold out and a factor expressly cl
7) Rise of leisure time,

—

—

trary to

TV's ambitions.

Would you buy

in?

We would

!

production or exhibition ranks. They

must be purely a functional pipeline
for the transmission and discussion
of experiences in every strata of ex-

hibition with the paying public.

pic-

time and again, and was even attempted a couple years ago at a

a

pic-

COMPO -sponsored

We

(Continued from Page 5)

had asked to come look at my
ture, told me, 'Never mind the
I

me

ture; just let

round

see the trailer'."

Sidney, on a barnstorming

Mr.

new Columbia

tour for his

Eddy

"The

Duchin

venture,

was

Story",

speaking to a group of exhibitors on
the importance of teamwork between production and exhibition.
of the trailer is unfor-

His anecdote
tunately

typical

the

of

taken-for-

granted attitude in the tightly circumscribed Hollywood production
world. As Mr. Sidney pointed out, it
to

him how im-

was

to the exhibi-

had never occurred
portant the trailer
tor

and to

his public.

And

this is

only one small drop in a bucketful of

men who have the
contact with those who buy
can offer to the men who

Hollywood

That worthy project

table.

because of the tepid response by Hollywood's key executives, who begged off because they
fizzled out

had "more important things

to do".

liaison sessions are not

That such

only desirable, but absolutely necessary in these times of unprecedented
competition, cannot be disputed.
Production should be eager to hear

theatremen why the
away from movies
is
numbers,
and what
large
in such
corexhibition
about
has
thoughts

In

May

14th

THEY'RE TALKING ABOUT

How

could a plan for construc-

round-table meetings between

The bug,

tion people be effectuated?

of course, lies in setting up a prac-

formula for such sessions. They
cannot be held haphazardly on a
whipped-up impulse. They cannot
be harrassed by politicking, either in

tical

after talking

personal

men-

to

observation

many women,

I

the movies.

And

The stay-away from
part of

the movies on the

women began

several years ago

when

the market was flooded with westgangster films and movies which
had sex as the theme. Unfortunately for
us the condition still exists.
erns,

All you have to do

is

to turn to the

pages of your daily paper where the movie
ads are. How many of the ads show
scenes of violence, gun in hand, or the
figure of a woman stretched on the beach
with the figure of a man hovering over
her? This has not been the type of picture that the average woman wants to
see, and movie shopping is just like going
every other place; it is the woman in the
family that has the most say as to where
the family or husband and wife will go.
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than fifty) of exhibitors representing a cross-section of the practical
operating theatremen in this country, and, perhaps, England, to meet
in

Los Angeles

week

for a

of con-

ferences on the industry's problems.

not essential that the heads

of
al-

though they might be informed that
they would be welcome if they have
contributions

to

offer

to

the discussions.
this industry is to fight back

If

from the depths of its present-day
despair, it must first understand itself.
Regular conferences between
the men who make movies and those

who

them

exhibit

in establishing

is an essential step
such understanding.

Will the guilds take the

Women

initiative?

Women
Women do

do

not like brutal things.
not enjoy western movies ex-

now and

then such attractions as
"Shane". Women do not like an overplay
cf sex, and many times sex copy dominates the ads whereby the actual picture
does not have sex.
cept

Check the boxoffice

of

hits

the

past

Which movies have been the
most popular? Certainly not the gangster
films, nor films filled with blood and
Movies like "The
fights and killings.
Glenn Miller Story", "The Magnificent
Obsession", "Picnic" and "The Man In
the Gray Flannel Suit". The list could
go on and on. Movies like these attracted
both men and women, and will bring
women back to the movies.

three years.

Women
are

are not

women

which have

wedded

brutality.

to

TV. Neither

TV

programs
"I Love Lucy",

looking at the

today,

don't

too,

forget,

are

more club activities than ever
before. They take a more active part in
PTA work; Red Cross work and a multiengaged

believe

his reasons are correct.

collaborate in extending an invita-

worthwhile.

and

Mr. Sindlinger is absolutely correct in his
statement that fewer women are going to

pro-

"December Bride", "The Loretta Young
Show", comedy shows, are the ones the
women are most interested in. Programs
which show some of the life that the
average woman leads; programs which
have a percentage of romance. Programs
which make women feel like they have
been entertained and that the time was

the reason more men are buying tickets
than women is because of the brutality
in movies. You then asked the question:
"How come then, they (women) spend so
much time over TV which is far more
brutal and even tougher?"

on

—

actors

tion to a limited, wieldy group (less

practical

recting that situation.

tions that Albert Sindlinger thinks that

Based

writers,

directors,

It is

WHAT

issue,

ducers,

the various major studios attend,

Editor:

your

suggest that the heads of the

principal production guilds

staying

exhibitors and the creative produc-

To The

such

lips of

closest

theatremen and moviemakers for an
exchange of ideas is, of course, not
a new one. It has been talked of

call for

start the ball rolling?

public

tive

make the product.
The idea of meetings between

should logically

from the

hints that the
tickets

Who

program and

in

TV

tude of other things.
to claim

them

does not begin

all.

If we will return to making movies
which women will enjoy, which will send
an audience from a theatre feeling that

the time has been worthwhile, then we
will get women and their men back in
large quantity. Movies are for entertain-

ment. Let the front pages of the newspapers record the ills of the world, the
unhappy events. Let the editorial pages
do the preachments. Let the movies
entertain.

And
don't

in the list of

leave

out

movies people want,
with a touch of

films

religion.

Church attendance

world

at a

is

new

all

over the

high.

EARLE
Lucas

&

M.

HOLDEN

Avon Theatres

Saiannah. Ga.

Department Denies L,enienctj
Toward Film Companies Under Decree
Justice

Highlights of the statement by the Antitrust Division Department of
Justice, issued at the request of the Senate Small Business

enforcement of the consent decree

tion picture industry has recently

and Fair Trade Practices of the Select Committee

a time of difficult transition.

In 1932 and 1933, depression

on Small Business of the

years, the estimated average

weekly attendance

I

nited States Senate.

Humphrey, Chairman of this Subcommittee, has
equested Department of Justice comments on various
tatements by certain motion picture exhibitors, March 21
22,

1956, before this

Subcommittee, as well as our
United

opinion as to the effects of the consent decrees
itates v.

Paramount

Pictures, Inc., et

al.

—

—

particularly the

on the independent distributors." Generally, these
xhibitor comments relate to: (a) Alleged fixing of admis.ion prices by distributors: (b) assertedly unreasonable
ffect

:learances; (c) forcing of pictures; (d) negotiations for the

motion picture "Guys and Dolls" in Coumbus, Indiana; (e) licensing of the motion pictures
'We're No Angels'' and "Guys and Dolls" in Cincinnati,
Ohio; (f) divestiture of the Capitol Theatre in Cincinnati,
Ohio; and (g) acquisitions of theatres by the divorced
icensing of the

circuits.

At the outset, how do Paramount judgment provisions
bear on these problems? To promote competition, those
judgments required the five integrated companies to sell
theatre circuits and the resulting circuits to divest
themselves of their interest in specified theatres. Beyond
divorcement, these judgments enjoined certain distributors
from: (a) granting any license in which minimum prices
off their

admission to a theatre are fixed by the parties; (b)
agreeing with any exhibitors or distributors to maintain a
system of clearances; (c) granting any clearance between
for

theatres not in substantial competition; (d) granting un-

reasonably long clearances between theatres in substantial
competition; (e) performing or entering into any license

which the right to exhibit one feature is conditioned
upon the licensee's taking one or more other features; and
in

any feature for exhibition upon any run in
any other manner than that each license
shall be offered and taken theatre-by-theatre, solely upon
the merits and without discrimination in favor of affiliated
theatres, circuit theatres or others. Finally, judgment injunctions bar the new theatre companies resulting from
divorcement from acquiring any additional theatre except
on an affirmative showing that the acquisition will not un(f)

Committee on

the motion picture monopoly case.

For the Subcommittee on Retailing. Distribution

Senator

nd

in

licensing

any theatre

in

duly restrain competition.

Recent Industry Developments
These judgment provisions can be appraised only against
background of recent business developments. The mo-

undergone and

picture theatres in the United States

by

and

was

still

at

faces

motion

And

60,000,000.

weekly attendance
figure had jumped to 90,000,000. By 1955, however, weekly
movie viewers had dropped some 50% to 45,800,000. This
decline stems in the main from the growth of television.
On January 1, 1948, there were 17 commercial television
stations on the air in the United States. A year later this
number had risen to 50. And by January 1, 1956, there
were 482. In corresponding fashion, television sets in use
have risen sharply. On January 1, 1948, there were 189,900
television sets in use in the United States. This number
had increased to 1,000,000, by the first of 1949, to some
36,900,000 by January 1, 1956, and according to Television
1946, 1947,

Digest's

May

minimum of
dition, many

1948, this estimated

19, 1956,

issue "industry researchers estimate

38,500,000 sets-in-use as of

May

1."

In ad-

theatres have suffered from the competition

by newly-constructed "drive-ins". As this Department, on
June 17, 1953, wrote to Senator Schoeppel, Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Monopoly of the Select Committee
on Small Business of the United States Senate
Drive-in theatres have been constructed in great

numbers
pretty

since the war.

much

a novelty.

Before the war they were
At present there are in

excess of 4,000 drive-in theatres in the United
States.

This

is

new

competition which

ventional theatres have found

meet. Other

new

many

con-

very difficult to
conventional
type
theatres of the
it

war have taken
patronage away from older theatres. There has
been a great surge of home building in the United
States since the war, resulting in many new residential areas in many of which new theatres have
been built. People have moved into these new
areas in large numbers. Their patronage is lost
that have been built since the

to the theatres located in the areas

from which

they have moved.

Steps Taken

To Enforce Decree

We

encourage any exhibitor, and especially the small exany difficulties he encounters in the
operation of his business. If they are difficulties with
which we can properly help him, we do so. We have successfully resolved the distributors countless problems
hibitor, to tell us of

brought to us by small exhibitors. However, some exhibi(Continued on Page 14)
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DECREE ENFORCED, SAYS D OF J
1 laints

Help for Small Exhibitors

(Continued from Page 13)

the divorced theatre circuits be permitted to produce anr

problems we can do nothing about. They may, for
example, pertain to matters, not touched upon by the judgments, that come within legitimate business perogatives
and which, accordingly, we could not properly take up with
distributors. In either event, however, Paramount distribu-

motion pictures with these circuits to have pre
emptive rights to exhibit such pictures in the theatres the
now own. We do not know whether any of such circuit
will decide to enter into production and distribution 01
whether it will be possible to devise adequate safeguard
against the return as a result of any such new integratior
of practices violative of the antitrust laws prevalent in the

tors'

tor defendants

know we

investigate carefully

all

exhibitor

complaints and, where judgment problems are involved,
demand a solution of those problems in accordance with
the Paramount judgments. As a result, distributors have
developed business procedures to effectuate those judgments' design. Evolution of such procedures has been

hastened by distributors' knowledge that the Department
vigorously enforces judgment provisions. The result has
been improved compliance.

We
lems.

do not confine ourselves

strictly to

Even though no judgment problem

are instances

judgment prob-

is

involved, there

where we may be instrumental

in

having a

small exhibitor's grievance corrected by a distributor.

In

such instances, where we can do so with propriety, we do
not hesitate to use our good offices.

But judgment enforcement and the additional help we

may

give small exhibitors alone cannot solve the serious
economic problems television has caused motion picture
exhibitors. While day-to-day judgment problems are of
utmost importance, we have taken a broader view of our
responsibilities pertaining to the motion picture industry.
As a result, every effort has been made to keep abreast of
the industry, to know about its technological improvements and the impacts such improvements have on the industry as a whole and on the individual exhibitor, to know
something about the pictures that are produced, their artistic merit, their box office appeal, how many or how few
are produced, what they cost, and the level of film rentals.
We do this so that our consideration of the difficult problems we are asked to act upon may be an informed one.
Only thus can we insure that whatever we do concerning
those problems is, consistent with our obligations under
the antitrust laws and the Paramount judgments, best for
the industry as a whole, for the exhibitor, and especially
for the independent exhibitor, and for the public.
Illustrative of this

is

we have given to inAs the subcommittee

the attention

creasing the

supply of pictures.
knows, most exhibitors believe that the number of pictures
now produced is inadequate. With this in mind, we gave
every proper encouragement, for example, to the so-called
Makelim plan for producing additional pictures. In addition,

we spent

considerable time discussing with repre-

Owners of America and the divorced
under what conditions such circuits might secure
court approval to invest in Exhibitors Film Financial
Group, Inc., conceived by certain members of Theatre
sentatives of Theatre

distribute

industry before the Paramount case. Also, we are aware
this may not be the ideal way of securing more motion picture product. However, because of our deep interest in the
industry and

its

welfare and because

we

try to

know what

the problems of the industry and especially the problems
of the small independent exhibitor are,

we

are giving a

great deal of attention to this proposal.
It would be easy for us to rest on the judgments which
divorced exhibition from production and distribution and

oppose any such proposal. It may be that because we are
willing to devote a great deal of effort to giving the proposal our sympathetic consideratizon some will construe
this as a more lenient and indulgent attitude towards the
defendant circuits. However, we do know that the number
of pictures produced has fallen, that the level of film
rentals has risen, and that whatever the reasons are for
the rise in the levels of film rentals a short supply of pictures must contribute to such rise. Therefore, with the independent motion picture exhibitor in mind, we have taken
the proposal under advisement. Nor is this any manifestation of a more lenient and indulgent attitude towards the
defendant distributors involved in the Paramount case, for
if anything comes of the proposal it means that such distributors will have new competitors.

SPECIFIC EXHIBITOR

COMMENTS

Admission Prices

We believe it would be helpful to add just a few comments on the background of the injunctive provisions in
the Paramount judgments relating to the fixing of admission prices. Five of the eight major distributors of motion
pictures owned and operated circuits of theatres. The court
found that the theatres of the integrated defendants were
protected from price competition by provisions in licensing
agreements fixing minimum admission prices which other
theatres would charge. This was done whether the picture
was licensed

for a flat rental or for a percentage of the

Provisions were included in the
agreements for severe penalties if less than the
Nevertheless in its
prices agreed upon were charged.
theatre's gross receipts.
license

opinion the court stated:

circuits

Owners of America as a means of providing risk capital to
independent producers and thus increase the supply of motion pictures.

The foregoing holding

that the defendants have

all engaged in unlawful price-fixing does not prevent the distributors from continuing their present

methods
measure

of determining film rentals; they

their

may

compensation by stated sums, by

a given percentage of a particular theatre's re-

The two

largest exhibitor organizations have recently

urged, as a means of increasing the supply of pictures, that
Page 14
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ceipts,

by

a

combination of these two, or by any

other appropriate means.

What

is

held to be

1
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Wew Complaints an Farviny
Sherman Act

violative of the

is

devices for measuring rentals, but their

tors'

ing of

minimum admission

ber of pictures produced or their quality will not help ex-

not the distribu-

prices

hibitors.

fix-

which auto-

Forcing of Pictures

matically regulates the ability of one licensee to

We

have received a small number of complaints of such
forcing from exhibitors. In the last three years there have

compete against another for the patron's dollar
and tends to increase such prices as well as profits
from exhibition.

Thus

the injunction does not bar licensing of pictures

jased on a percentage of box office receipts

and, as our

;

November

17, 1953, amplifies, an exhibitor's adhas direct bearing on the amount of such
receipts. After divorcement a company once integrated no
longer has theatres to protect from price competition.
.etter of

'-nission prices

been about six including at least two instances where it
was very doubtful that any reasonable ground for the complaint existed. These complaints were vigorously pursued
with the distributors concerned. In every instance where
there was any reason to believe that the complaint was
justifiable, prompt remedial action was secured. In none
of these instances

conduct was

was there any

indication that the alleged

pursuant to a calculated policy adopted

by

the distributor.

Clearances
Mr. Myers introduced into the record some correspondence dealing with the marketing of a number of pictures
by Paramount Pictures and its use of so-called merchandising engagements.

This correspondence deals

with availability and clearance.

in large part

Since the parties to the

Judgments Do Not Regulate Film Rentals
Senator Humphrey's letter refers to Mr. Trueman T.
Rembusch's criticism of the Department. Accordingly, it
is relevant here to state why we have not to date been able
to adopt the views urged upon us by Mr. Rembusch relat-

own

theatre operations.

icorrespondence themselves have discussed merchandising

ing to clearance arising out of his

engagements in considerable detail we will confine ourselves to a few observations concerning matters there dis-

Mr. Rembusch has been involved in disputes over rental
terms with distributors. Because he did not want to pay
the terms originally asked (which he contended exceeded
what the pictures were sometimes sold for elsewhere), he

cussed.

The creation

of a

new run when

ture (in the sense that such a

licensing a motion picrun historically has not been

customary in a given locality) is not unlawful. Any clearance between any such new run and the runs following it
is governed by the same judgment provisions as the clearance between other runs. If this creates a clearance which
never existed before, imposed upon theatres that never
before were subjected to any clearance, such clearance is
unlawful only if it does not meet the tests prescribed in
the clearance injunctions of the Paramount judgments.

has at times licensed pictures late. Mr. Rembusch a little
over a year ago took the position with us that when he
could license a picture at terms he was willing to pay only
after a considerable time had elapsed, by which time thea-

There is no indication, however, that terms sought from
Mr. Rembusch aimed to discourage him from buying pictures in order to protect other theatres which were playing

them.

At the heart

any marketing practices' appraisal is the
public interest and the interest of exhibitors in having pictures produced. Your subcommittee has heard considerof

able testimony concerning the shortage of pictures.

The

producing pictures has risen considerably. One
company has indicated that its average negative cost is
cost of

now

in

excess of $3,000,000 per picture.

"The Ten Commandments"

A

picture entitled

reputed to have a negative
cost in excess of $12,000,000. Television has increased theatre customer insistence on quality pictures. Not every
quality picture

Usually

it

marketed.

is

is

is

a high budget picture but

the very expensive picture that

many
is

are.

specially

very expensive pictures cannot be profitably
marketed in the ordinary way, they will not be produced
if they must be thus marketed.
This, of course, does not
justify a resort to unlawful distribution practices. However, the situations presented do often involve problems on
which something can be said on both sides. It is not necesIf

Department agree to
judgments which will bring about a
which there is no point in producing an ex-

sarily in the public interest that the

communities had already played the picture,
were being subjected to illegal clearance.

tres in other
his theatres

Indeed, Mr.

number

operates

all of

the theatres

of

his competition,

rental regarded

vention Mr.

but rather to insure for distributors a
as satisfactory. Thus, the inter-

by them

Rembusch sought would have involved

this

competition but,
Department,
judgments,
the
Paramount
in the
design
of
contrary to the
regulation of film rentals.
not in the preservation of

Theatre Acquisitions by Divorced Circuits
Mr. Myers charges the Antitrust Division with a "disinclination to enforce the decrees" in connection with the

acquisition of additional theatres by the divorced circuits.

a construction of the

We

situation in

by the divorced

traordinarily expensive picture because it cannot be profitably marketed. Anything which further reduces the num-

Rembusch

towns where he has theatres, including all
four of the theatres in Columbus, Indiana. In the case of
the motion picture "Guys and Dolls", the terms which, according to Mr. Rembusch, were discriminatory in favor of
another theatre were those on which the picture was licensed to a theatre in Indianapolis, more than 48 miles
from Columbus. Against this background, terms sought
from Mr. Rembusch apparently aimed, not to discourage
in a

believe a full discussion of the problem of acquisitions
circuits will

be helpful to the subcom-

mittee.
(Continued on Page 26)
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"Rebel

The

Town"

In

Gutuiete IZcitiw}

O O

Plus

absorbing post-Civil

War

homeland

J.

drama concerning a family

on the run after committing a
murder is offered as a United Artists release. While it
shapes ud to meet the entertainment demands especially
of action fans, prospects in the general market are better
than average. The picture has a "think" theme dealing

DCA

I

A Chauvel

Suttor.

futility of vengeance, a factor that will interest
discriminating audiences. Other off-beat features for what

worked in by
Werker; night scenes in the woods; odd
camera angles by Gordon Avil; a lonely guitar in the
background all contributing to the mood effect. Music is
by Les Baxter. Danny Arnold's first-rate script crystallizes
some interesting characters, well played by a good cast. J.
basically a western are these: arty effect

director Alfred

—

Carrol Naish's portrayal of a religious-minded patriarch

nothing short of superb. John Payne offers a mature
and convincing picture of a farmer bent on avenging the
murder of his young son. His wife, played by Ruth Roman,
stands firmly in her own performance to dramatically refute his passion. Naish and his four sons hide out after the
is

bank robbery. Cooper,

a

his

youngest son,

re-

turns to town to surrender and plead innocent. Payne and
the

townsmen

are set to lynch Cooper, but Naish and the

The

other boys return to rescue Cooper.

guilty brother,

played by John Smith, refuses to abide by law, makes a
run for it, and is killed in a battle with Payne.
John Payne,

United Artists (A
Production). 78 minutes.
Ruth Roman, J.
Carrol Naish, Ben Cooper. Producer, Howard W. Koch. Director, Alfred Werker.
Bel-Air

"Jedda

the

over,

and

carries he

mountains. The pair

is

chasec

Uncivilized"

Production).

Narla Kunogh, Robert Tudewali, Be

88 minutes.

Produced and directed by Charles Chauvel.

"Invitation

Rating

is

dancing.

with the

murder and

works her

peak where the trapped native plunges ove
the precipice pulling Jedda along with him.

of desperate Southerners

is

in the

to the highest

Above-average period western. John Payne, Ruth Roman,
Carrol Naish to bolster marquee. Strong dualler.

An

native kidnaps Jedda,

off to his

and selected

for art

No

Dance"

the

to

class houses.

Plot told by

dialogue. Will require strong selling.

Metro has been holding back

this

unique production

for

easy to see why. For 93 minutes oil
story-telling-via-dance, without dialogue, is a risky experiment, and parts of "Invitation to the Dance" fails to enterquite a while, and

However,

it's

should interest patrons of art and
if properly exploited, might do
very well in such situations. Prospects for a general playoff are very slim. Despite a number of outstanding virtues
chiefly a beautiful Technicolor print, fine dancing, and
Gene Kelly's rich choreography it isn't always successful
on its own terms. Divided into three sequences, roughly
classified as tragedy (a Circus-Pagliacci bit), comedy
(social satire revolving about the vanity of cocktail parties)
and fantasy (a modern "Sinbad the Sailor", including cartoon animation), the stories themselves are not especially
pointed or interesting. Arthur Freed's production is a fine
one, and the dancing of Kelly, Igor Youskevitch, Tommy
tain.

it

selected class houses, and,

—

—

Rail, Carol

ences

Haney, and

may sometimes

others,

is

often exhilarating. Audi-

find the subject-matter a bit light-

weight and not quite worthy of the fine efforts expended on
it.
The important soundtrack is technically superior but,
again, the Ibert, Rimsky-Korsakov, and Andre Previn
music selected is not particularly stimulating.
MGM.

93

minutes. Gene Kelly, Igor Yousekevitch, Claire Sombert,
Directed by Gene Kelly. Produced by Arthur Freed.

Tommy

Rail,

Carol Haney.

Absorbing Australian entry, despite lack of technical

Good

is

exploited by pro-

ducer-director Charles Chauvel for this unusual film set in
the wilds of northern Australia.

attempts to point out
that a native girl with a thousand generations of aborigines
behind her cannot be Anglicized with a clean dress and a
few grammar lessons. Being released by DCA, this offbeat film should appeal to those

It

who haunt

art theatres for

movie thrills, and others weary of films with commonplace domestic settings. The Eastman Color cameras
capitalize on the rugged terrain, and the most effective
parts of the film are those employing Bushmen tribesmen
to fill bit roles. Momentum picks up after the British cast
sets the stage and the natives take over the story line.
When her mother dies in childbirth Jedda (Narla Kunogh)
is adopted by an English couple who run a lonely cattle
exotic

station.

The wife (Betty

Suttor) tries to cut off the girl's

cultural heritage by bringing her up with

dards. Jedda (meaning

little

wild bird)

is

modern

stan-

psychologically

tormented by a conflict between the veneer of white civilization imposed on her and the inherent call of her native
heritage. The ranch owner (George Simpson-Little) has
a mate in mind for Jedda, but she becomes fascinated with
a majestic, full-blooded aborigine working on the ranch.
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Treasure

Scouted IRatt*?

for art, class market. Fair dualler.

The semi-documentary technique
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"Secret

polish.

Mountain"

O O

Routine outdoor meller about a treasure-hunt.

This Columbia release

is

a standard outdoor

Fair dualler.

programmer

suitable for the second-feature slot on dual bills. An adventure melodrama about a search for hidden Spanish gold,
David Lang's screenplay is mildly intriguing, despite some

lengthy stretches of dialogue. Seymour Friedman's direction compensates for this overabundance of talk with a

number of good action sequences that should satisfy devotees of fist-and-gun play. Marquee values are minor, but
title should afford some showmanship possibilities. Adventurer William Prince meets thief Raymond Burr fleeing
from a posse. They stumble on a hidden shelter where

the

Valerie French, her father, Reginald Sheffield, and halfbreed Lance Fuller reside. Learning the story of the
hidden treasure, Burr and Prince investigate separately.
In a scuffle, Burr falls to his death. It is discovered that
Fuller has known all along the fortune's whereabouts and

has taken an oath to keep the secret. Pretending to reveal
it, he tries to kill them, but is himself destroyed in the explosion he has caused.
to leave

Prince and French escape, decide

and forget the treasure.

Valerie French,
Columbia. 68 minutes.
Fuller.
Produced by Wallace MacDonald.

Raymond

Burr, William Prince,
Directed by Seymour Friedman.

Lance

'The

Gun

Fastest

GtatHete Rating

Cuba's desperate need for arms. Enemies from way back,
they itch for the chance to fight it out to the finish. Both
have made deals with Cuban patriots to deliver a cargo of

Alive"

O O O

Western with a dramatic impact of "High
ion" type will have wide appeal. Should benefit by favorle word -of -mouth. Good marquee values.

ispenseful

This off-beat western bears a resemblance in theme to
'ligh Noon", and does not suffer by comparison. Actually

should have wide appeal ranging
western
avid
fans
to discriminating adult audithe
Dm
unusual.
The story tells of a mild
who
appreciate
the
oes
Glenn
Ford,
who
haunted
by his own belief
is
orekeeper,
gun-drawer
alive,
but wants no
at he is the fastest
suspense melodrama,

irt

Finally, he

of the title.

ctor

it

Russell Rouse,

is

forced to fight or

who wrote

flee.

guns

to Santiago, the pay-off point. The action takes place
en route, on land and sea. Rossana Podesta in the role of
Dona Isabella, Cuba's Joan of Arc, handles the part with

commands the respect of the two rogues. Yet
Ladd or Nolan can deny she's all woman. Ladd
gives up his mercenary ways in the arms of Miss

dignity and
neither
finally

Podesta.

Nolan, the heavy, hits the dust after a climactic

gun duel with Ladd.
Warner Bros. 93 minutes. Alan Ladd, Lloyd Nolan, Rosanna Podesta. Directed by
Gordon Douglas. Produced by Martin Rackin.

Di-

"The

the screen play with

Unknown"

Creeping

rank Gilroy from Gilroy's "The Last Notch", has pruned

dramatic essence. Every
is concerned with motiition and the characters are human not merely cardboard
jwboys. Ford developes a compelling characterization
id is completely convincing. Broderick Crawford, as
lallenger, is a hulk of a man and a dangerous killer. He
footage and dialogue to

le

lot

its

rings true because the script

;

mood by opening

the film with a gun battle to
Jeanne Crain does a most admirble job by deliberately underplaying Ford's stoic and reigned wife. Ford and his wife have found it impossible to
ats

the

rove his

fettle.

gun

is fastest.

After four years of peaceful living as a storekeeper,

becomes known to the townfolk. Crawford, passtown after a bank job, gets wind of Ford's
laim-to-fame and challenges him. Ford has vowed he will
ot fight. Crawford threatens to burn the town down. Ford
roves his point with a six-gun and, at the same time,
is

secret

ig through

manages to dispose of his reputation as the fastest gun. It
pretended that he also died in the fight, and the towns-

5

leople pledge to

keep his secret forever.

4GM. 92 minutes. Glenn Ford. Jeanne Crain,
Clarence Greene. Directed by Russell Rouse.

Broderick Crawford. Produced by

"Santiago"

Scuinete 'RatU?

O O O

Ladd vehicle will click with action fans.
Joyd Nolan, Cuban locale, WarnerColor all plus factors.
Hard-hitting Alan

Alan Ladd has himself an above-average action vehicle
this tale of the Cuban struggle for independence. This
bit of history supplies an exciting backdrop for Warner
Bros.' Spanish-flavored Western.
While the plot often
strays from the path of plausibility, the idea of men against
themselves, the jungle, the Spanish enemy keeps things
moving at a fast and violent pace, which is sure to satisfy

Weird

science-fiction thriller from England stars Brian Don-

do business

Will

levy.

action houses as dualler.

in

An

English import via United Artists, "The Creeping
is more a horror-thriller than a science-fiction
subject. Its strong point is an eerie atmosphere that makes
it sporadically engrossing, but fails to build the suspense
essential in this kind of film. The creeping something-orother is a pulsating vegetable growth picked up in outer

Unknown"

space,

which

Donlevy

human being and turns him into a
The gimmick, plus the name of Brian

infects a

horrifying creature.

an otherwise British cast) could be exploited
and ballyhoo houses. Donlevy turns in his usual sincere performance as a dogmatic
(in

to return fair grosses in action

from the "creature", the other characVal Guest's direction is heavy with
the climax sequence in which the creeping
cornered on a high scaffold in Westminster

scientist, but, aside

ters are meaningless.

cliches until

unknown

is

Abbey. Donlevy's interplanetary rocket has returned with
one living occupant, played by Richard Wordsworth.
Burned and in complete shock, it is apparent that something has infected him. He slowly changes into a monster,
and finally into an octopus-like creature that keeps growing and threatens to consume the world. Donlevy destroys
the monster with electrodes connected to the Abbey.
United Artists.

Wordsworth.

78 minutes.

Brian

Donlevy, Margia Dean, Jack Warner,
Directed by Val Guest.

Richard

Produced by Anthony Hinds.

"Zanzabuku"

!in

noble, giving some
The bloody-knuckles
which Alan Ladd and Lloyd Nolan work away

action fans.

In addition the theme

is

superficial signficance to the plot.

scenes in
at

each other alone will be worth the price of admission

Su4i*te<14 IRitflKf
First-rate

shots

age.

the excitement.

bill

support.

absorbing account of a hunting-photographic expedition. It figures to be a good supporting feature. Explorer Lewis Cotlow's production incorporates a multitude

Ladd and Nolan are competing renegade
American gun runners, more interested in cold cash than

like their

for dual

colorful,

of

who

OK

PIUS

"Zanzabuku" is a documentary about African safaris
that provides some exciting entertainment. A Republic release (its title means "dangerous safari") is well-done, a

entertainment on the rugged side.
Photographer John Seitz, armed with his WarnerColor
cameras, captures the splendid scenery of the tropical isle.
The score, set in a semi-Spanish rhythm by David Buttolph, blends nicely with the panoramic scenes to heighten
for those

documentary.

O

of

wild

animals

— some

Native tribes,
Under Eric Boyd-Perkin's

attacking

—and

some
good

startling close-ups.

in addition, get a

play.

fine editing, the action

unfolds swiftly and sharply. Photography

is

faultless,

some beautifully authentic
Ronald Davidson's commentary is interesting.

the Trucolor print reveals

and

foot-

Republic. 64 minutes. Produced by Lewis Cotlow.
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HEADLINERS...

THEY

MAX

YOUNGSTEIN,

United Artists
for Hollywood, where he will spend the summer
E.

week

vice president, left last

MADE THE NEWS

months coordinating the activities of UA
producers with the company's releasing
plans

.

ERIC JOHNSTON

.

.

concluded

week of conferences in London
week with British government and

this
film

a

industry

RKO

leaders
president
T. O'SHEA returned to New
York recently following ten days of conferences at the
studios on the West
F.
coast
was
awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of
Humanities from the University of Nebraska at commencement exercises June
11. The film executive was born in Wahoo. Zanuck also attended the Conference on the American Youth held June
18 at Annapolis, at the invitation of President Eisenhower
vice president
M.
left for Europe
recently on a six-week tour of the com.

.

.

DANIEL
.

RKO
DARRYL

.

.

.

ARNOLD

.

.

ZANUCK

UA

PICKER

pany's European offices
and Mrs.

GOLDWYN

.

.

SAMUEL

.

Goldwyn

are in
Europe for the openings there of his production of "Guys and Dolls".

BARNEY BALABAN, president,
ADOLPH ZUKOR, board chairman,

and
and

other officers of Paramount Pictures
Corp., were re-elected at the June 14 meeting of the company's board of directors
was apS.
pointed executive secretary of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
by its board of governors.
president
G.
appointment
announced
the
L.
resigned from 20th
Century-Fox as national magazine conHe'll devote full time to his own
tact.
advertising-publicity agency
Loew's
vice president and general sales manager
M.
announced the
promotion of
L.
from assistant branch manager to branch
manager at Charlotte, succeeding the late
C. ReVILLE. Reagan also
announced the consolitation of MGM's
Omaha and Des Moines sales territories
under branch manager
F.
all

.

YATES

HERBERT

J.

YATES

announced that

Republic Pictures will resume theatrical
film production in mid- July. A program
of 18 modest-budget pictures, bracketed
between $150,000 and $200,000, have been
earmarked for production, according to
the company president. Thus Republic
will return to its original policy,

which

it

dropped several years ago in an effort to
compete with studios producing films of
the multi-million dollar variety.

The

ex-

pected profits from the latter type of production failed to materialize for Republic.
Other recent developments concerning
Republic: (1) The 60-day option held by
Cantor, Fitzgerald and Co., investment

buy operating control of the company from Yates and his associates, has

.

.

CHARLES

TESMA
CHARLES

.

.

.

been extended an extra 30 days, to Sept.
(2) the company's financial statement
for the 26 weeks ending April 28 showed
an increase of $200,081 in net profit over
the same period last year, with $1,078,694
net profit reported as against $878,613 for

same period last year. These developments coincided with a general cutback in
the

operations and personnel by Republic during the past several weeks.

headquarter in Des
LIDA has been named

will

FRED

national ad-pub director for Artists-Producers Associates.

week announced that William
Wyler's "Friendly Persuasion", has been
booked into the Radio City Music Hall
for an early fall engagement. This is the
first AA picture to play the world-famous
theatre. Goldstein is shown above signing the contract with Music Hall president Russell V. Downing, left, and AA
sales consultant William F. Rodgers.

KRIM

IN

MONTE CARLO

United Artists president Arthur B. Krim. left,
visits with the world's most glamorous grandmother. Marlene Dietrich, and Italian actordirector Vittorio De Sica on the set of Titanus'

"The Monte Carlo Story"
will

release

the

film

at

Monte

throughout

except in

Carlo. I A
the u»rld.

Italy.

United Artists' Los Angeles, St. Louis
and Montreal branches won the second
round of the company's Fifth Anniversary Drive. Announcement was made by
Drive captains WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, distribution vice president, and
general

JAMES

manager

sales

VELDE. A

total

of

$50,000

is

R.

being

awarded during the 32 week campaign.
Drive honors the

fifth

anniversary of

by president
board chairman

leadership

KRIM,

ARTHUR
ROBERT

BENJAMIN, HEINEMAN,

vice

MAX E. YOUNGSTEIN
ARNOLD M. PICKER.
dents

0

Ar-

.

VINCENT

.

Allied

REAGAN,
HUFFMAN
RICHARD

FLYNN, who
.

GOLDSTEIN,

ager, last

JACQUES

Moines

R.

president and general sales man-

tists vice

FRAYNE

firm, to

4;

MOREY

FILM FOR MUSIC HALL

STODTER

JOHN
LEVY

CHARLES

AA

UA
B.
S.

presi-

and

DARRYL

F. ZANUCK's contract with
20th Century-Fox by which he would be-

come an independent producer with that
company was declared to be fair and
reasonable by New York Supreme Court
Justice

Thomas

A.

Aurelio last week.
production head, is

Thus Zanuck, Fox
now free to decide whether
present post, or leave

he'll

keep his

and try for profits
in the independent field, where capital
gains prevail. Under terms of the contract, Zanuck will be able to produce up
it

to five pictures a year.
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The annual board

of directors meeting
and inspection tour of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital was held the weekend
of June 22, with more than 55 industry

leaders taking part.
Hospital president

board

members

Among

those present:

JACK

BERESIN,

ABE MONTAGUE,

GEORGE DEMBOW, S. H. FABIAN,
CHARLES FELDMAN, R. J. O'DONNELL, EUGENE PICKER, WALTER
READE,

JR.,

The party was

HERMAN

ROBBINS.

entertained by Robbins
and his sons, Allan, Burton and Norman
at the Edgewater Motel, Schroon Lake
for the weekend.

GAGE

EDWIN "PETE" GAGE,

executive vice

president of Walter Reade Theartes, will
be honored by his company with a seven

week Summer Showmanship Drive set to
More than $4,000 in cash
roll July 31.
awards

will be

handed

out.

THEY
THE NEWS

ilfADE

LOEW

ABRAM

MYERS

F.

answered distribu-

charges against exhibitors, made at
the Senate Small Business Subcommittee
hearings May 21 and 22, in a 26-page retion's

He

buttal brief.
will take

O'SHEA

DANIEL

T.

O'SHEA,

RKO

president,

and production head William Dozier have
drawn plans to rev up RKO's production

insisted that distribution

no steps

improve conditions
unless shamed into doing so, or suitable
legislation is recommended for enactment
by Congress. The Allied general counsel
reminded the committee that not a company president appeared at the hearings
and "not a single constructive proposal

was offered"

.

.

.

to

indicating "a lack of re-

schedule.

sponsibility in high places."

before

dent

Eight major films will be put
cameras within the next 70
days, representing an investment of approximately $11,000,000. Disclosure of the
heavy production program was made following recent meetings of the two executives

the

the recently

at

reactivated

studio.

Primary on the list of productions is the
Eddie Fisher-Debbie Reynolds starrer,
"Bundle of Joy", which started lensing
June 11. Others set for the camera: "Run

Arrow"

(Rod

Ralph
Meeker), "I Married A Woman" (George
Gobel, Diana Dors), and "The Girl Most
of

the

and unskilled employes had sent
employment to a new high, and that additional workers are scheduled to be hired
as activity increases. Also making RKO
news was vice president Walter Branson,
who predicted that the company's business abroad will show a "substantial inskilled

turned

He

from

recently re-

a month's trip
Great Britain and on
nent. Branson said he found
film business to be "similar in
offices in

spects to the

way

it

is

to

RKO

the conti-

European
some re-

in this country."

0

Allied presi-

also replied to distribu-

board of directors
tion about what

nouncement issued last Wednesday, it
was stated that the Board "decided that
the company would be well advised to
enter the television distribution field on
own, so that it could exploit every

its

and bring to the company the greatof revenue." The program in-

facet

amount

est

cludes: (1) the renting or leasing M-G-M
films directly to stations throughout the

U.S. and Canada; (2) establishing its own
distribution organization capable of
negotiating in all cities where stations are

TV

terests, or to

half

truths

and incorrect

statements and scored as "unprofessional
and unethical" the use of data previously
shown only to lawyers handling private
cases.
(Excerpts from both the Myers
and Shor statements elsewhere this issue.)

O

ALFRED STARR

warned

exhibitors

located; (3) authorization

management

stations;

be ready for the 1957-58 season. Decision
on the Metro library climaxed months of

rumor and speculation outside the company as to how it would handle the TV
problem. Only recently the company reported

it

had turned down ten offers for
including outright sale of nega-

come

tives, as well as

it

If

Toll-TV

is

al-

"will eliminate the ex-

The Tennessee

to acquire

tions especially for television, the first to

its library,

"outmoded".

by the directors

ownership inpurchase outright, television
(4) undertaking new produc-

that the motion picture theatre might be-

lowed, he said,

Inc.

finally

MGM

were

of

and Loew's,

ended speculawould do with its
multimillion-dollar film library. In an an-

to

full

LOEW

M.

charges in a 19-page statement filed
with
the
Senate
subcommittee.
He
charged that distribution's statements
tion's

Steiger,

Likely" (Jane Powell, Carol Channing).
The studio also announced that work for

crease over last year".

Ruben Shor

ARTHUR

films for long

propositions to lease the

term periods.

CBS

Charles C.

Barry,

former

Assn. held in Nashville recently, pointed
out that "more TV stations, more sets,

and
program executive, was engaged some
months ago to study and organize MGM's
television policies of the company.
He
will be assisted
by Richard Harper.

particularly cheaper color sets, better pro-

Among

the films slated for the

gramming, with improvements such as

"The Good Earth", "Mrs. Miniver",
"Randon Harvest", "Mutiny On the
Bounty", "Wizard of Oz". The only
other film company distributing its own

hibitor as a competitor".

theatre executive, speaking at the annual

meeting of the Tennessee Theatre Owners

all coming."
Commenting on the recent sale of the con-

wall projection, are
trolling

interest

Starr said,

"we are

of

Warner

hopeful, and

Brothers,
it is

important, that the transaction
the hands of Si Fabian (Stanley

fall

most
into

Warner

pictures

Gems

is

vice

TV

Columbia, through

Corp., though the

acquiring

president

TV

stations.

its

screen:

Screen

company is not
Paramount and

ace in the hole is
in the fact that the large divorced circuits, who have enormous investments,

Universal are the only companies who
have not leased their films to television.

must survive. If Warner's falls into the
wrong hands, there is a possibility of a
direct liquidation to TV interests and an-

tures through a distributor

replying to critical testimony given to the

other producer will be gone".

committee by exhibitors

decried the sale of film libraries to

TV,

demands

for

was dangled
major companies, but no move
was made until RKO, under its new management, took the plunge last year.

Corp. president).

DEPT. OF JUSTICE

strongly defended
record of enforcement of the Paramount consent decree in a 25-page state-

its

ment

filed with the Senate Small Business
Subcommittee.
The Department was

at

their

March

21-22 hearings in Washington. (Text of
statement highlights elsewhere this issue.)

forced

"by

Our

stockholders'

quick profits".

Starr also

Twentieth-Fox has released 52 of its feaand Warners

sold
use.

its

entire backlog of 750 films for

The

TV

lure of television cash for out-

right purchase of old films

before

all
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Myers ^Answers Distributors
Highlights of the rebuttal by

Abram

F.

recent hearings

Myers, gen-

by

before

distribution

the

Subcommittee.

Senate

made no

reference to the fact that tw

trade papers with national circulation, The Film Bulleti]
and the Motion Picture Herald, have polled their exhibitc,

eral counsel of Allied States Association, to testimony

readers on the subject of arbitration and that in both ii
stances the returns showed a strong majority in favor

<

The testimony given by

May

21

the distributors' witnesses on

and 22 may aptly be called the Great Dispersal

since their purpose obviously was to obscure the basic
problems of the exhibitors and induce the Subcommittee
to squander the short time remaining until adjournment in
the consideration of an immense number of irrelevant and
unimportant details.

arbitration film rentals.

The

distributors'

is

the Subcommittee that they were on the verge of an agree-

ment with the exhibitors which would alleviate
plaints and render a hearing unnecessary.

their

com-

Although the natural reaction of Allied's board of direcwhich was in session in Washington on May 22 and
23, was to strike back at the distributor spokesmen all
along the line, it was recognized that this would merely
play into their hands by delaying the Subcommittee in its
consideration of the fundamentals of our case.
tors,

we were

to

to

this

Allie

:

ward the

solution of the problems that are

now

keepin
|

awake

nights.

consistent with their earlier partially

successful attempt to stall the hearing by representing to

If

down

because they have not disn;
garded the expressed wishes of their members and mad
a deal with the distributors for an elaborate and expensiv!
arbitration system which would make no contribution tc
the exhibitors

This procedure

position boils

leaders merit castigation

answer every claim

of inaccuracy

com-

mitted by the exhibitors, and point out every inaccuracy

which crept into the

distributors' testimony,

and match

every epithet hurled at the exhibitors and their leaders,

Competitive Bidding
The distributors profess

employ bidding onl;
Apart from Charles M. Reagan'
his own company, the distributethat they

because they have to.
testimony in regard to
witnesses indicated no desire or willingness on their par
to reduce the huge number of bidding situations. Tha
bidding is a terrible burden on the exhibitors is asserte<
by virtually all exhibitors. The Subcommittee could rende
a great serivce to the exhibitors by urging the distributor

wherever they can safely

to discontinue the practice
fairly

do

an<

so.

Conclusion
All recommendations

made

to the

Subcommittee by Al

it

would consume many weeks and most certainly would tax
the Subcommittee's patience.

lied

spokesmen looking

to action beneficial to the motior

picture exhibitors stipulated or implied that governmenta

was

regulation

a last resort in case the film companies

failed or refused to take

voluntary remedial action.

Arbitration

A

red herring issue. Unless

it

can be demonstrated that

the current arbitration draft will aid measurably in the solution of the present-day problems described by the exhibi-

view irrelevant. The distrinot attempt at such a
demonstration, as hereinafter explained. But they did seek
tor witnesses,

it is,

butor witnesses
to

make

in Allied's

made

little

or

capital of the circumstances attending the negoti-

ations and the acceptance or rejection of the draft

by the

In an official statement dated April 16 Allied expressec
concern over trade paper reports that the company presi
dents were remaining aloof from these proceedings; tha
the distributors would be represented only by representa
tives of their legal and sales departments who were coming
to the hearings in a belligerent mood, unwilling to makei

any concessions

of

any kind towards happier conditions

in the industry.

To

basis of

our great disappointment the trade paper forecasts
out. Not a company president appeared anc
not a single constructive proposal was offered. This seems
to indicate a lack of responsibility in high places. The chief
executives of the huge General Motors organization were

draft.

not above appearing before Senator O'Mahoney's commit-

exhibitor organizations.

If

T.O.A. and Allied had willfully

rejected a measure that could be of substantial benefit to
exhibitors, their conduct would be open to question. So far
as Allied

concerned, it points to the analysis upon the
which its 1955 national convention rejected the
That draft and the ensuing discussion convinced the

members
no help

is

that the proposed arbitration system

in the solution of today's pressing

H owever,

Adolph Schimel's

would be

of

problems.

point

we

are sure the

tee and, according to newspaper accounts, they thereafter
put into effect reforms that were of benefit to the com

plaining dealers.
shrill

denunciations

and

Louis Phillips' coarse epithets leveled at Allied leaders
make it pertinent to inquire why they take it so hard that
the draft has attracted no appreciable exhibitor support.

A

were borne

Subcommittee

will not overlook

In conclusion,

we submit

that the following propositions

are established and manifest
1.

when

The

distributors'

assaults on the exhibitors' case

analyzed, are trivial and of no force.

is that the distributor witnesses this year, as in 1953, persistently refuse to recognize that the Allied leaders in all

2.
The mood of the distributors is such that they will
take no steps to improve conditions unless (a) they are

they have done in regard to arbitration have had the full
support of their members. And their witnesses at the

shamed
mended
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into doing so or (b) suitable legislation
for

enactment by the next Congress.

is

recom-i

'King and

flth's

I'

Buildup

Top Release Impact

i;ared for

Timing of promotional impact with nais being dramatically illuscampaign for
Century-Fox's
20th
in
nted
CinemaScope 55 production (sic), "The
ng and I". With the ballyhoo building to
crescendo for the June 28 East and West
>ast premieres, every effort is being di:ted to angle the advance buildup for nainal penetration to coincide with the host
territorial openings which will see every
y center in the U. S. and Canada playing
tnal distribution

i

e

Darryl Zanuck production before July

Precedent was doubly shattered when Readers Digest,
which carries its first fullpage movie ad in the June
issue on
U-I's
"Away All
Boats",
both
domestically
and internationally, took a
page of advertising in the
Wall Street Journal highlighting
this
"first
global

magazine

action

'We'll see action
in lOl countries"

101 countries," referring to the digest's 28
editions in a dozen languages,
in

combined

its

out.

cam-

advertising

paign for a motion picture".
Headline was U's Milton R.
Rackmil quoted: "We'll see

19,183,338
reaching an esti65 million people.

Universal runs first global magazine ad\ ertising campaign

circulation

The

giant-scale

iturally,

Roxy

e

model for the campaign

New

the

York world premiere
benefit

the

for

of

is,

mated

Police

the

n

shooting the works
of ballyhoo in all
display
firecracker
a

thletic

;

lds

League. 20th

— radio,

TV,

press,

posters,

be unable to withstand the

tie-ups,

stations

thrills

ot

participating,

-nportant angle in this airwave saturation

bers in white sheets and have

is

them

Triggering the TV load, both for the prelieres and the national openings, was a feaired segment on the Ed Sullivan show on

"Frankula" are two

the opening, but also certain
is a special

o redound to nationwide effect,
press,

radio-TV,

magazine

home

New

England areas are due to join the opinionosterers in the special showing.

Some

PAL

15,000 color posters

benefit

bow went on

announcing the
display through

the 100-odd Police Precincts in

New York

to

hammer away

at the big city visitors

and

With

the blessing of the authorities,
the 22 x 14's were plastered in retail shops,
natives.

at

busy intersections, subway entrances and

other congested areas.

On a national scale, tie-ups with six major
concerns promised sustained plugging for at
least a month in advance and three months
after the end-of-June openings. Blueprinted
to

augment

20th's

own campaign,

the drive

newspaper, TV and radio advertising
and local level promotion in thousands of
department, specialty, book and jewelry
In the music field, an additional
stores.
15,000 music and department stores are backing the new sheet music editions of the celewill net

brated Rodgers & Hammerstein score, illustrated with striking art of stars Deborah
Kerr and Yul Brynner and carrying full
credits to the

film.

Dealers are alerted to

give full cooperation to exhibitors on local
level activities, including displays, contests,

Garnering important news breaks for 20th-Fox's
"The King and I" Roxy bow was the presentation of a giant size ticket to the Police Athletic
League Benefit premiere to Gotham's Mayor
Robert F. Wagner
(center)
by PAL heads
and youngsters two weeks before the opening.

LMm—t lmt—ln

Launches 'Away

Boats'

All

With Ail-Out Navy Promotion
full sense of the word, the heavy
promotional campaign for Universal's "Away Ail Boats" was "launched"
at the Brooklyn Navy Yard in a day-long
series of events climaxed by a special screening aboard the aircraft carrier "Lake Cham-

In the

advance

plain".

vriters,

nen and distribution executives from
)ffices and the
Middle Atlantic and

1

possibilities.

"Trapeze," United Artists' big-top spectac
had a celebrity-packed, action-packed ope
at the Capitol Theatre in N. Y. on June 14. I
top: (1) crowds jam theatre area long be
curtain time to watch celebrity arrivals and ci
showmanship of the S 90, 000 premiere; (2) ex
tives out in force at the circus-style openinc
(l«»ft to
riaht) Robert S. Bpninmin

Hollywood to grab such names as
iregory Peck, Susan Hayward, Richard
Vidmark and other topflight personalities.

wire services and syndicates on the
jnorning of the 28th at the Roxy. Theatre-

;;.\

»

;eek in

for

Ko*r .

U-l

une 24 in which 12 stars appeared as part
The video fea|f a gala salute to the film.
iure was filmed by Sullivan earlier in the

creening

S^f

sig:

Create a "monster" of your own and i
vertise his presence at your theatre on t
night of the horror show. "Draculastein"

in to

editions of Heath ri f)im

availal

to parade the streets with appropriate

collaring of a

Worked

5&8

I

huge countrywide audience
;ached in their cars, at resorts, beaches and
ther vacation places in and around N. Y. C.

,ie

all

yc

:

set

local

wml

Because the majority of patrons in t
type of program will be high school s r„" ;
dents, you should appeal directly to them,
teaser ad in the high school paper will he
Dress ushers and other theatre staff me

with 1100 spot anDuncements programmed around the clock
>r six solid days before opening, with nine

and

g^-tcw." uyi \Eton R
I
PkruK* Co.. ktJC

"Spook Show".

The biggest saturation radio ad campaign

etwork

...in

beta acrcroscd thrtuwfeoc: the tat -v

a :tait

corrrrd b»

I

is

J

PrmJo* of

is

^rsonal appearances.

20th's history

for a motion picture

at

and other co-op promotion and exploitation.
On the p.a. front, featured player Terry
extensive slate

Saunders is currently on an
TV and radio appearances along the East
Coast introducing music from the film and
talking it up on local and network shows.
of

[More

SHOWMEN

on

Page 22]

With U-I and
District

officers of the

playing

host

to

Third Naval

press,

syndicate,

TV

and radio people, it was an
auspicious kickoff that found its way into
print and on the air to start the ball rolling
magazine,

for U-I's current big one.
lights

the

and

were special

Among

the high-

citations to Universal

and

extending official Navy approval
lauding the picture as both "highly

film

entertaining and inspirational."

The all-out cooperation by the Third
Naval District in conjunction with the midJuly opening in New York sets the pattern
for other Naval districts and commands for
the picture's openings.

Concho" Woos Rodeo Fans
"Ride 'em, cowboy" is the theme of the
special UA rodeo campaign aimed at selling "Johnny Concho" to 15,000,000 fans
between now and August. Highlight of

Frank Sinatra's
more than 20
rodeos, climaxed by the famed Sheriff's
Rodeo in the Los Angeles Coliseum.
the promotion will be star

presentation of prizes at
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(Continued from Page 21)

Starlets Plug 'Traveling

Saleslady' With 18-City Tour

RKO

—

pushing the pedal to the floor and
there with a fully intergrated
promotional campaign to sell the first production under the banner of the new RKO,
"The First Traveling Saleslady", starring
Ginger Rogers. Here are some of the promotional facets of the campaign which
kicked into high gear June 11, more than a
month before the release of the Arthur Lubin
production
is

holding

—

it

RKO

Four luscious

starlets

transcontinental tour to

and

advance

publicity.

t0 Vepresenting
If

to

th«

ROAD-WORK

regar^,,

tui

board of direction May 22 and
2^,

all
spokesmen
r
would merely

inommittee
The Ed
24,

Show on CBS-TV, June
dozen top Hollywood stars,

Sullivan

was host

to a

GREGORY PECK, SUSAN
HAYWARD, RICHARD WIDMARK and
RHONDA FLEMING, in a salute to

including

Rodgers and Hammerstein's "The King and
I". All activities and appearances were con10-minute clip specially filmed
by Sullivan in Hollywood. Film focused natained in a

tional attention

on the June 28 world pre-

mieres of the big 20th Century-Fox release
at New York's Roxy and the Chinese Thea-

Los Angeles.

tre,

GIL

WILSON

is

continuing his exhaust-

ing 26-week, 52-city trek in behalf of
ners

"Moby

Dick",

latest

stops

Cleveland,

Akron, Erie and

American

artist gives lectures

War-

being

in

Buffalo.

The

which he

illu-

strates with color slides of his collection of

300

"Moby Dick"

Pianist GEORGE FEYER, who has recorded an album of songs from Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "The King and I", recently
completed a series of TV and radio appearances in behalf of the film, including NBC's
"Monitor" and Steve Allen's "Tonight" show.

I
Page 22
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956

in its

to'ery inaccuracy
in

match

their leaders,

ainly

-

a terrib!

is

MAG-NETS

virtually all exh
t

LOOK

Magazine's June 26 issue was practo discontinue the tically Taylor-made, what with
a color-cover
fairly do so.
an(j a ten-page article devoted to Metro star
Elizabeth Taylor. This first installment gave
Conclusion
some neat plugs for her forthcoming two

pjiaccuracy comdimy, and

hug

a great serivce to

pa

All recommendainlms, "Giant" and "Raintree County",

it

lied

would tax

spokesmen

als

Tl

regulation

H

*

loo

picture exhibitors

was

Not

s

a Igave

be out done by its arch rival, LIFE
June 11 cover and some inside space

t0

its

failed or refused to to new Warner star Caroll Baker. Hailing
iw^i a x lyinuuin
her as the "movies' best new dramatic acThe girls will visit Plymouth showrooms,
tress", LIFE then displayed some candids
their appearances being advertised in adof her work on the set of her first big film,
vance by the dealers. Advertising and disElia Kazan's "Baby Doll".
play material will feature both the car and

— touay

mi. mi

ivuuiu

.

the film. Promotions will be made in 18 key
including Kansas City and Dallas.
The campaign will also include press, radio

cities

SEVENTEEN

Magazine, the popular
teenage publication, gives the nod to United

their tour.

"The Ambassador's Daughter" as
August Picture of the Month. Film stars
Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna
Loy and Adolphe Menjou.

From left: Zohra Arshad, who appears in MGM's
"Bhowani Junction" appears at a New Orleans

a full page in the June issue of

and

TV

dition,

appearances

in

each

city.

In ad-

the starlets will participate in

local

and cultural events coinciding

with

press luncheon; Irwin Allen, producer-writerdirector of "The Ani ma
World" poses with
members of the "fourth estate" at a press conference in Memphis; Sir Carol Reed, director of
"Trapeze" poses with mid-western critics and
I

^h

A

bidding

by

spse.

civic

paintings.

to reduce the

ii

i

sa

a

featured with Deborah Kerr and
zOth-Fox's "The King and I".
because they have poses with two dancers from the film for aspir.
.„.J n g artists at the Greenwich Village Outdoor Art
testimony :„
in ..
currently being held
Washington
witnesses indicatedSquare Park in New York City. The film makes
its
debut on June 28 at the Rox * Theotre

iate their corn-

th

make

Competitive Bid'
Terry
j- *_:u
tu
7 Saunders,
The distributors
, u| Brynner in

ge of an agree-

tio

Thrush Pearl Bailey, featured in Paramount's
"That Certain Feeling", is greeted by Bob Shapiro, managing director of the Paramount Theatre in NYC, as she arrived for press preview of
the Bob Hope comedy. She is currently on a
tour of the Eastern seaboard plugging the film.

will

spur local tie-ups
Spearheading the

reviewers on

his

Artists'

its

Allied Artists' star

Anthony Perkins

gets

HARPER'S

BAZAAR with credits to William Wyler's
"Friendly Persuasion", in which Perkins is
featured with Gary Cooper and Dorothy
McGuire.

What

t&e Sttacwteu /tie *Dawai

NT SHOWMEN LIST STUNTS TO BALLYHOO

"SPOOK SHOW" FOR FRIDAY, JULY THE 13TH
"Fear

is

the mother of foresight", a smart
with Friday,

rading into your lobby to see the gag.

howman once remarked. And
|fuly 13
ar,

a

this

coming up on the showmen's calenof "fear" and "foresight" can

tickets.

Free tickets can be awarded to contest
winners who write the answers to such questions as: "My conception of the scariest
monster", or "What was your most shocking experience?" Local papers and radio
stations can help you advertise the contest
in return for free ads on your screen.

little bit

elp to

bring those extra greenbacks into

our theatre boxoffice. A "Spook Show" at
idnight, or all day, may be just the tonic
Here are some
or sluggish patronage.
ointers which can be employed without putIting to great a strain on your advertising

An ambulance

successful stunts listed below
from two National Theatres'
Showmen: Dick Goldsworthy, manager of
khe Fox Theatre, Eugene Oregon and Mike
Zalensky, of the Rio Grande Theatre, Los

budget.

t

The

Cruces, New Mexico.
Preparation for a spook

Because the majority of patrons in this
type of program will be high school students, you should appeal directly to them. A
teaser ad in the high school paper will help.
Dress ushers and other theatre staff mem-

show campaign

with a skelton inside makes an ideal
lobby display. This macabre set-up should
be surrounded by displays and advertising
for the "horror" attractions. This attention-

bers in white sheets and have

coffin

Somebody down here is doing a lot of
plugging for "Somebody Up There Likes
Me". Paul Newman, who stars in the
Metro biog of Rocky Graziano, is making
the rounds with newspaper,

TV

interviews to launch a

scale

debut
San Francisco, on July

at
3.

New York

the

same treatment

» "Trapeze," United Artists' big-top spectacle I
had a celebrity-packed, action-packed opening
at the Capitol Theatre in N. Y. on June 14. From
top: (1) crowds jam theatre area long before
curtain time to watch celebrity arrivals and circus
showmanship of the S90.000 premiere; (2) executives out in force at the circus-style opening include (left to right) Robert S. Benjamin, Mrs.
Mildred Loew, Adolph Zukor, and Max Youngstein; (3) Signorina Ruggera Zoppe, of the famed
Zoppe aerialist troupe thrills thousands in the
streets below as she gives an aerial performance
above the Capitol Theatre Marquee; (4) Burt
Lancaster poses for the photographers by holding
on his shoulder, aerialist Lynne H urton- Williams
of the Ringling Bros, circus, one of the scores of
big-top performers who gave the opening a circusstyle atmosphere; (5) in the lobby of the Capitol,
clowns and a ringmaster entertain the patrons
with circus hoopla and big-top excitement prior
to the screening of the Hecht-Lancasfer Cinema-

and Radio
campaign
Loews' War-

He

will give

prior to the

scheduled mid-July opening on Broadway.
The west coast premiere will get a huge
campaign, which is being plotted by Bill
Blake and George Nichols, of MGM's press
department, and William Elder, manager of
the Warfield. National promotions include
the disking of the title tune by Perry Como
and the pocket edition of the Rocky Graziano book.

HOW

Scope production.

*
B.O •» "' C
S "'»6

A few

/$ ftfl/EVfffG
weeki

you can
''«»'•

°'

'intent* R

*°**rfi,„ LI°"
t

,

SZ

E«*

*>t»"*-

available

SUTLM

Somebody Here Plugs

field,

them

parade the streets with appropriate signs.
Create a "monster" of your own and advertise his presence at your theatre on the
night of the horror show. "Draculastein" or
"Frankula" are two possibilities.
to

grabbing display can get you a lot of wordof-mouth advertising plus townspeople pa-

for the film prior to its

to

"Spook Show".

should begin at least two weeks in advance
so that patron interest can be stimulated for
maximum ticket sales. An old-fashioned

full

in front of the theatre will

garner attention.
Signs on the
vehicle can proclaim it is for those who will
be unable to withstand the thrills of your
help

culled

kvere

All

adds up to a steady advance sale of

"""u««i

4 A series of "different" ads is
attracting attention for Metro's
"The Catered Affair" at the
Victoria Theatre in New York
City. The simplicity of the type
and the attention-grabbing qualities of the teaser captions make
these ads stand out among the
other movie displays on the
cluttered amusement pages of
Two
the metropolitan dailies.
of the ads illustrated here plug
the facts that a movie doesn't
have to be in wide-screen and
color to be a hit, and the idea
that audience reception to the
film at sneak previews throughout the country was enthusiastic.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

TRAPEZE' HIGH-FLYING SHOWMANSHIP
The principal theme in Hecht-Lancaster's
"Trapeze" is focussed on the execution of a
triple somersault by stars Burt Lancaster
and Tony Curtis. The climax comes when
the "triple" it attempted in a hushed circus
with death as the penalty for failure.
United Artists has executed a "triple" of
a tri-cornered exploitation stunt
its own,
that aims to boom "Trapeze" to the highest
grosses in the company's history and no
hush about it!

—

Angle No.

1

is

combo

the powerful star

and Gina Lollobrigida,
been capitalized by UA with eye-opening emphasis on
the bodies beautiful. Angle No. 2 is the
colorful circus background with its magnitude of promotion potential, treated lavishly
by the UA boxofficers to eke out all the b.o.
benefits in the sawdust trail. Winding up
the showmanship triple is UA's most generous promotion spending in its history, a
whopping $2,000,000 budget piled high with
of Lancaster, Curtis

a fire-hot

marquee

flash that has

Encompassed

seat selling elements.

campaign are

in

the

media possible to catch the
public's attention and fancy, spectacular tieups, p.a.'s, stunts
the big ballyhoo works!

Life (double-truck and full page), and eight
other national mags, plus 19 fan publications.

Combined readership

in this

a staggering 200,000,000.

newspapers
double-truck

Some

color.

phase alone was

Fifty-eight key city

absorbed $210,000 worth of
and full page ads, some in
2500 billboards featured 24-

sheets and teaser posters to capture the vast

TV

on-the-road public.

channels are sched-

uled for $100,000 worth of spots.
Priceless publicity accrued from major
breaks in the big circulation magazines and
Sunday supplements. An eye-filling Lollo

Look and This Week.

graced the cover of

The former played

up additionally with a
newsstand cards
and over 12,000 truck banners, plugging the
cover and inside spread.
it

special promotion, including

On

the personal appearance route, stars

and director

Reed splashed "Trap-

Sir Carol

eze" tidings in newspapers, wire stories, on

TV

and

radio.

sendoff on

programs

Ed

There was a big scale video
show and regional
major cities.

Sullivan's

in all

all

—

Pre-selling

ITEW

money

to the tune of a third

was earmarked for the
magazine ad campaign with full color ads in
Look (an unprecedented 3-page gatefold),
of a million dollars

WONDER SHOW
THE WORLD

f|

HECHT AND LANCASTER
esent

2!

The

tie-ups

showmen.

The 50-man

GINA

LOLLOBRIGIDA

especially

palatable

to

second annual
"Miss Exquisite Form" contest, sponsored
by the bra outfit (first was for "Vera Cruz").
This promotion turns your theatre into your
area's headquarters for beauty and talent,
with Exquisite Form picking up the tab for
co-op retailer ads, featuring the exquisite
form of Gina. Thousands of department
stores will hook into this promotion with
fashion shows and window displays. Sponsor
is supplying a free "How-To-Do-It" kit for
theatres, also eligible for $5,000 in Savings
Bonds prizes. Another important co-op gives
out a life-size backyard circus for kids in
conjunction with local Norge dealers.

primed

UA

the

is

big-picture fieldman force

theatremen sock across the
big-top flash to help make the "Trapeze"
campaign the Greatest Showmanship on
Earth! They'll help every theatre.
is

LANCASTER CURTIS

are

Featured

to help

Special Accessories
One

of the

most elaborate

set

of

circi

made available for
provided by UA. Pictured above ai

style accessories ever
film

is

theatre-wide canvas tent with canopy

an

boxoffice tent, both with "Trapeze" art aB

copy. Either can be bought as is, or diagrai
shows how they are constructed, with d
mensions. Usher's badge in satin and canvs
apron good for newsboys, supermarket en
ployes, and theatre staff (shown) are als

among wide

selection

available to jazz

of

circus

specialti

up your engagement.

Trapeze'

CinemaScoPF:
COLOR by De Luxe

J|fflf

Obviously

a

labor of love for ex-acrobat Burt Lancaster, who, with part-

ner Harold Hecht, produced "Trapeze" for United Artists release, there
I

KATYJURAD0 THOMAS GOMEZ

is

hum

rata mino*

CAROL REED
,

JAMES

Sc.~

"

Ummn
It

.

.

movement and

bullets across the

rL 0'YiS«Wi6»

J

< SUSJLN

seething

producer-star as well.

Hill

r*"
r"

a

pictorial

cranny that promises to make

'
.

.

dm

OBRiEN

Under the deft hand

CinemaScope

down to the
maimed trapeze

T„

cast right

breathless climax.

sioned,

artist
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every sawdust noo
fo

of director Carol Reed, the

all

the

Spotlight

way from
is

its

boxofi

on Lancaster,

a

c

spurred to a return to the heights by the pr

talented brash youngster, Tony Curtis. Working together to master the
mate in trapeze artistry, the triple somersault, the pair's efforts are compli
by an ambitious tumbler, Gina Lollobrigida, who sees in their act a ste
stone to fame. Playing one against the other, the gorgeous Gina change
spots under the influence of love to pave the way for a silent, tense climax
without a net.
in the air as the "triple" is attempted

—

THREE-SHEET
Page 24
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in

screen, smashing the barriers of oft-tellin<

in a

**»

excitement

picture a golden boxoffice venture

obviousness with sock entertainment values,

IKC PlcMr*

m*. UMIID ARTISTS

this
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DECREE ENFORCED, SAYS D DF J

Cites

Enforcement of Divorcement

(Continued from Page 15)

The court's judgment of February 8, 1950, authorized
the acquisition of theatres by such circuits only upon a
showing that each acquisition "will not unduly restrain
competition in the exhibition of feature motion pictures."
The Government, in addition, had asked that there be a
waiting period until after divorcement and divestiture were
accomplished before theatres could be thus acquired. In
fashioning

judgment provisions, however, the court
Government demand.

its

rejected this

Despite this fact, the Government when working our
divorcement and divestiture details with the defendant circuits still insisted on and obtained provisions which precluded the acquisition of additional theatres, other than
replacements for theatres lost through physical destruction, conversion to nontheatrical purposes, or through inability to obtain renewal of leases, until required divestitures had been completed. It was only after divestiture
that a new theatre might be acquired upon a showing that
such acquisition will not unduly restrain competition. Thus
for quite some years these circuits have been prevented by

judgment provisions, which the Government demanded
and obtained even after the Court had refused to impose
them, from acquiring additional theatres. This waiting
is still in effect with respect to the circuit operated
by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.

period

The

provisions of the judgments forbidding acquisitions

by these

circuits for a considerable period of years have
been of great benefit to independent exhibitors, especially
with respect to drive-in theatres. Recent estimates place

number

United States at alwhich have been built
since World War II. Since during most of this period the
circuits which are subject to judgments entered in the
Paramount case have not been permitted to acquire new
the

most

of drive-in theatres in the

4,600, all but a small portion of

The first acquisition of an additional theatre by -<M
vorced circuit upon completion of divestiture occurreiJ
February 1955. In approximately sixteen months tn
have been thirteen such acquisitions. In every instance
one (the first of such acquisitions) a court hearing, egg
notice in the trade press, has been held. Where exhibits
have wanted to present information to the court bean
on the acquisition, an opportunity to do so has beenEj
forded. Our view has been that, regardless of whethe L
our opinion competition will or will not be unduly LI
strained, exhibitors should have every opportunity to s[e
jit-

position to the court. This has been done eU
though such exhibitors are not parties to the case jdi

their

therefore are not entitled to be heard as of right.

We

p.

pose to continue to follow this procedure in the absenc
some compelling reason for not doing so.

Effects of
Senator
is

if

Judgments in Paramount Case

Humphrey

has indicated that the subcommi >

interested in the Department's opinion as to the

eff< s

judgments entered in the Paramount case, part
larly the effect on the independent exhibitors. The
portant accomplishments of the Paramount case have bp
of the

i-

|i-

same opportunity to lice e
product as that enjoyed by his competitor and to createn
open market for the distribution of pictures. In the ds
before the Paramount case independent exhibitors ofpl
found that they could not license pictures and were th<
by forced to sell out to the affiliated circuits. If an impendent sought out a town which he could pioneer, a
cuit not infrequently would come in after he had built a
a business, take away his pictures, and then the indep dent would eventually have to sell out. The affiliated th to give every exhibitor the

-

-

the United States are independently owned.

would take away the early runs from the independei..
come in with a new theatre would often indie
an independent theatre owner either to sell out or to ge
the circuit an interest in the theatre. These practices w 2
done away with by the Paramount case.

In effect the judgments until the early part of 1955 prevented the circuits which were involved in the Paramount

a preferred access to motion picture product.

case from competing in the drive-in

the integrated companies enjoyed a preference as

theatres, a very large proportion of the drive-in theatres in

Conversely independent exhibitors were enabled to get an important head
start in that field. At the end of 1949 there were an estimated 1,203 drive-in theatres in the United States. Estimates in the early part of 1955 placed the number at over
4,000. Thus during the additional waiting period of approximately five years insisted upon by the Government
the

number

field.

of drive-in theatres increased well over three-

fold.

Four of the five new theatre companies have by now
completed the divestiture of theatres required by the Paramount judgments. Hence, these four circuits are now
eligible to acquire theatres, including "drive-ins" upon a
showing that each "acquisition will not unduly restrain
competition." Our practice has been and will be to review
carefully every proposal for the acquisition of a theatre and
to oppose any acquisition which we feel will unduly restrain competition.
Page 26
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tres

A

threat to

Such practices came about because the

circuits enjojl

In additi

,

distril;-

tors in selling their pictures to the integrated compani,.

The judgments entered

in the

Paramount case

copi

with this monopoly power by destroying, through le
remedy of divorcement, this interdependency among if
defendants on the one hand to obtain pictures for their o
theatres and on the other to obtain theatre outlets I
their own pictures. Furthermore, circuit buying power vr>
negatived by providing for theatre-by-theatre sellings
i

provision which we will refer to again. Circuit buyi{
power was further negatived by opening up all closed CO'
petitive situations by requiring the divestiture of theatij
in the localities concerned.

In 1945 out of 18,076 motion picture theatres in tfc
United States the five circuits involved in the Paramoi;:
case had interests in 3,137, or 17.35 per cent of the tot.
These theatres have been freed by divorcement from tp
control of companies engaged in the production and di-

DCREE ENFORCED, SAYS D DF J

Man

tf

xlrl vantages

motion pictures and, in addition, the defendant interests in approximately 1200 theatres have been
dieted to independent exhibitors. Today these circuits
oprate in the aggregate approximately 7.5 per cent of the
esmated 19,200 active theatres in the United States.
ation of

tr

an enormous reduction in the relative
Reference has already been made
cirtc he long freeze on acquisitions imposed upon the
cus involved in the Paramount case and that this has
erbled independent exhibitors to get an important head
O/iously, this

is

pcition of these circuits.

Btrt in

lecause the ability of the formerly affiliated circuits to
atrol product arbitrarily has been eliminated, and becise of the licensing injunctions

judgments,

ajinst the circuits

contained in the Para-

independent exhibitors competing
have been able to improve their runs,

tcshorten the clearances competitive theatres take over
tlm,
ti

and

ities to

for the first

time to secure competitive oppor-

license product.

by theatre"
licnsing flows from that provision in the Paramount judgrrnts which enjoins each of the major distributors "From
li:nsing any feature for exhibition upon any run in any
The requirement often referred to as "theatre

tlatre in any other manner than that each license shall be
oered and taken theatre by theatre, solely upon the merits
ad without discrimination in favor of affiliated theatres,

ccuit theatres or others."

This requirement means that a

pture cannot be sold to a circuit for exhibition in
t

s

down

who

s:ad

must

it

thea-

its

the line without regard to the circuit's com-

ptitors

are interested in licensing the picture.

In-

be sold to each theatre of a circuit indi-

\lually.

The Paramount judgments provide that an exhibitor
vio wants to license a picture cannot be required to take
c e or more other pictures before the picture he wants will
i licensed to him.
This practice is commonly referred to
block booking. The elimination of block booking was
so a significant achievement of the Paramount case.
i

from block booking in
je motion picture industry was that exhibitors were reiiired to take pictures they did not want to get the picires they did want. A second objectionable result was that
»mpeting distributors to the extent that unwanted pic'res were forced upon exhibitors were deprived of a free
id open market in which to sell their pictures. This parleularly worked to the disadvantage of the smaller disibutors, and the pictures that suffered most were those

One objectionable

run their theatres on odds and ends they could pick up, including pictures discarded by their more fortunate competitors who were able to buy the season's product of one
or more distributors. It may well be that block booking
was very good for some exhibitors. It did not contribute
to free and open competition in either distribution or exhibition.

The

result flowing

inevitable result

cult for a great
tures, for

to

make

it

it

was

more

diffi-

exhibitors to secure pic-

where independents competed against

To sum
case took

was

many independent

a season's product
failed to get

the drive-in field.

rrunt

ta Indvpvmlviits

circuits for

rarely the circuit theatres

which

such product."

up, the

judgments entered

away from

Paramount

in the

the affiliated circuits the control over

product which gave them monopoly power, created competition in exhibition by requiring, where competition had
been eliminated by such circuits, the divestiture of theatres to reestablish competition and by giving independent
exhibitors the opportunity to compete for product on a par
with their competitors, and enabled independents to remain in or go into the motion picture business with a fair
competitive chance of being successful. It also created a
free market for the distribution of pictures. This equality
of opportunity given to independent exhibitors and to all
distributors is the basic achievement of the Paramount
case.

one point related to block booking which came up in the
may be helpful to the
subcommittee. The point relates to whether pictures may be sold
in groups. The Paramount judgments do not prohibit a distributor
from selling an exhibitor a group of pictures if the exhibitors wants
to buy all the pictures in the group: that is if he is not required to
take any picture in the group to obtain the others.

*There

is

hearings on which an expression from us

The Supreme Court when the case was before it stated, "We do
not suggest that films may not be sold in blocks or groups, when
there is no requirement, expressed or implied, for the purchase of
more than one film. All we hold to be illegal is a refusal to license
one or more copyrights unless another copyright is accepted." After
of the case by the Supreme Court to the trial court for
further proceedings, the Court in commenting on its requirement
that pictures would have to be sold theatre-by-theatre stated that

remand

this did not involve "licensing picture

by picture".

It

explained that,

be licensed to one who wishes to take
them without conditions being imposed that he can obtain one only
Thus, although pictures may not be
if he purchases the group."
forced upon an exhibitor against his will, a distributor may sell to
an exhibitor a group of pictures which the exhibitor wants to buy.

"A group

of pictures

may

It should be understood, of course, that this is subject to the requirement that any competing exhibitor who is interested in licensing any of such pictures must be given an equivalent opportunity to
do so. This requirement does often tend to result in picture-by-

picture selling.

idependently produced.
Thirdly, before the

Paramount case

it

was common

prac-

ce to sell a season's product by the device of block bookig. As a number of distributors in the industry distributig significant numbers of pictures has always been limited

meant that the season's product of such distributors
light quickly be sold to a few exhibitors. Such exhibitors
s were not successful in latching on to product on a seabn's basis were at a serious disadvantage. They either
ad no Droduct with which to run their theatres or had to
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THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT
Coming Features

All The Vital Details on Current &>
(Date of Film

ALLIED ARTISTS

March
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh

Marlowe, Nancy Gates.

Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.
in

April
COME ON, THE

Superscope.

Anne

Baxter,

Director

Producer

Birdwell.

Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire

Parsons.

of Synopsis)

NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian, Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Corcoran.
Producer-director Josef
Shaftel.
Drama.
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Luplno, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
min.

WICKED WIFE

Producer

Lister.

Phil

Drama. A husband

serum developed by

is

March
Technicolor,

CinemaScope. Jane

Russell,

Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.
85 min. 3/5.
Rachmil.

Director

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A

beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

NAVY

the State. 91 min. 1/23.

83 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischof f-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during

WWII.

81

min.

CRIME

IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John CasSal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor
in

New

is

brainwashed

York City. 91 min.

until

he confesses act of treason against

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

A pril
BLACKJACK

June

Man

turns

KETCHUM.

Victor Jory,
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

HARDER THEY

FALL,

THE Humphrey Bogart, Rod
Producer Philip Yordan. Director

PORT AFRIQUE

1

min.

Technicolor.

SEVENTH CAVALRY

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu
in

Korea.

75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

THREE FOR JAMIE DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo Montalban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautinotorious

ful,

on

woman who

trial for the

murder

sole heir to a vast fortune
of her lover. 85 min.

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Nelson,

Faith

Domergue,

radioactive. 73 min.

CANYON

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Marcia Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts
plan of rustlers to steal his herd.

Keenan

David Wayne,

Marcia

Hender-

Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Drama. Gold rush tale set in California

Josef Shaftel.
during the I800's.
the precious metal.

Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
Technicolor.

catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
LAST TEN DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
in an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles.

I

13 min.

Bette

Davis,

Brian

A man's never-ending

search

for

84 min.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN. THE Lon Chaney. Marian Carr,
Casey Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. Fantasy. Executed criminal is restored to life in the form
of an indestructible man. 70 min.

Dorothy

Film

bara

Hale.

Paul

Harry

in

THE Judy

Holliday.

Pau

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director]
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor,

Cine

maScope. June Allyson,

Jack Lemmon, Charles Bick
Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
ford.

ZARAK

>

1

CinemaScope. Victor Mature
A Warwick Production.!

Technicolor,

Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg.
Director Terence Young. Drama.

Kelley,

June

February
PLEASE MURDER ME IDCAI Angela Lansbury. Raymond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Dirtc-j
tor Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
into

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Phillips. Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.
SAFARI Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Victor
Mature,
Janet Leigh,

John Justin. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

OF TREASURE

Randolph Scott Bar
Brown. Director Josept
the glory of Genera

Technicolor.

Producer

Lewis. Western. An episode
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

INDEPENDENTS
Keith,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.

SECRET

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farrl
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direct

Grant.

George Sherman. Adventure.

4/30.

STORM CENTER

GAMMA

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

son,

Howard.

is

Coming

FOUR SEASONS. THE

Trevor

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5
in

JUBAL CinemaScope,

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
River

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The
men

Kathryn

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC.

May

international intrigue. 74 min.

July

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

Gaye.

Angelli, Phil Carey),
Rose. Director Rud>,

life.

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
Lisa

E.

PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Pro
ducer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. /
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different
REPRISAL

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

Pier

Dennis Price. Producer David
Mate. Drama.

tor

Johnny Johnston,

I

1

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

for gold. 74 min.

I

j

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and

David Brian,
De Luxe Color.
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Story of a man obcessed with a desire

Sear:
specie!

NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Tec
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistakei
bag starts hunt for stolen money
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonalc
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild ani
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from «,
violent death. 9

DESPERADO

Howard Duff,
Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

HILLS

Fred

identity of a doctor's

Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cham-

NAKED

Director

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Luc
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Directo j
Blake Edwards. Musical. An undeiworld czar play
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a younJj
nightclub entertainer.
KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pro!
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-mai
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyec
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

THE

Joyce Holden, Steve]!

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Cor
Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Direc
Leopard Men see

Wilde,

FIRST

rector

Katzman.

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

HE LAUGHED LAST

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer
Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman

Joan Bennett. Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Horror.

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

THUNDERSTORM Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
Drama. The story of a beautiful
John Guillerman.
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
WIFE

Sam

Producer

Ritch.

nell

Lewis

Yamaguchi,

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan,

Coming

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

May

123 min. 5/28.

BEYOND MOMBASA

HOT BLOOD

murder. 75 min.

THE CinemaScope, Techn jj
Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Vic I
Jerry Wald. Director Georg
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestr
STORY,

western gunman.

Vegas and get mixed up

Campbell, Moira
Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
wrongfully accused of his wife's

DUCHIN

EDDY

color. Tyrone Power,
toria
Shaw. Producer

leader.

money from fellow thief. 82 min.
CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. ComeLas

!

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious

to

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlow.
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzmaill
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermel
attack the United States, but are beaten back by 11
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

i

YOUNG GUNS, THE

steal

dy. Bowery Boys go to
with gangsters. 63 min.

EARTH

Joan

I

81

Sterling
Russel

Hayden.

Lindsley

BULLETIN Review Appears At End

MOUNTAIN

Vale-ie

French,

murdering him

in

order to

avenge double-cross.

78 min.

RETURN OF DON CAMILLO

IIFE)
Fernandel. Gino
Cervi.
Italo-French
co-production.
Director
Julien
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a village,
priest and a communist mayor. 115 min.
RIVIERA (IFE) Technicolor. Martine Carol, Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those who work at play on the Riviera. English subtitles. 88 min.

WAGES OF

FEAR IDCA) Yves Montand, Charles!
Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
Four men set out on dangerous journey to
transport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.'

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian.

Vanel,

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope,

Gray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director'
Sam Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents Indian!

Anthony

Technicolor.

Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda Production. Drama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 107 min.
Steel,

WILD DAKOTAS. THE

I

AFRO

Bill

Williams.

Coleen,

uprising against white settlers.

March

July
AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

BULLETIN — THIS

Drama.

IS

BALLET OF ROMEO AND JULIET. THE ITohan Pictures)
Color. A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,
Leonid Lavrovsky. Musical Based on the scores by
Sergi Prokofief and the love story by William Shakespeare.

YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
C* JUAN

(Akkord) Agfa Color. Cesare Danova
if Meinrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director
H.
KolmVee. Musical. Filmiiation of Mozart's famous opera
>n Giovanni".
Features Vienna State Opera and the
ina Symphony Orchestra.
THE UNCIVILIZED IDCA) Eastman Color.
J DA.
* la
Kunogh, Robert Tudewaldi, Betty Suttor
Proer-director Charles Chauvel. Drama. Based'
upon
happenings in the Aborigine territory in Northern
r
/tralia.

AFRO

BAIT

Beverly

Michaels,

Jim

Davis

Rice,
Richard Travis. Producer Anthony Hinds
Csctor Elmo Williams. Melodrama. State Department
instigator traps murderous traitor by using blonde
sjer as bait. 71 min.

THE

15YKILLERS,

(Continental
Technicolor
Alec
Cnness. Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael BalProduction. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy A
c
tire on American gangster films. 93 min.
I

AND LOLLIPOPS

VERS

March GerO'Loughlin, Cathy Dunn, William Ward. Produced

,

ITrans-Luxl

Lori

directed by Morris Engel and Ruth Orkin. Comedy
courtship of a widow and her 7-year old daughter

it
1

min.

I

AND ABNER ABROAD rHowco)

vt

Chester Lauck
fcris Goff, Jill Alis.
Producer-director James Kern!
Travels of Lum ana Abner to Europe. 3 TV
• mdey.
fns joined together to make
feature film. 72 min.
I

CHARD THE THIRD

(Lopert)

VistaVision, Technicolor

John Gielgud, Claire Bloom. Proper-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinatis of a twisted nobleman that changed the
course
Ijrence

.

Olivier.

tEngland's history. ISS min. 3/19.
:/EN WONDERS OF THE WORLD (Stanley Warner•leramal Technicolor, Cinerama. A Lowell Thomas
eduction. Travelog around the world utilizing the
«ierama big screen process. 120 min.

May
American International

Jayne
hnsfield Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer
ft Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde bombshell is Involved

i
'

I

I

group of gangsters.
JNSLINGER, THE (American International
Eastman
lor. John
Ireland, Beverly Garland. Allison Hayes
Dducer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
leen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes
th

I

er.

ADAME BUTTERFLY
reen.

(IFEI Technicolor. Kaoru YachiFilacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
14 min. 5/28

1

)SANN A

(Jacon)

Rossana Podesta. Crox Alvarado
tmando Silvestre. Producer Salvador Elizendo. Direcir
Emiho Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a beaurul girl and a fugitive from justice.
72 min.
VAMP WOMEN IWoolner Brothers) Pathe Color,
fverly Garland,
Marie Windsor, Carole Matthews
loducer Bernard Woolner. Director Roger Corman
"ama. Swamp women run amck in Bayou country

AME OF AFRICA
drama with

kn

L^L'^.-J
I

all

Bul P' n

WOMAN

June
(Cavalcade) Eastman Color. AfriZulu cast. Producer A O'Connor
Th * story of a terrible Zulu king.
(Top Pictures) Vistarama, East-

Color. Cindy Carson. Lance
Hventure. Saga of the daughter

Fuller,
Ann Kelly.
of Davy Crockett

mm.
REAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE. THE (Buena Vista
memaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hun|r. A Walt Disney Production.
Adventure. A band of
I

I

hion spies attempt to sever the
pes during the Civil War.

South

s

military

rail

Coming
IN

PRISON

lAmerican International
Richard
ennmg, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
lordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
Inds that prison is a living hell until
reformed by
I

fiaplam.

OT ROD GIRL (American International Lori Nelson,
huck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
Irama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
,f hot
rod racing.
I

r

CONQUERED THE WORLD

lAmerican International

I

eter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
oger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
fakes
control
of the world until a scientist gives
P"*
lis life to save humanity.

OST CONTINENT

(IFE)

ditional

CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
An excursion into the
Maylayan Archepelago. Eng-

Borneo and the
commentary. 86 min.

sh

of

bia,

March

date should

later

United Artists and Universal
leading suppliers with

will

be

four releases

each, while Allied Artists and 20th Century-Fox each have three set.

Republic and Warners
the roster and

RKO

Paramount,

have two on

will

Eleven July films

one.

be in color. Six features will be
CinemaScope, two in VistaVision.
will

MEET

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse, Lillian Montevecchi.
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a
ballerina only to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes the world
go round. 112 min. 2/20.
Color.

1

April

Dramas

1

Musical

5

Westerns

Comedies
Melodramas

3

Science-fictions

2

SWAN,

in

0

3

THE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Grace
Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
m love and becomes a woman. 112 min. 4/16.
TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama.
The story of a man who took the law into his own
hands. 95 min. 4/16.

releases at a

same

However, ad-

tally.

boost the total by three or four. Columthe

2 Adventures

Kelly,

May

April
ANYTHING GOES

Technicolor. Bing Cro»Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.
by,

VistaVision.

O'Connor,

Donald

Emmett Doian.

Director

105 min. 1/23.

GABY CinemaScope,

SCARLET HOUR, THE

Kerr.

Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.

Sir

Director Curtis Bernhardt.

Drama. The romance

of an

American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.
initIIAIION lO IHfc DANC£ Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
»«-.-.
K»v
Pr<--nr-.r Ar»hu- Fr.«o
D'-ecrc Ge^e
Kelly.
Ballet.
Three episodes dealing in romance,
oran.a

comedy ana patnos

fold

entirely

medium of the dance. 94 min.
RACK, THE Paul Newman, Wendell

through the

Corey,

Walter

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

BHOWANI JUNCTION

93 min.

BEES,

Tom

THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Gaynor,

June

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Ava

Producer Norman

Douglas,

THE

John Derek,

VistaVision,

Paul

Technicolor.

Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.

Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.
TOO MUCH, THE VistaVision. Technicolor. James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnaoping of young boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

MAN WHO KNEW

5/14.

July

July
GUN

Carol Ohmart,

David Niven. Producer
Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.
Mitzi

LEATHER SAINT,

Gardner.
Stewart Granger,
Bill
Travers.
Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.
CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis. Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.

VistaVision.

May
AND THE

BIRDS

George Gobel,

June

PROUD AND PROFANE, THE

ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain.

Pro-

ducer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy Western town. 89 min.

Coming
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Bing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter.
LIVING IDOL, THE CinemaScope
Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilllane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas. Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist. Vincent Van Gogh.
OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
Crosby,
Siegel.

SOMEBODY UP THERE

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney. Barbara
Stanwyck. Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Director Roy Rowland. Drama. A millionaire's search
for his son.

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Froducer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.
THAT CERTAIN FEELING Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Comedy. Filmization of
directed by Panama-Frank.
Broadway hi*. "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

Coming
MOUNTAIN,

THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.
Spencer
Producer-director

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor.

Tracy,

Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb
snowcapped peak where an airplane
distant
crashed to discover a critically injured
wreckage. 105 min.

PARDNERS
Lewis,

woman

in

to a

has
the

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Producer Paul Jones. Director Nor-

Lori Nelson.

man Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.
TEN COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
VAGABOND KING. THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.
AND PEACE VistaVision, Technicolor. Audrey

WAR

roducer-director Leonardo Bonzi.
'ilds

number as the June

FORBIDDEN PLANET CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Walter Pidgeon, Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson. Producer
Nicholas
Nayfack. Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced to choose
between mankind and the terrible knowledge he has
secretly uncovered. 98 min.

FASTEST

Ian

IRLS

uled for July release totals 26, the

Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min. 2/20.

mm.

j

Lu-

100 min. 2/6.

Nicola

ss,

sllone.

Wide Screen.

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Calhern
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall. Comedy. A story of married bliss set in Yosemite National

«

OF THE BORGIAS (Aidart Pictures) Technicolor
irtine Carol, Pedro Armendariz. A
Ariane-Filmsonorpncmex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life of Lubtia Borgia during Italian Renaissance. 97 min.
4/30

MALE JUNGLE, THE

Color,

The tentative number of features sched-

cille

Park.

SUMMARY

JULY

February
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

Taylor,

Jn

I

-

LAST HUNT, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor.

A pril
DNDE

METRO -GO LDWYN MAYER

W

J

Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
Ponti, Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

IEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL (IFEI (Lux Film, Romel PathePrint by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Ltonide
lassme. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
|
olor.

'KLAHOMA

WOMAN

[American Releasing Corp.)
uperscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
'owns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western.
A
uthless woman rules the badlands ur.Si
a reformed
utlaw brings her to iustice. 80 min.
MOLDERING SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
-hester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical
capam and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
Is climax during
battle of Guadalcanal

VEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
^ nes ' er Drama. An unsolved murder involving
i!bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and
a
-

iller

resolved after a
>omb rubble.
is

child

finds

a

loaded gun

in

February
VistaVision. Anna Magnani, Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallis. Director Daniel
Mann. Drama. Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance for new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

ROSE TATTOO, THE
Lancaster.

117 min.

1/14.

March
COURT

JESTER.

THE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

101

min. 2/6.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

Dirk BoVistavision, Technicolor.
Bardot, Brenda De Banzie. Producer
Doctor
Thomas.
Comedy.
Earl St. John. Director Ralph
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

garde,

Brigitte

March

Danny

Kaye, Glynis Johns, Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

Film

1

February
DOCTOR AT SEA

COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran, Ann Sheridan,
Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20

Sonny

Tufts.

Director

YOUR PRODUCT

R.

May

REPUBLIC (Continued)
HIDDEN GUNS

Bruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine, Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 65 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-direct-.r William Dieterle. Musical drama. Bioq
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min. 5/28.

WHEN

GANGLAND

Marjie
Millar,
John
O'Sullivan. Director R

Raymond

STRIKES
Hudson.

Greenleaf,
William J.

Producer
G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter. 70 min.

GREAT DAY

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. Director Milliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to
outlaw. 85 min. 6/11.
Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
ZANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
64 min.

sixth of June,

Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck. Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary Murphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruc-

man

to save the life of the

she loves.

90 min. 5/14.

June
LISBON

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

July
DAKOTA

INCIDENT

Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

DANGEROUS CARGO

Dane Clark, William Tallman,
Wyn.i, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an

May

avalancne of violence.

Coming
Maria

English.

Associate

Michel

Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Producer W. O'Sullivan. Di-

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Charming Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets in

—

1897.

Coming

DEVOTION

9 min.

NUMBER ONE Eastman Color. Red
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry
Tugend. Director Norman McLeod. Comedy. A trusting
soul tangles with slick con men and outwits them.
MAN IN THE VAULT Enita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Karen Sharpe. A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in ilJegal activities.
TENSION AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.
SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David Niven, Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
PUBLIC PIGEON

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor,
alters the accounting records.

I

1

106 min. 5/28.

1944.

July
BAREFOOT BATTALION
Stavros
Tallas.

Maria Costi, Nicos Ferm,
Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director
Adventure.
Color.

Rhonda

I

Flemir

I

Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wacl
berger. Director C. Gragaglia. Drama.

KING AND

THE CinemaScope

I

DeLuxe Cole!
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin B<
son. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lar
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgf
and Hammerstein.
I,

55,

I

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory
Marina
Ratoff.

Berti,
Sydney
Drama. 88 min.

Kay Kenda
Producer-director

Ratoff,

Chaplin.

i

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScopj
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sher
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Micha'
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting tea'
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL CinemaScope. D
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbai
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War

on

a

impulse,

kindly

1

setting

in

the Pacific.

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Mo
roe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Direct''
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway pi,
of the same name.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Cole
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer Willia
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family trave
along Oregon trail against great odds.
MASSACRE Dane Clark, James Craig, Marta Rot
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. KinWestern. 76 min.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Corn<
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd 0
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls
love with lady sent to

kill

him. Violent ending.

UNITED ARTISTS

March
COMANCHE

CinemaScope,

Deluxe Color. Dana A
drews, Kent Smith, Linda Cristal, John Litel. Produce;
Carl
Kurger.
Director George
Sherman. Wester
72 min. 3/19.

Windsor,

Bash,

John

E.

February

Archer,

Nancy Gates. Associate Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. A beautiful woman
victimizes
everyone who succumbs to her charm.
70 min.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Meeker,

Trucolor.

Marie

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynt
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Kost
of men, and war, and D-Day on

Drama. The story

GHOST TOWN

Ralph
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producers John
Dickinson. Director Paul Henreid. Drama.

NO MAN'S WOMAN

dr

Cinen

—

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine, Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
1

Color,

Coming

rector William Witney. Drama.

A WOMAN'S

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

July

Skelton,

Trucolor.

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Technicolor.

Ray,

1

DeLuxe Col
Producer James Mas

Rush.

Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new
on a father who adopts a dual personality.

QUEEN OF BABYLON. THE

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

BACK FROM ETERNITY

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

CinemaScope,

LIFE

London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 6/11.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino,
Fleming,
Rhonda
George Sanders. Producer Bert
Friedlob. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

killer

May

THAN

BIGGER

James Mason, Barbara

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

gang

Super-

June

Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Adrian Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with
a circus star. 88 min.

tion of her

Technicolor,

Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 6/11.
MURDER ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
scope. Virginia

A pril
CIRCUS GIRL

save soul of notorious

June

THE MORNING

IN

Trucolor.

Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

CAROUSEL CinemaScope
Shirly Jones,
ron. Director

55, Color. Gordon MacRae,
Mitchell. Producer Henry EphHenry King. Musical. Filmization of the

Cameron

Broadway musical.

128 min. 2/20.

(

MAN WHO

NEVER WAS, THE Cinemascope, Deluxe
Color. Clifton Webb, Gloria Grahame. Producer Andre
Hakim. Director Ronald Neame. Drama. From the novel
by

Ewen

War

II.

Montagu.

Famous

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Car
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Westeri
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and age.
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 mir
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. Pre
ducers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fields
Cook. Drama. Based on famous TV drama. 83 min.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM. THE Michael Redgravi
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel k
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga
British naval aircraft. 91 min. 4/30

spy

thriller

of

World

April
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Technicolor
Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dar
nielle Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Dr<
ma. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonia
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.

Richard

103 min. 2/20.

l

March
MAN

IN THE GRAY FLANNEL SUIT, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE

February
BRAIN MACHINE. THE

Patric

Allan,

Maxwell

Reed.
Director
Ken Hughes.
Melodrama
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.

W.

Producer

Woman

SLIGHTLY

SCARLET Superscope, Technicolor. John
Payne. Arlene Dahl, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform
politicians

return

good

government

to

city

after

thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

March
Technicolor. John
Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Produc-

Susan

Moorehead,
tion.
ture.

Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

the
Ill

13th

Powell.

Century

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

A pril

min. 3/5.

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 87 min. 5/14
Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE DeLuxe

April
BRAVE, THE Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
battle

WAY

in the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.
OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her

Bentley.
Tully.

murderer-husband out

of the country. 82 min. 4/30

Film

WWII.

93 min. 5/14

PROUD

ONES,

Baron,

Wll

Bill

Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the

The story of a rocket that
life

re

of the only survivor. 78 min,

Heflin, Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Beat
Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed b
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation bos
whose only concern is the growth of his business
83 min. 3/19.
rice Straight.

TIMETABLE Mark

Stevens,

King

Calder,

Farr

Felicia

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melo
drama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone ex
cept an insurance investigator eager for a quick

half

million. 79 min. 3/5.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield,

Julie

London'

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of
his best friend.

L»"

mlr

69 min

FOREIGN INTRIGUE

THE CinemaScope,

De

Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 6/11
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 6/11.

BULLETIN— THIS

Guest.

der, finds real criminal to be

May

BOLD AND THE

Lita

Lesley

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of

Duff,

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Directo
Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal mur
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid hi
coercion
under
for water rights. 82 min.
CREEPING UNKNOWN Brian Donlevy, Margia Dean,
Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Va
liams,

PATTERNS Van

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

MOHAWK

CONOUEROR, THE CinemaScope,
Wayne,

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy

Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
of the men who test Air Force equipment. 93 min. 3/19
Color.

Elizabeth

Barr,

BROKEN STAR, THE Howard

IS

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5/2(|
|

QUINCANNON. FRONTIER SCOUT

Luxe Color
Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Producei
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Westr-n
83 min. 5/28.

De

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duclion. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 6/11

YOUR PRODUCT

Pro
Flyin?

UNITED ARTISTS

(Continued-)

BEFORE DYING DeLuxe

KISS

CinemaScope.

Color.

Leith. Proserf Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia
per Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodra"perfect
heiress
in the
murders
seeker
Fortune
|,
(me". 94 rain. 6/
Tamiroff,
4CK SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone, Akim
in Caradine. Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Di:tor Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeon
I

1

stroys unwilling patients.

GHTMARE Edward G. Robinson. Kevin McCarthy,
Production. DiRussel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane
nnie
r

while hypnotized. 8? min.

Freeman, Jean Kent. MaiProducer Charles Leeds. Director Al RoDrama. English murderess trys to disinherit young

ADOW OF FEAR Mona
Reed.

II

ll.

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

H. 76 min.

AR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde. Jean Wal:e. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lub'n.
I»enture. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. S/28

July

AMONG US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason. Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2
KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunnicutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

CREATURE WALKS

A DAY OF FURY

PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon.

fcbery. 83 min. 6/11

SIMON

Sterling

TOWN

BEL IN

A

Ruth Roman, John Payne,
Air Production. H. W. Koch

Bel

Carrol
Producer.

J.

Werker. Western.

Irector Alfred

Techde Havilland. John Forsythe. Myrna Loy.
oducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy,
lie
affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romance)ngry G. I. 102 min.
VNDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuie Color. Robert Mitium, Ursula Thiess. Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
icks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
jring a revolt in Meiico in 1916. 91 min.
color. Olivia

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

CinemaScope,

Madison.
Patricia
Nassour. Dir.

uy

Edward

id

color,

William
Science

Medina.

Producers
Edward Nasscur.

thriller.

ction

BROTHERS Buster Crabbe,
Brand. A Grant Production.

LOOD
eville

Ann

Robinson,
Director Sidney

Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Ar-

nold. Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.

AND LAURA Technicolor. VistaVision. Kay
Kendall. Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director
Muriel Box. Comedy. A satire on the television industry.
Mamie

Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

July

CONGO CROSSING

Mayo,

George

Nader,
Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugihave a haven in West Africian
tives from justice
jungle because small territory has no laws of exVirginia

tradition. 85 min.

RAWHIDE YEARS. THE

Technicolor. Tony Curtis,

Col-

Arthur Kennedy. William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
leen

1870

Miller.

s.

85 min. 5/2B.

HONG KONG Rory Calhoun. Dolores DonSabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama
flight to Hong Kong sparks international

LIGHT TO
j>n.

A

airline
trigue.

In

MAN DOWN

James Arness Angie DickinProducer Robert Morrison. Director
Young western gunman gets
I. V. McLaglen. Western.
thieves
who desert him when
levenge on
fellow
founded

UN THE

pn, Robert Wilke.

KID. THE Eastman Color Celia Johnson. Diana
David Kossoff, Joe Robinson. Producer-director
parol Reed. The stcry of a little boy and his faith

UCKY

fors,

h a fantasy. 95 min.

HAN FROM DEL RIO Anthony

Katy Jurado.
roducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Westrn. Badman turns sheriff in lonely western town.
fUN FOR THE SUN Superscope. Eastman Color. RichIrd Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
Quinn.

<e« :a- jungle. 99 min.

HARKFIGHTERS,

THE

CinemaScope.

Color.

Victor

Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama
Saga of the Navy's
'"underwater-men". 105 min.

Mature,

Karen

Steele.

Walter Srennan. Phil Harris
WilBrandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director
boy and
liam Wellman. Drama. The story of a young

dog named "Lady". 95 mm. 4/16.
Wayne,
SEARCHERS, THE Technicolor, VistaVision. John Cooper.
Jeffrey Hunter. Vera Miles. Producer Merian

a rare

I

VE RSAL-I NT'

L

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father,

finds

a

real

one.

88 min. 4/30.

Coming
AWAY

BOATS

GOODBYE

ALL

World War

II. 114 min. 5/28.
IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Welles.
Virginia
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses the murder of a man on a road leading to a castle.

in

FRANCIS

HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy.
Anne Bancroft. Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
Government fights for human rights for the
U.S.
Apache Indians in Arizona.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone.
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

June
Technicolor. Written, produced
documentary.
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist

ANIMAL WORLD, THE

Fischer Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F.
movie
Ha'rald Braun. Drama. A famous
mm.
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101

July
Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Rackin. Director GorLloyd Nolan. Producer Martin
renegade Ameridon Douglas. Adventure. A group of
for freedom.
cans help the Cubans in their struggle
93 min.

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

WarnerColor.
SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinmaScope.
Producer
Lois Maxwell. Donald Wolfit.
Kieron Moore
Paul Dickson.
Director
Danziqer.
J.
Harry Lee and E.
nuclear
Science-fiction. Professor detonates
all time. 85 min.

Coming
A CRY
Brian

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeRAW EDGE
Carlo Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedal baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.
AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney. Martha
Myer Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. DirecWestern. Cowboy returns to AbiHaas.
Charles
tor

couple

lene after four yars in the Confederate Army to
things considerably changed.
THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson.
WRITTEN
Lauren Bacall. Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.
find

in

Jeff

berg.

MY CORNER

Morrow,

John

Audie Murphy. Barbara Rush.
Mclntire. Producer Aaron Rosen-

Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama.
and girl in rousing finish. 82 min. 2/6.

Kazan

El, a
'

a

beautiful

girl

Henry
Kelly. Patsy McCormack.
DraProduced and direcied by Mervyn LeRoy. about
play
Broadway
famous
ma"Film version of the
min.
a child murderess. 129
WarnerColor Tab
BURNING HILLS, THE CinmaScoae.
Producer RichNatalie Wood, Skip Home.r.
Hunter
Heisler. Western. Young
ard Whorf. Director Stuart
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.
Rock Hudson.
Taylor
GIANT WarnerColor. ElizabethS.orge
Steven s. Jr.raa
James Dean Producer-director
Th e story
Ferber.
Edna
Based on the famous novel by
WWII.
the Southwest during
of oil. cattle and love in
Gregory Peck,
MOBY DICK Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Producer-director John
Richard BaVeheart, Leo Genn.
famous story of he
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's
whales m the
men and ships who hunted the massive

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

early 1800

s.

1

16 min.

SEVEN MEN FROM
"ott Gai Russe

NOW

WarnerColor

Randolph

Marvin. Walter Reed. Pro.
Morrison. Director Budd
ducers A V. McLaglen, R. E.
seeks to avenge murder
Cowboy
Boetticher. Western.
78 mm.
of his wife by seven outlaws.
I

Lee

WarnerOF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope.
Producer Leland
James Stewart. Rena Clark.
story of
The
Drama.
Wilder.
Havward Director Billy
the Atlantic in a plane.
the Tirst man ever to cross
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jail

IN

HW*A

gin-mill

a

of

Drama. Story

March

WORLD

GO

Roland

Johnston,

.

Mentally
Lover's Lane. 75 min.

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden. Carol Baker
A Newton Production. Producer-director
proprietor and

SHOWDOWN

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins. Margaret
Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Michael Bakon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An
Engliesh father quits his lucrative but dull job, uproots
his family, attempts to start life anew. 85 min. 4/30.

Rory Calhoun. Martha
Dean Jagger. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Direcor Jack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
'o stop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/6.
Technicolor.

-Iyer,

TOUCH AND

A Jaguar

Drama.

Tyttle.

O'Brien Natalie Wood
Production. Director Frank
unbalanced man surprises

NIGHT Edmund

IN THE
Donlevy.

Technicolor.

Eve Arden. Gale Gordon. Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
RIVER CHANGES. THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walto
ter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced

SUNDOWN

biggest

bomb'' of

WARNER BROTHERS

<rife

»ED

director

tor

'

Country. 95 min.

Technicolor. Rock Hudson. CorSanders. Producer Albert J.

Borchers, George
lohen. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 96 min. 2/20.
'•II

The story of a search for

kidnapped by Indians. 119 mm. 3/lY

is

I

Jeff
VistaVision.
Adams. Lex Barker.

Technicolor.

Chandler, George Nader. Julie
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

March
1EVER SAY

who

girl

ON

U N

Ford. Drama.

Director John

young

Jones

dlkow. Drama.

MERGENCY HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
eed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
och. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incients in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
nd a detective. 62 min. 4/30

May
MY LADY

Schell. O. W.
AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria
Production Direc-

LAW

Tully. Sylvia Sidney.
Director Abner Biberman.
Rubin.
Producer
Melodrama. Warden of prison gets involved in crime.
85 min.

Coming

OF

79 min. 4/16.

Stanley

MBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
2/6.
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 mm.
Fontaine,
Joan
Lanza,
Mario
WarnerColor.
SERENADE
Blanke.
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry
an
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
3/19.
min.
novel of the same name. 121

Charles

BEHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom

min. 5/28.

=AST

a chain of violent events.

STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar.

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
ma Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
rector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
jout injured trapele star who conquers fear and
akes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialist.

APEZE

THE RAIN Jane Wyman. Van Johnson,

IN

82 min. 4/30.

Williams.

THE

Barker,

June

Hayden, Coleen Gray. Vince
[wards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
(brick. Drama. Ex-convict plans S2, 000, 000 race track

lish.

in

OUTSIDE THE

LLING,

Lex

Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward

Frank Sinatra. Phyllis Kirk. Keenan
Production. Director Don MacGuire.

Kent

Mara Corday, Jock

Dale Robertson.

Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.

each other

MIRACLE

GOOD-BYE,

May

CONCHO

IHNNY
ynn. A
estern.

;S

Technicolor.

Maiwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mur-

:tor

A pril

April
BACKLASH

June

Boxer

wins

title

Film

OUR MISS BROOKS
Porter.

HIGHWAY

Producer

Comedy.

EXPRESS LINES,

brutalized by head of Combination also in ai
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.
86 min. 3/19.
is
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the covers and pages of

TIME
LOOK
POST
The Saturday Evening

Collier's
are converting
millions of readers
into moviegoers for

MARILYN MONROE.
BUS STOP
and introducing

DON MURRAY
with

ARTHUR O'CONNELL

BETTY FIELD

EILEEN HECKART

BUDDY ADLER
Directed by JOSHUA LOGAN

Produced by

Screenplay by

GEORGE AXELROD

Based on the Stage Play by

COLOR by DE LUXE

WIUIAM INGE

"Somebody Up There Likes
a

Me*!.,

motion picture so important M-G-M is
giving it a special preview in 32 cities
Manyof eourx'

Ealnispecial |>ic1ure* deserve extra jBtdal WllcQKMfc
27 ami Jul? 2 - M O M
inc "Somebuty l'p There lake* Me"

So- U-iuivn June

ing -ion
i*

m

unw

preview,
$'£

the nation.

Thi* uckumi'

you

live in oi

near

aln a.lv know the frank and fascinat-

|;.»kv

i, i...-

1.

in.

.

link?

mad

to love

and

editions were both hest -sellers.

more than

t-Mi a »|«*

nil

It

unique.

i-

DM Of the .12

Prei if* Cilia*, unit
wuhl like to U- airMNt the Brit la Mt the kind of
picture it take* Ii< rate Ihb kind of lendulf, just
If

i.f

It m .1- Mdaimad
book HagMine **rinliution The Simon & ScfaUBter and the Pocket Book

happfDea

citieft

phone the number Bated with w.ur citj to
where and w hen jour preview wdl lie held.

tint!

a motion picture, star-

Mow

tbfa

imv

the brilliant new dramatic lind. I'aid

Hfe-in-[ued story

is

'

Newman.

co-a tarred with Pier Angeti

out

It is & picture to look forward to with excitement. A
picture to look back on with affection and gratitude.

These previews are fur everyone For CfftlCjfc r'«r fan*.
For butcher* and baker* and OtndlwUtV makers In

"SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"

short, for all opinion-makei*.

for c^crjuudy.

a picture

is

ALBANY ttmiEV
ATLANTA crn tm

BOSTON

A

-^..cu

BUFFALO u«vis*

girl

CHARLOTTE

can

n«.i»ci

CHICAGO «~.m»

lift

CINCINNATI

a fellow

*».,>xa

CLEVELAND «M<tM

m*«N

to the

DALLAS

skies!

DENVER i%Ha
DES MOINES hMwi
DETROIT

INDIANAPOLIS

«»

JACKSONVILLE

.....

KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES mmMEMPHIS MM MM

YOUR ATTENDANC
AT OUR PREVIEW
INSPIRED A FULL-

awia

MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS

...

.

,

NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS m
NEW YORK CM»tM0
.

OKLAHOMA

OMAHA

CITY

ra

hwh on

PHILADELPHIA im

PORTLAND

m

m. iu,

PITTSBURGH

ST

.

,

.

LOUIS ^-im.

SALT LAKE CITY

SAN FRANCISCO

n

i

SEATTLE

WASHINGTON
.Paul

Newman

Pier Angeli

•

Everett Sloane- Eileen Heckari -Sal

M.neo
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Ernes! Lehrr

N.Y. TIMES AD!

-EOMiOOOV

It
Full-page ad

in

is

another

M-G-M

First!

N. Y. Times, Sunday, June 24

Currently in Exchange

cities

throughout America, Theatre Previews of M-G-M's

"SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME"
press, radio,

TV,

together with the public. Last

are being

Sunday we

held for exhibitors,
alerted the nation's

opinion- makers, through the vast nationwide circulation of the

of the picture and

to the importance

Times

lists all

numbers

the

cities

its

N. Y. Times,

screenings. This full-page in the

where the Previews are being held, with

local

N. Y.
phone

for information about the Previews. It represents a forward step in

motion picture promotion.
Additionally,

M-G-M

is

placing another off-beat ad in 75 top

cities

of America.

TV pages to anticipate Perry Como's RCA
"SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME" and

This display advises the readers of
recording of the

title

song,

suggests that they urge disc jockeys to play

These two promotions

TV and

it.

are in addition to the extensive newspaper, magazine.

radio campaign behind this widely discussed attraction.
(Available in Perspccta Stereophonic or

1

-Channel Sound)

viewpoints
JULY

Constructive
Can ven tin it

*

1956

9,

of

TOA,

when it is most
companies would
give the September

The

needed.

wise

be

an effort to

in

in-

an optimistic and enthusiastic
spirit into exhibition, will devote our
entire convention in September to
constructive and positive ideas for

ject

the revivification of

NO.

24,

booster at a time
film

to

showmen

gathering of

"We,

VOLUME

showmanship."

their fullest,

most sincere support,
is

its periodic letdowns, only
time the doldrums are deeper

What
needed above
moment is aggressive,

than usual.

is

all else at this

This was the preamble of a telegram recently sent by Theatre Owners of America president Myron N.

optimistic leadership in the direction

Blank to the presidents of the film
companies in a request for clips
from forthcoming product to be

cretely constructive business-build-

shown
ing on

TOA

to exhibitors at the

nual convention

in

September

New

an-

York, open-

20.

ing

A
i

Such an avowed beatific convention goal by a national theatreman's
organization

to put

is,

mildly, a

it

startling turn of exhibitor thinking.

Certainly

it

should give the

distri-

butors pause, evoke a quickened interest

in

dedicated

uniquely

this

TOA

makes no claims that

relinquishing

its

it

ly in

right to grind

its

without prejudice, obvious-

the belief that

first

things

come

At this point it would be well
remind distribution that only an

first.

to

exhibitor
of

his

who

believes in the future

business

— and

is

ideas,

convinced

that he can earn his livelihood in

be

will

Upturn

it

morale

fine

a

to

pin i'i»ii vtj

19111

it

—can

be expected to work up the
enthusiasm to act like a showman.
The film companies could make a

ports

of

the past

a

re-

resurgence in

boxoffice

week

Coming

or two.

after

the long business drought that has

made some
the

recent

The
with
ship

its

TOA

industry panicky,

in the

pick-up

we

wel-

indeed

is

convention

program,

showman-

forum

Chicago late this
month to lay the groundwork, is a
sound one, both practically and psyin

all

the manifestations of our

industry's charitable heart, only one
plea to the public

own

directed toward

is

And even this,
annual Will Rogers Hospital
Audience Collection Campaign, is a
vital link in destroying the white
its

big family.

the

member

of

the benefit of

humanity.

in the

industry

who

are

loath to spend the small time and
effort in aiding this great cause,

it

might be well to point out that they
and every member of their families,
no matter where in the world they
live,

are the direct potential recipi-

ents of the benefits of the Hospital.

trend.

Men

However, there is a veiled danger
lurking in this happy turn for the

O'Donnell, Si Fabian and other busy
executives are devoting their valu-

better.

might,

It

we

fear,

bring a

re-

turn of complacency that could pose
a

serious

threat

to

various

plans

being considered to investigate and

combat the causes

of declining at-

tendance.

Under no circumstances must this
be permitted to happen. The industry has too long neglected the self-

diagnosis

so

vital

in

opposing

Film
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Bob

Montague,

able time to maintain and improve
this

superb institution. They aren't

when

"too busy"

it

comes

the

to

Will Rogers Memorial Hospital.

When

the

week

of July

16 rolls

Mr. Exhibitor, pass the collection boxes
around in your theatre for a very
worthy cause, and for the comfort
of your own conscience.
this

year,

please,

—

The Value
Of Trailers

BULLETIN
cations,

Abe

like

around

is

preface of a prior

Of

Cause

19 rilt i§

hope, indicative of a

would persuade the nation's theatrenothing closer to
the forefront of industry problems
today than the stimulation of enthusiasm and showmanship.

II

For those

There have been heartening

convention by adopting policies that
that there

A

every

great contribution to this promising

men

Conscience ami

killer, tuberculosis, to

is

members' trade grievances ax in the
future. Mr. Blank states the convention goal

convention, dedicated to con-

come, and,

congregation of exhibition.

The

of curing the boxoffice slump.

TOA

entertainment
dollar is too keen today to permit us
to ease up even a little in this strug-

suffer-

ing one of
this

Compe-

chronic lapses in business.
tition for the public's

gle for survival.

Our industry

chologically.

14

in

the
$9.00.

A

recent

report

by

Sindlinger

covering 84 weeks of attendance at
first-run

theatres

Oklahoma

in

County, Okla., points up the importance of trailers as a selling

medium. The researchers found,

for

instance, that 342 out of every 1000

people attending the theatres sur(Continued on Page 8)
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that theatre

nificant

FINANCIAL

company

shares declined, for that

category traditionally lags behind developments in the
shares of producers. Altogether, film company shares were
up 3V4, theatre company shares down 2y6 Here's how it
looks in chart form:

BULLETIN

.

JULY
By

9

1954

,

Philip R.

Ward

BULLETIN Cinema

Film

Aggregate*

HOWEVER SHAKY, MOVIEDOM MARKS A TURN-

—

ING POINT.

July 1 circle that date on your calendar.
represent the beginning of the most crucial period
in the industry's tumultuous lifetime. At least, so cluck
the columnists and the movie hens. Their thesis is roughly
It

may

as follows

count

is 9

lays sprawled on the canvas

moviedom

:

and one-half.

past three seasonal quarters,

now

it

;

the

own

over the
comes squarely to grips

Failing to hold

its

with that one season, above all others, which can mean
boxofhce redemption. Failure to make hay in its key season, say they, must force the conclusion that moviedom is
over the

hill.

The extent

to

pends on one's

which

view seems exaggerated demovie business. It is

this

faith in the future of

and sombre proposition, not entirely, however, untrue. Time is fast running out on one of the industhe small retailer, those
try's more important segments
thousands
of the nation's little theexhibitors who operate
atres.
For them, Summertime, 1956, will represent a
mighty trial by fire. For larger exhibition interests and for
Hollywood the test will be somewhat less severe thanks
almost exclusively to their sounder money backing. And
a rather blunt

:

—

should conditions fail to change, their date of reckoncome soon into focus.

yet,

ing, too, will

So much for dark conjecture, and on to the brighter side.
Though it is far too early to venture conclusions, June's last
week and July's first have produced evidence that moviedom may be more than equal to its test. Within this briefest of periods the following symptoms of regeneration
have seeped through
a) The boxoffice, abetted by hot and humid weather
throughout most of the nation, enjoyed its best two-weeks
period in 10 months.

Six of the seven most important features released in
June and early July were welcomed to the market by
the most flattering critical huzzahs heard in many a day.
In the case of "King and I," commentary included such
terms as "monumental", "all-time", "extraordinary".
b)

late

Four studios announced increases in shooting schedules, and at least four important new independent production ventures were organized.
c)

d)

An

unfamiliar firmness developed in movie share

FILM

*Composed

COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

Twentieth Century-Fox shares enjoyed some nice byplay toward the end of month, prompted perhaps by
opinion surrounding its superlative "King and I". Shares
continue to maintain an upward trend
Loew's suffered
minor defection in price as result of disappointment arising
from failure of company to capture a reported $50 million
for its ancient backlogs. In reality, Loew's decision to
undertake its own TV distribution should endow the stock
with greater strength than any sudden cash fillip. On this
subject, Arthur Wiesenberger & Co., long interested in
Loew's affairs, offers these remarks:
.

"The

problem

film library-TV

.

.

only one of several
important areas of company activity being intensively
is

re-examined in light of present profitability. We regard this process as favorable to the interest of Loew's
common shareholders. Over a period of time it seems
likely to lead to either higher earnings on the company's estimated $60 a share value, both stated and
hidden, or the realization, as would have been the case
if the film library had been sold, of asset values."

O
Among

the other majors.

further declines and

may

Paramount shows

resistance to

be regarded as one of the

bell-

Allied Artists is disany recovery drive
appointing, but some insiders expect a lift in this share at
the time its first major production, "The Friendly Per-

weathers

of

suasion"

is

.

pumped

into

.

first-run

.

release

.

.

.

Warner

not yet time to celebrate the end of the slump in
movie stocks. Depressed is depressed, and that is precisely how industry shares must be classified. It is suggested,
however, that a turning point may have been reached. In
the Film BULLETIN Cinema Aggregate film company

Brother action, though stimulating to movie share averages generally, may be attributed less to intrinsic earnings
factors than to promotional activities affecting future company control. In all Warner shares zinged 4]/2 points
through late June, early July. Failure of Si Fabian to win
legal clearance to head the company has given rise to
feverish stock-buying activity by Jack Warner who seems
bent upon remaining in control Mr. Semenenko not to

shares did

rise.

the contrary.

Pagt 6

BULLETIN

trading, and in

two cases sharp

rises

were recorded.

O
It is

Film

In itself that
July

9,

1954

is

significant.

It is less sig-

—

?///» off

The

King and

ScoUhcm 'Rating

I"

cent production

in

C'Scope 55

will

has heart, warmth, great appeal.

ssgs

the

Eye and Ear!

OOOO

musical show has a vast boxoffice range.

Brilliant

Caj

btitincthn

Magnifi-

draw exclamations. Story
Superbly directed, acted.

After five highly successful years on the stage, this

wonderful, exotic Rodgers and

Hammerstein musical has

been brought to the screen by 20th Century-Fox with a
freshness and originality that will delight the widest pos-

range of moviegoers. Charles Brackett's production
its opulence enhanced by the breathtaking
CinemaScope 55 clarify and depth. The reputed $6,500,000
expended by Darryl F. Zanuck is in evidence in the lavish
sible

magnificent,

is

sets

and extravagent costuming. But through the visual
and the exquisite music there shines a beautiful,

brilliance

heart-warming, often stirring story that will captivate
audiences of all types. And a superb and happy cast communicates a sense of exuberance that must draw smiles

from every spectator
It is

in the theatre.

inevitable that

"The King and

I",

movie version,

one of the outstanding boxoffice attractions of all
time. Not only is it a great artistic triumph, but a smash
of

The word-of-mouth
and should keep the picture
extended engagements down to the very

popular dimensions as well.

response figures to be
rolling along to

last-run theatre.
lic

that this

is

Hammerstein, conducted by Alfred Newman, is at its best
arrangements of "Hello, Young Lovers," "Getting
To Know You," "We Kiss in a Shadow" and "Shall We
Dance". The tempo of the action is geared to the musical
score, and Walter Lang's directing is so smooth that there
is seldom any feeling the picture is being directed; it just
flows along. The humor, too, seems basic to the situation
and never strained. Particular praise goes to Jerry Robbins whose neat dance sequences are never drawn out for
the sake of footage. His ballet sequence, "The Small House
of Uncle Thomas," in which the dancers enact a Siamese
version of the American classic "Uncle Tom's Cabin", is a
in the

will be

show

The many children of the King of Siam march in to be introduced to teacher Anna and bow before her and their father.

terrific,

Exhibitors should proudly

tell

their pub-

the kind of wonderful entertainment that

only the movie theatre can provide.

gem

of choreography.

The story, adapted from Margaret Landon's novel,
"Anna and the King of Siam", takes place a century ago
when Miss Kerr arrives in Bangkok with her young son
(Rex Thompson) to tutor the king's many children in the
scientific ways of the modern world. Yul Brynner, the
king, refuses to build the house he promised her

she live in the palace.

In a striking ballet, dancers portray the Siamese version of "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" in the number, "The Small House of Uncle Thomas".

Deborah Kerr, in the role of the widowed English
teacher, and Yul Brynner, as the Siamese king whose many
children she comes to instruct, are thoroughly charming.
No words can describe those enchanting oriental youngsters

who comprise

highlights

is

the king's family.

their parade to

Siamese Children"

One

of the film's

music of "The March

A

and

battle of wits ensues as

insists

Anna

at-

tempts to make the king live up to his word. Brynner,
deeply imbedded in his semi-barbaric ways, fumes and
falters in the path of Anna's righteousness and dignity. His
frustrations are aptly expressed in the tune "Is a Puzzlement!" Anna advises the king on how to entertain and
impress some ambassadors from England. He accomplishes this with pomp and a hilarious mixture of Siamese
and European manners. Side plot deals with Rita Moreno
who is presented to the king as a gift wife. She loves a
young emmissary, played by Carlos Rivas, who helps her
escape and is killed. Anna, infuriated because the king
separated the lovers, is determined to leave. The king
takes ill. Not until he hears Anna say she will remain to
educate his clan, does he die in peace.

of the

— an unforgettable scene.

The melodic and meaningful score by Rodgers and

Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin
133 minutes.
20th Century-Fox.
Benson, Terry Saunders. Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Walter Lang.
Lehman.
Ernest
Music
by Richard Rodgers. Book and Lyrics by
Screenplay by
Oscar Hammerstein II. Dances and musical numbers by Jerome Robbins. Music
conducted by Alfred Newman. Photography by Leon Shamroy.

[More REVIEWS on Page 12]
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COMPO.

or

undertake production of a series of
institutional trailers. Perhaps Walt
Disney's creative cartoonists would
lend themselves to such a construc-

Viewpoints
/Continued from Page 5)

veyed were motivated primarily by
the trailer to return for the next at-

Another significant factor in the
report was that of all those who returned to the theatre for the next
program, regardless of motivation,
almost 85 per cent could "play back"
something they remembered from
the trailer they had seen on the
visit.

—

These figures add verification if
any were needed that it is impossible to place too much emphasis on

—

the value of trailers to sell pictures.

But

this

is

being

to

utilized

tential?

medium

powerful selling

We

greatest

its

po-

believe not.

gest not merely slogans, but pack-

ing the kind of entertainment punch

not only movies, but movie-going as
well. The audio-visual factors give

incomparable potency

it

captive audience.

its

hooking

in

strong im-

Its

and retentive qualities were
evidenced by the "play back" experiment.
Yet our industry does

pact

to capitalize this indisputably

little

high-powered medium to sell the
theatre as an entertainment institution.

We
To

goes

that

urge National Screen Service,

the

into

picture-selling

trailer. Let's institutionalize theatre-

going via this effective instrument
of exploitation.

of

exhaustively

We're all for Al Daff's pitch for
more showmanship at the local level.
Even if, as the Universal executive
vice-president suggests, it means
less advertising

film

on a national

men have

out that there

often pointed

much

just so

is

scale.

that

can be squeezed out of the promotion dollar. Rearranging the budget
allocations of the various phases of
selling

a

picture

to

the

public

in

order to eke out the most from that

promotion buck

just plain

is

good

business for both distributor and ex-

However, merely reallocating that dollar by decreasing national selling and augmenting point of
sale promotion is hardly enough.
hibitor.

Certainly the difference saved in re-

duction, in these

Having been

distribution and

dilemmas

a long time

for

basic differences spring

Lack

concern.

2)

as

an

pictures,

in

various

their

of

of our business.

ness

maintain

the

fundamental
3)

channels,

petitive

eager-

of our lead-

ers.

P*q« 8

long
Film

time,
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more

comconditions that have been newly
a

reevaluation

of

created without precedent, and a need for
complete, new planning for the future.
First consideration
It's

many

the realization that there are

economic

either for ourselves or our group. These
attitudes apply throughout our entire in-

dustry, particularly to

home

changes to be made, that there must be a
reconsideration,

advantage,

selfish

a

in the trade,

exposed the weaknesses of overassurance. Today's changes have brought

of under-

An

many

and

from three

Lack

standing

a

a

concentrated

circuits

maintain adver-

to

departments.

tising

big

the

in

The

fact

re-

mains that the average theatreman
is not always an experienced showman. Even though he may know his
audience and what they like, he may

know how

not

apply that

to

vital

knowledge to best advantage, showmanwise. He looks to the film supplier for direction in exploiting the

product.

Combine the

talents of distribu-

tion's ad-publicity aces

with the ex-

hibitor's

insight into his audience,

augment

this

with more fieldmen to

guide the local campaigns, and you

have a showmanship parlay hard

to

beat.

of

zealously

much

announcement by Republic
and the decision of
control its own library and to

recent
to

the

TV

field

this

itself,

are

practical

new medium.

These

stem the wave of panic and

frustration so prevalent everywhere in our

their ^di-

of cooperation in matters

demands

For

is

However, exploitamost part,

field.

which can afford

ultimately

I

but subsequent changes have delevoped

to

companies

film

not to say that there

is

challenges to

"wrangler" for

establish

common

the

of

must be the fountainhead from
which showmanship ideas flow to

MGM

of today.

themselves
intra-industry mouthpiece.

of

partments

enter

pro-

could

Our

in the advertis-

publicity and exploitation de-

The

flattered the abilities of

sources: 1)

manpower

creative
ing,

of lower cost product

gestion the unprejudiced, factual presentations which your paper affords. These
well

believe, lies in the

trends represent clear thinking and could

recommend

heartily

we

key,

guarding our assets,
time already has been spent
fighting an enemy which, undoubtedly, is
here to stay.

analytical

the poor, down-trodden theatre owners,

can

The

too

coupled with the sound, unbiased adto exhibition,

indi-

showmanship leadership the distributors can supply. The outstanding

exhibition

and interesting reader comment
on the pressing problems of our indusvice

thin

area

vidually.

stead

it's

each

to

tion experts are, for the

editorials

try,

applied

dearth of promotional talent in the

compliment you on the
your publication, the ex-

I

high a.uality of
cellence

when

This

Local Level
Sh © win a it s it ip

the Editor:

Again may

would be spread pretty

scale

the theatres.

The

Trailers should be used to exploit

sug-

advertising on a national

stricting

».

We

tive public relations task.

traction.

previous

or the film studios to

real

is

competition,

the impact of
yet

the

TV.

fantastic

revenues derived from the sales of backlog product simply emphasizes the public's interest in what we have to sell. In-

There is no proof that pay-TV
would be profitable and mayhap those
business.

who

are opposing its use are adding a
handicap to theatres. Certainly we cannot continue to sell for long, profitably,
that which someone else gives free.
It

does seem that the smoke

is

slowly

clearing and the calmer viewpoint of for-

ward thinking may

lead back to a

new

confidence in our future.

We

can whip

this thing

if

we

dedicate

ourselves to the job and begin by working together.

M.

LOWENSTEIN

Majestic Theatre

"TT?Sl

Oklahoma City

THESE ARE

THE STARS

HECHT AND LANCASTER
burt

Present

T0NY CURTIS

LANCASTER

LOLLOBRIGIDA

J
II-

I

„_
with

!

If Ij
Ii
I mk

JOHN PULEO

Directed by

\

jMlT

MINOR WATSON

CAROL REED

Produced by

;

•

JAMES

Adaptation by LIAM O'BRIEN

•

HILL

WEBB
A SUSAN PRODUCTION

Screenplay by JAMES

R.
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They're hiking Abort
In the

Movie Business

DECLINING ADMISSION PRICES.
slight, in

While it is still
some cases almost imperceptible, first-run admis-

sion prices are

undergoing

a

downward

Some

revision.

theatres have adopted "Early Bird" matinees as a reduction
device, while others are
15 to 20

men

making

straight slashes of from

percent in their evening scales.

are convinced that a reduction in

Many

key theatreadmission prices is

one of the prime requisites in any drive to recapture some
of the lost audience. The public has been talking about
the high cost of

movie-going

in recent years

two

dollars for a couple tickets,

:

three or four

dollars for the baby-sitter,

park the car and, perhaps, a couple bucks for
sandwiches after the show quite expensive for Mr. and
Mrs. Average Consumer. The argument long has been
a dollar to

—

up much more than movie
admissions, but nothing eise faces the kind of "free" competition this business does. Exhibitors blame today's pricing pattern on competitive bidding, which forces them to
hike their scales in an effort to win the bids for better pictures.
But the economic realists will tell you that the
that the cost of everything

way

surest

to disaster

is

to raise prices in a declining or a

tough competitive market

movie business

is

— which

is

what the

precisely

faces.

FILM NETWORK.

men

Exhibitors and film

alike

sharp eye peeled on development of the
fourth national television network, which is being organized by National Telefilm Associates through a subare keeping a

sidiary,

NTA

Film Network. The structure

of this oper-

based on a steady flow of feature motion pictures
to living room screens.
Ely Landau, NTA president,
claims that 50 stations have already signed affiliation
agreements, and another 25-30 outlets will be in the fold
by October, when the new network is slated to begin operation

is

ations.

As outlined by Landau,

parently,

has

it's

not so in reverse, for "That Certain Feeling"

Hope but

not very

much

this

including features, short subjects and serials, in ex-

minimum of one and one-half hours of prime
time. NTA, in turn, will offer this choice time

for sale to national advertisers

will

be for 78 weeks.

on contracts, most

Landau thus describes

which
optiom

of

his

time product: "First-run super-spectaculars of a quality

TV on a continuous programThis setup will provide the first real test of

never before available to

ming

basis".

the impact of feature film libraries as theatre competition,
so

it

j

I

Reports to this department

about business on current releases in early engagements
run something like this: "The King and I", "Trapeze" and

"Moby Dick" very

hear.

"The

is

the big

cities.

The

big boxoffice surprises of recent weeks

have been furnished by the "gimmick" pictures. The public appears to be in a mood to buy off-beat entertainment,
highly susceptible to the ballyhoo on previously despised science-fiction films like "Earth Vs. Flying Saucer".
or, at least, it is

0

WALD WILL DEPART COLUMBIA.
yet not concluded a deal anywhere, Jerry

While he has

Wald

as

expected
to step out of his very lucrative contract with Columbia,
which has another two and one-half years to run. Studio

management has

told

Wald

that

it

is

will not sit

by much

three weeks.

He

can come back to Columbia to handle the
Wald is determined, we understand,

studio's top films, but

His intention, when he notified
to go elsewhere, was to set
up his own independent production unit, but that idea has
been stymied by the sudden tightening of capital for bigscale film making. Personality factors appear to preclude
Wald stepping back into his money fat pact with Columbia, so you can expect him to land with one of the other
major lots on a combination inde-company deal.

to sever his connection.

Harry Cohn that he planned

O

"THE KING AND

Everybody's talking about the
upon 20th-Fox's superb film
version of the great Rodgers and Hammerstein musical
show. In a fortnight of some rather encouraging signs of
a pickup in movie attendance and improvement in the overall product situation, the most heartening news of all was
the wonderful critical and public reception accorded "The
King and I". By a happy coincidence, this splendid movie
I".

lavish praise being heaped

was released

to theatres just as

some

of the old films re-

cently sold to television by major studios were

bears watching.

GROSSES BIG & LITTLE.
k

we

proving that a name like Alan Ladd isn't
many paying customers these days.
Disney's "Locomotive Chase" will have to look for better
returns from the small town situations; it's not much in
"Santiago"

appears to be the basic

change for a
feature film

life,

to disappointing grosses.

sufficient to attract

plan: affiliates will be given a station library of 500 to 800
films,

boxoffice

Proud and Profane" has opened

longer while he shops around, so an affirmative move by
the veteran producer is anticipated within the next two or

0
TV'S

the hinterlands, not as strong as expected in the metropolitan areas. Thereafter, the picture is not so bright. The
saying goes, "Where there's life there's hope", but, ap-

big or very close thereto;

"The Eddy

making

appearance on summer TV shows. Comparisons highly favorable to theatrical presentations of
pictures are bound to be made by those who see an old
movie on a 21-inch set and then get out to see the towering superiority of "The King and I" in marvelous Cinematheir

initial

Scope

55.
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Top-drawer story of tough-guy boxer
tainment.

Loaded with

is

great popular enterwill build on

Grosses

exploitables.

word-of-mouth.
The roughneck-to-riches story of former middleweight
champion Rocky Graziano is brought to the screen by
M-G-M with a warmth and compassion that makes it great

entertainment for

all

audiences.

Paul

Newman

is

coward bent on pushing others around. And his
dramatic evolution from bully to righteous citizen is fairly
well developed. Phyllis Kirk attractively plays the girl in
love with him. Keenan Wynn appears briefly as a gunrole of a

"Somebody Up There Likes Me"
Plus
Scaiteu Rati*?

marvel-

ous as Graziano, perfectly expressing the inarticulate fighter's struggle to find meaning in life. This rises far above
the "just another fight picture" category because director
Robert Wise has taken the time to shape his stars into

completely believable human beings. When Rocky climbs
into the rinpj the audience feels his pain and understands
his ferocious drive. While Newman dominates the film,
the supporting roles are very well played. Sensitive-faced
Fier Angeli, as the immigrant girl he marries, injects into

her portrayal a frailty and anxiety for her husband's wellbeing that fully comes to life and creates immense sympathy. Everett Sloane squeezes the human comedy out
scene as Graziano's manager. The production
reaches a high point of realism in the back-alley street
scenes in New York, and the sequences in Stillman's famous training gym. Ernest Lehman's screenplay from the

None

tentiary.

of these visits restrains his wild nature.

He

taking a crack at an
officer. This nets him a dishonorable discharge and a year
in Leavenworth. He decides to try to make his fists earn

is

drafted and goes over the

hill after

some money for him, marries Pier Angeli after an awkward courtship, works his way up to the title match with
Tony Zale. Hoodlums threaten to expose his past if he
doesn't take a dive. He cancels the bout. The fight commissioner revokes his New York State license for not re-

He

porting the attempted bribe.
title

match

in

is

bitter,

but fights the

Chicago and wins the middleweight cham-

pionship.
M-G-M.

II3

minutes.

Paul

Produced by Charles Schnee.

Newman,

Pier Angeli, Everett Sloane, Eileen Heckart.
Directed by Robert Wise.

"Johnny Concho"

ScuineM 'Rati*?

O O O

Off-beat Western drama built around Frank Sinatra. Highly
exploitable. Will draw well in general markets.
first independent production for United Artists
Frank Sinatra plays an arrogant cowboy who leans

In his
release,

on

his brother's notorious reputation as a gunslinger.

Its

exploitation values exceed the limits generally imposed on

Westerns, but director Don McGuire sometimes strives
too mightily to be off-beat and bizarre, with the result that
some scenes come off staged and stilted. But Sinatra is a
thoroughly unpredictable and intriguing character, and his
fans will flock to boxoffices to see

him

in a saddle.

They

won't be disappointed because the camera seldom strays
from his side. His small, wiry frame lends itself to the

O O O O

\&U4tHe4A TZttou}
Page 12
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O

vivid portrayal

liam Conrad as the infamous

is

turned in by Wil-

gunman who

shifts the sympathy to Sinatra and propels the story. Sinatra, as Johnny
Concho, has the run of the town without carrying a gun.
Everyone fears his brother, a deadly gunman. Conrad arrives in town, announces he has killed Sinatra's brother,
and takes over, ordering Sinatra to draw or get out. Sinatra
demands protection, but he is despised. Terrified and humiliated he departs, his girl, Phyllis Kirk, riding after him.
They decide to marry and settle elsewhere, but his
brother's reputation pursues them.
Minister Keenan
Wynn convinces Sinatra to return. He does and incites the
townspeople against Conrad. Sinatra is wounded, but the
townsmen mow down Conrad. Now a hero, Sinatra is
asked to remain.
UA. IA Kent Productioon
84 minutes. Frank Sinatra, Keenan Wynn, Phyllis
William Conrad. Producd by Frank Sinatra. Directed by Don McGuire.
1

"The

of every

popular book moves the action swiftly across the badbreaks story of Graziano's life. Perry Como opens the
show with the title song. The story takes Paul Newman
from a slum neighborhood, to a reform school, to the peni-

A

carrying minister.

Kirk,

.

Great

Locomotive

Sututet* IZctiiHQ

O Q

Chase"
Plus

Mildly exciting chase adventure will do best with juvenile

Walt Disney name
town situations.

trade.

will

boost b.o. prospects.

Best

for small

The

latest

market.

The

Disney release

will find a rather restricted

juvenile trade and, perhaps, male adventure

enthusiasts will get a kick out of this authentic Civil
incident colorfully written and produced by

War

Lawrence Ed-

ward Watkin. The title aptly describes the film, which
plumbs no great depths of character development and is
devoid of love interest. It simply unfolds a tale of locomotive filching with juvenile delight and the accent entirely on the chase, in spite of the seriousness of the issue (the
cutting of Rebel supply lines) and the final hanging of the
Union heroes. Fess Parker and Jeffrey Hunter head a
practically all-male cast, tackling their roles with great
verve under the action-minded direction of Francis D.
Lyon. Examples of fair play, sportsmanship and manly
courage abound for the benefit of the younger audiences,
whether they be of North or South. Authenticity of detail
adds to the flavor of the Civil War period, while the
sunny Georgia landscape is captured in all its first-ofmorning freshness by the CinemaScope-Technicolor
cameras. One major drawback is that the great locomotive
chase ends before the film is quite over, making the last 15
minutes seem quite slow by comparison. Fess Parker is a
Union spy who leads a band of men into Southern territory to steal a train and blow up railroad bridges carrying
Rebel supplies. They get their train, but are chased and
finally caught through the courage and determination of
its loyal Confederate conductor, Jeffrey Hunter. In prison,
awaiting hanging, they find a way to make a break for
freedom.

Some escape, but the others, including Parker,
The entire band are awarded the first Con-

are hanged.

gressional Medals of Honor.
Disney-Buena

Vista.

85

minutes.

Fess

Parker,

Jeffrey

Hunter.

Directed

Francis D. Lyon.

O

GOOD

O O

AVERAGE

Q

POOR

by

"Moby Dick"

OOG

SW««44 "R*u*?

Engrossing sea adventure expertly produced.

Plus
Excellent mar-

quee and exploitation values. Big grosser.

—

i

—

young seaman who

carries the thread of the
performance. Leo Genn is highly
effective as first-mate Starbuck, the symbol of reason, and
Orson Welles as Father Mapple, preaches a forceful ser-

Ishmael, the

story, turns in a superior

mon on

Jonah. Another surprise is the remarkable performance of newcomer Friedrich Ledebur who creates the
role of the tattooed cannibal, Quequeg.
Bulk of the
praise, though, must go to producer-director John Huston.
His production considering the task is virtually unsur-

—

—

passed.

He had

Mass., as

made

at

to recreate the village of

existed a century ago

it

Youghal, Eire.)

He

New

had to build a

weighing 30 tons, that could spout water. All this
two dedicated years. The carefully wrought Ray
Bradbury screen adaptation culls the essence of Mellville's message, masterfully retaining the Puritan accent
and whalers' slang. Enveloping its emotional punch is a
musical score that is never without a sombre sweep and
roll that fits the tempo of the heaving ocean. The Technicolor print involves a new process fusing a blank and
white and color negative to tone down the primary colors
and achieving an antique effect. "Moby Dick" is basically
an allegory. Peck, as Ahab, is the scarred skipper of the
"Pequod". His ivory-stump leg is a grim reminder of his
bout with the elusive albino whale. After the ship sets sail
for a three-year whaling cruise, the crew learns Ahab's one
object to destroy the white whale. Neither storm nor
calm keeps Peck from his pursuit. He even forgoes harpooning other whales for fear of losing time. Another ship
Lis sighted and its captain (Francis De Wolff) pleads for
help in search for his son lost during a battle with Moby
Dick. At the sound of the whale's name Peck is again
enflamed and the ship rushes away after the whale. A
furious bout with Moby Dick ensues. The whale destroys
Peck, the ship and the entire crew save Basehart, who surI

!

:

tell

Bros.

the tale.

IA

l| Richard Basehart,
l| John Huston.

Moulin
Friedrich

Production!.

Ledebur,

116

the heels

minutes.

Orson Welles.

Gregory Peck. Leo Genn,
Produced and directed by

of

the

satellite,

Government's announcement to
comes this English-made entry

that doesn't strain or insult the imagination.

The

screen-

uniquely constructed to dramatize the fact that we
are at a point of no return. A new, super A-Bomb is detonated in the stratosphere to show the world that man can
willfully destroy the earth. A clever blend of fact and
play

is

science-fiction,

it

mostly

will appeal

to action

and adven-

ture fans, and could serve adequately as a dualler in the
general market. The subject begs for exploitation. Pro-

ducers

Edward and Harry Danziger might have done

better by excluding a

romance between Kieron Moore, the

space ship's pilot, and newshen Lois Maxwell. Some striking effects are achieved in CinemaScope and WarnerColor

by camerman Denys Coop. Paul Dickson has directed at
an even pace and succeeds in taking his audience along on
the trip. A rocket ship carrying five men and Miss Maxwell, who stowaways aboard, is shot into the stratosphere
to revolve in its own orbit. Once beyond the force of gravity it will detonate the bomb. The bomb fails to operate
and attaches itself to the rocket ship. Its fuse is pre-set
and the explosion cannot be stopped. Two crewmen give
up their lives to detach the bomb, while the rocket glides
safely back to earth.
Warner Bros 85 minutes. Kieron Moore,
by Edward & Harry Danziger. Directed by

Maxwell, Donald Wolfit.

Lois

Produced

Paul Dickson.

"Crowded Paradise"
Su4t*ed4 IRttftKf

full-scale, sea-

required

vives to

On

launch an earth

Bedford,

long,

Warner

Should serve as good dualler in action
market. Exploitable via recent satellite-launching headlines.

(Location shots were

worthy, three masted sailing vessel for his "Pequod". He
had to build an electrically driven white whale, 90 feet

II

Imaginative British-made stratosphere yarn mixes satellites

and super-bombs.

whaling probably the
Herman
novel
written
ever
greatest American
is brought to the
screen by producer John Huston is an intensely rousing
sea adventure, without loss of its noble theme or inherent
symbolism. The story of robust 19th Century whalers who
hunt the mighty fish in pot-bellied sailing craft emerges
with an impelling excitement and drama that will open
boxoffice possibilities to include little boys who sail paper
boats in lakes and scholarly "eggheads" who won't be
talked down to. The drama can be enjoyed on these levels
because every man is a boy at heart, and every boy has a
sense of intellect. With Gregory Peck at the helm, the
film's marquee power is assured, and the world-wide exploitation program unleashed by Warner Bros., should
broaden its appeal to guarantee a surge in revenue. As
Ahab, the possessed sea captain in search of Moby Dick,
Peck is competent, but not as thoroughly believable as
some of the subordinate characters. Richard Basehart, as
Melville's mystic tale of

Sky"

the

in

"Satellite

O

Plus

Thin story of Puerto Ricans and prejudice
Fair for art houses.

Meager appeal

New

in

York.

for general audiences.

An attempt to tell the story of New York City's Puerto
Rican situation, and the problem of Spanish-Americans
who

for a better way of life,
The independent production by
Ben Gradus was filmed on location in New York and San
Juan, but the fusing of the two segments is uneven. Almost all the technical aspects are below standard. The di-

leave their

misses

its

crowded paradise

goal by miles.

by Fred Pressburger is flat and unimaginative.
Cronyn, cast as a psychotic janitor who is rough on
immigrants, is limited by a shallow story that pecks
around the problem and never pinpoints its basic drama.
Nancy Kelly, as his blind wife, is also competent, although
she, too, has little with which to work. The story concerns Juan (Mario Alcalde) a handsome Puerto Rican determined to immigrate to New York and marry Felicia
(Enid Rudd). The girl's prosperous father (Frank Silvera)
objects to the marriage because it will take years for Juan
to acclimate and earn a decent living. Cronyn hates all
foreigners, but is attracted to Miss Rudd. Angry and
jealous, Cronyn plots to get Juan in trouble by urging him
to sell his birth certificate. The couple are finally married
rection

Hume

and the defeated Cronyn arrives at the wedding with a
hand grenade. He pulls the cap but it is a dud. As he is
carted off by detectives, the wedding party resumes.
Tudor
Rudd.

Pictures.

93

minutes.

Hume

Produced by Ben Gradus.

Cronyn, Nancy Kelly, Frank
Directed by Fred Pressburger.
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BEN MARCUS

HEADLINERS

THEY

.

.

O. SELZNICK will release his
production of Ernest Hemingway's "A
Farewell to Arms" through 20th CenCinemaScope-DeLuxe
The
tury-Fox.
color film will start filming early next
year with Jennifer Jones in the lead.

DAVID

MADE THE NEWS

WILLIAM
20th-Fox
pany's

meet

The
Wisconsin made
today".

tre

check the "sickening

which faces every

thea-

president of Allied of
his statement following

the unit's recently-concluded annual convention which passed a resolution calling

son of

JR.,

the conclave. The "life and death
struggle" for theatre existence obligates

appointed manager of comLouis exchange, succeeding

v.p.,

St.

in a parley to

boxoffice problem

for

GEHRING

C.

pledged that he will join

other industry leaders in urging heads of
production, distribution and exhibition to

segments of the motion picture indusone huge cooperative

"all

try to join forces in

"A

effort", the resolution stated.

basis of

and understanding must prevail between the exhibitors, distributors and pro-

trust

Marcus suggested

ducers".

that arbitra-

tion of film rentals could be

done away

with, and a system for arbitration of sales

Paramount's
II

ellner.

world-wide

left,

l>rei>ared

shown one

is

the "Salute

for

chief George
of the standees
George W eltner

sales
to

embark July I. by Hugh
and Sidney Deneuu.

Sales Drive", set to

Owen.

left,

GORDON F. HALLORAN,
RAYMOND BELL,

.

.

.

N.Y. Chapter, Public
of

resigned

Columbia

J.

public relations topper,

America

.

.

now president of
Relations Society

BERNARD LEWIS

.

each

policies

in

stituted.

He

also

exchange

center

recommended

sub-

a planned

research program to find out what cus-

tomers want and how exhibitors and distributors can go about giving it to them.
Industryites viewed the Marcus statement
and the Wisconsin Resolution as evidence
of a

new

"soft" attitude

on current industry

by Allied leaders

issues.

named

advertising-publicity director of
International Pictures by president ED-

WARD KINGSLEY
REISS
DAFF

ALFRED

E.

DAFF

MARILYN

.

ABRAMS
New York

branch manager

licity

blasted the lack of

.

.

handle national fan mag pubBuena Vista
LEO
rejoins National Screen as

will
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

LOYD

showmanship on the "local level", asserting that "we should get back to the basic
fundamentals
that

of

showmanship,

The Universal

pictures".

many

to

sell

executive noted

national merchandising cam-

paigns are spread too thin and impact on
the public is generally lost. Citing the ad-

axiom that all business is local,
Daff declared that U-I "hasn't forgotten
the small towns any more than we have
vertising

ignored the large cities". He noted that
Universal will make 34 features this year,
an increase of four over 1955. "We are
not blind to che business drop-off, but

we believe that pictures and showmanship can alleviate the condition," he said.

Herman King, one of the King Brothers who
made "The Brave One", discusses the CinemaScope-Technicolor
interview in

production

\ew York

at

a

press

recently.

FRANKLIN, ELMO COURTNEY,

of

New

Mexico, new heads of N. M.
Theatre Assn.
Clovis,

*

#

"

0

Off to view a private screening of Paramount's "War and Peace" in London:

BARNEY BALABAN, sales
GEORGE WELTNER, advertising
v.p. JEROME PICKMAN, ad manager
SID BLUMENSTOCK
Allied Artists
president

COCKTAILS TO 'DUCHIN'

head

0
DANIEL

.

O'SHEA

.

.

gave further evidence of RKO's fresh and versatile approach to film-making with the signing
of Galahad Productions, Inc., to produce
T.

honor of Kim

.\ovak.
In top photos. Miss
chats with Columbia vice-president Jack
Cohn. left, and Music Hall director Russell
Downing. Beloic. film's director George Sidney talks things over with Columbia executives A. Montague. Paul Lazarus.

Xovak

four pictures a year utilizing acting talent

and production facilities located entirely
within Manhattan. Galahad is headed by
Himan Brown, TV and radio producer
and president of the recently-completed
Production Center, Inc., fully-equipped
motion picture sound stages in Manhat-

"We see New York as providing a
unique opportunity for developing young
talent, as well as an outstanding source
tan.

RKO

top-quality stars," the
president said, adding that his

of

Radio

company

B. DeMille. producer-director of Paramount's "The Ten Commandments" signs the
first contract for the Biblical drama's exhibition, set for the Stunley-fT arner Theatre in
Beverly Hills in \ oi ember. Looking on. from
left: Stunley-lt'arner Pacific Coast zone manager Pat R. Nataro; Paramount's A. R. Taylor; S-Ws Ralph Carmichael. Paramount's H.

Cecil

Neal East.

is

"particularly concerned with the limitless

pool of young talented people" available

New

York. First RKO-Galahad production, "Brave Tomorrow", was slated
to start July 9. The deal Galahad has is
in

for a three year period.

Brown

will serve
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advertising

manager

MARTIN

'PERSUASION'

DAVIS

back in New York after a week
of West Coast meetings
Universal's
eastern ad manager JEFF LIVINGSTON in Europe for a month: business
and pleasure
United Artists west
.

.

coast

ROTH

as executive producer.

Opening of "The Eddy Duchin Story" at the
Radio City Music Hall was the occasion for a
cocktail party, hosted by the Music Hall, in

.

publicity

.

.

.

coordinator

LEON

vacationing in Europe with Mrs.

CONFAB

Wyler. left, producer-director of Allied Artists "Friendly Persuasion", sits in on
a recent sales and advertising meeting to plan

William

II ith
the film's campaign.
Ritchey. center, president of

and

AA

vice president

him

AA

arc Norton
International

Edward More).

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

WARNER

JACK

L.

WARNER

KALMENSON

& BENJAMIN

tive vice president, respectively, of

KALMENSON

will become president and execuPictures under the terms of a new

Warner Brothers

agreement made with the group buying control of the company. Warner was vice president in charge of production, and Kalmenson a vice president of the old Warner company. The change in status of the two officials, plus the necessity for re-negotiating the
agreement between the Warner

original

ERIC JOHNSTON, who

returned recently from a trip to Europe, will report
to the Motion Picture Association board

BLANK

of directors July 16

MYRON BLANK

announced that the
Theatre Owners of America has scheduled a July 30-31 conference in Chicago
of its top exhibitors to discuss ways and
means of improving the boxoffice. The
ideas thus exchanged will be passed onto

TOA's

other theatremen attending
International

Convention

York

Coliseum,

Reade,

Jr.,

Sept.

the

at

1956

New

Walter

20-25.

named executive chairman

the Chicago meeting, declared,

"We

of

be-

momentous occasion in the
The proposals
exhibition".

lieve this is a

history
sifted

of
at

the

pre-convention

confab,

he

be prepared and compiled and
will be presented to the exhibitors attending the convention in September. It will
be the exhibitors' guarantee of taking
said, "will

home new methods

improving their
services to their communities and of revivifying their boxoffices". The Chicago
conference will not include any members

How-

ever, he released the text of a telegram

sent to presidents of all distribution

com-

Simon H. Fabian

industry representatives: "I can't think of
anything worse for us in the film industry than to shake our heads, sit back on
our haunches, wring our hands and say
'there's
nothing I can do about it.'

Whether

Germany, America or elsewhere there's no quicker, more sure-fire
in

recipe for failure.

we

I

refuse to believe that

are so bereft of ideas and so lacking in

we

faith that

can't

make

substantial con-

tributions to improving things."

0
FABIAN

reported that the
SIMON H.
Audience Collection campaign for the
Will Rogers Hospital is well on its way
to its goal of 5000 theatres and $500,000
"While the circuits are
in collections.

very

much

in

evidence

to in-

represented,"

spirit

said.

stated that the

entire convention will be devoted to "con-

and positive ideas for the reBlank
showmanship".
vivification
of
asked the film companies to make availstructive

able for the convention short reels with

cuts of their 1956-7 product.

"It

is

most

"It

across

Warner

brothers,

that

theatre

the

Hospital and are serious in their efforts
Walter
it their fullest support".
Reade, Skouras and Kerasotes theatres

were added

gram stated. "We know of no more effective way than showing them your array
cf product that will be available for them

ate have

to

the

circuits.

growing

Some

95

list

of

percent

coof

the theatres that have pledged to cooper-

promised

lections for a

to

minimum

conduct their colof a split-week, or

two weekends, Fabian reported. The hospital is located at

Saranac Lake, N. Y.

deal.

president of the Stan-

is

Paramount conwhich forced the separation
of movie-making from theatre-owning.
(Recently, the Department of Justice has
been under fire from Allied States Assoflying in the face of the

sent decree

ciation

not enforcing the provisions

for

As things stand now, the
headed by Semenenko, will acquire approximately 800,000 shares of
Warner stock from brothers Albert and
Harry Warner. Jack L. will retain his
own company shares and will pick up an
added 200,000 of the 800,000 involved in
the sale. Semenenko, senior vice-president
of the decree.)

investors,

First National Bank of Boston,
purchase some of the shares for his
account and will be on the board of

the

will

own

of

group

paying $27.50

is

Warner

the

movie company.

directors

The

a

share for the

O
SKOURAS

concluded the

stock.

SPYROS

P.

whereby 20th Century-Fox acquired
the Schlesinger Entertainment company's
144 South African theatres for approxideal

mately

$28

nounced

its

million.

The company

an-

intention of building eleven

large drive-in theatres in South Africa.

o

to give

operating

communities."

quite apparent

chairman

country are fully
aware of the importance of the work accomplished at their own Will Rogers
operators

important that exhibitors take home a
fresh outlook for the future," the tele-

to present to their

is

campaign

the

original

of the

ley-Warner theatres and would have been

in this year's drive,

September convention "in an effort
ject an optimistic and enthusiastic

the

in

member

group of investors who consummated the deal with the

of

the independents are also very strongly

The wire

inclusion

Fabian, a

panies soliciting their cooperation at the

into exhibition".

the

at

tic

motion picture conditions. The board
meeting to discuss participation in
COMPO, the sponsoring of "Oscar" telecasts, and to hear progress reports from
various committees. While in Berlin, the
Motion Picture Export Assn. president
told a meeting of German and U.S. film

Department's balkof theatreowner

result of the Justice

ing

is

of

of distribution, according to Blank.

on world and domes-

Brothers and the group headed by Boston banker Serge Semenenko were the

E. D.

MARTIN, TOA

board chairman,
three-months tour of
Europe with a glowing report on movie
business abroad, and to express the
opinion that foreign pictures cannot mean
much in our market unless they employ
American stars and themes slanted to
returned

from

American

tastes.
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FORUm

6XHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

Beware of

WB

ations in bookings of different pictures

Oldies!

Allied ITO of Iowa, Neb,

S.

The Board warned exhibitors to beware
of Dominant Pictures which will re-release
with very short clearances over

to theatres,

TV, two

recently sold to

mended

Warners

series of the old

TV.

It is

exhibitors do not

pictures

strongly recom-

buy and play these

they feel they must, then not
without ample clearance over TV showing
suggest a
written into the contracts.
pictures, or

if

We

—

Our comment better
leave these alone or risk losing more patrons
when thev learn they can see them free on
TV at home a few months later.

minimum

of 5 years!

Former Friendly Company
ITO of Ohio

Although

one

of

our

members

the

in

northern part of the state bought "I'll Cry
Tomorrow" at his regular flat rental, this
seems to be the exception rather than the
rule. We have had reports lately that it is a
firm 50% with no "look" and no adjustment
the gross fails to meet expectations.

if

MGM's

manager, that his company has always had wonderful relations
with its customers and he said it to a committee of the United States Senate, too he
has now told at least one exhibitor that the
company's reputation will rest upon its past
performances but that there will be no adjustments on "I'll Cry Tomorrow" and
"Guys and Dolls".
sales

—

A

—

further warning against another tactic

should be included here. Some exhibitors
say that they will just not pay and wait until

Metro agrees to some adjustment. But this
might well result in a COD on your next
Metro picture, so unless you cover yourself
with an alternate booking to coincide with
each Metro picture following "I'll Cry Tomorrow", you'll find yourself with a heavy
COD to pick up or a blank screen.

"Guys

and

Dolls"

is

being

sold

at

come within 40
apple trees of proving the point
made by the distributors. Exhibitors want
and try to play the best pictures available
to

50% also. There are no adjustments.
However, "Guys and Dolls" is not doing
well in small towns and subsequent runs.
The picture is now six months old and is
forgotten. All the publicity and exploitation
that the picture got six months ago is dissipated. The public cares nothing about it
now and it is not doing business. "Guys and
Dolls" is also being sold at 40% for subruns but still with no look. The same deal
is reported for "I'll Cry Tomorrow" with
one third run deal reported at 35% still with
look.

figures cited do not

of

Excerpt from
Allied

Picture Shortage
Reply Statement by A.

States Ass'n to

F.

Myers,

Senate Small Bus. Com.

While the distributors could not deny the
vast shrinkage in the

number

of pictures re-

country, they claimed there
was an adequate supply and cited the vari-

leased
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the

The

make

studios sometimes

There

no more obligation

one case
than in the other for the retailer to relieve
the manufacturer of the consequences of his
is

Salesmen

Now

same number

theatres ran the

all

if

and ran each picture for
tha same length of time and the film companies strictly limited their output to meet
the needs of the theatres and no more, each
picture would play the same number of theatres as every other. But such a state of facts
days

in the year

utterly inconceivable.

is

How

then are these variations
accounted for?
there are

First,

now about

in

bookings

then
them

Buying Combines

ITO of Ohio

The general counsel for the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen, which is the salesmen's union, has written to Senator Humphrey of the Senate Small Business Committee complaining that the buying and
booking combines are the cause of much of
the controversy between exhibition and distribution.

There are two things to remember about
First, Mr. Bartell represents an organization of employees of the distributors.
this.

Second,

it is

who

the distributors themselves

are responsible for the existence of buying

4400 drive-in

theatres in the United States and while

some

South are open all year, most
from three to five months a
year during which time unplayed pictures
accumulate and they are enabled to pick and
choose among them.
of

&

in the

mistakes.

of

Playhouse on 15th Street.

little

mistakes,

horrible ones, just as the dress designers do.

in the

close

combines, because their habit is to send a
salesman to an exhibitor, offering him a picture at top terms and when he is refused
the

deal,

letting

the

exhibitor

wait

inter-

The buying and booking combine,

minably.

on the other hand,

ment when the

aware

is

price

mo-

at the first

comes down

to

a

Again, the film companies piece out their
meager programs with reissues of old pic-

reasonable level and
tage of it.

were successful when first reand exhibitors sometimes reach the
point where it seems safer to book in a re-

Those independent exhibitors who do
own buying and booking have to be

their

stantly on the alert,

trips

tures

that

leased,

issue than to play a

proven
This

to
is

new

picture that

has

to Cincinnati or Cleveland,

would lead the

distribution.

It

practically

is

and have plenty

Resolution
Allied of Wisconsin

WHEREAS

all

velvet.

the motion picture theatres

engaged in a
existence and
are

some

pictures are so bad, or such

misfits, that the film companies cannot in
good conscience expect anyone to play them.
It would be like Brocks Brothers trying tc
market zoot suits. Sometimes these pictures

find an outlet in the so-called "art" houses,
of

con-

The Senate Committee, we hope, will take
cognizance of the source from which this
complaint comes and will therefore ignore it.

to the film companies,

hive been liquidated on the companies' books
and the only costs incident of their revival
are the selling cost, print cost and cost of

Finally,

making frequent

no hardship

to believe. The re-issued picmade money when they were new, they

physical

able to take advan-

of time to devote to the task.

Subcommittee
tures

is

be boxoffice poison.

as the distributor witnesses

which there are comparatively few

United States.

A

case in point

in the

WHEREAS
come
today,

ments

for

order to successfully overfacing our theatres

becomes the obligation

of all seg-

motion picture industry to join
one huge cooperative effort and

of the

forces in

WHEREAS

Metro's

is

and death struggle

many problems

the
it

in

life

in

order to achieve such co-

"The Glass Slipper" which Mr. Reagan complained was passed up by more than half of

operation, a basis of trust and understanding

the exhibitors.

tributors and producers

This was a flesh and blood version of
Cinderella featuring a French actress who
went to great lengths to make herself as un-

SOLVED

must

prevail

between the exhibitors,

NOW THEREFORE

BE

IT

dis-

RE-

that we, the Allied Independent

even to having a dirty face. It was much
too grown up for children and too boring

Theatre Owners of Wisconsin in convention
Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin, on June 13,
1956, do hereby urge the heads of production
and distribution to enter into round table

for adults.
The big first-run theatres apparently would not touch it. For example,

ers

attractive

The

grated company, although Loew's theatres
no longer have pre-emptive rights to Metro
pictures. Nevertheless, the good Metro pictures usually play in one of those theatres.
But not "The Glass Slipper". It opened in

them, and nobody can blame them for

that.

a

straight

no

The

rows

of

Despite the pious claims of Charles Reagan,

in

support of their claim.

D.

as

possible

Loew's has three

most

of

the

picture,

first-run theatres in

Wash-

ington, the de luxe Capitol and Palace and

the so-so Columbia.

Due

Division's indulgence,

Loew's

to

the Antitrust
is still

an inte-

at

discussions with the nation's exhibitor lead-

and conscientiously lay the ground work
mutual understanding and trust so

for such

that the best interests of the exhibitors of

the nation as well as the distributors will

be served.

MERCHANDISING
EXPLOITATION

*

DEPARTMENT

Creepingly designed to scare up attenfor UA's "The Black Sleep", this float
haunted Flatbush residents to spotlight the engagement at Loew's Metropolitan in Brooklyn.
Designed by Ernie Emerling's promotion staff,
big bally used the life-sized wax figures of the
stars, made up by UA for use around the country, plus a coffin and a very live model (right).
tion

And

'King

I'

Roxy Debut

'Somebody Up There' Splashes

Climaxes Sparkling Advance

Airwaves with

Rodgers and Oscar Hammercrowd-funged Roxy Theaon the night of June 28, more than 450

Just as Dick

stein entered the
tre

radio

TV

and

stations

across

View of crowd at "King and

I"

the

nation

premiere.

"The King and I" in a
great salute to the famed songwriters and
their 20th Century-Fox picture which was
about to debut in New York and Los
Angeles.
This was one of a memorable
played music from

[series

super-drumbeating

of

events

staged

by Charles Einfeld's showmanship crew of
20th-Fox.

It

was capped by

a celebrity-laden

world premiere for the benefit of the
Police Athletic League, recipient of $30,000
benefit

from the

Roxy

gate receipts of the 20th-Fox

Top names from every newsworthy

Blessed with a title that lends itself admirably to a talk-it-up campaign, MGM's
"Somebody Up There Likes Me" world premiere in San Francisco last week put the
finger on the piquant monicker with a series
of events that will undoubtedly be duplicated throughout the country.

Radio and TV played a featured role in
the advance promotion, abetted by newspaper and outdoor bailies. An idea of the
concentrated air promotion planned is indicated by Metro's ad on the radio pages of
75 major newspapers with the message: "Ask
your favorite disc jockey to play Perry
Como's record of 'Somebody Up There Likes

With 'Frisco's commentators and d.j.'s
working on the female, youth and sports
fans,

a

balloon

giant

painted with

copy was flown from the roof
field

Theatre,

site of the

picture

of the

War-

debut; special cards

plugged it on 235 busses; featured
had a four-page teaser booklet distributed, resulting in thousands of phone
calls to a number on which star Paul Newstreet

stunt

replied via tape recorder.

post-premiere buildups,
vith highlight footage stashed away for feauring on CBS-TVs "The 20th Century-Fox
-lour".

One

future.

for the

the steadily increasing attendance figures

is

warm weather weeks; the other,
made by the COMPO Editor & Pub-

the past few

in

the impact

ad which simply

lisher

listed,

most

for the

part,

forthcoming summer product.

attendance

the

In

story,

Sindlinger

statis-

saw the boxoffice figures for the week
ended June 30 reach a happy 55,000,000, highest

a year, after a

in

steady climb from 43,500,-

000 since June 9. Much of this rise can be attributed to a renewed summer splurge of showmanship.

Both the film companies and the exare

hibitors

apparently

beginning

to

take

ad-

vantage of television's hot weather demagnetism
to strike with hot pictures and equally hot showmanship.

pants;

ABC-TV cameras in a
between 8:30 and 9 P.M. in front
:f the Roxy. Highlights from both the N.Y.
ind L.A. (at Grauman's Chinese) premieres
vere beamed around the globe by the Voice
)f America and Armed
Forces Radio service, and domestically by some 234 TV and
adio stations in a 3-way hook-up. Camera
rews from Dave Garroway's NBC-TV
Today", mike set-up from NBC-radio's

trade news stories bear special interest

showmen, both currently and

to

with

field

The airwaves are burning with movie

magazines

and

unprecedented

on the road,

And

live telecast

swelled

E-DAY
Two

blurbs and plugs to corral the swelling car occu-

paraded before the

Monitor",

Viewpoint

ticians

Me'."

man

CinemaScope 55 musicalulu.

Title Ballyhoo

brighter.

seems, than are

it

future,

the

newspapers are loaded
copy; more stars are

film

if

in

anything,

the heavens.

looks

even

The top pictures of the year are being

groomed for release during July and August.
Newspaper feature writers have picked up the
COMPO ad list of two summer releases from
each company and are passing it along to millions of readers with awe and respect for their
glowing potential.
20th-Fox v.p. Charles Einfeld (right) greets Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas M.
Schenck, while Mayor Wagner accepts $30,000
check for Police Athletic League from premiere
committee chairman Jack Strauss, R. H. Macy
Board Chairman.
In the

group at

[More

left,

SHOWMEN

on Page

This

is

it,

Mr.

ness, with the

Showman

— E-Day

for your busi-

big E for Exploitation.

You have

— and

you

have the public where you can get at 'em!

The

the

product, you have the

know-how

rewards of E-Day are yours for the doing.
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'

Luscious Diana Dors Arrives,

New York
(Continued from Page 17)

Press Embraces Her

Bosomy, luscious Diana Dors came and
New York press. The English
boxoffice sensation, who will make her
Hollywood debut opposite lonesome George
conquered the

Gobel

in

RKO's

"I

Married

A Woman",

hosted the press at a reception in the Sherry
Netherland covered by 500 fourth-estaters
from every communications media. It must
have been a swell party judging by the story
coverage given to the highly publicized
blond-beauty.

RKO's

made

sure that her ar-

a bust.

Numbered among

publicists

would not be

rival

"breaks" the British armful garnered
photos on the front pages of the WorldTelegram and Sun and the Post; photos in
practically every other metropolitan newspaper; the Journal-American carried her
photo in the picture section and a story in
the news section; a page-wide break in the
Daily News; two photos and a story in the
Mirror; ample space in the staid Herald
Tribune and the Times; stories on every
wire service AP, UP and INS, plus complete coverage on all New York TV and
the

20th Century-Fox has come up with a new twist for street ballyhoo in New York
The gimmick an oriental seat chair. Permission to transport a palanquin
(the chair) in the Times Square area plugging "The King and I" was granted by
N. Y. C. License Bureau. The license inspector in the picture seems a bit puzzled,
but only to go along with the stunt for pictures, which made all the press and
wire services as a neat bit of showmanship.

—

City.

THREE PROMOTION STUNTS BY D.C.

radio stations.

SHOWMAN

DRAWS HEAVY ATTENTION TO 'AUTUMN
Three clever promotional stunts plugging
"Autumn Leaves", by Vincent Iorio, manager of the Trans-Lux Theatre, Washington, D. C, gave the Joan Crawford starrer
a

fine

start

in

its

capital

Here was
showman's three-pronged
engagement.

Number
worked

1.

He

pre-release

city

Washington

the

developed a contest that

perfectly with the film's

title.

Con-

Autumn week-end tour as a conhe tied-in with a local bus company and nearby mountain resorts in return

LEAVES'

TV

50 key newspaper, radio and
people in the Washington area, featuring of
course, an "Autumn Leaves" theme. To get
the campaign rolling, Iorio mailed out

more than

leaves to the broadcasters in a plain
envelope. The following week he sent them

autumn
a

pitch:

—

message asking

if

they received anything

"different" in their mail.
told

them

may

to hold

on to

be valuable.

The message

also

because the maFollow up literature
it

ceiving an

terial

test prize,

emphasized the "different" aspects of the
film, and also offered a prize for the greatest

for

number

of

handbills

theatre.

One

plugging the bus firm and the resorts on
and posters. Viewers of a local
TV station were asked to send in lists of
movie titles which included seasons of the
year. Tie decisions were decided via a statement by contestants on why Cliff Robertson
would develop into a big star.

Number

2.

A

contest

was

also

held for

original

TV

leaves returned to

announcer won the

the

prize,

gave stunt and picture a big play.

Number
cers of

3.

Letters were sent to the offiin the Wash-

women's organizations

ington area to attend a special screening of
the film. The letters emphasized that the
recipients were community "opinion makers".

Partners Play Swan-Song
At 'Partners' Governor Preview
The pardners who

RKO's four traveling

pardners no more

Dean Martin and
Paramount comedy

Atlantic City on June 25.

Jerry Lewis, stars of the

hosted their newest film at an audience preview for the governors of the 48 states at
the

Annual Governors Convention

The preview

at

the

Warner

aged by Al Morgan, proved

in

A. C.

theatre,

man-

to

be a slap-

happy event

for vacationists and residents
Martin and Lewis greeted the arriving
governors in front of the jam-packed theaThe event was
tre with plenty of gags.
covered by national mags, newspaper and
wire services. The photos of the comedy
team with each individual governor were
wired to papers throughout the country, a

alike.

pretty sure-fire

4

ain't

did a bang-up job plugging "Pardners" in

way

to crash the local press.

star-

who are

touring the counFirst
publicize "The
to
try
Traveling Saleslady", made one
of their many stops on their
transcontinental tour at CinHere they are
cinnati, Ohio.
pictured with Joe Alexander,
lets,

manager for RKO Theatres in Cincinnati at the Albee
Theatre. Left to right: Gloria
city

Marlowe, Alexand
Richard
Peggy Creel. "TFTS" is the
first film to be made by the
new RKO management. The
Kristy,

ander,

Kathy

Dawn

CinemaScope

comedy

stars

Ginger Rogers and was produced and directed by Arthur
Lubin.

f

„

VICTOR JAN[T

JtW matumVigh

4fe Publicist Paul Levi, who set the "Air France
'Safari' Contest" in the Boston Post, received

additional exploitation helps in the form of window displays to push the contest when the Columbia picture opened at the Pilgrim Theatre in
the Hub City. One window was in local AiFrance ticket office, the other in the Boston

Post building.
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Now See

your favorite

TV STARS

COLOR

IN

on the biggest screen

town!

in

PILLOT

Pillot

BARRY NELSON

Named Magazine

DAVID BRIAN

Star of

"My

JAMES ARNESS

Famous aa

.

Favorite

Husband"

'•Mr. Olatrtct

Marahal

Attorney

"Ounsn

Contact at 20th Century-Fox
Leo Pillot has been appointed national
magazine contact for 20th Century-Fox, in
addition

and
five

to

his

present

duties

special

as

manager handling promotional

events

national

syndicates.

He

tie-ups

joined

20th

years ago, working on special exploita-

campaigns on "David and Bathsheba",
"A Millionaire for Christy" and other films.
ticnal

Prior to his association with 20th Century-

Fox,

he

was

personal

manager

for

Sid

Following his discharge from the
Air Force in 1945, Pillot was special events
manager for Columbia Pictures. He has
also been associated with
and UA.
Caeser.

RKO

-•JV Warner Brothers' "The Animal World"
garners attention plus as Irwin Allen, writerproducer-director continues on his 28 day, 12city tour.
Top: Viewmaster display attracts attention in outer lobby of Paramount Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga. Bottom: Allen shows dinosaur to
Joe Alexander, City Manager of RKO Theatres
in Cincinnati, Ohio.

b,

DfvCRY

MAN

Ffiff

and

PfOdiKfd jnd 0.(«!*<J b r

STfPWN LONCSWC
ARTHUR IUBIN

COMING TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE SOON
RKO CARRIES FIGHT TO TELEVISION
BY PLACING ADS
a good offense." RKO

"The

best defense is
carrying the fight into the lion's den in a
way many have talked about but few have
ever put into practice. Grabbing the cathode
is

by

RKO

full-page

has created a special
advertisement
"The First
for

Traveling

Saleslady"

lion

vision

TV

its

tail,

for insertion

fan magazines.

The ads

in

sell

to

tele-

the

fans the advantages of movies on a the-

atre screen over films seen

on

a postage-size

The ad features three top
Barry Nelson (My Favorite

screen sans color.

TV

male

stars,

Navy Booms 'Away

All Boats'

TV FAN MAGAZINES

IN

Husband), David Brian (Mr. District Attorney) and James Arness (Gunsmoke). The
three actors featured in the ad serve as leading

men

to

Ginger Rogers,

the Arthur Lubin comedy.

who

is

starred in

Five Television

magazines will carry the special ads: TV and
Radio Mirror, TV Star Parade, TV People
and Pictures, TV Best and TV Fan. "The
First Traveling Saleslady" is the first important feature produced by the recently re-

activated

RKO

studios.

NSS Summer Promotions
National Screen Service has a handy bookavailable to exhibitors that may be able
to give some "cool" boxoffice-building ideas
to theatremen for summer promotions. The
let

The U. S. Navy is going all-out to aid the
promotional campaign for Universal's "Away
All Boats". One hundred and six recruiting
offices throughout the country will cooperate
with exhibitors during local promotional

Hot Summer Promotions". The publication
is divided into six sections: summer promo-

campaigns on the Navy

film.

tions,

able for joint use of the

Navy and

includes

bumper

posters,

drop-in-mats,

strips,

Material availexhibitors

8V2 x 11 window
radio transcriptions

and recruiting posters featuring an atomic
theme.
fMore

SHOWMEN

on

booklet

is

titled

merchant

community

"Coin Cool Cash with NS's

tie-in

gimmicks, cool

trailers,

promoand extra exploitations. The booklets
are available at your nearest NSS office. If
they do not have them, write to NSS, 1600
Broadway, New York 19, New York.
tie-ins,

patron-pleasing

tions
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(Continued from Page 19)

Triple-Theatre Premiere

Launches Warners' 'Moby Dick'
For The Best In Entertainment,
It Is
The country's

air-cooled movie theatres will be offering this s

of the finest entertainment ever put before the

American

people.

This entertainment will be the unusually line motion pictures that the
major studios have been producing in the last few months
We list some of the pictures that will be released They show conclusively
it is in the movie theatre that the real entertainment stbry is found.

that

CRIME

IHE

IN

"Thar

THE FIRST TEXAN
THE SHAVE ONE

I

Warner

blows!"
a

Brothers'

splash at New
with a 3-theatre

big

Bedford, Mass. June 27
world premiere of the famous Melville sea
story. Not since the heyday of New Bedford as a famous whaling port had there
been so much excitement about the men who
go down to the sea in ships.

New

THE SOLID COLD CADILLAC
THE KING AND

she

"Moby Dick" made

The Movie Theatre

Bedford went

all

out in re-creating a
as the background

"Moby Dick" atmosphere

THE EDDY DUCHIN STOHV
BUS STOp""

New Bedford blow-out. For three
days prior to the premiere, the town was
agog with parades, contests, dedications and
promotional stunts all relating to "Moby
Dick". Star Gregory Peck and producerdirector John Huston were on hand to give
the proceeding a Hollywood touch, along
with kleig lights, motion picture and TV
cameras, red carpets, bands and a color
guard. Newsmen, columnists, radio and TV
reporters were on hand in force to cover the
proceedings. WBZ-TV featured the 3-day
for the

HIGH SOCIETY
^

THE MAN

A KISS BEFORE DYING

WHO KNEW

—

THE TOY TIGER

TOO MUCK

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

AVMtV ALL BOATS

THE MAVERICK QUEEN

THE SEARCHERS

MOBY DICK

T*f

Gwki/ of Morton
iy>i Ev.iJ--.

Purutt Orgjni.M/i,

New

Yofk

jo,

N Y

Leading summer attractions of the major
studios is being given a healthy boost by this
attractive
ad. Ad. which originally appeared in Editor and Publisher, was used as the
basis for feature stories in the Boston Herald &
Hartford Times.

COMPO

while Bill Leonard's

broadcast the events coast-to-coast on the
evening of the premiere.
Some of the exploitation stunts used to
ballyhoo the debut included these: New Bedford males were judged on the fullness of

Columbia and Metro

their beards in a city-wide

Saying

It

—

that will be music to the ears of theatremen

They have

enlisted the cooper-

ation of hundreds of disc jockeys and record
all over the country to promote songs
from the two musical films.

stores

Decca, Columbia, Mercury and Capitol
have released albums taken from the music
heard in "Duchin", while a wide hearing is
also being given the film's theme song, "To
Love Again", which has been waxed by the
Four Aces and Carmen Cavallaro on Decca,
and by Vic Damone on Columbia.
All the tunes in the

"beard-growing"

contest and the winners were given prizes

with Music

They are saying it with music music
from "The Eddy Duchin Story" and "High
Society".
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Columbia are making the kind of showmanship
everywhere.

New England
CBS radio show

festivities via telecasts in the

area,

"High Society" score
album released by

are featured in a special

Capitol Records.

by Peck and Huston; the local Library
Square was re-dedicated as "Herman Melrigged schooner took
members of the

ville

Square"; a

star,

producer-director and

full

press-radio-TV contingent on a voyage
around the harbor; the biggest parade in
New Bedford's history was held in honor of
"Moby Dick", and an official welcome to the
city by the Mayor of Peck and Huston
where they were given the keys to the city
and miniature souvenir harpoons.

'Johnny Concho' Book Tie-up
"Ride em, Cowboy" is going to be changed
retail
to
"Read em, Cowboy".
110,000
will
promote "Johnny Concho",
outlets
Frank Sinatra's first inde production (UA
release) through a book tie-up with Gold
Medal Books.

"TRAPEZE" ATTACK
"Trapeze",
United
Artists
big-top
circus drama, is attacking the public
interest from all angles as the whopping

$2,000,000

promotional

cam-

high gear. | On the
left: star Burt Lancaster plays host at
a Chicago press session touting the

paign

rolls

into

Hecht-Lancaster CinemaScope specOthers in the photo include
Dave Arlen, B & K publicist; Harry
Goldman, UA branch manager; Harry
Lustgarten, B & K film buyer and Ed
Sequin, ad director for B & K. On the
right: » the Portland, Oregon opening
at the Paramount Theatre featured
clowns and acrobats in a parade seen
by 50,000. Razzle-dazzle circus element is a feature of the promotion.

tacle.
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-A- "Moby Dick", Warner Bros.' sea spectacle,
was given the blue-ribbon treatment by New

Bedford, Mass., site of the 3-theatre world
of the Melville classic. From top: parade
lites festivities during the 3-day "Moby
Festival prior to the opening; (2) Gregory

debut
high-

Dick"
Peck,

Mayor Frank J. Lawler and John Huston surrounded by members of the city council wearing beards; (3) Typical store window promotion
and display by many New Bedford merchants
in
in

support of the Moulin production; (4) crowds
front of Empire Theatre, one of three houses
participating in premiere.

THESE LEADING
THEATRE GROUPS
HAVE PLEDGED

AUDIENCE
COLLECTIONS
WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

for the
LOEW

S

•

DURING THE WEEK OF JULY 16:
STANLEY WARNER WOMETCO FABIAN RKO

•

•

•

•

MID STATES

ALGER WALLACE SELECTED THEATRES STRAND ENTERPRISES
IOWA-UNITED TRI-STATES CHAKERES DELFT MIDWAY STANDARD
THEATRES WAXMAN FLORIDA STATE LIGGETT-FLORIN CAROLINA
AMUSEMENT GENERAL THEATRES WELLON'S DRIVE-IN-THEATRES
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Let's help our

own!

PLEASE SIGN AND MAIL
THIS PLEDGE FORM

TODAY!

Will Rogers

EXCHANGE AREA

Memorial Hospital

National Office

1501 Broadway,

New

SURE WE'U HELP.

.

.

York 36, N.Y.

you may depend on

the Will Rogers Hospitol oppeol trailer,
tions during the week of July 16, 1956.

my

cooperotion

in

showing

ond taking up audience

collec-

CIRCUIT

THEATRE

(pi

own

STREET
STATE-

CITY
PIEASE PRINT OR TYPE

•

Fill IN All

INFORMATION

MANAGER'S NAME

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

KISS-AND-KILL

THEME A SHOWMAN'S DREAM

most exciting phrases ever
immemorial is: "I'm Going To Have a Baby!" From this phrase,
hearts have inevitably beat faster, hopes
have soared to heavenly heights and have
been dashed to the gutter, empires built and
destroyed, human beings reborn— and killed!
This last reaction forms the motivation in
Robert L. Jacks' production for United Ar-

One

the

of

uttered since time

huvc to hv

hu

Youth Draw
The draw
is

Taken from Ira Levin's best seller, and
CinemaScope and Deluxe Color
with

peopled
stars,

—

both established favorites now with this segment of moviegoers, and a pair of exciting
young newcomers, Virginia Leith and Joanne

it

young college boy whose warped mind finds
murder the answer to the problem of becom-

Woodward. Wagner's

her

suspect

suitor's

and whips to
of a

who

change

(who

begins to

Frank Selling Approach

ting seat-selling factors for their advertising

and promotional points. First, they have
taken the "going to have a baby" phrase and
splashed it point-blank through the ads and
lithos.
.

.

.

In strong counterpoint,

"His

Way

Out Was

they establish in

theme.
torial

killing

In

a

vein

is

for

is

the phrase

Her!" Thus
sock terms the dramatic

similar

to Kill

black-and-white

pic-

the kiss contrasted with the
eye-catching interest-grabbing

effect.

LOBBY STANDEE
on whether they want to see "A Kiss Before
Dying" based on the appeal indicated in the
advertising. Not only do they expect an approving answer, but add a gimmick of a
follow-up newspaper story to augment the
around the "going to have a
baby" phrase and its resultant terrifying
consequences are suggestions for stimulating
the interest of both youth and adult audiences.

Interviews with clerics, judges, social

that the pressbook suggests that the theatre-

man

print against those in all-male or all-female

The

UA

admen have done an

excellent job

piquing interest in the film with this approach. So confident are they of its draw
poll his

patrons in advance of opening

exciting

young

star

movie career as "Prince

his

and

an

is

bright

this

is

to be played

important

considered

up

featured

young

in the

actresses

made

impact on their future fans.

young

cast to get the

their

initial

Play up the

young people

in.

Strong Title
The

Built also

for

ads ("Robert
Wagner in a Startling New Role!" is a key
headline). Hunter's light is shining more
brightly than ever following his success in
"The Searchers", and this is the sort of film
in which, it may be recalled later, the two

idea.

workers on this situation, and how society
might have been able to help the two principals, are posed as lures for thinking audiences. Another is an inquiring reporter stunt
with students in co-ed institutions pitted in

in

started

enough

cliff.

In creating the selling angles for this dramatic story, United Artists boxofficers, under
Roger H. Lewis, have culled real hard-hit-

of pace

Valiant")

malevolent character,
climax at the edge

a furious

portrayal of the psy-

young murderer

chopathic

ing a father to an unmarried co-ed's baby.
The suspense climbs as he turns his attention to the dead girl's sister,

all

the young people's want-to-see are the cast
names Robert Wagner and Jeffrey Hunter,

follows with mounting tension
the effect of these words on an opportunistic

young

Since

youth audience. Also calculated to perk up

accomplished

several

group

theme and in
the principals are young

people involved in a situation fraught with
interest for the 'teen and early twenties
group, there are angles galore to swell the

delineated in

and

to the high school-college

of special import in both the

the cast.

"A Kiss Before Dying".

tists,

schools on the advantages or disadvantages
of mixed or single type schooling.

title is

It is

itself.

whale of a

a

selling point in

piquant, bearing a sense of dra-

matic romance coupled with foreboding that
made to order for exploitation. It is a
phrase that once implanted remains with the
hearer or viewer. To this end, the showman
would do well to capitalize on the title song
which already has been waxed on three labels
(MGM, Victor, Epic) and is fast rising to
hit parade popularity. Disc jockey plantings,
music shop displays, juke box insertions,
plays in the lobby, all will help impress the
title on the public consciousness, especially
is

the

young

public.

Ranking importantly

in the promotional
Levin best-seller from
which the film was made. Voted the best
first mystery of the year, it rated rave reviews from the book critics. Quotes such asl
." (N.Y.
"An extraordinary suspense novel
."
Times), "Compulsive breathlessness
(N.Y. Herald Tribune) and several others
in equally glowing terms are vital selling

picture

is

the

Ira

.

.

.

.

Signet Books has turned out a 25c
on the back
cover, and has set up a wide-scale promoangles.

edition, with the critics' quotes

backing aimed at stocking every availoutlet with window cards, rack
cards and streamers tying in the book and
tional

able book

the picture.

A
ROBOT WAGNER

4 Newspaper ads are excitingly provocative,
frankly stating the dramatic theme. The "Going

>«•"'

]

To Have A Baby" and "Had To Kill Her" copy
and art dominate most of the ads. Note how
copy in right ad plays up Wagner's offbeat
role,
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still

maintains the kiss-and-kill excitement.

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

the issue

Faced with the shocking tidings that the
(Joanne Woodward) he has been

girl

dating

baby,

in

college

student

is

going to have

pathic mind turns to murder as the

out of his predicament.
girl

into

building

way

After tricking the

penning a suicide note, he at-

tempts futilely to
finally

his

Robert Wagner's psycho-

pushes

her

kill

off

her

with

the roof

arsenic,

of

the

where they had gone to get a

i\

Kiss Before

Dyiny

Recipient of the Mystery Writers' "Edgar" as the Best First
Mystery of the year, Ira Levin's intriguing suspense novel is
brought to the screen by Producer Robert L. Jacks in a CinemaScope DeLuxe Color production starring four bright young personalities. In a startling change of pace, Robert Wagner has a plum
role as a college student who chooses murder as the solution when
he learns that a wealthy co-ed (Joanne Woodward) is pregnant with
his child. After making it appear as a suicide, his twisted mind
turns to the murdered girl's sister (Virginia Leith) for marital purposes, his sights still set on the family wealth. Circumstances, however, begin to point the finger of suspicion at Wagner, become more
incriminating when a young college instructor (Jeffrey Hunter) uncovers damning facts. Spurred to a confession by Miss Leith, Wagner attempts to shove her over a

cliff, is

himself killed.

mtllS IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &>

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

ALLIED ARTISTS

March
WORLD WITHOUT END Hugh

Marlowe, Nancy Gates.

Producer Richard Heermance. Director Edward Bernds.
Science Fiction. Scientists in space ship circling Mars
1957 are suddenly accelerated to unbelievable speed
and break time barrier to see planet Earth in the
year 2508. 81 min.
in

A pril
COME ON, THE

Superscope.

NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian, Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Producer-director
Corcoran.
Josef
Shaftel.
Drama.
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81

min.

YOUNG GUNS, THE
Scott

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Direc-

Marlowe.

tor Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious

western gunman.

Anne

with gangsters. 63 min.

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
is wrongfully accused of his wife's

Producer

murder. 75 min.

May

March

Lewis

Rachmil.

Richard Crenna. Producer
Lewis Seiler. Melodrama. A

Director

NAVY

Vivian Cox. Director Peter Glenville. Drama. Clergyman
is brainwashed until he confesses act of treason against
the State. 91 min. 1/23.

WIFE

Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill,
Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Yamaguchi,

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
WWII.

81

Sal

Mineo.

Don Siegel.

New

in

URANIUM BOOM Dennis Morgan, Patricia Medina,
William Tallman. Producer Sam Katzman. Director William Castle. Drama. Cowboy gives up carefree life to
try his fortunes in an uranium boom taking place in
Colorado. 67 min. 3/19.

A pril
BLACKJACK

CRIME IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Castor

PRISONER, THE Alex Guinness, Jack Hawkins. Producer

min.

June
Producer Vincent Fennelly. Direc-

Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. DiFIRST

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and
rector

KETCHUM,

NAKED

Victor Jory,
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

HARDER THEY

Humphrey

THE

FALL,

Steiger, Jan Sterling.

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

Gaye.

Lisa

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

May

Korea.

75 min.

Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo MonProducer Hayes Goetz. DirecThomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beauti-

THREE FOR JAMIE

talban, Richard Carlson.
ful,

on

notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
the murder of her lover. 85 min.

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
LAST TEN DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
in an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles.
13 min. 4/30.
STORM CENTER Bette Davis, Brian Keith, Paul Kelley,
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.

Coming
Nelson,

June
GAMMA

Faith

Domergue,

Roland Brand. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Ken
Hughes. Nuclear scientist develops process to manufacture tungsten cheaply, but in doing so becomes

Phillips.

Drama. Mad dictator
gamma-ray. 79 min.

rules

SAFARI

CinemaScooe.

Technicolor,

John Justin.

Balkan nation with deadly

Producers

Mature,
Victor
Irving Allen, Al-

Janet Leigh,

CANYON

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.
SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie French,

plan of rustlers to steal

his

FOUR SEASONS, THE

David Wayne,

herd.

Marcia

Hender-

son,
Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the IBOO's.
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama
The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

INDESTRUCTIBLE MAN, THE Lon Chaney, Marian Carr,
Casay Adams. Producer-director Jack Pollexfen. FanExecuted criminal is restored to
of an indestructible man. 70 min.
tasy.

life

in

the

form

Film

1

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of qold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope,
Anthony

Steel,

duction. Drama.

Technicolor.

Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda ProRemake of "Four Feathers". 107 min.

Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
Joan

BULLETIN — THIS

Pier
E.

Angelli, Phil Carey,
Rose. Director Rudy

PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

REPRISAL
Kathryn

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direc-

Grant.

George Sherman. Adventure.
Technicolor.

Producer Harry
Lewis. Western. An episode
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".
Hale.

bara

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC,

Randolph Scott,

Brown.
in

the

Bar-

Director Joseph
glory of General

THE Judy

Holliday,

Paul

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famoul
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.
YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM IT Technicolor, CinemaScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles Bickford. Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
ZARAK Technicolor, CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama.

INDEPENDENTS
February
PLEASE MURDER ME (DCA) Angela Lansbury, Raymond Burr, Dick Foran. Producer Donald Hyde. Director Peter Godfrey. Melodrama. Lawyer traps woman
murdering him

in

order to avenge double-cross.

78 min.

RETURN OF DON CAMILLO IIFEI Fernandel, Gino
Julian
Director
co-production.
Italo-French
Cervi.
Duvivier. Comedy. The human comedy of a villaga
priest and a communist mayor. 115 min.
RIVIERA IIFE) Technicolor. Martine Carol, Raf Vallone. Director Alberto Lattuada. Drama. The story of
those who work at play on the Riviera. English subtitles. 88 min.
OF FEAR (DCA) Yves Montand, Charlai
Vanel, Vera Clouzot. Producer-director H. G. Clouzot.
Drama. Four men set out on dangerous journey to
transport nitroglycerine over infamous mountain trail.
WILD DAKOTAS. THE AFRO Bill Williams, Coleen
Gray, Jim Davis. Producer Sigmund Neufield. Director

WAGES

I

Sam Newfield. Western. Frontiersman prevents

Indian

uprising against white settlers.

March

July
AUTUMN LEAVES

Lucy

Laine,

min.

Technicolor.

Dennis Price. Producer David
Mate. Drama.

into

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.

radioactive. 73 min.

RIVER George Montgomery, Peter Graves,
Marcia Henderson. Producer Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Ranch owner thwarts

PORT AFRIpUE

I

trial for

ATOMIC MAN, THE Gene

Howard.

JUBAL CinemaScope,

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

tor

Trevor

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to parashipping
during
WWII.
97 min. 3/5
lyze Nazi merchant
in

Frankie

nightclub entertainer.

SEVENTH CAVALRY

Johnny Johnston,

men

in

Rod

Technicolor.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a

pionship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu

Sears.
special

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical ioke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK

for gold. 74 min.

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT

Fred

Wilde,

tor

HILLS

July

Bogart,

Producer Philip Yordan. Director

Mark Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing cham-

De Luxe Color.
David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Story of a man obcessed with a desire

River

serum developed

violent death. 9

DESPERADO

Howard Duff,
Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.

international intrigue. 74 min.

THE

Director

into werewolf from taking
by scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

turns

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jane Russell,
Cornel Wilde, Luther Adler. Producers Howard Welch,
Harry Tatelman. Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Story
of a roving Gypsy family and their beautiful daughter.
85 min. 3/5.

beautiful girl runs blackmail photo racket. 80 min. 3/5

savetes,

Man

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Director George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men seek
to keep Africa free of white men.

OVEREXPOSED Cleo Moore,

Carlos Thompson,
Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.

airborne infantry division during

Horror.

Joyce Holden, Steven

Sam Katzman.

Producer

Ritch.

nell

THUNDERSTORM

soldier
83 min.

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan,

BEYOND MOMBASA

HOT BLOOD

Drama. A husband

Director

EDDY DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra
leader. 123 min. 5/28.

Baxter,

CRASHING LAS VEGAS Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
Lister.

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman!
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

Coming

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.

WICKED WIFE

EARTH
Joan

IS

BALLET OF ROMEO AND JULIET. THE ITohan Picturasl
Color. A Mosfilm Production. Directors Lev Arnstam,

Leonid Lavrovsky. Musical Based on the scores by
Sergi Prokofief and the love story by William Shakespeare.

YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
iON JUAN (Akkord) Agfa Color. Cesare Danova
osef Memrad, Evelyne Cormand. Director H
Kolmelfee. Musical. Filmization of Mozart's famous
opera
Den Giovanni". Features Vienna State Opera and
the
lenna Symphony Orchestra.
EDDA THE UNCIVILIZED (DCA) Eastman Color

METRO-GOLD WYN -M AYE R

W

Kunogh,

Jarla

Betty
Suttor.
Robert Tudewall
A
Production. Drama. English couple in
Aus-aha adopt native girl and attempt to civilize
her
8 mm. 6/28.
.hauvel

1

A pril
Beverly Michaels. Jim Davis
Producer Anthony Hinds'
Elmo W,M,ams. Melodrama. State
Department
ivestigator traps murderous traitor
by using blonde

* chard

Rice

Travis.

mm.

ADYKILLERS. THE (Continental) Technicolor
Alec
Mi.nnett Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn.
A Michael Baion Production. Director A. Mackendrick.
Comedy
A
stire on American gangster films.
93

°V
I

fcd

ne
(

min

«S

AND LOLLIPOPS

(Trans-Lux) Lorl March GerCathy Dunn, William Ward. Produced
directed by Morns Engel and Ruth Orkin.
Comedy
courtship of a widow and her 7-year old
daughter.'

O

,c

Loughlin.

JM AND ABNER ABROAD rHowco) Chester
orris

Goff, Jill Ahs. Producer-director
James
omdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to
Europe

Ims |Oined together to

CHARD THE THIRD

make

feature film

I

Lauck

C

Olivier,

r '^' r

mm.

100

LAST HUNT,

-

TV
min

I

renC

J

-

-

WONDERS OF THE WORLD

=VEN

(Stanley WarnerCinerama. A Lowell Thomas
Travelog around the world utilizing
the
merama big screen process. 120 min

.nerama)
;oduct.on

Technicolor,

NS OF THE BORGIAS (Aidart

Technicolor. Robert
Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan, Debra Paget
Western. Based on the novel by Milton Lott. The
wild
adventure of a buffalo hunt in 1883. 108 min 2/20

May

American International Jayne
Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer
,rt Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde
bombshell is involved
ltd group of gangsters.
J SI
l
eR
H
m4ricin International) Eastman
^'
|!?
"'r
T l 'i
plor.
John Ireland,
Beverly Garland. Allison Hayes
.oducer-d.rector Roger Corman. Western.
A saloon
ten rules her town until an outlaw
gunfighter takes
I

I

•ansfield.

.-

4DAME BUTTERFLY

PLANET

CinemaScope. Eastman Color,
waiter Pidgeon. Anne Francis, Leslie Nielson.
Producer
Nicholas Nayfack.
Director Fred Wilcox.
Sciencefiction adventure. A scientist is forced
to choose between mankind and the terrible knowledge he
has
secretly uncovereo. 98 min.

•een.

.

1

14

mm.

>SANNA
mando
lr

kJl

famous

opera

transferred

the

to

S/28.

IJacon)

Silvestre.

Rossana Podesta. Crox Alvarado
Producer Salvador Elizendo Direcbeau-

Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The
romance of a
girl and a fugitive from
justice. 72 min

WOMEN

/AMP
(Woolner Brothers) Pathe Color
ferly Garland. Marie Windsor, Carole
Matthews
Jducer Bernard Woolner. Director
Roger Corman
kama. Swamp women run amok in
Bayou country
4ME OF AFRICA

June
Cavalcadel

Eastman Color

Afri-

.

WOMAN %

EAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE,
J
JemaScope Technicolor. Fess

THE

(Buena Vista)
Jeffrey Huni. A wait Disney
Production. Adventure. A band of
•on spies attempt to sever the South
military rail
s
fcs during the Civil War.
Parker.

Coming
IN

J.LS

lining,

T

PRISON

(American International) Richard
Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl
robber
prison is a living hell until reformed
by

ROD GIRL

(American International) Lori Nelson
^ck Conners. John Smith. A
Nacirema Production'
ima. A story of today's youth and the
excitement
not rod racing.

CONQUERED THE WORLD
er
)tr

Graves.

Beverly

(American International)
Garland.
Producer-director

Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer

ce takes control of the world until
a scientist gives
life to save humanity.

CO NT,NENT I'PEI CinemaSccpe, Ferranicolor.
El
h
Queer-director
Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
01 Borneo and the Maylayan
Archepelago. Enqcommentary. 86 min.
VPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) Lux Film, Romel PathePrint
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren. Leonidc
lime. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The
history
e
n 1400 *° da, » in »°ng and dance.
-AHOMA UL'[?'
(American Releasing Corp
prtcope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
Km. ProdMcer-director Roger Corman. Western A
woman rules the badlands ur.«ii a reformed
*w brings her to justice. BO min.

K

go round.

I

12

I

Un

>LDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal

E.

0r * m »- Conflict between the tyrannical capj C ,w
°' an Am « n'can merchant ship reaches
i*
j
limai during
battle of Guadalcanal
E Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
e
r"
E.
Chester.
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
tier U. S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a
r it resolved after a child finds
a loaded gun in

™

'

20th

Century-Fox

while

Paramount,

THE

in

Color,

Allied

each

each,

and

Artists

have

three

set

Republic and Warners

RKO

Eleven films will be

be

in

will re-

color.

in

CinemaScope; one

VistaVision.

10 Dramas
1

3
2

CinemaScope.

releases

The July breakdown:

min. 2/20.

Eastman

four

have two on the roster.

Six features will

A pril

SWAN,

with

Grace

2 Adventures

Musical

5

Westerns

Comedies
Melodramas

3

Science-fictions

Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne
Director Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
outstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
in love and becomes a woman.
112 min 4/16
Kelly,

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
James Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama
The story of a man who took the law into his own
hands. 95 min. 4/16.

Emmett Dolan.
chosen

Director

for

Technicolor.

VistaVis.on.

Connor,

one

Bing Cro»-

Jeanmarle. Producer Robert
Robert Lewis. Musical. Two

role

Broeaway show creates

in

is

solved.

105 min. 1/23.

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron John
Kerr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Director Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
American paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

DANCE

O

many humorous complications before problem

GABY CinemaScope.

INVITATION TO THE

Donald

by,
girls

May

Technicolor.

Gene

SCARLET HOUR. THE

Carol Ohmart. Tom
Tryon, James Gregory. Melodrama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle, becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30
VistaVision.

May

Kerly.

K«ye.

Prodveer *r«* u - Freed.
Director Gen*
Three episodes dealing in romance,
ore ma, com«4v and patriot totd entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min. 6/28
RACK, THE Paul Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter
Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew. Jr. Director Arnold
Laven Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.
Kelly.

A pril
ANYTHING GOES

Ballet.

AND THE

THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.
BIRDS

George Gobel,
Paul

'une
/I
LEATHER SAINT,

une

Douglas.

BHOWANI JUNCTION

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava
Gardner
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.
CATERED AFFAIR. THE Bette Davis. Ernest Borgnine.
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/ 14.

July

BEES,

John

THE

Derek.

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Paul

Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.

Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.

MAN WHO

KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechJames Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnaoping of young boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.
nicolor.

July
PARDNERS

GUN ALIVE Glenn Ford. Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

Coming
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Bing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets invo.ved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter.
LIVING IDOL, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest. Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color. CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Qulnn. James Donald. Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist Vincent Van Gooh
OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins. Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
Crosby,
Siegel.

SOMEWHERE

I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney
Barbara
Stanwyck. Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Roy Rowland. Drama. A millionaire's search

Director

for his son.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Producer Paul Jones. Director NorTaurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
terrorize Arizona ranch area.

Lewis,

man
who

Lori Nelson.

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin. Thelma
Ritter. Froducer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Panama-Frank.
directed by
Comedy. Filmization of
"King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.
Broadway hit

Coming
MOUNTAIN,
Tracy,

Edward

Technicolor.
Spencer
VistaVisioo.
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a

THE

snowcapped peak where an
crashed to discover a critically injured

distant

airplane

woman

in

has
the

wreckage. 105 min.

COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Charlton Heston Yul Brynner. Anne Bax'e'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told <n the Bible and Koran.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical crrama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.
AND PEACE VistaVision. Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Ponti. Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.
TEN

WAR

PARAMOUNT

I

lu««V WOMAN

I

be Columbia, United Artists and Uni-

lease one.

ME IN LAS VEGAS CinemaScope, Eastman
Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse. Lillian Montevecchi
Producer Joe Pasternack. Director Roy Rowland. Musical. A gambler meets a ballerina only
to find its
love, not the roulette wheel, that makes
the world

FASTEST

~' ,h aM Zul " cast. Producer A
O'Connor
f C , "V*
Th
st0ry of a •"'ible Zulu king
•? mtieb
ii«^»\. (Top
Pictures)
I
Vistarama
Eastin color. Cindy Carson.
Lance Fuller. Ann Kelly
venture. Saga of rhe daughter of Davy
Crockett.

will

will

MEET

'

s

The lead-

suppliers,

Coior.

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiF.'! ae " r d 'Musical.
Director Carmine

S
Puce. n.

same number

June.

in

ing

versal-International.

March
FORBIDDEN

Pictures)

Technicolor
Carol Pedro Armendariz. A Ariane-Filmsonor.anonex-Rixzolo Production. Drama. The
life
of Luefia Borgia during Italian
Renaissance. 97 min 4/30

LileJ
.•None.

of features as released

2/6.

lart.ne

MALE JUNGLE. THE

July release totals 26, the

THE Cinema Scope,

3

72

John

^

r

Lu-

-

.

Kern'

Lopert) VistaVision, Technicolor,
Gielgud, Claire Bloom. Pro°' iv;er Drama Th * machina,°
i
„! of !
ons
a twisted nobleman that changed
the <-ourse
course
England's history. 155 min. 3/1?
lurence

The number of features scheduled for

Ball,
Desi Arnaz, James Mason, Louis Ca.hern.
Producer Desi Arnaz. Director Alexander Hall.
Come\ Si0ry of "tarried bliss set in Yosemite National

.rector

nger as bait. 71

Wide Screen

Taylor,

LONDE BAIT AFRCI

oan

Color.

cille

P
Park.

SUMMARY

JULY

February
FOREVER DARLING Eastman

b rubble.

February
ROSE TATTOO, THE

VistaVision. Anna Magnani. Burt
Producer Hal B. Wallls. Director Daniel
Worshipping dead husband's memory
woman almost loses her own chance lor new love and
her daughter until she learns he had been unfaithful.

Lancaster.

Mann.

117 min.

Film

1

JESTER.

DOCTOR AT SEA

Vistavlslon. Technicolor.
Dirk BoBrigltte Bardot, Brenda De Banzie.
Producer
Earl St John. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy. Doctor
finds romance on the high seas. 93 min. 3/5.

garde.

1/14.

March
COURT

THE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

101 min. 2/6.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

March

Danny

Kaye. Glynit Johns. Angela Lansbury. Producer-director
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank. Comedy drama.
Masquerading as court clown member of patriot group
branded outlaws aids in restoring crown to rightful
king.

February

Drama.

COME NEXT SPRING

Steve Cochran. Ann Sheridan,
Trucolor. A Robert Alexander Production.
G. Springsteen. Drama. Human-interest story
about two people who learn to live again. 92 min. 2/20

Sonny

Tufts.

Director

YOUR PRODUCT

R.

May

REPUBLIC (Continued)
HIDDEN GUNS

8ruce Bennett, Richard Arlen, John
Carradine. Faron Young. Producer-director Al Gannaway. Western. Card dealing sharpie attempts to corner
all the land in a fast growing town. 45 min. 3/19.
MAGIC FIRE Trucolor. Yvonne DeCarlo, Rita Gam,
Carlos Thompson, Valentina Cortese, Alan Badel. Producer-director William Dieterle. Musical drama. Biog
of immortal composer Richard Wagner. 70 min. 5/28.
WHEN GANGLAND STRIKES Raymond Greenleaf,
Marjie
Millar,
John Hudson. Producer William J.
O'Sullivan. Director R G. Springsteen. Melodrama. A
country-town prosecutor is forced to choose between
his duty in office and his desire to save the reputation
of his daughter. 70 min.

GREAT DAY

IN

July

THE MORNING

Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 6/11.
MURDER ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 6/11.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Ida Lupino,
Sanders.
Producer
Bert
Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

Friedlob.

Fleming,
Director

George

Color. Kristin Soderbaum. Willy Birgel,
Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with
a circus star. 88 min.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina. Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.

July

outlaw. 85 min. 6/11.

killer

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
2ANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
64 min. 6/28
Faylen.

May
MAVERICK QUEEN. THE

Naturarra, Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary Murphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruction of her

gang

man

to save the life of the

she loves.

90 min. 5/14.

LISBON

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

Claude

1897.

Coming
BACK FROM ETERNITY

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumevidence.

DANGEROUS CARGO

Clark, William Tallman,
May Wyni, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an
avalancne of violence.

Coming
A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan

19

Associate Producer
rector William Witney. Drama.

W.

Cooper,

Ben

O'Sullivan.

Di-

Windsor,

John

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Trucolor.

Skip

Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

involved with a group engaged

TENSION

in

illegal

activities.

TABLE ROCK Color.
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

Dorothy
Weisenthal.

Director Charles
victory of a town over violence.

Richard
Egan.
Producer Sam
Warren. Western. The

Ronald Squire.

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
on a kindly impulse,

Kelllng. Comedy. An auditor,
alters the accounting records.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

March
MAN

THE GRAY FLANNEL

SUIT, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Gregory Peck, Jennifer Jones.
Producer Darryl Zanuck. Director N. Johnson. Drama.
The story of an advertising executive. 152 min. 4/2.

IN

ON THE THRESHOLD OF SPACE
Color.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Guy Madison, John Hodiak, Virginia Leith.
W. Bloom. Director R. Webb. Drama. Story
men who test Air Force equipment. 93 min. 3/19

Producer
of the

Superscope.

Technicolor.
Fleming. Producer

John

Payne, Arlene Dahl, Rhonda
Benedict Bogeaus. Director Allan Dwan. Melodrama. Reform

government

good

to

city

Honolulu during the early days of

after

March
Producer-director Dick
Tale

of

Genghis Kahn.

the
1

1

1

13th

Technicolor.

Powell.

Century

93 min. 5/14

May

John

advenconqueror

Historical

ravaging

min. 3/5.

April

Robert Ryan, Virginia
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 6/11

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 6/11.

in the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.
OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Tully.
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
murderer-husband out of the country. 82 min. 4/30

battle

WAY

Film

BIGGER

THAN

LIFE

1

UNKNOWN

Heflin, Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Bea
Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed b
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation^ bos
whose only concern is the growth of his business'

83 min. 3/19.

TIMETABLE Mark Stevens, King Calder, Felicia Fan
Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melc
drama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone tN
cept an insurance investigator eager for a quick hall.
million. 79 min. 3/5.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield,

Londor

Julie

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

Le
mil

der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 mir
Pag<

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drami
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5/2!
QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Coloi
Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Product

Howard

Koch.

Director

Lesley

Selander.

Westerr

83 min. 5/28.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse P"
Hym

duciion. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 6/11

June

CinemaScope.

DeLuxe

Color.

Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father who adopts a dual personality.
D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the
sixth of June. 1944.
106 min. 5/28.

James Mason, Barbara

BULLETIN— THIS

Technicolo.

Burton,
Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dar
Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Dri!
ma. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonia
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.
BROKEN STAR, THE Howard Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Wii
liams, Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Directc
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal mu«
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid hi'l
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.
Brian Donlevy, Margia Dear
CREEPING
Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Vcj
Guest. Science-fiction. The story of a rocket that rt
turns to earth and the life of the only survivor. 78 mir

June

BOLD AND THE BRAVE,

THE Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a

1

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve
De

Luxe Color.
Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer

Wayne. Susan Hayward, Pedro Armendariz, Agnes
Moorehead, Thomas Gomez. Howard Hughes Production.
ture.

WWII.

PROUD ONES, THE CinemaScope,

CONOUEROR. THE CinemaScooe,

Kent Taylor, John Smith, Marian Cari|
Producer Paul Wortzel. Director Allen Miner. Westerr
Based on a story by James Brewer. Cowboy and age
Indian Chief try to bring peace to the West. 76 mirj
PATTERNS Van Heflin, Everett Sloane, Ed Begley. trti
ducers Jed Harris, Michael Myerberg. Director Fielde
Cook. Drama. Based on famous TV drama. 83 min.
SEA SHALL NOT HAVE THEM, THE Michael Redgrav.
Dirk Bogarde, Anthony Steele. Producer Daniel r«
Angel. Director Lewis Gilbert. Adventure. Saga c
British naval aircraft. 91 min. 4/30

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in

thwarting vicious racketeers. 99 min. 3/5.

,

PATTERNS Van

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER, THE DeLuxe

Reed.
Director Ken
Hughes.
Melodrama
doctor discovers potential murderer when she
gives him test with "brain machine". 72 min. 3/5.

I

72 min. 3/19.

rice Straight,

Maxwell

Allan,

CinemaScope,

Richard

MOHAWK

Elizabeth

Barr,

March
COMANCHE

nielle

Woman

Patric

UNITED ARTISTS

A pril

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

February

return

him. Violent ending.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 87 min. 5/14

politicians

kill

GHOST TOWN

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

SCARLET

Mo

Marilyn

Color.

roe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Directi
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway pU
of the same name.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Colo
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer Willia
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family trave
along Oregon trail against great odds.
MASSACRE Dane Clark, James Craig, Marta Rotl
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. Kin<
Western. 76 min.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Corne
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd O
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls

MAN IN THE VAULT Enita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Karen Sharpe. A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets

A pril

SLIGHTLY

the Pacific.

Deluxe Color. Dana Ai
drews, Kent Smith, Linda Crista
John Litel. Produce
Carl
Kurger.
Director George
Sherman. Westeri

Archer,

Nancy Gates. Associate Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Drama. A beautiful woman
victimizes
everyone who succumbs to her charm.
70 min.

MACHINE, THE

in

NUMBER ONE Eastman Color. Red
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry
Tugend. Director Norman McLeod. Comedy. A trusting
soul tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

A WOMAN'S DEVOTION Trucolor. Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama.

BRAIN

setting

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe

min.

Skelton,

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David
Evans,

English.

Marie

—

love with lady sent to

PUBLIC PIGEON

Dane

NO MAN'S WOMAN

Kay Kenda
Producer-director (

Ratoff,

Chaplin.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScop
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Shern
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Micha
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting tea'
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL CinemaScope. D
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbar
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War

Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternbero. Drama.
I

July
INCIDENT

Trucolor.
Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
c&ntral characters in this drama. 88 min.

Maria

—

Berti,
Sydney
Drama. 88 min.

FINGER OF GUILT

June

DAKOTA

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

stantial

Coming
Ratoff.

tor

save soul of notorious

Krazos.

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory
Marina

June

CIRCUS GIRL

Maria Costi, Nicos Ferma^
Produced P. Boudoures. Director
Tallas.
Adventure.
QUEEN OF BABYLON. THE Color. Rhonda Flemint
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wacr
berger. Director C. Gragaglia. Drama.
KING AND I, THE CinemaScope 55, DeLuxe Cola
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Be
son. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lan
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodge
and Hammerstein.
Stavros

Fritz

A pril
Adrian

BAREFOOT BATTALION

IS

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop«j
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pni
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodr*)
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "pertecj
crime". 94 min. 6/1
BLACK SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamirofj
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. D]

A

rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeo]
destroys unwilling patients.

YOUR PRODUCT

1

UNITED ARTISTS
UNKNOWN, THE

REEPING

A pril

(Continued-)

Donlevy, Margla
ean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director
Science-fiction. A vegetable growth from
|al Guest.
|Uter space infects a human being and turns him into
horrifying creature. 78 min. A/28
IIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy,
Production. Dionnie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane
'ector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits murfer while hypnotized. 89 min.
Brian

HADOW OF

FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent, MaxProducer Charles Leeds. Director Al RoDrama. English murderess trys to disinherit young
Reed.

ell

>ell.

76 min.

lirl.

BACKLASH

Richard
Widmark, Donna
Reed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg.
Director John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
rustler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

AMONG

CREATURE WALKS

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
Rex Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
Director John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
change half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2

KETTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr
Hunmcutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. Director Charles Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle
with bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin.
dventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/28

July
OHNNY CONCHO
'ynn. A
/estern.

Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keenan
Production. Director Don MacGuire.

Kent

LUNG, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray. Vince
'dwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
ubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans S2, 000, 000 race track
ibbery. 83 min. 6/
I

CinemaScope,

4APEZE

Technicolor.

Burt

Lancaster,

Tony Curtis. Producer Harold Hecht.
Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
trapeze star who conquers fear and

|ina Lollobrigida.

Carol

iractor

pout

injured

takes comeback with the help of a
JS min. 5/28.

beautiful aerialist.

Dale Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock
Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Blberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
each other in a chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/14.

Coming
color. Olivia

de Havilland, John Forsythe Myrna Loy.
Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
daughter and a romance-

of a diplomat's
G. I. 102 min.

affairs

mgry

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

CinemaScope.

Madison,
Patricia
Medina. Producers
Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour.

Edward

color.

William
Science

thriller.

.tion

OOD

BROTHERS Buster Crabbe,
A Grant Production.

feville

Brand.

ilkow.

Drama.

Ann Robinson,
Director Sidney

k

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay.

Walter

Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incia hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
Id a detective. 42 min. 4/30

ed,
pch.
nts

in

Mamie

July
BEHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom
Producer

Tully, Sylvia Sidney.
Rubin.
Director Abner Biberman.
of prison gets involved in crime.

Stanley

CONGO CROSSING

l.
I

i

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonA Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama
airline flight to Hong
Kong sparks international

rigue.

JN THE

MAN DOWN

James Arness. Angle

Dickin-

Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
enge on fellow thieves who desert him when

fi,

V.

i

tunded.

rt,

Irol
|a

KID, THE Eastman Color. Cella Johnson, Diana
David Kossoff, Joe Robinson. Producer-director
Reed. The story of a little boy and his faith

fantasy. 95 min.

IN FROM DEL RIO Anthony Quinn. Katy Jurado.
pducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. WestBadman turns sheriff in lonely western town.

a.

N FOR THE SUN Superscope. Eastman Color. Richie Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer
Ijrry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting Adventure Two
IJjericans are hunted like
| tiican jungle. 99 min.

animals by former Nazi

in

tradition. 85 min.

Technicolor. Dillp Kumar. Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
^s in love with a peasant who contests her right
yule the kingdom. 101 min.

Mehboob

!

ARKFIGHTERS,

flture, Karen
llector Jerry

THE

CinemaScooe.
Producer Samuel

Steele.

Hopper.

Drama.

Saga

Color.

Victor

Goldwyn,
of

the

Jr.

Navy's

'iderwater-men". 105 min.

UNIVERSAL-INT'

March

3rennan, Phil Harris,
Production .Director Wil-

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS, THE

June
Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

ANIMAL WORLD, THE

Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

July
Alan Ladd. Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinmaScope. WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
Science-fiction. Professor detonates
of all time. 85 min.

Technicolor. Tony Curtis,

Col-

Kennedy.

William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
leen

Miller,

Arthur

85 min. 5/28.

s.

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler. Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father, finds a real one. 88 min. 4/30.

ALL

BOATS

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

Jeff

Chandler, George Nader
Julie Adams,
Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in

World War

II.

114 min. 5/28.

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur.
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses
der of a man on a road leading to a castle.

Director

mur-

the

Country. 95 min.
Technicolor.

Rory

Calhoun,

Sherwood.

Drama.

Fuedal
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.

SHOWDOWN

AT

couple

in

ABILENE

Jock

Maiden.

Karl

Carol

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

Baker.

Eli

Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama Story of a gir.-mill proprietor and

A

WaMach.

Elia

a

Kazan.

beautiful

girl.

Kelly, Patsy McCormack, Henry
Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drafamous Broadway play about
the
ma. Film version of

BAD SEED, THE Nancy
Jones.

a child murderess.

BURNING

HILLS,

129 min.

THE CinmaScose. WarnerColor. Tab
Wood. Skip Homeir. Producer Rich-

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor.

Young

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
during WWII.
oil, cattle and love in the Southwest

of

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,

Richard Baseheart. Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
6 min.
early 800's.

SEVEN

I

1

FROM

MEN

NOW

WarnerColor.

Randolph

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin. Walter Reed. Producer's A. V. McLaglen. R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min.
Scott

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Color
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
plane.
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a

Yvonne

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith.

John

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min.

Drama.

Tyttle.

1

HILLS OF SAN CARLOS Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft. Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
Government fights for human rights for the
U.S.
Apache Indians In Arizona.
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler. Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

tor

Brian

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

MOBY DICK

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney.

Carlo.

Coming
A CRY

Hunter, Natalie
ard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western.
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.

Coming
AWAY

"nuclear

biggest

bomb"

baron

Mahoney.

DeDirecthe

rules

Better Serve You
Combined At
New Phones
305 N. 12th St.
LOmbard 3-3944, 394S
Philadelphia 7, Pa.

To

.

.

.

Office & Terminal

Martha

Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find

NEW

things considerably changed.
THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
WRITTEN
Lauren Bacall. Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

ON

L

Walter

Batjac

liam Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.

BABY DOLL

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

RAW EDGE

VAGE PRINCESS

'

i

George

Virginia

CKY
•

Mayo.

Virginia

Peter Lorre. Producer

HONG KONG

IGHT TO

*

STAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar,

1870

4ERGENCY

>

AND LAURA Technicolor, VistaVision. Kay
Kendall, Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director
Muriel Box. Comedy. A satire on the television industry.

Nader.
Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice
have a haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

AST OF

A

SIMON

85 min.

•

1

Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant
Williams. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold. Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.

VNDIDO CinemaScope.

Id

May
MY LADY

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

LAW

ium,

Ly

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.
Sarita

Melodrama. Warden

DeLuxe Color. Robert MitUrsula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
icks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
ring a revolt in Mexico in 1914. 91 min.

i

OUTSIDE THE

Tech-

oducer-director
ie

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

82 min. 4/30.

June

Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

MBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope.

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

soldier changes the

Brandon de Wilde.

A DAY OF FURY

TOWN

Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Carrol
aish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer,
irector Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southern's commits murder. 78 min. 4/28

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,

IN

GOOD-BYE,

1

EBEL IN

MIRACLE

tangles

May

TAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Walice.

April

Technicolor.

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

WARNER BROTHERS

WER SAY GOODBYE

Technicolor. Rock Hudson, CorBorchers, George Sanders. Producer Albert J.
Bien. Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Husband and
wt reunited after separation of 8 yrs. 94 min. 2/20.

M

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

March
OUR MISS BROOKS

t'RLD IN MY CORNER Audie Murphy, Barbara Rush,
Morrow, John Mclntire. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Boxer wins title

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon. Don
Porter. Producer David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Comedy. Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
klVER CHANGES. THE Rossana Rory, Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.
STEEL JUNGLE, THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland,
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also In jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escape which brings about end of Combination.

•

86 min. 3/19.

SUNDOWN Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Martha
Dean,Jagger Producer Albert Zugsmith. DirecJack Arnold. Western. Gunfighter makes promise
Hitop living by the gun. 81 min. 2/4.
•>

P»r,
Pj

UCH AND GO

Technicolor. Jack Hawkins, Margaret
Roland Culver, John Fraser. Producer Sir
Bakon. Director Michael Truman. Comedy. An

niton,

•hie
itsh

f

father quits hit lucrative but dull job, uproots
attempts to start life anew. 85 min. 4/30.

family,

J

:

g.

girl in

rousing finish. 82 min. 2/4.

Film
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BALANCE OF BRAINS & BUDGETS

New Pattern

of

Movie Production
REMBUSCH CHARGES DISCRIMINATION

This Calls for an Answer!

hatever you're doh

now!

of the year!

N 20th CENTURY-FOX'S

BUS STOP
COLOR

road
is

DE LUXE

by

The
paved
with
gold!

DON MURRAY
with

ARTHUR 0 CONNELL

•

BETTY FIELD

LEEP
EILEEN

Directed by

Pi

BUDDY ADLER

•

JOSHUA LOGAN

GEORGE AXELROD
Based on the Stage Play

EVERYBODY LIKES

SOMEBODY!

tf

The Excitement of the

Week

is

'Olis

M-G-M's

SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME

HOT

TYPEWRITERS!
THE N.Y. PRESS!

THE TRADE!
VARIETY RANKS IT WITH
"I'LL CRY TOMORROW"

"Hard, biting movie

FILM DAILY PREDICTS:
"STRONG BOX-OFFICE"

movie stardom with

off

.

these
to

K. ZINSSER, Herald Tribune

Genuine emotion

.

.

powerful.

.

You'll find this picture extraordinarily appeal-

-ARCHER WINSTEN,

ing

"Tremendous

Post

HERALD

public ... destined
picture."

-BOSLEY CROWTHER,

Times

SAYS:

"TO REPEAT BOOK'S SUCCESS"
"Having captured a

and pace!"

crispness

"Superior! Could go far both box-office wise and from
an entertainment viewpoint."

P.

.

jump

EXHIBITOR FORECASTS:

"BOX-OFFICE HIT"
M.

.

should

this role. First-rate!"

—WILLIAM
"Excellent!

with

M. P.

Newman

are real people. Paul

"Superbly done. The same gutsy dramatic quality
featured in M-G-M's 'Love Me Or Leave Me' and
'I'll Cry Tomorrow,' is present here in full measure.
Sure of strong word-of-mouth to aid the selling."

"Should score highly. First rate drama, touched
fine bits of comedy."

— and a good one

section of the reading
to repeat its success as a motion
large

"Amazing and heartening story
An effective human document
Well worth seeing!"
.

.

.

.

—WANDA

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW:
"EVERYBODY WILL LOVE IT"

"Action

.

.

.

.

.

HALE,

Daily

News

laughter and wit ..."

"Excellent! Turbulent, exciting, heart-warming, terrific. Screen's most rewarding entertainment. Your

-ALTON COOK,

World-Telegram

patrons will thank you."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER HAILS:
"VERY BIG ONE"
"This

"Immensely absorbing
remarkably realistic
."
and compelling
believable at all times
.

.

be one of the very Big Ones in box-office
returns. Sock popular B.O. attraction with a great
heart. One of the most absorbing pictures ever made."

.

.

.

.

will

M.P. DAILY SAYS:
"IT WILL EARN A

FORTUNE"

"Audience reaction rattled the

rafters. It figures to

earn a fortune."

M-G-M presents "SOMEBODY
Sloane

.

.

-

I

'P

-ROSE PELSWTCK,

"Sympathetic warmth that cannot be denied.
Explosively funny humor. Take our advice.

Go

see it!"

•

-JUSTIN GILBERT,

THERE LIKES ME" starring PAUL NEWMAN

and Sal Mineo Screen Play by Ernest Lehman
Written with Rowland Barber • Directed by Robert Wise

Eileen Heckart

•

Journal-American

•

•

PIER ANGELI

Daily Mirror

•

with Everett

Based on the Autobiography of Rocky Graziano
• Produced by Charles Schnee
l

Available in Pprsnecta Strrroohonic or

1

-Channel Sound]

—
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Respect Intelligence at the Audience
The end

of the "big pictures for

by Dore

'bigness" sake" era, voiced

Schary in his economy directive to
Metro studio personnel, represents
the kind of practical thinking our industry must do in these days of
seeking out a healthy climate for

What
has,

the Metro production chief

studio

prodigal

his

heretofore

that

ingenuity,

told

effect,

in

is

imagination, talent — and the
use of
these — must be substituted
for

sometimes

heavy-handed,

the

profligate expenditures of the past.

"MGM

is

willing

still

much money

to

put

as

necessary into a
given project," are his well-chosen
as

is

words, "provided that

due,

is

con-

and seen on the screen."

trolled

To

money

give the "bitf picture" era

its

will be recorded in industry

it

we

history,

believe, as an important

stop-gap measure in keeping with
the emergence of the wide screen
and technical advances that gave
movie business a new lease on life a
few years ago when it was floundering under television's first impact.

But, like

can

many

become

helpful

when

valuable remedies,

have these comparatively
modestly budgeted pictures been the

money-makers?

best

harmful
a

than

rather

patient's

condition

changes This, Mr. Schary indicates,
is now the case.
And the paying
public,

ing

its

it

seems, has verified by turn-

back on sheer extravagance

as a substitute for story in movies.

That the

logician.

simply means that

It

today a smaller, more discriminating
audience is choosing to pay its
money only for film entertainment
that has real substance on the basis

and

can be obtained
is

interest, of

dcwn-to-earth qualities. The public
yearning for something different is
evident in the fact that large audi-

ences are being attracted to so-called

"gimmick" pictures
the beaten path.

they are

if

They

NOT

will

when

simply because
ballyhooed
it is
as a colossal production.
Quite the contrary, it seems

segment of the public
and certainly the discriminating element finds something repugnant in
movie advertising that flaunts the
that a large

—

The demand

dollar sign.

is

for quali-

ty in the entertainment.

A

hands in Hollywood
won't change their ways.
There is no room for them in this
new economic scheme. Nor can the
industry any longer harbor hacks or
lot of old

those

or

who

look

down

their noses at

movie-going public and snort,
"They always bought this kind of
." These drags on the
stuff before

the

.

on good writing, imaginaand fine acting, rather

tive direction

who

progressive people

vital

can meet the new challenge of ingenuity required in today's film pro-

The realistic approach to present
day economic factors calls for a reassessment by all studios of the
brains and budgets that must go

—

—

into

making

the

mass audience
half that

of

The

movies.

of the last

has been whittled

down

generation

to less than

Producing

number.

for a

potential audience of 90 million

is

one thing; for an audience of 40 million, it is quite another. And, let's

.

face

this

it,

the size of the audi-

is

ence from which our industry must
be prepared to make its living in the

immediate future,

"margin

er

it,

a

much

is,

small-

of error" in production

That margin

spending.

There

at least.

as Mr. Schary puts

will be re-

duced in direct ratio to the increase
in Hollywood's respect for the intelligence and taste of its audience.

O ####/«*
"Going
is

Xmilusu

to the theatre for

an event, a party and.

most people
the exact

in

sense of the word, a diversion, whereas

staving at

home and

some regard
ing

all

same

your meals
old

petting even what

as entertainment

familiar

at

is like

home and

in

havthe

and

surroundings

never for a change of scene going out
to

an

attractive

nature, after

all.

restaurant.
is

human

demands an occasional
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Human

nature and

fling

at

some-

thing that approximates a holiday from

Monday by Wax

cations,

Richard

the

ous,

off

buy

a big-budget picture

a

our most profitable pictures
have been those made at a reasonable cost." This situation is not restricted to MGM. Talented people
at other studios and in other lands
are demonstrating what excellent
half,

stress

human

of originality, of

budget can no longer be a yardstick
for its entertainment and boxoffice
value is evident in Mr. Schary 's dis-

results

one requires

to that

size of a film's production

closure that "in the last year

must be replaced
by fresh minds and talents, vigorindustry's progress

duct.

The answer

can't
it

grand

Why

efficient

all

a

scale.

no

existence.

money spent on

than on

routine."

The words

are those of George

Jean Nathan, famous theatre critic,
writing in the August "Esquire"
magazine about the shortcomings of
television. We suggest theatremen
quote Mr. Nathan's comment as extensively as possible.
[More VIEWPOINTS, Page
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money on

it

when movies

than you did

cost less to make."

'Moby Dick' Scores

Wall Street Journal

first box office returns on the new pictures are plainencouraging to the picture producers. Initial reports on
Warner Brothers' "Moby Dick", Hollywood's latest ver-

The

ly

Says Industry Faces

sion of Herman Melville's classic novel, show the film
smashed attendance records in the first five days of its run
in two New York City theatres, The Criterion and The
Sutton. The studio says the two houses had a combined
gross of $131,548 during the period. Records also were
toppled in initial openings in Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C., theatres, Warners' reports.

CRISIS

THIS SUMMER

"The Man

Who Knew Too

film released last

Much", an Alfred Hitchcock
month, which stars James Stewart and

Doris Day, "already has grossed $900,000 in film rentals in
1,100 engagements in the United States," happily

its first

The following
\\

''Summer Assault",

article, titled

Street Journal depicts the

all

in the July

18

motion picture industry as bank-

ing heavily on the boxoffice returns from important films cur-

The

rently in release.

writer, lid

Cony, quotes a number of im-

portant industry leaders.

relates

Mr. Freeman. "It looks as

$4 million in the U.S. and

overseas."

The breakeven

do $3.5 million to
Canada and about $2.5 million

point: $4 million to $4.3 million,

says Mr. Freeman.

Summertime,

traditionally

season, has in recent years

HOLLYWOOD — Movie
this

makers are sweating

it

out

houses.

take

Like gamblers with bulky bankrolls riding on the turn
of a card, they're nervously watching theatre box offices
for a verdict on a crop of new and costly films just beginning to appear in the nation's popcorn palaces.

The outcome could be critical indeed for this crisisA summer slump in movie-going, following the 15% sag in business last spring, would likely give
riddled industry.

the movie

moguls the severest setback since the advent

of

TV.

A

Gamble
On nine pictures

$44.5 Million

major film makers
bundle
production and
distribution outlay. A flop on any one of these expensivelymade films would be a heavy blow to the producing studio,
Consider this:

have staked a

as weil as to

alone,

fat $44.5 million

its

The 10-week

June now accounts

summer.

in

stockholder backers.

A

list

of these high-

budget pictures, the studios making them and their

esti-

by

theatre-going
for

stretch starting the final

movie

week

of

is

the postwar

Accounting

boom

for

in drive-in the-

(more than 4,000 have been built in the
growing number of air-conditioned
"hardtops" (trade term for conventional movie houses)
and the summertime flight by most top TV shows.
atre construction

past

decade),

the

Prices Up, Attendance

Down

Last spring's downturn was the latest in a long series of
box office buffetings that have plagued movie makers.
They've fretfully watched weekly attendance at movies
decline from around 90 million paying customers 10 years
ago to about 50 million a week now. Today, despite the
jacked-up price of admission tickets, the box office receipts
in many a theatre barely pay operating expenses
most of
the profit, if any, comes from popcorn and candy selling.

—

Best measurement of the climb in movie ticket prices is
the Bureau of Labor Statistics Index (1939 equals 100). In
1935, the index

"Away

2 million

slowest

theatres, industry folk estimate.

the attendance flip-flop

153.3, in 1950 at 170.3

$

the

become the best

for nearly a third of the year's total

mated cost follows:
All Boats", Universal

if it'll

on ticket prices stood at
and in 1955 at 204.3.

95.7, in

1945 at

"High Society", M-G-M
"The Eddy Duchin Story", Columbia

$2.5 million

$

3 million

tried a series of

"Trapeze", United Artist
"Friendly Persuasion", Allied Artists
"Moby Dick", Warner Brothers
"War and Peace", Paramount

$

3 million

$

3 million

$

5 million

but none have been really successful. Latest in the succession of administered palliatives against soaring production costs and lower grosses on films was last week's

$

6 million

$

7 million

"The King and I", 20th Century-Fox
"The Ten Commandments", Paramount
These

few

many

$ 13 million

To

nurse the ailing industry back to health, studios have
nostrums and some major operations

—

proclamation by Dore Schary of a "severe and discipilined
economy drive" at M-G-M where he's production chief.
In the process of trying to ?et the industry back on

its

time for the hoped-for-summer upturn in
movie attendance. But their drawing power in theatres

the economic pattern of movie-making itself
changed radically. Stars, producers, writers and directors,
once drawing fabulous salaries even by Hollywood's stan-

acrcss the land will give a clear indication of whether

dards, have been cut loose.

movicdem

dently and under contract for work on a specific production for a specified period. They often receive a percentage

leasing

films are just

now

is

of the

that studios are re-

in

headed toward a period of economic resur-

gence or an ever-lengthening spell of troubled times.

"Every picture

a gamble," declares

Frank Freeman, a
cigar-smoking Georgian who's Paramount's studio boss.
"The trouble with a flop today is that you lose a lot more
Pdgc 6

Film

is
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has

feet,

Many now

operate indepen-

of a film's earnings instead of a straight salary.

Although agreed on the plight

of their business,

movie

(Continued on I'apv

2<i)

THE TURNING OF THE CORNER

Im-

(continued).

provement in the tides and affairs of moviedom, predicted
by Financial Bulletin June 25 and reported for the first
time factually July 9, continued with mounting authority
as the industry marked the close of its first month of summer business. From the four points of the domestic compass pour in the reports of an accelerating boxoffice. Another seismic tremor worthy of note comes from the
markets of finance, where, in stock trading, movie shares
began mustering more than their usual quota of plus signs.
In all, the industry has been seized by a marked quickenyet.

It

four motion

are

pictures

"The King and

the fashion that the industry

—

William Wyler, John Huston, Billy Wilder. As the
survey states: "In the last analysis, any commitment in
AA stock is a bet on the ability of these men to turn out

like
I",

In years
ducers of this quartet of boxoffice successes a special note
in

IV ard

Philip R.

appears, however, to be

"Moby Dick" and "The Eddy Duchin Story".
to come, a grateful industry may owe the promuch

H\

1954

23,

Friendly Persuasion") to the country's premiere showcase,

"Trapeze",

of thanks,

JULY

the Radio City Music Hall; (4) it has the money to support its $25 million production program; (5) it now has
the talent
principally in terms of producer-director names

is

Bellweathers of this forced march to the boondocks of
recovery

BULLETIN

far

Moviedom

ing of the pulse, a heightening of morale.

from out of the woods as
on its way.

FINANCIAL

owed

pictures.

On

the basis of their records,

looks like a good bet." (6)

AA

enjoys unusual leverage.

'hit'
it

money-making

On

is what the report says:
company from a minor to a ma-

the last-named score, here

thanks to the architects of CinemaScope, 3-D and other
technical contrivances in 1953. Four fine films, released

"The transformation

almost simultaneously, restored the nation's movie-going
instincts, and with it paved the way for a score of superior

marketwise unless

shows soon to grace the screens.

tional earnings gains per share of outstanding stock.

Best estimate of what's to come is this: a generally good
summer session, provided that the rate of recovery holds

pace of acceleration. However, improved as
there is still danger ahead. Some film people

to its present

business

is,

argue that

moviedom has become almost

as seasonal as

the beachchair renting business, you've got to

make

it

Others find the comparison
odious and illogical, contending that while only a nut will
sit on the beach while it snows, the sane segment of the
population could be induced to come out to the movies in
almost any weather, assuming the pictures have merit and
they are adequately advertised. A good way to stimulate

while the sun shines, or else.

the public appetite for future theatre-going

being done. Thus, the present
boxoffice boom on the top-drawer films currently in release figures not only to power improved quarterly profit

come next

reports

continuing

months.

It is

through

flow

the

the movie industry's ability to carry forward

boxoffice drive that financial circles will be

watching

and winter ahead.

ONE YEAR AGO, ALLIED ARTISTS
stock market run from

low

AV2

to 7-plus.

It

began

a sizzling

has since receded

seldom risen above 4 2 Why? Acan illuminating survey of this company by Os-

tide of 35

cording to
borne & Thurlow

.

(NYSE)

the spurt

"was obviously

of Allied Artists'

a 'big picture' studio.

the promise of excep-

it

becomes one

With
most

of the

Assuming conversion of all preall options, the company would

ferred stock and exercise of

have a maximum of only 1,475,000 shares of common outstanding (current market value $7.2 million) swinging its
$25 million production program. Compare this with Warner's,

which schedules 20 features costing about $30 mil-

with 2,474,000 shares of common selling at $21 per
its approximately $60 million of
production and 5,143,000 shares selling at $24
The

lion

share, or Loew's, with

.

.

recent successes of Coiumbia Pictures are

mind.

.

fresh in

still

Largely on the earnings of just three pictures,

jumped from 79c a share in 1953 to $3.53 a share
1954. The price of the stock moved from a low of 9*4

We

a pre-

believe that the time has

placed a

AA
AA is

delivering quality product in sufficient quantity; (2)
in a position to

meet such requirements;

of delivering

31^

high of

this year, after giving effect to a

stock split in July, 1955. Allied now appears to be
in a position much like that of Columbia two years ago."
5 for 4

O
NBC's
tubes

COLOR SET PROPHECY
by 1961

of

12.5

million tint

Forgive the
cynicism, if you will, but the prognosis represents by our
count the ninth time in the past two years a prominent TV
spokesman has rationalized disappointing color set sales
circulation

in

is

by making whopping estimates
also

mark

of the future.

1956 will

the fourth consecutive year that sales have fallen

short of private

TV

are falling into the
ized

interesting.

TV: you

industry calculations. Tip to

same specious

movie thinking,

lo,

rut that has character-

these long years.

O

OVERTURES HAVE DEFINITELY PASSED

Osborne & Thurlow offer these
(1) The Hollywood-created sellers' market has
premium upon those studios that are capable of

on the threshold

in 1953 to a

come

In support of this thesis,
factors:

in

transformation into

renew commitments."

now

talization remains small.

r

g,

mature anticipation

is

AA

post-summer

0

to

new program, however,

is

but to provide the impetus for a

fall,

patronage

closely in the crucial fall

to a

not necessarily interesting stock

carries with

highly leveraged companies in the industry, for the capi-

addicts to outstanding film entertainment at this

time of the year, which

its

is

it

profits

TV

the

to re-expose

is

industry factor

jor

its

of a

a

(3)

top-drawer film ("The

between
United Artists and Cantor, Fitzgerald, the California investment firm which took options on the controlling stock
cf Republic Pictures. What will come of them is currently
up in the air. In some circles, it is believed that UA man-

agement

made

is

eager to acquire

its

own

Film
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WHY THE

CIRCUS FAILED.

Everyone

Jhey'te hiking

About

every

in

In the

Movie Business

phase of showbusiness has been talking about the demise
of the seemingly indestructible Ringling Brothers Circus.
And everybody has his own version of what brought on
the collapse of "The Greatest Show on Earth", with TV

But John

generally being regarded as the chief culprit.

Kelley has a unique opinion. Mr. Kelley was counsel for
the Ringling Brothers and trial lawyer for other circuses
for some 30 vears. He is presently putting down his views
in a

book on the

rise

and

fall of

the Big Top, and

should

it

make fascinating reading for leaders of the motion picture
industry. What killed the circus? "It wasn't radio, tele"The

vision or anything of the sort," says Kelley.

men

spent more time trying to destroy each other than

they did trying to preserve the circus.

The movie

of opposition."

or

circus

two about intra-industry strife,
Once the circus men did agree

this.

that in 1910, eighteen of the leading

meeting.

"One

They

lived a

which knows
would do well

life

a thing

business,

to

heed

to agree.

Kelley says

showmen

held a peace

of the principal objects

was

to agree not to

They weren't on the road three
weeks when the agreement was broken by all of them.
The big ones were the first to violate the agreement,"
Kelley says. Now hear this: "The circuses should have orcover each others posters.

—

ganized

like the theatre

men

did in their early days.

drawings and

effect of

ploitation of

What

a

Twenty

some

incident in

Why

that's

mere pittance

STAR'S OUTCRY. Judy Garland, fresh on the heels of a
triumphant engagement at a Las Vegas night club, issued
a sharp outcry against the sale of her films to television.
She raised her voice

in protest, joining

Clark Gable,

who

is

"mad" over M-G-M's deal with TV.
Said Judy to a columnist: "Seven of my pictures were
listed in the ones that will be released on TV. I could be
also reported to be

on the home screens every night, competing with myself
in theatres.

That doesn't seem

fair to actors.

It

it

for its

own

sinister effect".

Boston newspapers on United Artists' "A Kiss Before Dying". The campaign on this melodrama features illustrations and copy dealing with pregnancy and murder, both
vital,

frankly presented elements in the story.

"The

having seen the film, incorrectly argues that the ads misrepresent the picture, closes
with this harsh comment: "At the present time, the industry, not notably in good health since tv has become popular, is committing suicide in its advertising program. The
usual presumption, when people attempt self-destruction,
is mental unbalance. Is that the case here?" Well, some
people are certainly going to say that better balance in editorial writing-

would serve the readers

"The

of

Pilot" well.

0
GROSSES. The

Four— "King and I", "Moby
"Eddy Duchin Story" continue to roll

current Big

Dick", "Trapeze",

—

along and provide encouragement to the trade everywhere.
Meanwhile, M-G-M has had two surprises: first, disappointing returns in test engagements of "Somebody Up
There Likes Me", and, second, surprisingly good grosses
on "The Fastest Gun Alive". Impression is held in some
quarters that when the Rocky Graziano angle is dropped

from the promotion campaign on "SUTLM" it will start
to do the business it warrants. "Away All Boats" is rolling along at a rather good clip. "The Catered Affair" and
"The Proud and the Profane" are limping. Despite a cool
press, "Johnny Concho" figures to do well on the strength
of the redoubtable Sinatra name.

seems to

me

they ought to get together and do something about it.
But of course they won't; they never have been able to
stick together." Judy's pain at the prospect is accentuated
by the fact that she is planning a new independent film for
theatres with her producer-husband, Sid Luft.

0

BIG PAYCHECK. The length to which
now to insure the presence of name stars

studios must go
in their pictures

by the recent I-promise-to-pay-you-$2 million
deal between 20th-Fox and John Wayne. For only three
is

illustrated

films, the star will get the $2 million, plus additional

newspaper

"The

Pilot," offi-

of the Catholic archdiocese of

Boston, re-

tive of the present status of the studios in relation to the

cently called on the movie industry to enforce its advertising code regulations "so that the highly offensive elements

talent problem.

removed at once". The church organ lashed out at
what it called "the simple dishonesty of exploiting a tiny

up

incident in a film through lurid advertising".

or "gimmicks".

are

f»q* I

Flllll

money

and a percentage from a fourth. Though there are very
few stars who can command this healthy take, it's indica-

PRESSURE AGAINST MOVIE ADS.
cial

Pilot"

editorial writer, apparently not

As they organize,
The circus never or-

million dollars, Mr. Kelley?

com-

All in-

ganized and they spent 20 million dollars fighting each
other."

Pilot" said, "is a

excited the paper's ire were the ads appearing in

dustries that progress have organized.

they effect economic advancement.

"The

text,

plete misrepresentation of the film, or at very best the ex-
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The

total

the roost

— with

What

is

The limited number of stars available rule
and make whatever demands they can conjure
them at any price.
Only the substitution of story values

studios struggling to grab

the answer?

LI

EXHIBITORS SHOULD FIND

IT

A BELL RINGER..

A LOT TO SELL!
— soys M.

P.

Herald

ROBERT
1ITCHUM
e Full-length Production
in

BIG B0X0FFICE STAF

CG/O/?

10 REIGN

11TRIDUE

SOLD SPY THRILLER

oduced, Written and Directed by

A SOCK CAMPAIGN

'\

t

source, Mitchum's and Reynold's

name,

c or and locale should guarantee patronage
s

'(

I

spectator satisfaction!"

)d

-box

spy stuff ! Suspense !"

"Nerve tingler
intrigue,

!

Fan-pleasing!

-FILM BULLETIN

mayhem and mystery
-FILM DAILY

office

"Mitchum never looked

-variety

"Good boxoffice potential Viewers
!

of

all

entialities of

being a top favorite at the

-m.

b office!"

p.

daily

GENEVIEVE PAGE- INGRIDTULEAN
Produced, Written and Directed by

run nnM

nrvMfAi

no

wi,h

te rested

or acted better!"

— HOLLYWOOD

ages

should find enough here to keep them

T

"Engrossing! Good prospect!"

Seethes with

REPORTER

in-

and entertained!"

-m.

p.

051

exhibitor

FREDERICK O'BRADY- EUGENE DECKER -JOHN PADOVANO

•

m

EASTMAN COLOR

"Simon and Laura"

"Walk the Proud Land"

O O

SutiK&M IZatiKQ
Good CinemaScope-Technicolor

Plus

Indian western should satis-

Audie Murphy gives marquee value.
Universal-International has screened the biography of

fy general audiences.

John Philip Clum, famed Indian agent, in a style that
figures to draw fairly good grosses in every type of thea-

Endowed with a handsome CinemaScope-Technicolor
production by Aaron Rosenberg and well-balanced direction by Jesse Hibbs, "Walk the Proud Land" has visual
and story values that compensate for mild action elements.
tre.

Audie Murphy struggles against the

Army and

Govern-

ment red-tape to see that unusually sympathetic treatment
is given the beaten Apache Indians. U-I has promoted a
campaign via the Department of InIndian Affairs Committee to give this an added

large scale promotion
terior's

Murphy is his usual taciturn
Easterner who is caught between

push.

self as the

soft-spoken

the hate of the races,

and combats both to establish peace and order. Anne Bancroft is radiant as the fiery squaw infatuated with the
strength and gentleness of the white agent. Pat Crowley,

Murphy's

as

bride,

is

cute as a button.

When Murphy

ar-

rives in Arizona to begin his job as Indian agent he finds

Apache chiefs in chains. He works toward Indian selfgovernment, bucking authorities who fear the redmen.
Anne Bancroft, an Apache widow, is sent to keep house
for Murphy. When Pat Crowley arrives to marry Murphy
the

she

is

fast to spot the passion in the

Indian

girl's eye.

Mur-

phy attempts to explain Apache social customs, but he's
also busy suppressing an Indian uprising headed by Geronimo. Murphy leads a band of peace-loving Apaches into
Geronimo's stronghold and the renegade chief is captured.
Order is restored between the races and the Clums.

Light English

Summer

comedy

Short on value elsewhere.

This British import about a Mr. and Mrs. television
who purr and coo charmingly in front of audiences
and growl at each other in private life, covers familiar
comedy terrain, but manages to draw a fair share of
laughs. Filmed in VistaVision and Technicolor, and set
mainly in the British Broadcasting Company's TV studios,
it adds up to 91 minutes of light Summer entertainment.
team,

In the class market where British films find favor, this

Universal release should attract fairly good grosses.
the general market,

it

might be exploited

recks, are asked to do a daily

TV

program. They accept,

money, and the show brings them closer
together. Laura burns when she learns that Simon has
spent a weekend in Monte Carlo with the show's script
writer. A domestic brawl on set follows, which is viewed
by millions of TV fans. The incident makes the show more
popular than ever, but Laura has decided on divorce. A
live camera is turned on Simon when he confesses he is
still

.

"Barefoot Battalion"

Low-budget Greek drama

The
hokum and

presence of Mickey Rooney.

OK

slapstick gets

lift

from

are reunited in

Universal-International IA Group Film Production!
91 minutes.
Peter Finch, Kay
Kendall, Ian Carmichael. Produced by Teddy Baird. Directed by Muriel Box.

O

depicts

children to Nazis. Limited dual
Familiar talking mule

They

desperately in love with Laura.

marital happiness.

%CC4tH€44 RcttCHf

Haunted House"

In

who

for the sake of

88 minutes. Audie Murphy, Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley,
Produced by Aaron Rosenberg. Directed by Jesse Hibbs.

"Francis in the

to those

want a glimpse into the furious pace of back-stage TV life.
The script, by Peter Blackmore, is full of barbs thrown at
stereotype English mannerisms. Marquee values are slim,
the cast being headed by Peter Finch and Kay Kendall,
who play the show biz couple with a great deal of zest and
conviction. Simon and Laura, whose marriage is on the

Universal-International.

Charles Drake.

Mild

color spoofs TV.

in VistaVision,

dualler for class houses.

bill

PIUS

resistance

Greek

of

prospects.

naturalistic technique of using non-professionals to

create an aura of authenticity fails to

come across in this
army of urchins,
German occupation.

dualler for family houses.

Greek import, a

mule comedy from Universal-Intersomewhat funnier than its latter predecessors. This is undoubtedly due to the presence of Mickey
Rooney in the role formerly occupied by Donald O'Connor. The kids will enjoy it
some of the big kids, too, and

shoe-shine boys,

Produced several years ago, it has been sharply trimmed
by 20th-Fox in the hope of making it acceptable for general market dual billing; prospects are fair. The pathos of

the fact that the capers involve a haunted house give this

some

The

latest talking

national seems

—

an added ballyhoo element. Rooney works himself to a
frazzle to keep the laughs going in the plot dealing with
the shenanigans of a couple of smoothies trying to take the
castle

and

its

fabulous art collection from

its

rightful

own-

Charles Lamont's direction maintains a good pace.
Francis, the mule, witnesses a murder and tells Rooney,

ers.

who

true-to-life saga of the

who

thrwarted the

half-starved children with a patriotic drive lend the story
appeal, but

Greg

almost primitive, and the dubbed-in English voices are not always convincing. Maria Costi, as a Greek resistance fighter, and
Nico Fermas, in the role of a black marketeer, both well

known

in the

Tallas' production

is

Greek theatre, give the drama some dimen-

sion although, the screenplay by Nico Katsiotes

is

almost

completely reportorial.

Told

Battalion"

about a downed American

in flash-back, the

"Barefoot

busy courting Virginia Wells, heiress to the fortune.
is nabbed by police as a suspect, is released, again
suspected, and then pursued by both police and Miss

rescued and taken to the youngsters' underground hide-

Wells.

the boys steal a cargo of olive

is

Rooney

Latter turns out to be a fraud, as is her equally
phony guardian, played by Paul Cavanagh. Francis comes
to the rescue by helping Rooney save the rightful estate

owners and

clear his

minutes.
Mickey Rooney, Virginia Wells,
Produced by Robert Arthur. Directed by Charles Lamont

Universal-International.

nagh

own good name.
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is

Money

story

needed to smuggle the flyer to safety, so
oil from a Greek collaborator, who tips off the Nazis. When the boys try to deliver
the oil they are pursued. In a struggle with one of the lads,
out.

is

the collaborator falls off a wall.
Paul

Cava-

flyer

IA Peter Boudoures Production).
Produced and directed by Gregg Tallas.

20th Century-Fox

Fermas.

The mission
A3 minutes.

is

successful.

Maria Costi, Nico

"High

Stutter 1£*ti*?
slow

Rolls after

GOO

Sinatra, Cros-

comedy, catchy tunes, production values.
Sure to draw high returns in urban

start.

houses, but not so in small towns.

The diverse talents and topflight boxoffice appeal of
Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly, make this
musical version of "The Philadelphia Story" a big show in
the finest M-G-M tradition. Sol Siegel's splashy VistaVision-Technicolor production can boast something for
Cole

everyone:

Porter's

sophisticated

routines, jazz instrumentals, plush sets,

songs,

and

soft-shoe

story, transplanted

Line to the society mecca of Newport, R.

a light-hearted

spirit,

while tossing acid commentary at

at

best in the song and dance sequences.

Crooner

dumb

but adorable nightclub chorine who inherits a racketeer's empire after he is
rubbed out in gangland warfare. Under Biake Edwards'
direction, it adds up to solid popular entertainment that
should appeal to a wide range of moviegoers. While Jonie
Taps' production never lacks color or costume appeal.

Lucy Marlow,

tells

the story of a

as the tintype dizzy dame,

with a snappy performance. She
gether, a fact especially apparent
sequences. Frankie Laine
is

from Philadelphia's Main
I., is rather slow
getting underway, but the second half is loaded with life
and laughs, which director Charles Walters handles cleverly. One regrets that some of the unnecessary dialogue by
screenplay writer John Patrick had not been deleted from
the early scenes. However, once the film rolls it takes on

The

and

Frankie Laine

a look-see at

the shenanigans of the society smart-set. This shrewd
combination of ingredients will undoubtedly carry it to
very good grosses wherever frothy musical entertainment
clicks. This does not necessarily mean the small-town situations.

babbling

blond and the blazing machinegun. A Columbia release, in
Technicolor, it is happily Runyonesque and breezy in plot,

Plus

marquee names

Musical hit stocked with top
by, Kelly. Plenty of

1920's, told in a burst of cliches that includes the

Society"

is

is

in

comes through

beautifully put to-

her flapper dance

when his infectious voice
"Danny Boy". When mil-

best

put to work in a tune like

underworld czar Alan Reed is wiped out in gang
war. he leaves his race tracks, speakeasies, and distilleries
lionaire

Marlow. His partner, Jesse White, doesn't like
the practical joke, and neither does Dick Long, Lucy's

to Miss

White decides to dispose of Lucy to take charge of the holdings, but not before
she closes all the illicit holdings. 3oy loses girl briefly
boyfriend, who's a plain-clothes cop.

when White and
girl plus millions

his

gang kidnap Marlow. But boy gets

before the

finis.
e

Columbia. 77 minutes. Frankie Laine. Lucy Marlow. Dick Long, Anthony Dexter.
Produced by Jonie Taps. Directed by Blake Edwards.

Crosby wasn't the wisest selecbut he's tops in the tune departthe "Now You Has Jazz" number with

high and snooty society.

romantic

tion for his

ment, especially in

role,

Louis Armstrong's band and in a jolly duo

You Evah?". Grace

"Well, Did

Kelly

embark on a
She becomes enchanting after drinking
herself into the arms of magazine reporter Sinatra. Latter
could have had some sharper dialogue in spots. Celeste
Holm wisecracks continually as the photographer who's
sweet on Sinatra, and the late Louis Calhern works a few
portrayal as a headstrong beauty about to

"Satchmo" Armstrong
Newport for a jazz festival, render
Dixieland tunes, some good, some not-so. Crosby

laughs out of insignificant scenes.

several

in

ex-hubby who's still pot it bad for her. and
do anything to keep her from marrying seriousminded, dull John Lund. Sinatra and Holm are unwelcome
reporters from an expose-type magazine. Miss Kelly, not
sure she's completely free of Crosby, gets soused and takes
a dip in the pool with Sinatra. Although nothing to ruin
plays Kelly's

will

Lund insists on a detailed
His mistrust sends Kelly back to Crosby. As
they walk down the aisle, Sinatra and Holm decide they'll
take a whirl at wedlock.
her reputation takes place, suitor

explanation.

MGM.

107 minutes.

Armstrong.

Bing Crosby

Produced by

Grace

Sol Siegel.

Kelly, Frank Sinatra Celeste Holm. Louis
Directed by Charles Walters.

"He Laughed Last"
&u4i*e44 IZatiH?
Bright

*ay.

O O

song-and-dance comedy moves

Good

Plus

fast, entertains all the

Men From Now"

GOG

SU41H€44

delightful in her

is

second marriage.

and his ensemble,

"Seven

with Sinatra,

Topflight Randolph Scott western.

Loaded with

action.

Long, lean, taciturn Randy Scott just rolls on and on.
"Seven Men From Now," his latest, is an above-par vehicle
for the perennial western star. Its well-constructed, suspenseful, actionful plot, concerning an ex-sheriff gunning
for seven bandits who shot his wife during a Wells Fargo
holdup, emerges as an engrossing study of men with
plausible reasons for drawing six-shooters. Burt Kennedy's fine script gives it drive. There is no question that
it will satisfy action addicts, and its reception in the general market should be above-average. The Warner Bros.
(Batjac) production in WarnerColor is first-grade outdoor
stuff. And director Budd Boetticher draws the best out of
a good cast that includes Gail Russell and evil Lee Marvin.
While searching down the killers, Scott encounters Easterner Walter Reed and his beautiful wife, Gail Russell,
in their covered wagon.
Masters appears, trailing the
Wells Fargo bandits for their money. Masters makes a
pass at Russell, and Scott, attracted to her, sends him packing. Masters learns from the outlaws that the loot is being
shipped in Reed's wagon, the latter unknowing. Alerted,
Scott waits for the outlaws to come and get it. Meanwhile,
Reed is shot when he attempts to inform the local sheriff,
and Masters shoots some of the bandits in a double-cross.
Scott cuts down the others in a hill fight. Russell remains
in town after Scott suggests they might get together.

dualler for general market.
Warner

Here

is

a

lively,

satirical

Gu4i*u44. TZaU**}

return

to

the

O O O O

rip-snorting

TOPS

Randolph Scott. Gail Russell.
Bros. IA Batjac Production!.
78 minutes.
Produced by Andrew V. McLaglen and Robert E. Morrison. Directed
Lee Marvin
oy Budd Boetticher.

O O O

GOOD

Q O

AVERAGE

O

POOR

[More REVIEWS on Page 12]
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Rating

for art houses.

is

"Davy

Proud and the Beautiful"

"The

Mexico a must

O O O

Fascinating French

drama

set in

for foreign film devotees.

a

to foreign filmgoers here, it qualifies as one of
of the year, and should delight sophistiimports
the best
cated audiences. The story is designed to startle. Miss
Morgan discovers she cannot weep when her husband sud-

well

known

thoroughly disillusioned, apathetic,
drunkard. The plot is located in a sun-baked, ancient
Mexican town that's ablaze with fire-crackers during a

denly dies

;

Phiiipe

a

is

The heat, the constant racket, the threat
the mood for a strange romance. Morgan

holiday festival.
of eDidemic set

handles the role with intimacy, understanding, and sensual
undertones, while Phiiipe turns in a performance that is
remarkably convincing. Shortly after Miss Morgan's arrival in Mexico, her husband dies of a contagious disease.

She can't speak the language and discovers her money is
gone. Phiiipe, an ex-doctor, stumbles by, but is too drunk
to assist the stranded widow. An epidemic breaks out and
Phiiipe assists the

Morgan becomes

town physician (Carlos Moctezuma).

attracted to Phiiipe, learns his reckless

drinking began after he lost his wife in childbirth. He
proves himself a man and they remain in Mexico to find
consolation in each other.
Michele

94 minutes.
Directed by Yvee Allegret.

Kingsley

International.

Mendoia.

"Three

Morgan,

courtroom

angle

in

jury-bribing.

Three jurors

in a

Gerard

domestic

Good

trial,

which should serve well as

jury-fixing

attract

each with a heartrending

money and

is

a dualler in all situations.

the exploitable central thread that should

male segment, while the

the

trio

of

vignettes will hold the interest of the fern trade.

of

series

Davy

ornery critters that ever stalked the Western outposts.
Producer Bill Walsh, writer-director Norman Foster and
scenarist Tom Blackburn have fashioned a colorful and exciting Technicolored compilation of the episodes already
seen by millions in the TV series. Action abounds and the
story is shot full of messages on sportsmanship, fair play,
virtues. Some melodic new verses of
"Davy Crockett" have been strummed up, along with a

and other human

couple happy tunes titled "King of the River", and "Yaller,
Yaller Gold". Fess Parker and Buddy Ebsen can do no
wrong playing Davy and his sidekick, George Russel. Jeff
York portrays Mike Fink, cantankerous, but lovable riverboat king. Davy and his gang race York's crew down the
river in keelboats. Davy wins despite York's trickery, and

they join forces to combat river pirates disguised as Indians who are attacking riverboats. The mission is accomplished after a battle on the water and another in a huge
cave which is the pirate's hideout. "River Pirates" is being
distributed by
live

Buena Vista together with an

and animated Technicolor

featurette,

"Man

interesting

In Space".

Walt Disney IBuena Vista releasel. 81 minutes. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen,
York. Produced by Bill Walsh. Directed by Norman Foster.

Hugo Haas,
Exploitable

dualler for general market.

murder

TV

The legend

Crockett continues to unfold as the frontier hero goes
down the Mississippi to match wits with some of the most

of

domestic

Thomas

Carr directed the complex story with a firm rein, while a
proficient cast lends conviction to some difficult roles.
Laraine Day and Ricardo Montalban, an impoverished

Hell"

O

/RoUh?

Sentimental story of hobo and

O O

melodrama.

hero, prospects are

situations.

the theatre version of another Disney

&u<tfKe44

promises by an unscrupulous lawyer. With that combination courtroom-domestic theme, Hayes Goetz has
fashioned an engrossing melodrama for Allied Artists re-

The

is

town

Jeff

Victor

Phiiipe,

personal problem, are baited and bribed with

lease

This

in frontier

smafl

— an item strictly for the youngsters.

Jamie Dawn"

for

and

for juvenile trade,

"Edge

S«<ti*e44 /Rati*?
Slick

Despite diminished interest
fair

Frenchman's insight into the emotion we call
love, a weird Jean Paul Sartre story, and a camera trained
on a flea-bitten town in Mexico, and the result is this intensely interesting drama released by Kingsley International. Starring Michele Morgan and Gerard Phiiipe, both

Mix

and the River Pirates"

Crockett

his

j

Plus

dog. Mild dualler.

producer, director, writer, and star of "Edge

of Hell", has created a back-streets

melodrama

that will

require an up-hill exploitation climb to realize a decent

Released through Universal, this story
good-natured bum and his sad-eyed dog is sentimentbogged, and hardly comes to life. The title is very misboxoffice return.
of a

leading, since the story

with

bits of

is

really a piece of

whimsy

homely philosophy. Haas' production

loaded
is

ob-

a mild supporting dualler for
family houses, with Flip, the shaggy dog who does tricks

viously low-budget.

It's

so his master can pass around the hat, giving

it

a

lift for

Francesca De Scaffa, a sultry gal in the upapartment, wiggles her way through an eye-catching
performance. His lovable-bum character takes on some

the kiddies.
stairs

couple, June Havoc, a faded actress yearning for a come-

depth when he tells of his bygone stage and circus career,
and there are several touching moments when Haas throws

back, and Eduard Franz,

a party for his skid-row buddies.

whose son

is

missing

in

Czecho-

slovakia, are the victims of the machinations of lawyer

Richard Carlson. Latter is defending wealthy heiress
Jamie Dawn (Marilyn Simms), on trial for murdering her
lover. Through the bribe offers of "fixer" Regis Toomey,
Carlson causes a "hung" jury and gets his client off with
a second degree verdict. However, a witness confesses he
was bribed, Jamie is convicted, and Carlson is faced with
paying the penalty for his crime.
Allied

Artists

June Havoc.

Peg* 12

81

minutes

Laraine

Day. Ricardo Montalban
Richard
Directed by Thomas Carr.

Produced by Hayes Goeti.
Film
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Carlson,

now

Ex-actor

Hugo

Haas,

a professional beggar, performs on street corners with

his trick dog.

some

He

entertains at a rich lad's party and earns

The boy's father offers $500 for Flip but Haas
Becoming sick and unable to pay his rent, Haas

cash.

refuses.

He is beaten to death by
who thinks he received a large sum for the dog,
while Flip, who refuses food in his new home, also dies.
Fade out has man and do^ meeting happily in heaven.
leaves Flip with the rich family.
a character

Universal-International.
ton.

78

minutes.

Hugo Haas, Francesca De

Produced and directed by Hugo Haas.

Scaffa,

Ken Carl-

!

:

Viewpoints

Answer

This CatIs for an
A

and ATOI, and secretary-treasurer

has been
of
Owners
Theatre
lodVed by Allied

grave

accusation

Syndicate Theatres, Inc., a 14theatre circuit. Mr. Rembusch reof

companies Paramount, Universal and
Columbia that motion pictures distributed by them have been denied
against

Indiana

—

fi!m

three

cently was one of the exhibition
spokesmen before the Senate Small
Business Subcommittee, and voiced
some vigorous complaints against

—

an exhibitor member of ATOI
without just cause. The charge is a
to

certain current film

and

serious one.

In

membership

its

bulletin,

Plainly, the implication contained

re-

in the bulletin

man's organization makes the pertinent and significant point that one
of the principals to this controversy
h Trueman Rembusch, a former

panies

of

National

both

spoken

criticism

contention

same

is

ly

date, three

ma-

—

owned by Trueman Rembusch who was former-

President of Indiana Allied for eight years. President of

National Allied for two years, and
nate National Director

is

presently the alter-

from Indiana. Rembusch was

also

one of the leading exhibitor witnesses who gave testimony
before the Senate Small Business Committee that has been
studying Retailing, Distribution and Fair Trade Practices.

We know

would not be an arbiter acceptcompanies in a dispute of this kind between the Distributor and an ATOI member. Nor would
that this office

able to the film

it

be possible to set forth the entire evidence of the con-

But this Association can not reany one of its members is treated

troversy in this bulletin.

main disinterested

if

differently than other exhibitors only for the reason that

they are a leader, or take an active part in Association

Or if they are discriminated against because they
were willing to give testimony before a Committee of the
United States Senate studying conditions in the motion
affairs.

picture industry.

Minus the

details,

these circumstances in the dispute

For

we

are advised of

:

many

years Syndicate Theatres did business in
the same manner as thousands of other theatres through1.

and the country following the playdatc
high percentage "policy" pictures settlement according

out the territory
of

:

terms was postponed until some satisfactory
with the box office results of the picture was arrived at in negotiation with the distributor. In
some cases it took weeks or months to agree on final settlement terms.
to contract

adjustment

in line

Shortly following the Senate Hearings, Paramount,
Universal and Columbia shut off all service to Syndicate
2.

their

policies
If this

A

German

famous

philosopher

once said: "One man's word is no
man's word we should quietly hear
both sides." Allied Theatre Owners
of Indiana have spoken; Paramount,
Universal and Columbia owe it to
the industry at large, as well as to
;

their

own

reputations, to answer the

allegation fully.

OWNERS OF INDIANA BULLETIN

motion picture product have been denied to
member Syndicate Theatres. The Syndicate

ATOI

of

supported, there can be

jor sources of

circuit is

com-

are retaliating against

before a Congressional body.

ALLIED THEATRE

an

that the three

the Indiana independent for his out-

Allied

Recently, and at approximately the

named

is

will be

policies

sales practices.

printed below, the Indiana theatre-

president

company

doubt that our entire industry
smeared with the charge of
employing strong-arm tactics in
dealing with anyone in the ranks
who refuses to submit to dictated
policies. This imputation should be
avoided, by all means.
little

Theatres and threatened suit for payment according to
In some cases this was only the matter of a few
days after completion of the engagement. In some cases

contract.

amount in dispute was only a few hundred dollars,
even though Syndicate Theatres had paid the same companies many thousands of dollars in film rentals since the
beginning of the year.
the

3. We have heard of no other instances where suit has
been threatened or all service stopped in a reversal of a
policy which has been an accepted way of doing business
for very many years in a great number of situations.

The above circumstances most

certainly

demand some

explanation in order to avoid the conclusion that Syndicate
Theatres is the subject of retaliation because of Rembusch's activity in organization.

Unless every exhibitor

he can to make sure that this is not the case, it
will be almost impossible in the future to get any individual to give of his time and effort in causes for the weldoes

all

This is what each ATOI member
can do: Write to Senator Homer E. Capehart and to Senator William E. Jenner urging them to contact the members
of the Senate Small Business Committee and to carefully
fare of all exhibitors.

Trueman T. Rembusch,
Sub Committee on Retailing, Distribution and Fair Trade Practices, against Paramount, Columbia and Universal of retaliation. Such a letter does not
require you to be a judge as to whether this is so or not
it does not require that you take such a position with your
Senator. But the letter will ask that thoughtful examination be given so that no exhibitor is being made, or can be
made, the object of retaliation because he has had the
examine the

facts in the charge of

a witness before the

courage to speak out in behalf of his branch of our indusLetters should be addressed to Senate Office Build-

try.

ing,

Washington, D.

C.
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TRUE AND EXCITING STORY

CinemaScopE
STARRING

AUDIE

MURPHY

I

1

AGENT JOHN PHILIP CLUM!

?STDIAN
who

!

defied Geronimo's legions of hate with the strength of his Faith

and his love for a

woman ... to

turn back the tide of savagery

CO-STARRING

ANNE BANCROFT

PAT CROWLEY

•

CHARLES DRAKE tommy

im by JESSE HIS

I

(

•

f

"j

screenplay by GIL

DDUD

and

rall

•

jay silverheels

JACK SREft

•

produced by

AARON ROSENBER

itself

HEADLINERS...

THEY

DANIEL

T.

.

.

MADE THE NEWS
JULIUS GORDON,

National Allied con-

coming year

tral Allied for the

Children

.

NORMAN LAND

.

.

late

H. A. Cole.
honor the veteran

office of Col.

will

Texas independent for

his

"40 years of

devotion to the betterment of
the industry". Also at the meeting, convention co-ordinator Robert F. Morrell.
unselfish

SENATE

B.

S.

expected to report

o
SUBCOMMITTEE
its

.

.

MAN-

vice president, to be
honored by Philadelphia Variety Tent 13
at its annual Johnny Nite, July 31. Proceeds go to the Camp for Handicapped

Hotel, Dallas, Texas. Gordon made his
three-day
following
a

announcement

.

NIE SACKS, RCA

publicity manager for
and the Near East

meeting at the

president,

.

vention chairman, announced that plans
have been completed for the annual conclave Nov. 27-29 at the Statler Hilton

The convention

RKO

O'SHEA,

honored with a 16-week sales drive
BENJAMIN BERbeginning Aug. 31
GER re-elected president of North Cento be

.

.

UELS

new

appointed
in

SIDNEY

.

manager

Foreign Versions

Europe

C.

SAM-

20th-Fox's
succeeding the
of

Dept.

BERNARD P.
Vermont
named assistant zone manager

Boris

BROOKS

RKO

.

.

.

and chief film buyer of Stanley Warner,

HARRY M. KALJOHN STURGES
LELAND HAYWARD to

Philadelphia zone, by
MINE ... Director
signed by

complete "The Old Man and The Sea"
following walk-out of Fred Zinnemann
JODI BARNES, with an assist from
.

.

of

year.

Juhn H. Rowley, Variety Int'l. Chief Barker,
inspects equipment at Variety Children's Hospital, Miami, with VC reps. Bill Dock, Paul
Bruun; hospital director Traey Hare; thief
barker Sig Eisenberg.

.

.

.

ALEX HARRISON

manager

currently
outlining a "World Showmanship Drive"
to company divisional personnel around
the country. Drive will be conducted by
home and overseas distribution organizations for 25 weeks covering 2nd half of
reported that
this year ... SI
more than 4300 theatres signed up for

FABIAN

Rogers Memorial Hos-

last week's Will
Audience
pital
lied

Drive
confirmed that Al-

Collection

WALTER MIRISCH

.

Artists will film story of

RIESEL,

blinded

A.

versal,

.

Raymond

E.

H.

Martin; to Martin's Dallas district
spot, Robert N. Wilkinson; to Dallas
branch manager, Walter E. Armbruster.

UA

Wm. Heineman, 2nd

from r.. an"Trapeze" had grossed over $4
million in first week of general release. Other
UA sales executives present, from I.: M. E.
Cohen, James R. Velde, Al Fitter.
v.p.

nounced

that

MGM's
No.

out "Richard

III"

.

.

.

MGM

ROUBEN MAMOULIAN

rector and

JANIS PAGE

FRED ASTAIRE

and

in "Silk Stockings",

way

Dance" voted
Film Festival,

"Invitation to the
film at recent Berlin

1

nosing
signed

hit

musical

...

NICK

has

as dito co-star with

CYD CHARISSE

RKO

ZIER,

production head, returned to
East coast conwith president DANIEL T.

his studio office following

ferences

O'SHEA.

RAYMOND E. MOON, 59, asmanager of UniverHAROLD
CLEARY, 69, vice

DIED:

r

>

j.

16
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over the same period in 1955. Krim also
said that 41 feature films representing an
investment of approximately $35,000,000
are completed, editing or shooting. The
release rate will be maintained at an average of four per month for at least the
next year. In the five years since the
new group, headed by Krim and board
chairman Robert S. Benjamin, took over
the operation of United Artists, the company's world-wide gross earnings have increased from $18 million to $55 million.

0

sal...
president,

along the line ... if the studio is to be
operated profitably in the future". The
production head declared that
"making big pictures for bigness' sake"
had led the industry up a "blind alley".
Metro's most profitable pictures of late
have been those made at reasonable cost,
he said. "We are going to have to reduce
our 'margin of error'," Schary warned.
all

MGM

o

ALEX HARRISON

J.

treasurer of Loew's Theatres.

told exhibitors 20th

Century-Fox has decided to eliminate 2-D
trailers on all future CinemaScope productions.

the

2-D

sistant general sales

WILKINSON

the company's history, and $10,000,000
above last year. These happy figures arc
based on film rentals from both the domestic and foreign markets. The record
half-year gross is an increase of $4,130,000

based on the BroadDAVID O. SELZ-

and his wife JENNIFER JONES
returned from Europe.
The producer
starts work soon on "A
Farewell to
Arms" for 20th-Fox ... WILLIAM DO-

MARTIN

Krim

DORE SCHARY recently assembled
Loew's studio executives, producers and
department heads to give them the grim
news that a "severe and disciplined economy drive" will be put into effect immediately, warning that they must "cut costs

was named
manager of Uni-

succeeding the late

the basis of this figure,

.

MCCARTHY

Moon. Other appointments by sales ch'ef
Charles Feldmen: to McCarthy's former
post as Southern sales manager, Henry

On

VICTOR

columnist

labor

.

McCarthy
J.

that a

an annual gross of $55,000,000
for 1956, which would be the grea est in

CARMEL

FRANK

bright-

forecast

MYERS, signed by Coagent
lumbia ... BILL COLLERAN signed by
National Theatres to direct first CineFox general sales
Miracle production

assistant general sales

its

record $28,330,000 has been grossed by
the company in the first 27 weeks of this

practices

complained of by exhibition spokesmen.
Allied States Association will probably
press for legislation based on the report
at the next session of Congress.

flashed

week with the announce-

ment by president Arthur B. Krim

is

findings and recom-

correction

UA MANAGEMENT
est smiles last

mendations on film industry practices to
Congress this week, just prior to adjournment. The report will most likely urge
self-regulatory

President Krim reads United Artists' big grossing report as executives W illiam J. Heineman,
Roger H. Lewis and Robert .S. Benjamin display their satisfaction.

"It

is

Fox general
trailers

our considered opinion,"
sales

manager

do not do justice

said "that
to a Cine-

picture
We therefore urge
each and every exhibitor to properly sell
CinemaScope productions to theatre patrons by utilizing CinemaScope trailers."

maScope

.

.

.

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
I_

WARNER

KALMENSON

SEMENENKO

SCHNEIDER

ALLEN

NEW WARNER MANAGEMENT,

FABIAN
SI H.

FABIAN

insisted there

truth in these yarns" that he

ing disposing of the Stanley

is

was "no
consider-

Warner

the-

and the company's Cinerama
operations.
Basis for the rumors that
Fabian desired to go into production, a
move that was blocked by the Justice Deatre chain

"My

partment.
of

confidence in the future
changed,"
hasn't

business

theatre

Fabian said. "I have no intention of sellStanley Warner theatres." He expressed his concern about the product
shortage and the hope that "the present
production companies can furnish us our
needs". As for Cinerama, the
presiing

SW

"we

working to expand
Cinerama theatres, to improve Cinerama
technically and plans are underway for
more productions ..." A $2,029,200 net
profit for Stanley Warner and its subsidiaries was reported for the 39 weeks ended
May 26, 1956, compared to the $2,222,000
dent said:

are

which took over control of Warner Brothers Pictures, pledged itself to "the production of the finest motion pictures possible", according
to president Jack L. Warner. The deal turning over a major portion of the company's
stock to a group of investors headed by Boston banker Serge Semenenko was finalized
July 11 in New York. The price for about 600,000 shares of stock held by Harry M. and
Albert Warner was said to be $16,500,000,
or $27.50 per share. At the initial organizSAMUEL PINANSKI called on exhibiing meeting of the new company, Jack
tors to give every possible support to the
Warner was elected president and board
industry's tax campaign, now that the
Benjamin Kalmenson was
chairman,
House Ways and Means Committee has
named executive vice president, Samuel
OK'd a bill exempting tickets up to $1
Schneider assistant to the president and
from the 10 per cent Federal admissions
treasurer, and Charles Allen, Jr., senior
tax. The New England theatre executive
partner of Allen and Co., investment
reflected the encouragement felt throughbankers, was elected to the board of diout the industry that it might now be posrectors.
Harry M. and Albert Warner
sible to get a tax bill through both houses
will continue on the board, which now inThe
of Congress before adjournment.
cludes Semenenko and Kalmenson. Other
Committee revised the original bill,
directors of the company: vice presidents
drawn up by Rep. King of California,
Stanleigh P. Friedman and Robert W.
which called for the first $1 of all admisPerkins, Schneider, and Waddill and
sions to be tax free. The approved bill
Catchings, a partner in Radio Program
provides that tickets costing over $1 must
Products Co. Thomas J. Martin, former
pay the 10 per cent tax on the entire
assistant treasurer of the company, was
amount. "Nobody knows better than I,"
appointed controller, and Walter MeiPinanski said, "the magnitude of the achofer, former auditor, was named ascomplishment of Bob O'Donnell, Bob
They replace Samuel
sistant treasurer.
Coyne and Charlie McCarthy in getting

Ways and Means Com-

this bill past the

Despite

mittee.

and

the

the pessimistic

all

indifference

leaders, they

of

some industry

have presented the industry's

case most forcibly not only to
tors,

talk

but also to

.

.

.

all

exhibi-

advertising-publicity

faulty

of

The National Theatres

petitor

appointment was made to "provide closer
supervision, aggressive showmanship and
the flexible operating policies essential to
the changing conditions of today's enter-

tainment market".
"it will

my

make

it

Rhoden

possible for

also said that

me

He

continue to supervise production
headquarters in Hollywood.

will

with

policies.

president based his

and

for

radio,

their

advertising

the

biggest

com-

dollar,

with

free publicity equal to twice the

amount
Motion

radio-TV advertising.
on the other hand, using five
times as much ad space as TV and radio,
receive publicity and news breaks equivalent to only half that of their paid ad
of

paid

pictures,

space.

The

result,

Rhoden

said,

is

that

newspapers are sowing the seeds of their

own

destruction.

to inten-

forward National's program of expansion and diversification". Ricketson is a vice president and director of National Theatres.
Rhoden will accompany Ricketson on a
tour of company theatres in August.
sify

the largest single stockholder.

tion's

television

JR. has been
named general manager of theatre operations for National Theatres.
President
Elmer C. Rhoden stated that Ricketson's

because of ill
reported to be

is

RHODEN

vealed that newspapers are building up

H.

resigned

warned the nanewspapers that they are committing "mass homicide of motion picture
theatres and journalistic suicide" because
C.

against last year's $1.01.

FRANK

who

Jack L. Warner

O

ELMER

recorded for the same period in 1955. The
is equal to 94 cents a share this year

0
RICKETSON,

health.

Congress."

statement on the results of a movie, TV
and radio publicity survey of 16 newspapers conducted by Denver division
manager Robert Selig. The study re-

net

Carlisle,

HAINES

ROY HAINES

was appointed general
manager of Warner Brothers, succeeding Benjamin Kalmenson, who was
named executive vice president. Haines,
an industry veteran, had been Western
Division sales manager since 1943. He
starts his new duties immediately.
sales

efforts in carrying

MORT BLUMENSTOCK,
president

and

former vicehead of advertising and

publicity at Warner Bros., died of a heart
attack July 18. He reportedly was about
to rejoin the company when stricken.
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PICTURES WITH A PURPOSE...

4

COMING THIS YEAR
ND
V/IDE VISION

SPUR
COLOR

"Shake, RaWe ** /?oc*

NAKED PARADISE
IN

COLOR

HELL RAIDERS n
SEE YOUR LOCAL

man.

DnZeJinatLoruzi
EXCHANGE!!!

fORUm

€XHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

MR. FREEMAN SPEAKS
ITO

of

lack of cash.

In 9 years, the national cash

income has climbed from about $40

Ohio

billion

Since 1940, the pubspendable surplus over the amount
needed for necessities has climbed from $27
billion to $145 billion. Second, a great numa year, to $317 billion.

Now comes
the

Y. Frank Freeman, head of

Paramount

Studio,

ing of thousands of

adds that

this

who

more movie

theatres and

"development might prove

On

industry-wise".

beneficial

predicts the clos-

top

of

this,

Freeman stated that Paramount's average
rental from its last 7,000 accounts is $25 and
that that revenue is not enough to make it
worth while for Paramount to continue servicing them. This week we visited a lady
who is operating a small town theatre in this
state which is open only four days and

lic's

tell

you that

many

their competition arises

TV

from

not the lone
villain. Now Farrell Davisson, reporting in
Variety, surveys some of the ways people
are spending their leisure time and spare
sources, and that

money

in other

is

ways than going

to theatres.

Here are some

Every Paramount Picture

Bowling: 20 million participants spending
$250 million a year for equipment, lane fees,

atre.

$25 on her the-

They should be

carrying

Mr.

out

$12.50 and $15.00 So,
Freeman's figure, it is

obvious that the last 7,000 accounts must include a lot of theatres bigger than the one
mentioned above.
Allied of Indiana points out some significant facts about Mr. Freeman's statement.
For years, we have listened to similar statements about the cost of serving the small
theatres and have overlooked them as mere-

—

propaganda for higher film rentals e.g.,
every sales call costs the distributor $23.47
and every servicing of a print costs $18.50,
etc.
But with the problems that thousands
ly

now facing, such harrassment from within the industry is inexcusable. And the claim that serving this
class of account is unprofitable business is
no more logical than to say it is unprofitable
for a Department Store to sell greeting cards
and spools of thread or for the corner restaurant to sell coffee and doughnuts. And
suppose Mr. Freeman's 7,000 theatres do only
pay an average of $25 per picture; if Paramount should offer 20 pictures next year,
those theatres will each contribute $500.00,
or a total revenue of %2> l/2 million. If these
theatres were all lumped into one area, it
would be possible for Paramount to cease all
operation there, but distributed throughout
the country, just how much can Paramount
economize by writing them off the books?
And also, keep in mind that the $3 l/2 million
is about 6 times the maximum and unprecedented amount that TV ever paid for any
production— "Peter Pan". Or admit that

etc.

Amateur Photography:
ists

Paramount would

—

like
what would happen
remaining theatres if they closed? It
is in the small towns and subsequent runs
that people acquire the movie going habit
that later feeds the big metropolitan first
runs with patrons. "It's about time for
to the

Hollywood

to

stop

trying

to

hasten

the

demise of the small theatre."

HERE

IS

YOUR OPPOSITION

exhibitors will quickly concur with

recent

observations of Fox's Bill Gehring
and U-I's Feldman. First, that the value of
the proposed box-office credit plan is convenience, and not to meet the problem of
Page 20
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spending $100 million per year.

Stamp

Collectors:

12

million

philatelists

ing $1 billion a year.
Fishermen: 30 million

nimrods spending

$150 million for fishing tackle.
Home Gardners: 40 million people digging
up their yard spending %\ l/2 billion.
Golf: zy2 million players spending $200
million a year to play the game.

Do-It-Yourself

:

Millions

of

new

home

owners spending $7 billion a year for tools
and material.
Mr. Davisson points out other competition from backyard swimming pools ($325
million) to skindiving. And, of course, television with

its

present 35 million set owners.

Although we have no answer, we again
logue

some

cata-

of the boxoffice competition

on

the theory that the first step in finding a
solution to anything is to recognize the problem. It does look as though more of the

movie dollars should be spent off the theatre
pages in order to reach the above millions.

TOA
The naming of Samuel Rosen as Honorary
Chairman of TOA's International Convenconsummates an!
tion and Trade Show
.

.

ISN'T

HELPING

ITO of Ohio

This outstanding group of showmen, with
plans already formulated, will
guide the proceedings of exhibition's all-important meetings to be held at the New

preliminary

York Coliseum September 20-24.
Upon receiving word of Rosen's

was

off

because theatres are

dirty.

That's a

make and one
which Mr. Leroy should know better than
pretty general statement to
to

make.

Granted he

may

TOA

TOA

MR. DAFF SPEAKS
ITO of Ohio

Last week, Al Daff, executive vice-president of Universal in a trade press interview
urged that the exhibitor should get back to
the basic fundamentals of showmanship to
sell pictures. Now this is very good advice
but there are lots of pictures, Mr. Daff, that
one cannot sell even if, as you suggest, "we
have to kick kerosene cans around the street
to attract attention".

But

let's

its

We

regular dividend.

due.

neglected to ob-

was doing this while actually
increasing the number of pictures it would
serve that

make

it

while the rest of the companies com-

they used

At

make

many

as

l?5A

"real estate men".
Another example of disdain was shown
last week in Columbus. The front pages of
the newspapers carried pictures and stories
about Bob Hope who was visiting in town

with his daughter. They referred to the fact
that he was going to Indianapolis to appear
in connection with the premiere of his picture. Oddly enough, it was opening here on
the same day. Yet instead of being gracious

as

to.

least

Universal

is

trying to help the

him more

pictures. Also,

have you noticed the 24-sheet board around
on "Away All Boats"? Even if the picture
turns out to be a must 50% deal, at least
this is

making people movie conscious.

have seen some

Hollywood would, if it could, like to dispose of exhibition. This has been evident for
years when they have contemptuously referred to exhibitors as "brick and mortar

was

give credit where credit

Last week we observed that Universal paid

WANTED

dirty theatres; they are certainly not all that

way.

accept-

ance to the Convention's top honored spot,
President Myron N. Blank, at Des
Moines said, "The counsel and guidance of
this popular and seasoned exhibitor is essential. We of
are very happy he has
accepted the appointment."

exhibitor by giving

Mervyn Leroy, a director of some note,
last week told newspapermen that business

.

already imposing steering committee of ex-j
perienced and positive-thinking exhibitors.

plained that they couldn't

HOLLYWOOD

;

ROSEN HON. CHAIRMAN

Managers,

Theatre

thoroughly

experi-

enced for theatres in the Middle West.
Good positions. Answer in detail. Address Film BULLETIN Box 202.

men" and

North Central Allied

Most

25 million hobby-

spending $50 to $100 million.
Boating: 25 million pleasure sailors spend-

of small theatres are

these 7,000 theatres are not as profitable as

of the competitors he lists:

j

ture.

ber of factors are responsible for the decline
of weekly attendance at the movies from 83
million to 39 million. Most exhibitors will

grosses about $200 or less in those four days.
is

press, he gave them a merry run
around and played hard-to-get. Needless tc
say he was here on his own and not undei
the auspices of the theatre. And he boasted
on television that he owned 40% of the pic-

to the

WANTED
General

Theatre

Manager,

must

be

thoroughly experienced and familiar with
all

ing,

phases,
for

West.

Buying

chain

— Booking—

Supervis-

the

Middle

theatres

An unusual

in

position for a live

Answer in detail.
dress Film BULLETIN Box 201.

competent man.

and
Ad-

NEW YORK

HERALD TRIBUNE,

'Black Eye' for

TUESDAY,

JULT

Therapy Feared
over

Over Cortisone Film

Industry Jittery

f

20fh-Fox

Life" carried

bune

few instances of definite psy- film was made "a rear*
By Max Forester
The drug industry was set on Ichotic effects from use of the fair approximation of thf
|drug." In this, he was seconded lion which existed at tl
its heels yesterday by news of
by Dr. Henderson, who added when cortisone was first
the imminent release of a new 'that such effects usually re- eled."
motion picture dealing with the sulted from predisposition to
New types of corti'sont
psychotic effects sometimes en- mental illness and had always in which hydrocortisone,

"Bigger

—

Than

big Herald Tri-

aroused

story

comment

s

in

plenty

and free

of

publicity.

|

i

countered in administering the been reversible on discontinuing nisolone or the fluorinatec
potent "miracle drug" cortisone the use of the drug.
matic steriods are formul,
film, called "Bigger Than
Says Dancers Are Reduced
and described by its proDr. Edward Di Cyan, partner
ducer, James Mason, and Twenin the firm of Di Cyan. A: Brown,
tieth-Century Fox Film Corp.
consulting chemists, termed the
ifl a faithful reproduction of an
ociiftr.-*'
which
entitled "Ten Feet Tall."

The

Life"

— n*er

in

combination with ascorb
and salicylates have redui
dangers involved in the
the drug by making low<
ages

of

the

— cortical
he

~*

"

wrr

"ihje,

he

no

NEW SHOWMANSHIP MAXIM:
The

evils

of

control ery

its

benefits are permanent.

are

-Robert Hall

The

These words of the eighteenth century British cleric
(not to be confused with the twentieth century American
clothier) were once considered anathema to motion picture
production and publicity. Now we find that they are becoming a tenet of movie merchandising men, who see in
controversy one of the most potent angles for getting the
paying public to buy movie tickets.

We

remember when

don't have to look so far back to

the studio heads would shy back from any subject or treatment that had even the faintest whiff of controversy. Even
the independent producers, aside from a daring few of the
calibre of a Preminger, steered clear of stories and handling that might stir animosity in certain quarters. Those
who did take their stout hearts and pocketbooks in hand
to produce a controversial picture had scant assurance that
a major company would gamble to distribute it.

And

the handicaps were not

public acceptance.

block of no

all

with the question of
a stumbling

The industry Code was

mean proportions both

for the producer and
Designed to keep films clear of
outside censorship, it often imposed an over-rigorous
censorship of its own. Certain subjects were unqualifiedly
for the advertising

man.

taboo, regardless of their treatment.

And woe

OFF!

ad man
a movie

transi-

betide the

who dared mention
in the

result

copy or

was

a

Code frowned-upon phase

he misused
Bigger
BARBARA PUSH

than\jfc

OnekmSgoPE

of

art.

a strict conformity with an innocuous

pattern that imposed rigid restrictions on adult topics, or
very often caused moviegoers to remark, shruggingly, "It
only happens that way in the movies." Another venal by-

product of the non-controversial pattern was the stranglwho ached to reach the think-

ing of the writer and director
ing, adult

same

audience.

Publicists were nauseous with the

old superlative inanities that characterized virtually

every film they were called upon to

sell to

the public.

In the past decade, however, a revolution against the

"we

want to offend anybody" school has been brewmaturity telescoped by World War II has settled
on the American people to bring an ever-increasing discrimination in entertainment tastes and demands.
ing.

don't

A

The

controversial film popped up in strength almost as

the echoes of Hiroshima died out.

Subjects like religious

untouchable by Hollywood up
to then, made their appearance in films like "Crossfire",
"Gentleman's Agreement", "Pinky", "No Way Out" and a
few others attacking anti-semitism and discrimination
against the Negro. Moreover, they were produced by major companies, and the last three of those named above
were under the personal supervision of 20th Century-Fox's
bold production chief, Darryl F. Zanuck. But most signifi-

and

racial discrimination,

cant, all

were boxoffice successes

— not

in spite of their

con-

Handled with
taste and packed with both entertainment and showmanship values, they snowballed into prominence on the
wheels of talk long before they went into release.
troversial subject, but largely because of

JTf prescribed it....

I

EXPLOITATION DEPARTMEN

CONTROVERSY PAYS
tory, while

MERCHANDISING

it!

More recently, the subject of narcotics, long suppressed
bv the Code, has jumped to the fore in moviemaking. Otto
Preminger and United Artists braved the wrath of the
Breen office with "The Man With The Golden Arm", stirring up a storm of discussion around a solid ad-publicity
campaign and hit the higher b.o. brackets. This same

—

THE 24-SHEET TEASES

(Continued on Page 22)
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LIFE

Controversy Pays Dff

SAVER OH

...he

-

team had previously defied the bluenoses with "The Moon
Is Blue". About to be released by 20th-Fox is "Bigger
Than Life", produced by and starring James Mason, a
story about the dangers of misuse of the "miracle drug"
cortisone. Here the technique of employing controversy
as a major showmanship weapon has been brought to a
fine point that

of the

became a

New Yorker story by Berton Roueche,
year
of deliberately searching out a tale for
Mason ended a
his first production that would spur talk and still have the

fistful
of hell!

good movie entertain-

20th

CENIURV FOX

parently to

elicit

unlikely to get a

The happy
very

first

The major

controversy.

employed was

to be

exploitation

weapon

a series of screenings designed ap-

and spoken word, but not
few backs up and crease a few brows.
praise in print

result

was evident immediately following the

screening, held for drug industry leaders.

A

big,

three-column story in the New York Herald Tribune announced that the drug industry was thrown into a state of
jitters

by the

sone therapy.

shown

might have on the use of cortian overdose of cortisone as
said the article, "are likely to produce

effect the film

The

in the film,

effects of

horror enough in the average audience to make a lasting
impression." Drug manufacturers and their medical directors expressed varying convictions in the

some

fearful,

some

critical.

newspaper

story,

The important thing was

they were aroused and talking about

it

in the public press.

presents

and

JAMES MASON

understanding
to it!

Bigger
WALTER MATTHAU

than

JfJC

COLOR

.

OE LUX

CARD UNDERSCORES CONTROVERSY

DISPLAY
Production completed, 20th-Fox boxofficers took over.
Vice-president Charles Einfeld charted a course of specialized handling that set its sights squarely on provoking

your

compassion

and drug makers with the theme in the process of seeking
their technical assistance, and word spread through mediShowman
cal circles that here was one to watch for.
Mason added another tongue-wagger when he announced

would be closed for the entire duration of the
camera work, and that the last 15 pages of the script would
not be released until the final day of shooting. While this
was done ostensibly to permit the cast to devote complete
concentration on their roles, and keeping the ending a
secret, nothing Mason could have done would have served
better to fan interest and stir provocative talk.

bring
all

ment. The star and his director, Nicholas Ray, started the
polemic ball rolling during production, acquainting doctors

that the set

misused it!

handful of
hope that

In purchasing the

comment and

DESTROYED*

The story

bears examination.

solid dramatic values necessary for

LIFE

7 prescribed it

It also gave the wily Mason an opportunity to add to the
controversy by issuing a statement of his own denying any
intention of attacking the drug industry. He injected into

the

news the

fact that

"Bigger Than Life"

is

based on "an

actual true case history with complete documentation."

More
leaders,

talk spread with screenings before medical group

feature writers, syndicated columnists,
Additional showings were held for the N. Y.

editors,

civic leaders.

Commissioner

of Health, executives of the

administration,

medical

and pharmaceutical leaders

preparation for the world premiere at

Theatre Aug.

2.

Food and Drug

New

in

York's Victoria

Each screening augmented the

buzzing.

at drumming up the same type of provocative
wherever the film plays, distribution head William
C. Gehring has set a highly specialized releasing plan to
eke out all the controversial potential. There will be no
mass release. On the contrary, there will be a decelerated
national play-off to allow for custom tailored campaigns
local
at point of playdate, using the above technique
screening for opinion makers with the controversial angle

Aiming

interest

—

the big factor.

Here

is

a kind of

showmanship

in tune

with the advanc-

ing maturity of the American audience, the kind that

arouses public want-to-see a thousand times more powerful than all the stock advertising superlatives put together.
It is the kind of showmanship especially that will pay off
for pictures that aren't in the multi-million dollar class, but

Einfeld ond Max Fellerman (seated right), executive of the Victoria Theatre, discuss plans for "Bigger Than Life" premiere. Members of 20th-

Fox
Bush,

showmanship team around conference
William Stutman.
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table,

from

left:

Rodney

Abe Goodman, Harold Rand.

have solid exploitation values. "Bigger Than Life" is an
excellent example of a picture and a campaign that is capitalizing on these values by making people think and talk
and go to the theatre to see for themselves.

3-Way Promotion Set For

S&omum

vOwzt t&e

Sinatra's 'Johnny Concho'
Frank Sinatra's first independent production—and first western is set for three bigThe tie-ups for
scale national promotions.
"Johnny Concho", which United Artists will
release, will be aimed at an estimated 55,000,000 motorists and women shoppers in

—

U. S. and Canada by Manley Valves,
Honeybugs Slippers and Westover Dresses.
The Manley Valve cc-op is plugging
"Johnny Concho" via full-page advertise-

the

ments running in a variety of automotive
media including Motor, Motor Age, Motor
Service and Southern Automotive Journal.
The ad also is being adapted for display at
thousands of service stations and auto

/tie 'Doittyt

NATIONAL THEATRES SHOWMEN PUT HEAT ON

SUMMER BOXOFFICE WITH "COOL SHOWMANSHIP"
Throughout August and the Indian Summer weeks that follow, theatremen should

b.o.

keep plugging the comfort features of theatre-going as well as setting up stunts to
stimulate attendance. The National Theatres
house organ, "Showman", in the July issue,
stresses that it's still not too late for "summer showmanship" and points out the many
ballyhoo gimmicks available to theatre man-

use them usually bring along a
pays the full admission price.
Another business booster method recommended by Messrs. Rice and Davis is Bar-

Results

show 50%

of the

tickets

are

who do
friend who

used, and that the majority of those

gain Nights. Admission prices for certain
nights are lowered by about one-half. This

reduction

from regular prices brings po-

supply stores.

Key window displays in 12,000 department
women's shops and shoe stores

stores,

throughout the country will be the dominant theme of the tie-in with Honeybugs
Slippers. The shoe company is also spotads in 3 movie fan magazines:
Film land, Movie Star Parade, Movie Show.
Westover Dresses will launch a national
ad campaign with a full-page insertion in
Ch^rm Magazine. Westover retailers are cooperating on newspaper insertions timed to

ting full-page

break with local playdates.

Window

displays

go into over 7,000 Westover outlets.
"Trapeze" hit Chicago with a jef- -9powered exploitation campaign to highlight the
greatest UA advance promotion ever staged in
Top: a big-top parade heralds the
the area.
debut of the Hecht-Lancaster production at the
United Artists Theatre in the Windy City. Bottom: TV emcee interviews Gina Lollobrigida
double Joan Van Pelt and Marvey Mayor, Miss
Exquisi.e rorm of 1956. Plug was engineered
by UA field exploiteer Wally Heim.

Easy-on-eyes

showmanship plugs Spokane's Cool

agers to make hay while the sun shines.
district managers Harold Rice and

NT

Davis,

among

hatful

of

Two
Ray

others, have come up with a
promotional ideas that might be
just what the doctor ordered for any theatre's sluggish hot weather ticket sales.
One humdinger of a promotion that is going over big in NT's Intermountain Division
This
is a series of Merchant Movie days.

easy-to-work and profitable plan consists of
selling

minimum number

a

of

1000 tickets

each to about a dozen merchants, same being good only at specified
Merchant Day performances with the paycents

ten

at

ment

of an aditional twenty-five cents at the

Away

All Boats

1

Condensation

Universal-International's
sation of the

All Boats"

is

Kenneth Dodson novel "Away
getting a heavy play in news-

papers throughout the country.

word

conden-

5-part

serialization

features

stills

The

6,000

from the

VistaVision-Technicolor production. A special 15,000 word version is running over a
10-week period in the Chicago Tribune's

Fox.

your theatre to sample
your entertainment wares with the possible
result that new patronage can be obtained.
Other boxoffice "busters" for hot-weather
showmanship include Kiddie Vacation Plans
for the younger set and Cooking Schools for
the mothers. A Bathing Beauty Contest for
the male sex might well be a showmanship
coup of the first order. Local merchants can
supply the prizes to the muscle men and the
contestants can supply a riot of laughs to
your patrons. With a little extra effort, say
the National Theatremen, you can takfc the
simmer out of summer and put a line at
your boxoffice.
tential patrons into

—

O'Neil

Makes Newsweek Cover

Dynamic

Tom

O'Neil and his bring-'em-

back-to-life rejuvenation of

RKO

Radio

tures spotlighted the July 16 issue of

Under the

pic-

News-

Camera,
comeback "one
of the fastest and most super-colossal comebacks in Hollywood history".
week.

title,

Profits", the yarn calls

"Lights,

RKO

weekend magazine.

Marines and Allied Artists
The Marine Corps
ing

off

Allied

will cooperate in kick-

Artists'

"Hold

Back

The

world premiere at the Crest
Theatre, Oceanside, Cal., on July 25. Premiere day celebrations at Camp Pendleton,
Calif., will be followed up by the film's debut
for the benefit of the Navy Relief Fund.
Night"

in

its

[More

SHOWMEN

on

Tunesmith

Sammy Cahn

invaded San Francisco's

disc jockeys plugging the title tune from "Somebody Up There Likes Me". Photo shows Cahn
and John Harvey of KGO, San Francisco.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Screaming Excitement Rocks "Away All Boats!"
The

screwed-up face shown

tense,

"Away

national's

biggest

All Boats".

of U-I's

the

Christie

year,

the

of

One
Howard

NEWSPAPER AD

the

in

ad on this page, yelling, fearful yet commanding, is symbolic of the excitement the
showman has to sell in Universal-Inter-

production in VistaVision and Technicolor,
has been given one of the company's biggest pre-selling campaigns, and a powerful
showassist by the Navy to help make the

stimulate attendance.

THE BATTLE CRY OF

A

THE SOUTH

sible.

PACIFIC...

AwAn

especially cooperative in helping set up
plays, special

new and

a ship, both

war,

who

Chandler and Julie Adams have pitched
with special radio spots they have narrated for Navy Recruiting, each toting a

untried in the

receive a baptism of hell

ways

fire in

wholesome

of

"Away

All

Boats

of

There are several important tie-ins to help
push the exploitation. The popular Al Hibbler has recorded the title song for Decca,
as has George Cates for Coral, and bo±
record companies' representatives have been
alerted
for
promotions with disc
local
jockeys, music stores, window displays, contests and giveaways.
Other significant coops have been set with Grosset & Dunlap

the

Carl Sandburg described as "one of the great
The unforgettable
all time."

characters are an important angle for the
showman, and various ads and display maerial are available to sell this facet.

for the popular-priced edition of the novel

But the bulwark of the campaign is the
excitement and the action that has been
crammed into the film. The screaming captain is the key in all the ads, tying in with
the catchline: "The Battle Cry of the South
"Screamed from the raw throats
Pacific"
torn from the hearts of
of fighting men
.

chunk

selling.

sea-stories of

.

dis-

Stars

Jeff

South Pacific— and the hidden human characteristics that emerge in the crucible. This
was the theme of the best-selling novel which

v

windows and equipment.

in

is a sea-war picdramatic story of men and

a

first

is

Naturally, the extent of the coopera-

depend largely on the theatreman's
resourcefulness in lining up activities. Recruiting services in each district will be

While "Away All Boats"
it

directive instructs

tion will

man's work more compelling.

ture,

The

the Districts to anticipate theatre requests
for cooperation and afford whatever aid pos-

and Bantam Books for the pocket-size, both
copy and supplied
with poster and display material pushing the
film and the book. Bantam has a 20-second
trailer available, using stills from the film.
well-illustrated with film

.

.

Revell, Inc., scale

.

.

."
In sharp
love-lonesome women
contrast is the beach kiss scene, the link with
the fern contingent as well as a stimulating

their

.

facturers,

.

°~

auspicious pre-selling first has been
recorded by U-I in the national magazine

An

JULIE

ADAMS

KEITH ANDES

JOCK MAHONEY

—

ad campaign full-page color ads in both
the domestic and global editions of Reader's
Digest, marking the initial placement by a
movie company in all the language editions

•

wrtfc

Fronlt

Foyltn

TED SHERDEMAN

-

RICHARD BOONE

CHARLES McGRAW

WILLIAM REYNOLDS

Screenplay by

LEX BARKER

•

c
•

•

Produced by

JOSEPH PEVNEY

HOWARD

CHRISTIE

A UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

The
the world's biggest publication.
Digest recently took a full page in the Wall
Street Journal to announce the event, bring-

kit

manu-

turned some fancy

film

The theatreman has all the accessories
here to do a smart job of showmanship, but
above all he has excitement, one of the most
saleable commodities at the theatre boxofnce.

JOHN MclNTIRE

Directed by

model hobby

promotions in the past, are working in a coop that will distribute some 5000 promotional
kits, 20,000 17x22 posters, co-op ad mats and
a TV spot featuring the Attack Transport
used in the picture.

JEFF CHANDLER -GEORGE NADER

illustrative asset.

who have

of

Atratj Ail

ing the picture to the attention of the nation's business leaders at the

addition,

color

ads

carried

same
the

In
dramatic
time.

mass America in such publications
as Look, Collier's, American Weekly and
several others with a combined readership
punch

to

of over 130,000,000.

Two more

important

talized in the pre-selling.

and its crew, from the shakedown cruise to the limping ship's
entry into a South Pacific port, towed by the vessel's own tiny landing craft.
Under director Joseph Pevney, the human factors are mingled with pulsepounding battle excitement and visual beauty to make one of Universal's top
captain

97 television

while a national billboard drive strung lumi-

nous Day-Glo 24 sheets through 400 communities and along the highways of the
country. Estimated see-count: 450,000,000.

Of extreme importance on

the local level

the all-out cooperation promised by the

Navy. Produced with the cooperation
Navy and approved at official screenings, the Department's recommendation is
voiced in an official directive from Rear Ad-

who

first

he whips them into shape to meet the rigors of the coming
the skipper is a motley assortment of a handful of Navy vetsea-green officers and crew, with his second-in-command, George

his officers as
battles.

erans

Under

among

Nader, the captain works them into a fighting machine, uncovering qualities of
human behavior and relationships only the rigors of battle can disclose. When
Chandler is fatally wounded in an attack by suicide planes, Nader and the no
longer green sailors take over to bring the battered ship into port. Featured in

S.

of the

miral E. B. Taylor, Chief of the Office of In-

Naval District
Commandants to do whatever possible to
formation, to
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U.

Jeff Chandler, is topcast as the relentless disciplinarian
incurs the bitterness, then the admiration of the crew and

entires of the year.

Some

encompassed in a
huge spot campaign from coast to coast,

U.

All Boats" tells the story of the attack transport, the U.S.S. Be-

linda, its captain

media were capi-

stations were or will be

is

"Away

S.

July 23,

1954

Boats!

the large cast are

Lex Barker,

Julie

Adams, Keith Andes, Richard Boone.

ship, and glimpses of the lighter side I
these scenes of a shell-shattered beach landing,
death and bloodshed in a Kamikaxe attack, a hapless officer getting a tongue-lashing
from the martinet captain, and a gentle romantic interlude between a sailor and his wife.

Exciting battle action on beachhead
with humor and romance are shown

and aboard
in

1^—

—

—— —

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
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makers are
for

far

— or

cure

it,"

suggests William Dozier, top production
are a lot of upper middle-aged and

RKO. "There

at

elderly people we're never going to get back to the theatres, except occasionally for a top film. It's too easy for

them to stay
watch TV."

at

home, take

their shoes off,

"We

have a beer and

lost the habitual movie
two,
three, four times a week.
goer, the one who used to go
attendance."
Undoubtedly TV has hurt movie

Adds Mr. Schary,

Comments such

have

up a new and somewhat

as these point

among Hollywood film men
today. Most frankly admit that TV, scorned as precocious
upstart not so long ago, now has grown into a rough rival
surprising candor prevalent

"Not

fundamental changes, of course, has been
TV's rapid rise. Rather than fighting and denouncing television as in the past, some studios now are sideling up to
the newcomer.
of the

Screen Gems, a Columbia Pictures subsidiary which got
into the business of
is

making filmed

series of

doing very well indeed.

shows and

11

regional

It

shows

TV

shows

six

already has sold 9

for this

coming

fall.

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp. became a convert
about a year ago. Its T.C.F. Television Productions
has sold four filmed series for this fall and hopes to sell
three more before the year is out. Universal is making TV
commercials, and within the fortnight, Warner Bros, announced it would enter the TV commercial making field.

just

studios, too, are releasing

many

of their older films

TV reruns. Studio executives are still as gun shy as an
Eastern dude in a Grade B Western when it comes to the
question of whether these reruns will tend to hurt Hollywood's future. But at least one top movie producer worries
for

all.

"A few good

may

old movies

get a good

TV

audience,

but most of them are the lousy movies you've been trying
to

dodge

for years.

Seeing those clinkers on TV
if anything."

is

going

to drive people back to the theatre,
If

old movies on

among Hollywood

folk as

are.

"We need new faces and new personalities," opines Mr.
Dozier of RKO. "Young people are our biggest movie
goers the 13 to 24 age group, which accounts for 50% of
our attendance. Kids that age aren't as interested as their
fathers and mothers in the old established stars. We need
to develop new stars that the kids can adopt as their own."

—

While Mr. Dozier aims

woo

for the youngsters,

Universal

mother this summer. "There's
been a lag in family business and theatre operators want
family pictures which will get 'mom' out of the house,"
says David Linton, Universal's vice president in charge of
advertising and publicity.
Pictures

is

out to

at

his

M-G-M

doubts the merit of aiming a

pic-

trouble

when you begin

to design pictures for specific audi-

ences.

Quality attracts

all

kinds of people," he maintains.

Faramount has two big budget pictures yet to get their
"War and Peace," to be released next
month, and "The Ten Commandments," for November re-

—

lease.

In discussing "The
gets carried

away:

Ten Commandments," Mr. Freeman

"We

estimate that in eight years

We've
Asked what

it

will

gross over $100 million.

set a goal of selling 90 mil-

lion tickets to it."

this prediction is

based on,

he replies with the assurance of a Biblical prophet: "It's a
story the world today needs and looks forward

big

beyond

it's

a

motion picture

in size

to.

It's

so

and scope."

"The Ten Commandments" does gross the $100 milit, the film would be the greatest moneymaker ever. Even the stili-running "Gone With The
If

lion predicted for

Wind"
it

hasn't approached that figure. In the 17 years since

was made, "Gone With The Wind" has drawn

in a rec-

ord $49 million through film rentals to theatres,

M-G-M

reports.

Shy on Reruns
Some

"answers"

box-office baptism

for burial."

national

real

Mr. Schary

for Burial"

years ago

what the

ture at the kids or at their mothers: "You're in serious

:

not at

to

entertainment dollar.

While acknowledging that Hollywood must adjust to
"fundamental changes" in the American scene, M-G-M's
Dore Schary heatedly protests "This business is not ready

One

There have been some

were.

There's considerable dispute

"Let's face

fcr the

'talkies'

big flops on big screens."

it.

man

any more than

self

from agreement on the cause

entertainment business and never will be," agrees
Dozier. The big screen is not the answer in it-

RKO's Mr.

little

screens at

home won't

hurt movie

attendance, neither will those extra large screens in theamuch, Hollywood is belatedly conceding.

tres help

Hollywood studios pour millions into some huge productions but the relatively low-cost-films often yield heftier
Take, for example, M-G-M's high-budgeted "The
Swan," starring Grace Kelly and Alec Guiness which was
released last spring, and the relatively inexpensive film,
"Bad Day at Black Rock."

returns.

"We'll make more money on 'Bad Day at Black Rock',
even though it didn't gross nearly as big as 'The Swan',"
says Mr. Schary. " 'Bad Day,' cost us only $1 million and
brought us a profit of $1 million. I'm willing to make a
whole program of 'Bad Days at Black Rock' reasonable-

—

cost films, that is."

Shooting films on location is one expensive item many
companies are paying this year. It cost Universal Pictures $80,000, for instance, just to transport crew, cast and

film

Wald, Columbia Picture's production vice president, says 3-D, CinemaScope, Cinerama, and other bigscreen processes did for a time bring back a part of the
audiences weaned away by television. B-it he adds, "Sheer
Jerry

noveltv of effect cannot hold an audience indefinitely."

"Gimmicks and
Pdqe 26
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electronics have never been the
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1

956

answer

equipment
Boats."

to the Virgin Islands for scenes in

Universal also figures

it

"Away

spent $175,000

in

All

La

Grande, Ore., on hoteis, food, supplies and local people
used as extras during five weeks of shooting for "Pillars of
the Sky," a Western that will be released next month.

/
'Barefoot Matinee' Lures

Crowd To Texas Theatre

Kid

Digging deep into his bag of showmanship tricks, C. H. Stewart, manager of Interstate's Waco Theatre, Waco, Texas, came

'Walk the Proud Land' Debut

Goes To Reade House

"Walk

Universal-International's

Land"

in

Hudson
the Proud

other activities couldn't be recaptured.

have its world premiere at
Walter Reade's Community Theatre, Hudson, New York on August 1 as part of a
state-wide celebration. U-I will take a large
contingent of press, radio and TV representatives to Hudson for the day-long events.
The CinemaScope-Technicolor production is
based on the biography of John Philip Clum,

Utilizing his screen and lobby, as well as
newspaper space, Stewart coaxed the young-

Claverack, in the

up with a "barefoot matinee", a cute summertime stunt that rates a big plus in originality. As reported by Commonwealth TheTipster,

atres'

junior trade

sters

to

the idea was aimed at the
see if business diverted to

to "Celebrate

Time With Us".

the Good OT Summer
Gimmicks included free

first hundred high school boys
and girls who came barefooted, while the
boy with the biggest feet and the girl with
the smallest feet won a new pair of shoes at
z local shoe store. Showman Stewart made
up a nice show pointed to the tastes of young
teenagers that included a family feature, a
couple of cartoons and an extra short with

passes to the

youth appeal.

Theatremen everywhere would do well to
promote the youth
trade this comine; fall and winter. Special
after-school shows at special prices should
become a regular practice. School authorities would cooperate in
awarding special
tickets to deserving students
and invite the

will

famed Indian agent, whose birthplace was

Hudson

at

area.

This marks the first premiere ever held in
Hudson. Ann Bancroft, starred in the film
with Audie Murphy and Pat Crowley, will
appear in person at the premiere. Events
planned include: an official welcome by
Mayor John Kelly for press, radio, TV and
celebrities; a motorcade to Clum's birthplace

luncheon

tn unveil a bronze plaque; a

Hudson Fish and Game Preserve;

at the

a

per-

formance of Indian scngs and dances by a
group of Onondaga Indians and a large dinner and reception prior to the show.

4b- Frank Manente, manager of loew's Stillman
Theatre, Cleveland, teamed up with Manny
Pearson, Metro fieldman, to exploit "The Fastest
Gun Alive" for the local opening. Top scene
shows a couple of gunslingers, male and female,
in the theatre lobby inviting passerbys to test
their skill by trying to outdraw the cowpokes
for passes.
Below a private Webster gun collection is displayed in the lobby two weeks prior
to opening. Another gimmick was a toy snap
gun giveaway for the kids.

plan a variety of stunts to

—

teachers.

MAG-NETS
"The King and

SEVENTEEN

back from

Movie Magazine Contest

I" gets a nice pat

Magazine, grab-

bing the "Picture of the Month" award in
the September issue. The CinemaScope 55

production of the great Rodgers and Hammerstein musical will receive a special editorial Dlay

when

stands early

in

the magazine hits the news-

August.
*

Slated to be one of

*

*

RKO's

"Cash McCall", got

1957,

top releases in

off

on the right

publicity foot with a lead article in the July
11

SATURDAY EVENING POST.

The
Cameron Hawley, was based on his

yarn, by

-A-

Those luscious traveling starlets from RKO,

who are promoting "The

First Traveling Saleslady", stopped at Atlanta on their nationwide
tour to visit with Wilby Circuit executives. L. to

Theatre managing director Noble Arnold, Wilby Theatres district manager Emil Bernstecker and Fox house manager Frank Vincent.

r.:

research for the novel, from which the forthcoming William Bloom production will be
made. Titled "Our Tax Laws Make Us Dis-

Hawley

honest", the

*

Fox

'Moby Dick' Artist-Lecturer
Covers Wide Audience on Tour
That traveling artist-lecturer Gil Wilson,
putting Old Man River to shame as he
keeps rolling along on his 26-week, 52-city
is

Warner Brothers' "Moby Dick".
has already given more than 40 talks
throughout the nation, reaching an estimated audience of more than 25,000 students
and members of civic and cultural groups.
Added

contains refer-

film.

*

*

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

features

Columbia Pictures directors in a 5-page
article in its August issue. George Sidney,
director of "The Eddy Duchin Story", Harry
director of the musical Travelark
and serial director Spencer Bennet advise photo fans on how home movies can be

Fester,

series

given the professional touch.
"Are You a Director?"
*
*
%

"War and
DeLaurentiis

mous

more

Her

Redbook

?nd

SEVENTEEN

carried a color photo

husband and wife co-stars Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer, plus inside article on
the stars. Seventeen devoted a double-page
feature,

with

photos,

titled

"The Men In

played by three top male stars as Audrey's

color slides to illustrate

loves in the motion picture.

is

lectures.

"Tiger" Thompson, United Artists' drumbeater for the San Francisco area, cooked up
this weird idea to promote double-horror show
of "The Black Sleep" and "The Creeping Unknown". Cable car mctorman shows his fear of
four ghoulish females trying to smuggle a
coffin abocrd.

Article's title:

Wilson uses
newspapers.
scenes from the John Hus'.on production on
1

RKO

got a major play in the July

REDBOOK

of

magazines.
of

40

Thriller

A slick and unusual promotional tie-up
has been effected by RKO and Screen Stories
magazine on behalf of the suspense thriller,
"Beyond A Reasonable Doubt". A countrywide contest for the best ending to the Bert
Friedlob production will begin in the magazine's September issue, which hits the newsstands August 7. A synopsis of the film, sans
ending, will be run and the reader who submits the best ending, whether or not it is
used in the film, will receive $1000. Additional merchandise prizes will be given
runners-up. Judges include stars Dana Andrews and Joan Fontaine. The contest gets
a splash on the cover of the September issue,
while
and Screen Stories cooperatively
will back the campaign via TV and radio, as
well as newsstand posters.

Peace", joint Paramount, Pontiproduction of Tolstoy's fa-

classic

issues

to these numbers are countless thousands who have heard and seen him during
interviews and appearances on over 40 radio
and TV programs, plus press interviews to

than

Seek Ending For RKO

three

tour to plug

He

article

ence to the novel and the

to

on the

Life", the reference being to the ro!cs

Film
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BULLETIN Review Appears At End

(Date of Film

HIGH TERRACE

ALLIED ARTISTS

Dale Robertson,

April
Anne

Sterling
Hayden. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director Russel
Birdwell. Drama. Greedy woman and lover conspire to
steal money from fellow thief. 82 min.

Superscope.

Baxter,

CRASHING LAS VEGAS

Leo Gorcey, Hunti Hall. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Jean Warborough. Comedy. Bowery Boys go to Las Vegas and get mixed up
with gangsters. 63 min.

WICKED WIFE

Nigel Patrick, Beatrice Campbell, Moira
Lister. Producer Phil Samuel. Director Bob McNaught.
Drama. A husband is wrongfully accused of his wire's
murder. 75 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.

in

an

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor

New

STRANGER

SIERRA

Howard

York City. 91 min.

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward

Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81

HILLS.

THE David Wayne,

Marcia

Hender-

son, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the I800's. A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.

July
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Peter Garves.

Dwan.

Drama.

Castle.

Western.

min.

April
BLACKJACK

KETCHUM,

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan
Marines fight their way to the Yalu

River in Korea. 75 min.
Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

75 min.

DESPERADO

Howard

Duff,

Victor Jory, Maggie Mahoney. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Earl Bellamy. Western. Gun-slinger, trying to
forget past, is forced to take up guns again, this time
on the side of the law. 76 min. 4/16.

Humphrey

THE

FALL.

Bogart,

Rod

Steiger, Jan Sterling. Producer Philip Yordan. Director
Marie Robson. Drama. Seven foot giant from Argentina
attempts to capture the heavyweight boxing championship of the world. 109 min. 4/2.

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
Lisa

Haley and his Comets,
Producer Sam Katzman.

Bill

Gaye.

Director Fred Sears. Musical. Dance band manager
discovers rock-and-roll music and a pretty girl. 79 min.

May

Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.

KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
fortune hunting and
in a deadly game of deep sea
international intrigue. 74 min.

lyze

Trevor

Howard.

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paraNazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5

in

JUBAL CinemaScope,

Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
Technicolor.

catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.
DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
in an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles. 113 min. 4/30.

LAST TEN

STORM CENTER

Davis, Brian Keith, Paul Kelley,
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.
Bette

June
GAMMA

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Phillips. Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.
SAFARI Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Victor
Mature,

August

Janet Leigh, John Justin. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

THREE FOR JAMIE

DAWN

Laraine Day, Ricardo MonHayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

CANYON

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE

DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt. Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city.

72 min.

YOUNG GUNS. THE

Tamblyn. Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band
Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.
Russ

CALLING HOMICIDE
Barrett.

Bill

Elliott,

James Lydon. Claudia

Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.

Drama. Chain of circumstantial evidence works against
young truck driver.

CHASING

DANGER

Huntz Hall. Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith Producer Ben Schwalb Dirsctor George
Blair
Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
CRUEL TOWER, THE John Erie fOK, Mari Blanchard.
Charles McGraw. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director

Lew Landers. Drama.
on high tower.

Steeplejacks

fight

for

woman

Color. Gary Cooper,
Marjorie Main, Robert Mlddleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

Dorothy

McGuire,

Film

WEB

Faith

Producer

Lucy

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director

Vernon

Sewell.
Melodrama.
with racketeers. 76 min.

Engineer

gets

involved

Coming
BEYOND MOMBASA

Technicolor,

CinemaScope.

Cor-

Wilde, Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Director George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men seek
to keep Africa free of white men.
nell

Audie

Murphy,

Kathryn

Grant. Western.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman, Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
MIAMI EXPOSE Lee J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, Edward Arnold. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken

bag starts hunt for stolen money.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

identity of a doctor's

ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a
violent death. 91 min.

PORT AFRIQUE

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
wife.

PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

REPRISAL

Technicolor. Guy Madison,
Felicia
Farr,
Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians fight for
rights in small frontier town.

Kathryn

SEVENTH CAVALRY
bara

Hale.

Randolph Scott, BarBrown. Director Joseph
the glory of General

Technicolor.

Producer

Harry

Lewis. Western. An episode
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

in

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC, THE Judy

Holliday,

Paul

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT Technicolor,

Cine-

maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles

Bick-

ford. Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
ZARAK Technicolor, CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

becomes notorious bandit.

INDEPENDENTS

TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie French,
William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

July
EARTH

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

DUCHIN

STORY.

THE

CinemaScope,

Techni-

Tyrone Power, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

color.
toria

leader.

123 min. 5/28.

STORM OVER THE NILE CinemaScope.
Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan

Anthony

Technicolor.

Korda Pro-

duction. Drama.

Remake of "Four Feathers". 107 min.
WEREWOLF. THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden. Steven
Ritch.

Horror.

Producer

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

serum developed by

Director

Fred

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

August

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Laine,

SECRET OF

EDDY

Coming

Frankie

nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.

his

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The
men

Technicolor.

Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

min.

Johnny Johnston,

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps

FIRST

NAKED

Duff,

HE LAUGHED LAST

McGhee.

Gloria

Western. 75 min.

HARDER THEY

June
in

Science-fiction. 80 min.

Carlos

83 min.

IN

McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. 81 min.
NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian, Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Josef
Shaftel.
Drama.
Corcoran.
Producer-director
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.
NOT OF THIS EARTH Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.

71

Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
NAVY WIFE Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.

CRIME

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

May
THUNDERSTORM

Maxwell. Adven-

Lois

ture. 77 min.

OKLAHOMAN, THE

COME ON, THE

of Synopsis)

AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles. Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

A pril
BLONDE BAIT AFRO

Beverly Michaels, Jim Davis,
Richard Travis. Producer Anthony Hinds.
Director Elmo Williams. Melodrama. State Department
investigator traps murderous traitor by using blonde

Joan

Rice,

singer as bait. 71 min.
THE (Continental) Technicolor. Alec
Guinness, Cecil Parker, Herbert Lorn. A Michael Balcon Production. Director A. Mackendrick. Comedy. A
satire on American gangster films. 93 min.
LOVERS AND LOLLIPOPS ITrans-Luxl Lori March. Gerald O'Loughlin, Cathy Dunn, William Ward. Produced
and directed by Morris Engel and Ruth Orkin. Comedy.
The courtship of a widow and her 7-year old daughter.
80 min.
LUM AND ABNER ABROAD (Howcol Chester Lauck,
Norris Goff, Jill Alis. Producer-director James Kern.
Comdey. Travels of Lum and Abner to Europe. 3 TV
feature film. 72 min
films joined together to make
RICHARD THE THIRD (Lopertl VistaVision, Technicolor.
Laurence Olivier, John Gielgud, Claire Bloom. Producer-director Laurence Olivier. Drama. The machinations of a twisted nobleman that changed the course
of England's history. 155 min. 3/19.
SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD (Stanley WarnerCinerama) Technicolor, Cinerama. A Lowell Thomas
Production. Travelog around the world utilizing the
Cinerama big screen process. 120 min.

LADYKILLERS.

YOUR PRODUCT

I

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

RACK,

SINS OF THE BORGIAS lAidart Pictures) Technicolor
Martine Carol, Pedro Armendariz. A Ariane-FilmsonorFrancmex-Rizzolo Production. Drama. The life of
Lucretia Borgia during Italian Renaissance. 97 min
4/30

May

THE

Paul

Newman,

International) Jayne
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine.
Producer
Burt Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde bombshell
is
involved
<vith group of gangsters.

iUNSLINGER, THE (American International) Eastman
—olor. John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison
Hayes
'roducer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
saloon
3ueen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter
takes
over.
(IFEI Technicolor. Kaoru YachiFilacuridi.
Musical.
Director Carmine
Puccini's famous opera transferred
to the

Nicola

aallone.
.creen.

1

14 min. 5/28.

IOSANNA

IJacon)

Rossana

Podesta,

Armando
,

Crox Alvarado

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Ava

3

mm.

'5

June
Bulpm. The story of a terrible Zulu king.
(Top Pictures) Vistarama
Eastlan Color. Cindy Carson, Lance Fuller
Ann Kelly
adventure. Saga of the daughter of Davy
Crockett
Jirector

T.

RONTIER

WOMAN

min.

iR:AT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE. THE
(Buena Vista)
-memaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker. Jeffrey Huner. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.
A band of
Jnion spies attempt to sever the South
military rail
s
nes during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.

July
:ROWDED PARADISE

ITudor Picturesl Hume Cronyn
Nancy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus Oil
lector Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto Ricans
leave
heir crowded
paradise for a better way of life
min. 7/9.

3

AVY CROCKETT

AND THE

RIVER PIRATES (Buena
listal Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy
Ebsen. A Walt
isney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero
rejrns to the movie screen.

Coming
I

-

a

7/9.

August
Eastman Color. Bing
Frank Sinatra.
Producer Sol
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter.
wyck.

ROD GIRL (American International Lori Nelson
huck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production]
rama. A story of today's youth and the eicitement
t hot rod racing.

IOT

Barbara

CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International
Garland.
Producer-director
loger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
pace takes control of the world until a scientist gives
$ life to save humanity.
OST CONTINENT
IFEI
CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
-oducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
ilds of Borneo and the Maylayan
Archepelago. Enguh commentary. 86 min.
Graves,

eter

JULIE Doris Day. Louis Jourdain. Drama.
LIVING IDOL, THE CinemaScope, Eastman
Steve Forrest, Lilliane
Al Lewin. Drama.

Montevecchi.

Color.
Producer-director

LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn. James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist. Vincent Van Gogh.

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery CI ft Drama.
SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND HIM James Cagney. Barbara
Stanwyck, Walter Pidgeon. Producer Jules Schermer.
Director Roy Rowland. Drama. A millionaire's search
.

for his son.

EAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

[IFEI (Lux Film, Romel PathePrint
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leoniae
assine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical.

>ior.

The history

Naoies traced from

600 to date

song and dance
KLAHOMA
American Releasing Corp
jperscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
|3wns. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Western. A

WOMAN

1

in

I

I

|thless woman rules the badlands
itlaw brinqs her to iustice. 80 min.

lief"

a

Deborah

Kerr, John Kerr.

55.

Drama.

E

Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
climax during battle of Guadalcanal
EAPON, THE Suoerscooe. Nicole Maurey. Producer
E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
bitter U. S war veteran, a German war bride
and a
pier is resolved after a child finds a loaded
gun in
>mb rubble.
Ihester.
in

;

W

Donald

-

O

Technicolor.

VistaVision.

A pril
,»y.
r

.\

THE

Eastman

Alec Guinness,
Cn4rl,t Vidor.
•

tstanding play, this

105 min. 1/23.

SCARLET HOUR, THE

VistaVision.

Carol Ohmarf,

Comedy. Based on Molnar's
is a tale of a princess who falls
woman. 112 min. 4/1*.

nds. 95 min. 4/16.

May
\IT CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Leslie Caron. John
rr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
•ector Curtis Bernhardt. Drama. The
romance of an
lerican paratrooper and a French
ballerina during
London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.

May
BIRDS AND THE BEES. THE
George Gobel. Mitzi Gaynor,

VistaVision,

Technicolor. Gene
Arthur Freed. Director

V

Film

Action

FUNNY FACE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.

GUNFIGHT AT

O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.
Burt

HOLLYWOOD OR

BUST VistaVision. Technicolor. Dean
Martin. Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
lis.

LONELY MAN. THE

VistaVision. Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins. Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Levin. Western. A gunfighter
Director
Henry
Duggan.
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

lance.

—

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

LOVES OF

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman. Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's
color.

MOUNTAIN.

THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Spencer
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

in

film.

COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision Technicolor.
Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e' "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1866.
TEN

Charlton

VAGABOND

KING. THE VistaVision, Technicc'or. KatKryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabono
band neips French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.

WAR AND PEACE

VistaVision.
Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda. Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

Hepburn,

Ponti.

J une
SAINT, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Paul
Douglas, John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.

LEATHER

VistaVision. Tech-

James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnacr nq of voung boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

July
PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with

Adrian

a circus star. 88 min.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

save soul of notorious

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

Technicolor. VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint. George Sanders. Produced and
directed by Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

August
PARDNERS

IS

outlaw. 85 min. 6/11.
Scott Brady, Joan Vohs. Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30
ZANZABUKU Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
film record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
64 min. 6/28
killer

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

May
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area.

BULLETIN — THIS

A pril
CIRCUS GIRL

tor

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

Kelly,

Produc » r
Gene
n*
Hy.
Three episodes dealing in romance,
•me, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
dium of the dance. 94 min. 6/28
y*
Ballet.

Technicolor.

David Niven. Producer
Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
Jones
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.
Paul

>

DANCE

Tom

Tryon, James Gregory. Meloarama. Unhappily married
wife creates triangle
becomes involved in hijacking
and murder. 95 min. 4/30

nicolor.

Color,
CinemaScope. Grace
Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.

love and becomes a
IBUTE TO A BAD MAN CinemaScope. Eastman Color,
mes Cagney, Stephen McNally. Don Dubbins. Proper Sam, Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise.
Drama,
e story of a man who took the law
into his own

VITATION TO THE

Bing Cro»-

Connor,

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE
VAN,

1

crashed to discover a critically injured woman in the
wreckage. 105 min.
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE Louis Hayward,
Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. Tne famous book by Morey Bernstein

Jeanmarie. Producer Robert
Emmett Dolan. Director Robert Lewis. Musical. Two
girls chosen for one role in Broadway show creates
many humorous complications before problem is solved.

j

METRO-GOLD WYN MA YE R

Science-Fiction

Tracy,

A pril
ANYTHING GOES

reformed

SOLDERING SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal

Westerns

1

literary Idol.

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman Color. CinemaScope

oy,

3

Coming

Coming
IRON PETTICOAT, THE Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Comedy.

I

I

1

Comedies
Melodrama

Stan-

Beverly

I

Universal

will

Drama.

I

•

3

Kelly,

WILDER YEARS, THE James Cagney,

while

three

release

2 Musicals

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,
Grace

be

Allied

Scope, two in VistaVision, one in Superscope and one in Naturama.
Set for August are:
2 Adventures
1 1
Dramas

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
Sal

i

-IRLS IN PRISON
(American International
Richard
enning, Joan Taylor,
Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
'ordon Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl
robber
inds that prison is a living hell until reformed
by

"dp

sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28

a

will

have two on the roster.
Paramount, Warners and RKO will release
one each. Fifteen August films will be in
color.
Six features will be in Cinema-

SOMEBODY UP THERE

Crosby,

•LAME OF AFRICA (Cavalcade) Eastman Color Afrian drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A.
O'Connor

'0

strangers to

The leading supplier

Columbia. Republic and 20th-Fox

will

MGM

and

July

113 min.

(Woolner Brothers) Pathe Color
Marie Windsor. Carole Matthews
Director Roger Corman.
amck in Bayou country

Artists,

each

ALIVE Glenn Ford. Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings

figures.

United Artists with five releases.

GUN

FASTEST

iWAMP WOMEN
Garland,

June

Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/14.

Angelli,

'roducer Bernard Woolner.
Jrama. Swamp women run

AUGUST SUMMARY
The number of features scheduled for
August release totals 24, two under the

CATERED AFFAIR. THE

Silvestre. Producer Salvador Elizendo
Direcor Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of
a beauiful girl and a fugitive from justice.
72 min.

ieverly

Walter

Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

VtADAMI: BUTTERFLY
juss,

Corey,

June
BHOWANI JUNCTION

FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

Wendell

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew. Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck. Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary Murphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruction of her

gang

90 min. 5/14.

YOUR PRODUCT

to save the

life

of the

man

she loves.

PUBLIG PIGEON NO.

REPUBLIC (Continued)

July
DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.
THIS

MAN

ARMED Dane

Clark, William Tallman,
Director Franklin Adreon.
dollar
holdup
of
an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an
avalanche of violence.
IS

May Wym, Robert Horton.
Melodrama.
A half-million

Maria

Joan

Evans,

W.

Associate Producer
rector William Witney. Drama.
English.

Cooper,

Ben

O'Sullivan.

Di-

involved with a group engaged

nielle

IN THE
Sharpe.

in

activities.

illegal

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David
Ronald

Squire.

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor,
alters the accounting records.

TENSION

Director Charles
victory of a town over violence.

a

kindly

impulse,

Egan,
Richard
Producer Sam
Warren. Western. The

Coming
DEVOTION Trucolor. Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls.

A pril

CONGRESS

DANCES.

THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Prack.
A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.

Joha nna

Mati,

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 87 min. 5/14

Rudolf

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend

Mohawk

Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER. THE Deluxe

Honolulu during the early days of

DANIEL BOONE. TRAILBLAZER

Trucolor. Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement.

HINKEY DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally
Cox. Comedy.

QUESTION, THE

IN

Ella

Derek

Raines,

Farr.

Drama.

OSCEOLA

Trucolor.

James Craig,

Lita

Milan.

Drama.

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in

WWII.

93 min. 5/14

PROUD

De

Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 6/11

BAKER STREET CinemaScope,

DeLuxe

23 PACES TO
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 6/11.

June
Ratoff,
Kay Kendall,
Chaplin. Producer-director G.
Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.
D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

Marina

BOLD AND THE BRAVE,

THE Superscope. Wendell
Corey, Mickey Rooney, Don Taylor, Nicole Maurey.
Producer Hal E. Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a war-torn country and terrors of a
campaign. 90 min. 4/2.
Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
Tully.
murderer-husband out of the country. 82 min. 4/30
in

OUT, THE Gene Nelson,

the Italy

May
IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Dra/na. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 6/11.

GREAT DAY

ON

MURDER

APPROVAL

Tom

Sydney

Berti,

Ratoff.

A pril

WAY

sixth of June,

1944.

MASSACRE Dane

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Lupino,
Producer
Bert
Ida

Fleming.
George Sanders.
Friedlob. Director Friti Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

July
BAREFOOT BATTALION

Maria Costi, Nicos Fermas,
Stavros Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Tallas. Adventure. 63 min.

KING AND

THE CinemaScope

55, DeLuxe Color.
Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.

Deborah

I.

Yul

Kerr,

August
THAN

BIGGER

LIFE

Robert Ryan. Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine, Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence.

Color. Debbie

Eddie Fisher, Adolph Men|ou. Comedy.
Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank ft Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart, Mary Mur.pSy.
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Reynolds,

ONE, THE CinemaScope,

SuperScope.

DeLuxe

James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father who adopts a dual personality.
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name.
QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragaglia. Drama. 109 min.

Coming

John

Wayne,

Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Leigh.
Julas Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
19 min.
Janet
1

Film

Broadway

Color.

Ingrid

play.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War II

—

setting

in

the Pacific.

JAMES Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Drama.
SEA WIFE Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Drama.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Richard

JESSIE

Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon

trail

against great odds.

Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.
TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger Rogers, Michael
Rennie. Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.

OASIS CinemaScope,

of the only survivor. 78 mir

Everett Sloan,

Stevens,

King

Calder,

Felicia

Farrl

million. 79 min. 3/5.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield,

London

Julie

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

Le

mir

der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve

Page

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama|
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5/2

Howard

Koch.

Director

De

Luxe

IS

Selander.

Lesley

Color]

Western

83 min. 5/28.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 6/11

Pre

Flyin-

June
KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pre'
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodra
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfec
crime". 94 min. 6/1

A

Basil
Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Di|

BLACK SLEEP. THE

rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeo
destroys unwilling patients.

UNKNOWN, THE Brian Donlevy, Margi
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Directc
Val Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth fror
outer space infects a human being and turns him int
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
CREEPING

NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Di
rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mur
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
Kent, Mai
Charles Leeds. Director Al R:
youn
disinherit
trys
to
Drama. English murderess

SHADOW OF
well

Reed.

FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean

Producer

gell.
girl. 76 min.

,

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wa.
lace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lub'"

July
Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page
Reynolds
Sheldon
Producer-director
Tulean.
Ingrid
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min. I
Keena
Kirk,
Phyllis
JOHNNY CONCHO Frank Sinatra,
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuire
notoriou
Western. A coward leans on his brother's

FOREIGN INTRIGUE

reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vino:
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanle'l
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2,000,000 race traci
robbery. 83 min. 6/1
REBEL IN TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Carro
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southern'
ers commits murder. 78 min. 6/28

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Burt Lancast"Lollobrigida. Tony Curtis. Producer James Hill
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense dram,
anc,
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialitt]
105 min. 5/28.

TRAPEZE
Gina

Au gust
HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Drama.
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona

Frtel

man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director Jonrt
i«
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror
Philippine Islands. 84 min.

BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. color
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers Willian
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Scltnot
fiction

thriller.

Koch.'

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Wal,e
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Produce* Howarc
mo
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of

dents

in

EMERGENCY
Reed

a

hospital

affect the

and a detective. 62 min. 4/30

Comedy.

BULLETIN— THIS

life

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Melc
drama. A $500,000 payroH robbery fools everyone e>
cept an insurance investigator eager for a quick hall

Color.

Bergman, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous

Coming

Technicolor,

Heflin,

Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/2|

CinemaScope,

ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

BACK FROM ETERNITY

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

James

Craig, Marta Roth,
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. King.
Western. 76 min.

—

1897. 92 min.

Drama.
JET PILOT

106 min. 5/28.

Clark,

Conway.

Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 6/11.

BRAVE

PATTERNS Van

Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Produce

THE CinemaScope,

ONES,

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

battle

Brian Donlevy, Margia Dear
Producer Anthony Hinds. Director Vi
The story of a rocket that r«

Warner.

QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT

May

nett,

MAN

UNKNOWN

Guest.

Jack

TIMETABLE Mark

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison, Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

of the

Wi<|

Bill

I

MOHAWK

A WOMAN'S

Baron,

Ed Begley, Beat
Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed b
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation bos
whose only concern is the growth of his busines'
83 min. 3/19.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA
Miller,

Duff, Lita

Mams, Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Directcl
Lesley Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal mui
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid hir
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

rice Straight.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

director Joseph Kane.

BROKEN STAR, THE Howard

Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the

Drama.

Technicoloi

Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, Dar
Darrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Dr;
ma. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonia
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.

CREEPING

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

YOUNG STRANGER, THE
ter.

on

TAELE ROCK Color.
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

Trucolor.
Ray
Milland,
Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

Naturama, Trucolor. Skip
George Macready. ProducerWestern. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

A pril
ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.

Karen

LISBON

Homiere, Kristine

UNITED ARTISTS

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets

MAN

Dorothy
Weisenthal.

August
A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Red Skelton,

Eastman Color

1

Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. DiNorman McLeod. Comedy. A trusting soul
rector
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

YOUR PRODUCT

lives

of a

lady docto

UNITED ARTISTS

CONGO CROSSING

(Continued-)

RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope, Eastman

Color. RichGreer. Producer

ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
Mexican jungle. 99 min.

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy,
he affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romance-

nicolor. Olivia

hungry G.

I.

102 min.

BANDIDO CinemaScope,

DeLuxe Color. Robert Mitchum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

THE Hugh

BRASS LEGEND,

Nancy Gates. Western. Producer
rector Gerd Oswald. Western.
BOSS, THE John
Frank

Producer

A

drama.

Raymond

O'Brian,

Bob

Burr.
Goldstein. Di-

Doe Avedon, William Bishop.

Payne,

Director Byron Haskin. Meloprey fo a corrupt political ma-

Seltzer.

city

falls

chine.

RAWHIDE YEARS. THE

Technicolor. Tony Curtis, ColWilliam Demarest.' Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
1870 s. 85 min. 5/28.
Miller,

Arthur

Kennedy,

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father, finds a real one. 88 min. 4/30.

August
AWAY

BOATS

ALL

in

World War

II.

Technicolor,

VistaVision.

Jeff

114 min. 5/28.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses the murder of a man on a road leading to a castle.

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
flight to Hong Kong sparks international

An

airline
intrigue.

FRAGILE FOX. THE Jack

Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee
Marvin. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama. A
cowardly army officer and his men during a crucial

WWII.
BROTHERS

battle of

Neville Brand.
Salkow. Drama.

A Grant

GUN THE MAN

DOWN

Ann

Crabbe,

Buster

Robinson,
Director Sidney

Production.

James Arness, Angie

Dickin-

son, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets

'-evenge

on

fellow

who

thieves

when

him

desert

rounded.

MAN FROM DEL RIO Anthony

Quinn, Katy Jurado.
Director Harry Horner. WestBadman turns sheriff in lonely western town.
'HAROAH'S CURSE Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama.

young

girl

who

kidnapped by Indians. 119 mm. 3/19

is

June
Technicolor. Written, produced
Allen. Naturalist documentary.

ANIMAL WORLD, THE
and directed

by

Irwin

82 min. 4/30.
Schell, O. W.
N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

A famous movie

July
Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck.
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early I800's. 116 min. 7/9.

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

SATELLITE

THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.

IN

Moore,
Harry Lee and

Coming

A Sabre

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for

SEARCHERS, THE

MOBY DICK

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

HONG KONG

FLIGHT TO

GUN

Nader,

Virginia

FIVE STEPS TO TERROR Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
A Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.
Ion.

George

tives from justice have a haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of extradition. 85 min.

leen

Coming

Mayo,

Virginia

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugi-

Kieron

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman. Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
biggest "nuclear

Lois
J.

E.

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
bomb" of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

August
NOW

FROM

MEN

SEVEN

WarnerColor.

Randolph

GUN FOR A COWARD

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. ProScott
ducer's A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min.

ISTANBUL

A CRY

idol.

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland.
Director Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run
a cattle ranch after the death of their father.
Technicolor. Errol Flynn, Cornell Borchers.
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.

AND ME

Coming
Brian

in

unbalanced

Mentally

Drama.

Tyttle.

couple

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

Lover's Lane. 75 min.

Producer Robert Jacks.

KELLY

;rn.

son, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early I930's.

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker, Eli Wallach.
A Newton Production. Producer-director Elia Kazan.
Drama Story of a gir.-mill proprietor and a beautiful

MOLE PEOLPE, THE

girl.

?EVOLT

FORT

AT

LARAMIE

DeLuxe

Dehner, Diana Brewster. Producer
rector Lesley Selander. Western.

John

Color.

Howard Koch.

Di-

iAVAGE PRINCESS Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Mehboob Production. Musical Drama. A princess
alls in
love with a peasant who contests her right

A

o rule the

kingdom.

101

min.

ducer William

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Van John-

John Agar, Cynthia Patrick.

Alland.

Scientific expedition

in

PILLARS OF THE SKY

Jeff Chandler,

Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

•HARKFIGHTERS,

RAW EDGE
Carlo,
tor

THE CinemaScooe, Color. Victor
Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
underwater-men". 105 min.
VILD PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart. Paul
Itewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and
!is fiancee. 91 min

Technicolor.

Rory

Sherwood.

Drama.

1

Yvonne

baron

rules

Dethe

frontier with an iron hand.
AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney. Martha
Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.

SHOWDOWN

liams,

NT' L

Fueda

Oregon

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

VERSA L-

Calhoun,

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Direc-

John

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Drama.

WALK THE PROUD LAND

Technicolor. Audie Murphy.
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
Government fights for human rights for the
U.S.
Apache Indians in Arizona.

Anne

berg.

April
ACKLASH

Technicolor.
Richard
Widmark. Donna
leed, William Campbell. Producers Aaron Rosenberg,
hrector John Sturges. Western. Son fights against
JStler father and kills him in gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

REATURE

WALKS AMONG

US,

THE

Jeff

Morrow,

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

Lauren

Bacall,

Ml Reason, Leigh Snowden. Producer William Alland.
rector John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon trys to
jhange half-man, half-fish into

ETTLES IN

human being.

THE OZARKS, THE Marjoorie Main, Artuhr

Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson. DiLamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
bootleggers and matrimony. 81 min.

ahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. DirecHarmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.
*ICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles
"ake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
bner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman in*stment broker and a dog track owner move toward
ich other in a chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.
>r

ee of

•

June

VistaVision.

Kay

tndall, Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director
uriel Box. Comedy. A satire on the television industry.

AR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar,
n

Doren,

Richard

Boone.

HILLS, THE CinmaScoje, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.

BURNING

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor,

Hudson,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
WWII.
oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during

of

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter.
Natalie Wood. Comedy.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope. WarnerColor. James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plane.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

WarnerColor. William HolProducer-director
Leith.
Lloyd Nolan, Virginia
pilots experiment in jet
Test
Mervyn LeRoy. Drama.
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man.

den,

Quayles.

THE Henry Fonda, Vera
Alfred

Producer-director

Bass fiddle player
murder case.

at

Stork

Club

Miles,

Anthony

Hitchcock. Drama.
prime suspect in

is

Eve Arden, Gale Gordon. Don
David Weisbart. Director Al Lewis.
Miss Brooks, of television fame, comes to
the movies. 85 min. 2/20.
MVER CHANGES, THE Rossana Rory. Harald Maresch,
Henry Fisher. Producer-director Owen Crump. Drama.
A change in the course of a river brings a life of
tyranny to a small village. 91 min. 3/5.

To

Producer

Comedy.

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminol
305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

STEEL JUNGLE. THE Perry Lopez, Beverly Garland.
Walter Abel. Producer David Weisbart. Director Walter Doniger. Melodrama. Young bookie sentenced to
jail is brutalized
by head of Combination also in jail
and who fears he will talk. His wife threatened he attempts escaoe which brinos about end of Combination.

Member

National Film Carriers

86 min. 3/19.

UTSIDE THE LAW Ray Danton, Leigh Snowd en, Grant
illiams.
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arld. Melodrama. U.
S.
Treasury men foil counterliters from flooding Europe with fake money.
80 min.
Technicolor,

Virginia

March
Porter.

DAY OF FURY Dale Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock

Ladd

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan

OUR MISS BROOKS

May

MON AND LAURA

ma. Film version of the famous
a child murderess. 129 min.

WRONG MAN,

WARNER BROTHERS

92 min. 4/2

unnicutt, Una
:ctor Charles
ith

Kelly, Patty McCormack. Henry
Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. DraBroadway play about

BAD SEED, THE Nancy
Jones.

Mayo. Western.

Country. 95 min.

Director

I

Dorothy Malone,

Ward

Mature,

UN

Pro-

Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Asia discover strange men.

Mamie

Producer Albert Zugsmith.

rector Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
ttlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

A pril
MIRACLE

IN

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson.

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

HIGHWAY

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel. Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.
Sarita

EXPRESS LINES,
Member

May

July
HIND THE HIGH WALL Tom Tully, Sylvia Sidney,
Stanley Rubin.
Director Abner Biberman.
"lodrama. Warden of prison gets involved in crime,

oducer

mm.

Film

MY LADY Walter Srennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.
GOOD-BYE,

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

ING.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200
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Viewpoint
Bsiness-wise
nalysis of

New

Films

BAD SEED

TH

ktjier

BKiER

A WARNING
TO COMPROMISE

Refines;

"...

THAN

admonition of the Senate Small Business

LIFE

3RM CENTER

Our industry must accept the

fHI

adopt a

Committee

to

cooperation'

—or

HE WILDER YEARS

it

'new

spirit

of

faces a dark future."

EMBASSADOR'S
JAUGHTER
LISBON

I'V

'

LIVED BEFORE

AMI EXPOSE

HIGHLIGHTS OF

SSBC REPORT

STARRING

SKIP HOMEIER

•

KRISTINE MILLER

GEORGE MACREADY WALLACE FORD
•

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER DIRECTOR

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

HlWSf

JOE KANE

'

WRITTEN BY

SLOAN NIBLEY

NATURAMA-TRUCOLORbvconsoudatedhlmindustries

LISBON

will

be pr

\

OXOFFICE PICTURES FOR

ITS

20 YEARS...

MOST IMPORTANT PROGRAM!
DC ETOB

6

1

j

IA

COME NEXT SPRING

MAGIC FIRE
CIRCUS GIRL

STRANGER AT MY DOOR

ZANZABUKU

THE MAVERICK QUEEN
TRUCOLOR
LINDA DARNELL

In

•

by Consolidated Film Industries

DALE ROBERTSON

JOHN LUND

•

WARD BOND

•

NATURAMA
TRUCOLOR by Consolidated Film Industries
YVONNE FURNEAUX
CLAUDE RAINS
MAUREEN O'HARA

RAY MILLAND

•

•

•

STRANGE ADVENTURE
JOAN EVANS

•

BEN COOPER

•

MARL A ENGLISH

•

JAN MERLIN

DANIEL BOONE. TRAIL BLAZER
TRUCOLOR
BRUCE BENNETT

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

A WOMAN'S
TRUCOLOR

RALPH MEEKER

LON CHANEY

•

FARON YOUNG

DEVOTION
4?

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

JANICE RULE

•

PAUL HENREID

THE CONGRESS DANCE'
In

TRUCOLOR by Consolidated
CINEMASCOPE
RUDOLF PRACK
JOHANNA MATZ

Film Industries

•

fed in

key

titles

August 17th

warned him: ONE PILL TOO
MANY AND YOU CAN'T STOP!"

"I

co-starring

Produced by

Directed by

Story and Screenplay by

WALTER MATTHAU JAMES MASON -NICHOLAS RAY -CYRIL HUME

and

RICHARD MAIBAUM

SOON ! 20th delivers its most startling attraction since
THE SNAKE PIT... From the director of REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE I

viewpoints
AUGUST

W'tirniny
To € ant prvttt is<>

^1

vmnup
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competitive bidding has inflicted a
hardship on exhibition, that the interpretation of clearance should be

broadened to
It

was inevitable that the Senate

Small Business Committee's report

which appear in this
issue starting on Page 9) would
please some in the industry and disappoint others. This is a normal
result when lawmakers undertake
to learn in a few brief hearings the
intricacies of any business, certainly
one as complex as ours.
(highlights of

wn
NO.

">a
24,

restrict the pre-release

practice, that their sales to

TV

are

keeping people away from theatres.

By and

large, the gist of the

Com-

was contained

in its

mittee's report

closing paragraphs

the

to

volumi-

nous document, which called upon
the leaders of the industry on both
sides to discard their antagonisms.

ia
16

upon the large

how-

the Committee's credit,

ever, the report

displayed a surpris-

ing understanding of the industry's

problems and the entire movie business

owes the

legislative

vote of thanks for airing

group a

seme

of the

have our industry in its
present acrimonious state. The problems were discussed frankly and
freely, and this is bound to lead to
some degree of better understanding.
irritants that

tor

read the report.

to

We

business and
and reasonable profit.
The time is at hand for a mature and
objective appraisal by the industry of

exhibitors to continue in

essential reading for exhibi-

and

film

alike.

ing

A reading of the report made it
immediately manifest that the film
companies would derive more satis-

temptation to gloat over
this as a victory giving them carte
blanche. Pursuit of the same poli-

faction

from the Committee's conwould exhibitors. Almost every major corrective measure
proposed by exhibition was rejected.
The arbitration of film rentals was
adjudged "not in accord with our

cies that led exhibition to the

clusions than

mittee in the

economic

system".

The

to resist the

make our

Com-

place can only pro-

and deepen the

tract

frictions that

intra-industry relations so

Let

unhealthy.

the

distributors

pause to consider two things:

first,

exhibitor

the determination of exhibitors to

were

survive in this industry and, second,

urged to accept the arbitration plan

these two crucial admonitions in the

which both already have repudiated.
Allied's charge of dereliction of duty

report

organizations,

TOA

and

Allied,

on the part of the Justice Department in enforcing the monopoly case

was dismissed.

decree

TOA

joint

circuits

The

scolded for their lack of consideraof the

|in

plight of exhibition in

and subsequent-run theatres
particular. They were told that

of render-

owners so that they may be able
."
and prosper
.

theatre
to thrive

.

and
(2) "The antagonism which

is

so evi-

dent between the distributors and exhibi-

making matters worse.

tors is only
hostility

this

very well

continues

the

come when Congress

If

may

time
will

have

through sheer necessity, take reme-

to.

dial action."

The simple

truth

is,

as the report

some

of

it

self-induced,

some

of

emanating from factors beyond
our control. In these rough times,
nothing is as essential as an attitude
of compromise. Enduring solutions
to the problems we face in this init

dustry can only be born of a genuine
effort by fair-minded businessmen
to live

and

let live.

It is

no cliche

in

the circumstances of today to say,

"United we stand, divided we

Our industry must accept

fall".

the ad-

monition of the Senate Small Business Committee to adopt a "new
spirit of cooperation"
or it faces a
dark future.

responsibility

resting

ti

BULLETIN

product shortage

However, more than a few words
of warning were directed at the film
companies. They were repeatedly

mind

independent

Let\s Soli

be allowed to enter produc-

was another major exhibition point
down by the Committee.

general

the

Allied-

turned

tion

emphasize

proposal that divorced

tion to alleviate the

to

—

Committee cannot over-

''The

(1)

assistance

tide,

companies would do well

first

factors involved in the exhibition of

all

pictures with the goal in

dustry are caught up in a turbulent

it is

film

it

reveals, that all elements in this in-

tors

The

do

agree

that

men

to

make

to realize a fair

hibitors

To

companies

possible for independent motion picture

We

do not agree with those exwho are wringing their
hands and crying that the legislators
have dealt them a dastardly blow.
We go along, rather, with Allied's
A. F. Myers, who complimented the
Committee on its grasp of the problems (though he finds fault with its
conclusions) and urged every exhibi-

film

everything in their power to
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TWO

In seeking remedies for
ing

boxoffice,

the

its

slump-

movie industry

would do well to look into the casebooks of two other relatively oppressed industries, namely cigarettes
and radio. There can be found welcome object lessons in the tactics of
arresting a plummeting sales curve.
(Continued on Page 10)
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PRODIGAL'S PROGRESS. Had

the past

—

10

AUGUST

months

never happened, had time stood still or better yet, had
moviedom taken an enforced 300-day holiday its fortunes
and affairs would have stood approximately where they

—

stand today. In short, the film industry economically
just about where it was October, 1955.

lot of

progress. It depends on

how you keep

score.

From

our spot in the grandstand progress has been prodigious.
The reason is simple. Somewhere in the foggy interim be-

tween October and August moviedom collapsed like a
toothpick bridge under the Afternoon Congressional. Good
readers, it simply splintered apart at the seams, and even
today few observers realize fully the depths in morale, at
It is
least
to which the industry actually descended.
enough to report that as late as June several of Hollywood's top entrepreneurs were ready to hand their toppling duchies to TV for the asking. From this melancholy
low point, moviedom has vaulted to an entirely new men-

—

—

tal plateau.

Its

It is

once again hopeful, buoyant, confident.
its earnings improving, its securi-

products are selling,

ties

commanding more and more

attention.

In a

Philip R.

19

5

4

Ward

is

scorecards this might not add up to a whole

On some

By

6,

word

For the most part gains have run along

fractional lim

the notable exception being Columbia which bolted
points from a pitiful June close of I8V4.

around

22, this stock

shows evidence

Presently

4

sellii

of achieving high

Allied Artists (see Financial Bulletin, July 23) h
circulated around a more realistic zone near 5. Much
status.

company's early future hinges on the merits

this

slumped

of

:

"The Friendly Persuasion". Loev
lower quarters in the wake of a per-share ear

big film,

real

first

to

ings dip for 40-week period to 51c, against the prior

Loew may be
come Stockholder Day
Arthur

yea:

rougher session th
ever
next February. On the theat
docket, Stanley Warner showed high vitality, with a 1
rise over the month.
88c.

in for a

Nothing sensational in the financial marts, 'tis tnl
We'll settle for a continuance of the steady fractional u
swing in progress, ever thankful for the smallest of favo

that's progress

Mind you,

the recovery of movie stocks has hardly been

Nonetheless, the signs of recovery are inescapable. Note Film BULLETIN'S Cinema Aggregate below,

dramatic.

observing the small but sure reversal of the downtrend in
the prior several months:

BULLETIN Cinema

Film

Aggregate*

MOVIE INDUSTRY— 1966! A
from the Wall Street

Financial Bulletin

reac

saddened by o|
of our recent expressions of optimism, and obviously p<
sector, apparently

sessing knowledge unavailable to ordinary mortals

like

took pen in hand to present his version of moviedom
years from now. Despite all, our spirits remain undash<|
Here's part of his prognosis

"Come

1966

"Four-wall movie theatres will number a mere

4,0C|

drive-ins: 8,000.

"About
art,

half the total of four-wall theatres will exhij

foreign or specialized big-screen process films excj

sively.

The

other half (2,000) will resemble monstra

electronic laboratories capable of imparting to audiend

every sensation the

movie theatres

"The
of film

will

five senses can absorb. Convention,
have grown extinct.

so-called electronic theatre will feature a specj

some

3

hours in length, punctuated with

sions and exhibited at legitimate theatre prices.

FILM

'Composed

COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

interna

They

average some $10 million to produce and number no
than 30-40 a year.

vi

mcj

"Hollywood and television will have become one, wi
greatest power being wielded by Tom O'Neil's RKO-Tj

The shares

of no one film company appear to stand out
modest recovery drive unfolding, although supporters of Warner Bros, may take umbrage at this. Notwithstanding, Warner's cannot properly be classified as a recovery item in view of the specialized circumstances surrounding its shares. It is nonetheless moviedom's most
in the

volatile situation currently with aspects of its

ship and
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and some 300 features

tion,

for drive-ins.

latter films will treat as their

TV

1,3

consurrl

Many

of

tl

theme the Great War|

1959."

O

new owner-

management still in doubt. Shares are posted in
some 8-9 points over mid-May levels.

the vicinity of 27-28,

"This amalgamated industry will turn out about
40 minute and 50 minute films per year for

All
will

we can say

is

that

it's

comforting to know somei^

have survived that disaster.

I
Ul

Whit

Jfiey'te Talking
In the

About

simply does not allow for eight big studios to operate 01
a full production schedule; the constant bickering with ex

Movie Business

which

going to get rougher as the theatremei
own protection. Anothe
factor being considered by the merger-minded is this: witl
production on its present limited basis, Wall Streeters witl
movie investments do not see the financial wisdom of main
hibition,

move

EXHIBITOR CONSOLIDATION.

"One for all, and all
one" seems to be the new slogan in exhibition ranks, if
one can judge by the talk making the rounds in several
territories. Tired of trying to buck the rising film rental
trend on their own, groups of exhibitors in various run
for

categories are quietly getting together and setting limits

on the terms they will pay for particular pictures. For
instance, we hear that the key theatre operators in one important territory recently met secretly and talked over

Paramount's 40-50% demands on "The Man Who Knew
Too Much". The salesmen met a solid wall of resistance
when they tried to sell, and, it is said, the picture finally

went

The

to the

key houses

in that territory at 25-35 percent.

participating exhibitors have no fear of being charged

with any violation of laws against combines, since no one
is required to sign any agreement or even to commit him-

any firm policy vis-a-vis the film company demands.
of approach in dealing for certain pictures apparently is effected merely by discussion of the disadvantages of making high term deals. The boys are "hurting"
and finding that unity is a healing salve.
self to

The unity

0

THE TAX FIGHTERS,
were

those theatre executives

The

tax victory

is

taining

the vast studio properties for so little output
they will press for combining companies and liquidatioi
of the valuable landholdings.
all

0

GOLDMAN'S PRICE EXPERIMENT

a feather in the cap

is

getting som.

belated attention from the trade.

William Goldman, th<'
eastern Pennsylvania circuitman, convinced that admis
sion prices is a factor in the boxoffice slump, undertook ar
interesting experiment in his three Philadelphia first-rur
houses. Traditionally, evening prices prevailed all day or
Sundays in Philly first-runs. Convinced that the familj
trade was being kept away by this policy, the Goldmar
houses recently established a special opening one-hour admission price of 99c (usual scale $1.49). Showman Goldcarried his family-enticement idea farther: childrer
under six are admitted free with their parents. The offei
has been advertised extensively in the local newspapers

man

The results: a heavy pick-up in Sunday matinee business
with more attendance in the one "early bird" hour than ir
the three hours following; a warm vocal reception by Philadelphians for this "humanizing" of movie-going.

0

who

campaign to put over the King
Bill, are talking about the tremendous effort DUt into the
drive by COMPO's Bob Coyne. One of the exhibitors who
went all-out to win the admissions tax relief says that
Coyne engineered several of the most crucial maneuvers in
the hectic ten days when the measure was lifted from almost sure defeat and put across just as Congress was prein the forefront of the

paring to adjourn.

is

closer together for their

SELLING THE PICTURE. There is an increasingawareness on Hollywood's part that the right approach ir
the advertising campaign is a major factor in the success oi
each film, whether it be outstanding or mediocre fare. 0;
ccurse, this is patently true whether one is pushing beei
or brassieres or movies, but
find the proper sell angle for

it

is

surely

more

difficult tc

an "emotional" product

like

though there has been considerable undercover talk about
between two major film companies that
would create a new colossus of the industry. As a matter

motion picture. Within recent months the advertising
campaigns on several films underwent changes in midstream after being submitted to the fickle tastes of the public, and these cases are said to have served to convince
some film company heads that there must be closer liaisor
between the advertising departments and production. Toe
often, the ad staff is told to plan its campaign on a picture they have not ever seen, with the result that good
selling angles are overlooked. At least one major company, we hear, is contemplating a detailed re-examinatior
of its advertising policies, with the executive head of the
promotion department being asked to keep himself much

of fact,

closer to the scene of production.

of

Bob Coyne and

arm"

a real "shot in the

for

COMPO.

Many

an exhibitor who might have been debating whether
to pay his next installment of dues to the all-industry organization will

now come

across

— and happily.

O

THE MERGER STORY
has been pooh-poohed

all

about Paramount and Universal
along by industry insiders, al-

a possible fusion

not outside the realm of possibility that we
will see two such mergers within the next 12 to 24 months.
Principal factors are these: the inexorable march of time
it

is

that has brought certain film

vanced age stage, with

company heads

to the ad-

a resultant desire to "take things

easy" (like the two Warner brothers) the tough competitive struggle with television; the tight talent market that
;
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Members

of the staff

1

are|

be "floated" to and from the studio to observe at first
hand every picture from the time pre-production planning!
to

starts through to the cutting of the final print. In thisj
way, they say, the admen wili be able to absorb every exploitation element in every picture, with far more accurate
results realized in the ultimate promotional campaign.

Senate htctctA Admit Patient

Sut

£a f

iHeaficihe

i

Prescribed
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CURE FOR EXHIBITION
HIGHLIGHTS OF REPORT BY
SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE

"Problems of Independent
Motion-Picture

•

Exhibitors"

INTRODUCTION
The past ten years have represented the greatest era of
general prosperity in our nation's history. It has been a
oeriod of high employment, soaring personal income, rec)rd breaking corporate profits, rising retail trade, and a
)ooming stock market. One of the few conspicuous excepions to this glowing era has been the motion picture inlustry
in particular the small independent theatre owners
vho have been suffering heavy reversals.

—

The

exhibitors* plight

readily seen by examining in-

is

In 1946, motion pican all-time high with an average of
nore than eighty-two million paid admissions a week. Last
ear, weekly average attendance was down to less than
orty-six million which represents a drop of forty-five perent during a period when the population rose by twenty-

lustry statistics for the past decade.

ure attendance hit

Admissions

ix million.

this

IT"

B

•-

Spokesmen for both exhibition and distribution had their day before the Subcommittee
last Spring, presenting sharply conflicting
opinions on causes of the industry's

st

it

will

mean

thirties.

the poor-

ills.

recommended several medicines, most bitter of which was the one that
would make film rentals subject to arbitration. To this, as to most other prescriptions,
the Senate doctors gave a flat "no".

However, exhibitors could derive some
comfort from several comments and recommendations made by the Senate Committee:
1

The

)

have

film

companies were

a "responsibility" to

:;

make

told they

possible

it

for exhibitors "to continue in business
In this

same ten-year

)ur-wall theatres
le rising

lents

period, the

number

of conventional

dropped from 18,709 to 14,613

realize a fair

throughout the entire country.

movies as compared to $1,185 billion in 1955 this inuded admission receipts of the 4,600 drive-in theatres
the

uilt

;

since the war.

answer

and to

profit".

Competitive bidding inflicts an added
hardship on many exhibitors.
(2)

communications from exhibitors in
parts of the country who told of their economic distress,
ie Select Committee on Small Business held twelve days
hearings to inquire into the problems of independent
otion picture exhibitors. Testimonv was received from
<hibitors, producers, distributors and the Department of
Jstice. The major complaints of the exhibitors were in
ference to such matters as clearances, availability, comto

A

(3)

broadened definition of clearance

was suggested to restrict pre-releasing.
The Committee's report is essential reading
for

In 1953, in

and reasonable

in spite of

population and the growth of suburban develop-

In 1946, the public paid $1.5 billion (excluding tax) to go
)

Ex-

hibition leaders

(

up soon,
year since depression days of the

-

A surprisingly well-versed report on "Problems of Independent Motion-Picture Exhibitors" was filed with the U. S. Senate on July
27 by the Small Business Committee. The
findings, based principally on hearings held
by the Subcommittee, chairmanned by Senator Humphrey, was approved by all 13 members of the full Committee.

year are running far below

955; unless business picks

_

all

members

this page, Film

of the industry.

BULLETIN

Starting on

presents the most

1

,

tatistics

aer

ft

used

in

Company,

this

report,

Inc..

unless

Ridley

has done considerable research
sducers, distributors and exhibitors.
ich

sparing

its

statistics

otherwise noted are from reports of SindPennsylvania, a fact-finding organization

Park.

motion picture industry on behalf of
The accuracy of its data is attested to by
with those of the Bureau of the Census
in

the

pertinent highlights.

petitive bidding, film rental
tures.

The

contention was

and the supply of feature

made

pic-

that the policies of the

producers and distributors were jeopardizing the position
cf the independent theatre owners.
In the three years which have elapsed since consideration of this matter, the problems confronting the exhibitors
(Continued on Page 13)
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cigarettes and radio can

Viewpoints

this kind of concentrated in-

by

sity

Buck adver-

selling,

stitutional

why

the

not

movies, cater to the pleasure-seeking
of the public.

Take the case of the cigarette
makers beset by the spectre of the
cancer scare. In an instant the party
line was switched. The industry inRather than hardstitutionalized.
peddle their individual brands as before, the cigarette showmen reduced
this aspect to a subsidiary position,

the broad institu-

tional appeals of cigarette smoking.

that

was established overnight
cigarette smoking "Improves
It

—

nil the

1

somber fact that has long been
evident from cursory examination of
our newspapers has been nailed
down with some shocking statistics
by Elmer C. Rhoden's announcement of the results of National The-

A

comparative movie-television
and radio publicity survey.

atres'

The

ratio of free space to paid ad-

running near record highs.

and sound journalism.

to

Radio, not unlike movies in the

from

suffered

television,

similarly institutionalized.

It is

the

exceptional hourly break that fails
to devote itself to messages extolling
the virtues of radio: "Radio stays
with you", "Only radio takes you

—

everywhere", "Radio your constant
companion". It is a matter of record
that radio is stubbornly holding a
fair

share of the market for advertis-

TV's dominance.

ing dollars despite

Our

industry

doesn't

certainly

among

Despite the fact that motion picwere placing five times as
much paid advertising as that placed

tures

by television and radio, movies were
receiving about half of their ad space

and there

encouraging signs
al

at

TOA's

nation-

showmanship conference held

in

And

this

ation,

to the stations in all big-city

Where

news-

the airwaves log

was

included, the radio-TV ratio of pub-

advertising ran as high as

778 per cent!

"On

the one hand,"

Rhoden commented, "newspapers
give away directory listings to their
worst competitors, TV and radio;
and they charge the motion picture

same kind

of direc-

tory listings at higher than

commer-

theatres for the

cial rates."

—and

not spare their horses, or dollars, in

principal competitor for the public's

We

are

TOA's program.
confident

that

a

long-

If

matter for the

serious

consideration

since

indicates control over news

it

Congress,

of

coalescence,

however, can't be the whole story,
even if true. There are a large number of newspapers with no apparent
affiliations that have been giving the
same unfair advantages to TV, devoting columns of gossip, features
and blurbs, as well as listings of programs without charge, while they
slice free film space to the bone and
shove it into little-read sections far
back in their newspapers. It is easy
to understand this policy on the part
of those publishers with TV interests,

but the others are guilty of

stu-

They

rather than cupidity.

pidity

are building up an advertising-dollar
hungry competitor, television, which
breeds on people staying at home.

Mr. Rhoden has instructed
theatre

managers

to call

all his

upon news-

paper publishers and editors with
their own facts and figures and point

how

the journalistic powers to stand up

close to double

Chicago recently that cognizance is
being taken of this urgent need. The
film companies know what their
stake is in a drive to shore up the
slumping boxofhce, and they should
supporting

and radio stations?

radio-video directory run at no cost

while

TV-

paid advertising in free blurbs.

its

licity to

hibition branch,

TV

does not take into considerwith a few exceptions, the free

was averaging

radio

but while individual films are sold as

were some

be-

detrimental this trend is to
both newspapers and theatres. This
advice could be extended to every
theatreman in the country, not with
just one, but a whole group of exhibitors in a town appearing before

in free publicity lineage

have to take a back seat to any in
the art of tub-thumping its product,

principally the province of the ex-

These were

the findings:

papers.

hard as ever, exploitation of the institution of movie-going is almost
completely neglected. True, this is

the

vertising,

it

publishers are also the

The newspaper-TV

To Account

setback, cigarette sales are presently

way

the

"Points

the

modern living", or just plain "Makes
you happy". After an abortive sales

distress

of

Mr.

as
Is

sources in a city by a single group.

IVeivspapers

study found in 16
newspapers analyzed over a period
of several weeks, was so disproportionate as to arouse serious questions both as to business practice

disposition",

many

cause

suicide",

succinctly puts it?

so, this alliance is a

Study would be doubly desirable in
and radio, like
cigarettes
that

came out hawking

journalistic

Rhoden
owners

movies?
(Continued from Page 5)

segment

and

There
and

is

and

sobering food for thought

figures,

—here

which

in

find

these

facts

newspapers

up not only the movies'

entertainment time, but also the
newspapers' own biggest competitor for the advertising dollar.

let their

views be heard.

Such theatre-newspaper meetings
hold, also, a golden opportunity to
petition for an end to the exorbitant

amusement page

rates. Let the theatreman pose the question bluntly:
"Why, Mr. Publisher, must we, who

much

place five times as
as our competitor

— and

advertising

yours

— pay

a penalty rate for our space, for the

same space you give gratuitously
this

action

building

out

to

competitor?"

Elmer Rhoden has

Moviemen

rolling.

started the ball

all

over the coun-

must continue this fight, for the
more victories won in individual

try

cities,

that

the

all

greater

the

newspapers

this unfair practice.

probability

will

We

eliminate

live

on pub-

as a balance for the public's diet of

Why, one must ask, are the newspapers committing this "double sin

and advertising, just as TV
does and we are entitled to a fair
share of the space and a fair rate for

TV

— mass homicide of motion

our advertising.

range and persistent campaign of institutionalizing regular movie-going
will

Pago 10

pay handsome dividends.
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COOKIN'
IJST

SCREENED! THEY'RE TERRIFIC!
The famed
the
•

presents in

John Kerr

•

It

with Leif Erickson

•

be

film of our time!

AND SYMPATHY"

"TEA

•

Edward Andrews

•

starring Deborah

Screen Play by Robert Anderson

Directed by Vincente Minnelli

•

It will

•

Produced by Pandro

S.

•

Based

Berman

mixes minxes, mischief and marriages with songs

and

hilarity in a sensational entertainment!

M-G-M
Ann

even greater now!

CinemaScope and Melrocolor

on the Play by Robert Anderson

'THE,

is

most talked about

M-G-M
Kerr

stage hit

CinemaScope and Metrocolor

presents in

Sheridan

•

Ann

Miller

.

Leslie Nielsen

•

•

June Allyson

Jeff Richards in

•

Joan

Collins

•

Dolores

"THE OPPOSITE SEX"

Gray

co-starring

Charlotte Greenwood • Agnes Moorehead • Joan Blondell • Sam Levene • and Guest Stars: Harry
James • Art Mooney • Dick Shawn • Jim Backus • with Bill Goodwin • Screen Play by Fay and
Michael Kanin • Adapted From a Play by Clare Boothe • New Songs: Music by Nicholas Brodszky
Lyrics by

Sammy Cahn

•

Directed by

David Miller

•

Produced by Joe Pasternak

All the excitement, the daring, the novelty of the

remarkable book comes to
M-G-M

presents in

Anthony Quinn

•

Norman Corwin

•

CinemaScope and Metrocolor

James Donald
Based on

the

•

•

life

on the screen

Kirk Douglas in

Pamela Brown

Novel by Irving Stone

•
•

"LUST FOR LIFE"

with Everett Sloane

•

co-starring

Screen Play by

Directed by Vincente Minnelli

•

Produced

by John Houseman

H

r

EEP

LOOKIN

!

THERE'S

MORE COOKIN'!

9)

HELD OVER
RKO MEMORIAL, Boston; RKO GOLDEN GATE, San Francisco; PARAMOUNT, Ba
Rouge; T & D, Oakland; JOY, New Orleans; BROADWAY, Portland; UNITED ARTISTS,
San Jose; LOEWS STATE, Norfolk; HOLLYWOOD, Atlantic City; GOLDMAN, Philadelphia; MULTIPLE RUN — 12 Theatres, Los Angeles;

SMALL BUSINESS REPORT

Monopoly Case Decree
(Continued from Page 9)
if

critical.

It is

The problems which confront the motion picture industry, and especially independent exhibitors, are most unIn studying this matter the
usual, many and complex.
Committee recognized that there are no easy answers.
Many of the difficulties are a direct result of a change in
:he

amusement

habits of the

American people.

It is felt,

lowever, that steps can be taken which will help the small
1

:xhibitors

i

who are presently sufmen on both sides of the

throughout the country

ering severe financial losses.

ndustry put their

minds

to

it,

If

the Committee

workable solution can be arrived

is

confident

at.

The Justice Department's victory
mount case resulted in divorcement

in 1948 in the

of theatres

Para-

from the

production-distribution phase of the industry, the divestiure of certain theatre holdings of the

weed

circuits in order to

newly formed

di-

open up "closed" situations, and

end to compulsory block-booking, price-fixing, and dis[riminatory treatment of the small theatres by way of unin

I

i

leasonable clearances.

The Supreme Court

in the

Paramount case declared

that

here had been discrimination against the small independ-

:

upon (a) the intolerable conditions of favoritism towards the affiliated theatres and discrimination against the
independents which prevailed prior to those orders, and
(b) the remoteness and improbability of any casual relationship between theatre divorcement and the current film
reflect

shortage."

Unfortunately,

it is difficult, if

not impossible, accurate-

determine the economic effects of the Paramount
judgments because television came into prominence at precisely the same time as divorcement and the enjoining of
ly

to

For

certain trade practices.

discounts the contentions

Committee
were not for "in-

this reason, the

made

that

if it

terference" of the courts, the small, independent theatre

owners would be much better

The

off at this time.

arbitration of disputes arising

between distributors

much

discussion for a

good many years.

|

|

Allied, told

and exhibitors has been the topic of

BACKGROUND

I

Myers, Chairman of the Board and General Counsel of
your Committee, "Those who are lamenting
the orders of the Court requiring the film companies to
divorce themselves from their theatres should pause and
F.

anything, become even more

with
Committee
regret
that
the
notes
considerable
no voluntary
arbitration system has yet been agreed upon by distributors and exhibitors although there can be little doubt that
such a system would be of great value if for no other reason than to help bring about an end to the constant strife
within the industry which in the Committee's opinion
serves no constructive purpose whatsoever.
have,

Up" Industry

**<9pened

nt exhibitors in restraint of trade as condemned by the
Iherman Act. As the Court stated

The

District Court, in its final decree, authorized the

defendant distributors "to set up an arbitration system
which will become effective as soon as it may be organized,
.

upon terms

to be settled

this

conspiracy hate

in

measure been the small independent operators.
are the ones that hare felt most keenly

by the court upon notice to the

On May
New York

24, 25 and 26, 1954, a conference was held in
City for the purpose of discussing arbitration.
Attending the conference were representatives of the ten

major distributors and the invited exhibitor organizations
with the sole exception of Allied which rejected the invitation on the grounds it could not agree to any plan which
"does not provide for the arbitration of film rentals and
."
selling policies on a na'ional and regional basis

They

the discrimina-

and predatory activities in which defendThey hare been the victims
massed purchasing power of the larger units in

ants hare freely indulged.

the industry.

It is

largely out of the rains of the small

operators that the large empires of exhibitors
been built.

hare

There can be no doubt that the government's victory in
he Paramount case resulted in opening up a tightly conI

industry which had discriminated against independent theatre owners.
trolled

Although independent exhibitors achieved the right to
and equal treatment as a result of the Paramount case,
Ihey nevertheless find themselves today in a most preI

lliir

fcrious economic position.

Some

claim this

due to diIbrcement itself. One theatre owner (Harry Brandt) told
lie Committee that "divorcement, more than any other
llictor, is responsible for the dearth of product and high
illm rentals." Allied States Association of Motion Picture
t
xhibitors, which represents thousands of independent exhibitors, vigorously disagrees with this contention. Abram
is

.

large

tory practices

of the

.

parties to this action."

.

The trade victims of

.

it was unanimously decided to apma'
point a committee
: up of distributors and exhibitors
which would prepare an arbitration draft. A nine man
committee was selected with Herman Levy of TOA acting
as counsel for the exhibitors and Adolph Schimel of Uni-

At

this conference,

-

versal Pictures as counsel for the distributors.

At

meeting on January 11, attended by repreand the distributors, TOA stated that
while it approved the arbitration plan it did not want to
submit it to the Department of Justice prior to the hearings scheduled by the Senate Select Committee on Small
Business as such action might be interpreted as an attempt
on TOA's part to "whitewash" the distributors. The disa dinner

sentatives of

TOA

tributor representatives

made

it

clear at this dinner meet-

ing that they would urge their associates to submit the
would not agree to a joint presendraft unilaterally if

TOA

tation.

Mr. (Myron) Blank wrote on January 21, 1956, that
could not agree to the distributors' proposal for the
reasons it gave at the dinner meeting on January 11. The
letter went on to say that TOA had polled its directors by

TOA

(Continued on Page 14)
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TOA Withdrawal

Rvyrvts

front Arbitration
according to

Myers,

Mr.

(Continued from Page 13)

film

"every possible effort to broaden the scope of arbitrability,"
(2) doing "everything possible to bring more product on

foreign countries have restrictions on the

the market,'* (3) action "to stem the tide of ever-increasing film rentals, even to seeking the arbitration of film
rentals," and (4) withdrawing "approval, temporarily, of
the proposed system of arbitration

Without attempting

."
.

.

judge the motives of any of the

to

Committee must

parties to this dispute, the

TOA

regrets the withdrawal of

as

it

feels

state that

would have been an important step towards alof the problems which are plaguing the industry and creating animosity between distributors and ex-

many

hibitors.

As

a

result of

The Antitrust Division of the Department
was criticized by Mr. Myers who asserted:

Committee from exhibitors throughout the country relatit was agreed to
again hold hearings to determine what had occurred in the
industry in the three years since the Committee's study of

The hearings began on March 21 when Abram F.
Myers, Chairman of the Board and General Counsel of Al-

1

Amen

of Justic

As regards the 1953 subcommittee's recommendation
more forceful and diligent policy on the part of

for a

the Antitrust Division in assuring compliance with the

decrees in the

Paramount

case,

is

it

recommendation uas disregarded.

our view that
If

the

there has been

in the Division s attitude since the date of

it

has been in the direction of a more lenient

and indulgent

ing the difficulties they have been facing,

of

victims."

the report,

numerous complaints received by the

mam

that

can films
film com
panies have "curtailed their output to conform to foreign
quota restrictions, and the American exhibitors are th

any change

RESUME OF TESTIMONY

is

number
which can be imported and American

it

very strongly

this plan

leviating

shortage,

Plan

attitude

toward the defendants

in

that

case.

Mr. Myers told the Committee that because of the short
age of films and the high rentals being charged independ
ent exhibitors, Allied feels very strongly that an arbitratioi

agreement must include arbitration

of film rentals.

1953.

appeared to present his organization's case. Mr.
Myers' main complaints pertained to a shortage of feature
pictures and increased film rentals which made it difficult
for the small independent exhibitors to survive.
The
lied,

position of Allied

was summarized by Mr. Myers who

stated

Consequently we ask the committee

in

neighing these

complaints of excessive film rentals to bear in mind
these points
1.

The

film

companies have deliberately curtailed

must license

all

especially the

good ones

The

or nearly

film rentals

are often so excessive

—

all

The

where exhibitors

the pictures

released—

in order to operate.

demanded for top-notch pictures
that many independent exhibitors

must forego them altogether or
3.

play them at a loss.

else

film companies' current policy of

fewer pic-

tures to be played in fewer theatres at high admission

prices has enabled

lence

while,

them

to attain a high degree of opu-

the independent exhibitors teeter

on the

brink of ruin.
4.

Millions of Americans

who

the independent subsequent-run

are dependent upon

and small-town

theatres

for motion-picture entertainment are being deprived of
the opportunity to see many of the best pictures, in

derogation of the public interest.

Mr. Myers claimed there is an annual deficiency of 150
feature pictures a year; the main reason for this shortage
is that film companies "are obsessed with the idea that they
can make more money by supplying a few pictures to the
big key city theatres for exhibition on extended engage-

ments

high admission prices than by producing a lot of
pictures to play shorter runs in a large number of theatres
at normal admission prices." A second explanation for the
P«q« 14

at

Film

T. Rembusch, former president of Allied,

opinion "approximately sixty percent

testi

of th

decline in the theatres' boxoffice and attendance could hav
been avoided had sufficient pictures been available to thea
tres so that a wide choice of selection of pictures couk
have been offered to theatre patrons." He charged that th
decrease in the number of films being produced and re
leased by motion picture companies was a deliberate plo
calculated to give them a greater bargaining advantag

I

over exhibitors.

:

their respective outputs to the point

2.

Trueman

fied that in his
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He charged
tices,

distributors with being guilty of illegal prac

namely the

fixing of admission prices

and unreason

able clearances.

The strongest plea made for federal regulation of filr
was by Benjamin N. Berger, President c

rental prices

North Central Allied and Director of national Allied. H;
Committee such regulation is necessary becaus
"the selling policies and practices of the major film corri
panies are preventing thousands of theatres from showin
many of the finest motion pictures and are preventing mi
lions of Americans, especially in the low income bracket:
from seeing those pictures."
told the

Julius Gordon, theatre owner from Beaumont, Texa».
and an active member of Allied, in a strong plea for arb
contended that American filr
tration of film rentals
companies sell their pictures cheaper in other nations tha
they do here in the United States. Many countries hav!
regulation of the industry and have set scales which a di;
tributor can charge for a picture. Mr. Gordon stated th?
if an arbitration system can be agreed upon which woul
provide for film rentals "based upon an exhibitor's abilit
to pay," there would be little need for government regi
.

.

.

)

lation of the industry.

Ruben Shor, President

of Allied,

devoted much

of

(Continued on Page

hi
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Distributors Defend Their Policies
(Continued from Puge 14)

phone and that the majority of them favored (1) making
testimony to what he called unfair practices of the fi'm
companies. In particular, he referred to (1) price-fixing
operations whereby exhibitors are forced to raise admission

by distributors;

prices due to pressure

(2) discrimination

in the licensing of pictures in favor of the

and

statement which dealt with the issue of arbitration and als
strongly opposed federal legislation to regulate film rental;

On

it quite clear to the Committee that the film corrl
panies are most vigorously opposed to any such propd

sition

divorced circuits;

The proposal strikes at the very heart of the business
and distributing pictures. Reduced to its

the unduly long period of time which elapses

(3)

of producing

before films are available to subsequent-run houses.

On

this latter point

in

word
this

but one are publicly

upon extended runs

'

all

::g

reduces the

number

its

ceive for

// there

wait before the pictures become available to them.

composed

.

.

inadequately

in-

by

legis

Allied,

.

an important industry ivhich

particularly

it,

and expect,

as

if,

we have every reason

that legislation

spirit, ivhich is to

is

to believe

drafted in the American

be fair and equitable to

all

concerned.

Y. Frank Freeman, Vice President of Paramount

Pic!

tures and in charge of studio operations in Hollywood,

answering exhibitors' charges of increased film

urged repeal of the federal admission tax to help alleviate
the economic plight of exhibitors. He stated that of the

recent years.

and 5,700 more which are doing little more than breaking even. Last year, theatre admission taxes to the Federal

to utter-

relies so

Robert J. O'Donnell, appearing before the Committee on
behalf of the Council of Motion Pictures Organizations,

19,200 theatres in the nation, there are 5,200 operating at a

a

much
on the creative talents of human beings and not at all
on molds, dies and factory production, I know of no
surer way to do so than to enact legislation to regulate

the largest exhibi-

of

of the divorced circuits

the

were a designed and avowed purpose

ly destroy

independent theatre owners
told the Committee,
"The plight of the exhibitor today is this: He must either
subject himself to the whims and to the unreasonable demands of the producers and distributors or he must close
his doors. That is no exaggeration. The distributors know
this and are playing it for all it is worth."

and some

to

Mr. Schimel condemned it
involved and time-consuming. He told the Committee:
lation as proposed

as they can license because of the long time they must

tor organization,

merchandise

trators.

theatres but seriously impairs the value of such pictures

TOA,

their

to
re-

In regard to regulation of film rentals by federal

freshness. This policy not only

of

and asked

formed, even though well-intentioned, judgment of arbi-

of pictures for the subsequent-run

Myron M. Blank, President

to risk the expenditure

delegate the fixing of the prices ivhich they are to

ning the suburban and small town theatres out of business. All experience proves that the value of a picture

depends largely upon

upon

of millions of dollars for their product

the

key theatres they are run-

in the

owned companies, with thousands

of stockholders, are called

meaning it ever had
of
By encouraging and even insisting

"availability

business.

simplest terms, the producers, ivhich in every instance

Mr. Shor told the Committee

These major film companies, moreover, are robh
the

the subject of arbitration of film rentals, Mr. Schime

made

rentals,

toll

the Committee of the steep rise in production costs

Commenting on exhibitor complaints
Freeman said:

ii

ii

as to a film short

age, Mr.

loss

Government amounted

money could very

well

to

$80 million and this

mean

sum

In conclusion I wish to state that Paramount

anxious as the exhibitors

of

more than

the public will buy.

10,000 ex-

Herman M. Levy, General Counsel of TOA, devoted his
testimony to the issue of arbitration. As the person who
represented exhibitors in the drafting of the ill-fated 1955
was entirely too narrow for the
enough by exhibitors to warrant the tremendous cost involved," and that when TOA's board of
directors approved the draft last October they did so "rearbitration plan, he said "it

George Kerasotes, Vice President of TOA,
mony, emphasized the point that "reduction of

in his testi-

film producprimary reason
why theatre grosses are declining here." Along with a product shortage the exhibitor is faced with higher film rentals.
tion in the

United States

is,

basically, the

number

er

to be used

luctantly."

as

many

is

as

pictures as

Hoivever,

we

are not interested in

making pictures solely for the sake of making numbers.
Paramount is making fewer pictures because it believes
that it can make greater pictures if it makes fewer,
under the existing conditions. When the conditions in
the industry are such that Paramount can make a great-

hibitors.

system

make

possible, provided the pictures are of the calibre that

the difference between con-

tinuing in business or closing out to

to

we

of pictures, pictures that the public will buy,

will certainly be

happy

to

make them.

Charles M. Reagan, Vice President and General Sale
Manager of Loew's, testified that "the charge that Loew'
the expense of the exhibitor

has prospered at
without foundation."

He
tures

is

1

absolutely

Committee that the cost of producing pic
going up steadily while domestic film rentals an

told the
is

diminishing due to a falling off of theatre attendance. Higl
production costs are necessitated to "induce the patron
leave their homes and pay admission prices at the theatm
t<;

Distributors' Presentation

Adolph Schimel, Vice President, Secretary and General
Counsel of Universal Pictures, presented a comprehensive
Page 16
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box

offices."

Abraham Montague, Vice

President and Director of Coj

1

SMALL BUSINESS REPORT
Television. Drive-ins Changetl 3tovie-goina Pattern
imbia Pictures, reiterated prior distributors' testimony

with television competition the film companies have
sd to produce better and more costly pictures to entice
lat

He

atrons to the theatres.

Committee that

told the

his

ompany, prior to television, did a thriving business on
>w cost films such as westerns and mysteries, but such
ictures no longer have box office appeal and as a result
ley have been dropped altogether in favor of the so-called
jig" pictures.

Arnold Picker, Vice President in charge of foreign disUnited Artists, testified as to the importance

ibution for
:

American film companies and
the conditions under which the industry operates

the foreign film market to

so of

these foreign lands.

I

from bright with Sindlinger & Company reporting
movie attendance running below 1955.
far

The decrease in theatre attendance and the changing
pattern in moviegoing have been primarily caused by the
parallel

growth

of television

and the drive-in movies. It is
two new entertain-

interesting to note that prior to these

ment mediums, movie attendance normally fell off in the
spring and was at its peak during the fall months. Today
the situation is exactly reversed with attendance up sharply during the warmer months when all the drive-ins are
open and the television summer replacements are on.
Basic reason for falling attendance

is

not that fewer in-

dividuals go to the movies today, but rather that fewer
people go frequently to the movies than before. Sindlinger

Taking issue with Julius Gordon's testimony that foreign
)untries, for the most part, regulate film rentals, Mr.

estimates that in 1946, sixty-one percent of the adult population attended the movies more than once a month while

icker stated

in 1955, this

group

moviegoers had dropped to

of frequent

twenty-six percent.
There regulations, where they do exist in one form
or another, are there to protect

motion picture industry

in

its

believe that this protection

build

is

up and strengthen a

.

.

The sharp decline in attendance and admission receipts
has resulted in a financial crisis for exhibitors especially
for the small conventional four-wall theatre owners who,
in most cases, have no other source of income.

foster a national

Invariably.

entirety.

—

I

essentially designed to

local production

which these countries consider
tional expression

and

vital as

industry,

a form of na-

.

Louis Phillips, Vice President and General Counsel of
iramount Pictures, told the Committee that although disbutors regret the large

He

nt their fault.

growth

ie

:ifts,

(4)

of

number

attributed

drive-ins,

unemployment

of theatre closings,

many

(2)

television,

in certain

it

is

theatre closings to (1)
(3)

population

areas and (5) obsolete

larginal theatres.

William C. Gehring, Vice President of Twentieth Cenrry-Fox, testified in regard to the charge of exhibitor wit-

Trueman Rembusch

ss
i

snds of

He
l|en
c

that there

was

a "battle of the

which had for its purpose eradicating thousmall theatre owners in the country.

llimeters"

told the

made

in

Committee that the improvement which have
motion picture exhibition are a direct result

television competition.

The

final distribution

lesident
t:es,

in his

rmber

witness, Charles

and General Sales Manager

J.

Feldman, Vice

of Universal Pic-

written statement, asserted that a greater
not solve the exhibitors' problems

of pictures will

In the peak year of 1946, net theatre profits before taxes
on admissions alone amounted to more than $290 million
by 1953, admission recepits had fallen off so that total theatre expenses exceeded admissions by more than $165 million. Since partial tax relief was granted by Congress in
1954, the situation has improved, but Sindlinger estimates
that theatres on a consolidated basis are still running in
the red by $11.8 million a year, excluding profits realized
from concession sales. It should be noted that these figures
include drive-ins so that the crisis faced by the four-wall
theatre owners is, if anything, minimized.

Divorced Circuits
In 1945 the

five

major

film

companies had interests

3,137 theatres throughout the United States.

As

in

a result

of the judgments in the Paramount case, separate independent companies were set up to take over the divorced
circuits. The number cf theatres they own hcs bc:n reduced to approximately 1,400 due to divestment of 1,200
theatres under the consent judgments and the sale of other
theatres which were not considered profit makers. Almost
all of

the theatres of the divorced circuits are conventional

as the judgments prevented the

newly formed companies

to attract patrons to the theatre is

from buying or building drive-ins

until they divested

vth quality pictures.

"How

selves of specific theatres in closed situations.

tmake more pictures

if

£d that the only

pfit,"

way

company not
was a chance to

foolish for our

we thought

there

he stated.

Theatre attendance has fallen off steadily from
tie
s

f

ures are

t

s

r e

even more startling when

its all-

by

fifteen

it is

noted that during

number of adult potential moviegoers
million. The outlook for the present year is

period the total

number

are first-run

peak of eighty-two million patrons a week in 1946 to
than forty-six million patrons per week in 1955. These

1

The divorced circuits have not been as hard pressed as
have the smaller theatres in the suburbs and small towns
for a

DILEMMA OF EXHIBITORS

them-

longer.

more

of reasons.

First of

and play pictures

all,

most

for at least a

of their theatres

week and

often

Therefore, they require fewer pictures and can be

which will have box office
subsequent-run theatres do not have
such an advantage as they must play several pictures a
week which places them in a difficult position. Secondly,
selective in choosing films

appeal.

The

local

(Continued on Page 18)
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"Film Companies A.rv

WelV

Doina Yeru

Still

the circuits have sufficient financial backing to install the

more and more on spectaculars which will catch the put
lie's fancy, the price of making movies has risen astrc

improved projection and sound equipment which makes

nomicaliy.

(Continued from Page 17)

Thirdly, the circuits can charge

for greater attendance.

much

higher prices than can the local independent theatres

because they are showing first-run pictures in most cases.

A

study of the financial reports of the divorced circuits
indicates that they are realizing a net profit after taxes of
from three to four percent of their gross income which is

much
and

better than the independent exhibitors are doing

large,

although far less than the percentage

by

of profits

Warner Brothers
three of

its

more than one million, four mor
than two million, three more than three million, and on
more than four million. In the past two years the averag
negative cost of pictures made bv Loew's has gone up b
more than half a million dollars. Columbia reported tha
amount of money it has invested in film inventories ha
more than doubled since 1951, due largely to more expen

Role of Television

sive films.

few points upon which distributors and exagreement is the significance of television
in the drop in theatre attendance. The growth of television
as an entertainment medium has been phenomenal. As of
January, 1948, there were less than 200,000 television sets
and only seventeen stations. By January of this year, there
were almost thirty-seven million sets in use and 482 stations throughout the nation.
of the

seem

in

Sindlinger and

Company

reports that during the

first

In making "blockbuster" pictures the film companie
have to have topflight writers, directors, producers am
stars. They cannot afford to take a chance on unknown
as they could a few years ago when almost any pictur
would do well at the box office. Hollywood's top talen
knows how dependent the industry is for their services am
acts accordingly.

It

company witnesses

should also be noted, although

did not mention

movie executives are
difficulties.

where television reception was good, twenty-three percent
of the theatres closed compared to only nine percent of the
theatres closing in areas where television was not available.

The cost of prints has increased
more pictures in color and more

television enters an area there

is

a

marked change

in the pattern of theatre attendance, Sindlinger points out.

to $1,000 per print

The
of the

AND DISTRIBUTORS

Although the profits of producers and distributors are
no where near what they were in the lush days of ten years
ago, film companies are still doing very well.

The

companies have discovered that with television
every household, the public will not go out
to the movie except to see quality pictures. Gone are the
days when moviegoers would come in droves to see even
the most mediocre pictures.
film

in practically

cost of distribution has gone up largely as a resul
block

booking and thereby forced distributors to market picture
on an individual basis. This means an increase in ma
hours spent in calling upon exhibitors. Abraham Montagu
of Columbia told the Committee their salesmen call upo
small town exhibitors six or seven times a year as com
pared to only one or two visits under the old system. H
estimated that Columbia branch salesman travel 2,500,00
miles annually at a cost of more than $1,000,000 to servic
such accounts which produce only twenty-eight percent o
the company's domestic revenue.
In order to assure box office success for these big expen
it is necessary to do extensive advertising

sive pictures,

Film companies report that their advertising costs hav

more than four million

Film Company Profits

Of these

prints.

Paramount case which prohibited compulsory

more than doubled

dollars on domestic runs.

prints required due h

Costs run from $15
and the average picture made by th

Proof that the film companies are correct in their assertion that the big expensive pictures pay off is shown by examining the all-time list of 150 pictures which have grossed

money makers,

to]

substantially because o

majors requires more than 300 such

tend the movies more than once a month while this number drops to less than thirty percent when television own-

STATUS OF PRODUCERS

filn

that salaries of

faster plavoff of pictures than before.

Prior to television, roughly sixty percent of the adults at-

ership in an area approaches seventy percent.

it,

fabulous despite the industry'

still

four years of television's growth (1948-1952) in those areas

When

bu

all

million dollars, three cost

the

One

years ago

pictures cost less than one million dollars eacl

while during the 1954-55 season only five cost less than on

being realized by industry as a whole.

hibitors

testified that fifteen

in recent years.

1954 and

Overall corporation profits in the United States hav

seven were released
within the last four years: "The Robe," "Greatest Show
on Earth," "From Here to Eternity," "This is Cinerama,"
"White Christmas," "Quo Vadis" and "Cinerama Holiday".

more than doubled in the past ten years while film corr
pany profits have dropped by more than sixty-five percen'
The low point of producers and distributors was reache

top

1955,

and

forty-three were

shown

in

of the top ten of all-time,

in 1953

;

since then the situation has been slowly improvin

Although

Rising Cost of Production, Distribution
With Hollywood cutting down on low budget

pictures

such as westerns and crime stories and the emphasis being
Page 18
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film

company

from spectacul
Basic reasons why they have be
profits are far

they are substantial.
able to continue profitable operations while thousand?
exhibitors are being forced out of business is because

Some

SMALL BUSINESS REPORT
:he increase in

and

:elevision

the foreign market, production of films for

showing on teleParamount
was becoming important, may

sale of older pictures for

The
when

sale of theatres, as a result of the

/ision.

:ase, just

television

have been a blessing

/ery well

in disguise for the majors.

One important reason why American

companies
nave been able to continue profitable operations has been
Fifteen
:he tremendous growth in the foreign market.
/ears ago, the foreign market accounted for only twenty
o twenty-five percent of film rentals received by distribuors while today the film industry receives almost half of
ts income from the overseas market.
Sale of

The

film

Features to Television

film

companies have in recent months succumbed
ready money available through

o the temptation of the

of old pictures to television.

.ale
(

In the past eight months

made availThe only companies which

nore than 2,600 pre-1949 pictures have been

showing on

able for

back

holding

still

ire

television.

are

Universal

and

Paramount.

>oew's, which had reportedly been offered fifty million

backlog of 770 features, is the latest to make
he move with its announcement in June that it had de-

lcllars for its

make

ided to

available to television

its

entire library of

,>re-1949 features.

This latest sale by

MGM

prompted Clark Gable

to

com-

nent
It is

a direct

by their Tl

im

sets,

office as well as

from
I

itation to the public to stay at

and

I

know

it

is

going

to hurl

when they

owned

still

number

theatres, the

of pictures

produced by them was not much higher than it is now
despite the fact the circuits which they owned accounted
for a considerable portion of their gross income.

Film companies contend that they have reduced the
of pictures because the public will not pay to see
the low-cost "B" pictures any longer due to free television
and therefore emphasis must be upon high quality films
which require tremendous financing. While this argument
has considerable validity it does not account for the fact
that the number of pictures fell by more than one hundred
a year from pre-war levels even before television became

number

significant competition.

Increase in Film Rentals
Along with product shortage the most widespread exis high film rental charged by distributors. While the exhibitor and distributor spokesmen before
the Committee differed sharply as to the amount of film
hibitor complaint

both attested to the fact that although total
have dropped in the past ten years they have
risen in terms of percentage of box office receipts. A comparison of the figures on domestic film rental (see Table
III) with box office receipts (excluding admission tax) indicates that film rentals have increased from thirty-one
percent in 1946 to almost thirty-six percent in 1955.
rentals, they

film rentals

home

TABLE

my box
Trend

other players earning their livelihood

this business.

was frankly shocked the other day when I heard
Metro-Goldu yn-Mayer had sold out a great backlog

in

III

Domestic Film Rental by Years
$378.2 million

1951

$466.3 million

1946
1947

455.9

"

1952

369.9
362.5

1948

413.3

"

1953

1949

404.3

"

1954

418.4

A number of mine are in the group, of course, and
when my current features go out to theatres I will find
I am definitely in competition with myself.

1950

391.5

"

1955

421.9

its

fine

product pictures running up

to as far as

hy should the public pay to see the stars they like
when they can see them on Tl at home for nothing?
Of course, you cannot force people to go to the theatres,
If

we shouldn't give them such a legitimate excuse

but
staj

The

to

of pictures available to exhibitors has fallen

sharply in the past fifteen years.

War

The major companies
were releasing from 360 to 400 pictures

With war time restrictions the number of films fell
than 300 annually and with the exception of two

remained at around the 250 mark until 1954 when
ature releases dropped to 225 and then to an all-time
idustry low of only 215 in 1955.

jsars

"

Company

basic reason for the rise in film rentals has been the

High percentage

pictures.

rentals are not limited to the large the-

atres in metropolitan areas, but are often applied even in

smaller communities as well.
all

small exhibitors, however, have experienced renMany small theatres, especially in sparsely

tal increases.

populated areas of the country,

still

pay modest prices with

top pictures going oftentimes for fifteen to

Most subsequent-run theatres

are

still

fifty

dollars.

able to rent pictures

flat terms although the trend has been toward more high
peicentage deals. Distributors still depend for the bulk of

The number
efore \Vorld

"

on

CONSIDERATION OF
EXHIBITORS' COMPLAINTS

less

The

&

mounting percentages demanded on the better

Not

effect of

ee of charge.

year.

Source: Sindlinger

away.

such sales cannot help but hurt the small
hibitors. The public is not going to be easily moved to
|o to the movies when classics such as Loew's and other
ompanies are releasing can be seen in one's own home

>

output is a calculated scheme by producers to create a
product shortage and thereby force film rentals upward.
Examination of the number of releases each year by the
"big five" reveals, however, that in the post-war period,

1949.

that

oj

ff

exhibitors have charged that curtailment of film

their

income on the big

first-run houses.

The smaller theatres have been the ones to feel most
keenly any rise in film rentals because their attendance has
fallen the most and their admission prices are not high
enough to make up the difference. The big first-run houses
have also felt the effect of increased rentals, but they are
in a much better position to stand the cost due to higher
admission prices and the playing of fewer and better

pic-

tures.
(Continued on Page 32)
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"The

Ambassador's

SutiteM &*tc*$
Not

OK

(

metropolitan

in

Olivia de Havilland bolsters

so in small towns.

promoting so effectively. Mason is effective in the le
and Rush does a restrained job as the wife who suffe
through his harrowing hallucinations. Nicholas Ray's
rection makes the most of psychological dangers in t
drug's abuse. Screenplay by Cyril Hume and Richa
Maibaum is from an article in New Yorker magazine th
stirred up much interest last year. Public school teach
James Mason tries to earn extra money as a taxicab di
patcher, but is halted periodically by excrucating pair
He collapses at home, is examined and told he has a raj
artery disease, usually fatal. Cortisone is given him
ease the pain. He takes too many tablets and becom
strangely cruel to his wife, and their son, Christoph
Olsen. When the boy tries to destroy the pills, Masor
distorted mind reasons he must die. Friend Walter Me

|

O O O

comedy should do

Lively lightweight

areas.

Daughter"

1

marquee.

j

A

happy comedy-farce about the highly-polished diplomat's daughter and the lowly, spit-and-polish G.I., "The
Ambassador's Daughter" is a pleasant change-of-pace from
most recent film fare. Practically everything else around
Krasna Technicolor-Cinemais heavy, so this Norman

1

I

Scope production, released through United Artists, should
be welcomed by moviegoers, especially in metropolitan
does not figure so well for the hinterland houses.
Gay Paree, it has Olivia de
Havilland and John Forsythe in frothy romantic roles,

areas.

Made

It

entirely on location in

with Adolphe Menjou as a grouchy Senator, and the late
Edward Arnold as the ambassador. Myrna Loy smartly
handles a straight part as Menjou's wife. Krasna's screenplay raises the tongue-in-cheek question should American
boys stationed in Europe be allowed to roam loose in
naughty Paris? Miss de Havilland volunteers her services
as date-bait and Sergeant Forsythe is the lucky fish tested
on a night out with the ambassador's daughter. Krasna,

thau arrives to stop the diabolical

act, gets

him

to a ho
|

pital,
20th

and Mason

Century-Fox.

95

is

freed of

drug influences.

all

minutes.
James Mason, Barbara
Directed by Nicholas Ray.

Rush,

Walter

MatthJ

Produced by James Mason.

:

who

also directed, keeps the story

the camera's wide eye on

Tommy

moving

brightly,

some refreshing views

and

of Paris.

Army buddy, contributes
Miss de Havilland, strikingly attractive in Christian Dior costumes, lights up appealing when
furloughing Forsythe turns up. Menjou is in France to
investigate the conduct of American military personnel in
Paris. Miss de Havilland dates Forsythe to prove Menjou
evil minded.
Just as she falls for Forsythe, wires get
crossed and it appears he's scheming to maneuver her to
his hotel. She freezes up. Forsythe comes to believe she's
living off Menjou, and he turns sour. The Senator's wife
many

Noonan,

as Forsythe's

of the laughs.

patches things up.
United

Artists.

minutes.
Olivia de Havilland, John
Produced & directed by Norman Krasna.

Than

"Bigger

SuUkCM Rau*?

Forsythe,

grossing fare for mature audience.

Myrna

Loy,

Life"

GOO
Fairly en-

Exploitation will put

it

A

graphic account of what happens when James Mason
overdoses himself with cortisone, a miracle-drug tran-

makes this a fairly interesting and highly exploitThe controversial drug theme, produced in CinemaScope and De Luxe color by Mason for 20th CenturyFox release, deals with an average-type guy who takes too
quilizer,

able film.

many pills to fight the pain of an ailment. The stimulant
turns him into a Jekyll-Hyde character. The story is so

this

same

shadow
its

gimmick

— which

Film

BULLETIN

cast over

its

August

Than

Life"

value as enter-

A.

its

the 20th-Fox

O O O O
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is

general boxoffice appeal.

factor give "Bigger

ploitational

'

Controversial story about librarian accused of

sympathies.

Loaded with

exploitables.

Fine

left-wit

Dav

Bette

performance.

This Julian Blaustein production for Columbia sets Bet
Davis in the role of small-town librarian who refuses
take a controversial book about communism off tl
shelves. Those who like their movies provocative will fir
I

it

engrossing, often exciting entertainment. In this day

sensitivity about such subjects,

daring enterprise.
class audiences.

It is

bound

The problem,

"Storm Center"

is

a

rath*,

to attract the attention

obviously, will be to

1954

i

sell

where the film's con'croversi
properly exploited grosses should run above ave

in the general market, but

theme

is

realism as she defies the whole

town on behalf

ten:

of civ

and against accusations

nebulous left-wing affiliations. Director Dan Taradas
who wrote the screenplay with Elick Moll, gets at tl
heart of the matter, and builds suspense to an explosi
conclusion in which the library is burned down by a be,
whose mind is completely confused. Brian Keith, Ki
Hunter and Paul Kelly bolster the dramatic impact wi
first-rate supporting performances. Librarian Bette Dav
30-odd years on the job when she refuses tl
city council's request to remove a volume on communi
propaganda from the shelves. Fear overtakes the town 1
degrees and Miss Davis is shunned. Kevin Coughlin,
bookish lad with a lively imagination, is pitted against tl
is

in spots, a

Plus

1

over.

morbid

O O

Sct4iKe44 1R<ztcK<?

rights and freedom to read,

James Mason "exposes" miracle-drug dangers.

tainment, limiting

Center"

age. Miss Davis delivers a fine performance, creating

102

Adolphe Menjou.

"Storm

However,

fired after

by

Brian Keith, up-an
hopes to use the issue in his campai^j
platform. Young Coughlin denounces Miss Davis at
dedication of the library's new wing for children, and th
night burns down the building. The townspeople reali.
their error. Miss Davis stays to rebuild the library, an
librarian

coming

his father, Joe Mantell.

politician,

fight fear of free thought.

principal ex-

showmen

TOPS

are

Columbia
Hunter,

O O O

I

A

Paul

Phoenix
Kelly.

GOOD

Production).

85

minutes.

Bette

Produced by Julian Blaustein.

O O

AVERAGE

Davis,

Directed

Brian

Keith,

K i

by Daniel Tarad*

O

POOR

?//jft

if kiMiHCtiCH

"The Bad Seed" Deeply Engrossing Shocker for Adults
Satinet* 'RatU?
portrait

ascinating
tory

aimed

of

homicidal

OOO
Tense,

child.

audiences.

strictly at adult

off-beat

Top-drawer per-

ormances, production. Plenty of exploitation angles.

Maxwell Anderson's Broadway stage

afire, is

with
he deadly deeds of an angelic-looking little girl has been
ransferred to the screen by Warner Bros, with all its imCertainly, this

act intact.

hit dealing

the most harrowing, off-beat

is

"The Bad Seed" is a throat-clutcher. One must see to bedrama like that in the scene when Miss Kelly, verging
on a neurotic breakdown, hears her child calmly playing
piano etudes while the janitor, whose bed she just set
lieve

heard screaming

tics is the basis for

in

agony. Hereditary characteris-

the child's action, but this premise

is

debunked. The grim stage ending has been altered
to appease the Motion Picture Code, and the whole cast
later

take a final curtain call to release the tension.

uspense drama of the year. Designed to shock unmerciully, the Mervyn LeRoy production comes off with a
tark realism that leaves its audience limp.

has been

It

ashioned strictly for the adult trade and should be exloited for exactly what it is, so the unsuspecting and the
queamish don't react with negative word-of-mouth.

Mervyn LeRoy's highly professional black-and-white
roduction captures the intimacy of the stage play, yet

beyond the three-wall

oes

eted, takes

some

He was wise
performers who had

n to a picnic area.
)les
le

to the

Broadway

lild's

mother

LeRoy, who

limits.

of the action out to the

also di-

back yard and

in assigning the principal

scored so successfully in

Nancy Kelly's portrayal of the
Academy Award-winning quality. She

version.
is

of

:velopes terror by subtle degrees as she
:alization that

her only offspring

is

comes

to the

a psychopathic

mur-

an overwhelming moment when, in a gesture
empathy, she clutches at her stomach and cries, "What
we I conceived?" Young Patty McCormack is just right
the demonic youngster. She makes this frightening
laracter thoroughly believable. In the fine supporting
st, outstanding performances come from Henry Jones as
slow-witted janitor who torments Patty, and Eileen
eckart, as the tippling mother of one of Patty's victims.

jress.

It is

.

John Lee Mahin's screenplay, taken from the play and
e novel by William March, perhaps delves a bit too long
to psychology, dream analysis and heredity vs. environlent.
ije

But as soon as the characters are established and

little girl is

revealed in

all

her sinister, evil capabilities.

\ancy Kelly receives word of a child's drowning at the
school picnic, suspects her daughter's homicidal hand.

Patty McCormack, a precocious eight-year-old dressed
for a school picnic, decries the fact that the penmanship
medal, she deserved, was given to another pupil. When
the boy

who won

the medal

mysteriously drowned dur-

is

ing the picnic, his mother arrives in a drunken stupor to

question Patty (the last to speak with him).

When

Miss

Kelly discovers the medal in Patty's drawer, the terror begins. Janitor Henry Tones taunts Patty about the boy's

Distraught Kelly questions her father about details
birth, and discovers she was the adopted child
of a confirmed murderess. Miss Kelly is convinced she has
passed the bad seed on to her daughter. Patty confesses
the crime but with no remorse. The next day, when
Patty thinks the janitor has evidence of her crime, she sets
Miss Kelly, who
his basement bed afire and he dies.
death.

of her

own

—

promised the
her sleeping

neighbors

When
she

is

little girl

pills,

who

"nobody

will ever hurt you", gives

then shoots herself.

revive the child.

The shots awaken

Miss Kelly also survives.

the child returns to the lake to retrieve the medal,

struck by lightning.

Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry Jones, Eileen
Bros.
129 minutes.
Heckart, Evelyn Varden, William Hopper and Paul Fix. Produced and directed by
Mervyn LeRoy. Based on the play by Maxwell Anderson and the novel by William
Photography directed by Hal Rosson.
March. Screenplay by John Lee Mahin.
Music by Alex North.

Warner

"//

hat have

1

conceived!"
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"Lisbon"

"These Wilder Years"

O Q

3cUiK€44

Touching drama with controversial subject. For adult audiences. Good cast. Strong exploitation angles.

A

provocative, tender

drama

that attempts to

show what

happens when conscience catches up with a man who
fathered a child out of wedlock is effectively presented in
this Jules Schermer production for M-G-M. The theme is
handled with both outspoken honesty and good taste.
Strictly for adult audiences, "These Wilder Years" has
those provocative elements that spell boxoffice.

Where

properly exploited, grosses should be well above average.

James Cagney,

a

dynamo

bucking authorities

He

years before.

of energy, plays a rich

tycoon

son he deserted twenty
tremendously effective in the tender

to locate the

is

when he meets

scene

his son, realizes they are strangers to

each other, and parts with a handshake. Barbara Stanwyck rates praise for her sturdy portrayal as director of
the adoption home.

Walter Pidgeon plays

deep-feeling attorney. Director

a high-power,

Roy Rowland has followed

through with a deft handling of Frank Fenton's script that
keeps it from dissolving into a tear-jerker. Cagney is hellbent on making amends to a son he fathered out of wedlock and left for adoption. When Stanwyck refuses to disclose the boy's identity and whereabouts, Cagney employs
attorney Walter Pidgeon, but the case is thrown out of
court when Miss Stanwyck introduces evidence to show
Cagney denied paternity twenty years ago. Cagney finally meets his son, but it is too late to claim affection. He
adepts pregnant, unmarried 16-year-old Betty Lou Keim
to

fill

his

empty

life.

M-G-M. 91 minutes. James Cagney, Barbara Stanwyck, Walter
duced by Jules Schermer. Directed by Roy Rowland.

Pidgeon.

International intrigue

O O

An

assortment of interesting characters move throug
j

melodrama concerned with international smugglei
operating out of Lisbon. The setting is beautifully ca\\
tured in Republic's wide-screen Naturama and Trucolo
this

1

1

while the adventure and intrigue ingredients keep the

moving

at a

good

Excellent use

is

made

of plush loca-

sunsoaked Miami and Havana as backgrounds
for the hard-hitting story of how organized crime infiltrates a city. Lee J. Cobb, as a cop avenging the murder of his long-time boss, turns in his usual dynamic performance, while curvaceous Patricia Medina's portrayal of
a moll is convincing. The late Edward Arnold makes his
last film appearance as a smooth undercover man supplying
political connections for the gambling syndicate. James B.
Gordon's script captures the vernacular of the bigtime
swindlers, and Fred Sears' direction moves at finger-snapping pace. A double murder is committed by a gambling
syndicate determined to take over Miami. The plan is to
push through a legalized gambling bill by undermining the
State's most influential men. Cobb, chief of homicide, uses
Miss Medina as live bait to track down the killers who fear

may

identify them.

glades cabin.

Cobb hides

the girl in his Ever-

down

the hoods walk into

In tracking her

a police trap.
Columbia A Clov«r production). Let J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, Edward Arnold.
Produced by Sam Katzman. Directed by Fred F. Sears.
I
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The

plot offers little that

—

is

nevl

—
—

American

smuggling for kicks. Mi;
O'Hara is seeking to get her aged husband back deadfrom behind the Iron Curtain. Claude Rains does a car
cature of himself as an intellectual sadist. Attractiv
Yvonne Furneaux is one of the beauties Rains keeps on h
payroll for pleasure. Soundtrack tune, "Lisbon Antigua
offers a nice lift. O'Hara makes a deal with unscrupuloi
Rains to have her elderly husband's corpse brought out
Eastern Europe so that she can claim his millions. Rair
hires Milland and his boat to do the job. Milland fine
happy-go-lucky

<

O'Hara

nice to clinch with, but

when he

learns she agre<

with Rains about murdering the old man, his attentic
turns to cutie Furneaux. Lederer tries to kill Milland ari
the old man, but Furneaux tips off Milland. Police chi
Jay Novello is on hand to arrest the whole gang. Millar
turns to Miss Furneaux and The Good Life.
Republic IA Herbert J. Yates presentation). 90 minutes. Ray Milland, Maure,
O'Hara, Claude Rains. Associate Producer, Ray Milland. Directed by Ray Millar'

Lived

"I've

ploitables, but

On

Before"

O O

no names for marquee.

OK

Has

e

dualler.

Murphy" furo
melodrama dealing with rei
theme is rather haphazardly c

the heels of the nation's "Bridey

comes

tion shots in

she

clip.

pl(|

but a fine cast headed by Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hai
and Claude Rains lend sufficient credence to the develo]
ments. Milland who also producer and directed plays

Interesting yarn with timely reincarnation theme.

PIUS

Best for action spots.

of action.

colorful, engrossing. Mi

Su4i*eM 'Rati*?

Based on Miami police files, Sam Katzman has turned
out a factual-type crime-expose meller that has good tempo
and plenty

is

Pro-

Crime melodrama has factual tone, good pace. Ample exploitation angles.

melodrama

Plus

O'Hara, Rains comprise well-balanced cast.

land,

"Miami Expose"
&U4iKC44 &<lttKf

Q Q

SutiKCM 'Rating

Pius

this interest-holding

carnation.

The

topical

veloped, but the exploitation implications are there and

should attract those
headlines.

Absence

of

who have

followed the "Murph

any well-known names

in the

c<i

will probably relegate this to the lower half of dual bi«
in most situations, but the title should be a boxoffice stirr
lant. Howard Cristie's modest production is highly uti
tarian. Richard Bartlett's direction is uneven, occasiona
lingering for lengthy dialogue passages. Performances <"
f

adeauate.

when he
fire

Pilot

and whine

pital

of

World War

I

fighter planes.

In the h*

doctor John Mclntire he believes he was sit
and killed over France, April, 1918. The airline's

he

down

Jock Mahoney crash-lands his airlir'
life and hears the machine gi

lapses into another

tells

-

him deranged. Mahoney slips out
down Ann Harding for some chs
his
previous
life.
At a showdown, Mahoney is able'
into
questions
answer intimate
put to him by Miss Hardi
whose sweetheart flier (apparently Mahoney) was kill
in a World War I plane crash. Says the doctor: "Beln:
whatever your hearts tell you is true."
vestigator believes

I

the hospital to track

,

Universal-International.
Intire.

82

Produced by Howard

minutes.
Cristie.

Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden,
Directed by Richard Bartlett.

John I

I9S6

La

WARNER

O'DONNELL

ROBERT
COMPO's

MYERS

ABRAM

MYERS

backed up the Senate Small Business Committee's recommendation for "mature and objective appraisal" by the industry of exhibition's
problems again by calling for a top level
conference between distribution and exhibition.

F.

The SSBC

request was contained

week,
based on exhibitor-distributor testimony
gathered at hearings held this Spring.
The report was generally unfavorable to
exhibition's demands, especially those requesting government regulation and arbiin

detailed

its

report,

issued

last

tration

of

counsel

Myers termed the analysis

film

rentals.

spotty report", but

mittee for

He

its

Allied

commended

general
a "very

the

Com-

grasp of industry conditions.

feature was the
pointed reminder to film companies that
they have a "very real obligation to the
independent exhibitors (which) has not
said its outstanding

J.

O'DONNELL,

chairman of

tax campaign committee, s?.w

WARNER

JACK

told company stocknew Warner management
utmost "to put the company

L.
holders that the

do their

the reputedly "hopeless" task of obtaining

will

additional admissions tax relief rewarded

in the forefront of the

with at least tentative success when both
houses of Congress passed the King bill
prior to adjourning. The bill went to
President Eisenhower on July 30 and has
been in his hands since that date. By
August 10 he must decide whether to sign
it, veto it, or allow it to die without his

dustry,

and keep

addressed

new

"fellow

his

in-

In a letter
stockholders",

WB

president also revealed: (1)
that he has signed a five-year employment
the

agreement with the company as principal
executive officer; (2) he personally continues to own more than 200,000 shares of

signature.

company

are

is

Admissions of 90 cents or less
exempt from the 10 per cent federal

to

motion picture

there."

it

stock; (3) the board of directors
a plan to grant options to

working on

tax under the bill, while on admissions
over 90 cents, the entire amount would be
taxable.
The bill, introduced by Rep.

"key personnel, including myself", to purchase the company's stock.
This plan
will be submitted for approval at the next

King (Cal.), originaly called for tax relief
on admissions up to $1, but the Senate

stockholders meeting.

lowered

this

to 90 cents.

Jubilant exhi-

spokesmen singled out
commendation for their work
bition

for special
in

getting

COMPO

Two more

spepassed O'Donnell,
cial counsel Robert W. Coyne and Charles
McCarthy,
information director.

the completion of the sale of the

The House Ways and Means Committee

was announced

the

bill

COMPO

had held hearings on the bid for tax refinally approving the amended King
measure. It was sent to Congress and on
July 26 both houses, anxious for quick
adjournment, speedily passed it.
lief,

develop-

ments concerning Warners made the news
recently. Executive vice president Benjamin Kalmenson and PRM, Inc., vice
president Maxwell Goldhar announced
film library of 750 features

subjects to
ing
ing,

its

PRM

for $21,000,000.

that

Warner

and 1500 short

Warners

is

And

it

liquidat-

newsreel subsidiary of long stand-

Warner News,

Inc.

Company

August

oper-

Proceeds
from the sale of the film library will be

ations

will

cease

31.

taxable as capital gains.

met to the extent that it should".
Formal proposals for the top-level meeting will be addressed to company presidents in the near future by Allied president Ruben Shor. Comment on the SSBC
>"een

i

report

i

also

came from the Distributors

Committee of the

MPA, which

said, "It

source of satisfaction to us that the
Committee has seen fit to agree with
views expressed by distribution at the
is

a

hearings".
|

Particularly pleasing

was the

recommendation that the industry try to
solve its problems internally through cooperation. "We have always thought this
way to be in the best interest of the entire
industry", the

The SSBC
tre

circuits

tion.

MPA

committee declared.

also rejected the idea of thea-

entering into movie produc-

(See highlights of the

in this issue.)

SSBC

report

NEW WARNER
Roy Haines, newly-appointed

SALES HEAD TAKES OVER

arner Bros, general sales manager, promised exhibitors an "uninterrupted supply of screen entertainment with a 'new look', to make this 50-year-old industry
seem like an entirely new business", when he spoke at his first meeting of sales execs and district
managers at the home office. Shown at the meeting above, seated in the usual order: Ralph J.
lunnuzzi. Grovet Livingston, Ed Hincky, Jules I.apidus. Norman H. Moray. Haines. John F. Kirby.
W. O. Williamson, Jr.. Haskell Masters. if illiam G. Mansell. Ben Abner and Robert A. McGuire.
Standing, from left: Mike Adcock, Robert ^meltzer. Ed Williamson. Hal Walsh, Robert H. Dunbar, Fred Greenberg.

[More
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THEY Made
MYRON

the

News

BLANK

N.
termed a "positive plus to
the industry" the two-day Showmanship Conference held by Theatre Owners of America in Chicago recently. Purpose of the conclave, which
attracted 53 showmen, representing large and
small theatres around the country, was to review
and develop new showmanship ideas to be presented at TOA's International Convention in
New York Sept. 20-24. Ernest G. Stellings chairmanned the conference and will present the report at the national meeting, assisted by M. B.

Smith and Henry Plitt. One immediate result of
was the inauguration of a National Motion Picture Theatre Public Relations Program with a committee appointed by TOA president Blank. It will explore various thoughts and
ideas, suggested at the Chicago get-together, for
increasing interest and attendance in motion pictures and in theatres. Among the suggestions to
be worked on: a perpetual theatre public relations
program, national motion picture theatre day,
stamp plans and national radio and TV programs. Harry Goldberg, publicity chief of Stanthe conference

ley

Warner Theatres, was named

showmen's committee
gram. Walter Reade,
on theatre community

to

direct

James Mason holds

forth at a recent press com
jerence on "Bigger Than Life'' which he prcl

duced and

in which he stars for 20th-Fox\
said that controversial subjects shoulA
be chosen by Hollywood as a weapon to offset
TV competition.

Mason

DANIEL T. O'SHEA, backing up Rl|'s
promise of a "steady flow of pictures ... a A
at making money", announced that the com]
will release 15 pictures between Aug. 15 and ie
end of the year. The RKO president's statei nt
came on the first anniversary of the purchaslof
the company by Thoma:)?.
O'Neil from Howard Hu;s
for $25,000,000. Aug. 15 isie
premiere of "The Fist
Traveling Saleslady", first c-

a

to effectuate the p.r. proJr. will

head a committee

relations.

AD SEED"

ture put into production u

IS

RKO films before the camts:

RECOMMENDED FOR
ADULTS ONLY!!!!

"Bundle of Joy" (Eddie I
Debbie Reynolds) id
er,
"Public Pigeon No. 1" (,:d
Skelton). At the same IM
board chairman Thoma F.
O'Neil announced that th. cti-

smor

quiring of

all

film propeei

for exhibition on the

owned and
parent company

08 uge

TV

RKO

'

su

coordinated in a central
be administered by
Teleradio executive staff

ht

"further

SHOCKER!

SHOCKER!

"THE
IS

THE

integration

ut

a

of he

various activities

relatin

to

television

which

lis

company

"THE BAD
SEED"
IS THE BIG

e-

radio Pictures, Inc., have
to

@CKD8M

a-

operate* 3f

tion

"THE BAD
SEED"
IS THE BIG

tr

guidance of produc m
head William Dozier. Oa

the

film
is

in

now

engaged

SEED"
SHOCKER

WARNER RROS
tl

ROBERT

HEADLINERS

THEY

IRVING RAPPER, who
Brave One" for RKO, has

. .

directed

rard Tickell's novel,

"The Hero

Roger".

line

Expects to

"The

purchased Jerof Saint

up a major release
Variety Chief Barker
JOHN
and executive director
GEORGE HOOVER, are on the move
covering Variety activities around the
country. On the itinerary: Mexico City,
Denver, Las Vegas and Pittsburgh
Playwright WILLIAM INGE won his
case to keep 20th-Fox from releasing
"Bus Stop" prior to Dec. 1 as long as a

MADE THE NEWS

.

.

.

ROWLEY

.

road company

first class

is

.

touring in his

play during that time.

S.

TAPLINGER

was

elected

charge of advertising
& public relations by Warner Bros, board
of directors.
Taplinger is president of
Robert S. Taplinger Associates, Inc., international public relations firm which he
formed seven years ago. He has occupied
several key advertising and publicity posts
in the industry.
Taplinger assumes his
new job October I, headquartering in
New York. Gil Golden will continue as
advertising manager, will be executive
assistant to Taplinger, with additional
duties to be announced later. Larry Golob,
Eastern publicity director, becomes napresident in

vice

tional

ROY HAINES, new Warner sales manannounced the promotion of FRED
GREENBERG from Los Angeles branch

publicity director, with Charles
Steinberg taking over Golob's post.

ager,

manager

West Coast

to

JOSEPH SAFARTY

Raymond

RKO
set

MGM

scheduled

month

the

that

an average

of

company
three

a

DORS

at

the

RKO eastern sales
NAT LEVY, and assistant
FRANK MOONEY, currently making
.

.

the rounds of Eastern cities covering
sales meetings for the Dan O'Shea Sales
Dolphin" to be
Drive
"Boy On

with vigilance, the close cooperation
labor and squarely
acing today's problems, a more realistic
elationship can be achieved between costs

'

.

manager

:hat

bf

management and

.

.

Spyros P. Skouras chats on the set of "Anastasia" in London. From I.: David O. Sel:nick. to produce "A Farewell to Arms" for

Fox

from Europe.

Europe

in

trip

said.

program backs up our confidence

'This

I

.

Film premieres August 21 at New York's Capitol
...W. C. GEHRING, 20th-Fox vice
president was principal speaker at the
recent testimonial dinner to theatreman
VAN A. NOMIKOS in Chicago...
LACY W. KASTNER, Columbia International president home from a month's

highest

head

.

KING VIDOR

New York

in

no let-up in
the-line economies now being put into
effect, there has been no change in overall planning
to continue a program of
quality pictures with the objective of
possible level," the production

OTTO

.

.

WILLIAM DOZIER
DIANA

"Even though there can be
the drive for sharp, down-

maintaining employment

.

Tristesse" ...
announced signing British star
to a multiple-picture contract
"War and Peace" director

for production during the next six-

teen weeks.

production head, chat on

Tomorrow"" at Galahad Productions. Manhattan.

INGER

has

films

of

if il-

Producer-director
PREMsigned a multiple picture contract with Columbia. First film: "Bonjour

followed up his warnbrass to cut costs with an

announcement

Himan Brou n and

"Brave

of

post

DORE SCHARY
ing to

RKO

r..

manager.

manager

executive

studio, producer

liam Dozier.

SCHARY

Klune.

A.

district

takes over the L.A.

A

.

ind profits."

release. "Anastasia" director Anatole Litvak. star Yul Brynner.

ARTHUR

LOEW

M.
blamed a "drop in
domestic theatre grosses generally" for
the decline in net profit of Loew's, Inc.,
for the 40 weeks ended June 7. Consolidated net profit amounted to $2,698,261

compared with $4,514,242 of the same
period last year, a difference of $1,815,981.
This is equal to 51 cents per share, compared to 88 cents a share of the former
Gross sales and operating revenue
for these 40 weeks of the current fiscal
year was $127,992,000, against $131,272,000 of last year.
date.

o
iLMER

RHODEN

C.
reported to NaTheatres stockholders that both
and net income were down for the

ional
;ross

months ended June 23 compared

ine

year ago.
|

RT

The

president,

figures,

do not

MI' A executive Kenneth Clark and Mrs. Clark
chat

to

according to the
"strong

third 20th-Fox film shot in CinemaScope
55 and the first to be released in 55mm

reflect the

ppeal" of several recently released picUres such as "The King and I". Profits

rom

the sale of unproductive properties
bntributed $418,000 to earnings during
his period.
He also revealed that an
tption
Ipr

the

ments,

agreement has been entered into
sale, under lease-back arrangeof the Roxy Theatre property in

ew York.

If

completed, he explained,

ie sale will result in a
sizeable capital
Uin for the company. Gross income for
ie nine months was
listed as $42,656,463,
jid net income $1,378,974.
year ago,

A

oss

income was $45,043,063, net income

,768,490.

with Jan Sterling, star of Columbia's
"1984", at screening in Washington.

...HECHT-LANCASTER
bright

literary

luminaries

signed
for

its

up

script

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS,
IOHN VAN DRUTEN, PADDY
CHAYEFSKY, CLIFFORD ODETS
and TERRANCE RATTIGAN ... Nadepartment:

Film Service, Inc., to handle Buena
Vista films for another ZV2 years accordand
ing to president JAMES P.
BV president
F. SAMUELS.
tional

CLARK

LEO

*

Conventions

in the

*

*

planning stage:

THE-

ATRE OWNERS OF AMERICA

In-

ternational Convention and Tradeshow,
Sept. 20-24 at the New York Coliseum
.

.

.

ALLIED STATES

ASSN.,

annual

convention, Hotel Statler, Dallas, Texas,

November

26-28.

Columbia vice president Leo Jaffe. right, arLondon recently for talks on company
overseas product. In party, from left: Columbia ass't managing director in Britain William
Levy, Mrs. Irving Allen. Irving Allen of Warwick Productions. Mrs. Jaffe and M. J. Frankovich. Columbia managing director in Britain.
rives in
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Uout Showmanskip

'Ptjnamitel

UTILIZE
Some

THAT MARQUEE SPACE!

of the most valuable space available to a theatreman too often goes blankly or hum-

drumly to waste.

We

refer, of course, to the theatre

exhibitor's standing invitation to the public to

come

marquee and the area above it, the
Every theatre showman would do

in.

premium advertising space. Does the big, visible
empty or does it carry striking eye-catching
signs, 24-sheet cutouts, provocative copy in giant letters, spotlighted display material?
One of the exciting possibilities for use of the marquee area is strikingly illustrated in the
six-story sign above the Globe Theatre on Broadway for the engagement ot Meiro#
Goldwyn-Mayer's "The Fastest Gun Alive".
4
well to reexamine his utilization of this

territory

above the marquee stand

UliCHANOISINS

starkly

I

IXPIOITATION

X

OfPARTMENT

a

'reminder Global

f

RKO Theatreman Recreates

Saint Joan'

Old

Era for Theatre's Golden Ann'y

Search Enlists Theatres, Public
about his films long before
e cameras start
turning (witness "The
oon Is Blue" and "The Man With The
)lden Arm") and keeping 'em talking when
picture goes into release,

e

is

at

it

again.

a matter of fact, he's at

it on an intertime with a world-wide
irch for a talented newcomer to play the
le roles in his forthcoming "Saint Joan",
United Artists release, due to go before
! cameras at the end of the year.

>

tional

scale

this

"

The scope and importance of this latest
.eminger promotional coup was pointed up
i the
producer's grandiloquent presentation

Flanked by UA president Artir B. Krim and distribution v. p. William
.Heineman, Preminger convened press reprentatives from three continents to disclose
c ails of the "Saint Joan" talent search:
his plans.

<

In stressing the wide-scale theatre participation,
of

Heineman estimated

13,000

theatres

that a

this

in

minimum

country

alcne

would be actively engaged in the search.
Beginning August 6, movie houses here and
abroad will designate a "Saint Joan" week
for showing of the trailer and distribution of

RKO

Thea-

to salute the event.

Mayor as head of Rochester's
Anniversary committee, Golden
presented an old Mae Marsh movie on a 17With

the

honorary

Preminger made a special point of quashing any doubts as to the validity of the talent
search. "I don't want this to be the usual
publicity stunt
and then cast an established

filled

The

search

—

star after arguing with her agent," the billiard thatched

producer emphasized.

foot

square screen

— in

striking

contrast to

CinemaScope screen which was
with current attraction, "The King and

the 60-foot

—

I" complete with a piano of 1884 vintage
and the original pianist from the old Dream
He also found the old
at the keyboard.
gentleman who again did his stint of singing
illustrated songs it the old house

Golden's recreating of the turn-of-thecentury atmosphere was completed with a
lobby exhibit of a hand-operated projector,
a camera similar to the type used for mak-

between 16 and 22 will be invited
ough a theatre trailer to fill in application
Inks at theatres in all English-speaking
cintries beginning this month. The trailer
jirls

first

to

Jay Golden. The enterprising theatreman conceived the idea of celebrating the
city's 50th anniversary of its first movie
house, the Bijou Dream, and worked up a
special half-hour program at the RKO Palace

is expected to
cost Preminger and UA better than $150,000,
but v/on't cost theatres a penny with UA
supplying the trailer, posters and blanks.

the applications.

ing the old Biograph features and some
lowed posters of the era. Stunt made
space newspaper copy.

t

vl

made Rochester hap-

of an idea

movie conscious, thanks

tres'

Otto Preminger, a firm believer in getting
e public talking

A dream
pily

yel-

oig-

be available in first-runs, then to

s>sequents in following weeks.

Blanks will
and mailed to the

b filled in at the theatre
p ducer

in

g phs of the aspirants.

He

H

The

for the finalists'

TV

screen tests to be

program.

shown

front pages have cued timely issuance

films to dovetail neatly with the head20th-Fox is tying in the sinking of the
Andrea Doria with a wide-scale re-release of
"Titanic" (1953) with its shockingly parallel
disaster, albeit, fortunately, with far less loss
of lives. Louis de Rochemont's color partcart on, part-live three-reel documentary,
"Suez Canal", has received a hot shot in the
arm, after a five month engagement at the
Broadway Sutton Theatre, with the Egyptian
fuss over the North African ditch.
of

will personally

hd auditions in a dozen key U. S. cities bet en Labor Day and October 12 with some
5 expected eligibles competing via screen
t' s.
These will be narrowed down to six
I lists, from whom Preminger will make
I final selection. The winner will receive
tl coveted
role and a long-term contract
*Ji Preminger's Carlyle Productions. Plans
on national

Headlines Hypo 'Titanic', 'Suez'

Hollywood along with photo-

two

lines.

Producer Preminger enjoys a light moment with
United Artists executives Arthur Krim (right)
and William J. Heineman at press conference
to announce plans for the international "Saint
Joan" star search.

[More

SHOWMEN

on Page 28]
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HJkat t&e Skamtim /tie *Ddirty!
Paramount on Broadway Finds

'Bigger Than Life' Blasts

'Miss Title' Contests Good Bally

Airlanes in Saturation Drive

Robert K. Shapiro, managing director of
the N. Y. C. Paramount is apparently con"
vinced that contests to find a "Miss
(title of picture) is a worthy stunt, since the

Broadway showcase has recently conducted a number of such contests. If the
idea is a good one for a large metropolitan
big

Twentieth Century-Fox continues to feed
fires on "Bigger Than Life",
the controversial drama about drug addiction. To garner the New York potential and
saturate the metropolitan market, 20th lambasted the radio airlanes with 1156 commercials, ranging in length from 20 to 60
seconds with spot announcements over 13
stations during a seven-day drive from July
27 through the debut date of August 2. A
the promotional

penetration in excess of 23

pected by

Fox

exploiteers

is

ex-

pre-sell

the

million
to

James Mason film with this persistent earcampaign over network, independent and

should be for smaller
towns and naborhoods, where a contest can
house,

make

it

certainly

a big splash.

Latest oi Paramounts' "Miss Title" conwas a pulchritudinous promotion on behalf of Warner Bros.' "Santiago" with the

winning beauty being crowned "Miss Santiago" and winning a variety of prizes, including a savings bond, a swim suit, perfume
and jewelry. The winner of this particular
contest was Francis D'Angelo, a well-proportioned 17-year-old Brooklyn high school
student. Judges included Shapiro and Joe
Franklin of ABC-TV.

Sets Nationwide Allied

An

astute promotional tie-in has been set

RKO

and

Allied

Stores

Corporation,

operating eighty department stores throughout the country, to plug "The First Traveling Saleslady".

The extensive campaign is keyed to the
"A Corset Can Do A Lot For A Lady"

song,

sung by energetic Carol Channing
Arthur Lubin Technicolor comedy.

as

in the

Each

Miss Universe of 1957, tantalizing Carol
Morris, will represent Universal-International at

"Walk the Proud
Walter Reade's Community Thea-

the world premiere of

Land"

at

tre in

Hudson,

New

York.

In addition, the

curvaceous fern, who has been signed to a
term contract, will make the rounds in
N. Y. C. to meet the press and talk via radio
on behalf of U-I's "Away All Boats".

ROAD-WORK
United Artists' "The Ambassador's Daugl
ter" is getting the full treatment with radi'

TV

and in-person appearances by its cas
talked about her role in til
CinemaScope-Technicolor comedy on NBC
radio network show, "Weekday"; produce

MYRNA LOY
director

NORMAN KRASNA

series of 17

TV

Chicago prior to the
the

record department, the sheet music in the

at press interviews

music department.

The

tie-in will

be keyed

to the local debuts of the first "big" produc-

from RKO's new management team.
stores will use window and department displays plus newspaper ads with
full credit to the film and stars in plugging

The eighty

the musical promotion.

Included

among

the

department stores taking part in the tie-in:
Jordan Marsh Co., Boston; Peck's, Kansas
City; Stern Brothers, New York; CainSloan, Nashville; Donaldson's, Minneapolis;
Joske's,

Houston; Rollman's, Cincinnati and

Sterling-Linder-Davis in Cleveland.

"Windy

took on

and 12 radio appearances

Allied outlet will spotlight the disc in the

tion

Miss Universe Goes Universal

Bob Perilla, while Wometco showman Har
Kronewitz, left, and Diane and Dick Osbor
local radio personalities, who staged the co
test, look on.

Stores Promotion on 'Saleslady'
by

tests

"Kim's Twin" contest prior to the opening
"The Eddy Duchin Story" in the Miami, Fla. art
was promoted by Wometco Theatres. Fetchir
Micki Marko receives trophy on the Carib The
tre stage in Miami Beach, from Columbia publ
cist

foreign language stations.

RKO

A

film's

debut July

Krasna

City".

i

27

also held cou

with amusement edito
and reviewers from key midwestern dailie
Five topcast stars will cover these differei
areas with p.a.'s prior to openings; ADOLP
LOY, New Yor
and

MYRNA

MENJOU

TOMMY NOONAN,

West

Coast;

JOH

FORSYTHE, New England; OLIVIA
HAVILLAND, London and Paris; associa,
producer DENISE TUAL heads a ballyht
I

team covering

Italy,

Germany,

Switzerland

JAMES MASON along with his Mrs. ar
daughter Portland, who has a role in tl|
film, were on hand for the August 2 deb
of 20th Century-Fox's "daylight premier'
for "Bigger Than Life" at New York City
(

Victoria Theatre.
4 Manager Morton Lippe of
the Orpheum Theatre, Los
Angeles, dug deep into his
ghoulish bag of horror showmanship and came up with
this humdinger to ballyhoo
United Artists' "The Black

and "The Creeping
Unknown". Curb-side demon-

Sleep"

of surgery with all
the trimmings, plus a monster
on the rear of the float, contributed to "scary" atmosphere. Float features giveaway of small bottles of
"vapors" to protect passersby from "curse" of "The
Black Sleep". The stunt helped bally an 18-theatre opening in the Los Angeles area.

stration

JANE RUSSELL

and BO
vagabonds wi
their first promotional tour on behalf
their Russ-Field production "Run For Tl
Sun", which UA is releasing. They beg
the junket with appearances in Housto
Dallas and Ft. Worth in connection wi
Texas openings. Star RICHARD WI1
MARK is currently on the promotional tr

Producers

WATERFIELD

became

with a six-city tour covering Boston, Clev
land, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, St. Lou

WOOD

represented the fil
NATALIE
industry at the annual Minneapolis Aquate
nial. From there, the Warner Bros., star]
rambled to Chicago for a whirl of pre
radio and television interviews in connecti'

with her latest film, "A Cry In The Nigh
Jaguar production made for WB.
Pag* 28
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Wisconsin Manager Sells

Bustling, Hustling Debut

'Fastest Gun' Via Contests

For 'Ambassador's Daughter'

Eddy Johnson, manager of the Strand
Theatre in Madison, out Wisconsin way,
field exploiteamed up with an alert
tation rep, Louis Orlove, to skyrocket "The

There were great doings in Chicago the
evening of July 27 as United Artists made
exhaustive use of just about every possible
exploitation angle to kick off "The Ambassador's Daughter".
More than 125 department stores and
women's dress and specialty shops sparked
the world premiere at the Esquire Theatre
with window displays, fashion shows and
co-op ads spotlighting the sleek Dior gowns
seen in the Norman Krasna comedy. Additional exposure of the film to the feminine
trade was garnered by the introduction of

MGM

Fastest

the
The Seltzer boys, Frank and Walter, proJucers of United Artists' "The Boss", announced
a N. Y. press conference that they have
it

Drew Pearson to make a
and TV spots on behalf of

thetheir
atrical trailer
lew production, which bares the relationship be.igned columnist

tween crime and

Gun

Alive" to be the best grosses at
theatre since "Guys and

midwestern

Dolls".

gimmick was
where perfume was given to
the winners with the promotion aimed directBackbone

of the exploitation

a radio contest

audience to counteract the
women to an outdoor
attraction. Another radio contest raked up
attention with the kid crowd when comic
ly

politics.

at

the

fern

usual indifference of

Jockey Gives Secret

)isc

Vord for 'Duchin' Promotion
"The Word" was out for
Vinston of the
Ind

it

paid off

RKO

Keith, Dayton, Ohio,

handsomely

he played "The

'/hen

manager Ansel
at the boxoffice

Eddy Duchin

Story"

his theatre recently.

t

The imaginative showman-manager sparkd a first-rate tie-in with a local disc jockey,
'ith the understanding that the platter spin-

would play an hour of Duchin music on
show for several days. During
nat hour a shapely model sauntered the
er

is

afternoon

owntown

streets of

Dayton carrying

blaring

the

show.

show

the

d.

a

radio

pur record

comic book. In addition
main streets of Madison, all the advertising and promotional material stressed the idea that no one would be
tot a

to ballyhoo along the

admitted to the theatre during the final 20
minutes of the film because of it's unusual
This oft-used stunt seemingly
ending.
aroused curiosity and accounted for plenty

an "Ambassador's Daughter" hair-do at 90
outstanding beauty salons in the Windy City
area.

Supermarket giants Kroger and National

Food put

their promotional shoulders to the
wheel with giant-size newspaper co-op ads
pinpointing special values that were recommended by "The Ambassador's Daughter".
Displays, banners and valances stressed the
grocery tie-ins. The location filming of the
CinemaScope production in la belle Paris
was keyed to penetration at travel agencies
and airport terminals with 40 x 60 posters

of the stars at

famous Parisian

sites.

The

display sheets, with credits to cast, picture

of extra admissions.

and premiere

details

had a see-the-film-see-

Paris angle.

Fifth

MAG-NETS

j.

Mayo kicked off Hollywood's enterdrive to glamorize the celluloid capitol
she hammered a silver spike into the first
;
Iver star to pretty-up famous Hollwood bouleird. Virginia took a recess from the "Buffalo
rass" set on the Warner lor to host the event.
P- Virginia

rising

fern was
fume and each

given a bottle of the intriguing per-

pon-

During the
mentioned a
'secret word" several times and anyone stoping the eyeful and mentioning the "word"
iceived two ducats to the Columbia musical.

tile

books and passes were distributed to the
winners. Johnson, able promoter that he is,
made merchant tie-ups for the promotion so
his costs were nil. On opening day every

LIFE gave generously of its July 30 cover
and three inside pages to petite Pier Angeli
and her work in Metro's "Somebody Up
There Likes Me". Article also covered her
home and domestic life with crooner Vic
Damone.
*

Marilyn Monroe worked her usunl magic
and came up with the cover and a spread in
the August 3 COLLIER'S. Titled "That
Old Monroe Magic", the story throws the

on her work

in

in

Chicago

the

area

Indiana and Wisconsin. In addition,
is ballyhooing the UA release with
displays, posters and playdate announcements at all recruiting stations. Mass-audience penetration was gained through 300 TV
nois,

the

Army

clips

spotlight

units

and radio spots, plus telecasts

*

*

Army

staged a sparkling debut day parade to kick
off a tristate recruiting drive covering Illi-

made

of

TV

film

available to local stations.

20th-Fox's "Bus

Stop".
*

*

*

TV GUIDE,

in its July 21-27 issue high"Public Pigeon No. 1" with a
full color page of stars Red Skelton and
Janet Blair, followed by two and a half pages

lighted

of

RKO's

copy about the Harry Tugend production.

Warner Bros,
24 issue of

hit the jackpot in the July

LOOK

Magazine.

"Moby Dick"

and "Giant" received first-rate displays with
the cover and seven inside pages devoted to

Gregory Peck, and six more pages to Elizabeth Taylor.
41

20th Century-Fox's "Bigger Than Life"
received a nice display in the July 23
An article, in the medical section,
highlighted the controversy over the film's

NEWS-

Buffalo, N. Y., merchants and 20th Century-Fox
for a sparkling series of promotional
events at the opening of "Abdullah's Harem" at

WEEK.

teamed up

theme and quoted the views of several doctors who had seen the picture at a special

the Century Theatre. A thespian named Abdullah and three captivating harem beauties made
appearances at various locations thoughout the
downtown area.

preview.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Makes Pitch To

'Saleslady'
Laughter, a refreshing change of pace for
the showman surfeited with banging away
at action and high drama, opens broad vistas

breezy ballyhoo with

for light,

RKO's

'"The

Implicit in the

Saleslady."

First Traveling

laughs are the thing to sell in this
Technicolor spoofer of mores and morals of
the 1890's, loaded with sure-fire comic situtitle,

backed by happy ads, and brimming

ations,

with stunt possibilities.

One

of the

the versatile
stars of the

campaign

in the

major assets
draw of the

is

culled from

cast,

screen, stage and television.
exert their lure on every faction of the
Ginger Rogers for the regular moviepublic

They

—

goers; Carol Channing,

who

Broadway

set

"Gentleman Prefer Blondes,"
"Lend an Ear" and "The Vamp", making
her movie debut as an established name for
the sophisticates; and for the TV crowd, no
less than three major video series stars:
Barry Nelson ("My Favorite Husband"),
David Brian ("Mr. District Attorney") and
James Arness ("Gunsmoke's" Marshal Matt
on

its

ear with

These are featured

Dillon).

RKO

in ads.

worked up a tonguecampaign around the "don't

boxofficers have

in-cheek teaser

gimmick. "Please Don't Tell What
Ginger Sells" is the theme (it may be safely,
we believe, named here without violating
any confidences as barbed wire) and several
variations have been dreamed up to exploit
Among them: salesman's suitcase with
it.
the lettered legend, snipes posted around
tell"

boxed teaser on the amusements
page, a lobby peep box with teaser hints for
the viewer. The theme even runs through
town,

the

a

ads,

banned

in

additional

with the
Texas!"

teaser,

"It's

salesmodels on the road in a co-op with Jantzen. The bevy of belles have been garnering
a high quota of space wherever they go, with
fieldmen setting up the press, TV and
tie in with theatre credits and playdates. Another tie-in has been made with
Allied Stores Corp., which operates 80 major
department stores throughout the country,

RKO

COlORl
on

radio to

/r?e

working out of the store's foundation garment department for displays and special
promotions tieing in with theatre playdate,
based around the song, "A Corset Can Do a
Lot for a Lady."

Husband-

One

of the campaign's most effective stunts
a special preview for salesladies, staged as
an early morning event with the novelty
screening set to start at 6 a.m. one day dur-

G

*° <*»s

week in advance of opening. This could
be a really big thing, sponsored by the newspaper and Retail Merchants Association, who
would issue special invitations to sales personnel. Added gimmick might offer coffee
and doughnuts for the "Breakfast Preview",
so the girls could go right in to work.

The two songs are an important factor in
airwaves and jukebox promotion. Fran Warren has recorded "Corset" to make this a big
one for the disc jockeys (the more gags they
toss in about it, the better) and the title song
Unique and Coral, for more
Going farther, the platter
spinners can be encouraged to salute several
is

on two

d.j.

labels,

boosting.

old-time tunes to

tie in

with the

An

film.

idea-packed pressbook is available with
all with the stress on fun and
laughs. It should find favor with showmen
and their public everywhere.
lots

more

—

Special TV page ads designed to capitalize!
on the video popularity of featured males in the!
cast have been worked up, like the one at top,
|
playing up the color and the big screen alongl
with the stars. Also shown are three of the!
teasers, available both in two-column size and|
in tiny one-column spots.

THE FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY

group of beauteous

The cartoon style dominates the regular
advertising

dis-

happy style with
Note the line: "Get out
."
room chair

breezy,

in

emphasis on laughs.
of that living

.

.

risibilities territory (as

the funnybone in
a

canny selection

role

Get out of that living room chair,
Learn about the gay romance!
The stolen bliss'
The things no gal should ever miss'

Ginger

Rogers
Barry

'

Carol

Nelson Channing

David BRIAN

?aq» 30

Film

Auqi/st A

is

"The

who knows

his

way around

audierl

witness his '.'Francis" series), makes another pitch
First Traveling Saleslady".

of players for this broad

Producer Lubin has mal

comedy

of the 1890's. In the til
the ever reliable Ginger Rogers, aided and abetted by one of Brocl

way's foremost comediennes, the robust and clever Carol Channing; the thrl
male co-stars come from the popular TV front-line regulars, Barry (My F|
vorite Husband) Nelson, David (Mr. District Attorney) Brian, and Jarrj
(Gunsmoke) Arness. The tales leaves ample room for director Lubin's p4
chant for situation comedy. It introduces Ginger as a saleslady for corsi
who, with her chorus girl sidekick, Carol Channing, plans a stage-show cori
exhibit on Broadway. Their plans are knocked for a loop when Gingel
sample bags are lacerated in a brush with Barry Nelson's horseless carnal
and the Purity League closes Channing's show. Ginger jumps from the fryij
pan into the fire when steel tycoon David Brian sends her to Texas to si

barbed wire to cattlemen. The Texans, it seems, are dead set against the nel
fangled fencing, and, led by "the biggest cattleman of 'em all", James Arne
have the hapless saleslady jailed for "cruelty to animals". It takes a stamps
of cattle into a barbed wire enclosure to prove Ginger's product and salesma
Tl
ship, leaving the way clear for Ginger and Nelson to chug to California
La<H
songs enliven the film, the title tune and "A Corset Can Do A Lot for a

James ARNESS

BULLETIN

Ch^'

Saleslady"

Producer-director Arthur Lubin,

W-

Nelson

ing

Saleslady stunts are, of course, a natural.
has given local theatre showmen a

play

th

TOU/AJ/

is

RKO

special assist, sending a

TV Crowd

I9S6

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

the issue

(Ginger Rogers)
adds zest to a fashion show by modelling
The traveling saleslady

new corset

line

to the delight

of wide-

eyed buyers as the dismayed salon owner
(Jack Rice) gapes in horror at such
brazen methods of 1890 saleswomanship.

1
£3

4*
es of confusion,

crowded jailhouse sees chorus girl Carol Chanwelcoming Rough Rider friend, Clint Eastwood, while
dy (right background) stages stay-in-jail strike. David Brian,
Don White and Barry Nelson are interested viewers.

cluctanfly

The saleslady, complete with boldly emblazoned suitcase, comes to
the aid of Barry Nelson with old reliable Dobbin when the chagrined
Nelson's
Borry

California-bound

returns

the

favor

horseless

when the

Film

carriage
saleslady
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town.
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Regardless of the legal question, however, the

SMALL BUSINESS REPORT

Comm

tee can see little practical difference so far as subsequer

run exhibitors are concerned between a bilateral agrei
(Continued from Page 19)

One
that

basic reason for increased film rentals

Hollywood

concentrating

is

its

efforts

is

the fact

on quality

rather than quantity production.

competitive bidding has inflicted an added hardship upon many exhibitors, but it
must frankly admit that it does not have an alternative so-

The Committee

feels that

what a distributor should do when two
or more exhibitors demand the same picture. It should be
noted that the exhibitors have not offered any suggestions
as to how this system could be eliminated and still provide
lution to offer as to

without favoritism or discrimi-

for licensing of pictures

nation.

Special Handling of Pictures
Exhibitors complained to the Committee about prereleasing and special handling of many of the top pictures

which they assert

is

proving increasingly burdensome to

the smaller exhibitors.

Because

of the

unique nature of the motion picture

dustry, pictures are not marketed in the
cars or drug products.

A

picture

may

same manner

in-

as

rent for several thou-

sand dollars in a showcase theatre in a major city, and a
few weeks later be offered in a small town for only a few
dollars. In distributing pictures, the film companies must
take into consideration what

method

will realize for

them

the largest receipts.

ment as to clearance and a distributor unilaterally wit
holding a picture after the merchandising engagement un

I

Although clearance is f II
the benefit of the earlier exhibitor, the Supreme Court hit
placed definite limits upon it in order to protect subs
quent-run exhibitors. For this reason the Committee fei
there is considerable merit to the recommendation of I
it

sees

fit

to release

it

generally.

1

.1

I

lied that the definition of clearance

scope. The term
draft means "the
tracts

made broader

be

I

clearance as used in the 1955 arbitrati

i

j

period of time stipulated in license cell

between runs

of the

same feature within

area or in specified theatres."

a particu

Allied suggests that

J
I

it

amended by adding the phrase, "or which regularly occiij
between the prior and subsequent runs in competing th< J
tres in the absence of any express contract provision (I
scribing the same." In 1952, when efforts were being mail
to work out an arbitration plan the distributors agreed A
this amendment which indicates that it would not worli.1
severe hardship upon them. The Committee reccmmeril
that in considering any arbitration agreement the defi,-l
tion of clearance be broadened as suggested herein.
Although it can be arp-ued that extended runs cut do<l
on a picture's value by the time it is played in subsequer
run houses, the Committee is not prepared to categorical!
recommend that extended runs be done away with. 1^1
one reason, even the exhibitor spokesmen who criticisM
extended runs did not propose that they be abolished. SI
ondly,

many

of the smaller theatres are able to succe-

Today many top pictures are "specially handled" in each
city or area in a manner which distributors feel will reap
them the largest return. Such pictures are shown in care-

fully bid for first-run pictures against the larger showc.j

fully

chosen high-grossing theatres throughout the counand oftentimes at advanced prices
similar to the method used in prereleasing but they are
not then withdrawn nationally for an extended period of
time. Instead the distributor will then decide area by area
how and when he will make such pictures available for

ously considered

try on extended run

of quality pictures

general release.

today.

—

Exhibitors contend that special handling has a serious
effect on subsequent-run and small town exhibitors as it

adds an additional waiting period before such movies are
made available to them; it disrupts a steady flow of pictures; and having run for weeks on extended run, they
are "bled white" by the time they are made available to
the small exhibitors.

There can be

theatres only because they can play a picture for seve

weeks and thereby

tre attendance.

which the public

pay

will

to see

Such a major change

in the distribution pattern

might vl

well jeopardize the ability of the film companies to
quality productions which

all

to the position that dis-

tributors are resorting to illegal clearance in their special

handling of pictures. The meaning of clearance as spelled
out in the Paramount judgments, referred to above, is quite
explicit in statins that there

must be a "period of time
stipulated" in the contract between exhibitor and distributor. In the absence of any specific bilateral agreement between the

parties, the

Committee does not believe

speaking, that the question of clearance
Page 32
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is

involved.

legally

ml

exhibitors need so mil

Action by Justice Department
The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justl
which has the responsibility to see that the judgment™
the

Paramount case

are enforced, has been criticizedB^

Allied as having been derelict in
is

its

duty.

Specifically™'

alleged to have condoned price fixing andB'

and with being too lenient in regarcB
the acquisition of additional theatres by the divorced tr"
::

legal clearances,

cuits.

The judgments

in the

Paramount case

clearly state 131

clearance involves a stipulation in the contract

The Committee does not hold

if I

tended runs at high-grossing theatres were not permittl

Division

doubt that special handling of pictures does increase the playoff period in an area. There is
reason to believe, however, that many pictures today are
being played off too quickly thereby cutting down on thealittle

is

1

Also to be s<lthe effect there would be on product!
realize a high gross.

betwl

and licensee as to the period of time which nsl
elapse before showing of the picture in a competing tlJ
licenser

tre.

In special handling of pictures the distributors dejJ

mine when they shall be made available for later showl
As the Committee has already stated, it does not consl
this to involve clearance as the term is defined in the PBtji

mount judgments. Therefore,

cannot agree with AlliH
is not enforcing™^
permits the special handling of picttB-^
it

assertion that the Antitrust Division

judgments when

it

I

question of film rentals

is an entirely separate and distinct
matter which has no connection with the Paramount case.

MALL BUSINESS REPORT
The question

bre

of the fixing of

admission prices

Allied contends that

difficult.

when

much

is

distributors, in

icepting bids for pictures, ask the exhibitors to state

what

Exhibitor witnesses admitted in answer to questioning
is no precedent in this coun-

by the Committee that there

try for arbitration of film rentals

why

[mission prices they intend to charge, this involves a

understandable

|-m of price fixing.

their opposition to such a proposal.

>Even though, as Allied charged, distributors are forcing
imissicn prices up, the ouestion remains whether this is

will sell his

The

,

is,

it

therefore, quite

distributors should be so vigorous in

which he
our economic system, and it

right of a seller to determine the price at

goods

basic to

is

only in the case of extreme emergencies or unusual circumstances that such right can be legitimately curtailed.
is

i;gal.

recommends that when a divorced circuit applies
buy or build an additional theatre, the

Allied

I permission to

Apartment of Justice notify the independent exhibitors in
t; area at least sixty days prior to determination or hearts so that such exhibitors will have sufficient time to
p:pare and submit their facts and arguments on the
The Committee feels that such recommendation
litter.
pre-notification should be carefully considered by the
ff

Apartment of Justice in order to assure the small exhibi-

The Committee
industry

is

not convinced that the motion picture

is

which
Film rentals

or should be considered a public utility

in effect Allied

and

TOA

are asking be done.

are not an arbitrable subject since arbitration is not designed to guarantee a profit on every picture for every exhibitor.

The Committee does not agree with

that an arbitration system
rental

the contention

which does not deal with

film

would be meaningless.

ts every opportunity to present their case.

The examples offered by Allied as to situations in which

was allegedly negligent are in the Commitopinion far from being black and white situations.

Division

i
m's

exhibitors presented convincing testimony as to
misconduct bv the Division, the repiy by the Di-

Ihile the

|t:ged

ckon itself indicated a sincere effort to assist the theatre

On

liners in difficult situations.

emitted to the Committee

it

the basis of the record

cannot condemn the Anti-

Est Division in these specific cases.

Production by Divorced Circuits

TOA

and Allied jointly have proposed that the divorced
produce and to distribute motion
pictures with preemptive rights for their own theatres,
when they now own, and legal replacements thereof, and

circuits "be permitted to

not to theatres that they

The proposal

of Allied

may

hereafter acquire."

and

TOA

the divorced circuits

ComUnder it

does not, in the

mittee's opinion, provide an equitable solution.

would be permitted to integrate while
major distributors-producers would

at least three of the

CONSIDERATION OF
EXHIBITORS' PROPOSALS

continue to be restricted as to entering the exhibition field.
Furthermore, the circuits would be granted preemptive

most controversial issue presented to the Commitwas arbitration of film rentals. Under the joint proijal of Allied and TOA, the two largest exhibitor organions. when an exhibitor shows a picture and finds that
Jbox office receipts are not sufficient to pay the agreedJin film rent and still "realize a fair profit" he could inarbitration to determine what a "fair rental" should
ae been and obtain a refund from the distributor. Such
titration could only be invoked by exhibitors, never by
i|"he

i

e

ributors regardless of the profit a theatre owner should
-roen to realize on a particular picture.

answer to a Committee question as to

In

ltration should not be a

having the ri^ht to ask

|3rs also

jv

feel

"two-way

why

film rental

street" with distri-

for arbitration

the rent charged proved to be too low, Mr.

when

rights on the pictures they make. This

was one

of the evils

which brought about the Paramount case in the first place.
The dangers and inequities involved in this plan are too
great. The Committee therefore rejects this proposal and
urges the Department of Justice to oppose it.

Tax

Relief

On Saturday, July
passed H.R. 9875, a

21, 1956, the
biil to raise

House

of Representatives

the theatre tax exemption

from the present fifty cents to one dollar. On behalf of the
Committee, Senator Sparkman as Chairman and Senator
Humphrey as Subcommittee Chairman wrote on July 23 to
the Chairman of the Finance Committee, Senator Byrd,
respectfu'ly recommending that H.R. 9875 be approved
and reported to the Senate for consideration.

Myers

'Continued on Page 34)

lllied stated
/ (Ian

u justify

believe there

I

that.

J thinking

Senator

is

It

has always been considered on

\that basis and no other.

•\nol'ced

in

hat Mr.

the

case

i

•

>

.

.

Myers

jk of arbitration
-,

record,

Every
has

draft,

you

WANTED
Theatre Managers, thoroughly experienced for theatres

Middle West.

Good

contemplated that

it

BULLETIN, Box 202. 1239 Vine

in

detail.

in

the

Address Film

Street, Philadelphia 7. Pa.

WANTED
Theatre General

was

Answer

be

.

failed to point out

position.

may have

the court records as a part of the proceed-

in

'!»»»£•< iff that

if

would
ue
are
Moreover,
basis that

of arbitration as an adjunct to the decree in

line Paramount case.

^entered

any factual

Goldwater.

that the pur-

which distributors and exhibitors have

attempting to work out is to settle disputes arising
matters regulated by the Paramount judgments. The

and familiar with
chain theatres

in

all

Manager, must be thoroughly experienced
Booking
Supervising, for
phases, Buying

—

the Middle West.

—

An unusual

position for a live

and competent man. Answer in detail. Address Film BULLETIN,
Box 201, 1239 Vine Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa.
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Warrant

Situation MPoes Not
(Continued from Page 33)

The Committee

most pleased

is

to note that the

Finance

Committee reported this bill to the Senate which acted
upon it July 26. The bill as finally approved by Congress
completely exempts from the theatre admission tax all admissions of ninety cents or

Loans by

less.

The suggestion was made

to the

Committee that the

Small Business Administration provide funds to theatre
owners when they cannot obtain loans in connection with

from financial

institutions.

tions are understandably hesitant to lend
tors

due to the downward trend

Lending

money

institu-

to exhibi-

in the industry.

The Small Business Administration was established by
the government for the purpose of assisting small business
and furnishing loans when such are not availabie from
ordinary lending sources. The Loan Policy Board of SBA,
has ruled that no funds shall be granted to finance "amusement facilities" which includes theatres. The Committee
recommends that the Small Business Administration carefully consider the advisability of revising its rules so that

theatre owners

may

qualify for loans.

Mr. Myers notes in his supplemental statement, that Congress has regulated in various degrees
certain fields such as banks, railroads, trucking, radio, television, shipping, petroleum, meat packing, and electricity.
All of these, however, with the exception of the banking
and meat packing industries, are regulated because by their
very nature free, unrestricted competition is impossible.
It is true, as

film industry

is

not analagous to any of these oper-

There is no limitation on anyone who may desire
become an exhibitor, producer or distributor. Prior to
the Par£mount case there were very definite restrictions
in the motion picture industry which made it difficult if
not impossible for anyone to enter the field, but this is not
ations.
to

the case today.

The basic philosophy upon which our nation was founded and which continues to this day is that the people themselves should control their own affairs as much as possible
and government regulation should be resorted to only
when certain people or groups of people interfere unjustly
with the freedom and rights of others in the society. The
Committee, in accord with this basic philosophy believes
that the motion picture industry itself is best suited to
settle its problems such as that of film rentals. It does not
feel the present situation warrants government regulation.
If men on both sides in the industry will sit down in a
genuine effort to arrive at an equitable settlement of their

Committee believes a satisfactory arrangement can be arrived at. The antagonism which is so evident between the distributors and exhibitors is only makdifferences the

ing matters worse.

very well come

If this hostility

when Congress

Film

BULLETIN

Auqutt

6.

I9S6

continues the time

may

have to, through sheer
Mature conduct on the

will

necessity, take remedial action.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
Motion picture exhibitors have been experiencing ve
Those who have suffered most have be
owners of conventional four-wall theatres in rural are.
the smaller towns and cities, and those playing subsequei'
run pictures in the larger communities. Literally the
sands of four-wall theatres have been forced to close thl
doors as a result of declining attendance and box offj
receipts. At the present time, total theatre expenses are
excess of income received from admissions. Attendance,
down this year over last. Unless the situation improv
significantly during the remainder of the year, attendar
figures will be the lowest since before

World War

II.

A major cause of declining theatre attendance has be,
the phenomenal growth of television. Studies have clea
shown

that as television enters an area theatre attendar;

declines and theatre closings continue until the saturatii

point in ownership of television sets

is

reached.

The

pi-

TV

comfort of the living rooms and ft
entertainment, except to see movies of unusual quali

A

further reason four-wall theatres have been experie;-

will not leave the

lic

Legislation to Regulate Film Rentals

The

part of industry leaders is needed if the current problei
are to be settled on a voluntary basis without involving t
federal government.

difficult times.

SBA

their business

Gov't Regulation

ing economic difficulties has been the rapid growth
drive-in theatres
of conventional

which have more than

houses

in

terms of the

f

offset the closij

total

number

of

t

atres in operation.

who have been

Exhibitors

fortunate enough to survi

1

',

despite the competition of television and drive-in theati

,

number f
pictures which have box office appeal. The big showc e
theatres, owned for the most part by the five divorced
cuits, are able to do a reasonably good business beca:e
they show a picture for anywhere from one week up 3
several months and can therefore be selective in the
which they exhibit.
are facing the difficulty of obtaining a sufficient

-

<

firt

Exhibitors face another difficulty in that while atteiance and admission grosses have been going down, P
price of pictures has been steadily going up.

The

production costs has been reflected in
tributors' demands for higher film rental. With emphfs
on fewer and better pictures which have high box ofie
-

rise in

c

know

appeal, distributors

over exhibitors

who

full

well they have an advant.e

are dependent

upon such

pictures

r

In this sellers' market distributors are drivg
harsher bargains than ever before. Another factor cM
survival.

tributing to increased rentals
in as

many

theatres,

the

same

is

competitive bidding ud

more than 2,
more competing exhibitors de
the same time.

as 750 situations, involving

where two
picture at

or

Another contributing factor

0
e

for declining attendance ry

well be the faster playoff of pictures and the increase?'!

multiple showings.

The

public

is

limited in

its choic«P»J
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"SmfiH Tho€itres
many subsequent-run

because so

ictures

ame movie

at the

same

time.

Not only

is

tin

;

down.

as such acquisitions do not substantially restrain
tition.

Faster playoffs have reduced the valuable

vord-of-mouth advertising which

is

'

there a resulting

of

cut

9

theatres play the

patronage, but with several theatres in an area
howing the same pictures at once the attendance at each
dss

Important Institution

so important to a pic-

by the time many potential customers hear
jre's
bout a particular movie it has already played and gone in
neir community.
success;

While the major film companies have seen their income
rop, they have been more fortunate than the small exhibits and have operated at a reasonable profit. One reason
or this is that film companies are turning out fewer and
etter pictures which the public will pay to see.

At the present time, when application

circuit for permission to acquire a theatre, the

is

compe-

made by

a

Department

such notice in the trade press for the
who might be affected by the acquisition and therefore wish to raise objections. The Commitof Justice places

benefit of exhibitors

tee

recommends

to the

Department that

in

addition to

notice through the trade press, exhibitors located in the

area where the acquisition is to be, should be sent letters
informing them of such application and the date of hearing.

Saturation Bookings

The Committee suggests

that the industry study what
has had on theatre attendance and what possible
changes can be made that would still assure equal treateffect this

lecommendations

ment

The Committee believes that many of the problems and
isputes between distributors and exhibitors can be settled

The Committee does not approve of the proposal offered
by Allied and TOA that the divorced circuits be given permission by the court to produce and distribute pictures

ithin the
'des will

Ihich

An

industry

itself

if

the responsible leaders on both

put a stop to the constant fratricidal warfare

does nothing but worsen a

to all exhibitors.

with preemptive rights for their

difficult situation.

The Committee

system dealing with such topics as clearices, run, competitive bidding, forced sales and contract
olations would be a major step toward a more amicable
mosphere. The arbitration draft prepared by industry
embers in 1955, would, in the Committee's judgment, be
benefit to exhibitors and distributors alike.
arbitration

own

theatres.

looks with disfavor upon legislation to

regulate film rentals which has been proposed as necessary
if

distributors will not agree to arbitrate film rentals.

Need

for Cooperation

The small independently owned motion

picture theatres

are an important institution in thousands of communities

Perhaps the arbitration draft did not contain

would have

bitors

desired, but

the right direction.

If

it

was

the situation

is

all

at least

that ex-

an effort

as serious as the

Dmmittee was led to believe by exhibitors' complaints
id testimony, then it is an absolute necessity that both
des be willing to

compromise

in order to settle their dis-

ites.

In order to give subsequent-run exhibitors a

measure

of

throughout the country. They offer to millions of men,
women and children economical and wholesome entertainment. They represent a sizeable investment in capital and
offer employment to tens of thousands of people. Despite
the growth of television, the public still enjoys motion pictures; the large box office returns of top pictures in recent
years proves this point. The smaller theatres can and
should continue to play a significant role in the motion
picture industry.

and insure that special handling of films will not
suit in an unreasonable period of time elapsing between
itial showing in an area and subsequent-run release, the
jmmittee recommends that in any arbitration plan workout by industry members the definition of "clearance"
broadened to include the period of time elapsing beyeen prior and subsequent-runs of a picture shown in

ous testimony and exhibits presented at the hearings this
spring, is of the opinion that there is a vital need for a new
spirit of cooperation between the various segments of the
industry. The producers and distributors have a very real
obligation to the independent exhibitors, and the Commit-

'mpeting theatres.

tee does not feel that this obligation has

lOtection

Competitive bidding has been a contributing factor to
1e rise

in film rentals.

This method of licensing has been

way

which to
nt pictures desired by competing exhibitors for the same
ty-and-date showing. This system has not only proven
be time consuming and cumbersome, but it has also
ten a heavy burden on many exhibitors. The restrictions
sorted to by distributors as the fairest

in

<

<

its

use as contained in the 1955 arbitration draft are

("tainly

an improvement.

Four of the five divorced circuits have completed the
ae of certain theatres they are required to dispose of
tder the

now

terms of the Paramount judgments, and they
buy or construct additional theatres so long

free to

The Committee

extent that

it

after

should.

having carefully studied the copi-

The

been met to the

recent release of older pictures

by producers for showing on television, which is certain
work a hardship on the smaller theatres, indicates a lack

to

of

regard as to the plight of exhibitors.

The Committee cannot overemphasize

the responsibility

upon the large film companies to do everything in
power to make it possible for independent motion pic-

resting
their

ture exhibitors to continue in business and to realize a fair

and reasonable profit. The time is at hand for a mature
and objective appraisal by the industry of all the factors
involved in the exhibition of pictures with the goal in mind
of rendering assistance to independent theatre owners so
that they may be able to thrive and prosper.
Film
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT
Coming Features

All The Vital Details on Current &>

BULLETIN Review Appears At End

(Date of Film

Howard

STRANGER

SIERRA

ALLIED ARTISTS

Gloria

Duff,

of Synopsis)

McGhee.

Western. 75 min.
Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Korean vet
returning
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81 min.

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom,

May
THUNDERSTORM

Carlos Thompson. Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.

NAVY

WIFE

Joan Bennett. Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Yamaguchi,
Director
soldier
33 min.

YAQUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary
71

CRIME

IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John CasSal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor
in

New

York City. 91 min.

TEXAN. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and
rector

YIELD TO THE NIGHT Diana Dors. Producer Kenneth
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama. A condemned murderess in the death cell.

NAKED

THE

HILLS.

David

Wayne,

Marcia

Hender-

son, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the I800's.
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan
Dwan
Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu
in

Korea.

75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo MonRichard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiTHREE FOR JAMIE
talban,

woman who

notorious

ful,

on

trial for

murder

the

is sole heir to a vast fortune
of her lover. 85 min.

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO

HIDE DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

Germ warfare

pellets

threaten

the

YOUNG

GUNS, THE Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.

Case.

Bernds.
racket.

Producer

Melodrama.

Bill
Elliot. Jeane Cooper. KathBen Schwalb. Director Edward
Policeman breaks baby extortion

CRUEL TOWER. THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer
Lew Landers.
on high tower.

FIGHTING

Drama.

Ericson, Mari Blanchard.
Lindsley Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

80 min.

OANGER

Huntz Hall. Stanley Clements.
Queenic Smith Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama
Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

HIGH TERRACE
ture.

in

lyze

Dale Robertson.

THE

Lois

Maxwell. Adven-

CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Joel

McCrea. Barbara Hale

Western.

Dennis Price.
Mate. Drama.

Technicolor.

Angelli, Phil Care
Producer David E. Rose. Director Rul
Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer

81

min.

his wife.

PORTRAIT IN SMOKE Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey Pi
ducer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "differen
life.

REPRISAL

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Fa
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Dire
Indians fight

STORM CENTER

bara

1

Bette

Davis,

Brian

Keith.

Paul

Kelley,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 87 min.

GAMMA

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.
Mature,
Victor
SAFARI Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Phillips.

Janet Leigh,

John Justin. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

SECRET

MOUNTAIN

OF TREASURE

Valerie

Kathryn

Grant.

SEVENTH CAVALRY

NOT OF THIS EARTH

Paul Birch. Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
of strange murders plagues large western city 80 min.

Film

Harry

in

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy

Holliday.

P

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direcf
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the fame
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a lar
holding company.

YOU CAN

T

RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor, Cii

maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles
Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Repori
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.

ford.

ZARAK

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

Victor

Matui!

Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Producticl
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ru
1

becomes notorious bandit.

French,

INDEPENDENTS

May

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

DUCHIN

EDDY

Randolph Scott. B<
Brown. Director Jose
the glory of Genei

Technicolor.

Producer

Hale.

Lewis. Western. An episode
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of qold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

FEMALE JUNGLE. THE lAmerican

International) Jay
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Produc
Burt Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde bombshell is involvl
with group of gangsters.

GUNSLINGER, THE lAmerican

1

International!

Eastrr

STORY. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone f'ower, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

Color. John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison Hay,
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A said
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter tal|
over.

leader.

MADAMH

123 min. 5/28.

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope,
Anthony Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan
duction.

Drama.

Remake

of

Technicolor.

Korda Pro"Four Feathers". 80 min.

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce

Holden, Steven
Director Fred Sears.
Horror. Man turns into werewolf from taking special
serum developed by scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Producer

Sam Katzman.

Au gust
AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor. Frankie Laine. Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.

WEB

Faith

Producer

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director

Vernon

Sewell.
Melodrama.
with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Engineer

gets

involved

IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru Yac
guss,
Nicola Filacuridi.
Musical. Director Carm
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to

BUTTERFLY

'

screen.

1

14 min. 5/28.

ROSANNA

Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarat
Producer Salvador Elizendo. Dir.
tor Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a be.
tiful girl and a fugitive from justice. 72 min.
SWAMP WOMEN IWoolner Brothers! Pathe Col;
Beverly Garland, Marie Windsor, Carole Matthe*
Producer Bernard Woolner. Director Roger CormJ
Drama. Swamp women run amck in Bayou count;

Armando

(Jacon)

Silvestre.

75 min.

'une
ICavalcade) Eastman Color. A
can drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Conn
Director T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu kii

FLAME OF AFRICA

CARGO

FORBIDDEN
Uaconl Nigel Patrick, Elizab
Sellars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney Box. Dir
tor Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents sm.
international dope smuggling ring.
FRONTIER WOMAN ITop
man Color. Cindy Carson,
Adventure.

Cowing

Saga

of

the

Pictures)

Ed

Vistarama.

Lance Fuller, Ann K«
daughter of Davy Crocki

80 min.

BEYOND MOMBASA

GREAT

LOCOMOTIVE

CHASE.

THE

(Buena

Vis

Technicolor. CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Director George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men seek
to keep Africa free of white men.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey H
ter. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

PROUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE

nell

NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian. Marsha Hunt Hugh
Corcoran.
Producer-director
Shaftel.
Jostf
Drama.
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.

Pier

tor George
Sherman. Adventure.
rights in small frontier town.

DAYS.

77 min.

OKLAHOMAN. THE

PORT AFRIQUE

Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
underground
bunker.
German dialogue with subin an
titles.
3 min. 4/30.

LAST TEN

Ritch.

Coming
leen

Howard.

EARTH

CANYON

CALLING HOMICIDE

J

violent death. 91 min.

Trevor

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paraNazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5
JUBAL CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/14.

men

I

July

August

Shaftel. Drama.
city. 72 min.

COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

'

<

June

July
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
River

33EEEIE91
May

1

international intrigue. 74 min.

Western.

min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
airborne infantry division during WWII. 81 min.

<une
Jl

Castle.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Prl
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ai
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-m.j
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroy,
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
MIAMI EXPOSE Lee J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, eI
ward Arnold. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fr
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legaliz
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer T
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistakl
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen mone
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterlinl
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Andersc
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdona
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving A
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild a
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from

Wilde,

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women to
fight off Indian attack.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Union spies attempt to sever the South's military
during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.

i

lines

national)

IKingslcy

Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor

Nil

M

Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard ane
woman find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7

doia.

YOUR PRODUCT

|

SOMEBODY UP THERE

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

LIKES ME Paul Newman Pi.r
Angelh, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

July

1

13

[Tudor Pictures! Hume Cronyn.
-Jancy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. Diector Fred Pressburqer. Drama. Puerto Ricans leave
paradise for a better way of life.
heir crowded
min. 7/9.

13

August

AND THE

RIVER PIRATES IBuena
Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
'ista
Jisney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero reurns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
Jk STRADA ITrans-Luxl Anthony Quinn, Richard BaseGiulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fellini. Proiucer Ponti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
ills his simple mistress in a fit of jealousy.
leart,

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Bing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.

Artists

WILDER YEARS, THE James Cagney,

Columbia, Republic and 20th Century-Fox

ICarroll Pictures) Fernandel, MadeSylvain, Francis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil.
Village
baker
refuses to believe his son is
Comedy.
ather of illegitimate son. 107 min.
eine

Barbara Stanwyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.

Drama. Millionaire seeks information on
was placed for adoption twenty years ago.

I

parents.

IN PRISON (American International
Richard
Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
inds that prison is a living hell until reformed by
jlRLS

I

)enning,

haplain.

IOT ROD GIRL (American International) Lori Nelson,
;huck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production,
irama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
f hof rod racing.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International
Garland.
Producer-director
oger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
pace takes control of the world until a scientist gives
is life to save humanity.
I

Beverly

OST CONTINENT IIFE) CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
'roducer-director Leonardo Bonii. An excursion into the
'ilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Engsh commentary. 86 min.
IEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) (Lux Film. Rome) Patheolor.
Print
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren,
lassine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The

Naples traced from 1600 to date

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.
Russian lady aviatrix meets fast talking American.

THE

CinemaScope,

Steve Forrest, Lilliane
Al Lewin. Drama.

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle I800's.
Kerr,

John

Kerr.

MOLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer

Hal E.
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical caoand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
climax during battle of Guadalcanal

tester.

VEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
lal E. Chester.
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and a
resolved

after

a

child

finds

a

loaded gun

in

omb rubble.

May
AND THE

THE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Mitzi Gaynor, David Niven. Producer
Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
up with some card-sharks, one of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.
BIRDS

EEES.

George Gobel,

Slated for release:

12 Dramas

2

Musicals

2 Adventures

4

Comedies

4 Westerns

MOUNTAIN,

THE

VistaVision,

crashed to discover a critically injured woman in the
wreckage. 105 min.
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE Louis Hayward,
Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
in

film.

COMMANDMENTS. THE VistaVision Technicolor.
RoducerCharlton Heston Yul Brynner, Anne Ban',*
director Cecil B. DeMille. Reliqious drama. Life story
of Moses as fold in the Bible and Koran.
TEN

1-

VAGABOND

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.

WAR AND PEACE

VistaVision,
Technicolor. Audrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel of the Napoleonic era.

Hepburn,

June
LEATHER

SAINT, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Paul
Douglas, John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.

Color,
CinemaScope. Grace
Alec Guinness, Louis Jourdan, Brian Aherne.
Charles Vidor. Comedy. Based on Molnar's
utstanding play, this is a tale of a princess who falls
love and becomes a woman. 112 min. 4/16.
irector

i

TO A BAD

RIBUTE

MAN

CinemaScope, Eastman Color,
james Cagney, Stephen McNally, Don Dubbins. Proucer Sam Zimbalist. Director Robert Wise. Drama,
he story of a man who took the law into his own
,ands. 95 min. 4/16.

May
ABY

PROUD AND PROFANE, THE

Curtis

MVITATION TO THE

DANCE

Technicolor. Gene Kelly,
lora
Kaye. Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
[elly.
Ballet.
Three episodes dealing
in
romance,
rama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
•edium of the dance. 94 min. 6/28.

ACK,

THE

Paul
Newman, Wendell Corey, Walter
Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtproceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

idgeon
i3ven.
'artial

June
HOWANI JUNCTION CinemaScope,

Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
directed by Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

Technicolor.

August

Ava

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

Coming
FUNNY FACE

VistaVision,

mm.

5/14.

July
«TEST

GUN

ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Pro'cer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Westn
The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
"mgs

3

strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28

Astaire,

O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.
Burt

a

Reynolds,
Barry
Fitzgerald.
Producer Sam
ymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
arriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.

Fred

GUNFIGHT AT

ATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
ebbie

Technicolor.

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.

HOLLYWOOD OR

'

A pril
CIRCUS GIRL

Color. Kristin Soderbaum, Willy Birgel,
Adrian Hoven. A Gloria Production. Director Veit
Harlan. Drama. An Indian potentate falls in love with
a circus star. 88 min.

STRANGER AT MY DOOR Macdonald

Carey, Patricia
Medina, Skip Homeir. Producer Herbert Yates. DirecMilliam Witney. Drama. Country preacher trys to

tor

save soul of notorious

killer

Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal Wal-

lis.

BUST

VistaVision,

Director Frank Tashlin.

wild-eyed film fan
movies.

Technicolor.

Comedy. The adventures

who knows everything

of
about the

Scott Brady, Joan Vohs, Frank
Faylen.
Producer Rudy
Ralston.
Director
Franklin
Adreon. Melodrama. Detective and fiancee smash big
interstate hot-car racket; capture killers. 70 min. 4/30

ZANZABUKU

Trucolor. Produced by Lewis Cotlow. A
record of an expedition through the primitive
areas of Tanganyka, Uganda, Kenya and Belgian Congo.
64 min. 6/28
film

May
MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary Murphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruction of her gang to save the
90 min. 5/14.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's
color.

literary idol.

BULLETIN — THI

S

life

of the

man

she loves.

July
DAKOTA

INCIDENT

Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

THIS

MAN

IS

Trucolor.

ARMED

Dane Clark, William Tallman,

May Wynn, Robert Horton.
Melodrama.
A half-million

Director
dollar

Franklin

holdup

Adreon.
of

an

armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
avalancne of violence.

August

LONELY MAN, THE
lance,

outlaw. 85 min. 6/11.

TERROR AT MIDNIGHT

PARDNERS

Stewart Granger,
Bill
Travers.
Producer
andro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
i the novel
by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

ardner,

Technicolor.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

Sir

iirector

VistaVision.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Froducer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

Ci nemaScope,

Eastman Color. Leslie Caron. John
Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
Imerican paratrooper and a French ballerina during
lie London bliz. 97 min. 4/16.
frr,

July

Eastman

elly,

Spencer

Technicolor.

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane hat
distant

Tracy,

nicolor.

A pril
THE

Melodramas

2

WHO

WAN,

in

Ponti,

MAN
KNEW TOO MUCH. THE VistaVision. TechJames Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnaopinq of voung boy to keep parents
from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

in

VIOLENT PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1866.

Paul

ain

CinemaScope, two
Superscope and one

THREE

history

utlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

is

55.

Berman.

in

WOMAN

iller

Pandro

Leonide

song and dance.
JKLAHOMA
lAmerican Releasing Corp.)
uperscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
''owns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
uthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed

s

CinemaScope

Color,

Producer

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.

in

Naturama.

Color.
Producer-director

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.

in

one

VistaVision,

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh.

Deborah

two on the release

put

features will be

Marty

Eastman

Montevecchi.

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman

three each, while Metro and

will

Paramount, Warners and RKO will
release one each. More than half of the
August films, 16, will be in color. Seven

Coming

IDOL,

Allied Artists,

roster.

LUST

Coming

f

will release

who

IRON PETTICOAT. THE

LIVING

with six releases.

Universal

Doris
Day,
Louis
Jourdain.
Producer
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama.

IOCTORS. THE (Kingsley International Raymond Pelliirin, Jeanne Moreau.
Producer Paul Graetz. Drama. A
oung doctor learns to love his ignorant and super-

Graves,

son

his

JULIE

August

'eter

number 26, five under the July total of
31. The leading supplier will be United

Crosby,

WILD OAT, THE

T

Features scheduled for August release

Siegel.

>AVY CROCKETT

fluous rural

AUGUST SUMMARY

min. 7/9.

:ROWDED PARADISE

A STRANGE ADVENTURE
Maria

English.

Associate

rector William Witney.

becomes

tool of

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Producer W. O'Sullivan. Di-

Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast

armored-truck robbers.

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary young wife to murder her welathy husband.

LISBON

YOUR PRODUCT

YOUNG STRANGER. THE

REPUBLIC (Continued)
THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,
Homiere, Kristine

Trucolor.

Skip

George Macready. Producer-

Miller,

Producer
ter.
heirrier. Drama.

Stuart

Son

Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule. Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls.

CONGRESS

DANCES,

Trucolor.

THE

CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Mati, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.

DANIEL BOONE. TRAILBLAZER

Trucolor. Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement.

nett,

QUESTION,

THE

Raines,

Ella

Derek

Farr.

Drama.

OSCEOLA

Trucolor.

James Craig,

Lita

Milan.

Drama.

THE

Corey, Mickey
Producer Hal

Wendell
Maurey.

Rooney. Don Taylor, Nicole
E.
Chester. Director Lewis R. Foster.
Drama. Six soldiers and an Italian girl react variously
to stresses of a ^ar-torn country and terrors of a
battle

in

the Italy campaign. 90 min. 4/2.

WAY

OUT, THE Gene Nelson, Mona Freeman, John
Bentley. Producer Alec Snowden. Director Montgomery
Tully.
Melodrama. A wife attempts to smuggle her
murderer-husband out

of the country. 82

mm. 4/30

PATTERNS Van

MOHAWK

Pathe Color. Scott Brady, Rita Gam, Neville
Brand, Lori Nelson. Producer Edward L. Alperson. Director Kurt Neumann. Adventure. Based on a legend
of the Mohawk Indian tribe. 79 min. 4/16.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER, THE DeLuxe

IN

WWII.

93 min. 5/14

May

MURDER

ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 4/11.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Ida Lupino,
Fleming,
George Sanders.
Producer
Bert
Friedlob. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

August

De Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshati cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 4/11

Ratoff, Kay Kendall,
Berti,
Sydney Chaplin. Producer-director G.
Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.

Marina
Ratoff.

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Bracket:. Director Henry Koster.
of men, and war, and D-Day, on the
sixth of June, 1944.
106 min. 5/28.

Drama. The story

MASSACRE Dane

Clark,

James
R.

Craig,

Marta

Lippert. Director

BAREFOOT BATTALION

Maria Costi. Nicos Fermas,
Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi
occupation. 63 min. 7/23.
Stavros

THE CinemaScope

DeLuxe Color.
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackert. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.
I,

55,

Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.

Joan

Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence.

THAN LIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush, producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug

BIGGER

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Meniou. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.
Son of department store magnet falls for salesgirl.

ERAVE ONE,

THE CinemaScoce, Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera. Joy Lansing Rudolph Hcyos. Producer Frank & Maurice King. Director Irving Rapoer.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
?rows up with a bull as his main companion ind friend
<nd how each orotects the other.
FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden!
Drama Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met. but who insists they were lovers.
JET PILOT Technicolor,
SuperScope.
John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Ju'es Furthman
Director Josef von Sternbera. Drama.
Ray,

1

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn MonDon Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
roe,

same name.

19 min.

PUBLIG PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine. Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Director
Norman McLeod. Comedy. A trusting soul
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

MAN

Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragaglia. Drama. 99 min.

Color. Ingrid Berg-

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes, Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous
play.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War II

—

setting

in

SEA

WIFE

WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds.
LAST

OASIS CinemaScope,

Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger
Rennie.

Producer Charles Brackett.

Rogers, Michael
Director S. Engle.

Comedy.

IN THE VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Sharpe A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in illegal activities.

Karen

Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
on a kindly impulse,

Kelling
Comedy. An auditor,
Alters the accounting records.

TENSION

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchsll. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.

Film

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John Bromfield,
Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch.

Londoi
Director Le

Pag

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Dram.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. S/i

OUINCANNON. FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Colo
Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Produo
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Wester
83 min. 5/28.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 4/11

Pr

Flyir

June
A

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pr
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodr
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfe
crime". 94 min. 4/1
I

BLACK SLEEP, THE

Basil
Rathbone, Akim Tamirot
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. C

rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgei
destroys unwilling patients.

UNKNOWN, THE Brian Donlevy, Marg
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Direct
Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth f rc
outer space infects a human being and turns him in
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 4/28
NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthi
Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production,

Connie

[i

rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mi
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
SHADOW OF FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent, McJ
well Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al R|
gell. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit you
,

74 min.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wj
Arthu r Lub'
lace. Producer Ravmond Stross. Directorr Arthu'
Lub
Adventure. Story of a diamond smugglerr. 92 min. 5/j

July
FOREIGN INTRIGUE

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Pac
Ingrid
Tulean.
Reynolc
Producer-director Sheldon
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min
JOHNNY CONCHO Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keen!
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuii*
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notoric
reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

robbery. 83 min. 4/11
REBEL IN TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Car
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Produc>
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southe
ers commits murder. 78 min. 4/28
TRAPEZE CinemaScooe, Technicolor Burt Lancast'
Gina Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James H
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drai
about in|ured trapeze star who conquers fear a

makes comeback with the help

August
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, Col
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers Willi
and

Edward

fiction

destroy

Na<sour.

Dir.

Edward

A

pre-historic
thriller.
a Mexican village.

Nassour.
beast returns to

I

Seiirj
alm^j

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Wal'
Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howi
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of in
dents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doc
and a detective. 42 min. 4/30
John

Bromfield,

Joi

Lansing.

Produt

Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndica
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Frj
I

Technicolor.
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Claire Bloom, DanDarrieux. Producer-director Robert Rossen. Drama. Epic dramatization of the life of the Macedonian
conqueror. 141 min. 4/16.

IS

Te

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna L
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comei
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a roman
hungry G. I. 102 min.
nicolor. Olivia

Philippine Islands. 84 min.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT CinemaScope.
nielle

of a beautiful aeriali

105 min. 5/28.

man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director Jo
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror

A pril

BULLETIN— THIS

Julie

Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of ml
der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 49 mi

HOT CARS

UNITED ARTISTS

SILKEN AFFAIR. THE David Niven, Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire.

hal

million. 79 min. 3/5.

the Pacific.

JAMES

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Drama.
Richard Burton, Joan Collins.
Producer
Andre Hakim. Director Bob McNaught. Drama.

JESSIE

Far

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vin'
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanll
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans S2.000.000 race trai

Coming
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Broadway

Felicia

cept an insurance investigator eager for a quick

girl.

August

QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE

Robert

Calder,

Val

of the

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews,

Roth,
King.

Tallas.

KING AND

King

CREEPING

1897. 92 min.

BACK FROM ETERNITY

L.

July

on a father who adopts a dual personality.

Coming

Stevens,

Wesley Addy. Producer-director Mark Stevens. Mel<
drama. A $500,000 payroll robbery fools everyone e:

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets in

—

TIMETABLE Mark

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve

PROUD ONES. THE CinemaScope,

THE MORNING

Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 6/11.

Heflin, Everett Sloan, Ed Begley, Bea
Producer Michael Myerberg. Directed b
Fielder Cook. Drama. The story of a corporation bo:
whose only concern is the growth of his busines
83 min. 3/19.

Color, Cine-

maScope. Jane Russell, Richard Egan, Joan Leslie,
Agnes Moorehead. Producer Buddy Adler. Director R.
Walsh. Drama. The story of a dance-for-pay girl in
Honolulu during the early days of

Donlevy, Margia Dear
Hinds. Director Vi
story
The
of a rocket that r<
life of the only survivor. 78 mir
Brian

Producer Anthony

rice Straight.

Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip Dunne. Drama. The
confessions of an unconventional woman. 87 min. 5/14

Miguel Torruco. Produced
Western. 76 min.

May
GREAT DAY

UNKNOWN

A pril

June
Superscope.

Lesley

Science-fiction.
turns to earth and the

HILDA CRANE Technicolor, CinemaScope. Jean Simmons, Guy Madison. Jean Pierre Aumont. Producer

A pril
BRAVE,

Duff, Lita Baron, Bill Wi
Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Directc
Selander. Western. U.S. deputy marshal mu.
ders Mexican rancher for a bag of gold coins paid hii
under coercion for water rights. 82 min.

liams,

Guest.

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwriaht in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 'min. 6/11.

BOLD AND THE

BROKEN STAR, THE Howard

Jack Warner.

Cox. Comedy.
IN

his

CREEPING

HINKEY DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally

MAN

Franken-

from

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Coming
DEVOTION

Director John
earn affection

parents.

director Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty.

A WOMAN'S

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

Miller.

seeks to

RUN FOR THE SUN

Superscope, Eastman Color.
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Proou
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure.
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
Mexican jungle. 99 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

Ri

Hi

UNITED ARTISTS

CONGO CROSSING

(Continuad-t

Virginia Mayo, George Nader
Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney
Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice
have a haven in West Africian
lungle because small territory has no laws of
ex-

Peter Lone. Producer

Coming
«

.TTACK Jack Palance, Eddie Albert. Lee Marvin. Proucer-director Robert Aldrich.
Drama. A cowardly
rmy officer and his men during a crucial battle of

War II.
ANDIDO CinemaScope,

j/orld

DeLuxe Color. Robert MitUrsula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
lacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
'uring a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

RASS LEGEND.
Gates.

Ic.ncy

THE Hugh

Western.

Raymond

O'Brian,

Producer

Bob

Burr,
Di-

Goldstein.

Gerd Oswald. Western.

=ctor

nine.

STEPS TO TERROR Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.

IVE

woman tries
om Russians.

A Sabre

Rory Calhoun. Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
to Hong Kong sparks international

flight

airline
itrigue.

||n

eville

Crabbe,

Ann

Director Sidney
each on different side

DOWN

MAN
James Arness, Angie DickinRobert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
K V. McLagien. Western. Young western gunman gets
ivenge on
fellow thieves who desert
him when
bunded.
UN THE

\>n,

AN FROM DEL RIO Anthony

Ouinn, Katy Jurado
oducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. WestBadman turns sheriff in lonely western town.

n.

HAROAH'S CURSE
ition

Koch.

of

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincar-

mummies.

VOLT AT

FORT

LARAMIE

DeLuxe

ihner, Diana Brewster. Producer
'ctor Lesley Selander. Western.

John

Color.

Howard Koch

Di-

WAGE PRINCESS

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
who contests her right

Mehboob

HARKFIGHTERS,

THE

CinemaScooe,

ature,

Karen

Steele.

rector

Jerry

Hopper.

Color.

Victor

Producer Samuel Goldwyn Jr.
Drama. Saga of the Navy's

inderwater-men". 105 min.

ANGRY MEN Henry

Fonda,

Lee

Cobb,

J.

larden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director
met. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie'
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy infinds

real

a

ALL

BOATS

World War

II.

Jack
Sidney

Anthony Ouinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul

Sidney Harmon.
Director Harry
Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and

fiancee. 91 min.

Technicolor,

VistaVision.

Jeff

114 min. 5/28.

FRANCIS

IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
of a man on a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.
Virginia

Charles

Coming
BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer.
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt
because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.

Schell, O. W.
N.D.F. Production. Direcdirector
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An
tor Harald Braun. Drama.

A famous movie

July
Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800's.
16 min. 7/9.
SANTIAGO WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28
I

IN THE SKY CinemaScope. WarnerColor.
Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
Science-fiction. Professor detonates biggest "nuclear
bomb'' of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

SATELLITE

kCKLASH

father and

kills

him

in

GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

GUN FOR A
Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,
Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland!
Director Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run
a cattle ranch after Ihe death of their father.

COWARD

ISTANBUL

Technicolor.

Errol

Flynn,

Cornell

Borchers.

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. AdDiamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney,
Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane
venture.

pilot.

82 min.

AND ME

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early I930's.
MOLE PEOLPE, THE John Agar, Cynthia Patrick. Producer William Alland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.

Indians

and Cavalrymen

the

in

Oregon

Country. 95 min.

AMONG

MATURE WALKS

US, THE Jeff Morrow,
lx Reason. Leigh Snowden. Producer
William Alland.
Irector John Sherwood. Adventure. Surgeon
trys to
ange half-man, half-fish into human being. 92 min. 4/2
iTTLES IN THE OZARKS, THE Marioorie Main Artuhr
Jnmcutt, Una Merkel. Producer Richard Wilson
Di.ctor Charles
Lamont. Comedy. Ma Kettle tangles
th bootleggers and matrimony.
81 min.

RAW EDGE

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedal baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.

SHOWDOWN

Technicolor.

AT

ABILENE

Jock

Mahoney,

Martha

Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.

UNGUARDED MOMENT. THE
liams,

Harry

Scott,

Coming
Brian

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Drama.

Tyttle.

couple

in

unbalanced

Mentally

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

Lover's Lane. 75 min.

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama. Story

war between

gun duel. 84 min. 3/5.

Randolph

A CRY

expedition in Asia discover strange men.
Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle

Richard
Widmark,
Donna
red. William Campbell. Producers Aaron
Rosenberg
'rector John
Sturges. Western. Son fights against

WarnerColor.

EDGE OF HELL Hugo Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.

PILLARS OF THE SKY

Technicolor.

NOW

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
ducers A. V. McLagien, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

ly

Ward

A pril

August
FROM

MEN

SEVEN

AMAZON Color. John Bromfield BeverGarland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siodmak. Adventure. Young woman physician, plantation owner and his workers are terrorized
by mysterious jungle beast.
BEAST OF THE

Scientific

U NIVERSAL-INT' L

'stler

82 min. 4/30.

MOBY DICK

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams
Lex Barker
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in

Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

one. 88 min. 4/30.

August
AWAY

ANIMAL WORLD. THE

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

TOY TIGER

KELLY

ILD PARTY, THE
ewart.
Producer
is

85 min. 5/28.

s.

idol.

Mis in love with a peasant
rule the kingdom. 101 min.

arner.

1870

Robinson,

Production.

slkow. Drama. Two brothers,
law, fight it out together.

toward

Technicolor. Tony Curtis ColArthur Kennedy, William Demarest' Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers
during the
Miller,

Kieron

EROTHERS Buster
Brand. A Grant

UN

stolen

HONG KONG

LIGHT TO
•n.

to give FBI highly secret material

June

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

vents fictitous father,

OSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop
roducer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melorama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political ma-

I

tradition. 85 min.

leen

Hium,

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS, THE

Wallach.

Kazan.
proprietor and a beautiful

gin-mill

of a

Eli

Elia

girl

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess. 129 min.

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Western.

Cattlemen

move

to

fight

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

HILLS. THE CinmaScoae, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks to avenge murder of his brother.

BURNING

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor,

Hudson.

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood. Comedy.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plane.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN
Lloyd

den,

WarnerColor. William Hol-

Virginia

Nolan,

Leith.

Producer-director

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man.
WRONG MAN. THE Henry Fonda. Vera Miles, Anthony
Ouayles. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
in
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club is prime suspect
murder case.

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min.

May

WALK THE PROUD LAND

DAY OF FURY Dale Robertson, Mara Corday

ahoney,

I

Jock

Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Direcr Harmon Jones. Western.
Town marshall keeps town
?e of man who can't reconcile himself
to the taming
the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.

OF FEAR Merle Oberon. Lex Barker Charles
Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
pner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman inIstment broker and a dog track owner move toward

:ICE
lake,

jch other

in

a chain of violent events.

Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
rights
U.S. Government fights for human
for
the
Apache Indians in Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor,
VistaVision
Kay
Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director
unei Box. Comedy. A satire
on the television industry
mm. 7/?3.

fndall

THE DUST

Technicolor. John Agar
Mamie
Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
r * c,or Charles
Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
ttlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

305 N. 12th

Hudson.

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New

Phones
3-3944, 3945

LOmbard

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

A pril

National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

MIRACLE

IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson.
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the

life

of a

young

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

girl.

107 min.

HIGHWAY

2/6.

Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.
Lanza,

EXPRESS LINES,
Member

May

July
HIND THE HIGH

.

WARNER BROTHERS

MON AND LAURA

l

Rock

.

Philadelphia

Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk, Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

June

M. IN
jm

Technicolor.

.
Better Serve You
Combined At

Office & Terminal

berg.

79 min. 4/16.

UTSIDE THE LAW Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden Grant
illiams.
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Ar,ld.
Melodrama, U. S. Treasury men foil counterliers from flooding Europe
with fake money. 80 min.

I

To

Anne

WALL Tom

Tully. Sylvia Sidney.
'Oducer Stanley Rubin. Director Abner
Biberman.
eiodrama. Warden of prison gets involved
in crime,

mm.

Film

MY LADY Walter Brennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.

GOOD-BYE,

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-34SB

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

Otto Preminger presents Bernard Shaw's

motion picture theatres are invited to participate

All

world-wide competition to discover a 'new face,' an

Joan of Arc
All

1)

in

the

first joint

unknown young

producer-exhibitor

1

1,

actress to play

Otto Preminger's film version of Bernard Shaw's greatest play, 'Saint Joa_

National Screen Service exchanges can
Specially-filmed one-minute trailer

competition and
If

in

full

information on

you wish to take part

in this

2)

now supply

30x40

free to exhibitors:

posters

3) Entry

how contestants may win

blanks with rules of

auditions and screen

search, contact your United Artists branch.

SAINT JOAN WEEK STARTS AUGUST 6th
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THE INDUSTRY NEEDS A

CONFERENCE
of

jsiness-wise
\nalysis of

New

Films

COMPATIBILITY
IHZ

O

BUS STOP

A GOLD CADILLAC

Lesson in the Tax Victory
o

THE FIRST
K'ELING SALESLADY

;||

* RY IN

THE NIGHT

f JUEEN

OF BABYLON

1^

BURNING HILLS

TV

"Not Insurmountable"

-Value Line Analysis

DARRYL

ZANUCK

F.
presents

Stjl

....Deborah
Wi th

Music

by

MORENO

RITA

Directed bv

Kerr

Yul Brynner
CHARLES BRACKETT

Produced b v

.

WALTER LANG

RICHARD RODGERS

•

.

Lyes

Book &

.

Choreography bv

ERNEST LEHMAN

Screenplay by
bv

OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN

II

JEROME ROBBINS

CINEMASCOPE
COLOR by DE LUXE

SINCE

f|>N

%V

THE SNAKE PIT"!
st airing

JAMES MASON

WALTER MATTHAU

co-stairmg

mi Mm
I

Produced b.

Barbara rush

JAMES MASON

Ducted

.

NICHOLAS RAY

by

I

Story and Screenplay bv

CYRIL

HUME

and

RICHARD MAIBAUM

COLOR by DE LUXE

W

CINemaScoP^

II

I IN

BROADWAY'S BIGGEST

HIT!
starring

MARILYN MONROE
and introducing

Produced

by

DON MURRAY

BUDDY ADLER
Screenplay by

•

Dnected by

JOSHUA LOGAN

GEORGE AXELROD

COLOR by DE LUXE

ClN EMA
5

WAGON" FROM COMING THROUGH!
starring

Richard Widmark
Farr
«u
Felicia

Directed by

DELMER DAVES
DELMER DAVES

•

•

produced by

Sc.eei.play by

and

WILLIAM HAWKS

JAMES EDWARD GRANT.

GWEN BAGNI GIELGUD

COLOR by

DE LUXE

CINemaScoP^
e

your box- office a

lift

!

BIG! BOLD!
as a gun-running, woman-hungry
adventurer

L

>yway

who grenaded

his

across the roaring
inferno called Mexico

to the cry...

V
v

i
r »

»

//'J

i

4

7/ 11

h

i

v

4

ROBERT MITCHUM URSULA THIESS GILBERT ROLANI

Y
wrth

W

ROOOLFO ACOSTA

Story and Screenplay by EARL FELTON

•

.

UQ

also starr ing

ZACHARY SCOTT

HENRY BRANDON

Produced by ROBERT
Music by

L.

•

JACKS

MAX STEINER

DOUGLAS FOWLEY
•

Directed by

RICHARD FLEISCHER

viewpoints
AUGUST

Conference of
Compatibility
an "objective appraisal" of exhibition's problems by all factors concerned, Allied president Ruben Shor
has again given voice to the hopes
of exhibitors for a conference between top level film executives and
of

exhibition leaders to establish a rea-

sonable degree of compatibility.
a

meeting

nay, imperative,

if

is

in other industries to establish

maintain

the industry

is

rapport

be-

Committee

that the Small Business
feels

has not been properly met.

would

goal of such a meeting
the Committee's

dering
theatre
able to

own

assistance

The

be, in

words, "ren-

to

independent

owners so that they may be
thrive and prosper."

The success

of such a

meeting

is

hinged upon three requirements:
First, the participants

must be ab-

making it law, is a tribute to them
and to the educational processes
they employed to acquaint the legis-

it would not be remiss
perhaps to single out Bob Coyne as
probably the greatest single force in
the tax struggle. Coyne's extensive

Let's have that "objective apprai-

cedures was a key factor in plotting
the course of the battle and cutting

sal" meeting.

Call

it

a conference of

theme be,
if
you will, "good customer relations". If we can have that as the
compatibility, and let the

—

requirements

the

one,

two,

Without detracting from the

among

tire-

those front

line fighters,

background

Governmental pro-

in

the legislative red tape to gain pas-

sage at the 11th hour.

How

appropriate

it

is,

too,

Bob O'Donnell, chairman

COMPO

of

that

the

tax committee, should be

named "Pioneer

three.

with

of the Year",

the tax fight a prominent feather in

Cesson in
Che Tax Victory
'Che

his capful of achievements.

And what

core of fighting

COMPO

refused to recognize the

men who
word "im-

many

They

are largely the

who poured

their

two industry

who hear the problems firsthand are the same ones with the
power to make decisions, instead of
shuttling the buck back and forth.

nell,

sweat into the

efforts

— Bob

Bob Coyne, Sam

last

O'Don-

Pinanski, Pat

These men pushed the
battle doggedly against heavy odds
of indifference and even opposition

McGee.

agi-

campaign more than a

year ago and persisted in the fight
wonderful conclusion

to its

Due
men,

same group

when he

in the industry

tated for the

possible" and led the admissions tax
fight to a successful conclusion.

a source of gratification

must be to Sam Pinanwho was looked upon askance by

the victory
ski

There can be naught but admiration and applause for the small, hard

solutely top brass, so that the executives

Bill's

less efforts of all

upon the distributors

"very real obligation" to the independent exhibitors, an obligation

The King

speedy passage in Congress, followed by the President's signature

Yet in our great industry, relations between the distributor and his
exhibitor customer have disintegrated into a shambles of adversity
and bitterness that retards our progress and bodes disaster for all.

as

Government has called
to meet their

within the industry.

lators with our problems.

basis, the solution will be as simple

over-emphasized.

17
17

between buyer and seller. In such
an atmosphere businesses thrive.

to

columns over and over again. If we
have belabored this Viewpoint, it is
only because its urgency cannot be

the

congenial

a

and

necessary,

survive, has been stressed in these

Now

vmiiMP-M
wn
VOLUME
24, NO.

1956

can business, one of the most widely
accepted precepts for successful
operations has been good customer
relations. Fortunes have been spent

In quick response to the Senate
Small Business Committee's urging

That such

20,

largely to the efforts of these

and

exhibitors

alike will benefit.

distributors

Many

theatres in

economic straits will be
saved from closing by gaining the
formerly taxed portion without incritical

creasing their prices to the public.

Thousands

of others will be enabled

to increase their scale slightly with-

Second, the atmosphere must be
one of honesty and open-mindedness, resolutely shoving aside petty

out falling within the range of the

and habitual rancor, so that
the parties can concentrate on a realistic approach to basic problems.

net revenue and from theatres that

tax.

issues

—

start thinking in

ers" in
tors.
ly,

terms of "customtheir relations with exhibi-

Up

to this point, unfortunate-

they have not.

In

all

BULLETIN
Film

—

Third and perhaps, if this one
requirement were met, all others
would follow
distributors must

the golden history of Ameri-

And,

of course, the distributors

will gain a fair share of the

might otherwise have
There
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TWO

to

this

is

what
the

closed.

another important aspect

victory.

positive

added

It

provides

proof

no limit to
industry can do if it learns

that

this

virtue

movie men

there

of

is

cooperation.

When

branches work
together as the tax-fighters did, our
external problems will be met and
in all the

overcome.
Film
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The

Gold

Solid

Cadillac"

Comedy Entertainment

Brilliant

Uproarious take-off on big business showcases Judy Holliday
in a role that matches her "Born Yesterday". A boxoffice

gold-mine

in all situations.

Judy Holliday, whose unforgettable Academy Awardwinning pe rformance in "Born Yesterday" (1950) is still a
cherished memory of millions, has done it again. In "The
Solid Gold Cadillac" Columbia and exhibitors have a brilliant

comedy and

This

is

a

smash

boxoffice attraction.

a polished, faster-moving version of the

George

Kaufman-Howard Teichmann stage hit that rocked
Broadway for two seasons. Humorist Abe Burrows has
S.

custom-tailored the screenplay to Miss Holliday's unique
comedy talents. With rare good humor, and often hilarity,
"Cadillac" turns on the national craze for playing the Wall
Street markets. Whereas the stage play was fashioned for
elderly Josephine Hull, the central figure in the film
younger, but equally wide-eyed and naive Miss Holliday,
standing a group of business executives on their collective,
corporate heads. She's dumb as a fox and, at times, utterly
charming as she innocently gets caught up in the big business whirl and, through her ten shares of common stock

is

and a keen sense of some crooked dealings, finds herself
suddenly in a position of power. With a fine assist from
her comedy partner of "Born Yesterday", Paul Douglas,
as the only square dealer in the corporation,

Judy allows

hardly a single scene to go by without at least a chuckle.

Fred Kohlmar's production

is first-class,

sence of color or wide-screen process.

A

despite the ab-

clever

gimmick is
makes its

the final scene in which the "solid gold Cadillac"

Judy springs a surprise on corporate stuffed shirts Ralph Dumke,
John U illiams, Fred Clark, who were using her for their ends.

appearance in color. Richard Quine's direction keeps the
action flowing at a lively clip from start to finish and he
gets the most out of a fine group of supporting players.

The

magnates are riotously
Fred
Clark,
Williams,
Ralph Dumke,
portrayed by
John
Hiram Sherman and Ray Collins, all perfect foils for Judy's
broad naivete. George Burns does an unobtrusive offscreen narration. In their scenes together, Douglas and
blustering, bluffed corporation

Judy are as "natural" a comedy pair as can be imagined
and they infinitely compliment each other with their totally different personalities and refreshingly underplayed

comedy

techniques.

Neva Patterson

is

also delightful as

Judy's secretary who metamorphoses from a spinsterish
career girl to one in love and lovely under the magic Holli-

day touch.

Judy Holliday, an actress by

trade, attends a stockhold-

meeting, representing ten shares. She senses that incoming corporation chairman John Williams, treasurer
Fred Clark, and other board members are about to juggle
the books because retiring prexy Paul Douglas is going to
Washington as a dollar-a-year man. When the board votes

ers'

itself a

salary raise, she starts popping pertinent questions.

To

get her out of their hair, the board offers Miss Holliday the job of caring for small stockholders. She begins
corresponding with stockholders all over the country. She

Washington

Douglas to throw some business their way, but Douglas and Miss Holliday begin
throwing glances at each other. Williams tries to prevent
Douglas from returning as head of the firm, but Miss Holliday ousts the swindlers with the power of thousands of
proxy votes in her name. She takes over and reinstates
Douglas as president. They marry. The cadillac is a wed-

is

sent to

ding
llolliilm anil I'uul Douglas plot to regain control oj the big
Corporation from which he retired to enter government service.

Jti<l\
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gift for a gal

to get

who now

has everything.

Columbia. 99 minutes. Judy Holliday, Paul Douglas, Fred Clark, John Williams,
Hiram Sherman, Ralph Dumke, Neva Patterson.
Screenplay by Abe Burrows.
Adapted from the play by George S. Kaufman & Howard Teichmann. Produced by
Fred Kohlmar. Directed by Richard Quine. Photography directed by Charles Lang.

Jiltn off ktitiHctiett

"Bus Stop" with Marilyn

Delightful, spirited, meaningful
lyn

Monroe

in

is

Comedy, Sock Attraction

Great

comedy-romance with Mari-

May

an outstanding performance.

very well

be the year's biggest grosser.

Here

a great attraction

is

boxoffice

—with a great new

—

— great

entertainment great
Marilyn Monroe. Basically a

romantic comedy about an emotionally naive Montana
cowboy and a saloon floozy, "Bus Stop", in CinemaScope
and De Luxe Color from 20th Century-Fox, has just about
everything any audience or any
tor

Joshua Logan,

who

showman

could ask. Direc-

translated another William Inge

stage play, "Picnic", into an outstanding movie, handles
this

one with the same masterful touch. Boxoffice returns
new highs in all situations.

will soar to

Secret of the appeal of "Bus Stop"

is

dramatic

momen-

tum, moving fast from light-hearted comedy
subtle examination of some universal man-woman relasituations to

tionships.

Director Logan's pacing

is

superb.

Marilyn Monroe, as a cafe cutie (she

calls

herself a

"Chantoosie") from the Ozarks, turns in the most vivid,
provocative and convincing performance of her widely
publicized career. Intoning her lines with a lush southern

through the role with that familiar
know-how and fine talent. She is a revelation, sure to stir
plenty of word-of-mouth. Her satiric rendition of "Old
Black Magic" is the show-stopper of the year. Don Murray, a screen newcomer, is a virile dynamo as broncobustin' young cowhand who chooses Miss Monroe as his
own private angel. His wooing of her with the same technique he uses in handling livestock makes for some very
accent, she slithers

unusual situations. Murray (he's future star material), at
the same time, gets beneath the surface of the boy-meetsgirl

theme with some genuine pathos, gives

ship a very

human

their relation-

touch.

''Chantoosie" Cherie (Marilyn Monroe) sings "That Old Blackto a bunch of con boys in a cheap Arizona restaurant.

Magic"

the Monroe sex-appeal with a believable story and eminently believable characters. And, for the first time, it

gives Marilyn a chance to prove that

"The Brothers Karamazov"

The screenplay by George Axelrod, who also wrote "The
Seven Year Itch", another Monroe hit, takes the action
out of the stage-version beanery, and gives it scope across
Arizona, to include some excellent business at a rip-snorting rodeo. Buddy Adler's large-scale, bustling Cinema-

Scope-De Luxe production is expressly designed to make
the stars seem small and unimportant amid the tumult of
rodeo festivities. Supporting portrayals are of high caliber,
with Arthur O'Connell playing the wise old cowboy who
raised Murray, Betty Field as the proprietress of the diner,
and Eileen Heckart as saloon waitress who sympathizes
with Miss Monroe. Milton Krasner's camera work is highly imaginative. Alfred Newman's background music, features a bright melody called "Bus Stop Song", which the
Four Lads sing.

Twentieth-Fox has wisely combined the well-tested,
legitimate theatre talents of Logan, Axelrod and Murray
with the sure-fire appeal of the world's most famous glamour queen. The result is a unique and wonderful blend of

On

a bus to the

after

maybe she could do

all.

Phoenix rodeo, O'Connell

unsophisticated Murray

tells

brash,

Miss Monroe, nightclub singer who also hustles drinks, has fantastic
hopes of going to Hollywood. Murray takes one look at
her on stage and decides to change her plans. He overpowers Miss Monroe with physical exuberance, insisting
they marry. He becomes forceful and she retreats, convinced he's crazy. Murray takes all the rodeo prizes, lassos
his bride-to-be and drags her aboard a home-bound bus.
Heavy snowfall stops the bus at a diner run by Miss Field.
Murray continues to man-handle Miss Monroe until bus
driver Robert Bray knocks him for a loop. Murray slowly begins to understand that tenderness is the secret to a
woman's heart and he apologizes. Marilyn, meanwhile,
realizes that this

boy

has been loved by too

it's

is

time he got a

gal.

really for her, because while she

many men,

he has loved none before.

20th Century-Fox.
ft minutes.
Marilyn Monroe. Don Murray, Arthur O'Connell
Betty Field. EPeen Heckart, Robert Bray, Hope Lange, Hans Conried. Screenplay
by George Axelrod. Based on a play by William Inge. Produced by Buddy Adler.

Directed by Joshua Logan.
directed by Milton Krasner.

Music

conducted

by

Alfred

Newman.

Photography

[More REVIEWS on Page 8]
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"The

"The

Burning Hills"

O O

%cui*e4* 'Ratut?

Plus

Queen

Babylon'

of

O O

Sct4UtC44. IZcttiHQ

Past-moving CinemaScope-WarnerColor Western
draw above-average grosses in general situations.

should

PIUS

Italian-made spectacular with biblical setting loaded with
sex and brutality.

Big

money-maker

for ballyhoo houses.

Pagan

younger

love and barbaric savagery are the magnetic
combined by Nat Wachsberger in this ornate
spectacle, made in Italy, which 20th Century-Fox is releasing in the U. S. With Rhonda Fleming romping
around in scanty costumes as the luscious peasant girl who
gets to be queen, and romantic Ricardo Montalban performing amazing feats of daring as the warrior leading the
revolt against a lustful tyrant, "The Queen of Babylon" is

its

obviously chockful of exploitation elements.

Western arrives from Warner
Hunter
on the run over some beauBros., with young Tab
While the plot follows
country.
tifully photographed hill
Whorf and director
Richard
well-trod paths, producer

A

suspenseful, rugged

Stuart Heisler have turned out 94 minutes of two-fisted
action-drama that never lags. Hunter co-stars with Natalie

Wood, and

this pair

enhance the

film's attraction for the

Strikingly CinemaScoped in WarnerColor,
set.
warm, young-love aspects should appeal as well to almost all audiences. Miss Wood, the child star who grace-

emerges as a spitfire AngloMexican beauty who nurses Hunter's gun wounds and
helps him escape the men seeking to kill him for his land.
Fine support is provided by Skip Homeier, Eduard Franz
and Ray Teal. Screenplay by Irving Wallace, adapted
from Louis L'Amour's Satevepost serial, opens with Hunter gunning for Teal, kingpin land owner who murdered
his brother. Teal wounds him and sends his son, Homeier,
and foreman Claude Akins, to finish the job. Miss Wood
finds Hunter in an abandoned mine. When he is well
enough to travel she sends him to a hiding place, and
promises to follow. Indian guide Eduard Franz keeps the
gang on Hunter's trail until Indians wipe out the gang.
Hunter battles it out with Homeier on the rocky cliffs and
in a swift river, vanquishes him and rides off with the girl.
fully leaped over adolescence,

Warner

Bros.

Wood,

94 minutes. Tab Hunter, Natalie
Directed by Stuart Heisler.

Skip

Homeier.

Produced

qualities

angles are properly promoted,

king, too, finds her irresistible.

As she is
being tied to the stake for burning, Montalban arrives
with his cohorts to save the day. Miss Fleming is ac-

Lupi.

Traveling

fair share of laughs.

Ginger Rogers

give b.o.

This lightweight farce,

RKO

regime,

response.

is

a tepid

first

lift.

that figures to

draw

new
fair

Fast-talking Ginger Rogers sells the laughs as

ing after her and songstress Carol Channing kidding from

As a comedy change-of-pace programmer, it
should serve as a good dualler in all except action houses.

the sidelines.

It would best be coupled with a drama or outdoor melodrama. Arthur Lubin's Technicolor production, set at the

pace from New York
women's suffrage, the
horseless carriage, business tycoons, and cattle barons.
Lubin's direction makes the caricatures broad. "A Corset
Can Do a Lot For a Lady" is sung by Miss Channing in

to

Kansas City

moves

at a hectic

to Texas, spoofing

her dizzy-dame manner.

Corset saleslady Ginger Rogers
goes broke and attemps to pay her debt to steel magnate
David Brian by selling his barbed wire to Texas ranchers.

When

Barry Nelson gives her a lift westward in his auto,
a friendly feud begins. Cattlemen are afraid barbed wire
will bruise their herds, so Rogers, and model Channing are
escorted out of town. Rogers sells the local women, gets
her orders placed, continues westward in Nelsons' arms.
RKO

Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol Channing.

directed by Arthur Lubin.
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Produced and

Night"

the

Q Q

Low-budget dualler about psychopath on the run with capHas exploitation angles. For lower half.

tive teenager.

This low-budget Jaguar production for Warner Bros, reis an off-beat melodrama about a psychopath who
kidnaps a teenage girl. Suited strictly for lower-half
billing in action and ballyhoo houses, it might be exploited as a "where-are-your-children?" shocker. Performances by a better-than-average cast are better than story
material. Neither Frank Tuttle's direction nor George C.
lease

Bertholon's production add

much

to the

programmer

look

Teenager Natalie Wood
Richard Anderson, are necking in Lovers' Lane when psychopathic Raymond Burr socks the boy and makes off
with the screaming girl. Her father, Edmond O'Brien, is a
hard-hitting police captain. Brian Donlevy, the police officer on duty, starts a relentless all-night police search. Burr

and her boyfriend,

of the picture.

alternately threatens

and caresses the

girl.

Police track

an old brickyard. Burr runs for it with Miss
Wood, after shooting a cop. O'Brien corners him, rescues
his daughter, realizes that to keep her out of trouble, he

them down

in

must make her boyfriends welcome

in their

home.

Bros.
A Jaguar production). 75 minutes. Edmond O'Brien, Brian DonAssociate producer, George C. Bertholon.
Natalie Wood, Raymond Burr.
Directed by Frank Tuttle.

Warner
12 minutes

in

Suiuteu IZattK?

Requires strong support.

corset and barbed wire huckster, with Barry Nelson chas-

turn of the century,

"A Cry

Exploitables and

feature produced by the

comedy

Century-Fox.
10? minutes.
Rhonda Fleming, Ricardo Montalban, Roldano
Produced by N. Wachsberger. Directed by Carlo Ludovico Bragaglia.

Saleslady"

Broad farce draws
will

Carlo Ninchi, a jealous

minister, poisons the king and accuses Fleming.

20th

First

these

sell like

claimed queen.

by Richard Whorf.

"The

Where

French
postcards. Adventure and action fans will enjoy it no end.
Miss Fleming treats her audience to a provocative cooch
dance, a dip in the lake minus suit, and a torrid necking
party with Montalban, who overcomes a horde of starved
crocodiles. The costumes, huge palace sets, and lush backgrounds are caught in Technicolor with a sweeping majesDirection by Carlo Ludovico Bragaglia is a hodgety.
podge of sex and sabers, yet the action is fast and stimuMontalban, revolts against Roldano Lupi, who
lating.
rules Babylon with terror. Fleming, a farmgirl, nurses
Montalban when he is wounded, and they fall in love.
When Fleming is enrolled in the palace as a concubine, the
should

it

levy,

I

CALL FOR CONFERENCE
letter to film executives

Text of Ruben Shor

think you are aware that Allied States
Association alone and in conjunction with
has on several occasions advocated
the holding of a top level conference to disI

TOA

cuss industry problems and, especially, ways
and means of stabilizing the business on a

permanent and prosperous

basis.

You do not need to be reminded that the
business of theatres other than the metropolitan first-runs is at the lowest ebb since

We

have
the dark days of the depression.
many times contended that to enable those
theatres to survive this crisis

the inter-

whole and

of the industry as a

est

is in

of

the

are

tory

nature.

in

Film

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

companies are
well
aware that small grossing theatres can't possibly

pay

the

they

are

requesting.

prices

Since the theatregoer
does not wish to see the secondary pictures
and the theatres cannot buy the so-called top
pictures, it goes without saying that the theatre is being gradually exterminated. The
pity of it all is that the so-called "brains" of
the distribution don't have sufficient mentality

realize

to

that

We

for this

The

of Allied

that these expressions

feel

a

of the

personnel of

What

all

industry branches.

is

in

ultimate authority in their respective com-

Such a meeting
means and, perhaps,

panies and organizations.

could discuss ways and

agree upon principles for giving effect to the
Committee's recommendations. The followup,

including

the

details,

could

then

be

handled by their designated representatives.

BERCER ON SSBC REPORT
North Central Allied

Most

you have undoubtedly read the
main points of the Senate Small Business
Commitee's report. You were probably as
disappointed in the report as I was. Nothing
came out of it to help the small theatres in
their present plight. While I very much apof

preciate Senator

Humphrey's recognition

of

undertaking to spearhead
this investigation and his devoting a great
deal of time and effort to our problem, I feel
that the Senator and the rest of the Senate
committee have failed to understand the
meat of the problem. We have made every
our

problem

in

to establish for the committee the
problem and the seriousness of it. As you
can see from the report, nothing was accom-

effort

plished.

are familiar,

is very simple.
Because most people now
have a theatre in their own homes, theatregoers have become very selective. Consequently, it is necessary for every theatre, in

order to
tures

atre owners is such that the physical appointments of the theatres are deteriorating
to a point where a patron will not wish to go
to the theatre even if he desires to see the

live, to

which are

play

all

released.

the top motion pic-

The

following

the

To make

to pay.

Although the report was very detrimental
to

our cause,

present sales

I

feel

that

now.

There are
among the theatre owners
fighting

new

plan

for

forcing

we cannot
sufficient

the

to

devise

stop

brains

some

distributors

to

We

recognize the problem.
owe it to ourselves, our families, and our communities to
fight with every power at our command to
continue to keep our theatres in operation.

have an oppor-

all

may submit

distributor

most outstand-

his

ing foreign-produced films for the Screening

Committee's consideration. Only those films
which will be ready for distribution in the
relatively near future, will be considered and

When

pictures are

the

Art

in

New York

selection

final

made they

will

in the

30
30
8

30

8:30

six

of

Modern

following manner:

Time

30

of

be presented in

Museum

the Auditorium of the

small communities don't wish to see their
only theatre closed, making a morgue out of

town. Therefore, merchants and civic
groups in many communities have been getting together to reopen the theatre. This has
happened in a number of places in the country and will continue.
When these community-operated theatres discover the film
companies' confiscation policies, they will
come out with such a public attack against
the industry that no congress will be able to
stop legislation making this industry a public utility. When a so-called top motion picture is released and announced to the public,
it should be made available to every theatre
in the land at prices the theatre can afford

certain that

tunity to participate in the Film Fair, each

The

prediction.

sig-

Convention dates next month.

tion's

30

make

most

six coveted spots just prior to the organiza-

picture.
I

area, but

enter their product in competition for the

screened.

present economic condition of the the-

Country

P.M.— Wed., Sept. 12
P.M.— Thurs., Sept. 13
P.M.— Mon., Sept. 17
P.M.— Tues., Sept. 18
P.M.— Wed., Sept. 19
P.M.— Thurs., Sept. 20

(undecided)

Germany
Japan
Italy

France
England

(Admission to these special showings
by invitation only.)

Walter Reade,

Jr.,

will be

Executive Chairman of

TOA's International Convention and Trade
Show stated yesterday, "The primary purpose of the Foreign Film Fair was to dispel
any thought of prejudice on the part of the
American exhibitor toward foreign-made

This is not a new conclusion inasmuch
was previously defined in a survey conducted by T.O.A. in December, 1955
films.

as

it

.

.

.

no basic prejudice on the part of
American exhibitors against the showing of
British pictures. The evidence is overwhelm'There

is

When

ing in that regard'."

shown

advised of the

phase of the Convention, Myron N. Blank, T.O.A.'s President
stated, "We are elated at the acceptance of
the Foreign Film Fair. It is an effort on our
interest

in this

part to re-introduce the showing of foreign
films to our

American exhibitors who oper-

ate outside the Metropolitan areas.

We

are

him with another
community, and another source

also attempting to acquaint

Benjamin Berger. President

service to his

of revenue at the boxcffice."

FOREICN FILM FAIR
Theatres Owners of America

Theatre Owners of America's recent anof a "Foreign Film Fair" to inject an international aspect into its forthcoming fall Convention, has created such
wide-spread interest and attention that the
Planning Committee finds it has a feature
attraction on its hands and is treating it accordingly. Already 23 films have been made
available for screenings by Foreign Distri-

nouncement

The problem, with which you

that a

New York

were cables and long-distance requests from the Philippines and China to

nificant

the

am

proposing in the first instance
a rather small meeting with only those
I

is

habit.

The

group of United States Senators make
it proper for us to renew our proposal for a
meeting between the presidents of the film
companies and the heads of the principal exhibitor organizations. Such a meeting at this
time would have an excellent effect in restoring the confidence and reviving the courage

by

result

it

generation of people is now being raised
without the motion picture theatre-going

* *

*

butors of the

means the

eventual destruction of the entire industry.
The present sales policies are such that it
destroys showmanship.

view is
contained in the report of the Senate Select
Committee on Small Business released on

Our government support

July 27.

policy

this

destroys the incentive and, consequently,

American people.

FORUm

6XHIBITORS

confisca-

policies

FOR SALE
Since
tors

my

advise

recent serious

me

to

sell

illness,

my

five

and nine Conventional Theatres.
either singly or collectively.

by letter and

in

MANOS

my docdrive-ins

Will

sell

Appointment

person.

ENTERPRISES, INC.

TORONTO, OHIO
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS

COYNE

ROBERT W. COYNE,
tax

missions

SHOR

RUBEN SHOR'S

declared that adby President

signed

bill

level

should add about $51,800,000 to the indusspecial
annual income. The
cocounsel, who, along with
chairman Sam Pinanski and tax committee chairman Bob O'Donnell, was instrumental in bringing the drive for passage
of the King Bill to a successful concluSindlinger
said research analyst
sion,

response so far from film
National Allied's
board of directors, however, at its Aug.
14-15 meeting in Louisville, Ky., con-

met with

COMPO
COMPO

try's

estimates that of the $51.8 million, $16,400,000 will be absorbed by distribution

remain with theatres.
Coyne said it appears that theatres made
exempt from Federal tax by the bill number 8,991. Following their elation over

and $35,400,000

will

bill

by President

now

Eisenhower, theatremen are

down

settling

to a sober consideration of the prob-

lems presented.

Since the

tickets of 90 cents or less

bill exempts
from Federal

taxation, exhibitors with admission scales

within that range face the decisions of
whether to raise or lower prices, or keep

them constant. Meanwhile, the Internal
Revenue Bureau has issued a directive
permitting theatre owners to use admission tickets printed prior to the Sept.

1

deadline for a reasonable time, provided
the admission

TRUEMAN
tion's

stormy

is

not

T.

more than 90

exhibiis

in-

president Shor issued the call for the topbrass meeting as a result of the Senate

TAPLINGER

ROBERT

TAPLINGER,

S.

recently

named

vice president in charge of adver-

tising

and public relations

Warner

for

Brothers, will divide his time rather even
ly between the home office and the studio,

•

has

While

been learned.

New York

quarters will be

his

head-

the present

management

is understood to feel that the
promotional department should have a
closer contact with production. Taplin-

Mort Blumen-

ger's predecessor, the late

stock, in the last five years of his direc-

torship of the department, headquartered
at the

Burbank

with Gilbert Golden
charge of the promothe home office. Tap-

lot,

and Larry Golob

in

tion operations at

currently vacationing in Europe
Boston banker Serge Semenenko,
syndicate, will
who headed the new
assume his post Oct. 1. Another impres-

linger,

with

WB

new Warner

or-

Benjamin Kalmenson,
former general sales manager and now

ganization

from Indiana,

executive

is

that

vice

president,

will

devote

a

volved in another fight with the film companies. Syndicate Theatres, of which he

considerable amount of his time to the
Taplinger's appointproduction scene.

has brought an
anti-trust suit against seven major distributors and five Indianapolis first-run
theatres charging monopolistic practices
and discrimination against Syndicate's

ment was one

is

secretary-treasurer,

Franklin, Ind., theatre.

Named

in the suit

are Paramount, Columbia, Loew's,

United

RKO,

Warner

Brothers and
Universal. Syndicate is asking $3,840,000
in damages, as well as an injunction
against

Artists,

the

first-run

seven distributors.

theatres

and

the

The complaint charges

that the five first-runs are operated as a

monopoly and that top films are withheld
from the Franklin theatre 40 to 90 days,
or longer.
Paqi 10
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of several

made

Small Business Committee's recommendation for a "mature and objective appraisal" by all branches of the industry of
its

problems.

In a formal letter to the

presidents and general sales managers of
the major film companies, Shor declared
that such a meeting at this time

"would

have an excellent effect in restoring and
reviving the courage of the personnel of
industry branches". He said that he
proposing at first only a "small meeting with only those in ultimate authority
They
respective companies".
in their
could discuss means for giving effect to
the SSBC recommendations, he said,
with details to be worked out by designated representatives. Commenting on the
SSBC report, which was generally unfavorable to exhibition's demands, Shor
all
is

was surprised by some of
some of the statements made in the report. "However, if
the film companies will in good faith
carry out the recommendations ... of the
Committee report, the effort can be
said that Allied

the positions taken and

written off as a total success."

since the

0
O'DONNELL

new

ROBERT

manager, was
elected president of Warner Brothers Distributing Corp., while Bernard R. Goodman, formerly co-ordinator of field sales

the Year
by the board of the Motion Picture Pioneers. Announcement was made
by the organization's president Jack Cohn
following a meeting of the board. O'Donnell, vice president and general manager

group, headed by Jack L. Warner,
took control. Roy Haines, newly ap-

pointed

general

activities,

was

sales

made

vice

president

in

charge of domestic operations for the distributing arm. In his first policy statement since assuming the presidency of
the company, Warner warned that "no
blueprint, no industry-wide plan, no committee report can take the place of the
basic axiom that nothing succeeds like a
successful motion picture".
[More

Auguit

executives.

sidered the proposal thoroughly and determined to pursue it exhaustively. Allied

sion current about the

O
REMBUSCH,

petrel

cents.

little

company

it

the signing of the tax

suggestion for a topmeeting has

distributor-exhibitor

NEWS

on

Page 22]

propriately

J.

named Pioneer

has been apof

for 1956

of Interstate Circuit, Texas, is the 10th
industry veteran so honored by the organization. He'll be guest of honor at the
Nov. 30 annual membership dinner at the
Waldorf-Astoria. The Texas theatre ex-

ecutive played a vital role in getting the
admissions tax relief bill passed in Washington,

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN
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By

Philip R.

THE TURNING OF THE CORNER

(continued). Slowrounding into profit-making
form. Recent workouts have proved sensational.
For instance
ly

but inexorably

moviedom

is

a) A report by Sindlinger & Co., amusement industry
market analyists, asserts that attendance at motion picture
theatres during the week ended July 28 totalled 82,399,000,
the greatest single seven-day figure since Thanksgiving
week, 1946. We appraise this estimate as being somewhat
exaggerated, but even a figure of 70-75 million is mighty

healthy.
b)

The

Sindlinger report further reveals that overall

same month's

at-

tendance one year ago. Considering the moribund circumstances which have invaded the industry in the interim,
July 1956 attendance represents a noble achievement and
a magnificent rally in the face of conditions immediately
preceding the summer.
In

many

buttress our belief in a steadily improving economic status

movie business. Taken together with tax relief on
admissions up to 90c, the outlook brightens perceptibly. As
aiways, most everything pivots on product, both in number and in fettle. Given its share of top-drawer merchandise, the industry can prosper; be it otherwise, the industry will slide. No law, moral or economic, supercedes that
for the

truth.

irrevocable and absolute, and holds

It is

come

rain,

shine, revolution or Elvis Presley.

O

covery was accomplished without aid of moviedom's quarpatron saint, Old Sol, himself. According to informa-

from U.S. weather agencies, most of the east, southeast, south-central and mid-central states shivered through
the second most sub-normal July in 37 years. If the significance escapes you, be informed that industry pundits unition

— this

observer

included

— accept

canon that moviedom must make
fahrenheit

is

has

made

out a

O

high.

The

point

is

its

as

profits

gospel

the

when

the

therefore taken that per-

CO., a New York investment firm,
searching case for Columbia Pictures

which

it

considers vastly underpriced. In a forward

to its survey,

it

states

($22),

:

"In a quarter of a century of growth, Columbia has
a small, insignificant film producer to a position of leadership in the industry. It now ranks as the

grown from

company

Within 25 years, its
have
soared
by approximately
gross
900%, whereas the income of the leader of the motion picture industry, Loew's, Inc., has risen only 36%. Nevertheless, Columbia common stock is selling for less than 5
times annual earnings, while Loew's commands a price
which is 22 times annual earnings."
fourth largest

sections of the nation, July's steadfast re-

terial

versally

Ward

BOND, RICHMAN &

July attendance ran just 2.2% under the

c)

1956

20,

in its field.

revenues

annual

Bond, Richman goes on to project Columbia prospects
should that company catch up to the various financial
ratios prevailing in the industry.

haps the virtues of films rather than the virtues of climate
have more than a little to do with controlling b.o.

"If Columbia common stock were to sell at a price 13
times earnings (the price-earnings ratio of competing equi-

Encouraging to moviedom, too, is a condition far diits control, namely the incisive reaction by top
television critics to this summer's video fare. Incisive is
possibly too mild; acrid is more like it. From Gould to
Crosby to the national weeklies, friends all of the electronic tube, has poured forth an uncommon flow of spleen
against what one commentator calls "a retrogression to
the point of Holly-woodheadedness." With good puns we

ties)

d)

vorced from

don't argue

— besides

a birch-like timber has been hesrd
descending upon more than one cinema skull. We argue
"retrogression." You're not witnessing retrogression, fellows, you're witnessing the strange form of progression
that seizes an art medium after it has said everything it
can say, do everything it can do. Perhaps TV's well is beginning to run dry. Like Hollywood before wide-screen,
it rnust prospect after untaooed production resources.
It
is now, while TV's geo-physicists stake out new fields,
that moviedom enjoys a fresh opportunity.

it

would

"In order for Columbia's dividend of $2.15 to represent a
5.6% of selling price (the dividend of competing
equities) Columbia's common stock would need to rise
yield of

$38

to
"If

Columbia shares were

Such

is

the

most

farraginous

of

hopeful

items

to

to sell at

104%

book value

of

(the average selling price of competing equities
their

book value)

it

would need

is

104%

of

$29

to rise to a price of

Columbia common stock were to sell at a price which
was 172% of its working capital equity per share (competing shares are selling at an average price which is 172%
of working caoital equity) it would need to rise to a price
"If

of

$39"

"

The average of the four above "target" figures is $40^.
While Bond, Richman doesn't anticipate an immediate rise
to this level,

•"impressive

O

$57

rise to a price of

it

feels that

progress",

due recognition

together

with

of

Columbia's

discovery

of

its

undervaluation will eventually bring this company into
line with representative shares in its field.
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MOVIES CAN COMPETE
mm

the next three to five years, there will
be a sharp increase in the population of young
people in their 'teens to early twenties the
very element that comprises the largest segment of moviegoers. How can the motion
picture industry best gird itself to compete
for their patronage?
ter

—

Value Line, the authoritative financial analysis sheet published by Arnold Bernhard &
Co., in its current study dscusses the current
status and future prospects of the movie business, and expresses the view that the industry

Recommendation
Given a powerful stimulus by
from Hollywood, theatre attendance has finally
taken a decisive upturn. Since the beginning of June,
weekly theatre admissions have climbed persistently from
about 35 million to the present 70 million level. Unfortulent films

upswing did not come early enough. Most

of

the motion picture companies reviewed herein have re-

ported unfavorable earnings comparisons for the

first half.

Unless the current recovery should gather momentum
throughout the remainder of the year, it appears than 1956
will be a poorer one for the motion picture industry than

(A few companies

1955.

an insurmountable obstacle/'

economies

will

probably be able to report

higher earnings on the strength of non-recurrent capital

In the report

recommended

reprinted below are

(

1

)

sound

production and distribution;
(2) liquidation of unproductive assets; and
(3) "a demonstration of showmanship by
supplying theatres throughout the world with
an abundance of quality motion pictures".

ever,

the larger supply of excel-

nately, the

embarked on a program that will enable it
compete with other mediums of entertainment, especially, of course, TV.
"While television is a keen competitor,"
says the Value Line survey, "it is by no means
is

to

is

in

the fact that the motion picture industry

one and the stocks

is

J

a vola-

have poor stability records.
With the exception of Eastman Kodak, which is not directly connected with the production or exhibition of motion
pictures, the quality ranks of the stocks in this group range
from an average B down to a subaverage C. Most of them
therefore do not qualify for inclusion in investment-grade
portfolios. But to sophisticated investors, willing to accept the inherent risks involved in exchange for generous
current income and interesting capital growth prospects,
tile

the

following

stocks

in

it

currently

classified

Group

in

II

(Underpriced)

appear interesting: National Theatres,
Paramount Pictures, Stanley Warner, Technicolor, Twentieth Century-Fox and Universal Pictures.

gains.)

prices of many of the motion picture stocks
have discounted adequately the poorer financial
results indicated for this year, however. A few of them are

The market

seem

to

nov; available near their respective 1956 lows.
their prices are capitalizing current earnings

As

a result,

and dividends

Timely Help from Uncle Sam
The Eighty-Fourth Congress has extended

its

benefac-

motion picture industry. Just before they adjourned a week ago, both Houses of the Congress unanimously voted to approve a bill (H.R. 9875) exempting all
theatre admissions under 90c from the 10% federal excise
tax. Heretofore, only those admissions below 50c were
exempt from the tax. This tax relief, which will become
effective Sept. 1st, assuming Presidential approval, will
give a much-needed shot in the arm to the depressed motion picture industry. Inasmuch as a great majority of the
tions to the

more conservative than those being
accorded stocks as a whole at this stage of the market.
Many of the issues in this group provide current dividend
yields of more than 6%, far superior to the average 5% return afforded by all dividend-paying stocks under survey.
Moreover, based on the assumption that the motion picture companies' present efforts to increase the return on

theatres operating in this country are charging admissions

their assets will be successful, the 3- to 5-year appreciation

of 90c or less,

motion picture stocks are also impressive. In contrast to the average 22% gain projected for

tain the tax savings instead of passing

at ratios substantially

notentialities of these

all

stocks, the 3- to 5-year appreciation potentiality of the

amusement stocks

as a

group

is

44%.

Detracting somewhat from this favorable prospect, howPaqt 12
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movie going

and since most theatres are expected
them along

public, elimination

of

the

10%

to re-

to the

tax should

result in a substantial increase in overall domestic reve-

nues for the motion picture industry. This increase
( Continued

in reve-

on Page 17)
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No Means Insurmountable

(Continued from Page 12)

nues

it

will not be

accom-

panied by any corresponding expansion in operating exthe gain can therefore be carried
both
exhibitors and producers. To
to the pre-tax income
many marginal theatres, this gain in earnings will spell the

penses

;

most,

if

not

all of

of

between

difference

the

in

particularly significant in that

is

deficit

and profitable operation.

Actually, the benefit of the

new

tax relief

bill

also ex-

tends to those theatres that have been charging admissions

even though they are already exempt from
under the existing law. Most of the picture
houses in this group have been charging the top tax-free
ticket prices of 50c. Although their operating costs have
been mounting persistently, they have been reluctant to
up their admission prices since any increase would put
them in the taxable bracket and would automatically mean
an increase of more than 10% to their customers. Now,
they are better situated to offset their mountaing costs with

face

of

Obstacle"

continuing competition from television,

Hollywood can still draw Americans from their living
rooms to their favorite theatre, as long as it turns out products superior in quality and attractiveness to the programs
offered by the home television screen. What is needed in
the motion picture industry, then,

is not rationalization nor
pessimism, but rather a demonstration of showmanship by
supplying theatres throughout the world with an abundance of quality motion pictures.

of 50c or less,

excise tax

moderate increases in admissions. A hike of 5c in ticket
prices from 50c to 55c, for example, would provide a 10%
enlargement in box office receipts. Assuming other things
remain the same, then, we can readily see an appreciable
increase in earnings beginning Sept. 1st for the motion
picture industry, particularly the theatre

derive the bulk of their revenues

Self-Help

Is

Essential

circuits

which

from domestic exhibitions.

Too

Although the coming tax relief is helpful and indeed revitalizing to the motion picture industry, it does not solve
Hollywood's basic problem the long-term downtrend in

—

Only a little over two
on theatre admissions was halved from
20% to 10% and tickets selling below 50c were exempted
from the tax entirely. Although that tax relief generated
theatre attendance.

years ago, the

federal excise tax

higher earnings for Hollywood for a while, its benefits
proved ephemeral. During the second half of 1955 and the
first few months of this year, the motion picture industry

tumbled back into its hole. It is thus apparent that, even
given Uncle Sam's help, Hollywood still has to gather all
its strength and resources to fight its own battle for survival and to build its own groundwork for future prosperity.
It is easy for motion picture people to blame Hollywood's misfortune on the advent of television. We believe,
however, that while television is a keen competitor, it is
by no means an insurmountable obstacle. A case in point
is

the recent upsurge in theatre attendance.

After averag-

ing below 40 million during the early months of this year,
weekly attendance has climbed determinedly since the beginning of June. It now stands at about 70 million. Why
has this significant recovery come about?

The
(1)

for
(2)

principal reasons for the upsurge appear to be two:

many

shows are being substituted
by less attractive programs during the summer; and
there are a large number of excellent movies playing in
of the big television

neighborhood theatres currently. Pictures such as
"The King and I", "Moby Dick", "Trapeze", and "The
Eddy Duchin Story" have been and still are doing remarkably well. These two factors strongly suggest that even
the

Production Limited by Cash Resources
Unfortunately, it is not a simple task for Hollywood
producers to send a heavy stream of excellent films to the

The number

theatres continuously.

produced

in

a given time

is

of pictures that

can be

necessarily limited by the

amount of cash resources available. Filming a picture today requires an investment many times the amount needed
in the pre-war era. Actors, actresses, writers and directors
alike are all seeking much higher salaries; many of them
are also demanding rights to participate in the profits of
their pictures. Moreover, Hollywood producers can no
longer turn out a string of run-of-the-mill films such as

were commonplace 10 or 15 years ago, and remain competitive with television. In view of the fact that the cost of
an average picture produced by a major studio today has
risen above the $2 million level, whereas not too long ago
it was no more than $500,000, it is already amazing that
the number of features released by major studios this year
will total as many as 230, a drop of only 35% from the
1940 level.

Investors might well ask at this point: Is

it

not true

Academy Award winner, cost no
produce? The picture was success-

that "Marty", the 1955

more than $300,000

to

because it depicted a down-to-earth story about an
average American. Why, then, do major Hollywood
studios not produce more of these films, instead of spendful

ing millions of dollars on spectacular fictions?

Indeed,
nothing better than to be able to make
many such low cost pictures and to know that they will
gross well. The fact, however, is that only a small percent-

Hollywood

likes

age of such low-budget films have become nearly as profitable as "Marty"; the bulk of them have turned out to be
"flops". Furthermore, Hollywood studios derived almost
half of their revenues from foreign countries, where audiences may not be moved by dramas depicting life and cus-

toms peculiar to this country. In addition, Hollywood
shies away from producing the kind of film that can be
readily duplicated on

TV. Hence,

major producers prefer

it is

understandable

why

to stake their investments in multi-

million dollar extravaganzas.

Attacking Problems on Two Fronts
All this does not mean that Hollywood cannot increase
its output of big pictures. By expanding working funds on
the one hand and cutting production costs on the other,

producers are planning to release about
this year and still more in 1957.

10% more

films

(Continued on Page 18)
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i itos Hollijivoofl

Econonty Moves

(Continued from Page 17)

carefully scrutinized.

Basically, the motion picture industry is a very rich one.
But a sizable portion of its assets is hidden or unproduc(or
tive. For example, most of the major producers have
pichad, until recently) large backlogs of fully amortized
and/or
tures. Many of them also own real estate properties

permission

subsidiaries that are operating not too profitably. While
mass liquidation of these and other assets merely for the

sake of giving stockholders or financiers a quick profit
would limit Hollywood's ability to turn out a topflight
competitive product and would thus be highly detrimental
unto the entire motion picture industry, converting these
productive properties into earning assets or much needed
cash seems a highly desirable step to take. It was for this
consideration ostensibly that Hollywood studios decided
to sell, lease, or

otherwise

make

available their pre-1948

At one or two companies,

specific

required from department chiefs before an
"expense account" lunch date can be made.
is

Hollywood

(3)

is

producing a smaller percentage of its
A recent survey

features in the expensive color process.

reveals that out of 211 pictures currently in production,

only 115, or less than 55%, are made in multi-hues. This
compares with 80% only two years ago. While color can

many instances, producers have
found that it does not always provide the extra value that
can be translated into larger box office receipts. Indeed,
some of the recent monochrome films have met with highbe applied effectively in

ly favorable reception.

The Motion Picture Association

(4)

comprises

all

America, which

of

the major studios in Hollywood,

is

seekin

reason, we
of
disposal
Relieve, that many producers are considering
way
some of their real estate properties that are in no

assiduously to reduce distributional costs.

At

every motion picture studio distributes

production

needed for film productions and divestment of some of

cipal cities

.ilm libraries for telecasting.

It is also for this

cheir unprofitable subsidiaries. Over a period of time, all
these hidden assets will probably be translated into ready

through

its

own

so-called film exchanges, located in prin

throughout the world.
as 32 such exchanges

has as

many

alone.

Since these film centers of

form basically the same functions,

cash for film production.

its

present,

An

average company
United States
the companies per-

in the

all

believed that their

it is

consolidation could effect substantial savings to the entir

An

Intensive

Economy Drive

industry.

Concurrent with the building up of working funds,
Hollywood is also determined to shave production costs
and other operating and distributing expenses. A decade
or two ago, the motion picture industry had a virtual mo-

Having

nopoly over the American recreational dollar.

no other means of low-cost, mass entertainment, the average American patronized his neighborhood
theatre several times a week, regardless of what pictures
were being exhibited. No matter what Hollywood did, its
fortunes just mounted and mounted. Hence, there was no
incentive whatsoever for the industry to stop spending
prodigally. But the tide of fortune has changed. Today,
other than motion pictures, Americans have found many
practically

mediums

for

television

;

entertainment, including, of course,

a smaller portion of their

amusement

home

offices. Because revenues
no longer expand simply with the increase in population,
Hollywood has found its profits shrinking rapidly. Realizing that unless it can halt the trend of dwindling returns
on its stockholders' investments immediately, it would be,

take over

its

fortunes

through mass liquidation, Hollywood has finally decided to
undertake an intensive economy drive. For example:

For the first time in the industry's history, several
film companies have called in outside efficiency engineers
to make complete surveys and to map out new systems of
operational methods. They have indicated their readiness
to adopt modern management procedures.
(1)

(2)

Most studios have been reducing the number

of

people they employ, and a few have even cut the salaries
of top executives. Leow's, for example, recently announced

wages of executives making more than $1,000 a
week would be trimmed bv 25% to '50%. Meanwhile, the
expense accounts of most key personnel are also being
that the
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is

stepping up

demands

its

fight to

of artists.

combat

Knowing

th

tha

the present supercilious attitude of today's established actors, actresses, writers

lack of

search

and directors stems from an acute

new talent, Hollywood is engaging in an intensiv
for new faces. Most producers have signed up

number

of young aspirants under long-term contracts
hope of developing them into future big name stars.
Twentieth Century-Fox has even established a school foi
the sole purpose of training and developing new actors, actresses and writers. It is hoped that in time Hollywood
will discover a large crop of new talent, while at the same
time bringing about a more realistic evaluation of theii

large

in the

services.

dollar has

thus reached the theatres' box

in effect, inviting outside interests to

Hollywood

(5)

increasingly exorbitant

Conclusion
the motion picture industry can successfully carry oul
programs of expanding its cash resources by converting
unproductive properties into much required working funds
and of shaving operating and distributional expenses,
If

its

i

will,

we

believe, be able to turn out an increasing

of quality films

over the next few years.

numbe

With an abund

ance of good pictures that can compete successfully wit
television, the motion picture industry would then be in
strong position to take full advantage of the expected shar
growth in the population of its major customer group, th
over the next 3 to 4 years. Moreove
we hypothesize for the 1959
61 period suggests that the American public will also hav
ample funds and more leisure time in which to patroniz
15- to 24-year olds,

the general economic climate

we envisage a rapid
earnings and dividends for the companie:

the industry's theatres. Accordingly,
ly rising trend of
in this

group and,

in turn,

higher prices for their stocks
f
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VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
COLUMBIA PICTURES

(Continued from Page 18)

BUSINESS: Columbia Pictures produces and distributes
motion pictures of both "A" and "8" classes for exScreen Gems, Inc., a subsidiary,
hibition in theatres.
produces

films,

commercials,

including

REPORT: The drop

in

for

television.

of revenues originate abroad. Since World
cash dividend pay-out has averaged 35% of
II,
earnings. Employees: 5,000; stockholders: 2.362. Revenues have increased 18% faster than disposable income

War

attendance experienced by the mo-

tion picture industry in the

first

part of 1956 has not left

Earnings of 18c a share were reported for the third fiscal quarter (ended Mar. 31st). This
compares with 72c in the like period of 1955. It is ex-

Columbia unscathed.

pected that the

company

did better in the final quarter of

year despite the uncertain performance of the industry as a whole: "Picnic" and "The Harder They Fall"
were both good drawing cards and probably helped earnits fiscal

We now

ings pick up.

estimate that revenues approxi-

mated $80 million and earnings, $2.25 a share in the year
ended June 30th. Dividends of $1.15 a share were declared.
All per share figures in this report and in the accompanying statistical tables have been adjusted for the July 30th

stock dividend of 2*4%.

show some improvement over 1956.
appears now that movie attendance has recovered in the
past few weeks. This may be the summer pick-up which
has been experienced in the last few years, but it is certainly due in part to the better entertainment that is now
Fiscal 1957 should

It

scheduled for
release by Columbia in the fall. It should help to extend
the period of expected high recipts. Fiscal 1957 revenues
being offered

.

"Solid Gold Cadillac"

.

.

and earnings are now estimated
a share.

The

since 1939.
Pres., H. Cohn; Exec. Vice Pres.: J.
Vice Presidents: A. Schneider, A. Montague,
Spingold, J. Wald. Inc.: N. Y. Add.: 729 Seventh
Stock traded:
New York 19, N. Y.

About 40%

is

at $85 million

and $2.60

30c quarterly dividend will probably continue.

Screen Gems, Columbia's television film subsidiary, is
becoming increasingly important as an earnings contribu-

tor.

was recently announced

It

spent on a

number

new

that $1 million

Cohn;
N. 8.
Ave.,

NYSE.

was being

Although the

series for the 1957-58 season.

programs being broadcast is not inas was the case a few years ago,
there is now more interest in filmed TV, as opposed to
"live" entertainment, so that Screen Gems' market is actually growing impressively. Also, the foreign TV market,
still in its infancy, will undoubtedly provide a good growth
of television

creasing so rapidly

now

factor for this portion of the business.

Columbia's total revenues should grow along with disposable income in the years ahead. In the economy which
this Service hypothesizes for 1959-61 (characterized by a

consumer disposable income of $320 billion) the over-all
volume of Columbia should average $96 million. This
would probably produce earnings of about $4 a share from
which dividends of $1.85 miffht be paid. Such earnings,
capitalized at 7.5 times to accord with past norms adjusted
for trend, would command an average price of 30 (a 6.2%
yield basis).

ADVICE: At

21,

ation above

its

Columbia stands about one standard variand is therefore classified in
III
(Fairly
Priced).
Although
Group
the issue now sells
at 8.1 times estimated 1957 earnings (compared to the 10
rising Rating

year average of

5.5), it

provides an indicated current yield

5.7% over the next 12 months, superior to the average
of all stocks under survey. In addition, the stock offers an
of

appreciation potentiality of
years, almost twice the

43%

over the next 3- to

5-

market average.

LOEW'S, INC.
BUSINESS: Loew's is the last fully integrated producer,
Divestdistributor and exhibitor of motion pictures.
ment of theatres to take place by 1957. Theatres,
mainly

in

Northeast, presently account for about

of revenues.

Pictures,

MGM

under

REPORT: Loew's

is

40%

trademark, account

Foreign revenues about 40% of
costs, over 65% of revenues.
Since World War II, earnings almost completely paid
out as dividends.
Directors own or control 81,700
shares 11.6% of total). Has 14,000 employees, 29,640
for
film

most of the

rest.

earnings.

Labor

stepping backward to marshal

its

re-

move forward. In a drive for economy and
self-sufficiency, the company has lopped 25% to 50% off
sources for a

executive salaries, resisted the lure of TV dollars for
purchase of its film library, and announced a departure
from the "big picture" policy of recent years. Loew's concentration on costly extravaganzas has proved an expenits

number

pay
their way at the box office. Two more entries remain to
test the policy: "Lust for Life" and "High Society", both
sive process, since a

scheduled for

fall

release.

of these films failed to

The

inability of either of these

films to earn their production costs

the death knell of

The

MGM

loss of prestige resulting
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Although

such rentals are fully taxable (vs. the rate of only 26%
which would have been applied to capital gains from outright sale), they will provide a permanent increment to
company earning power, rather than a single windfall
profit.

Divestment proceedings have been stymied by an

in-

ability to reach a decision regarding the proper allocation
of

Loew's funded debt between the producing and theatre

divisions.
1st, will

date.

The

separation, originally scheduled for Sept.

probably be delayed several months beyond that

Until plans are disclosed and adequate financial

formation concerning the separate divisions

from such a development
might easily be compensated for by larger earnings from
less ambitious film undertakings. MGM's most profitable
pictures in the past year and a half have been relatively
low-budget films, such as "Tender Trap", "Trial", and
"Ransom". Furthermore, Loew's has chosen to undertake
the lease of its film library to TV by itself, rather than by
Page 20

Stock traded: NYSE.

selling the films to a distributing organization.

would probably sound

as a big feature studio.

shareholders. Board Chairman, N. M. Schenck; PresiIncorporated: Delaware. Address:
dent, A. M. Loew.
1540 Broadway, New York 34, New York.

is

company

continue to estimate results for the

in-

released, we'

as presently

constituted.

The

$1 dividend

that a quarterly

is

not secure.

payment may be

The

deferred, pending final

disposition of the company's assets.
financial position

possibility exists

and the probability

of

However, a strong
improved earnings

1

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
months suggest that every

over the next 12

made

to continue the

ADVICE: The impending segiegation

effort wiil be

payment.

of

Loew's theatre and

producing divisions, together with the possible disposition

In the hypothesized 1959-61 economic environment, the

other

of

company

precludes

assets,

a

recommendation

revenues of the present Loew's, Inc. are projected to an
annual average of $208 million, earnings to $1.70 a share,

based solely on the relationship of price to current and

and dividends to $1.20. While normal capitalization rates
would indicate a price no higher than the current for the
stock, systematic liquidation of a portion of the company's

eventual asset value realization, in conjunction with cur-

assets could result in a price of 30 or

more

III (Fairly Priced).

BUSINESS: Paramount Pictures Corp. produces and disOwns
tributes
Class A motion pictures primarily.
Vistavision.
Operates largest theatre chain in Canada.
Holds 25% interest in Du Mont Laboratories as well as
Du Mont Broadcasting Corp., 85% interest in Inter-

television

set

developed

by

on

commercial

a

facturing difficulties

Paramount's

50%-owned
is

The

re-

affiliate

not yet in produc-

however. Some minor manuhave to be ironed out. If per-

scale,

still

would represent the lowest-priced

it

a

which, according to Pres. Balaban,

Chromatic Television Laboratories,

4,000; stockholders: 22,117. Board Chairman, A. Zukor.
President, B. Balaban.
Incorporated.: New York. Address: 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New York.

I

could be sold to the public at a price below $400.
ceiver,

PICTURES

national Telemeter Corp.
"pay-as-you-see" TV broadcasting); 50% interest in Chromatic Television Labs.,
Inc. (developer of low cost color TV tube). About 50%
of total revenues derived abroad. Directors own about
27,000 shares of stock (1.2% of total).
Employees:

Paramount Pictures recently demonstrated

REPORT:

fected,

of

us to accord this issue a compromise classification of Group

3 to 5 years

PARAMOUNT

tion

possibility

rent overvaluation relative to earnings and dividends, leads

hence.

color

The

prospective earnings and dividends.

color receiver

(At present, the cheapest color unit available is priced at about $500.) The company is "hopeful"
that the manufacturing difficulties can be overcome this
on the market.

year.

leased on a road

Stock traded: NYSE.

show

basis

around Christmas.

Meantime, this year's reported income will be enhanced
by non-recurrent profits. Substantial capital gains are
being realized from the installment sale of 1,600 short subjects for $2.8 million arranged last December and the more
recent sales of (1) the "Popeye" shorts for about $1.5 million and (2) 7 theatres in Great Britain for $5.2 million (all
before taxes). With working capital greatly reinforced by
the proceeds of these transactions and with operating income far exceeding the annual $2 a share dividend rate,
the

company may

well declare a

handsome year-end extra

dividend.

Although the color television industry is expected to disgrowth trend over the next few years,
eventual sale of the Chromatic tube is not likely to contribute significantly, if at all, to Paramount's earnings in
the immediate future. Whatever profits are realized by
Chromatic over the near term will probably be plowed back
play a vigorous

into the business.

The fortunes

of

Paramount Pictures

the next year or two, therefore, will

its motion picture ventures.
company is betting heavily on two of its spectaculars
"War and Peace" and "The Ten Commandments". About

$20 million

In this respect, the

is

estimated to have been invested in the pro-

and many more millions of dollars will probably be expended to promote them. "War
and Peace" based on the famous classic of the same title
by Tolstoy, is scheduled for widespread distribution beginning in August, and "The Ten Commandments" will be reduction of these

two

adjusted for trend, such results would

age price of

command an

aver-

50.

in

remain keyed to the

success of

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, we project
average annual revenues to $145 million, earnings to $5.75
a share and dividends to $3. Capitalized at an 8.7 times
earnings multiple to yield 6%, consistent with past norms

films

ADVICE: Paramount Pictures is currently classified in
Group II (Underpriced). The stock provides a generous
yield estimated at 6.3% to 7.5% for the next 12 months. It
is

also of interest for its superior long-term appreciation

potentiality.

To

the years 1959-61, the stock possesses an

appreciation potentiality of 56%, compared to the average
22% gain projected for all stocks. Paramount Pictures

thus appears an interesting commitment for risk-taking accounts seeking generous current income and a large 3- to
5-year appreciation potentiality.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
BUSINESS: Twentieth Century-Fox produces and distributes Class A teature films primarily.
Owns CinemaScope, a wide screen projection process and is interested in Eidophor, a large screen theatre color TV
system
Controls important theatre chains in Great

Britain,

Australia and

New

Zealand.

Foreign revenues

48% of receipts. Labor costs, about
Directors own or control about
of revenues.
Company emof total outstanding common shares.
President,
ploys about 9.000, has 19,000 stockholders.
account for about

4%

65%

S.

P.

Einfeld,
I?,

C

Vice Presidents, J. Moskowitr, S.
Michel, M. Silverstone.
Incorporated:
Address: 444 West 54th Street, New York

Skouras,
W. C.

Delaware.

New

York.

Stock traded: NYSE.

mestic film rentals, as a result of a decline in theatre at-

The poor showing of the first quarter is by no means inwhat the company may earn in the full-year
In fact, we believe the second quarter rehowever.
1956,

tendance during the early months of this year, coupled
with heightened distribution and advertising expenses, sent

port will be a humdinger, with earnings far exceeding those
of last year. Many of the film released during the June

REPORT: As we had expected, Twentieth Century-Fox
turned in an unfavorable

earnings

first

plummeting from 54c

quarter report.

Lower

do-

dicative of

(Continued on Page 28)

to only 17c a share.
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HEADLINERS

THEY

. .

SAMUEL ROBERTS named art
Announcement
of 20th-Fox.
from vice president CHARLES

direc-

came
EIN-

tor

FELD

MADE THE NEWS

.

MGM's

.

.

"High

Society"

set

Radio City Music Hall grossing records
for its first day and first four days
20th-Fox could release "Bus Stop" as
.

.

scheduled only after a reported $60,000
WILLIAM
playwright
to
payment
INGE. Author had obtained injunction
to keep Fox from releasing film while
road company was still operating
ELIZABETH has
Britain's
chosen to see only MGM's "Invitation to
.

.

QUEEN

Edinburgh Film FestiCOHAN named 20th-Fox

the Dance" at the
val ... JACK

Minneapolis branch manager.

PETE JAEGER
sales

serve

to

capacity for

.

C.

.

executive

in

MGM's new TV

di-

&

Lock's Barry
lease of 725

KTTV

tion

Dietz.

MGM

and

I.

CHARLES

BARRY,

C.

vice president in charge of

MGM

announced that
its

finalizing

KTTV

that the film

Loew's,

TV

Inc.,

operations,

had leased 725

of

TV

sta-

for a seven year period,

and

feature films to

tion

r..

Angeles TV stauith president Richard A. Moore.
films to Los

Los Angeles

company

acquiring 25 per

is

cent of the capital stock of that station.

Thus Loew's takes the first step in its announced intention of acquiring direct interest in television stations and of distributing its own film library without any
outside aid. According to Loew's president Arthur M. Loew, the purchase of

KTTV

stock is to give the film company
"a voice in the manner in which our distinguished library of motion pictures will

RKO

Thomas

Teleradio board chairman
("The
chats with Anita

F.

Iceberg")
Ekberg star of RKO's "Back from Eternity"
at a recent luncheon.
O'Xeil

BLANK

MYRON
SSBC on

N.

BLANK

vision
is

taking up the

recommendation that Federal funds be made available to the amusement industry for rehabilitating theatre
The TOA
properties and equipment.
president

its

has

appointed

A.

v. p.

Julian

Brylawski as chairman of a special committee to prepare a brief for submission
to the Small Business Administration urging that such a step be undertaken.

the

of

light

Blank

recent

the

SSBC

said, "it is the desire of

"In

report,"

our organi-

...

ENCE GREENE
ROUSE

RUSSELL

and

signed to a long-range picture

ARCHIE

United

Artists ...
named secretary of Loew's
Theatres subsidiaries, succeeding LEOfinancial vice president. Friedman is now treasurer, replacCLEARY.
ing the late
J.

deal

for

WELTMAN

POLD FRIEDMAN,
HAROLD
LEONARD O'DONNELL

appointed
comptroller by board of directors
Teleradio exploitation executive
was a recent West
coast visitor for conferences with
production head WILLIAM DOZIER
20th-Fox
and a look at new product
.

RKO
TERRY TURNER

government help and financing

pective

which has been so difficult for the small
theatre owners and individual operators

.

RKO

.

zation to take full advantage of the pros-

CLAR-

"U F O" producers

.

.

manager IRA TULIPAN back
U-I's general
from a European jaunt
FELDsales manager CHARLES
J.

The

.

.

.

"many more

deals."

o

WALD

JERRY

Century-Fox

to

has

signed

with

produce 18 pictures

20th
in the

five years.
At the same time he
terminated his association with Columbia,
where he had been vice president in
charge of production. Wald will set up
his own independent unit, but the financing will be 20th's. The 44 year-old pro-

next

ducer brings not only a wealth of experience to the Fox lot, but also a host of potential screen properties which he personally owns. 20th-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras and production head Buddy
Adler announced the deal.

o

WARNER BROTHERS
for

months

nine

the

showed

brief,

community.

pects

publicity

submitted to SBA
administrator Wendell B. Barnes, stated
that the average loan would probably not
exceed $25,000. It pointed out that revitalizing a theatre through an SBA loan
could mean revitalizing an entire business
to obtain".

be presented" and added that Loew's ex-

a

drop

in net

crease in film rentals.
year:

$2,165,000;

Film rentals

this

last

year:

financial report

May

ending

26

but an inNet earnings this
profit,

year:

$3,312,000.

$54,225,000; last

year: $53,080,000.

If

Uliam Goldman,

Penna. circuit operator

r..

beams

after signing contract bringing "Oklahoma!" to his Midtown Theatre. Phila. If ith

him

:

Magna Corp. v./). E. K. O'Shea. Goldman Theatres V.p. George T. Beattie.

MAN,

and company's foreign film subhead AMERICO ABOAF, met
on the coast for screenings and conferences with studio executives recently
"Marty" creators PADDY CHAYEFSKY. HAROLD HECHT and DELsidiary

.

BERT MANN

their

in

New York

repeat

to

writing-producing-directing

on "The Bachelor Party" for

UA

.

chores
.

.

.

Top

distribution personnel of Buena Vista on
hand for a recent sales conference in New
York. Attending:
president
advertising
ALdirector
Disney vice presi-

BV
LEO
SAMUELS,
BERT MARGOLIES,
dent CARD WALKER... TED MINSK Y,

Stanley

Warner

BERNIE BROOKS,
2Dth-F<n
feld.

advertising
and
center,

Robert

executive

Roxy

Charles EinTheatre manager

Rolhalel welcome it alter II im lull
at the "sneak" prei ieu of hH\\ "Bus StOlf
hut it el.
('..

i
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sistant

manager

honored
luncheon
Connick,
Kastner,

film

recently

buyer,

named

and
as-

S-W's Phila. zone,
by Variety Club Tent 13 at a
Aug. 20
Mrs. Pamela dedaughter of Col. Int'l pres. Lacy
married to TV's Dave Garroway.
of

.

.

.

United Artists foreign distribution ./>. Arnold
Picker tells a press conference that he is
recommending to MPEA member companies
that I .S. films he made available to all Iron
Curtain countries. Picker recently returned
from a Czeihosloiakia film iestitul where
"Mart\" was shown. II ith Picker is Louis E.
Lober. general manager of I A's foreign dept.
i

-A- Promotional plans for United Artists' summer and fall releases were outlined for West
Coast showmen at a recent confab headed by
Mori Krushen, UA exploitation chief, and Sherril
Corwin, head of Northeast and Metropolitan
Circuits.

Seated,

I.

to

r.:

N.

Newman,

-A- Gil Golden, 2nd from I., Warner advertising manager, and Harry Botwick, seated, Florida
State Theatres' district manager, detail plans
for simultaneous openings of "The Bad Seed" in
three Miami theatres. Flanking them are Warner exploiteer J. D. Woodward, left, and Matty
Tylock of the FST ad department.

Krushen,

Carnegie and Ha! Citron. Standing:
Murry Laffayette, G.
Sholl, Earl Adams,
Kislingbury and Bob Broadbent.

Corwin,
Bill

R.

Boston Theatremen, Merchants
Join Forces

To Hypo Business

owners looking for a dynamic
hypo business for themselves and
fellow merchants would do well to look into
the business-building program being mapped
Theatre

plan

to

out by businessmen in

one section of the

long Massachusetts Ave. shopping
area of Boston. Theatres, banks, restaurants
and retailers have blueprinted a comprehensive 8-week promotional program to stimumiles

late the

public to shop, dine and go to the

theatre in their local trading area.
Selling tools to be used during the aggres-

co-op ads, movie
trailers, street decorations and display posters. In addition, parking lots will offer reduced prices to patrons of the merchants
and theatres, while radio station
has
offered free radio spots to ballyhoo the pro-

campaign

sive

include

WBMS

motion.

Charles

Kurzman,

Loew's Theatres, and

division
local

manager of
bank officials

contact area rierchants for cooperation
and financla! aid. Theatres taking part in
'•'/ill

the

drive

include

New England

Theatres'

and Fenway; E. M. Loew's Strand and
Uptown of Smith Management Co.

State

the

Pontages Theatre in Hollywood was the
scene of gala festivities for the world debut of
MGM's "High Society". Left: Dore Schary,
Metro boss, is introduced by m.c. George Putnam. Center: Crowd of 4000 bleacherites casts
view the premiere ceremonies. Right: Producer
Sol Siegel welcomes Metro advertising manager
Si Seadler and his wife to the star-studded event.

Turn Patron Complaints
Into Public Relations Boon
Showmen with a sound sense of public relations values know that a complaining patron who is hjndled with tact and courtesy
nearly always becomes a steady customer
and a friendly booster for his theatre. A
positive system for soothing jangled nerves
of irate
patrons is the nine-point plan
adopted sometime ago by Florida's Wometco Theatres, designed to help employees of
the southern circuit "win friends and in-'
fluence people" while keeping everybody
happy.

Whether your plan

to ameliorate the

plaints of ruffled theatregoers has

or 100 points,

com-

two points

order to be successful it
has to combine tact, courtesy, kindness,
understanding and patience mixed to the
right formula.

in

FOR RENT:

One Solid Gold
Cadillac. Tested across the
country. Power-packed for a
great run in any situation
hardtop or open-air. Good
deals for early birds. See the
happy Columbia salesman. Offices in 33 key cities.

—

Here are a handy half-dozen
mind when faced with a

pointers to keep in
delicate

situation:

(1)

be understanding of

the patron's viewpoint;

(2)

don't interrupt

him while he is telling his story; (3) tell the
patron you are glad the matter was brought
to your attention; (4) smile; (5) take action
on the complaint, and if referral to a higher
authority is needed, do it right away; (6) tell
the patron what action has been taken and
then thank him again.

Patrons
settle their

are your most precious asset;
complaints with fairness and dis-

patch.

[More

SHOWMEN

on Page 24]
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'Joan' Star Search Sparkles

As 13,000 Theatres Join Hunt
The Otto Preminger-United

Artists Stan

search for "Saint Joan" swelled to a clima>
last week as subsequent runs joined in th«
$150,000 promotion to blanket the natior
with tidings of the talent hunt. The sub

run showings of the trailer, abetted by posand over six million entry blanks

ters

brought the number of theatres participat
ing in the stunt to over 13,000 in the U. S
and Canada alone. The domestic phase

United Artists ad-publicity-exploitation chief
(right) has his sleeves rolled up
in
preparation for the job of "Saint Joan'
Week, kickoff of the Otto Preminger global hum
for a newcomer to play the title role in the Shaw
screen classic, eyes the poster for the secret
which is being displayed in some 14,000 theatre;
in the U.S. & Canada. At work on the project
with Lewis are publicity manager Mort Nathan'
son and ad head Joseph Gould.
I

Roger H. Lewis

NOW

-SAINT

JOAN WEEK Durmg

this

week Otto Preminger.

producer director of Laura. The
Moon Is Blue,' -Carmen Jones.
The Man Vlfflh The Golden Arm.' is offering
the leading part in
h.s film production o» Bernard
Shaw's SAINT JOAN' to a young,
talented actress Get your application
blank for this world-wide

which has an August 23 deadline

M-G-M Pours Plenty Sugar
Into 'Tea' Nat'l
Leo

is

tember

Ad Campaign

planning to sweeten

"Tea

release,

its

late

Sympathy"

and

u

Sep-

by

pouring plenty of sugar into the promotion
campaign. M-G-M's announcement that more
than a half million dollars is earmarked for
the saturation ad campaign, plus intensive

Ha
KB

marks the Pandro

publicity and exploitation,

Berman CinemaScoper campaign as the biggest the company has set in several years.
The $500,000 will be concentrated in magapages

in

major woman's magazines

coveted

(between 16-22)

who

will land th(

title role.

The entire American television audiena
was encompassed with the telecast of con
In Europe
test trailers over 445 stations.
some 2000 theatres and four prominent inter
national magazines are participating in th
contest arrangements.

conducted by the producer
September 4
New York's Ambassador Hotel Triano
Room and will cover 15 cities, winding up
the Shoreham Hotel's Grand Ballroom i
Washington, Sept. 28-29. Entry blanks lis
the cities and ask the contestants to chect
Othei
the municipality closest to them.
questions include vital statistics, measure
ditions personally

The

weeklies will reach a circulation of

17,500,000;

woman

Preminger announced the list of hotel ball
rooms where aspirants will be given au

newspapers, radio and television. Full-

zines,

for sub-

mission of entry blanks, will be followed ir
October by a quest in five major Europear
cities to find the English speaking young

set for

tight schedule begins

i

i

displays will total 14,600,000 circulation; general

mag placements

another 20,000,000 cirabout 3,000,000 copies of fan

culation and

mags

will carry the ads.

Newspaper advertising
see

placements

newspaper

in

in cities

in

September

will

every daily and Sunday
of 100,000 or more popu-

Total circulation around 40,000,000.
Metro figures over-all reader impressions, in-

ments and acting experience. Each

lation.

cluding magazines, will top 400,000,000, or
about two and a half times the population
of the country.

Best Things'

Album

4h- Visual proof of what they say about Texas
shown in this giant over-the-marquee display
being set up at the Majestic Theatre in Houston
for the opening of Warner Bros.' "Moby Dick".
Note the spotlights for an after-dark display.
is

Latest in Capitol's full-blown pro-

Kong

in

video

promotion

Gordon MacRae in 12 songs from
based on the famed team of De
Brown Sc Henderson, played by Mac-

the
release at the Circle
Theatre in Indianapolis. "Personal appearance" of the

TV "Open House" show climaxed saturation TV cam-

Rae, Dan Dailey and Ernest Borgnine, with
Sheree North co-starred. Capitol is spreadto

record

and

department

stores, disc jockeys, airwaves musical directors, alerting them for mass accessories. The

CinemaScope production

is

final selection.

RKO

legendary monster on

film,

word

five best test

and audience com
ments invited to help guide Preminger in hi

for

featuring

the

The

will be nationally telecast

advance

novel

the

ing

selected for screen tests.

TViewers ogled this huge »
mechanized figure of "King

motions was launched Aug. 13 for "The
Best Things in Life Are Free" album (others
were "Carousel" and "The King and I"),

Silva,

is

Bally

Capitol Records and 20th-Fox are teaming
with a movie record album for the third time
this year.

contest

asked to submit a photograph. Abou
50 of the most promising auditioners will b
ant

slated for release

paign,

WFBM-

with the p.a. ballied

advance via daily announcements on all the station's local shows and durin

ing station breaks. Following

TV appearance. King
Kong was set in front of thethe

atre for the duration of run.

next month.
P*q» 24
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Manager

Stanley Warner

Wins Kids with 'Playground Day'
Showman Jay
Park,

King, manager of Stanley
Theatre in Elkins

Yorktowne

Warner's

outside

just

Pa.,

of

when he
arranged for a "Playground Day" for those
scored a promotional grand-slam
all-important kid

Playground
portation

in his

suburban

area.

arranged free trans-

officials

and promoted free
were awarded at a stage presen-

for

prizes that

crowd

the

'Frisco 'Popularity' Poll

Philadelphia,

kids

Ballys

RKO

RKO's 'Saleslady' Debut
exploiteers

Dave Cantor, Don Prince

and Ed Terhune dug deep into their bag of
promotional gimmicks and came up with a
boxoffice winner that attracted gobs of
notice as part of the advance ballyhoo for
the premiere of "The First Traveling Saleslady" at the Golden Gate Theatre in San
Francisco last week.

—

The gimmick a contest to find the city's
most popular saleslady was backed via a
tie-in with the San Francisco News and key
outlets

retail

Hale's,
J.

C.

in

—

Bay

the

including

area,

Macy's, The Emporium, Sears and

Penney department

stores.

The News

the public to enter the contest by
filling out a ballot carried daily on the front
invited

page. Ballots were then deposited at boxes

King did the

supplying wonderful entertainment with a dash of keen public
relations.
Officials in the area, pleased by
the results, are planning a "Reunion Meeting" at the S-W house during the Winter.
Manager King is to be congratulated for
tation.

top

rest,

showmanship promotion that benefited
and the community.

his theatre

With summer days gradually melting
away alert showmen are planning bigger
September profits by making a hard pitch to
the kid and teen crowds with "Back To
School" promotions. Here are a few enterprising ideas

you might

find of help in

The stores featured the
window displays devoted

your

film in sparkling

In
boxes served as the
cornerstone of promotions with credits and
banners for the Ginger Rogers' starrer. All

addition,

the

to the debut.

ballot

the participating stores wore

badges pushing the

With 'Schooldays' Promotions

with totals tabu-

and the results of the day's voting given prominent display space in the
newspaper along with stills and plugs from
the Arthur Lubin production.
lated daily

salesladies in

Boost September Boxoffice

own

in the participating stores

tie-in

and the contest

with a plug for a vote.
The winners five salesladies, and their
guests, garnered a week-long free vacation
in Southern California with a visit to the
studio as an extra prize.

—

RKO

An End

that will

O' Vacation cartoon show
give the kids one big last fling at

summer

theatregoing.

(2)

A

merchant

sponsored back-to-school movie with plenty
of avenues open for promotions on school
supplies,

preciation

clothes and

shoes.

(3)

Show" with promoted

An "Apfavors and

summer patronage plus a strong plug for attenfree passes in appreciation of the kid's

dance during the school year.

W- Jane

Russell

and husband Bob Waterfield

spread the good word about their production,
"Run For The Sun", being released by UA. Picture shows couple being mobbed by youngsters
in Dallas, Texas, one of the many stops on their

nationwide tour.

Triple-Edged Promotions

Set For Trio of Tie-in Campaigns
United Artists, Universal and

'Heaven and

Hell'

Takes Aim

particular situation.

(1)

-A- "The Ambassador's Daughter" made quite
an impression on residents of the Windy City
during its recent premiere at the Esquire Theatre. Top: Six captivating gals carry signs plugging the premiere of the comedy at the flagship
of the H. & E. Balaban circuit. Bottom: Norman
Krasna, 2nd from right, producer-director of the
film, confers with Balaban executives Joe Fullmer, Elmer Balaban and Harry Balaban oil
promotion plans.

At Back-to-School Theatregoers

A

powerful promotional program aimed at
school-age theatre patrons has been set by
20th-Fox for "Between Heaven and Hell"
through a tie-in with the Hussco Shoe Company. The campaign, kicked off August 1,
is spearheaded by ads in thirteen national
magazines plus newspaper promotions in
twenty-three key marketing areas. A new
Fall line of Huskie Shoes, introduced as the
shoe that "Stars in Style" is being featured
alone with eye-catching photos of Terry
Moore, topcast in the CinemaScope production along with Robert Wagner and Broderick Crawford.
Ad schedules were set up to coincide with
back-to-school

business

tions

by Huskie

dow

display

and

retail outlets.

material

local

promo-

Fetching win-

and free newspaper

RKO

have

started tie-in campaigns rolling on a national basis to stir up interest in their curall

rent releases.

Honeybug

Slippers will plug nine

leases in 44 national

magazine

UA

re-

ads, each ad

prominently crediting a UA film and one of
Retail outlets in every
its feminine stars.
UA exchange area will boom the tie-in with
window displays timed to coincide with local
playdates. Films plugged in the 9-way tie-in
include "Bandido", "The Brass Legend",
"Drango", "The Killing", "Spring Reunion",
"Dance With Me Henry", "Johnny Concho",
"The King and Four Queens" and "Star of
India".

Bantam Books will promote their paperbacked copy of the novel "Away All Boats"
in key metropolitan outlets with counter
cards and display posters plugging both the
film and the novel. In addition, publishers
Grosset

& Dunlap

will

plug

their

hard-

backed version.

mats have been released to the stores along
with promotional kits for tie-in work between local theatres and Huskie stores to

Sarong, Inc., wil feature their line of foundation wear in eighty Allied Stores outlets
throughout the country, plus other stores in

put over reciprocal selling campaigns.

key cities, in a tie-up with RKO's "The First
Traveling Saleslady". Promotion is based
on the song, "A Corset Can Do A Lot For
A Lady", sung by Carol Channing in the
film. Tie-in ads and displays will give full

Exhibs Receive Bandido' Letter
5000 theatremen have received a personal
letter

from Bob Mitchum booming "Ban-

dido" on the basis of response at "sneak
previews".

credits to the
will be

RKO

production.

Promotion

keyed to local playdates.
Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Controversy Keynotes "Storm Center" Campaign
No

picture better exemplifies the recently
emphasis on controversy as a

accelerated

boxoffice stimulant than Columbia's "Storm
Center." Endowed with a theme as sensitive
as a spinster's birth date, this Julian Blaustein production has set off paeans of praise

by important names

— and

undoubtedly

will

recriminations in other quarters where

stir

the things the picture says strike uncomfort-

ably close to home.

Such widely read columnists as Eleanor
Roosevelt and Drew Pearson have urged
their readers to see it both as a powerful dramatic entertainment and a revelation of the
real principles of democracy. One may expect other opinion makers to take the other
side of the fence, since the issues of censor-

ship and the extremities of

smother democracy, as pictured
the film are certain to work up strong

working
in

anti-Communism

to

opinions everywhere.

Whatever the

the important factor for the

showman

all

the years no picture has said this!"

wherein

another important plus factor. Bette Davis still reigns
intact as dominantly as one of the queens

and of the

star,

among dramatic

stills

striking display

and sign reading:

be

and effectiveness is limited to the
grown-ups. To the contrary, the younger
element could very likely be even more

adapted for an eye-catching lobby display.
Versatile use may also be made of the title
and the star. Title promotions around bad
weather wear, special sales ("It's Storming
Bargains
."), or any lead-in to an ad
("Our Home Was a Storm Center Until

is

an adult's

—a combination that

peal

moved and intrigued by the message
though we use the word with hesitation
and its presentation. In this direction, there
is a sturdy peg on which to hang a campaign in the municipal and school libraries.

An

important aid here is the "Discussion
Leader's Guide" prepared by the American
Library Association specifically for the film.
Miss Davis' role as a librarian faced with an
elemental to the backbone of
will draw key support

is

libraries,

lumbia boxofficers are powerfully in keeping
with the theme. Provocative, stark, attentionpulling,
they make capital of the line,

books with

Happens in 'Storm Center'; Don't Let
Happen Here!" A variation of this could

issue that

advertising assists offered by the Co-

A

cluding the great classics.
of these

should appeal discriminating audiences.
This is not to say, however, that its ap-

America's

business-builder in today's movie market.

She

the scene in the burning library showing the
flames racing through book after book, in-

It

actresses.

an adult's picture

that

—

lies

"When One Book Was Banned From
Were Burned!

star in

stand,
is

there will be plenty of talk about the picture
and, needless to say, talk is an invaluable

The

"In

from the nation's librarians who can also
help
theatreman to reach editors,
the
columnists, civic leaders, educators and
clergymen.

The

use of books and stills in displays is
Libraries and book dealers

readily apparent.

can make excellent use of

stills

to point

up

Library, All These Books

We

Got

.

.

a

.

.

."),

are

all

good

a

It

for co-op

work. Miss Davis' brilliant record of starring performances offers plenty of ideas for
angles.

But

and foremost, it's controversy the
has to sell to get 'em in and the
snowballing talk will do the rest. Screenings
first

showman

are a must wherever possible, with the invited guests encompassing a wide area from
the clergyman to the cop, from the mayor
cabbie. A telephone or mail campaign urging key people to give their opinion
of the picture is another natural.
So are
public forums on radio, TV, in newspapers,
anyplace where people listen, look and think.
to the

That's a great big area for the showman.

A

study

tion

use
at

in

contrasting ads

is

offered

in striking

selec-

from the pressbook. Ad below shows excellent
white space with teaser copy, eye-catcher

In

all

the years no picture has said this!

of

right

is

starkly

WHO

intriguing

in

blacks

REALLY SET THE

and

greys.

STORM CENTER

TOWN

AFLAME?...

BETTE DAVIS

Daniel Taradash,

in

his script for

written

—and

who won

"From Here
directed

an Oscar

1

to Eternity,"

—another

hot

scrl

play in "Storm Center" that tingles with]
type of drama on which thinking moviegj
dote.

Right out of today's newspaper]
a small

tells of

town

librarian

who

qui

an order to remove a controvej
book from circulation. Her resultant
missal after a lifetime on the job givesl
politically ambitious and bigoted of the t|
an opportunity they seize to further tj
own aims. Whipping up a hysterical
defies

THE

SCREEN

against the idealistic
friends and

STORM CENTER

and served

woman, they

forcel

finally the children she has

to turn

from

her.

The

ugly

Id
ej

by the hate campaign
the townspeople into fearful, quarrelsl
chad

tions aroused

factions, eventually spreads to the child]

One youngster, formerly

STORM

terically

CENTER

^1

KEITH HUNTER KELLY COUGHLIN
-

BPia>"-'H-KIM
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•"' KELLY-

Kf/iwrnUGHLIN

denounces her

her favorite,

at a public cereml

sets fire to the library. The book burJ
brings a shocked, shamed realization oj
folly to the

brarian

who

town, a new stature
fought for normalcy.

to thj

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

•

f,

the issue

STORM
CENTER

4*

ft

The sadly pensive

little

librarian (Bette Davis),

who

has just learned that her refusal to remove a pro-

Communist book from the library shelves means her
dismissal, becomes the storm center of a town
caught up in politically whipped hysteria that
(right) frustrates her plans to build

a new children's

wing; (directly above) brings a sensitive young boy

(Kevin Coughlin) to her defense until he, too,
fired

and

is

by the opportunist "patriots" to spew hate
finally set fire to the library.

senses by the burning of the

Shocked to

library,

their

the towns-

people stand mutely repentant as the librarian vents
her rage at the tragic results.
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VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
1956 with near-record earnings, second only to those of

(Continued from Page 21)

period did (and

still

are doing) remarkably

well.

For ex-

ample, "The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit", which carried
a relatively moderate budget, was the top grossing picture

according to Variety, second best in May and
among the top 12 in June. Moreover, revenues were further
enhanced by the leasing of a small package of pre-1948 pictures for telecasting. On May 14th, the company concluded
in April,

with

negotiations

Telefilm

National

Associates

on

an

to license for a 10-year period 52 features "as

agreement

While the company has not officially
of the agreement, we believe reveterms
spelled out the
nues from this source helped boost earnings for the 6
months ended June 30th to a level at least equal to, if not
an experiment".

above, the $1.06 a share reported for the initial half of 1955,
the unfavorable comparison of the first quarter notwithstanding.

Prospects for the current half are also bright. Since its
premiere a few weeks ago, "The King And I" has broken
numerous box office records of recent years. With several
other highly promising features, including "Bus Stop"
starring the audience-drawing Marilyn Monroe, about to

be released, the

company

will

probably be able to wind up

1954.

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, characterized
by a $320 billion disposable income, we project average annual gross revenues (film rentals plus other operating income) to $155 million, earnings to $4.65 a share and divi-

dends

to $2.50.

Capitalized to yield 6.3%, consistent with

would justify an average price
This price would represent an
appreciation potentiality of 60% above the current.
past experience, such results
of 40 (8.6 times earnings).

ADVICE: Twentieth Century-Fox is currently classified in
Group II (Underpriced). Based on the current annual
dividend rate of $1.60 a share, which appears well protected
by earnings, the stock provides a current yield of 6.4%,
substantially higher than the average 5.0% return provided
by all dividend-paying stocks under survey. Moreover,
compared to the average 22% gain projected for all stocks,
this issue
tiality of

has a superior

3- to 5-year

60%. While perhaps not

appreciation poten-

suitable for high-grade

investment portfolios, this stock will interest those seeking
generous income and wide appreciation potentialities and
able to assume a businessman's risk.

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
BUSINESS: Universal produces and distributes motion
pictures for both Class A and Class B markets. Holds
U. S. distribution rights from important British producers. Through subsidiary controls Castle films, one
of the largest homes and industrial film companies.

Approximately 45% of revenues foreign. Labor costs
about 65% of revenues.
Dividend payments since
Decca Records Inc. took control of company in 1952
about 40% of profits.
Decca controls 74% of the
Employs 3,300, has 2,136
outstanding common stock.

REPORT: As pointed out in our last quarterly review, the
growth of foreign revenues has been the most significant
development for Universal in the past decade. In 1955,
foreign receipts accounted for about

This factor

is

45%

of total revenues.

considered to be one of the main reasons for

Universai's comparative earning stability in the past year.

While other motion picture producers have suffered from
the decline in domestic attendance since the beginning of
the year, this company has continued to report a good re-

turn on

its

investment.

The

foreign market for U.

S. films

There are many parts of the world
which have not
yet been fully exploited by American companies. Higher
standards of living and increased income should afford excellent opportunities for an enterprising U. S. producer in
many of these places. The original impact of television in
some countries (England, Germany) may slow down this
is

still

expanding.

certain parts of the Far East, for instance

—

rate of growth, but, as in this country, foreign films will

probably not encounter direct competition from the home-

made

TV

product.

Universal has reported pre-tax earnings of $1.7 million
for its second fiscal quarter (ended Apr. 28th). This figure
equaled the amount reported for the like period of 1955.

However, a slightly lower effective tax rate and a smaller
number of shares outstanding in the latter period resulted

We

higher earnings per share: 94c vs. 79c.
have increased our estimate for the full fiscal year to take into
in
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shareholders. Board Chairman, N. J. Blumberg, President, M. R. Rackmlll.
Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 445 Park Ave., New York 22, New York.

Stock traded: NYSE.

consideration the smaller
ing.

number

now outstandown stock. One

of shares

(Universal has been buying in

its

has been to increase Decca Records'
percentage ownership. Decca now holds an estimated 78%
of the outstanding common shares.)
now expect reve-

effect of this policy

We

nues of $82 million to produce earnings of $4.40 a share. A
year-end extra dividend is likely to supplement the 25c
payment. Dividend estimate: $1.25 to $1.50 a share.
Universal should continue to benefit from economic prosperity both here and abroad. In the economic environment

hypothesized for the 1959-61 period, company revenues,
earnings and dividends are projected to $95 million, $5 a

and $2.25, respectively. Capitalizing such results at
times earnings and on a 6.3% yield basis (to accord
with past norms adjusted for trend), we would expect an
average price of 36 during the 3-year period.
share,
7.2

ADVICE: At
above

its

25,

Universal Pictures

rising Rating

and

is

common

stands just

therefore classified in Group

II (Underpriced). The estimated current yield (5.0% to
6.0%) is above the market average (5.0%) though slightly
below the stock's own 10-year norm. In addition, this issue
offers a wide appreciation potentiality of 44%, well above
the market average, for the 3- to 5-year pull. Accounts
willing to accept the low Stability Ranking (Index: 4)
should find Universal a rewarding commitment at it

present price.

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
WARNER
BUSINESS: Warner

Bros. Pictures produces both class
class B films distributed through film exchanges
in
principal
cities
throughout the world.
located
fhrough subsidiaries, operates a music publishing busi-

A and

BROS.

%

ness and hold a 37'/2
interest in a major British theatre chain. About 40% of revenues derived in foreign
markets. Payroll absorbs about 65% of revenues. Directors control about 800,000 shares of common stock,

32% of total outstanding. Company
Pres.
4,000; has 15 400 stockholders.
Exec. V.P., B.' Kalmenson.
Inc.: Dela.'
44th St., hi. Y. 36, N. Y.
Stock

employs about
J. L. Warner,
Add.: 321 W.
traded: NYSE.

REPORT: The Warner family has finally relinquished workcompany it founded some 33 years ago

tive" properties to finance a larger

ing control of the

tures.

by selling approximately 800,000 shares of Warner Bros.
Pictures (at a price believed to be $27.50 a share) to a
group of investors headed by Serge Semenenko, senior vice
president of First National Bank of Boston. Jack L. Warner, one of the three Warner brothers, has joined forces
with the buying group and has been appointed the new
president of the company. In a letter to stockholders assuring that no mass liquidation would take place, Pres.

clearly underscored the advisability of producing an abun-

The current

number

striking success of

of "big" pic-

"Moby Dick"

has

dance of such quality spectaculars. By stepping up its production in both quantity and quality, Warner Bros, will
probably be able to effect signfiicant expansion in both
revenues and earnings.

strengthen the

Looking ahead to the years 1959-61, in an economic environment characterized by a $320 billion disposable income, we project average annual revenues for Warner
Bros, to $100 million, earnings to $3 a share and dividends
to $2. Capitalized on a dividend yield basis of 6.3% and at
an earnings multiple of 10.7, consistent with industry-wide
norms adjusted for trend, such results would command an
average price of 32 during the 3-year period, 19% above

sidiary,

the current.

Warner reaffirmed

"Warner

that

Bros. Pictures will spare

no effort to develop a continuous program of quality motion pictures".

The new

controlling group, however, has proposed to

company by liquidating its newsreel subwhich has been operating at a deficit in recent
years. It is also believed that the company may wish to
dispose of its music publishing subsidiary so that it can
better concentrate its efforts on the production of motion
pictures. Meantime, a major obstacle blocking the company's proposed sale of

mounted

in

its

was surRevenue

pre-1948 productions

June when the Bureau

of Internal

confirmed that the $21 million proceeds would be taxable
as a capital gain and not as ordinary income.
Despite persistent rumors to that effect,
lieved that

Warner

it

is

not be-

Bros, will ask shareholders to tender

near future. Instead, the company is
likely to apply the proceeds from sales of its "unproductheir stock in the

ADVICE: Warner Bros,

is

currently classified in

Group IV

Reference to industry-wide capitalization
ratios suggests that at 27, the stock has fully discounted
the earnings and dividends in prospect for the year ahead.
The estimated current yield of 4.8% to 5.2% is well below
the average return provided by the cyclical motion picture
(Fully Priced).

stocks as a group.

To

the years 1959-61, this issue pos-

sesses an appreciation potentiality of 19%, also no better

than the average gain projected for all stocks. Investors
might find better opportunities in such currently undervalued stocks as (B) Paramount Pictures (32), (A-)

United Gas (33).

ABC PARAMOUNT
BUSINESS: ABC-Paramount owns and operates largest
motion picture theatre chain

U.S. (about 5?0 theaSouth and Atlantic seaboardl and third largest radio and TV network (network owns and operates 5 TV stations: has over 200
principally

tres,

in

in

Midwest,

affiliated stations).
Labor costs absorb about 60% of
revenues.
Dividends have averaged about 75% of
operating earnings in the last 6 years. Directors own
or control about 9% of total common shares. Employs

20,000,

has

24,700

REPORT: Television and radio time and program
which represented
in

1953

less

common

sales,

than one-third of over-all revenues

(when American Broadcasting

co.

merged with

United Paramount Theatres to form the present company),
are expected to contribute
year.

The

(The other

ABC

termined

half

is

about half of gross income this

from theatre receipts and

rentals.)

Network has been continuing its debecome a prime factor in the telecasting

Television

move

to

now assuming an

important competitive poLed by such shows as "Disneyland",
"Mickey Mouse Club" and "Lawrence Welk", many of its
programs are winning top ratings for their specific time
periods. Apparently convinced of the audience-drawing
power of ABC's programming, at least 34 of the nation's
top 100 advertisers are now sponsoring shows or buying
time on the network. This compares to only 11 three years
industry;

it is

sition in this field.

In reflection of this remarkable achievement, gross
time charges of the
television network showed a yearago.

stockholders.

L.

H.

Vice Presidents: R. E. Kintner, R.
H. Goldenson.
Inc.:
O'Brien, R. N. Weitman, R. H. Hinckley.
York; Add.: 1501 Broadway, New York 56, N. Y.
Stock traded: NYSE.

New

President,

to-year increase of nearly

80%

during the

first

half of this

year.

The company's theatre business, however, is not been
doing quite so well, with profits in the initial 6 months
somewhat lower than the year-earlier level. But it still
represents a very important source of income, at least on a
"cash" basis, i.e., including depreciations and amortization
write-offs. Last year, for example, theatre depreciation
amounted to $6.7 million, or about $1.60 a share. This sizable cash inflow has enabled the

company

to finance the

expansion of its broadcasting facilities with ease, while at
the same time increasing its working capital. Meanwhile,
with theatre attendance showing a significant uptrend
since the beginning of June, reported earnings from the
theatre circuits are likely to turn favorable in the

months

ahead.

Over the next

3 to 5 years,

ABC's

ABC

television revenues
(Continued on Page 30)
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ADVICE: ABC-Paramount

probably continue to grow at an impressive rate.
Moreover, the company's 35% interest in Disneyland Park,
33-1/3% interest in Microwave Associates and 22% interest in Technical Operations are likely to bear fruit by the
end of this decade. We project average annual revenues in

III (Fairly Priced).

will

29% above

current yield of 4.8%.

is in line with the averdividend-paying stocks under

25c a share to 30c early next year,

age return provided by

economy to $275 million, earndividends
to $2.40. Capitalized at
share
and
ings to $4 a
consistent
with past norms
yield
10 times earnings to
6%,
price of 40,

currently classified in Group

which assumes a yearend extra dividend of 40c a share and
an increase in the quarterly dividend payment rate from

To

survey.

the hpyothesized 1959-61

adjusted to trend, such results would

is

The estimated

all

the years 1959-61, this issue has an apprecia-

29%, somewhat higher than the average 22% gain projected for all stocks. ABC-Paramount
continues to be of interest for increasing dividend income
and worthwhile 3- to 5-year capital gain prospects.
tion potentiality of

command an average

the current.

NATIONAL THEATRES
BUSINESS:

National Theatres controls 336 operating
theatres located mainly in the Pacific coast, Midwest,
and Rocky Mountain area. Also owns Roxy Theatre in
New York. The chain is the second largest in the U.S.

Labor costs,

40%

of revenues.

of

stock

14.8%

total

of

realized 7c a share in capital gains

from the

that

sale of real

The

much emphasis on

significance of these capital gains does not

enhancement

Theatres

is

lie

the over-all profit margin

trywide norms, such results would justify an average
of 14, 75% above the current.

However,

price history is too short
enable us to evolve a Rating through correlation analysis.
Reference to industrywide capitalization ratios, however,

suggests that the stock

(1)

age
age

;

sarily followed

number

of theatres

is

currently undervalued.

The

stock

3- to

5-year appreciation potentiality,

22%

gain projected for

stocks.

all

75%

vs. the aver-

The stock

thus

merits the attention of risk-taking accounts seeking gener-

and growth.

reduction in the total

is

provides a current yield of 6.3%, far superior to the average return provided by all dividend-paying stocks under
review. It also possesses a substantially higher-than-aver-

can realize sizable capital
gains; (2) apply the proceeds to lessen its long-term debt,
which, in turn reduces interest payments (equivalent to
29c a share in fiscal 1955) and (3) reinforce its cash po-

A

price-

ADVICE: National Theatres'

Maintaining these unproductive or unprofitable properties has only added to
over-all operating expenses and real estate taxes. By sell-

sition for diversification

widen and net income

earnings to $1.65 a share and dividends to 80c. Capitalized
at 8.4 times earnings to yield 5.7%, consistent with indus-

in

others are operating unprofitably.

company

likely to

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, average revenues for National are projected to $75 million annually,

they do represent the building up of long-term earnings
potential. Among the 300-odd theatres owned or leased by
National Theatres, more than 40 are closed and many

ing them, the

is

expand likewise.

not likely to distribute any extra dividend on

the strength of such non-recurrent revenues.

Since a greater:

portion of the total theatres will be operating profitably,

National

of over-all reported income.

much

theatres have to continue showing pictures long

able to enjoy larger box office receipts.

Ordinarily, investors are advised not to

overlooked.

their

many

after attendance has fallen to an undesirable level. With
fewer theatres, each of the remaining ones will have a
better supply of pictures to exhibit and thereby should be

the non-recurrent income of a
going concern, since the net operating profits are more indicative of that company's earning power. But in the case
of National Theatres, such capital gains should not be
place too

Employees:

outstanding).

President: E. C. Rhoden
7,000; stockholders: 16,100.
Vice Presidents: F. H. Ricketson, Jr., J. B. Bertero, E.
Inc.: Delaware. Add.: IB37 S. VerF. Zabel, A. May.
mont Ave., Los Angeles 6, Calif. Stock traded: NYSE.

ber of feature films from Hollywood has dwindled so

REPORT: Although National Theatres complied with all
the divestiture requirements imposed by a Federal Consent
Judgment last year, it is still carrying on a divestment program. In the 26 weeks ended Mar. 31st, for example, it
estate properties.

Dividends have aver-

aged only about 38% of earnings during the 1953-55
period. Directors own or control about 132,500 shares

ous income and significant appreciation potentiality.
accordingly classify National Theatres in Group
(Underpriced).

not neces-

by lower gross revenues. Lately, the num-

We
II

STANLEY WARNER
BUSINESS: Stanley Warner controls 290 operating theatres located mainly in the Northeast. In 1953 formed
partnership with Cinerama Productions Inc. to exploit
Cinerama process. Now operating 24 Cinerama theatres.
In 1954 acquired International Latex Corp., manu-

facturer
label.
million,

of

consumer

Ordinary

REPORT: The volatility or the motion picture industry
made itself felt in Stanley Warner's financial results.

again

An

unexpected drop

April and

in theatre

May

attendance during March,

cut deep into the company's profits. Although International Latex, a wholly-owned subsidiary,
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rubber goods
revenues an

theatre

under

Playtex
$45

estimated

Cinerama $15 minnion, Playtex $35 million.
Directors own 330.206 shares of stock (15% of total)
of which Pres. S. H. Fabian and Exec. V. P. S. Rosen

own

328,000.

Incorporated:
New York 36,

Employs 6.000, has 18,000 stockholders.;
Broadway
Delaware.
Address:
1585

New

York.

Stock traded: NYSE

believed to be progressing satisfactorily, and the com-j
pany's Cinerama venture continues successful, the poor

is

results

from ordinary theatre operations shaved

earnings in the 3 months ended
share,

compared

to 28c a year ago.

May

over-all

31st to only 18c

a

1

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
Apparently, most of Stanley Warner's ordinary theatres
(as distinguished from Cinerama theatres) are operating

breakeven points. Thus, even a
moderate drop in box office receipts can put the majority
of them in the red. By the same token, however, a recovery in theatre attendance will probably find quick reflection in their earnings. According to various trade surveys, theatre business has taken a decisive upturn since
the beginning of June in response to a larger supply of exAccordingly, we expect
cellent films from Hollywood.
Stanley Warner to enjoy a significant earnings recovery
during the 3 months ended Aug. 31st, the last quarter of
near their

respective

the current fiscal year.

Prospects for
of International

fiscal

much

brighter.

The

sales

maceutical products, will probably continue to fashion an

With Hollywood

the

studios scheduling

many promising

films in the months ahead on
one hand, and with Stanley Warner carrying on a pro-

the release of

gram

down

to the net

income

level.

Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, which is
characterized by a $320 billion average annual disposable
income, average revenues for Stanley Warner are projected
to $130 million annually, earnings to $3.90 a share,

and

dividends to $2. Capitalized at 8.5 times earnings to yield
6%, in line with the capitalization ratios applied to the

earnings and dividends of similar equities, such results
price of 33 during the 3-year

would command an average
period.

1957 are

Latex, helped by the introduction of phar-

impressive uptrend.

its Cinerama film costs over a longer
period of time, which suggests that a larger portion of the
robust grosses from Cinerama pictures will be carried

agreed to amortize

of divesting unprofitable theatre properties

on the
from regular theatre business are likely to
improve. Meanwhile, under a new contract recently negotiated with Cinerama Productions, Stanley Warner has
other, earnings

ADVICE: Stanley Warner is currently
The stock provides

II (Underpriced).

classified in

a

yield of 6.3%, better than the average

vided by

Group

generous current

5.0% return pro-

dividend-paying stocks under survey. It also
possesses a superior 3- to 5-year appreciation potentiality.
106% vs. the average 22% gain projected for all stocks.

While

all

this

C+

quality issue

may

not be suitable for invest-

ment-grade accounts, it merits the attention of risk-taking
investors seeking good income and extraordinary capital
gain prospects.

TECHNICOLOR
BUSINESS: Technicolor controls the most widely used
color film production process and has entered related
fields of 3 color lithography and amateur film processing. Company has subsidiaries in England. France
and Italy.
Labor costs absorb 3?% of revenues, raw

materials 37%.

Color films have expanded their share
market from 1% in 1939 to more than 50% in 1955.
Since World War II, dividend payout has been about
84% of earnings. Director stockholdings are not reported.
Employees 1.872; stockholders 9.842.
Presiof

REPORT: The ch ange in name of Technicolor Inc.'s whollyowned subsidiary from Technicolor Motion Picture Corp.
to Technicolor Corp. underlines the company's interest in
fields related to but outside the motion picture industry. It
is becoming increasingly evident that motion picture producers in their unaccustomed search for economy are
planning to use color only where it helps to bring out the
theme of the movie. It has been discovered that some subject matter is more realistic in black and white. Gone are
the days when "Color by Technicolor" was thrown in indiscriminately as an additional box office lure. Paradoxically, this development might not cut into Technicolor's
earnings as much as it would at first seem. Reason: In

—

—

now

those pictures
is

on quality. This

for

specialized

being produced in color, the emphasis
bringing about an increasing demand

is

laboratory

work which

is

Technicolor's

Therefore, the decrease in film footage processed
(from a peak of 560 million ft. a year to the current rate of
about 425 million ft.) may be accompanied by an increasforte.

ing sales price

and wider

profit

margins.

However, as pointed out in our last quarterly review,
is not depending completely on its improved

Technicolor

color processes.
to the fields of

processing.

It is

applying

its

technical

"know-how"

three color lithography and amateur film

In the lucrative (estimated total annual reve-

nues $100 million) but now highly competitive amateur
photo processing field. Technicolor has established a direct

dent and General Manager, H. T. Kalmus; Secretary,
G. F. Lewis. Jr.; Treasurer, D. S. Shattuck. Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 15 Broad Street, New York
5,

New

York.

Stock froded: ASE.

Kodak system. This

mail service similar to the old

— plus

Technicolor's

excellent

reputation

service

quality

for

would appear to give the company a running start in a field
that once was Kodak's exclusive domain. In our judgment,
the company's diversification activities will have no appreciable effect on 1956 earnings.

We

estimate revenues and

earnings at $35 million and $1 a share, respectively. Technicolor has recently reduced its dividend to 12.5c quarterly
to help maintain its cash position for expansion purposes.

We

expect continuation of this payment for the rest of

1956.

Although it cannot be accurately determined at this time
what the future will bring in the way of color motion

just

picture revenues,

from

its

we

expect that Technicolor will benefit

diversification activities. Sales in the larger econo-

my

hypothesized by this Service for the years 1959-61 are
This would probably generate
earnings of about $2.25 a share from which a $1.50 dividend
projected to $60 million.

could be paid. Capitalized at 6.5% to reflect past norms
adjusted for trend, such a dividend would command an
average price of 23 (10.2 times earnings) for the period.

ADVICE: At

97/8,

Technicolor

common

stands a

full stan-

dard variation below its Rating and is therefore classified
in Group II (Underpriced). The indicated current yield
(5.1%) is in line with the average of all stocks under survey. The stock's primary appeal lies in its appreciation potentiality
133% over the 3- to 5-year pull.

—
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V

THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current &)
ALLIED ARTISTS

May
THUNDERSTORM

Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.

NAVY

WIFE

Joan
Bennett,
Gary Merrill, Shirley
Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
institutes revolution among Japanese women.

Yamaguchi,
Director
soldier
83 min.

airborne infantry division during

WWII.

81

min.

OKLAHOMAN. THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. 81 min.
NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian, Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Shaftel.
Drama.
Corcoran.
Producer-director Josef
city. 72 min.

Duff,

Gloria

McGhee.

Western. 75 min.

CRIME

IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John CasSal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fenne?!y. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,

New

CRUEL TOWER. THE John Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Charles McGraw. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Lew Landers. Drama. Steeplejacks fight for woman
on high tower. 80 min.
DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE Barry Sullivan, Mona
Freeman, Dennis O'Keefe. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
Director Harold Schuster.
stockade in small Western town.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.
HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Adven-

Germ warfare pellets threaten
SIERRA STRANGER Howard

June
in

of Synopsis)

ture. 77 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an

tor

Coming Features

BULLETIN Review Appears At End

(Date of Film

York City. 91 min.

YIELD TO THE NIGHT Diana Dors. Producer Kenneth
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama. A condemned murderess in the death cell.

STORM CENTER

Bette

Davis,

Brian

Keith,

Paul

Kelley,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniei
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town

a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

in

October
PORT AFRIOUE

Technicolor.

Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife.

GOLD CADILLAC, THE

SOLID

Judy

Holliday,

Paul

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company.

Coming
BEYOND MOMBASA
nell

Wilde,

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Western. Army officer organizes women to

Grant.

Marshall.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
rector

KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and
international intrigue. 74 min.

NAKED HILLS. THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
800 s
during the
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.
1

'

.

July
John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan
Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu

Peter Garves.
River

in

Korea.

May
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.
75 min.

DAWN

Laraine Day, Ricardo MonProducer Hayes Goetz. Direc-

talban, Richard Carlson.
tor

Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama

ful,

notorious

beautiwoman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

JUBAL CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and

of

August
CANYON

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgomery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his

HIDE DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

Germ warfare

pellets

threaten

the

city.

YOUNG GUNS. THE

Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.
Russ

Gaby Morlay,

in

an underground bunker.
113 min. 4/30.

Elliot,

racket. 61 min.

FIGHTING TROUBLE

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements,
Oueenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom,

Ida

Lupino,

Ann

Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81

German dialogue

min.

October
NOT OF THIS EARTH

Phillips.

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
rules Balkan nation with deadly

Drama. Mad dictator
gamma-ray. 79 min.

SAFARI

CinemaScope.
Victor
Mature,
John Justin. Producers Irving Allen, Albert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.
Technicolor,

Janet Leigh,

MOUNTAIN

OF TREASURE

bara

Hale.

Drama. Remake

Western.

August
AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Oirector Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

Arnold.

Yves Cousteau.

SPIN

A DARK WEB

Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

Hall. Stanley Clements.
Director Jean
Yarbrough.
Juvenile television star is kidnapped.

Schwalb.

Film

Faith Domergue, Lee Patterson,
Producer George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor,

Cine-

Lemmon, Charles BickProduced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

ZARAK

Technicolor,

CinemaScope.

Victor

Mature,

Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

becomes notorious bandit.

INDEPENDENTS

May
International) Jayne
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer
involved
bombshell
is
Burt Kaiser. Melodrama. Blonde
with group of gangsters.
GUNSLINGER, THE (American International) Eastman
Color. John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison Hayes
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes
over.
MADAME BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. Kaoru YachiDirector Carmine
Musical.
Filacuridi.
Nicola
guss,
Gallone. Puccini's famous opera transferred to the
screen.
14 min. 5/28.
ROSANNA (Jacon) Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarado,
Armando Silvestre. Producer Salvador Elizendo. Director Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a beautiful girl and a fugitive from justice. 72 min.

FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

Lee

J.

Producer

Cobb,

Patricia

Sam Katzman.

Medina,
Director

EdFred

Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

SWAMP WOMEN

A

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
Holiday Production.
Director Michael Anderson.
the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

Drama.

Drama. From

75 min.

Sears.

BRINGING UP JOEY Hunti

in

I

September
ward

Coming

Harry

SILENT WORLD. THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacques-

of

MIAMI EXPOSE

Castle.

min.

Randolph Scott, BarBrown. Director Joseph
the glory of General

Technicolor.

Producer

Lewis. Western. An episode
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

WEREWOLF. THE Don Megowan, Joyce

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Ben

SEVENTH CAVALRY

ford.

"Four Feathers". 80 min.
Holden, Steven
Ritch.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Horror. Man turns into werewolf from taking special
serum developed by scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

duction.

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. DirecIndians fight for

Grant.

tor George
Sherman. Adventure.
rights in small frontier town.

maScope. June Allyson, Jack

My

nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

Producer

French,

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/1 I.
EDDY DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone fo»er, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra
leader. 123 min. 5/28.

Paul Birch. Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

Comedy drama.

Valerie

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

EARTH

family.

Kathryn

June
GAMMA

Chanois.

REPRISAL

titles.

of strange
71

with sub-

I
Robert Lamoureux,
Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian

Anthony

Jeane Cooper, Kathleen Case. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

MAMA. THE MAID AND

PAPA.

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda Pro-

September
CALLING HOMICIDE

violent death. 91 min.

DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
A Cosmopolfilm Production. Drama. Hitler's last days

herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonald
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a

catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.

SECRET

Shaftel. Drama.
72 min.

Howard.

in

75 min.

THREE FOR JAMIE

Trevor

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5

men

LAST TEN

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Dwan.

fight off Indian attack.

helps

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

(Woolner Brothers) Pathe Color.
Marie Windsor, Carole Matthews.
Woolner. Director Roger Corman.
women run amok in Bayou country.

Garland,
Producer Bernard

Beverly

YOUR PRODUCT

Swamp

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

RACK,

June
FLAME OF AFRICA (Cavalcade) Eastman
can drama with

FRONTIER WOMAN ITop
man Color. Cindy Carson,
Adventure.

Saga of the

80 min.

Vistarama
EastLance Fuller Ann' Kelly
daughter of Davy Crockett
Pictures)

GIRLS

IN PRISON (American International) Richard
Denning, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer
Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
that
chaplain.

prison

GREAT

a

is

living

LOCOMOTIVE

hell

CHASE,

reformed

until

THE

Wendell

Corey,

Walter

(Buena

by

Vista)

The number of features scheduled for
tentative September release totals 29, an

BHOWANI JUNCTION

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava
Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

increase of seven over the final August

Warner

Debbie

Universal-International will be the leading

Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
Reynolds,
Barry Fitzgerald.
Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/14.

Columbia and Allied

July
FASTEST

three each, while

on the
be

HOT ROD GIRL (American

113 min. 7/9.

18 Dramas

Nelson

strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28

Chuck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production'
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement

of hot rod racing.

IKingsley International) Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe Victor
Mendoia. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard
and a
woman find love and consolation together. 94 min 7/23

CROWDED PARADISE

ITudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn
Nancy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus Director Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto
Ricans leave
their
crowded paradise for a better way of life

mm.

93

August
Eastman Color. Bing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.

September
FOR

LIFE

Eastman

Color,

CinemaScope.

LA STRADA ITrans-Lux) Anthony Ouinn, Richard Base-

TEA

ce
£l,

Giulietta

Masina. Producer Federico

Fellini

Pro-

Po ? ti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
simple mistress in a fit of jealousy.

r.

kills his

Eastman Color. CinemaScope 55.
John Kerr. Producer Pandro Berman.
Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
Kerr,

(Carroll Pictures) Fernandel
MadeFrancis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil
to believe his son is
father of illegitimate son. 107 min.

Coming

Sylvain,

Comedy. Village baker refuses

GREAT AMERICAN
Ann

August
DOCTORS, THE

IKingsley International

I

Raymond

Pelli-

Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graeti. Drama A
young doctor learns to love his ignorant and
super-

grin,

stitious

rural

parents.

MAN BEAST

lAssociated Producers) Rock Madison
Virginia Maynor, Tom Maruzzi.
Producer-director Jerry
Warren. Adventure. The story of a mysterious
snow
man in the Himalayas.

OF THE HYPNOTIST

(Exploitations,

Inc)

Eric

Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie WildDrama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
century ago into a beauteous TV performer.
Fleming,

er.

Coming
IT

3

CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International
Peter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from
outer
space takes control of the world until a scientist gives
his life to

I

save humanity.

LOST CONTINENT (IFE) CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonii. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan
Archepelago. English commentary. 86 min.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

August

September
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

Ewell,

Ann

film.

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. SS min.

VAGABOND

MOUNTAIN,

THE

VistaVision,

Tracy,

IRON PETTICOAT, THE

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105 min.

Miller.

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

Producer Betty Box.
Doris Day,
Director

Melcher.

Louis

Jourdain.

Andrew

Stone.

Producer

Drama.

109

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane hat
distant

Russian lady aviatrix meets fast talking American.

JULIE

Hayward,

October

THE Tom

PASTIME.

Louis

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein

critically

injured

woman

in

the

Coming
Marty
min.

FUNNY FACE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

LIVING

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.

Al

GUNFIGHT AT

IDOL, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter.

OPPOSITE SEX. THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.
RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800

O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.

HOLLYWOOD OR
lis.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

LONELY MAN, THE
lance,

s.

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie. Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia s
color

ILuxFilm, Rome) Pathecolor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren
Leonide
Massme. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
o' Nap.es traced from 1600 to date in
song and dance.
OKLAHOMA
(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western.
A
(IFE)

WOMAN

ruthless woman rules the badlands
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

ur.fii

a

reformed

May
BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE
George Gobel. Mitzi Gaynor,

literary idol.

Technicolor.
Niven. Producer

VistaVision,

David
Norman Taurog.

Paul Jones. Director
Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
of whom traps him into
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

up with some card-sharks, one

SMOLDERING SEA, THE

Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American
merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of
Guadalcanal.

WEAPON, THE

Adventures

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.

Francis,

SPELL

2 Musicals

PARDNERS

in

AND SYMPATHY

Deborah

WILD OAT, THE
leine

Melodramas

2 Comedies

Kirk

Douglas, Anthony Ouinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min.

Buena

2

2 Westerns

Stan-

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen A Walt
Disney Production. Adventure. The famous TV
hero returns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.

I

will

in VistaVision.

Siegel.

LUST

Vista)

Seven films

in color.

CinemaScope, one

7/9.

DAVY CROCKETT AND THE RIVER PIRATES

heart,

in

Crosby,

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

July

Paramount, Re-

Slated for release:

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

PROUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE

MGM,

release

Thirteen of the September

roster.

features will be

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

3

Artists will

public and 20th Century-Fox have set two

GUN

ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings

RKO,

suppliers with four releases each.

SOMEBODY UP THERE

Lori

United Artists and

Bros.,

CATERED AFFAIR, THE

tally.

Cinemascope, Technicolor. Fess Parker. Jeffrey Hunter. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.
A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South's military rail
lines during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.
International)

SUMMARY

SEPTEMBER

June

all

Bulpin.

T.

finds

Newman,

Paul

Color. Afri-

Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Connor
The story of a terrible Zulu kino
FORBIDDEN CARGO IJacon) Nigel Patrick, Elizabeth
Sellars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney Box. Director Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents
smash
international dope smuggling ring.
Director

THE

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

Superscope.

Nicole Maurey. Producer
Hal E. Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
a bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war
bride and a
killer is resolved after a child finds
a loaded gun in
bomb rubble.

June
LEATHER SAINT,
Douglas,

THE

John Derek,

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Paul

Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.

Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE

Technicolor.
VistaVision
Charlton Heston. Yul Brynner, Anne Bax»s'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VIOLENT

THREE

PEOPLE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Charlton Heston. Anne Baxter. Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
Texas, 1866.
of returning Confederate war veterans in
Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVision,
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
King Vidor. Drama.
Director
Dino de Laurentiis.

WAR AND PEACE
Hepburn,
Ponti.

Based on Tolstoy's novel of Napoleonic era. 208 min.

VistaVision. Tech-

James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

May

July
PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

Kfrr,

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

Color. Leslie Caron, John
Cedric Hardwicke. Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
Bernhardt. Drama. The romance of an
Am er C4n paratrooper and a French ballerina during
the London blii. 97 min. 4/16.
Sir

Director Curtis
i

DANCE

Technicolor. Gene Kelly.
Producer Arthur Freed. Director Gene
K«lly.
Ballet.
Three episodes dealing in romance,
drama, comedy and pathos told entirely through the
medium of the dance. 94 min. 6/28.

Mora

Kaye.

Film

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Comedy. Filmization of
directed by Panama-Frank.
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

BULLETIN — THIS

Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady, Mary Moxphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruction of her gang to save the life of the man she loves.
90 min. 5/14.

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

GABY CinemaScope, Eastman

INVITATION TO THE

May

from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

July
Dale
Linda
Darnell,
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

DAKOTA

YOUR PRODUCT

INCIDENT

Trucolor.

V

MAN

REPUBLIC (Continued)
ARMED. THE Dane Clark, William

IS

May Wynn, Robert

Director Franklin

Horton.

Tallman,

Adreon.

Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an
avalanche of violence. 70 min.

August
Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Maria English. Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.

LISBON

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/6.

Claude

Homiere, Kristine

Miller,

Naturama,

Skip

Trucolor.

George Macready. Producer-

director Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cow-

boy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

September
A WOMAN'S

Technicolor,

John

SuperScope.

Wayne,

Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman. Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
19 min.
PUBLIG PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian p :aine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Director :Jorman
McLeod. Comedy. A trusting soul
tangle: with slick con men and outwits them.
1

DEVOTION

Trucolor.
Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.

involved with a group engaged

RUN OF THE ARROW
Ralph
Fuller. Adventure.
Montiel,

Sarita

in

illegal

Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Meeker. Producer-director Sam

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Kelllng. Comedy. An auditor, on a kindly impulse,
alters the accounting records.
TENSION AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.
YOUNG STRANGER, THE James MacArthur, Kim HunProducer Stuart Miller. Director John Frankenter.
heimer. Drama. Son seeks to earn affection from his

Ronald Squire.

DANCES,

THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Prack.
A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.
Rudolf

Coming
Trucolor.

Ralston. Melodrama. Two-timing
murdered by attractive girl singer.

David Brian, Vera
gangland lawyer is

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Doris Single-

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,

Trucolor.

Anna

Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper. Western.

HINKEY DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally
Cox. Comedy.
IN

Raines,

Ella

Derek

Farr.

Orama

OSCEOLA

23

PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 6/11.

June

Trucolor.

James Craig,

Lita

Milan.

Berti,

Sydney

Kay

Ratoff,

Kendall,

Chaplin.

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

Color,

G.

Cinema-

Clark,

Miguel Torruco. Produced
Western. 76 min.

James

Craig,

Marta

Lippert. Director

R.

L.

Maria Costi, Nicos Fermas,
Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi

occupation. 63 min. 7/23.

KING AND

THE MORNING

Super-

1

MURDER

ON

APPROVAL

Tom

Conway.

Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 6/11.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Ida Lupino,
Sanders.
Producer
Bert
Fritz Lang.
Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

Fleming,
Friedlob. Director

George

I,

Kerr,

Yul

August
BIGGER

THAN

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father

LIFE

who adopts

a dual personality. 95 min. 8/6

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name.
QUEEN OF BABYLON. THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragaglia. Drama. 109 min.

August

September

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY. THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets in

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds.

—

1897. 92 min.

September
BACK FROM ETERNITY

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine, Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evi^ nee.

FINGER :-. GUILT Richard Basehart. Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers.

Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer EdGrainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.

mund

Son of department store magnet

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

falls

for salesgirl

Technicolor.

Michel

Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank > Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Meiican boy who
jro-wi up with a bull as hit main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
Ray,

Film

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse

ProFlying

duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 6/11

Basil
Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff,
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Di-

rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeon
destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.

CREEPING UNKNOWN. THE

Brian Donlevy, Margia
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director
Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth from
outer space infects a human being and turns him into
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
Val

NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy,
Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Di-

rector Maxwell Shane. Drama.
der while hypnotized. 89 min.

SHADOW OF
Reed.

gell. Drama.
girl. 76 min.

Musician commits mur-

FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean

Kent, MaxProducer Charles Leeds. Director Al RoEnglish murderess trys to disinherit young

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lub'n.
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/28

July
Tulean.

Producer-director

Sheldon

Page,
Reynolds.
100 min.

Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen.
Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keenan
A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuire.
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notorious

JOHNNY CONCHO
Wynn.

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vince
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2, 000, 000 race track
robbery. 83 min. 6/
REBEL IN TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Carrol
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southerners commits murder. 78 min. 6/28
1

TRAPEZE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Burt Lancaster,
Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James Hill.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialist.
105 min. 5/28.

Gina

!

\
'

August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, Color
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to almost
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

j

Walter

Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incidents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30
HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Producer'
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicate.
84 min.
!

!

Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Freeman, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director John
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror in

HUK

October
BETWEEN

HEAVEN AND

HELL

CinemaScope.

De-

Luxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War II
setting in the Pacific.

Coming
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe
play.

JAMES

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Drama.
SEA WIFE Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer
Andre Hakim. Director Bob McNaught. Drama. Ship is
torpedoed by Jap submarine off Singapore harbor.

STAGECOACH TO FURY

Forrest Tucker, Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer Earle Lyon.
Director William Claxton. Western.

OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

ULLETIN — THIS

IS

Philippine Islands. 84 min.

RUN FOR THE SUN
ard

Superscope, Eastman Color. Rich-

Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer;

Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Two!
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
Mexican jungle. 99 min.

Color. Ingrid Berg-

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous
JESSIE

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope. Eastman

83 min. 5/28.

fiction

—

Broadway

Coming

De Luxe Color.
Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western.

reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

THE CinemaScope

DeLuxe Color.
55,
Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackert. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.

Deborah

Technicolor,

QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT

Ingrid

Krazos.

Tallas.

IN

Page.

Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Drama.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5/28

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve

July
Stavros

GREAT DAY

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve

Roth,
King.

BAREFOOT BATTALION

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 4/1

mlrder, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 min.

well

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the
sixth of June, 1944.
106 min. 5/28.

Drama.

May

London,
Lee

Connie

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

MASSACRE Dane

QUESTION, THE

Julie

BLACK SLEEP, THE
De

Producer-director
Ratoff. Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.

ton.

MAN

May

Marina

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund,

Bromfield,

Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color. CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodrama. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfect
crime". 94 min. 6/1

Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 6/11

October

May

June

PROUD ONES. THE CinemaScope,

ACCUSED OF MURDER

UNITED ARTISTS

A

savage Indians to establish Kentucky

settlement.

Mati,

devotion.

parents.

Trucolor. Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of

CONGRESS

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackert. Director S. Engle.
find mutual respect and

CRIME AGAINST JOE John

activities.

SILKEN AFFAIR. THE David

DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

Johanna

Rennie.

IN THE VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Karen Sharpe. A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets

nett,

settlers fight off

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger
Comedy. Mother and daughter

MAN

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

PILOT

JET

September
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I. 102 min. 8/6.
BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert Mitchum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.
GUN BROTHERS Buster Crabbe, Ann Robins'",
Neville Brand. A Grant Production. Director Sidney
Salkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different side
nicolor. Olivia

of law, fight

YOUR PRODUCT

it

out together.

UNITED ARTISTS

<

Continued-*

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

August

PHAROAH'S CURSE

AWAY

Howard Koch.
nation of mummies.

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincar-

Coming

in

ATTACK Jack

Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
army officer and his men during a crucial battle of

World War II.
BLACK STOCKINGS Lex Barker, Anne Bancroft, Mamie
Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. Director Howard
Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings terrorize western

BRASS LEGEND. THE Hugh O

Raymond

Brian

Nancy Gates. Western. Producer Bob
Gerd Oswald. Western.

Burr,
Goldstein. Di-

rector

BOSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop.
Producer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melodrama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political machine.

FIVE STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
A Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.
A woman tries to give FBI highly secret material stolen
from Russians.

HONG KONG

FLIGHT TO

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
flight to Hong Kong sparks international

A Sabre

An

airline
intrigue.

GUN THE MAN DOWN James

Arness,

on

fellow

who

thieves

desert

when

him

wounded.

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Quinn,

Katy Jurado.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely western town.

PEACEMAKER, THE James

Rosemarie Bowe,
Jan Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post.
Mitchell.

Western.

REVOLT

Technicolor,

AT

LARAMIE

FORT

DeLuxe

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

Virginia

Charles
of a

Welles. Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.

man on

September

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
A Mehboob Production. Musical Drama. A princess
falls in love with
a peasant who contests her right
to rule the kingdom. 101 min.

THE

CinemaScooe,

Color.

Victor

Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men". 105 min.
Mature,

Director

12 ANGRY MEN Henry Fonda,
Lee J. Cobb, Jack
Warden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
Lumet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

WILD PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart,
Stewart.
Producer Sidney
Horner. Hoodlum mob take
his fiancee. 9
min.

Paul

Harmon. Director Harry
over a Naval officer and

1

pilot.

WALK THE PROUD LAND

Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S. Government fights for human
rights
for
the
Apache Indians in Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

Anne Bancroft,

1

PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country. 95 min.

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney, Martha
Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed.

Coming

BEAST OF THE

AMAZON

Color. John Bromfield, Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siodmak. Adventure. Young woman physician, plantation owner and his workers are terrorized
by mysterious jungle beast.

GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television
Technicolor.

AND ME

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van John-

expedition

LAW

Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden, Grant
Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arnold.
Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
SIMON AND LAURA Technicolor, VistaVision. Kay
Kendall, Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director

A

in

DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

July
Stanley

WALL Tom

Rubin.

Sylvia

Tully,

Abner

Director

Sidney.

Biberman.
in

crime.

85 min.

Virginia

Mayo,

tradition. 85 min.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE
Miller,

Arthur

Technicolor. Tony Curtis,

Kennedy,

William

Demarest.

ColPro-

ducer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
1870 s. 85 min. 5/28.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE
liams,

Harry

Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer
Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy infictitous

father,

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min.

A CRY

IN THE
Donlevy.

finds a

real

one.

88 min.

4/30.

Film

NOW

FROM

WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
ducers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

September
couple

NIGHT Edmund O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

Natalie
Director

Drama.

man

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min.

in

AMAZON

THE WarnerColor.

TRADER,

Wood,
Frank

surprises

John

Sutton.

McGowan. AdAmazon territory of

Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom
venture. Stirring
Brazil. 43 min.

events

the

in

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about

Jones.

murderess. 129 min.
HILLS, THE CinmaScobe, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
a child

BURNING

to

avenge murder

of his brother.

Coming
BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama. Story

Wallach.

Eli

Elia
Kazan.
proprietor and a beautiful

gin-mill

of a

girl.

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd.
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Western.

Cattlemen

fight

to

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor,

Hudson,

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
David
man.

meets

Drama.

Butler.

3

turns

immature

boy

OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plane.

STRANGE NIGHT
Ferrer, Jean
Jean Renoir.

Technicolor. Ingrid Bergman, Mel
Marais. A Franco-London Film. Director

Drama.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

WarnerColor. William HolLloyd Nolan, Virginia Leith. Producer-director
Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man.
den,

WRONG MAN,

THE Henry

Producer-director

Bass fiddle player
murder case.

ROTH E RS

at

Stork

Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
Club is prime suspect in

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal
305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

A pril

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

MIRACLE IN THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson,
Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.

New Phones
LOmbard 3-3944. 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Montiel, Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain
novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

National Film Carriers

Sarita

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

May
MY LADY Walter 3rennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16.

HIGHWAY

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

EXPRESS LINES,

GOOD-BYE.

SEARCHERS, THE

June
Technicolor. Written, produced
and directed by Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.
82 min. 4/30.

IS

Member

INC.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

ANIMAL WORLD. THE

BULLETIN — THIS

into

Color.

To

WARNER

Army

SPIRIT

Quayles.

Lauren Bacall, Robert
smith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

TOY TIGER Technicolor.
v «nts

Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Asia discover strange men.

Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director
Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run a cattle
ranch after the death of their father.

George

Nader,
Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives
from justice have a haven in West Africian
lungie
because small territory has no laws of ex-

leen

MEN

SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario

Melodrama. Warden of prison gets involved

CONGO CROSSING

August
SEVEN

satire on the television industry.

STAR IN THE

Producer

Pro-

Technicolor.

91

BEHIND THE HIGH

'

John Agar, Cynthia Patrick.

Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Stack. Producer Albert Zug-

Producer

Muriel Box. Comedy.
min. 7/23.

Borchers.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

June
OUTSIDE THE

Cornell

Flynn,

Errol

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. AdDiamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.

MOONBRAND

Williams.

"nuclear

ISTANBUL

ducer William Alland.

chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.

biggest

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. DirecHarmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
of the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
a

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

bomb"

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

Scientific

in

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.

idol.

A DAY OF FURY Dale Robertson. Mara Corday, Jock
tor

WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

man seeks

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.

MOLE PEOLPE, THE

May

1

SANTIAGO

Tyttle.

son, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early 93 0 s

NT' L

July
Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck,
Richard Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John
Huston. Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the
men and ships who hunted the massive whales in the
early 1800's.
16 min. 7/9.

Brian

October

W.

MOBY DICK

82 min. 8/6.

Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedal baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.

O.

Schell,

Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production.
Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie
director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

RAW EDGE

1

each other

Ken

venture.

VERSA L-

I

Francesca DeScaffa

I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane

KELLY

U N

Haas,

Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.

Di-

SAVAGE PRINCESS

SHARKFIGHTERS,

Jeff
Barker.

John

Color.

Howard Koch.

Dehner, Diana Brewster. Producer
rector Lesley Selander. Western.

VistaVision.

114 min. 5/28.

II.

Angle Dickin-

son, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets

revenge

World War

BOATS

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

resort.

Ion.

ALL

YOUR PRODUCT

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

TEA
When

Leo of

a kick that
\

/

\

/

'N TEA!

M-G-M brews

spells

TEA,

got

it's

B-O-X-O-F-F-l-C-E!

/

EXCITEMENT!
The reaction
picture

is

to the

news

unprecedented.

of

this great

It's

as though

showmen throughout America were
M-G-M

presents

in

CinemaScope

and

"TEA AND
SYMPATHY" starring DEBORAH

M ET ROCOLOR

KERR

•

JOHN KERR

•
•
with Leif
Erickson • Edward Andrews • Screen Play
by Robert Anderson • Based on the Play by
Robert Anderson • Directed by Vincente
Minnelli • Produced by Pandro S. Berman

waiting for this celebrated play to come
to the screen— and now that it's a living,
thrilling reality they're eager to bring it
to their audiences. It will live

expectations.

M-G-M,

recognizing

limited boxoffice ceiling,
\

\

\

\

/

/

up

to all
its

un-

putting behind

is

one of the biggest campaigns— newspapers, magazines, radio, TV— the works!

/

it

TEAHOUSE
OF THE
AUGUST

DREAMS COME

MOON"

TRUE!
]

Although
M-G-M

presents

in

CinemaScope

and

METROCOLOR MARLON BRANDO
GLENN FORD
MACHIKO KYO
in "TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST
MOON" co-starring Eddie Albert Paul
•

•

»

Ford • Jun Negami • Nijiko Kiyokawa
Mitsuko Sawamura • Screen Play by
John Patrick • Based on a Book by Vern
J. Sneider and the Play by John Patrick
Directed by Daniel Mann • Produced by
Jack Cummings

it

will not be available for

several months,

we want

to share with

"TEAHOUSE OF
THE AUGUST MOON" has had its first

you the good news that
studio screening and

is

unquestionably

one of the great motion pictures of all time!
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R

AND PEACE

'ther
E

Reviews:

LAST

WAGON

P-ARS OF THE SKY
IE

L'Affaire

Hembuseh

JSUARDED MOMENT
THE BOSS
n for the sun

Raw edge
HUK!

HC'DOWN AT ABILENE

Producers Talk To America

jff

GEORGE STEVENS'
*

From

the novel by

Ft?

Production

'Ma

Edna Ferber

WarnerColor

HUDSON

ELIZABETH TAYLOR • ROCK
SfES

DEAN

Produced by George Stevens
and Henry Ginsberg

c

•

PIRIT

CinemaScope- WarnerColor

A LELAND HAYWARD-BILLY WILDER
starring JAMES STEWART
as Charles A.

Production

Lindbergh

ELIA KAZAN'S Production
of

starring

ELI

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS'

CARROLL BAKER • KARL MALDEN
WALLACH • MILDRED DUNNOCK
Newtown

Prod.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

WarnerColor

RANDOLPH SCOTT
GAIL RUSSELL • LEE MARVIN
starring

Batjac Prod.
starring

VERA MILES

HENRY FONDA
ANTHONY QUAYLE

•

A CRY
IN THE NIGHT
starring

IRIAN

EDMOND

DONLEVY

•

CinemaScope-War tier Color
starring

TAB HUNTER

•

NATALIE

WOOD

O'BRIEN

NATALIE

Jaguar Prod.

WOOD

and the continuing holdovers
of mighty MOBY DICK /

3 SMASH H ITS

IN A ROW

20

lewpoints
SEPTEMBER

resolution on

L''Affaire
BULLETIN,

Film

several

weeks

an Allied Theatre
Owners of Indiana bulletin containreprinted

ago,

ing a serious implication that certain
companies were retaliating
film

Trueman Rembusch because

against

he presented critical testimony be-

Senate Small Business Committee. The ATOI bulletin charged
that three distributors were with-

fore the

holding their product from his theatres, and threatening suit for pay-

ment

obligations

contractual

of

under review for adjustment.

We

upon the companies named,
Paramount, Universal and Colum-

called

bia, to

reply to this grave allegation.

Since that time, the matter
taken on an even

has

more serious

board resolution charging a "concerted campaign of reprisal" against

Rembusch, and urging that "steps be
taken by the Senate directly or by
reference
the
proper United
to
States Attorney to terminate the
herein-described unlawful and contemptuous conduct, to the end that

Rembusch may be protected

Mr.

The

Allied board added

companies

three

the

."
.

.

Loew's

to

originally

named by the Indiana unit.
The BULLETIN has questioned
top sales executives of the film companies
replies

and has obtained
concerning the position in

involved

In

all

Rather,

it

was intimated

that the Indiana exhibitor

the opportunity to try to

had seized
embarrass

companies by using the

"retalia-

to

the

meeting,

affair.

The

for

instance,

Allied

Board

passed

the

told

The

that the matter "is in

the hands of our legal department".

Our efforts to obtain facts from
company were unavailing.
Unfortunately, Paramount's
tude displayed here
too

wrong with

often

exhibitor relations

atti-

what

just

is

this

is

distributor-

— too

much

reli-

to the legal arm.

inclusion of Loew's in the Al-

was another puzzling
Mr. Rembusch, in the same
wire, made no mention of M-G-M,
while naming Paramount and Columbia as maintaining their "retaliation"

Top

policy.

executives

in

Loew's sales department disclaimed
knowledge of any change in policy
toward Mr. Rembusch.
Columbia, for

declared

part,

its

was "more than anxious"

that

it

sell

its

to

product to every exhibitor,

The

dif-

ferences with him, a Columbia

offi-

including Mr. Rembusch.
said,

cial

involved

terms on

indi-

vidual pictures, and the dispute ante-

ceded by several months Mr. Rembusch's appearance before the SBC.
Universal

explained

position

its

(some weeks before the Allied
Board meeting), saying the fuss was
"little more than an ordinary busi-

;

The situation in question would
not appear to be one that belongs
"in

the

hands"

company

film

of

lawyers, except insofar as

it

con-

cerns the legal attack on them.
the major issue in

If

Trueman Rem-

busch's dispute with the distributors
then certainly that
is film terms,

phase of the matter is one for the
of
executives
sales
experienced
Paramount, not the legal department, to handle. At least one of the
companies already has proved that
salesmanship, rather than legal tactics, is

the

way

Good

to settle

it.

Exaiwtple

fully

ness

disagreement",

that

it

was

"quite old", and in the process of

The subsequent wire
from Mr. Rembusch confirmed his
being settled.

In announcing that it will resume
production of 2-D trailers on CinemaScope pictures, 20th Century-Fox
has again demonstrated the flexibility and maturity to admit that it may
have been wrong. Even more imhas once
operates
again given evidence that
portant,

amicable relations with U-I.

this

company

it

Paramount
position.

offered

A

little

sales

to clarify

department

on the principle that its interests are
one with that of exhibitors.

Faced with the protests of severai
exhibitor groups that elimination of
2-D

BULLETIN
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trailers

would be

small theatres, sales
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published
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There are some anomalous aspects

BULLETIN

factor.

The

Manager.

tion" factor as a club.

spokesman merely

lied resolution

it

ism of the distributors at the Committee hearings had anything to do
with any actions taken by the dis-

in
18

ance on "legal positions" and too
little
on give-and-take in sellerbuyer negotiations quick recourse

was unequivocally
Mr. Rembusch's critic-

cases

tributors.

at

defending himself, filed an anti-trust
suit against seven major companies.

Rembusch.

denied that

the

until

weeks ago, Rembusch, no slouch

its

l'affaire

it

as-

pect in the light of a National Allied

August

14, but did not
almost two weeks
later. Meanwhile, in a wire to this
publication on August 16, Mr. Rembusch himself advised that his differences with Universal had been
amicably adjusted.
And several

release

Rembusch

vmiiUF-M
wn
VOLUME
24, NO.

•

1956

3,

a hardship

on

manager Alex

Harrison promptly altered his prior
edict against 2-D trailers.

—

Mr. Harrison and, indeed, everyone at Fox who has a hand in making policy is to be commended for
their consideration and fairness. It is
the kind of customer relations that
our industry should strive to make
the rule rather than the exception.

—

Film
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BULLETIN
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By

BACKLOGS-TO-TV SNOWBALL. Some

months

Philip R.

ago,

Sarnoff, electronic communication's chief

General David
spokesman, laid down his personal manifesto with regard
tc the dated film libraries of major motion picture companies. Said he, in effect: in no wise should TV permit
itself to be traduced into becoming an advertiser-supported
old age home for out-moded film entertainment. In the
same breath he indicated that demand for such entertain-

ment was largely spurious. The future

RCA-NBC

boss said,

lies

19

3

5

6

Ward

has flared over recent months

when

so

many

film librarie

changed hands

BULLETIN Cinema

Film

Aggregate*

of television, the

not with old movies.

Consider-

ing General Sarnoff's impressive record as both a mover
and a visionary, his words were accepted in many quarters
as authentic

Can

it

TV

dogma.

be the General goofed?

As things stand today, almost every film library has
been claimed in seme manner by some interest connected
with television, be that interest syndicator, promotor, TV
film distributor, or network. Hollywood is richer by an
estimated $150 million. The snowball has grown so unwieldy that one independent New York station actually

FILM

*Composed

—

in their day, and at least 25% cf which
were once top-drawer theatre boxoffice attractions.

high importance

On

the surface, Generai Sarnoff looks less visionary than

The

But

let's

look again.

minus balances cf library scales will be deSecond guessers will seek to pin the
"sucker" appelation on one industry, "winner" on the
other. In our judgment, nobody loses; nobody wins
net
yet. A victor will only emerge if one industry applies the
fruits of the transactions more successfully than the other.
For Hollywood, this means prudent application of its new
cash resources; for TV, it means prudent application of its
new storage of major film product.
plus and

bated for years.

—

0
As proof

<0

that no victor has clearly emerged, note

first

No

company stock spurted markedly

as the result of a

backlog deal.

Not one single film stock has attracted any
particular volume of sales as the result of library profits
and profits they are when one appreciates the writedowns accorded aged film. Indeed, all we see is an industry inching its way up to earlier levels, and this thanks to
traditional rather than speculative causes
healthy summer grosses. No, Hollywood hasn't encountered a wind-

—

—

has encountered only a challenge: to spend wisely
and well. Apparently, investors are convinced that Hollywood will prosper by the pictures it makes, not by the
backlogs it barters to TV.
fall.

It

A glance at Film BULLETIN'S Cinema Aggregate below should convince all concerned that no major upswing
Paqe

C

F;im
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And from TV's

standpoint, the situation

1956

is

iikewis

Like the little boy and the long yearned-fc
Xmas toy, it remains for television to react now that it
wish is fulfilled. General Sarnoff did not necessarily g
astray in his judgment. It was not the film libraries Y
feared, it was their imprudent application. Now that the?
major inventories are available, TV can indulge in th
luxury cf converting itself into a fifth-run movie circui
That was Sarnoff's fear. Over and over, General Sarno
has stated his view of TV's predestined role: the creatio
of material peculiarly suited and adapted to the uniqi

status quo.

specifications of the

medium. As

a corollary to this prop<

he has always maintained that most of TV's m
terial should be "live", rather than filmed. Clearly vintas
motion pictures play but a minor part in his conception
sition,

<

an unprostituted television

the stock market reaction to individual library sales.
film

THEATRE COMPANIES

MGM

films, 152 Warner
has access to the following: 725
nearly 1,000 oldies of relatively
films, 194 Columbia films

visicnless.

COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

A

art.

widely spreading both among exhibitors an
motion pictures of maj<
companies important as they once were will prov
something less than divine to the video industry, som
thing less than heinous to theatres than earlier believe
belief is

television people that the aged

—

—

In the last analysis, film libraries will most likely
in

relie\

TV

programming problem but without solving it. Ar
Hollywood the new cash surpluses will aid the econom

the

distresses of the

moment

—likewise

without solving

tl

movie industry's problems.

Thus there is no fortune, no folly, no winner, no lose
no dramatic coups, no spectacular advantages. Two rj
lated industries have simply transacted some minor bus
ness aimed at correcting minor problems. To solve the
major problems, each respective industry must dedicate
self to the job of doing what it does best.
i

Whtf Hey'te hiking About
In the

Movie Business

Hi

FUTURE IN PROCESSES. Many

top theatremen are

tween the American people and our armed

:hinking strictly in terms of the super-screen processes like

Todd-AO and CineMiracle for their deluxe theYou can look for a rush of conversions into the

Zinerama,
itres.

Todd system within the next few months, since two picures ("Oklahoma". "Around the World in 80 Days") are
eady in that "bug-eye" process, and more are in work. Big

showmen's interest is ample evidence that
hungry
for this special film fare, as evidenced
:he public is
jy the healthy state of Cinerama for some three years runeason

ling,

i

•

n that process.

slow start in
and

its

far of a single story film

"Oklahoma", after getting
New York debut, steadily

off to a rather

built business

Interest in other openings has been

sailing along.

is

•trong.
:o

The operators

downtown houses

of big

are eager

get out of the competitive bidding hassle in this tight

seller's

market and prefer to make

keep their houses rolling for six

a single deal that will

months

change suddenly, one

present plans

Unless his

of the industry's top

advertising executives will resign his post within the next
three to six

months

independent production. Firm-

to enter

and highly profitable
future for makers of distinctive motion pictures, he has
discussed his program (he already has his fingers on
several valuable properties) with money sources and has
convinced that there

is

a bright

been assured of substantial backing.

0

I

ATTACK!

United Artists, which has a marvelous faculty
for getting its pictures embroiled in headline-making controversies, has done it again. When Ambassadress Claire
Booth Luce walked out on the Venice Film Festival in
protest against the entry of "Attack!" as one of the American films to be shown,

UA

it

set off a counter-action in defense

RepresenDemocrat, and member of the
House Armed Services Committee, launched into his own
attack on the Pentagon for having refused technical aid in
the production of "Attack!" and for reportedly planning
to ban the film from military posts.
Price declared: "I
have recently seen a preview of the new United Artists
motion picture
.'Attack!'. That 'Attack!' was one of
two American films selected to represent our nation at the
1956 Venice Film Festival is no surprise to me. I consider
the

tative

release produced by Robert Aldrich.

Melvin Price,

.

Illinois

.

was therefore greatly disturbed to learn that the Defense Department had refused
to extend its usual cooperation in the making of this film."
The Illinois Congressman said he considers it "a shameful
it

an exceptionally fine film.

I

attempt to impose censorship on a film because
represent

human

There's been some headscratching these past few days over the turn of events of
that Cantor, Fitzgerald and Co. option to buy out the controlling stock of Republic Pictures held by president Herbert

an

failings

Price stated,

is

it

dares to

whose character is marred by the
of weakness and cowardice". His feeling.
there must be a "healthy relationship be-

officer

J.

Yates and

boss turn

down

Not only did the Republic

his group.

the Cantor offer of $10.50 per share, which

sneaked in under the wire of the Sept. 4 deadline, but he
has now vowed that he'll never sell because he considers
it

he bears a profound responsibility to his employees in the
Republic organization. "These faithful people have been

with me for from 25 to 40 years," Yates states at a birthday party luncheon given him by his executives and administrative employees last week, "and this will always be
a primary factor in all plans for the future." Knowledge-

movie fortunes

V

of

THAT REPUBLIC OPTION.

able industryites are

to a year.

AD EXECUTIVE INTO PRODUCTION.

ly

0

for the

and despite the absence thus

forces".

wondering whether the upswing in
month or so might not also

in the past

figure in that decision not to

sell.

Whatever the reason,

apparently wasn't an important factor

was

when

it

the option

offered to the Cantor group, and insiders insist that

Yates will

sell

when he

gets his price.

0

TV STATION BUYERS NOTE.
cuits, as well as

newspapers,

all

Film companies, cirit tougher

are going to find

and tougher to acquire TV stations, if the FCC follows
through with its reported new line. Recently, Sen. Magnuson (Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, warned the FCC to watch the trend toward TV infiltration by big investment houses, some of it via the sale
of licenses bought up by promoters. This is said to have
also alerted the Commissioners to the concentration of TV
stations in the hands of newspaper moguls, giving them
news source control in many areas. And it probably will
have some restrictive effect on the increased activity of

movie

interests in the competitive

medium.

0

FOX & LITTLE EXHIBITORS.

William

straight-from-the-shoulder

the

talk

to

C. Gehring's

Missouri-Illinois

TOA

recently is being pointed to by exhibitors as a
worthy example of good distributor-exhibitor relations.
The 20th Century-Fox vice president said: "It is true that
from 2800 to 3000 theatres do provide 85 percent of the film

no company could survive if their film rental
income is reduced by 15 percent, and those rentals paid
by the remaining 12,500 theatres of the country are essential to the existence of the companies." This kind of frank
and friendly talk has been heard from Fox president
Spyros Skouras before, and it is put into practice by his
company. The little exhibitors everywhere will tell you
that no major distributor tries harder to show considerarentals, but

tion for their situation.
Film
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DYNAMITE!

r

DREW PEARSON

"This js
of

me

speaking:

In

front

are cans of celluloid dynamite. They

contain a motion picture called 'The Boss/

names

Certain powerful interests, whose

would amaze you, have tried to prevent you

from seeing this picture. They were afraid
to let

you know

its

shocking story.

I

helped

expose the story upon which 'The Boss'
based.

I

know

'The Boss'

is

this corruption did take place.

the uncut, uncensored version

is

of a story that rocked this nation to its very

foundations.

I

predict this picture will create

the year's biggest screen sensation."

THE PRIVATE
A PUBLIC ENEMY

NAMED

HIS

LIFE

OF

WHO ALMOST

OWN

PRESIDENT!

OHN PAYNE.OTB[D®3S
with

ROY ROBERTS

•

RHYS WILLIAMS

•

GIL

LAMB

•

«

M t.rnm WILLIAM BISHOP

Story Jnd Screenplay by

BEN

I.

PERRY

.

Directed bv

-

Gloria McGhee

BYRON HASKIN

•

.*.»....»„,

DOE AVEDON

Astocate Producer WAITER SFIT7ER

Jull Jfmpact O ff feature JilmA on
Will

This

Se Qelt

Ikeatni Jkti Jail

The Season of

Is

By

know

try.

the

For the

first

time television

unveiling major Hollywood

pictures in millions of Ameri-

can homes.
All that has been said about

on TV, and the millions
effects
on the exhibitor, can be
about
the
guesses made
forgotten.
best
things
of
legated to the limbo

Because

with us now, and

we

are about to learn,

terms of cold boxoffice cash, the true nature of the prob-

i

m confronting

us.

In newspapers throughout the country the avalanche

is

always

is

useful

to

perhaps good that, at long last,
battle has been joined.
The
period of suspenseful waiting is
over, and we can begin without
further delay to assay the factors in
this new and unprecedented onslaught against theatre business.

On

the face of

all

it,

the

main

factors are adverse, in varying degree.

potent danger of

all is

Perhaps the most

that the unleashing of hundreds of

TV audience may surfeit the pubwith this kind of entertainment, whether offered on the
television screen or in the theatre. Such a development
would be as bad for the television industry as for Hollywood.

old films on the nation's
lic

including

Big display advertisements,
pages, are proclaiming "Movietime, U.S.A."
hrase borrowed, ironically enough, from the film industry.
heralded.

eing

it

the strength of one's opponent

it is

films

reality is

Decision!

LEONARD COULTER

There has never, perhaps,
been a more crucial moment
for the motion picture indus-

is

The

~fV

—

DStly full

These announcements introduce to TV viewers "the
atire film library of the RKO motion picture studio
lollywood's greatest stars and greatest stories Jean Sim10ns, James Stewart, Loretta Young, William Holden,

—

McLaglen, Ava Gardner, Frank
Darnell. Gregory Peck,
inatra, Jane
Lamarr, Joseph Cotten,
Hedy
Ladd,
Alan
usan Hayward,
Douglas."
harles Coburn and Kirk

There

is

a

devout band of worshippers at the shrine of

the vintage film, but they form a small, select cult, and
certainly do not represent the bulk of

TV

addicts.

Time

and again the networks have found that new and original
TV entertainment on film lacks the drawing power of
even the inferior live show, with its unpredictability and
peculiar sense of immediacy.

arbara Stanwyck, Victor

Wyman, Linda

the film exhibitor will have an entirely
w competitive factor to contend with: not merely the
valry of television as a source of popular entertainment,

From now on

lit

the full force of a lavish publicity, advertising

otion

campaign

home

:

in

favor of

and pro-

seeing top Hollywood movies

That is the nub of the situation now unfolding; that
hy the coming Fall and Winter season may decide for all
me whether the motion picture theatre is to be a prime
Durce of relaxation for the masses, or become a shadow of
former prosperous

is concerned, could, on the other
hand, do him much harm by making vast numbers "fed
up" with Hollywood films, due to gross over-exposure.

as far as the exhibitor

If

backlog pictures on television get a "bad name" with

the public no-one will benefit.

instead of in the theatre.
is

s

If, therefore, old films to any great extent displace live
shows on the people's home screens the possibility of a
protesting outcry cannot be discounted. Such a development, while apparently lessening TV's competitive impact

And

the probability of their

doing so is inherent not only in the vast numbers which
have changed hands recently, but in the fact that, when
they were made, television was in the embryonic stage.
They were never planned, lighted, acted, or edited for the
electronic medium, with its very special technical require-

self.

ments.
the circumstances of the day are unparal:led in the history of the movie industry, the pundits who
cupy the seats of the mighty can no longer as they

And because

—

ive

so often in the

:en

all

through

this

past— cry out
before,

defensively,

and we've weathered the

recently-produced clips of
theatre exhibition,
"lost"

is

ancient films on TV, or even
new movies produced solely for

familiar with the blurred image, the

background and the inadequate illumination which

usually results.

torm."

No, this

"We've

Anyone who has seen

is

(Continued on Page 10)

an entirely different kind of hurricane.
Film
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THE SEASDN OF DECISION

Movie Industry Must Exploit
They

(Continued from Page 9)

made with any thought
of the commercial interruptions necessary on TV. Some of
them will have to be badly hacked to compress them into
Nor were

the pre-1948 pictures

running time, and to give the sponsor the adfor which he pays. What public reaction
break
vertising
cannot be predicted, but we shall
changes
will be to such
wait
for
the results.
not have long to
their allotted

How

Young People React?

Advantages

now

being offered a choice of, say, a 1941
in "Days of Glory" and a 1956 Pec.
in the theatre in "Moby Dick". They have the option of
1945 Hedy Lamarr (of whom they have possibly neve
heard) or a 1956 Kim Novak. About to be revealed ti
are

Gregory Peck on

TV

1

Jimmy Stewart as a callow youth, and a Johi
not long out of school. Parents had best be pre
pared for snickers from their offspring.

them

are

Wayne

choice of old entertainment in the

If this

Will

Its

new entertainment

against

in

new medium,

an old one, were

a:

free anc

the effects on the film exhibitor of
can be made, however, without classifying
movies on
the television audience into four well-defined age-groups

doubt that TV "oldies" would run
bad second. But as things stand now there is to be n(
such freedom of choice. Young people, in their most im

each having separate leisure-time habits and needs: (a)
children (b) 'teen-agers (c) young marrieds and (d) the

pressionable years, are to be subjected to a heavy, con
sistent and imaginative publicity and propaganda campaign which, unless energetically countered, must in

No

fair analysis of

TV

middle-aged and elderly.

equal, there

In the motion picture industry's experience young folk
in the (b) and (c) classes are the steadiest and most im-

fluence

They determine whether or not a film
will make money, which new star shall be born, and what
new trends must be considered by the studios' policy-

the

portant customers.

making committees.

some

reason

R K

/•

O

.

why

V

. .

GREATEST STARS

HOLLYWOOD'S
GREATEST STORIES

1

seems

unlikely to restore

it.

likely, the televising

To

this class,

more

oi

thar

—

— appeal,

This contest between Hollywood-on-TV and Holly
wood-in-Theatres must, because of these and other factors
end in favor of television unless it is turned into a struggle
between the merchandising skills of both industries.

We

mWvietime

Jtj^

11:15

FM

M«**<,,

12:30 P. M.

Mf^wdtf, THrvl.,

Ffafa,

—IN PERSON

VICTOR McLAGLEN
•

"POWDER TOWN'

W

c

mQwhime

»-

mQvictime

rr:t~;-«"'

'

WNBf TV

'-"'

—

have long since passed the stage of compromise and
such temporary palliatives as tax relief campaigns
There is little to be gained by blind adherence to "trie
and trusted techniques" of salesmanship and promotic
when the opposition is using new and up-to-the-tick a"
proaches bordering on mass hypnotism.

of

What

is

TV screens of America today
must inevitably evoke the question o

happening on the

for the first time,

whether the motion picture industry is going to sit back
and await developments, or is in the mood to exploit the
advantages it possesses while it still possesses them: the

LATEST STORIES, the BRIGHTEST NEW STARS
DELIGHTS OF ESCAPE FROM TENSIONS
OF MODERN-DAY LIVING.

and the

Any

such campaign would be fraught with problems:

tricky questions of procedure, the levying of equitable

S|WFILTV*«-6

contributions, the inclusion of producing companies which
are straddling both fences, the composition of the govern-

ing committee to ensure against

am

J

Film

it

being dominated by any

one element within the industry.

i
It would have to take into account the complication that
what has to be "sold" to the public is not only one kind of
Big splash for Oldies on TV.

Pig. 10

is

habit, as

Contest of Merchandising Skills

/HOB

§

they comprise the "lost" audience over which

moviegoing

nostalgic

-

-j-^

least for a while

TV may have the strongest purelj
reminding them of the romantic
"Seventh Heaven" days beyond recall.

fCTUffiS

'« TELEVISION.

^

TV — at

in favor of

any other, films on

RADIO

of

them

Hollywood has been fussing these past few years. Whal
of them? All that can be said is that if the majority have
old films

the studios

of

s

Those in the higher age brackets are less susceptible tc
mesmerism of the skilled propagandist, which is the

lost the

from

is little
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(Continued on Page 27)

By transcription,
a recent

NBC

we

bring you the text of

broadcast, "Movies in America",

by Theodore Cranik's

AMERICAN FORUM

involving several important film figures

Producers Talk To U.S.
MR. McCORMICK: This

is

the motion picture capital

Fabulous Hollywood. Here on The Ameri>f the world.
can Forum, today, is a group of people responsible for
naking the films you see, the men behind the scenes, the

who

nen

write about them, the

men who make

the de-

here in Hollywood. Don Hartman, recently chief
production at Paramount Pictures and now head of
rlartman Productions; George Stevens, winner of two
:isions
)f

icademy awards and the director-producer of "Shane" and
he forthcoming "Giant"; Jerry Wald, for many years exjcutive producer at Columbia Pictures, who now heads the
vVald Productions at 20th Century-Fox; Leo Rosten, speMagazine, author and
;ial editorial advisor to "Look"
on the Hollywood scene.

:ritic

Well, gentlemen, the motion picture business

is

adver-

Are they really? Mr. Hartman, how do you

HARTMAN:

I

feel

about

it?

believe motion pictures are better

and people come to them in greater numand life is better than it ever was and everything in
:he country has advanced and it is not odd that along with
t that Hollywood has through the years learned a great
deal and used that information to improve itself.
:han ever before
jers

WALD:

MR.

It is interesting to

note that since the ad-

/ent of television, of the 20 top grossing pictures

made,

I'd

them have been released since television came
own full bloom. Obviously from looking at the

;ay 10 of

nto

pox

its

office figures pictures

cause

Probably there are some
the production and showing of

as they should be, generally.
liberalizing influences in

the motion pictures and other forces that are bringing
about a trend of better films.

MR. McCORMICK: You gentlemen make motion

have been better than ever beto see them. The good

more people have been going

pic-

do you go about it? How do you find out
that you are going to make a certain kind of picture? Do
you do it to please the man who puts up the money, the
tures.

How

public, or yourselves or

MR.

WALD:

I

what

is

the object?

don't think the public

wants, really.

As movie makers,

what we think

is

good

for

it

them.

MR. ROSTEN: When you say
know what they
MR.

knows what

our job to give them

it is

they want, do they

ting movies are better than ever.

MR.

pose movies are better than ever, but they are not as good

know what

they don't
don't

want?

WALD:

No, I don't think they know what they
Sometimes they are brought in by enticing advertising and sometimes, when they get in, they walk out
in disgust. Sometimes they can be fooled by an ad and go
in and enjoy a picture.
don't want.

MR.

HARTMAN:

I

think the public very

much knows

it and say
what it wants. I
much
is to anticiwhat they want, but I think our job very
pate what they do want and very often it is related to
what we do. I don't think we are so isolated from the pub-

don't think they can articulate

lic,

or

out to

we shouldn't be. I am sure everyone actually starts
make a good picture and, by good, they mean that

thing that interests themselves and they think

it

will inter-

est others.
Pictures, that

MR.
letter

is.

ROSTKN When

people ask whether movies are

:

they really want to say "I wish they were better."

My answer

Movies are as good
the talents available. In movies as in any other field
here isn't enough talent to go around. There aren't
:nough good scientists, there aren't enough good writers,
here aren't enough good playrights, there aren't enough
to that

is

a depressing one.

MR. ROSTEN:

I have great faith in the public's ability
good picture when they see one, but I don't
think there is any way of ramming down their throats
something that they don't want to see or that has been

to select a

is

jood anythings to turn out as

novies are committed to
lon't

week

much production

after

week

after

as the

week.

have enough good novels, plays, stories or

You

ideas.

Within that framework, of the movies that have been
nade,

we have fewer bad movies than

jood ones are better or not,

I

MR. STEVENS: Well,

all

before.

Whether

the

don't know.

things progress and

seen too

MR.

many

HARTMAN

:

I

didn't say that.

MR. ROSTEN: One

thing that

is

interesting, one often

hears discussions about something called the box

office.

People seem to forget that the box office is a polling booth
that every time people go to a movie they vote and every
time they don't go to a movie they vote. In a sense, what

you men are committed
those votes

I

times before.

may

go

to

is

a sensitive appraisal of

in the future

and try

to

make

how

the kind

(Continued on Page 13)
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THE FEW EXHIBITORS

WHO HA

YET BOOKED COLUMBIA'S

THE FLYING SAUCERS

EART

(Please read every
of this article

Lee

in

word

by James

the Worcester

Evening Gazette)

even

HlTi

PRODUCERS TALK TO

U.S.

ItContinued from Page 11)

of pictures that will make money. In order to make money
you must attract an enormous audience of the size that no
Ipopularity in history before has ever had to handle.

STEVENS You

MR.

:

KAZAN
in

know, Mr. McCormick, a question

vaunted star system

on the basis that all films are made the
"Hollywood". How does Hollywood
term
way.
The
Isame
Hollywood
seems to be a tent supposed to
films?
Imake
things
all alike. There are all different
lot
of
encompass a
films
making
in Hollywood. Some better
japproaches to
{than others. Some serving one group, some a special group.
lof this sort falls

I
I

think the government of the film industry

know

the public

There are a

is

my

who

land

all that.

Iconsider

is

I

think the important thing you have to

which Steve McCormick was trying

that

rive at before

we

started the program.

What

who

hit. You cannot take something that has
picture and repeat it in another picture.
one
been bad
work.
It won't

already been a
in

STEVENS Why
:

do you

call

it

a

bad picture

if

it

day's

WALD: We

have

made

all

thought were great and they were

MR.

HARTMAX:

You have

that

pictures

MR. McCORMICK: How about

change so rapidly. I am not putwords in your mouth, but it might be what you mean
when you say they don't know what they want. I think
they definitely do, but they change so often that what they
want now is not necessarily what they may want a month
from now. Unfortunately, if something is out and it is a
everyone

is

inclined

— because there

money involved

a great

is

—

in the making of a picture
to say
what they seem to like. Let's make something
like that," and by the time you come out, the public taste
has changed. Everyone would now make "The King and
I", and the audiences would say, "I am tired of seeing 'The

"This

is

King and

MR.
people

I'

in 300 pictures."

ROSTEX

:

I

MR.

have another point, which is that the
are not only concerned with mak-

One of the things that inme was your comment, Jerry, that sometimes a
bad picture makes money. What I suspect is that many
men who make pictures which are profitable don't have
terested

which they yearn, the feeling

have done something worthwhile.

that the picture counts, that the story
just as

ture

MR.

is

The

important,

feeling
is

important as the desire to say, "Let's make

which

will

make

WALD:

I

a lot of

often
a pic-

money."

think any time you start out on a ven-

and you say, "Let's make a picture to make a lot of
money," usually you are headed for disaster. There are no
quarantees in our business. The only guarantee we know
ture

WALD: A

copy you read
you get down
can't read

carbon copy of anything
the first
and concise and crisp. By the time
to the fourth copy it is smudgy and you

is

.

.

.

clear

it.

Television has helped us a great deal by forcing us out
of making B pictures in cycles.

a

I

am

glad to hear a kind word from

movie man.

of picture-making

It seems you are speaking for one kind
which is big company picture making.

A big company has to turn out a number of films or why
consider this question of B-making. There is another kind
of film-making. That is making a picture for the sake of
the picture, directly for the interest of the public and not
the over-all pattern of making films to meet a schedule of
distribution, or keep a

group of stockholders happy. That
kind of production, individual production that is going to
present itself to the public on the basis of its own interest,

would never be an imitation
be a

new

before,

MR.

thing, a

new

and based on

WALD

of

something

own

its

would
theme done

else.

idea or a treatment of a

It

kind of excitement.

That is why I said before B-making is out
Television has fallen into the deadly trap of
making an assembly line product and they will fall into a
high line of mediocrity.

ing successful, profitable films.

that they

about

:

the window.

who make movies

the feeling of self-respect for

What

cycles?

MR. STEVENS:

to take into consideration

that the audience's tastes

deal of

the road to disaster.

gangster cycles?

flops.

ting

success, then

something un-

you become a hitch-hiker and follow yester-

as

hit, it is

MR. McCORMICK:
we

ability to present

usual and different.

successful?

MR.

it

good taste and the

of is

We

is

He claimed

.

Crowd", while

to ar-

ingredients

know the
do you need for making a good picture?
formula for a flop. That is to repeat something that has

MR.

his new production, "A Face in the
has no names, does have "fresh talent
are right for the parts".

the Waterfront", etc., said:
"Hardly any star draws a thing at the boxoffice any
more and what's coming up is a much healthier situa-

As soon

WALD:

MR.

tion

"On

Desire",

stand between the public

making the kind of film that I want, and
do with big company finances and distribution

has to

finished. The producer of "Street-

Named

the public.

is

land myself in
Ithat

is

car

boss.

people

lot of

HITS STAR SYSTEM

Kazan, one of Hollywood's top directors, declared
a recent interview on NBC's "Monitor" that the once

Elia

MR.
make
will

HARTMAN:

pictures for their

remain

in

am interested in whether
own satisfaction and how long

I

Hollywood

if

they
they

so, or do they make
make money. The two
what we are overlooking

they do

pictures in order for the pictures to

things go hand in hand.

I

think

misnomer that this
meaning business. It is not
is

the

to the idea of business, in

similar ...

if

Pebeco tasted

industrial crisis.

Each

is

a motion picture industry,

and it is not related
any products were
Ipana, there would be an
entirely different. If you

a business,

which
like

picture

is

if

would make yesterday's picture today, they won't come
tomorrow.
(Continued on Page 25)
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"The

&<UiH$

ScUlKCteExciting

Saxon

Wagon"

Last

© © ©

Good

top-drawer performance.

young cast

story, fresh

in

as-

general market.

in

above-average plot and Richard Widmark, with one
performances to date as a half-wild white man
makes this one of the season's
Commanches,
by
raised

An

of his best

William B. Hawks' first-rate CineLuxe
color production, for 20th CenturymaScope and De
Fox release, relates a compelling story of Widmark, an
accused murderer, and a group of teenagers who make
their way across savage Apache country after their famibetter outdoor films.

Boxoffice prospects are good for all
situations, very good for action houses. Co-starring younglies

are massacred.

sters

Susan Kohner,

Felicia Farr,

Tommy

Rettig,

Ray

Stricklyn and Stephanie Griffin will lure the younger set.
Director Delmer Daves gets the most out of his cast in

terms of the psychological fears and anxieties of the kids
toward Widmark who leads them. Superb photography of
the open country and fine mood music are additional plus
factors in the Hawks' production. The compact story has

Widmark

being brought to justice

George Mathews, who

joins

by

wagon

a

striking dark-haired

sadistic

95 minutes.

Universal-International.

Edward Andrews.

George Nader, John Santor
Directed by Harry Keller.

Esther Williams,

Produced by Gordon Kay.

sheriff

9? minutes. Richard Widmark, Felicia Farr, Susan Kohner.
duced by William B. Hawks. Directed by Delmer Daves.

"Pillars

of

The

Has ample

pillars of the

protecting

ders

© ©

Plus

CinemaScope-Technicolor Western

handled

Freshly

Jeff Chandler.

Sky"

the

3u4i*tete. fcatiHf

sky are lofty mountain
ever-shrinking

the

territorial bor

lands

When

granted

cuts a road through this reservation, a bloody battle results

making

this Universal-International release exciting outfare,

with good boxoffice potential; best

framed in Cineby Technicolor, and has been giver
compact, fast-moving direction by George Marshall. Jeff
of course, for action houses.

It is lustily

a print

Chandler turns in a strong performance as a hard-drinking

A

cavalry sergeant, expert at dealing with Indians.

PIUS

plot has

Suspenseful melodrama about teacher and student with sex
Will

neurosis.

liams

good

Here

is

in

draw

well

non-swim

an absorbing,

school teacher

who

general market.

in

role.
if

logically disturbed student,

Esther Wil-

contrived,

mash

and

is

melodrama about

a

notes from a psychovictimized by him and

mixed-up father. It is pulp-fiction stuff, but
well-done with plenty of suspense and stock with meaty
exploitation angles. Grosses figure to be well above average in the mass market. Photographed in Technicolor and
released through Universal-International, "Unguarded
Moment" presents Esther Williams in her first non-swim
role, and she comes through with an excellent dramatic
performance. Script by Herb Meadows and Larry Marcus,
adapted from an original by actress Rosalind Russell and
Marcus, is taut and exciting, and it is made all the more
effective by Harry Keller's subdued direction.
Gordon
Kay's production creates a typical American town. John
his equally

I

&culHC44.
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Dorothy Malone married

sub-

to Keith Andes, but

carrying a white-hot torch for Chandler. Ward Bond does
a great job as a leather-voiced missionary who has given
biblical

Strong exploitables.

receives

tc

the U.S. Cavalrj

Pro-

Unguarded Moment"

© ©

star;

action.

America's Christianized Indians.

maScope with

Su^H€44. IZdtiHQ

I

music teacher Esther Williams starts to receive indecer
notes from an adolescent admirer. She keeps an appoin
ment with him in the hope of dissuading him. Althoug
the still unidentified youth tries to assault her, refuses t
help detective George Nader to protect the boy's nam<
Reaching home, she discovers an intruder leaving he|
house. It is Saxon. When Williams reports him to thl
principal, he denies everything, and his father, Edwar>
Andrews, a psychopathic woman-hater, sets a trap fo|
Miss Williams. Innocently found in the cloakroom wit
the boy, she is suspended on moral grounds. Saxon admit
his guilt, while his father searches Miss Williams' horn
hoping to discredit her. When she suddenly arrives, h
tries to attack her, then rushes out when Nader arrives
dropping dead of a heart attack. The boy goes into th
Army, while Miss Williams and Nader head for the altar

door adventure
20th Century-Foi.

in

He

has that Actor I]
Studio touch, and should appeal to bobbysoxers. Georg
Nader is convincing as the detective. Shortly after
woman is fatally assaulted near the local high schoo

Stephanie

train.

Griffin and her half-Indian sister, Susan Kohner, go night
swimming with Ray Stricklyn. Nick Adams follows with
Felicia Farr and her kid brother, Tommy Rettig. They return to discover all their kin massacred and the wagons
burned. Widmark, who survived, takes over and leads
them to safety by traveling nights. He falls in love with
Felicia. Later is tried for murder and acquitted, because
he was revenging his family's murder. He is placed in the
custody of Miss Farr.

"The

young man making an

|

CinemaScope Western with Richard Widmark

sure this a strong reception

is

pressive screen debut as the student.

names

to the peaceful Indians of his flock.

Sydney

Chaplin rates mention in his role as shrewd-minded Indian
scout. Robert Arthur's production, almost completely outdoors, has a fine rustic flavor. Sam Rolfe's screenplay from
Will Henry's novel, "Frontier Fury", reaches deep into the
post-Civil War Indian problem. Trouble begins when the
Cavalry commanded by Willis Bouchey cuts a road
through Indian territory, breaking the peace treaty.
Chandler, who heads the Indian scouts, and missionary
Ward Bond, are helpless in keeping the Indians from the
warpath. A battle and chase results with both factions
suffering heavy loses. Bond rides out to appeal to the dissenting chief, and is shot down. His death has an electrifying effect. Peace is regained when the war-bent chief is
killed

by

his

own

braves.

Universal-International. 95 minutes. Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Keith Andes. Directed by Robert Arthur. Directed by George Marshall.

O O O

GOOD

© O

AVERAGE

O

Ward

Bond

POOR^

?///» erf

bbtinctiPH

"War and Peace" Panoramic

I

Spectacle

Miss Hepburn, a

nists.

the symbol of
echnically excellent production of Tolstoy classic. Hepburn,

onda, Ferrer, huge exploitation campaign guarantee boxLacks emotional qualities needed for great>ff ice success.

:

less.

Leo Tolstoy's monumenventure
joint
by Paramount and
al Russian novel, a
Ponti
and Dino DeLau[taly's production team of Carlo
picture version of

The motion

—

Directed by

have no doubt about that.
is big
Hollywood veteran King Vidor, and filmed entirely in
Italy in Technicolor and VistaVision, the sweep and grandeur, big-name talent roster, opulent sets, strikingly beautiful costumes, and meticulous concern for detail and tech-entiis,

was

nical perfection

some six-million
production

all

dollars.

— unfolds

made
The

possible at a reputed cost of

drama

vast

— a year in actual

against a mighty background of Na-

poleon's invasion of Imperial Russia in the early 1800's.

Viewers will come away with varying degrees of praise.
Its extended running time of three hours and twenty-eight
'minutes encompasses something to interest everyone.
Three huge battle sequences, employing 12,000 soldiers
and 3000 horses, are magnificently staged. There is an elegant Russian costume ball. The combined talents of Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda and Mel Ferrer are admirably
projected, along with a fine international supporting cast

The screenplay, while often superficial, is geared
many levels of education and sophistication. Hence
"War and Peace" will attract mass audiences and high

of stars.
,to

grosses wherever

it

Tolstoy Novel

of

pixie-like, scintillating

womanhood

all

Natasha, is
of growth.

Fonda, despite his drawl, is convincing as the brooding
Pierre, searching for an answer to the riddle of life with
love and destruction paradoxically existing together. Stately Prince Audrey is portrayed by Mr. Ferrer with complete

command
being

is

of the role.

One begins

told, since the

camera

to

wonder whose story

shifts attention to relate

numerous reactions

to the upheaval of Napoleon's inNapoleon, another example, as played by Herbert

vasion.

Lorn,

He

a majestic vignette of imperial ruthlessness.

is

cannot be judged in relation to the other stars because they
never meet him in dramatic action. Plaudable supporting

Gassman, BriJohn Mills, Anita Ekberg, Oscar Homolka, Helmut
Dantine, Barry Jones, Milly Vitale and many others.

cast vignettes includes those of Vittorio
tain's

Musical score by Nino Rota, directed by Franco Ferrara
much depth and grandeur, beautifully following the
nuances of the mood depicted. Ace cinematographer Jack
Cardiff, aided by a crew of ten seasoned cameramen, has
caught some of the finest battle scenes ever put on film.

has

No

than seven noted writers worked on the scenario,
besides Mr. Vidor and Irwin Shaw (who refused a screen
less

credit rather than share billing).

Story begins

in

mate son

He

is

1805 with Russians preparing for

Brooding

with Napoleon.

pacifist

Henry Fonda,

war

illegiti-

of a count, will not partake in the excitement.

fond of Miss Hepburn, Natasha, a bubbling young

When Fonda

inherits a huge
Ekberg quickly marries him.
an affair with Helmut Dantine, a

lady of great sensitivity.

opens.

many phases

in

fortune, voluptuous Anita

Despite
film-classic

all this, it is

not a great motion picture in the
Its commercial aspects

sense of the word.

overshadow the artistic. As "W&P" journeys on to subsequent-run houses and the tumult of exploitation subsides, so will boxoffice returns. This was not true of "Gone
With the Wind".
#

I

The
its

film, as

limitations.

every other

The

*

*

medium

creators of this movie have, to

The simple

degree, overstepped their bounds.

while

all

the elements of the craft

phy, direction, etc.

of self expression, has

— cast,

flaw

script,

is

some
that

photogra-

— are singularly excellent, they

lack in-

This reviewer, at least, soon became aware of
the lack of dramatic cohesion as the emotional ingredients
failed to come across. The motion picture is basically a
chronicle of emotions. It always will be regardless of how
tegration.

big the screen,
spectacle,

how

how

how vast the
how much money is
Hence, while "War and

subtle the color process,

great the talents, or

poured into production factors.
Peace" is enjoyable and entertaining

— sometimes

breath-

—

For the
it is flat in some scenes, sterile in others.
most part, the spectacle nature of the film remains with
the viewer when he leaves the theatre.

taking

The screenplay writers have attempted
toy's

book by

to adapt Tols-

telling three parallel stories of the protago-

[More REVIEV

She then engages

in

Fonda shoots Dantine in a duel, separates
from his wife, and joins Miss Hepburn and her family in
the country. They meet despondent Mel Ferrer whose
wife died in childbirth. Hiss Hepburn and Ferrer are immediately attracted. They wish to marry, but Ferrer's
Russian

officer.

father postpones the marriage one year by sending Ferrer
a diplomatic mission. While he is away, Vittorio Gassman, a notorious rogue, and brother to Miss Ekberg,
charms Miss Hepburn into elopement, though he's already

on

married. Ferrer discovers this,
ha,

and returns

is

unable to forgive Natas-

to battle at Austerlitz against

Napoleon's

Napoleon crosses into Russia. Ferrer is
wounded and brought back to Moscow, where Miss Hepburn nurses his wounds. He forgives her before he dies.
French supplies are depleted, Napoleon is forced to retreat,
advancing

snows

forces.

cripple his forces, and a Russian cavalry attack

finishes the job.

turns to build a

Fonda, taken prisoner by the French,

new

life

re-

with Natasha.

Audrey Hepburn,
208 minutes.
IA Ponti-DeLaurentiis Production.)
Paramount.
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer, Vittorio Gassman, John Mills, Herbert Lorn, Oscar
Produced
Barry
Jones.
by Dino DeDantine,
Homolka, Anita Ekberg, Helmut
(Based on the novel "War and Peace" by
Directed by King Vidor.
Laurentiis.
Vidor, Mario
King
Screenplay by Bridget Boland, Robert Westerby,
Leo Tolstoy
Comerini, Ennio De Concini, Ivo Perilli. Photography by Jack Cardiff. Art direction by Mario Chiari.
!
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"Raw Edge"

"Huk!"

O Q

Staines IZttfU?
Whips up

OK

pines.

This

excitement about guerrilla uprisings

fair

sets

that

forces in the

from Universal-International. The story has a unique
point of take-off Herbert Hudley, boss of the town, has

George Montgomery in the jungle frontier of the Philippines, emerges as average dual-bill fare for action situations.
Collier Young's Eastman color production, for
United Artists release, takes full advantage of the local

:

to the first man to claim her. This
be a rather lurid theme for the kiddies, but the ratrace that ensues, with alluring Yvonne De Carlo, as choice

ruled that a

mouse, should be enjoyed by all action fans. John Sherdirected with zest and Albert Zugsmith produced
with some refreshing Technicolor shots of scenic Northwest. Mara Corday is admirably cast as a spitfire Indian
squaw widow. Screenplay by Harry Essex and Robert
Hill has Calhoun riding into the territory bent on aveng-

are

(one-time guerrilla fighters)

Montgomery is first rate
an unattached American engineer who refuses to get in-

wood

bent on violence and destruction.
as

volved in the

John Baer,

fight.

as

A

sensitive portrayal

is

Mona Freeman's husband,

turned in by
rendered im-

potent in battle with the Huks. John Barnwell's directing
best during a bloody attack by the primitive Huks on a

is

women and

small steamer loaded with native

being evacuated. George

Montgomery

children

returns to the island

by his father, who
has been murdered by Huks. He wants to sell the land
and return to the States, rather than remain and help John
Baer and his wife Mona Freeman fight the terrorizing
Huks. When his old friend James Bell is killed in a Huk
raid, Montgomery changes his mind. The village is evacuated by sea and the Huks pursue in an armada of canoes.
In the ensuing battle, Baer is killed and most of the Huks
are wiped out. Montgomery returns to the island with
Miss Freeman to rebuild the burned-out plantation.
of Paoli to claim a

United

84

Artists.

sugar plantation

minutes.

Produced by Collier Young.

George

left

Montgomery,

Mona

Freeman,

John

widow goes

may

terrain in depicting the struggle to build the Philippine

Huks

Rory Calhoun is pitted against corrupt
Oregon frontier in this action programmer

Strong, silent

melodrama

exciting adventure

Republic, while

murder of his brother. De Carlo, wife of Herbert
Hudley, town boss, is frightened when Calhoun arrives to
await her husband's return. Neville Brand and Emile
Meyer, gang members, wait for her husband's death, so
they can claim her hand and land holdings. Rivalry develops during the vigil, and when the smoke clears all the
villains are dead. Hudley is finished off by Indians revenging the murder of Calhoun's brother, who was married to Mara Corday, a squaw. The end leaves Miss De
Carlo and Calhoun free with a fancy for each other.
ing the

Universal-International. 74 minutes. Rory Calhoun, Yvonne De Carlo,

Produced by Albert Zugsmith.

Baer.

"Run

Directed by John Barnwell.

"Showdown

Plus

Hard-slugging Technicolor Western for action houses.

in Philip-

for action duallers.

fairly

O O

&«4t*e44 'ReUtH?

for

Richard

Widmark

Sun"

the

SutiKCM IZoUkq

Abilene"

at

Mara Corday.

Directed by John Sherwood.

O O

Plus

sparks suspenseful jungle adventure

in

color, Superscope. Will click with action fans.

Actionful Technicolor Western.

Lacks names.

OK

dualler.

between Texas
cattle rangers and farmers, with some good psychological
undertones involving a gun-shy sheriff. It's designed for
outdoor addicts and should serve adequately as dual-bill
material in those situations. Absence of name values will
retard it generally. Some subtle directing is attempted by
Charles Haas in spots, but for the most part it rides hard
on sagebrush cliches. Technicolor photography sweeps the
grand Texas countryside, and Howard Christie's producUniversal-International

tion

is

armed

offers

a

feud

Lyle Bettger's characterization of a onebaron ruthlessly dealing farmers out of their

average.
cattle

land is the most interesting element. Ex-sheriff Jock Mahoney returns to Abiline where ranchers are on the verge
of open war with farmers. He refuses to take back his
job until his old friend, Lyle Bettger, convinces

needed

to

Mahoney

maintain peace.

feels

him he

is

obligated be-

cause the loss of Bettger's hand was his fault, and during
war he fatally wounded Bettger's younger brother.

This Russ-Field production for United Artists sets
Richard Widmark and Jane Greer in a suspense-packed
adventure in the Mexican jungle. Producer Harry Tatelman has crowded the background with excellent jungle
atmosphere. Screenplay by Dudley Nichols and Roy
Boulting (from Richard Connell's "The Most Dangerous
Game"), is somewhat uneven, but under Boulting's direction it has plenty of thrills. The story starts as a character
study of a disillusioned writer in seclusion, and ends up
with involved business about Nazi war criminals hiding in
the jungle. Out of all this comes an exciting chase sequence that should intrigue the action fans. Wiry sunbleached Widmark lends his usual conviction to the role
Miss Greer stands up well
of the has-been novelist.
against a beating from the jungle and a caressing from

Widmark. Trevor Howard and Peter Van Eyck play the
German heavies. Magazine writer Greer arrives in Mexico
to do a story on Widmark, but after meeting him gives up

Widmark

but they crash

the

the idea.

Martha Hyer, engaged to Bettger, runs out because she's
still in love with Mahoney. When Bettger is murdered by

and are rescued by Howard and Van Eyck, a shoddy

his

foreman, Ted de Corsia,

mers he must bring the
of guns, shoots

De

Mahoney convinces

killer to justice,

overcomes

the farhis fear

Corsia in a gun dual.

When Widmark

learns they are

United Artists.

duced by Harry Tatelman.

H

Film
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pair.

criminals, he runs for

with the girl. A deadly chase follows. Widmark, dragging the girl, doubles back to beat the Nazis to the plane,
wiping them out before taking off.

Universal-International

Page

war

lift,

it

Ted De Corsia.

80 minutes.
Jock Mahoney, Martha Hyer, Lyle Bettger,
Produced by Howard Christie. Directed by Charles Haas.

offers her a plane

99 minutes.

Richard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. ProDirected by Roy Boulting.

most talked-about movies are coming from

[he

THE

1

NEW

RKO!
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STARRING

FONTAINE
JOAN
DANA
ANDREWS
BOURNEUF SHEPPERD STRUDWICK ARTHUR FRANZ
BLACKMER
•

SIDNEY
itory

and Screenplay by

•

PHILIP

DOUGLAS MORROW

•

•

•

Produced by

BERT FRIEDLOB

•

Directed by

FRITZ

LANG
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HEADLINERS

THEY

ELMER

. .

RHODEN,

National Thea
C.
tres topper, presides at the circuit's con
vention, Oct. 1-3 at Phoenix, Arizona
United Artists gen
R.
eral sales manager, saluted with a specia
sales drive by UA's west coast district o
.

VELDE,

JAMES

MADE THE NEWS

which he had been manager. Effort
windup of UA's Fifth Anniversary Driv.
i

CHARLES

BARRY,

C.

Loew's

G. FRAYNE, SMPTE presi
dent will present 16 Society member
with Fellow Awards at 80th conventioi
Stanley Warne
Oct. 9 at Los Angeles
executives
M. KALMINE

...JOHN

vice-

president in charge of TV operations revealed that Loew's had leased its library
of 725 M-G-M features to 12 top TV mar-

.

kets around the country for $20,000,000.
Further sales are in the offing. Involved

the day's transactions, which took place
Aug. 23; CBS, Triangle Publications of
Philadelphia, King Broadcasting Company of Oregon and station KTTV of
Los Angeles.

in

HERBERT

general
manager of Tulsa':
Theatres, owned by WilliamSPYROS P
Brothers Pipeline Co.

Downtown

.

came

last

week from

panies,

B. Gerald Cantor,

keynote

TOA's

1956

show

Sept. 20-24 in New York's Coliseum. Announcement was made by president Myron Blank. "We are honored and
pleased to have Si Fabian as our keynote
speaker," said Blank, "not only because he
has long been a brilliant leader in the
motion picture industry, but also because
he is an outstanding pioneer and leader
in TOA and exhibition activities."

set for

E.

COMPO

ed

O
McCARTHY
into

its

and

next

local admission taxes.

Fox

sales

head

of protest

the industry's tax problems.

named National Theatres

the

NT

3,

.

Fox West

Coast

.

.

.

WB

over

L
tc

the

few years

.

.

.

to

O.

SELZNICK

"A Farewell

Hem-

scripting
to

Arms"

HECHT... MICHAEL

witr

FELT

his duties as administrative direc
tor of the Pennsylvania Board of Motior
Picture Censors when that body officially
closed down last week after 41 years
End of the Board came as the result ol
Supreme Court decision that film censor-

man-

l?54

.

;

campaign

ended

JR., recently-

September

.

WB:

trade press o

MALDEN

BEN

and failure ol
approve Governor George
Leader's three board appointees. Censor
ship lost another long-time champior
with the death of famed Memphis scene
ship

is

unconstitutional,

state senate to

units across the country

BULLETIN
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Sept.

Pa.,

Bell,

tell

Theatres purchased four properties in Los
Angeles with plans for building theatres
Academ>
with large parking areas
to de
Award winner KARL
but as director of "Time Limit", Broad
way play bought by RICHARD WID

ingway's

company

Film

"Giant" production team,

.

of president Elmer C.
Rhoden, also said that the motion picture
theatre industry is entering a new er u and
will be an even more potent factor than
ever in the lives of the American people.
Page 20

state

DAVID

upswing in public response to the new Hollywood product.
The executive, currently meeting
in

v

Producer DINO De
filming
undertake
Dante's "The Divine Comedy" recreating
Gustave Dore's famed illustrations

ager, reported a definite

with various

1

COMPO

LAURENTIIS

declared.

general

\

ft

next

pictures had raised a storm

RICKETSON,

delphia Variety Tent 13 getting set for its
annual golf tournament and dinner dance
at the Meadowlands Country Club, Blue

direct several pictures for

from small theatre owners.

H.

RUBE
PHIL CHAKERES, JACK ARMSTRONG, COL. HARRY A. COLE, A
H. BLANK, BEN MARCUS ... Phila-

MARK for UA release ... JACK
WARNER signed RAOUL WALSH

0

FRANK

.

plans for the film's giant ad-pub

all

foi

executive manager of studio operations, back at work following hospital
session for removal of kidney stone
Exhibitors taking part in drive to raise
funds for survivors of July 9 earthquake
on Greek Island of Thera. Drive recommended by Fox president Skouras and
directed by W. C. (BILL) GEHRING
Taking regional chairmanship posts: AlSHOR, exhibitors
lied president

showing that 22 states and at least
626 towns and cities impose state or local
taxes on movie admissions.
COMPO
counsel Robert Coyne warns that federal
tax exemption helps but does not solve

Fox's announcement that they were stopping all production of 2-D trailers of

CinemaScope

its

York

ALEX HAR
A.
KLUNE

RAYMOND

RISON...

RKO

man

district

George Stevens and Henry Ginsberg,

CinemaScope attractions than heretofore
the

at

South-East

respectively, in New
meetings with sales chief

information director released the results
of a tax survey, prepared under his direc-

trailers will enable superior advertising of

possible,

many

The

tion,

ment and, perhaps, to the demands of exhibitors, in announcing resumption of
production of 2-D trailers of pictures
made in CinemaScope. Enhanced 2-D

.

agers,

has launchtax battle:

elimination or reduction of the

acceded to advice
Century-Fox's technical depart-

20th

by four major film comwas alleged by Allied's board of

CHARLES

ALEX HARRISON
of

it

independent for having testified before the
Senate Small Business Committee hearing exhibitor complaints this Spring. Describing their conduct an "affront to the
U.S. Senate bordering upon contempt"
and a violation of federal law, the resolution calls upon the Senate to protect
Rembusch. Copies were sent to SSBC.

0
will

harassment and

Aug. 14 meeting in Louisville, Ky. The
board declared that Loew's, Paramount,
Universal and Columbia have taken "retaliatory measures" against the Indiana

not be for sale to anyone.

FABIAN

the tar-

directors, in a resolution adopted

by the Republic president and his assoPreviously, Yates had declared
ciates.
that if the option had not been exercised
by the expiration date of Sept. 4, his
shares nnd that of his associates would

H.

is

persecution"

Announcement

International Convention and trade

of

and

Division

REMBUSCH

get of a "campaign

president of the investment concern who
had taken an option on the shares owned

S.

T.

.

SKOURAS in Hollywood for studio con
fabs... HARRY G. BALLANCE anc
PAUL S. WILSON, 20th-Fox Southerr

REMBUSCH

TRUEMAN

has refused the
offer of Cantor, Fitzgerald and Co. to buy
his controlling interest in Republic Pictures at $10.50 per share.

.

pointed

0
YATES

J.

.

HARRY
SAMUEL ROSEN and BERNARD G
KRANZE were on hand to open Seattle':
Paramount Theatre as a Cinerama housi
Aug. 22 ... WARREN T. PATTON ap

clipper T.
last

week

items as

ft.

He
"The Moon
at 89.

who

dier

blue-pencilled such
Is

Blue" and axec

film which he thought had too mucr
sex or violence. He was appointed in 192f
and resigned only last year.

any

McCarthy

LLOYD BINFORD,

MERCHANDISING

'review

Audience Tapes

Sold Cadillac'

1

EXPLOITATION

&

Convention Furor Helps Put

Ad Campaign

Spotlight on UA's

Enlisting the cooperation of theatremen
ad patrons, Columbia engineered a sock
romotional coup for its forthcoming "The
olid Gold Cadillac" that should prove a
old mine of material for its advertising
ampaign on the Judy Holliday comedy.
Procedure followed by vice president Paul
Lazarus' staff of Columbia boxofficers
1.

The

Boss'

Controversy over a film reared its head at
Democratic national convention
to give the Frank & Walter Seltzer production, "The Boss", an unexpected head start
in its release this month. The United Artists
release was the object of charges by delethe recent

gates that the film contains "unfair propaganda" against the Democratic Party and

exciting. The picture was
neak previewed at a dozen key city theatres,
i
lobby sign, without revealing the name of

"besmirches the name" of ex-President Truman. "The Boss", which portrays the rise
and fall of a political machine in an un-

he previewed film advised patrons that they

named American

as simple but

be asked

/ould

for

their

comments

after

city, was seen by ruffled
delegates as a takeoff on the Prendergast
machine in Kansas City. One delegate said

he has asked the producers to hold up

re-

lease of the film until after the election, but

was

told

it

would reach the nation's screens

within three weeks.

Producer Frank Seltzer quickly seized the
opportunity to turn the charges into a publicity plum by issuing a public statement

Theatreman

Bob

Moscow

(Rialto,

records comments of patron after sneak preview of Columbia's "The Solid Gold Cadillac".
Atlanta)

i

added titilFollowing the
ation among the audience.
howing, eager previewers were ushered beore a photographer and the manager at each
heatre interviewed them and taped the comhe picture

was

over, arousing

To

insure against future complicaions, patrons interviewed were asked to sign

ments.

Columbia to use their comand publicity.
Tapes and photos then were forwarded to
-olumbia's home office where they will be
eleases allowing

nents for advertising

incorporated

into "inquiring

photographer"

newspaper ads by the Columbia
howmen, giving them a ready-made camiaign. Also under consideration by the com•any's ad department are plans for using the
aped material for radio-TV promotion.
Double-edged stunt was welcomed by exibitors who participated since it gave an
xtra fillip in the preview and was sure to be

ayouts for

F

DEPARTMENT

denying any link with the Kansas City machine. "In this, the election year, I consider
it important that the people of the country
be made fully familiar with the type of man
'The Boss' is", he declared. "We indicate
(in the film) that political bossism is not the
particular property of any one party. We
hope that people will be given an opportunity to judge for themselves in the American

1

in 'Saint

Joan Search

The Otto Preminger-UA

talent search

actress to play the title role
in "Saint Joan" elicited some wry qualifications among the million-plus entries
for a

young

who made application for the coveted
One Brooklyn blonde of 18 gave her

part.

noted
alongside them: "Subject to change". A
Los Angeles aspirant candidly described

measurements

at

36-25-37

and

am not beautiful, just a
pleasant mixture of Grace Kelly
and Ward Bond." Included among the
vital statistics was a 17-year-old's 190
herself thus: "I

subtle,

pounds.

Uked up for delayed action benefits.

[More

Solid

SHOWMEN

on

South Penetration For

'Heaven And

Hell'

Saturation

resounding with advance tidings
of 20th Century-Fox' "Between Heaven and
Hell", due to saturate Southern theatres next
month, as the company launched its big
buildup for the four-state debut. AnnounceDixie

ment
tion

tradition."

Smiles

Alex Harrison, 20th Century-Fox general sales
manager, points to ads that will sell the
Southern saturation of "Between Heaven and
flanking
the chief are
Dixie
brass
Hell".
Southern Division manager Harry G. Ballanee
(right) and S. E. District head Paul G. Wilson.

is

of the

mammoth

promomanager

point-of-sale

was made by general

sales

Alex Harrison following a rough cut viewing of the Robert Wagner-Terry More-Brod
Selection of the
Crawford CinemaScoper
below-Mason-Dixon line area for the saturation openings was cued by film's story of a
young Southerner's experiences in WWII.
Massive regional promotion is aimed at
covered by the Atlanta, Charlotte,
Jacksonville and New Orleans exchanges.
territories

Opening salvo in the campaign was launchmonth with bally serviced to
newspapers, magazines, TV and radio in the
areas, and was scheduled to build to top
strength a full four weeks in advance of
ed late last

opening, Oct. 10, in several hundred theatres.
20th is throwing the works into the
Southern saturation with star tours, intensive TV-radio programming of spots and
star appearances at gala premieres.
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Excellent variations of the cut-out can
worked up from material in the posters ai
ads. And the bigger the blow-ups on top
the marquee, the stronger the pull to t

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

MM Marilyn

doors.

.

.

The two-score thumbnail

.

public

Showmen who remember —and who

could

— what

Marilyn Monroe did for
"Seven Year Itch", and for their boxoffices,
have their exploitation task on "Bus Stop"
neatly layed out for them. It's Marilyn all
the way—on the marquee, in the lobby, over
the front, out on the street, in the newspapers. And the more visual a Marilyn there
is,

the better.

To

this end, 20th

Century-Fox has

lent a

veritable treasure chest of ideas in a superlative pressbook,

including no less than 40

and the star,
and a special section devoted to drive-in and
small town theatre promotion. In addition,
20th's advance buildup, from the front-page
would be starred in the
disclosure that
film version of the William Inge hit play,
through the fantastic coverage in newspapers, magazines, Sunday supplements and
columns, climaxed when the working press
was invited to the location filming at PhoenArizona all this has established a
ix,
special

ways

to sell the picture

There

standee

(right)

that's

a

real traffic-stopper, they're solid, seat-sellers.

s
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•

i

too,

valuable

assets

COLOR
.

by

lure, the

DELUXE

CINemaScoPL ™«

Above, one of two cutout standees available for

Newspaper ads (below,

lobby or marquee top.
left

and

teaser

is

come-on.
also

B#tty Field

-

center)

are

provocatively

Marilyn;

one of a large variety with the
Below,

right,

basis

for

the

E-I«n Meckart

in

th

The fam

Joshua Logan directors
George Axelrod scripting, these

of the hit play, the

DON MURRAY'

films this year.

cut-out

are,

credits to attract the metropolites.

—

full-color

tli

terial.

groundwork of penetration that has made
"Bus Stop" one of the most eagerly awaited

The campaign aids offered by the company
make the showman's mouth water.
From the wide array of ads that give the
Monroe curves ample play, through the
posters and accessories, down to the six-foot

hints to "tell

back" range from simple,

Tie-ups with Bantam Books good for eyi
stopping "Read the book, see the movie" dif
play gives the showman added display m«

MM

will

is

expensive
"picketeer"
stunts
(teenage
carrying "lollypop" signs around commerci
areas)
lavish "MM" skywriting ai
to
"Golden Buses" to take eminent citizens
the opening. Stunts employ ideas for evei
budget and they have been carefully thoug'
out to exert maximum effect. Worked in a
pin-ups, blow-ups,
blondes handing ov
passes when requested by passersby in shoj
ping areas (and a swell followup of awan
for funniest reaction after approaching tl
wrong blonde), touring trucks, teasers, bal
loons, street stencils, beauty salons, jut
boxes and, of course, the transportatic
companies. Here, the variations are reall
exciting, from placards on bus stop signs t
bus streamers, bus driver stunts, screening
even state-wide bus tie-ups.

Showman's Dish
forget!

MM

the

3-sheet,

other

cut-out

MM

which

is

standee.

important plus factors to garner the mo
discriminating moviegoers. Logan's nam
played up in conjunction with his Osca:
nominee "Picnic" chore; Axelrod tied in wit
"Seven Year Itch" and "Will Success Spo
Rock Hunter", and the success of the Wi
Ham Inge long-running Broadway play c
be the means of bringing back a horde
those who have lost the moviegoing habit.

But

first

and foremost,

tastiest boxoffke.

it's

MM

for

t

Those familiar curves that have become an
American institution are sporting heretofore unrevealed angles of thespic prowess in 20th Century-Fox' "Bus Stop". After a year's absence
-

from films to work in the famed Actor's Studio
in New York, Marilyn Monroe makes what is
destined to be a heroine's return to the screen in
the film version of William Inge's

Broadway hit.
combines the curves and
angles that
is etching the term "Decollete
Duse" in dramatic history. Under Josh ("Picnic") Logan's deft direction, she discloses a keen
flair for comedy and surprising depths of dramatic talent. Her highlight scene as she wiggles
and moans her way through "That Old Black
Magic" to an indifferent audience in a honkyThe

result so effectively

MM

tonk saloon

(top) is a masterpiece of sex despiced with humor. Marilyn's pursuit
by a crude cowboy, played by newcomer Don
Murray, works in emotional scenes that combine
comedy, pathos and romantic power that will lift
eyebrows all over the nation. George ("Seven
Year Itch") Axelrod's screenplay contrives delightful variations of the boy-meets-girl formula
as the tempestuous affair between the brash,
liciously

naive

on

cowpoke and the "chantoosie"

in a bus, at a

is carried
roadside diner, in the cafe and at

World's Championship Rodeo. Pronew Marilyn a
topflight CinemaScope production and an expert
supporting cast headed by Arthur O'Connell.
the Jaycee

ducer Buddy Adler has given the

Film
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UA's 'Ambassador's Daughter'

Has Lively NYC Paramount Debut
United

when

Artists

pulled

out

all

the

stops

debuted its CinemaScope comedy,
"The Ambassador's Daughter", at the Paramount Theatre in New York last week. The
promotional roster for the Norman Krasna
production was a lively one with a multitude
of neat exploitation stunts and promotional
it

tie-ins.

Kick-off for the day-long festivities was
provided by a captivating feminine sextet

sweeping through Times Square on motor
scooters heralding the opening.

The

scantily

diplomatic
complete with
passed out chocolate kisses to

envoys,

clad

pouches,

gathering throngs. That evening, activities
reached the high-water mark with the appearance of co-star John Forsythe and
French diplomatic officials at the premiere

Other exploitational highlight
included giving away free samples of French
chocolates and ice cream in the midtown
area plus autograph sessions by Forsythe.
ceremonies.

N. Y. metropolitan area travel agencies
and airline offices are participating in a contest sponsored by
to hypo the film.

TWA

Contestants are required to
or less

why them would

tell in

100

words

like a trip to Paris,

the location of the filming for

"The Ambas-

Daughter". Firms participating in
the promotion are displaying posters, heralds
sador's

and

from

displays

the

Theatre,

UA

a

nice

magazine in its Sept. 4
issue with a cover shot and five pages of in-

some nice plugs for "The
King and Four Queens" in which he stars

side text including

Copy

for United Artists release.

Spartij

Interest for St. Louis Theatre!

A sparkling showmanship idea has be<
generated in the Greater St. Louis area f
the benefit of Franchon & Marco-St. Lou!
Amusement Co. Theatres. The F &
Ci
cuit has introduced a magazine for distrib
tion to theatregoers to bring them nev
about motion pictures, movie stars, perso

M

alities

and happenings

in

Hollywood.

spotlights

scenes from location shooting in Utah.
*

*

LOUIS

ST.

*

September issue of REDBOOK carries a
6000 word run-down on the late James Dean
by N. Y. Herald Tribune Hollywood writer

mm

Joe Hyams. Story gives the blue-ribbon
treatment to the late star with credits to his
last film, WB's "Giant", scheduled for early

NEWS

and

PROGRAMS

fall release.

0

%

SEVENTEEN

tells

if

the story of the loca-

Trinidad of "Fire Down
Below", forthcoming Columbia release, in its

tion

filming

September

in

lavishly

illus-

trated with photos of topcasters Rita

Hay-

issue.

Article

is

Bob Mitchum and Jack Lemmon.

worth,

"Storm Center"
mention as one of top films of the month.

Same

issue gives Columbia's

#

».-

"*

20th Century-Fox gets a generous portion
LOOK. Rita

of space in current issues of

Moreno, who co-stars with Deborah Kerr
and Yul Brynner in "The King and I" garnered a four-page layout in one issue, while
Ingrid Bergman's photo graces a spread on
an article about "Anastasia" in another.

The

*

GUIDE,

*

Dallas Texas, was a blue-ribbon
release. Top: Teen-age fans of
Frank Sinatra create sea of turmoil as one group
hails "the old Frankie" and another cheers the
new Sinatra, the actor. Bottom: Cowboy adds
atmosphere and ballyhoo to "Concho" engagement by circulating throughout business area.
jestic

gets

LOOK

from

film.

The opening day of Johnny Concho at the Ma-

one for the

The enduring Clark Gable
salute

'Movie Guide' Magazine

MOVIE WORLD
group of RKO stars

-

•

gives a nice play to a
in its

November

issue.

Richard Egan grabs attention with a fourpage pictorial layout that gives full credits
to his latest release, "Tension at Table
Rock". A group photo of all the players appearing in "Back To Eternity" and a spread
on Venetia Stevenson, new RKO discovery,
are also featured in the publication.

MAS1LYN MONROE

i>

digest-type
will

STOP"—

JUS

publication,

MOVI

be distributed free through

M

distribution to insure that the best potenti

audience will be covered in the 50,000
lation planned for the mag.

circi

Crackerjack features intended to whet

"letters to the editor"

Tunes

"Friendly Persuasion" is
set to receive some heavy plugging via the
musical route with the launching of albums
and records by top vocalists and musical orAllied

Artists'

The

and

albums are
campaign
designed to coincide with the world premiere of the William Wyler production at
the Radio City Music Hall. The title tune
"Friendly Persuasion" has been waxed by
Pat Boone on Dot, The Four Aces on Decca
Records and Tony Perkins has recorded his
version on the Epic label. Orchestras recording the tune include: David Rose, MGM;
George Cates, Coral; Michael Legrand, Columbia and Lou Busch, Capitol. In addition,
Dimitri Tiompkin, composer of the score
for the CinemaScope drama, has disked an
extended play album on Coral records, while
Pat Boone has an album on Dot.
ganizations.

singles

part of an extensive promotional

Peqe 24
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F &

M

f<

where personal viev

and comments can be expressed. Other
features of the

Receive Heavy Disc Promotion

tl

appetite of potential theatre patrons incluc

an interesting Movie Quiz and a section

'Friendly Persuasion'

tl

M

and by F &
theatre manage
throughout the Greater St. Louis area. F
has carefully developed a select mailir
list and managers will personally supervi;
mail

plu

publication are a d

rectory of motion pictures currently bein

shown

in the circuit's theatres

of outstanding pictures to be

and preview

shown

at futui

engagements.

Rocket Ballys Warner's
The

'Satellite

original scale-model of the rocket

shi

used by Warners in "Satellite in the Sky"
on display at the Globe Theatre in Ne
York City to heighten interest in the film
premiere at the theatre Sept. 3. The strikin
display was brought over from England
help ballyhoo the N. Y. debut of the Cinem.

'

Scope interplanetary thriller by Edward
and Harry Lee Danziger, producers of tl
WarnerColor production. Created by one
England's top aeronautical experts, tH
<

rocket ship was built a year ago, before th
recent influx of news concerning the Unite
States' intention to launch a space
in the

near future.

satelli'

'RDDUCERS TALK TQ

U.S.

System

Stevens: Star

Easy Hoatl

is

^Continued from Page 13)

.

I

and make that star fresh and
having the star appear in
system has been found wanting,

film should support the star

ROSTEX One

MR.

Film-Makiny

to

of the things

:

it

seems

to

me

that

always plagued the motion picture art is the fact that
it consists of an attempt to tell a story. But the
>Jtory cannot be told except through machinery, through
echniques, through very complicated devices which injolve many people other than the central creative mind,
|/hether it be the producer or the director or the writer.
as

ssentially

more

attractive, rather than just

another film. The star
without the good films.

HARTMAX: And

MR.

talking about

by

we have

know what we
who

to

Do we mean

stars.

that person

are
at-

tracts to the boxoffice, or that person best suited to play

My kid knows, if you use Marlon Brando and
Marilyn Monroe and Cary Grant in the same picture, if the
story is any good at all, it is very likely to do good busithe part?

MR.
nd.

HARTMAX:

would like to debate this one secthink everybody has to be comparative. You are

I

I

motion picture

alking about the

rhere are 70 plays produced in

art as

if

it

New York

doesn't exist,

in a year

— 60

is

good season, now. Seven out of eight are flops. Everyne connected with each one individually thinks it is a
ood play. The author thinks he did a good job of writing.
writes it uninhibited by the commercialism that
;ie

whether the bosses or stockholders
producer reads many,
nany scripts to select one that he is interested in doing,
ile is not forced to do a play because it is June First. He
(.tevens talks about, or

Ire

^as
|f

A New York

watching him.

out-of-town try-outs, he can rewrite, yet has seven out

eight failures because

Lever will be

not a machine-made business.

it is

and never can

He

be.

could only start a play

Ind say "I think the people will like this very

ause

interests

it

me

so much,"

and then make

vay you possibly can, and then hope.

It

is

much
it

be-

the best

a big, big

MR. McC< >RMICK:
he star system, here.

ple

want

Let's talk for a few minutes about

That

the thing certainly the peo-

is

They think

to hear about.

^hen they think of Hollywood. Is

it

of stars in

movies

good?

efers to a

motion picture

.eceipe that

we can

make him

iierson into

star.

Unfortunately, there

is

no

feed to or manufacture for a person to

a star.

It is

something which pushes

the forefront. There

this

such a handful of stars
|o go around that we face a problem. There are about ten
•eople everybody tries to get and every time you stub your
oe. I think eventually you have to have enough courage
o go to the new personalities. The only way we can create
jiew stars is to

give

iave all

them the

is

right stories

and the proper

wait around for the stars, and we
waited patiently, sometimes, we will never get

etting for them.

If

we

ny pictures made.

MR McCORMICK:

Does the

star

control your pic-

MR. R< >STK\ People sometimes think the early movie
producers invented the star system. That is not true. They
fought it. They were afraid of it and resented it. There
have always been stars. There were stars long before there
:

were
ject

films, because the public in its response tends to proonto certain kinds of persons those things which they

MR. WALD: I argue that point for this reason. When
they made "Birth of a Nation" they did not sit down and
say, "Let's see what stars we can get to make this picture."

STEVENS:

In the star system, haven't you the

easy road of picture-making? Again, we have
he big organizations with a program of pictures and a
parsity of

good

ideas.

How

do they make these pictures

They try to use a friendly face known to the public
support them with some rudimentary story material

vork?

nd some other things of that nature. Basically, the most
mportant thing in the star system is a good film. The

a film

where the story was the main objective

of the entire project.

MR. ROSTEN: You might
agreeing with me.

not

know

it,

want

said they didn't

I

but you are
stars.

They

wanted the extraordinary things that a person had within

Take

man

It happens in the
on the cover. Why? We
know that the face of Gable alone is of enduring interest to
a great many men and women. A man such as Gable or
some of the other ten that you have mentioned have over
the years demonstrated beyond a doubt that people enjoy
going to watch them on the screen. This was not fabri-

himself.

a

like

Clark Gable.

current issue of "Look", he

You can't
make a

cated.

think will

is

set out to take the ingredients that

star

and make one.

It

you

has been tried and

failed.

MR.
screen.

:ey to the

tnd

build stars.

it

ures?

MR.

The other night I happened to see a pic"Bus Stop" which included a new boy named
Don Murray in the picture. Here was a boy I had never
seen before and he did not detract at all from the picture.
He made the picture more interesting because he was a
new face and because he added that curiosity that you do
have about new people. There is, I think, a way you can

They made

MR. WALI): Webster's dictionary defines a star as a
heavenly body under the celestial definition, but it also

at to

WALD:

MR.

ture called

love and cherish.

amble.
[

ness.

WALD:
The

or actress

is

There

is

no room

to

have them try to

sell

Clark Gable or another Monroe.

room

for "look-alikes"

on the

greatest disaster than can happen to any actor

I

themselves as another
think there

is

no
you

just

for "look-alikes" in stars or in types of stories

When George Stevens did "shane", there was an epidemic of carbon copies that came about in the next year
or two years. I am sure none of them hit the box office
value that "Shane" did.
do.

(Continued on Page 26)
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U.S.

Deny Morivs Over-Emphusi&e Sex
(Continued from Page 25)

HARTMAN: He

MR.

made

just

it

better than

The story was not new. His handling
was new.

ever made.
story

MR. McCORMICK:
because time

I want to ask
moving along and it

is

it

was

of the

it.

M R.

is

why we

McC( )RM 1CK Do
:

are

you over-emphasize

it?

[ARTMAN I don't think the movies over-emphaany more than "Look" Magazine or "Life" Magawho has never been in
zine. See the Elvis Presley spread
and see the kids getting hysterical. You would
a picture
put a monkey in a picture if that monkey would attract 50
million people. I don't mean Elvis Presley is a monkey,
incidentally, because I have kids at home who are crazy
M

R.

I

MR.

:

size sex

—

much

sex in pictures?

The most powerful thing that
human being responds to is something biological. It
been this way for some millions of years. We think

Pictures are about people.
the

has

very often that the movies, for example, have invented the
happy ending. Yet, Aristotle, certainly a very austere student and critic of drama

M R.

WALD

M R.

R<

MR.
MR.

WARD: Well, he will have, after this.
HARTMAN: Do you mind telling

:

Does he have any screen credits?

>STEN

:

a film.

mass
and death.

us what he

—

I

:

We

want

are they?

Love, hate,

are talking about something else,

to talk about sex.

I

thought you were

dis-

cussing pure, unadulterated, vociferous sex in the sense
that we know it. I don't think pictures are full of that at
all. I think of pictures about love, and if sex is associated
with love, it is a very worthy cause, let's say.

MR. WALD: Let me say a word about sex. I think sex
one of the few international languages that is understood
all over the world where you don't need any dialogue to
is

explain

it.

With Marilyn Monroe

or

Kim Novak on

the

screen

MR. STEVENS: The

motion picture medium is far behind all other means of communication in exploring and
exploiting sex. Magazines, novels, everything else has advanced and the movie delicately and cautiously follows.
Page 26
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a kind of restraint necessary in that kin

MR.

McCORMICK

Could we for a moment talk aboiii
good many of them have made quite a
America and this is of great concern to yo

impact here in
gentlemen, I assume.

Why is

that?

HARTMAN:

think that

— and

:

A

is

It is not of great concern, at all.
another mistake. I think any foreign pictur

—

know

this from executive experience
that is
good picture and that American audiences want to set
will get top playing time. I give you now a Paramour
picture called "War and Peace" which will play the ver
top theatres. It is a foreign-made picture and it has popi
I

lar appeal.

Where we

are inclined to say critically tha

more intelligent or better than Amer
and they seem to say certain things that w

:

is

only a very simple matht

matical thing, as you see only the good foreign

picture:,

you saw most English musicals, you would not go

t

the movies.

MR.

WALD:

would

I

like

to say

at

this

time

thc
(

foreign pictures are very healthy to this extent:

first of al

nobody has a monopoly on making good pictures. The
can make a good picture in Japan or Italy. What it doe
do

is

The new

stimulate us here.

faces they bring up ar

American films. I think that is health;
that we are essentially a worldwide business and we mus
be interested in what the German government is doing, c
often brought into

M R. [ARTMAN We
here.

What

of people.

:

are restrained from saying,

(Continuing) philosophical discussion
important from the point of view of the audience' satisfaction to have a happy ending. The greatest
playwrights in the world have taken but a few themes.
Those themes must be themes recognizable to everybody
fear

is

foreign movies.

it is

or to a great

There

can pictures

Yes, he has screen credits.

ROSTEN

STKYKNS

of experience.

If

MR.
why

September

3.

1954

1

foreign pictures are

wrote?

on

don

I

I say we are restrained. I don't say w
should be restrained. Reading something is very differer,
than viewing something in a large group like you do wit

MR.
there so

talk about being restrained.

is

the innocent picture-goer, or the intelligent picture-goer.

about him.
is

You

any subject that can't be done on the scree
if done with good taste.
There is no subject that cannc
be handled on the screen if it is done so you don't offen

—

MR. ROSTEN: Why

WALD:

think there

MR.

here.

all

cusly restrained.

one that people

Why is there so much sex in movies?
.MR. WALD: People enjoy
MR. HARTMAN: Do you mean to say so much sex in
movies? We have to define what you mean. Sex is a very
often ask:

healthy thing. It

the film so often follows the other thing. It follows a pu
lie demand for certain kinds of things.
are tremen

We

this question, too,
is

Don't worry about the film leading the way here, or t
way along any dangerous road, becau

film leading the

the French, or the English, or the Japanese.

MR. STEYKNS: An interesting comment has
with "War and Peace," which is a great film. They
on our distinguished American director,
did a very distinguished piece of work.

MR. McCORMICK
three hours and

I

to d
calle

King Vidor.

H

understand that picture runs ove
understand your new one, "Giant," wi
:

I

run over three hours. Is this a trend?

M R. STEV ENS: It is an accidental development, due.
suppose, to the fact that films are in a kind of new en
They are not subscribing so much to the juke box distribi
tion,

due to some liberalizing things like Cinerama an
It gives the film an opportunity to ru

things of that kind.

R0OUCER5 TALK TP

W «/#f

Says

U.S.

TV

has Monopolised \§ediovrity

nger, to be better rewarded financially, and justify great-

expenditure.

-

I

we will find it is a
many longer films.

think

end and there will be

true basis for a

WALD We

have seen pictures, shorts, that run
"Gone with the
vMnd" was three hours and forty-five minutes.

MR.

:

venty minutes and that are too long.

STKVEXS

MR.

Don't

:

we

look at a real film as almost

form? It is simply that. When you get to a
any novel in a film, it just can't be done in
novel
or
reat
n hour and a half. 1 have found in a three hour and fifteen
linute film it has to be very fast from beginning to end,
short story

nd then
'ou can't
filing to

it

have been in the business longer, we
know more about it, and we know how to make pictures
better than they do. They occasionally have a daring story
that we happen to see. But you go to Paris, to Rome, to
London or anyplace where American pictures are piaying
and they certainly don't want to book them over their
own pictures but the people are waiting in line to get into
the American picture, not to see their own. In France, the

—

—

people are standing in line for blocks waiting to see the

American pictures. Next door the French pictures are
playing and no one goes to see them.

:

European or Japanese countries, you have pre-empted a
ertain type of subject matter.

You

are overlooking another point.

I

Picture against another,

but the physical uprooting of peo-

from their homes, with the various inconveniences

it

nvolves.

re-

MR. WALD: Well, I think television, as I said earlier,
has finally monopolized the only mediocrity in America.
They have a problem of
what all Hollywood and
in

week

trying to turn out in one

New York

the

theater turns out

one year.

MR. STEVENS: You know,

we

Steve,

will think of

and the motion picture as one thing, eventually.
certainly looks that way. It is just a means of projection

television
It

of th s extraordinary visual technique that
:

ning.

come when

think the time will

I

.

.

just begin-

is

you

.

wiil jus'c

have pay television.

MR. McCORMICK:
Stevens.

I

I

am

sorry

I

don't like to, but our time

is

must

interrupt, Mr.

up.

men, and the newspaper and magazine publishers who
have successfully increased their advertisement revenues
in spite of the vast new expenditures which manufacturers
have lavished on TV.

appeal would have to be slanted mainly to the worn-

Its

America, offering them what television does not and
:annot
a few pleasurable hours of freedom from domestic
:nvironment, duties and obligations.
:n of

—

Let us not delude ourselves into thinking that a concerted nationwide moviegoing crusade would be either

would recognize that the home-screening of so many
Hollywood pictures must tend to make even the oc:asional moviegoer more selective than ever; that, therefore, the commonplace picture is a total waste of time,
noney and talent.
It

)ld

would have as

its

foundation the restoration of thea-

re-going as an institution, acknowledging that

company

Publicity for individual films

cannot suffice, if only for the
eason that there is necessarily a limit to the number of
outstanding pictures which can be produced each year
'just as

there

is

a limit to the

number

It would, indeed, be a battle of the titans.
success or failure might very well depend on the

cheap or easy.

But

its

dispatch with which the idea

is

brought forward by

re-

sponsible industry figures for consideration.

Hasty panic measures should at all costs be avoided.
Never was there greater need for mature judgment and
sober, analytical thought.

The

Fall of 1956 could be the Season of Decision

the crucible in which a great

new

.

.

era of prosperity for the

movie theatre would be forged.

Who, we

ask, will be the first to act?

of great books, plays

FOR SALE

paintings).

would be as modern in concept, and as hard-hitting in
operation, as the campaigns mounted by other industries
•vhich, in the past few years, have been faced with crisis:
:he cigarette makers, who are selling more "smokes" than
It

your quick

like to get

ever despite the direst warnings of cancer-minded medical

[Continued from Page 10)

or

would

SEASON DE DECISION

fHE

It

I

action to television versus the movie business.

put them together.

HARTM.W:

MR. McC< )RMICK:

of story

MR. ROSTEN With regard to foreign films, many
mes we see films made in Europe that are much simpler
nan American pictures, which are made for considerably
fess money and which, therefore, can be made for special
udiences of the type we don't have in America. The
imerican film has to hit a triple or a homer to use a homey
nalogy. You can make a film overseas for less money
han it would have to cost you in America. Hollywood
;oesn't set out to spend money, but the cost of making pictures is so enormous in America as compared to some

)le

American pictures are

believe

I

We

better made.

just barely reaches the stature of the novel,

go into the various facets and extremes

{

MR.

did travel in Europe.

Since

my

my recent

serious illness,

my doctors

advise

me

to sell

and nine Conventional Theatres. Will sell either
singly or collectively. Appointment by letter and in person.
MANOS ENTERPRISES, INC.
five drive-ins

TORONTO, OHIO
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT
JH

All The Vital Details on Current &) Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

BRINGING UP JOEY Huntz

May

Producer

THUNDERSTORM Carlos Thompson, Linda Christian,
Charles Korvin. Producer Mike Frankovich. Director
John Guillerman.
Drama. The story of a beautiful
woman who was an omen of ill-fortune. 81 min.
NAVY

WIFE

Joan Bennett, Gary Merrill, Shirley
Yamaguchi, Judy Nugent. Producer Walter Wanger.
Director Edward Bernds. Drama. Wife of American
soldier institutes revolution among Japanese women.
83 min.

SCREAMING EAGLES Tom Tyron, Jacqueline Beer,
Jan Merlin. A Bischoff-Diamond Production. Director
Charles Haas. Adventure. The saga of a platoon in an
WWII.

airborne infantry division during

81 min.

CRIME IN THE STREETS James Whitemore, John CasSal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDon Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence

savetes,
tor

New

Schwalb.

Ben

York City. 91 min.

Stanley

Hall,

Jean

Director

Clements.
Yarbrough.

Comedy drama. Juvenile television star is kidnapped.
CRUEL TOWER, THE John Ericson, Mari Blanchard.
Charles McGraw. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Lew Landers. Drama. Steeplejacks- fight for woman
on high tower.

80 min.

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE
Freeman,

Barry

Sullivan,

Mona

Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
small Western town.

Dennis O'Keefe.
Schuster.

Director

Harold

stockade

in

HIGH TERRACE

Dale Robertson,

Maxwell. Adven-

Lois

ture. 77 min.

OKLAHOMAN, THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel

McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western.

NO PLACE TO

June
in

STORM CENTER

Coming

ALLIED ARTISTS

81

Producer-director
Corcoran.
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.
YIELD TO THE NIGHT Diana Dors. Producer Kenneth
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama. A condemned murderess in the death cell.

NAKED HILLS, THE David Wayne, Marcia Henderson,
Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
800 s
during the
A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.
1

'

.

July
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
Peter Garves.

Dwan.
River

Drama.
in

Korea.

May
COCKLESHELL HEROES Jose Ferrar,
A Warwick Production. Drama. The

Trevor

Howard.

story of heroic
the British Navy and methods they used to paralyze Nazi merchant shipping during WWII. 97 min. 3/5
JUBAL CinemaScope, Technicolor. Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, Rod Steiger. Drama. Producer William Fadiman. Director Delmer Daves. Drama. Cowboy gets involved in self-defense killing, but clears his name and
catches real culprit. 101 min. 4/16.

men

in

DAYS, THE Albin Skoda, Oscar Werner,
Production. Drama. Hitler's last days
an underground bunker. German dialogue with subtitles.
13 min. 4/30.

LAST TEN

John Payne, Mona Freeman,

Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Marines fight their way to the Yalu

A Cosmopolfilm
in

I

75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

GAMMA
Phillips.

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas. Eva Bartok. Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly

THREE FOR JAMIE
talban,

Janet Leigh.

tor

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.
SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie French,

DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo MonRichard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. DirecThomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautinotorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
the murder of her lover. 85 min.

ful,

on

trial for

August
CANYON RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his

CinemaScooe.

John Justin.

DeLuxe Color. David Brian.
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel.
Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city.

72 min.

YOUNG GUNS, THE

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
Scott

Marlowe.

reputation of his deceased
western gunman. 84 min.

the

father,

a

notorious

Producers

Mature,
Victor
Irving Allen, Al-

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of qold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

Kelley

a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

October
PORT AFRIPUE

Technicolor.

Pier Angelli, Phil Carey
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rud
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer o
his wife.

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC,

THE Judy

Holliday,

Pau

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directo
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famou
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a larg,
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

BEYOND MOMBASA
nell

Wilde.

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Cor
Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Direc
Leopard Men seel

Adventure.
tor George Marshall.
to keep Africa free of white men.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT
Grant.

Audie Murphy, Kathryr
Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director Georgi
Western. Army officer organizes women tc

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Pr»
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-mar
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyec
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Tec
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaker
identity of a doctor's baq starts hunt for stolen money
ODONGO Technicolor, CinemaScope. Macdonalc
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild ani
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
<

violent death. 91 min.

PAPA,

MAMA. THE MAID AND

I

Robert Lamoureux

Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois. Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisiar
family.

REPRISAL

Felicia
Farr
Technicolor. Guy Madison,
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direc
Indians fight for

Grant.

Sherman. Adventure.
tor George
rights in small frontier town.

Technicolor. Randolph Scott/
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director JosepH
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of Genera
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".
SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure filrr
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceono
graphic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacques
Yves Cousteau.

SEVENTH CAVALRY, THE

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.

WEB

Faith

Producer

Domergue, Lee Patterson
George Maynard. Directo'

Vernon Sewell. Melodrama.
with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Engineer

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

gets

involveo

Technicolor.

Cine

Lemmon, Charles Bic
Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different
maScope. June Allyson, Jack

July

herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE

in

Kathryn

June
Drama.
gamma-ray. 79 min.
SAFARI Technicolor.

75 min.

Paul

fight off Indian attack.

helps

KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in a deadly game of deep sea fortune
hunting and
international intrigue. 74 min.

Keith,

Marshall,

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.

Brian

Coming

Brian,

FIRST

rector

town

min.

Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Shaftel.
Drama.
Josef

HIDE David

Bette Davis,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Danit
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal o!
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small

ford.

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

EARTH

DUCHIN

STORY, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone fo»er, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria
Shaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

EDDY

life.

CinemaScope. Victor Mature
Technicolor,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

ZARAK

becomes notorious bandit.

leader. 123 min. 5/28.

September
CALLING HOMICIDE

Jeane Cooper. Kathleen Case. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

Elliot.

Producer

Horror.

TROUBLE

Technicolor.

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

Hunti Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

serum developed by

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom,

AUTUMN LEAVES

Director

Fred

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

August

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie Laine. Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

Dorothy

nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81 min.

October
Color. Gary Cooper,
Mariorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Diama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War.

McGuire,

NOT OF THIS EARTH

Paul Birch. Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plaques large western city. 80 min.

of strange

SIERRA

STRANGER

Howard

Western. 75 min.
VAQUI DRUMS Rod Cameron,
71

Duff,

Mary

Gloria
Castle.

McGhr-e.

Western.

min.

Film

INDEPENDENTS

Korda ProDrama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 80 min.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven
duction.
Ritch.

racket. 61 min.

FIGHTING

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope,
Anthony Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan

May
Jayne
International
Mansfield, Lawrence Tierney, John Carradine. Producer;
involved^
is
bombshell
Blonde
Burt Kaiser. Melodrama.
with group of gangsters.

FEMALE JUNGLE, THE (American

GUNSLINGER. THE (American

International)

I

Eastman.

Hayes
Color. John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Allison
Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A saloon
queen rules her town until an outlaw gunfighter takes
over.
Yachi-,
MADAME BUTTERFLY IIFE) Technicolor. KaoruCarmine
Director
Musical.
Nicola Filacuridi.
guss,
the
to
transferred
opera
Gallone. Puccini's famous
14 min. 5/28.
screen.
ROSANNA (Jacon) Rossana Podesta, Crox Alvarado.!
Armando Silvestre. Produce-- Salvador Elizendo. Direcbeautor Emilio Fernandez. Drama. The romance of a
tiful girl and a fugitive from justice. 72 min.
Color
IWoolner Brothersl Pathe
1

September
MIAMI EXPOSE

Cobb,

Medina, EdDirector Fred
Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.
1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

ward

Arnold.

Lee

J.

Producer

Patricia

Sam Katzman.

Sears.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

SWAMP WOMEN

Marie Windsor, Carole Matthews
Woolner. Director Roger Corman
women run amok in Bayou country

Producer

Garland,
Bernard

Drama.

Swamp

Beverly

75 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)

RACK,

THE

Newman,

Paul

June
AME OF AFRICA

(Cavalcade) Eastman Color. Afrin
all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Connor,
-ector T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu king
1R6IDDEN CARGO IJacon) Nigel Patrick, Elizabeth
Mars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney Box. DirecI Harold French. D rama Undercover agents smash
ernational dope smuggling ring.

drama with

ONTIER

WOMAN

I'tnture.
min.

RLS

IN

(Top

Pictures)

Vistarama.

East-

Cindy Carson. Lance Fuller, Ann Kelly.
Saga of the daughter of Davy Crockett,

Color.

in

PRISON

(American

International)

Richard

nning, Joan Taylor,
Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
jrdon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
ds that prison is a living hell until reformed

by

a plain.

LOCOMOTIVE CHASE. THE IBuena Vista)
nemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey HunA Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
ion spies attempt to sever the South's military rail
'EAT
-.

War. 85 min. 7/9.

es

during the Civil

}T

ROD GIRL (American

Wendell

Walter

Corey,

Pidgeon. Producer Arthur M. Loew, Jr. Director Arnold
Laven. Drama. A war hero faces his accusers in courtmartial proceedings. 100 min. 4/16.

International)

Nelson,
Production]

Lori

Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema
ama. A story of today's youth and the

luck

BHOWANI JUNCTION

The tentative number of features sched-

OUD AND

>man find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7/23

will be
be leading
supplier with four releases, while Columbia,
20th Century-Fox and UniversalInternational will release two each. Para-

released.

July
ALIVE Glenn Ford. Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. West-

(Tudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn
incy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. Dictor Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto Ricans leave
sir
crowded paradise for a better way of life

will

October releases will be in color.
will be in CinemaScope, one

of the

Three films

SOMEBODY UP THERE

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

Angelli,

VistaVision.

in

Slated for release:

7/9.

August

6

Dramas

4 Westerns
Eastman

Bing

Color.
Grace Kelly. Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.

Crosby,

2

1

Adventure

1

Science-fiction

Comedies

Siegel.

August

Stan-

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.

10WDED PARADISE

Artists

have each placed one on the agenda. Five

ern. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun''
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28

113 min.

Allied

mount, RKO, Republic and United Artists

GUN

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

July

double the number of films that

Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine,
Reynolds,
Barry
Fitzgerald.
Producer Sarri
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min. 5/14.

Debbie

FASTEST

How-

ever, later additions to the roster should

CATERED AFFAIR, THE

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

THE BEAUTIFUL, THE (Kingsley Intertionall Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor Menza. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard and
a

uled for October release totals 14.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Ava

Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.

excitement

hot rod racing.

OCTOBER SUMMARY

June

Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

September

PARDNERS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

min. 7/9.

1

LIVING

WY CROCKETT AND THE

RIVER

PIRATES

IBuena

Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
sney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero reifns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
sta)

STRADA

»

Anthony Quinn, Richard Base-

ITrans-Lux)

Giulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fellini. Profcer Ponti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
lis his simple mistress in a fit of jealousy.
art,

OAT, THE ICarroll Pictures)

'ILD

Fernandel

Made-

Sylvain, Francis Llnel. Director Henri Verneuil
Village baker refuses to believe his son is
'ther of illegitimate son. 107 min.
fine

vnedy.

August
3CTORS, THE (Kingsley International) Raymond Pellim, Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graetz. Drama.
A
l>ung doctor learns to love his ignorant and superitious rural

parents.

AN BEAST

(Associated Producers! Rock Madison.
rgima Maynor, Tom Maruzzi. Producer-director Jerry
:'arren. Adventure.
The story of a mysterious snow
ian in the Himalayas.
'ELL OF THE HYPNOTIST
Exploitations, Incl. Eric
leming. Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie WildDrama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
hntury ago into a beauteous TV performer.
I

CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter.

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman
Deborah

Kerr,

John

CinemaScope

Color.

Producer

Kerr.

Pandro

Ewell.

Ann

Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.

IRON PETTICOAT, THE

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

Producer Betty Box.
Russian lady avlatrix meets fast talking American.

JULIE

Doris Day,
Melcher. Director

Louis

Andrew

Jourdain.
Producer
Stone. Drama. 109

Marty
min.

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indi-

3ST CONTINENT IIFEl CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
-oducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An eicursion into the
"Ids of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Eng'in commentary. 84 min.

EAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

ILuiFilm, Rome) Pathe>lor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Leonide
•Mine. Director Ettore Giannlni. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date in song and dance.
KLAHOMA
lAmerican Releasing Corp.)
jperscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
owns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A

ana during the middle I800's.

woman rules the badlands
Jtlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

iJthlass

until

„

reformed

MOLOERING SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal

E.

Il l

I

f

I

I

AND THE

I

I'll

George Gobel.

THE

BEES,

Mitzi

.1

omb

resolved after a
rubble.

is

child

finds

a

loaded gun

in

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

woman

in

the

wreckage. 105 min.

Coming
FUNNY FACE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for

new

fashion model, finds her

GUNFIGHT AT

O.K.

CORRAL

In

small

VistaVision.

bookshop.
Technicolor.

Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating

brother.

HOLLYWOOD OR

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
lis.

LONELY MAN. THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

literary idol.

Technicolor.
Niven. Producer

David
Norman Taurog.

June
Douglas,

John

THE

Derek,

VistaVision. Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's

Paul Jones. Director
Comedy. The
vegetarian son of a multi-millionaire meat packer meets
him into
with
card-sharks,
of
whom
traps
some
one
up
marriage. 94 min. 4/16.

LEATHER SAINT,

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

color.

VistaVision,

Gaynor,

Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches
climax during battle of Guadalcanal.

'Her

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

Tracy,

LOVES OF

•tester.

/EAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
1*1 E. Chester.
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and
a

THE

lance,

May
BIRDS

Inn
s

October
MOUNTAIN,

—

IIFEl

WOMAN

KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. KathGrayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Prcaucer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical CTama. Vagabond
band neios French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.

Francis.

to save humanity.

;s lite

film.

ryn

crashed to discover a critically injured

THE Tom

PASTIME.

Hayward,

VAGAECND

55.

Coming
GREAT AMERICAN

Louis

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. Tne famous book by Morey Bernstein

Berman.

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

lAmerican International)
ster
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
sger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
>ace takes control of the world until a scientist gives

SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE
in

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min.
LUST

OPPOSITE SEX. THE CinemaScope. Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins. Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.

Coming

September

THE

IDOL,

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Paul

Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.

Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax'e'. Producerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

VIOLENT

THREE

PEOPLE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Heston, Anne Baxter. Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1866.

Charlton

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Aodrey
VistaVision,
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
King Vidor. Drama.
Director
Dino de Laurentiis.

Hepburn,
Ponti.

Based on Tolstoy's novel of Napoleonic era. 208 min.

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH,

THE VistaVision. TechJames Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Political
assassination plot
Hitchcock.
Drama.
Alfred
leads to kidnapping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

May

DANCE

Technicolor.

MAVERICK QUEEN, THE Naturama,

July

•AIY CinemaScope. Eastman Color. Leslie Caron, John
•rr. Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
Producer Edwin H. Knoph.
irector Curtis Bernhardt. Drama.
The romance of an
.merican paratrooper and a French ballerina
during
he London bliz. 97 min. 4/14.

MVITATION TO THE

Gene

May

from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

Kelly.

K y"

rroduc « r Arthur Freed. Director Gene
Ii"
e*
•My.
Ballet.
Three episodes dealing in romance,
'rama, comedy and pathos told entirely through
the
medium of the dance. 94 min. 6/28.

Film

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.
Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
directed by
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts ". 103 min. 6/11.

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Trucolor. Barbara
Stanwyck, Barry Sullivan, Scott Bady. Mary Murphy.
Producer-director Joseph Kane. Drama. Woman outlaw sacrifices own life and brings about the destruction of her gang to save the life of the man she loves.

90 min. 5/14.

July
DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

REPUBLIC (Continued)

August
A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
English. Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.
Maria

LISBON

Trucolor.

Ray

Maureen

Milland,

O'Hara,
Producer-director Ray Milland. Adven-

Claude Rains.
ture. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/4.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Trucolor.

a

Skip

Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

DEVOTION Trucolor. Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.
Trucolor.

Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement.

nett,

OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan Cor
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

UNITED ARTISTS

19 min.

PUBLIG PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian r iaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Director rlorman
McLeod. Comedy. A trusting soul
tangle: with slick con men and outwits them.

MAN

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
Karen

IN THE
Sharpe.

involved with a group engaged

in

RUN OF THE ARROW Eastman
Ralph
Fuller. Adventure.

A WOMAN'S

DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

1

Sarita

September

Michel

Technicolor.

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank I Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
grows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
von
Sternberg. Drama.
Jules Furthman Director Josef

Montiel,

Meeker.

illegal

activities.

Color. Rod Steiger,
Producer-director Sam

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
kindly impulse,
alters the accounting records.
YOUNG STRANGER, THE James MacArthur, Kim Hunter.
Producer Stuart Miller. Director John Frankenheimer. Drama. Son seeks to earn affection from his

Ronald Squire.

parents.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John

Bromfield, Julie Lonq
Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch. Director
Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of
der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 49 r
FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Pa
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Dra
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5
t

QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT De Luxe Co
Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Produ
Howard Koch.
83 min. 5/28.

Director

Lesley

Selander.

West)

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse
duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 4/11

I

Fly

June
A

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaSco
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith.
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Meloc
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "per)
crime". 94 min. 4/1
I

MAN

IS

ARMED, THE Dane

Clark, William Tallman,
May Wynn, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an
avalanche of violence. 70 min.

DANCES.

THE

CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Mati, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.

Coming
ACCUSED OF MURDER Trucolor. David Brian, Vera
Ralston.
Melodrama.
Associate
producer-director
Joseph Kane. Two-timing gangland lawyer is murdered
by attractive girl singer.
AFfAIR IN RENO Naturama. John
ton.

Producer

Sidney

Picker.

Lund, Doris SingleDirector R. G. Spring-

stein.

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,
Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
director Joseph Kane. Western.

Trucolor.

Associate

Anna

producer-

HINKEY DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally

Cox. Comedy.

OSCEOLA

Trucolor.

James Craig,

Lita

Milan.

BLACK SLEEP, THE

May
PROUD

October
CONGRESS

20TH CENTURY-FOX
ONES,

THE CinemaScope,

De

Color.

Luxe

Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 4/11
23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American pla.ywright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 4/1 I.

June
ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

Ratoff,

Kay

Kendall.

Berti,
Sydney Chaplin. Producer-director G.
Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.
D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

Marina
Ratoff.

June, 1944.

sixth of

MASSACRE Dane

104 min. 5/28.

Clark,

Miguel Torruco. Produced
Western. 74 min.

James
R.

Craig,

Marta

Lippert. Director

L.

KING AND
IN

THE MORNING

THE CinemaScope 55, DeLuxe Color.
I,
Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin BenProducer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.
Deborah

son.

Technicolor,

Super-

MURDER

ON APPROVAL Tom Conway. Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Berman. Director Bernard Knowtes.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 4/11.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews,

Ida Lupino,
Fleming,
George Sanders. Producer Bert
Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
of lipstick when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

Rhonda

Friedlob.

August
THAN

BIGGER

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/4
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.
QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets in
1897.

92 min. 8/20.

BACK FROM ETERNITY

Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evi''T.ce.

FINGER

GUILT Richard

Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers.
:•.

LIFE

October
TENSION AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence.

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope. Eastman

Color. Debbie
Reynolds. Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.
Son of department store magnet falls for salesgirl.

Film

girl.

74 min.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean V<
lace. Producer Ravmond Stross. Director Arthur Lut
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5.

July
Pa

JOHNNY CONCHO

Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keei)
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGui
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notori
reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.
1

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, VI
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director StaM
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2,000,000 race tr.!
robbery. 83 min. 4/1
TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Car
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Produc
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southe
ers commits murder. 78 min. 4/28

REBEL IN

TRAPEZE

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lances'
Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James rDirector Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense dra
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear <
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aeriali
105 min. 5/28.
Gina

August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, Col
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers Willi!
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Sciei
thriller. A pre-hi»toric beast returns to aim'
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

EMERGENCY HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Wal

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer How,
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of ir
dents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doc
and a detective. 42 min. 4/30
HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Produ
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndica
84 min.
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Fr
man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director JJ
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror
Philippine Islands. 84 min.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope, Eastman Color. Ri
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Produ
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. T
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi

Rennie.

Mexican jungle. 99 min.

October
AND HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Robert Wagner. Producer David Weisbart.
Director Robert Fleischer. War Drama. World War II

BETWEEN
set+ina

in

HEAVEN

the Pacific.

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
Comedy. Mother and daughter find mutual respect and

September

devotion.

Coming

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. Ingrid Bergman, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous

Broadway
JESSIE

play.

JAMES

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Drama.
WIFE Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer
Andre Hakim. Director Bob McNaught. Drama. Ship is
torpedoed by Jap submarine off Singapore harbor.

SEA

Coming

rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent,
well Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al
gell. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit yoi

SHADOW OF

fiction

September
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
LAST WAGON. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delm&r Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds.

—

September

i

NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCa
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production,

1

occupation. 43 min. 7/23.

GREAT DAY

Val

Ingrid
Tulean.
Producer-director Sheldon
Reynoll
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min

Maria Costi, Nicos Fermas.
Stavros Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Tallas. Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi

scope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 4/11.

UNKNOWN. THE Brian Donlevy, Mar
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Direc
Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth f
outer space infects a human being and turns him
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 4/28
CREEPING

FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve

BAREFOOT BATTALION

May

destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.

Roth,
King.

July

Drama.

Basil
Rathbone, Akim Tamir.
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch,
rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surg

STAGECOACH TO FURY

Forrest Tucker, Mari
chard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer Earle
Director William Claxton. Western.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

Blan-

Lyon.

Te

de Havilland, John Forsythe. Myrna L
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic come
The affairs of a diolomat's daughter and a roman
hungry G. I. 102 min. 8/4.
BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert K
chum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Rob
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-runn
during a revolt in Mexico in 1914. 91 min.
GUN BROTHERS Buster Crabbe, Ann Robins
Neville Brand. A Grant Production. Director Sidi
Salkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different s
nicolor. Olivia

of law, fight

YOUR PRODUCT

it

out together.

TOY TIGER

UNITED ARTISTS (Continuedi

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy in-

October
TACK Jack

Icer-director Robert
ny officer and his

War

!>rld

vents fictitous father,

A

Drama.

Aldrich.

real

a

men during

a

crucial

battle

of

Coming
THE Hugh

Raymond

O'Brian,

Burr,
Goldstein. Di-

Western. Producer Bob
ncy
:tor Gerd Oswald. Western.
SS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop.
>ducer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Meloama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political maGates.

AWAY

ADLY TRIANGLE, THE Barbara Stanwyck. Sterling
yden, Raymond Burr. Producer Herman Cohen. Di:tor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose
her husband leads to murder.
STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.

ibition for
<E

woman

tries to give FBI

highly secret material stolen

>m Russians.

HONG KONG

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonA Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
Kong sparks international
airline flight to Hong

i.

ALL

in

BOATS

July

Technicolor,

World War

Charles

Welles.

Producer

Robert Arthur. Director
A mule witnesses murder

Lamont. Comedy.
a road leading to

castle. 80 min.

a

JN THE
i,

V.

MAN DOWN

James Arness. Angie

Dickin-

Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
on fellow thieves who desert him when

Color. Clark Gable,
Parker
Jo Van Fleet, Jean Willis, Barbara
cho
Sara Shane. Producer David Hempstead. Dlctor Raoul Walsh. Western.
s

AN FROM DEL RIO Anthony Quinn,

Katy Jurado.
oducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Westlonely
western
town.
Mi. Badman turns sheriff in
ACEMAKER, THE James Mitchell. Rosemarie Bowe.
n Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post,
estern.

Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
f AROAH'S CURSE Ziva
bward Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincarition of mummies.
DeLu.e Color.
rVOLT AT FORT LARAMIE
John
?hner, Diana Brewster. Producer
ctor Lesley Selander. Western.

Howard Koch.

Di-

WAGE PRINCESS

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
who contests her right

Mehboob

love with a peasant
rule the kingdom. 101 min.

lis
.

in

BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director RichBartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane

ard

pilot. 82 min.

RAW EDGE

8/4.

Technicolor.

atgre
.rector

Victor
CinemaScooe. Color.
Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's

jnderwater-men"

.

I0S min.

ANGRY MEN Henry

Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Jack
An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.
ILD PARTY. THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
[ewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
orner. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and
:

arden.

imet.

fiancee. 91 min.

s

UN VERSAL-INT'
I

L

May
DAY OF FURY Dale Robertson, Mara Corday. Jock
ahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Direcr Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
ee of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
[the Wild West. 78 min. 4/1*.
UCE OF FEAR Merle Oberon. Lei Barker. Charles
fake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
bner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives of a woman inistment broker and a dog track owner move toward
>ch other

in

a

Rory

Calhoun,

Yvonne

De-

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Direc-

John

Sherwood.

Drama.

Fuedal baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand.
WALK THE PROUD LAND Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S.
Government
Apache Indians in

fights

human

for

rights

for

the

Ariion. 88 min. 7/23.

ships

early 1800's.

Herman Melville's famous story
who hunted the massive whales

October

ABILENE

Jock

Mahoney,

Martha

Myer, Lyle Bettger Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed. 80 min.

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackln. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 4/28

WarnerColor.
Moore. Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
Science-fiction. Professor detonates biggest "nuclear

bomb"

of

all

time. 85 min. 7/9.

August
SEVEN

MEN

A CRY

IN THE
Donlevy.

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
BEAST OF THE AMAZON Color. John Bromfield, Bever-

WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
ducers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

September
Brian

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien.
A Jaguar Production.

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

Drama.

Tyttle.

couple

in

Brazil.

events

Stirring
41

Garland. Producers Richard Kay. Harry Rybnick. DiCurt Siodmak. Adventure. Young woman phyplantation owner and his workers are terrorized
by mysterious jungle beast.
rector

GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television
idol.

Cornell

Borchers.

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.
KELLY AND ME CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business In the early 1930 s.
MOLE PEOLPE. THE John Agar, Cynthia Patrick. Producer William Alland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange men.
MOONBRAND Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director
Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run a cattle
ranch after the death of their father.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE
liams,

Harry

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor.

Rock

Hudson,

Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

WARNER

3

VlstaVlsion.
Kay
lendall, Peter Finch.
Producer Teddy Baird. Director
luriel Box. Comedy. A satire on the television industry.
I
min. 7/23.

Technicolor.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
lirector Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs.
iHlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

fAR

|Jn

WALL Tom

Tully.

Sylvia

roducer Stanley Rubin. Director Abner Biberman.
[elodrama. Warden of prison gets involved in crime.

h min.

ONGO CROSSING

Virginia

Mayo,

George

Nader.
Jeter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
evney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugi,»es from justice
have a haven in West Africian
ugle because small territory has no laws of ex.

adition. 85 min.

AWHIDE YEARS. THE
>en

Technicolor. Tony Curtis,

Drama. Story

of a gin-mill

Film

Eli

Wallach.

Kazan.
Elia
proprietor and a beautiful

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Cattlemen

fight

to

their

-nove

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.
Taylor, Rock Hudson,
James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Ferber. The story
Edna
Based on the famous novel by
WWII.
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
David Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into
man.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
plane.
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a
STRANGE NIGHT Technicolor. Ingrid Bergman, Mel
A Franco-London Film. Director
Ferrer, Jean Marais.
Jean Renoir. Drama.
Miles, Anthony
WRONG MAN. THE Henry Fonda. Vera
Ouayles Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
in
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club is prime suspect
murder case.

.
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MY LADY Walter 3rennan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and

GOOD-BYE.

HIGHWAY

dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/14.

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

SEARCHERS. THE

EXPRESS LINES,

June

Miller.

Arthur Kennedy. William Demarest. ProStanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western,
tory 0 f Mississiooi
riverboat gamblers during the
370Y 85 min. 5/28.

Producer-director

Leith.

girl.

May

Col-

per

WarnerColor. William Hol-

Coming

Peggie Castle. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
Rudolph Mate. Drama. A pickup on a street corner by
soldier changes the life of a young girl. 107 min. 2/6.
SERENADE WarnerColor. Mario Lanza, Joan Fontaine,
Sarita Montiel. Vincent Price. Producer Henry Blanke.
Director Anthony Marn. Musical drama. Story of an
opera singer in Mexico. Adapted from the James Cain

a rare

LeRoy. Dra-

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director

THE RAIN Jane Wyman, Van Johnson.

Sidney,

McCormack, Henry

Broadway play about

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man.

novel of the same name. 121 min. 3/19.

July
EHIND THE HIGH

IN

Patty

Virginia

Nolan,

Lloyd

den,

A pril
MIRACLE

Technicolor. Written, produced
Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

82 min. 4/30.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Member

INC.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3458

ANIMAL WORLD, THE
and directed by

of

HILLS, THE CinmaScose. WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

'illiams.

MON AND LAURA

territory

BURNING

To

UTSIDE THE LAW Ray Danton, Leigh Snowden. Grant
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Ar|)ld.
Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil counterliters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.

Kelly,

Film version of the famous
a child murderess. 129 min.

ma.

chain of violent events. 79 min. 4/16.

June

Amazon

the

in

Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn

Western.
Flynn,

Errol

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

min.

ly

Technicolor.

NOW

FROM

October

Coming

ISTANBUL

the
the

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

venture.

Counrry. 95 min.

AT

in

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

SHOWDOWN

of

16 min. 7/9.

1

AMAZON

sician,

THE

-IARKFIGHTERS,

Richard
Huston. Drama.

men and

LIVED

I'VE

unded.

NG AND FOUR QUEENS. THE

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Gregory Peck.
Baseheart, Leo Genn. Producer-director John

Kieron

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.

/enge

banor

MOBY DICK

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope,

September

BLACK STOCKINGS, THE Lex Barker, Anne
ncroft, Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. Di:tor Howard Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings
.••roriie

7/23.

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

tor

western resort.

Jeff

114 min. 5/28.

II.

man on

of a

Carlo,

IN

VistaVision.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

Virginia

rigue.

RL

88 min. 4/30.

Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific

ne.

IGHT TO

one.

Schell. O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

August

cowardly

II.

ASS LEGEND,

finds

Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. Pro-

Palance.
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Washington, D.
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556,612,900
This
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number of times people will
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campaign across America, synchronized w
simultaneous nationwide playdates. WE'RE PIT
TING A BUNDLE ON A SURE-FIRE FAVORI1 (

presents

"Tea and

Sympathy
i

n

Cinemascope

and

METROCOLOR

Starring

Deborah Kerr
John Kerr

f

with

Leif Erickson

•

5500,0001SYMPATHY

Edward Andrews

Screen Play by

Robert Anderson
Robert Anderson

Bated an the Play by

Directed by

Vincente Minnelli

CAMPAIGN

Produced by

Pandro

S.

Berman

Newspaper Ads, Radio,
Magazine Ads, TV,
The Works!

ADS

IN THESE

LIFE

COSMOPOLITAN

LOOK
SATURDAY
EVENING POST

GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING

COLLIER'S

McCALL'S
PARENTS'

REDBOOK

TRUE STORY

TOP MAGAZINES
SEVENTEEN
WOMAN'S HOME
COMPANION
PHOTOPLAY
MODERN SCREEN
SCREEN STORIES

MOVIELAND
MOTION PICTURE
MOVIE LIFE
SCREENLAND
MOVIE STARS PARADE
FILMLAND

Evening Post, Look, Cosmopolitan, Ladies' Home Journal, McCall's, Redbook,
of The Month" column in Collier's, Cosmopolitan, Good
Housekeeping, Look, McCall's, Parents', Redbook, Seventeen, True Story, Woman's Home Companion. "Lion's
Roar" column in Saturday Evening Post.

Full pages in Life, Saturday

Woman's Home Companion. M-G-M's famed "Picture

FIVE-FOLD NEWSPAPER PLAN IN

90

CITIES

Blanketing the nation in the newspapers, spanning 90
100,000 or over, a five-fold ad barrage:

cities of
1.

500

line display

ad on Sunday, September 16th or

thereabouts on amusement page.
2.

400

line

display ad on September 17th or 18th

in preferred position

on news page.

700 line display ad on Sunday, September 23rd or
thereabouts on amusement page.

3.

350 line display ad on
day before opening.
4.

5.

1

TV

page either the day of or

Co-operative display campaign geared to playdates.

SATURATION ON RADIO AND
TV IN 50 TOP MARKETS
Two

weeks before the simultaneous nationwide bookM-G-M will launch one of its greatest promotions on TV and Radio. In the top 50 metropolitan
markets of America there will be an extended campaign
with a new angle, involving participation by hundreds
of popular personalities of TV and Radio, "News"
and "Commentators," "Women's Programs," "TeenAge Programs," etc., the vast opinion-makers of all
ings,

age groups.

PHONE M-G-M TODAY!
If you haven't set your date, do it now in order to
cash in on this tremendous release-date-penetration.
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Nothing can stop

c oming

J
\
20th CENTURY- FOX

presents

Wjtfjt Iff gfl Jfk

Richard Widmark
The Last Wagon
On emaScop^
COLOR by

co-

DE LUXE

starring

Produced by

Directed by

FELICIA

FARR

Screenplay by
Story by

WILLIAM HAWKS

•

DELMER OAVES

•

JAMES EDWARD GRANT, DELMER DAVES

and

GWEN BAGNI GIELGUD

GWEN BAGNI
GIUGUO

[om

through

Destined

Fame

Screen Hall of

Continental

immortals

the

join

to

is

th

the beautiful youn^

wh(

Mueller

Elisabeth

star

in

makes her American debut

in

M-G-M'

challenging

drama

morals,THE

POWER AND THE PRIZE.

M-G-M presents in
ROBERT TAYLOR
And
the

Introducing

Book by

GnemaScope
•

Burl

Ives

•

•

of

•

changing

"THE POWER AND THE PRIZE"

Charles

Cobum

ELISABETH MUELLER

Howard Su'iggett

today's

•

•

Sir Cedric Hardivicke

•

Mary Ask

Screen Play by Robert Ardrey

Directed by Henry Koster

•

starrin

•

Based

o

Produced by Nicholas Nayfac

(Available in Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel

Sound)
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Pattern for Collaboration
The motion picture theatre is
in a monumental struggle

en-

gaged

We

survival.

for

BALAHAN TO SHOB

are firmly convinced

that the destinies of production

and

bound

distribution are inextricably

August 30, 1956

history

industry

the

of

a

Mr. Barney Balaban

Allied States Association

President,

of

time in the

when

the

movie theatre have been beset by so

many

threats to

its

vision is at the peak of its power,
drawing off the life-blood of the theatre, and now the very motion pictures, albeit dated ones, that were

made for
offered at home

once

theatres

being

are

compete with the

to

current product in the theatre.

With

more cars on the road than ever before in history, more sports being
played and watched under the lights
than ever before, and a wide variety
of entertainment and events available in the living room, the public's

Motion Picture Exhibitors

of

August

in

response to your letter

2,

1956,

renewing requests

made by

previously

pressure.

This

is

Allied

States

the situation inso-

is

a critical one for the

is

it

concerned, and

mass

of

America's theatres.

On

the surface

it

appears that the

fim companies can travel in either of

two directions
tre,

we

then to
believe,

—

if

not to the thea-

TV. The second
is

choice,

an apparition glowing

with enticing profits that will never
materialize
vision

into

medium

on film for

its

reality.

The

tele-

not going to rely

is

level conference to discuss industry

problems and, especially, ways and
means of stabilizing the business on
a permanent and prosperous basis".
Various studio matters and the
opening of our latest picture account
for the delay in answering your

which

are aware of the conditions of

their

own

companies are to continue
major enterprises they are at
present, it must be in collaboration

as the

with

the

theatre.

Certainly,

tele-

(Conlinucd on Page 8)

In your letter you appear to recognize the critical condition of the
tion picture business as
in

it

mo-

tried to re-

I

mine and that

is

good

a

starting point for further explora-

am

sure you are aware, as

tions.

we most

are discharging that responsibility.

seriously undermined the morale of

We

more money than
make greater and

are spending

ever

before

to

which the public will
We are spending more

better pictures,

want

to see.

money than

before

ever

bring

to

these pictures to the attention of the
public, in the

hope that they

will, in

(Continued on Page 10)

I

painfully are, that the de-

pressed state

of

business

the

has

industry members, especially in the

lower echelons. It seemed to us that
one of the first fruits of a top-level
conference such as we proposed

imbue industry memand all dependent upon the industry for a
livelihood with renewed confidence
and courage just when it will do the
most good.
would be

to

bers, investors, creditors

Not

since

December

9,

1941 have

the leaders of the several branches

BULLETIN

studios from

the film

hibition.

our responsibility to exhibitors. We
believe that we have discharged and

and

entertainment will continue to emanate to appropriate the
choice TV playing time. Therefore,
the conclusion is necessarily that if

recommendation of
the Senate Small Business Committee by bringing about a rapprochement between distribution and ex-

the business to which you refer, and

prime source of prod-

live

refuse to

to carry out the

flect

We

took a sharp nosedive in the ratings.

They have

I

these early stages of Allied's effort

and

The networks have been burned
several times when their top rated
film

deliberately provocative,

Theatre Owners of
America, for "the holding of top
hibitors

uct.

shows were transferred to

While in general your letter fell
below our highest hopes and expectations and in one particular seemed
be either discouraged or provoked in

under constant

far as the boxoffice is

New York

Association of Motion Picture Ex-

letter.

time

recreation

36.

Dear Mr. Balaban:

Dear Mr. Shor:
is

Paramount Pictures Corp.

New York

Cincinnati 10. Ohio

This

1956

7,

1501 Broadway

1632 Central Parkway

Tele-

existence.

September

Mr. Ruben Shor, President

up with exhibition's future.

There has never been

SHQB TD BALABAN

Film
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published
cations,

every
Inc.

Motion

Picture

got together to consider over-all inTrade

Monday by Wax

other

Mo Wai,

Editor

and
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TWO

dustry problems and publicly to

at-

motion picture
business. To the anxious thousands
whose lives and fortunes are bound
up in that business, such a gathering
at this time would give comforting
test their faith in the

assurance that the industry does not
lack for broad-gauged leadership and
(Continued on Page 10)
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which honest locations have modified,
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By

19
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Philip R.

5

6

at least partialh

A

wider and more discerr
ing use of black and white photography coupled with
wider use of unknown faces would be additionally we
come. At no time in the industry's history has the need fo
pure production innovations assumed such critical ecc
nomic importance hence their petitioning in this columr
Blind reliance upon screen ratios and other technology
wishful thinking. What eventually matters is the conten
on the celluloid. The point is this unless moviedom quick
ly acquires a new, copyrighted look, it may soon be undis
scores of other cinematic sins.

—

Ward

i

ARE MOVIE (STOCKS) BETTER THAN EVER?
Summer is over. Kids are back in school. Bigtime TV
programming

flexing

is

winter muscles, and from

its

all

advance notices video's biceps look impressive. Though
three or four motion pictures loom large in importance, the
overall product roster for Fall seems no more than a jot or
two above average. A quick, but honest, answer, then,
would be: no, movie stocks do not appear better than ever.
It would be equally honest, however, to add this qualifier:
movie stocks could be better than ever, spectacularly
should a few
better better even than 1946, 1947, 1954

—

—

come

highly probable innovations

to pass.

As

:

tinguishable from

From

LIQUIDATION OF VAST OVERHEAD— Heavy

assets that no longer appears consistent with future plan-

among

these economic millstones

Holly-

is

wood's enormous physical studio establishment, once the
holy sacrarium of all things cinematic. As the trend of
the times unravels, retention of these plants grows more
and more unprofitable, and as the swing to location shooting rises in importance, the value of these impoverishing

all

the

more

if

the unit pro

ducer is on his toes. One top industry critic has wisely ad
vocated broader use of non-professional talent existing a
the point of location.

Many

other short-cuts will

mak

themselves evident.

O

SOUND USE OF BACKLOG REVENUES.

C)

Chief

a budgetary viewpoint, location shooting can pre

this obser-

these

ning.

electronic rival to millions of un

vide substantial blessings, and

ver views things, the most immediate innovations need be

A)

its

critical patrons.

recent months,

Hollywood has siphoned

in

more

Ii

fast casl

through film library sales than in any comparable perio<
all without a nickel in current expense. No
fcr 10 years, if at all, can movie-makers hope again to se<
this kind of coin without actually laboring for it. It
thus incumbent upon film companies to put this "found
money to work wisely and profitably without yielding
the popular temptation of declaring increased dividends
extras and the like. Stockholders would be better served
their respective directors decided to plow this revenu
back into much needed product development. Hollywoo
is an industry that prospers through production operation,
rather than capital gain ventures. It is the unadvised in
vestor who expresses disappointment over the failure of
the market to discount his stock upward owing solely t'
backlog transactions. Not one film company so gained
price as the result of a backlog sale. The fact that Warne
Bros, climbed so soon after its sale to syndicators is at
tributable strictly to the co-incidental existence of a cam
in its lifetime

—

i

t<

i

structures diminish in exact ratio.

seem

In 10 years they will

as anachronistic as the nickelodeon.

It is

estimated

that one-quarter of today's physical plant could

accomo-

TV

date film requirements without the slightest squeeze.
represents a willing and ready buyer. Indeed, the urgencies created

by

TV

programming present

a

far

greater

need of extensive studio facilities for that industry than
for moviedom. Conversion of these properties to cash by
the major film companies would not only arm them with
the added working capital to expand production, but would
greatly cut the monstrous overhead nut that so burdens
their books.

Another swing toward asset overhead reduction

is

al-

ready in progress. The industry has moved to tighten the
reins on its far-flung distribution network by darkening

some branches, consolidating

others.

Expect more of

this.

O
B)

MORE LOCATION

i:

paign for control.

•

O
D) INFUSION OF FRESH BLOOD in managemen|
and production. In these shifting times, the industry de

mands executives
operations.

trained in the crucible of big busines

It also

recommended than

FILMING.

filmdom is to remain something more than a mere macroscopic version
of the video tube, it must struggle to win for itself a new
look, a unique pictorial identity
and this does not refer
alone to wide screen. TV, as a visual and aural medium,
has usurped much of the old look of movies. Filmdom
must strive always for a fresh quality in appearance. By
If

needs imagination.

filming in authentic locales, theatre films

become imbued

Besides, it scves to widen the ever-increasing gulf between TV's limitations, its artificialities, and the visual integrity of motion pictures. We can recall a dozen films in
Page 6
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it

is easie

top talent from other industries, and at the same timj

phases of moviedom attractive to

make

careers in

cream

of the young-in-age market.

all

—

with such a uniqueness of appearance, they acquire that
most primary prerequisite of the dramatic arts: honesty.

While

had, effort should be exerted to captur

th-i

0

TIP OF
come

THE

ISSUE.

Allied Artists stock, which ha

added fillip once th
reviews are in on "The Friendly Persuasion." Unquestion
ably the greatest prestigue show in A A history, this filn
to life of late, will receive an

bids well to register strong grosses in

all but action thea
scheduled to open at the famous Radio Cit;
Music Hall soon, adding another feather in its cap. Alto
gether, it looks strongly as though AA is about to makj

tres.

its

It

is

long-expected big

move

at last.

BALABAN'S TEST REPLY. They say
.

Dan's reply to
'or

Rube

that

What

Barney Bala-

7hey'te hiking

Shor, of Allied, on the latter's proposal

a top level distributor-exhibitor roundtable confab

In the

About

Movie Business

was

n the nature of a "test response". How to approach Albigied's suggestion was thoroughly discussed by

MPA

and Paramount president Balaban offered
to step forward and take the position against a roundtable
on the ground that his company's policies should not be
wigs,

we

hear,

This pattern cf

discussed in the presence of competitors.
reply

having been established by Paramount, the other

distributers will subsequently take the

same

position.

Aliied,

business Committee to ask further support for a legislative
program. Allied feels it has a strong weapon in this state-

ment by the Committee: "The time is at hand for a mature
with the goal
and objective appraisal by the industry
in mind of rendering assistance to independent theatre
owners so that they may be able to thrive and prosper."
Some distribution executives frankly admit this puts them
on the spot, and they are figuring what concessions to
.

.

they would howl

.

little

exhibitors.

0

ATTACKS ON ADVERTISING.

Perhaps the movie ad-

vertising executives should be worried about criticism of

copy; but they're not. Complaints risen to a hysteriin certain quarters within the past several
months, cannonades barrelling in against such films as

their
cal

pitch

Man With The Golden Arm", "A Kiss Before Dy"Bigger Than Life", "The Bad Seed". Of course,
such a state of affairs has long been the rule in this business, and its hide has been tanned and hardened for a long
[time. The point that these censors miss so completely is
that the movie industry has grown up, that it is no longer
making pictures of just summer romances and gang|

"The

Today's audience demands themes controversial
and important enough to warrant a new kind of truthful
and challenging advertising. What the objectors actually
jare

objecting to

picture.

is

not the advertising but the theme of the

They demand

a return to the films for juveniles

and the "colossal" school of advertising, which promised
everything and delivered scantily-clad girls in Arabian
Nights adventures and hints at illicit amours behind drawn
tents. Provocative, adult films like "The Golden Arm",

"The Bad Seed", "Attack!" and "Tea and Sympathy", the
movie advertisers can justly argue, command bold, honest
advertising. The pat, old adjective-stretching simply won't
do today. And
even more important when a picture is
frankly described as dealing with an adult theme, the public is forewarned to leave the kiddies at home to watch
"Captain Kangaroo". Would those who criticize, for in-

—

stance, the advertising of

—

"The Bad Seed"

as being "for

to be presented as

O

NEWSPAPER PLUGS MOVIES.
ton are pleased no end with the

Theatremen

Bos-

in

new management

of the

Post, local daily that has been having financial troubles of

Shortly after the newspaper was taken over by a
group, this editorial appeared: "When

late.

court-appointed

moved into the living room, bringing with
new dimension in entertainment and a lot of old,

television

it

had

a fight

on

its

sponsibility to the public.

many movies
wood. And as a sort
tended

is

it

also

it

reat-

to see the latest products of Hollyof personal research,

we

also sat up

— the kind

Hollywood was turning
The
years ago, and some more recently

to see a late, late

out 10 to 15

became aware of a
In recent months we have

hands. But

a

old

movies, the motion picture industry became aware that

movie

.

.

.

that the motion picture industry has acquitted itself

nobly in the competitive crisis. The movies we have seen
during the past months are very much better than the late,
late movies on television. They treat us as adults with
adult minds and adult discrimination. Esthetically they
are enormously improved.
It is worth the admission
charged to attend a movie of this better kind. And we hope
it continues."
And theatremen undoubtedly hope more
newspaper editors find such words to print.

ing",

busters.

were

this picture

desirable fare for youngsters.

fact

grant the

if

Of-

determined to keep its temper, will be as persuasive as possible in arguing for the roundtable meeting,
ultimately will probably agree again to collaborate with
TOA in talks with individual companies. Allied leadership
apparently figures that by following a moderate, but persistent, policy in pressing for distributor action, it can
strengthen its hand if it has to go back to the Senate Small
ficial

How

adults only" prefer that parents not be so informed?

0

THE MAGIC AND THE

LOSS: One of the major problems posed by releasing old films on TV is being politely
and prudently ignored by those financially connected with
this new situation, but not by others. It's this: how much
of the "magic of nostalgia" contained in the old films will
result in only titters from their now-mature audiences, and
how much
in old

of those titters will be translated into disinterest

movies on TV. This

is

one of the great unknowns

facing those buying and selling the giant major film backlogs.

One

nationally syndicated columnist has touched on

"I look foreward to seeing many
always wanted to see and didn't,
the ones I did see and always wanted to see again but
I'm also steeling myself to some disappointments. The
magic of nostalgia will be there the magic of some individual performances and some individual personalities like
Greta Garbo and John Barrymore wiil be there; but a good
deal of the gloss is going to vanish." Will the curiosity of
most of us to see the good old pictures eventually dissipate,
leaving the networks and the sponsors with nothing but
time on their hands?

the problem this
(pictures)

— the

way:

ones

I

—

;

Film
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V

tributors have taken a stand against
a roundtable conference.

Viewpoints

We

are reprinting on these pages,

the full text of the Balaban letter
believe both
and the Shor reply.
letters contain

vision will be an adjunct to film production and an important source of
backlog dollars. But, primarily, only

theatre revenue can keep the giant

Hollywood operating on

the scale to which they are geared.

A

prerequisite for maintaining our

industry on a profitable basis

the

is

elimination of psychological factors
uniting to meet and beat the compe-

The

film

companies and the

must

exhibitors

establish

relations

a plane that will permit the col-

on

laboration needed for existence.
initial

taking

The

step in this imperative underis

to dispel the

atmosphere

of

despair that pervades the bulk of the
exhibition branch, to provide an en-

couraging sign of cooperation by all
the elements of the industry. Skeptics will say that this has long been

attempted by individuals and
groups, only to be aborted by reasons long since hashed and rehashed

— the

clash of personalities, refusal

to deal with certain issues, real or

fancied provocations that ended up

up more strongBut this is no time for
is the hour of decision
action and hope, and

in bitterness flaring
ly

than ever.

skeptics.

It

men

of

for

there are hopeful signs that these

men

are taking the reins.

Recently, following an airing of
pent-up grievances before the Sen-

ate Small Business

Committee,

which resulted

sound admo-

nition

the

to

in

a

industry

to

get

to-

gether, National Allied, through its
president, Ruben Shor, made a direct

important viewpoints

that are significant to the activation

any exhibition-distribution meetBecause this correspondence
ing.
and the ultimate resolution of the

aspects of

^Admission
cooperation

of the critical

between

need

for

distribution

and exhibition.

of

issues

discussed therein

may

con-

ceivably decide the whole future of
this industry,

we

are impelled to add

our own viewpoint to
pressed in the letters.

that prevent the the business from

tition.

The most heartening

the

of

the letters are these:

We

(Continued from Page 5)

studios in

brought about by action
courts and force of law."

those

ex-

Mr. Balaban offered, as the

first

requisite for a metting, that exhibi-

"make

a very real and sincere
understand the economic
facts of life as they apply not only
to exhibition but also to production
and distribution as well," which, he
said, many theatremen have not
done in the past. He concurred with
the report of the Senate Committee
that a vital need exists for "a new
spirit of cooperation", but requested
tors

effort

to

the participants to "define the area
in

which

mutual

assistance

occur and then go on
sible

—

to

try to implement a

gram designed

pro-

"imbue industry members, investors,
creditors and all dependent upon the
a

livelihood

Equally hopeful is the statesmanlike
approach to the problem by both
men, and their expressed desire to
leave the door open for further discussion. Actually, no irreconciliable
differences are apparent in the positions set forth by Balaban or Shor.
To the contrary, it seems that there
is needed only clarification on one
point to have them seeing eye-toeye.

When Mr. Balaban expressed the
view that issues dealing with the
policies
individual
companies
of
should properly be discussed in private, he was on sound ground. Mr.
Shor's reply that exhibition does not

gratifi-

Paramount executive

suggestion that a top-level roundtable conference would serve a highly useful purpose. It would, he said,

for

^Willingness to hear and understand each other's problems.

initial

gen-

eral conference to include the poli-

recognizes the critical condition of
the industry, but persisted in the

industry

action to their mutual advantage.

intend to press for the

to help all of us".

Mr. Shor's reply expressed
cation that the

may

—as far as pos-

^Realization by both parties' that
there are areas for discussion and

with

re-

newed confidence and courage just
when it will do the most good." The
exhibitor leader advocated that the

preliminary conferences be free of

or practices of any particular

cies

company
point

eliminates

Let

difference.

of

seeming

that

us,

then,

turn our attention to the merits of
a top-level roundtable conference on

the

common problems

of our indus-

try.

Mr. Balaban, himself, asked the
most pertinent question: "Why
should other areas (outside those involving individual companies and
their

customers)

be

not

where common problems

explored

exist, hope-

mutual

and practices of any
particular company", but designed
to gain a clearer understanding of

fully to arrive at solutions of

invigorating effect on industry mo-

tions of the Senate Committee. After

each others' problems, leaving details to later separate meetings with
each company. It is exhibition's in-

a rather

tention, be said, to

a

approach to the heads of the film
companies for a top-brass roundtable
meeting of distribution and exhibition to carry out the

recommenda-

"specific policies

prolonged period of silence,
a reply was received from one film

intra-industry

company

out that

president,

Barney Balaban

"it

"overcome

isolation",

this

pointing

would be equally

fatal to

Paramount. In the absence of response from any other distribution

the conference for the representatives of the exhibitors willfully to re-

top

ject the

of

executive,

some

industry

it

was assumed

in

quarters

that Mr.
Balaban's views were representative

rale that a constructive roundtable

conference would have
real

;

shot-in-the-arm

it

would be

for

every

our business. But, more
important, it is the only logical way
in which any major accomplishments in the direction of improving

branch

of

the boxoffice picture could be realized.

is

leaders for alleged chaotic conditions

We hope

this

Film

no denying the

does appear that the dis-

major companies.

Ptqt I

is

tunity to serve his industry by pro-

all

it

Certainly, there

come to the meeting
harboring ancient grudges and voicing complaints against exhibitor

among
Whether

of the feeling existing

so or not,

problems of the producers
and distributors, as it would be for

advantage?"
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1954

the latter to

Mr. Balaban has a great opporviding the leadership to this end.

he

will.
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BALABAN TO SHOR
(Continued from Page 5)

greater

numbers than ever

before,

as for exhibition.

support these pictures.

we

Moreover,

are

and do create serious problems for
production and distribution, as well

charging film

whom

rentals to exhibitors for

you

are especially speaking which, in our
judgment, are fair and reasonable.

we

In thousands of instances, as
pointed out in the hearings before
the Select Committee of the Senate,
we are charging for our greatest

If this attitude is

tors individually,

ference

of our responsibility to the entire in-

dustry in seeking to keep the maximum number of theatres possible

open in order that our pictures may
be circulated in as many areas and
as many theatres across the country
as possible.

However, exhibitors too have

a

responsibility to the industry as a

whole and

that,

among

other things,

make

a very real and sincere
understand the economic
facts of life as they apply not only to
exhibition but also to production
is

to

effort

to

and distribution as
fortunate that

well.

many

It

is

un-

exhibitors have

simply refused to attempt to understand that these facts of life do exist

con-

any constructive

But,

why

not in this area,

if

common problems

exist,

will

programs fostered by Ex-

leadership which were not

hopefully

mutual advantage? If such a meeting could
be held in the spirit of these comments,

you

should

other areas not be explored where

study the record over
the years fairly and note the chaotic
results to all branches of the indusIf

hibitor

We

how can any

to arrive at solutions of

try of the

are therefore always mindful

beset us.

conclusion about anything?

above, and even below, the cost of physical handling.
little

in

result

problems that beset
them, just as such problems have
competitive

by exhibi-

hibitor leaders as well as

pictures exceedingly low film rentals

which are

retained by ex-

unilaterally with the economic and

we would not only be willing,
we would be glad to sit down at a
with

conference

few

a

exhibitor

statesmanlike enough to view the
industry as a whole, you will agree I

leaders or heads of Exhibitor Or-

am

problems and their possible

more

sure that a different and

approach

constructive

indeed

is

ganizations to discuss these

which they say that there is a vital
need for a new spirit of cooperation
among the various segments of the
industry.
first

Is

it

honestly

not time for us to
define

the

area

in

solu-

tions.

In our judgment, such a confershould be held without our

overdue.
I concur with the Report of the
Senate Small Business Committee in

common

ence

competitors being present. Apart
from possible legal complications, no
useful purpose would be served in
doing otherwise. Each company has

own

its

own way of doand its own policies.

problems,

ing business

its

which mutual assistance may occur
and then go on as far as possible
to try to implement a program de-

These could not and should not be
discussed at a conference at which

signed to help

present.

—

all of

us?

Without prejudging anything,

may

be

ditions
us,

under

that

some

may have

company

film

some

heads

are

Sincerely,

it

con-

present

exhibitors, as

other

(signed)

BARNEY BALABAN

of

to continue to struggle

cc:

Mr. George Weltner

SHOR TO BALABAN
(Continued from Page 5)
is being done that
can be done to protect and preserve
the business. It is not our idea, as

that everything

you seem

to fear, that this prelimi-

nary conference should deal with the

the producers and distributors and

exhibitors

question whether,

problems of the producer-distribu-

if

any good can come

that continues,
of a conference.

In this pot-and-kettle business

we

must practice a degree of tolerance and I will certainly agree with
you that no one branch has spent
much time worrying about the perall

and practices of any
company. Certainly it is
not our purpose to push for measures that might be on the shady

lied's

side of the law, since the exhibitors

meeting was

would be implicated

industry isolationism. Indeed, at our
recent board meeting in Louisville it

specific policies

particular

film

companies.

If

as well as the

as

a

result

of

plexities of the others.

reasons
to

for

One

of Al-

proposing

overcome

this

this intra-

these initial discussions each group

was proposed by one

can gain a clearer understanding of
the others' problems, and there is
generated a mutual confidence and

and approved by the board that in
the follow-up correspondence with
the heads of the film companies I
should advocate that the scope of
the meeting be enlarged to include
distributor problems as well as exhibitor problems. In my judgment
it would be equally fatal to the con-

a desire to

cooperate for the

common

good, the details can be left to later
separate meetings such as you suggest.

You, in effect, charge exhibitors
with blindness to the problems of
Pag. 10
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of our directors

ference for the representatives of the

tors as

it

willfully

would be

reject

to

the

for the represen-

tatives of the latter to

come

to the

meeting harboring ancient grudges
and voicing complaints against exhibitor

leaders

alleged chaotic

for

conditions brought about by action
of the courts

and force of law.

For the foregoing reasons we very
much hope that you will reconsider
your decision not to participate in a
general top-level conference such as
Allied has proposed.
it

would give the

lift if

In our opinion

entire industry a

such a meeting could be sched-

uled for the

week

of

September

24.

In hopes of a prompt response,

I

am,
}

ours very truly

(signed)

RS/jw

RUBEN SHOR

THAT
Ullions are
taiting for

her

rst big picture

wd
I

.

here

is!

it

The action-romance

elodrama of nine people
ash-landed

in

Amazon

eadhunter jungle
the five

if

.

.

who came

and

.

back!

Nationally

advertised
)
.

a total circulation of 27,668,843
.

or 57,897,494 impressions!

lduding half pages

Jewspaper Supplements
jll

pages

in all

.

.

.

Sunday

in

in

40

cities,-

fan magazines;

ouble-spread half Dages

in

»^

TV Guide

ROBERT RYAN

•

ANITA EKBERG

•

ROD STEIGER

TERNITY
Co

starring

PHYLLIS KIRK

•

KEITH

wmFRED CLARK
Produced and Directed by

THE

JOHN FARROW

•

•

ANDES

BEULAH BONDI
Screen Play by

.

•

GENE BARRY

JONATHAN LATIMER

R K

O

RADIO

JESSE WHITE
•

Music by

FRANZ WAXMAN

MOST TALKED ABOUT MOVIES ARE FROM THE NEW RKO

V

Seltzer attempted to depict so

"Lust

Life"

for

GcuUteu TZatiH?

many

phases of crooked

and cover so long a period of time, that the suspense doesn't always hold, but "The Boss" especially in
politics

GOO

this big political year

—
—figures to attract those

who

crave

and art houses; rates lower generally. Life
story of Dutch painter Van Gogh, beautifully told in CinemaScope-Metrocolor. Kirk Douglas heads good cast. Figures
to be problem picture for theatres in mass market.

"inside" or "expose" stories. Their number is legion
While the producers deny the story is based on Pender-:

emotional portrait of the tormented Dutch painter
Vincent Van Gogh passionately depicted by Kirk Douglas
s presented by M-G-M with artistic craftsmanship.

up.

Rating

is

for class

An

—

—

It is a

picture primarily designed for class and art theatre

audiences.

Norman Corwin's

fine screenplay,

from Irving

Stone's best-selling novel, is not sweetened with fictional
love affairs, but concentrates on the painter's tragic life-

long search for self-identification. This element is bound
to lessen its appeal for mass audiences, while making it an
attractive offering for those interested in art. Exploitation

an added boxoffice lift.
John Houseman's CinemaScope-Metrocolor production is
spacious and authentic, whether in a gloomy Belgium minvia local art centers should give

it

ing town, or the color-drenched landscapes of Southern

France. F. A. Young's camera offers diverse views of what
painted. Direction by Vincente Minand intense all the way. He draws a
great deal of passion from Douglas as the suffering artist.
Anthony Quinn is effective as Paul Gauguin, the impressionist whose views on art are violently different. James
Donald supplies a well-conceived portrait as Van Gogh's
brother, Theo, and Everett Sloane appears briefly as Van
Gogh's doctor. Pamela Brown lends a feminine touch as
a prostitute who becomes his model and mistress. As
evangelist in a proverty-stricken Belgium coal town,
Douglas helps the sick and feeble until he is exhausted.
His brother takes him home to Holland where he recovers
and falls in love with his cousin, Jeanette Sterke.

Van Gogh saw and

nelli is intelligent

gast machine operations in Kansas City, the denial
is

itself

fodder for the promotional impetus this kind of film

Where showmen

rolls

stimulate such ballyhoo, this United!

might show some surprising grosses. Byron
Haskin's direction does not always control the material,
Artists release

but he gets the

maximum

action out of

Ben

L. Perry's

John Payne manages to make his title role fairly
convincing. William Bishop as his long-time friend and
attorney, and Gloria McGhee, as the devoted wife he never
loved, are aptly cast. Bitter because he doesn't get Doe
Avedon, the girl he loves, Payne becomes a ruthless politician when his shady-dealing brother dies. Bishop, who
handles his legal problems, marries Miss Avedon. Payne's
devoted wife, Miss McGhee, can't make him curtail his,
underworld operations and he prospers. He loses millions
in the stock market crash of '29 and enlists the aid of gangster Robin Morse to maintain power. A citizens' "cleanup" committee can't stop him, but when tried on charges
of bribing insurance companies of a million dollars, he is
double-crossed by witness Bishop, and receives a long

script.

prison sentenance.
United Artists. IA Seltier Films-Window Production.)
8? minutes.
John
Produced by Frank N.
William Bishop, Gloria McGhee, Doe Avedon.
Directed by Byron Haskin.

Afrique"

"Port

IRoUk?

*Su4iHe*4,

O O

Plus

Murder-mystery with North African background
color.

OK

Payne,
Seltier.

dualler in general market.

in Techni-

Mild marquee value

Pier Angeli.

When

she refuses him, he goes to Paris to study art.
There he meets numerous modern artists including

in

Gauguin, played by Quinn. Douglas moves to Southern
France, and Quinn visits him. When their conflicting
theories of art create arguments, Quinn walks out, and
Douglas, in a mental trauma, slices his own ear. Self-committed to a mental institution, he recovers and takes up

mood
programmer. Britishmade and released through Columbia, it figures to serve

his painting at the suggestion of his doctor Everett Sloane.

Douglas again becomes melancholy because he

is

a con-

stant burden to his brother, and finally shoots himself,

never knowing the fame that was to be his posthumously.
M-G-M.

122 minutes. Kirk Douglas, Anthony Ouinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown,
Everett Sloane. Produced by John Houseman. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

This melodramatic murder mystery, filmed with Tech
nicolor tinting in French Morocco, has an exotic
that should help sell

'SutiKCU,

Boss"

Rati*?

O O

PIUS

exploitable melodrama about rise and fall of
crooked political machine. Grosses will depend on showmanship effort put behind it.

Highly

Broad-shouldered Phil Carey co-stars as a returning airman who finds his wife murdered. John R. Sloan's production is patently modest, but boasts a tone of authenticity
Rudolph Mate's direction of the script from Bernardl
Dryer's novel, "Port Afrique", strives to create suspense
:

plenty of exploitation angles that can lift it above its appointed slot as a dualler. Producers Frank and Walter

&u4i«t44 &atl*t
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killer's identity is

not too well concealed. Plot has

Carey returning home to find his wife dead and his business ruined by partner Dennis Price. Police chief Eugene
Deckers suggest suicide, but only to trap the killer. Miss
Angeli, who was the murdered's woman's house guest, is
attracted to

Carey.

In tracking

down

evidence,

Carey

learns about his wife's affairs with other men, finally traces

Rachel Gurney. She committed
the crime because her husband was in love with Carey's
wife. Miss Angeli and Carey start a new life together.
the

This controversial melodrama about an average American city that falls prey to a corrupt political machine has

as an off-beat

adequately as a dualler in the general market. Pier Angel:
plays a Spanish nightclub thrush (she sings three tunesi
pleasantly), stranded in Morocco without a passport

but the

"The

it

murder

Columbia

I

A David

Dennis Price.

O O ©

to Price's wife,

E.

Rose

Production).

Produced by John

GOOD

O O

R.

Sloan.

12 minutes.
Pier Angeli,
Directed by Rudolph Mate.

AVERAGE

Q

Thil

Carey

POOR'

e( bUttoetbn

9/ttn

Hard-Hitting

"Attack!"
ScUCHC44.
Bold, controversial
will stir

IRaOn?

O O O

Drama

ly capable

Plus

drama about cowardice of army

Men

of
as

compromise
officer

plenty of talk. Suspense and action abound. Strong

appeal for mass and class audiences.

mo-

Not since "All Quiet on the Western Front" has a
hard at the essence of war and its profound affect on the fearless and the frail. James Poe's ar-

Combat

in

the sensitive

young

officer

who

will

not

Robert Strauss is an
amiable dogface, every ready with a grunt or a wise-crack
for

comedy

his loyalty or integrity.

relief.

Robert Aldrich,
self an artist first

who produced and
class.

directed, proves himHis soldiers emerge as recogniz-

tion picture hit so

ticulate screen

adaptation of "Fragile Fox", the

Norman Brooks,

Broadway

moving, taut story about a
gutless "wonder-boy" incompetently commanding an infantry company during the Battle of the Bulge. Not only
is it a fascinating study of combat action, but "Attack!" is
play by

a

is

a mature, impelling personal drama that
voke plenty of seat-selling talk.

is

bound

to pro-

—

Released through United Artists, its all-male cast headdoes a phenomenal
ed by Jack Palance and Eddie Albert
"Battleground",
rivals
military
realism.
creating
It
job of

—

the big

money-maker

set in

World War

II,

without de-

pending solely on front-line satire or G.I. buffoonery.
Word-of-mouth should send grosses skyrocketing, and exservicemen can be counted on to drag their wives and girlfriends along, because this is a slice of life the vet has experienced. The Associates and Aldrich Company production's

(the

Department
making on ground that the

recent controversy with the Defense

Army

refused to assist

its

subject hinders military morale), will boost its exploitation value.

Eddie Albert is perfectly cast and turns in a superb performance in the difficult part of a "chicken" commander
with a deep-rooted psychological problem. He is thoroughly convincing. Stone-faced Jack Palance, as the lieutenant
who leads the attack and is cut off because Albert is too
scared to follow with reenforcements, offers a sharply defined characterization.

ward

Lee Marvin takes another step

for-

great acting future with a strong protrayal as a
Rebel colonel who has political ambitions. Handsome Wilin a

liam Smithers, introduced in this film, proves himself high-

I

noble to lift his gun to kill his cowardly commanding
Jack Palance dies in the arms of Buddy Ebsen.

officer.

able, affecting individuals, his

expertly

bomb-splattered European

Aldrich

takes his audience
through seme harrowing moments of deadly combat, always with a ring of authenticity, and with the obvious
avoided. Filmed in standard black-and-white, "Attack!"
is something to see and to remember.
tours

are

staged.

It is Winter, 1944, during the American advance through
Belgium. Palance detests "Fox" Company commander
Albert, who proved himself a coward in previous battles.
Lieutenant colonel Lee Marvin, in command, retains Al-

bert in his post because his father runs the political machine back home, and Marvin has post-war political am-

Palance attacks with a squad and is pinned down
because Albert fails to support him from the rear. The
entire battalion is threatened by an enemy break-through.
Palance, wounded, returns to the company bent on killing
Smithers, revolted by Albert's halfAlbert, but dies.
insane commands, shoots him. The men shoot bullets into
Albert's body to share the blame. Marvin offers Smithers
a promotion if he will sign a citation stating Albert died
a hero in battle. Rather than make any deals, Smithers
bitions.

gives himself up to division headquarters.

lifiht

regaled by

moment.

iogfact
Strauss.

company comic Robert

United Artists. lAn Associates and Aldrich Company Production).
107 minutes.
Jack Palance. Eddie Albert. William Smithers, Lee Marvin Robert Strauss, Rich(Adapted from "The
Screenplay by James Poe.
ard Jaeckel. Buddy Ebsen.
Produced and directed by Robert Aldrich.
Fragile Fox'
by Norman Brooksl.
Music by Frank deVol.

[More REVIEWS on Page 14]
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Power and the Prize"
O
Su4i«c44 Rati*?

"The

O O

Polished drama about big business and international
mance. Best for class houses, OK in general situations.

M-G-M

ro-

has come up with a drama about big business

reminiscent of "Executive Suite", but also offers a
charming love story between Robert Taylor, an American
that

Out for the Devil" and "Comparisons". Crafty King Louis
XI (Walter Hampden) enlists the aid of poet-swordsman
Francois Villon (Oreste) to combat the attack by the
Duke of Burgundy who is trying to wrest the French
throne. Oreste is offered Miss Grayson's hand in marriage
for his efforts. With the help of the common folk of Paris,
Burgundy is defeated. Oreste weds Miss Grayson.

is

business executive and

Elisabeth Mueller, a

beauty introduced in this

film.

European

Paramount.

88 minutes.

wicke, Walter

Hampden.

Boxoffice prospects are

"Hot

bright for class situations, but adult audiences should re-

spond with above-average grosses in the general market.
Plot elements dealing with a smear campaign against Miss
Mueller will appeal to the fern trade. Under Henry Koster's knowing directorial hand, the Robert Ardrey screenNicholas Nay-

play registers as smart, sophisticated fare.
fack's slick production in black

moves

fast

from plush

offices

and white CinemaScope
occupied by corporation

president Burl Ives to London, as Taylor
to

consummate

a multi-million

makes the

dollar contract.

trip

Ives

is

stimulating and vigorous as the shrewd financial wizard;

Hardwicke, who plays his British counterpart. Taylor is debonair in gray flannel. The Continental
manner of lovely Miss Mueller will attract both males and
females. Charles Coburn and Mary Astor provide competent support. Taylor, engaged to Burl Ives' niece, is dispatched to London by Ives to negotiate a big mining deal
with Hardwicke. He instructs Taylor to be cagy and demanding, but, finding Hardwicke straightforward, Taylor
is unable to use unethical tactics.
He meets and falls in
love with Miss Mueller, a widowed refugee. Taylor returns home without completing the deal. Ives demands
Taylor's resignation. With Coburn's help, Taylor negotiates directly with Hardwicke, takes over as corporation
president, and weds Miss Mueller.
so

is

Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno, Sir Cedric HardProduced by Pat Duggan. Directed by Michael Curtii.

Sir Cedric

Cars"

Kate*?

t£«4ute44

O O

Mild meller about stolen car racket for lower half of dual
bills. Fair exploitation potential. No names.

"Hot Cars", an

action meller about smooth operators in

the stolen car sales racket,

moves

fast but the story lacks

conviction. It should, however, be a useful dualler in bally-

hoo and action houses. A Bel-Air production by Howard
W. Koch, for United Artists release, its slick style and bebop dialogue will interest the rock-and-roll set. John
bop dialogue will interest the rock-and-roll set. Climax
fight on a speeding roller coaster is an excellent camera
and editing job. Otherwise, the direction by Donald McDougall is trite. When auto salesman John Bromfield discourages Ralph Clanton from buying a used foreign car,
he gets fired, but Clanton hires him to sell on his lot.
Bromfield discovers he is peddling stolen goods and quits,
but retakes the job needing money for his son's operation.
Detective Dabbs Greer is shot to death, and Bromfield is!
left to take the rap. When moll Joi Lansing denies knowing him, his alibi is gone, so he pursues Mark Dana, who
committed the murder. The chase ends in a zooming roller
coaster with Dana falling to his death.
United Artists IA Bel-Air Production!. 40 minutes. John Bromfield, Joi Lansing
Mark Dana. Produced by Howard W. Koch. Directed by Donald McDougall

M-G-M. 98 minutes. Robert Taylor, Elisabeth Mueller, Burl
Charles Coburn, Mary Astor.
Produced by Nicholas
by Henry Koster.

wicke.

"The

Cedric HardNayfack. Directed

Ives,

"Gun Brothers'

Vagabond King"
Routine western suited for lower-half dual-billings
and marquee names.

in

action

spots. Lacks color

Tepid remake of old costume musical sparked by memorable
Rudolf Friml tunes.

Dated for younger moviegoers.

Has

Technicolor, VistaVision, Kathryn Grayson, Oreste.

This latest (fifth) version of Rudolf Friml's well-known
romantic operetta is a light, rather tepid musical. It figures
to be lightweight boxofficewise.
European singing discovery Oreste debuts in the title role and co-stars with

Kathryn Grayson in a cast that includes Rita Moreno, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, and the late Walter Hampden. Oreste
has a good singing voice, but can't act. His speaking voice
is dubbed in. Set in fifteenth century France, it repeats the
dated swashbuckling tale of a dashing young poet-philosopher who led a band of Parisians against the Duke of Burgundy to save King Louis' throne. Michael Curtiz's direction runs in a familiar groove, but producer Pat Duggan
hasn't attempted to cut financial corners, providing some
big production numbers in a huge tavern and on a Paris
street.
Included are the Friml song favorites "Only a
Rose", "Some Day" and "Song of the Vagabonds". In addition, five new tunes by Friml in collaboration with tunesmith Johnny Burke are heard, best of which are "Watch
Page 14
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1954

and Neville Brand are the "Gun
western from United Armodest-budget
Brothers" in this
routine gunsmoke situconglomeration
of
tists. It offers a
ations at a fast pace supplied by director Sidney Salkow.
In competition with today's colorful, large-scale, widescreen westerns, this is thin fare. The Buster Crabbe name
Buster

may

Crabbe

attract

some

old-timers, but lack of a story twist and

dated black and white photography, will relegate it to
lower-half billing in action houses. The contrived yarn
a rather heavy-handed Cain-and-Abel biblical analoCrabbe,
just out of the Army, joins his brother, Brand
gy.
and discovers he isn't a rancher (as his letters said) but a

makes

cattle rustler.

Crabbe clears

out, joins

Walter Sande

in a

trapping operation, taking dancehall gal Ann Robinson as
his bride. Brand starts gunning for his brother, with partner Michael Ansara, thinking he squealed to the sheriff.
Crabbe convinces his brother he has been tricked, so Brand
swings over to his side. The outlaws attack their cabin for
its

fortune in furs. Brand

is

killed in the battle.

United Artists. 79 minutes. Buster Crabbe, Neville Brand, Ann Robinson.
by Sidney Salkow. No producer listed.

Dii

ected

o
'
i
Bl

:;

"La Strada

'

(The

Road)

"The

GOO

ScUiKCM RctfCH?

Poignant comedy and intense emotional drama of vagabond circus people are combined in a Ponti-De Laurentiis
production to make this the most stirring and poetic import (with English titles) of recent years. It won the
Venice Festival Grand Prize of 1954, and is great for art
houses. Enterprising showmen should be able to sell it for
good returns in the general American market. The sliceof-life technique has been used by director-writer Federico
Fellini, who also took script credits for "Open City" and

He

vividly records the sorrowful love story of a

strange peasant

Giulietta Masina, for a brutish circus

girl,

strong-man, played by Anthony Quinn. Richard Basehart,
as an irreverent circus clown, completes the triangle.

beauty of the plot

The

impact
comes from the mood invoked. The tragedy centers on
people caught up in their own faults and follies. Quinn's
portrayal superbly reveals his loneliness beneath a wanton,
lustful exterior.
Miss Masina is a comic-faced, elf-like
creature, a completely captivating new face. Basehart's
performance is also a gem. Quinn is an itinerant performer
who breaks chains with his expanding chest. He buys
Miss Masina from an impoverished mother to serve as his
clown, cook and mate. After they join a small circus,
Basehart tries to get her to leave her cruel boss, but she is
is

in its

utter simplicity;

its

The strong-man meets the clown on the
The incident affects the
mind, and Quinn, unable to stand her constant whim-

dedicated to him.

road and unwittingly kills him.
girl's

pering, leaves her stranded.

death he realizes

how much

When

he later learns of her
he needed her.

Ponti-De Laurentiis ITrans-Lux release)
Masina. Richard Basehart.
Produced by
rected by Federico Fellini.

That Died

ScuUete IZatiHQ

Superb Italian drama utilizes American male leads. Excellent art house prospects. Can be sold in general market.

"Paisan".

Ship

Good
is

import from England. Offbeat story of small gunboat

Here's a fine sea-action melodrama from England that
the engrossing story of a small World War II gunboat that seemingly dies of a bad conscience when it is

former crew to transport illegal cargoes.
Adapted from Nicholas Monsarrat's Saturday Evening
Pest story, this import is loaded with suspense and high
adventure, and should attract male audiences in general
situations, despite the absence of known names. It figures
converted by

its

The swiftmoving story was produced and directed by Michael Relph
and Basil Dearden, the same team that filmed Monsarrat's
"The Cruel Sea". Performances are excellent. The tiny
gunboat's conversion and final destruction on the rough
as a strong attraction in class and art houses.

seacoast is a credit to Balcon-Ealing studio's special effects
department. George Baker, commander of a gunboat, loses
his wife in a raid over Briton. After the war, he purchases
the ship with his ex-lieutenant, Richard Attenborough, and

they begin smuggling petty items across the channel. As
their crimes increase, the ship, which served well during
combat, seems to break down each time illegal cargo is put
aboard. The get involved in a deal to transport a murderer,

and customs men close in. Baker and first mate Bill Owen
wish to give up, but Attenborough and his smuggling contact, Roland Culver, force them aboard in an attempt to
escape to Spain. The ship breaks down in a storm and
shatters on a rocky coast.
Continental IA Michael Balcon-Ealing Studios production, presented by
Rank). 91 minutes. Richard Attenborough, George Baker, Bill Owen.
and directed by Michael Relph and Basil Dearden.

"Papa,

Seoiutc^x

^otiKf

O O

Mama, The Maid, and

house fare.

Good

fish.

Ex-

supporting dualler.

Here is a breathtaking true-life nature documentary that
does for undersea inhabitants of a coral reef what Disney's
"Living Desert" did for land creatures. A Butterfield &

Wolf production, presented by Marine Studios of Florida,
required a painstaking three years to make. The Eastman color camera examines the beginnings of sea life,
through courtship, mating and the struggle for survival.
It is first-rate fare for art houses, and should be a saleable
it

dualler in the general market.

The

original soundtrack

by Clinton Elliott is fitted to the fish antics with
humor. Ballet music follows the activities of an octopus, who's really a gentle fellow. The moray eel, a deadly villain, is introduced with clashing dissonance. The trek
of the sea turtle is done in heavy tones, and umbrellashaped jellyfish move to smooth, pulsating rhythms. Most
score

subtle

striking scene is that of a father seahorse in birth throes

ejecting
Continental

some 200 new-born babies from

his pouch.

release
IA Butterfield t Wolf production, presented by Marine
72 minutes.
Produced by Alfred Butterfield.
Photography by Lloyd
Robert Young & Murray Lerner. Musical score by Clinton Elliot, conducted
by Simon Sadoff. Narration by Joseph Julian.

Rati*?

hit sure to

be used as dualler

Plus

Color documentary examines life-cycle of tropical
cellent art

French comedy

Reef"

the

Plus

tells

115 minutes.
Anthony Quinn. Guilietta
Dino De Laurentiis and Carlo Ponti. Di-

of

Q Q

suspenseful sea adventure will attract male audience.

'Scuutete
"Secrets

Shame"

of

in

O O

gross strongly

J.

Arthur

Produced

I"

Plus

in art

houses.

Can

better class naborhood houses.

Four delightful characters combine talents in this
French import, which is sure to be an art-house comedy
classic. Columbia has undertaken the U.S. release and expects to find a good reception for it in general situations.
should be a useful dualler in better class
houses. French actor Claude Dauphin delivers a running
English narration (supplementing English
off-screen
It

certainly

titles)

arises

to reduce dialogue to bare essentials.

from seemingly commonplace events

a typically untypical Parisian family.

The humor

in the lives of

Director Jean-Paul

Le Chanois creates an intimacy between the audience and
on the screen. The Champs-Elysees production creates a vivid atmosphere by setting the family in a
large, crowded middle-class apartment building. The script
by Marcel Ayme and Pierre Very, liesurely tells how
Robert Lamoureux loses his job and wonders how to tell
Fernand Ledoux, his slightly tyrannical Papa. Mama,
Gaby Morlay, has her problems with the maid situation.
Lamoureux meets Nicole Courcel. To marry her, Lamou-

his characters

reux needs Papa's consent. Miss Courcel takes the job as
household maid, quickly wins over both Mama and Papa.

Studios).

[titter,

Columbia release IA Champs-Elysees Production). 94 minutes. Robert Lamoureux,
Gaby Morlay, Fernand Ledoux, Nicole Courcel. Directed by Jean-Paul Le Chanois.
Film
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Bridey' Stands Out Among Marvels of Hypnotl
(The lust chapter ol Morey
Start

>n

the

SUNDAY MIRROR

—

\Bridey Murphy," will
this story
^fi't miss

Berr.s^

s>>

Ever> reader is entji>
and the strange ta]>>
as you wish..

IMb.Muii'liy story

-

K&s

1©*

skeptical
•>usewife,

MAJQR therape

ElnM

J^LJsHypn

Vta<e*•

housewife-

T

f

,

I

4

Eighty million Americans have read or
read about this startling story of real
people in a very unreal world— and
with Louis
now they can see it
Hayward as the author, Morey
Bernstein, and Teresa Wright as his
hypnotic subject, Ruth Simmons, who
.

.

.

dramatically broke the time barie
This is no ordinary best-seller—:!
and women who hadn't read a tp
in years rushed to buy it — 190,f
copies were sold before the ink

News magazines like
Look gave it big-space
dry.

Life, Tf

featur}

W

MflVW

pyre N

2
Pros,

Cons

of 'Bridey'
to

nee 'Obscured' by
s,

Be Told

Bride^

particular-

nd composers.

the Laguna
ony co-operated
)f

merits,

able

and one
com-

to

spapers and other periodicals
fUized it. TV panels argued it.
U America talked about it and is
H fired with curiosity. That's why
* amount is rushing it to you
*iuse it means crowds at the
e

*>>ffice

now!

Produced by PAT DUGGAN
Directed by NOEL LANGLEY
Screenplay by NOEL LANGLEY
Based on the book by MOREY BERNSTEIN
VISTAyiSIOH

V

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

SHOR

BALABAN

RUBEN SHOR & BARNEY BALABAN

BLANK

MYRON BLANK

and TOA's convencommittee last week put finishing
touches on plans for the exhibitor organization's annual conclave and trade show
set to roll in New York's Coliseum Sept.
tion

20.

The

five-day convention, held in co-

TESMA, TEDA and
emphasize the showmanship
aspects of exhibition and will be highlighted by special equipment, drive-in
and concession forums. One feature will
be a "showmanship day" for discussing
money-making ideas developed at TOA's
showmanship conferences held in Chicago
in July. There will be no less than 225
exhibit booths of equipment and conceswith

operation

PCA,

sions

will

suppliers,

Fabian

make

will

Rosen

Samuel

greatest

the

convention

exhibitor

is

from

president

in

H.

S.

the keynote speech.
honorary convention

Albert M. Pickus,

chairman.

number

history.

Stratford,

mans

the

which

will elect the

TOA

Conn.,

vice

chair-

nominating

committee,
administration on September 18. Taking an active part in convention proceedings: Lee
Jones and Merlin Lewis, president and
1956

new

executive secretary of

TOA

TESMA.

exchanged some public correspondence on
the issue of the proposed top-level meeting between exhibition and distribution. The
results were not wholly discouraging. As the first production executive to answer Allied president Shcr's call for the roundtable conference, Paramount president Balaban
said that he would be glad to sit down to explore "common problems", but would not
do so in the company of his competitors. His letter to Shor, which the latter said "fell
be'.cw our highest hopes and expectations", further pointed out (1) Paramount is discharging its responsibility to exhibitors and is charging film rentals that are "fair and
reasonable"; (2) exhibition, too, has a responsibility to understand the economic facts
cf life as they apply to production and distribution; (3) a "different and more constructive approach" to exhibitor-distributor problems is "indeed overdue" in view of the
all branches of the industry of the programs fostered by exhibitor leadership which were not statesmanlike enough to view the industry as a
whole". Shor replied that though, in one

"chaotic results to

ROBERT

S.

BENJAMIN,

United Ar-

board chairman, last week issued a
glowing health report on his company.
Domestic gross billings for the week end-

tists

ing

Sept.

totaled

8

$2,403,000,

biggest

single week's domestic earnings in

UA's

37-year history, and exceeding by approximately $500,000 the previous high for
a similar seven-day period. The board
chairman further reported that worldwide gross earnings for the 1956 period
ending Sept. 8 were $6 million above the
same period in 1955. Last year the company recorded a world-wide gross of $55
million for 12 months, highest annual
earnings in company history. Benjamin
said that with more than three full
months remaining this year, UA is sure
to achieve its hoped-for 1955 gross of
$65 million.

0

MANNING
named

CLAGETT

"TIM"

was

succeed John G. Bryson as

to

di-

rector of the state legislative service of

Motion
Picture
Association
of
America, which he had been serving as

particular, the letter

provocative",

he

seemed "deliberately
the hope that

offered

Balaban would reconsider his refusal to
down with other film executives. "It
is not our idea, as you seem to fear, that
this preliminary conference should dec
with the specific policies and practices of
any particular company," Shor declared.
He agreed that in this "pot-and-kettle
sit

1

,

we

all

must practice

In

fact, his letter

a degree
informed
Balaban, at the recent Allied board meeting he was instructed to recommend that
the proposed meeting should include distributor as well as exhibitor problems. It
would give the entire industry a lift, Shor
concluded, if such a meeting could be
scheduled for the week of Sept. 24. No

business"

of tolerance.

other replies to his request for a roundtable conference have been received by
the Allied leader.

the

director

public

of

post will be

New York
joined the
all

filled

relations.

by Taylor

executive

MPA

in

staff.

The

Mills, of the

Clagett,

level

affecting

the

industry.

MPA

P*qe 18

Film

[More
September

17.

He'll

headauarter in Washington.
president Eric Johnston, in announcing the appointment, lauded both Clagett and Bryson, who, he said, "spearheaded highly
successful efforts to cut down censorship
so that active state censorship remains
only in four states, New York, Maryland,
Virginia and Kansas."

LEWIS
BULLETIN

who

1948, will investigate

proposed legislation on the state and

local

JONES

latter

1956

NEWS

on
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TAXING THE MAYOR:

Olym-

Washington, theatremen took
the bull by the horns recently in a
grandstand bid to have an onerous
pia,

5

per cent municipal admissions tax
Three theatres closed

rescinded.
their

and on one marquee
from the mayor's
was this announcement:

doors,

directly
office,

across

Held Over Again
in 13th Year
"Tax Discrimination
Continues in Olympia"

Now

NOTE TO THE TRADE ABOUT

Matazon
THE MAN

WHO CALLED THE WORLD'S

DEADLIEST RIVER HIS HOME

AN UNUSUAL ATTRACTION AND SO ARE THE COMMENTS WE'VE BEEN
RECEIVING FROM THE FIRST BOOKINGS. THE FOLLOWING IS ONE OF MANY:
THIS

IS

The press was enthusiastic,
critics in

this area

agreed

it

all

three

was ad-

venturous entertainment.

Reaction from
exceptionally

The running time was

young and old was

fine

about the

color,

but

feel

there

is

a ready

WRITTEN BY

-)HN

SUTTON

just right, not

too brief and not overlong.

as the amazon trader

I

cannot

market await-

PRODUCED BY

DIRECTED BY

OWEN CRUMP CEDRIC FRANCIS TOM McGOWAN
-

V

HEADLINERS

THEY

MAX

YOUNGSTEIN, UA

E.

home

dent, returned to the

MADE THE NEWS
O'DONNELL

ROBERT

J.

COMPO's

annual dues drive

kicked
list

cff

week

with a letter to the country's 18,000 exhibitors uring prompt payment. The success of the admissions tax campaign was
not achieved without serious depletion of
the

COMPO

treasury, the exhibitor lead-

declared, and funds are needed to
carry on this yar's Audience Awards program and other projects. All dues paid

vice presi-

office follow-

ing two months in Hollywood working
SOL A.
with independent producers
Theatres topper,
was named chairman of the annual dinner
of the Motion Picture Pioneers, slated
frr Nov. 30 at the Waldorf-Astoria.
made
Pioneers' president JACK
.

.

.

SCHWARTZ, RKO

COHN

an n oun c e m en t

the

.

.

.

READE,

WALTER

JR. announced the creation of
three new theatre operations posts in his
circuit to handle areas of New York and

MIKE DORSO, PAUL
PETERSEN and JOHN BALMER are
New

Jersey.

new

the

answer to

They'll

appointees.

er

the

days beginning Christmas
at midnight Jan. 3. The

10

Day and ending

change in voting dates from last year's
Nov. 17-27 was prompted, according to
the planning committee, by exhibitor requests that they be given time to play all
pictures on the ballots after the closing

Nominations
in each category were cut from 20 to
ten, with only one nominating ballot to
be used. Winners will be announced at a
function to be held on or about Jan. 15.
Attending the initial planning committee
meeting in New York last week were
COMPO special counsel Robert W.
Ccyne, information director Charles E.
McCarthy, Ralph Russell, Canton, O.,
Senn Lawler, Kansas City, Paul Lyday,
Denver, Paul Levi, Boston and Harry
Mandel of RKO Theatres, chairman of
of the

the

awards

COMPO

year, Sept. 30.

press relations ocmmittee.

0

GEORGE

C.

chairman, revealed at a press conference
in

Washington

last

week

that the

McConnaughey

week

that

RKO

v.p. Walter Branson, I., receives from
U illcox. Parents Magazine, its Merit

Phil

Award

King

for

operations

theatres

"The Brave

Bros.'

NICHOLAS
SIDNEY GUT-

v.p.

SCHERMERHORN ...
NIK

promoted to branch manager of
Vancouver Exchange
DON-

RKO's

ALD

One".

.

.

.

G. FINK, director of research of
Philco Corp., Phila., awarded the 1956
Journal Award of the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers. Presentation to be made Oct. 9 at the Society's
ED80th convention in Los Angeles
DUKOFF, formerly an associate
of Danny Kaye, joined
the staff of
.

WARD

Hecht-Lancaster

.

.

.

.

JOEL LEVY

.

retir-

ing after 27 years as film buyer and book-

Loew's Theatres out-of-New York

er for

operations

.

.

.

LEO PILLOT

resigned as

20th-Fox special events manager and na-

magazine contact
MAX BERCUTT, West Coast field rep for Warner
Brothers, made coordinator between sales,
advertising and publicity departments on
major promotional plans in the work for

tional

.

for

slated

production head

.

.

release

fall

.

.

.

RKO

WILLIAM DOZIER

was

recently conferencing on production plans and on preparations for the

Blinded

labor

scripter

Milton

approve

operations by
certain of the pay-TV systems. The FCC
chairman also suggested that broadcasting
licenses

test

and renewals be granted for

five,

marked the third anniversary of its epoch-making birth in the
film world Sept. 16.
The anamorphic
wide-screen system has been installed in
36,197

theatres in

41

countries.

A new

era in motion picture entertainment began
with "The Robe" at N.Y.'s Roxy Theatre.
PdQf 20
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spirit

life.

We

New

of

ERIC JOHNSTON, MPA
for private

head, calling

and industrial support

of col-

these funds, we will make up
for a generation of neglect. Today twenty percent of all college facilities are
temporary structures wartime barracks
leges:

"By

—

and the like. And a good share of the remaining buildings are old structures. The
Old Main of 1870 may be charming with
its ivy and wisteria, but under the greenery are broken down heating plants, dismal sewage systems, a mare's nest of an-

... It won't help us to
bemoan shortages of technical schools

tique buildings

today nor even to outbid each other for
existing skills through the classified ads
of our evening papers. It may help, however, if we give increased support today
to the universities which will produce the
technicians we might have tomorrow."

LEE JONES, TESMA

president: "The

theatre equipment business is not up to
normal, conditions in the theatre business

.

ROY HAINES a reChicago and
West Coast exchanges
UA distribution
v.p. WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN presided
Warner

sales head
visitor to company's
.

.

opening of the company's
domestic exchange in Jacksonville
world-wide distribution head

RKO
WALTER BRANSON

.

.

.

supervising

the

company's "Dan O'Shea Drive" which
kicked off Aug. 31 and will run to Dec.
20
And just a reminder: The Allied
States convention will take place November 27, 28 and 29 in Dallas, Texas. Don't
get those dates mixed, advises convention
coordinator
F. MORRELL.
.

.

—

at the boxoffice."

New

.

cent

look forward to an upsurge but such an upsurge in our business can only be reflected in business done

.

ten days recently for meetings with production executives on promotion plans

33rd

CINEMASCOPE

SAMUEL

we hope we can

at the Sept. 10

O

*

ROSEN, Stanley Warner v.p.,
about TOA's Convention Reception Committee: "Plans are being formulated by

film Riesel's life story.

tists ivill

.

instead of three years.

*

*

considerable amounts of money necessary
to exhibit in this gigantic (TOA) show,

Victor Riesel and
Krims announce Allied Ar-

set to roll the first of the year
national
advertising
director
is back in
York after shifting his activities to the West coast for

will

to

columnist

company's films-for-television operations

FCC

was not considered wise

have so much capital invested in a single
piece of real estate. This and other sales
made during the past year and one-half
under our company's program of reducing
and realigning real estate holdings have
aggregated nearly ten million dollars."

being what they are, but with the number
of manufacturers and suppliers indicating
their confidence in the future of their
business, as they have done by spending

opinion that temporary licenses should be
granted for further experimentation with
toll-TV. Television insiders believe that
the

of the Roxy
a profitable opera-

in

New York

his

it

it

is

National Thea-

sale

hope to reflect the
York's enthusiastic
hospitality and offer to guide and assist
the visitor in seeing and enjoying all the
wonders of our great metropolitan area."

told a press conference in

last

tion but

true

tions presented for study,

New York

Roxy

Theatre: "The

events of his

Com-

and will decide
experimental operation of pay-TV will
be undertaken to sound out public opinion.

on the

group of showmen
make the exhibitor's visit to our city
(New York) one of the most memorable

mission will begin action on the possible
licensing of Toll-TV within the next 60
days. The commission has been reviewing digests of some 20,000 communicaif

RHODEN,

C.

tres president,

.

to

"Giant",

McCONNAUGHEY, FCC

ELMER

.
.

this fine representative

by exhibitors will be matched dollar for
The drive got
dollar by distributors.
underway Sept. 10. Meanwhile, COMPO
announced that public balloting in this
year's Audience Awards election will take
place

£ai4

ykeif

. .

.

ROBERT

*

JAMES

H.

*

*

NICHOLSON,

American

In-

ternational Pictures president, in announcing that none of his company's features
available to TV: "Because
mutual profit and benefits by
sticking with the exhibitor, we will not
will be

we

made

see

antagonize that potential. We are in the
business of making theatrical motion pictures for release only to motion picture
theatres. As a new streamlined operation
already in profit because our pictures are
needed, we do not find it necessary to

make up
by the

losses

and alienate theatre men

sale of capital assets."

*W&at
t&e Stuwumeu
/tie 'Doutai
MERCHANDISING
f
EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT
&

'reminger's 'Joan' Auditions

Presley Plugs His Film

viewpoints

Major News Coverage

iain

Hot

in

the

midst of day-long

Before Vast TV Audience

hundreds of pretty young candidates
Sr the title role of "Saint Joan," Otto Premlger took a deep breath to announce that
efore his global talent search ends next
'lonth in Stockholm, he will have personally
joked at or listened to 3100 would-be Maids
Orleans. The producer-director's backf
reaking agenda calls for 15 cities in this
ountry and Canada and seven in Europe,
he's rolling up a huge surplus
11 the while

The

NEWSPAPERS, TV

auditions

f

AND PUBLICITY

copy

which pointed up the dispro-

while squeezing movies and theatres

into a thimble,

with repercussions.

NT

torially took

the pot has been boiling

"Editor and Publisher" edi-

report to task for linking free

space with ad lineage, and indicated that newspapers were only trying to serve "reader in-

public interest in the film.

TV coverage. The allegation by an unnamed N.Y. newspaper editor
blaming the dearth of film news on the "laziness" of movie publicists elicited a scathing
retort from the Screen Publicists Guild.
terest" with the heavy

We

do not believe the movie publicists

re-

quire any defense for their job of disseminating

Neither was Elmer Rhoden wrong

film news.

shedding

puts some of
the 215 young aspirants for the
title role of "Saint Joan" at ease
in the first audition at New York's

Producer Preminqer

auditions at

the

Ambassador

New York

proved a bonanza of
jress-coverage.
Reporters and photograIhers from every New York newspaper, all
|ie wire services, television newsreel camerajien, and even a LIFE photographer turned
|p at the Trianon Room to get the story as
iore than 200 young and hopeful actresses
om everywhere performed scenes from the
;Iotel

in

;

ernard

Shaw

classic.

one

prime

motivation

— newspaper ownership

for

the

newspaper with a TV

Pick up any

and you

will

arrantly

designed

dispro-

of TV outlets.
affiliation

columns of meaningless fluff,
to promote video viewing.

find

"Editor and Publisher's" explanation of reader-

be taken seriously when

interest" could hardly

one takes

trouble

the

to

wade through

the

apparently

promotion

paradoxical

so puzzling after

all.

but from

all

of

by these newspapers
It is merely a matter

own

interests,
its toll

in

from thea-

sources of goods and services

We

the press that

"trial

ner-

scene".

is

promote

their

in

that segment of

discriminating against

advertisers by devoting
to

his

if

that

style,

has

brought

partially critical, audience.

Public interest in the Presley appearance
show was evident in Trendex
figures which gave this Sullivan program a
rating of 43.7 highest in the show's 8-year

on the

TV

—

history.

The Trendex

figure

82.6 share of the total

TV

is

equivalent to

audience during

the peak 8 to 9 p.m. period, which

means

that approximately 50 million viewers

exposed to the powerful plug for the

were

film.

Show (manship) Must Co On

opening of "The Burning Hills" in F &
M's Fox Theatre in St. Louis. A line
three blocks long and four abreast waited
in the broiling sun for the personal appearance of stars Tab Hunter and Natalie
Wood. Meanwhile, back at the F &

M

office

came word

own TV

ALL

A

first

State and

was due

in

Chicago, and, after

consternation, the wheels turned.

went

call

Hunter was down

that

the

to

opposition

Loew's

Orpheum where John Payne
"The Boss"; an-

for a p. a. for

other to 20th-Fox

who had brought

Barbara Rush to town for a convention; another to popular disc jockey Ed Bonner.

When

the

first

feature

showing ended,

came Miss Wood, Payne,
Miss Rush and Bonner — a four-star attraction to make the customers happy and
out on the stage

urge theatre interests to stress this aspect

of the licking they are taking

watches

a huge,

with a high fever

that will suffer from people staying at home.

right)

him

the

loss of advertising revenue, not only

at

scream-provoking

welter of dull inconsequentialities, blown up to

albeit one which will eventually take

(silhouette

make

screen debut in the picture, spotlighted the
title song with an unusual straight rendition,
in marked contrast to his hip-swinging,

outlandish proportions, about minor TV programs.

of building up a portion of their

young hopeful perform famed

The

singer.

will

From Fanchon & Marco's Edward Ar-

portion

tres,

who

sensation,

roll

'n'

thur comes a tale of show-must-go-on
cooperation to warm the cockles of any
showman's heart. It was one hour before

The

eminqer

rock

emphasize one particular phase of
newspapers' preponderance of TV free

their so-called competitor

>us

which featured the controversial

report missed the boat

space,

isn't

publicity

"Love Me
Ed Sullivan Show,

in

do believe, however, that both

NT

potent

a

newspaper

of

failing to

in

the
initial

We

"prejudice".

subject

the

the publicists and the

Hotel Ambassdor.

The

on

light

show business today

in

—tossed

Tender", on the Sept. 9

portionate free space newspapers are according
television

name

Presley

send-off for his 20th-Fox starrer,

Ever since publication of the recent National

Theatres survey,

hottest

— Elvis

'ith

its

disproportionate space

prove again that there

show business

is

no business

like

for a helping hand.

stations.

Film
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United Theatres' Manager

Stages Sock 'King' Promotion
Clarence Duvall, manager of United TheaMalco Theatre in Hot Springs, Ark.,
recently put on a campaign for "The King
and I" which his boss described as "showtres'

manship

at its highest peak".

Good locations on every highway leading
to Hot Springs were plastered with threeadvance of the engageweek 100 block window cards were displayed prominently in
strategic spots throughout the area. In addition, two sets of door panels were placed
in the most traveled spots in town. The exciting music from the 55 CinemaScope production was played on a loudspeaker in front

sheets

two weeks

ment.

The

in

following

of the theatre for the

week

prior to the run.

Radio spots and disc jockey plugs were
used extensively in plugging the film and the
music. Also, four 24-sheets were posted durthis

week.

When

arrived at the bedecked
were greeted by employes
dressed in costumes like those worn in the
film. Motorists and pedestrians passing the
theatre were greeted by a young man in a
"King" costume, who would give an oriental
smile and a low bow to passers-by. Music
from the film was played over a hidden
loudspeaker, with the tones emanating from
a sparkling display plugging the picture.
theatre

patrons

they

Jack D. Braunagel, executive assistant in
charge of theatre operations, sent the following message to all managers in the United
Circuit: "The show was presented perfectly,

and from the comment on the show and the atmosphere,
we're sure that this show will do almost Sunday business on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. Folks are going to come down
to the Malco just to see what is going on."
the theatre

was

Los Angeles and Local Transit

Concern Fight Over 'Bus' Signs
in the Los Angeles
happy fellas as the result of a
rumpus kicked up by five thousand Marilyn
Monroes. The L. A. Board of Public Works

20th-Fox exploiteers

area are most

ordered

A

than 30,000 retail jewelry outlets throughout the
country. Display card (below) illustrates Judy
holding the trump promotional gimmick: a solid
gold Ronson lighter. Stills and credits can be

added

to poster.

TWO SURE-FIRE

HITS!

displays

life-size

replica

of

Monroe has

Marilyn

»

been set up in front of Keith's Indianapolis Theatre by manager John Stearns as a sure-fire eyegrabber to bally 20th-Fox's "Bus Stop". Striking 1 1 -foot display figures to tie up traffic.
signs of the Metropolitan Coach Lines because the signs were on public sidewalks.
The bus concern protested that the signs
were on private property and that they

stimulated

The

transportation.

politicos

won: the signs were removed. But not before the boys from 20th reaped a windfall of
local publicity. Stunt was part of promotional campaign for the Los Angeles opening of the CinemaScope comedy.

Prehistoric Monsters Tour

'Shop and Show' Tie-ups

For United Artists' 'Beast'

spotless,

9- A solid gold merchandising tie-in is on tap
between Columbia's "The Solid Gold Cadillac"
and Ronson Lighters which will feature the Judy
Holliday comedy plus Ronson product at more

cardboard

18-inch

5,000

featuring Marilyn in spangled tights, net bra
and black stockings, removed from bus stop

Two

Boon

14-foot-high replicas of a shocking

prehistoric monster will go on a nationwide

tour to generate interest in United Artists'

Hollow Mountain". The huge
Tyrannosaurus Rex, constructed at the Nassour Studios in Hollywood, have been mounted on low-bed trucks

"The Beast
models

of

of

the

openings of the film.
look on September 9
when the CinemaScope-DeLuxe Color production opened at the Coliseum Theatre. The
animated exhibit then toured local openings
be

to

exhibited

Seattle got the

at

first

Washington, Oreogn and California, returning to Los Angeles for a mid-October
opening. Appearances of the eastern exhibit
will be announced shortly.

in

for Theatres,

Fall

is

the season

when

Merchants
the

woman

in

t

house gets out to do the shopping for he
self, her family and her home. Wise shovi
men can take advantage of milady's buyiij
mood by utilizing a "Shop and Show" tie-i
aimed at the women shoppers in the cor,,
munity. This idea has been used very su.
cessfully by Fox Midwest Theatres, and ar
exhibitor can promote it to fill his theat
during slack matinee hours.

j

(

Enlist a group of merchants in your bus

i

shoppers to be th<
guests at the theatre, with the storemen pa. I
ing the tab on a pre-arranged basis. Detail
on the free shows and a list of the merchaii
sponsors are then brought to the public v
a vigorous campaign that includes specil g
trailers, lobby displays, window cards, hanj
bills and newspaper ads.
ness

area

invite

to

i

"Beast", produced by Nassour Bros., in-

troduces the

new Regiscope

process.

|

The shoppers coming

Steve Allen TV Show Plugs
'Pillars of

the Sky' Song

An

unusual promotion has been set by
Universal-International and Steve Allen's
NBC-TV show, "Tonight", on "Pillars of
the Sky".

JUDY HOLLIDAY

The U-I CinemaScope-Technicolor

pro-

17.

I9S6

cellent idea:

The

in this

e:

the public, the merchants,

tl

their patrons; the theatre receives addition

when

composes

a

the

tune

five

to

of

of

film.

|

public receives a

i

the

revenue, boosts concession sales, helps
future releases

and garners

a

s«

through coming attractior
public relations bonanza fro!

the shopper-theatregoers.

i

j

premium

the

telecast

over

<

a.m. to 5 p.m.

Three winners can be counted

famous

nightly

breaks

Additional exploitation will
then be garnered when the song is disked by
the Steve Lawrence Choral Group on Coral
Records.
September

— 9:30

form of a free movie; the merchan
hypo sales, while building good-will amor

publicity

I

pons) or with special tickets distributed a
the participating merchants. Many theatri
running this campaign find it advantageou
to run the show for the entire shopping d^

some neat

title

BULLETIN

col

theatre.

jack-of-all-trades

Film

(no tickets or

duction, slated for October release, will get
Allen's

Paqt 22

into the theatre ca

either be admitted free

I

Treatment
4 David Lipton, top man on
the advertising totem pole at
Universal-International, made
like a real Indian when U-I's
"Pillars of the Sky" had its
world premiere at the J. J.
Parker Broadway Theatre in
While
Portland,
Oregon.
taking a vacation in the
Great
Northwest,
Lipton
stopped in Portland just long
enough to don Indian togs
and help exploit the debut of
the CinemaScope-Technicolor
production.
Universal
The
executive
was
made an
honorary chief of the Umtilla
Indians by Chief Thunder Elk.
"Pillars of the Sky" tells the
life story of a famed Indian
agent in early America.

Warner

for

Brothers' "Giant"

which stars
James Dean.

Liz

Contest Set

Canadian Exploiteers Promote

As part

I

mammoth

of a

promotional drive

CinemaScope musical prior to
October
release,
20th
Century-Fox

I pre-sell the
Is

a countrywide disc jockey conon behalf of "The Best Things In Life
ire Free". The contest launched on Labor
Jay in a few key cities, requires participants

Lcked-off
Ist

choose, in letters of 25

>

recording of the film's

ivorite

nited

receive

will

bw underway
ltries
fs

song,

title

in

a

score

of

with

promotion: Washington,
and WTTG-TV, includa
"mystery record" portion where
g
Uteners identify the recording of the song
leing
latter

lick

WGMS

played;
Pyle,

jarp, of

WLOL,

Minneapolis,

spinners participating

rescott,

fie

the

in

WIP;

Boston,

;

honoring "High Society"

in

the front win-

cities

the cities and platter jocks par-

Lamb

rt

disc jockey, to spin a three-hour daily stint

cluded taped recordings by topcasters in the
production and interviews with local
folks about the Sol Siegel musical. Promo-

spinners.

Jcipating

CHUM

dow

being judged by individual disc jock-

Among

Two Canadian exploiteers up Toronto
way, Chet Friedman, MGM, and Gerry Collins, of Loews Theatres, developed a slambang promotional stunt saluting the local
debut of "High Society".
The north-of-the-border drumbeaters arranged for Phil Stone, Radio Station

and

and, in several areas, by entire staffs of

(latter
I

weekly

less, their

grand
of cash, record albums, passes and
States Savings Bonds. The contest

/inners
rizes

words or

Local Debut of 'High Society'

Mass.,

Norm

and WBZ-TV.
Richard
20th's TV-radio dept., is setting up

contest in a host of other cities.

The

d. j.'s

program

in-

MGM

tion

stunt

took place a week before films

debut.

Friedman and Collins also arranged the
same stunt with Fred Jackson, manager of
Loew's in London, Ontario, when the Metro
film opened in that town. Stunt in London
was broadcast over CFPL from a window
in

Kresge's

whopping number of recordings (no
than 16 sides) are in national release.
Songs waxed include "Giant" and "There
Will Never Be Anyone Else But You", both
written by Dimitri Tiomkin for the film.
Capitol Records is releasing the soundtrack
recording by Tiomkin and a Les Baxter
platter

England's lend-lease lovely, Diana Dors,
be introduced to American moviegoers
via a special trailer being made by
to
plug Diana's first American release "I Married A Woman". She will be introduced by
will

RKO

co-star
is

George Gobel.

listed

for

An

early

fall

single

by Columbia.
drawings

watercolor

using

in

place of the usual film clips, have been preartist

The draw-

Russel Roberts.

ings will introduce each of the picture's stars
and depict dramatic scenes from the film.

Churchill Foreword for

Metro's 'Something of Value'
A real promotional "beat" was scored

by

Metro's showmen for the upcoming "Something of Value". A filmed foreword featuring
Sir Winston Churchill repeating a prophecy
he had made some years before will lead off

Mau Mau

the film dealing with the
in

uprising

Kenya, East Africa.

The famed British statesman was approached by Metro executives for permission
to use his prophetic words, written in 1907.
He apparently regarded the film, which was
made with

War

the cooperation of the

Office

London, as important enough to carry his
historic words and was photographed speak-

in

them

for the screen.

The foreword by

Introduction to Diana Dors

A

the two theme songs.

of

Ray Heindorf waxing with orch and chorus

ing

five

Philadelphia,

WBZ

of Cole's Store.

Hudson,

A

pared by

20th's 'Best Things in Life'

jr

Rock

Taylor,

less

Trailers,

D.J.

getting the

is

in
merchandising
treatment
preparation for its world debut at the Roxy
Theatre in New York City on October 10.
A wide variety of media will be employed to
promote the George Stevens production,

blue-ribbon

will be released

ationwide

Roxy Debut

Sir

Winston: "Forty-nine

years ago I visited Africa. In my book,
'My African Journey', I wrote 'The problems of East Africa are the problems of the
world.'

This was true

in

1907.

It

is

true

today."

release

the trailer, to give an exploi-

tational

head-start

comedy

production.

to

the

William

Bloom

X

Mfrtd

HITCHCOCK
AT HIS BEST!
20th Century Fox is giving both barrels to its
promotional campaign to sell the reissue of David O. Selznick's Academy Awardwinning "Rebecca". Charles Einfeld's exploiteers are giving the famous film the plush treatment, with smart new ads and even gala "world
premiere" festivities at Loew's Columbia TheaIncluded in the activities were the staging
tre.
of a special preview for over 100 opinionmakers. On the left: Fetching young maiden displays eye-catching sticker with copy reading
"Who Is Rebecca?" at D. C. drug store. Capitol
was flooded with the snappy stickers as part of
the advance campaign. At right: Reproduction of stylish advertising style in newspaper ads
that will be used to sell film to present-day
theatregoers. 20th campaign is one of the largest ever devoted to a re-issue.
«

SUSPENSE

major

.

AT

ITS

/ GREATEST
•

novtl by

DipW

I

du Mtur*f

THE MOST

CLAMOROUS
WOMAN OF
ALL TIME!
LAURENCE

JOAN

OLIVIER -FONTAINE
.

CEORCE SANDERS

•

JUDITH ANDERSON

ALFRED HfTCHCOCK DAVID

Film
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THIS IS WHAT

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

HELL

?f

Provocative

Attack!
them from so many

"Made without the cooperation of the U.S.
Army" might be the unique exploitation

heroics that repelled
other war pictures.

on Robert Aldrich's "Attack!" for
United Artists release. The battle drama,
based on the Broadway play by Norman
Brooks, has been the storm center of a controversy which began when the Defense De-

has no qualms
about in recommending for previews. Al
ready given the go-ahead sign by Rep.
Price's statement that he was not surprised

Here

UA

an exceptionally fine film")

it

UA

action,

Film Festival, made major news
copy when an Illinois congressman, Melvin
Price (D., 111.), blasted the Pentagon for its
stand (see cut below).

working up a big schedule

is

Of equal importance

with stark illustration

holding of the Defense Department's cooperation. The sales angle in the ad below
"The Story That Every Soldier Knew
But None Would Dare Tell"— ties in beau-

Like!"

.

.

.

"As

solved their bones"

.

tank!"

ten-ton

— "This

—

<

film depleting the cowardice

of

one officer but the heroism of
two others.
Price said the Defense Dept.
wrote Aldrlch that lt considered
the story "to be derogatory to
Army leadership during combat
and features weakness, cowardice and murder."

Brooklyn Store Open
,

9:30 to
0.30

r»

News headlines and ads dovetail neatly in using the
controversial approach mixed with realism and "guts".
Above, the news story on attempted censorship; below,
5- col.
ad on story soldiers "wouldn't dare fell."

The Story That Every Soldier Knew
...But None Would Dare

What

Tell!

Marching with the handful
of great battle pictures
... no "phony" glory, no
candy -coated sentiment
but the raw naked

guts of war
grinding at you
head-on like a
ten-ton tank!

lit MAPv>N

*mw
P«tj*

24

-

ROBERT STRAUSS

•
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,

belly. crawled out'

te<

man an account

once

ana

of you,

I'll

aa,

CO ate

hi

.

.

.

"No phony

glory,

lite ol

Copt. Erehlne

atalra

Captain — and

Cooney— o

down

I'll

kill

•

with

|

hie hook...

you!". .Thoao wordt

i

.

Horry Woodruff, wko lived by the rule* of hat

and brake the ruloe of war.

Who!

"All Quiet

"AttMk"

la

to tkla

On The Woetern Front" woe
one— tor

tkle la o

to onothor gonerotl.

motion platura with guta— o

bare.leethed aaorchlng film thot oaorchee with the handful of

I

|

bottle picture.'

ASSOCIATES

and

ALDRICH

Co. presents

JACK PALANCE
EDDIE ALBERT
siTTk

Hell

norj trl tbr Oiih lutta,
culm up CfMBptnr
trmr call**! "Fragile

lb*
I

tht

no

Of

especial

interest

is

,...> n..

,

J.

"

the

Norman

A. Brooks'

"

"'""HI RflRFRT CTDAiicc dipuadd i-cmci
•

.

•

Diinnv rnr.

Sock giant reader ad guaranteed to grab atte
tion and hold it down to the last word runs
powerful four columns by 18 inches.

Broadway play was one

of those rare

dramas that place the theme's accent on cowardice rather
heroism, an allocation that tends toward stark, provocative

wj
tha
rea

In translating the play to the screen, producer-directc
Robert Aldrich determined to maintain the realistically raw, ha

ism.

rowing atmosphere of the Brooks play, including the craven ca]
tain, and thereby incurred the wrath of the Defense Departmen
which called the story "derogatory to Army leadership durir
combat and features weakness, cowardice and murder," withholi
ing its technical assistance. There was no lack of practical teel
nical know-how in the making, however. The all-male cast ar
technicians are also a virtual all-war vetaran company, injectir
a realism hardly possible

m ASSOCIATES h ALDRICH

bat

at

atood up wn

Attach 1

York Pott
those responsible for the Injustice United Artists and now being
Washington, Aug. 31
Rep. fes away with their attempt to shown at the Venice Film FesPric* D ill j accuses the Defense depict all phases of military life tival, is a
World War II battle
through brass-covered glasses."

'

Is

You go tor thoeo

The

reader ad at right, with dramatic dialog and
comment to intrigue the movie shopper.

phony

*.*»-*-

wha

—

itching for a film

Dept. ot "a ihameful attempt to
impose censorship" on the movie
The producer of "Attack," Rob"A"-r^it" because It depicts the ert AJdrich, asked the Pentagon
cowardice ot one officer.
for help In filming the story last
Price, a member of the House winter, but In January his request
Armed .Services Committee, said was turned down on the grounds
yesterday:
the film did not qualify under
If the Pentagon rcfases to the policy worked out with the
chines Its policies, I hope the motion picture Industry.
American peopls win
The movie, distributed by-

and the lew wha

front the tkroot of Lt.

real as the fear that dis-

Says Pentagon Tries to Censor
Film Showing Coward// Officer

JACK PALANCE

'

are the ads, abound-

candy-coated sentiment but the raw naked
guts of war grinding at you head-on like a

with the pentagon's action and the
It exerts an extra appeal to all

Special to tht Neiv

tire,

the ttory they didn't tell— of tbe bcroee

bora on hie ahouldera, and a long rtrlpe

.

Is

headlines.

who have been

la

worda eammed up the

of

ing with copy that can be transalted into
tickets. They stress the realism, the "hell
behind the glory", punching out catchlines

advertising copy and art, and a tremendous
plus factor in the news surrounding the with-

that tells a battle story without the

|

and urging

sequent publicity of their comments.

Here, then, is not "another" war picture,
but a hot piece of exploitation merchandise
that has been bulwarked with smash-impact

.

eboeea

the hell behind the glery...the real gute and email

Thli

loee luii

screenings for veterans' groups, as well as
opinion makers throughout the country. It
also cues the same action locally by showmen. An extra gimmick could be a showing
for former staffers of service papers and sub-

national

.

la

ma

blaa.d-drer.chcd, ecreamlng heat at war.

Lintn Cooney! Ton double iron

to protest against the Pentagon's

Americans

stomped out of Venice in protest against its
selection to represent this nation in the Inter-

ex-G.I.'s

one, too, that

is

picture that grab, you by tb« throat

that "Attack" was one of two U.S. films to
be shown at the Film Festival ("I consider

partment refused technical aid during production because of the screenplay's treatment of an officer in combat. It shot up into
the headlines again when Clare Booth Luce

tifully

i

hell ripping

Here

switch

IS LIKE!

with

official sanction.

"Attack"

take

World War II, focussir
company under the command of

place during the Battle of the Bulge in
its

attention on an infantry

cowardly captain, Eddie Albert, and two of his officers. Jack P;
lance and William Smithers, who are subjected with their me
to hellish conditions because of Albert's continued failure to su]
port them in their missions. After vowing to ram a grenade dowl
the captain's throat and pull the pin if another man is lost b
Albert's funk, Palance is critically wounded, dies before he ca
turn his gun on the captain. It is left to Smithers to kill his shal
ing superior and face court martial.
The terrified captain (Eddie Albert) pleads for mercy from the fatally
wounded lieutenant (Jack Palance) he refused to support when the |unl
officer's patrol was trapped by the enemy, in one of the drama-packi
scenes from "Attack!"

A. lieit t ion

Please

INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS

MEMBERS

&

NDN-MEMBERS OF ALLIED

PLAN TD ATTEND THE

ANNUAL CONVENTION

34th

SHOWMANSHIP FORUM & TRADE

EXHIBIT

of the

Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Western Penna.

Allied

Participate in tke IfteAt JJtnpwtant

SuAiMAA

fleetingA in the Htitorij

o$ Out

MONDAY-TUESDAY, OCTOBER

JJntfuJtrif

1-2

ROOSEVELT HOTEL, PITTSHURGH,

PA.

ON OUR AGENDA
ROBERT S. COYNE— Special Counsel and COMPO Leader
ALBERT E. SINDLINCER of Sindlinger £r Co— Noted Analyst and
RUBE SHOR— President of National Allied States Association

ABRAM

F.

MYERS— Chairman

and General Counsel of National Allied

Other important Industry Leaders

LUNCHEONS

Film

BULLETIN

will

be present

COCKTAIL PARTY
Registration

P*g« 26

S*pl»mber

17,

l»54

Statistical Expert

— Monday,

Oct.

I,

10:00 A.M.

DINNER DANC

FORUm

6XHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

GOOD PROMOTION

THE TIME QUESTION
Allied of Indiana

A. J. Kalberer of the Indiana Theatre at
Vashington, Ind., an old pen-pal of your
ecretary, has come up with another of his
The opporxcellent showmanship ideas.

Main Street
fter repaving. You can use any other exuse you wish. A certain day was designated as Main Street Open House Day. An
xpense of $12.50 per merchant bought two
was the re-opening

of his

pages of newspapei advertising, 40 radio
cards for the store windows and 100

lull

pots,

t

More than

his patrons.

d

merchant

theatre tickets for the

ree

to give

3,000 people at-

ended one of the four performances at 10
L.M., Noon, 2:00 and 4 P.M. The feature
j

the one normal'y scheduled to

/as

open that
There

Business at night was normal.
Is usually no matinee.
ight.

The newspaper gave the promotion big
page plugs and after it was over prolaimed it a huge s'iccess. The merchants

November

6th

Indiana

election,

HOLDEN TOA STAR OF YEAR

that will prevail in the state.

The

TOA
TOA's

ballot will

1956 Star of the Year

Award

will

give the voter 4 choices: (1) Central Stan-

go

dard Time; (2) Central Standard Time with
Daylight Savings during the summer; (3)
Eastern Standard Time; (4) Eastern Standard Time with Eastern Daylight Time dur-

committee conRhoden, J. J. O'Leary,
Arthur H. Lockwood and R. J. O'Donnell
named him in unanimous vote.
The Award, for outstanding service to the
motion picture industry, the community and
the country at large, has been given only
twice before, to Danny Kaye in 1954 and
James Stewart in 1955.
In announcing the choice of Holden,

ing the

summer.

two hours ahead
most adverse effect on drive-in
But exhibitors in 4-wall theatres

Setting the clocks one or
will

have

theatres.

its

agree that the fast time is also very detrimental to their business because their greatest competition during the summer months

comes not from

drive-ins but

from

all of

to

William Holden,

yesterday,

when

a

sisting of

Elmer

C.

TOA's

"We

the

it

was announced

special

Myron N. Blank, said:
owe Bill Holden a deep debt

president,

exhibitors

and

of gratitude for his cooperation

during daylight evening
hours that attract people away from theaactivities

memorable performances on our

his

many

screens. Bill

advisability of an educational "get out the

colleague in Indi-

vote" campaign on this issue. Obviously the

reported this idea, says that Mr.
Ir\lberer would be pleased to advise any
member who is interested in a similar pronotion and any business man in Washingon will recommend it to your local business

made by Blank

theatres cannot oppose fast time, but many
directors argue with much logic that im-

at the

partially calling

first

now planning an Open House Day once

nv nth.

little

of

Washington, Indiana,

over 10,000.

Our

is

who

na,

who

nen

Although the results of the election
are not mandatory on the next legislature,
they are bound to be of great influence.
tres.

The ATOI Board has been studying

The population

<

the

symbolizes the artistry, integrity and glamor
of all the people who have helped to build
this into the great industry it is today, and
it is with warm personal pleasure that we
take this occasion to honor him."
Presentation of the
Award will be

I re

I

In

voters will be given an opportunity to express their preference for the kind of time

many

ront

I

to fast time being

registered at the polls.

ITO of Ohio

unity

more opposition

result in

the

TOA

President's Banquet
Waldorf Astoria, Grand Ballroom, on
September 24th, an event that climaxes the

attention to the issue will

TOA

at the

International Convention.

are interested.

TOP
DISTRIBUTOR INSURANCE

NEW PRODUCTIONS

WITH THAT SOLID BOX OFFICE APPEAL

!

!

ITO of Ohio

A few

years ago, an exhibitor could hope
profit right along,

make a reasonable
ump into an occasional

o

when

picture got no audience but

ige"
i

loss

a "pres-

"MEN OF SHERWOOD FOREST u

knowing

THE THRILLING ADVENTURES OF

make up for it
One of our mem-

could reap a bonanza to

e

/hen he has a "sleeper".
ers

at

the

Cincinnati

ointed out that there are

•

meeting

recently

no more

sleepers,

high percentge on the contract and if the picture proves
nworthy of it, he makes an adjustment. But

jjrtn KJ
IIV/DII1
I

L|/"N/*\rN

WWLS

Starring

Filmed

DON TAYLOR

in

gorgeous

EASTMAN COLOR

'oday, the distributor puts a
1

i

the picture should
rdinarily

turn out to be extra-

successful, the distributor

in

An Action-Packed

makes

won't make too much
noney by simply being in a position where
adjustment is "warranted". This is just
j'ke an insurance policy to the distributor
Ifho is sure of getting the lion's share, no
latter what.
Just because a company has
een willing to grant adjustments, this memthe

lire

ROD CAMERON

"Passport to Treason"

Thriller of

Mystery & Intrigue

exhibitor

U
;

I

didn't mean that it was
Every time an adjustment
'as granted, it was another proof that the
icture was sold wrong in the first place.
'he distributor admitted it by granting the
djustment. But they are not willing to sell
er

pointed

out,

eing altruistic.

,

|

nem

the time, because
might come some picture which earned
nough to justify the contract price. They
lust want to be sure you don't make too
mch money.
lere

at the right price all

INGRID

BERGMAN

WAYNE MORRIS
COMING
in

—John

Ireland

"Hour of Decision"

*

in

in
in

"FEAR"

^"le

"THE DYNAMITERS"

•
Jeff Morrow
"Black Tide"
Alex Nicol in "Stranger in Town"

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130

WEST

46th STREET,

NEW YORK
Film
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V

THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT
Coming Features

All The Vital Details on Current &>

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
WASHINGTON STREET George Montgomery, James
Best. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Paul Landres.
Western Outlaws use detective as only recognizable
man in their holdups, thus increasing reward for his
52

ALLIED ARTISTS
June
CRIME

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence
in New York City. 91 min.

savetes,

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

rector Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.

helps

KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips

Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell. lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and
international intrigue. 74 min.

NAKED

THE David Wayne,

HILLS,

Marcia

Hender-

son, Keenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
during the 1800's. A man's never-ending search for
the precious metal. 84 min.

death or capture.
HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Adventure. 77 min.

HUNCHBACK OF

PARIS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.
NO PLACE TO HIDE David Brian, Marsha Hunt, Hugh
Shaftel.
Drama.
Producer-director
Josef
Corcoran.
Germ warfare pellets threaten city. 72 min.
NOT OF THIS EARTH Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
of strange murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

OKLAHOMAN. THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. 81 min.

OUT OF THIS WORLD

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.

STRANGER

SIERRA

Howard

Duff,

McGhee.

Gloria

Western. 75 min.

July
John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Peter Garves.
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
River

in

Korea.

YIELD TO THE NIGHT Diana Dors. Producer Kenneth
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama. A con-

demned murderess

in

Jack

DAWN

Laraine Day, Ricardo MonProducer Hayes Goetz. Direc-

talban, Richard Carlson.

tor Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

GAMMA
Phillips.

PEOPLE. THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok. Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
rules Balkan nation with deadly

Drama. Mad dictator
gamma-ray. 79 min.

SAFARI

Mature,
Victor
Producers Irving Allen, Al-

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

John Justin.

herd. 80 min.

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his

NO PLACE TO

HIDE DeLuxe Color. David Brian.
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

Germ warfare

threaten

pellets

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.

September
Jeane Cooper, Kathleen Case. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

July

the

YOUNG GUNS, THE

Elliot,

Huntz

Hall,

Stanley

Clements,

min.

October
CRUEL TOWER, THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Lindsley Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.
Broidy.

Producer
Western.

DUCHIN

EDDY

i

mal

farm

Macdona
Irving

All«

Adventure. Owner of wild a
saves young native boy from

Gilling.

Kenya

in

violent death. 91 min.

REPRISAL
Kathryn

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Fa.l
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Dirt,
Indians fight f|

Grant.

tor George Sherman. Adventure.
rights in small frontier town.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor, Cii

maScope. June Allyson, Jack

Lemmon, Charles Bi<
Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Report)
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.

Coming
CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

C<|

STORY,

THE

CinemaScope,

Techni-

Producer

Ritch.

Horror.

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

serum developed by

Director

Fred

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

August
AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

September
Arnold

J.

Producer

1984

Jean

Juvenile television star

is

Ciements.
Yarbrough.
kidnapped.

Cobb.

Barry Sullivan. Mona
Freeman. Dennis O'Keefe. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Harold Schuster.
Weit.rn. Apaches attack
stockade in small Western town.

Film

identity of a doctor's

PAPA,

bag

starts hunt for stolen

MAMA. THE MAID AND

I

mom

Robert Lamoure

Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Paris

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James
Edgar

Barrier.

Drama.

Corrupt

Darren, Jerry Jang
waterfront union

Technicolor. Randolph Sec
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Jose
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of Gene
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

SHADOW ON

THE WINDOW, THE

Betsy Garrett,

F

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Direc
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is
only witness to a murder.
SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure f
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceo
graphic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacqu
Yves Cousteau.
UTAH BLAINE Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Ang
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sea
Western. Two men join hands because they see in ti
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. P
ducer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "difforer
life.

CinemaScope. Victor Matu
Technicolor,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Producti
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy rw

ZARAK

Patricia

Medina,

Ed-

Sam Katzman.

WEB

becomes notorious

bandit.

Technicolor.

Pier

Angelli,

Phil

Carey,

Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife.

BULLETIN — THIS

June
(Cavalcade) Eastman Color. A
can drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Conn
Director T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu «i

FLAME OF AFRICA

October
PORT AFRIOUE

INDEPENDENTS

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
Producer George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved
Faith

Vernon Sewell.
with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

62 min.

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer T
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistak

Edmund

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.
Stanley

IS WAITING, THE Judy Holliday, Richard Cor
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direc
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and w
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival

SEVENTH CAVALRY. THE

Drama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 80 min.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven

O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

Hall.

LADY

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda Pro-

Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 139 min.

Director

fight off Indian attack.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Pi
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. A
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-m
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroy
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

exposed.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,

Schwalb.

Audie Murphy, Kathr
Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director Geor
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women

leader. 123 min. 5/28.

Director Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

BRINGING UP JOEY Huntz

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

family.

ward

Coming

MAN Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, Geor!
Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James Gc,
at military school frames co

Drama. Cadet
mander and his son.

Tyrone i°ower, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

MIAMI EXPOSE Lee

November

Comedy drama.

Director John

color.
toria

duction.

Queenle Smith. Producer 8en Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

Ben

Keluj

child.

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

EARTH

Anthony

racket. 61 min.

Producer

Carey,

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

Peppard.

CANYON

William

Paul

November
ODONGO

fein.

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.
SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN Valerie French,

Landers. Drama.
on high tower. 80 min.

Brian Keith,

END AS A

June

Janet Leigh,

August

Lew

Davis,

Wilde, Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Dir«
tor George Marshall.
Adventure. Leopard Men sel
to keep Africa free of white men.

Carson, Mickey
Producer Herman

75 min.

81

Bette

BEYOND MOMBASA

Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell.
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

FIGHTING TROUBLE

STORM CENTER

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Dan
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal
"controversial" from her library, embroils a sm
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

the death cell.

oil

CALLING HOMICIDE

P,

nell

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

Shaftel. Drama.
city. 72 min.

Holliday,

Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direct!
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famcl
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a lar
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

ford.

75 min.

THREE FOR JAMIE

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC, THE Judy

IS

CARGO

Uaconl Nigel Patrick, Eliidb
FORBIDDEN
Sellars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney Box. Dir
tor Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents sm
international dope smuggling ring.

YOUR PRODUCT

.

WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
FRONTIER WOMAN (Top
man Color. Cindy Carson,

Vistarama,

Pictures)

Lance

Fuller,

EastKelly.

Ann

living

a

is

LOCOMOTIVE

GREAT

hell

CHASE,

reformed

until

IBuena Vista)
CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunt;r. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South s military rail

HOT ROD GIRL (American International Lori Nelson,
Chuck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
I

tef

June
BHOWANI JUNCTION

hot rod racing. 75 min.

(Kingsley International) Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor Mendoia. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard and a
;woman find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7/23

July
CROWDED PARADISE

ITudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn
Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. DiNancy
rector Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto Ricans leave
paradise for a better way of life.
their crowded
Kelly,

AND THE

RIVER PIRATES IBuena
Vista) Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
Disney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero returns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
LA STRADA ITrans-Lux) Anthony Quinn, Richard Baseneart, Giulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fell in
Producer Ponti De Laurentlis. Drama. A brutish strongman
.

simple mistress

kills his

a fit of jealousy.

in

WILD OAT, THE

5/14.

July
GUN

FASTEST

ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain.

Carroll Pictures) Femandel, MadeFrancis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil.
baker refuses to believe his son is
father of illegitimate son. 107 min.

DOCTORS, THE

Kingsley International

Raymond

I

Pelli-

young doctor
rural

stitious

parents.

MAN BEAST
•Virginia

(Associated Producers) Rock Madison,
Maynor. Tom Maruiii. Producer-director Jerry
Adventure. The story of a mysterious snow
the Himalayas.

Warren.

man

in

SPELL

OF THE HYPNOTIST

Exploitations. Incl. Eric
Fleming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie Wild•er. Drama.
The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
century ago into a beauteous TV performer.

August
Eastman Color. Bing
Frank Sinatra.
Producer Sol
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
Crosby,

Grace

WILDER YEARS. THESE James Cagney. Barbara

I

of

an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min.

SHIP THAT DIED OF SHAME. THE (Continental). Richard Attenborough, George Baker. A Rank Organization
Production. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
against her smuggler crew. 70 min.

WELCOME MISTER MARSHALL

(Screen Artl
Lolita
Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
Plan that takes place in a small Spanish town.
ISevilla,

Manolo

Moran.

October
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROCK
American-International
-isa Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James
Nicholson
Jirector Edward Cahn
Musical. A story of "rock and
I

I

roll" music.

Coming
\ROUND THE WORLD

IN

80

DAYS

(Michael

Todd

Productions) Todd-AO. Color David Niven
Cantiflas
Martme Carol. Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
Rnderson. Adventure
Filmiiation of the famous Jules
['erne novel.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

T
eter

(American International
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
toger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
control of the world until a scientist gives
P? a
I

«

us life to save

Stan-

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

September

humanity.

OST CONTINENT IIFEI CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
roducer-director Leonardo Bonii. An excursion into the
yilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago.
English commentary. 86 min.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) (Lux Film, Rome) Patheoior.
Print
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide

LIVING

IDOL, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter.

LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony CJuinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist. Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min.

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman
Deborah

Kerr,

John

Kerr.

CinemaScope

Color,

Producer

Pandro

55.

Berman.

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.

Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 600 to date in song and dance.
[American Releasing Corp.)
•uperscope. Ricbord Denning,
Peggie Castle, Cathy
)own,. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Western. A
»

utnless

WOMAN

rules the badlands
utlaw brings her to iustice. 80 min.

UN AW AY

DAUGHTERS

until

a

reformed

American- Inter national
Anna Sten. Producer Alex Gordon. DiCahn. Drama
MOLDERfNG SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
-nester. Drama. Conflict between the
tyrannical capam and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
s climax during
battle of Guadalcanal
NDEAD, THE (American-International) Pamela Dunlin, Allison Hayes. Producer-director Roger Corman
I

I

*arla English.
ector Edward

cience-fiction.

VEAPON, THE Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
bitter U. S. war veteran, a German war bride and
a
"ler

is

resolved

omb rubble

after

a

child

finds

a

loaded gun

in

Film

5

Westerns

1

Adventure

THAT CERTAIN FEELING Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
directed by Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

August
VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

September
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY. THE

PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Mueller. Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. 98 min.

Burl

MAN

Poitier.

THE

TEN FEET TALL John Cassavetes,

Sidney
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt.
IS

Hayward,

Technicolor.
Spencer
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
distant
snowcapped peak where an airplane hat

Drama
BARRETS

VistaVision,

Tracy,

crashed to discover
wreckage. 105 min.

a

critically

injured

woman

in

the

Coming
FUNNY FACE

Coming
A

MOUNTAIN,

Elisabeth

Ives.

Louis

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film.
VAGABOND KING, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Katbryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band nelps French King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min.

October

POWER AND THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire.

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.

GUNFIGHT AT

OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope.
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones. Sir John Glelgud, Bill
Travers.
Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Franklin. Drama.
GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME. THE Tom Ewell. Ann
Francis. Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.
IRON PETTICOAT, THE Katherine Hepburn. Bob Hope.
Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.
Russian lady aviatrix meets fast talking American.
JULIE Doris Day. Louis Jourdain. Producer Marty
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. 109 min.
RAINTUEE COUNTY Eastman Color. CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle I800's.
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel
Mann. Comedy. Filmization of the Broadway play.

June
LEATHER SAINT, THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Paul

John Derek, Jody Lawrence, Cesar Romero.
Producer Norman Retchin. Director Alvin Ganzer. Drama. Clergyman turns prizefighter to raise money to buy
iron lung and build swimming pool. 86 min. 6/11.
Douglas.

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH. THE

O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.

HOLLYWOOD OR

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
lis.

LONELY MAN. THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight
lance,

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's
color.

literary idol.

RAINMAKER, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.

COMMANDMENTS, THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax's'. "roducerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.
THREE VIOLENT PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1866.
TEN

PARAMOUNT

1

woman

Comedies

October
SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news.

Hassine.

OKLAHOMA

Musical

4

PARDNERS

OPPOSITE

PRIVATES PROGRESS
IDCAI
Richard
Attenbrough,
Dennis Price. A Boulting Bros. Production. Comedy A
rvoung Britisher romps through Army life. 96 min.
SECRETS OF THE REEF (Continental
Tri-Art Color.
A Butterfield and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

Dramas
Melodrama

1

1

2

Kelly,

I

September

Slated for release:
1

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Al

Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graeti. Drama. A
learns to love his ignorant and super-

grin,

VistaVision.

113 min. 7/9.

Comedy. Village

August

Pro-

ducer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano

Sylvain,

erne

will release three.
Allied Artists, Metro
and Universal have each placed two on
the roster: Paramount, Republic and Warners each will release one. Eight of the
October releases will be in color. Seven
features will be in CinemaScope, one in

Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine
Reynolds.
Barry
Fitzgerald.
Producer
Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.
93 min.

be the leading suppliers with

will

four each, while Columbia and 20th-Fox

Debbie

min. 7/9.

DAVY CROCKETT

RKO

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Ava

Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Panaro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. NO min. 5/14.

PROUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE

m

24 features have been scheduled for
October release, a decrease of 9 under
the September total. United Artists and

CATERED AFFAIR, THE

during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.

lines

Cine-

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

by

THE

Vistal

Production. Adventure.

OCTOBER SUMMARY

Adventure. Saga of Hie daughter of Davy Crockett.
80 min.
GIRLS IN PRISON 'American International) Richard
Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Denning, Joan Taylor,
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
finds that prison
chaplain. 87 min.

(Buena

maScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.

A Walt Disney

VistaVision. Tech-

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVisio-i.
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiis. Director King Vidor. Drama.
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208 min. 9/3.

Hepburn,
Ponti.

James Stewart, Doris Day. Producer-director
Alfred Hitchcock. Drama. Political assassination plot
leads to kionaDping of young boy to keep parents
nicolor.

from talking. 120 min. 5/14.

July
PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

VistaVision,

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

July

Technicolor.

William Holden. Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

V

REPUBLIC (Continued)

Coming

August

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer Ed-

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Maria English. Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.
Trucolor.
Milland,
Maureen O'Hara,
Ray
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Advensea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/6.

LISBON

Claude
ture.

A

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Trucolor.

Skip

Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

WOMAN'S DEVOTION

19 min.
PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton.
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. DiComedy.
A trusting soul
rector Norman McLeod.
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.
1

MAN

IN THE
Sharpe.

Karen

Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.
DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER Trucolor. Bruce Bennett, Lon Chaney. Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
Trucolor.

War.
STRANGER. THE James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

Indians at close of Civil

YOUNG
ter.

Producer

October
CONGRESS

DANCES. THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Matz, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.

Coming
ACCUSED OF MURDER
Ralston.

Stuart

heimer. Drama.
parents.

Son

Director John
earn affection

Miller.

seeks to

Franken-

from

his

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,
Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
director Joseph Kane. Western.

Trucolor.

Associate

Anna

producer-

Cox. Comedy.
Trucolor.

Kay

Kendall,

Producer-director

Chaplin.

G.

deposed monarch. 88 min.
Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the
Ratoff.

Drama. Story

James Craig,

Lita

Milan.

of

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

June, 1944. 106 min. 5/28.
Clark, James Craig, Marta Roth,
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. King.
Western. 76 min.
sixth of

Drama.

Nicos Fermas,
Stavros Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Tallas. Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi
occupation. 63 min. 7/23.

KING AND

May
IN THE MORNING Technicolor, Superscope. Virginia Mayo, Robert Stack, Ruth Roman. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Jacques Tourneur.
Drama. Based on the Civil War novel by Robert Hardy
Andrews. 92 min. 6/11.

GREAT DAY

MURDER

ON

APPROVAL

Tom

Conway.

Producers
Robert Baker, Monty Bermar. Director Bernard Knowles.
Melodrama. A rare Barbados stamp purchased in a
London shop leads to murder. 90 min. 6/11.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS Dana Andrews, Ida Lupino,
Rhonda
Fleming,
George Sanders.
Producer
Bert
Friedlob. Director Fritz Lang. Melodrama. Murderer
becomes known as "lipstick killer" because of his use
when murdering his victims. 100 min. 5/14.

of lipstick

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

—

1897.

92 min. 8/20.

Ryan,

Anita

Ekberg,

Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American iungle. 97 min.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

October
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Michel
Ray. Fermin Riven, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank t Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
}rows up with a bull as his main companion and friend
md how each orotecti the other.
Basehart, Mary Murphy.
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists rhey were lovers.

Genevieve Page.
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Niven.

Kelllng. Comedy
An auditor,
alters the accounting records.

TENSION

on

a

kindly

Dorothy
Weisenthal.

Director

Charles

LIFE

DeLuxe

Color.

who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/6
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.

on a father

QUEEN OF BABYLON. THE

Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

September
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon

trail

Richard
Egan,
Producer Sam
Warren. Western. The

victory of a town over violence.

Film

against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

October
BETWEEN

HEAVEN

AND HELL

DeCinemaScope.
Luxe Color. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
World War II setting in the Pacific.
STAGECOACH TO FURY CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stagecoach

in

search for gold.

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
Comedy. Mother and daughter find mutual respect and
Rennie.

devotion

November
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe
play.

Coming
JESSIE

JAMES CinemaScope

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey
Hunter. Producer Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas
Ray. Western. The lives and time of America's famous
outlaw gang.

BULLETIN — THIS

Pre

Flyin

June
KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScop«i
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pre
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodrci
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfec
crime". 94 min. 6/1
BLACK SLEEP. THE Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamirof
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. D
rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeo!

CREEPING UNKNOWN, THE

Brian Donlevy, Margi
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Direeto:
Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth frorj
outer space infects a human being and turns him int|
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. D|
rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mui<
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
SHADOW OF FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent. Ma>
well Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al Rc
gell. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit youn
Val

IS

76 min.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean w a
lace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lub
:

-j

Adventure. Story of

a

diamond smuggler.

92 min. 5/2

July
FOREIGN INTRIGUE

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Pag.
Ingrid
Tulean.
Producer-director Sheldon
Reynold'
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min.
JOHNNY CONCHO Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keenai
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuir<,
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notoriot

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vine
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanle,
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans 52,000,000 race trac,
robbery. 83 min. 6/11

REBEL IN

TOWN

Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Carre
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Produce
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Souther',
ers commits murder. 78 min. 6/28
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Tecnnicolor. Burt Lancaster
Gina Lollobrigida Tony Curtis. Producer James Hil,
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense dram!
about iniured trapeze star who conquers fear an
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialis
105 min. 5/28.
,

August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, Colo
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers Williai
»nd Edward Nessour. Dir. Edward Nassour Scienc!

1

thriller. A pre-hiitoric beast returns to almoJ
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

fiction

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Waltc

Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howar
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of inc
dents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctc
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30
HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Product
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicati

1

84 min.

HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Fre.
man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director Joh
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror I
Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

RUN FOR THE SUN
ard

Superscope, Eastman Color. Rid

Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Produce

Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Tw|
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

September

Color. Ingrid Berg-

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous

Broadway

Coloi

reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

CinemaScope,

James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug

impulse,

TABLE ROCK Color
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

55,

August
THAN

BIGGER

FINGER OF GUILT Richard

SILKEN AFFAIR. THE David

THE CinemaScope

—

September
BACK FROM ETERNITY Robert

Costi,

DeLuxe Color.
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.
I.

Luxe

A

girl.

July
BAREFOOT BATTALION Maria

Le

destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.
Ratoff,

MASSACRE Dane

HINKEY DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally

OSCEOLA

Sydney

Berri,

De

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS A Greene-Rouse

23 PACES TO BAKER STREET CinemaScope, DeLuxe
Color. Van Johnson, Vera Miles. Producer H. Ephron.
Director Henry Hathaway. Drama. An American playwright in London nabs kidnapper-killer of a young girl.
103 min. 6/11.

Marina

London

Director

duction. Director Winston Jones. Documentary.
saucers appear over United States. 92 min. 6/11

De Luxe Color.
Robert Ryan, Virginia Mayo, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer
Robert Jacks. Director Robert Webb. Western. Kansas
marshall cleans up small frontier town. 94 min. 6/11

June

Julie

Sholem. Melodrama. Artist, wrongfully accused of ml
der, finds real criminal to be his best friend. 69 mil
FOREIGN INTRIGUE Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Pagi
Produced and directed by Sheldon Reynolds. Dram.
Program from TV adapted to the movies. 100 min. 5/2

83 min. 5/28.

May

ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

stein.

May
CRIME AGAINST JOE John Bromfield,
Henry Calvin. Producer Howard Koch.

PROUD ONES, THE CinemaScope,

Trucolor.

Joseph Kane.
by attractive girl singer.
AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund, Doris Singleton.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Spring-

UNITED ARTISTS

Tony Martin, John Bromfield, Peggie Castle. Produce
Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Westeri

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Associate

David Brian, Vera
producer-director
Two-timing gangland lawyer is murdered

Melodrama.

him. Violent ending.

OUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT

ARMED. THE Dane

Clark. William Tallman,
May Wynn, Robert Horfon. Director Franklin Adreon.
half-million
holdup
of
an
Melodrama.
A
dollar
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
avalanche of violence. 70 min.
IS

kill

Color. Sir Ralph Rid
ardson, John McCallum, Colin
Peterson.
Produce
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie bci
has burning desire to own bicycle.

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

Color. Rod Steiger,
Sarita Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Young sharpshooter joins Sioux
Fuller.
Adventure.

settlement.

MAN

love with lady sent to

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in iNegal activities.

RUN OF THE ARROW Eastman

September
A

Grainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.
Son of department store magnet falls for salesgirl.
PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope. John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
Jules Furthman

mund

JET

SEA WIFE Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Produce
Andre Hakim. Director Bob McNaught. Drama. Ship
torpedoed by Jap submarine off Singapore harbor.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Corns
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd 0
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

Ted

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Lo>
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comtd>
The affairs of a diolomat's daughter and a romanci
hungry G. I. 102 min. 8/6.
BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert Mil
chum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer RobeJ
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-runnin]
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.
nicolor. Olivia

TOUR PRODUCT

CONGO CROSSING

UNITED ARTISTS (Continual
EROTHERS

UN

Crabbe,

Buster

Ann

Robinson,
leville Brand. A Grant
Production. Director Sidney
lalkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different side
|f law, fight it out together. 7? min.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

October
TTACK Jack Palance, Eddie

Albert, Lee Marvin. Proucer-director Robert Aldrich.
Drama. A cowardly
rmy officer and his men during a crucial battle of

War

/orld

II.

OSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop,
roducer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melorama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political ma-

•

HONG KONG

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama,
flight to Hong Kong sparks international

>n.

A Sabre

n

airline

intrigue.

FROM DEL RIO

IAN

Anthony Ouinn, Katy Jurado.
Director Harry Horner. West-

roducer Robert Jacks.
'rn.

Badman

turns sheriff

in

lonely western town.

Gates.

lancy
ector

OF

Hugh O'Brian,

Western.

PASSION

Producer

Raymond

Burr,
Goldstein. Di-

Bob

Barbara
Stanwyck,
Sterling
Producer Herman Cohen. Di-

Raymond Burr.
Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose

layden,

:5ctor
tnbition for her

husband leads to murder.
STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.

IVE

IK
iv

>

woman

tries to give FBI

highly secret material stolen

irom Russians.

BLACK STOCKINGS, THE Lex Barker. Anne
Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. DiHoward Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings

»IRL IN
ancroft,
'ector
[errorize

western resort.

MAN DOWN

THE

'VUN

James Arness, Angie

Dickin-

ion, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
I K. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
levenge on fellow thieves who desert him when
f.
/ounded.
!ING AND FOUR QUEENS, THE Color. Clark Gable,
(ileanor
Parker, Jo Van Fleet, Jean Willis, Barbara
I Nichols, Sara Shane.
Producer David Hempstead
Diector Raoul Walsh. Western.
i

'EACEMAKER, THE James

>

Rosemarie Bowe,
pan Merlin. Producer Hal Makeiim. Director Ted Post!
Mitchell.

Vestern.

'HAROAH
I

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincar-

Howard Koch.
lation of mummies.
»EVCLT AT FORT

LARAMIE

DeLuxe

)ehner, Diana Brewster. Producer
rector Lesley Selander. Western.

John

Color.

Howard Koch.

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father,

\rthur

TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowling,
Richard Reeves. Producer Jack Couffer!
Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped fugichased by local townspeople and officer of

Franz,

SAVAGE PRINCESS Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
A Mehboob Production. Musical Drama. A princess
•'alls in
love with a peasant who contests her right
o rule the kingdom. 101 min.
SHARKFIGHTERS, THE CinemaScooe. Color.
Victor
Mature,

Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Director Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
'underwater-men". 105 min.
12

ANGRY MEN

Henry

Fonda,

Lee

Cobb.

J.

[vVarden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director
-umet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

Jack
Sidney

WILD PARTY, THE Anthony Ouinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
Stewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and
lis

fiancee. 91 min.

U N VE RSAL-I NT' L

May
A DAY OF FURY Dale Robertson, Mara Corday, Jock
[Mahoney, Jan Merlin. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Harmon Jones. Western. Town marshall keeps town
free of man who can't reconcile himself to the taming
Jof the Wild West. 78 min. 4/16.
PRICE OF FEAR Merle Oberon, Lex Barker, Charles
Drake, Gia Scala. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Abner Biberman. Melodrama. The lives oi a woman investment broker and a dog track owner move toward
in

one.

real

a

88 min. 4/30.

a chain of violent events.

MOBY DICK Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Richard BaseLeo Genn.
Producer-director
Huston.
John
Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the men
and ships who hunted the massive whales in the early
heart,

1800

s.

16 min. 7/9.

I

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in

World War

July
SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

AWAY

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
Science-fiction. Professor detonates
bomb" of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

September
EDGE OF HELL Hugo

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney.
Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane
pilot. 82 min.

RAW EDGE

8/6.

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fueda
baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.
WALK THE PROUD LAND Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for

August

Technicolor.

79 min. 4/16.

NOW WarnerColor. Randolph
Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

U.S.
Government
Apache Indians in

fights

human

for

rights

for

the

Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

October
PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country. 95 min. 9/3.

AT

ABILENE

Mahoney,

Jock

Martha

Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

Coming
BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sir k
Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
BEAST OF THE AMAZON Color. John Bromfield, Bever.

Garland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Slodmak. Adventure. Young woman physician, plantation owner and his workers are terrorized
by mysterious jungle beast.
ly

FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope, Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.
GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose FerDrama. The

ISTANBUL

life

and death

Technicolor.

of

Flynn,

Errol

a

famous television
Cornell

Borchers.

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.
KELLY AND ME CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dog-

Technicolor.

Esther

Russell,

V.

Brian

IN THE
Donlevy.

couple

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

Drama.

Tyttle.

unbalanced

Mentally

Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

in

AMAZON

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

venture.
Brazil.

events

Stirring
41

Amazon

the

in

territory

BURNING HILLS, THE CinmaScoae, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

October
TOWARD THE UNKNOWN
den,

Nolan,

Lloyd

WarnerColor. William HolLeith.

Virginia

Producer-director

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer
and physical limits of man.

in

OUTSIDE THE

LAW

Ray Denton. Leigh Snowden. Grant
Albert Cohen. Director Jack ArS.
Treasury men foil counterfeiters from flooding Europe with fake money. 80 min.
Williams.

Producer

Melodrama.

SIMON

AND

Coming
BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama. Story

gin-mill

of a

Wallach.

Eli

Elia

proprietor and a

Kazan.

beautiful

girl.

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Western.

Cattlemen

fight

to

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

GIANT WarnerColor. Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson,
James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
David Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into
man.
SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the

first

to cross the Atlantic in a plane.
Technicolor. Ingrid Bergman, Mel
Marais. A Franco-London Film. Director

man ever

STRANGE NIGHT

Ferrer, Jean
Jean Renoir. Drama.

THE Henry Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club is prime suspect in

WRONG MAN.
Quayles.

murder case.

To

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal

cattle

305 N. 12th

Wil-

Philadelphia

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

liams,

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.
WRITTEN ON THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

New Phones
LOmbard 3-3944, 394S

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

VistaVi sion.
Kay
Kendall, Peter Finch. Producer Teddy Baird. Director
Muriel Box. Comedy. A satire on the television industry,
hi min. ?723.

DUST Technicolor. John Agar, Mamie
Van Doren, Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Charles Haas. Western
Battle of farmers vs.
cattlemen for valuable land. 80 min. 5/28.

July
BEHIND THE HIGH
Producer

Stanley

WALL Tom

Rubin.

Tully,

Director

Sylvia

Abner

Melodrama. Warden of prison gets involved

mm.

MY LADY Walter Sre-inan, Phil Harris,
Brandon de Wilde. A Batjac Production .Director William Wellman. Drama. The story of a young boy and
a rare dog named "Lady". 95 min. 4/16

HIGHWAY

Technicolor, VistaVision. John Wayne,
Jeffrey Hunter, Vera Miles. Producer Merian Cooper.
Director John Ford. Drama. The story of a search for
young girl who is kidnapped by Indians. 119 min. 3/19

EXPRESS LINES,

GOOD-BYE,

SEARCHERS, THE

June

Sidney.

Biberman.
in crime

Film

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

May

Technicolor,

STAR IN THE

Bb

WARNER BROTHERS

U.

LAURA

ANIMAL WORLD, THE
and directed by
82 min. 4/30.

Irwin

IS

Member

INC.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Technicolor. Written, produced
Allen. Naturalist documentary.

BULLETIN — THIS

jet

space

June
jnold.

of

min.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess. 129 min.

ranch after the death of their father.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

FROM

September
A CRY

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director
run a

Gail

Scott,

ducers A.

MOONBRAND

Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers

MEN

SEVEN

1

rer.
idol.

"nuclear

biggest

114 min. 5/28.

II.

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Charles Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
of a man on a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.

act in show business in the early I930's.
MOLE PEOPLE, THE John Agar, Cythia Patrick. Producer William Alland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange men.

I

reach other

finds

August

Di-

IUNNING
'Director
tives are
he law.

Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Herald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

1870's. 85 min. 5/28.

SHOWDOWN

CURSE

S

Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Col-

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

Gerd Oswald. Western.

RIME

Nader,

Virginia

Coming
RASS LEGEND, THE

George

leen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest. Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the

hine.

LIGHT TO

Mayo,

Virginia

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have a
haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of extradition. 85 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200

THE

]^jPe THAT MAKES A COMEDY GREAT..
j|

V

4

"Mr. Deeds Goes To Town" had

it.

m

£

"It

Happened One Night" had

"The Awful Truth" had

it.

it.

Now, after too many lean years,
the nation's funnybone

some

is

in for

hilarious seducing

.

.

.

because

THE AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER"
the "magic" that

Here

is

makes

a

comedy great!

the kind of laughter

that excites, delights and ignites.

For writer-producer-director

Norman Krasna

has sent a sextet of stars

and

a wonderfully witty story

Cinemascoping through the
bistros and boulevards, the fashion

salons and embassies, the hot spots

and cool dives

of the

gladdest, wickedest,
city in the

Yes, as Louella

Parsons says:

^^^^

"It's

a

maddest,

womanest

world— Paris.

Honey of a Comedy!"

comedy ^g^f^^l

has

it-

!
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Barney Balaban:

to

"Who Doesn tKnow
9

the Facts of Life?"

Mr. Mo Wax, Editor
Film BULLETIN

regards the exhibitor

Dear

being blind to the facts of life as
they pertain to production and dis-

It

pay 40

Sir

was with deep personal

that

I

read

interest
titled

my

"Pattern for Collaboration" in

BULLETIN

Film
I

of

September

my

have spent the greater part of my
life,
rests on the outcome of the
I

me

say

I

was

disappointed that you did not take

up the cudgels more vigorously on
behalf of Mr. Ruben Shor's position,
as expressed in his letter to Mr.
Barney Balaban, that it is essential
for the heads of the film companies
to sit down with leaders of exhibition in a roundtable conference to
deal with the basic problems that
disturb our industry. While you did
conclude by calling on Mr. Balaban
to "serve his industry" by agreeing
conference, you

to a top-level

many

unsaid

been

said.

I

left

things that should have

can understand your

the

statements and opinions expressed
by the Paramount Pictures president.

his

letter

to

Shor,

How

tribution as well".

sounds, coming from the

ironic this

man who

heads a company that has shown so
little

consideration for the plight of

theatremen
Mr. Balaban talks about the "facts
of life"

— but

who

is

to be the inter-

preter of those facts?

No doubt

he

And

in this day,

when we

lean

being driven out of the business by

man who

operates a thea-

$5000 or more per
week has no argument with Bala-

tre that grosses

Some

ban's contention.

theatres do

well enough to profit on 90-10 or 5050 deals. But does Balaban understand the facts of life as they apply
to those houses that gross

between

$800 and $1200 weekly? His sales
organization doesn't seem to know,
or to care, that thousands of these

smaller houses simply cannot survive if they are soaked 40-50 percent

the high terms on the very pictures
it

needs to stay open.
Facts of

Is

life?

Mr. Balaban

fac-

them when he tells Shor that he
will not discuss Paramount policies
at a meeting attended by "our coming

petitors"?

He mentions

the possi-

bility of "legal complications", pre-

sumably meaning that the Department of Justice would look askance
at a roundtable discussion of all film
policies.

As

how

a practical matter,

revenue

can anyone actually believe that the
Department would withhold its approval of such a conference, in the
light of the urging by the courts and
by the Senate Small Business Committee that the industry try to solve
If Balaban
its problems internally.

and Shor, as a committee, were to
ask the Justice Department's attitude, you can bet that they would
get the green light.

for the big pictures.

In one breath, you hear film sales-

men

tell

you that they get only an

inconsequential

fraction

of

their

produce them.

Mr. Balaban facwhen he takes
the same percentage of the receipts
Is

ing the "facts of

life"

Mr. Film BULLETIN,
and your own understanding of the

As

for you,

"facts of life",

I

would

like to

say

this

Balaban

wrote that many exhibitors refuse
to "understand the economic facts
of life as they apply not only to exhibition but to production and dis-

film rental puts the theatre into the

red?

pictures, the low-grossing theatre is

better pictures they won't be able to

of

ing point, 40 percent taken out for

plain that exhibi-

is

tors

some

dispute

taken from one grossing $5000?
Does it require a financial genius to
comprehend that at a certain gross-

is

must pay high terms for such
pictures. Who can deny that? Cer-

the implication

business, cannot ac-

cept without

a theatre that grosses $1000 as

so heavily for patronage on the big

wouldn't deny

as an exhibitor fight-

opinions, but

from

—and

fact I certainly

I,

weighing conflicting

In

—

my

an editor, to strive for bal-

ance

ing to save

pictures

from the subsequent run
houses, and in the next breath they
argue that unless even the late run
theatres pay high terms for the

desire, as

in

make bigger

tainly the

issues discussed in that editorial.
let

He tells Shor his company
spending more money than ever

17.

future in this business, in which

At the outset,

is

before to

say "personal" interest because

own

refuses to

tribution.

Viewpoint

the

who

to 50 percent for pictures as

Your "Pattern

for Collaboration"

editorial fell short in

BULLETIN
Film

BULLETIN:

published
cations,

every
Inc.

Motion

Picture

Trade

Monday by Wax

other

Mo Wax,

Editor

and

PUBLICATION-EDITORIAL OFFICES:

Paper
Publi-

Publisher.
123? vine

LOcust 8-0950, 095
Ward, Associate Editor; Leonard
R.
Coulter, New York Associate Editor: Duncan G.
Marvin
Schiller,
Steck,
Business
Manager;
Publication Manager; Rooert Heath, Circulation
Manager. BUSINESS OFFICE: 522 Fifth Avenue,
New York 36. N. Y., MUrray Hill 2-3631;
Street,
Philip

Philadelphia

7.

urging a round-

table conference devoted only to dis-

Pa.,

Alt Dinhofer, Editorial Representative.
Subscription Rates: ONE YEAR, S3. 00
in
the U. S.; Canada, S4.00; Europe,
TWO YEARS: S5.00 in the
S5.00.
U. S.; Canada, S7.50; Europe, S9.00.

1

cussion of the "boxoffice picture".
don't deny that that

am

is

I

needed, and

and
showmanship.
I
agree that we need more of it on an
industrywide basis. But neither can
you deny that there will never be
badly.

I

practitioner

a firm believer in,
of,

anything resembling collaboration

in

(Continued on Page 5)
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moviemakers

it

nave put their skilled

hands together to make
a neat thriller!"

- N.

Y.

Time*

"Boxoffices
will

hum

merrily!"

-M.

"A

P.

Doily

real thriller! tingling

melodrama! Keeps
an exciting pace throughout!"

— n.

y. »>oj»

^
^
£
jg

"Suspense-thriller
}

J^^L

that should encounter

a good reception,
generally!"

— Varioty
'Tingling bundle of film

excitement! Nerve-startler!"

— N. Y. Wo,w

1,1

*

& Sun

"Exhibitors will be

I

highly pleased with

the merchandise on view!"

— M. P.

"A

H«foW

first rate thriller!

Taut action

.

.

excellent production!"
F

— Hollywood Reporter

Produced by

HARRY TATELMAN

Ciecuhve Producer
•

ROBERT WATERFIELD

TECHNICOLOR

:

ARTHUR LOEW TO STEP OUT?

What

power struggle that

is

HHHSHHIMHMMBIiHMBIIMHnMIHM9BMHMM

reportedly taking place in
recent films

Leo's den.

0

THE PILOT ANSWERS.
for

some

BULLETIN

Film

came in
"The

newspaper of the Catholic archdiocese of
had recently disputed the merit of an attack
by the religious publication on the advertising copy for
"A Kiss Before Dying", which "The Pilot" claimed was a
"complete misrepresentation of the film". We contended
that the story dealt with pregnancy and murder, and
United Artists' advertising copy frankly and honestly presented those elements in its campaign. Now, in the September 29 issue, "The Pilot" editorialist pursues further
the subject of movie advertising under the title, "Honesty
and Policy":

"Film

new

BULLETIN,

are really de-

.

'Provocative, adult films

.'

.

.

.

.

bold honest advertising,' concludes the BULLETIN. This kind of talk is arrant nonsense. Any sign that

command

Hollywood

coming of age pleases all of us and is in fact
moreover we would not exchange the 'adult'
theme for the old extravaganza on any terms. Our principal objection
and Mr. Crowther's is with the words
'truthful' and 'honest' as used in the BULLETIN. The advertising of which we speak is calculated to misrepresent
the film advertised, it is deceptive and dishonest.
is

long overdue

;

—

—

at-

"The

buck

fast

is

once again the obvious motive

people into the theatre, even

have never

if

you

trick

them

— get the

into

it.

Once

they are seated, and have paid their way, they will be sure
to stay. All this is true, but they won't come back and
they won't believe the ads the next time. You may make
a profit this week, but you will lose plenty next year
A

been treated to such a rash of lurid and suggestive advertising as during these last years and we are being told now

new attendance

who

and
complaining
are
'truthful

return to the films for juveniles and the colos-

'a

sal school of advertising

columns of last Sunday's New
matter several times mentioned in these pages, and
elsewhere in the Catholic press, and it concerns the present

off in

it

and important' themes which require

manding

It is a

We

defend

in its latest issue sets out to

trend and does

about the ads, according to the

York Times.

advertising schemes for current movies.

BULLETIN

challenging advertising'. Those of us

vides.

of this last has received

new

versial

human nature that makes men
what they know the should until they reach
the point where they have to do it. It can be explained in
terms a kind of stubbornness which makes it difficult for
all of us to accept advice, or it can be explained, even more
often, in terms of advantage, where those involved are not
willing to abandon the rewards which waywardness pro-

tention in the

— as

least

with a unique and thoroughly
inaccurate arguments. The BULLETIN suggests that
the only trouble with the films these days is that Hollywood has come of age and is now dealing with 'controthe

"It is a strange quirk of

paying

At

—

reluctant to do

is

named dozens more

kind of treatment, since it has, if we may believe the critics,
considerable merit of its own. But the word has moved
about that the boxoffice is helped by the lurid and the dishonest so we continue to get it.

We

that the technique

he could have

one
mentioned, "Lust for Life", does not need this

of the films

criticism at the pen of the editorialist for

"A provoking example

—and

guilty of misrepresentation merely for deceit.

Pilot", official

Boston.

About

Movie Business

In the

Arthur M. Loew will step out of the Loew's, Inc. presidency before long. Reasons: (1) he reluctantly gave up
his post as head of the firm's foreign operations to accept
the leadership of the parent company; (2) he has no taste
for the

ttey'te Talking

Insiders insist that

records

!

for certain films.

The

pictures involved are often without

objection but the advertising attempts to give the opposite

impression and, besides being in bad taste,

is

totally dis-

honest.

man

confidence;

if

he loses this

a long time

and vast sums

ject

"Bosley Crowther of the Times, a man not notable for
any sympathy with censorship or its kindred, mentions two

tres,

Viewpoints
this business

until the

film selling policies
least, to the

mass

—

problem

of

in relation, at

of smaller theatres

openly discussed and fairly rePending the kind of a meeting that will deal with the problems

subsequent run thea-

understands what

advertising

meant by popular
precious commodity it will take

grounds; anyone should be able to see that

no road to collabo-

me

to build or to buy.

Mr. Balaban or anyone else
should ask me why I don't get out

to dispose of

my

First, this

of

if it is

so tough, here

most

it

film

other reason

close to $150,000 to build,

best offer

I

my

has been

business

has been the business

men, and
is

that

I

my

love

it.

I

tried

one house that cost

me

and the

could get was $35,000.

These are the

answer

as long as

bad busi-

worth only a fraction of what they
cost

is

it is

ness as well."

will find

of this business

is

of money to get it back. We obwe have mentioned on moral

ration.

is

solved.

of survival for

we

the

to

If

(Continued from Page 3)

—

wise business

"facts of life" that

many theatremen are facing today.
As always, your devoted reader.
Sincerely,

The

JOE EXHIBITOR

theatres are
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MOVIE BUSINESS GOOD?— What

paper do you read?

In the movie industry where economic cycles run to volatile, short-lived and outlandishiy grotesque proportions,

on your toes to know for certain whether
times are honestly good or bad. As often as not it depends
on the reporting you read trade or otherwise. No one, we
trust, is so intellectually old fashioned as to allow such

you have

to be

FINANCIAL

—

criteria as

bank

BULLETIN
OCTOBER

balances or profit reports to color their

1956

I,

judgment.

To reach

one has only to take note of the

a conclusion

By

Philip R.

Ward

unparalleled degree of interest manifested in industry af-

by important national publications. As though
with one mind, a full score of magazines seem to have simultaneously discovered that moviedom is an industry
fairs of late

with promise", literally "bulging with potential". As a consequence, cover space ordinarily reserved
for presidential candidates, Suez figures and shipping magnates has been handed over to a full treatment of the
literally "alive

Hollywood

scene.

voted practically

One highly

all of its

rated ladies' monthly de-

current 136 pages to a flattering

assessment of the industry.

In

all this

we

The unfortunate

issue no complaint.

aspect derives from the fact that presently, while the public

absorbs

all this

moviedom is
seems that Sum-

illuminating information,

not quite living up to

its

press notices. It

mer 1956 produced one

of those rousing

good economic

cycles that the industry periodically enjoys.

With produc-

tion (independent, at least) activity rather robust

and box-

unusually bouncy, editors naturally ran to cover the
show. Hot Hollywood is perennially hot copy. But we are
confronted with the ironic spectacle of thousands of marginal theatre exhibitors running to the news stands for
printed intelligence that tells them times were never better,
while they await with trepidation the coming to TV of
many of the very greatest movies of the past.

film

company

gate rests at

its

stocks declined

At present

stocks

dicate a fairly sharp drop under peak

summer

business, al-

though, encouragingly, not as deep a drop as last September's.

The

movie business is rather exaggerated by
from the stock market, apparently due to nonmovie factors. Film BULLETIN'S Cinema Aggregate
chart below shows September's performance:
decline in

figures

Film

BULLETIN Cinema

Aggregate*

points, theatre

Cinema Aggre-

lowest position since

May

1954,

and

film

recorded that the stock market generally is drifting downward and will probably so continue to drift until Wall
Street hears the election news it hopes for but is unable to
discount with assurance.

Disappointing has been the recent market performance
Loew's and Columbia, two situations highly favored by

of

number

Wall Street

Each is blessed with unique
Columbia's case, an unfathomably low earnings-to-price ratio, grossly out of kilter with

a

of

leverage opportunities

:

firms.

in

Loew's

case, capitaliza-

spin-off, plus

backlog income

ratios prevalent in the industry; in

tion of the

and other

imminent theatre

TV activities.

office

Even before this powerful competition arrives, the now
usual Fall decline already has set in. Boxoffice reports in-

6^/4

levels, the

company shares are depressed 42*4 from the high water
mark achieved in February 1955. In all fairness, it must be

0
With

all,

company

0
That
best

is

film

company which has weathered

precisely the one that behaved

the stock slump

most

inertly while

other shares fluttered up merrily earlier in the year; namely,

Allied Artists.

Latest

among

financial observers to

trumpet the promise of this restlessly expanding organism
Here are a few of its
is the economic journal. Forbes.

comments

choice

"Allied's sparkling new stable of titles and talent not
only establishes the studio as the most ambitious of movie-

makers, but also marks one of the most dramatic turnabouts in Hollywood since Frank Sinatra switched from
crooner to actor.
"Allied's revenues last year

jumped

to $12.2 million for

a net of 60c a share (from a $1.1 million deficit in 1949),
thereby making possible its first dividend (10c a share).
Thus far this year, Allied is ahead on gross, but because of
huge expenses, is behind on net.

"A

down

budget moviekeep its expenses

relative rookie to the ranks of big

makers, Allied's stickiest job

now

is

to

while not impeding the artistry of its pictures. Since
of perfectionist directors (Wyler, Houston, Wilder)

its trio

stand to share in the financial success of their products,
Allied's Broidy believes he can restrain their penchant for
free-spending artistry.

"There are signs, nevertheless, that the studio has already made the grade as a bigtime filmogul. This year it
will release some 35 features vs. 33 in 1955, expects to up
its

take from film rentals to $15 million vs. $9.4 million last

year."
FILM

Composed
P*q« 4

COMPANIES

THEATRE COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.
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As we've
goodie

said again

and again,

this

one looks

like a

—

:

How

movie
theatre compete with
shall the

TV?
sented
P.

R.

The plan
by

Ccfttpc

foeJehU a RuMneAA-KuiU'tytq Plan

pre-

COMPOs

committee

The Theatre

is

discussed by Coulter.

By

An

exhibitor from out-of-town, attending he recent

TOA

Convention in New York City, paused between mouthfuls
chopped steak just long enough to tell his luncheon
neighbor

of

know why

been to every one of
They're all the same.
In the open meetings everything's happiness and light.
Yet, in the
The future is bright. Prosperity can be ours
committee meetings, gloom prevails. Everything is bad,
getting worse. The future holds little or nothing worth"Don't

I

came.

I've

these affairs for six or seven years.

.

.

.

."

while.

.

.

gentleman, and to any others who may share his
a close study of one of the documents presented to the Convention: AN INDUSTRY

To

this

feelings,

we commend

BUSINESS-BUILDING PROGRAM.
This report, compiled by the Press Relations Committee
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations is a 27page piece of typewritten literature, in triple spacing,

which takes only ten or fifteen minutes to read. Between
its blue covers it packs the kind of thinking the motion
constructive thinking.
picture industry sorely needs today

—

statement of philosophy, an approach to the problem of winning film audiences back, rather than a detailed
It is a

has many gaps. Here and there its authors,
a praiseworthy attempt not to become boring, have

blueprint.
in

trimmed

It

it

too heavily with the result that

it

omits

many

And some

passages read as
though Compo, having realized the tremendous scope of its
scheme, decided to understate its case for fear it be accused
points of practical value.

of fathering

some wildly grandiose campaign which the

in-

dustry couldn't possibly afford to finance.

Key

the

Is

LEONARD COULTER

the pressure of day-to-day bread-winning, lack the time for
detailed analysis.

The

in explaining

that "Television competes with the movie

is

Hollywood, not with motion pictures per

theatre, not with
se,

expounded by Compo

principle

first

Report

its

Movie Industry, but

or with a vague entity called the

with the movie theatre

.

.

.

the theatre

the key."

is

its point by referring to the mythical town of
which in 1946 had 30,000 population, 10,000
homes and two theatres. About the only matters over
which the two theatre managers worried was what his

It

makes

Jonesville

competitor was playing.

"Today, ten years later, Jonesville has 35,000 population
and 12,000 homes. But instead of worrying about each
other, the two managers have to worry about 12,000 adThese, of course, are the television

ditional competitors.

sets in all of Jonesville's living rooms."

The

report adds: "Since most of the income of the pic-

ture industry

still

comes from movie

that the entire industry
tors

and

it is

obvious

—

working personnel should enlist in any
campaign aimed at helping movie theatres."

all

intelligent

—

theatres,

producers, distributors, exhibi-

their

This, surely, is an over-simplification of an extremely
complex situation. The two theatre managers of Jonesville have much more to worry about than TV. They have
to adjust themselves to a completely altered social position.

There are more cars and fewer car parks more babies per
family and fewer baby-sitters; more demands on the average individual's time and money than there were ten years
ago because most of us earn more and have acquired wider
horizons and the opportunity and desire to enjoy new in;

terests.

An

Over-Simplification?

The

politics of the

Television

motion picture industry are such that

Compo's caution is quite understandable.
ly. But it carries a mighty big stick. If
proposals to fruition

we

believe

the lot of the exhibitor.

And

it

it

it

talking soft-

could bring

its

could radically improve
our sincere conviction

is

is both sound
economically possible of attainment.

that basically the project

It is

in

is

the most important single competitive fac-

tor facing the theatreman, but

one.

is

it

Thus, before Compo's plan

ACTION IMMEDIATELY we

by no means the only
finally initialled

is

for

should be examined
to ensure that it does not become merely a narrow-gutted
anti-TV crusade which ignores all other considerations.
feel

it

conception and

our judgment, a "stunt" or a "gimmick", but
an utterly businesslike suggestion deserving of the widest
and fullest consideration forthwith.
It is not, in

Having given the plan our endorsement, we should like
to offer a few observations concerning it, with the object
solely of clarifying the thoughts of film men who, under

Everyone
Ideally,

In,
it

is

The

Ideal,

true,

but

.

.

.

Compo's other pre-requisite

— that

every branch of the movie industry should participate

would be ideal, but it is not, we feel absolutely essential.
Those of us who get an occasional glimpse into the industrial caucus room know full well that the Hollywood pro(

Film
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FOR

LUST

LIFE"

PENETRATION
SPANS THE NATIO
Not within memory such
LIFE:
page

ticket-selling coverage.

from Holland location.
and one-half pages black and white.

Special exclusive material

Two

in color.

LOOK:

Article with four pages of color

TIME:

Kodachromes of

Museum — along

3

Full

and black and white.

Goghs

of the 4 van

Russian

in

with editorial review.

SAT. EVE. POST:

on Kirk Douglas

Pete Martin story

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING: Feature review with
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION: Color

to come.

art.

still

in

special

color layout.

REDBOOK: Picture of the month.
THIS WEEK: Kirk Douglas cover and
r

he story of the sensualist artist Vincent van

Gogh

Douglas

as

van

Gogh

inside story with

stills.

included in story on special make-up.

SEVENTEEN: Two

277,231,500

pag s, including feature article and full
page portrait of Kirk Douglas as van Gogh in full color. Additionally, Picture of the Month announcement to come.

READER

AMERICAN:
HOLIDAY:

IMPRESSIONS!
That's the colossal

Three color

CORONET:

going coverage, including

PARENTS': Two column

all

fan magazines

columns

in

in

and the famed M-G-M

VOGUE:

Movie of month with

van

SMASHING ALL
N.Y. World Premiere

breaking every record
history.

by every

M-G-M

on Kirk Douglas.

cut and review.

Included in "People Are Talking About" feature.

in

CUE: Ki r k Douglas

town

presents in

Anthony Qu/nn
Based on

article

James Donald

the

•

Pamela Brown

Novel by Irving Stone
(Available

in

and

METR0C0L0R

Cinemascope and
•

paintings.

its

Great reviews

critic in

Gogh

pages of fashions, posed in front ot

CHARM: Special review.
WISDOM: Article on van
SATURDAY REVIEW:

RECORDS!

house

leadoff

top national magazines.

MADEMOISELLE: Two

Plaza,

Special article by Irving Stone with

color and black and white illustrations.

people are being reached by the fore-

page ad

published with review.

Special editorial review.

AMERICAN WEEKLY:

number of times

a

stills

•

•

•

(as

Gogh by Thomas
Glowing

Craven, with

stills.

editorial review.

van Gogh) featured on cover with

illustrations inside.

KIRK DOUGLAS
with Everett Sloane

Directed by Vincente Minnelli

•

.

in

"LUST FOR LIFE"

Screen Play by

co-starrmg\

Norman Corwin

Produced by John Houseman

Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or IChannel Sound)

•

TDA

Convention Stresses Showmanship,

Harmony and Foreign Product

Industry

coming year. These include: (1) reconciling,
through conciliation, differences between
TOA and other exhibitor organizations, and
between exhibition and distribution; (2) expanding TOA's service to its members via

program for theatres and a
plan for reducing the cost to distributors of
providing with prints theatres deemed un-

a public relations

economical to service; (3) employment of
an executive director lacking since 1952; (4)
a

campaign

to increase

TOA

membership;

establishment of an arbitration system
based on the recommendations of the Sen(5)

ate Small Business

Committee;

(6)

conduct-

ing of programs during the year in which

TOA

will cooperate with all segments of
industry for constructive solutions to
problems; (1) continuing the effort to increase production and bring about a more
orderly release of product; (8) implementing

the

the

STELLINGS

The

International Convention of the

first

Owners of America, held at the
New York Coliseum, Sept. 20-24, was unique
in many ways. It left the impression of being
Theatre

one of the most successful and constructive
conclaves in the organization's history.

Al-

though there was evident an undercurrent of
dissatisfaction with film prices and distributor policies, the four-day gathering was not
devoted principally

to

a

discussion

of

ex-

considera-

hibitor grievances, but, rather, to

workable plans for giving the boxoffice a lift and increasing product.
TOA
urged two concrete ideas on the delegates:
intensified use of showmanship and wider
utilization of foreign product to offset the
domestic shortage. Exhibitors were able to
take home with them much useful information, but they also had to look for a year of
hard work with the knowledge that only in
cooperation will there be victory over the
many problems that threaten.
tion

of

HIGHLIGHTS:
G. STELLINGS, president of the
Stewart & Everett Theatres of Charlotte,

ERNEST
N.C.,

was

Blank as

elected

TOA

succeed

to

head.

He had

Myron N.

Blank
Blank sucboard chairman.
assisted

during the latter's year in office.

TOA

ceeds E. D. Martin as
*

SIMON

H.

*

TOA

national advertising and promocampaign, developed at the National
Showmanship Conference in Chicago, in
which all branches of the industry will par-

tional

»

(9)

relations

man

TOA

of either a public

or an organization to

work

for

and the industry.

These plans were revealed by
Blank,

general

counsel

Stellings,

Herman M. Levy

and convention chairman Walter Reade, Jr.
The TOA board empowered Levy and

Reade to confer with a "top New York management consulting firm" to find applicants
for the post of executive director.

Earlier in

the conference, the board of directors and
the executive committee made public three
resolutions they had adopted.

They autho-

Retiring TOA president Myron N. Blank presents
William Holden with Star of The Year Award,
aided by newly elected president Ernest G.
Stellings. Presentation was made at President's

climaxed TOA's
national Convention.

which

Banquet,

rized

FABIAN

employment

ticipate;

Stellings

to

First

Inter-

appoint a committee to

revealed in his keynote speech that his theatre company will
invest in film production if "given the op-

negotiate an arbitration and conciliation sys-

portunity"

Justice Dept. opproval).

British product;

*

tude to
paign, urging

(i.e.

LEONARD

H.

:hat his, company,

*

*

GOLDENSON

announced

ABC-Paramount

Theatres,

production and, at the same
unload some of its theatres.

olans to enter
ime, to

*

*

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
3oint

ngs,

*

adopted a nineprogram, submitted to them by Stellto be followed by TOA throughout the

recommended by the SSBC; recommended the opening of U.S. screens to more
tem

as

and expressed

COMPO for its work in
TOA to continue

their grati-

the tax camsupport.

On

board and the executive
committee said they agreed with the SSBC
that "many of the problems and disputes between exhibitor and distributor could be
settled within the industry and that an arbitration system dealing with clearances, runs,
competitive bidding, forced sales and conthe

first

point, the

BLANK
would be a major step towards a more stable and prosperous industry
and would lead towards increased production
of good motion pictures".
tract violations

*

*

OTHER OFFICERS

*

elected at the

TOA

meeting include: George Kerasotes, chairman of the executive committee; Samuel
Pinanski, honorary chairman of the board;
assistants

to

the

president,

Roy Cooper, Samuel Rosen,

Nathan Greer,
J.

J.

Rosenfield

and R. M. Kennedy; TOA vice presidents
include Carl E. Anderson, A. Julian Brylawski, Burton I. Jones, Horace Denning, C. E.
Cook, John W. Keiler II, Albert M. Pickus
and John H. Rowley; S. H. Fabian is treasurer, Robert R. Lingston, secretary, Herman M. Levy, general counsel, and Joseph
G. Alterman, assistant secretary.
TOA's
finance committee includes Mitchell Wolfson, Abe Blumenfeld, Walter Reade, Jr., A.
M. Pickus and Alfred Starr. Among the
members of the executive committee are
Edward L. Fabian, Edwin Gage, Elmer
Rhoden, Jr., Roy Martin, Robert J. O'Donnell, Donald Schine, David Wallerstein.
Representatives to the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations: Pinanski, Pat McGee.
*
*
*

COMMITTEES. On
of the

the recommendation
Film Practices and Problems Com-

mittee, the convention voted, in order to relieve

the

product

TOA

shortage,

should

"communicate again with the Department
Justice so that former affiliates

of

may produce

and distribute motion pictures with preemptive rights". The convention also urged
TOA to appoint a committee to meet with
individual film company sales managers to

work out

a better understanding of the problems confronting theatres. Latter recommendation was made by the Small Theatre

(Continued on Page 25)
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THEATRE

Compo, "a

THE KEY

IS

(Continued from Page 7)

ducing companies have already indicated that they are not
smitten by the idea of promoting the motion picture theabut would rather promote the film.

tre,

We

should

viewpoint.

It is

an exhibitor would derive from getting more people to
pass through his turnstiles more often, or more regularly,
would also benefit the producer by making his product
more popular and, hence, more easily saleable. But, contrariwise, we do not take the view that without Hollywood
a worthwhile, result-producing campaign
could not be afforded by exhibition alone, or by exhibiparticipation,

tion/distribution combined.

We
po

should, perhaps, add that even

membership

is

the mere fact of

backing

this

its

eagerness to "sell" the idea of its new prograrr
statement which smacks of exaggera-

tion.

It

says

"One of the most devastating results of television
when they think of entertainment many people no

longei

many

people

think of the movie theatre. Indeed, there are

who

is thai

movie theatre even when movies
are mentioned ... In other words, the movie theatre, notwithstanding its commanding position in American life foi
the past 50 years, has been forgotten by many Americans
don't think of the

of individual pictures."

On what
Where

Another point which Compo
is

In

Compo makes one

not a

contributory basis.

literature

comes

its

it

of

Compo member. But we hope that
non-membership will not prevent it
scheme, jointly with TOA, even if only on a

Allied

visages.

Comnow en-

it

times oftener.

"When you add these people to those who think it h
smart to deride the movies, you have a sizable segment oi
the American public that is impervious to the advertising

not essential to the success of the plan

is

as the poll for U.S. President, despite the fact that

like to

fits

exceeding that cast in the Presiden

That this is no mere figment of fevered imagination is
proven by the established fact that, for instance, the Mis?
Rheingold beauty contest is almost as big in vote-volumt
five

think they could be swayed from that
hopelessly short-sighted. Whatever bene-

total vote

election can be obtained."

tial

is

stressing in

its

campaign

is
cil

this:

"We

are campaigning for an institution that has infinitely better entertainment to offer the public than television

grounds does

does

it

Compo

base these statements!

derive the evidence that the movie theatre

not thought of in terms of entertainment?

has a reliable research report in

its

If

the Coun-

possession in which

proved we should like to see it. As at present we dc
not believe more than a handful of exhibitors would agree
with Compo's contention.

this is

1

has.
is one man, woman or child who, still possessed
mental faculties, has "forgotten" the movie theatre
he, it or she should be featured in Ripley or sent out or
tour as a carnival sideshow curiosity.

If

"Just as television caused a revolution in the entertainment world, so its advent provoked a counter-revolution in

movie entertainment.

"Today the movie

theatre's production forces

.

.

.

roam

the earth for authentic scenes for their stories; new, revo-

lutionary photographic and projection processes have en-

larged the scope of theatre screens; brilliant color

fills

the

and warms his senses and, above all, as a
part of an audience the movie patron has that feeling of belonging and participation which, from ancient days, has al-

spectator's eye

ways been one

This argument

more

unique assets of the theatre."

of the
is,

indeed, a potent one. Movies do

enlightenment of the masses than is
possible with TV. And despite the complaints of selfappointed censors and do-gooders, the moral quality of
films is far higher than that of TV. In the past
perhaps
because of lack of co-ordinated effort such as that which
Compo now advocates little has been done to exploit this
vitally important advantage among educators and community groups, except by the MPAA.

—

—

Lessons of Miss Rheingold

Among
last

the ideas put forward by

Compo

as part of its

Audience Awards election introduced
year be repeated. Some changes will be made in prois

Last year's event was so successful that 6,500 theatres
participated. A questionnaire submitted afterwards showed
that 5 to
voted the Awards a business success, and 13 to
1

wanted them repeated annually.
If all

P*qt 10

theatres were to join this year's Poll, estimates
Film

We
who

however, inclined to agree that there are many

are,

do not succumb to movie advertising, one of the rea

—as was

pointed out by a speaker at the TO/]
convention the other day that the double-superlative an
nouncing the super-colossal epic or the mammoth spectacle

sons being

—

Constantly, throughout
basic

its

Report,

Compo

returns to

theme that "The movie theatre should be sold

itj

as thJ

best source of entertainment."

As Film

BULLETIN

readers will know,

we have

ourj

selves stressed the value of publicizing the theatre, but no

merely as a "source of entertainment." We are sorry Comj
po was not more meticulous in its wording. A bettej
phrase to use would be, "The movie theatre should be sol|
an escape hatch from thj
as the best source of relaxation"
turmoils and tensions of domestic and family responsibill
ty, which is something TV cannot offer the hearth-bounj

—

housewife.

that the

cedure, such as shortening the ballot.

1

Entertainment or Relaxation?

no longer carries conviction.

much

for the cultural

proposal

there

of full
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Nor do we

believe the

American public can be fooled

the kind of institutional advertising suggested by

bj

Compd

which says, "In selling the movie theatre we would us
copy suggesting that all the resources of the world's movi
studios are at the command of the Bijou Theatre on Maij
Street. We would emphasize the magnitude of these ra
sources

— the

personalities, the foreign scenes, the famoul
(Continued on Page /I

"Tea

Sophisticated, adult
hit.

drama adapted from

successful stage

be talked about. Best for class
but figures above average in general market.

Controversial theme

situations,

Sympathy"

and

will

"Tea and Sympathy" deals with ordeal by insinuation
a sensitive young student is tagged "sister-boy" and
the humiliating task of proving himself mascuwith
faced

when

Robert Anderson has translated his own stage hit
without evading the story's appalling predicament in which
John Kerr's sex inclinations are questioned and he begins
to wonder about himself. Deborah Kerr, as the houseline.

master's perceptive wife,

who

sacrifices her

marriage to

keep the boy from emotional destruction, is perfect for the
part. It was a happy decision to have this same pair, who
played the roles so well on the stage, appear in the film.
Pandro S. Berman's CinemaScope-Metrocolor production
for

M-G-M

release captures the

mosphere and

spirit.

New

England school

always intimate. The subject will make some spectators
uncomfortable, but mature audiences will find it deeply
Director Vincente Minnelli
engrossing and moving.
handles the theme with subtlety and restraint, while building steadily to the sensational climax in which Miss Kerr
affectionately gives herself to the boy so he may taste real
love and realize his sexual capabilities. Leif Erickson is
convincing as the housemaster who willingly misunderstands the boy. Fine performances are also rendered by
Edward Andrews, as the boy's father, Darryl Hickman, as
Kerr's understanding roommate, and Norma Crane as the
loose soda-shop waitress. Miss Kerr, wife of schoolmaster
Erickson, is shocked when the boys nickname student John
Kerr "sister-boy" and ride him unmercifully. Kerr, an
introvert, listens to long-hair music, enjoys gardening, and
even can sew. Roommate Hickman defends him until evidence of Kerr's alleged femininity builds up. Miss Kerr,

what may happen

distressed over

to the boy's belief in

himself, learns he has been goaded into a rendezvous with

Miss Crane. Kerr keeps the date, but finds Miss Crane
cheap and degrading. Erickson, jealous of the boy turns
completely from Miss Kerr's love, Miss Kerr meets the
boy in a woods and gives herself to him to end his fear
and self-doubt.
M-G-M.

122

minutes.

Produced by Pandro

S.

Deborah Kerr. John Kerr, Leif Erickson, Edward Andrews.
Berman. Directed by Vincente Minnelli.

"The Best Things in Life are Free"
'ScitiKcu

Rati*?

OOO

Flashy musical biography of songsmiths in colorful Roaring
20's setting.

Full

choreography.

of humor,

Good

memorable

prospects

in

out when MacRae makes a deal to write a film musical,
then decides to produce pictures. Borgnine and Dailey return East to write. When MacRae learns his partners are
fall

not successful, he drops his own career and rejoins them.
He also picks up his affair with Miss North.

at-

necessarily talky in parts, but

It is

Borgnine and Sheree North have the lead roles. Sheree's
dance rendition of "The Black Bottom", an interpretive
"Birth of the Blues" and slapstick "Button Up Your Overcoat" (staged by Rod Alexander) are musical high spots.
Scenarists William Bowers and Phoebe Ephron present
the tunesmiths' success story in sketchy fashion, and the
direction of Michael Curtiz, slick all the way, emphasizes
the comedy and musical facets. MacRae, as DeSylva, and
Borgnine, as Brown, form a songwriting trio with pianist
Dailey, who plays Henderson, a happily married man.
Borgnine spends his free time betting horses, while MacRae seeks to cultivate society friends, even neglecting Miss
North, a George White's Scandals dancers, who is in love
with him. The team is highly successful, but eventually

tunes, imaginative

general market.

Century-Fox.
Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Ernest
104 minutes.
Sheree North. Produced by Henry Ephron. Directed by Michael Curtii.

20th

"Written

general

market.

P«q* 12
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Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Ernest
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OOO

romance and tragedy has strong sex angle.
for adults. Good cast and plush sets in Technicolor

Strictly

give

it

a

of

Highly exploitable.

lift.

There are bold, and even shocking, aspects to this Unimelodrama that takes pot-shots at a
wealthy, decadent Southern family. Strictly for adults, it
will satisfy those in search of "something different". The
intimate and probing examination of Robert Stack, a rich
young booze-hound, and Dorothy Malone, his nymphoversal-International

maniacal
of

the

sister, is

picture

frank to a startling degree, but the rest
George
off as plain soap-opera.

comes

Zuckerman's scenario, from Robert Wilder's widely-read
novel, stays right with the sociological and psychological
aspects from the brother's fear of impotency to the sister'^
acute sexual desires.
Director Douglas Sirk include^
enough speeding Jaguars, smashed champagne bottles anc
suggestive dialogue to give it good exploitation angles
Alebrt Zugsmith's Technicolor production is plush. Head
ing the cast are Rock Hudson and Lauren Bacall, a;
Stack's best friend and wife, both caught in a web of erotic
emotions. Miss Malone turns in a stand-out performance
Miss Bacall was a poor choice for the role of a "beauty'
who could win a young millionaire. Hudson introduce;
Miss Bacall to his pal Stack, an irresponsible oil heir. Stacl
woos her, promises to give up drinking. They marry, sh<
;

not knowing that

forms him he

Hudson adores

is sterile,

her.

Stack's doctor

in

he resumes drinking. Miss Malone

frustrated in her desire for Hudson, seeks satisfaction witl

any man she can
Twentieth Century-Fox's Jazz Age portrait of the dynamic song-writing trio of DeSylva, Henderson and Brown
has been given a splashy song-and-dance treatment in
CinemaScope and De Luxe color. Taken from a story by
John O'Hara, Henry Ephron's production radiates good
cheer, is loaded with nostalgic tunes, costumes and atmosphere, and comes across as lively entertainment for the

Wind"

on the
'Rati*?

Melodrama

Borgnine

is

When

find.

pregnant, he suspects

causing a miscarriage.
killed in the struggle.

Miss Bacall

Hudson

is

tells

Stack

sh'

the father, strikes her

Stack tries to shoot Hudson,
Miss Malone, seeking to hold Hud
i

son, threatens to testify that he killed her brother, but sh
tells

the truth at the inquest.

Hudson and Miss

Bacall ar

united.
99 minutes.
Rock Hudson. Lauren Bacall, Robert Stic*
Produced by Albert Zugsmith. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Universal-International.

Dorothy Malone.

cf kiMihcthh

9it»t

Marks

"Friendly Persuasion"

0 0 0

GutbtCM 'Rating
Warm,

witty

comedy

of Quakers during Civil

Allied Artists'

one" to a degree where

Plus

War

is

finest

Superb William Wyler direcWord-of-mouth sure to
a big grosser everywhere, except action spots.

production,

make

it

all

Major Ranks

into
family

men can

see a small part

of themselves in his searching, soft-spoken, but

family entertainment of year.
tion,

Move

excellent cast.

humorous,
Dorothy McGuire has never matched her performance as his devout Quaker wife, displaying the versatility of her talents. Three shining young personalities are
portrayal.

introduced:

Anthony Perkins,

tween religious

as the lanky son, torn be-

and determination to help protect his
country; Phyllis Love, as the daughter who discovers love,
and Mark Richman, as the hometown soldier courting the

Quaker

girl.

faith

Marjorie Main appears

in

a hilarious

se-

quence as a gravel-voiced widow and mother of three husband-hungry daughters. Eleven-year-old Richard Eyer
steals many a scene and provides some uproarious incidents in his running feud with the pet goose.

Cameraman Ellsworth Fredricks has caught the delicate
haze and breathtaking rustic beauty of the Indiana countryside. Dimitri Tiomkin's music includes a title tune that
sounds

like a hit-parade

contender.

Gary Cooper bids son Anthony Perkins farewell as latter
Dorothy McCuire is grief-stricken mother.

leaves to fight.

William Wyler, the accomplished director-producer who
for his "Mrs. Miniver" and "Best Years of
Our Lives", has delivered another distinguished motion
picture that will take its place with his other classics.
"Friendly Persuasion" marks Allied Artists' step into the
ranks of the major film companies. Filmed in lush DeLuxe
Color, it is top-drawer movie-making in every sense, and

won Oscars

it

has that intangible boxoffice ingredient called "heart".

The

story, taken

from the book by Jessamyn West, deals

Marjorie Main, as

Widow Hudspeth,

amorous daughters

in their enthusiastic

kins.

with the lovable Quaker family of Indiana farmers during

War. Their fervent religious belief, which forto take up arms against fellow men, clashes with
harsh fact of oncoming Confederate troops looting and

the Civil
bids

the

them

destroying everything in their path.

Wyler, a master craftsman, is sensitive enough to tackle
theme of man's inner struggle for the ideal
conflicting with the demands of reality. He permits his
camera to observe these people at prayer, at a country fair,
during a family quarrel over the purchase of an organ, on
the universal

a cross-country trip to sell live stock,

horse

human

trading,
failings,

and

in

battle.

He

during some fancy

vividly

compassion, unswerving

records

faith,

and

their

all

amusing and dramatic incidents that go into making
wonderful American family.

the
this

weakness, boxofficewise, it is in the lack of
Since the story concentrates on thought-provoking
and contemplative aspects, action for action's sake alone
is minimized.
But the human qualities are certain to
delight even those who prefer more vigorous fare.
If

there

is

a

action.

—

—

Gary Cooper stars as the
his ability so

completely.

father.

He

Few

roles ever utilized

characterizes a "Mr. Every-

His

father.

Gary Cooper,

has to forcibly restrain her
welcome to Anthony Perthe interested onlooker.
is

Plot arises from a series of crises in the tranquil lives of

The Civil War, which has not yet
touched their home, moves closer. At a prayer meeting, a
Union Army officer pleads with the flock of Quakers to
enlist in the struggle against the South, but they state their
opposition to fighting. Perkins feels he should obey his
faith and family, but also wonders, inwardly, if he is afraid
to fight. Eventually, the Rebel raiders arrive in the area,
looting, burning and killing. Against his parent's will, Perkins joins the home defense guard. His mother, is heartbroken, but Cooper realizes his son must do as his conscience dictates. Perkins is wounded in battle. Cooper
takes up his gun (ready to fight if necessary), and goes to
find Perkins. When raiders arrive Miss McGuire feeds and
offers the half-starved Confederates all the supplies they
can carry. Cooper returns with Perkins, who is finally convinced he is not a coward. The family resumes its normal
life, and daughter Phyllis Love prepares to wed home
guard soldier Richman.
the Birdwell family.

Gary Cooper, Dorothy McGuire, Mar[orie Main,
138 minutes.
Allied Artists.
Anthony Perkins, Richard Eyer, Robert Middleton, Phyllis Love. Mark Richman,
Walter Catlett. Produced and directed by William Wyler. Taken from a book by
Jessamyn West. Music composed and conducted by Dimitri Tiomkin. Lyrics by
Paul F. Webster. Photoqraphy directed by Ellsworth Fredricks.
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''FOR THE

THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR

IN THE GREATEST PICTURE

OF H

I

IE

NUMBER ONE WESTERN

STAR'

V

"The

Opposite

Scui*tew 'Rati*?
New version of "The Women" with
Scope, moves

fast,

makes

"Toward the Unknown"

Sex"

GOO

'ScitiK&te &<ntut$

music, color, Cinema-

light entertainment.

Good

cast,

OOO

Good

aerial

tone.

William Holden name, plus flying action

melodrama

of rocket test pilots has realistic
in color, will

above-average grosses generally.

exciting fashions, sure to interest ferns.

propel

"The Women", popular comedy about
gossipy females whose sharp tongues destroy a marriage,
reappears on the screen with musical numbers added, and
in CinemaScope and Metrocolor. Joe Pasternak's fine pro-

William Holden is the prime boxoffice asset of this melodrama about a brain-washed Korea veteran who must re-

Clare Boothe's

duction for

M-G-M

release

is

blessed with a strong cast,

But the high
Miss Boothe's biting dialogue. June Allyson
heads the cast as the perfect wife whose marriage is blown
to bits by the whispering cats. The gallery of idle, unscrupulous women includes Joan Collins, Dolores Gray,
Ann Sheridan, Ann Miller, Agnes Moorehead, Charlotte
Greenwood and Joan Blondell. Sam Levene, Jim Backus
elegant sets, smart costumes, and the tunes.

point

is still

Richards add humor. The appeal will be strongwomen; weakest to action fans. Director
David Miller stresses humor. Laughs are loud and fast.
Miss Allyson is happily married to Broadway producer

and

Jeff

est, of course, to

Leslie Nielsen until envious Dolores Gray starts tongues
wagging about his affair with showgirl Joan Collins. Nielsen wants to break with Miss Collins, but she will not give
him up. More rumors send Allyson to Reno for divorce.
She learns from daughter Sandy Descher that Nielsen still
cares for her, wins him back.
M-G-M. 117 minutes. June Allyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray, Ann Sheridan,
Ann Miller. Joan Blondell. Produced by Joe Pasternak. Directed by David Miller.

it

to

prove his ability as an Air Force jet and rocket test pilot.
Real hero of this Warner release, however, is the Flight
Test Center at Edwards Air Force Base, California, where

was done. There are some inspiring shots
newest Air Force experimental crafts. Film is strikingly produced in WarnerColor by Toluca Productions
(Holden's company). Returns should run above average in
the location film
of the

the general market. Producer-director

Mervyn LeRoy

Nolan is perfect as commanding general who handles the
toughest testing chores himself. Holden, after Korean ordeal, attempts to regain an assignment as test pilot. Nolan,

commanding

general, is doubtful, but gives him a chance.
Holden proves himself on the job, though he meets opposition from civilian manufacturers. Nolan insists on testing a new rocket plane. Holden saves him from crashing.
Nolan approves Holden's testing of new X-2 rocket ship.
His confidence restored, he asks Virginia Leith to marry

him.
Warner

Bros. [A Toluca Productionl.
115 minutes. William
Virginia Leith. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy.

Holden, Lloyd Nolan,

AN ENTIRELY NEW ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE.;.
TRUE ADVENTURE MORE AMAZING THAN SCIENCE FICTION
A SIXTH CONTINENT

OPENS UP

ITS HIDDEN
MYSTERIES - THE
WONDERS OF A GREAT NEW
WORLD OF SILENCE
NEVER BEFORE REVEALED!

Marine Studios presents

SMASH ON
BOTH COASTS!
BIGGEST OPENING DAY IN HISTORY
OF BARONET THEATRE,
IN

ecrets
of the

A

0eef

Butterfield and Wolf Production
produced by Alfred Butterfield
A Continental Distributing Inc. Release

50

WKST

57th

NEW YOKK

STREET
19. N Y.

PLaza 7-2593
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cur-

with the flier's personal struggle and
provided an "inside" view of Air Force operations. Lloyd
tailed footage dealing

ITS

3rd

N.

I NOW

SENSATIONAL MONTH!

"OPENING ESTABLISHED

NEW ATTENDANCE RECORD
AT OUR TELENEWS THEATRE,

SAN FRANCISCO

-

EVEN

TOPPING DISNEY FIGURES!"

—John

Parsons

Another Great Hit From Continental!

THEATRE

IS

not confined to business men, but made with
one eye on social welfare agencies, hospitals, doctors and

Such a

THE KEY

film,

nurses, local educators, family counsellors,
(Continued from Page 10)

plays and novels, the beautiful gowns, the wide-screens,
all to be had at the Bijou."

the color

We

—

admire Compo's enthusiasm

we

;

are sure

has the

it

we

right attitude, but the use of such copy today would,
feel,

er

delude no-one.

Compo's

brainwave

latest

— an excellent one—

Prize Contest, of which details will be

is

a Giant

announced

shortly.

"Impressed by the success of the $64,000 Quesand other television giveaway programs, many exhibitors have suggested that the motion picture industry also
stage a huge giveaway program as an inducement to people
It says,

be hoped that when this is unveiled, it will prove
have the one element which has made the giveaway
popular on TV audience participation in which millions
of people receive the teaser at the same time as the principal contestant, and are thus able to put their wits against
It is to

to

—

his.
its

proposed drive,

tribute a giant trailer

it

Compo

also

thinks, could be

wants

.

.

.

springboard for a self-sustaining

Reactivation of Movietime USA. and perscnal appearance tours by Hollywood celebrities is another facet of
Compo's scheme which, if properly organized, could be of
value.
But all of these
must have the active support

inestimable
stresses,

Compo

activitie3,

cf the theatreman.

urges more intelligent use of the press books issued
by the film companies. "Some of the best brains in our industry are employed in their production and managers

all

the Holly-

pictures.

shown

should take full advantage of this service" and of ideas presented in the Trade Press.

Why

Not Use TV?

nowhere in Compo's blue-bound outprogram is mention made of the use of television
for promoting the campaign as a whole. Throughout the
document stress is laid on the publicity which can be obtained through the press, through the theatre itself and in
neighborhood stores and shopping centers.
It is

to dis-

to the public at all the

country's theatres on a day to be designated at National
committee conMovie Day
recommend that a
fer

possibilities as a

noticeable that

line of its

showing scenes from

wood companies' forthcoming
This,

its

It

to attend theatres."

part of

of re-

social crusad2.

tion

As

members

and other professional men
would undoubtedly have tremendous effect in pointing up
the therapeutic values of motion picture entertainment. It
should not be restricted merely to the cold economic factor, for the wider its appeal to non profit groups the greatligious groups, psychiatrists

TOA

We

immediately with producing companies on this idea

."
.

.

This is based on the theory that "since television keeps
viewers at home, it hurts all other retail establishments
as badly as it does theatres." Surely, however, it is the
people who are kept at home by TV whom the theatre
owner needs most as his steady customers. There is not
much profit in concentrating a great mass of publicity and
propaganda against those who are already patrons. Hence,
the TV audience, would logically seem to be the primary
its

Days the
would not be breaking new
ground, though in our judgment a National Movie Day
might not be as business-inducing as a National Movie
Week.
Since most other industries have their National

motion

picture

industry

Another film which Compo suggests would be a Community Reel which would portray the movie theatre as a
powerful stimulant of all local retail business.

— one

—

should show
surrounding
busito
ness establishments stores, restaurants, parking lots and
the banks that serve such businesses. It should also set
forth the help which movie theatres extend to local charity
and civic enterprises. In other words, the picture would
sell the theatre's importance as a community asset. Special
free showings should be given for local groups of merchants, civic and charity workers, and the general public."

"Such

a short subject

how important

A

or

the movie theatre

two

reels

is

—

target at

owner who told the audiences that the closing of the
theatre had seriously injured his own business."

local

In Compo's opinion such a thought could again be used.
Wisely, however, it does not suggest such depressing treatment as in the 1953 short, but would switch to a construc-

hopeful angle by showing the movie theatre as a

powerful stimulant of

all local retail

business.

TV,

shortage of personality material, of legitimate

TV

emanating from Hollywood which,
on the movie page.

appears only

structive

The pattern for such a short subject was set during the
Tax campaign of 1953 when a picture was shown to the
House of Representatives' Ways & Means Committee with
great success. "One of the most impressive scenes", states
Compo, recalling the occasion, "was that showing a store

of

Similarly, Compo recommends the establishment of an
Information Center which would supply printed material
for theatremen for future reference and use. Why should
not similar material be released for the use of the TV
critics or the Press? A little pro-film publicity in the TV
columns could do a great deal of good, and there is no

The comments we have made

Self-Sustaining Crusade

tive,

which Compo should, through the medium
ammunition.

direct its persuasive

and helpful

to

Compo

at present,

interest,

are intended to be con-

in its latest drive, for

we

believe profoundly in its underlying purpose and in the
ability of the

organization

itself

to carry

them out

ef-

ficiently.

probably no other body in the country today
which, because of the respect it commands on the basis of
past performance, could weld together the sometimes
clashing elements of our own great industry.

There

is

Compo's plan could engender enough enthusiasm, and
enough financial support, it is not too much to say
that its program could mark the turning of the economic
If

attract

tide for us

all.
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20th-Fox's
Faith
in the

Future
Ernest Borgnine as Lew Brown, Gordon MacRae as Buddy De Sylva and
Dan Dailey as Ray Henderson cavort with Sheree North in "The Best
Things in Life Are Free", sparkling Fall CinemaScope musical.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FAITH could be the wellby Spyros
earned name of the company
Skouras. On the basis of the past record and the
future outlook, no film company in the business has
demonstrated a greater trust in the destiny of the motion
picture in the theatre as the mass entertainment medium
headed

of the world.

This company,

it

seems has always stepped forth with

fresh and invigorating evidences of its faith in the indus-

through the turbulent years that saw movies
being rocked by competitive influences the challenging
controversial films of the Zanuck era that breathed new
life into moviegoing during the recession, the brave showmanship meeting in Chicago when TV's effect was first
felt, the headlong plunge into CinemaScope when the industry was tottering under TV's heaviest onslaught.
try's future

—

Now
and the

with

summer

with Sheree North added for good boxoffice measure.
There will be a wealth of nostalgia for the oldsters and

amusement for the youngsters in the re-creation of the
Jazz Age with its gangsters, flappers, Black Bottom, bathtub gin and coonskin coats. Special impetus was accorded
the kickoff with a three-page layout in Life telling the
country the picture brings "the merry world of De Sylva,
Brown and Henderson
bouncing back to life again."
Disc jockeys in 23 key cities are participating in contests
.

selecting the favorite of

7

.

.

versions of the

title

song.

"The Last Wagon", CinemaScope DeLuxe Color west-

Widmark the opportunity to play it
way his fans like him. Joining the star is
Felicia Farr, who impressed in "Jubal", under Delmer
Daves direction. William B. Hawks produced.
ern, gives

Richard

rugged, the

The

stirring

war

story by Francis Gwaltney,

"The Day

established as the peak movie season,

posing a dire threat to theatre attendance as
the top TV shows return to chain the public to the living
room, 20th-Fox is doing it again. Displaying no fears of a
decline in movie attendance this fall, the company has set
up a promising array of autumnal product, backing the
program with the promotion power theatremen have come
fall

to expect

A

from ad chief Charles Einfeld's boxofficers.

seven releases, all in CinemaScope,
Deluxe Color, brighten the months ahead. They
boast a diversity that includes something for every taste,
every age. They abound in marquee names from Ingrid
slate of at least

most

in

Bergman

to Elvis Presley.

Having marked August's end with the block-busting
"Bus Stop'', 20th ushered in September with a sprightly
CinemaScope musical, "The' Best Things in Life Are
Free", and a hard-hitting Western drama, "The Last

Wagon". The former has
peal in telling

De

Sylva,

its

all

the ingredients of popular ap-

story of the great song-writing

Brown and Henderson, portrayed

team

of

respectively

by Gordon MacRae, Ernest Borgnine and Dan Dailey,
'<9« II
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Grim sequence

in "Between Heaven and Hell" has the kneelCrawford as cowardly captain, Skip Homeier
bodyguard. Robert Wagner and Terry Moore co-star.

ing Broderick

as his

becomes a CinemaScope drama, "Between Heaven and Hell", with Robert Wagner, Terry
Moore and Broderick Crawford in the top roles. There are
vivid portraits of fighting men etched by director Richard
the Century Ended",

Fleischer, particularly

Wagner

as a fiery

young

plantation

A
owner who becomes humanized
ford's brutal officer

who

in the Pacific,

requires bodyguards to shield

from his men. David Weisbart produced
Also in October

is

and Craw-

in

DeLuxe

in

mutely terrified Ingrid Bergman faces the ominous Yul Brynner
a dramatic scene from "Anastasia", co-starring Helen Hayes.

him

Color.

the exploitable "Teenage Rebel",

drama

of international intrigue,

CinemaScoped

in

and Paris under the direction of Anatole Litvak,

London

is

set for

Ginger Rogers and Michael Rennie, brings into
prominence three youngsters, Betty Lou Keim, Warren
Berlinger and Diane Jergens, under the direction of Edmund Goulding. Featured in the 20th campaign on this
Charles Brackett CinemaScope drama of a mother's problem with her teenage daughter is a string of opinion-

one of 20th's biggest publicity campaigns of the year. Miss
Bergman's film renaissance after a 7-year absence has occasioned big space features in Look and Collier's, with
several more due to build up to release late in the month.
Rounding out 20th's fall hit harvest is the first Elvis
Presley picture, "Love Me Tender", due, on the basis of
guaranteed teenage patronage and adult curiosity alone, to

Despite the handicap of shackles, Richard Widmark gets
rough with his captors in a scene from "The Last Wagon".

Ginger Rogers finds her daughter, Betty Lou Keim growing
up fast in scene from "Teenage Rebel".

based on the hit
It

Broadway

play,

"A Roomful

of Roses".

stars

makers' theatre previews in key

"A Man Called Peter", aimed
port

cities, similar to

at fostering

those for

community sup-

and important word-of-mouth.

November bids
trasting .releases,

month with a pair of conboth of which, in their own manner,

to be the big

promise to be among the year's boxoffice standouts. The
major one, budgetwise, is "Anastasia", which marks the

two of the world's top actresses,
Bergman and Helen Hayes. Yul Brynner, sensation of "The King and I" both on stage and screen, completes the star-powered triangle. The Buddy Adler offbeat

return to the screen of

Ingrid

be a likely boxoffice sensation. The amazing popularity of
the rock 'n' roll star, which continues to mount daily, was
recently demonstrated by his last appearance on the Ed
Sullivan show which gave that widely-viewed program the
highest Trendex rating in its history and appreciably

—

bulged the expected movie audience for "Love Me Tender"
from among the millions who viewed it. Starred with Presley are Debra Paget and Richard Egan.
It's

—and

an imposing lineup, a happy prospect for exhibitors
concrete evidence that 20th-Fox has reaffirmed its

faith in the future of the industry as
Film
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TRAILERS ON TRIAL!
9HC hm <&ei#

ws. v»Hc

4HH «uofc<teOH«3H$K

"We, the
coming

jury, Find

attraction Trailers...

CHARGED!"
AS
GUILTY
Guilty of influencing more
patronage to your theatre
than any other advertising

medium .. .and at considerably less cost. The daily
showing of a trailer in the
average theatre costs less
than the price of one admission ticket. Yet, trailers are
primarily responsible for
more than one -third of total
box office receipts!*

m\wm\.\c(em
PMZfBOBr
p/uzf
saer
V_y'

According

to

an 84-week survey by Sindlinger and

service

o. me mousmr
Of

Co., trailers are the primary

influence behind $348.00 out of every $1,000.00 expended in admissions at firstrun theatres in Oklahoma City. The trailers' influence is even greater for subse-

quent-runs.

4

—

wow! was the showmanship story
started with a single life-size lobby
at Loew's State
standee of luscious Barbara Nichols, as she appears in RKO's
"Beyond A Reasonable Doubt," ended up with mobs of males
when the star showed (!) in the lobby to autograph pictures.
unum

E

pluribus, or
in

from one

N.Y.

It

.

.

.

CAUSED BY THIS

MERCHANDISING &
EXPLOITATION DEPARTMEN

YOUNGSTEIN OUTLINES UA'S BIG 1956-57 PROGRAM
CALLS

COMPANY 'NUMBER ONE MERCHANDISER'

United Artists' Max Youngstein and Roger
Lewis sang out a product and promotion
program that will be sweet music to theatre
showmen's ears. Regaling a press conference, vice president Youngstein set forth a
48-picture schedule for the 1956-57 season
begun Sept. 1 which was either in the can,
before the cameras or set for shooting within 30 days. Thus, smiled the UA commanding boxofficer, he and his crew "can now do
the ad

and publicity job we think we're caphave

able of doing," since the material they
to

work with

is

known

far in advance.

A large portion of the product was viewed
by Youngstein during a summer-long stay on
the West Coast, where he was also active in
negotiating production deals and working up
ideas

for

promoting pictures on which he

had obtained detailed information. There
was no hint of a product shortage as far as
UA was concerned, Youngstein indicated,
anticipating a

minimum

of four

pictures a

month throughout the season.
Turning to

his aide, national advertising-

publicity-exploitation

director

Roger

H.

was

t

by Otto Preminger
during the controversy over "The Man With
the Golden Arm" and currently with "Saint
Joan" during the title role talent search.
Also due for wide TV coverage is Stanley
Kramer's "The Pride and the Passion".

'Friendly Persuasion'

Power

Builds Via Sock Music

Campaign

also used capitally

An

innovation in setting up stills was revealed by Lewis, also based on advance in-

formation on product.

Scenes selected for
emphasis in the advertising art and copy are
posed by models in New York under the direction of the ad department and sent to the
studio as suggested shots to be set up with
the players, insuring the kind of stills that
can be worked into the ads. Often, Lewis
noted, the N.Y. shots give the director valuable ideas for scenes. But most important,
the ad people tailor the photos to the campaign instead of being limited to haphazard
still-making.

Further evidence of the tie between production, sales and promotion, Lewis pointed
out, are the department's daily meetings with
the sales heads and continuous funneling of
merchandising ideas to the producers.

Allied Artists' giant step into the top-most

ranks of big picture distribution, "The
Friendly Persuasion", is being treated with
the kind of loving showmanship a doting
parent bestows upon its child prodigy.

Due to open late in October at the Radio
City Music Hall, the William Wyler production has rushed into the forefront of awaited
major
shows and radio. Currently, the showmanship crescendo swells with a fat music
promotion of the title song written by DimiPlugged by disc jockeys since
tri Tiomkin.
films via breaks in the top magazines,

TV

appeared on a platter Sept. 1, the music
swung into high gear with a "live
debut" delivered by the Four Aces on the
Ed Sullivan Show on Sept. 16, then, in rapid
succession was plugged over NBC's Tennessee Ernie Show and CBS' Bob Crosby

it

bally

Show and the Johnny Carson Show. Meanwhile, Lou Busch, one of eight orchestra
leaders who have waxed the tune, took off
on

a

nationwide tour.

Wyler,
plugged the picture.

Producer-director
also

in

New

York,

Lewis, Youngstein expressed complete satisfaction with the job done by the department,

under Lewis' direction since last December,
which has made UA the "Number One merchandising company in the business," he
proudly declared.

Also stressing the value of advance information

on

forthcoming

underlined the selling

merchandising theatrical
with the "featurettes"

pictures,

power

UA

Lewis

of television in

films,

particularly

has been making.

Importantly, at least half of these special
presenmade during production for

TV

films

than five
running
less
minutes) are easily adaptable for theatre
The two
trailers, the ad chief pointed out.
"Trapeze" featurettes, for example, were
grabbed up by some 150 TV stations. Video
tation

(usually

Universal, which has been having its product troubles of late, has hopes that the big campaign
planned for its forthcoming "Written On The Wind" will give a lift to its Fall program. Above, at
special sales and promotional meeting: vice president Charles J. Feldman and David A. Lipton
(seated center) are, from left, James J. Jordan, Jeff Livingston (facing camera), Herman Kass,
F. J. A. McCarthy, Charles Simonelli, P. T. Dana, Phil Gerard, Henry H. Martin, Foster M. Blake.
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Florida

TV Program

STUNT OF THE. ISSUE

Taking the

Metro Advertising Chief

PIANO MARATHON

From Howard

comes

Dietz

sizzling

a

The
and inventiveness.
originality
Metro advertising executive is pioneering a
novel idea aimed at attracting harassed television viewers into movie theatres by emphasizing the absence of commercials. Accordfor

to Dietz, countless TV viewers have
been reduced to desperation by an overabundant diet of advertising commercials, and
they constitute a rich potential audience for
theatres that offer entertainment minus the

ing

distracting advertising interruptions.

An

SKYROCKETS 'OUCHIN'

idea that rates a blue ribbon

showmanship

number

increasing

of

have adopted Dietz's new

movie theatres
tool by

selling

A

piano playing stunt hit the jackpot

dynamic Ray Light when he played
"The Eddy Duchin Story" at his Maryland Theatre, Cumberland, Md. Manager
Light developed whopping grosses for the
Columbia film by staging a marathon to
for

set a

new

store and the local

NBC

outlet to help

able to tickle the ivories.
to

make with

the music

On

the

first

main
street on which the music shop faced had
to be closed to motor traffic. In addition,
all programs on the radio station were
stunt

entered

the

day,

final

the

cancelled in order to broadcast a note-by
note description of the marathon. Visitors
from surrounding areas swelled crowds
to gigantic proportions.

their fronts

The happy

Two

and marquees.

new appeal

of the first

— the

Riverside in
Milwaukee and the Arcadia in Philadelphia
are tickled pink over the results and plan to
to utilize the

permanent advertising policy.
Both the Riverside and the Arcadia are
pushing an unbeatable entertainment combination of good films sans commercials to
continue

it

as

blast television at a

weak

record,

the

results:

crowds

new

a

and

73

mentalist

who had

the local channel.

highlight the fact

WJNO-TV
program.

previously appeared on

The half-hour stanza will
that "Myrus" will also ap-

pear at the Carefree Theatre one evening
each week in a stage show. Carlin has indicated that present interest in the

TV

show

high level, and all indications point
to overflow audiences when "Myrus" takes
over at the theatre for his weekly show.
Carlin was formerly advertising manager of
Republic Pictures in New York.
is

at a

hour

whopping

amounts

of free publicity via newspapers
and radio, there was, best of all sweet
music at the boxomce that made the 1,300
seat house the focal point of the town for

—

a 3-day period.

New

Haven, Conn. Cartoon

Festival Gets

Sock Campaign

A sparkling selling campaign will kick-off
M-G-M Cartoon Festival at the Poli College Theatre in New Haven, Conn., on Oca

13.
The promotional galazy will include parades, radio spots, contests, school

tober

point, while gain-

ing converts to the motion picture

Carlin (seated) and Bud Housner of
sign on dotted line for weekly TV

night of the promotion,

extra police were called out to hold back
the riot-sized crowds. By the time the

"No Commercials," on

a

promote the event. In addition, he gifted
a $25 bond to the person guessing the
hours Joe Nyland, the pianist, would be

ing.

spreading the slogan,

by the horns,

sponsoring a weekly
half-hour TV program to plug his theatres
and their attractions. Dennis Carlin, general
manager of the Carefree and Surf Theatres,
West Palm Beach, inked a contract with
WJNO-TV, local NBC affiliate, to sponsor a
series of programs featuring "Myrus", a
is

world's record for continuous
He tied-in with a music

Nyland began

Milwaukee

television bull

piano playing.

three days in advance of the film's open-

Riverside Theatre,

to Plug Theatres

showman

Florida

Sparks 'No Commercials' Idea

Showman Sponsors

and store

medium.

tie-ups, all part of a giant-size sell-

ing campaign developed by Loew's division
manager, Harry Shaw, Sid Kleper, Poli man-

ager and Loew's ad chief, Lou Brown.
Advance interest in the promotion was
generated through coloring contests in the

WB's 'Toward The Unknown'
Has Dazzling Baltimore Debut

primary schools with 5,000 coloring herald
distributed to the students. The New England drum-beaters have also arranged a neat
tie-in arrangement with the local W. T.
Grant Store to distribute 2,000 comic books

Gala festivities heralded the Hollywoodstyle premiere of Warners' "Toward The
Unknown" last week at Baltimore's Stanley
Theatre. The red-carpet treatment was given
to star William Holden by Civic and Air
Force leaders for the unveiling of his first
independently produced film.
The debut had all the trimmings of a gala
first
night with searchlights, music, TV
cameras, radio broadcasts, a snappy military

featuring cartoon characters starred in the

display in front of the theatre and the in-

Cartoon Festival. The variety store's toy,
candy and children's wear departments will
hand out contest heralds to the kiddies. In
addition, Grant's will make hay for the promotion over a local radio station.
Live Tom and Jerry characters will ap-

person appearances of Star Holden. The
stage ceremonies at the Stanley spotlighted
an Air Force Color Guard from the nearby

pear in-the-flesh at three street parades. The
cartoon personalities will participate in the
parade festivities by riding on a highly deco-

Air Research and
In addition the

Development Command.

ARDC

quintet of

top

its

festivities plus a

Honor Guard.

jet pilots

film
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the Poli Theatre.

take part in the

crack marching unit and an
The debut date was desig

nated as "William Holden Day" by
D'Alesandro, Jr.
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Mayor

will be beamed to the
population via radio stations WELI,

Spot announcements
local

Top: Pianist Joe Nyland and Russ Rey- -dfc<rffcnolds of WTBO in the music store window just
before the start of marathon. Below: View of
the crowds attracted by the stunt.

WNHC
to

and

pre-sell

stencils.

WYBC.

Other gimmicks used

include streamers and sidewalk

Moore To Tour

Terry

Dixie

For 20th-Fox's "Heaven & Hell'
Terry Moore will cover twelve key cities
on a Southern tour to plug saturation openings

20th

COSM

of "Between Heaven and Hell", new
Century-Fox CinemaScope release. The

much-publicized actress will make her lovely
presence felt via public appearances, news-

movie

with

interviews

paper

editors

October, 1956

.

35*

and

TV

and radio shots and a host of
She is topcast in
the World War II drama with Robert Wagner and Broderick Crawford.

newsmen,

other promotional efforts.

The in-the-flesh appearances by Miss
Moore are aimed at securing a whopping
for theatres in the 6included in the tour inBaton
Shreveport,
La.;

publicity penetration
state

Cities

area.

Dallas;

clude:

Orleans; Mobile; Tampa; JackColumbia, Ga.; Atlanta;
Birmingham, and Columbus, Ga.

Rogue;

New

sonville; Charlotte;

The film is an adaptation of the Francis
Gwaltney novel, "The Day The Century
Ended". The story's theme, which deals with
a

young

WWII,

tensive exploitation

Additional

Line.

experiences

Southerner's

during

Pacific

is

in

Happy Outlook
for Movie-Goers

the

tailor-made for ex-

below the Mason-Dixon
promotional efforts are

Billion-dollar bait to lure

the theatre in your neighborhood?

being concentrated at the point of sale to

Hollywood

David Weisbart production.

pre-sell the

you away

from your TV set ~k What's wrong with

— Its

religion

—

* The greatest movies of all
present future ~k

How

*

should movies

be censored? "k Article by

Autumn Boxoffice

With Halloween due

time

Picture portfolio of the stars— |>a-.L.

Halloween Horror Show Can
Give Lift to

*

morals

its

W all

I

)isney

* Interview with Alfred Hilc hcock ~k
A

few weeks, folks
are looking for holiday fun, and promotionminded exhibitors can lure those fun-seekers
into their theatre with a little planning.
in a

fascinating history of the movies

Four outstanding short

stories pjus a

invstery novel complete in lhi>

i^ue

Filmack's house-organ, "Inspiration", gives
out with a profit-making batch of ideas in its

October issue.

One

effective

concern

is

suggestion

by the

the Halloween Horror

plete with displays of monstrous creatures
and fantastic inventions for Halloween thrillseekers.
To liven up the proceedings,
Filmack has trailers available with eerie
music and appropriate art backgrounds.

awarded for the best costumes
promoted from local merchants.

Prizes can be

with prizes
In

addition,

aggressive

COSMOPOLITAN DEVOTES ENTIRE ISSUE TO MOVIES

trailer

Show com-

showmen can

run

such events as apple ducking or nail driving
contests in keeping whh the festive occasion.

Good boxoffice returns can be spurred by
your patrons to cup of free cider

FORESEES 'HAPPY OUTLOOK' FOR FILM AUDIENCES
One

of

the biggest

publicity breaks

the

Motion Picture Industry has ever had the
good fortune to receive is contained in the
October issue of Cosmopolitan, which is devoted completely to the movie business. The
issue features movie news for every segment
of the public. Titled "Special Movie Issue",
with upbeat articles and
it
is jam-packed
Cosmopolitan follows through on the
that a happy future is in store for

theme

and a donut.

moviegoers. As a public relations bonanza,
this is one that couldn't be bought for with
a million dollars. Wise showmen should take

HAIR-STYLE BALLOT
0
kyf
C £t3E_£*

m

Ihm

«

'

mtm

—~

>»

^- >.

%m
w

i Metro is angling for the
fern trade via a local level

Opposite
Sex" keyed to the 100,000
beauty salons that sell Helen

contest

Curtis

j—

i

^^AUTSON

SMtOAN

»v

COUMS

« nun

Typical of the optimistic slant taken is T.
James' article, "The Movie Business".
Hollywood's pictures are
Says James: ".
going to get better and better. Selling one
picture at a time, while it may cost the theF.

W

^

UONCCU^^-

for

"The

products.

Prizes

will

be won by voting for stars'
hair styles on a prepared
ballot
(sample shown
at
left).
Details on the tie-up
are available

in

press book.

.

owner money and disgruntle him some-

atre

what

is,

in the

long run, the best thing that

ever happened to the movies."

Seven

M G Ms
THE OPPOSITE SEX

t

magazine.

.

feature stories.

treating

Other Filmack promotional ideas include
a science-fiction show and a laff party.

advantage of this opportunity to plug their
industry by giving the edition widest possible circulation, and by utilizing the wealth
of showmanship material available in the

articles

and ten picture features are

contained in the issue, and most of them
could be adapted to particular situations,
promotional ideas or exploitation stunts.

Among

the articles are

People," "Portrait of a

"Hollywood and

its

Happy Theatre Own-

"Why

Movies Are Censored," and "Cona Movie-Goer" and "The Ten
Biggest Money Makers Of All Time".

er,"

fessions

of

Potential

movie-goers

throughout

the

nation will be reading the October issue of
Cosmopolitan. Take advantage of this ready-

made

business-builder by using

it

to increase

the patronage and good-will of your theatre.
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HEADLINERS

THEY

DAVID GOLDING

MADE THE NEWS
JACK

didn't give product-

hungry exhibitors much

to

hope

in

for

his speech at a press conference in

York

New

The president of the reWarner Brothers said

recently.

cently reorganized

he expects the 20 features a year scheduled for release to take the place of the
70 formerly the rule, and that the company can gross as much today on one picture as

Plans

it

call

vice

could on three 25 years ago.
for the 20 features to be re-

...

JAMES

VELDE,

R.

United Artists sales topper, being honored
with a 42-week drive headed by distribution

WARNER

was appointed

president in charge of advertising and
publicity for the Hecht and Lancaster

companies

L.

. .

WILLIAM

v.p.

J.

MAX

and advertising head

HEINEMAN

YOUNG-

E.
prize pool of $50,000 will be
shared by the winners. Drive is said to be
the longest and most intensive in UA's
I L L I
37-year his t o r y
J.
appointed assistant to
A.
studio operation topper
retires
as
mid-west division sales manager for War-

STEIN. A

.

.

.

FIGUEROA

KLUNE

.

.

LETT

AM

RKO

RAYMOND

JOHN KIRBY

.

No

ners.

W

named

successor

.

.

.

SCOTT

elected a vice president of Howco
Exchanges, Charlotte, N.C. He continues
as general sales head of the company. An-

nouncement made by JOY N. HOUCK
and J. FRANCIS WHITE ... BERNARD M. KAMBER named executive
assistant of Hecht and Lancaster com-

BERT

publicity
head
ENNIS will establish liaison between
East and West coast publicity activities in
realignment of company operations an-

panies

.

.

.

Altec

nounced by executive

H. M. BES-

v.p.

Universal vice president DAVID
LIPTON returned to his West coast
headquarters following ten days of home
office meetings on forthcoming releases
production head WILLIAM
DOZIER a recent home office visitor for

SEY

.

.

.

.

.

.

RKO

conferences with

DANIEL
ject

.

.

AUSTIN

CANTON

president

on a future proexploitation head EMERY

MGM

.

RKO

O'SHEA

T.

and publicity staffer ARTHUR
huddled with Cincinnati and

LEWIS,

Max E. Youngand advertising director Roger Lewis,

United Artists vice president
stein,
tell

r.,

a press conference that L

and of these six to
and independent productions.
future,

Warner

said,

clude an equal

WB

number

In

the

releases will in-

studio-made
and independent productions. Expressing
optimism about the future of the industry,
he nevertheless warned that "we cannot
afford to

sit still.

We

of

must

fight for

new

and better entertainment to meet public
demand." Asked why Warners sold its
film backlog to TV, the president replied:
"Everyone else was selling, so we did
too."
Also attending the conference,
Warner's first since assuming the presidency, was executive vice president Benjamin Kalmenson.

ALFRED

E.

0
DAFF

last

blast at U. S. exhibitors

week

fired

who have

a

criti-

20TH PREVIEWS "BEST THINGS IN LIFE"
20th-Fox

vice president Charles Einjeld, r.,
Einjeld. attending the Xew York
preview of upcoming release ''The Best Things
In Life Are Free". Also attending, from I.,

and

Airs.

Mrs.

Victoria

Tree,

tion picture industry, the irate Universal

executive vice president, recently returned

from

a five

week

trip

around the world,

who purport themselves to be the leaders in domestic
exhibition,
have
been
telling
foreign exhibition groups and other film

said: "Certain U.S. theatremen,

industry associations abroad not to de-

pend on the American distributor. These
statements are ridiculous and unrealistic.
It is disgusting and disgraceful when they
say you can not depend and trust an
American producer."
P«9* 24
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agent Barron

Cleveland film and press reps on "Julie"
premieres
New York City Mayor
.

.

ROBERT

by

.

and

city

formally

WAGNER,

F.

civic

officials,

accompanied
on Sept. 25

Production

dedicated

Center,

built by Galahad Productions and
located in downtown Manhattan. Galahad
will make 12 features for
distriInc.,

RKO

Postmaster General JAMES A.
FARLEY slated to head benefit premiere
committee for world premiere of "Giant",
Warners release opening at New York's
Roxy Oct. 10. Proceeds go to Muscular
Dystrophy Assns. of America which Farley chairmans
UA exploitation manager MORI KRUSHEN and his wife
sailed on the Liberte for a vacation and
bution

.

.

.

.

production and distribution when
they are abroad. Claiming that they are
doing a "disservice" to the American mocised

theatrical

Polan.

business

trip

WANGER

.

will distribute

in

IT

JAMES

at

in the next 12

CLARK,

National Film Serand Edward L. Walton,
RKO Radio vice president, announced
that NFS has taken over all backroom
work for RKO in its 33 depots across the
country. Take-over was made Sept. 21.
According to Walton and Clark, the
move was designed to give continued effiP.

vice president,

cient service in line with

"streamlined"
said
all

NFS'

economic

eventual goal

backroom work

for

RKO's

Europe

...

.

distributors,

all

enabling them to cut costs. United Artists, Buena Vista are serviced by NFS.

C.

O
RHODEN,

preliminary

in a

message on what he termed "one of the
most important meetings ever held in the
history of National Theatres", warned

NT convention
Phoenix, Arizona, that
what is created there may be the "turning
point of our career". The NT president
was scheduled to head a contingent of
more than 100 of the circuit's division
presidents, film buyers, bookers, district
managers and other personnel from the
21 states served by the theatre chain to
the convention. General manager Frank
H. Ricketson, Jr., told the delegates: "We
are convening in the most critical and
challenging hour in our industry's history
to bring forth a program
that will
give strength to our company."
delegates to the annual
set for Oct. 1-3 in

.

.

WALTER

to

.

gross
New
$1,500,000
domestically
entry in the distribution field: Festival
Productions, Inc., which will distribute
Harmony Films, Ltd. President: Capt.
I.
R.
...
B.
.

MAXWELL

.

.

WILLIAM

HAROLD ROBBINS, WALTER THOMPSON head the new Virgo
Productions, Inc.
C. V. Whitney Pictures president C. V. WHITNEY listed
LEVY,

.

.

.

five features either in production or being
readied as part of the company's three
year program.

Clark

to take over

is

produce for Figaro, Inc.
and head the company's new West coast
offices
Buena Vista sales topper LEO
F. SAMUELS said he expects the rerelease of Walt Disney's "Fantasia" to
.

policy of

activity.

.

in

more than

months. (See story
hat The Showmen Are Doing.)

$40 million

ELMER
which began Sept. 1,
eight will be European

A

and promote 48 pictures valued

WARNER. KALMENSON
leased in the year

YOUNGSTEIN

RHODEN. RICKETSON

.

product of any country in the world "whose
picture can make the boxoffice grade". (4)
Cooperation within the industry is essential
if it is to succeed.
"We should be able to
form one combined exhibitor organization
which covers all factions and opinion", he

TDA CONVENTION
(Continued from Page 9)

recommended. (5) Make the theatre a "magyoung people who want careers in a
dynamic business of thrill and excitement".
(6) Public relations is needed and it will re-

net for

quire the wholehearted support of distribu-

Fabian also pointed out that a "system
of arbitration and conciliation is indispens-

tion.

able

if

we

are to live together in friendship

On

and amity".

product, the theatre execu-

more pictures as the only insurance for getting better ones and he asked
tive called for

for a "whole

new

gallery" of star material.

American BroadcastingParamount Theatres president, announced
company,

major investment

"in order to protect our
in this industry",

The convention voted

Owners Committee.
to

COMPO

adopt the report of the

Relations

Committee embracing

a

hensive business-building program.

Press

compreIn

this,

plans to

At the same

enter picture production.

FABIAN

time,

production,

would take

part.

as

well

as

will unload some of its theatres for what
considers a healthier and more appropriate
position as a result of today's industry conditions. "The underlying purpose of our acis

and maintain a sound rebetween good theatres and the

to establish

supply of product so that

we may not

only

exhibition

The convention approved

by Walter Morris, coForeign Films group, that
through
a central agency be established
which theatremen could buy foreign films.
of the

#

#

special counsel, the group voted at
annual meeting in New York to set up
a committee to study the charges made
last year by Abram F. Myers, Allied
board chairman and special counsel, which
led to his organization's exit

mend
steps

do the greatest job of coordinated effort
generation of exhibitors has ever undertaken." He urged the delegates to "emphasize concord rather than discord".

product shortage his company
"given the opif
portunity", (the go-ahead from the Justice
Department). "Our industry is in a turmoil
of revolutionary change," he said.
Exhibition's only course is to "organize to fight,
not for salvage but for salvation itself". Calling for intelligent planning and intensive follow-through to assure the future of the industry, Fabian recommended steps aimed at
rehabilitating the industry.
Theatres
(1)
should have a "physical allure" to coincide
with the development of the tastefully furthe

nished

"new

modern

American

home.

(2)

A

concept by the studios" is
needed since "under present competitive conditions it is impossible for the exhibitors
alone to successfully launch pictures in the
first runs".
(3) Screens should be opened to
selling

executive

group

reconciliation.

a

named Emanuel

At the same

time, the

board of directors, executive committee
and COMPO members enthusiastically
endorsed the industry business-building
program drawn up by the COMPO press
relations committee. (See feature page 7.)
A special committee will study the program, and determine costs and how to
meet them. The plan, primarily a public
relations program aimed at increasing
theatre attendance, was adopted by the
Theatre Owners of America at their convention last week. Among the activities
suggested: (1) continuance of the Audience Awards; (2) an advertising campaign to sell the movie theatre as the best

T.

J.

ER
GOLDENSON

*

invest in production

effect

co-chairman Samuel Pinanski,

Frisch chairman.

this

relieve

COMPO

triumvirate. Sidney Schreiber
and Herman Robbins were re-elected secretary and treasurer, respectively.

to

will

the

COMPO

if the theatre industry is to become
once more prosperous, theatremen "will have

said that

FABIAN, Stanley Warner president, in his
keynote speech, revealed that in an effort to

to

that might

other business conducted at the meeting,
Pinanski and Coyne were re-elected to the

In his welcoming address, Rosen

*

COM-

away program

Stanley Warner vice
president and honorary convention chairman,
officially opened the convention the morning

#

from

PO. This committee would then recom-

source of entertainment; (3) a giant give(suggested by National
Theatres' Frank H. Ricketson, Jr.). In

*

SAMUEL ROSEN,

of Sept. 20.

set in

PO

presiding at the meeting,

lationship

week

return as a member of the all-industry
organization. At the urging of the COM-

COMPO

tion

last

motion plans aimed at bridging the differences between COMPO and National
Allied with the hope that Allied might

it

a resolution presented

chairman

ROBERT W. COYNE

it

permanent committees would be set up to
supervise a permanent organization, working within COMPO, which would be responsible for developing and executing the
showmanship program, one in which distribution,

MADE THE NEWS

its

GOLDENSON,
that his

THEY

—

is

He

were elected treasurer and controller,
of Warner Brothers Pic-

respectively,

hold our present business level but may also
build for the future." Goldenson scored distributors for what he called their "opporand price alone
tunistic position that price

—

o
MARTIN & WALTER MEIHOF-

the only yardstick for selling a picture".
pointed out "it is now clear that divorce-

tures.

Martin, also

company,

fills

made

the post

a director of the

made vacant by

the resignation of vice president Samuel
Schneider. He was formerly controller of
the

company with Meihofer

his assistant.

ment created many more problems than it
has solved. The decree placed the balance of
power in the hands of producers. It brought
about
runs,

the
the

product
exorbitant

the

multiple

rentals,

over-ex-

shortage,
film

tended playing times and competitive bidding and it left exhibitors with an increasing burden of having to be more and more
ingenious in making a profit". He said he
believes it is "high time to take positive steps
to become aggressive competitors for our
fair share of this prosperous nation's huge
we hope that,
leisure time market
through our example, others may be encouraged to take a fresh approach to production."

—

—

.

.

.

MEIHOFER

MARTIN
Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

A New

Drama

Esther Williams in Exciting Suspense

A suspense thriller with psychological
overtones spiced with sex, "The Unguarded
Moment"

totes

of

bountiful set

a

Produced by Gordon Kay

angles.

exploitin

Tech-

nicolor for Universal-International, it brings
Esther Williams a pair of "firsts" that, critics
to agree, will launch the curvesome
on a fresh screen career and build up a
host of new fans. The film marks Miss Williams' initial appearance away from the

seem

star

M-G-M
first

and keeps

aegis,

her,

also for the

time, bone-dry throughout the picture

with nary a bathing suit in sight.

—

from
by another well-known
movie name in a change of stripes, Rosalind
Russell under the direction of Harry Kelturns the audience's attention to Miss
Iei
Instead, a tight, fast-moving script

a story co-authored

—

dramatic
untested
an attractive school

heretofore

Williams'

talents in a portrayal of

teacher caught up in the unwelcome attentions of a sex-crazy student and the plotting
of the boy's woman-hating, near-psychotic
father. Not that the Williams' shapeliness is
completely masked, however. One of the climactic scenes find the star fighting for her
life in a nightgown (see opposite page), well
calculated to display her physical charms.

In the exploitation spotlight is the
between "the pretty teacher and the

Display ads concentrate on the teacher-boy offbeat relationship with sex angle and violence
featured in copy and art. Note provocative sub-title ".
and its shocking aftermath!"
.

.

irre-

lation

boy who grew up too

key
There is some of
"The Blackboard Jungle"
fast!" as the

in the advertising puts

the fascination of
in this

phase of the

unwelcome

line

it.

plot,

an association not

attraction.

any campaign for this type of
Note the ad line at upper right:

"From

moment

in

he whistled in the hall
." with illusshe should have known
tration featuring the assault attempt, an.

.

the

.

.

.

other factor reminiscent of the earlier boxoffice

This

success.

pounded across

in

promotional material;
course for the

the

is

all

theme that is
and

the advertising
it

showman

points a clear-cut
his exploitation

in

for this one.

Universal

is

doing a strong pre-selling job

women's market. The national ad
campaign for "The Unguarded Moment" was
in

the

designed especially for this source of moviegoers and a series of provocative ads, similar
to those pictured here, are set for 25 womanappeal magazines aimed to reach a female
readership of some 43,000,000. They will
form an important part of the advance penetration aiming at a big

fem want-to-see.

An added peg for the exploiteer is the introduction of a new young star John Saxon
to catch the attention of the teen-age
moviegoers. Ever since the late James Dean

—

—

aroused the adulation of the millions of
youngsters, as well as many of their elders,
the studios have been seeking a youthful dramatic actor who will work seme of the same
boxoffice magic.
U-I has an idea young
Saxon may be the ticket for them and has
given him a meaty role as the good-looking
high school football hero, driven into a

sexual neurosis by his father's perversity to-

ward

his sights on the
dramatic effect. Extra
exploitation effort in playing up this "exciting new personality" (see 24-sheet, below)
should pay off, particularly in attracting the

females,

setting

toothsome teacher

to

younger element.

There

is

an

extra-plus-factor,

exploita-

Miss Williams'
business enterprises, several of which are
available for tie-in and offer excellent opportunities to capitalize on the star's non-film
ventures. One is the new Esther Williams
cosmetics line, Moisture Balance, which she
has introduced with a complete advertising
and promotion campaign, putting herself and
the picture in the public's eye via full page
ads in mass publication magazines. Part of
the campaign may include arrangements for
tion-wise,

the

first

showing

in

the

women

versatile

patrons attending the

first

to receive a gift bottle of the prod-

uct with the compliments of the star.

An-

other important tie-in is with Cole of California, featuring Esther Williams swim suits.

With many stores devoting big space to
Cruise Wear, there is a good opportunity for
window displays featuring blow-ups of the
star

and picture

credits.

Miss Williams' role leaves a wide opening
for a "prettiest schoolteacher" contest.
local paper can be the

key to

The

this competition

cooperation with the schools and the theCampaign would feature students vote
to select the prettiest schoolteacher in town.
In promoting prizes the Cole of California
and Moisture Balance tie-ups should be kept
in mind paving the way for local stores to
participate, with excellent art supplied by
in

atre.

both
P«q« 24

Film
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tie-ins for attractive displays.

The Unguarded
Esther Williams,

in

her

tflcmeht
first

all-dry

on the screen, gets a meaty melodrama with touches of Freud and "The

role

Blackboard Jungle" that should gain the
former swim star considerable dramatic
stature. As a beautiful high school teacher plagued by student mash notes, Miss

Williams tries to discourage the ardent
youngster at a rendezvous in the locker
room, only to narrowly escape assault
(right). Endeavoring to protect the boy
from criminal charges, she finds herself
framed both by the student and his
woman-hating father into a compromising
position that threatens her job. The boy
finally

straightened

out,

the

neurotic

father turns on her physically, almost kills

bedroom struggle (above). Son
and father are played, respectively, by
promising newcomer John Saxon and Edwar'd Andrews. George Nader also stars.

her in a

Film
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THtS IS
All

YOUR PRODUCT

The Vital Details on Current

Coming Features

Sd

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

ALLIED ARTISTS

Freeman,

June
CRIME

IN

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

savetes. Sal Mineo. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Don Siegel. Drama. Teen-age gangs and violence
in New York City. 91 min.

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Director Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
FIRST

KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips

Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
in
a deadly game of deep sea fortune hunting and
international intrigue. 74 min.

HILLS, THE David Wayne, Marcia HenderKeenan Wynn, James Backus. Producer-director
Drama. Gold rush tale set in California
Shaftel.
Josef
during the I800"s. A man's never-ending search for

NAKED
son,

84 min.

the precious metal.

Mona

Sullivan,

Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
small Western town.

Harold

stockade

in

54

Barry

Dennis O'Keefe.
Schuster.

Director

WASHINGTON

STREET George Montgomery, James

Best. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Paul Landres.
Western. Outlaws use detective as only recognizable
man in their holdups, thus increasing reward for his
death or capture.
HOT SHOTS Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements. Producer
Ben
Schwalb.
Yarbrough.
Director Jean
Comedy
drama. Juvenile television star is kidnapped. 62 min.
HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.
HUNCHBACK OF PARIS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.
,

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Allan
Peter Garves.
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu

August
RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO HIDE

DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city.

STRANGER

SIERRA

min.

Howard

Jeane Cooper, Kathleen Case. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

Elliot,

racket. 61 min.

FIGHTING TROUBLE Hunti Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
Bl

Lew

Landers. Drama.
on hiqh tower. 80 min.

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Lindsley Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Broidy. Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Producer
Western.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton!
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 139 min.
HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 7/ min.

Coming
CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Bill Elliot. James Lydon. Claudia
Producer Ben Schwalb Director Paul Landres.
Melodrama. Former convict it innocent suspect in
planned murder.

demned murderen

in

the death cell.

June
GAMMA

PEOPLE, THE Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Phillips. Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Drama. Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly
gamma-ray. 79 min.
SAFARI Technicolor, CinemaScope.
Victor
Mature,
John Justin.

Producers

Irving

Allen,

Al-

bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

SECRET

MOUNTAIN

OF TREASURE

Valerie

French,

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

Allen.

min.

1

REPRISAL

David Brian, May Wynn, William
Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray
Drama. Indian maiden helps her people survive injustice of white men.

Producer

Bishop.

Technicolor, Cine-

IT

maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles

Bick-

EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

DUCHIN STORY. THE CinemaScope,

Techni-

Tyrone fo»er, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

color.
toria

leader.

123 min. 5/28.

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Anthony Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda ProDrama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 80 min.
WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven

duction.

Producer

Ritch.

Horror.

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

serum developed by

Director

Fred

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

August

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An undtrworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

MIAMI EXPOSE

Cobb,

ward

Sam Katzman.

Arnold.

Patricia

Medina,
Director

EdFred

Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.
Sears.

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

WEB

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

BOOM

CHA-CHA-CHA
Perez Prado, Helen Grayson,
Manny Lopez. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Musical. A cavalcade of the mambo. 78 min.
END AS A MAN

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, George
Peppard. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James GarDrama. Cadet at military school frames commander and his son.

fein.

FAMILY WAY, THE Judy

Holliday, Richard Conte,
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wife
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival of
child.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Western. Army officer organizes women to

Grant.

Marshall.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
PAPA, MAMA, THE MAID AND I Robert Lamoureui,

Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois. Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian
family. 94 min. 9/17.

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James
Edgar

Barrier.

Drama.

Corrupt

Darren. Jerry Janger,
waterfront union is

exposed.

SEVENTH CAVALRY. THE

Technicolor. Randolph Scott,
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of General
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

SHADOW ON

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

Lee J.
Produce:

Wilde,

fight off Indian attack.

Joan

THE WINDOW, THE

Betsy Garrett,

Phil

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Director
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is the
only witness to a murder.
SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by JacquesYves Cousteau.
UTAH BLAINE Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Angela
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Western. Two men join hands because they see in each
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

ZARAK

Technicolor,

CinemaScope.

Victor

Mature,

Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

becomes notorious bandit.

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved
Faith

Producer

INDEPENDENTS

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

October
PORT AFRIQUE Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife.

Film

Kenya

in

violent death. 9

nell

Barrett

VIELO TO THE NIGHT Diana Dors. Producer Kenneth
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama. A con-

farm

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

September

November

mal

Macdonald
Irving

Adventure. Owner of wild anisaves young native boy from a

Gilling.

Coming

AUTUMN LEAVES

October

Director John

Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress.

min.

CRUEL TOWER, THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

Carey,

BEYOND MOMBASA

EDDY

September
CALLING HOMICIDE

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

ford.

July

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.

November
ODONGO

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM
McGhee.

Gloria

Duff,

Western. 75 min.

72 min.

YOUNG GUNS, THE

Kelley,

Nazarro.

Janet Leigh,

CANYON

Paul

WHITE SQUAW, THE

75 min.

DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo MonRichard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goeti. Director Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiful, notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.

Brian Keith,

OKLAHOMAN, THE

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

River in Korea. 75 min.
Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

talban,

Davis,

NOT OF THIS EARTH

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

THREE FOR JAMIE

Bette

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

of strange

of unscrupulous brothers. 81

July

STORM CENTER

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Kathryn Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians fight for
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. Doctor helps rid town

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy Holliday Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

92 min. 9/17.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

June
(Cavalcade) Eastman Color. African drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Connor.
Director T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu king.

FLAME OF AFRICA

YOUR PRODUCT

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
CARGO (Jacon) Nigel Patrick,

FORBIDDEN

Elizabeth
Box. Direc-

Sellars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney
tor Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents
international dope smuggling ring.

FRONTIER WOMAN ITop
man Color. Cindy Carson,
Adventure.

Saga

EastKelly.

Lance Fuller, Ann
daughter of Davy Crockett.

the

of

smash

Vistarama,

Pictures)

80 min.

PRISON

GIRLS IN

(American International
Richard
Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A girl robber
finds that prison is a living hell until reformed by
chaplain. 87 min,
Denning,

I

Joan

LOCOMOTIVE

GREAT

CHASE,

THE

IBuena

Vista)

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunter. A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
Union spies attempt to sever the South s military rail
lines during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.
HOT ROD GIRL (American International) Lori Nelson,
Chuck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production.
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement

(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands until a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

RUNAWAY

(American-International)
Maria English, Anna Sten. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A study of modern teenage problems.

another nine or ten films to the roster.

Columbia

SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches

tain
its

(American-International)
Pamela DunHayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.

can, Allison
Science-fiction.

Hal
e

bitter

killer

is

bomb

rubble

PROUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL. THE

Inter-

the agenda;

Nicole Maurey. Producer
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
U. S. war veteran, a Germah war briae and a
resolved after a child finds a loaded gun in

Superscope.

IBuena

Vista)

Cine-

Scope releases

ITudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn.
Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. Director Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto Ricans leave
their crowded
paradise for a better way of life

DAVY CROCKETT AND THE RIVER

PIRATES

IBuena

Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
Disney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero returns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
LA STRADA (Trans-Luxl Anthony Ouinn, Richard Baseheart, Giulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fellini. Producer Ponti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
kills his simple mistress in fit of jealousy.
115 min. 9/17
WILD OAT, THE (Carroll Pictures) Femandel, Madeleine Sylvain, Francis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil.
Comedy. Village baker refuses to believe his son is
father of illegitimate son. 107 min.
Vista)

'

I

August
(Kingsley International) Raymond Pelligrin, Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graeti. Drama. A
young doctor learns to love his Ignorant and superstitious rural parents.

MAN

BEAST

(Associated

Producers) Rock Madison,
Virginia Maynor, Tom Maruni. Producer-director Jerry
Warren. Adventure. The story of a mysterious snow
man in the Himalayas.

SHE-CREATURE, THE

American- Internationa
Cheater
Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director
Edward Cahn. Science-fiction. A hypnotist transforms a
beautiful girl into a terrible prehistoric monster.
SPELL OF THE HYPNOTIST
Exploitations, Inc). Eric
Fleming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie Wilder. Drama. The
reincarnation of a girl who lived a
century ago into a beauteous TV performer.
I

1

1

Morris,

I

,

September
FLESH

AND THE SPUR

American- International PatheJohn Agar. Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Western. Two gunmen
search for the killer of their brother.

1

I

)

NAKED PARADISE

American-International
Pathecolor.
John
Ireland,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Adventure. A young American saves
a girl from disaster in a pagan paradise.

PRIVATES
Dennis

young

I

I

PROGRESS

IDCA)

Price. A Boulting Bros.
Britisher romps through

Richard Attenbrough,
Production. Comedy. A
Army life 94 min.

SECRETS OF THE

CinemaScope. Technicolor. Ava
Gardner,
Stewart Granger, Bill Travers. Producer
Pandro Berman. Director George Cukor. Drama. Based
on the novel by John Masters. 110 min. 5/14.
CATERED AFFAIR, THE Bette Davis, Ernest Borgnine.
Debbie Reynolds, Barry Fitzgerald. Producer Sam
Zymbalist. Director Richard Brooks. Comedy. Love and
marriage in a middle-class Irish family in the Bronx.

I

.

|

GUN

ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain.

LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.
113 min. 7/9.

Eastman Color. 8ing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Siege
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
Crosby,

WILDER YEARS. THESE James Cagney. Barbara

Stan-

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

IDOL. THE CinemaScope.
Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest. Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.

LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Ouinn James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman
Deborah

Kerr,

John

Kerr.

CinemaScope

Color,

Producer

Pandro

I

American-International

October

PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Burl Ives.
Elisabeth Mueller. Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

roll"

band plans

Coming
IN

80

DAYS

kill

wife.

109 min.

Todd

(American International
Peter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
•pace takes control of the world until a scientist gives
mi life to save humanity.
tOST CONTINENT IIFE) CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bomi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary. 86 min.
I

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFE) (Lux Film, Rome! PathePrint
by Technicolor. Sophie Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples traced from 1600 to
date in song and dance.
color.

Film

Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Rift. Drama.
finds confidence in the future by believing

in

Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Comedy. Filmization of
directed by Panama-Frank.
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 6/11.

August
VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis. Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

PARDNERS

VAGABOND KING, THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band nelps P'ench Kinq rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min. 9/17.

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

Louis

Hayward,

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film. 84 min.

November
MOUNTAIN,

THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

Tracy,

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105 min.

critically

injured

woman

in

the

Coming
FUNNY FACE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.
O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating

GUNFIGHT AT

brother.

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
lis.

A man

himself.

BARRETS

Technicolor.

HOLLYWOOD OR

EDGE OF THE CITY John
(Michael

Productions) Todd-AO. Color. David Niven. Cantiflas
Martme Carol. Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
Anderson. Adventure. Filmiiation of the famous Jules
Verne novel.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

to

Coming

music.

AROUND THE WORLD

IT

Doris Day,
Producer Marty
Louis Jourdain.
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous hus-

JULIE
I

VistaVision,

William Holden, Deborah Kerr. Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

SS.

OPPOSITE

October

July
PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

Berman.

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
122 min.

November

Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson
Director Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and

Mann. Comedy. Filmization of the Broadway play.

September

September

POWER AND THE

Lisa

Scope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando. Glenn Ford,
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

August
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

WELCOME MISTER MARSHALL

AND ROCK

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE Cinema-

Pro-

ducer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 6/28

SHIP THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE (Continental). Richard Attenborough, George Baker. A Rank Organiiation
Production. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
against her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

SHAKE, RATTLE

Musical

Comedies

July
FASTEST

SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip-minded friend broadcasts the news. 116 min.

IScreen Artl
Lolita
Sevilla,
Manolo Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
Plan that takes place in a small Spanish town.

1

2

3 Adventures

93 min. 5/14.

REEF (Continental) Tri-Art Color.
and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

A Butterfield
of an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

Western

BHOWANI JUNCTION

LIVING

color.

1

June

SOMEBODY UP THERE

DOCTORS. THE

total five; VistaVision, one.

12 Dramas

Kelly.

93 min. 7/9.

United Artists, Univer-

The November break-down:

CROWDED PARADISE
Nancy

MGM,

sal

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

July

RKO

and Paramount will release one. Eleven
of the films will be Dramas. Nine November releases will be in Color. Cinema-

Chester.

E.

supplier

leading

the

Radio and 20th Century-Fox will release
Republic will have two on
three each.

UNDEAD, THE

WEAPON, THE

be

will

with four films, while Allied Artists.

climax during battle of Guadalcanal.

maScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker. Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

IKingsley

re-

add

for

Chester.

WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS

Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor Mendoia. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard and a
woman find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7/23

November

Later additions should

scheduled

Features

lease total 19.

SMOLDERING

of hot rod racing. 75 min.

national)

NOVEMBER SUMMARY

DAUGHTERS

LONELY MAN. THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

lance,

OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Gielgud, Bill
Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Director
Sidney
Franklin. Drama.

Travers.

GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME,

THE Tom

Ewell,

Ann

Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.
IRON PETTICOAT, THE Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.
Russian lady aviatrix meets fast talking American.
RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800 s.
Francis.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's
color.

literary idol.

RAINMAKER. THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.
THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
TEN
Charlton Helton. Yul Brynner, Anne Bax»e-\ Producerdirector Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

COMMANDMENTS,

YOUR PRODUCT

PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
ot returning Confederate war veterans in Texas. 1866.

THREE

VIOLENT

Charlton

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Aeorev
Hepourn, Henry fond*. Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
Ponti
Dino ae uaurentiis. Director King Vidor. Dram*.
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208 min. 9/3.

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence. 93 min.

TENSION

vista Vision,

Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy

DAKOTA

INCIDENT

Dale
Linda
Darnell,
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.
Trucolor.

August
Evans.

Cooper,

Ben

Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.
English.

LISBON

Trucolor.
Maureen O'Hara,
Ray Mllland,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/6.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama.

Trucolor.

Skip

Homiere. Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

September
DANIEL BOONE. TRAILBLAZER

YOUNG STRANGER. THE
ter.

Producer

kindly

impulse,

FrankenMiller. Director John
Son seeks to earn affection from his

Stuart

heimer. Drama.
parents.

Coming

Bruce

Ben-

Lou Chaney, Faxon Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement.

nett,

Cathy

IN TOWN. THE Robert Arthur, Rex
Nolan. Producer-director K. Neumann

Western.

Coming
BLACK WHIP. THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.

Color.

Buddy

OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Oswald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls in
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Sanders, Yvonne
Producer-director Charles
Tale of an international financial

Gabor.

Zsa

Zsa

Melodrama.

Martin.
wizard.

John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

ton,

MAN

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
IN THE
Sharpe.

Karen

off

Color. Sir Ralph Richardson, John McCallum, Colin
Peterson.
Producerdirector Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie boy
has burning desire to own bicycle.

THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray
Producer Herbert Swope,
Dunne. Drama.
Borgnine.

illegal

in

activities.

June

WOMAN'S DEVOTION Trucolor. Ralph Meeker.
Janice Rule. Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.

Marina

Sydney

Berti,

the time of Prince Metternich.

Ratoff. Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the
106 min. 5/28.
sixth of June, 1944.
MASSACRE Dane Clark, James Craig, Marta Roth,
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. King.
Western. 76 min.

July
BAREFOOT BATTALION

Maria Costi, Nicos Fermas,
Krazos. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi
occupation. 63 min. 7/23.
Stavros

Tallas.

Coming
ACCUSED OF MURDER

David Brian, Vera
Ralston.
Melodrama.
Associate
producer-director
Joseph Kane. Two-timing gangland lawyer is murdered
by attractive girl singer.
AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund, Doris Singleton.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. SpringTrucolor.

KING AND

THE CinemaScope

DeLuxe Color.
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.
I.

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,

Trucolor.

Associate

Anna

producer-

HINKEV DINKEY PARLEY VOUS Mickey Rooney, Wally
Cox. Comedy.

OSCEOLA

Trucolor.

James Craig.

Lita

Milan.

Drama.

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbert
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The lives
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.

UNITED ARTISTS

—

92 min. 8/20.

September

THAN LIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new druq
on a father who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/6
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.
QUEEN OF BABYLON. THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montelban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

BACK FROM ETERNITY Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle. 97 min.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews. Joan
Fontaine. Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

October
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Michel
Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank 1 Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adveetures of a young Mexican boy who
•rows a p with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other. 100 min.

FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart. Mary Murphy.
Constance Cummings Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Dram* Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met. but who insists they were lovers. 84 min.

Film

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson.
LAST WAGON. THE CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels

—

trail

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodrama. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfect
crime". 94 min. 6/1

BLACK SLEEP, THE

Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff,
Basil
John Caradine, Bala Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Director Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeon
destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.
CREEPING UNKNOWN, THE Brian Donlevy, Margia
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Director
Val Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth from
outer space infects a human being and turns him into
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy,
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Director Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits murder while hypnotized. 89 min.
SHADOW OF FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent, Maxwell Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al Rogell. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit young
girl.

76 min.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lub'n
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/28

July
Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page.
Reynolds.
Producer-director Sheldon
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min.
JOHNNY CONCHO Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk. Keenan
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuire.
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notorious
reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.
KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray. Vince
Ingrid

BIGGER

along Oregon

A

FOREIGN INTRIGUE

September

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY. THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers. Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in
1897.

55,

August

stein.

Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
director Joseph Kane. Western.

Kay Kendall,
Producer-director G.

Ratoff.

Chaplin.

CONGRESS

DANCES. THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Matt, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during

Milland, Ernest
Director Philip

June
20TH CENTURY-FOX
ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory

A

Jr.

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScope.

Color. Rod Steiger,
Sarita Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Adventure.
Young sharpshooter joins Sioux
Fuller.
Indians at close of Civil War.

avalanche of violence. 70 min.

November

Bur-

RUN OF THE ARROW Eastman

armored transport company's headquarters creates an

Robert Hutton, Paul Richards. Patricia Wright. A C.M.B. Production. Director
Edward Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie stars and other celebrities. 79 min.

Richard

19 min.

1

IS ARMED. THE Dane Clark, William Tallman,
May Wynn, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an

SCANDAL INCORPORATED

Color.

Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Bob
is torpedoed by Jay submarine
Singapore harbor.

McNaught. Drama. Ship

MAN

October

De Luxe

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producers
Eugene Frenke. Director John Huston.

Adler,

SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe

DeCarlo.

Pro-

ducer R. Stabler. Director M. Warren.
DO-R-MI CinemaScope, De Luxe Color. Tom Ewell,
Jayne Mansfield. Producer-director Frank Tashlin.

Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.
Son of department (tore magnet falls for salesgirl.

involved with a group engaged

Trucolor.

locale.

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan
Maria

Niven,

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

July

Elvis Presley, Richard
Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director R.
Post-civil war story set in Kentucky

Drama.

Reason,

Eastman Color. Red Skelton.
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. DiComedy. A trusting soul
rector Norman McLeod.
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.
1

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

Egan, Debra

Webb.

OUTLAWS ARE

November
PUBLIC PIGEON NO.

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

October

Tulean.

Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2,000,000 race track
robbery. 83 min. 6/
Ruth Roman, John Payne. J. Carrol
REBEL IN
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer.
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southerners commits murder. 78 min. 6/28
TRAPEZE CinemaScope, Tecnnicolor. Burt Lancaster

Edwards.

1

TOWN

Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James Hill.
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense drama
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear and
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialist.
105 min. 5/28.

Gina

August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. Color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science

CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker.
Blanchard. Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 76 min.

fiction thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to almost
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incidents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30
HOT CARS John Bromfield. Joi Lansing. Producer
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicate.

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

84 min. 9/17.

Rennie.

HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Freeman, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director John
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror in

BETWEEN

AND HELL CinemaScope. DeRobert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
Luxe

HEAVEN

Color.

World War

II

setting

in

the Pacific.

STAGECOACH TO FURY
Mari

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
find mutual respect and

Comedy Mother and daughter
devotion.

Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

November
ANASTASIA CinemaScope. DeLuxe

Ingrid Bergman. Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Fllmization of famous
Broadway play.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Superscope, Eastman Color. Rich
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard. Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former N«zi
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

RUN FOR THE SUN

Color.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNITED ARTISTS

CONGO CROSSING

(Continued-)

Virginia

Mayo,

Peter Lorre. Producer

September
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope
nicolor. Olivia

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe Myrna Lov
Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy
a diplomat's daughter and a romance-

Producer-director
The

affairs

of

hungry G.

102 min. 8/4.

I.

BANDIDO Cinemascope.

DeLuxe

Color. Robert MitRoland. Prodlcer Robert

chum,

Ursula Thiess, Gilbert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama.
Gun-runninq
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.
GUN BROTHERS Buster Crabbe, Ann Robinson
Neville Brand. A Grant Production. Direcfor
Sidney
Salkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different
side
of law. fight it out together. 79 min. 9/17.

October
ATTACK Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin ProRobert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
army officer and his men during a crucial battle of
World War II. 107 min. 9/17.
BOSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop
Producer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melodrama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political
ma-

mm. 9/17.
FLIGHT TO HONG KONG Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonIon. A Sabre Production. Director Joe
Newman Drama
An airline flight to Hong Kong sparks international
89

intrigue.

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Ouinn, Katy Jurado
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely western
town.
RUNNING TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowlinq
Arthur Franz, Richard Reeves. Producer Jack
Couffer'
Director Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped
fugichased by local townspeople and officer of

are
the law.
tives

November
Paul

Stewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval
officer and his fiancee. 91 min.

Raymond

Nancy Gates. Western. Producer
Gerd Oswald. Western.

Bob

CRIME

Stanwyck

Goldstein

rector

OF

PASSION

Barbara

Sterling

western resort.

Arness,

Angie Dickin-

Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western
gunman gets
'evenge on fellow thieves who desert him when
"Ounded.
son

KING

AND FOUR QUEENS, THE

Color
Clark Gable
Eleanor Parker, Jo Van Fleet, Jean Willis
Barbara
Nichols, Sara Shane.
Producer David Hempstead
Di•ector Raoul Walsh. Western.

'EACEMAKER, THE James
Ian

Mitchell.

Rosemarie Bowe
Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted
Post'

western.

•HAROAH'S CURSE

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincarlation of mummies.
E

'

oLT

AT

PORT

LARAMIE

DeLuxe

y
Jehner,
Diana Brewster. Producer
ecfor Lesley Selander. Western.

Color

John

Howard Koch

Di-

•AVAGE PRINCESS Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
V
Mehboob Production. Musical Drama. A princess
alls in
love with a peasant who contests her right
o rule the kingdom. 101 min.

HARKFIGHTERS,

CinemaScooe,

Color.

Victor

Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
)irector Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of
the Navy's
underwater-men". 105 min.

ANGRY MEN Henry

Fonda, Lee J. Cobb. Jack
An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

Varden.
unlet.

LAURA
Finch.

luriel Bex.
I

mm.

Comedy. A

Technicolor,

VistaVision.

Producer Teddy Baird.

one. 88 min. 4/30.

real

a

August
ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker
Producer Howard Christie. Director Josepl- Pevney
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in

World War

II.

114 min. 5/28.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney

Virginia

Charles
of a

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

Haas,

Francesca DeScaffa

Ken

Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director RichBartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane
82 min. 8/6.

Technicolor.

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedai baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 74 min. 9/3.

WALK THE PROUD LAND

Murphy

Technicolor. Audie

Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
for
human rights for the
88 min. 7/23.

Ward

Randolph

WarnerColor.

Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

September
NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Drama.

Tyttle.

couple

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

in

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

AMAZON

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

venture.
Brazil.

events

Stirring

Amazon

the

in

territory

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

Patty

Kelly,

McCormack, Henry

Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess. 129 min.

BURNING HILLS, THE CinmaScoae. WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

October
Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

Jeff Chandler,

Dorothy Malone

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Jock Mahoney, Martha
Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN
den,

Nolan,

Lloyd

Producer-director

Leith.

in

an Doren,

Carol Baker, Eli Wallach.
Production. Producer-director Elia Kazan.
Story of a gin-mill proprietor and a beauiiful

Maiden,

Karl

A Newton
Drama.

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost
liams.

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

girl.

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd.
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Western.

Cattlemen

fight

to

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

Coming
BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
BEAST OF THE AMAZON Color. John Bromfield, Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry Rybnick.
Director Curt Siodmak. Adventure. Young woman physician, plantation owner and his workers are terrorized
by mysterious jungle beast.

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE WarnerColor. Tab Hunter,
Natalie Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director
David
man.

Drama. Army turns immature boy

Butler.

OF ST. LOUIS. THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of

Color.
the

first

man ever

to

cross

the

Atlantic

in

a

plane.

FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope. Technicolor.
George Nader. Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer

Technicolor. Ingrid Bergman, Mel
Ferrer, Jean Marais.
A Franco-London Film. Director
Jean Renoir. Drafna.

A. Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.

WRONG MAN.

GREAT MAN, THE

Jose

Mona Freeman, Dean

Ferrer,

Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

STRANGE NIGHT

THE Henry Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club is prime suspect in
murder case.
Quayles.

ISTANBUL

Technicolor.

Errol

Flynn,

Cornell

Borchers.

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. AdDiamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.

To

venture.

KELLY

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early I930's.
MOLE PEOPLE, THE John Agar. Cythia Patrick. ProAlland.

Director

Virgil

Vogel.

.

305 N. 12th St.
Philadelphia

7.

Pa.

NEW

Horror.

.

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

men.

run a

Better Serve You
.
Combined At

Office & Terminal

AND ME

Member

National Film Carriers

cattle

ranch after the death of their father.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor.

Rock

Hudson,

Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

WARNER BROTHERS

HIGHWAY

Tully, Sylvia Sidney
St
'y
Rubln
Director Abner Biberman.
?')
Lit^"
eioorama.
Warden of prison gets involved in crime
l

-

-,

mm.

Film

EXPRESS LINES.

June

INE.

ANIMAL WORLD, THE
and directed by
82 min. 4/30.

July
EHIND THE HIGH WALL Tom

into

SPIRIT

Mamie

Richard Boone. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
irtctor Charles Haas. Western. Battle of farmers vs
ettlemen for valuable land. 80 min. S/28.

jet

space

Coming
BABY DOLL

November

WarnerColor. William Hol-

Virginia

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer
and physical limits of man.

Director

satire on the television industry.

of

min.

41

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country. 95 min. 9/3.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

NOW

FROM

GIANT WarnerColor.

October

"nuclear

biggest

August
MEN

SEVEN

Brian

ard

berg.

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

bomb"

A CRY

Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden

Anne

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.

man on

September

pilot.

93 min. 4/28

Kay

7723.

TAR IN THE DUST Technicolor. John Agar,

)

finds

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.

MOONBRAND Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director

HITSIDE THE LAW Ray Danton. Leigh Snowden, Grant
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Jack Arold.
Melodrama. U. S. Treasury men foil countersittrs from flooding Europe with fake
money. 80 min.
Peter

father,

Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers

Vilhams.

AND

fictitous

Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange

June

endall,

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie'
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy
in-

ducer William

UNIVERSAL-INT'L

IMON

TOY TIGER
vents

July
SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

idol.

THE

Mature,

2

85 min. 5/28.

PILLARS OF THE SKY

GIRL IN BLACK STOCKINGS, THE Lex Barker, Anne
Bancroft, Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production
Director Howard Koch. Drama. A series of
sex slayinqs

GUN THE MAN DOWN James

s.

Di-

ambition for her husband leads to murder.
FIVE STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden
A Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama
A woman tries to give FBI highly secret material stolen
from Russians.

terrorize

1870

114 min. 7/9.

I800's.

Col-

leen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William
Demarest' Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during
the

Burr

Raymond Burr. Producer Herman Cohen DiGerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose

rector

Technicolor. Tony Curtis

MOBY DICK Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Richard BaseLeo
Genn.
Producer-director
John
Huston.
Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the men
and ships who hunted the massive whales in the early
heart,

Government fights
Apache Indians in Arizon.

O'Brian,

Hayden.

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

U.S.

Coming
THE Hugh

tradition. 85 min.

RAW EDGE

WILD PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart

BRASS LEGEND.

Nader

AWAY

ducer-director

chine.

George

Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney
Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice have
a
haven in West Africian
lungle because small territory has no laws
of ex-

Technicolor. Written, produced
Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Schell, O. W.
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.
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THE MOST AMAZING THING HAPPEN
AT THE GUILD THEATRE,
NOW SHOWING

T HE BOULTING

NEW YORK

BROTHERS' HILARIOUS PRODUCT

;
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PRIVATES PROGBES
ND WEEK'S

RD WEEK'S
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FIRST

WEEK!
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THE FUNNIEST MOVIE OF THE YEAH

IS

— Zinsser,
"A

hilarious, satirical

— Zunser, Cue Magazine

ing delight!"

"A

Full

Bag Of

ters! Delightful

rises to finest

blithely

comedy! A howl-

British
..

Comic Charac-

.Very funny ... Satire

heights

...

"A Blessed Relief!
Get Post-Haste

"High

To The Guild!"

"A must! More

— Crowther,

and

Beautiful

Y. Post

Hilarity! First Class

N. Y. Times

»r

sophisticateca

clever than 'No Time For Sergir

and what's more,

"A Merry Chase

Corfel

Enjoyable Relief!"
-McCarten, The New

made... A fresh breeze!"
-Winsten, N.

N. Y. Herald Tra

infinitely fun e

-Gilbert, N.Y.lir

of Military Matters!

A

Gale of High Glee... Sharp Satire...
Only Larceny and Solid Laughter. .The
.

"Highly Comical! As weird and won
derful a troop as ever went to war!''

— Cameron,

ci

D.C.A.

N. Y.

News

Simply To Keep An Audience
Laughing!"
-Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram & Sun
Idea

Is

"A delightful spoof ... Choclii
tongue-in-cheek humor... One

l«

ous incident after another!"
-Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-AnjrK
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The Length
of Films
"The

own," said Julian Huxley
incomparable essay dealing
with man's eternal stupefaction in
tion of its

his

in

the

face

of

The

bigness.

ever-en-

largening cycle in three-to-four hour

motion pictures

destined to con-

is

tribute mightily to this ageless
of size. But, this aside,

as to just

fascination,

who

it is

awe

arguable

derives the greater

movie maker or viewer.

That at least some movie-makers
have been seized with this fascination is readily demonstrable in the

monument-

films: "War and Peace", "Giant"
and "The Ten Commandments". In
each case the playing time exceeds

al

and in the case of "Commandments", closely approximates
three hours

four full hours.

It is significant that

while portions of

all

three of these

have been hailed as being

films

VOLUME

24,

NO.

of

theatres of yesterday are fast disappearing with growing attendance at

marks

modern, deluxe-operated houses.
Everyone these days wants to go
first class (including) moviegoers."

of legitimate art

that

is

it

pro-

maximum pleasure. To rob an
audience of the full measure of this
pleasure through sheer physical
causes is to rob their efforts of full
effectiveness.

gest

footage

that

created

floors,

the

at

it

cost

vision's greatest asset is the comfort

per

se,

is

that

a

to

celluloid.

Fluidity in pace has always charac-

How much

terized the finest films.

more desirable that we hear the
audience say at a film's end: "Why
seems

by exThus, the very ingredient for which all film makers
strive, entertainment, has been mitigated by a reluctance to slice footcessive length.

like I just sat

down", rather

than the devastating: "I thought
would never end".

would make them more
compact and more fluid.
age

that

Surely there can be criticism of

extreme cinematic length strictly on
the

ground that

violates picture-

it

making's 90 minute tradition.

For-

welcome to moviedom are those
who would assay the unusual, and
doubly welcome when apostasy is
ever

AppVUB'iiltVV

En th

ii

it

A

si iism

National Theatres' top-brassmen

Rhoden and Ricketson spoke some
good sense at their recent convenon that most elusive of moviedom topics: winning patrons and influencing stay-at-homes. Mr. Ricketson addressed his remarks toward
the physical theatre: "The old, obsolete, inadequate and uncomfortable
tion

DeMille, a George Stevens, a
King Vidor, or their likes, living

like

BULLETIN

A
Film

fundamental canon of art is to say
what has to be said musically, ver-

—

bally,

cinematographically

— and

the

devil take the timid.

However, the proponents of the
cycle of very long features would do
well to consider that both their art

and the boxoffice might be better

how

seen. Tele-

it is

in

ple

While for many a hungering theatreman physical improvements may
be more easily discussed than come
by, the essential point is to take cognizance of the role theatre comforts

appearance plays in
to go to the
movies. A helping hand for financially inconvenienced exhibitors is
now being extended by the Small
Business Administration, thanks to
a recent ruling by that body's Policy
Board. Four-wall theatremen may
now apply for loans for the purpose

and

theatre

motivating

people

expansion and renovation. Here
a golden opportunity awaiting
those who would grasp it.
of

is

If physical theatre comforts have
been ignored by a wide segment of
exhibition, so also has been the attitude Mr. Rhoden so strongly advocates for practicing theatremen enthusiasm! To folks beyond the walls

—

entrusted to hands of great artists

legends of the film-making craft.

in

Ricketson declared.

length,

of

than

scissor

all will

plication

offers

through judicious ap-

both art and
agree that
no criterion of
great film can

of

Certainly

still

few exhibitors
is less in what

sug-

nonetheless urged

is

it

be greater

charm

which it is viewed. "Give the peowhat they want to see and provide them with luxurious theatres in
which they may relax and enjoy a
movie program on a wide screen,
and you'll have no trouble getting
them out of their homes and away
from their 21 inch TV sets," Mr.

profits.

it

Mr. Ricketson. In
their obsession with TV's competiright,

realize that its

upon cutting

interests

greatness,

How

.

.

pro-

running into tens of thousands of
dollars be better left

room

.

tive advantages, too

Though it might strike some
duction men as intemperate to

transcending quality, the overall impression has been diminished

21

served by striving for pith rather
than length. For one of the hall-

in

recent unveiling of three

"

1956

vide

has a fascina-

size of things

15,
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of moviedom it must seem that
moviemen, above all others, have
cornered the market in that happy
posture. But how lacking it is today

many quarters of our industry
"Show business," said Rhoden,
"thrives on enthusiasm
The exin

.

hibitor

asm and impart

To

that

it

.

we can

to the public."

only add our

enthusiastic exclamation
Film

.

must capture that enthusi-
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lUfhtf Jliey'te

Are private American

films

shown overseas

to be suit

J

ject to political censorship, either direct or indirect?
In

the Movie Business

Is

country's democracy strong enough to allov

this

American

1

film producers to portray our defects as well a|

our virtues to be shown to foreign eyes? Certainly, thl
idea of political censorship of films is abhorrent to thl

DISNEY ECONOMY.

American way, whether practiced

of

seas.

Buena Vista, the distribution arm
Walt Disney Productions, after a banner financial year

in 1955, is

season.

obviously feeling the pinch of poor product this
hear that some six salesmen were laid off last

We

week, leaving some territories entirely without local representation for the Disney product. These areas will have to
be covered by the one-man sales force operating out of a
nearby exchange, and many a theatre won't be sold. Figuring the six discharged salesmen at an average of $10,000

annum

per

(including their expense accounts), this adds

up to a grand total saved
penny- wise business?

Did someone say

of $60,000.

torship

would dare emulate.

country's

O

XMAS

Christmas offering. They question the propriety of

re-

leasing during that holiday season a film that deals prina

The

nymphomaniac.

feeling

is

dipsomaniac
strong in some

quarters that the Johnston office should insist that the picture not be released during the Yuletide.

0

RCA AND TOLL-TV. RCA
ends against the middle
television.

On

apparently

when

it

comes

is

playing both

to subscription

the official record, they have vigorously

TV

programs whose
costs exceed advertising revenues, or whose character
would not tolerate the intrusion of advertising, are not
states that "high quality

available for general television audience consumption.
is

It

example, that current motion picture producwhich the film studios could not afford to release for

clear, for

tion,

general consumption unless the proper revenues were derived therefore, are at present probably withheld from television audiences because an acceptable

system for audiThese arguments are
those advanced by Zenith, Telemeter and other

ence-financing
identical to

is

not

available."

pay-TV proponents.

WALK.

the Iroi

results the Ambassador's walkout may hav<
one thing is certain commercially the boxoffio
value of "Attack" received a hefty boost, both here anc

Whatever

—

overseas.

O

MOVIES ON TV. An eye-opening analysis of the movies
TV programming, contained in a study recenth
completed by New York's WOR-TV, is causing raisec

role in

eyebrows among top motion picture and television execu
Most salient fact of the revealing study showed tha
feature films account for 27% of all programs telecast ove:
N. Y. stations and that families in the area view featun

—

films a total of 23 million hours a week.

The

Any

attemptec

projection of these figures brings out the magnitude of

th<

by feature films in current television program
ming schedules. For example, if N. Y. viewing habits an
similar to those of the rest of the U. S., and since New
role played

Yorkers comprise 10%
is

viewing audience,

it

conceivable that televiewers spend 230 million hours

£

week looking at
try. While this

of the nation's

feature films on

TV

throughout the counis a sobering thought for the powers that
be in the movie industry, it is pertinent to keep in mine
that most of the movies occupy the least desirable programming time, either on the very late shows or during
matinee hours. Watched with extreme interest will be the
impact of first showings of M-G-M oldies on theatre business in the Los Angeles area, where they started TVing
them last Friday at 8 in the evening. This is expected to
be the first real test of the effects on theatre boxoffice.

O

0
MRS. LUCE'S

of

tives.

opposed subscription TV through their NBC arm. But
records in the U. S. patent office show that no less than
eight patent claims were granted last July to RCA for
Toll-TV systems. The proposed systems would be coin
operated and designed for a selection of three programs.

The patent

could actually boost ou'

politically,

cipally with the peculiar sexual careers of a

and

It

stock in the countries this side

Curtain.

U-I'S
RELEASE. There's quite a bit of talk about
Univcrsal's judgment in setting "Written on the Wind" as
its

in this country or over
do not believe that Mrs. Luce or any other indii
vidual is qualified to prejudge what the reaction will be ti
any American film at an International showing. It mighi
very well be the very antithesis of those political repercusi
sions the Ambassador apparently fears. Certainly no Euro
pean believes America and Americans to be perfect. Thj
very fact that a film depicting our weaknesses is showi
without restrictions by the American Government wouli
indicate a faith in our democracy's strength that no dicta

We

A NATURAL. Some

I

movie ballyhoomen

un-

recent walkout by the U. S.
Booth Luce, at the Venice International Film Festival, following the selection of Robert
Aldrich's "Attack" as one of two films to represent this
nation in the private enterprise competition, brings up two

doubtedly would
South American Indian for promotional purposes. We
recommend him highly to Metro to plug two current releases, "Somebody Up There Likes Me" and "Lust for

pertinent questions:

Life".

Ambassador

?«<)• 4

Film

to Italy, Claire
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of

the

like to sign up that ancient, 150-year old

GOOD

LOOK

*

AT THE
GREATEST
20 FROM 20TH
IN

OUR HISTORY!

AS BILLY WILKERSON SAYS,

You can even

see

-JfK^
it

without glasses

turn

^ e P ag e

-

all-time greats!
RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S

THE KING AND
Cinemascope

I

55

COLOR by DE LUXE
starring

DEBORAH KERR

now!

available

VIIV Wl

•

THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE FREE
The DeSylva, .Brown and Henderson Story

CinemaScopE.

COLOR by DE LUXE

GORDON MacRAE

starring

YUL BRYNNER

available in

ERNEST BORGNINE

•

.

DAN DAILEY

SHEREE NORTH

available in October!

BETWEEN
HEAVEH AND HELL
CinemaScopE.

ANASTASIA
CinemaScopE

BERGMAN

starring INGRID

COLOR by DE LUXE

now

in release!

ABDULLAH'S

LIFE

HAREM

COLOR by DE LUXE

Technicolor

starring
•

BARBARA RUSH

starring

GREGORY RATOFF

now

•

KAY KENDALL

in release!

THE QUEEN
OF BABYLON
Print by Technicolor
starring

RHONDA FLEMING

•

RICARDO MONTALBAN

available in January!

THE

WATWARD BUS
CinemaScopE
COLOR by DE LUXE

Produced by CHARLES BRACKET!
Directed by

HENRY HATHAWAY

From the best-selling novel
by JOHN STEINBECK

DEBRA P|

I

his first motion picture

appeararf

HEAVEN KNOW
MR. ALLISON
OnemaScoPE'
Starring

i

COLOR by DE LUXE

DEBORAH KERR • ROBERT MITCHUM
BUDDY ADLER and EUGENE FR
Directed by JOHN HUSTON

ced by

WAGH

CinemaScopE

RICHARD WIDMARK
\

ANATOLE LITVAK

QnemaScoPE

JAMES MASON

•

the sensation of the nation irl

starring

in release!

BIGGER THAN

RICHARD EGAN

introducing ELVIS PRESLEY

COLOR by DE LUXE

BRODERICK CRAWFORD
Directed by

now

starring

HELEN HAYES

•

Produced by BUDDY ADLER
•

CinemaScoPE:

THE LAST

COLOR by OE LUXE

•

ROBERT WAGNER

starring

LOVE ME TENDI

available now!

YUL BRYNNER

TERRY MOORE

NovemA

also starring Felicia Farr

I

j

available in October!

TEENAGE REBEL
GnemaScoPE:
Starring

GINGER ROGERS

•

MICHAEL RENNIE

introducing three stars of the future:

BETTY LOU KEIM

•

WARREN BERLINGER

DIANE JERGENS

BEST
AND THE
MOST
FROM 20TH
THE PRODUCTIVE COMPANY

available soon!

STAGECOACH
TO FURY
*reP°r°ti0„
for relea^l
Please early
,„

RegalScope
starring

1957

FORREST TUCKER

MAR BLANCHARD
I

•

WALLACE FORD

P
o

^

^yDWr* 7C0L0R b* DELUXE

UCe

*****

DO-RE-f
CinemaScopEstarring

s best
sell

Ne

mailable for

Pradu^IrT

color

by Of

i

COLOR

TOM EWELL

•

JAYI

Produced, Directed and
the Screen by

From

FRANK

a story by

GARSl

available

now

.

.

.

by special arrangement with

David O. Selznick

THE THIRD
starring

JOSEPH

ORSON WELLES

•

MAN

COHEN

•

VALLI

TREVOR HOWARD

Produced and Directed by CAROL REED

«» OF
WSFoff
6VE
Men
sew,
by

NUn

^

Ti.

'ore/

for «he

live-

V
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INDUSTRY SEISMOGRAPHS

have detected some encouraging tremors during the past fortnight, issuing from
a number of mass-entertainment's most critical geodetic
centers. Fall boxoffice, for instance, prematurely dismissed
as typically sluggish in late September, kicked up its heels
in October with some rousingly solid grosses and now
bodes well to sustain this strength for some time to come.
Reason for anticipating more of same derives from another
happy tremor namely, critical applause lavished upon an
autumnal package of several films from which little other
than routine business was expected. This product, together
with such super-films as "The Ten Commandments" and
"Giant", arms filmdom with a keenly honed weapon to
scrape away the rust and barnacles from winter boxoffice.
In brief, the industry enjoys an edge today most observers
would have been reluctant to accord one month ago.

—

there have been other rumbles.

You have

the sig-

TV

nificant tremor caused by this Fall's
and its lack of
novelty and appeal. This conclusion could hardly be described as fanciful, since our seismic waves stream in from
1)

Trendex

ratings,

newspaper commentary, 3) sales of color receivers
have been disappointing to the extreme.

2)

—which

come as no surprise.
Here is a problem for which Hollywood may offer its
entertainment rival the most profound sympathy. If the
production of a year's supply of feature films in the mere
hundreds drives movie-makers into a near psychotic
frenzy, imagine TV's groaning burden in attempting to
grind out palatable amusement of some thousand times
that quantity. And do it, mind you, with a .45 calibre stopwatch leveled between its eyes. In all fairness to TV peoever

miracle

show up

at

is

that their occasional artistic proficiencies

all.

0
One of the more notable trends of late in mass-entertainment has been a gathering reaction, yet small but rising,
against the sheer "ordinariness" to coin a term of everyday TV. Wherever one goes, it seems, comments arise reminding the listener of the unkind cuts hurled at theatre

—

—

few years back. And nowhere is the outcry
stronger than in suburbiana, no mean population element
to trifle with. Possibly because of increasing economic
fortunes generally, possibly as a result of higher educafilms only a

tional attainments, this segment represents as critical a
pleasure-seeking market as exists in the nation. Its numbers are ever expanding and its entertainment budget a
juicy item to contemplate. It is no accident that in many
locales of this type the well-managed, well-appointed thea-

seems to prosper above that of theatres
ban sectors.

tre
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be said there

i

in

non-subur-

The

would become an automatic

central point

is

bent

that in suburbiana at leas

good films are attracting as much attention as ever. There
while the trend unfolds, however uncertain at presen
it would be well for movie-makers to take note of thi
market and perhaps mark more and more films with an in
tellectual upgrading to exploit a good opportunity. Th
fact that suburban dwellers, like people everywhere, ar
desisting from high cost color set purchases is clear evi
dence that in view of current TV programming it simpl
isn't worth it.

O

A PROXY FIGHT IN LOEWS, we

hear, stands an ex
chance of materializing, come winter's annua
stockholder meeting. Whether Arthur Loew, Jr. timed hi
departure for this reason is academic. Most banking am
investment sources credit Mr. Loew with a standout jol
under difficult circumstances. Some shareholders, and thi
cellent

includes institutional equity holders, held the specious viev
that the company's traffic with TV involving vintage film
would bring an immediate fillip to Loew's market price
of course, did not although revenues under

may amount

arrangement
but over a
is

Video's programming difficulties

ple, the

let it

fore,

It,

such unimpeachable sources as

rush ahead of ourselves,

that theatre business
ficiary.

And

we

yet no mass defection from video tube to movie theatn
Nor is there the prospect, should such a defection resul

7

year period.

some $20
Management's
to

its leasing

million or

more—

chief cushion nov

the possibility of a sharp price appreciation to be realize:

by

virtue of

its

Some

theatre divestiture.

quarters an

dubious, however, maintaining that the market has hat

ample time to discount this prospect since the court decrei,
ordering the split-up has been known for a long time.

The Loew's
Thu^
month.
meeting is set for later that
fashionec
all the ingredients will be present for an old
Donnybrook including dramatic timing. Unfortunate fo,
management have been recent earnings figures. Fortunati
for management have been the decline in stocks generalh
of late, the year-long low ebb of film stocks specifically
the very good possibility that earnings figures (not to bi
released for a while) covering the summer period will re
fleet improvement.
Final date for split-up

is

February

1,

1957.

Inc. stockholders

—

(

Chief Loew's antagonists include at least two highlj
influencial investment firms. Though promising coopera

president,

when all fractious elements buried th'
broom sweeping of the then new
they now rankle anew. High is high, say they

and Loew

is

tion last February,

hatchet to support the

low

—and what comes next nobody knows.

Another unhappy omen: the recent removal after man;
years of Loew's, Inc. from Dow Jones' list of the 30 indus,
trial stocks that make up that agency's famous marke,
average. Explanation: Loew's volume too small to be in
eluded in a group representing typical American indusin,
today.

1

:

Will Ji/tnA from

A

Mrva4 Per Jind

geal Profitable Ularket

US.?

the

in

ENIGMA OF FOREIGN FILMS
by

LEONARD COULTER

tation material

By the time this appears in print Mr. John Davis, the
;tormy petrel of British films, will have arrived in the U.S.
5nce again to

f.

survey the market possibilities for the prod-

company of which he
Arthur Rank Organization.

act of

the

is

Managing

Director, the

has been wiped out by the unleashing of
Secondly, there has been so
nuch said and written about the "product shortage", that
Mr. Davis may be under the impression that now is the

British "oldies"

Hollywood backlogs.

;:he

ime for him to step in and close the gap.

Anyone who listened to the principal speeches at the
New York convention of the Theatre Owners of
\merica must have gained the idea that delegates were
ecent

and other foreign films. Interlational goodwill was oozing from every pore. Visitors
rom overseas were invited not only to address the open
neetings, but to sit in on some of TOA's committee meet-

standing in line for British

ings.

Further to create the illusion of a tremendous upsurge
)f

U.S. exhibitor interest in

Museum

taged at the
ional film fair

of

a

TOA

modest interna-

which, according to present plans,

leveloped in future years on a
7 rank

foreign product the

Modern Art

more elaborate

is

to be

scale.

Talk in Committee

The overseas brigade was hugely encouraged. Major
Angel was there representing the British Film Proucers' Association. Edward
J. Hinge was present on bealf of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, and
thers who shared the dais were Italo Gemini, Thierry
)elafon and Adolph Trichet of the Union Internationale
e L'Exploitation Cinematographique in Paris, and a deleation of distinguished gentlemen from Mexico.

)aniel

The honeyed words spoken in the open sessions were,
somewhat sweeter than the remarks made in
ommittee. There, various exhibitors spoke their minds
owever,

'ankly.

They complained,

^re did not
Jreign films,

variously, about the fact that

any central source in the U.S. from
information about the supply of
or which could supply publicity and exploiexist

'hich they could obtain

someone

they attacked the policy of piecemeal reby one outfit, another by

else;

and they protested that

in too

many

cases

foreign film producers put far too high an evaluation on
the potentialities of the American market for the pictures.

One

This trip must necessarily be vastly different from all
:he others Mr. Davis has made in the past few years because of two factors. Firstly, the television market for

;

leasing, one picture being handled

explanation offered of this apparent divergence of

— plaudits

—

and carping in private is
simply this: that the exhibitors concerned were trying to
give the hotfoot treatment to those U.S. majors of whose
trade practices they have been openly critical for many
months. In other words, there has been no widespread
attitude

in

public

conversion to the merits of foreign films as audienceTOA was simply making a bid to persuade

builders:

Hollywood that a real
was being developed.

threat to

is

the viewpoint held by key

distribution,

who

TOA's wooing

profess

to

supremacy

in the field

Growing

Interest in Foreign Films
This

its

be

of the foreigner.

It

men

production and
unconcerned by
however, fallacious
in

quite
is,

to say that there has not been during the past year or so

upsurge of interest in foreign films
throughout the United States. It is beginning to gain sura very considerable

prising

momentum.

In some parts of the United States small art houses have
been doing surprisingly good business with French, Italian
and British product. At one time these pictures appealed
mainly to older, more mature people the cultured minority, so to speak. But in recent months foreign films have
started to become a 'teen-age cult potentially every bit as

—

powerful as the Elvis Presley craze or the more ghoulish
Jimmy Dean vogue. "Catching a foreign movie" has become the fashionable thing to do among millions of American youngsters whose taste for "off-beat" or unusual entertainment has been fostered to a great extent by TV.

"boom" has not arrived yet, but on all
sides it is evident that exhibitors are more willing to experiment with them than they were even a year ago. Presumably John Davis' information confirms that impression; hence he has with him on his present visit to this
country three important Rank executives Lt. Col. Kenneth Winckles and Kenneth Hargreaves, joint assistant
managing directors, and Harry Norris, joint managing director of J. Arthur Rank Film Distributors, Ltd.

The

foreign film

—

(Continued on Page 27)
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JUNE
ALLYSON

DOLORES

The Wife

The

GRAY
Gossip

JOAN

!

COLLINS
The
Chorine

FOR THE BEST DATES

IN

AMERICA

THE OPPOSITE SEX
Strong B. O. Biz. High Powered' — Variety

A

Winner"-Af.p.

M-G-M

Herald

'Tip

On

See

Bidding:

It

Go

'Boxoffice Bonanza'

CincmaScope u>d

METROCOLOR

JOAN COLLINS

'Strong Boxoffice Contender'

To

In

JUNE ALLYSON
DOLORES GRAY
ANN SHERIDAN

Cinch For Strong Returns' — Boxoffice

'Will Flock

•

— Film

ANN

Daily

In Droves "-alp.
the Limit!'

— The

Daily

MILLER

"THE OPPOSITE SEX"
Co-surring

LESLIE NIELSEN

Exhibitor

— H<illyw(i«d Reporter

JEFF RICHARDS
AGNES MOOREHEAD
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
JOAN BLONDELL

SAM LEVENE

'Strong Boxoffice Potential "-Daily

And GUEST STARS:

{Coast) Variety

HARRY JAMES
DICK SHAWN

Another Big

One

high society of

joins the

M-G-M

PLy b T

•

ART MOONEY
JIM BACKUS

BILL GOODWIN
and MICHAEL

with

Screen

•

FAY

KANIN

BOOTHE

Adipted From PUy by CLARE
Nr. Sow: m... b T NICHOLAS BRODSZKY
«

Lrrici

by

SAMMY CAHN

Dirccwd by DAVID MILLER
Produced by JOE PASTERNAK

hits!

*
m Mapmu

[AtaiUilt
Sumpitmt,
Ptnpttts Slmpttnu tr 1-Cisnml SmW)

Jilth

'Giant"

*ff

ktitiHcttoH

Stirring Epic of Texas

engrossing chronicle of rich and poor Texans.

vid,

Has

eorge Stevens magic touch, top marquee names in Rock
udson, Elizabeth Taylor, James Dean. Acting, direction,

lotography artistic, outstanding. Could stand cutting.
In almost every respect, "Giant" lives

up to

promise

its

being one of the outstanding pictures of recent years,
s in his previous successes like "Shane" and "A Place in

I

Sun", producer-director George Stevens has extracted
ounce of artistry from his actors and technicians, has

e

-ery

mood and setting in authentic detail. Thus, the
Edna Ferber novel of love, power and prejudice in

ptured
jpular

to life, leaving the viewer with the
having witnessed a moving, human,
ghly artistic film. The 198-minute running time is too
ng and the picture could profit by some judicious prun-

exas

comes vividly

sting impression of

perhaps as much as 20 to 30 minutes. The story is not
taut drama, but a sprawling chronicle of one family with
•veral sub-plots and an underlying theme of racial prejug,

But under

necessitating a rather episodic telling.

ce,

hand, plot flows at a good pace. Productop-drawer visually, sometimes breathtaking in its
mception of the wide open spaces of the Lone Star state.
:evens' fine

on

is

The

director's special talent for extracting sensitive per-

rmances from his actors
;th

is

again

made

manifest.

Eliza-

Taylor, as a spirited, wealthy and beautiful Easterner

ho marries a Texan, matches her superb performance in
\

Place in the Sun".

Rock Hudson, the

patient rancher

ho finds himself involved in racial and domestic probms, has never been as effective.
:les,

Both

are tailored to their

giving them sympathy, depth and understanding,

time playing a more
lult rebel, proves irrevocably that his was a great acting
lent. With his unique sensitivity and personal magne-

lamented James Dean,

he late,

this

James Dean,

as Jett Rink, rags-to-riches ranch hand.

eludes Mercedes McCambridge, Jane Withers, Sal Mineo,
Judith Evelyn, Chill Wills and Elsa Cardenas.
is a masterpiece. Ace cameraMellor has caught the overwhelming ex-

Technically, the picture

man William

C.

panse of the flat Texas country, the huge mansion rising
from the plains and the gushing of oil wells, in all their
visual excitement adding immeasurably to the mood and
feel of the story. In the outdoor sequences, the WarnerColor is superb. Dimitri Tiomkin has created a lush score.
The Fred Guiol-Ivan Moffat screenplay has remained
faithful to the forthright Ferber novel. They have kept in
the obvious and pointed censure of Texan nouveau-riche
snobbery and intolerance. The story traces domestic problems of Rock Hudson's family from time he brings wife
Elizabeth Taylor to his half-million acre ranch in the early
1920's

down

to the present.

Miss McCambridge, clashes with her
Miss McCambridge is killed riding a
horse, she leaves some land to ranch hand James Dean.
Dean strikes oil, and in short order becomes fabulously
wealthy and thoroughly obnoxious. Hudson is angered
because his son, Dennis Hopper prefers to study medicine
rather than run the ranch. Daughter Carroll Baker is restHudson is disturbed when his son
less and unsettled.
marries Miss Cardenas, Mexican medical student, because

Hudson's

sister,

sister-in-law.

When

his heir will be half-Mexican.

ing of Dean's fabulous hotel.
.4 tender moment between Texas rancher Rock Hudson and his eastern-bred uife. Elizabeth Taylor.

sm, he vividly projects the

torments of a

ippy ranch-hand-turned-oil millionaire.

restless,

Were

it

un-

not that

from the others in his
Dean's performance would stand as major tour de

:evens has gotten the absolute top
ist,

rce.

Carroll Baker, soon to be given top billing in Elia

azan's

"Baby

:tress of

Doll", demonstrates that she

great promise.

a

is

The expert supporting

young

cast in-

The family

A

attends the open-

fight breaks out

between

Dean and Hudson when Miss Cardenas is refused service
in a beauty salon. On their way home Hudson gets involved in a fight with the owner of a diner who discriminates against some Mexicans. He takes a licking, but is
satisfied that,

at last,

he

is

fighting for a fundamental

justice.

Bros.
IA George Stevens Production!
198 minutes.
Eliiabeth Taylor,
Hudson, James Dean. Carroll Baker, Jane Withers, Chill Wills, Mercedes
McCambridge, Sal Mineo, Dennis Hopper, Judith Evelyn, Paul Fix. Produced
Henry Ginsberg.
Directed
by George
Stevens.
by George Stevens and

Warner

.

Rock

Screenplay by Fred Guiol and Ivan Motfat from novel by Edna Ferber.

[More REVIEWS on Page
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"Man from Del

O O Plus

GcuiKete &<zti*t

Brave

One"

ScoUk&M TZoUhq

O O

"The

Rio"

Plus

Western with fresh plot angle. Enhanced by fine Anthony
Quinn performance. Best returns in action houses. Good

Heart-warming story of boy and his bull. Exciting bullfig
sequence highlights climax. Topflight entertainment for a!

dualler in general market.

"The Brave One" is a tender story about a small b
and his love for the bull he raises and must watch in a d<j
or-die encounter with a skillful matador. The King Bro.
have given this absorbing drama an excellent productio
for RKO release. CinemaScope and Technicolor locatio
shots in Mexico and the bullring are brilliantly recorded b
camerman Jack Cardiff. Despite the absence of any know
names in the cast, enough sentiment, action, drama an
color have been injected to make it saleable to audienc
of all ages in all situations. The heart-warming story an

Anthony Quinn turns
Mexican gunslinger who

in a stand-out performance as a
is made sheriff on the basis of his

When

he breaks his wrist in a fight
and cannot draw his gun, he must use his ingenuity to restore law and order. Robert L. Jack's modest production
notorious reputation.

for

United Artists release benefits from an intriguing

story-twist in the screenplay by Richard Carr.
a bit slow getting to the

Horner does develop

The second

half

is

meat

Although
Harry

of conflict, director

his characters

and some suspense.
A good bet for

tense and action-packed.

very well as a dualler in
general situations. Katy Jurado creates an appealing and
sympathetic role as the woman who rejects Quinn until he
action houses,

it

will also serve

Gunman Quinn accepts the job of
border town in the hope that Miss Jurado and
the townfolk will accept him as one of them. He smashes
his gun-hand wrist in a fight with saloonkeeper Pete
joins the side of law.
sheriff of a

Whitney, but

tries to

conceal the fact because he cannot

draw a gun. Whitney gets word of Quinn's defect and
warns him to draw or get out of town. Shamed, Quinn
accepts the challenge, but bluffs Whitney into fearing that
his information about the wrist might be a trick to make
him draw. At the showdown, Whitney turns coward and
Quinn orders him out and becomes a hero.
United

Artists.

duced by Robert

82
L.

minutes.
Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado.
Jacks. Directed by Harry Horner.

Peter

Whitney.

Pro-

"Cha-Cha-Cha Boom!"

the bullfight scenes give

bers.

Good teen-age

attraction.

OK

strong exploitation angles. Th

i|

spared.

Low-budget dualler features Cuban rhythms, specialty num-

it

Michel Ray, is a 10-year-old dark-haired, blue-eye
English lad who lends poetic quality to his role as farri
boy who grows up with the bull. Fermin Rivera, fameJ
bullfighter, appears in the ring.
Direction by Irvinj
Rapper is smooth and well-paced after a rather slow star]
in developing boy-animal relationships. The rousing final!
in the arena where crowds, overcome with the bull's perl
formance, shout "Indulto", pleading that the bull b|
spared, is high drama. Music by Victor Young catches thl
flair of the matador's cape and the mounting excitement oj
the spectators. Young Michel Ray, who lives with hil
father, a tenant rancher, grows up with a bull given him bj
the ranch owner. When the latter is killed in a crash, n|
record that he gave the bull to the boy can be found. Whej
the bull is sold, the boy follows it to Mexico City and seekj
the President for help in regaining the animal. The bull
put in the ring, and by his artful performance wins admiral
tion of the crowd, which calls for the bull's life to b
star,

RKO.

The matador

consents, bull

IA King Bros.

Cardenas, Joi
Irving Rapper.

Production).
100 minutes.
Lansing.
Produced by Maurice

is

Michel Ray, Rodolfo Hoys,
and Frank King.
Directed

This modest-budget Clover Production for Columbia reon the Cuban dance craze with eighteen
Mambo, Cha-Cha-Cha, and jump tunes (e.g. "Crazy,
Crazy", "Cuban Rock and Roll", "Voodoo Suite") in 72
minutes running time. Producer Sam Katzman, following
his "Rock Around the Clock" formula, has delivered another item that should excite the Mambonicks (teen-age
Latin dance addicts). Many of the pulsating bongo dance
in skin-tight attire,

Els]
tj

for ballyhoo houses.

"Flight

Hong Kong"

to

lease capitalizes

numbers, done

saved.

SU4UU44

1£<XttH$

Q O

Crime-syndicate melodrama set in orient. Action
but plot is third-rate. Fair exploitation angles.

plentiful

This melodrama about a world-wide smuggling ring ha
exotic atmosphere, violence, and Rory Calhoun ij

some

the lead role.

What

it

lacks

is

a plausible plot.

A

Sabr

very good prosThe subject, like rock

Production for United Artists release, it becomes rathe
aimlessly involved in too many location scenes in Honj

can be exploited in most large cities. The roster of
performing talent directed by Fred F. Sears includes
dancers Sylvia Lewis and Dante De Paulo, the Mary Kaye

offer fair exploitation possibilities for the ballyhoo house;

pects as a ballyhoo-house dualler.

gives

it

'n' roll,

Trio, songstress Helen Grayco, and the orchestras of Perez

Manny Lopez, and Luis Arcaraz. The meager plot
how Steve Dunne, record company talent scout, de-

Prado,
tells

cides to go into business for himself because he can't get
along with his boss. He goes to Cuba with friend Jose

Gonzales to find

employed by

a

"new music".

Girlfriend Alix Talton,

competing company, follows him. Miss
Talton joins forces with him, and they convince backers
that Cha-Cha-Cha records will earn a small fortune.
a

Columbia. IA Clover Production). 72 minutes. Steve Dunne, Alix Talton
Jose G
Gonxeles Performers: Perei Prado. Mary Kave Trio. Helen Grayco Luis' Arcarai
Manny lope,. Sylvia Lewis. Dante De Paulo. Produced by Sam Katiman. Directed
by Fred F Seart.

Kong and San

Francisco.

Strictly for action fans,

it

doe

has labored to mak
Calhoun seem like a clean-cut crook amid an assortmenj
of sinister smugglers with heavy accents and light trigger!
fingers. Barbara Rush plays a world-traveling novelid
Producer-director Joseph M.

who
doll.

Newman

"uses" Calhoun, and Dolores Donlon is his well-kepi
Calhoun has a lively hijacking business in Honl

Kong and nearby Macao, but

the international syndicatj

When

Calhoun's buddy is murdered by the synl
dicate, he ships out to San Francisco with a million dollarl
in syndicate diamonds. Killers catch up with him just al
police close in on the entire ring.

horns

in.

United Artists (A Sabre Production). 88 minutes. Rory Calhoun,
Dolores Donlon. Produced and directed by Joseph M. Newman.
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Barbara

Ru»'

hat The

New RKO RADIO

PROMISES..

The

New RKO RADIO
I

^

g*^

g>

:|>

3>

wf
GINGER ROGERS

BARRY NELSON
CAROL CHANNING

The
Traveling
First
Saleslady
Mttrrini

JAMES ARNESS
TECHNICOLOR®

DAVID BRIAN

.

Produced and Directed by ARTHUR LUBIN
Screen Play by DEVERY FREEMAN
front original story by

STEPHEN LONGSTREET

BEYOND
A REASONABLE
DOUBT

pf/ RICHARD
ROBERT RYAN
ANITA EKBERG
ROD STEIGER

EGA

^DOROTHY MALON

in

DANA ANDREWS
JOAN FONTAINE
Produced by BERT FRIEDLOB
Directed by FRITZ LANG
Screen Play by DOUGLAS MORROW

BACK FROM
ETERNITY

TECHNICOLOR
SAM WIESENTHAL
'

Produced by

Produced and Directed by JOHN FARROW
Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER

Directed by

CHARLES MARQUIS WARR1

Screen Play by

WINSTON MILLER

DAVID NIVEN

also starring

GENEVIEVE PAGE

•

RONALD

SQfl

BEATRICE STRAIGHT
WILFRID HYDE WHITE
Story ind Screen Play by

ROBERT LEWIS

Produced by FRED FELDKAMP
Directed by ROY KELLINO

T7|

,CS>

HE KING BROTHERS
Present

E

BRAVE

ONE

during

MICHEL RAY
TECHNICOLOR®
Filmed

DEATH OF

A

SCOUNDREL
GEORGE SANDERS

YVONNE DeCARLO

-

ZSA ZSA GABOR

•

JAMES MacARTHUR

YOUNG
STRANGER

THE

Co-starring

It

KING BROTHERS

y

HARRYS FRANKLIN

IRVING RAPPER
and MERRIll G WHITE

Directed by

4 01 in original story by

ROBERT RICH

NANCY GATES

JANET BLAIR
TECHNICOLOR

JAMES DALY

COLEEN GRAY

•

and Produced by

CHARLES MARTIN

"

HARRY TUGENO
Directed by NORMAN Z. McLEOO
Screen Play by HARRY TUGEND.
original story by LARRY BERNS and DON QUIN
Produced by

Produced by STUART MILLAR
Written. Directed

VIVIAN BLAINI

Co-starring

KIM HUNTER

VICTOR JORY

in

CINEMASCOPE®

Starring

'WSKELTON

Directed by JOHN FRANK EN HEiMER
Screen Play by ROBERT DOZIER

trom

THE DAY THEY GAVE
BABIES AWAY

GEORGE GOBEL
DIANA DORS

Starring

MARRIED
A WOMAN

GLYNIS JOHNS

I

Co starring

CAMERON MITCHELL
REX THOMPSON
PATTY McCORMACK

ADOLPHE MENJOU

TECHNICOLOR®

BLOOM
KANTER

Produced by WILLIAM
Directed by HAL
Original Screen Play by

Produced by

GOODMAN ACE

Directed by

SAM WIESENTHAL
ALLEN REISNER

I

j0—

ft

CHARD BASEHART

JOHN JUSTIN

MARY MURPHY

BARBARA LAAGE
DONALD WOLFIT

in

in

WGER.OFGUHT
I

ALEC. C.

H

Play by

utive

SNOWDEN
PETER HOWARD

Producer.

TONY OWEN

in

Xthe unknown

MAN IN THE

Screen Play by JIMMY SANGSTER
Produced by ANTHONY HINDS
Directed by LESLIE NORMAN

VAULT
Starring

WILLIAM CAMPBELL

JAMES CRAIG

KAREN SHARPE
ANITA EKBERG

'roduced and Directed by

Mien

DEAN JAGGER

Screen Play by MAURICE J. WILSON
Produced by CHARLES LEEDS
Directed by

EDMOND GREVILLE

Screen Play by 8URT KENNEDY
Produced by ROBERT E. MORRISON
Directed by

ANDREW V McLAGLEN

o

Tlie

CYCLO>£

Written.

Produced and Directed by

BERT

I

GORDON

V

"You

Can't

Run Away from

GOO

Rate*?
Re-maUe of

"It

Happened One Night", with
Should register well

hearted, fast-paced.

"The Silent World"
Scuincte IZatutf.

It"

O O O

songs.

Light-

above average.

This lively Technicolor-CinemaScope re-make of the
1934 Oscar winning "It Happened One Night" should
find good audience response. It offers June Allyson rendering several bright new songs and Jack Lemmon contributing the laughs. While oid-timers might say it lacks the
spontaneity of the original, Dick Powell's production for
Columbia release bounces along happily for 95 minutes of
light,

who happily
themselves enjoying this im-

family entertainment, and even those

recall the original will find

mensely. Miss Allyson, as the runaway rich girl, is dainty,
delightful and smartly dressed. Lemmon gives his role of
scoop-hunting news reporter an individual interpretation,
refreshing and laugh-filled. Five new Johnny Mercer-

and comedy is added by
the diverse talents of nightclub comedian Henny Youngman, Stubby ("Guys and Dolls") Kaye, Jim Backus, Paul
Gilbert, and Allyn Joslyn. Powell, doubling as director,
displays a skillful sense of comedy timing, and rolls the

Gene de Paul tunes are

offered,

Unemployed newspaperman

action along at a lively clip.

Lemmon

meets Miss Allyson after she runs away from her

protecting father, Charles Bickford, who objected to her
marriage to playboy Jacques Scott. Realizing there's an

runaway heiress, Lemmon offers to
While hitchhiking, spending nights together (platonically) in a motel and hay field, they fall in
love. When Lemmon leaves to get money from his editor,
Miss Allyson think he has abandoned her. Bickford finds
her, agrees to let her re-marry Scott. Lemmon turns up to

exclusive story in the

help her escape.

Rating

is

for art houses.

seas explorations.

Good

Fascinating documentary of undei
dualler in general market.

This year's Cannes Festival first-prize winner is a faS
cinating and technically superb marine documentary wit

much drama,

action, and imagination as any fiction?
Produced in Technicolor by Jacques-Yves Cousteai
world renowned underwater explorer-writer, and Loui
Made, it took a year to film in the depth of the Medite
ranean and Red seas and the Indian Ocean. Distribute
by Columbia, it is sure to enjoy great success in art house
and should find good response as a dualler in the gene:
market. This amazing record of the oceanographic e
pedition employs highly skillful skin divers, special earner
equipment, aqua-lungs, submarine scooters, underwat
torches and floodlights. Thrilling underseas exploits mak
"The Silent World" an outstanding boxoffice attraction fo
those seeking something new and exciting, as well a
"serious" moviegoers. Actors are the crew of the labor;

as

stcry.

Director Cousteau's English narrath
accompanied by music that blends with the shimmerinj
emerald waters and multi-colored fish. Dramatic incident
include an encounter with playful porpoise following thi
ship a meeting with herd of sperm whales, the cutting o
a baby whale by the ship's propeller, necessitating shootj
ing it to ends its suffering, and the appearance of shark
at the scent of blood to devour the whale.
tory ship, Calypso.
is

:

:

Columbia. ICo-produced by Filmad-F. S. J. Y. C.I
86 minutes.
Produced b
Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Louis Mane. Directed by Jacques-Yves Cousteau.

'The

cover wedding, they skip off together.

Mountain"

ScC4lKC44 IRtl&Kf

O O

PIUS

A Dick Powell Production!. 95 minutes. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon,
Columbia.
Charles Bicktord. Produced and directed by Dick Powell.

Spencer Tracy turns in fine performance in tense mountain
climbing melodrama. Will need strong selling.

"Julie"

mounted VistaVision-Technicolor produc
"The Mountain" is bolstered by a first-rate perform
ance by veteran Spencer Tracy and some exciting
mountain-climbing scenes. However, its boxoffice value

I

Sutiiete IZatiHQ
Fairly engrossing

melodrama

but plausibility lacking.

fast,

of

OK

A

O O

Plu s

romance and murder. Pace
marquee value in Doris Day.

The charm and appeal of Doris Day lifts this M-G-M
suspense melodrama a bit above conventional standards.
The action under Andrew L. Stone's direction moves
good pace, but the plotting lacks plausibility. Grosses
should be a mite above average generally, with Miss Day
attracting some fern trade. Barry Sullivan, Louis Jourdan

at a

and Frank Lovejoy provide fair added marquee values.
Miss Day, who is developing into a fine dramatic actress,
introduces the picture with a

title

tune.

When

she dis-

covers her pianist husband, Jourdan, murdered her

first

husband, Miss Day runs away. Because it is her word
against Jourdan's, police are unable to help. Her late husband's cousin, Sullivan, drives her to a San Francisco hotel
where Jourdan immediately locates and threatens her via
phone. When she takes her old job as airline hostess,
Jourdan boards the same plane. In a struggle in mid-air,
Jourdan and the pilot shoot it out and both die. With the
help of radar and radio instructions from the field, Miss

Day

sets the plane

M-G-M

11

minutes.

down

Doris

Produced by Martin Melcher
Page

H
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Day, Louis Jourdan,
Directed by A-drew

October

IS.

Barry Sullivan,
Stone.

L.

beautifully

tion,

Frank

Lovejoy.

i.

.

questionable since stories of this type have rarely beei

Produced and directed by Edward Dmytryk
two brothers (representing gooc
and evil) suffers somewhat from the miscasting of Rober
Wagner as the wicked one, and Claire Trevor as a Bavari
an farm maid. However, visually this Paramount offering
is very striking. The minute details of the slow and pain
ful climb up snow-covered Mount Blanc in the Alps mak<
for some gripping footage of high suspense and adventure
Tracy, inarticulate sheepherder and once-famous mountair
climber, leads his greedy brother, Wagner, up the ruggec
successful.

the melodramatic story of

terrain of Mount Blanc to locate a crashed airliner. Wag
ner plans to steal the contents of the plane. At the wreck

age they find one
nurses her, while

live,

injured

Wagner

Hindu woman.

Tracj

dead bodies.

Trac>

loots the

woman. Heavy

with

frantically follows, but

falls

rigs a make-shift sled to transport the

jewels and money,
into a glacier gap.

Wagner
Tracy

tries to convince authorities tha'

saved the woman and that he looted
plane, but they are not misled.

his brother really

Paramount.
I0S minutes.
Spencer Tracy,
duced and directed by Edward Dmytryk.

Robert Wagner.

Claire

Trevor.

the

Prol

'956

li

?//» pf kUtiHctic*

The Ten Commandments" DeMille Spectacle Overwhelms the Eye
many
sectacular epic of
lille

g

tradition.

Moses and Hebrew exodus in best De
cast, immense color production, striktoo much length and literal dramatic

Huge

effects offset

resentation of bible story.

spectators will seek.

It is difficult to tell

a version of the biblical tale, or whether the great producer
translated their work in terms of spectacle rather than inspiration.

While the continuity

of scenes

flow smoothly the inspirational element

This overwhelmingly spectacular production is the pinicle of a lifetime of devotion to the cinema art and to sinCecil B. DeMille. It
;re religious beliefs by its creator

—

undoubtedly be the biggest grosser of all the films he
made, and one of the biggest in motion picture history.
:/ith some reservations, "The Ten Commandments" is one
the most visually exciting pictures even filmed, assured| the best picture on a religious theme ever produced.
>nd it may well mark the end of the long and distiniished career of its 74-year-old producer-director. He has
at into this labor of love his typically meticulous planing, huge expenditure (a reported $13 million), a galaxy
stars, and all the technical perfection that has been as>ciated with his name for so many years. One doubts
lat it can ever be duplicated, only, perhaps, if another
eMille comes along in the future.
ill

as

i

The

ie

wonders of the world,
come.

it

should attract audiences for

:ars to

The story

man's basic struggle for freedom and funtold most effectively in terms of one man,
oses. And the idea is adroitly handled by using the
ible's own words spoken by DeMille as a narration
.roughout the picture. At no time is the film didactic or
eachy. It treats the Old Testament story without mys:ism, but as a straightforward account of human beings
agically caught between two worlds. DeMille has drawn
om the most authoritative sources to assure Biblical aciracy. As Moses, the dramatic core of the film, Charlton
eston is moving and believable, presenting an imposing
jure as he receives the Ten Commandments from God
id leads his people to freedom. DeMille has directed with
s usual firmness and inventiveness. He undoubtedly set
me precedents in his use of special effects though they
not always succeed in blending with the rest of the phography. The Exodus from Egypt, the parting of the Red
:a and other sequences are stunning effects.
In fact the
eer bigness of the picture is sometimes overwhelming,
igantic sets have been constructed against which thouof

unental law

is

i

nds of extras play out the epic story of
g and deliverance.

Hebrew

suffer-

VistaVision and Technicolor lend

ope and depth to the production.

Strangely missing from
er,

is

the emotional

among

all

this opulence,

excitement, the

uplifting

howfervor

is

and characters

notably lacking.

casting of familiar movie personalities into classic

is not without its dangers and the results in "Commandments" is not always successful. As the amorous
Nefretiri, Anne Baxter is voluptuous, but not always convincing. Edward G. Robinson as the lustful Dathan is

figures

roles. And though his
Yul Brynner constantly reminds one
of his characterization in "The King and I". Unknowns
might have made these characterizations more believable.
Nina Foch, Judith Anderson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Martha Scott, John Derek as Joshua, Debra Paget and Vincent

never far from his "Little Caesar"
usual dynamic

self,

Price turn in fine performances.

Top

credits are registered

by Edith Heads elaborately beautiful costumes, Elmer
Bernstein's mood-building, provocative score, and Loyal
Griggs' excellent color photography.

Martha

Though overlong at three hours and 39 minutes, "Comandments" has enough exciting cinematic effects to make
one of the mightiest spectacles ever produced. Unquesonably, it will have tremendous mass appeal. Like one of

whether

screenwriters Aeneas MacKenzie, Jesse L. Lasky, Jr., Jack
Gariss and Fred M. Frank delivered to DeMille so literal

Scott, a

Hebrew

slave, places her

baby

adrift

on

the river because the pharoah (Hardwicke) decrees that

new-born male Hebrews are to be killed. Princess Bithian
(Miss Foch) finds the baby in a basket, adopts him as her
own, calling him Moses. Hardwicke's cruel son Ramesss
(Brynner) desires Nefretiri (Miss Baxter) who in turn
adores Moses (Heston) who has grown to be a kind and
able ruler. Heston learns of his origin and re-joins his
people as a Hebrew slave. When he becomes popular with
the Hebrews who are seeking a leader, Brynner exiles him.
Heston travels to Midian and marries Sephora (Miss DeCarlo) daughter of Jethro (Eduard Franz). Brynner becomes king at Hardwicke's death and marries Miss Baxter.
On Mt. Sinai, Heston speaks to God who appears in the
form of a burning bush, and returns to Egypt when Joshua
(Derek) describes how the Hebrews are suffering. Heston
brings the wrath of God upon the Egyptians, but Brynner's "heart is hardened" until the angel of death takes the
life of every Egyptian first-born.
Brynner sets the Hewhen
his
son
dies, but sends his chariots pursbrews free
ing them.

God

parts

Red

the

Sea, the

Hebrews pass

through the chasm of waters which surge closed when the
Egyptians attempt to cross. Moses spends 40 days on Mt.
Sinai while the people, provoked by Dathan (Robinson),
build and worship a golden calf and indulge in revelry.
Heston returns with the Ten Commandments, punishes
the idolaters. He goes alone to Mt. Nebo to face his God,
as his people move on to the Promised Land.
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Yul
219 minutes.
Brynner, Edward G. Robinson, John Derek, Nina Foch, Judith Anderson, John CarProduced
radine, Debra Paget, Cedric Hardwicke, Martha Scott, Vincent Prince.
and directed by Cecil B. DeMille. Scenario by Aeneas MacKenzie, Jesse L. Lasky,
Photography by Loyal Griggs. ChoreograJr., Jack Gariss, Frederick M. Frank.
phy by LeRoy Prim, Ruth Godfrey. Special effects by John P. Fulton. Costumes
by Edith Head. Edited by Anne Bauchens. Music by Elmer Bernstein.

Paramount.
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FROM THE
NOVEL BY

EDNA
FERBER
PRESENTED BY

WARNER

i
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in

WARNERCOLOR

starring

ELIZABETH TAYLOR'
*

..t,

DENNIS HOPPER

•

JUDITH EVELYN

•

PAUL

FIX

.

SCREEN PLAY BY

FRED

ROCK HUDSO

GlIIOL AND IVAN

MOFFAT

•
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*THIS IS ONE OF THE ADS IN THE SWEEPING GIANT CAMPAIGN
APPEARS IN LIFE ON STANDS OCT. 18 AND IN LOOK ON STANDS OCT. .0.,

a
!

A

.

picture of proud people, a love story, a cavalcade --

snflict of
I

.

creeds --a personal

tory of big things

drama

and big

of strong longings--

feelings

- -

This

is

GIANT

open
or
hid

it

inside

you
--you

hungered

JETT RINK
was made of
laughs and
lies

and

loving
looks,

he was
-

made

to

**get to the

^

top--so

he could

•

have the
U»fl IS

MOW

II

JANE wiTHilS »S
»»SHTI SNfTN(

CHILL WILLS AS

MEICEOES McCAtlBIIOSE

UNCLE B**LE»

AS LUZ BENEOICt

DENNIS HOPPE* »S
10»DAN BENEDICT III

SAL HINEO AS

ANGEL OBKEGON

fun of

III

falling all

the way
down
.

MFQ
ArlLO

M

Vi

PA
ULrUM
P\

I\l

GEORGE STEVENS and HENRY GINSBERG

•

CARROLL BAKER jXne'wITHERS CHILL WILLS
mercedes McCambridge sal mineo
•

•

•

directed by

GEORGE STEVENS

presented by

WARNER

.

^
^LV

BROS.

I

^>

HiTIME HAS COME FOR GIANT. IT HAS JUST OPENED AT THE ROXY, N. Y,
^
H'S WEDNESDAY GRAUMAN'S CHINESE, LA. THE CHICAGO. CHICAGO, ^\
*TOBER 25 AND THE METROPOLITAN, BOSTON. NOVEMBER
$t
I.

EXHIBITORS HAVE DEPENDED

jVre

the

SSazine"
shocking

ON

stories

REPUI

TRUE?

RIGHT OUT OF TODAY'S HEADLII

tOXOFHCE PICTURES FOR 20 YEARS

...AND REPUBUC
CONTINUES TO DELIVER!
STRANGER AT MY DOOR

ZANZABUKU
THE MAVERICK QUEEN

DAKOTA INCIDENT

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

A STRANGE
In

TRUCOLOR

NATURAMA
RAY

MAUREEN

MILLAND

O'HARA

by Consolidated Film Industries

YVONNE

CLAUDE
•

RAINS

FURNEAUX

•

DANIEL 199M1 # TRAIL HAII&
TRUCOLOR
BRUCE BENNETT

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

LON CHANEY

FARON YOUNG

•

SCANDAL, INC.
ABOVE US fit WAVE
A wom an's devotion
TEARS FOR SIMON:
ROBERT HUTTON

JOHN MILLS

•

•

PAUL RICHARDS

JOHN GREGSON

•

PATRICIA WRIGHT

DONALD SINDEN

•

TRUCOLOR
RALPH MEEKER

by Consolidated Film Industries

TRUCOLOR
DAVID FARRAR

by Consolidated Film Industries

•

•

JANICE RULE

DAVID KNIGHT

•

•

PAUL HENREID

JULIA ARNALL

J
1

V

FORUm

6XHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

TRADING STAMPS
ITO

of

something

Ohio

We

have been asked by several exhibitors
about trading stamps and have collected this
information to pass on to you.

The ordinary giveaway of trading stamps
means little in theatres because the stamps
do not attract new patrons. With supermarkets, the case
lies

must

eat

and

is

a question of paying

approximately the same price for the same
merchandise at one store or another, the only
difference being in getting the stamps in
large

rather

quantities.

Even

the

super-

markets are finding that the stamp deal begins to lose interest

when competitors take

up with rival stamp outfits. But people
don't have to go to a theatre and giving
away stamps doesn't create a desire to see
a particular picture.

TOA

The

convention recently has pre-

Stamps issued
the rate of one for each 10 cents worth
merchandise are redeemed by theatres
sented to

a variation.

it

at

of
at

the rate of 50 cents worth of admissions for
420 stamps. If the admission is less than 50
cents, the theatre gives
is

change

in cash.

If

it

more, the theatre collects the difference in

The theatre receives 50 cents from the
stamp company with every book. Variations
cash.

can be arranged but basically it
who will accept
a free admission in lieu of some purchase
worth 50 cents.

on

From

our troubles!

make

the determined, all-out effort, will sur-

vive!

It

LEO

this plan

gets infrequent movie-goers

F.

Allied ITO of Iowa, Neb., S.D.

Being quite human, we are prone to critiblame them for all our troubles,
TV, the bowling craze, athletics and school

cize others,

activities, the fickle public, etc.; the stupidity
of the producers, the ruthless greed of the

and

distributors,

practices

we

are

the

unfairness

subjected

to.

of

Chairman

WHAT

of the

BESIDES THE PICTURE

It

has always been an axiom of our busi-

ness that besides the attraction, the public
must be offered attractive surroundings in
which to enjoy it. This is at variance with
the old wheeze about how

they'll

on

sit

tombstones to see a picture they want to see
but given two theatres playing the same attraction, the one with the most comfortable
seats, best projection, clean restrooms and

good carpets plus parking facilities will get
the most customers. But today with old pictures classics being offered on television
the movie viewer can enjoy a comfortable
chair and clean surroundings without leaving his living room.

—

—

Baseball confronts the same problem.
While the National League pennant race
was hottest Brooklyn was playing to 25% of
capacity because the Dodgers were competing against themselves on television. However, attendance in Milwaukee, where the
games are not telecast was significantly high.
says,
Newsletters
Spinrad's
Leonard
extras can the theatre offer? What
provide that you don't get at home?
Premiums and giveaways may be part of the
answer. Even these elementary devices have

can

available to us, carefully selecting, buying,

booking and programming our merchandise
in the best and most attractive manner to
attract the public and get the most out of
what we have to sell today? Are we keeping our theatres clean, attractive, fresh and
the

advertising,

And

we
gimmicks — Dime

inviting as possible?

are

using all
Nights,

Family

$ Nights, Al Myrick's Trade-Atcampaign, etc., etc. the selling efforts that our abilities and ingenuity are
capable of?" Until we can truthfully answer
"Yes" to all these questions unless we are

—

Home

giving

good
P«q» 22

it

—
— we

the old college try

faith,

cannot in
accuse and blame somebody or

Film
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it

not been adequately employed. So
main thing that theatres have given

far,

the

away

is

patronage."

trade

blame
where due, we should also ask
ourselves, "Are we like Secretary Wilson's
kennel-fed dogs that just sit on their
haunches and howl, or, are we doing all we
can to meet and improve our own present
situations?
Are we studying the product

H

few companies
policy by making ad-

of the

this

i

|

justments when the gross did not support)
Recently,

Board

ITO of Ohio

BERCER ON

But, while

criticize

which implemented

}J

MGM

decided to kick over this
Cry Tomorrow" and

j

fair policy and, for "I'll

"High Society", they have insisted on their
full pound of flesh. No adjustments and no
look on these two pictures which means
that, if you get hurt, that is your own
damned tough luck. In the case of one of,

I

MGM

North Central Allied

yielding not one inch of our right to

and

wyn-Mayer was one

WOLCOTT

"What

HOPE FOR LITTLE HOUSES

time again that, when they put a 50% label
on a picture, they feel that the gross will
justify that kind of percentage. Metro-Gold-

the percentage.

can be done!

different because fami-

is
it

else for all

long experience, through the rough '20s and
early '30s, and close study of today's problems, I am convinced that those small now
borderline theatres whose exhibitors will

A

great deal of discussion and questioning

by theatre owners has been going on of late
the
about what has happened to
"friendly company".
For many years MGM's policy has been
that of a really cooperative and friendly
company. They were always willing to
listen to reason. Bill Rodgers, when he was
general sales manager, attended more independent theatre owners' conventions than all
other sales managers combined, and was al-

MGM —

ways willing to discuss our problems. The
company has always pursued a policy under
which, if one of its pictures was overpriced
in any given situation, whether flat or percentage, it was adjusted. Mr. Reagan, the
present sales manager, boasted about the adjustments made by his company at the
recent Senate Small Business Committee
hearings, and rightly so.
All film companies have stated time and

—

these pictures,

Me
"I'll

to

1

venture to say that, "Meet
make than

I

In Las Vegas" cost more to

Cry Tomorrow", and
inaugurate

policy,

will

it

released

company,
choke yourself"
mean that every good picture,
this

for the

"go

1

by every company will be sold on
and that spells curtains for most

that basis,

theatre owners.

This new policy takes Metro out of thej
company class and places it squarely in the same category as some of the other,
Screw Ball companies. For the good of all
friendly

exhibitors,

and for the good of the industry,

we urge you to abstain from buying or booking 50% pictures without a review, and you
should begin with "High Society", unless
Metro reverts to its former sane policy.

MGM

that squeezing a few mo:
going to be their solution. The;
should wake up and realize where tfo
trouble lies. It is not in higher terms; it l
in getting a good, efficient setup in Holly
wood. Metro is pouring a lot of money int<
lousy pictures. Most independent produce
can make much better pictures with half t
money being spent by Metro. It is a pit
that there is such poor management in
organization which in the past has been sc
efficient in making good pictures and gooc
titles.
An overhauling in Metro could dr.
much more than an additional squeeze on th<

nickels

feels

is

exhibitors at this

most trying

time.

Wake up, Metro. Eliminate some of tht
mathematicians and use the same brains tha
your fathers used which came from the college of hard knocks in making Metro the
world's greatest producing company and sc
considered and respected for so very man>
years. Don't allow this great organization tc
go to pot, which is the direction it is present
ly headed in. A great man is one who find;
out that he made a mistake and is willing tc

—

reverse himself.
in this

new

You made

policy.

It is

to call in representatives

a serious mistak<

not too late for yoi

from Allied

for i

purpose of developing a substitute plan fo:
the benefit of all concerned. Allied doesn'
wish to hurt their friends, and we have con,
sidered you our friend for many years. I ara
sure they are extremely anxious to helpj
This can be accomplished in one day's meet
ing between your company and represer.ia
tives of Allied. Do not destroy the good wi
which took Metro so many years to develop

b
-f

0
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Display ads

drama as

in

Columbia's "Reprisal" promises
drawn as a lynch-rope. The

tightly

Technicolor drama highlights Guy Madison in
the story of an Oklahoma town famous for a
particular type of a tree
a "hanging-tree".

—

Campaign Helps

Hard-Hitting

20th CENTURY-FOX SPARKS

Do Bustling Business

'Reprisal'

throwing everything into a
rousing exploitation and advertising campaign to sell "Reprisal", its new action melodrama. Following an intensive personal ap-

Columbia

Guy Madison was

the country, star

TV

the

13 via the

i

i

whooping

it

indicate

ports

wide

Madison's

on

who know him

television

Wild

for his

Columbia's

Hickok adventures,
are

slated to

networks, kicking off on October
heavily-viewed Perry Como show.

Drawing
audiences,

Bill

boxofficers

up in the video market. Rethat many exhibitors have
arranging

been

very

successful

arith

local

distributors of

in

tie-ups

Kellog's Cereals,

sponsors of Madison's television program.
Advertisements in the TV section of daily
newspapers are suggested as one of the cam-

Ibaign's

TV

trailers,

:lips

also

to

i;ell

most effective facets.
and telops are available

"Reprisal" to the cathode tube

help

set.

Farr and Kathy Grant, fern leads

Felicia

Lewis Rachmil production, are also
naking like vagabonds as they hit the pronotional trail to help sell the film with

In the
i

TO PRE-SELL ELVIS PRESLEY'S 'LOVE ME TENDER'

is

pearance tour of cities in the central part of
hit

POWERFUL CAMPAIGN

)lenty of in-the-flesh

appearances.

Columbia exploiteers are making a hard
hitch on the unusual story line contained in
'his Technicolor release. Featured in all the
i.dvertising and exploitation material is a
ketch of the "hanging tree" that figures
|»rominently in the story. This theme has

Century-Fox

has two speculative
show promise of bringing in
the moola. It owns oil wells on its Hollywood studio property, and it has "Love Me
20th

properties that

Tender", the first feature starring the inimitable, undulating Elvis Presley. This show,
to be released for Thanksgiving openings,
promises to be one of the biggest gushers of
recent seasons.

A
sell

jet-powered
the hottest

promotional campaign to

name

in

show business has

been put into operation by the boys from
20th.
The Presley promotion already received a potent publicity send-off on a recent
Ed Sullivan TV Show when the gyrating
teenager idol warbled the title tune in an unusual straight rendition to garner the highest Trendex figures in the show's eight-year
history. Presley will return to Smiling Ed's
program on October 28 for a second appearance, and will sing several other songs featured in "Love Me Tender".
A giant-size tie-up has been set with RCA
Victor to distribute waxings of "Love

Me

Tender" to 3,800 platter spinners. The disc
has an advance order of some 750,000 copies.

largest in

recording history,

RCA

reports.

being plugged on the national and local
levels to link the recording with theatre engagements of the rock 'n' roll favorite's
eagerly-awaited movie debut.
It is

To

focus attention on the saturation debut
"Love Me Tender", an extended play
album featuring four tunes from the film
will be issued on November 1. The album
contains "Let Me", "Poor Boy" and "We're
Gonna Move", in addition to the title song.
RCA Victor will drum-beat the album via
of

full-page trade ads and special promotional

material which will be available to record,

department and specialty stores. In addition,
window and counter displays will highlight
the film and album in retail outlets throughout the nation.

A

two-pronged publicity barrage aimed

at

a national audience penetration of millions

appeared in the N. Y. Journal American and
other papers of the Hearst chain. The 2-part
feature traces Presley's meteoric rise to fame

with plenty of photographs from the 20th
production. A four part profile on Presley

was

also featured in N. Y. Mirror.

I

cleverly

>een

integrated

into

all

facets

of

campaign. Numerous "hanging tree"
tunts are suggested in the pressbook. One
eatures posters hung from trees with this
opy: "This Is Not a Hanging Tree! But

|he

Can See One

j'ou

'heatre."

brary

It is

files

in 'Reprisal' at

the

suggested that newspaper or

might have

stories

on famous

/nchings that could be photographed for
>bby displays or mailing pieces. Another
xploitation

idea

is

to

oose from each side of
f

everyone's reach, of course.

tick to
jiil
i

its

A

—

teaser gim-

stimulate interest consists of a large

of rope in the

sing to those
•

hangman's
the marquee out

drop a

HiifiiHo.'fciiMaaam
Contest Built Into Screen Snapshots
Columbia has come up with a good showmangimmick by incorporating a star identification

ship

contest into the Screen Snapshots short subjects.
Titled "Guess Who?", the contest requires theatre

patrons to identify movie stars disguised in several
scenes in the one reelers. A national winner will
be selected from the contest on each release and
prizes include a screen test, a free trip to Hollywood for the winner and his guest and visits with

famous movie

stars.

Maurice Grad, Columbia short subject sales
manager, calls the promotion as "the most spectacular development in the short subject field ever
brought forward as a distinct selling aid".

Guess
•-•V^

p Who

Contest

lobby with guest tickets
best guesses as

making the

length.

[More

SHOWMEN

on Page 24]
Film
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Hard-Working

Holden

Bill

is

Top Local Level Salesman
'Bundle of Joy' to be Sold

Campaign For 'Sharkfighters'

With Music Via RCA Victor

"The Sharkfighters"
of a

snappy

will be the beneficiary

trio of tie-ups that will

carry a

program into
promotional
wide-ranging
every major marketing area.
Westbrooke Clothes will boom the CinemaScope adventure thriller in over 3,800 department stores and men's shops in the U.S.
and Canada. Keyed to a series of ads in national magazines, the tie-in will beat the
drum via floor, window and counter displays
in the retail outlets. Prizes will be awarded
to exhibitors helping local

up attractive displays. Special

lets to set

materials

play

Westbrccke

available

include

outdis-

window

streamers and playdate posters with credits
to the

Samuel Goldwyn,

Jr. film.

The second

tie-up has been arranged beand the American Chemical Society to beam a sparkling radio campaign
over 360 radio stations in 31 UA exchange
areas. The fifteen-minute recorded program
prepared by the Chemical Society will ballyhoo the film by telling highlights of the U.S.
Navy's fight against the shark menace.

tween

UA

Finally,

local

openings

of

RCA

the promotion

be 453 retailers
drum-beating the tie-in via newspaper ads
in

will

along with RKO. The LP album featuring
Hugo Winterhalter and his orchestra, is
being released the first part of this month,
while an extended play disc of four tunes
from the film will hit record shops later in
the month. The all-speed back-to-back wax-

About Love" and "Some Day

ing of "All

Soon", with Eddie Fisher singing, will be

November

released

15.

The promotional campaign

is

expected to

be going great guns by the time "Bundle of

Joy" makes its Christmas debut. Film
Edmund Grainger production.

is

Gina

Lollobrigida

and

azine on

"Hunchback

Allied

THIS

ceived a nice plug from

Artists

WEEK

of Paris".

re-

mag-

The weekly

CinemaScope production.
*

*

*

SATURDAY EVENING POST
erously

of

space to

its

gave gen-

Kim Novak

6-page profile of the Columbia star

in
in

a
its

maximumi

one of the

lead-

ing exponents of the hard-sell formula toi
make that boxoffice cash box jingle. Other
stars are needed to follow through on this:
proven sales tool.
An increasing number of movie theatres
are urgently in need of in-person appearances by Hollywood stars to drum-beat their
films. Distribution and exhibition are rapid

ly

coming

to be sold

to the conclusion that films have

on the

be sold at all.
than its stars?

local level,

Who

can

sell

if

a

they are

tc

film better

'St.

Joan'

Star on Television October 21
Otto Preminger has promised he'll deliver
unknown "St. Joan" to the Ed Sullivar
TV Show October 21. In this way he'll introduce to the American public the new fa«
he has plucked from the crowd of hopefuls

"One

of

year"

is

Doubt"
the

the best

murder mysteries

of the

way PARENTS Magazine deRKO's "Beyond A Reasonable
the

in its

Bert

October

It goes on to
production a top-

issue.

Friedlob
*

A

his

movie of the G. B. Shaw play
produce for United Artists.
Preminger's talent hunt has taken him tc
fifteen U.S. and Canadian cities and fivt
European. Auditions were held for hundreds
to star in the

which

he'll

of the 18,000 girls

notch review.
*

*

pat-on-the-back review for

RKO's "The

Brave One" appears in the November issue
of MOVIE LIFE magazine. Singled out for
a winning performance is Michel Ray, 10year-old English youngster, in the
of the King Brothers' production.
*

*

title

role

*

Warners' "Giant" garners beaucoup plugs
in an eight-page feature on James Dean in
the October 16 LOOK. Titled "James Dean,
The Legend and The Facts", the article explains his posthumous fame.
954

is

SEVENTEEN

give

1

Holden

to Carroll Baker, rising

scribes

IS,

to exploiting a film to the

*

*

devotes a half-page feature
young actress with
a batch of plugs to "Baby Doll" and "Giant",
two Warner Brothers productions in which
she appears.

Octobtr

comes

would like to see other
page from Holden's book when

exhibitors

Preminger To Unveil
*

BULLETIN

Many

of its potential.

Joey".

Film

of a first-rate selling job.
stars take a

October
issue.
Titled
6
"Hollywood's
Melancholy Blonde", the articles plugs "The
Eddy Duchin Story", and her upcoming
films, "The Jeanne Eagels Story" and "Pal

f*q* 24

The Unknown". The recent debut of his independent production at Baltimore's Stanley
Theatre and the whirlwind plugging tour by
Holden in a host of other cities is an example

it

-*#-

Served O, Our

William Holden accepts a citation from the Air
Force Association of Maryland at the recent
debut of WB's "Toward The Unknown" in Bait.

an

MAG-NETS

the

Take tea and see. Loew's Warfield Theatre
put an attractive sign in the outer lobby inviting
their patrons to have a cup of tea on the house.
The San Francisco theatre used the novel stunt
as a tie-in with "Tea and Sympathy".

on the local level. Consider the outstanding job done by the actor for "Toward

a film

A saturation selling job is planned for the
Eddie Fisher platters and the sound-track
album via deejays on all radio and TV outlets, including the full strength of the Mutual
Network, a subsidiary of General Teleradio

devoted the cover and a 2-page layout to

and display.

ner Bros, star could give a good lesson to
many an exhibitor when it comes to selling

color musical.

"The Shark-

shark leather industry's king-size campaign
to plug the Goldwyn production. Participat-

his

the Eddie Fisher-Debbie Reynolds Techni-

fighters" will be keyed to the kick-off of the

ing

lieve

They'll be selling "Bundle of Joy" wilh
Victor have set a
music.
and
king-size tie-up to beat the musical drum for

RKO

Holden

is one actor who doesn't bejob is over when the director
finishes shooting that final scene. The War-

Bill

Three-way UA Promotional

who

sent in applications

and the $100,000 junket has reaped a harvest
of publicity and interest in both the contest
and the film. Accused of everything frorr
fraud to fakery, the controversial producer
has garnered the headlines in all majoi!

media with his traveling "talent-scouts'
campaign. In addition, all facets of exhi-|
bilion have cooperated with Preminger ir
his much-heralded quest.
Production starts in January at London's
Shepard Studios with Richard Widmark por
traying the Dauphin. Famed British authoJ
Graham Greene is doing the screen adaptal
tion for Preminger.

'Best Things In Life' Tie-in With

National Theatres' Executive

Dance Studio, Hosiery Firm

Booms Movie Page

20th Century-Fox has joined promotional
Dance Studios and

Thornton Sargent, National Theatres'

di-

rector of advertising-publicity, told delegates

Willys of Hollywood, hosiery manufacturer,
in a sparkling 3-way promotion to boom
"The Best Things In Life Are Free". Keyed
to the "Black Bottom" dance performed by
Sheree North in the Technicolor musical, the
nationwide chain of dance studios will push
a powerful campaign to re-popularize the
dance that was the rage of the '20's. Willys
will highlight its promotion of the film with
the introduction of a line of "Black Bottom"

to the circuit's annual convention at Phoenix,
Arizona, that cooperation between newspaper
publishers and movie exhibitors can mean

hose.

tor,

awarded by the

will be

Astaire Studios to winners of an essay conon "Why I Want To Learn The 'Black

test

Bottom'."

The dance

chain, of course, will

ad campaign to announce
that Astaire's is the place to learn the dance.
Local engagements of the CinemaScope pro-

utilize the national

Doris

Showman

forces with Fred Astaire

Dance scholarships

United Artists' controversial film about
crooked politics, "The Boss", is making boxoffice hay with a batch of hard-hitting promotions linked to the forthcoming national elecTop: A blow-up of one of many newstions.
paper stories about the film helped Carl Hoffman, manager of the Omaha Theatre in Omaha,
Nebraska, exploit the UA releose. Below: Abe
Bernstein, UA fieldman, is shown with his knockem-dead stunt to promote the opening of "The
Boss" at the Orpheum in Des Moines. A stuffed
elephant and donkey flank a "politician" to
create election-time interest.

to

duction will be spotlighted in all publicity
while entry blanks will be available at all Astaire studios and cooperating

literature,

theatres.

Willys is going all-out to merchandise its
"Black Bottom" hose with window and
counter displays in specialty shops and department stores throughout the nation. In
addition, a certificate entitling the purchaser
to one free "Black Bottom" dance lesson
will be inserted in every pair of Willy's hose.

extra profits for both groups.

He

executives

in

advise

to

editors

urged
their

NT

local

communities that a good movie page will
readers and dollars to the newspaper.
"Some newspapers ignoring movies have
been ignoring a good customer, motion pictures, and building up our mutual competilure

TV", he

told the convention.

Pointing to a recent readership survey by
Starch & Co., advertising analysts, Sargent
cited the high readership of the movie pages
in the

Los Angeles Herald Express, which
showed is read by 80% of all

the survey

women

readers.
"If the Herald Express,
with good movie features, can show a readership topping the TV pages, then other papers
can similarly profit," he said. "In contrast to
such readership of an attractive movie page,
a Starch survey of 138 papers with ordinary
movie pages reveals much lower readership."

Sargent recommended the use of scheduled times in ads for special pictures, selling
smartness of going to the movies, purchase
of radio spots during peak traffic time, ap-

pealing to the youth market and running of
off-movie page ads.

Day Tours Ohio to Bally

ROAD-WORK
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
Day,

Doris

'Julie'

thrush-turned-actress,

swept

through beautiful Ohio last week with a jetpowered promotional drive to sell "Julie",

Melcher for
beauty was
MGM release.
nonored by Governor Frank Lausche in a
ioroclamation declaring the week of October

by husband

produced

The

\i

Doris

as

RKO

kicking-off gala fes-

Albee, Cincinnati.

Premiere
I

Day Week,

the world premiere of the film at

tivities for

he

Marty

blonde

BETTY LOU KEIM,

brunch with

TV representatives, a
party for local platter spinners at the
Metherland Hilton, several radio interviews
special

WLW

on which

The front of
was the converging point of a

her singing career.

he theatre

20th's

disc
currently
touring
Rennie,
Michael
jockeys in the New York metropolitan area
plugging two tunes from the film "Cool It
Baby" and "Dodie".

—

*

Funnymen

COSTELLO
in a

*

Cameron

Mitchell.

will

in

and LOU
seized the opportunity and got

hefty plug for their upcoming

UA

re-

"Dance With Me Henry", on Steve
Allen's Sunday Show NBC-TV, Oct. 7.

start

The promotional

trek

Pittsburgh, site of the world

RKO

premiere of the

production.

Included

campaign are radio and TV appearances and magazine and press interviews.

in the

4

*

*

BUD ABBOTT

by cadets of the Civilian Air Patrol.
festivities included radio, TV and
lewsieel coverage of the debut, and personal
ippearances by local civic, cultural and

*

*

lewspaper, radio and

;he started

in

TERRY MOORE

has invaded Dixie for
tour in connection with the
Southern saturation campaign for 20th-Fox's

a

13-city p. a.

"Between Heaven and Hell".

lease,

activities included a

ind a tribute over station

cast

"Teenage Rebel" with Ginger Rogers and

RICHARD EGAN

leaves this

*

*

*

NANCY HALE,

*

week on

a

two week personal appearance tour to promote "Tension at Table Rock", in which he
Dorothy Malone and
with
topcast
is

designated "Miss FriendPersuasion" by Allied Artists, will make
the rounds on radio and TV shows and at
civic and promotional affairs to promote the
William Wyler film.

ly

jlrill

Dther

lolitical

Miss

leaders.

Day

also

visited

Columbus

and

boom

the film with a solid dayong program in each city. During her whirlCleveland to

vind tour of

Columbus, the actress met and

with hopefuls in the Columbus Day
Jueen competition, appeared on the
TV Teen Canteen and was interviewed on
>osed

WTVN-

he stage cf the
iersonal

appearance

visit

His twin brother

is

hitting the

road in the eastern states to
grab attention for the sciencefiction thriller.

Broad Theatre.

Highlight of the Cleveland

Those mechanical mammoths »
are currently on tour to stimulate local interest in United
Artists' "The Beast of Hollow
left,
on
Beast
Mountain".
shown in front of the Coliseum,
Seattle, is making a 5-week
tour of the Pacific Northwest.

included

at State Theatre.
Film
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V

MGM

LOWDOWN ON LOEWS

backlog, lock, stock and barrel.

made, but the $50,000,000

Loew

Arthur

is

by

has been happening behind the scenes of Loew's,

Inc.?

takes the view, during discussion of future

and

these

Wall Street bankers against the management?
The answers to these questions must necessarily be of
great significance to the motion picture industry because
of Loew's status as the largest of Hollywood's companies.
Some of those answers can best be obtained, and most
by a study of the sequence
Mr. Loew's decision to quit.

clearly understood,

leading up to

Those events

Wall Street

fall

of events

Phase One
who have "bought

Inc. in the belief that its stock is

might be a serious

lose all control over the pic-

them

when

it

was already

quite difficult to

to the theatre.

As an alternative he proposes that Loew's market the
backlog itself through a specially-formed TV department.
This will accomplish four things: (a) add to the company's
income, (b) enable it to retain ultimate ownership of the
properties involved, (c) by closely governing release policies, minimize the adverse effect on the theatre boxoffice
and (d) open up possibilities of trading small blocks of old
pictures for financial interests in a few key TV stations as
the nucleus of an
television network.

MGM

Mannheim and Stewart
ests

insist that the company's interwould be better served by outright cash sale. Their

MGM

into six main phases, as follows:

interests

The company would

tures and would, in a sense, be competing with itself for
attract

Charles Stewart (Lazard's) follow suit by resigning from
the board of directors?

Were they in sympathy with him, or "agin" him?
What is the latest turn in the struggle mounted by

mistake.

audiences at a time

Why did Arthur M. Loew resign the Presidency?
Why did Paul Mannheim (Lehman Brothers)

the bid

far the highest.

policy, that outright sale of the backlog

What

They put

before the board of Loew's. Several other offers have been

main reasons are as follows: (a)
is not equipped to
enter the highly complex TV, sales field, and establishment
of adequate machinery must involve a great deal of time
and money (b) the profitability of marketing "oldies" to
TV has not yet been tested, and a bird in the hand is worth
two in the bush (c) in view of the decline in the company's recent earnings, a capital gains now would be more
helpful than a problematical income later, especially because (d) under the Divorcement proceedings the company
is about to separate its production/distribution from its
theatrical enterprises and a nice packet of cash would help
both separated companies get off to a flying start.
;

into" Loew's,

undervalued, suggest to

;

Mr. Nicholas M. Schenck, the company's longtime President, that prospects would be greatly improved if a younger

man with

a successful record in the industry could be

found to relieve him of some of his innumerable routine
responsibilities.

Mr. Schenck suggests Arthur M.

Loew who,

as Presi-

dent of Loew's International, has established a remarkably
fine business record. The Wall Street group approves, and

Mr. Schenck agrees to become Chairman of the Board.

Phase

Loew, though recompany's top position and, to assist
him in a program of economy and retrenchment, invites
Messrs. Mannheim and Stewart to join the board of direcreceiving this undertaking Mr.

They

agree.

Phase Three

On

investigation of the company's operations,

heim and Stewart recommend that the

Mann-

Foiled in their attempt to turn a fast dollar by a "snap"

TV

They propose,

argument that a vast program of expansion
the Hollywood studios could be financed with the pro-

ceeds of such a sale, including establishment of a wellequipped TV production unit.

Loew

agrees that the possibilities should be investicommit himself any further at this

stage.

Phase Four

From quarters well-known to them, Messrs. Mannheim
and Stewart secure a firm offer of $50,000,000 cash for the
Film

an immediate

any which, yielding a negligible profit, might be sold
development; or what about speeding-up
income from TV by grabbing a few top pictures from the
post-1948 backlog and tossing them into the pot?

are

for real estate

Mr. Loew decides this is just where h
obvious the Wall Streeters are impatient for
results, and are not likely to be satisfied with steady,
orderly growth. He resigns from Loew's Presidency to go
back to his old job with the International Company.

At
came

this stage

in.

It is

Messrs.

Phase Six
Mannheim and Stewart, surveying

their future,

decide that while they remain as directors of Loew's,
bound by law to serve the interests of all stockholders

(and not a chosen few) they cannot prosecute the interests)
their own employers (and their clients) exclusively.
And, anyway, they are outvoted on the Loew's board.
They decide to resign, so that they may prepare a new
of

gated, but declines to

Pig* 24

for instance, that there be

for other

appraisal of the company's theatre properties in case there

MGM

the specious

Mr.

Mannheim and Stewart cast around
which might be spun off.

deal,

assets

backlog be
sold outright for TV. They bolster their suggestion with
at

is to no avail.
endorsed and put into speedy oper-

Phase Five

luctantly, accepts the

tors.

is

ation.

Two

Mr. Loew, before accepting the position of President,
seeks assurance that the Wall Streeters are not contemplating the break-up of the mammoth Loew's empire for a
quick capitol profit. He is informed that, on the contrary,
the banking houses concerned are motivated only by the
desire for the company's continuance as a dominant factor
in the entertainment field.

On

The bankers' persuasiveness, however,
Mr. Loew's policy
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course of action in readiness for the company's annua'
stockholders' meeting in February.
What Phase Seven might be will be the subject of end
less speculation between now and that February meeting

At

ENIGMA OF FOREIGN FILMS

this stage

more

to put

John Davis began agitating

it was
Rank good-

sales effort behind the British pictures

handling. Universal

(Continued from Page 9)

for Universal

was

anxious to retain the

one reason being that Rank's theatre circuit in Britain
was of great importance. Accordingly U-I established a
department to develop special product. Mr. Davis' complaints about poor financial results continued. Since then
the number of Rank pictures released through Universal
has diminished to a trickle and Davis has signed a whole
series of separate releasing contracts with various distributors and with decidedly mixed results.
will,

The strength of this team has prompted some U.S. observers to assume that the moment of decision has arrived
for Rank. As is by now well known, Mr. Davis has long
and forcibly voiced, the opinion that his company's
have not had a fair shake at the hands of U.S. exhibitors, and that there has been what amounts almost to a
conspiracy against them.
held,
films

Thus,
a

jf

it is

said.

Davis

is

now

ready to put into operation
the establishment

plan he has several times spoken of
theatre outlets in the U.S. for

One

Rank

—

pictures.

report published the other day mentioned as a like-

ihood the purchase of at least two showcases by the

Rank

:ompany, possibly as the nucleus of a small art theatre cir:uit. It is difficult, however, to see what the ownership of
wo houses would do to bring Rank the added revenue he
selieves the company's product deserves.
It is

not so

many

years since the

Rank Organization

two New York theatres they were not successNor
ul.
was the arrangement by which Rank released
nost of his product through Universal. At the very time
vhen the Rank company began producing a steady stream
>f well-made films, and started developing artists of the
:aliber of Alec Guinness, Universal's own fortunes began
o rise. It had more and better product of its own to market. The relative importance to Universal of the Rank
)perated

pictures

;

began

to diminish.

obvious that something new is about to be attempted, and the most logical development would, of
course, be the establishment in New York of an information center and clearing house for British films, and posIt

is

sibly other foreign pictures.
If such a center were staffed and organized on the assumption that it is not the public which needs first to be
"sold" on foreign films, but the exhibitor, there is no tell-

ing what business increase could be achieved.

There is no nationalistic prejudice against the nonAmerican film. There is still a considerable though diminishing
office.

— ignorance

What

chandising

and

—

about

its

possibilities

at the

box-

now is a sustained grass-roots mercampaign among rank-and-file U.S. exhibitors,
is

needed

a firm pledge of imaginative publicity

and promotion

assistance tailored for their patrons.

The more

successful such a campaign, the better for the

film industry as a whole,

American as well

as British.

EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Holden Name, Air

Power "Unknown"

Thrills

gerous rocket pilot angle predominant. ]|
Holden and co-star Vil
ginia Leith are in the forefront with sucl
dialogue as: "So they call you a coward-l
and pure yellow! So you're going to shol
the world by flying right out of it!" Othj
catchlines of importance: "The deeply pel
sonal story of a rocket pilot!" and "One
a handful of very special men
One of
handful of very special pictures!" Williai|
Holden's name is a dominant factor.
the former category,

—

.

On

the local level,

USAF

.

.

I

cooperation wil

promotion element. A|
official directive has been issued to all
Force Bases and 812 USAF detachment

be

a

significant

urging cooperation with local exhibitors sue
"lobby displays, band appearance, VlJ
attendance, etc." A country-wide list of of
cers to contact for each area's coop is ds
tailed in the
pressbook, as well
special bases where equipment seen in th|
picture can be drafted for display.
as

Without
(above)

wasted

a

tells

word

24-sheet

the

the principal exploitation story
Brothers' "Toward the Un-

on Warner
known". There is first the star, William
Holden, blown up big and bold center stage
with a beautiful girl about to be kissed.

Framing

the bullseye

is

the challenging, pro-

mystery of space, the tiny Air
Force rocket emphasizing the dramatic excitement to be found in a thrust into the unknown. There are no adjectives, no exclama-

vocative

They

tion points.
tator's

The

The

aren't needed.

spec-

imagination will supply them.
star's

name draw

is

play Gold Medal award as the most popular
actor of 1955, Holden's record is an amazing
series

of

boxoffice successes,

a

string

ago,

was interrupted during World

War

II

Air Force, and continued to shine brighter with each succeed-

by a hitch

jjomewhere

—

in the U. S.

Unknown",

the

isn't likely to

enterprising

Bill

The

of Air Force men an
paves the way for a variety
stunts aimed to garner spectator and news
paper attention. Among these: a special A
Force premiere for personnel of local USA
bases with Air Force veterans as sped
guests; a special screening for wives of ail
men; a model rocket plane contest and di
play in lobby; display of rocket pilot's flyi
suit in lobby with space for recruiting statioi

Holden

Moreover, he has

ing this sparkling record.

enlisted his ingratiating personality to see to

that his

baby gets

a proper sendoff,

country-wide

mak-

appearance
sweep as part of the advance campaign, and
leaving 'em happy and eager wherever he
ing

a

personal

has appeared.

The

An

advertising and promotional campaign

by Warners

aimed

a

two targets
the general audience with appeal to male
and female, characterized by the ad shown
below, and the action element, with the danoffered

—

is

availability

material

take any chances of endanger-

excellent display could be

made

wit

blowup of the recent news headlines

anl

story of the record-smashing Bell X-2 rockd

at

plane that reached 1900 miles per hour. Dres
this

up with

stills

and

lithos to

nuke

a striH

ing front or lobby.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

at

a secluded U.S.

The

Air Force Base
lives a

WB

17"

(Oscar-winning performance),
"The Moon Is Blue", "Executive Suite",
"Bridges at Toko-Ri", "Country Girl", "Love
Is A Many-Splendored Thing", "Picnic".
Now, as producer and star of "Toward the
"Stalag

that

began with "Golden Boy" seventeen years

Nam-

them wouldn't hurt the campaign a bit
"Sunset Boulevard", "Born Yesterday",

ing

it

a potent exploi-

Recipient of last year's Photo-

tation tool.

ing picture in which he has appeared.

picked

story goes that William Holden's spectacularly steady

the top of the boxoffice star

rise

t|

can be attributed to his uncanny selecj
tivity in choice of scripts, a foxy quirk that has made him probably thj
most sought-after actor in Hollywood. The inevitable occurred hi
applied his nose for a good b.o. script toward a personal productio
and producer Holden came up with "Toward the Unknown", a star

handful of

list

—

of a flier's struggle to

most

select

group

overcome the stigma

of the

U.

seen as a former test pilot

S.

who

cowardice by joining th
Air Force, the rocket pilots. Holden
comes to Edwards Air Force Base aftej
of

Korean prison camp where he had, after months ol
germ warfare confession. How he fights his way tl
test pilot, then to the secret X-2 rocket program, and finally to an unj
authorized rocket flight that carries him to 95,000 feet above the eartn

release

from

a

torture, signed a

forms the basis of an exciting and dramatic personal story of a rockel
pilot. In key roles are Virginia Leith, whose love bolsters his struggle!
Lloyd Nolan as the base commander. Mervyn LeRoy co-producej
and directed the WarnerColor film.
Ads are keyed to star, point up
romantic angle in art combined
with rocke? flight into the unknown.
Copy is dramatically subdued.
P«<jt 23
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Goaded by taunts of his "cowardice" in
the Korean prison camp, William Holden
restrained by John Day, fights his way baej
to test pilot ranking, was vindicated.

;

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
AT NATIONAL THEATRES PHOENIX CONCLAVE
National Theatres executives at Oct. 1-3 annual convention at Phoenix, Arizona. First row: v.p..
John B. Bertero: general manager Frank H. Ricketson, Jr.; NT president Elmer C. Rhoden
Western div. mgr. Edwin F. Zabel. treasurer Alan May. Second row: Fox Midwest president
Selig, Denver,
Richard P. Brous. and division managers M. Spencer Leve. Los Angeles, Robert
William 11. Thedford, San Francisco, and Al Frank, Milwaukee.

W

RHODEN

ELMER

ended National
C.
Theatres annual convention Oct. 3 on a
note of optimism and enthusiasm following three days of concentrated discussions
centered on attendance-building plans.
More than 100 delegates attended the conclave in Phoenix, Arizona, including president Rhoden, general manager Frank H.

ARTHUR

M.

LOEWS

resignation

as

Loew's, Inc., which takes
effect Nov. 15, caught the company without a replacement immediately available.
It is expected that a successor will be
named at the Oct. 17 meeting of the
board of directors, but, meanwhile, it was
apparent that board chairman Nicholas
president

of

M. Schenck was
choice of a

reportedly

company

in a

new

quandary as

to the

The search

president.

being carried on outside the
ranks and the rumors cover a
is

Despite reports that the executive differed with the board over disfilm backlog to TV,
posal of the
and also with Shenck, Loew said in announcing his resignation: "I resigned

wide range.

MGM

simply because

wanted

I

to

make

that the pressures of the job
affect

my

health

.

.

.

my

certain

would not

relationship with

the board has been perfect".

Loew who

took over the presidency Dec.

15,

1955,

remain as head of Loew's InternaBoard members Paul D. Mannheim and Charles J. Stewart also announced their resignations. They had
been named to the board in February of
this year at Loew's suggestion.
will

tional.

an industry financial unit, termed the
Small Business Administration sanctioning of

government loans
the right

step in

England

conclusively

tractive

manpower, adoption of policies which
patrons will more readily accept, and development of a more progressive and
imaginative attitude embodying principles
of real showmanship. Rhoden blasted the

Decision to extend financial assistance to
conventional theatres was made by the
SBA's Loan Policy Board, composed of
Administrator Wendell Barnes, Treasury
Secretary George Humphrey and Com-

"fallacy" that theatremen know nothing
about production and should therefore
not enter the field. Ricketson told the
gathering that the deluxe, first-run thea-

merce secretary Sinclair Weeks. Drivein theatres were not mentioned as being
eligible. Recommendation had been made
by the Senate Small Business Committee
following hearings on motion picture

tres are the

backbone of the company and

more prosperous
has been at any time in the past
five years since our newer and deluxe theatres are making more money than ever
before".
Harrison announced that his
company has decided to meet the compe-

.

field

for

outside

that "this circuit will be

trade practices this spring.

than

the theatre

it

tition

of

free

home

television

with the

"block-buster" type picture, and that Fox
will make more pictures in 1957 than it
has made since the war. It was decided
at the convention that in its advertising
the company would be known as Fox

National Theatres, while still retaining its
corporate name, National Theatres, Inc.

Rhoden

also

a

stantial

stitutions will not grant credit.

plications

may

be

vice president A.

filed

Julian

15,

195*

of their

at

Loan

once.

in-

ap-

TOA

Brylawski had

agency

in their plea for aid.

Loans would

be for modernization, equipment, repair
or operation, but not for mortgages.

has called a meeting of all film company
presidents, sales, advertising and publicity
chiefs for Oct. 18 to discuss a program for

Announcement

The

and advertising department heads resulted
in the call for a broader
conference. The
Oct. 18 meeting will be preceded by indi-

Octobtr

eligible,

represented exhibitors before the lending

O
MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION

of

be

economy

announced the retirement of
Edwin F. Zabel, who had

company conferences

To

communities" and that regular lending

been with the company 31 years.

vidual

investors".

contribution to the maintenance

or advancement of the

vice president

ecutives on the report.

to
at-

owner must prove that he has
four-wall theatre "which makes sub-

suggestion of 20th Century-Fox president
Spyros P. Skouras that discussions be
broadened to include foreign distribution

BULLETIN

have

of

.

MPAA

Film

I

reduction of wasteful expenses, better use

tions contained in a report of the
ad-publicity directors committee.

P«g« 30

what

that could give financial support
our industry and thus make it a more
.

was made following a meeting of the
MPAA board of directors which discussed the business-building recommenda-

STEWART

The New

circuit operator pointed out that

proves

"it

to theatres "a

direction".

claimed, that an agency could be found

Jr.,

revitalizing the boxoffice.

MANNHEIM

co-chairman of

has urged establishment of

and 20th Century-Fox distribution chief Alex Harrison.
Rhoden
outlined a four-point program calling for
Ricketson,

LOEW

SAMUEL PINANSKI,
COMPO, who

.

top ex-

PINANSKI

.

JACK

WARNER

L.

SKOURAS

THEY

& SPYROS P.
reportedly have discussed in-

HEADLINERS

formally the possibility of merging the
studio
facilities
of
their
companies.

MADE THE NEWS

.
.

Spokesmen for both 20th Century-Fox
and Warner Brothers revealed that discussion had taken place but did not say
on what level. The possible amalgamation was said to be based on the fact that
Fox's Westwood studio property has increased in value so much in recent years
its use as a studio site would soon be
uneconomical, while Warners' huge Burbank lot is too large for its present reduced production. The consolidation if
it comes
about would apply solely to
joint occupancy of physical production
facilities, and would not entail any merger

that

—

—

However, there
some speculation that the talks
also involved plans to merge overseas
distribution systems. However, it is generally believed that any amalgamation beyond sharing physical facilities might run

ROBERT

. .

TAPLINGER, Warner

S.

Brothers advertising v. p., has merged his
former P.R. firm with Carl Ruff Associates to form Taplinger-Ruff Associates,
Inc. Taplinger will serve as a director
. .

NED

DEPINET, GEORGE DEM-

E.

BOW

& MARVIN KIRSCH named

co-

chairmen of the dinner committees for
the Motion Picture Pioneers' 18th Annual
Dinner honoring R. J. 'BOB' O'DONNELL. Affair is slated for Nov. 30 at the

SOL SCHWARTZ is
BARTON KREU-

Waldorf-Astoria.
general chairman

ZER,
RCA,

director

.

.

.

product planning for

of

SMPTE

Camden, N.J., elected
president for 1957-58 ... merican International president JAMES H. NICHOL-

A

of assets or operations.

was

also

afoul of anti-trust law restrictions.

DEDICATE PRODUCTION CENTER

RKO
on

board chairman Thomas M. O'.VetV looks
Production Center president Hi man

as

Brown

New

points out
City

York

new facilities to OWeil and
mayor Robert F. Wagner.

Center is major effort to bring picture production back to Mew York. Ceremonies marked
completion of "Brave Tomorrow" first feature

made

RKO

at Center.

o
WILLIAM DOZIER

announced what

he termed "the most ambitious program
that
has had in work since the peak
production days of 1946". Fifteen major
features were among those he listed film-

RKO

ing between

now and

1957, in addition to

three top-budget features.

will release.

Among

the 15

Leaders of 1956 Chicago Community Fund
Drive confer: Robert S. Engelman. Illinois
Allied pres. Jack Kirsch. William J. Burns.

SON

a recent New York visitor completing distribution deals on "The Undead",
Stanley
"Shake,
Rattle
and Rock"
Warner Philadelphia zone ad chief BIRK
home from a two week cruise
20th-Fox publicity head
to Havana
E.
in Europe for
.

P.

report to 20th

SKOURAS,

in his interim

Century-Fox stockholders,

disclosed that earnings for the

showed

first

half

drop of
$634,130 from the first half of 1955. Earnings for the 26 weeks ended June 30,
1956, were $2,156,670 compared to $2,790,iOO of the period ended June 25, 1955.
Per share earnings were $.82 against last
year's $1.06. President Skouras told the
company's shareholders that the recent
of this calendar year

a

purchase of the entire capitol stock of
African Theatres Ltd., including 144 theatres, would be augmented by construc-

Union
South Africa. On the subject of upcoming product, he pointed to "Teenage
Rebel", "Between Heaven and Hell" and
tion of several drive-ins in the

of

Me

man

Mailer's best-selling World War II
novel "The Naked and The Dead". At
the same time,
Teleradio president

RKO

Thomas

F. O'Neil disclosed that plans are

EDWARD

.

.

.

SULLIVAN

promotional campaign meetings on upStanley Warner v.p.
coming product
M. KALMINE
and sales chief
sailed on the Queen Mary Oct. 3 for a
month's survey of Europe for Cinerama
.

.

HARRY

expansion

won

po ss ibi li ties
JA M E S
UA's Dallas exchange,
.

CLEMENS,

.

.

of

the United Artists

Week

drive book-

underway for the integration of all activities between the
Mutual Broadcasting
System and RKO Radio Pictures, both
This new relationship
extend to virtually every facet of
operations, O'Neil said, with emphasis
placed on programming, sales, promotion,
exploitation and publicity.
units of Teleradio.
will

O

WALTER READE
circuit,

announced that

as part of a diversification

his

pro-

Hosts for recent mid-winter Variety Intl.
meeting at Denver: R. C. Hill. John H.
Rowley. James Ricketts.

campaign recently concluded. Announcement made by v.p. W. J. HEINEMAN Loew's sales head CHARLES
M. REAGAN conducting three-dav sales
meeting in Chicago for U.S. and Canadiing

.

gram, will take over the operation of four
former Howard Johnson Restaurants on
N. J.'s Garden State Parkway Nov. 1

Tender", starring Elvis Presley, as the most promising.
Slated for
Christmas release: "Anastasia", with Ingrid Bergman, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes.

""Love

.

BINNARD

.

SPYROS

big projects slated to start will be Nor-

.

.

.

ARTHUR
ALLIED THEATRE OWNERS OF
an sales managers. President
will address the gathering
M.

LOEW

INDIANA

all

set

for

their

convention in Indianapolis.
clude Allied president

market analyst

0

lied general

A. COLE, Julius Gordon and
Bob Morrell were hard at work last week

COL. H.

...DIED:

Oct.

.

.

22-24

Speakers in-

RUBEN SHOR,
AlABRAM F. MYERS

AL SINDLINGER,

counsel

BERT FRIEDLOB,

ducer, of cancer.

He was

pro-

49.

on plans to make Allied States annual
convention an outstanding success. The
is scheduled for Nov. 27-29 in

CINEMASCOPE MEMO:

conclave

Century-Fox last week released
this memo on the standardization of CinemaScope: "Beginning with 'Bus Stop' and
continuing with all subsequent CinemaScope productions, the picture will be
photographed to project with the so-called
standard CinemaScope optical aperture.
20th

Dallas and will be dedicated to Col. Cole.

The

exhibitor organization's board of di-

rectors will

meet

in Dallas

mediate^ preceding

the

two days imconvention to

consider two major issues: (1) the attitude of the film companies toward Allied
president Ruben Shor's proposal for a
top-level conference,

of

COMPO

lied
its

and (2) the attitude
on the reforms which the Al-

board has specified as requisite for

return to membership.

convention

goals,

Allied

In outlining
said: "Allied

its

leaders believe that the movies are here to
stay and are planning for the future".

'GIANT' PREVIEWED
Gathered for preview of Warner Brothers'
"Giant" at S.Y. Roxy: WB Eastern sales head
Jules Lapidus. producer Henry Ginsberg. Minnesota Amusement Co.'s John Branton. If B
sales chief Roy Haines. Minn. Amuse. Co.'s
Charles Winchell.

This projection aperture has dimensions
by .839 inches wide

of .715 inches high

with

the

center

of

picture

.049

inches

from film center instead of .019 inches as
was used with the full width CinemaScope
prints. This applies to both four track
magnetic prints and to optical prints."
Film
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THIS

IS

YOUR PRODUCT
Coming Features

All The Vital Details on Current &>

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

ALLIED ARTISTS

Freeman,

June
CRIME

IN

savetes,

Producer Vincent Fennelly. DirecDrama. Teen-age gangs and violence

Mineo.

Don Siegel.

tor
in

THE STREETS James Whitemore, John Cas-

Sal

New

York City.

min.

91

TEXAN, THE CinemaScope, Technicolor. Joel
McCrea, Wallace Ford. Producer Walter Mirisch. Di-

FIRST

rector Byron Haskin. Western. Sam Houston helps
Texans win independence from Mexico. 82 min.
KING OF THE CORAL SEA Chips Rafferty, Charles
Tingwell, lima Adey. Producer Chips Rafferty. Director
Lee Robinson. Adventure. A beautiful girl is the pawn
fortune hunting and
in a deadly game of deep sea
international intrigue. 74 min.

NAKED

HILLS, THE David Wayne, Marcia HenderKeenan VVynn, James Backus. Producer-director

son,

Josef Shaftel. Drama. Gold
during the 1800 s. A man's
the precious metal. 84 min.

rush tale

set

California

in

never-ending

search

for

July
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT

John Payne. Mona Freeman.
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu
River

in

Korea.

Harold

stockade

in

54

Barry

Mona

Sullivan,

Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
small Western town.

Dennis O'Keefe.
Schuster.

Director

WASHINGTON

STREET George Montgomery, James

Best. Producer Vincent Fennelly. Director Paul Landres.
Western. Outlaws use detective as only recognizable
man in their holdups, thus increasing reward for his
death or capture.
HOT SHOTS Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements. Producer
Yarbrough.
Comedy
Schwalb.
Director Jean
Ben
drama. Juvenile television star is kidnapped. 62 min.
Clements.
Hall,
Stanley
HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST Huntz
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle wilh unscrupulous hypnotist.
HUNCHBACK OF PARIS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.

NOT OF THIS EARTH

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
of strange murders plagues large western city. 80 min.
OKLAHOMAN, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. Doctor helps rid town
of unscrupulous brothers. 81 min.

STRANGER

SIERRA

Howard

Duff,

Gloria

McGhee.

DAWN

Carson, Mickey
Producer Herman

notorious

woman who

trial for the

murder

is sole heir to a vast fortune
of her lover. 85 min.

August
RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

NO PLACE TO

HIDE DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef

GAMMA
Phillips.

pellets

threaten

Paul Douglas, Eva Bartok, Leslie
Producer John Gossage. Director John Gilling.
Mad dictator rules Balkan nation with deadly

Drama.
gamma-ray. 79 min.

CinemaScope.

Victor
Mature,
Irving Allen, Al-

John Justin. Producers
bert Broccoli. Directed by Terence Young. Adventure.
White hunter seeks revenge for the murder of his sister
and son at the hands of the Mau Mau. 91 min. 4/30.

MOUNTAIN

OF TREASURE

SECRET

Valerie

French.

William Prince, Raymond Burr. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Seymour Friedman. Adventure. Three
men who seek treasure of gold in mountain hideout are
thwarted by half-breed Indian. 68 min. 6/28.

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr
Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Dire

Grant.

Jeane Cooper, Kathleen Case. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

EARTH

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

Joan

DUCHIN

EDDY

September
CALLING HOMICIDE

Elliot,

STORY.

THE

CinemaScope,

Techni-

Tyrone rower, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

color.
toria

123 min. 5/28.

leader.

racket. 41 min.

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope,

FIGHTING TROUBLE Hunti Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

Anthony

Technicolor.

Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda ProDrama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 80 min.
WEREWOLF. THE Don Megowan, Joyce Holden, Steven
Steel,

duction.

Producer

Ritch.

Horror.

Man

Sam Katzman.

turns

serum developed by

Director

Fred

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

August

min.

f

WHITE SQUAW, THE

David Brian, May Wynn, Willia
Wallace MacDonald. Director Ra
Drama. Indian maiden helps her people su

Producer

Bishop.

Nazarro.

vive injustice of white men. 73 min.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor, Cin

maScope. June Allyson,

Jack Lemmon, Charles Bic
Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporte
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 90 min.

October
CRUEL TOWER, THE John

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Charles McGraw. Producer Lindsley Parsons. Director
Lew Landers. Drama. Steeplejacks fight for woman
on high tower. 80 min.

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Broidy. Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Producer
Western.

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30
HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

September

November

MIAMI EXPOSE

Cobb.

Kenneth

ward

Sam Katzman.

A

con-

Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

Color. Gary Cooper.
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 13? min. 10/1

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

SINNER

Diana
Dors.
Producer
Lee Thompson. Drama.
murderess in the death cell.
J.

demned
FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

HIGH TERRACE

Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.

Arnold.

Lee J.
Produce!

Patricia

Medina,
Director

EdFred

Sears.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

WEB

Perez Prado, Helen Grays
Manny Lopez. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fre
Sears. Musical. A cavalcade of the mambo. 78 min.

END AS A MAN

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, Georg
Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James Ga
at military school frames c

Drama. Cadet
mander and his son.

fein.

FAMILY WAY. THE Judy

Holiiday, Richard Cont"
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Direcro
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wit
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival o
child.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

Bill Elliot, James Lydon, Claudia
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.
Melodrama. Former convict is innocent suspect in
planned murder. 63 min.

Barrett.

Film

Murphy,

Kathry

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller, Carol Thurston. Pr~
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-ma
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroye
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Te
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistake
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money
Robert Lamoureux
PAPA. MAMA. THE MAID AND
Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul L
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parlsia
I

family. 94 min. 9/17.

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James
Edgar

Barrier.

Drama.

Corrupt

Darren, Jerry Janger
waterfront union
i

exposed.

SEVENTH CAVALRY. THE

Technicolor. Randolph Scott:
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Josepl
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of Genera
Custer's famed "7th Cav.".

THE WINDOW. THE

Betsy Garrett,

Phi,

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Directoi
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is thij
only witness to a murder.
SILENT WORLD. THE Eastman Color. Adventure filrr!
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceono
graphic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacques
Yves Cousteau.
UTAH BLAINE Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings. Angel;
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears
Western. Two men join hands because they see in eactj
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey. Pre
ducer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A.
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different
life.

CinemaScope. Victor Maturej
Technicolor,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production^
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruleti

ZARAK

becomes notorious bandit.

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
Producer George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved
Faith

•

INDEPENDENTS

October

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Audie

Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director Georg
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Coming

CinemaScope. Cor
Producer Tony Owen. Dire
Leopard Men see

Technicolor,

Wilde, Donna Reed.

SHADOW ON

AUTUMN LEAVES

Director

fight

fight off Indian attack.

July

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.

Harper.

Kathryn

tor George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

Peppard.

Technicolor,

the

YOUNG GUNS, THE

BLONDE

REPRISAL

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM

PEOPLE. THE

city.

81

November

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

Janet Leigh,

CANYON

Germ warfare

Kelle>

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Macdonal
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Alle
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild an
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
violent death. 91 min.

nell

SAFARI

Shaftel. Drama.
72 min.

Paul

ODONGO

BEYOND MOMBASA

June

Ricardo MonHayes Goetz. DirecThomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautiLaraine Day,

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer
ful,

Brian Keith,

Coming
Jack

75 min.

THREE FOR JAMIE

Davis,

Bette

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Danii
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal
"controversial" from her library, embroils a ima
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

ford.

Western. 75 min.

Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell.
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

on

STORM CENTER

75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

tor

GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy Holliday, Pa
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Directci
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famoi
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a larg!
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

SOLID

June

PORT AFRIQUE

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife. 92 min. 9/17.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

ICavalcadel Eastman Color African drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Connor.
Director T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu king.

FLAME OF AFRICA

YOUR PRODUCT

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
iRBIDDEN CARGO IJacon) Nigel Patrick,

Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney
Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents
dope smuggling ring.

liars,

WOMAN

ONTIER
Iventure.
min.

IN

RLS

(Top

PRISON

Vistarama,

Pictures)

Cindy Carson, Lance
Saga of the daughter

Color.

American

LOCOMOTIVE

(EAT

East-

Fuller, Ann Kelly.
of Davy Crockett,

CHASE.

THE

A

robber
reformed by

War. 85 min.

ROD GIRL (American

)T

John

Conners,

,uck

IBuena

Vista)

A Nacirema

Nelson,
Production,

youth and the

excitement

Lori

I

its

climax during battle of Guadalcanal.

UNDEAD, THE

I

American-International
Pamela DunProducer-director Roger Corman.
I

WEAPON, THE
Hal

Suoerscope.

CROCKETT AND THE RIVER PIRATES

IBuena

Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
Lney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero reins to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
Ita)

STRADA

ITrans-Lux) Anthony Qulnn, Richard Basefart, Giulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fellini. Proleer Ponti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
15 min. 9/17
Is his simple mistress in fit of jealousy.

LD OAT, THE

(Carroll Pictures) Femandel. MadeSylvain, Francis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil.
[medy. Village baker refuses to believe his son is
her of illegitimate son. 107 min.
ne

August

resolved after a child finds a loaded gun
rubbie

(Buena Vista) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

•CTORS, THE IKingsley International) Raymond PelliJeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graetz. Drama. A
jng doctor learns to love his ignorant and super-

(Associated Producers) Rock Madison,
Maynor, Tom Maruzzi. Producer-director Jerry
lirren. Adventure.
The story of a mysterious snow
In in the Himalayas.

E-CREATURE, THE (American-International Cheater
Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director
«ard Cahn. Science-fiction. A hypnotist transforms a
Uutiful girl into a terrible prehistoric monster.
I

frris,

Exploitations. Incl. Eric
ming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie WildDrama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
I

beauteous TV performer.

AND THE SPUR

j

August

Director Edward Cahn. Western.
Irch for the killer of their brother.
I

Kelly,

)

PROGRESS IDCA)
A Boulting Bros.

Attenbrough.
Richard
Production. Comedy A
Ing Britisher romps through Army life. 94 min.

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/4

(Continental) Tri-Art Color.
Jlutterfield and Wolf Production. A sea documentary
•in ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE

IContinental

)

.

Rich-

« Attenborough. George Baker. A Rank Organization
fduction. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
• inst her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

IDOL,

THE

Lolita
(Screen Art)
Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Proper Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
ti that takes place in a small Spanish town.

October
AND ROCK

RATTLE

'

I

I

music.

Kerr,

John

IN 80 DAYS (Michael Todd
rjliictions
Todd-AO. Color. David Niven. Cantiflas,
tine
I
Carf>
Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
erson. Adventure. Filmization of the famous Jules
J
1

.

Vie novel.

-ONQUERED THE WORLD (American International
It Graves, Beverly Garland. Producer-director
ler Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
I

I

1

:«

takes control of the world until a scientist gives

1 ife to save

humanity.

IT CONTINENT
'

lucer-director

IIFEl
CinemaScope. Ferranicolor.
Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
the Maylayan Archepelago. Eng-

"so* Borneo and
1

Producer

Pandro

releases

be

will

in

VistaVision.

The November break-down:

3

1

Musical

3 Adventures

Comedies

commentary. 84 min.

Film

July
PROUD AND PROFANE, THE

October

Burl

Ives,

Technicolor.

Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
directed by Panama-Frank.
Comedy. Filmization of
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 4/11.

August
PARDNERS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

VAGABOND KING, THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps Prench King rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min. 9/17.

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

Louis

Hayward,

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film. 84 min.

November
MOUNTAIN,

THE

VistaVision.
Technicolor.
Spencer
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
distant
snowcapped peak where an airplane hat
crashed to discover a critically injured woman in the
wreckage. 105 min.

Tracy,

SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson. Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 114 min. 101.

POWER AND THE

VistaVision,

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.

Berman.

PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Mueller. Director Henry Koster.

THREE
Charlton

VIOLENT
Heston.

November
Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Producer Betty Box. Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.
Russian lady aviatrix meets last talking American.

IRON PETTICOAT, THE

Producer Marty
Louis Jourdain.
Doris Day,
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous husband plans to kill wife. 109 min.

JULIE

EDGE OF THE CITY John

Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing
himself.

OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Gielgud, Bill
Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Producer
Travers.
Franklin. Drama.
BARRETS

PASTIME, THE Tom Ewell, Ann
Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.
Redgrave,

HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene Kelly. Michael
Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene

Drama. Two children run away
Kelly, Noel Coward.
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.
RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle I800's.
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON. THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford,
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel
Mann. Comedy. Filmization of the Broadway play.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

VistaVision,
Baxter, Gilbert

Technicolor.
Roland. Pro-

Coming
BEAU JAMES

Technicolor. Bob Hope. Producer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore. Drama.
Biography of the famous Jimmy Walker, mayor of N.Y.
from 1925 to 1932.
VistaVision,

FUNNY FACE

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.
O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.
HOLLYWOOD OR BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
lis.
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
LONELY MAN, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaProducer Pat
lance, Anthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken.
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

GUNFIGHT AT
Burt

Coming

Barbara

PEOPLE
Anne

ducer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1844.

Elisabeth

Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

Francis,

WORLD

THE

Kerr.

at New England
122 min. 10/1.

GREAT AMERICAN

Coming
OUND

in

September
Eastman

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn. James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John House/nan. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.
TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.

in

American-International
Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson.
J
C ctor Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
fl

Six

16 Dramas

LUST

Manolo

MS,

CinemaScope.

Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.

LCOME MISTER MARSHALL

lilla,

5.

CinemaScope, two

September
LIVING

OF THE REEF

?:RETS

Stan-

OPPOSITE

(mis Price.

P

Grace

Two gunmen

KED PARADISE American-International Pathecolor.
In
Ireland.
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
her Corman. Adventure. A young American saves
Jirl from disaster in a pagan paradise.

'

Eastman Color. Bing
Frank Sinatra.
Producer Sol
Slegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
Crosby,

I

I

ji.

VATES

16 of

be dramas. Color

THAT CERTAIN FEELING

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
school gets involved with young boy.

American-International
PatheMaria English. Producer Alex Gor-

John Agar,

1

films will

fea-

PARAMOUNT

113 min. 7/9.

Deborah

September
SH

total

films

July
FASTEST GUN ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 4/28
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

parents.

iginia

or.

November

and

One

METRO -GO LDWYN -MAYER

BEAST

into a

while

Artists

ture will be released by Universal.

in

WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

|n,

ago

Producer

Maurey.

is

I

iihjry

Nicole

Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a Germari war brioe and a

United

release two each.

will

four

RKO and

each,

three

release

will

Paramount,

with

supplier

Republic,

2 Westerns

min. 7/9.

OF THE HYPNOTIST

MGM,

the

Chester.

E.

bitter U. S.

a

leading

Allied Artists,

Warners

can, Allison Hayes.
Science-fiction.

(Tudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn.
ncy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. DiPuerto Ricans leave
:tor Fred Pressburger. Drama.
crowded paradise for a better way of life.
lir

ill

be the

will

20th-Fox

SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capand crew of an American merchant ship reaches

OWDED PARADISE

rural

of two from the October total. Columbia

Di-

study of modern teen-

SMOLDERING

July

\H

American-International)

films.

bomb

IKingsley Intertional) Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor Menza. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard and a
man find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7/23

,rious

A

age problems.

killer

OUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE

VY

I

Producer Alex Gordon.

rector Edward Cahn. Drama.

tain

i

I

DAUGHTERS

Maria English. Anna Sten.

a

Chester.

7/9.

International

Smith.

ama. A story of today's
hot rod racing. 75 min.

The number of features scheduled for
November release totals 25, a decrease

ur.*'<>

girl

nemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey Hunk A Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of
iion spies attempt to sever the South's military rail
es during the Civil

reformed

woman rules the badlands
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
ruthless

RUNAWAY
Richard
Producer Alex

International)

Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller.
nning.
irdon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama.
js that prison is a living hell until
aplain. 87 mir..

NOVEMBER SUMMARY

WOMAN

smash

ernational

,n

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL (IFE) ILuxFilm. Rome) PatnePrint
Dy lecnnicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Napies traced from 1400 to date in song and dance.
OKLAHOMA
lAmerican Releasing Corp.)
SuDerscooe. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
coior.

Elizabeth
Box. Direc-

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman. Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's
color.

literary idol.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.
THE VistaVision Technicolor.
TEN
Charlton Heston Yul Brynner, Anne Bai'e- "roducerdireetor Cecil B. DeMille. Religious drama. Life story
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran.

RAINMAKER, THE

COMMANDMENTS,

YOUR PRODUCT

1

.

WAS AND PEACE

VistaVisioi,
Technicolor. Aadray
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Dino de Laurentiit. Director King Vidor. Drama.

htpDurn.
Ponti,

Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208 min. 9/3.

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence. 93 min.
TENSION

PUBLIC PIGEON NO.

INCIDENT

Linda
Darnell,
Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.
Trucolor.

August

Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Niven,

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

YOUNG STRANGER, THE
Producer

Stuart

heimer. Drama.
parents.

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Son

kindly

Director John
earn affection

LISBON

mund

Trucolor.

Skip

Homiere, Kristine Miller. George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

Franken-

from

his

Coming
Color. Debbie

Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer EdGrainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.

Reynolds,

Son of department store magnet

falis

for salesgirl.

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George

Sanders, Yvonne
Producer-director Charles
international
financial
Martin. Melodrama. Tale of an
wizard 119 min.

DeCarlo,

Zsa

Gabor.

Zsa

.

John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
Jules Furth'man
19 min.
1

September

MAN

Trucolor. Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of

nett,

settlers fight off

IN THE
Sharpe.

Karen

DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

savage Indians to establish Kentucky

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith
involved with a group engaged

settlement. 76 min.

Sarita

MAN

Fuller.

IS

ARMED, THE Dane

Clark, William Tallman,
May Wyni, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
avalanche of violence. 70 min.

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

RUN OF THE ARROW

Ralph
Adventure. Young

Montiel,

illegal

in

gets

activities.

Robert Hutton,

Paul

sharpshooter

joins

Patricia

Edward

November

June
ABDULLAH'S HAREM Gregory
Marina
Ratoff.

Ratoff,
Kay Kendall,
Berti,
Sydney Chaplin. Producer-director G.
Drama. Story of deposed monarch. 88 min.

Color,

Cinema-

CONGRESS

Miguel Torruco. Produced
Western. 76 min.

DANCES,

THE CinemaScope. Trucolor.
Prack.
A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.
Rudolf

FOR SIMON

TEARS

Eastman

Color.
David
J. Arthur Rank

David Knight, Julia Arnall. A
Drama. Young American
don have their child stolen.
tion

couple

living

stein.

Trucolor. David Brian, Vera
Associate
producer-director
Two-timing gangland lawyer is murdered

Young heiress

Doris SinglePicker. Director R. G. Springfor fortune-hunting gambler.

falls

SALESLADY,

CinemaScope,

—

92 min. 8/20.

September
BACK FROM ETERNITY

Robert Ryan. Anita Ekberg,
Rod Sfeiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American iungle. 97 min.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

October
BRAVE ONE,

THE CinemaScope,

Costi,

Nicos

Fermas,
Director G.
thwart Nazi

55,

Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank ft Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Meiican boy who
orow; ap wifh a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protects the other 100 min.

FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers. 84 min.

Film

Robert Arthur,

Producer-director

K.

R

Neumar

Coming
BLACK WHIP, THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara

Pr

\fVa rre n

CAN'T HELP IT, THE CinemaScope, De Lu
Tom Ewell, Jayne Mansfield. Producer-direct

GIRL

Color.
Frank Tashlin.

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope

De

Lu

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Produce
Eugene Frenke. Director John Husto

Color.

Buddy

Adler,

is saved by nun in
South Pacific during WWI
Color. Michele Morgan, Cornil
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd C
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

Soldier

SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color.

Richard

Bu

Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Be
is torpedoed by Jay submarir
off Singapore harbor.
ton,

McNaught. Drama. Ship

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Sir Ralph Ric
ardson, John
McCallum, Colin Peterson. Produce
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie be
has burning desire to own bicycle.

THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray
Borgnine. Producer Herbert Swope,
Dunne. Drama.

Jr.

Milland, Erne
Director Phil

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScop,
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbe
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The live
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.

UNITED ARTISTS

BLACK SLEEP, THE

Basil
Rathbone, Akim Tamirof
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. D

rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgec
destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.

CREEPING

UNKNOWN, THE

Brian

Donlevy,

Margi

Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Directcj
Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth frotj
outer space infects a human being and turns him inl
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarth'
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. D]
rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mu|
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
SHADOW OF FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent, Ma'
well Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al R<|
gel!. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit youn
Val

76 min.

girl.

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wa'
lace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur LuO'jl
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/2(

July
FOREIGN INTRIGUE

James Mason, Barbara

THAN LIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/6

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Pag.
Ingrid
Tulean.
Producer-director Sheldon
Reynold
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min.
JOHNNY CONCHO Frank Sinatra, Phyllis Kirk, Keena.
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuirq
Western. A coward leans on his brother's notorioi

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.

reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

roe,

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vine
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanle
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2,000,000 race trac

BIGGER

Mar'rlyn MonDon Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.
QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

September
THE

Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers. Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets in
1897.

Roth,
King.

DeLuxe Color.
Deborah Kerr, Yul Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.

August
TRAVELING

L.

August

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama. Trucolor. Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper. Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.

FIRST

Maria

THE CinemaScope

I,

singer.

Producer Sidney

Marta

Craig,

Lippert. Director

July

KING AND

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund,
ton.

James
R.

Stavros Kraios. Produced P. Boudoures.
To lias. Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys
occupation. 63 min. 7/23.

Lon-

Melodrama.
girl

106 min. 5/28.

Clark,

Produc-

Coming
Ralston.

June, 1944.

MASSACRE Dane

BAREFOOT BATTALION

ACCUSED OF MURDER
Joseph Kane.
by attractive

sixth of

Farrar,
in

TOWN, THE

KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScopi
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pr
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodr
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfei
crime". 94 min. 6/1

WOMAN'S DEVOTION Trucolor. Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.
Matz.

I

A

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

Johanna

Richa

Kentuc

in

June

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

A

IN

Cathy Nolan.

Sioux

20TH CENTURY-FOX

Rich-

Wright. A C.M.B. Production. Director
Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie stars and other celebrities. 79 min.

ards.

set

Western.

War.

October
SCANDAL INCORPORATED

story

locale.

Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Meeker. Producer-director Sam

Indians at close of Civil

Presley

OASIS CinemaScope,

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

impulse,

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

Miller.
seeks to

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Maria English. Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.

Trucolor.
Ray Milland,
Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/4.

soul

t>.

war

du cer R. Stabler. Director M.

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

ter.

Weisbart. Director

Post-civil

1

Comedy. A trusting
rector Norman McLeod.
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

July
DAKOTA

Elvis

Egan, Debra Paget. Producer

Reason,

Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Di-

.

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

Webb. Drama.

OUTLAWS ARE

November

1

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE. THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of sor.gwriting team
DeSilva. Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 10/1.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

—

October
BETWEEN

HEAVEN

Color.

World War

II

setting

in

the Pacific.

STAGECOACH TO FURY

CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 76 min.

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

Rogers, Michael
Rennie. Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
Comedy. Mother and daughter find mutual respect and
devotion

November
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe
play.

BULLETIN — THIS

TRAPEZE

CinemaScooe, Technicolor. Burt Lancas'ei
Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James Hil
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense dram
about iniured trapeze star who conquers fear an'
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialis'
105 min. 5/28.
Gina

August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour
thriller. A pre-historic beast
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

Scienc
returns to almo:

EMERGENCY
Reed,
Koch.
dents

and

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walte
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howar
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of inc

in a hospital affect the
a detective. 62 min. 4/30

lives

of a

lady docto

HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Produce
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicati
84 min. 9/17.
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Fre«
man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director Joh|
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror

lj

RUN FOR THE SUN

Color. Ingrid Berg-

Ricr

Superscope, Eastman Color.
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Produce
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Tw
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
i

Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

IS

Coioi
Williai

Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous

Broadway

robbery. 83 min. 6/1
REBEL IN TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Cam
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer!
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southerr
ers commits murder. 78 min. 6/28

fiction

AND HELL CinemaScope. DeRobert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbarf. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
Luxe

,

YOUR PRODUCT

.

.

CONGO CROSSING

UNITED ARTISTS (CoMinu.oN

September

tives

IBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Techolor. Olivia d« Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
jducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy,

•

affairs of a diplomat's
igry 6. I. 102 min. 8/6.

i

daughter and a romance-

NDIDO CinemaScope,

DeLuxe Color. Robert MitUrsula Thiets, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
ing a revolt in Mexico in If U. f I min.
IN
MOTHERS Buster Crabbe, Ann Robinson,
villa
Brand. A Grant Production. Director Sidney
kow. Drema. Two brothers, each on different side
law, fight it out together. 7? min. 9/17.
im,

:ks.

,

Albert, Lee Marvin. Pro-

:er-dlrector Robert Aidrich.
Drama. A
ny officer and his men during a crucial
rid War II. 107 min. 9/17.

cowardly
battle

of

SS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop,
ducer Frank Saltier. Director Byron Haskin. Meloma. A city falls prey to a corrupt political ma-

lungle

from justice have a haven in West Africian
because small territory has no laws of ex-

Technicolor. Tony Curtis Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest." Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat gamblers during the
I870's. 85 min. 5/28.

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father, finds a

Hong Kong sparks

international

N FROM DEL RIO Anthony Quinn,

Katy Jurado.
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. WestBadman turns sheriff in lonely town. 82 min.
.

TARGET

I1NING

Deluxe
Color.
Doris
Dowling,
hur Fram, Richard Reeves. Producer Jack Coufferl
sctor Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped fugiare chased by local townspeople and officer of
s

.

I

•

law. 83 min.

i

November
4RKFIGHTERS,

:

THE

CinemaScooe,

Color.

Victor

Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
derwater-men". 105 min.
'.D PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
fwart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
ner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval offiand his fiancee. 91 min.
l»ure,

;ctor

'

c

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Virginia

Charles

I

icy

i

>or

LEGEND, THE Hugh
Gates.

ME

I

OF

Raymond

O'Brien,

Producer

Burr,
Di-

Bob Goldstein.

PASSION

Barbara

Stanwyck,

Sterling

Raymond Burr. Producer Herman Cohen. DiGerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose
jition for her husband leads to murder.

I

'den,

r

'or

<

Western.

Gerd Oswald. Western.

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.

Uucer Robert
(

nedy.

IE STEPS

TO DANGER

Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
/9rand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama,
coman tries to give FBI highly secret material stolen
t

L IN BLACK STOCKINGS.
Bcroft, Mamie Van Doren.
r or
Howard Koch. Drama.
t orize
western resort.

THE

Lex

A Bel-Air
A series

Barker. Anne
Production. Di-

of

slayings

sex

DOWN

MAN
James Arness, Angle DickinRobert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
H. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
r mge
on
fellow
thieves
who desert him when
tH THE
i

v
r

nded.

DEN FEAR John

£

£;

nor

r

tols,

P

St.

Toth.

Tia

»G AND FOUR QUEENS, THE
r

A

Payne, Natalie Norwick.
Production.
Director
Andre de

/ rey-Kohn

Parker,

Jo

Van

Fleet,

Color.

Jean

Clark Gable.
Barbara

Willis,

Sara Shane.
Producer David Hempstead.
or Raoul Walsh. Western.

Di-

CEMAKER, THE James

J

Mitchell. Rosemarie Bowe,
Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post,

Merlin.

tarn.
f iROAH'S CURSE
r'ard

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

RAW EDGE

mummies.

VistaVision, TechniFrank Sinatra. Sophia Loren. ProStanley
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
5 "rilla band marches an incredible distance with a
*<i pound
cannon during Spanish War of Independ-

Cary Grant,

csr-director

of 1810.

•Ji

JOLT
I

AT

fights
for
human rights
Ariion. 88 min. 7/23.

FORT

LARAMIE DeLuxe Color. John
Brewster. Producer Howard Koch. DiSelander. Western. Civil War story of
are attacked by Indians.

"er. Diana
or Lesley

5
t

vlehboob

'

love with a peasant
ule the kingdom. 101 min.

•
1
>
I

iers

Production.

ANGRY MEN Henry

Kumar, Nimmi.
Drama. A princess

Dilip

Musical

in

who

contests

her

right

Lee J. Cobb, Jack
den. An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
et. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

for

July
WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
Science-fiction. Professor detonates
of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

August

AT

ABILENE

Jock

Mahoney,

Martha

Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

September
A Jaguar

Donlevy.

Drama.

Tyttle.

couple

in

AMAZON

TRADER. THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Adevents

venture.
Brazil.

Stirring
41 min.

Technicolor.

Esther

BURNING

Coming

HILLS, THE CinmaScoae, WarnerColor. Tab

October
WarnerColor. William HolLloyd Nolan, Virginia Leith. Producer-director
pilots experiment in jet
Test
Drama.
Mervyn LeRoy.
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man. 115 min. 10/1.

November
GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
198 min.

Coming
Drama. Story

Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry
Rybnick. Director Curt Siodmak. Adventure. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious |ungle beast.
field,

FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope, Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.
GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television
idol.

gin-mill

of a

Wallach.
Kazan.

Eli

Elia

proprietor and a

beautiful

girl.

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Western.

Cattlemen

fight

to

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

OF ST. LOUIS. THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plane.
SPIRIT
Color.

NIGHT DOES STRANGE THINGS, THE

Technicolor.

Bergman, Mel Ferrer, Jean Marais. A FrancoLondon Film. Director Jean Renoir. Drama. Tale of
Ingrid

the exiled

widow

WRONG MAN,

of a Polish Prince.

THE Henry Fonda, Vera

Producer-director Alfred
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club

Quayles.

Miles.

Anthony

Hitchcock. Drama.
prime suspect in

is

murder case.

Cornell Borchers.
Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.
Flynn,

To

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early 1930 s.
MOLE PEOPLE, THE John Agar, Cythia Patrick. ProVirgil

Vogel.

Better Serve You .
Combined At
.

Office & Terminal

AND ME

Director

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

Horror.

New

Phones

LOmbard

3-3944, 394S

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

men.

MOONBRAND

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director
Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run a cattle
ranch after the death of their father.
WRITTEN ON THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1

Member

National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY

WARNER BROTHERS
and directed by

EXPRESS LINES,

Technicolor. Written, produced
Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

Member

ING.

National Film Carriers

82 min. 4/30.
Tully,

Director

Sylvia

Abner

odrama. Warden of prison gets involved

Sidney.

Biberman.
in

crime,

nin.

Film

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

O. W.

Schell,
Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

of

Hunter, Natalie Wood. Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
CURCU, BEAST OF THE AMAZON Color. John Brom-

ducer William Alland.

territory

Wil-

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

Errol

Amazon

the

in

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess. 129 min.

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

Technicolor.

unbalanced

Mentally

liams,

June

July

1

O'Brien, Natalie Wood.
Production. Director Frank
man surprises
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

THE NIGHT Edmond

Fonda,

HIGH WALL Tom
Rubin.

IN

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab Hunter, Natalie
Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director David
Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into man.

November
UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

NOW

FROM

WarnerColor. Randolph
Scott, Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
ducers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

ANIMAL WORLD, THE

Stanley

MEN

SEVEN

Country. 95 min. 9/3.

SHOWDOWN

"nuclear

biggest

bomb"

den,

PILLARS OF THE SKY Jeff Chandler, Dorothy Malone,
Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon

I

Jucer

min. 7/9.

the

October

U N VE RSAL-I NT* L

IND THE

16

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange

who
AGE PRINCESS Technicolor.

s

Francesca DeScaffa, Ken

Technicolor.

U.S. Government
Apache Indians in

KELLY

AND THE PASSION, THE

P3E

cs

Haas.

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedai baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 74 min. 9/3.
WALK THE PROUD LAND Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for

ISTANBUL

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincar-

Koch.

n on of

I

SANTIAGO

Brian

Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane
pilot. 82 min. 8 6

n Russians.

<

1800's

A CRY

September

MCE WITH ME HENRY

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
Goldstein, Director Charles Barton.

Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Richard BaseLeo
Genn.
Producer-director John
Huston.
Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the men
and ships who hunted the massive whales in the early

man on

Ward

Coming
.SS

one. 88 min. 4/30.

August

I

I

real

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in World War II. 114 min. 5/28.

.

to

MOBY DICK

heart,

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

GHT TO HONG KONG Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonA Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama,
airline flight
igue. 88 min.

Nader,

tradition. 85 min.

of a

89 min. 9/17.

le.

George

AWAY

October
TACK Jack Palance, Eddie

Mayo,

Virginia

Peter Lorre. Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Pevney. Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugi-
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MARKFIGHTERS
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AT TABLE ROCK

IIth CAVALRY
IICRETS OF LIFE

ENAGE REBEL
f

HEAVEN AND HELL

What Made Mike Todd
Hun ^Around the W orld*!
By

LEONARD COULTER

EXHIBITORS HAVE DEPENDED

BOOK

IT!

FOR A

EXPLOIT

ON

REP

IT!

BOXOmtE "BOOM

BOXOFFICE PICTURES FOR 20 YEARS

md. Repu6ttc
ccnftttued to ote/we+f
ITRANGER AT

MY DOOR

ZANZABUKU

THE MAVERICK QUEEN

DAKOTA INCIDENT

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

i

I

L

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

LISBON

J
ROBERT HUTTON

•

PAUL RICHARDS

•

PATRICIA WRIGHT

MAN IM AR M E D
jmom TMiE: Mil
A wom an devoti on
HU E

DANE CLARK

JOHN MILLS

•

WILLIAM TALMAN

JOHN GREGSON

•

MAY WYNN

•

DONALD SINDEN

•

's

TRUCOLOR

by Consolidated Film Industries

RALPH MEEKER

TEARS
TRUCOLOR
DAVID FARRAR

JANICE RULE

mm

•

•

PAUL HENREID

SJinfllONi

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

DAVID KNIGHT

•

JULIA ARNALL

ACCUSED O F MURDER
TRUCOLOR by Consolidated Film Industries
DAVID BRIAN VERA RALSTON SIDNEY BLACKMER

NATURAMA

•

•

the hottest
in

nam

show business today

is

yours for thanksgiving
from 20th century-fox!

LOVE ME TENDER
mk

Cinemascope

W/^

co-starring

ROBERT MIDDLETON •WILLIAM CAMPBELL- NEVILLE BRAND
Produced by

DAVID WEISBART

•

Directed by

ROBERT

D.

WEBB
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Hymn
For too long
been behaving

now

our industry has

was struck by
a devastating P-bomb Pessimism
bomb, of course. The radioactive
like

it

—

mental explosion
has wrought more havoc on filmdom
than any half dozen economic depotential

of

this

Where

characteristically

aplomb that
marks the show-

man? Where

that jaunty verve

pressions.

is

the

is

and confidence so essential to suc-

is

VOLUME

24,

NO. 22

of Faith

equally absurd to accept the ver-

dict of the pessimists that times are

to be.

And

between.

this

more hopeful than

dom down on

considerably

a picture of film-

all fours.

of fact, the actual

ment

is

indicates

a

As

tempo

a matter

of the

mo-

national

steadier

boxoffice performance this Fall than
last,

when

the dip from the

summer

hallmarks have been replaced by
uncommon despondency brought on
by the P-bomb's poisons self-pity,

And from

the reports of satisfactory grosses on

from that
pessimism con-

average run of releases. Add to this
upbeat tone the news of production

cheer-

ful

—

self-doubt

and despair.

overhead

the

blighted

cloud

fall-out

of

tinues.

No

psychiatrist

needed

is

as well as the obvious
tors that beset

it.

economic

We — all

of us in

every branch of the business
the need for readjustment.

fac-

—face

The

free,

What

to

some.

a

positive

the industry lacks

faith

in

future.

its

Topping

evidence

that

better times are in the offing,

how-

ever,

all

the

is

the

unlimited

intangible

"movie consciousness", which
seems unmistakably on the rise. One
need only glance through the daily
newspapers and magazines to find
that movie news is again becoming
called

pear,

and the people who

are being written about.

Assuming

popular

reading.

The

in release or

willingly submit themselves to the
untidiness and discomforts of ill-

that publishers are sensitive to the

kept theatres because movies were

the press

is

If

filmdom has maintained its status as
a going business without this faith,
imagine what our potential might be
if

we

learned to

make

use of that

magic substance.
It is our judgment that what has
plunged the movie industry into its
melancholy state is not the partial

reality of depression as

much as the
Too many

and theatre men shudder

when great numbers

change.

of

uprooting

prospect

of

patterns.

Some
many

of course,

at the

established

of our leaders, and,
of the rank-and-file,

dread the inexorable decrees of time.
In recent years those decrees have
been heard with an urgency that
defies

resistance,

but

those

who

dream only

of the "good old days"
have reacted with a sort of dumbfounded dismay. Instead of meeting
the new circumstances with courage
and initiative, they moan for the
easy days of old and speak darkly of

the future.

desires of their readers, this play in

must be accepted

as a con-

one cheap, popular entertain-

ment.

We have heard them
prophets of gloom, and

all,

these

we

reject

Let them come out of
their shelters and defy the P-bomb,
which exists only in the minds of
the fear-stricken. This industry, we
cheerfully predict, will move on to
new horizons, brighter than any it
has witnessed before. It will be inherited by men with the wit, the
imagination, the verve and the nerve
to grasp its opportunities and to
make substance of their dreams.
their theses.

—

Gone and good riddance. That
kind of an industry could not have
long endured, for it was wallowing
stagnation.

Money was

we had grown lazy and
self-satisfied.

Now

versity has struck,

easy and

careless and

BULLETIN
Film

BULLETIN:

published

competitive ad-

and the premium

no longer on old reputations and
mediocrity, but on initiative and

quality.

would be absurd propaganda to
maintain that times are good. But it
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cations,

is

It

filmdom

continues to enjoy a sound economic
basis, however shaky it may appear

film

important
soon to apmade them,

in

that

is

the picture brightens even more.

now

the

drawn from

to be

reality

films

would

development

full

happy days of old when movies were
the dominant public entertainment
(and when almost any kind of film
had a ready market) are gone, probably forever. Gone are the days
of people

The commentary
this

increases on several major lots and
to tell

us that this industry is grappling
with a great big emotional problem,

movie consciousness.

of

some make them out
The truth lies somewhere in

as grievous as

high was almost calamitous. A number of first-rate films have provided
the major boxoffice impetus, but
even more encouraging have been

show business? These

cess in

crete manifestation of a resurgence
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Where,

we

ask,

are

the

Billy

(Continued on Page 21)
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What Hey'te hiking About

NEW SALES

HEAD?

The

In the

distribution topper of one of

may be on his way cut. There is
lieavy pressure on him from three sources the president
}f his own company, some key stockholders, exhibitors. As
It has been told us, this sales executive has cost his comfcany plenty of revenue by fixing firm terms on pictures

Movie Business

l:he major film companies

:

Bind insisting that his judgment stand despite strong ex-

His policy

liibitor opposition.

of just letting things

stew

lias been brought to the attention of big stockholders (by

liome big exhibitors) and the situation has been laid before
liis company's chief executive. If the pressure isn't lifted
vithin the next couple of months, look for the sales boss to
esign

— by request.

0

THE FOX-REPUBLIC DEAL.

ARE COMING!

When,

a

couple of

John Davis, managing director of the allArthur
Rank Organization, arrived in the U.S.
J.
om Britain with four of his assistants, he hold the trade
ress that the visit was "just routine". Davis, you may reall, is the aggressive gentleman who has been saying for
ears that British films have never had a "fair shake" in
his country. Insiders knew that the JAR group had come
ere loaded for bear. They had orders from the Boss to in-

veeks

quote.

That on-again, off-again

deal between 20th Century-Fox and Republic, which kept

0
'HE BRITISH

I found I had less and less time to work on stories.
So I told Mr. Skcuras that I'd like to step out and devote
myself to the active job of creating. I think I can serve
the company and the industry better that way." End of

star.

ago,

owerful

own distriThe plan is underway, as was
lade known last week. Rank people are burned at those
American distribution companies (especially U-I) who
ave handled their product in this market. They are firmly
estigate the ramifications of establishing their

ution setup in the U.S.

everyone guessing for weeks, is now definitely off. Last
week, "Kine Weekly" in London divulged some inside
facts.

In the beginning, the British publication said, the

(between Murray Silverstone, president of 20th
Century-Fox International, and Reginald Armour, sales
chief of Republic) were concerned with an extension of
the old arrangement for handling Republic product in
Australasia and South Africa. Then someone had the
bright idea of suggesting that 20th extend its take-over to
Republic's company in Britain, which has been quite successful in recent years. "Kine" implied that the deal would
probably fall through when Republic president Herbert J.
Yates had "the full facts disclosed to him".
talks

0

onvinced

THINGS TO COME ELECTRONICALLY.

lance to

talking about this electronic age and the miraculous things

jr

a

that British-producer product never had a
win exhibitor favor. The Rank program calls
campaign of penetration through to the general ex-

ibitor

body.

O

ISNEY SWITCH.

Apparently Walt Disney has learned
showing films on television before they
:e run in theatres is not the profitable procedure.
His
;xt, "Johnny Tremain", produced at a reputed cost of

le

hard

way

>me $700,000
es

that

— originally for TV showings, then for thea-

— will now be offered to theatres

first.

O

NHY

I

TURNED INDEPENDENT."

Darryl

F.

anuck, erstwhile studio head at 20th Century-Fox, recent-

gave a nationally syndicated columnist his reasons for
vitching to the inde field.

"Throughout

my

career, first

a writer, then

an editor, then a producer and finally as
udio head," Zanuck stated, "I considered myself essen-

•

illy

writer.

a

It

was the

creative end that really in-

rested.me.

Until a few years ago, I was able to devote
yself to the creative end entirely. I didn't have to talk to
tors;

I

had people

to handle the business matters.

But

business has changed. Three or four years ago, I
und myself devoting 60 percent of my time talking to
is agent or that agent or Gregory Peck or some other
is

They're

being done to change the shape of show business.

The

Radio Corporation of America last week gave its first
demonstration of moving color pictures recorded on magnetic tape. The demonstration was made on television and,
though kinks were evident, it was acclaimed a success. Big
advantage: a picture can be reproduced instantaneously.
There is also speculation that it might be possible to buy a
taped film at the corner store and play it back through the
home TV set, with people collecting taped films much as
they now collect records. There are other tape processes,
none of them have been perfected but all portend a revolution in the making. Meanwhile, Jerrold Electronics, of
Philadelphia is going to test a "home theatre" circuit via a
cable distribution system. Plan calls for first-run motion
pictures to be piped directly from the projection booth of
the local theatre onto the TV home screen of the subscriber. The subscriber would pay a monthly subscription
charge for a "package" of the best current films which

would

also be

shown in the conventional theatre. Since
home theatre will feed directly into the

the signals for the

cable and not over the airways,

be needed.

The

exhibitor

FCC

permission would not

would get

a percentage of the

supposed to take place next May
in Bartlesviile, Oklahoma, with cooperation of Video Independent Theatres circuit.
subscription

fee.

Test

is
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SENSATIONAL!

His love affairs were fantastic
he took what he wanted from
any woman— as long as she could
help him make a dollar!
.

.

.

Written, Directed and Produced

CHARLES MARTIN

i
-GEORGE SANDERS
'
YVONNE DeCARLO ZSA ZSAGABOR
VICTOR JORY- NANCY GATES COLEEN GRAY
•

•
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HOPELESS FOLLY

!T IS

to believe that

Philip R.

moviedom can

ong continue to cling to the traditional patterns of its past
md hope to compete as a major force in the expanding
Shifting tides in the organic struc-

:ntertainment market.

ure of the film industry as well as in its

fundamental

obj-

ectives seem not only necessary but inevitable. But from
whence these tides shall flow and into what form they shall
jltimately evolve is something else again. It has become

i

almost daily ritual in moviedom for some spokesman or
mother to arise and proclaim with majestic profundity and
oortentousness the existence of a "trend". More often than

I

lot

these individuals deal with fleeting

j

lot

infrequent occasion with subjects quite dear to their

!

.

m

phenomena and on

Nowhere else but in
Itioviedom is the term "trend" brandished so recklessly
I ind with such utter lack of reserve.
i.ndividual problems and situations.

Which

numberless economic vibrations that thun-

of the

Ider through the film industry over a year's period will acjtually develop into valid

and basic trends and which can

Wot discarded as little more than personal reactions of isolated elements? To aid the reader gain something of an
intelligent perspective into the years ahead, we present
)
iiTROSPECTUS" itself no more than an educated at*
tempt to soothsay, but at least non-partisan in approach
and supported by objective distinctions between propa-

—

ganda and

fact.

"PROSPECTUS"
llSve, ten, fifteen
I

l

I

strictly

will dip into a

moviedom

future

some

years hence, and will base its conclusions
of trends notable for their grow-

upon the existence

ng and recurring pulsations.
for its criteria

"PROSPECTUS"

will rely

upon today's gathering tendencies, today's

—

plus
nental climate, today's economics, today's realities
horse-sense.
of
degree
reasonable
of
a
application
ij:he
\

Should, perchance, some
(reader as a bit radical,
>nly the criteria

we

see,

of

our projections strike the

remember that we are projecting
not what is hoped for.

O

PROSPECTUS =1. SWEEPING DECENTRALIZATION— or goodbye Hollywood, hello ????. The film capilal

is

jnce:

a

dying world.

Hollywood

In fact

it

is

two worlds expiring

at

— where movies are made, and Hollywood

1956

29.

Ward

Hollywood. However,

of

Its

Gone

is

the time, or predisposition, for hi-jinks.

—

Hollywood, the concept, the synonym for
glamour, romance, opulence, eccentricity, affluence. Gone
is the popular portrait of this jaded, gilded, unspeakably
voluptuous Gomorrah in which the beautiful and the
the definition of

the powerful and the aspiring held their special
has squeezed much of the oomph out
esoteric court.
:lever,

TV

One

costs on the screen.

been the

rise of location

Not only does

manifestation of this trend has

shooting at

this effect certain

all

points of the globe.

economies, but

it

endows

wares with artistic validity. A far more critical
audience is no longer satisfied with the fake backgrounds
improvised on studio lots: they demand the real thing. As
a consequence, the once great centralization of studios and
sound stages grows less and less vital to the production
process. Certainly, the need of physical plant is by no

its

celluloid

means outdated. What has grown outmoded

is

the idea of

prodigal establishment the likes of which

a sprawling,

Hollywood has long maintained. The central purposes for
which Hollywood was selected as the ideal site for film
making are no longer valid. Sunshine? Scenery? Accessibility? Authenticity can be had for the price of transportation, and realism is an essential of today's movies.

O
An

even more biting reason

centralization of film

is

forcing the inevitable de-

making: the

resulting from the tax laws.

No

rise of the

longer

is

independents

film production

some eight or ten cinematic
Movie-making continues to splinter apart into isolated islands of influence and the rate of splintering is
limited only to the number of individuals whose tax probthe exclusive dominion of
giants.

lems make capital gains ventures desirable. Needless to
say, independent producers neither need nor can afford
prodigious studio plants of their own. They either make
deals with the large film companies or rent the specific
space they require for the particular project they undertake. The success of independent producers away from
Hollywood points up this trend. Laboratory processing,
eastern sound stages and compact New York City offices
can always be had.
Prime, however, among all reasons for kissing Hollyis simply that film makers, large or small,
can no longer afford the luxury. Investment capital is not

coming

—

Hollywood

has grown businesslike and saturnine. Fiscal pressures are
forcing it to pare down its elaborate overhead and to show

vanishing as a synonym for the production of
notion pictures. Already departed and unhappily so is
fast

away

depressed state and the struggle to survive against
Hollywood pragmatic.

wood goodbye

it is

has not been able to take

television's competition has turned

—the concept. Oh, there will always be a Hollywood,
U.S.A., a community in which to live and absorb sunshine,
but

it

the talent of movieland's better artists and craftsmen.

in,

as

any student

of the stock

least three of the old studio giants

owe

market knows. At
good deal of their

a

continuing profits to prudent investments
How long stockholders will let the

tries.

cation

wag

the dog

in outside industails of diversifi-

must be short indeed. The more

rea-

movie makers are beginning to understand. The
"good old days" are gone. These are times for prudence.
They simply have to sell and move to smaller quarters.
listic
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What Made
Mike Todd

Run "Aroum
The World

11

THEY'RE OFF!
Cantinflas and David Niven begin their
journey around the world.

he helped to create and for which he shot some of the firs
(and best) sequences. Still burning fresh in his mind

hilarious

i

way

which he was practically jockeyed out of Mag
na Theatres after he had borne the almost inhuman burde
of developing the Todd-AO system and talking the
famous duo, Messrs. Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammet
stein, into letting him make a film of "Oklahoma".
the

By

LEONARD COULTER

you know Mike Todd, and if you've seen "Around the
in Eighty Days", you can conjure up a pretty accurate picture of why and how the whole thing hapIf

World

—

—

pened.

town with

Mike has

a.m.

his favorite

(Liz Taylor hasn't yet

Mike has changed
pajamas.

He

come home after doing the
girl of the moment, Evelyn Keyes.
dawned on his horizon.)
just

into his white

monogrammed

silk

He'll find his

go

own

it

himself as he snuffs out his
He'll be the

alone.

talent, scout his

own

whole

9 C.-

work:.

locations, supei

vise his script, direct the director, produce the produce

and

find the finance.

And

he'll

pick a property which

is

i

the public domain, so that no-one can bleed-off the profit
in

in

New York

City trying to

ruinous royalty payments.

A "SLICE OF LIFE'

off to sleep.

His square jaw
is

tells

stretched out on the bed of his cozy Park

is

Avenue penthouse apartment

hair

Next time, Mike
cent cigar, he'll

It's 4 :30

drop

in

is

set grimly.

tousled, and

Mike

is

His

thick, slightly-greying

telling himself,

"I'll

teach

There's a phrase that keeps running through Mike
mind: "A slice of life." It's his favorite description of wh;
a

those punks a lesson."

showman should

strive to give his audiences.

next venture of mine, Mike

Todd

Yup! Thi

decides, will be worlc

It'll range from Hong Kong to Pari:
from Bombay to Madrid and the West End of London t
the Western plains of the United States.

girdling in scope.

VIEWED AS CARNIVAL SHOWMAN
"Those punks" are the Hollywood diehards who have
always regarded Mr. Todd as a carnival sideshow promotor. His manners aren't polished enough for the "best"

Hollywood

society,

His status

is

and

as for his

grammar

— ouch!

Broadway buccaneer,

that of a

the rough,

unlettered, untutored type of opportunist which Hollywood's upper ten instinctively shies away from. And the
nerve of the guy! Thinks he knows as much about show

business as the rest of us!

have more stars than any other film in history,
thrills, extravagant spectacle, a strong
coherent story, music, dancing the whole works. Thi
will be a dozen pictures rolled into one. Not a drama or
comedy, not yet a travelog, but all these and more besides
In other words, "a slice of life".
It will

humor,

action,

—

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune have nc
left Mike Todd unmarked. That night, before he goes
sleep, he vows again, "I'll teach these punks a lesson."
t

As Mike

abed communing with himself, and wondering how he's ever going to pay off his back taxes, he
finds little pleasure in recalling the kind of treatment
he
has suffered at the hands of the high and mighty.
lies

He remembers how
P«q« 10

Film
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out of Cinerama, which

That was the compelling, driving force which brough
Mike Todd's fantastic six million dollar "Around th
World in Eighty Days" into being. In making his fill
version of the classic Jules Verne novel he violated all th

TODD TALKS TO NOEL COWARD
A

$40 ,000-per-week entertainer is paid
and he sends Mike a painting!
$280

and routines. He rode roughed over convention and had the wiseacres shaking their
eads in well-feigned sympathy.
Jtablished

There

is

Hollywood

a

rules

scene early in the picture which

is

clearly

licognizable as a reflection of the kind of skepticism with

hich certain

people in Hollywood viewed Todd's an-

nouncement of "Around the World."

London clubmen

It

shows

a

group

of

embattled behind
fierce array of assorted sideburns and mustaches, gleeilly taking bets that fellow-member Phileas Fogg won't

loleric

j

world in eighty days. But Mr. Fogg won
nd so did Mr. Todd.

By any standards

of

human behavior Mike

is

his bet.

mercurial,

driven by a fierce determination to prove that show-

lanship

ame
ated
jjuld

is

not the sole preserve of a privileged few, he be-

a veritable

by

dynamo. However strongly he was motihowever, Mike

this sense of personal challenge,

not have succeeded without another quality

— a hard-

personal charm which makes either devoted
aves or contemptuous foes of those with whom he works.

)-analyze

He can be generous and thoughtful
e

to a fault; equally,

can be utterly oblivious of the normal courtesies, like

:knowledging letters or answering telephone calls.
ill shower an associate with unnecessary gifts while

ming

.

you appreciate the

fact that he started in life with fewer
advantages than you or I enjoy, and grew
up in the knockabout world of spittle and sawdust, you
cannot begrudge him admiration.

if

of the cultural

HOW HE TALKED TO THE STARS
No

one but Mike Todd would have had the gall to go
Shakespearan actor Sir John Gielgud,
then appearing in a play the title of which Mike couldn't
even remember (it was "Much Ado About Nothing") and
suggest that he take a bit part in "Around the World in
Eighty Days." Sir John, startled, told Todd, "I admire
direct to that great

I

;Ut

.

of the 1870's,

rcle the
j

.

He
for-

to pay his bill. He can purr like a kitten, snarl like
puma, and wheedle with the skill of a woman. But he
ill never demand more of any man than he is prepared to
ve himself. You either like Mike Todd, or dismiss him as
spinner of spider webs, but you do not ignore him. And

—

—

—

courage," but when he was offered ten times
your er
his normal pay for a day's work Gielgud accepted.
.

.

.

For two days on the set Red Skelton took $7,500. Ronald Colman and Charles Boyer forgot to feel offened when,
as bit part players, they were presented with $5,000 Cadillacs. The Hollywood day scale is $80, which is about what
Todd offered Frank Sinatra. When the temperamental
Mr. Sinatra said he would even do the "bit" for nothing
Mike sent him a gadget-equipped Ford Thunderbird.

Mike treated the once-great Buster Keaton with the

re-

spect of a great star in his heyday and won himself a lifelong friend. When George Raft, anxious to get to the air(Continued on Page 12)
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WHAT MADE MIKE TDDD RUN

TotUl-AO Process JVou? Thing of Beauty
I

Continued from Page 11)

port for a

pearance,

TV

ap-

was

de-

on the set,
Todd had him provided with a police
layed

escort. From
morning to

early

afternoon

he

"worked on"

Fer-

late

nandel, the highest
paid star in France,

brushing
the

aside

little

his meaning clear can only be described as a
thought transference.

sort

AN IMPROVED PROCESS
Impatient of criticism, Mike Todd was deeply hu
at the unveiling of the Todd-AO process of wid
screen cinematography (with "Oklahoma") some of t
professional critics commented adversely on its imperfe

when,

tions.
all

comedi-

This, combined with a few minor errors of judgment

o

launching, had Toddl

an's doubts, silenc-

the part of those responsible for

ing his agent's ob-

blood-pressure at boiling point, and he hung around tq
theatre lobby, with the gentlemen of the Press in clos

He

jections.

finally

promised the wonderful

TODD

Mike frequently becomes inarticulate biting on his cig
and letting verbal thoughtwaves slip through his teeth
vague phrases. Because he finds difficulty in expressir
himself conversationally the process by which he mak

Frenchman

that his face

would

be shown on the
screen 65 ft. long and 25 ft. high. Fernandel wiped the egg
from his face and said, "Qui".

HE SIGNS NOEL COWARD

its

attendance, giving vent in no uncertain terms to his

noyance with certain of

him

his associates.

In the end

it

ai

co

their backing.

Nevertheless, Todd made up his mind that the blemish
must be eliminated from the process and, as now used
"Around the World" Todd-AO is truly superb, with bri
liant screen illumination the like of which has never bee
f«j

seen before, no fade-off, practically no distortion and

a

How

do you book Noel Coward for a brief appearance
playing the part of an employment agency manager? You can't compete on price. The famed English
playwright, composer, producer, actor was coining $40,000
a week in Las Vegas when Todd went to see him. When
Coward's act was over Mike, dead sure of himself, suggested a couple of changes. They were made next day,
with huge success.
in a film,

knew what I was talking
Coward promised
to accept the bit part. No money was discussed. Todd
paid him $280. Acknowledging the check, Coward sent
Mike one of his own paintings. Not to be outdone, Mike
shipped Coward a $200 miniature painting he'd picked up
"It proved," said

Todd, "that

I

about, and that opened the door for me."

in Paris.

"You'll never get Dietrich", they said, but he did. The
unpredictable Marlene was assured she wouldn't need to
go into long rehearsals. "You just gotta walk on", said

Mike. He'd spent $150,000 on the set for the Barbary
Coast saloon sequence. "I'll gamble the whole thing",

Todd

—

admit it's not much of a risk with
a great actress like you. Don't bother about make-up tests
or hairdo tests. You know about these things
Tell you
what: if you don't like the rushes when we screen them I'll
told Dietrich.

"I

.

scrap the entire thing.
for

When
P«<Ji

12

ai

^

has been a living advertise-

Michael Todd ever since.
smitten with one of his ten-a-minute brainwaves
Film
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PRODUCTION AIDES

Like him or no
of spider webs
.

.

.

.

.

Call him a spinner
but don't ignore him!
.

.

Okay?" So the incomparable Mar-

lene just walked on and off

ment

.

TODD

incomparable sound system which, during recording,
up to 96 pickup positions.

The "dope" dished out

ust

as publicity for the film includi
(Continued on

Pnftt 1

.

The
a

story of

man

like

SHANE

with the suspense
of

HIGH

NOON

with real plot,

1

real

dialogue

and

real

people

A new and

.

.

different

kind of motion picture
attraction for

any

theatre's best playing time
RADIO PICTURES PRESENTS

EHSioK atTabje

R2cfC

STARRING

Screen Play by WINSTON MILLER
Produced by SAM WIESENTHAL
Directed by

CHARLES MARQUIS WARREN

Music by DIMITRI TIOMKIN

\

TECHNICOLOR®

R

RADIO
pictures/

NOTHER PROFIT SHOW FROM THE NEW RKO

V.

Teahouse

of

Scuitete

movie version of prize-winning satire on Army ocexcupation of Okinawa. Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford head
grosses
strong
roll
up
cellent cast. Will amuse all audiences,
Delightful

except

in

action houses.

"Teahouse of the August Moon" was a delight on the
With
stage, and it is every bit as good in movie form.
devilishly
Marlon Brando playing the key role of the
clever, philosophy-spouting

Okinawan

U.S. Army's occupation forces,

has been retained. The

rick's play

ram

all

interpreter for the

the fun of John PatArmy is still trying to

democracy down the throats

the principles of

of the

and meeting all manner of humorous resistance.
satire on conqueror vs. conquered has been
wonderful
The
M-G-M
in CinemaScope and Metrocolor by
produced for
and
a handsome production it is. The
Jack Cummings,
natives,

screenplay (by Patrick) has a biting undertone, yet the
doubled-edged lines are beautifully integrated with belly-

"Teahouse" is aimed at the widest possible range
of moviegoers and appears destined to enjoy success in all
but action houses. Brando does justice to a demanding
oriental role, constantly grinning and bowing obsequiously.
Glenn Ford, as the jittery misfit Captain Fisby, stirs up
laughs.

much

mirth. Japanese beauty

Machiko Kyo plays the gra-

costumed geisha girl, and Eddie Albert is
amusing as the psychoanalyst who goes native with Ford.

cious, exotically

Paul Ford,

who

Purdy r is just right. Daniel Mann directed with a fine
touch and feeling for the satiric undertones. Newly transferred Capt. Glenn Ford is ordered by his colonel, Paul
Ford, to administer the recovery program in a small Okinawan village. Ford greets the people, with Brando's help,
and receives gifts including Miss Kyo, a geisha girl. To
help the economy, Ford directs the manufacture of souvenirs to be sold to the troops. Ford receives wood for
construction of a school, but the villagers insist on building a teahouse. The alarmed colonel sends Albert, a psychiatrist to investigate Ford, but Albert is

soon drawn into

the local atmosphere and "goes native".
sell,

is

When

Brando suggests that Ford

The

the sou-

sell

native

and a
erected. The colonel arrives and arrests Ford

potato brandy to the troops.

teahouse

life

combat on

after a

a Pacific island.

cer accidentally kills three of his pals during a

Wagner

socks him.

pany and

Wagner

mercilessly harassed.

is

patr

reports to Crawford's co

He becomes

friend

with Ebsen, a courageous sergeant who was a civili
sharecropper. Wounded while holding back an enemy
tack, they are flown back to the States together, a cou
of pals.

also handled the stage role of blustering

Col.

venirs don't

few brushes with death duri:
Terry Moore is se
briefly as his wife. Broderick Crawford plays the cruel a:
mentally disturbed commander who makes life miseral
for everyone. Buddy Ebsen is the heroic, tobacco-chewi)
sergeant. Produced by David Weisbart, the CinemaSco,
and De Luxe color camera catches the ominous atmosphe!
and depressing heat of the tropics, as well as the terror
jungle warfare. The film's chief weakness is use of t
many long flash-backs in the script by Harry Brown (fr
Francis Gwaltney's novel), which diffuse the suspense a
dramatic unity. Because the subject adds little that is ne
to the story of war, the battle sequences are its prime s
ing point. Director Richard Fleischer maintains a f
degree of realism. Having struck an officer, Wagner
taken from stockade and transferred to a frontline outpo
Flashback shows him oppressing his Southern sha
croppers, a trait that mars his happy life with his you
wife, Miss Moore. He is called to war and fights side
side with some of the sharecroppers, learns to resp
them. Wagner receives a citation for bravery in acti
against a Japanese stronghold. When a trigger-happy o
slant on

WWII

O O O

&*u*t

new

a

August Moon"

the

villagers prosper

he learns that Washington plans to use the village as
an example of American "get up and go" in the recovery
program.
until

94 minutes. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore, Broderick Crawfo
Produced by David Weisbart. Directed by Richard Fleischer.

20th Century-Fox.

Buddy Ebsen.

"Secrets

of

Life"

Another Disney True-Life nature adventure. Many
ing facets, but lacks continuity.

Adequate

inter

dualler.

Walt Disney's true-life series is for natu
While the Technicolor cameras reveal some inte
esting views of the strange ways in which nature perpet
This

latest in

lovers.

ates

life,

the presentation lacks continuity, and, therefoi

falls far below the earlier entries in th
Produced by Ben Sharpsteen, it offers intim£
views of natural phenomena around us. Since the world

"Secrets of Life"
series.

nature has universal appeal,
ling in class

what

loose,

it

should be suitable for du£

and general houses. The construction
jumping from plant life, to bees, to

is

som

ants,
|

M-G-M.

Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford, Machiko
Produced by Jack Cummings. Directed by Daniel Mann.
123

minutes.

"Between

Kyo,

Eddie

Albert.

Grim drama of war in Pacific
maScope and De Luxe color,

Q Q

apparently to avoid straining anyone's attention.

Mo

which daily grow
and movement of plants is compressed into a moment
gracious action. Under James Algar's direction (he all

striking are the time-lapse shots, in

Heaven and Hell"

Su4t*e44 IZatiHQ

fish,

did the scenario) the pictorial story of pollination leads

the birth-to-death history of honey bees.

Plus

Then

earner

descend to the world of ants to observe their talent
tunneling homes. Microscopic life inside a drop of water
examined, followed by some fascinating views of marit
life. Violent scenes of live volcanos, erupting molten la
to replenish the earth's minerals, climaxes the natur
f'

will

excite action fans.

fair

marquee names are

Cineplus-

factors.

1

The deeds

of a

brave infantryman and the rejuvenating

of fighting beside men from all walks of life are
caught in this heavy war drama from 20th Century-Fox.
Robert Wagner, a rich, arrogant Southern landowner, gets
effect

O O O O

\&*U*tA* KatUf
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O

drama.
Buena Vista.

IA Walt Disney Production). 75 minutes. Produced by Ben Sh*'
James Algar. Narrated by Winston Hibler. Music by Paul irnii

steen. Directed by

O

GOOD

O O

AVERAGE

G

POOR^

—
"Teenage

Rebel"

GcaiKCte IZctfUf

"Sharkfighters"

O O

Plus

omestic meller about unhappy teenager lacks expected

but holds interest.

>nsationalism,

from the unsuccessful

Adapted
'.oomful

Plenty of exploitables.

Broadway

play,

infested

"A

Roses", Charles Brackett's slick black-and-

of

CinemaScope production for 20th Century-Fox re;ase is a domestic comedy-drama about a problem teenier who has built a wall around her emotions because her
arents are divorced. Betty Lou Keim, who created the
'hite

maladjusted youngster on stage, turns in a first-rate
erformance as the unhappy 15-year-old. Ginger Rogers
nd Michael Rennie, as her mother and stepfather, are a
Die of

sympathetic couple. The title, "Teenage
lebel", does not aptly describe the mild manner in which
le problem is presented here, but it will aid boxoffice reams, where exploited. Edmund Goulding directed with
•armth and humor. Screenplay by Walter Reisch and Mr.
rackett, from Edith Sommer's play, includes plenty of
ery appealing,

bobby-sox vernacular. Housewife
Rogers expects a 3-week visit from her 15-year-old
aughter, Miss Keim, whom she lost eight years ago in a
;andalous divorce. Keim arrives arrogant, rebellious and
ejecting all forms of affection. Next door teenager Warin Berlinger, manages to date her after Rennie enlists his
elp. Miss Keim responds to Berlinger, but learns Berliner was "bribed" to date her, and returns to a state of icy
;serve. Keim flees to her father, John Stephenson, and
•arns he sent her to Miss Rogers because he wanted to relarry.
When Stephenson insists his daughter return to
oarding school, Miss Keim realizes love lies with her
jthentic, laugh-getting
liss

melodrama about Navy's research in
Cuban waters. OK dualler in general market.

Fairly exciting

The Navy's

shark-

struggle to develop a life-saving shark re-

down in shark-infested waters
has been given an eye-appealing Technicolor-CinemaScope
pellent to protect flyers shot

mounting by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. A United Artists release, it stars Victor Mature as the fearless project leader.
Pretty Karen Steele supplies the romance angle as his
Navy wife, and James Olson is introduced as the lieutenant itching for a transfer to a combat zone. The subject
repeated testing for a chemical agent to be used in the
water places research above action, but Mature manages

—

to

work up some excitement by using himself

as shark-bait

This should be well received

in the action

in the final test.

market, and

it

will serve as a fair dualler generally.

Direc-

by Jerry Hopper is talky and repetitive, in attempt to
work up controversy between Mature's "action" policy and
scientist Philip Coolidge's demand for more tests and trials
before sending a report to Washington. Mature arrives on
Isle of Pines, off the Cuban coast, to take over the Navy's
project to develop a shark repellent. He wants faster action, but Coolidge insists on continued experimentation.
Olson, a Navy diver, wants a transfer. Young Cuban boathand Rafael Campos is killed by sharks when he accidently
falls into the water. Mature insists the final test be made
with a man in the water, and takes the risk himself as two
Marine sharpshooters stand by as added protection. The

tion

repellent

proved

is

efficient.

United Artists. IA Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., Production!
73 minutes.
Victor Mature,
Karen Steele, James Olson. Produced by Samuel Goldwyn, Jr. Directed by Jerry
.

lother.

Hopper.
th

Century-Foi.
Natwick.

lildren

14 minutes.
Ginger Rogers. Michael Rennie, Betty Lou Keim,
Produced by Charles Brackett. Directed by Edmund Goulding.

"The
"Tension

at

Table

&€UiKC4A ^<tCCHf
'estern

has

good suspense.

Hock"

O O

Sam Wiesenthal,

Bright

Sure to satisfy action fans.

on emotional conflict and psyiclogical factors to develop some good suspense. Richard
Igan stars as a wandering outcast accused of killing his
Ust friend in cold blood, and becomes involved with a feardden sheriff, Cameron Mitchell, and his amorous wife,
orothy Malone, in a lawless Texas town. The screenplay
/ Winston Miller stresses characterization, and director
|harles M. Warren relies on the characters to develop
nsion, although he always provides a fair amount of acbn. The strikingly pretty Miss Malone stands out sharply
a provocative portrayal. Egan is erroneously accused of
tooting his best friend. He travels aimlessly, haunted by
ballad written about his crime. At Table Rock he returns
>ung Billy Chapin to his aunt and uncle, Mitchell and
iss Malone. She is attracted to Egan. Mitchell, a timid
leriff, is bullied and harassed by lawless trailherders.
/

relies

I

i

Egan kills the gang boss in gunbattle, the
gains courage and rids itself of the lawless. Mitchell

ventually,

wn

gains his self-respect

and

his

wife,

while

Egan

rides

10.

?3

Left

young

Behind"

Q O

Plus

comedy about draftee and his girl will appeal
Good programmer for general situations.

to

folks.

—

Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood who clicked together in
"The Burning Hills" co-star in a fast-paced comedy
about young love and the tribulations of life in the peacetime Army. Frank P. Rosenberg's production for Warner Bros., was shot on location at Fort Ord, Calif., and has
a tone of realism. The yarn will delight teenagers because

—

holds a mirror up to their problems and dramatizes a
groping for maturity. Screenplay by Guy Trosper is taken
from a new novel by Marion ("See Here Private") Hargrove, who knows his way around the military. Director
it

David Butler uses the thin plot to satirize the draftees.
Jim Backus and Alan King supply the laughs. Hunter, intelligent but spoiled, keeps from being drafted by attending
college. When his girl, Miss Wood, returns his fraternity
pin because he's "immature", his grades drop and draft
deferment ends. He bucks the Army, wisecracks, and gets
the roughest details. His captain, David Janssen, is ready
to give him an undesirable discharge when the division is
ordered on maneuver. Hunter, made acting corporal, saves
four buddies trapped in a target area and shapes up as a
hard-boiled cadre corporal.

vay.
1

He

SdttiKete KctfiHf

PIUS

This off-the-beaten-path Technicolor western, produced

I

Girl

minutes.

Sam Wiesenthal.

Richard Egan, Dorothy Malone, Cameron
Directed by Charles Marquis Warren.

Mitchell.

Produced

Warner

Bros.

Tab Hunter, Natalie Wood, Jessie Royce Landis.
Rosenberg. Directed by David Butler.

103 minutes.

duced by Frank

P.

Pro-

[More REVIEWS on Page 17]
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WHAT MADE MIKE

TP DP HUN

(Continued from Page 12)

a completely indigestible
stars,

mass

of

figures:

50 top-name

scenes shot in 13 countries, 14,000,000 air passenger

miles travelled by crew and cast, 140 locations and six
major Hollywood studios used, 74,685 costumes made or
rented, 100,000 hot meals served during shooting, including 8,972 bottles of wine, 4,220 pots of tea, 3,660 doughnuts
and 2,869 gallons of coffee. Means of travel shown in the
picture included bicycle, train, sailing ship, barge, elephant,
ostrich, rickshaw,

Chinese junk, hansom cab, horse,

sail-

mobile, coach and balloon.

We

by these

little

in

wood

hadn't so overworked the word as to make it almost
meaningless, Mike Todd's "Around the World" could be
said to be touched with genius.

MANAGED EVERYTHING
the fullest sense, a

one-man

picture, for

Mike

Todd not only planned

it, and produced it, supervised it,
helped cut it, and paid for it (he owns it outright, lock,
stock and barrel) but insisted that at the Rivoli Theatre

DAYS
9*

comparison.

statistics.

treatment and which, every inch of the way,
reflects the personality of the man who made it. If Holly-

It is, in

For the whole world of show business "Around the
World" is of unusual importance, for it proves that a new
formula of mass entertainment is possible. It shows that
the motion picture theatre's recent troubles are capable of
solution. It overshadows and overpowers television to a
point at which the little home screen becomes almost in-

RAFT SAYS HE'S FUN

real significance,

for this is a film magnificent in conception, in sweep, in

and

ning performances only, with Wednesday, Saturday and
Sunday matinees.

fantile in

are supposed to be impressed

Unfortunately, however, they have
detail

New York it be presented as a legitimate stage entertainment, with regular playbill, reserved seats, and eve-

in

Marlene Dietrich, who owes practically everything she
has to Hollywood was perhaps rather unkind when, asked
about Mike Todd, she replied: "He has the enthusiasm
that has gone out of Hollywood, where the atmosphere

—

become that of a factory like General Motors."
George Raft was more polite, but no less pointed when he
commented, "There's no fun in motion pictures anymore;
but you don't mind working if you have fun, as you do
has

with Todd."

Oh,

how

well any one of several

could use the likes of a Mike

Hollywood

Todd

"factories"

to revive their faded

glories

-

till

the mountain brigand:

charge into battle for control
of a vast and mighty Empire!

"Around the World

in

80 Days" Todd's Great Comic Spectacle
scenes of the European countryside, a

eye-filling aerial

Japanese temple and circus, a sunset on the
any combination of English satire, giant-screen panoramics,

Keystone cop humor has vast boxoffice range. Techically magnificent. Laugh-filled performances by cast plus
0-odd "guest" stars. Will rank with all-time top grossers.
nd

Mike Todd's "Around the World in 80 Days" is a great
oxoffice hit, one bearing a message of encouragement to
xhibitors everywhere. It is big, it is immensely entertainlg, it is something new and different in motion picture
ntertainment. As shown in the huge Todd-AO process
nd Eastman color, it simply dwarfs television.

i

This magnificent spoof of Jules Verne's novel emerges

and funny version
made in 1872 on a bet.

a fast

s

I

lobe,

I

lan

I

;a,
f

mad

of that

A

race around the

slick script

by

S. J.

Perel-

keeps the action rolling at a hectic clip over land and
through the air by balloon, along the crowded streets

Hong Kong on an
Todd's

first

Victor

Young

deserves praise for the musical background,

and Miles White

Niven

for the diversity of costumes.

sets out

with his valet, Cantinflas, to

venture as independent producer, being

re-

circle the

giobe in 80 days after making a 20,000 pound wager. After

Niven buys a balloon to fly across
France, but winds blow them to Spain. A rich sheik speeds
them to Marseilles by boat where they catch a steamer to
India. Scotland Yard detective Newton, convinced Niven
a boat-train to Paris,

wanted for robbing the Bank of England, pursues the
party relentlessly. While crossing India on elephant they
is

rescue princess Miss
a tribal ritual.

They

MacLaine from being burned
sail to

Hong Kong on

ton drugs and kidnaps Cantinflas, but

ostrich.

among

Pacific,

many.
Commentator Edward R. Murrow introduces the film
dramatically by contrasting 35-mm screen with Todd-AO.

hama

in

time to

sail for

alive in

a barge.

New-

YokoSan Francisco. Crossing the Westall

meet

in

United Artists, offers 175 minutes (plus interwholesome entertainment for every
lember of the family. At the Rivoli Theatre in New York

I

;ased via

I

lission) of rollicking,

I

being presented like a legitimate stage attraction,
matinees per week in addition to the seven nightly

is

iree

lowings. Prices range from $1.25 to $3.50.

I

•mg, long run

It will

and figures ultimately to be one

me top grossers.
Todd has emphasized showmanship

a

in the carnival-bur-

sque tradition, with spectacular scenes of the

French

Hindu suttee ceremony, a
runaway locomotive ride, etc., etc.

the Spanish bullring, a

.lps,

ild-west Indian raid, a
'he

have

of the all-

medium has been

utilized with professional integrity,

ermitting staff and technicians a full measure of creative

Michael Anderson, the 36-year old Englishman
'ho directed, took on the mammoth task of maintaining
jntinuity and pace on locations in seven foreign countries,
eedom.

[e

skillfully

ily

known

molded the
stars

(listed

"cameo" (bit)
ersonalities becomes
beled

below) who play what Todd
Recognizing the distinguished

parts.

a lot of

fun in

itself.

David Niven heads the cast as Phileas Fogg, the eccenically punctual Englishman, who makes the bet that he
in circle the world in 80 days. He sets the tone and tempo
>r the hokum, and maintains it superbly along the globeirdling itinerary.

Cantinflas, celebrated

Mexican comic,

Dpears as his lady-chasing valet, establishing himself

nazingly

versatile

talent

— another

Chaplin.

The

an

late

obert Newton plays the bulnbling detective tracking
lem down, while Shirley MacLaine, a comparative "new
ice",

is

the enchanting Indian princess rescued by the

trepid. travelers.

The

high-and-low-brow wit of scenarist Perelis a delight in his comments on social customs as well
B> in the variety of screwball sub-plot adventures conflicted to impede the journey.
devilish,

Ban

II

Charles Boyer, as a travel agency salesman, and
Cantinflas in a comic scene from "80 Days".

brief portrayals of 42 internation-

Camera work by Lionel Lindon

is

fabulous, including

ern plains their train is attacked by Sioux Indians. They
board a side-wheel schooner bound for South America and
bribe the captain to change course for England. The ship
runs out of fuel, Niven buys it, and dismantles its frame
for fuel. In Liverpool finally, Niven is arrested by Newton, but the real robber is found and Niven is released, but
too late to make his 80-day deadline. When Cantinflas is
sent to find a minister to marry Niven and Miss MacLaine,
he discovers they picked up a full day crossing the International Dateline. Niven reaches his appointed destination
at the last moment and wins the bet.
United Artists release.
A Michael Todd Production). 175 minutes. David Niven,
Robert Newton, Shirley MacLaine.
Produced by Michael Todd. Directed by Michael Anderson. Screenplay by S. J. Perelman, based on a novel by
Jules Verne. Music by Victor Young. Costumes by Miles White. Choreography by
Paul Godkin. Photography by Lionel Lindon.
CAMEO PLAYERS: Charles Boyer, Joe E. Brown, Martine Carol, John Carradine.
Charles Coburn, Ronald Colman, Melville Cooper, Noel Coward, Finlay Currie,
Reginald Denny, Andy Devine, Marlene Dietrich, Luis Miguel Dominguin, Fernandel,
Sir John Gielgud, Hermoine Gingold, Jose Greco, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, "Trevor
Howard, Glynis Johns, Buster Keaton, Evelyn Keys, Beatrice Lillie, Peter Lorre,
Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen, Col. Tim McCoy, A. E. Matthews, Mike Mazurki,
John Mills. Alan Mowbray, Robert Morley, Edward R. Murrow, Jack Oakie, George
Raft, Gilbert Roland, Cesar Romero, Frank Sinatra, Red Skelton, Ronald Squires,
Basil Sydney, Harcourt Williams.
I

Cantinflas,
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS

LEWIS

VOGEL

ROGER H. LEWIS began his tenure as
chairman of the MPAA advertising-publicity directors committee by presiding at
the so-called "summit meeting" of the
organization's board on Oct. 18, at which
program
was formulated.

industry

the

for

neth

Clark,

MPAA

vice

president

sonnel following the resignation of president Arthur M. Loew. Vogel, president
and a director of Loew's Theatres, was

Kenand

called

in

New

York,

consider the constructive pro-

to

posals of the advertising-publicity committee on "ways and means to revitalize
the boxoffice and promote the general

welfare of the industry". Unanimous approval was given the following plans: (1)

an "Oscar Derby" or "Hollywood Sweepstakes" contest to tie-in with the Acade-

my Awards;
ference

from

newspaper

for

all

Hollywood press con-

(2) a

over

the

U.S.;

representatives
(3)

a

market

why

the public goes
an overall study of
costs relating to billing and advertising;
(5) regional field meetings with publishers
and the press to give them "state of the
(film)
union" messages. A committee
composed of 20th-Fox president Spyros
P. Skouras, Lewis, Columbia's Paul N.
Lazarus, Jr., Warners' Robert Taplinger
and Universal's David Lipton were scheduled to inform West coast management
of the plans on Oct. 29.
analysis to find out
to

the theatre;

(4)

0

ABRAM

F.

MYERS

called for a "higher

degree of cooperation between the several
exhibitor organizations", while warning
against
single

merging

all

organization

exhibitors

"before

into

they

a

have

had time to become acquainted".
board chairman and general
counsel, in his keynote speech at the
recent convention of the Independent Exhibitors of New England also took a
strong stand against those who have been
crying for a return to block-bocking and
an end to theatre divorcement. Alliel
president Rube Shor denied reports of a
merger between Allied and TOA.
even

The

Allied

t*q» It
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ARTHUR RANK,

long unhappy with

grosses on his pictures in this country,

up his own American distribution
company within the next three or four
months. A spokesman for the Rank organization said the company will be diwill set

rected by a British film industry man,
aided by experienced American sales executives. All Rank films, plus indepen-

dent productions, comprising an anticipated annual program of 30 films, will be

American exhibitors
York and branch offices are
The bulk of the company's

released directly to

New

once

established.

films have been released in this country

by Universal-International, and, following
the announcement by JAR, U-I president
Milton Rackmil questioned the right of

Rank

to establish his

own

distribution

in light of this "first call" contract.

said

Rank should

if

refusal,

it

would be

fail to

a

give U-I

arm

He
first

breach of contract.

0
LOUIS CHESLER,

board chairman of
and Eliot Hyman, president
of its wholly owned subsidiary, Associated Artists Productions, Inc., announced
they are forming a new division of PRM
to make motion pictures and engage in
TV and theatrical enterprises. Ray Stark
was named v. p. for West Coast operations
of PRM and production head for AAP.
Last March PRM bought the Warner

PRM,

Inc.,

Brothers film library for $21,000,000.

new

company

will

production-dis-

the

company. Friedman, financial
vice president and a director of the theatre company, stepped into Vogel's post.
Loew was named board chairman, replacing Nicholas M. Schenck who will remain
on the board and serve as honorary board
chairman. Loew's Theatres vice presidents Eugene Picker and John F. Murphy
were elected to the board of directors of
that company, filling vacancies left by
Vogel's resignation and the death of
Harold J. Cleary. Meanwhile, stockholder
tribution

FRIEDMAN

is

pany attended the meeting

president of

elected

Jerry Pickman, of Paramount, the retiring chairman, presided with Lewis, who

United Artists advertising director.
Representatives of every major film com-

VOGEL & LEOPOLD
figured prominently in the

recent shake-up of Loew's, Inc., top per-

of public relations

a far-reaching

R.

FRIEDMAN

JOSEPH

"finance,

groups reported to be

management

of

the

barking

on

proxy

fight

to

oust

any and

all

last

week declared

that the primary cause

is the poor financial
showings of films produced during the
Dore Schary regime. Since 1952 earnings
have only once gone above $6 million.
According to the WSJ, two groups of
stockholders, one representing between
200,000 and 300,000 shares, the other
group more than 1,000,000 shares, are
girding for the proxy battle.

of stockholder pique

The

develop,

elements concerned

the entertainment field", according to

an announcement. A "war chest" of $5,000,000 has been appropriated by the directors of

PRM

for

immediate production.

those

presently in control of the parent company. A story in the Wall Street Journal

create and package motion picture, teleas finance

the

past several years, were said to be em-

vision and theatrical enterprises, as well
in

with

dissatisfied

company over

PICKER

MURPHY

.

HEADLLNERS

THEY

WILLIAM SAAL,

Century-Fox have dropped plans
whereby Fox would distribute Republic
product in Great Britain. Proposed deal
was dropped by mutual consent. Talks
are now underway with Republic and
several other companies ... ABE MONTAGUE, Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
president, announced the start of exchange area meetings for the 7th annual
20th

MADE THE NEWS
LEONARD GOLDENSON
direct supervision of the

casting

Company

over

took

American Broad-

following the resigna-

Robert E. Kintner and
started on plans to develop an entirely
tion of president

new

structure

organizational

Hospital Christmas Salute. Goal is $250,Campaign will run to Jan. 15, 1957
Motion Picture Pioneers president
announced an intensive
JACK
membership drive to aid in the organiza000.

the

for

.

radio-TV network. Goldenson is president
of the parent company, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.

FRANK

National
Theatres general manager, predicted the
closing of about 6000 conventional theaHis
tres within the next three years.
statement was made at a press conference
following completion of a tour of the

company's

theatres

335

states.

21

in

Ricketson qualified his prognosis by expressing the view that many of these
houses would be replaced by modern

The

theatres and drive-ins.

LIAM

Seen at the If ill Ropers Hospital Benefit premiere of "Around The If arid in 80 Days":
Taylor.
I A president Arthur Krim. Elizabeth
R. J. O'Donnell, producer Mike Todd. Below:
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Montague.

he

told

LINGER

"Andersonville",

"Bonjour

Tristesse" and other important films being

a

the

benefit

of

If

Musuclar

of
a galaxy

arners' "Giant", for
Dystrophy Assn..

brought out
of celebrities and film
executives, including, from left: If arners' executive rice president Benjamin Kalmenson.
Stanley-lf arner board member Maurice A.
"Moc" Silver, If B president Jack L. If arner.

.

War-

.

TAP-

acquaintances

at

a

.

affiliate
UA exploitation
MORI KRUSHEN returned
.

.

and

.

business,

a

vacation

manfrom
trip

comthat,

though net income

this year was $801,875
compared with $1,064,494 last year,
$461,557 of the prior year's earnings came

as

pictures

to

television.

With this sale figure deducted, last
would have been $602,937.

year's

.

.

.

WALT

.

.

.

VAN COHEN,
WURTELE,

ROMAIN,

.

LESTER

HARRY

2nd assistant;

GENE

MEYER LEWIS,
property master
Motion Picture Associates of Philadelphia elected NORMAN
SILVERMAN its new president,
JOSEPH ENGEL vice president, EDWARD ADELMAN treasurer, DAVID
LAW secretary. Elected to the board:
GEORGE BEATTIE, ALFRED J.
TUNICK, dough
.

guy;

.

.

DAVIS, WILLIAM DOYLE, JAY
EMANUEL, ELI EPSTEIN, MAXWELL GILLIS, JACK GREENBERG,
DAVID SUPOWITZ. LESTER WURTELE, MILTON YOUNG. Annual

had an

statement

financial

.

.

explanation for the decline in Allied Artists' net income for the year ended June
told the stockholders in the

shire

MILT WATT

0

SAMUEL (STEVE) BROIDY

Persuasion" Oct. 30 at the Fox WilTheatre in Hollywood
DISNEY announced that "Johnny Tremain", revolutionary war adventure, will
be first released as a regular theatrical
feature rather than on television as originally planned. An early summer premiere
Republic Studios publicity
is scheduled
ly

director
resigned.
He
Philadeljoined the company in 1950
phia Variety Club, Tent 13, elected SYLchief barker;
assistant;
1st

the past fiscal

for

included in this year's report.

net

.

S.

tional premiere of Allied Artists' "Friend-

The recent premiere

Cohn as resulting partly from the fact
so^e of the earnings from "Picnic"
and all of the earnings from "The Eddy
Duchin Story", two top grossers, are not

of

renewed

ROBERT

GOLDWYN will chairman the committee honoring producerdirector WILLIAM WYLER at invita-

that

from the sale

RUBE

Reade

ager

This drop was explained by

annual

Columbia

.

in Europe in search for
product for Continental Distributing, Inc.,

year were $2,669,712 compared with $4,948,690 for the previous year. Earnings
per share were $2.28 this year as against

He

.

.

JACK HARRIS

readied for production as reasons for his

pany's

chairman

board

.

Columbia stock-

year ended June 30, 1956,
were down, the outlook for 1957 is extremely bright. The Columbia president

30.

.

.

...SAMUEL

fiscal

$4.40 in '55.

J.

HARRY B. HENDEL, president; F.
ELMER HASLEY, vice president; RAY
WOODARD, treasurer; MORRIS M.

Europe

holders in the annual financial report released last week that, while net earnings

Net

W.

president of

studio luncheon held in his honor when he
visited the company's West coast studios
recently.
Executive was publicity chief
there before organizing his own firm
Walter Reade Theatres vice president

o

view.

.

ners vice president

and collections for BV on a national
basis. The two companies recently signed
a three and a half year contract extending
NFS' handling of all backroom work.

optimistic

GERMAN,

J.

running from November to June

CLARK,

out

.

general sales manager
JACKTER to be honored with sales drive

ings

singled

.

German, Inc., Oct. 24 in New York.
Chairman was United Artists board chairman ROBERT S. BENJAMIN. Luncheon was sponsored by the Joint Defense
Appeal of the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith
New officers elected by
Allied MPTO of Western Pennsylvania:

FINKEL,

National Film Service president, and Leo Samuels, president
of Buena Vista Film Distribution Co., announced the signing of a new contract
whereby NFS will continue to handle bill-

for the

O'DONNELL,

J.

assistant

0

HARRY COHN

R.

to

.

would be principally in small towns
and outlying neighborhoods.
P.

tribute

Texas exhibition leader who will be
honored as Pioneer of the Year at annual
dinner Nov. 30
2nd annual Human Relations Award luncheon honored WIL-

said,

JAMES

.

tion's

new

closings,

.

COHN

0
RICKETSON,

H.

executive assistant to

Republic president HERBERT
J. YATES, confirmed that Republic and

meeting was held Oct.
Independent producer Darryl F. Zanuck.
center, and four his cast of "Island In The
Sun" about to take ofj for British If est Indies
and location filming of the 2flth-Fox release.
From left: John Williams, Patricia Ouens.
Zanuck, Joun Collins. James Mason. Also in
the cast: singer Harry Belafonte.

22.

DIED: ALFRED STARR, widely admired veteran exhibition leader, Oct. 15,
a heart attack. Starr was operating
partner of the Bijou Amusement Company which operates a circuit of theatres
throughout the South. He was a former
of

TOA

president.
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EXHIBIT "A" FROM
EXHIBITION!

T biS

s

From

due

statistics

a°

compiled by theatre managers for National Theatres'

Research Department interviewing persons (whose age brackets ranged

from 16
from

to

20 years) away from the theatre

non-theatre goers as well as

in

order to secure opinions

from regular movie patrons.

TRAILERS BUILD BOXOFFICE
nflflMMMH

SERVICE
of me/MH/snn

—

Viewpoints
(Continued from Page 5)

Grahams

who

of this business, those

would evangelize the non-believers
This

into believers in our future.

is

an industry worthy of an abiding
If you cannot believe that,
faith.

man, don't

tarry.

To

Vogel Stops In
assumes

Vogel

R.

Joseph

He

upon

appointment

his

is

the

to be congratulated

and

com-

mended for his courage. Surely Mr.
Vogel must have searched his soul
accepting an

before

office

fraught

with administrative discomforts.

One need make only
of the

short study

Loew's corporate situation

appreciate
erection

to

new president's yoke.
name a few, include the

its

Problems, to

machinery to

practical

of

speed divorcement, the pro-rating of

funded debt between
the film company and the theatre
company, the rejuvenation of earnings commensurate
with Loew's
long standing prestige, and not
a $30 million

—

least

—

ameliorating management's

with a wide range of antagonistic stockholder elements. Not
only must Mr. Vogel somehow find
the keys to these problems, he must
conflict

them

find

quickly.

Pressing in on

him is the February 1, 1957, legal
mandate on the matter of theatre divestiture,
and the annual stockholders meeting in February.

What

of Mr. Vogel's qualifications
head a film company? His background as a theatreman follows a

to

happy immost sucexecutives have come

tradition that could have
plications.

cessful

from

film

the

Skouras

name

Some

two.

of the

theatre

and

ranks,

Barney

No

one

Spyros

Balaban,

doubts

to

Mr.

Vogel's grasp of the sensitivities of
theatre market, or for that

the

matter of the public pulse. No one
doubts his professed desire to do a
job for "the small stockholders". Th e
only' element in doubt is whether
Mr. Vogel will be accorded full opportunity to do that job because of
internal

frictions

from stockholders.
that

and the

He

is

threats

entitled to

opportunity— we wish him

distribution so that

Concerning the

leadership of Loew's, Inc. in a ten-

uous time.

the Editor:

well.

editorial material of

"Who

tober 1st titled

Doesn't

Oc-

Know The

Facts of Life?":

Your Joe Exhibitor could not have been
more right! I often wonder at the naive
attitude

of

this case,

certain

film

distributors

— in

Barney Balaban.***

I have seen a statement fairly recently,
I believe from Mr. Balaban himself, to
the effect that some 5,000 theatres should
be closed, going on to argue that the film
companies can not afford to service them

the $25 film rental level.

at

place, I

am wondering how

—

what is their arithmetic?
do not know enough of production and

that conclusion
I

In the first
they arrive at

distribution costs to argue the matter as
I

see

it

but neither do

idea that this 5,000

is

I accept their bland
not worth trying to

same

of

course

facts,

—and

I

reason,

say,

but

it

I

if

am

tribution-production to get some definite
inTormation on the basis of their thinking.
Until we do that we can not answer their
arguments intelligently nor can we
answer their arguments when it is a reply
such as Mr. Balaban's which doesn't
make sense in many particulars and which
doesn't
I

show

their real thinking.

do not desire

to enter into

troversy in this matter but

one should

call

seems

to

me

that these

5,000 exhibitors can be serviced

—

— even

if

the attention of the boys

we
know how to answer
arguments unless we know what

their

their

arguments

are.

#

To

COLE

4S

the Editor:
I must say that I
Crowther on the subject
I had long deplored the

Re. your last issue,
side with Bosley
of advertising.

growing sensationalism in advertising,
which distorts the facts and fails to give
the moviegoer an accurate idea of the
subject

many

have heard the theory exit costs so much to send out
a single film for a single playdate and
since the film rental is not that great
ergo, it does not pay to service such an
account. The usual figure that I have
heard is that it costs the distributor something like $15 or $20 just to ship a can of
film out of the exchange and to get it returned. How they arrive at that figure no
one has ever explained but in my own
mind I have reasoned that they take their
exchange expenses, divided by the number of shipments and through such reasoning arrive at the conclusion that it's
unbusinesslike to serve any exhibitor for
$15, $20 or $25. As I have argued many
times before: on that basis Macy & Co.

H. A.

Dallas. Texas

public.
I

any con-

think some-

exhibitors can not

on a semi-salvage basis and that this is
worth doing from the standpoint of moral
effect on the industry as a whole and the

Of course,
pounded that

I

the ivory towers to the fact that

in

for

not too certain of

for several

the

COLONEL

no other, that
I very much wish the film companies
would meet with a few intelligent exhibitors so that we could exchange thoughts
and find out definitely what they are trying to do and why. I may be all wet beIt is for this

my

—that

independent
theatre groups have been attempting for
a long time to arrange a meeting with disothers

salvage.

cause, as

can cerebrate on the

reason

It is for that

ing.

I

level with the distributor's reason-

of

the

a reader

I've

film.

who

come across
away from

has stayed

good motion picture merely because the
gave them the idea that it
was the sort of film that didn't appeal to
them. I've reviewed many films, which I
certainly would not have gone to see on
the basis of their advertising and which,
a

advertising

unlike their ads, have been neither lurid
nor shocking. Those ads work two ways.
They may attract one group of moviegoers but they keep away another. And
I think, too, if a survey were made, that
you would find a growing skepticism
among moviegoers and potential moviegoers re. those same advertisements. You
can fool some of the people some of the
time but you can't fool all of the people
all of the time. And to that adage I might
add another: Once bitten, twice shy.

would not be selling a spool of threat for
5c or 10c and that holds true for all the

With all my best wishes to you and for
the continued success of Film BULLE-

mercantile world.

TIN.
Very

No, I do not believe that any such false
reasoning can possibly explain the falacies
of distributor-thinking but I would like
to get it firsthand from the top echelon of

truly yours,

PRUNELLA HALL
(Former

film

reviewer of

The Boston Post)
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6XHIBITORS FORUfTl
Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins
vania are hereby authorized to confer with
the sales managers of the various producers
and distributors or their local representatives

MYERS ON MERCER
Excerpt from

New

Defore

speech by A.
England

Myers

F.

Allied,

Oct.

15

between the several exhibitor organizations.
Allied for sometime has maintained an informal but effective liaison with Theatre
Owners of America. Let me take time out
to say that this has been due largely to the
fine attitude displayed by Myron Blank, the
former president of TOA. There is reason to
beileve that this liaison will lead to valuable

cooperation in matters concerning which the
two organizations see eye to eye. The president of another regional association which is
has
not affiliated with either Allied or
indicated a desire to cooperate with Allied

TOA

whenever
tageous

cooperation

such
his

to

members.

seems advanBased on the

attitude of our own president, Ruben
and actions taken by the national
board, it can be said that Allied is prepared
to cooperate in matters of mutual interest
with any bona fide exhibitor organization
when reoresented by men of integrity and
gocd will. This gradual drawing together of
exhibitor organizations is another of the
changes made necessary by changed conditions in our business. Let us hope that the

known
Shor,

prospect for unity

among

exhibitors in the

promotion of their common interests are not
wrecked by those impetuous persons who
would merge all exhibitors into a single organization before they have even had time to

become acquainted.

RESOLUTION
MPTO

Allied

The

mature and

to effect a

Net only must there be a high degree of
cooperation between all classes of theatres
whenever th:y can stand on common
ground, but there must also be improved
relations and a higher degree of cooperation

of

Western

realistic appraisal of

the factors involved as a result of the aforementioned practices so as to enable the thea-

economic
motion picture industry.

tres in this ?rea to maintain their
vitality in the

He

all

rights of the

mark.
"For his loved ones, there lies ahead an
almost impossible task. It is our hope that
they will find some comfort and courage
from the everlasting love, respect, and admiration we had for him."

HOW

has

left his

OTHERS

SEE US

following resolution was adopted by

last

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Western Pennsylvania in convention assembled on October 2, 1956:
WHEREAS, contract terms demanded by
certain producers and distributors for their
product are confiscatory, extortionate and

WHEREAS,
mands would

acquiescence

result

to

.

make

their

children

these

and

This editorial followed closely on the heels

Dayton and Massillon
Probably some of
the pictures referred to by the Beacon Journal would not be of the kind which would
areas the previous week.

subject the exhibitors to arrest.

The president of this organization, Horace
Adams, upon being asked to comment on the
subject reminded exhibitors that at the Na-

Convention in Cleveland last
February, he said, "There is no room for pictures of questionable taste. The few bucks
you may pick up by playing such pictures

tional Drive-In

be greatly offset by the loss of your
customers and the diminution of
your grosses." Adams added, "At the same
time, Governor Frank J. Lausche said: 'You
men who run drive-in theatres will have to
regulate your own business or the state will
will

regular

it

for you'."

Referring

to

nudist pictures,

the

arrests

Adams

said,

for

exhibiting

"There

is

these

IT

time,

theatres

sex pictures, nudist pictures or other films
which will offend public taste. As President
of the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio,

several

of

the

drive-in

wind up the season with trashy

'adults only'

films. Why these drive-in operators think it
necessary to gather the last few dollars of
their Summer's patronage with these films is
a mystery to us". Certainly the operators are

condemn

type of film and

I

vigorously

I

point out that the Governor's threat

this

is

now

being carried into execution."

THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATES
of Philadelphia
Announce with pride
a special

Cecil

B.

showing of
DeMille's

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
M.

P.

FUND

Associates RELIEF

Sunday Night, Nov. 25

de-

—

8

p.m.

at the

RANDOLPH THEATRE
Chestnut at 12th

profit

Sts.

For invitations please contact

RE-

Any Associates member

.

That the aforesaid practices are hereby
as economically restrictive and
that proper steps be taken to remedy this
situation, and
That the officers of the Allied Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsyl-

or

phone

Sam Diamond,

20th Century-Fox Films
or Dave Law, Warner Brothers Pictures

condemned
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no

this

their

in

and to realize a fair and reasonable
upon his investment;

.

should

for

place on the theatre screens of this state for

theatre owners' rights to continue in business

BE

youth

limits

with these words: "Every year, about

constitute a forfeiture of the

NOW, THEREFORE,
SOLVED

of

tres

economically destructive, and
WHEREAS, the playing of pictures at excessive terms with no review as demanded
by the aforesaid producers and distributors
will debilitate the financial position of motion

owners and
eventual insolvency, and

off

of the arrests in the

Monday

carried an editorial attacking drive-in thea-

of

theatre

welfare

Pa.

the Allied

picture

drive-in operators
not subscribe to this policy of showing 'adults only' films at the end of the season deserve the praise and thanks of their
patrons. Parents who are concerned with

who do

do

ITO of Ohio

The Akron Beacon Journal

the drive-ins to 'bring

Those

themselves."

"The untimely death of our dear friend
and associate, Alfred Starr, is a source of
great sadness to all of us. There is a great
void ahead. His passing is a tragic loss to
the industry which he loved so much, and to
which he gave more than his share in effort,
It was his good
in energy, and in time.
fortune, as it was ours, that he was endowed
with limitless and indomitable courage, and
with an utterly and completely selfless dediless fortunate.

all

the whole family'.

drive-ins

TOA

cation to the protection of

the invitation of

the

ALFRED STARR
Ernest Stellings,

not building good will for themselves."
The editorial then names the offenders in
that area and continues: "These films belie

Do your

hit!

Help

litis

completely charitable organization which unselfishly renders
members in our industry with this objective: "Sustain

assistance to less fortunute
the bring; dignify the

dead

.

Otto Preminger's new "St. Joan", Jean Seberg, 17, from Marshalltown, Iowa,
meets one of her new bosses, United Artists ad v. p. Max Youngstein as her
discoverer, producer Otto Preminger, beams with pride. In the foreground,
a battery of photographers get a first look at the radiant soon-to-be star.

MERCHANDISING S
EXPLOITATION DEPARTMENT

Preminger Delivers Unknown To Play
dimmed and Ed SulPreminger slowly backed
away, a spotlight fell on the cropped blonde
head of a 17-year-old girl from Marshalltown, Iowa. As a hushed studio audience
As

the studio lights

and

livan

Otto

and 32,000,000 people watched, the dramatic
green eyes and sensitive mouth became those

Joan of Arc defying the court to send her
When she stopped, there
was thunderous applause and 32,000,000
of

to a witch's death.

—

knew

new movie

was born.
most intensive
hunts and super-promotions in movie

people

a

Thus culminated one
talent

star

of the

new found

history as the

whose only previous professional acting experience was a season of summer stock. The
modern-day Cinderella was named the win-

among 18,000 contestants of whom
3000 were personally auditioned by Preminger in his search for an unknown to play the
ner from

lead in the Carlyle production of the G. B.

Shaw

classic for

United Artists release. Dur-

ing the back-breaking 37-day tour, the pro-

PLUGGING THE CINEMASCOPE VERSION OF R &
Century-Fox is throwing plenty of
time, effort and money into a jet-powered
promotional campaign to sell the Cinemascope version of "Oklahoma!". To focus
attention on the famous Rodgers and Ham20th

i

•

i

merstein

classic,

Einfeld has set a

advertising
will

Charles

reach into 22 na-

TV

publications plus

New "Oklahoma!"

lets.

chief

whopping consumer maga-

promotion that

tional

Otto Prem-

is

will

appear

H's

"OKLAHOMA!"

The rousing campaign has

which time
opened in a few
selected theatres. The campaign being put
behind the film will be augmented by tremendous publicity and exploitation backing
to spot the opening during the holiday
been
the

in

force since 1955 during

famous musical

film

Already the recipient of a $1,000,000 cam-

"continuous

paign introducing th; road show presentation

a

in a

host of na-

magazines, including Life, The Saturday Evening Post, Look and Good Housetional

Fox promotion will capitalize
on the publicity and advertising used to preof the film, the

sell

the picture in the

Todd-AO

version.

The

salutes to the

campaign will serve to introduce the
musical to every moviegoer unable to see it
in its initial engngements. Film will debut
in late November anj early December.
was originally produced in the new
It

lets

Todd-AO

keeping.

In

addition

radio

saturation will be gained
to local

will

and

television

by calling attention

playdates of the film, while musical

production over radio-TV outgarner gobs of attention to bally

Role

Rock

n

Roll

Campaign

Music hath charms to make those
greenbacks roll into the "Shake, Rattle
and Rock" boxofhce believes James
Nicholson,

American-Interational

presi-

dent.

More than 2000

splatter spinners will be

the recipients of a special "Shake, Rattle

and Rock" d. j. exploitation package conpromotional material from the

taining

season.

and radio out-

performance popular-priced" version.

The campaign

local playdates.

Title

ducer reaped a promotional harvest as the
U. S., Canada and Western Europe was
flooded with posters, trailers and publicity.
With 11,000 exhibitors cooperating here
and abroad, the search was kicked off August
6 with the celebration of "St. Joan" week.
At a gala press reception for the producer
and his discovery, attended by 100 newspapers, magazine, radio and TV representatives, Preminger was especially glowing in
his appreciation of exhibitor support of the
talent hunt, and gave them bountiful praise
for helping to make the search a success.

CENTURY-FOX SETS SPARKLING PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

20th

zine

star of

"Saint Joan" was presented to the
nation on the Ed Sullivan show October 21.
She was Jean Seburg, a college student
inger's

Joan

St.

gigantic

rock n' roll release. Included in the package will be records of tunes used in the
film, stills for giveaways and contest details.
Package is being released with an
eye to taking advantage of the current
teenage appetite for rock n' roll films.

Musical artists featured

in the exploita-

campaign are Tommy Charles, Fats
Domino and his band, Joe Turner and the
Choker Campbell orchestra.
tion

process.

[More

SHOWMEN

on

Page 24]
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Get To the Fern Audience,

$5000.00 Awarded

Lipton Urges U-l Boxofficers

In

Some
territory

showmanship
was covered by Universal-Interna-

familiar, albeit sound,

David A. Lipton

Walter Reade Circuit Contest

Five thousand dollars in cash prizes went to
managers cf the Walter Reade Circuit, win-

at the recent

ners in the

studio conference of the company's advertis-

seven-week

tional ad chief

He

Winners

to

Edwin "Pete" Gage Drive. The
showmanship contest honored

indicated that

the chain's popular executive vice-president.

U-I planned no changes in its promotional
tactics, but will put emphasis on reaching

prize of $1000 was awarded to John
Balmer, manager of the Mayfair, Asbury
Park, N. J., in presentation ceremonies held
at a luncheon-meeting at Mayfair House,
circuit headquarters in Oakhurst, N. J.
Balmer scored his win over more than
forty competitors in the drive. Points were
scored on the basis of proficiency in adver-

ing-publicity

executives.

the female audience.

In

addition,

Lipton

stressed

two

other

major points as vital for today's selective
movie market: the pre-selling of pictures,
and the use of pre-tested media and material.

First

exploitation,

tising,

management,

theatre

business results and concession sales. Mike
Dorso of the Community Theatre, Kingston,

N.

copped

Y.

the

second

$500.00

prize.

Sommers of
Long Branch, N. J., while

$300.00 third prize went to Joe

the Paramount,

Paul Peterson of the Community, Morristown, N. J. took fourth place. In all, a total
of fifteen awards were made by president
Walter Reade, Jr. at the ceremonies. This
was in addition to more than twenty-five
prizes distributed in the seven weeks.
Other winners in the contest included:
5th Frank Deane, Woodbridge Drive-In,
Woodbridge, N. J.; 6th— Mike Brett, Carlton, Red Bank, N. J.; 7th
Bert Greene,
Strand, Freehold, N. J.; 8th— John Guiton,
Strand, Perth Amboy, N. J.; 9th— Jack
Pardes, Atlantic Drive-In, Pleasantville, N.

—

—

J.;

10th

son, N.

LIPTON
"There appears

be ample evidence that
r*f those people interested in a given picture,
the number likely to attend first run showings, is in direct relationship with the number of people who actually know about the
picture prior to the appearance of local advertising," Lipton declared.
He advocated
the use of market research to pre-test the apto

copy and layouts.
Citing women as "the major influence today
in selecting movies for family theatre-going",
the U-I exec stated that advertising must be
geared to reach this important audience.
Pre-selling, he warned, will only pay off if
combined with local newspaper advertising.
peal of specific advertising
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— George

Kemble, Community, Hud-

J.

Competition was judged by 4 Reade v.p.'s:
Nick Schermerhorn, Jack Harris, Al Floersheimer, Sheldon Gunsberg.

Some most happy fellas, victors in the -t^Edwin "Pete" Gage Drive of the Walter Reade
Circuit, stand up to be counted. Left: John Balmer (left), winner of the $1000.00 first prize,
receives his award from president Walter Reade,
Jr. Right: group picture of the winners and executives of the circuit. (L. to R.) John Guiton,
Strand, Perth Amboy, N. J.; Paul Peterson, Community, Morristown, N. J.; Mike Dorso, Community, Kingston, N. Y.J Edwin "Pete" Gage;
Bert Greene, Strand, Freehold, N. J.; Balmer;

Reade;
N. Y.i
N. J.;

Jack
N.

George Kemble, Community, Hudson,
Joe Sommers Paramount, Long Branch,
Mike Brett, Carlton, Red Bank, N. J.;

Pardes,
J.;

Frank

Atlantic

Drive-In,

Pleasantville,
Drive-In,

Woodbridge
Woodbridge, N. J.
Deane,

Guess Who? 20th Century-Fox exploited
teased the public for a little while before lei
ting them in on the secret that the giant 40-foei
cut-out being erected on the marquee of th
Broadway Paramount is America's No. 1 "roc
n'

roller".

40-Foot Sign Heralds

Elvis'

Debut in 20th's love Me Tender
A 40-foot cut-out of rock n' roll sensatio
Elvis Presley is garnering beaucoup attentio
from Times Square crowds as it standi
above the marquee of the Paramount Thej
tre heralding 20th Century-Fox's "Love M
Tender", which will have a pre-release oper
ing at the N. Y. showcase on November
l-i

Standing one story higher than the fame
likeness of Marilyn Monroe that adorned th:
front of Loew's State Theatre last year, tr
striking display will remain on exhibitio
during the engagement of the picture.

The

figure

was

slated to have a gala ui
|

veiling

on

October 28

before

more

tha

members of 38 Presley fan clubs in tr
metropolitan area.
Designed to coincic
with the Sunday afternoon unveiling was
guitar strumming idol's appearance on tr
2,000

Ed Sullivan CBS-TV program th
same evening. At the festivities a 9-fc
charm bracelet, the world's largest, was
top-rated

be placed on the cut-out's wrist. The brae
let

was created by the Halogene Corp.
campaign to merchandise trink

part of a

through

retail outlets.

Spanish Kit Sells Brave

One

1

Special Spanish language publicity ki
have been developed by RKO to promo
"The Brave One" to Spanish-language new
papers and radio stations in the U. S. Fe

tured in the kits are translations of prom
tional stories

and

articles.

Induction Papers Admit Draftees

To Warners
Army

'Girl

He

Left Behind'

Ti/^at t&e

S&omnm

/tie 'Doittai/

draftees in the N. Y. metropolitan

area can get an advance peek at

Navy, Coast Guard and Marines

in the

life

promotion set-up arranged by
managing director Robert K. Shapiro of the
Paramount Theatre to plug the engagement
of Warner Brothers' "The Girl He Left Behind". Since the Frank Rosenberg comedy
Service via a

presents the lighter side of peacetime

Promote 'Sharkfighters' Preem
Hollywood

army

Shapiro has invited all new draftees, and
the girls they will leave behind, to be his
life,

!

guests at the theatre.
their

induction

men

will

By simply

bally the film

is

a letter-writing contest di-

present

at

to

which co-stars Tab Hunter and

Wood

Natalie
rected

"What was your

and former servicemen.
funniest

experience as a
the question to be answered by
participants in the promotion. Writer of the
G. I.?"

is

most amusing letter will receive a $25 SavBond with free tickets going to the 25

ings

Letter must be mailed by Oct.
Shapiro and two others will do the judg-

runners-up.
i31.

ing for the contest.

Music Quiz to 200 DJ's

Promotes RKO's 'Stranger'
,

A music questionnaire sent to 200 disc
jockeys around the country is being used by

RKO producer Stuart Millar to promote
"The Young Stranger". Ultimate purpose of
the questionnaire is to determine what type
of ballad will stimulate the interest of movieTo

goers.

S-W

just the right

Drama, which was

Film

lease.

scheduled for a
is

directed

seen

on

November

re-

first

by John Franken-

steen.

An

article sent out

by Columbia publi- -9cists
under Judy Holliday's by-line that appeared originally in the Boston Traveler has
been picked up by North American Newspaper
Alliances for syndication to over 200 newspapers

Deep

the heart of Texas, United Ar- -o>
tists "Flight to Hong Kong" had a slam-bang
world premiere at San Antonio's Texas Theatre.
Top: comedy s.ar Dolores Donlon poses for TV
camera with producer Victor Orsatti (right) and
topcaster Rory Calhoun. Middle: A tug of war
helps to attract attention to the shapely blond
in the lower right of photo
and the debut.
Bottom: gala press reception kicks off premiere
in

—

festivities.

L.

Powers and
Donlon and

to R., Texas Theatre Manager Tom
wife, Calhoun, Orsatti, Miss
Frank Stan, Interstate Theatres'
publicity chief.

his

readership in excess of ten million. Titled
'Dividends Are a Girl's Best Friend," the feacontains beaucoup references to "The
ture
*ith

Solid

Gold Cadillac",

which
with Paul Douglas.
in

she's

starred

to Attract

newcomers

film.

Hunter.

a

New

Business

Stanley Warner's 69th Street and Terminal Theatres in Upper Darby, Pa., are using
a unique method of getting acquainted with

asked for their comments on types of music
and listener response. End result should be

television, is

received

Unique Guest Tickets Aid

get this information, the dj's are

kind of song for promoting the
Topcasters in the film are James MacArthur (son of Helen Hayes) and Kim

history

Norfolk, Va. Highlight, was the appearaance of Karen Steel, e topcast in the Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr. production with Victor Mature
and James Olsen, as guest of honor of the
three branches: the Navy, Marines and Coast
Guard. As a tribute to Miss Steele, military
personnel in the Norfolk area designated
Oct. 27 "Miss Navy Day". Looking pretty
as a picture, the curvaceous actress was personally escorted to the debut ceremonies by
the Admiral commanding the Norfolk Naval
Base with a block-long line of officers acting
as an honor guard.
Color guards, rifle teams and bands representing each service spotlighted the festivities, while stills, display material posters and
replicas of sharks helped feed the ballyhoo
machine in this armed service promotional
push.
For extra emphasis, many regular
commercial channels were also used to sell
CinemaScope-Technicolor production.
the
These included retail store tie-ins with Westbrocke Clothes, billboards and radio spots.

papers at the theatre, the
be admitted and thereby get a

view of their future activities.
second gimmick used by Shapiro

premiere
three

tre,

presenting

bird's-eye

A

when

major branches of the
Armed Forces joined with United Artists
Oct. 27 for the world debut festivities of
"The Sharkfighters" at Loew's State Thea"first"

ROAD-WORK
SHEREE NORTH,

cute and limber-limbed
Century-Fox's "The Best Things
In Life Are Free", appeared on Perry
Como's popular NBC-TV stanza on October
27, showing off her curves and hoofing ability as they appear in the Henry Ephron production. Musical is a biography of DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson songwriting team.

ties.

to their surrounding

communi-

Potential patrons are sent a guest ticket

which will admit two persons to either theatre upon presentation at boxoffice. Map on
rear of ticket shows location of theatres and
nearby parking areas. Attached to the tickets
are coins to cover parking costs.

Talented ingenue Betty Lou Keim and
20th-Fox sales chief Alex Harrison appear at a
special preview of "Teenage Rebel" held recently for editors of high school publications in the
New York area. Screening is one of a series
being held throughout the U. S. for teenage
opinion makers. The hopefuls are featured in the
CinemaScope production: Diane Jergens, Warren
Berlinger and Miss Keim.

star of 20th
friston

f rabfltr

rftatuite

Dividends Are

A Girl's Best

fjfondJjjdyHollidaY Finds
Says Brokers

Make

Women

*

*

Special

Pitch To

*

Down

Below", which stars
Rita Hayworth, Robert Mitchum and Jack

Columbia's "Fire

Lemmon,
when ED

received

a

hefty

pat-on-the-back

SULLIVAN

the location

showed pictures of
filming on his October 21 show

CBS-TV. Smiling Ed shot the footage
when he visited the British West Indies set
of the Warwick production.
over
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Looms

Elvis' First
It

may

may

or

not be significant that the

cut-out of Elvis Presley atop the

tionally to

Paramount

name

ture penetration

in

memory

playdate
field

when

gain

by the rock

momentum. The coup brought

by

off

by and Presley's popularity

grows. At first considered to be a magnet
only for the teenagers, the Tennessee lad's

draw

Top

is

rippling out to the older moviegoers.

TV

shows are making big news

just

scrapping to sign him for appearances.

Ed

show hit its
highest Trendex rating when Presley was on
and was at its lowest ebb when the boy

Sullivan's traditionally top-rated

—

appeared on the competing Steve Allen program.

To add

to the

name draw

that

momentum
hews

of the Presley

a clear-cut

path, 20th-Fox has lined

up a

showman's

series of pro-

motions in keeping with this 24-karat cat
they have grabbed by the tail.

For the
store

first

time in

Woolworth chain

its

history the 2000-

will

go

all

out na-

to-see.

To

aid in

and alerting its
coordinate local level cam-

to the chain

to

big

of

the

eager teenage market.

To

target
special

campaign

is

the

this end, 20th has

The radio-TV campaign offered for Iocs
another lulu. The rock 'n' roll cham

level is

on

and appears with hi
both the platter
and the film free to exhibitors. Also avail!
able are shared ID slides and telops for us
with 10-second station breaks and generj
slides and telops for spots. A special 16mrr
is

six radio spots

guitar on

clip also

tors

TV

two

being

trailers,

made

available free to exhibi

shows highlights

of Presley's

homecom

performing befor
enthusiastic home town crowds.
There's more displays, posters, feature
all latched on to the skyrocket that is El
vis Presley, teenagers and showman's dream
ing

including

recently,

—

—

background material to go

out to the mushrooming Elvis Presley fan
clubs as the hub from which to garner the
youthful moviegoers. More than 1000 groups,

roll

'n'

20th Century-Fox in penning Elvis to a picture pact becomes more and more inspired
as the days go

force

The

a per-

sensation whose zooming star continues to

and want

paigns.

sonality's film debut has caused the splurge
of anticipation aroused

lists

worked up

to recall

combining

launching store activities as far ahead of engagements as possible, 20th-Fox is supplying

Sleepy Eye, Minnesota.
baffles

picture,

plays and in-store decorations. The far-flung,
strategically located five-and-tens should get
way down to the grass roots in assaying pic-

moviedom, the guitar-strumming, dungareed Presley in his first movie
appearance, "Love Me Tender", promises to
set the boxoffice on fire, whether he stands
40 feet high at the Paramount or is just an
idolized image to a starry-eyed teenager in

It

promote the

with 18 manufacturers of Elvis Presley merchandise. Each retail outlet will be furnished
with lavish material for multiple window dis-

Theatre marquee on Broadway is a full story
higher than the cut-cut of Marilyn Monroe
which adorned the Loew's State Theatre
marquee top more than a year ago. But just
as the Monroe skirt-blown figure helped
make "The Seven Year Itch" a boxoffice delight because the marvelous Marilyn was the
hottest

as B.O. Dynamite

with membership ranging from 40 to 350
members each, have been alerted by the film
company to whip up activity connected with
openings of the picture, including suggested
ways to make the pl3ydates celebrations
honoring their idol. Many groups are planning to attend openings en masse bearing
placards identifying the fan club and wearing special Elvis Presley hats and jackets.

Cognizant of the complications that may
crop up with hordes of teenagers converging
on the movie house, 20th is suggesting a
teenage matinee to run every afternoon during the playdates, starting about four-thirty
after schools close.

The unprecedented sale of Elvis Presley
records (five have each sold over a million
copies, and the title song, after it was introduced on the Sullivan show last month, had
orders for more than a million copies before
was released) has spurred RCA Victor to

it

an all-out bally for the

film.

LOVE ME
TENDER"
When

David Weisbart was hande t
assignment for "The e
Brothers", he had no idea what was inrot
production

pect for him.

Armed with

a tight, actni

by Robert Buckner, Weisbarl;a
Richard Egan and Debra Paget in t
script

the three top roles, eyed possibly Joe
Wagner or Jeffrey Hunter for the remain

when
made
his
ducer Buddy Adler
That's

starring part.

executivcpn

masterful

;ot

by signing Elvis Presley to a movie 3a
gambling with phenomenon o t
entertainment world in a full-blown ir
matic role. Retitled "Love Me Tender tk
and

core of the film remains a hard-hittir
picture,

tion

at

but the embellishments jn

vided by the Presley casting, includir

ti

insertion of four Elvis-delivered songs na
It's Elvis Presley dominant in all the posters,
ads, lobbies, every piece of paper made for the
picture.
Shown here are two types of door
panels, one primarily illustration, the other featuring the songs and the Presley role. Directly

below

is

the 6-sheet.

20* CENTURY-FOX o~«»«

RICHARD EG AN DEBRA PAGET
and introducing

ELVIS PRESLEY
\

SING!

giants

i

"Love Me Tender"! 1
"We're Gonna Move"
"Poor Boy"
"Let Me!"

SEE ELVIS 1
INACTION! I
as

of

the

one of the

it

The

year.

story

bcofic
citei

around four brothers and a girl. Ega tr
eldest, returns from the Civil War wit tw
younger brothers, intent on returning me
they had robbed from a Union payrol H
finds Debra, the girl he had planned tce<
married to the kid brother, Presley, bie
ing Egan killed in the war. About to ^
1

Clint,

youngest of the

4i

make

well prove to

HEAR ELVIS

notorious Reno

Egan

Brothers... who
loved his brother

ley,

but also loved
his brother's girl!

is

arrested for the robbery but

re

urged by the brothers' confederal
the robbery, "rescues" Egan, making m
fugitive. To prevent Egan from retuiin
the

'

money,

they

brother, lead

him

turn

Elvis

to believe

agains! h

Egan

ha"i

with Debra and the money. The c«
Elvis shoots and wounds Egan befo! r

off

learns the truth, then, in a

with

ROBERT MIDDIETON WILLIAM CAMPBELL NEVILLE BRAND
I

WFt 56ART ...
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the

plotters,

wounded Egan.

dies

showdown
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THIS

YOUR PRODUCT

IS

All The Vital Details on Current &)

\

Coming Features

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
NOT OF THIS EARTH

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
of strange murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

ALLIED ARTISTS

OKLAHOMAN, THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Western. Doctor helps rid town

July
HOLD BACK THE NIGHT

John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Dwan. Drama. Marines tight their way to the Yalu
River

in

Korea.

75 min.

of unscrupulous brothers. 81

STRANGER

SIERRA

min.

Howard

Duff,

nell

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM

Ricardo Montalban, Richard Carlson. Producer Hayes Goetz. DirecLaraine Day,

Thomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beautinotorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
on trial for the murder of her lover. 85 min.
tor

ful,

August
CinemaScope. George MontMarcia Henderson. Producer

gimery, Peter Graves,
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

DeLuxe

July
VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Joan Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

DUCHIN

EDDY

THE

STORY.

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Tyrone tower, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, Victoria Shaw.
Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra
leader. 123 min. 5/28.

YOUNG GUNS. THE

WEREWOLF. THE Don Megowan, Joyce

September
racket. 61 min.

FIGHTING TROUBLE Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.
STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
min.

October
CRUEL TOWER. THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

Ericson, Mari Blanchard.
Lindsley Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

Lew Landers. Drama.
on high tower. 80 min.

YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Drama. Remake

Broidy.

Holden, Steven
Ritch.
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Horror. Man turns into werewolf from taking special
serum developed by scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Producer
Western.

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

SINNER

Harper.

Director

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical Joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

September
Cobb,

ward

Sam Katzman.

Lee J.
Producei

Medina, EdDirector Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.
Arnold.

Diana
Lee

Dors.
Producer
Kenneth
Thompson. Drama. A con-

J.

McGuire,

Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 13? min. 10/1
HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.

December
HOT SHOTS

Huntz Hall,

Stanley Clements.

Producer

Ben
Schwalb
Director
Jean Yarbrough.
Comedy
drama. Juvenile television star is kidnapped. 42 min.

Coming
Bill Elliot, James Lydon, Claudia
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.

Melodrama.

Former

convict

is

innocent

suspect

in

planned murder. 63 min

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE
Freeman,
Director

Barry

Sullivan,

Mona

Dennis O'Keefe.

Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
small Western town.

Harold

Schuster.

stockade in
54 WASHINGTON STREET George Moitgomer/, James
Best. Producer Vincent Fennelly Director Paul Landres.
Western Outlaws use detective as only recognizable

man

in

their

holdups,

thus

WEB

Faith

Producer

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director

Vernon

Sewell.
Melodrama.
with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Engineer

increasing

gets

involved

PORT AFRIOUE
Dennis

Mate.

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
Price.

his wife.

92 min. 9/17.

reward

for

his

death or capture.
Huntz Hall. Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb Director Austen Jewell. Comeoy
drama Bowery 8oyi tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.
HUNCHBACK OF PARIS. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida. Anthony Qui"" A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl 88 min.

Film

FAMILY WAY, THE Judy

Holliday, Richard Conte,
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wife
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival of
child.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

STORM CENTER

Davis, Brian Keith, Paul Kelley,
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal «f
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

fight off Indian attack.

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

LAST

MAN TO HANG,

THE Tom Conway,

Sellars.
Producer John Gossage.
Fisher. Melodrama. Music critic is
ing his wife in a crime of passion.

Terence

NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
bag starts hunt for stolen money.
PAPA, MAMA, THE MAID AND
Robert Lamoureux,

Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian
family. 94 min. 9/17.
RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James Darren, Jerry Janger,
Edgar Barrier. Drama. Corrupt waterfront union is
exposed.
Technicolor. Randolph Scott
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of General
Caster's famed "7th Cav.".

SHADOW ON

THE WINDOW, THE

Betsy Garrett,

Phil

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Director
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is the
only witness to a murder.
SUICIDE MISSION Leif Larson, Michael Aldridge. Atle
Larsen. A North Seas Film Production. Adventure. Norwegian fishermen smash German blockade in World

War II. 70 min.
UTAH BLAINE Rory

Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Angela
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears
Western. Two men join hands because they see in each
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.
WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"

INDEPENDENTS

Gilling.

June
FLAME OF AFRICA

(Cavalcade) Eastman Color. African drama with all Zulu cast. Producer A. O'Connor.
Director T. Bulpin. The story of a terrible Zulu king.

Macdonald
Irving

Allen.

Adventure. Owner of wild aniyoung native boy from a

(Jacon) Nigel Patrick, Elizabeth
FORBIDDEN
Sellars, Terence Morgan. Producer Sidney Box. Director Harold French. Drama. Undercover agents smash
international dope smuggling ring.

FRONTIER WOMAN (Top
man Color. Cindy Carson,

REPRISAL

Adventure.

in

Elizabeth

Director

accused of murder-

identity of a doctor's

violent death. 91 min.

farm

Kathryn

CARGO

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

Director John

mal

Murphy,

Bette

November
Carey,

Audie

Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women to

THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Ouine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

Kenya saves

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Farr,
Kathryn Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians fight for
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by JacquesYves Cousteau. 86 min. 10/15.
David Brian, May Wynn, William
Bishop. Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray
Nazarro. Drama. Indian maiden helps her people survive injustice of white men. 73 min.
YOU CAN T RUN AWAY FROM IT Technicolor, CinemaScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles Bickford. Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 95 min. 10/15.

WHITE SQUAW, THE

HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, George
Peppard. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James GarDrama. Cadet at military school frames commander and his son.

fein.

life.

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC,

ODONGO

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE
Barrett.

Patricia

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.

Grayson,

SEVENTH CAVALRY, THE

MIAMI EXPOSE

October

demned murderess in the death cell. 74 min.
FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy

Helen

Prado,

I

HE LAUGHED LAST

November
BLONDE

Technicolor.

Korda Pro"Four Feathers". 80 min.

of

AUTUMN LEAVES

Jeane Cooper, KathCase. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Edward
Bernds. Melodrama. Policeman breaks baby extortion
Elliot,

Bill

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope,
Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan

duction.

August

leen

81

Perez

END AS A MAN

EARTH

Anthony

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Scott Marlowe.
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious
western gunman. 84 min.

Cor-

Lopez. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Musical. Cavalcade of the mambo. 78 min. 10/15

Color.
David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city. 72 min.

CALLING HOMICIDE

CinemaScope.

Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

Manny

DAWN

NO PLACE TO HIDE

Technicolor,

Wilde, Donna Reed.

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

75 min.

RIVER Color,

Coming
BEYOND MOMBASA

Jack Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

CANYON

Technicolor,
CinemaScope. Victor Mature
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production]
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler
becomes notorious bandit.

McGhee.

Gloria

Western. 75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS

THREE FOR JAMIE

December
ZARAK

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

Saga

of

Vistarama,

Pictures)

East-

Lance Fuller, Ann Kellydaughter of Davy Crockett

the

80 min.

PRISON (American International) Richard
Denning, Joan Taylor, Lance Fuller. Producer Alex
Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A qirl robber

GIRLS IN

that prison
chaplain. 87 min.
finds

GREAT

is

a

LOCOMOTIVE

living

hell

CHASE.

until

THE

reformed
(Buena

by

Vista)

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Jeffrey HunA Walt Disney Production. Adventure. A band of

ter.

Union spies attempt to sever the South's military
during the Civil War. 85 min. 7/9.

rail

lines

HOT ROD GIRL (American International) Lori Nelson,
Chuck Conners, John Smith. A Nacirema Production^
Drama. A story of today's youth and the excitement
of hot rod racing. 75 min.

YOUR PRODUCT

UNDEAD, THE (American-International) Pamela Duncan, Allison Hayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.
Science-fiction.

INDEPENDENTS (Continued)
»ROUD AND THE BEAUTIFUL, THE

(Kingsley International) Michele Morgan, Gerard Philipe, Victor MenJoia. Director Yvee Allegret. Drama. Drunkard and a
#oman find love and consolation together. 94 min. 7/23

Hal

bomb

ZROWDED PARADISE (Tudor Pictures) Hume Cronyn,
.Hancy Kelly, Frank Silvera. Producer Ben Gradus. Diector Fred Pressburger. Drama. Puerto Ricans leave
heir crowded
paradise for a better way of life.
13 min. 7/9.

WESTWARD HO. THE WAGONS

in

fit

of jealousy.

OLDWYN -MAYER

THE Carroll Pictures) Fernandel, MadeSylvain, Francis Linel. Director Henri Verneuil.
Village baker refuses to believe his son is
ather of illegitimate son. 107 min.
Comedy.

August
rural

IAN

parents.

BEAST

(Associated Producers) Rock Madison,
•irginia Maynor, Tom Maruzzi. Producer-director Jerry
Varren. Adventure. The story of a mysterious snow
an in the Himalayas.

HE-CREATURE, THE

(Exploitations, Inc). Eric
jleming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie Wildr.
Drama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
sntury ago into a beauteous TV performer.

September
AND THE SPUR

LESH

5

Eastman Color. Bing
Frank Sinatra.
Producer Sol
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.

Pathe-

Maria English. Producer Alex GorEdward Cahn. Western. Two gunmen

Director

iarch for the

killer of their

brother.

AKED PARADISE (American-International
3hn
agcr

I

Pathecolor.

Garland.
Producer-director
Adventure. A young American saves
Beverly

Ireland,

Corman.

girl from disaster in
RIVATES PROGRESS

Price. A
>ung Britisher

a

pagan paradise.
IDCA)
Richard

Boulting

ennis

Bros.

Attenbrough,

Production.

an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

THAT DIED OF SHAME. THE (Continental!. Richd Attenborouah, George Baker. A Rank Organization
oduction. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
jainst her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

HIP

MISTER MARSHALL
Manolo Moran. Director

'ELCOME

Screen Art) Lolita
Berlanga. Prolictr Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
'an that takes place in a small Spanish town.
I

Luis

October
*OUND THE WORLD

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.
Kerr,

80

•rne novel.

(American-International) John trend, Beverly Garland, Alison Hayes. Producer-director
pger Corman. Western. A notorious gunman terrorizes
e West.

VAMP

WOMEN

verly

Garland,

IWoolnerl Color. Carole Mathews,
Touch Connors.
Producer-director

women

ger Corman. Adventure. Wild

in

the Louisiana

yous.
j

November
a

t

AND ROCK

RATTLE

IAKE,

American-International
Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson,
Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
I

I

''ector Edward
1" music.
1

Coming
CONQUERED THE WORLD

1

(American International
ter
Graves,
Beverly
Garland.
Producer-director
ger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
ace takes control of the world until a scientist gives
life

\

I

to save humanity.

CONTINENT

CinemaScepe, Ferranicolor.
Jducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
ds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Engi commentary. 86 min.
APOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFEI (Lux Film, Romel Pathe'ST

(IFE)

or.
Print
by
isine
Director

Technicolor. Sophia
Leonide
Loren,
Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1400 to date in song and dance.

LAHOMA WOMAN

(American Releasing Corp.)
oerscopey Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
wns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
Mess woman rules the badlands unH' a reformed
'law brings her to justice. 80 min.

NAWAY

DAUGHTERS

(American-International)
Sten. Producer Alex Gordon. Ditor Edward Cahn. Drama. A study of modern teenja problems.
I

rla

English,

Anna

I

OLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal

E.

Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capn and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
ester.

Film

Kerr.

CinemaScope

Color,

Producer

Pandro

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE

Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.
Elisabeth

Mueller.

November

August
VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis, Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

Producer Betty Box.
lady

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

aviatrix

meets

fast

talking

American.

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French Kinq rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min. 9/17.

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

Coming

Louis

Hayward,

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film. 84 min.

November
THE

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

Tracy,

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105. 10/15.

critically injured

woman

in

the

THREE

EDGE OF THE CITY John

Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing
in

VAGABOND KING. THE

MOUNTAIN,

IRON PETTICOAT, THE
Russian
94 min.

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

September

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 114 min. 10/1.
POWER AND THE PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor.
Ives,

Adventures

PARDNERS

October
Doris Day,
Louis Jourdain.
Producer Marty
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous husband plans to kill wife. 99 min. 10/15.

Burl

Comedies

3

William Holden, Deborah Kerr, Dewey Martin, Thelma
Ritter. Producer William Pearlberg. Director George
Seton. Drama. A hard-bitten Marine and a society-bred
Red Cross girl fall in love during the critical islandinvasion phase of WWII. 113 min.
THAT CERTAIN FEELING Technicolor, VistaVision. Bob
Hope, Eve Marie Saint, George Sanders. Produced and
Comedy. Filmization of
directed by Panama-Frank.
Broadway hit, "King of Hearts". 103 min. 4/11.

55.

Berman.

JULIE

UNSLINGER Color

|

John

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
122 min. 10/1.

DAYS

(Michael Todd
oductions' Todd-AO, Color. David Niven, Cantiflas,
lartine Cam,'.
Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
iderson. Adventure. Filmization of the famous Jules

IN

IDOL, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.

Deborah

3

July

LIVING

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman

Metro-

SOB

Stan-

September

Comedy. A

romps through Army life. 94 min.
ECRETS OF THE REEF (Continental) Tri-Art Color.
Butterfield and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

jsvilla,

Kelly,

LUST

(American-International)

John Agar,

lOlor.

lon.

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope.

Crosby,

OF THE HYPNOTIST

PELL

be

will

2 Musicals

Documentary
Westerns

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/4

I

and

Break-down for November:

1

WILDER YEARS. THESE James Cagney, Barbara

American-International) Cheater
[torris, Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director
dwara Cahn Science-fiction. A hypnotist transforms a
leautiful girl into a terrible prehistoric monster.
i

film

15 Dramas

August
Grace

by both

Goldwyn-Mayaer. Over half of the November product, 15, will be Dramas.
Color films number 12. Five releases will
be in CinemaScope, one in VistaVision.

113 min. 7/9.

iOCTORS, THE IKingsley International! Raymond PelliTin, Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graetz. Drama. A
oung doctor learns to love his ignorant and supertitious

released

FASTEST GUN ALIVE Glenn Ford, Jeanne Crain. Producer Clarence Greene. Director Russell Rouse. Western. The reputation of a storekeeper with a "fast gun"
brings 3 strangers to a sleepy town. 89 min. 4/28
SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME Paul Newman, Pier
Angelli, Sal Mineo. Producer Charles Schnee. Director
Robert Wise. Drama. Story of boxer Rocky Graziano.

One

Universal

release two each.

will

eine

RKO

release three

will

each, while Paramount and Warner Bros,

July

115 min. 9/17

re-

October figure. Leading suppliers will be
Columbia and United Artists with five re-

Cine-

leases each. Allied Artists. Republic,

VILD OAT,

i

IBuena Vista)

November

scheduled for

and 20th Century-Fox

AND THE

simple mistress

his

Features

lease total 29, an increase of 4 over the

maScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

RIVER PIRATES IBuena
Ista) Technicolor. Fess Parker, Buddy Ebsen. A Walt
)isney Production. Adventure. The famous TV hero reurns to the movie screen. 81 min. 7/23.
A STRADA (Trans-Lux) Anthony Quinn, Richard Baseear- Giulietta Masina. Producer Federico Fellini. Prolucer Ponti De Laurentiis. Drama. A brutish strongman
ills

Superscope. Nicole Maurey. Producer
Chester. Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a German war bride and a
is resolved after a child finds a
loaded gun in
rubble

E.

killer

July

>AVY CROCKETT

NOVEMBER SUMMARY

WEAPON, THE
* bitter U. S.

VIOLENT PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1844.

Coming

himself.

OF WIMPOLE STREET. THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Gielgud, Bill
Travers.
Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Franklin. Drama.
DESIGNING WOMAN Gregory Peck. Lauren Bacall,
Dolores Gray. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincente
BARRETS

BEAU JAMES VistaVision. Technicolor. Bob Hope. Producer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore. Drama.
Biography of the famous Jimmy Walker, mayor of N.Y.
from 1925 to 1932.

FUNNY FACE

VistaVis.on,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Minnelli.

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches

GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME, THE Tom

for

Francis,

GUNFIGHT AT

Ewell, Ann
Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.
HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene Kelly, Michael Redgrave,

Barbara Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene
Drama. Two children run away
Kelly, Noel Coward.
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.
HARVEST THUNDER Pier Angeli, Mel Ferrer, Leif
Erickson. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director Jeffrey Hayden. Drama.

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800's.
SOMETHING OF VALUE Rock Hudson, Dana Wynter,
Wendy Hiller. Producer Pandro Berman. Director

new

fashion model, finds her

O.K.

CORRAL

in

small

VistaVision,

bookshop.
Technicolor.

Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.

HOLLYWOOD OR

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal Wallis. Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.
LONELY MAN, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack Palance, Anthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE Cinema-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's

Scope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford,
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel

RAINMAKER, THE

Richard Brooks. Drama.

Mann. Comedy. Filmization of the Broadway play.
TEN THOUSAND BEDROOMS CinemaScope, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Anna Maria Alberghetti. Producer
Joseph Pasternack. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical.
WINGS OF THE EAGLES, THE John Wayne, Dan
Maureen O'Hara. Producer Charles Schnee.
Dailey.
Director John Ford. Drama.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

color.

literary idol.
VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.

TEN COMMANDMENTS, THE

VistaVision. Technicolor.
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne Bax*e'. "roducerLi'e s»"' v
director Cecil 8. DeMille. Relioious drama
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran. 219 min. 10/15

YOUR PRODUCT

1

WAR AND PEACE

VistaVisioi.
Technicolor. Addrey
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carlo
Oino oe Laurentiis. Director King Viaor. Orsmi

heoourn
Ponti

Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208 min. 9/3.

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone, Cameron Mitchell. Producer Sam
Weisenthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence. 93 min.

TENSION

DAKOTA

INCIDENT Trucolor. Linda Darnell, Dale
Robertson, John Lund, Ward Bond. Producer Michael
Baird. Director Lew Foster. Western. Three bank robbers, a bank cashier, and a beautiful woman are the
central characters in this drama. 88 min.

A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan

Evans,

Producer W. O'Sullivan. DiMelodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
armored-truck robbers. 70 min.

rector William Witney.

becomes

tool of

Squire.
Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

YOUNG
ter.

LISBON

Miller.

Stuart

Producer

seeks to

Son

Director John
earn affection

Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer EdComedy.
Taurog.
Norman
Director
mund Grainger.
Son of department store magnet falls for salesgirl.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

DeCarlo,

Coming

Ben-

Lon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement. 76 min.
nett,

settlers fight off

MAN
May

IS

ARMED, THE Dane

Wyn.i,

Horton.

Robe-rt

Clark. William Tallman,
Director Franklin Adreon.

I

Wright.

Patricia

Robert Hutton,

19 min.

Production. Director
Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie sJars and other celebrities. 79 min.

Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in ilJegal activities.
RUN OF THE ARROW Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Sarita Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Adventure. Young sharpshooter joins Sioux
Fuller.
Indians at close of Civil War.

Karen

VAULT

IN THE
Sharpe.

A

WOMAN'S DEVOTION

Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's bartleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.
Trucolor.

CONGRESS DANCES, THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Matz, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
FOR

SIMON Eastman

David Knight, Julia Arnall.
tion.

A

Color.
David
J. Arthur Rank

Young American couple

Drama.

living

Farrar,

Producin

Lon-

don have their child stolen.

June
Ratoff, Kay Kendall,
Sydney Chaplin. Producer-director G.
monarch.
88 min.
Story
of
deposed
Ratoff. Drama.

Marina

Berti,

sixth of June,

Ralston.

Trucolor. David Brian, Vera
Associate
producer-director
Two-timing gangland lawyer is murdered

Melodrama

Joseph Kane.
by attractive

girl

Craig, Marta Roth,
Miguel Torruco. Produced R. Lippert. Director L. King.
min.
Western. 76
Clark,

stein.

Producer

Sidney

Young heiress

July
Maria Costi, Nicos Fermas,
Krazot. Produced P. Boudoures. Director G.
Adventure. Greek shoeshine boys thwart Nazi
occupation. 63 min. 7/23.
Stavros

Tallas.

THE CinemaScope

DeLuxe Color.
55,
Brynner, Rita Moreno, Martin Benson. Producer Charles Brackett. Director Walter Lang.
Musical. From the famous musical play by Rodgers
and Hammerstein. 133 min. 7/9.
I,

Yul

Kerr,

August

SinglePicker. Director R. G. Springfor fortune-hunting gambler.

falls

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama, Trucolor. Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Ben Cooper. Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.

—

92 min. 8/20.

September
BACK FROM ETERNITY Robert

Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Red Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle. 97 min.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan
Fontaine. Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

October
BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin Rivera. Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank ft Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
•""i »B with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protests the other. 100 min. 10/15.

FINGER OF GUILT

Richard Basehart. Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Dreme. Rim producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers 14 min.

Film

Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herber
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The live
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.

Coming
ducer

R.

GIRL

CAN'T HELP IT,
Tom Ewell, Jayne

Warren.
THE CinemaScope,

Pro

(J

Stabler. Director M.

Color.
Frank Tashlin.

Mansfield.

De

Lux

Producer-directoi

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope

De Luxe
Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producer
Eugene Frenke. Director John Huston
Soldier is saved by nun in South Pacific during WWII
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornel
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Os
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Gold smuggler falls

Color.

Adler,

kill

him. Violent ending.

SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Bot
McNaught. Drama. Ship is torpedoed by Jay submarine

\
-

•

Singapore harbor.

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Sir Ralph Rich
McCallum, Colin Peterson. Producer
ardson, John
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie bo
has burning desire to own bicycle.

UNITED ARTISTS
KISS BEFORE DYING DeLuxe Color, CinemaScope
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter, Virginia Leith. Pro
ducer Robert Jacks. Director Gerd Oswald. Melodra
ma. Fortune seeker murders heiress in the "perfec
crime". 94 min. 6/1
BLACK SLEEP, THE Basil Rathbone, Akim Tamiroff
John Caradine, Bela Lugosi. Producer H. W. Koch. Di
rector Reginald Le Borg. Horror. English brain surgeor
destroys unwilling patients. 81 min.
CREEPING UNKNOWN, THE Brian Donlevy, Margi
Dean, Jack Warner. Producer Anthony Hinds. Directo
Val Guest. Science-fiction. A vegetable growth frorr
outer space infects a human being and turns him intc
a horrifying creature. 78 min. 6/28
NIGHTMARE Edward G. Robinson, Kevin McCarthy
Connie Russel. A Pine-Thomas-Shane Production. Di
rector Maxwell Shane. Drama. Musician commits mur
der while hypnotized. 89 min.
SHADOW OF FEAR Mona Freeman, Jean Kent, Max
well Reed. Producer Charles Leeds. Director Al Ro
gell. Drama. English murderess trys to disinherit young
I

girl.

76 min.

a

it

J*

:?

STAR OF INDIA Technicolor. Cornel Wilde, Jean Wal
lace. Producer Raymond Stross. Director Arthur Lubin
Adventure. Story of a diamond smuggler. 92 min. 5/21

July
FOREIGN INTRIGUE

THAN LIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
on a father who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/6
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn Monroe,
Don Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.
QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.
BIGGER

September

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in
1897.

James

BAREFOOT BATTALION

singer.

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund, Doris
ton.

Cinema-

106 min. 5/28.

1944.

MASSACRE Dane

Deborah

ACCUSED OF MURDER

Color,

Scope. Robert Taylor, Richard Todd, Dana Wynter.
Producer Charles Brackett. Director Henry Koster.
Drama. The story of men, and war, and D-Day, on the

KING AND

Coming

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScope

A

HAREM Gregory

ABDULLAH'S

the time of Prince Metternich.

TEARS

Milland, Ernes
Director Philij

June

20TH CENTURY-FOX

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE DeLuxe

November
A

Jr.

Dunne. Drama.

off

Rich-

Paul

A C.M.B.

Re;

Neumann

December
Producer Herbert Swope,

Borgnine.

love wfth lady sent to

October
Edward

Yvonne
Sharles
financial

min.

9

1

avalanche of violence. 70 min.

ards,

Sanders,

John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leiah. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.

Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport comoany's headquarters creates an

SCANDAL INCORPORATED

Arthur,
K.

i

wizard.

MAN

Bruce

Robert
Producer-director

THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray

Buddy

Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer-director
Martin. Melodrama. Tale of an international

1

Trucolor.

TOWN, THE

IN

Cathy Nolan.

Western.

his

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George

September

locale.

Franken-

from

December

Trucolor.
Ray Milland,
Maureen O'Hara,
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/6.

DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

impulse,

Richarc

BLACK WHIP, THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.

Claude

Naturama, Trucolor. Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

kindly

STRANGER, THE James MaeArthur, Kim Hun-

Cooper,

Ben

Associate

English.

Ronald

heimer. Drama.
parents.

August
Maria

Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Niven,

Presley,

Elvis

Debra Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director R
Drama. Post-civil war story set in Kentuck

Reason,

PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. DiComedy. A trusting soul
rector Norman McLeod.
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.
SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

Egan,

OUTLAWS ARE

November
July

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

Webb.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 10/1.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmer Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

—

Robert Mitchum, Genevieve Page
Reynolds
Producer-director Sheldon
Tulean.
Ingrid
Adventure. TV favorite brought to screen. 100 min
Keenar
Kirk,
Phyllis
Frank
Sinatra,
JOHNNY CONCHO
Wynn. A Kent Production. Director Don MacGuire
notoriou
Western. A coward leans on his brother's
reputation as a gun-slinger. 84 min. 7/9.

ft

:

•:

KILLING, THE Sterling Hayden, Coleen Gray, Vine
Edwards. Producer James B. Harris. Director Stanley
Kubrick. Drama. Ex-convict plans $2,000,000 race trac
robbery. 83 min. 6/1
REBEL IN TOWN Ruth Roman, John Payne, J. Carro
Naish. A Bel Air Production. H. W. Koch Producer
Director Alfred Werker. Western. Family of Southern
ers commits murder. 78 min. 6/28

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster
Lollobrigida, Tony Curtis. Producer James Hill
Director Carol Reed. Drama. Circus suspense dram,
about injured trapeze star who conquers fear arc
makes comeback with the help of a beautiful aerialistj
105 min. 5/28.

TRAPEZE
Gina

I

I

K
It,

>

Hi
Mi

August
BEAST OF

HOLLOW MOUNTAIN

CinemaScope,

Colorj

Medina. Producers William
Patricia
Madison,
and Edward Nassour Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
fiction thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to almosj
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

Guy

October
AND HELL CinemaScope. DeLuxe Color. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
HEAVEN

BETWEEN

EMERGENCY

STAGECOACH TO FURY

Reed,
Koch.
dents

Mari

and

World War

II

setting

the Pacific.

in

CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 76 min.

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

Rogers, Michael
Rennie. Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
Comedy. Mother and daughter find mutual respect and
devotion.

November
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. Ingrid Berg-

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Drama. Filmizatlon of famous
Litvak.

Broadway

play.

BULLETIN — THIS

S

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Waltei

Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incn

in

a

hospital

affect the

a detective. 62 min.

lives

of a

lady doctod

4/30

HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Producei
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicate
84 min. 9/17.
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery. Mona Free
man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director Johrir
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror
Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope, Eastman Color. R.-h
ard Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producei
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Tv/<
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nail "
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

YOUR PRODUCT

'

.

.

CONGO CROSSING

UNITED ARTISTS (Continued

Pevney.

EMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope, Techde Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
roducer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
he affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romanceungry G. I. 102 min. 8/6.

nicolor. Olivia
I

ANDIDO CinemaScope,

DeLuxe

Color. Robert MitRoland. Prodlcer Robert

>hum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert
acks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama.
uring a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

1

BROTHERS Buster
Brand. A Grant

i'JN
Neville

Gun-running

Ann

Crabbe,

Robinson,
Production. Director Sidney
'alkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different side
f law, fight it out together. 79 min. 9/17.

TTACK Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. ProRobert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
>rmy officer and his men during a crucial battle of

ducer-director

:

War II. 107 min. 9/17.
THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William

OSS,
foducer Frank
rama. A city

'hine. 89 min.

Bishop.

Director Byron Haskin. Meloprey to a corrupt political ma-

Seltzer.
falls

9/17.

HONG KONG

LIGHT TO

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama,
jn airline flight to Hong Kong sparks international
rtrigue. 88 min. 10/15.

FROM DEL RIO

IAN

producer Robert Jacks.

Badman

'-n.

UNNING

Anthony Ouinn, Katy Jurado.
Director Harry Horner. West-

turns sheriff

TARGET

in

lonely town. 82 min.

Deluxe

Color.

10/15

Dowling,
Jack Coufferl
Escaped fugiand officer of

Doris

irthur Franz, Richard Reeves. Producer
lirector Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama.
Ives are chased by local townspeople
he law. 83 min.

November
?ASS LEGEND,

THE Hugh O'Brian, Raymond Burr,
Gates. Western. Producer Bob Geldstein. DiGerd Oswald. Western.
EACEMAKER. THE James Mitchell, Rosemarie Bowe,

jancy
ictor

Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post,

Merlin.

'in

'estern.

AT

EVOLT

FORT

Diana

lehner,

LARAMIE

Brewster.

Producer

ctor Lesley Selander. Western. Civil War story of
(bldiers who are attacked by Indians.
HARKFIGHTERS, THE CinemaScooe, Color.
Victor
ature, Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
lirector Jerry Hopper.
Drama. Saga of the Navy's
|underwater-men". 105 min.

PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
rewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
jorner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval offi'ILD

and

his

fiancee. 91 min.

TOY TIGER

Technicolor. Jeff Chandler, Laraine Day,
Tim Hovey, Cecil Kellaway. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young schoolboy invents fictitous father,

OF

RIME

PASSION

Barbara
Stanwyck
Sterling
Producer Herman Cohen. Di-

Raymond Burr.
ctor Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman
nbition for her husband leads to murder.

jayden,

whose

Lou Costello.
Charles Barton.

roducer Robert Goldstein, Director
|omedy.
VE STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.
I

|

lorn

tries to give FBI

highly secret material stolen

Russians.

llRL IN BLACK STOCKINGS, THE Lex Barker, Anne
ncroft
Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. DiIctor Howard Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings
Irrorize western resort.

MAN DOWN James Arness. Angie DickinRobert Wllke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
I
venge on fellow thieves who desert him when
bunded.
UN THE
n,

DDEN FEAR John

,

Payne, Natalie Norwick.
Production.
Director
Andre de

ibrey-Kohn

ama

A

St.

Toth.

t

NG AND FOUR QUEENS, THE
Uanor

Parker,

Van

Jo

Fleet,

Color.

Jean

Clark Gable.
Barbara

Willis.

Sara Shane.
Producer David Hempstead.
ctor Raoul Walsh. Western.

Ichols,

Di-

fAROAH'S CURSE Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
bward Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincarjtion of mummies.
IDE

AND THE PASSION, THE

VistaVision, TechniFrank Sinatra, Sophia Loren. ProIcer-director
Stanley
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
lerrilla band marches an incredible distance with a
100 pound cannon during Spanish War of IndependJlor.

Cary Grant,

ce of 1810.

VAGE PRINCESS

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
lis in love with a peasant who contests her right
rule the kingdom. 101 min.
OOPER HOOK Joel McCrea. Barbara Stanwyck, EdIrd Andrews. Producer Sol Fielding. Director Marquis

Mehboob

I

one.

real

a

88 min. 4/30.

August
ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
Producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
in World War II. 114 min. 5/28.
FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,
Virginia

I

Isrren.

Technicolor. Gregory Peck, Richard BaseLeo
Genn.
Producer-director John
Huston.
Drama. Herman Melville's famous story of the men
and ships who hunted the massive whales in the early
116 min. 7/9.

I800's.

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamo/it. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
of a man on a road leading to a castle. 10 min. 7/23.

July
SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struagle for freedom.
93 min. 6/28

SATELLITE

THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.

IN

Moore,
Harry Lee and
Kieron

Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.
biggest "nuclear

Lois

J.

E.

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
bomb" of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

August
NOW WarnerColor. Randolph
Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge murder

MEN

SEVEN
Scott,

Gail

ducers A.

FROM

Russell,

V.

Boetticher.

of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

Charles

September
A CRY

September

Brian

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

Drama.

Tyttle.

BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Rich-

venture.

I'VE

LIVED

ard

Bartlett. Drama.
pilot. 82 min. 8/6.

RAW EDGE

Story of a reincarnated airplane

WALK THE PROUD LAND

Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for

Anne Bancroft,

U.S. Government
Apache Indians in

fights

human

for

rights

for

Jeff Chandler,

Dorothy Malone,

Bond. Producer Robert Arthur. Director George
Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion helps to settle
war between Indians and Cavalrymen in the Oregon
Country. 95 min. 9/3.

AT

ABILENE

Jock

Mahoney.

Martha
Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie. Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to Abilene after four yars in the Confederate Army to find
things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

Brazil.

events

Stirring

HILLS, THE CinmaScoje. WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

October
WarnerColor. William HolLloyd Nolan, Virginia Leith. Producer-director
Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man. 115 min. 10/1.

November
GIANT WarnerColor.

Color. John BromBeverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay, Harry
Rybnick. Director Curt Siodmak. Adventure. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious jungle beast.

John Agar,

Cythia Patrick. ProDirector Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Asia discover strange men.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Stack.
Producer Albert Zug-

Lauren 8acall, Robert
smith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1

198 min.

10/15.

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab
Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg.

Army

Drama.

Flynn,

gin-mill

of a

show business

in

Wallach.

Eli

Elia

proprietor and a

Kazan.

beautiful

Coming
Western.

Cornell

Cattlemen

to

fight

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plane.
NIGHT DOES STRANGE THINGS, THE Technicolor
SPIRIT
Color.

Bergman, Mel Ferrer, Jean Marals. A FrancoFilm. Director Jean Renoir. Drama. Tale of

the exiled

widow

WRONG MAN.
Ouayles.

of a Polish Prince.

THE Henry Fonda, Vera

Producer-director

fiddle player
murder case.

at

Bass

To

Alfred

Stork

Club

Miles,

Anthony

Hitchcock. Drama.
prime suspect in

is

Better Serve You
.
Combined At
.

.

Office & Terminal

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

Borchers.

Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph Pevney. AdDiamond smugglers in mysterious Turkey.
KELLY AND ME CinemaScope. Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie. Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogin

man.

into

BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 3945

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE

venture.

act

boy

December

idol.

Errol

Hunter, Natalie
Director David

immature

turns

BABY DOLL Karl Maiden. Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director

London

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gombing of orphanage by saving other orphans.
FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope. Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A. Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.
GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television
Technicolor.

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor,

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil. cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

Ingrid

Coming

ISTANBUL

Elizabeth

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

field,

in

Broadway play about

BURNING

girl.

CURCU. BEAST OF THE AMAZON

Alland.

Member

Rational Film Carriers

the early 1930's.

MOONBRAND

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray, Jeffrey
Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland. Director
Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run a cattle
ranch after the death of their father.

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

ANGRY MEN

Henry Fonda. Lee J Cobb. Jack
hrden An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
"ntl. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.
|

HIGHWAY

WARNF3 BROTHERS

U NIVERSAL-INT" L

EXPRESS LINES,

June
ANIMAL WORLD, THE
and directed by
82 min. 4/30.

July
HIND THE HIGH
I>ducer

Stanley

WALL Tom

Rubin.

Tully,

Director

Sylvia

Abner

flodrama. Warden of prison gets involved
I

I

Sidney.

Biberman.
in

crime.

mm.

Film

Technicolor. Written, produced
Irwin Allen. Naturalist documentary.

AS LONG AS YOU'RE NEAR ME Maria

Schell,

O.

W.

Fischer, Brigitte Horney. An N.D.F. Production. Director Harald Braun. Drama. A famous movie director
wins a realistic triumph over fantasy. 101 min.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

of

Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Produced and direcred by Mervyn LeRoy. Dra-

Film version of the famous
a child murderess. 129 min.

ma.

Drama. Story

December

Scientific expedition

territory

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

Butler.

Technicolor. Esther Williams, George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost
criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

MOLE PEOPLE, THE

Amazon

the

in

min.

41

UNGUARDED MOMENT. THE

ducer William

Frank

den,

Ward

SHOWDOWN

Wood,

surprises

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

October
PILLARS OF THE SKY

man

Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

in

the

Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

Natalie
Director

unbalanced

Mentally

AMAZON

Jones.

Technicolor.

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Coraay. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fuedai baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.

berg.

couple

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 78 min. 7/23.

4NCE WITH ME HENRY Bud Abbott,

woman

finds

November

Coming
l

Technicolor. Tony Curtis, Colleen Miller, Arthur Kennedy, William Demarest.' Producer Stanley Rubin. Director Rudolph Mate. Western.
Story of Mississippi riverboat aamblers during th<>
1870 s. 85 min. 5/28.

DeLuxe

Color.
John
Howard Koch. Di-

MOBY DICK

heart,

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE

A Sabre

•>n.

'ir

tradition. 85 min.

AWAY

October
f/orld

Virginia Mayo, Georae Nader,
Howard Christie. Director Joseph
Drama. Murderers, thieves, and other fugitives from justice
have a haven in West Africian
jungle because small territory has no laws of ex-

Peter Lorre. Producer

September

YOUR PRODUCT

Member

INE.

.\ational Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3459

Washington, D.

C: DUpoat

7-7200
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BOB AND KATE
SIMPLY GREAT
Efravo to the wise

showmen

There's

who put BOB

HOPE and
KATHARINE HEPBURN

together in the big comedy

"THE IRON PETTICOAT."
They're positively the fun-

money

in this

funny, funny show!
M-G-M

presents in

*

VISTAVlSION and TECHNICOLC

BOB
HOPE

KATHARINE

HEPBURN
in

niest pair in pictures.

THE IRON

u

PETTICOAT
with

NOEL MIDDLETON

JAMES ROBERTSON-JUSTICE
ROBERT HELPMANN
Produced by
Directed

by

BETTY

RALPH

A REMUS
THE STORY IN A NUTSHELL!

Produced

in

association with

E.

BOX

THOMAS
FILM

HARRY SALTZMAN

An M-G-M

Ml

Release

"in

m
Cop

J:

DUMBER

12,

1956

\Jiewpotfits
Construc tive Comments on Industry Issues
i

siness wise

malysis of

H

New

Films

20th-Fox Relieves

The Product Drought!
I

Al

Reviews:

o

OF A SCOUNDREL

W ING

BUT THE TRUTH

RIFIFI

Disney's Switch

MAN TO HANG
MNING TARGET

'£

ST

/EE

GEORDIE

MARCELINO
VITELLONI

Upbeat Factors far Maries
Seen in Value Line Surrey

playitmm
Pre- sold in roadshow release for two years!
[roadshow release limited

The whole country

is

to

a few

cities)

waiting to see the most

of motion picture of the generation at popular

at

They have heard about it - they want
last they can, and at prices they can

)4r

Now

in

to see

talk*
price?!

it

- mw

afford to pa

CinemaScope (and available with

Stere>

phonic, monoaural or optical soundtracks) so that evey
theatre can play

1

it!

Available for a few engagements at Thanksgiving-

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE 20th TODAY FOR THE VEItf
FIRST PLAYDATES! Available everywhere soon thereafter

OKLAHOMA
opular prices!

f

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN present

in the

^^^^

wonder of

CINemaScoPc
color by

TECHNICOLOR

starring

MacRAE

•

GLORIA

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

**JI(MD
Screenplay by

•

SHIRLEY JONES

•

EDDIE ALBERT

•

JAMES

•

GENE

MORE

•

ROD STEIGER

RODGERS -Boek&Lyricsby OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN

SONIA LEVIEN

Produced by

GRAHAME

and

WILLIAM LUDWIG

ARTHUR HORNBLOW,

JR.

•

Dances Staged by

Directed by

A MAGNA PRODUCTION

AGNES DE MILLE

FRED ZINNEMANN
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Viewpoints
NOVEMBER

Product
Drouyht

his

ginning April, 1957, the Fox studio
and associated producers will inaugurate a 12-month shooting sched-

some 54
number approxi-

ule calling for production of

Of

this

mately 30 reputedly will be classified as top budget pictures staffed
with top budget names. The rest, it
is

frankly admitted, will be in the

program picture category. Volumewise, this policy

turnabout with

is

a bang.

who makes

Skouras,

likely

to

talent

is

reclamation

various

a

drives,

—

should other production centers feel
encouraged to initiate like step-ups

volume. But of equal consequence
is the 20th-Fox plan to take deadly
aim at that fast disappearing phe-

movie business known

as the lower

Mr.
have felt quite
in adding another

bracket picture.

might

Skouras

properly justified

dozen major projects
list and
quits.
Instead he wisely
appropriate this budget to

half

to his al-

ready impressive

calling

some 20

modest

He

no other way

vehicles a film
a

Through these
company establishes

years ahead.

proving

ground

technicians in

all

for

artists

and

phases of the pro-

principal customers, the theatres, to

second-class status, but they have
deliberately committed hara-kiri at

the boxoffice.

Most tenacious

who want

penny and their
theatre-gross cake, too, is Walt Dis-

land show, the famous cartoon

creation of specialized lower-bracket

has

production departments from which

more product

will flow not only

not

exhibitors,

money-making
most important

only

"sleepers",

— the

for

occasional

—

but

talented

per-

petuators of filmdom's tomorrows.

To Spyros

Skouras, the movie

in-

dustry again owes a vote of thanks
for silencing the lamentating soothe-

and

sayers,

gram

for bringing forth a pro-

of concrete action to dispel

'..he

clouds of doubt and gloom that hang

over

contemporary industry
His widened production

the

scene.

the best

is

have heard

in

many

news exhibitors
a moon.

Through

ney.

"natural"

made

showing

Nevertheless, Dis-

ney went ahead with this practice
and thousands of theatres gave him
revenue.

There have been other TV firstLaurence Olivier's "Richard

runs.

an elaborate production made

III",

specifically for the big-screen thea-

flopped dismally after

— at

virtually no theatre

we hope

least

seen the last of those efforts

showings
by release to
theatres. As we have argued many
times on this page, those distributors not only have consigned their

to give pictures "first-run"
television, followed

Several

market

at
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TWO

all.

This cockeyed approach seems to
be righting itself. Disney apparently finds the string running out. His
next feature, "Johnny Tremain" was
made for TV showings first, but he
made a sudden about-face and has
decided to give movie houses first
crack at the film.
_ _T_he fact, however, that "Johnny
Tremain" was produced with an eye

toward television consumption

published

TV

its

in this country.

ander Korda's "The Constant Husband", went to TV first and found

Pvnntf A
His Cake

cations,

man

ether British films, including Alex-

iPi.SMH'tj's

on

a lacklustre

at the boxoffice.

"premiere"

Apparently

regular Disney-

his

milked several features quite
dry, and then offered them to product-hungry exhibitors. If any picture had a chance to beat the TV
saturation rap, it seemed, it was the
first Davy Crockett film with its fantastic video popularity and showmanship angles, but even that

tre,

we have

men

of those film

TV

their

Film companies
might even do well to ponder the

more

in

for the

the

it

lower bracket production
can a major studio hope to develop
a running supply of talent resources
than

On

lion dollar efforts.

Film

in

hard to come by.

the craft-

to 25 films of

aware that

new

said

is

chose to

lines.

is

It

other hand, few producers are willing to entrust tyros with multi-mil-

in

of

succeed.

those most

com-

mendation is owing on two counts.
Obvious is his studio's contribution
toward breaking the log jam in the
and doubly so
tight film market

nomenon

name

to

industry on

habit of sparking the

ing of

comment,

policy

To Mr.

->*
vniiiMP->4
VOLUME 24, Kin
NO. 23

duction process and permits the public by its response, and the critic by

Happy indeed is the decision of
Spyros Skouras and his 20th Century-Fox organization to reverse the
present-day policy of restricted production and to provide new hope for
thousands of theatres that have been
limping along for lack of fuel. Be-

features.

"

1956

12,

will

make many exhibitors give pause before making -any commitments on
the picture. They properly are entitled to know how soon after it
plays

their

theatres

Tremain" be seen

will

"Johnny

on television.
If it is rushed into the Disneyland
TV show, the theatre-going admission-paying
feel

bilked.

free

public

And

will

justifiably

the odds are that

resentment will be vented on

their

the theatre rather than the producer.
Film
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MOST JOYOUS EVENT!
From now on

M-G-M

Stage Hit

*

often!

it

Hilarious Fun

To The

Screen!

GLENN
IORD

t

as that rascal Sakini

The

Brings All

Of The

MARLON
BRANDO

you'll hear about

MACHIKO

KYO

*

as eager beaver Capt. Fisby ...

as geisha girl

Lotus Blossom -m-n

The Teahouse
of the Augu&t Moon
in

CINEMASCOPE and METROCOLOR
co-starring

EDDIE ALBERT

with

PAUL FORD

•

JUN NEGAMI
Screen Play by

Directed by

DANIEL

•

ir\UM
U \y II IM

MANN

NIJIKO

KIYOKAWA

DATDIPl/
M l\ V l\
I

I

I

Produced by

Based on
*

*

•

MITSUKO SAWAMURA

Book b> VERN

and ih, pi» ¥ by

sneider

john Patrick

JACK CUMMINGS
(Available

in

•

An M-G-M

picture

:hanni
Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Chann

Wkl

In the

tremen, however, are sounding a more optimistic note for
the next month, until the traditional pre-Xmas dip hits.

About

They'te

While grosses generally

Movie Business

depend on the calibre

will

of the

product released, they look for the November-December
audience this year to be larger than 1955's.

0

NETWORK REBUKE.
EXHIBITOR ALLIANCE. Some

I
I

t

t

.

leaders have

cannot be kept secret that they have been ex-

it

how

exhibition's full forces

harmony. The initial task of the unity-minded
leaders in the independent organization is to sell the proposition to two or three dissenters on their board of directors,
die-hards who refuse to admit that times have changed
and that many of today's problems affect ALL theatremen,
large and small. However, you can note this a pattern of
:ollaboration between TOA and Allied will be evolved
within the next few months. It may not be an all-out
:an

work

in

:

union immediately; rather, a year's trial period of close

on

follow.

all

If this

matters of parallel interest.

does not come about,

the "isolationists" in Allied's

'

prevail

over those

|

who

it

Merger would

ranks make their persistence

see the merits of one exhibitor

of the major companies may be the
proxy fight before long. Management is closely
Dbserving the buying activities of a prominent stockholder,
who has privately (thus far) voiced his dissatisfaction with
ecent operations.
This same management was under
:arget of a

l

I (stockholder

attack

several

won

but

years,

out

in

the

showdown vote. The present potential proxy fighter is not
:he same one who launched the prior attack, but he is rejarded as being at least as formidable
and the company's

!

—

i

position

II

is

not

report that Metro

Charles M. Reagan had sent out a questionnaire
branches asking for information on unsold accounts
brought forth more than a few unsolicited answers from

||;ales chief

(

dise.

it

It

—

was business as usual the hawking of merchanwas one of the strongest attacks ever made on

commercial broadcasting, and it galvanized the networks;
they rushed to cover subsequent sessions of the General
Assembly. However, let it be added, never to the extent
that they cut off the air any of their top shows.

0

ALLIED & COMPO. Some
to be

saying that

move

it is

t

all

who apparently are having their troubles dealng with Reagan's men in the field. In no uncertain terms,
hese theatremen say that M-G-M has become the tough-

distributor of all in the past two years. High terms and
vhat one exhibitor describes as a policy that "will break

ist

,the

exhibitor) but won't bend"

:riticism.
lon't

The charge was made

came

sell.

in

for plenty of

Metro salesmen
they simply make no

that

get their original asking price,

urther effort to

if

Thus, the exhibitors say, so many

insold accounts.
3

0
OST-ELECTION RETURNS.

Theatre boxoffices took

month
The slump was intensified by the international crisis
hat developed the week preceding the national vote. Thea-

i

rather severe beating during the pre-election

o.

COMPO,

known

and the

first

probably be taken at
the independents' convention in Dallas later this month.
While they feel their reasons for withdrawing from the
all-industry group were justified, the Allied toppers are
said to be convinced that times call for the differences to
be put aside in the interest of maintaining a central body
like COMPO. Much of the rancor against Bob Coyne, a
factor that touched off Allied's walkout, has been dissipated. It is now being admitted that plenty of the fault
lay in the absenteeism of the component units that comprised the Council. They grant that someone had to run
in that direction will

Coyne undertook to do just that.
Perhaps the only condition that will be laid down by Allied for its reentry will be that more regular meetings of
the entire membership be held, and that no action be taken
by anyone without specific approval of a majority of the
members.

O

:xhibitors,

I

of Allied's leaders are

time to rejoin

the organization, and

so.

o
M-G-M'S 'NO-BEND' POLICY. The
o

works

official

PROXY FIGHT. One
I

i

networks are

failure to give proper

will be only because

body.

I

j

TV

down given them
New York Times. By their

coverage to the first crucial United
Nations meeting dealing with the Middle East crisis,
Gould declared in a blazing hot column the next morning,
the networks had forfeited their right to be classified
among the accredited media of communication. Despite
the sudden events that had set the world aboiling, and a
golden opportunity to bring the critical UN debate into
millions of homes, the Times man said that with the net-

liaison

3

radio and

stinging from the sharp dressing

recently by Jack Gould of the

>

I

still

tween their organization and Allied. While denials of any
formal merger discussions have been issued by Allied

amining fully the question of

i

TOA's

been talking publicly about the urgency of an alliance be-

leaders,

,

of

The

or

HAPPY WARNERS.

The people

in

Warner

Bros,

home

seemingly are quite pleased with the new management. Smiling faces can be seen in place of the dour ones
that populated the offices under the old regime, when the
implied tone of management was a harsh "if you don't like
the way things are run, get out!" This new corps d'esprit
is manifest in the promotion department, for one. A staff
member speaks with a glow about the note of thanks received from v.p. Bob Taplinger following the "Giant" premiere, in place of the formerly inevitable "carpet-call"
office

after each similar project.

If,

as the researchers say, the

employee regards recognition for service as importantly
as salary, the New Warner Bros, should have a contented,
well-adjusted personnel.
Film
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ON THE WAY

IT'S
-for the

most

prosperous

Holiday Season

you ever had!

6 headed-for-the-hit-

parode songs — sung
by Eddie ond Debbie

—and

the rest of

this

wonderful cast!

4

It's Technicolor and
Wide Screen — to get
them away from their

TV

sets

and

into your

theatre!'

5

.

warm

has wonderfully

It

the

all
.

.

way— Toys

and a

place

in

.

lot of the

.

.

fun

co-starring

Songs

fun takes

a Deportment Store.

ADOLPHE

think of the tie-ups for you!

R K

O

RADIO

with

Nita

MENJOU

TALBOT

P.oduced by

Una MERKEL

EDMUND GRAINGER.

Directed by

Screen Play by

NORMAN TAUROG

(O's Big-Money

•

Musical

TOMMY

Melville

NOONAN

COOPER

NORMAN KRASN A

.

Bill

TECHNICOLOI

GOODWIN

Howard

ROBERT CARSON and ARTHUR SHEEKMAN

Numbers and Dances Staged by NICK CASTLE

•

Lyrics by

MACK GORDON

•

•

McliAl

IACKS
Story by FELIX JACKS
Music by JOSEF MK

Package for Your Top Playing Time!

Who

Not Quibble about

Let's

Concocts the Health-Giving Potion

—

Sip the Tonic of Showmanship!
by

LEONARD COULTER

man invented the aerosol bomb the
one to the skunk. The original is vastly
superior to the 1956 model. Besides, it's self-regenerating.
Centuries before

Good Lord

fitted

Now, because the Motion Picture Association has produced a business-building plan only a few weeks after the
TOA's, some exhibitors are complaining that the new one
smells.

They

are asking,

to join in

the

why

didn't the

MPA

They

the preliminary discussions?

TOA

invite exhibitors

scheme should now be scrapped

Association's.

They

resent the suggestion that exhibitors

should be expected to help finance the
as TOA

especially

why

don't see

in favor of the

was

first in

the

MPA

program,

it is,

there are

now two

entirely separate plans being

[hawked, the one evolved by exhibitors and the other by
distribution-production interests.

This arm's-length policy

we doubt

MPA

it.

may have been accidental,
presidents who sparked

The company

project probably

Compo) would

felt

that the

TOA

scheme

but
the

(pre-

by the wayside unless Hollywood footed a substantial part of the bill. This it was not
prepared to do, on the theory that TOA was more conpared by

We will go farther. We believe that if bad feeling were
permitted to color judgment in this matter neither plan
could achieve its maximum impact and many of us will be
sighing in future years for What Might Have Been.

"New

Faces" At Last

fall

with building theatre audiences than
awakening public interest in films as a whole.

cerned

with

re-

More recently there have been reports that some Hollywood ostriches are keeping their heads buried to avoid the
need for facing today's facts of life, and are withholding
whole-hearted cooperation from the MPA's projected promotional campaign.

why every exhibitor should acquaint
new plan, so that he may express himself
own trade organization, is that its author-

of the reasons

himself with the

about

to his

it

ship marks a very significant event.

was prepared by the MPA's Advertising and Publicity
Committee Paul Lazarus of Columbia Rodney
Busch of Twentieth Century-Fox; Phil Gerard, UniversalIt

Directors'

:

;

International; Si Seadler,
tists; Gil

all-industry welfare.

As

tions of both removed.

One

field.

There is some justification for these questions. It would
have done no harm if, at the outset of its planning, the
MPA had tactfully invited the exhibitor groups to participate, and, in drafting its own scheme, had publicly
taken cognizance of the TOA's earlier program. The two
plans might then have been merged. The campaign then
would have been designed by an all-industry committee
for

that the advantages of each are retained and the imperfec-

Golden,

MGM;

Warner

Paramount (Chairman

Roger Lewis

is

the

present chairman).

They are young, progressive men. As a result this is not
an "old man's report". Some of its recommendations are
so new as to be almost revolutionary.
Among those appointed to the co-ordinating committee
are men, less youthful, who have always been ready to
innovate and experiment; including Spyros P. Skouras
and Dave Blum of Loew's International.

And almost

as encouraging

is the fact that the Promocomposed of "new faces" workers "in
until now, have rarely been given an opportunity to shine: Lars McSorley (Allied Artists), Harold
Danziger (Columbia), Emery Austin (Loew's), George
Fraser (Paramount), Beatrice Ross (Republic), Al Stern
(RKO), Lige Brien (United Artists), Jerry Evans (Universal) and Jack Kingsley (Warner's).

Committee
the ranks" who,
tion

—

is

nearly three months in the

other opportunity like this.

What's

Film BULLETIN welcomes both plans— the MPA's
and the TOA's. They should be studied side by side so

Brothers, and Jerome Pickman,

at the time;

Pungent comment could be made on this farcical tug of
in industry affairs. We refrain from it on this occasion
only because the need for giving business a stiff dose of
tonic is of tremendous urgency. There may never be anwar

Al Tamarin, United Ar-

The plans

these youngsters have to "sell" have been

making and

fall

into six parts,

each the work of a separate sub-committee.

First

Wrong— and Why?

and foremost among the recommendations

is

the

(Continued on Page 10)
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The junket would last about a week. An important part
would be the screening for this covey

TONIC FDR THE BUSINESS!

the proceedings

o
o

writers and columnists of ten films in course of produc
(Continued from Page 9)

to under-

study advertising, audience characteristics,

He would

volume

tion, so that a vast

appointment of a fully-qualified market analyst
take to investigate the industry and its audience.

of pre-release publicity

What's The Mystery?
The sub-committee headed by

production and exhibition.

couk

be engendered.

Si Seadler of

MGM

wen

Paul Lazarus, Chairman of this particular Sub-Committee lists, for example, some of the questions which this

into the idea of

expert would examine

money should not be spent until after the pro
posed research survey had been completed, because tha
survey might come up with angles or appeals of specia
ditional

Is film industry advertising effective?

Which medium is most effective?
Upon whom should be concentrate our
Why are women staying away?

How

is

What

TV

can

selling efforts?

to rebuild the

That decision

was made,
in-

dustry?
ing July and August hurting over-all business?

our industry over-pricing

itself?

Drive-ins versus conventional theatres?

Does the exhibition pattern

of

same picture simultaneously

the

many
in

a

theatres playing

community

dis-

in

it is

a little puzzlin

Mr. Seadler's report

for each individual

industry slogan in

its

company

to use

an overall

large scale national advertising in

would be along the
'Take a Holiday from Home'."
The idea behind this suggestion was that by co-ordinating a series of such individually-mounted campaigns the
entire nation would be exposed to the thought of "getting
out of the house", and "getting away from TV".
lines of

Why

"no joint decision was made" to conduct this adIt would be
interesting to have details.
vertising drive Si Seadler does not explain.

courage the movie-going habit?

Do

statement

the Fall. This overall industry slogan

Is the current pattern of distributing block-busters dur-

Is

valid enough, but

is

"Consideration was given, although no joint decision

movie-going habit?

Are controversial pictures helping or hurting our

merit.

to find the following

affecting theatre attendance?

we do

mounting a big advertising campaign. I
decided that the time was not opportune. Its reason: ad

double features help or hurt business?

The Debt They Owe

One Sure Thing
Even before the "market expert" is appointed, however,
Committee seems to have made up its mind on one
thing: that films don't get enough publicity in relation to

the

ether forms of entertainment.

Not part

to

Us

"Hollywood Press Conference", but an
extension of it, would be a series of regional luncheons to
which Eric Johnston and a few industry leaders would
invite influential publishers and editors throughout the
of the

country.

This is made obvious by the fact that Rodney Busch's
sub-committee proposes in the Report that the industry
stage a junket to end all junkets.

The purpose

of these shindigs

would be

"to clarify the

distortions and to correct the erroneous impressions that

seem

to be in the

minds

of the publishers

well as the public, about our industry"

and

— and

editors, as

to give the

luncheon guests a dose of up-beat publicity.

These talks would be followed up by a new and vigorous
campaign by advertising and publicity executives
among editors, writers and critics.
field

The "gentlemen

of the Press"

would be reminded,

for

instance, that of the $69,550,000 spent last year in adver-

more than $50,000,000 went into the newsaverage of $25,000 for each of the daily and
Sunday sheets published in the United States.

tising films

About 300 newspaper
from

cities of 100,000

The

and over,

it

is

suggested, should be

Hollywood at the exhibitors' expense.
there their bills would be paid by producers.

transported

When

and motion picture editors

critics

to

them, tour them around various
stars and starlets and attend
forums by the Writers' Guild, the Screen Directors' Guild
and other professional bodies.
idea

studios, let

is

to entertain

them mingle with

"Hollywood Press Conference", as it is tentatively
was the brainwave of Thornton Sargeant of National Theatres. As now envisaged the producer/distributor part of the bill would be at least twice that to be borne

papers

—an

They would
lar

be informed that 68 cents out of every dolspent on movie entertainment stays right in the neigh-

borhood: to pay rent to local landlords; to buy licenses
to, municipal governments; to purchase advertising space in local newspapers; to pay salaries to local employees.
from, and pay taxes

Compare

this

with the amount "lost" by television. Most
by a local station on program material

called,

of the cost incurred

by the exhibitor.

goes back to the network headquarters. Money spent on
touring Broadway road companies leaves town on the
same train that carries out the cast and the scenery.

The grand

would be about $61,314 for transportaand $110,756 for housing, feeding,

Local businesses and local industries, benefit directly
from films: air-conditioning got its initial impetus from tho

entertaining and informing (producer/distributor share).

(Continued on Page 26)

total

tion (exhibitors' share)
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WORLD CONDITIONS,

no respecter

investment senfilm industry stock

played merry mayhem with

sitivities,

prices in October, reducing

BULLETIN

of

one index

Cinema Aggregate,

Film

BULLETIN

Film
two and one-half

at least, the

to a

October 31, the FB
Cinema Aggregate barometer reported film companies at
137, theatre companies at 29. These figures may be compared with readings of 158*2 and 37 respectively at the
beginning of 1956 market activity. The year's month by
month trend in cinema stock prices can be studied below:

As

year low.

FINANCIAL
NOVEMBER

of the close of trading

BULLETIN Cinema

Aggregate

•

By

12,

Philip R.

1956

Ward

summer

business, it acted too hastily in rendering its
opinion of post-summer boxoffice. The consequence was a
steep September sell-off. That it discounted unwisely has

been evident in the gritty manner movie business has held
on throughout most of the autumn. Some observers estimate 1956 fall boxoffice as running 8% over the similar
term of 1955. Of course, not to be overlooked among the
causes for the decline in movie shares was the generally

downbeat market tone prior
sequent international
4.

to the elections

and the sub-

crisis.

Several of the big

fall

films have re-energized box-

beyond the assessments of the film makers. Somehow by combining the much-derided attributes of "bigness", which Hollywood comes by naturally, with the rarer
attributes of dramatic integrity, which they tell you Hollywood persistently ignores, the imagination of public and
critics alike have been fired. In short, quality has been
added to quantity, heart added to spectacle, and the result
has been hailed as something of a phenomenon. Theatre
office

FILM

*Composed

THEATRE COMPANIES

COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

films haven't

commanded

as

troduction of CinemaScope.

Two

hopeful signs are detected in the wreckage.

One

is

though hard hit, resisted declines a bit
better than the market generally. The other is the apparent end to the precipitious drop which marked industry
shares in September when traders prematurely reasoned a
ixoffice collapse with the coming of Fall. Into early November film shares show a determined opposition to
urther downgrading despite a continued overall market
hakiness brought on by the Middle East crisis. Though
olume runs weak (specialized armament shares always
ommand major attention during a war scare), it appears
that film securities,

evident that industry stocks are touching bedrock, will

chieve gains

when

the crisis

smoke

lifts.

In support of the optimistic outlook are these cogent

discounted the boxoffice depresion of January to June. Any widespread move to even
ower levels would seem wholly unrealistic, since at curfully

ent positions the eight

major

aiding even those shows that don't qualify as super.

You can

be sure more of same will follow.

Further tightening of overheads and reductions in
non-income producing assets will reflect favorably upon
earnings though not quite immediately. Financial Bulletin's long-time appeal to film companies to strip themselves of physical plant obviously unneeded under today's
filming conditions is finally finding takers. Further cutdowns of wasteful asset holdings will serve mightily toward implementing profits.
5.

—

6.

Aiding filmdom obliquely

film

companies

sell at

ap-

7y2 times earnings as opposed to the price-toarnings ratio of 12 that traditionally prevails in industry

much

If

anything, the market will most iikely begin to

ppraise film stocks closer to the bell-weather standard.

Vyhat has caused the market to discount downwardEarnings reports have been based on business long
st. The market took the extended view, projecting past
formance upon present and future conditions. Actually,
en earnings figures are shortly released reporting sum-

2.
?

income, sharp upsurges
3.

Though

may very

the market did

quest for a greater
is the sour press

of this season's original fare has been scourged with

language that must make their neck hackles bristle. And
even though viewership continues at high levels, snippets
of reaction can be seen here and there leading to the conclusion that some video addicts are starting to yawn and
think about going out to a movie.

0

oximately

hares.

in its

share of the mast-entertainment market

Whereas

easons

The market has

public talk since the inthe heightened interest

handed television programming early in its 1956-57 year.
TV producers could do no wrong a year ago,

O

1.

is

much
And

well be noted.

make minor note

of brisk

Other reasons come to mind, too. Among them the attractive yield of 6%-plus for industry shares as a group, to
say nothing of the potential inherent for moviedom as
more leisure time becomes an economic reality. And lest
we forget. TV itself leans more and more upon the resources and talent of the film industry as its avid product
requirement grows more and more oppressive. In this
alone is a potential beyond even the wildest surmise.
Don't quit on movie stocks.

Why

the fun

is

just be-

1956
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The most

delightful...

warm and wonderful

story

in a lifetime of heartbeats .... of

\

ONE LITTLE

1r-

WW)

CHALLENGED THE

1H0LE WIDE WOELD
When

the

"Big Shots"

are out
to "get"

him and
his friend

are out to

save him..

starring

MAUREEN O'HARA
JOHN FORSYTH
wTIM HOVEY
n
Directed by

FRANK FAYLEN

JERRY HOPPER

Screenplay by

•

LES

TREMAYNE

HERB MEADOW Produced
•

PHILIP
by

BOURNEUF

HOWARD

CHRISTIE

•

A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

"Death

of

SuUhcm

a

Scoundrel"

'Rati*?

OOO

Sophisticated, mature engrossing portrait of a ruthless finan*

wizard and lover.
Has sex angles, spicy

Role tailored for George Sanders.

cial

lines,

exploitables.

Will do best in

metropolitan areas.

Writer-director-producer Charles Martin has created a
fascinating portrait of a hell-bent financial genius
stroys everyone in his path.

(The character

is

who

de-

reputed by

some to be patterned on the late Serge Rubinstein, who
was mysteriously murdered last year.) George Sanders,
suave and roguish, plays the scoundrel with his familiar

Among

women he deludes: Yvonne DeCarlo,
on skid row and makes his aide Zsa
Zsa Gabor, a shrewd millionaire widow: Nancy Gates, a
guileless young actress
Coleen Gray, young wife of an
aging industrialist. Released through RKO, "Death of a
Scoundrel" is amusing, sophisticated, engrossing. It moves
at a fast clip, and should prove attractive to metropolitan
adult audiences of both sexes.
Certainly not for the
aplomb.
the

tramp he

the

finds

;

;

kiddies. Martin's screenplay is cleverly plotted and loaded
with caustic dialogue. The slick production, casting and

directorial pace also are a credit to Martin's diverse talents.

Cinematography by last year's Oscar winner, James Wong
Howe, is imaginative and the flashy wardrobes by Rosamonde Prior will delight the ladies. Returning from concentration camp, Sanders discovers his brother married to
his sweetheart, Liza Farraday, and reports him to police
in exchange for passage to America. Aboard the ship he
meets wealthy Victor Jory. The latter is robbed when
they dock by Miss DeCarlo, and Sanders scon relieves her
of the wallet. He buys stocks with a $20,003 cashier's
check taken from the wallet retrieving the check that day
(after the stock climbs sharply) with money given him by
Miss Gabor. With this start, Sanders establishes holding
companies in a vast enterprise geared to defrauding the

He

Miss DeCarlo as secretary, uses Miss
Gabor's capital, and breaks the marriage of Miss Gray and
her tycoon husband to acquire her holdings. Miss Gates
public.

hires

accepts his help in obtaining a stage role, but turns

down

His old country sweetheart. Miss Farraday,
herself, leaving a note stating Sanders
poisoned her. Sanders is investigated, his phony stock
debunked. Miss DeCarlo convinces him to turn back the

his advances.

turns

money

up,

kills

to stockholders (to

prevent deportation^, but he
shot by his partner, John Hoyt.
RKO
Jory,

is

119 minutes.
George Sanders, Yvonne DeCarlo. Zsa Zsa Gabor, Victor
Nancy Gates, Coleen Gray. Produced and directed by Charles Martin.

unique treat for all audiences that like thrills and suspense. This is among the very best. The dubbing is so
expertly done that audiences will never know it originated
in a foreign language. Directed by Jules Dassin (an American), it is, in the main, a throat-clutching depiction of as
shrewdly executed a robbery as you'll ever witness. The
second half deals largely with the rival gangs annihilating
each other for the loot of a $100,000 jewel robbery. The
tempo is deliberate, but terrifyingly irresistible, yet without neglect of intimate attention to character and atmosphere. Jean Servais heads the cast as the ex-convict who
masterminds the robbery. Carl Mohner and Robert Manuel are perfect types as fellow-thieves, and Magali Noel is
a nightclub performer and former moll of Servais. High
point of the tension is a 35-minute sequence without dialogue or music in which the burglary is depicted with
minute detail. Screenplay is by Dassin, Rene Wheeler and
Auguste le Breton, from the latter's novel. Servais, penniless and just out of prison, joins Mohner and Manuel in
robbing a jewelry shop by breaking through the apartment above to get at the safe. Marcel Lupovici, rival gangleader, ambushes and kills Manuel for the jewels and kidnaps Mchner's child. Mohner is murdered when he delivers the loot as ransom. Servais tracks them down, wipes
cut Lupovici and his narcotic brother, and drives the child
home just before succumbing to bullet wounds.
Jean Servais, Carl Mohner,
120 minutes.
United Motion Picture Organization.
Robert Manuel. Produced by Rene G. Vuattoux. Directed by Jules Dassin.

"Everything

.

.

.

Means

3ct4tHe44 'RatiKy.

Trouble!"

OOO

American language version of French hit. Tense, gripping
gangster melodrama. First-class attraction for all houses.
After a highly successful run in art houses, an English-

dubbed version of the spectacular French suspense melodrama is being released by United Motion Picture Organization in the general market. Produced by Rene G. Vuattoux, the graphic story of the Paris underworld has lost
none of its shocking and thrilling qualities. "Rififi" is a

but

the

Sudutedd IRctfutf
dualler.

eight-year-old

light

serve as adequate

Young Tim Hovey and
marquee value.

boy hears

and exposes the mayor with
Christie

talk of political "kick-back"
his insistent

candcr

in this

Eastman Color produced by
Universal-International.
Maureen

amusing situation comedy

Howard

will

Plus

Best for family situations.

Maureen O'Hara provide

An

Truth"

O O

Mild comedy with political overtones

for

in

O'Hara and John Forsythe have romantic leads as a
schoolteacher and a famous columnist, along with young
Tim Hovey, whose effort to tell the truth results in a Congressional investigation of small-town political corruption.

Tim

gets

all

the best of

it

in the

Herb Meadow screenplay,
of dunces. But it is

which makes the grown-ups a bunch
mostly for laughs. The pace
situation

is

exploited to

rector Jerry Hopper.

ments
"Rififi

—

—

is

reasonably lively and the

its fullest

comic potential by

Some viewers may

di-

feel that the ele-

of corruption are too real to be easily laughed off,

however, Hovey, taught in school to tell the truth, shocks
the town by announcing that uncle-guardian, Barry Atwater "kicked back" $10,000 to mayor Phiiip Bourneuf on
a real estate deal. They conspire to expose the boy as liar,
so teacher Miss O'Hara goes to the Department of Education. Syndicated columnist Forsythe meets, is attracted
to Miss O'Hara, and helps by writing a column. Forsythe
"kidnaps" the boy during his search for facts to back up
his accusations. The FBI gets in on it and truth is finally
established at a Congressional investigation in Washington. Forsythe marries O'Hara and they adopt Hovey.
Universal-International.

83 minutes.

Produced by Howard Christie.

Maureen O'Hara, John Forsythe, Tim Hovey.

Directed by Jerry Hopper.

[More REVIEWS on Page 14]
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"Running Target"

"Wee Geordie"

ScuiHCM
Rating
This

for situations

is

O Q O

1£<ztin$
where

British

one about strong-silent athlete

comedy
is

funny.

is

accepted.

OK

dualler.

Highland lad
hamOlympics
who grows to giant stature and wins the
delightful,
mer-throwing championship in Australia makes
refreshing entertainment for one and all. Primarily an art-

A

jolly British

house feature,

comedy about

it

a frail (wee)

will spill over into select general situ-

Distributed by George K. Arthur, "Wee Geordie"
Sidney
is a beautifully mounted Technicolor production by
Gilliat and Frank Launder, who collaborated on the
ations.

(remembered for
"Bhowani Junction") is completely

screenplay. Tall and robust Bill Travers
his

performance

in

captivating as the home-loving lad who subscribes to a
mail order muscle-building course to attract Norah Gorsen,
a pert redhead. Alastair Sim contributes a mirth-filled per-

formance as absent-minded "laird" of the estate where
Travers works as gamekeeper. Launder, who also directed,
has a keen eye for developing Scotchish characters. Location footage in Melborne and at a former Olympics lends
the drama authenticity. Travers builds himself to massive
size through a physical culture course, but his girl, Miss
Gorsen, disapproves of excessive exercise, learns to throw
the hammer, to put his strength to practical use, and draws
attention from the British Olympics Committee. Sailing to
Melborne with the 1956 team, he meets Doris Goddard, a

powerfully built shot-putter from Denmark. Travers has
a trying time explaining the romance, as reported by the
radio, to his girl

when he

returns.

George K. Arthur. 94 minutes. Bill Travers, Alastair Sim, Norah Gorsen.
duced by Sidney Gilliat and Frank Launder. Directed by Frank Launder.

may

lift

This chase through the Colorado Rockies emerges as
interesting melodrama with psychological under
tones about the attitudes of the sheriff and his deputie:
toward the hunted men. The plot developes sympathy fo
the gangleader before he is seen through clues found alonj
the trail. Jack C. Couffer's modest production for Unitec
Artists release is given an attractive mounting in Deluxi
color. Among the better performances are those by Arthu
Franz, as the sheriff bitterly opposed to killing the con
victs on sight, and Doris Dowling, tagging along becausi
the convict "treated her like a woman". Unfortunately
some parts of the screenplay by Marvin Weinstein, Mr
Couffer, and Conrad Hall tend to become abstract. "Run
ning Target" offers ample action to interest the outdoo
<

trade,
tions.

and

Q Q

Director Ladislao Vajda (a Hungarian) has filled
the story with human touches and mirthful details. The
story, from a novel by Jose Maria Sanchez-Silva, is adapt-

ed from an old Spanish legend. A baby is left on the monastery doorstep and raised by Rafael Rivelles, Father Su-

and the Brothers unable to find someone to adopt
The child, Calvo, grows up full of pranks, always
asking about his mother. As a form of discipline he is told
perior,

the boy.

A

the suffering face.

which

is

disobeys, finds a large crucifix,

voice talks to

for his "friend"

him granting

with

his dear-

to be with his mother.
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"The
Talky,
melier.

Last

implausible

Man

British

L

}
j

J
I

I

I

\\

IztK

to

Hang"

Q

111 0

Plus

I

in

.:.

hiitj

courtroom and murder-myste

Mild lower-half dualler

general situations.

A

combination of courtroom polemics and flash-back
during a murder trial forms the framework for this Britisl
melodrama produced by John Gossage for Columbia re
lease. Tom Conway defends the accidental poisoning
his wife, Elizabeth Sellars, after she refuses

Coincidentally, the

House

of

Commons

is

him

a divorce

legislating

Alt
t'

~e

abolish capital punishment; hence, he'll be the last to hanj

convicted. There is little action and too much talk unde
Terence Fisher's uninspired direction. Screenplay by Ivo
Montagnue and Max Trell, from the novel "The Jury'j
attempts to show how evidence can be stacked convincing
ly against an innocent man. However, a thoroughly im
plausible climax will be hard to swallow for most of th
audience. On the plus side there is some bright funny dia
if

logue.

Before leaving his wife,

Conway gives her tw(
Unknown to him, mai>

sleeping pills to calm her nerves.
Freda Jackson has also given her a sedative. Miss Sellar
dies and Conway is tried for murder. For lack of evidence
the jury finds him not guilty. Later Miss Sellars is founc
to be alive.

United Motion Pictures.
|A Charmartin Production!. 90 minutes.
Pablito Calvo,
Rafael Rivellet, Juan Calvo. Director of production, Vincente Sampere. Directed
by Ladlilao Vajda

f«g« 14

for general situa

and developes the "brotherhood of man" theme. Possi
headed by Franz searches the mountains for four escapee
convicts lead by Myron Healy. Sadistic Richard Reeves
itching to shoot them with a telescopic rifle, and Mis
Dowling is along because she knows the trails and wa
robbed by the convicts. One is shot, two are captures
before Miss Dowling joins Healy, because she craves tb
convict who looked upon her as a lady. Franz tracks dowi
the pair but is caught between duty and conscience
Reeves solves his dilemma by shooting Healy. Fran,
smashes Reeves' rifle and offers affection to Miss Dowling

'SutineM IRatcK?

stery.

est wish,

good dualler

Direction by Mr. Weinstein delineates characte

beyond art-houses.

and fetches food and wine each day

figures as a

I

Plus

This Chamartin production from Spain, with English
moving and poetic story of a small boy's faith
and upbringing in a monastery. The miracle climax, where
the six-year-old boy speaks with a life-size crucifix, transcends appeal exclusively to the devout. While it is slated
for art houses, proper local-level exploitation via religious
groups could extend its run to general situations. Pablito
Calvo plays Marcelino, a mischievous but endearing
youngster. Juan Calvo, as Brother "Cooky", is tender and
humorous, as are the other pious inhabitants of the mona-

He

it

»

United Artists.
IA Canyon Pictures Production).
Doris Dowlint
83 minutes.
Arthur Franz, Richard Reeves. Produced by Jack C. Couffer. Directed by Marvi
R. Weinstein.

titles, is a

not to eo to the attic.

action, suspense

fairly

Eloquent religious fantasy from Spain. Outstanding performances. Word-of-mouth

good

for convicts has

Fine programmer, despite lack of names. Possible sleeper

Pro-

''Marcelino"

&«4t«e44 IRateep

Woodland chase

Conway

returns to his wife.

Columbia. lAn A.C.T. Filml. 75 minutes. Tom Conway, Elizabeth
Gayson. Produced by John Gossage. Directed by Terence Fisher.

Sellars,

Eunicj

it

ascii
i

it,]

Ktdr
boot

Son
*.P«
i.o

tk

?j

W

Prcjuct Quality,

£eeh Aiding

youth PcpulathH (
jtcutk,
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Pull— Value fine

Plus-Factors for Movies
Encouraging prospects dot the horizons of
the motion picture industry, according to
Value Line, the respected financial analysis
published by Arnold Bernhard & Co. The
current study of movie business concludes
that both the film and theatre companies
show promise of improving their positions
during the next three to five years. Value
Line says that while the increase in theatre
attendance might be only "modest ", the film

companies "are

likely to

show

a significant

Recommendation
Most

of the

amusement stocks reviewed

herein have de-

clined moderately in price during the past 3 months.

Con-

improvement in their earnings. Instead of
just complaining about bad business, these
companies are now ready to accept the challenge presented by existing economic conditions. " The analysis finds that the producer-distributors are divesting themselves of
unproductive properties and realizing returns
from hidden assets (film libraries). Quality
and the increase in that important
population segment, the 15- to 24-year olds,
are seen aiding the theatres in their competitive struggle with television.
films

sumption that theatre attendance in this country will
demonstrate a vigorous resurgence over the next few
years. Rather,

we

believe that the large asset values under-

traction in the

lying these shares, which have not been earning an ade-

tated apparently

quate return in recent years,

market values of these equities was precipiby the poor earnings results of the first 6
months of this year, and the probability of further unfavorable comparisons for the September quarter. Because the
upsurge in theatre attendance occasioned by the release of
quality films did not take place until mid-summer, the
operating results of almost all of the motion picture companies have been highly unsatisfactory during the larger
part of this year. In fact, many of them would have reported even lesser profits had they not managed to realize
substantial non-recurrent capital gains through the sale of
old films, unproductive theatres and other properties.

At

this point, the

market quotations of the motion

pic-

ture stocks appear to discount the present discouraging
financial results adequately, especially since prospects are
for

improving earnings

in the

year ahead.

rent dividend yieids of well over

6%, many

Providing curof these issues

do not seem likely to decline much further. Indeed, in our
opinion, recent prices of Stanley Warner, National Theatres, Paramount, Twentieth Century-Fox, and Technicolor
have over-discounted the "bad" news; these stocks are
therefore currently classified in Group II (Underpriced) or

Group

I

(Especially Underpriced).

Th^ amusement

stocks seem of particular interest for

their superior 3- to 5-year appreciation potentialities.

To

the years 1959-61, the 12 stocks reviewed herein offer an

average appreciation potentiality of 58%. This compares
with the average 3- to 5-year gain of only 28% projected
for all stocks.

Our

projections are not

made on

may

eventually be realized

through programs of systematic liquidaticn. Recent developments suggest that over a period of time many of
these idle assets will be converted into profitable investments either within or outside of the motion picture industry.

Believing that the Hollywood managements will

be successful in carrying out their reinvestment programs,
we envisage a rapidly rising trend of earnings and dividends for the companies in this group and, in turn, higher
prices for their stocks 3 to 5 years hence.

Movies Are Better Than Ever
The American moviegoers have perhaps never befcre
many excellent pictures by their neighbor-

been offered so

hood theatres as they have since the middle of this year.
Virtually every major studio in Hollywood has been turning out a number of topflight features (such as "The King
and I", "Giant", "War and Peace" and many, many more),
which by past standards would probably qualify as Academy Award contenders. The overwhelming success cf these
pictures strongly shattered the pessimistic belief that the
its taste for movies. During the months of
and
theatre
attendance trended steadily upward
June
July,
dismal
level
of
from its
the preceding months. In the last
(according
to a report issued by Sindlinger
week of July
motion
picture and television market analysts),
& Co.,
weekly attendance soared to a mark of 82.4 million, which
was the highest since Thanksgiving week in 1946. And

public had lost

(Continued on Page 16)
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VALUE LINE ANALYSIS

Tax Drop.

Films

Biff

Among

Upbeat Factors

(Continued from Page 15)

Looking Ahead Three to Five Years

1946, one might remember, was a year of peak prosperity
for the motion picture industry, with the ogre of television

age for 1957

hideous head. In August this year, theatre
admissions averaged more than 5% ahead of those for the
same month of 1955, and since then they have continued

whether it is but an evanescent boom, remains to be seen.
Unquestionably, the motion picture industry is a highly
volatile one. In our opinion, however, several favorable

yet to rear

at

its

encouraging

levels.

Whether

the high level of theatre attendance
is

we

envi

the beginning of a strong recovery trend, or

factors suggest that the long-term trend of theatre attend-

Unfortunately, this upsurge in attendance probably has
come too late in 1956 to prevent movie companies from

ance

is

likely to

3 to 5 years.

move moderately upward over

At worst,

it

is

expected to hold

the next

its

current

Reasons:

showing unfavorable earnings comparisons for the year.
Stanley Warner and National Theatres, for, example
whose fiscal years ended on Aug. 31st and Sept. 30th, re-

level.

show smaller operating
annual reports. (The over-all reported
earnings of National Theatres will be substantial, however, because the company realized sizable capital gains
through the sale of some of its theatre properties.) Moreover, the earnings of most of the producing companies for
the September and December quarters are not expected to
show any significant expansion either. Most of the big
pictures currently being released cost many millions of dol-

tained in the company's recently released annual report.

spectively, are almost certain to
profits

in

their

lars to produce.

Inasmuch as the studios generally follow

a policy of writing off the bulk of the negative costs dur-

ing the early weeks of distribution, these films will prob-

ably not contribute substantially to net income before next

many producers

(Aeain,

year.

over-all

income thanks

are likely to

show healthy

to the sale or release of old film

products to television, which transactions have generated
large non-recurrent profits.)

Prospects are for substantially improved earnings for
the motion picture companies next year.
facts that
city

box

still

many

many

In view of the

doing well at bighave yet to be widely distributed and that
more promising spectaculars are scheduled for
of the films currently

offices

release in the

months ahead, we believe the present favor-

able year-to-year comparisons of theatre attendance will

be extended well into 1957. The gain in theatre admissions
we thus visualize is likely to find quick reflection in the
operating profits of the theatre circuits. Concomitantly,

with a good portion of their production costs already
written off in 1956, producing companies seem in a position
to carry down more of next year's large film grosses to

(1)

seems

The number

of quality pictures

President Harry

Cohn

of

we

looking to the future,

from Hollywood

In his letter to stockholders con-

likely to increase.

Columbia Pictures stated: "In

are heartened by the knowledge

that the success of the industry's better pictures

is

greater

than at any time in film history. It serves to convince us
again that motion pictures of quality are still recognized
through the length and breadth of the world as the

—

—

most economical, most satisfying, most widely appealing
form of entertainment." If other studio heads are similarly
convinced as Mr. Cohn, and we believe they are, it seems
reasonably safe to assume that they will do their utmost to
step up the output of quality films.

The population

Hollywood's most important cusis expected to grow
significantly over the next few years. According to a projection made by the U. S. Department of Commerce, the
(2)

tomer group, the

number

of

15- to 24-year olds,

of persons in that

age bracket will increase from

22 million in 1955 to 24.7 million in 1960, a gain of 12.3%
This compares with a contraction of 1.4% in the preceding
five

year period.

Moreover, with disposable income

also

likely to expand, these customers, as well as other pros-

pective moviegoers, are expected to have

more money

to

patronize their favorite theatres.
(3) The motion picture industry seems to be gaining
ground in its battle with television. True, television is and
will always be competing keenly for the leisure time of the
American public. But Hollywood has proven that, with attractive products, it can both halt the exodus of audiences
from theatres and lure former patrons back to the movie

houses as well.

the net income level.

In this respect,
In 1957,

box

office receipts will also

be enhanced by the

year's benefit of a recent change in the federal tax
laws. Effective Sept. 1st, all theatre admissions under 90c
full

have been exempt from the 10% federal excise tax. Heretofore, only those admissions below 50c were tax free.
Since the tax relief

was specifically designed to assist the
motion picture industry, most theatres have been retaining
the tax savings rather than passing them along to the
movie-going public. This increase in revenues is particularly significant in that

responding swelling

in

is not accompanied by any coroperating expenses; most of it

it

therefore represents additional pre-tax income to both exhibitors and producers, notably the former as they derive
the bulk of their revenues from domestic exhibitions.
P*q«

H
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it

is

interesting to note that on Friday

night, October 12th, television station

by Loews')

in

KTTV

Los Angeles premiered one

— "Thirty

of

(25% owned

MGM's

best

Seconds Over Tokyo".
Prior to the telecasting, the station expended nearly $100,000 to conduct an unprecedented promotional campaign.
(Ordinarily, film companies spend only about $20,000 to
promote their major Los Angeles premieres.) The television show was an overwhelming success. According to
leading television audience surveys, KTTV drew an average audience almost double that of the 3 major network
stations in Los Angeles combined for the full 2 /2 hours,
and more than that of all the 6 competing stations put together. The most significant phenomenon, however,
pre- 1948

productions

l

(Continued on Page 20)
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"FRIENDLY PERSUASION

is

the best all-around movie I've ever seen!"

— JOHN

BALABAN

v

groups attraction-wise with The King
and I' and War and Peace". Stands with its distinguished producerdirector's Academy-Awarded "Best Years of Our Lives'. Sure to open

"A

great motion picture.

It

l

biq

and run long

in all

areas."

—motion

picture daily

"Family Medal Award! Excellent! All the performances are wonder-

human."

fully

—parents magazine

"Richly deserving of the utmost in bookings, playing time

— BOXOFFICE

manship. Should pay off handsomely!"

A

and show-

win more honors for William Wyler. He already has
two Oscars, a regular cinemagician!"

cinch to

won

-IRV KUPCINET,Chi cago

"Academy Award

"Picture of the month!"

— SEVENTEEN

caliber!"

— CORONET

human values. Contains just about everything
comedy and drama, suspense and action."

"Sock, rich in

way

Sun Times

of

in

the

— VARIETY

"Outstanding.

One

of the best pictures of the year."

I— REDBOOK

A

must-see picture. William Wyler has given it the best in all departments. A boxoffice certainty."
-showmen's trade review

"Fresh

.

absent

.

.

joyful

.

.

.

exciting. Brings

back

to the screen

— a movie the whole family will enjoy."

This

is

the

NEW ALLIED

something long

—look

ARTISTS!

The nation's top deluxe houses are

set with

"FRIENDLY PERSUASION"!

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Los

FOX WILSHIRE
HIPPODROME

Angeles

Baltimore
San Francisco

New

.

.UNITED ARTISTS

Orleans
Washington, D.C

Miami
Buffalo

SAENGER
ONTARIO
OLYMPIA
LAFAYETTE

San Antonio

AZTEC

Indianapolis

KEITH'S

Memphis
Salt Lake

Birmingham
Augusta

New Haven
Miami Beach
Spokane
Louisville

Portland
Provo

Appleton

MALCO
UPTOWN & VILLA
EMPIRE
IMPERIAL

PARAMOUNT
BEACH
MUSIC BOX
LOEWS STATE
STRAND

PARAMOUNT
RIO

UNITED ARTISTS

Chicago
Cincinnati

KEITH'S

Pittsburgh

PENN
MUSIC BOX
CENTER

Seattle

Denver
Houston

MAJESTIC

OMAHA

Omaha

FOX

Oakland
Boston.

Philadelphia

Cleveland
Atlanta

JOHNS
OHIO

Charleston
El Paso

ST.

TENNESSEE

Nashville
Austin
Hartford

PARAMOUNT
ALLYN
PINNEY
SUNSHINE

Boise

Albuquerque

STATE

Galveston

MUSIC BOX
BEACH

Tacoma
Atlantic City

STATE

Harrisburg

OLYMPIA

Utica

Richmond

BYRD & STATE

TROY

RIVIERA

Paul

.PARAMOUNT, FENWAY

Jacksonville

STRAND

Albany

Oklahoma
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STATE

Dallas

Minneapolis
St.

STANLEY

MICHIGAN
HIPPODROME
FOX

Detroit
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Akron
Providence
Pensacola

Sacramento
Lincoln

Sheboygan
Youngstown
Springfield

Schenectady
Sioux Falls
Greenville
Colorado Springs
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CAPITOL
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STRAND
STRAND
SAENGER
CREST
VARSITY

SHEBOYGAN
WARNER
PARAMOUNT
PROCTOR'S
STATE
PARIS
CHIEF

Dubuque

GRAND

Rochester

CHATEAU

Logan
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ANTHONY PERKINS...
whom Louella Parsons
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YOUNG ACTOR SINCE
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(Continued from Page 16)

"we noticed

later said,

a slight overall

improvement

(in

the company's theatre business)."

an indication that the widespread
apprehension that telecasting of pre-1948 films would be
highly detrimental to theatre business may be unfounded.
We are inclined to interpret the success of KTTV as an

Here then,

is

indication that

Loew's, for example, is reported to have
shaved the wages of those executives making more than
$1,000 a week by 25% to 50%. For the first time in the industry's history, film companies are now engaging outside
management consultants to make complete efficiency surveys, and have indicated their readiness to adopt modern
top executives.

motion picture industry is concerned, was that
the telecasting had surprisingly little effect on theatre business. "In fact," President Rhoden of National Theatres
far as the

at least

more

today's television viewers are

at-

management procedures.
Perhaps one of the more noteworthy developments
the recent

economy

drive

is

in

the "informal conversations"

that are currently going on between Twentieth Century-

Fox and Warner

Bros.

The two companies

are consider-

tracted to fine motion pictures, even old ones, than the

ing the possibility of pooling their studio production

vaudeville type programs or give-away shows generally

Hollywood. Under the plan tentatively proWarner
Bros, would, according to trade reports, sell
posed,
its studio properties to a third party, who would then lease
a portion back to Warner Bros, and another section to
Twentieth Century-Fox. The move would then able
Twentieth Century- Fox to dispose of its own studios. An
industry observer has estimated that such an agreement
could possibly effect annual savings to the two producers
of up to $16 million in production costs. The Warner
studios, considered to be among the largest and most efficient in the industry, have about 20 sound stages, but in
recent years, no more than 5 or 10 have ever been used at
one time.

TV networks. In short, the American
becoming increasingly quality conscious. And
what Hollywood can offer.

presented by the
public

is

quality

is

Nevertheless, the uptrend in theatre attendance
alize for the next

few years

is

we

but a moderate one.

take time for producers to increase their output.
also take time for the

American public

visu-

It will
It will

to reacquire the

movie-going habit. But even with merely a slight increase
in theatre attendance, we believe that the movie companies
can show significant enlargement of their earnings. Basically, Hollywood is a very rich industry.
Much of its
wealth, however, is at present tied up in assets that are
not only unproductive but are also expensive to maintain.

The earning power

movie companies can thus be
greatly improved upon by converting the dead assets into
of the

productive investments. It is heartening to note that important steps in this direction are now being taken.

Fewer but Better Theatres

—

All three of the major theatre companies
ABC-Paramount, National Theatres and Stanley Warner are currently carrying out a program of reducing the number of
theatres they operate, weeding out those that have not
been running profitably. Where these non-productive theatres are leased, the leases are not

—

cilities

fa-

in

While the above proposal has so far been limited only
to talks between the two companies and no concrete step
is expected to be taken by either side for a while, it does
clearly underscore the changing economic philosophy of
Hollywood managements. Eventually, we believe, the
major film companies will also proceed to cut down their
exorbitant distribution costs by consolidating their film
exchanges and sales forces. With both production and
distribution costs being reduced, the film companies are
also likely to

show

a gradual

improvement

Those that are owned are either sold or converted
Some, for instance, are being changed into
supermarkets, others into parking lots. This program is
designed to enhance the earning power of the theatre circuits in two respects. First of all, with fewer theatres

enjoy larger box-office receipts, which

will, in turn,

widen

Because most of the theatre buildings, studio

and other

market values, their

sale, in

drive, often provides

sizable

cash

connection with the

handsome

proceeds.

amounts well below

their

efficiency

capital gains along with

Meantime,

still

more cash

Nov.mb"

12

1754

number

of

quality pictures,

a

pa
bus.

in fa

to finance

sizable

should be available for diversification purposes.

portion

The

ads

motion picture industry has already been manifested by Stanley Warvisability of diversifying into fields outside the

ner's acquisition of International

itetl

will

a

undoubtedly be applied by producing companies
larger

:

real estate properties are usually carried on the

respective companies' books at

houses, the theatre circuits are in a position to reduce their
over-all overheads considerably. On the whole, therefore,
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products to television. While some of these windfalls
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Higher Return on Investments

film

Efficient Studios
Like the theatre companies, most of the major producers
in Hollywood are also taking steps to trim
their overhead
expenses. Many of them have already reduced the number
of their employees, and a few have even cut the salaries
of

rhcle

ki

probably be generated by the sale or release of old

More

rea'iz

:::Co

the profit margin of that theatre. Secondly, by eliminating
the maintenance costs, the various taxes and other fixed
expenses that are necessary to operate the unprofitable

these companies are likely to fashion a trend of widening
profit margins over the next few years.

:;tm

ing power.

for other uses.

operating, each of the remaining ones will have a better
supply of pictures to exhibit and will thereby be able to

hisine

in their earn-

renewed when they ex-

pire.

tfjt

Latex Corp. back

in 1954.

Today, International Latex contributes nearly half
Stanley Warner's over-all revenues and a major portion

of
of

consolidated earnings. Apparently convinced by Stanley
Warner's achievement, directors of National Theatres re-

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS

Hiyher Earnings* Dividends Foreseen in 3-5 Years
resolved

cently

officially

that

"a

diversification

should be vigorously prosecuted".
expected to follow suit.
It is of

ably the

policy

tendance over the next few years, the motion picture com-

Other companies are

panies are likely to show a significant improvement in their
earnings. Instead of just complaining about bad business,

how

course too early to forecast at present

Hollywood managements

the cash available to them.
to expect that the

employ

will be able to

Nevertheless,

new investments

it

is

profit-

reasonable

some reaugment over-all earnings. Any contribution at
would exceed that derived from unprofitable theatres,
will provide

turns to
all

these companies are

ready to accept the challenge
presented by existing economic conditions. Positive steps
are being taken to improve their earning power. Hidden
assets are being realized and unproductive properties are
being divested. Three to five years from now, this program
of revitalizing the industry will probably begin to bear
fruit,

closed-down sound stages and locked-up film
Thus, even with only a moderate increase

libraries.

now

generating larger earnings and dividends for the
in this group and, in turn, higher prices for

companies

in theatre at-

their stocks.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
BUSINESS: Columbia Pictures produces and distributes
motion pictures of both "A" and "B" classes for exhibition in theatres.
Screen Gems, Inc., a subsidiary,
produces

films,

including

commercials,

for

television

About 40% of revenues originate abroad. Since World
II,
cash dividend pay-out has averaged 35% of
earnings. Employees: 5,000; stockholders, 2,342. Revenues have increased 18% faster than disposable in-

REPORT: Columbia has reported

sales and earnings of $91.1
and $2.28 a share, respectively, for the fiscal year
ended June 30th. These results compare with sales of
$88.7 million and earnings of $4.29 a share (adjusted for
subsequent stock dividends) in fiscal 1955. The 1956 in-

million

come statement includes a loss of 80c a share resulting
from an abandoned production and a gain of 93c a share
upon the reversal of provisions set up in prior
Income Taxes. Reduced earnings from
operations in fiscal 1956 were attributable to generally depressed conditions in the motion picture industry as a
whole. In previous years, Columbia had succeeded in
bucking the unfavorable industry trend by virtue of several excellent box office attractions. In 1956, however, a
few successful films including "Picnic" were delayed in
re'ease. A substantial part of the revenues from such atrea'ized

years for Federal

—

tractions will be reported in the current fiscal year.

we expect fiscal 1957 to be more successful
Columbia. This year's income account will benefit from
such current and prospective high-grossing films as "The
Accordingly,

fcr

Eddy D uchin Story" and

"Solid

Gold Cadillac".

Also,

Screen Gems, the company's TV film subsidiary, is expected to become more important in the over-all profit picture this year.

This subsidiary has recently established a
$2.5 million fund to finance co-partnership TV productions. Screen Gems will provide production and distribution facilities for projects "containing either star

a powerful idea".

We

come

President, H. Cohen; Exec. Vicesince 1939.
President, J. Cohn; Vice Presidents, A. Schneider, A.
N. B. Spingold. Inc.: N. Y. Add.: 711 Fifth
Stock traded: NYSE
Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

War

names

or

thus look for Columbia to earn

Montague

about $2.60 a share on sales of $93 million in fiscal 1957. As
in past years, the 30c quarterly dividend will probably be

supplemented by a stock dividend.

When

compared with that of other producers, Columbia's past sales growth has been excellent. However, in
common with the industry, profit growth has been sporadic. Every undertaking represents a considerable gamble.
Despite this, the company has operated in the black in
every year since 1939. We expect a gradual improvement
in the level of company earnings, although it may be some
time before the 1955 peak is reattained. Within the frameof the hypothesized 1959-61 economy, characterized
by a consumer disposable income averaging $320 billion,
we project Columbia's average annual sales and earnings
to $105 million and $3.80 a share, respectively. Average
dividends of $1.75 would then be justified. Such results,
capitalized at 7.4 times earnings and to yield 6.2% (in accordance with industry capitalization norms), would com-

work

mand an average
ADVICE: At

price of 28.

Columbia stands
variation above its Rating and is
19,

(Fairly Priced).

The

less

than one standard

classified in

Group HI

issue currently yields 6.3%, above its

own

10-year average and the average of all stocks under
survey (5.2%). In addition, it offers an appreciation potentiality of 47% over the next 3 to 5 years, far superior to
the market average. However, the stock's poor past price
stability performance (Index: 11) renders it suitable only
for risk accounts well buttressed

with cash reserves.

LOEW'S, INC.
BUSINESS: Loew's is the last fully integrated producer,
distributor and exhibitor of motion pictures.
Divestment

theatres to take place by 1957.
Theatres,
mainly in Northeast, presently, account for about 40%
of revenues. Pictures, under
trademark, account
of

MGM

revenues about 40% of
45% of revenues. Since
earnings almost completely paid out as
dividends.
Directors own or control 81,700 shares
11.4% of total I. Has 14,000 employees, 29,440 share-

for most of the rest.
Foreign
film earnings. Labor costs, over

World War

II,

REPORT: Loew's last year as a fully integrated motion piccompany, and perhaps its most disastrous financially,
has ended on a note of high optimism for the future. The
company has completed arrangements for the leasing of its
vast film library to a number of TV stations, and at the

ture

holders.
Board Chairman, N. M Schenck; President
Joseph Vogel. Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 1540
Broadway, New York 34, New York.
Stock traded: NYSE

same time has acquired
Angeles

TV

exploited,

outlet.

With

a

stock interest in a Los

Loew's has already obtained contracts which
it about $25 million of revenues over the next

will provide

(Continued on Page 22)

Film

J

25%

the market potential only partly
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VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
The banking houses and insurance companies which hold the bonds would undoubtedly prefer to

'Continued from Page 21)

atre interests.

7 years. Eventually it is possible that lease rentals alone,
expected to contribute about 40c a share (net) to earnings
in fiscal 1957, will furnish sufficient profits to cover the

to
see the largest possible portion of the debt transferred
profitability of the
the
as
inasmuch
company,
theatre
the

picture

current $1 annual dividend.

its motion picture production to a profitable acAlthough some of the company's recent films have
been distinguished in a minor way, box office smashes have
been few and far between, and as a result the over-all operation is believed to be losing money. The solution may lie
in more spectacular productions, a further concentration on
low-budget but promising films, or in complete abandonment of the studio venture. Loew's management, among
the highest-salaried in the world, has hired one of the most

turning

dubious.

Loew's

other concerns in the same business, earnings for the company as presently constituted could average $2.10 a share
Diviin the hypothesized 1959-61 economic environment.
expected.
could
be
then
share
a
$1.25
dends averaging

tivity.

Capitalized at 10 times earnings and on a
in line with past norms, such results

would

6%

yield basis

indicate a price

However, systematic disposition of
the company's studio properties and other expendable
value.
assets might add another $9 a share to the issue's
beLoew's
ADVICE: Although no Rating is projected for
cause of the impending divestment proceedings, the issue
seems to warrant a Group III (Fairly Priced) classificacapitalized
tion. Current earnings and dividends are being
of 21 for the stock.

find out.

it

is

film rentals could generate average revenues
properties
of $8 million a year, and if its picture-producing
could realize a rate of return equal to those enjoyed by
If

With a sound earnings base established, Loew's management can concentrate on the more difficult problem of re-

expensive consultant firms to help

company

Plans for the separation of Loew's production and theatre operations, scheduled to be completed by next Febru-

have again been delayed by failure to resolve the debt
The ascendency of Joseph Vogel to
the presidency of Loew's may presage a long and bitter
wrangle, since Mr. Vogel has been a spokesman for the the-

ary,

rather generously, but the stock offers a wide appreciation
potentiality of 58% to 1959-61, based largely on the value

allocation problem.

of its

underlying assets.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
"pay-as-you-see" TV broadnational Telemeter Corp.
casting); 50% interest in Chromatic Television Labs,
About
Inc.
(developer of low cost color TV tube).
50% of total revenues derived abroad. Directors own
Emabout 27,000 shares of stock 11.2% of total).

BUSINESS: Paramount Pictures Corp produces and

A motion

tributes Class

Owns

pictures primarily.
largest theatre chain

disVista-

(

Operates
in
Canada.
Holds 25% interest in Du Mont Laboratories as well as
Du Mont Broadcasting Corp., 85% interest in Inter-

vision.

REPORT: Paramount

is

capital gains this year.

company

sold 1600 of

$3 million after taxes.

ment

realizing a substantial

amount

of

Just before the close of 1955, the
its

filmed short subjects for about

The

sale

was made on an

install-

basis with the bulk of the purchase price payable

Inasmuch as these old films had long been
written off the company's books, the entire proceeds from
this transaction represented capital gains.
These gains
amounted to $1.28 a share in the first half of 1956.
this

A
full

year.

few weeks ago, the company announced the

sale of 6

length features to a television film syndicator for
(Pres.

$775,000.

Balaban subsequently stated that the

company contemplated no further
tion of its pictures. The release of
special case involving the sale of a

an independent

mated that

this

ditional capital

deals for the distribu-

was a
made by

these 6 features

group

of films

Rainbow Productions.) It is estitransaction has netted the company an adgain of approximately 27c a share, making
unit,

total non-recurrent

income

this year in excess of $1.50 a

ployees: 4 000; stockholders: 22,117. Board Chairman.
Incorporated: New
President, B. Balaban.
Zukor.
Address: 1501 Broadway, New York 36, New
York.

A

York

Stock traded: NYSE

'

only in August, and "The Ten Commandments" will not
make its debut until November. Next year, their contributions to over-all operating earnings will probably be
substantial.

Chromatic Television Laboratories, a 50%-owned subParamount, recently announced that DuMont
Laboratories will begin mass producing its one-gun color
TV tube within a year. This tube is reported to have considerable competitive advantages over the 3-gun (RCA)
sidiary of

tubes currently available on the market. If the tube proves
the
as successful in mass production and in actual usage in

Paramount is likely to
receive handsome dividends from Chromatic by the end of
this decade. Within the hypothesized 1959-61 economy

home

as preliminary tests suggest,

project average annual revenues to $145 million, earnings to $5.75 a share and dividends to $3. Capitalized at

we
8.7

times earnings to yield 6%, in line with past norms adwould command an average

justed for trend, such results
price of 50.

share.

These extra non-recurrent

have come

profits

at

an ap-

propriate time since regular operating earnings so far this
year have declined considerably. The company has de-

voted

much of its efforts and resources to two important
— "War and Peace" and "The Ten Command-

pictures

ments".

Many

millions of dollars have been expended to

promote these two spectaculars and many more are being
budgeted.

Yet, the full potential of these films will not

materialize until next year
tributed.
P«q. 22

when they

"War and Peace" began
RM
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more widely disdomestic showing

are

its

ADVICE: Paramount Pictures is currently classified in
Group II (Underpriced). The estimated current yield of
6.1% to 6.8% is far more generous than the average return
provided by all dividend-paying stocks under survey. To
the years

1959-61, the stock

offers

an appreciation po-

52%, vs. the average 28% gain projected for
all stocks. For risk-taking accounts seeking generous current income and interesting capital growth prospects,
Paramount Pictures has considerable appeal at this time.
tentiality of

VALUE LIXE ANALYSIS
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Twentieth Century-Fox produces and distributes Class A feature films primarily. Owns Cinemawide
a
screen proiecticn process and is interscope,
ested in Eidophor, a large screen theatre color TV
Controls theatre chains in Africa,
system.
Great

BUSINESS:

Australia and

Britain,

New

48%

account for about

REPORT: Twentieth Century-Fox has completed acquisition of the African Theatres Ltd. in the Union of South
Africa.

The

theatres

and important

cial space.

properties of African Theatres comprise 144
office

buildings and other

commer-

With

the exception of a $4.2 million advance
York, the entire purchase price (undisclosed)

from New
was financed on a long-term basis

Having no competition from

South Africa.

in

Foreign revenues
Labor costs, about

Twen-

Century-Fox's investment in these theatres is therefore expected to yield a handsome return. To take further
advantage of the climatic conditions of South Africa,
which are most favorable to open air operations, the company is planning to construct additional drive-in theatres
tieth

S.

P.

Delaware.
19,

Vice-President's, J. Moskowiti, S. C.
Incorporated:
Michel, M. Silverstone.
Address: 444 West 56th Street, New York

Skouras;
W. C.

Einfeld,

New

York.

Sfock traded.

NYSE

possibility of pooling their studio production facilities in

Hollywood and merging their picture distribution systems
abroad. Such an arrangement would seem to be in the best
interests of both companies.
rate of production, a large

these companies are often

Warner

television, the theatre busi-

ness in South Africa has been highly profitable.

Because

number
idle.

By

studios and disposing of

low
sound stages of

of the current

of the

leasing a portion of the

its

own

facilities,

Twen-

would be able to trim its overhead expenses and at
the same time generate still more cash
Within the
hypothesized 1959-61 economy, average annual gross revenues for Twentieth Century-Fox are projected to $155 million, earnings to $4.65 a share, and dividends to $2.50.
tieth

.

.

.

Capitalized to yield 6.3%, consistent with past experience,

such results would

command

an average price of 40 (8.6

times earnings).

in that area.

In this country,

Twentieth Century-Fox

considering several offers to rent more of

its

is

currently

film library to

At least one television film syndicator has made
an offer to pay $12 million in cash for 156 of its pre-1948
television.

an agreement is reached, the transaction would
provide the company with a sizable amount of cash, which
could be applied either to retire part of its outstanding
long-term debt or to finance the production of a larger
pictures. If

number

Zealand.

of receipts.

65°° of revenues. Directors own or control about 4%
of total outstanding common shares.
Company employs about 9,000, has 19,000 stockholders.
President,

of quality films.

Most

of the "big" pictures

made

by Twentieth Century-Fox recently has been grossing
markably well at the box office.

Planning further ahead, the company
ing "informal conversations*' with

is

re-

presently hold-

Warner

Bros, on the

ADVICE: Although the present Twentieth Century-Fox
enough for
us to compute a Rating by multiple correlation analysis,
stock, issued in 1952, has not been trading long

reference to industry-wide capitalization ratios suggests
that

it

is

undervalued

at 25.

The stock provides an

esti-

mated current yield of 6.6%, considerably higher than the
average 5.2% return afforded by all dividend-paying stocks
under survey. To the years 1959-61 it offers an appreciation potentiality of 60%, more than double the average
gain projected for all stocks. This issue thus seems interesting for diversified accounts seeking better-than-average
income and extraordinary capital gain prospects. The
stock is currently classified in Group II (Underpriced).

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
BUSINESS: Universal

produces and distributes motion
pictures for both Class A and Cass B markets
Holds
U. S. distribution rights from important British producers. Through subsidiary controls Castle films, one
of the largest home and industrial film companiss.

Approximately 45% of revenues foreign. Labor costs
about 65% of revenues.
Dividend payments since
Decca Records Inc. took control of company in 1952
about 40% of profits. Decca controls 78% of the outstanding common stock.
Employs 3.300, has 2,136

REPORT: Universal Pictures reported earnings

of $1.24 a
share for the third quarter (ended July 28th). However,
only about 14c of this amount represents operating earnings.

The remainder

of all rights in old

the net result of the outright sale

is

movie

serials.

sidered a non-recurrent capital gain.

Such profits are conEarnings in the simi-

—

period of fiscal 1955 were 91c a share on a larger number of shares outstanding. (Universal has been buying in

lar

its

own

stock

— 927,000

now

vs. 1,139,-

The drop
somewhat

in operat-

shares outstanding

000 shares at the end of

fiscal

1955).

ing earnings in the third quarter

is

surprising

because the motion picture industry as a whole experienced an earnings pick-up in the early summer months.

TV

When the top
shows are on vacation, people "rediscover" the movies as a means of entertainment. The fact
that Universal did not share in this minor boom points up
the selectivity of today's audiences. Universal did not have

any top box
to capitalize

office attractions during
on the summer crowds.

this period

and

failed

In the first 39 weeks of 1956, Universal earned $3.32 a
share (including extraordinary earnings of $1.10 a share)

compared with

$3.01 a share in the like period of 1955.

shareholders. Board Chairman, N. J. Blumberg. President. M. R. Rackmil.
Incorporated: Delaware.
Address: 445 Park Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Stock traded:

NYSE

expect that the company will report about $4 a share on
total revenues of $80 million for the fiscal year which
ended last month. Universal has started production on 26

—compared

with 21 in the same period of
1955. This higher output should bring forth earnings of
about $4.20 a share on revenues of $83 million in the new
films this year

fiscal year.

In the post-war period, foreign revenues have accounted

an increasingly important percentage of Universal's
was about 45%. The foreign
market for U.S. films is still expanding. This factor is expected to help the company maintain its revenue growth
in the future. For 1959-61, we also hypothesize a somewhat higher level of U.S. economic activity. Universal
should then attain average annual volume of $95 million.
This would likely produce earnings of about $5 a share on
average, from which a $2.25 dividend might be paid. Capitalizing such results at 7.2 times earnings on a 6.3% yield
basis (to accord with past norms adjusted for trend), we
project an average price of 36 for the period 3 to 5 years
for

total sales. In 1955, the figure

hence.

We

(Continued on Page 24)
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VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
The stock

(Continued from Page 23)

ADVICE: At

Universal stands less than one standard

26,

variation above

its

virtually level Rating

what lower than heretofore due

which

is

some-

to a reduction in our esti-

of fiscal 1956 earnings (from $4.40 to $4.00 a share)

mate

now

is

Group

classified in

III (Fairly Priced).

times estimated 1957 earnings and yields
4.8% to 5.4%. This yield, while below the stock's 10-year
norm, is in line with the average of all stocks under survey
(5.2%). The stock offers superior appreciation potentiality
(38%) for the 3- to 5-year pull. Because of its low Quality
It sells at 6.2

j

and dividends (from $1.25-$1.50

to a flat $1.25 a share).

WARNER
BUSINESS: Warner

produces both class
through film exchanges
throughout the world.
Through subsidiaries, operates a music publishing business and hold a 37'/j% interest in a major British the-

A and

Pictures

Bros.

B films distributed
principal
cities

class

located

in

common

(C), the issue

By recommon shares outstanding by alcompany, we believe, will be able to avoid

stock for approximately $18 million.

is

Warner, Executive Vice-President, Benjamin Kalmenson.
Incorporated:
Delaware.
Address: 321
West 44th
Street,

production activity.)
of its

library.

By

year

consummation

prior to
July,

Warner has

of the sale of its pre-1948 films in

started production on only 10 pictures

In the like period of 1955, the filming of
as 20 feature pictures was initiated. This sharp

so far this year.
as

many

curtailment in production indicates that the

number

of

pictures available for release in the months ahead will be

much

restricted,

shrink.

and

over-all revenues thus will probably

(Sale of the pre-1948 films has netted the

company

approximately $15 million.)
Warner Brothers is currently going through a period of
transition. Under a new management backed by financier
Serge Semenenko of Boston, the company seems to be
a capital gain of

initiating a

program

September,

it

ly for

about $500,000.

its

It is

(If the

Calif.

company would

lease

it

may

even divest
its

itself

post-1948 film

and

will be able to realize sub-

to obtain considerable cash that

be invested profitably elsewhere.

Assuming

that the

company

employ sue
and thereby en

will be able to

cessfully the net proceeds thus generated

its net worth, we project
average earnings in the hypothesized 1959-61 economy to
$4 a share and dividends to $2.50. Capitalized at 10 times
earnings to yield 6.3%, consistent with industry-wide
norms, such results would command an average price of

joy a more healthy return on

40 during the 3-year period.

ADVICE: Warner Brothers
III (Fairly Priced).

currently classified in Group

ins

Selling at 19.2 times earnings to yield

:

is

only 4.4%, the present price fully discounts the earnings
and dividends in prospect for the year ahead. However, in

view

new management's determination
we

of the

the company's long-term earning power,

believe the

newsreel subsidiary, reported-

an appreciation po
tentiality of 48%, compared to the average 28% projected

presently negotiating, at least
its

studio facilities in

studios are ultimately sold, the

back a small portion to carry out

its

To

pull.

the years 1959-61,

for all stocks.

it

offers

Speculative investors

who

are willing to ac-

cept poorer-than-average dividend income

(

:3

to build up

stock merits retention in risk-taking accounts for the long

informally, on the possible sale of

Burbank,

York.

In

of partial liquidation of its assets.

disposed of

may

New

carrying out this liquidation program in order-

stantial capital gains

fiscal

36,

Eventually,

Warner Brothers

most 26%, the

earnings in the current

York

music publishing subsidiaries and

ly fashion,

(which began Sept. 1st) even though a significant contraction in gross revenues is visualized.
Perhaps due in part to the company's tight cash position

New

Stock traded: NYSE

ducing the number of
a decline in per share

suitable only for risk accounts.

BROS.

atre chain. About 40% of revenues derived in foreign
markets. Payroll absorbs about 65% of revenues. Directors control about 400,000 shares of common stock,
32% of total outstanding. Company employs about
President, Jack L.
15,600 stockholders.
4,000: has

REPORT: As a result of its recent invitation for tenders,
Warner Brothers has reacquired about 640,000 shares of
its

Rank

may

wish

to

hold the stock and wait out future developments.

n

in

:<

iti

4
rt

ABC PARAMOUNT
BUSINESS: ABC-Paramount owns and operates largest

affiliated

motion picture theatre chain in U.S. (about 575 theatres, principally in Midwest, South and Atlantic seaboard) and third largest radio and TV network (network owns and operates 5 TV stations: has over 200

revenues.
Dividends have averaged about 75% of
operating earnings in the last 6 years. Directors own
or control about 9% of total common shares. Employs
President: L.
20,000, has 24,700 common stockholders.

stations).

Labor costs absorb about

REPORT: Mr. Robert E. Kintner resigned a fortnight ago
as president of the American Broadcasting Co., a division
of ABC-Paramount. Direct supervision of the broadcasting division, which contributes about half of overall revenues, has since been assumed by Mr. Leonard H. Goldenson, president of the parent corporation. As the chief ex-

ABC
ABC into

ecutive of

since 1949, Mr. Kintner had diligently nur-

tured

an important factor in the television broad-

casting industry, and succeeded in narrowing the wide gap

between ABC and the other two major
While gross television billings of NBC and
CBS expanded only about 17% in the first 8 months of
this year, for example, those of ABC forged ahead by 78%.
Against this background therefore, the resignation of Mr.
that once existed

networks.

P*q. 24
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60%

of

Goldenson.

Vice-President's: H. B. Laiarus, E. L.
R. H. O Brien, R. H. Hinckley.
Address: 1501 Broadway
Incorporated: New York.
New York 36, New York.

H.

Hyman,

S.

M

Markley,

Stock traded: NYSE

Kintner, precipitated by "irreconcilable

differences"

on

company

policies, seems unfortunate.
Perhaps one of the factors that brought about this managerial dispute had been the disappointing sales of program time for the new broadcast year, which began in October. Although ABC has sold 19 /;; sponsored hours (on
a weekly basis) of its prime evening time for the full season as against 17 V2 hours a year ago, sales of the important
5-hour-a-week "Mickey Mouse Club" daytime television
program have so far been well below last year's level. In
the 1955-56 broadcast year, "Mickey Mouse Club" contributed substantially to the network's revenues and earn1

ings.

their

son

Since television advertisers generally concentrate
activities for the forthcoming television seaspring and summer, the present level of book-

buying

in the

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
ings suggests that the recent remarkable

ABC's revenues

growth

rate of

probably abate, at least temporarily.
(The smaller gain in TV revenues during 1957, however,
is expected to coincide with a significant expansion in theatre receipts so that over-all revenues seem likely to show
a good gain.)
It is difficult

of the

will

to foretell at this time the ultimate effect

recent change in

ABC's

Mr. Goldenson, himself a

top management. However,

man

with demonstrated ability,
seems determined to revitalize the growth of the network's sales. It is therefore highly conceivable that over
the next 3 to 5 years, ABC's revenues will resume their
impressive rate of expansion. Accordingly, we continue to
project ABC-Paramount's average annual revenues in the

hypothesized 1959-61 economy to $275 million, earnings to
$4 a share and dividends to $2.40. Capitalized at an earnings multiple of 10 times to yield 6%, consistent with past
norms adjusted for trend, such results would command an
average price of 40, 67% above the current.

ADVICE: ABC-Paramount is currently classified in Group
III (Fairly Priced). The estimated current yield of 5.0%
to 5.4% is in line with the average 5.2% return provided
by

all dividend-paying stGcks under review. To the years
1959-61, the stock offers an appreciation potentiality of

67%,
all

far superior to the

stocks.

average

28%

gain projected for

ABC-Paramount thus appears an

interesting

holding in risk-taking accounts for good dividend income
and interesting long-term capital gain prospects.

NATIONAL THEATRES
BUSINESS:

National Theatres controls 335 operating
Mheatres located mainly in the Pacific coast, Midwest.
and Rocky Mountain area. Also operates Roxy Theatre
!in N. Y.
The chain is the second largest in the U.S.

Labor costs. 40% of revenues. Dividends have averaged only about 38% of earnings during the 1953-55
period. Directors own or control about 132.500 shares
of
stock
(4.8% of total outstanding).
Employees:

REPORT: National Theatres has sold its Roxy Theatre
property in New York for $6.2 million. It has, however,
leased back the theatre from the new owner and is operating it with no change in personnel and policies. With a

Roxy is one of the largest
has been operating profitably.

seating capacity of 6,000, the
theatres in the world,

and

it

The sale and lease-back of the Roxy netted National a
long-term capital gain of $2.37 million or 88c a share. The
transaction represents another step in the

gram

company's pro-

of reducing

and realigning its real estate holdings
and of releasing funds for more promising activities. At a
recent board meeting, directors of National resolved that
:hey would "prosecute vigorously" a diversification policy,
^he ultimate goal of which is to acquire an interest in a
zompany outside the theatre business with an established
;arnings record and a good long-term growth potential.
vVe believe the company will be able to employ profitably
;he net proceeds from the recent sale of the Roxy theatre
property, as well as funds derived from the disposition of
idditional theatres in the future. Over a period of time,
herefore, National seems likely to show a steadily increasng return on its assets.
For the immediate year ahead, however, National will
.ontinue to obtain virtually all of its revenues from its
Iheatre business.
|he next

Here, prospects are bright, at least over

few months.

A

number
by Hollywood
large

of quality films are

Moreover,
ince Sept. 1st, theatre admissions under 90c have been
xempt from the 10% excise tax. Because many of the
urrently being released

studios.

4,900; stockholders: 14,800.
President: E. C. Rhoden,
Vice Presidents: F. H. Ricketson Jr., J. B. Bertero, E.
F. Zabel, A. May.
Inc.: Delaware.
Add.: 1837 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 6, Calif
Stock traded: NYSE

10%

theatres are expected to retain the

tax saving, their

expected to show substantial increases. In the
1957 fiscal year, which began Oct. 1st, we estimate over-all
revenues at $66 million and operating earnings at $1.20 a
share. Excluding approximately $1.05 a share in capital
gains, earnings in fiscal 1956 probably amounted to about
profits are

80c a share.

Assuming

program

that the company's diversification

will begin to bear fruit

by the end

of this decade,

we

pro-

average annual revenues in the hypothesized 1959-61 economy to $80 million, earnings to $1.75 a
share and dividends to 85c. Capitalized at 8.6 times earnject National's

ings to yield 5.7%, consistent with industry-wide norms,

such results would

command an

ADVICE: National Theatres
I

average price of

Group
company should infrom \2y2 c a share to

currently classified in

is

(Especially Underpriced).

If

the

crease the quarterly dividend rate
15c before mid-1957, a

15.

good

possibility, the stock

would

provide an extremely generous yield of 7.9%. Even without an increase, the present 50c annual rate affords a return of 6.9%, far superior to the average of 5.2% obtainable from

all

dividend-paying stocks under survey. More-

over, National Theatres offers a striking 3- to £-year ap-

preciation potentiality of 107%,

gain of only

28%

projected for

compared
all

to the

average

Accordingly,

stocks.

seems especially interesting at this time for risktaking accounts seeking generous current income and wide
this issue

appreciation potentiality.

STANLEY WARNER
USINESS: Stanley Warner controls 290 operating thetr«j located mainly in the Northeast.
In 1953 formed

manufacturer of consumer rubber goods under Playtex
Ordinary theatre revenues an estimated $45
label.

artnership with Cinerama Productions Inc. to exploit
inerama process. Now operating 24 Cinerama thea•i.
In
1954 acquired
International
Latex Corp

Dimillion, Cinerama $15 million, Playtex $35 million.
rectors own 330,206 shares of stock (15% of total) of

,

which President

S.

Rosen

own

stockholders.

Employs 4,000, has 18,000
328,000.
Incorporated: Delaware. Address: 1585
York 36, New York.
Stock troded: NYSE

Broadway, New

H. Fabian and Exec. Vice-President

EPORI: Stanley Warner's theatre business continued unwhich ended Aug. 31st.
tost of the company's ordinary theatres (as distinguished
"om its highly profitable Cinerama houses) are located in
ie downtown areas of medium-sized towns. These are
ie theatres that have been suffering most from the adatisfactory in the 1956 fiscal year,

S.

vent of television and the trend to suburban living. Although Hollywood has released a larger number of hits
in recent months, they came too late to benefit Stanley

Warner's theatre operations in
The tide is now beginning

fiscal 1956.

to turn,

however, as

many

(Continued on Page 28)
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:

will provide entry blanks,

TONIC FOR THE BUSINESS!

If a seat

(Continued from Page 10)

tax basis

be produced
theatre; clothing dealers find their sales directly linked to
film fashions;

Hollywood uses more

silver every year

than

the silver manufacturing industries.

The newspapermen would be asked to visualize what
happens when the movie house on Main Street goes out
of business. The area becomes an island of darkness. The
drug store closes early for lack of evening trade. The
restaurant loses its after-the-show patronage. The bar has
fewer customers.

So do cabbies,

florists

lobby displays and develop local

promotion.

and other busi-

figure

is

is

is

used, the total

amount which could

$1,800,000 over the 12-week period.

This

arrived at by estimating total seating capacity of

theatres, indoor and outdoor, at 15,000,000. A tax of
one cent per seat per week would provide $150,000 weekly,
or $1,800,000 in 12 weeks.

all

On a capacity basis the total yield would be $2,097,000,
provided houses with 1000 seats or more contributed $15
a week for 12 weeks; theatres with 401-999 seats were
charged $10; those with 400 seats or less paid $5 and drive
were rated at $10 weekly during the same period.

ins

ness folk.

Big

Plan— Big Thinking

In addition to this "Million a Minute" contest, the Sub
Committee recommends also a permanent long-term mer
chandising program involving "Oscar" qualifying con
tests

every three months, culminating in the big National
at Oscar time, a premium stamp program, and a

Awards

permanent industry-wide promotion department which
would seek tie-ins with national advertisers.

Biggest of All
Easily the most imaginative project proposed by the

MPA

comes from the Merchandising Sub-Committee,
which has dreamed up the notion of a "Million a Minute"
prize contest which would easily out-do the "$64,000
Question".

The
tion

more than

$5,000,000.

weeks on the screens of the nation's mopicture houses and would involve direct audience parfor 12

is

how

Most

film advertising today,

it

is

claimed, suffers fromj

tract

would work

go into general release.

From

the short, and from the clue

would be invited

to

guess the

title of

the film being screened-in-miniature.

Each entrant, who must retain his cancelled ticket of
admission, mails half the entry blank to contest headquarters and hands the other half in to his theatre.
Altogether, twelve 1-minute shorts would be used in the
game, each harder to puzzle out than its predecessor. Since
correct answers are almost certain to be submitted by
many people, those qualifying would be entitled to enter
a tie-breaker contest, in which each person would have to
complete a 25-word sentence, such as "I enjoy movies because ..."

which would help

in

bilH

billings

to sell a picture.

stars, for instance,

demand

their

names should

be

matching color, weight and design with the title of tha
film.
Other specify in their contracts the position ar.c
exact size their photograph or likeness must occupy ir
every advertisement. Some people concerned in a film in
sist on being mentioned even when their nam means
nothing to the public.

Comments the Sub-Committee: "Advertising heads art
meeting increasing resistance from exhibitors who resen
contributing money to space devoted to credits which hav
no material boxoffice meaning."
In outline, that
tor leaders "as

is

program whic

to lay before the exhibi

soon as possible after November

1."

it is grandiose in conception; tha
contains elements of freshness such as this industry ha

needed

for a long time.

has "borrowed" from, and developed, some of thl
ideas projected by the Theatre Owners of America in it'
own recently-released audience-building plan.
It

"Spectacular"
it,

and some

find the loot

Regional prizes would include a one-year pass for two
at each theatre.

the business-building

No-one can deny that
it

grand winner would be one million
would get a free trip to Hollywood cr

cash totalling an additional $500,000.

is

the Motion Picture Association

First prize to the

dollars: runners-up

stars, directors, producers, etc.

of

Every day for a week, as part of its regular program,
each theatre would screen a 1-minute film short. This
would show a few name stars enacting a scene from some
forthcoming picture. Each member of the audience would
be given cards containing a schedule of pictures shortly to
cards, the audience

demanded

These
de-^
from the things which should be emphasized, and

ings by

Some
it

of ad-

vertising billings.

ticipation.

This

Sub-Committee Reports, the

advances "immediate and drastic revision"

increasingly unreasonable restrictions

contest, with prizes totalling

would run

Finally, in the last of its

MPA

is

the only

of those

may

who

consider

it

word with which
are

too

now being
much so.

to describ

called

upon

t

That the hard-up exhibitor would at first be stunne
was obvious but from latest reports some of the Hoily
;

For those who might ask "How can the industry find
such a tremendous sum of money?" the Sub-Committee
comes up with this answer:

The producers and

distributors of the 1-minute shorts

will bear their entire cost: $60,000.

They

will also bear the

expense of managing the contest.
Exhibitors will be levied on a seat tax or capacity basis.
Pjq? 24
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wood companies,

too, say the project is too rich for the

blood.

The

best answer to those doubters is that films are
and could be an even bigger, business. But only pr
vided those concerned with them, on both sides of ff
fence, think big, and do not permit old irritations to clou
their common-sense.
big,

I

IAPPY BOX OFFICE TO YOU FROM
VITH THE BIG-LAUGH

STAR

IN

RKO

.

.

.

THE BIG-LAUGH

SHOW

in
FUNNIER THAN EVER...
C-A-R-A-Z-Y AS CAN BE!

Radio Pictures presents

~Vi$tm

BED"

CO-STARRING

with

JAY

C.

FLIPPEN

Screen Play by and Produced by

•

HARRY TUGEND

/NOTHER PROFIT

ALLYN JOSLYN
•

Directed by

NORMAN

Z.

X£^(C}rii 2Tn|HCS(QuQ'02Ki

McLEOD ^2J?

SHOW FROM THE NEW

RKO...

VALUE LINE ANALYSIS
(Continued jrom Page 25)

the $1 a share annual dividend, but also furnish ample cash

reaching the circuit's theatres. Moreover, since Sept. 1st, all theatre admissions under 90c have

to finance Stanley

been exempted from the 10% federal excise tax. As the
new law is specifically designed to help the ailing motion

of its

top films are

now

picture industry,

most

theatres are expected to retain these

down

tax savings and carry the additional revenues

to the

income level. Accordingly, we expect Stanley
Warner's theatre earnings to show some improvement in

pre-tax

the current fiscal year.

While the company's theatres have contributed only
nominally to over-all reported earnings during the last few
years (the bulk of Stanley Warner's net profits has been
derived from the Cinerama and International Latex ventures), they have been and will probably continue to be
an important source of cash inflow. These theatre properties, representing a very large portion of Stanley Warner's
fixed

assets,

generate

sizable

depreciation

charges.

In

fiscal 1956, for example over-all non-cash charges are believed to have approximated $2.25 a share, which together
with net income estimated at $1.30 a share brought total
cash earnings to more than $3.50 a share. These robust

cast earnings not only provide a comfortable cushion for

Warner's ambitious program to proexpand the manufacturing facilities
International Latex Division.

mote the

By

sales

and

to

the end of this decade, the sales of International La-|

tex, rather

than theatre receipts, seem likely to be the pri-|
of revenues for Stanley Warner. We project

mary source

average revenues in the hypothesized 1959-61 economy tcl
$130 million annually, earnings to $3.90 a share, and dividends to $2. Capitalized at 8.5 times earnings to yield 6%.
consistent with past norms adjusted for trend, such results

would command an average

120% above

price of 33,

the

current.

ADVICE: Stanley Warner
I

currently classified in Group

is

The stock provides

(Especially Underpriced).

a current'

yield of 6.7%, far

more generous than the average 5.2%

turn afforded by

all

re-:

(-

dividend-paying stocks under survey.!
the years 1959-61, it offers an appreciation potentiality

To

120%, compared to the average 28% gain projected for
stocks. While not suitable for investment-grade accounts (Quality Rank: C+), this issue appears especially
of

;,
(

all

attractive to risk-taking investors seeking generous

dend income and extraordinary

divi-

capital gain prospects.

:-r:

TECHNICOLOR
BUSINESS: Technicolor controls

the

most widely used

color film production process and has entered related
fields of 3 color lifhography and amateur film processing. Company his subsidiaries in England, France, and
Italy. Labor costs absorb 39% of revenues, raw materi-

films have expanded their share of mar1939 to more than 50% in 1955. Since
dividend payout has been about 84% of
earnings. Director stockholdings are not reported. Employees 1,872; stockholders 9,842.
President and Gen-

als

37%. Color

ket

from 1%

World War

Manager, H. T. Kalmus;
Treasurer, D. S. Shattuck

eral
Jr.,

in

Address:

II,

15

Broad Street,

Secretary, G. F. Lewis
Incorporated: Delaware

New

York

5,

New

York.

Stock traded

:

AS!
Bti

REPORT: Technicolor has furthered its expansion and diversification program through the acquisition of Pavelle
Coicr, Inc., a leading independent processor of amateur
color film. Terms of the merger were not announced but it
Al
is understood that the major consideration was cash.
though volume is not large only about $1 million in 1955
the Pavelle merger puts Technicolor on a firm footing in
the amateur photo processing field and gives the company

—

—

national distribution.

picture screen.

compatible with

Prints manufactured by this process an
all

standard large screen projection

The first
made later this year with

public showing

stallations.

will be

of this

the release of

new

in

process

"The Montt

Carlo Story".

We estimate that Technicolor will report earnings
about $1 a share for 1956. Some benefits from the recen
diversification activity should be realized in the n<
future therefore, we expect somewhat higher sales am
earnings in 1957. Dividends, now being distributed at
50c annual rate, will probably not be augmented befor
the end of 1957.
;

The amateur

color film processing field

is

large (esti-

mated annual revenues: $100 million) and growing. Since
Eastman Kodak was ordered to divest itself of 50% of
this business by the FTC, many companies have become
interested in this activity. Technicolor began equipping its
developing laboratories early this year and started to pro-

mm. film in June. Technicolor not only processes
the film for dealers but provides a direct mail system

cess 35

whereby the consumer obtains a mailing sack when he
buys the film. He then sends the exposed roll directly to
the Technicolor laboratories. This system is similar to the
Kodak plan which operated successfully for many years.
Technicolor has made progress in the motion picture

The company recently announced the developan improved and more flexible wide screen process
called Technirama. One of the difficulties in wide screen
field, aiso.

ment

of

presentation to date has been lack of detail. The company
claims that the new system, developed in Technicolor's
London laboratories, will provide better definition and
equal distribution of color without distortion on the motion
Poqt 23
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We

project Technicolor's sales and earnings in the hy

pcthesized 1959-61 economy to $52 million and $1.75
share, respectively. At $1.10 annual dividend would b<

;

justified

by such

results.

Capitalizing this dividend

a

.
(

6

5%,

to reflect past

norms adjusted

for trend,

we

arrive

an average price of 17 (9.7 times earnings) for the
during the 3-year period.

a

stocl

AWECE:

Technicolor stands more than one standard vari|
cn
below
its level Rating and is therefore classified
at
Group II (Underpriced). Although the current yiel'
(6.2%) is below the stock's own 10-year average, it
above the average of all dividend-paying stocks under sur

,

!

ii

i|

vey.

The stock has

a

109%

appreciation potentiality

fo

the 3- to 5-year pull, well above the market average. How
ever, because of its low Stability Ranking (Index: 22) an
the speculative nature of the company's
stock is suitable only for risk accounts.

new

ventures, th

0

—

—

j To*.

-

7~~6t

MERCHANDISING
Sufi

«;

S

on

PRICE PLANS LURE YOUNGSTERS, OLDSTERS
Youth and age are being served by some

most
plans have

a

by the parent or guardian, to the theatre with a
buck. While the application was being processed, the
tweenager could use the receipt as his or her discount
card. About two weeks later, the young moviegoer was
handed a laminated plastic card that gave the Privileged
Character the opportunity to see twice as many movies for
the next year as they normally would for the same price.

The Interstate formula

The idea caught fire quickly, thanks to the careful advance planning. Teasers were run in newspapers, followed
by large display ads announcing the sock bargain. Radio
spots blared the news; trailers shouted it from the screen;
lobby displays, including 40x60's, concession bar signs,
marquee hangers, swelled the chorus. Application booths
were set up in the lobby. Schools, PTA groups, Boy and
any organization that had to do with
Girl Scouts, clubs

nterprising

showmen

in the nation.

A

of the

pair of

Texas and Minnesota that are proving
neatre showmanship is very much alive in its efforts to
lcrease attendance, build public relations and retrieve the
lossomed forth

in

Interstate Theatres in the

trayed audience.

come up with

Lone Star

youth program that passed its
xperimental year with flying colors and is gaining molentum in its second year; Minnesota Amusement Comany has taken the other end of the stick and is getting
eartwarming results in bringing the older folks back to
le movie house. Both plans are worth every showman's
ttention because their simplicity and effectiveness make
lem hardy plants that will grow in any soil.
tate

has

round for

many

years

one that has been talked

is

— an

intermediate price plan that

and undereke out their movie admission

nables the "tweenagers", those over-twelve

ghteen youngsters

who

from allowances, to soften the jump between childpi's and adult admissions. Since this group is normally
he most prolific of the moviegoers
and the least able to
pord a full adult price Interstate boxofficers decided to
op talking about it and do something. That something
as the exciting Movie Discount Card plan that has
irice

—

—

pomed teenager attendance at Interstate
jiose dishearteningly empty seats, and
iioviegoing habit

The

[|

where

it

theatres, filled

recreated

certified

kids

—

—

all

An

were contacted and sold on the plan.

important arm of the campaign was the pitch to

parents pounding out the big news that

Mom

and Dad

won't be needled for extra movie money by Junior and Sis
since the kids will be able to see twice as many movies as
before on the same allowance.
(Continued on Page

miRE

is
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.ill)

or Aac/

the

counts most.

chain's leaders didn't tread gingerly once the de-

was made.

Although the basic idea was simple,
were many and months of preparation were reaired to launch the program in keeping with its importice as a potential boxoffice stimulant. A full scale camsign, complete with a wide variety of promotional ma-

jsion

stails

was

simultaneously in all InTexas. The bargain bombshell hit in
.ay of last year, presenting the following plan to the boys
id girls
and their parents throughout the state
rial,

set

up and kicked

off

ilrstate theatres in

—

—

:

For one dollar a year, the youth from 12 through 17
iere offered a Movie Discount Card entitling them to adission at all Interstate theatres up to 50% below the
gular adult price. Application blanks were obtainable in
kwspaper ads or at any of the theatres, then turned in,

Special 4- column cartoon ad produced by a prominent Texas newspaper
cartoonist tells the story of Interstate's Movie Discount Cards in graphic,

breezy style.
Film
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Youngsters,

for

Oldsters

(Continued from Page 29)

The price schedules were carefully worked out, ranging
from 30c on a 40-cent adult admission to 45c on a 95-cent
grown-up price. The scales listing both regular and discount prices were inserted in all ads, heralds and other
promotional material.

The proof of the teen price-cut pudding came when renewal time came around this year. Again the theatres
were bountifully stocked with material and briefed on the
procedure to keep the ball rolling. Since the Discount
Cards are sold on a continuous basis, expiration dates
varied. A month before the first card expired, the renewal
newspapers, radio and via the
renewal reminder letter was sent to each card-

campaign was teed
mails.

A

off in

up by a postcard. Boxoffice cashiers were
instructed to note the expiration date on each card and
hand out a reminder card. A whole new batch of 12-yearolds were contacted to advise them they had now reached
the Privileged Character age and were eligible for the Discount Card. The youth attendance continued to climb.
holder, followed

After a year and a half of this revoluaionary Youth pro-

Two chcnce-of-pcce ads

for follow-up to announcement of Movie Discount plan alternate w]th pitches to the youngsters and to their parents.
Note area left blank in panel to insert regular price and discount price,
allowing for variations in each city.

He

goers.

decided that prices were an important factor

here but that an additional gimmick was needed that would
produce not only greater attendance but also build good-

The gimmick was
Twin

will.

the eiders in the

a

Club that would bring together

Cities for special events centered

around the theatres such as bridge party matinees,
socials and extra entertainment
plus

—

acquainted

privilege of attending the regular

CHECK THE EXPIRATION DATE

ON

YOUR MOVIE DISCOUNT CARD!
OR MAYBE YOU'RE ELIGIBLE FOR THIS SAVINGS PLAN
AND HAVEN'T TAKEN ADVAN TAGE OF ITI

...

I'VE

COI A SIRING TIED ON MY FINGER

AN IMPORTANT

SAVINGS

REMINDERST

A HEP-TEEN-AGER
TO 171

HERE'S

<_

112

PROTECT YOUR
PRIVILEGE!

shows

get-

the

at a 50-cent top.

Within two months after the seven theatres in Minneand St. Paul started taking registrations, almost
2500 men and women 65 and over had registered. The use
of the Club cards started at 3% in the first week, jumped
to 30% by the seventh week
apolis

Presently planned, also, are showings of request films

of

yesteryear on a sneak-preview basis and several showings

annually

in theatre lobbies of art

and hobby work by mem-

bers.

*

To***

Comments from

.

BOYS AND GIRLS 2 THROUGH
17 YEARS OF AGE CAN SAVE
1

stock to the skies.

hundreds

of calls

members have boosted

the

Ad

the theatres

director Everett E. Seibel reports

from these people thanking the theatres
"Up to now," he says, "it does not

for the Club's activities.

ON MOVIE ADMISSIONS

'

AT

indicate

INTERSTATE THEATRES
IN TEXAS!
GET YOUR MOVIE DISCOUNT CARD
APPLICATION BLANK NOW AT ANY
INTERSTATE THEATRE
GOOD FOR 55
WEEKS OF SAVINGS

.

COSTS ONLY

it

will

make

or break us financially at the box-

However, the unmeasurable goodwill, publicity and
actual dollar value makes us think we have done the right
thing." No bugs have cropped up thus far, he adds, and
office.

St.

INTERSTATE THEATRES' HAPPY SAVINGS PLAN
Movie Discount Card holders to
renew was employed in newspapers, on herald along with
renewal blank and on envelopes used for mailing herald.

Versatile ad used to remind

the circuit expects to extend the plan to

its

theatres in the

other 22 cities of Minnesota, the Dakotas and Wisconsin.

gram, Interstaters are satisfied that they have a real going
concern. As far as they're concerned, the Movie Discount
Card experiment is over. It's now standard operating procedure.

Set up on a much more modest scale, but exerting the
same bring-'em-back principle, is Minnesota Amusement's
"Golden Age Movie Club". Here the only qualification for
membership is that the moviegoer be 65 years of age or
over. Having reached that golden age, they fill out an application and receive a card entitling them to admission at
any of the chain's houses for 50 cents.

The

idea started last

summer when Minnesota

president

Charles Winchell noted that attendance from the over-65
age group came to about one per cent of total attendance,
despite the fact that these oldsters were once avid movieP«q*
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Sorr.e

of

the

teasers and

slugs used by Interstate
interest in Discount plan.

perk advance

FOR AMUSEMENT INDUSTRY EMPLOYEES

WHO

NEED CARE

AND TREATMENT FOR TB AND OTHER CHEST DISEASES
The entire motivating idea behind your Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital

is

one of cooperation and compassion, of

uplift,

,A
encouragement and

^{^cf-ffaq&te^fyfo'fa Qj^lSTMPS SALUTE

assurance to everyone

who

has any kind of

job in the

Amusement

Industry, including all departments

The world renowned

no charge whatever

of radio, television, stage, screen, night clubs, and any other

at

industry allied to entertainment. Their immediate families

care

are protected, too.

"All for

The

One and One

essence of the Hospital's existence

for

All','

for every individual

is

employee

does his share of helping to provide this unequalled care and
treatment for

all.

Thus while one

is

doing something worth-

while for other people they are also protecting him.

facilities

and care

at

Will Rogers are provided

to patients— for medication, for surgery, for

and living accommodations while hospitalized.

The Hospital

is

supported mainly through voluntary contributions

each year to the Christmas Salute by
uals give the equivalent of

much more. Whatever

all

employees. Most individ-

one hour's pay, but many give more,

the amount, the important thing

practically everyone in the Industry shares in

its

support.

WIH

ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
and RESEARCH LABORATORIES Wfe,^
NATIONAL OFFICE: 1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Will Rogers Hospital gratefully

36,

NEW YORK

acknowledges contributions of ad production by n ko radio pictures and space by

this

publisher.
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE

Skelton Makes

To Screen

Welcome Return

in Fine

brash red-topped
on their respective
ears in a sleeper comedy from M-G-M,
"Whistling in the Dark". Exhibiting an afJust

15

young man

finity

years

ago,

a

set the critics

for getting into side-splitting scrapes

the likes of which had not been witnessed on
film since Harold Lloyd's heyday. Red Skelton's classic portrayal of

"The Fox"

in this

Clown Fettle

fodder for display, marquee purposes.
RKO's boxofficers have captured all these
selling points in their ads and paper for

"Pigeon". The return of Red gets featured
play in several of the ads with the "He's
Back!" shout toplined (see below). Spotlighted also are the feminine stars with Miss
Blaine's net-sockinged

gams

getting special

attention and the Blair assets not forgotten.

picture set off a series of "Whistling" films
that shot the young man into the top ranks

All of the ads stress the zany flavor of the

comedy stardom, reaching a peak with
"The Fuller Brush Man". Thereafter, Skelton's film career became rather spotty; it

ing a square-wheeled bicycle to the pseudo
"Wanted" poster (below). There is light-

of

seemed John Q. Public had cooled off to his
clowning. But television reared its antennaed
head and, as has happened with several other
film personalities, rediscovered the Skelton
genius for making people laugh. The result
is the welcome return of the clown to the

big screen in "Public Pigeon No. 1" under
aegis, setting up the same type of

the

RKO

fame for The
Fox, and very likely to bring the same howls.
But Fox or Pigeon, the big news is that
hilarious situations that spelled

Red Rides Again,

toting a long train of

new

and renewed fans from his TV following
and the laugh-hungry public is ripe for his
first movie in several years.
Co-starred with Red are two more important names Vivian Blaine, still smoking

—

from her sensational "Adelaide" of "Guys
and Dolls", and Janet Blair, another video
rediscovery whose replacement of Nanette
Fabray as Sid Caesar's "wife" on the latter's

TV comedy show has placed her
very much in the public's eye. Both of these
well-proportioned beauties make precious
top-rated

P*q« 32
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film in both art

and copy, from the

star rid-

hearted air about the whole promotion campaign that should prove infectious, undoubtedly will help draw all those who are
surfeited with heavy drama.
The story suggests several stunts, particularly apt for this type of film. Among
the fixes Skelton gets into is a prison term
for embezzlement.
A bicycle-riding "convict" placarded with the "Wanted" poster
will set heads turning. Exploitation capital
can be made from his mishaps as a luncheonette hash-slinger, his tangling with burlesque
dancer Biaine, or his outlandish disguises.
The use of "phoney" stocks can be switched
to a "Summons" type of throwaway requesting the recipient to appear in person at the
theatre at a specified time (opening day)
to
be "Charged with laughs". The title, too,
holds stunt potentialities, even to the face of
Skelton mounted on a pigeon body, blown
up and trundled around town in an outsized
bird-cage. The Skelton involvements lend
themselves to an inquiring reporter on "The
worst predicament I ever faced."

—

Two

of the reasons

why the hapless pigeon

can''

hold a job: Smiles change to consternation

Red drenches police lieutenant
with milk
is

in his

(Jay

a

Flip

excitement at learning that ther

a $10,000 reward for the swindlers

who

have

Another short-lived career
Red's brief tenure as an absent-minded waite

victimized

in

him.

a fashionable restaurant.

Serving a flaminc

shishkebab, Red holds torch too close to
sprinkler setting

off an

ceilint

unexpected shower

the startled diners.

fa

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

Red

the issue

Ske'.ton's return to the screen
"Public Pigeon No. 1"

RKO's

in

smacks delightfully
in which the

the type of
flame-thatched

of

roll

comic revels. Red's elastic

mug

gets

an exhaustive workout in the Harry

Tugend Technicolor production with
director Norman Z. McLeod's masand slapstick workhand with the Skelton

tery of situation

ing

hand

in

inventiveness to spark the laughter.

Tugend, who also did the screenplay, undoubtedly had Red in mind
For this tale of a happy, likeable dimwit who can't make a move without
hilariously disastrous consequences.

As the film tells it. Red, who can't
seem to hold a job very long, makes
the mistake of showing a bank book
belonging to him and girl friend
Janet Blair to swindler Allyn Joslyn.
It

represents their combined savings

over

their

PIGEON & DOLL

engagement

six-year

($1506.86— of which

$40 is Red's
contribution) is quickly appropriated by Joslyn, with the aid of
night-club thrush Vivian Blaine and

Benny Baker,

When

scheme.
cover his

they

via

a

money from

can't do anything right, finds

himself
of

prison

the crooks,

way

dom

of

escape

warden and
pave the

the

guards

to

for the shlemmiel's free-

so

that

Blaine,

he might lead

ring.

lorelei

for

Vivian

the

em-

bezzlers, gets an opportunity

deliberately permitted to escape
from ^prison so that he might lead
the Bunco Squad to the swindle

to cavort in a pair of night-

club numbers similar to those
with which she stampeded to
fame in "Guys and Dolls".
As burlesque performer in
the Bongo Club, the doll

winds up backstage at the
nightclub, becomes an inadvertent

heads,

gang by the

to

despite the earnest

bezzlement

is

of

predicament

the

unable

police to the kingpins of em-

He ends up in jail, still believing he
is an FBI plant, sworn to secrecy. He

wild chase,

jail

efforts

re-

him that they are
FBI agents and swear him in.

member

in

being

from

convince

really

sad

the

as

phoney stock

he attempts to

Red Skelton, seen
sack who just

"Pigeon"

an acrobatic act after a
is finally saved from the

punches

over

Chicken.

"Don't

Chicken"

Be

(left)

and "Got to Mambo".

police's arrival.
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS

SKOURAS

FABIAN

FABIAN

SI H.

plumped

SPYROS

more prod-

for

P.

SKOURAS

last

week

pro-

theatre

vided nourishing news for product-hungry
exhibitors with the announcement that
20th Century-Fox would deliver no less

The Stanley Warner president,
speaking before Florida exhibitors Oct.
29, warned that in his opinion exhibitors

than 54 features in the 12 months beginning April next. This huge program,
consisting
mostly
of
CinemaScope-

uct, intelligent exhibitor relations

rehabilitating

combatting

theatres

of

and the

means

as

"desperate"

today's

of

situation.

should
present

grim

the

"face

number

that

fact

against the competition within and with-

He

out the industry".

said the

shabby

and antiquated houses will be next year's
casualties and urges exhibitors to "really
analyze your business". Fabian called for
"one big, strong exhibitor organization"
to include all factions and opinions, and
he restated his company's intention of investing "money, time and energy" to

make a number of top quality pictures in
order to relieve the product shortage. The
executive chastised film companies for
the needs of their
continue to pursue
policies of restricted production "through
indifference

their

the

fallacious

to

who

customers and

belief

that

fewer pictures, they can

More

tures."

more

pictures,

better pictures.

Herman M. Levy

sel

that

it

was time

they

if

make
he

TOA

make

better pic-

said,

means

general coun-

told the exhibitors

for distributors

to

re-

competitive bidding situations
in order to determine whether much of
evaluate

all

cannot be eliminated. "Competitive bidding is an uneconomic method
of doing business," he insisted.
"The
burden is too heavy and debilitating."
this practice

ALFRED

o
DAFF

E.

worked

at

poking

a "little company" making only "bread
and butter" pictures, in announcing the
company's heavy production schedule for
next year. Pointing out that Universal

is

make more

million

dollars

pictures costing

over a

than ever before in

history, the executive

v. p.

stated that

its
it

has completed 33 pictures and will release three a month up to October, 1957.
Daff insisted that cost alone does not

make
is

and that a picture
"blockbuster" simply becmse it

a picture great

not a

cost several millions to produce.

:
.

i"
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hibitors

the major film companies in the past two

MYERS

Novtmbtr

F. MYERS warned that if exdo not make their views unmis-

takably clear they will relinquish those
rights to "other and possibly antagonistic
Outlining plans for Allied's
interests".
"working convention" opening in Dallas

Nov.

27,

the board chairman listed

decided to forego much of the stereotyped convention ballyhoo," the general
counsel stated, "letting the regional leaders and members write the agenda, reserving only the right to supply any important items that might be overlooked
primarily this will be a serious meet.

.

.

ing."

What

Among
is

the questions set for airing:

the true state of the motion pic-

Are exhibitors doing their
part towards regaining the lost movie
audience? Does the MPAA program offer
substantial hope of pulling the business
Film
out of the current depression?
rentals and the product shortage will
come in for thorough discussion. Myers
reminded Allied members that the convention will honor Col. H. A. Cole, who
ture business?

"This

retiring.

is

your opportunity

I9S4

to

say thank you to a great man who has
done more for you than you will ever
realize", declared Myers.

GEORGE

P.

o
SKOURAS

ing future for

announcing

painted a glowin

stockholders a $2,237,000
profit for the fiscal year ended Sept. 30.
The company president said that Magna,
to

which distributed "Oklahoma!" in ToddAO, will get $3 million from overseas and
domestic rights to the CinemaScope "Oklahoma!". Magna will also profit from

"Around The World

According

20th-Fox presimade by staff
producers, plus independent producers
such as Darryl F. Zanuck, David O. Selznick and Jerry Wald. Robert Lippert will
produce a group of lower-budget features.
Recently, Fox disclosed that it had released 390 pre-1948 films to National Telefilm Associates on a licensing basis for use
on television. Total payments will approximate $3 million to 20th-Fox over a
years.

to the

dent, about 30 films will be

seven-year period.

Fox

will also acquire

a 50 per cent stock interest in the

NTA

Film Network, Inc. Finally, Fox agreed
to produce new TV films for NTA supervised by Irving Ashur, head of Fox's
television subsidiary T. C. F. Productions.

Among

the films involved in the new
transaction sending them to
audiences
are some of the best pre-1948 grossers,

TV

among them: "Laura", "Prince of Foxes",
"A Letter to Three Wives", "Gentlemen's
Agreement",

"Forever

LOUIS W. SCHINE,

Amber".

founder, with his

Myer, of one of the country's
largest independent theatre chains, died
Nov. 6 in New York City. He was 63.

brother,

The

J.

veteran

exhibitor

was

secretary-

Schine Enterprises, headed
by his older brother, and had an interest
in the Schine hotel chain.
The theatre
chain controls more than 100 theatres in
New York, Ohio, Kentucky, Maryland
and Delaware, with headquarters in
Gloversville, N. Y., site of the theatre
with which they started their chain in
1917. Schine was a member of the Motreasurer of

Magna Theatre Corp.

in 80

62 percent interest in the

12.

many

questions to be discussed at the conclave,
culled from the members themselves as
the result of regional meetings. "Allied

is

holes in the general view that Universal

will

ABRAM

DeLuxe color productions, runs directly
counter to the downtrend in production
which has characterized the policies of

the

of theatres cannot endure

Days" with

Todd-AO

its

Corp.

tion Picture Pioneers,

TOA,

Variety In-

and was active in the March
of Dimes and the TB Seals campaigns.
ternational,

.

SAM PINANSKI

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
ERIC JOHNSTON'S recommendation
that U.S.

films be sold to countries be-

was approved by
board of directors, recently,
but subsequent events in those countries
hind the Iron Curtain

MPEA

the

may

cause a reversal of this decision.

MPEA

president,

who

and Robert W. Coyne,
governing committee, announced a temporary delay in
the Audience Awards campaign with a
view to eliminating any possible conflict
with the Academy Awards. At the same
time it was reported that there was a
strong
possibility
that
the
Audience
Awards might be done away with altogether in favor of the MPAA's "Oscar
Derby"
plan
a
whereby contestants
would guess the winners of the Academy
Awards. Latter is one of the businessbuilding plans advanced by the MPAA
recently.
Meanwhile, the MPAA also
gave the go-ahead to a "Golden Jubilee"
for Hollywood which would incorporate
the MPAA plans. A coordination committee, headed by Spyros Skouras, for
the business-building program was announced recently by MPAA vice president Kenneth Clark.

members

The

recently returned

from a tour behind the Curtain, had adselling of films produced by
MPEA member companies to East Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and Rumania. No agreement with Soviet
Russia was made, Johnston said, since the
USSR insists on conditional reciprocal
distribution here of Russian films. A list
of several hundred films is being prepared under MPAE supervision. No picture giving an erroneous impression of
America will be included.
vocated

COMPO's

of

HE ADLINERS
MAX
tists

week

UA product ... MEYER M. HUTNER appointed special assistant for liai-

on

son with independent producers associWarner Brothers Pictures. Announcement was made by advertising
chief ROBERT S. TAPLINGER. Hut-

ated with

ner resigned as director of advertising of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions. He'll work
in
association with ad manager GIL

GOLDEN, publicity director LARRY
GOLOB, studio pub. director BILL
HENDRICKS. ..RKO president
DANIEL T. O'SHEA a West Coast

completed films and
with production head WILLIAM DOZIER, recently returned from
the Far East...
LEWIS returned from the Hollywood visit of the
promotion committee confident that
the program will win production branch
visitor for a look at

ROGER

MPA

o

board chairman
of National Screen Service, had cause for
jubilation last week when the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Philadelphia reversed the
District Court decision branding NSS a
monopoly. The original ruling resulted
from an anti-trust suit brought against
NSS by seven independent poster companies eight years ago. The Court of Ap-

NSS

Stanley Kramer, r., goes over promotion plans tor
"Pride & Passion" with UA pub. man Leon Roth,
Kramer Prod.'s gen. mgr. Earl Kramer.

center, and

exclusive con-

support

and

laws

that

ecutive

dominant

its

congratulations from President Eisenat the premiere of "Friendly Per-

suasion" in Hollywood on Oct.

ERNEST

SANDS

succeed Ed
Hinchy as head of Warner Brothers playdate department when the latter steps out
on Nov. 19. Sands joined Warners in
1948 as a booker in the

moved up

to

30.

New York

branch,

branch manager.

ducer-director

at

star-studded

the

his

with

craft

P.

Film Service,

Inc.,

that

Na-

will take over

Rank

films to be

Rank

S.

honored

revealed

that

MICHEL ...CHARLES CARRATURE
appointed manager of RKO's tax department
Associated Screen News, Ltd.,
of Canada, reports it is swamped with applicants for its course in film production

ROBERT

.

E.

KINTNER, who

J.

O
YATES

cently

whereby

deal

have
fell

20th

distribute

through.

chief

.

.

effective Jan.

.

president Daniel T. O'Shea and produc.

Films, Ltd., for distribution of all Repubproduct in Great Britain and Ireland.

would

NBC,

RKO world-wide distribution
WALTER BRANSON has joined

1957

tion head William Dozier in Hollywood
for product conferences
Stanley War-

lic

The

recent-

presidency of the American Broadcasting Co., elected an execu-

ly resigned the

1,

concluded a longterm contract with Sir Arthur W. Jarratt, managing director of British Lion

a

.

.

tive vice president of

HERBERT

is

.

.

for

National Film.

.\ew Jersey. Company
division of Republic Pictures.

sales chief Rube Jaekter, being
Hey, Rubel sales drive, greeted by De-

cas't

In

NFS

to handle the billing and collection
Rank. United Artists, BV and RKO
have turned over their physical work to

City.

.

L. to r.: Harry Rubin, Andy Grainger, Ed Johnson, Jaekter, Norman Meyer, Dan Lewis.

.

nion

.

troit exhibitors.

he would set up his own
distribution organization in this country.
NFS president Clark said that preliminary discussions also have been held for
recently

I

.

pre-

Columbia

O
CLARK announced

distributed in the U.

at

.

imagination and a keen

the physical handling of

Yates receives

DINO

Producer

"Through his motion pictures, Mr.
Wyler has strengthened the standards of

tional

J.

.

part:

JAMES

Republic president Herbert

.

miere of the Allied Artists release. The
telegram sent by the President read, in

sense of humanity."

cowboy statuette on behalf of employes from
toastmaster Jim Stone at Consolidated Film
Industries' first Founder's Day dinner Nov. 3

ex-

bition soon will be prosecuted as an infringement of 20th's movie from the
Broadway stage success. Notice was
served by Fox vice president W. C.

Samuel

Goldwyn headed the committee that arranged the tribute to the veteran pro-

will

.

.

received the plau-

the motion picture industry and

hower

SANDS

conclaves

.

WILLIAM WYLER

distribution

RKO
MICHAEL HAVAS
TV

costs low.

of

foreign

the organization of Fredericks Productions, Inc.
to coordinate American-Italian film production deals
Latin American
supervisor
to resign as of Dec. 1
20th Century-Fox
served notice on theatre and
interests that an upcoming German film bearing the title "Anastasia", which might be
offered for theatrical or television exhi-

O

dits

UA

De LAURENTIIS announced

produced high quality accessories and has
its

.

.

motional

was the result of natural business
growth. The court found that NSS had

position

kept

.

ARNOLD

M. PICKER currently
hop-scotching Europe on sales and pro-

tract with distributors did not violate the

anti-trust

confer

to

ROBBINS,

peals ruled that the

E. YOUNGSTEIN, United Aradvertising v. p., home from a twotour of company's European offices,

plus conferences with producers working

,

HERMAN

. .

the

Century-Fox
product

re-

.

.

and general manager HARRY
M. KALMINE home from a survey of
Cinerama possibilities in Europe with the
prediction that two theatres would open
in Germany soon
DIED: GAEL SULLIVAN, 51, former Magna Theatre Corp.
executive and TOA executive director,
once held the post of 2nd Assistant postmaster general. He was also active in
Democratic party affairs.
ner

v. p.

.
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Coming Features

All The Vital Details on Current &>

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)

GUN FOR A TOWN

Dale Robertson, Brian Keith,
Rossano Rory. Producer Frank Woods. Director Brian
Keith. Western.

ALLIED ARTISTS
July
John Payne, Mona Freeman,
Peter Garves.
Producer Hayes Goetz. Director Allan
Dwan. Drama. Marines fight their way to the Yalu

HOLD BACK THE NIGHT
River

in

Korea.

75 min.

MAGNIFICENT ROUGHNECKS Jack

HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.
PARIS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Ouinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.

tin,

75 min.

rector Henry Levin.

DAWN Laraine Day, Ricardo MonHayes Goetz. DirecThomas Carr. Drama. Courtroom drama of beauti-

THREE FOR JAMIE

talban, Richard Carlson. Producer
ful,

on

notorious woman who is sole heir to a vast fortune
the murder of her lover. 85 min.

trial for

JEANNIE CinemaScope,

LOVE

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his

NOT OF THIS EARTH

Beverly

rector

Western.

Lyon.

Francis

STRANGER

Howard

72 min.

Doctor helps

iim

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down

n

1

1

deceased

father,

a

FIGHTING TROUBLE Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom,

Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81 min.

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Lindrtey Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

YAQUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.

William

Broidy. Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

Producer
Western.

November

if

i

i

DUCHIN STORY,

EDDY

SINNER

McGuire,

Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 13? min. 10/1

HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.

December
CHAIN OF EVIDENCE
Barrett.

Bill

James Lydon, Claudia

Elliot,

Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.
Former convict is innocent suspect in

Edgar

THE

CinemaScope,

Ben

Schwalb.

drama. Juvenile

Director

Jean

television star

is

Producer

Yarbrough.
Comedy
kidnapped. 62 min.

Coming
DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

STORM OVER THE NiLE CinemaScope, Technicolor.
Anthony Steel, Laurence Harvey. A Zoltan Korda ProDrama. Remake of "Four Feathers". 80 min.

WEREWOLF, THE Don Megowan,
Producer

Horror.

Man

Sam

turns

Katzman.

Joyce Holden, Steven
Fred

Director

into werewolf from taking
scientist. 83 min. 6/11.

Sears.
special

Sullivan,

Mona

54

WASHINGTON

George

Montgomery.

STREET
James

CinemaScope,
Best.

Producer

Color
Vincent

Fennelly.
Director Paul Landres
Western.
Outlaws
use detective as only recognizable man in their holdups, thus increasing rward for his death or capture.

Film

Coming

August

Wilde,

Technicolor, CinemaScope. Cor
Donna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. Direc
Leopard Men see

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM
Manny

Perez

Producer

Lopez.

Cavalcade

HE LAUGHED LAST

Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake_ Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical joke and leaves his entire fortune to a young

September
MIAMI EXPOSE

Cobb,

ward

Sam Katzman.

Medina,

Patricia

Director

EdFred

Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, Georg
Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James Gar
Drama. Cadet at military school frames coirf
mander and his son.

child.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

NIGHTFALL ALdo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Te.:
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistake|
bag starts hunt for stolen money

Technicolor. Pier Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife. 92 min. 9/17.

GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.
Brian

PAPA, MAMA. THE MAID AND I Robert Lamoureu:
Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul L
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisia
family. 94 min. 9/17.

Technicolor. Randolph Scot!
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Josep
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of Genera
Caster's famed "7th Cav.".

SHADOW ON

PORT AFRIQUE

Keith,

Paul

Kelley,

Kathry

fight off Indian attack.

SEVENTH CAVALRY, THE

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
Producer George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved

Murphy,

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Pro)
ducer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Ad.
venture drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-mai,
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyti
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

Faith

Audie

Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director Georg
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women t)

Gaby

THE WINDOW, THE

Betsy Garrett, Phf

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Direeti
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is
only witness to a murder.

SUICIDE MISSION
Larsen.

wegian

Leif Larson. Michael Aldridge, AtlJ
Seas Film Production. Adventure. Nor!
fishermen smash German blockade in WoHl

A North

War II. 70 min.
UTAH BLAINE Rory

Calhoun, Susan Cummings. Angel
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sear:
Western. Two men join hands because they see in eac
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.
Stevens.

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small

WICKED AS THEY COME Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey
ducer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. I
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different'

town

life.

in a

fight. 85 min. 8/6.

BULLETIN— THIS
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Holliday, Richard Cont
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Dtrect<
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wif
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival o

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
Holiday Production.
Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

A

Bette Davis,

Grayson

Director Fre
78 min. 10/1

Peppard.

identity of a doctor's

STORM CENTER

Helen

END AS A MAN

Sears.

WEB

Prado,

Sam Katzman.
of the mambo.

FAMILY WAY, THE Judy

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

Arnold.

nell

fein.

AUTUMN LEAVES

Lee J.
Producer

m

Technicolor,
CinemaScope. Victor Matun
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Productioi
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruli
becomes notorious bandit.

Sears. Musical.

SOLID

Barry

Freeman, Dennis O'Keefe. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Harold Schuster.
Western. Apaches attack
stockade in small Western town.

Darren, Jerry Janger
waterfront union

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

October
Stanley Clements.

Corrupt

ZARAK

Techni-

Melodrama.

Huntz Hall,

Drama.

Barrier.

leader. 123 min. 5/28.

planned murder. 63 min.

HOT SHOTS

December

BEYOND MOMBASA

Ritch.

Cin

MAN TO HANG, THE

Tyrone fewer, Kim Novak, Rex Thompson, VicShaw. Producer Jerry Wald. Director George
Sidney. Drama. The life story of the famous orchestra

duction.

Technicolor,

Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reportel 3
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 95 min. 10/15.

color.
toria

con-

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,

IT

maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles Bid
ford.

exposed.

Kenneth

A

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James

nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

Diana
Dors.
Producer
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama.
demned murderess in the death cell. 74 min.

Dorothy

David Brian, May Wynn, Williai
Wallace MacDonald. Director Ra
Drama. Indian maiden helps her people su
vive injustice of white men. 73 min.

Producer

Nazarro.

Tom Conway, Elizabet
Sellars.
Producer John Gossage. Director Terenc
Fisher. Melodrama. Music critic is accused of murder
ing his wife in a crime of passion. 75 min.

October
CRUEL TOWER, THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

BLONDE

fil

covers marine explorations ' of the Calypso Oceoni
graphic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacque
Yves Cousteau. 86 min. 10/15.

LAST

VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS Hugh Marlowe,
Taylor, Donald Curtis. Producer Sam Katzman.
Director Fred Sears. Science-fiction. Flying saucermen
attack the United States, but are beaten back by a
secret weapon. 83 min. 6/11.

serum developed by

Lew Landers. Drama.
on high tower. 80 min.

SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure

McGhee.

EARTH

Bill
Elliot, Jeane Cooper, KathBen Schwalb. Director Edward
Policeman breaks baby extortion

Producer

Case.

Bernds. Melodrama.
racket. 61 min.

town

Joan

September
CALLING HOMICIDE

rid

July

notorious

western gunman. 84 min.

Gloria

Duff,

Marlowe.

his

Technicolor.
Guy Madison, Felicia Far
Kathryn Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Dire,
tor George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians fight
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

WHITE SQUAW, THE
Garland.

of unscrupulous brothers. 81 min.

YOUNG GUNS, THE

leen

Birch,

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Producer Walter Mirsch. Di-

SIERRA

of

REPRISAL

Bishop.
Paul

OKLAHOMAN, THE

Western. 75 min.

DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the

reputation

Cooper,

Producer-director

NO PLACE TO HIDE

Scott

Gary

Color.

Audrey Hepburn, Maurice Chevalier.
Billy Wilder.
Drama.

herd. 80 min.

city.

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Macdonal
Carey, Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Alle
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild an
mal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from
violent death. 9
min.

of strange

CANYON

the

Musical.

AFTERNOON

THE

IN

Vera Ellen, Tony MarDiMarcel Hellman.

Color.

Producer

Fleming.

Robert

Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

August

November
ODONGO

1

HUNCHBACK OF

Carson, Mickey
Rooney, Nancy Gates, Jeff Donnell. Producer Herman
Cohen. Director Sherman Rose. Drama. Two American
oil men bring in first gusher in S. American oil field.

tor

0

IS

YOUR PRODUCT

A

.

WEAPON, THE

INDEPENDENTS

Hal
«

is

bomb

International) Raymond Pel 1rin, Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graetz. Drama. A
his ignorant and superlearns
to
love
doctor
sung
Rtious rural parents.

OCTORS, THE (Kingsley

American-International
Cheater
Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director
dward Cahn. Science-fiction. A hypnotist transforms a
ieautiful girl into a terrible prehistoric monster.
)

I

''orris,

PELL OF THE HYPNOTIST (Exploitation:, Inc). Eric
eming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie Wild•.
Drama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
untury ago into a beauteous TV performer.

AND THE SPUR

.ESH

)

I

Two

Director Edward Cahn. Western.
.•arch for the killer of their brother.

-jn.

gunmen

AKED PARADISE (American-International)
loger
'

girl

Garland.

Beverly

Ireland,

Lfihn

Pathecolor.
Producer-director
saves

Corman. Adventure. A young American
from disaster in a pagan paradise.

PROGRESS

HVATES

IDCA)

Price. A Boulting Bros.
'jung Britisher romps through
Iannis

OF THE REEF

•CRETS

Butterfield

Attenbrough,
Richard
Production. Comedy. A
life. 96 min.

Army

(Continental)

Tri-Art

Color.

and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

:

26 features are scheduled for release

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

HIP THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE (Continental). Richid Attenborough, George Baker. A Rank Organization
'•oduction. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
Ijainst her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

'ELCOME MISTER MARSHALL (Screen Art) Lolita
Manolo Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
.an that takes place in a small Spanish town.
;?villa,

August
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

another four or
Eastman

Color.

UNSLINGER Color
nd,

loger
lie

(American-International) John treBeverly Garland, Alison Hayes. Producer-director
Corman. Western A notorious gunman terrorizes

Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
Siegel.

girl

THE

IDOL,

Stan-

Eastman

Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.

John

Kerr,

Kerr.

Color,

CinemaScope
Pandro

Producer

October

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 116 min. 10
POWER AND THE PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor.
Burl Ives, Elisabeth Mueller. Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

.

.

.

MEANS TROUBLE
Jean

organization)
jles
le

Servais,

Melodrama.

Dassis.

French underworld.

tVAMP

November
lUnlted Motion Picture
Carl Mchner.
Director

English
120 min.

dubbed

story

of

Russian
96 min.

lady

IWoolner) Color. Carole Mathews.
Producer-director
Garland, Touch Connors.
Leverly
Corman.
Adventure.
Wild women in the Louisiana
foger
layous.

November
United
Motion
Picture
Organization
Rlvelles.
labilto
Calvo,
Rafael
Director
Ladislao
Drama. Franciscan monks find abandoned baby
adia
lid adopt him. 90 min.
I

I

ECRETS OF LIFE

(Buena

Vista). Latest
10/29.

in

Walt

Dis-

HAKE, RATTLE AND ROCK (American-International
I sa
Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson.
irector Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
I

I

nil" music.

WAGONS

'ESTWARD HO, THE
IBuena Vista) Cine[aScope. Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley
I
Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

talking

American.

December
Ewell.

Ann

Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background.
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando. Glenn Ford,
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel
Filmization of the Broadway play.
Mann. Comedy.
123 min.

10/29.

AND THE BATTLESHIP. THE

Richard
Anthony Darn-

ttenborough, Lisa Gastoni.
Producer
lorough.
Director
Jay
Lewis.
Comedy. Baby is
Inuggled aboard a British battleship during mock
aneuvers.
|

Coming
CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International!
Garland.
Producer-director
foger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
|>«ct takes control of the world until a scientist gives
Is life to save humanity.
Graves,

Beverly

'OST CONTINENT IIFEI CinemaScope, Ferranicolor.
Koducer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
lilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. Engsh commentary. 86 min.
EAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFEI (Lux Film, Romel Pathe>lor.
Print by
Leonide
Technicolor. Sophia
Loren,
iesslne. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1600 to date In song and dance
KLAHOMA
(American Releasing Corp.)
bperscope
Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
towns. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
I

WOMAN

hthless woman rules the badlands
Litlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

UNAWAy

DAUGHTERS

English.

Anna

Sten.

himself.

Coming

ur.t' 1

a

reformed

Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Gielgud, Bill
Sidney
Director
Producer Sam Zimbalist.
Franklin. Drama.
DESIGNING WOMAN Gregory Peck, Lauren Bacall.
Dolores Gray. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincente
Minnelli.

Kelly,
Michael Redgrave
Barbara Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene
Drama. Two children run away
Kelly, Noel Coward.
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.
HARVEST THUNDER Pier Angeli, Mel Ferrer, Leif
Erickson. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director Jeffrey Hay-

HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene

den. Drama.

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color. CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor. Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800 s.
SOMETHING OF VALUE Rock Hudson. Dana Wynter,
Wendy Hiller. Producer Pandro Berman. Director
Richard Brooks. Drama.
TEN THOUSAND BEDROOMS CinemaScope. Technicolor Dean Martin, Anna Maria Alberghetti. Producer
Joseph Pasternack. Director Richard Thorpe. Musical.
WINGS OF THE EAGLES. THE John Wayne, Dan
Maureen O'Hara. Producer Charles Schnee.
Dailey,
Director John Ford. Drama.

American-International
Producer Alex Gordon. Di-

pctor Edward Cahn. Drama.
Ije problems.

I

I

A

study of modern teen-

PARAMOUNT

NDEAD, THE
lin,

Allison

American-International
Pamela DunHayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.

kianca-fiction.

I

I

8

August
VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin. Jerry
Lewis Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders

PARDNERS
who

terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

Film BULLETIN — THIS
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Comedies

September
KING, THE

VAGABOND

VistaVision,

Kath-

Technicolor.

Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Proaucer Pdt D*gVagooono
gan Director Michael Curtiz. Musical crama.
overband helps French Kino rout nobles wno woula
throw him. 88 min. 9/17.
ryn

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

Louis

Hayward

Director Noel
Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan.
Bernstein
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey
min.
84
on film.

November
Spencer
Technicolor.
VistaVision,
Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb tohasa
snowcapped peak where an airplane
distant
in tne
crashed to discover a critically injured woman
wreckage. 105. 10/15.

THE

MOUNTAIN

Tracy

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Hal WalMartin Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer
of
Director Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures
lis
the
about
everything
knows
who
fan
film
a wild-eyed
movies.
Audrey
WAR AND PEACE VistaVisio-i Technicolor.
Carl*
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers
Drama.
Dino de Laurentiis Direcior King Viaor.
Ponti
9/3.
min.
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208

HOLLYWOOD OR

January
VIOLENT PEOPLE VistaVision, Technicolor.
ProCharlton Heston, Anne Baxter. Gilbert Roland.
Story
ducer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western.
1866.
in Texas,
veterans
war
Confederate
returning
of

THREE

Technicolor. Bob Hope. ProDrama.
ducer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore.
Walker, mayor of N.T.
Jimmy
famous
Biography of the
from 1925 to 1932.

BEAU JAMES

VistaVision,

VistaVision,

Technicolor

ProDonald O'Connor, Ann Blyth, Rhonda Fleming.
Sidney
ducers Robert Smith, Sidney Sheldon. Director

Sheldon.

Drama.
Lewis, Darren McProducer Jerry Lewis. Director

DELICATE DELINQUENT. THE Jerry
Martha Hyer.
Don McGuire.

Gavin,

FLAMENECA
Richard

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Carmen

Producer Bruce Odium.

Kiley.

Sevilla,

Director Don-

ald Siegel.

FUNNY FACE

VistaVTs.on,

Technicolor.

Astaire.

Fred

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.
O.K. CORRAL VistaVision. Technicolor.
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas. Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.
JIM PIERSAL STORY, THE Anthony Perkins, Karl MaiProducer Alan Pakula. Director
den Norma Moore.
Drama. Story of the Boston baseball
Perry Wilson.

GUNFIGHT AT
Burt

player.
VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

LONELY MAN, THE
lance,

—

LOVES OF

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's

color.

literary idol.
.

SOLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer

Hal E.
Ihester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical capin and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
Is climax during battle of Guadalcanal.

Musical

BUSTER KEATON STORY, THE

OF WIMPOLE STREET. THE CinemaScope,

Travers.

IDCA)

1

Melodramas

Coming

Cassavetes. Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing
in

in

2 Horrors

January
EDGE OF THE CITY John

BARRETS

December

J'arla

fast

GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME, THE Tom

ley's true-life scenes. 75 min.

liter

meets

Francis,

ARCELINO

ABY

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

aviatrix

WOMEN

be

will

December

IRON PETTICOAT, THE
Producer Betty Box.

Para-

VistaVision.
3

JULIE

Doris Day,
Louis Jourdain.
Producer Marty
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous husband plans to kill wife. 99 min. 10/15.

releases

Dramas
Western

S5.

Berman.

in

1

11

FOR LIFE Eastman Color. CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.
Deborah

Six

ten.

CinemaScope, two

LUST

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
122 min. 10/1.

MGM,

Artists,

mount, Republic, RKO and United Artists
will place two each on the agenda. Werners will release one. Eleven of the December total will be dramas. Color features total

CinemaScope,

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman

Allied

while

each,

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

West.

IFIFI

will

Crosby,

WILDER YEARS. THESE James Cagney, Barbara

Century-Fox

20th

five.

be the leading supplier with six films.
Columbia and Universal will release three

Bing

1

October

Additions to the roster

during December.

at a later date should swell the total by

LIVING

American-International
PatheMaria English. Producer Alex Gor-

John Agar,

DECEMBER SUMMARY

in

September

September
;jlor.

loaded gun

a

1

IAN BEAST {Associated Producers) Rock Madison,
>ginia Maynor, Tom Maruzzi. Producer-director Jerry
'arren. Adventure. The story of a mysterious snow
an in the Himalayas.

HE-CREATURE, THE

Producer

Maurey.

Nicole

resolved after a child finds
rubble

killer

August

Superscope.

Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a German war bride and a

Chester.

E.

bitter U. S.

RAINMAKER, THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

Burt

Lan-

caster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.
THE VistaVision. Technicolor.
TEN
4
Charlton Heston Yul Brynner, Anne Bai *'. "roducerdireetor Cecil ?. DeMille. Reliaious drama. Li'e t*or~

COMMANDMENTS,

of

Moses as

YOUR PRODUCT

told

in

the Bible and Koran. 219 min.

10/IS

4

FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy.
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers. 84 min.

August

TENSION

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.
Maria

English.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

Trucolor. Bruce BenIon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement. 74 min.

ARMED, THE Dane Clark, William Tallman
Wyn.i, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an
IS

May

avalanche of violence. 70 min.

Robert Hutton, Paul Richards. Patricia Wright. A C.M.B. Production.
Director
Edward Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie siars and other celebrities. 79 min.

November

Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director
Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
with

a

Anita

engaged

group

illegal

in

activities.

January
PUBLIC PIGEON NO.

1

Niven,

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
alters the accounting records. 94 min.

YOUNG STRANGER, THE
Producer

heimer. Drama.
parents.

Stuart

Son

kindly

impulse,

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

Miller.
seeks to

Director John
earn affection

Franken-

from

THE

TOMORROW John Beal Augusta Dabney, Malsom Broderick. Producer Hiram Brown. Director John
Newland. Drama. A tragedy almost shatters a 15-

BRAVE

year-old marriage.

TEARS

ESCAPADE

Rudolf

the time of Prince Metternich.

FOR SIMON Eastman
David Knight, Julia Arnall. A
Drama.

tion.

don have

Color.
J.

David Farrar
Arthur Rank Product

Young American couple

living

Lon-

in

their child stolen.

December
ACCUSED OF MURDER
Ralston.

Melodrama.
Kane.
Drama.
murdered by attractive

Joseph
IN

OLD VIENNA

girl singer.

Coming
WWII.

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund
stein.

Producer

Doris SinglePicker. Director R. G. Springfalls for fortune-hunting gambler.

Sidney

Young heiress

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,

Mana

Trucolor.

Anna

Teresa

Wright,

Jon

Jane Powell,

John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
19 min.

Broadway

play.

Color.
Diana Dors,
Rod Steiger, Marie Windsor. Producer-director John
Farrow. Drama. A wife sunningly plots the death of
her husband who she has betrayed.

RUN OF THE ARROW
Sarita
Fuller.

Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Adventure. Young sharpshooter joins Sioux

Indians at close of Civil

War.

R.

GIRL

CAN'T HELP IT. THE CinemaScope, De Li
Tom Ewell, Jayne Mansfield. Producer-direc

Stabler. Director M. Warren. 77 min.

Color.
Frank Tashlin.

Comedy.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan,

Corr
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd
wald. Director Yves Allgret. Drama. Gold smugg
falls in love with lady sent to kill him. Violent endii

THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray

Milland, Ern
Borgnine. Producer Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Phi

Dunne. Drama.

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaSco;
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbl
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.
li

WOMEN

OF PITCAIRN ISLAND CinemaScope.

Craig, John Smith, Lynn Bari. Regal Films
Director Jean Warbrough. Drama. 72 min.

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope
Buddy

off

Singapore harbor.

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Sir Ralph R!
Peterson.
Produ
ardson, John McCallum, Colin
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie
bicycle.
desire
to
own
has burning

UNITED ARTISTS
August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. Co
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers Will
*nd Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Sciei
thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

Au gust
SALESLADY.

THE

CinemaScope

an

innovation

92 min. 8/20.

in

corsets

—

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Wa
Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer How
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of
in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doi
and a detective. 42 min. 4/38
Reed,
Koch.
dents

i

HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Produ
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndic
84 min. 9/17.
Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Fr
man, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director J
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror
Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

THAN LIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
James Mason, Barbara Rush. Producer James Mason.
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama. Effects of a new drug
BIGGER

who adopts

BACK FROM ETERNITY Robert Ryan, Anita Ekberg
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John
Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and
seven passengers crash land in the Central American
jungle. 97 min.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews

Joan

Fontaine, Barbara Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob
Director Fntz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts
to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted
by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

September
BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 18/1.
LAST WAGON. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmew Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

—

Technicolor.

Michel

Ray, Fermin R.».ra, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos.
Producer Frank I Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
•jrows up with a bull as his main companion and
friend
and how each protests the other. 100 min. 10/15

Film

HEAVEN

AND HELL

September

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER. THE CinemaScope,

Te

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna L
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic come
The affairs of a diDlomat's daughter and a roman
hungry G. I. 182 min. 8/4.
BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert t
chum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Rofct
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-runnl
during a revolt in Mexico in 1914. 91 min.
GUN BROTHERS Buster Crabbe, Ann Robins
Neville Brand. A Grant Production. Director Sid'
Salkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different
of law, fight it out together. 79 min. 9/17.
nicolor. Olivia

October
AROUND THE WORLD

Michael T<
IN 80 DAYS
Productions' Todd-AO, Color. David Niven, Cantif
Martine Cam.'. Producer M. Todd. Director Mich'
I

.

Anderson.
Verne novel.

CinemaScope.
DeLuxe Color. Robert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
World War II setting in he Pacific. 94 min. 18/29.
STAGECOACH TO FURY CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 74 min.

Ri

Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure.
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

Adventure.

October
BETWEEN

October
BRAVE ONE. THE CinemaScope,

Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

Superscope, Eastman Color.

Widmark, Trevor Howard. Jane Greer. Produ

a dual personality. 95 min. 8/4

QUEEN OF BABYLON, THE

in

September

aln

EMERGENCY

ard

Color. Marilyn MonDon Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.

Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson
Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy.
A
launches

L

Adler,

RUN FOR THE SUN

August

roe,

salesrn «"

De

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Produc
Eugene Frenke. Director John Hust
Soldier is saved by nun in South Pacific during W
RESTLESS BREED, THE Eastman Color. Scott Bra
Anne Bancroft. Producer E. A. Alperson. Director A
Dwan.
SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard
ton, Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director
McNaught. Drama. Ship is torpedoed by Jay submar
Color.

BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe

XLt
1897.

Jar,

Producti

HUK

20TH CENTURY-FOX

on a father

TRAVELING

P

ducer

fiction

LADY AND THE PROWLER, THE

CROSSROADS

Naturama.
Stephen McNally
Peggie Castle. Robert Vauhgn.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Western.
Outlaw cowboy reforms after joining Jesse James' gang.
SPOILERS OF THE FORREST Vera Ralston, Rod Cameron. Producer-director Joe Kane.

FIRST

Color. Ingrid Be

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adl
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of fame

MARRIED A WOMAN George Gobel, Diana Dors,
Adolph Menjou. Producer William Bloom. Director Hal
Kanter. Coemdy. Wife objects to taking second place
beer advertising campaign with her husband.
to a

Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home
to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.

HELL'S

locale.

Robertson, Keith Andes. Producer Stanley Rublin.
Director Mitchell Leison. Comedy. A girl is proposed
to by three men on the same day.

1

Mills,
John Gregson
Donald Sinden. Producer W. MacOuitty. Director Ralph
Thomas. Drama. Midget submariners attempt to sink

ton.

Rich;

Kentuc

I

Trucolor.

in

Color.

in

Cliff

David Brian, Vera
Associate
producer-director
Two-timing gangland lawyer is

ABOVE UP THE WAVES John
battleship

JAPAN.

Provost,
Roger Nakagaws. Producer-director Arthur
Lubin. Search for two boys who start out in the
wrong direction to find the very people who are trying to find them.

GIRL MOST LIKELY, THE Eastman Color.

Trucolor.

Heinz Roettinger
Robert
Killick.
Producer-director James A. Fitzpatrick. Musical. Romances and triumphs of Franz
Shubert, Johann
Strauss, Ludwig Beethoven in the city of music,'
Vienna.

German

IN

set

Coming

DAY THEY GAVE BABIES AWAY. THE Eastman Color.
Glynis Johns, Cameron Mitchell, Rex Thompson. Producer Sam Weisenthal. Director Allen Reisner. Drama.

Matz,

Presley,

Elvis

story

his

CinemaScope, Trucolor
Prack.
A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
Johanna

war

<

Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. DiComedy.
rector Norman McLeod.
A trusting soul
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

ter.

I

BLACK WHIP. THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.

for salesgirl.

Coming

Trucolor.

Ralph Meeker
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of
Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.

DANCES,

VAULT

falis

Genevieve Page,
Ronald Squire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy

SCANDAL INCORPORATED

CONGRESS

Color. Debbie

Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer EdGrainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.

Reynolds,

involved
73 min.

Post-civil

ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman
Son of department store magnet

Robert Arthur,

Producer-director K. Neuma
join an outlaw ga

December

December
mund

TOWN, THE

Egan, Debra Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director

Webb. Drama.

19 min.

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

October

WOMAN'S DEVOTION

I

IN THE
Karen Sharpe.

nett,

A

Martin.
wizard.

IN

Cathy Nolan.

A teen-age farm boy
LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

Gabor.

Zsa

November
DESPERADOS ARE
Reason,

Sanders, Yvonne
Producer-director Charles
Melodrama. Tale of an international financial

Zsa

MAN

September

MAN

DeCarlo,

devotion. 94 min. 10/29.

Western.

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George

Skip

Trucolor.

Homiere, Knstine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

10/29.

November

LISBON

Trucolor.
Ray Milland,
Maureen O'Hara
Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of
a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/4.

Charles

Director

Richard
Egan,
Producer Sam
Warren. Wesiern. The

victory of a town over violence. 93 min.

Claude

Rogers, Mich
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Ene
find mutual respect i

Rennie.

Comedy. Mother and daughter

TABLE ROCK Color.
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

Dorothy
Weisenthal.

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

ATTACK Jack

175 min.

Filmization
18/29.

of

Palance, Eddie Albert,

the

famous

Jil

Lee Marvin,

Robert Aldrich. Drama. A cowa
army officer and his men during a crucial battle
World War II. 187 min. 9/17.
BOSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bi
ducer-director

Producer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. M
city falls prey to a corrupt political

drama. A

chine. 89 min. 9/17.

YOUR PRODUCT

I

UNITED ARTISTS

Virginia

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonA Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama,
airline flight to Hong Kong sparks international

i>n.

n

i

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

(Continued-)

HONG KONG

LIGHT TO

I

itrigue. 88 min.

Quinn,

November
MAN DOWN

James Arness, Angie

Dickin-

Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
fellow
thieves
•venge on
who desert him when
ounded. 78 min.
jn,

EACEMAKER. THE James

LARAMIE

FORT

AT

EVOLT

Mitchell,

Rosemarie

8owe,

Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post,

fan Merlin. Producer
/estern. 82 min.

Deluxe

John

Color.

tenner, Diana Brewster. Producer Howard
lector Lesley Selander. Western. Civil War
jldiers who are attacked by Indians. 73 min.

Koch.

Di-

story

of

TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowling,
Richard Reeves. Producer Jack Couffer.
Marvin
Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped fugiirector
,ves are chased by local townspeople and officer of
Franz,

law. 83 min.

ie

THE

HARKFIGHTERS,

CinemaScooe, Color.
Victor
Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of the Navy's

lature
irector

underwater-men". 73 min. 10/29.

December
ANCE WITH ME HENRY

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 76 min. 7/23.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney,
Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated airplane
pilot. 82 min. 8/6.

RAW EDGE
Carlo,

Technicolor.

ING AND FOUR QUEENS. THE
eanor Parker, Jo Van Fleet,
Sara Shane.
ic hoi s
Producer
ictor Raoul Walsh. Western.
,

Clark Gable,
Willis,
Barbara

Jean
David Hempstead.

Di-

A

Pine-

lomas Production. Director Francis Lyon.
IG CAPER, THE Rory Calhound, Mary Costa.
lomas Production. Director Robert Stevens.

Pine-

RASS LEGEND. THE Hugh O'Brian, Raymond Burr,
ancy Gates. Western. Producer Bob Goldstein. Di;ctor Gerd Oswald. Western.

PASSION

Stanwyck,
Sterling
Barbara
Producer Herman Cohen. Di-

Raymond Burr.
Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose

ayden,
Jictor

mbition for her husband leads to murder.

highly secret material stolen

om Russians.

Scott

Clark, Ben Cooper. Lor,
9>n. Bel Air Production. Director Lesley Selander.

Nel-

BLACK STOCKINGS. THE Lex Barker, Anne
Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. DiHoward Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings

IN

IRL

ancroft,

pctor

western resort.
IDDEN FEAR John Payne, Natalie Norwick. A St.
Production.
Director
Andre de Toth
tubrey-Kohn
rama.
RAKEN, THE Tim Holt, Audi ey Dalton. A Gramercy
Induction. Director Arnold Laven.
ONELY GUN, THE Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado. Prolucer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner.
IEN IN WAR Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray, Robert Keith.
Iroducer Sidney Harmon. Director Anthony Mann.
lirrorize

|

CARLO STORY. THE

lONTE

Marlene Dietrich, Vittorio

A

Arthur O'Connell.

Sica,

e

Production.

Titonus

Di-

hctor Samuel Taylor.

HAROAHS CURSE

Ziva Shapir,

oward Koch. Director Lee
lition

Mark Dana. Producer

Sholem.

Horror

Reincar-

mummies.

of

Brazil.

November

1810.

O.VAGE PRINCESS Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Mehboob Production. Musical Drama. A princess
in
love with a peasant who contests her right
rule
the kingdom. 101 min.
If
IOOPER HOOK Joel McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Edlard Andrews. Producer Sol Fielding. Director Marquis
J'arren.

ANGRY MEN

Henry

Fonda,

Lee

J.

Cobb,

I'arden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director
jjmet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

'OODOO ISLAND
i

Production.

lir

Boris

Director

Jack
Sidney

Beverly Tyler. A Bel
Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

Karloff,

PARTY. THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
;ewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
orner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval off 'ILD

I

|>r

and

his

fiancee

91

min.

UNIVERSAL-INT'

L

Au gust
|WAY

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker.
roducer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Kama The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
handler

ho sailed her to the
f

Warld War

II.

I

Esther

Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher
criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

Wil-

is

almost

John Agar,
ducer William Alland. Director

battered beaches of the Pacific

14 min. 5/28.

Film

Cythia

Patrick.

Vogel.

Virgil

January
EVERYTHING BUT THE TRUTH

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

Drama.

couple

in

AMAZON

Technicolor. Tim Hovey,
John Forsythe. Producer Howard
Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young student gets mive up with "lios".

FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope. Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A. Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.

Coming
BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gomblng of orphanage by saving other orphans.

events

Stirring

venture.
41

Sutton.

McGowan. AdAmazon territory of

the

in

min.

Patty McCormack, Henry
LeRoy. DraJones. Produced and directed by Mervyn
Broadway play about
famous
the
ma. Film version of
a child murderess. 129 min.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

Kelly,

HILLS, THE CinmaScoje. WarnerColor. Tab
RichHunter Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer
Young
Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western.
8/20.
mm.
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92

BURNING
ard

WarnerColor. William HoiProducer-director
Lloyd Nolan, Virginia Leith.
pilots experiment in |et
Test
Drama.
Mervyn LeRoy.
outer space
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe
and physical limits of man. 115 mm. 10/1.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN
den

November

CinemaScope. June Allyson,
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas

Orama

f^f

i

198 min.

10/15.

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab
Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg.
Drama. Army turns immature
Butler.
103 min.

Hunter, Natalie
Director Dav.d

boy

into

man.

10/29.

December
Wallach.
BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker, Eli
^a n
}?
A Newton Production. Producer-director fcliabeautiful
Drama Story of J gin-mill proprietor and a
girl.

14 min.

I

Coming
Virginia
BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Douglas.
Mayo A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon herds to

Western.

Cattlemen

to

fight

move

their

distant railroads.

WarnerOF ST. LOUIS. THE CinemaScope.
James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
of
story
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The
plane.

SPIRIT
Color.

Ingrid

Technicolor,

Hudson,

:

Based on the famous novel by Edna
'.^ww
WWII.
Southwest during
of oil. cattle and love in the

idol.

Fred MacMurray,
Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland.
brothers run
Western,
ihree
Biberman.
Director Abner
a cattle ranch after the death of their father.

Rock

Taylor

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens

the

Technicolor.

Elizabeth

GIANT WarnerColor.

GREAT MAN, THE Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

Brazzi.

John

THE WarnerColor.

TRADER.

Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom

O'Hara,

Director

GUN FOR A COWARD

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

Pro-

Horror.

men.
WRITTEN ON THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange

Christie.

IN THE
Donlevy.

October

Color. John
Bromfield, Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay,
Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siod nak. Horror. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious jungle beast.

INTERLUDE

IliHs

!

Technicolor.

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director

Rossano

ence of

Brian

Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to
Abilene after four years in the Confederate Army to
find things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

AND THE PASSION. THE

VistaVision. TechniFrank Sinatra, Sophia Loren. ProIjcer-director
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
Stanley
Ijerrilla band marches an incredible distance with a
1)00 pound cannon during Spanish War of Independ-

A CRY

George Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion
settle war bewteen Indians and Cavalrymen
Oregon Country. 95 min. 9/3.
SHOWDOWN AT ABILENE Technicolor. Jock Mahoney,
Martha Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie.
the

Cary Grant,

RIDE

plor.

September
Chandler,
Robert Arthur!

Jeff

Director
helps to

MOLE PEOPLE. THE

Randolph

WarnerColor.

Gail Russell, Lee Marvin, Walter Reed. Producers A. V. McLaglen, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
murder
Boetticher. Western. Cowboy seeks to avenge
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.

Tyttle.

liams,

NOW

FROM

MEN

October
OF THE SKY Technicolor.
Dorothy Malone, Ward Bond. Producer
PILLARS

in

"nuclear

biggest

August

the

Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Proaucer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S.
Government fights for human rights for the
Apache Indians in Ariion. 88 min. 7/23.

Maureen

AMBLING MAN Dane

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
bomb" of all time. 85 min. 7/9.

Anne

STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama,
tries to give FBI

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.

SEVEN

IVE

woman

93 min. 6/28

WALK THE PROUD LAND

CURCU, BEAST OF THE AMAZON Eastman

4ILOUT AT 43.000 John Payne, Karen Steele

OF

De-

December

Coming

RIME

Yvonne

Sherwood. Drama. Fueda! baron rules
frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.

Oregon

UNGUARDED MOMENT. THE
Color.

Calhoun,

John

tor

Director

omedy.

Rory

Alan Ladd, Rossana Podesia,

Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegade Americans help the Cubans in their struggle for freedom.

Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Direc-

Abbott, Lou Costello.
Charles Barton,

Bud

Robert Goldstein,

roducer

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

UNNING

;rfhur

July

September
Anthony

Katy Jurado.
roducer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Weston. Badman turns sheriff !n lonely town. 82 min. 10/15

UN THE

man on

of a

10/15.

FROM DEL RIO

IAN

WARNER BROTHERS

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
Lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
a road leading to a castle. 80 min. 7/23.

Charles

first

man ever

cross

to

the

Atlantic

Mel

Bergman,

Ferrer,

in

a

THE

Technicolor.
Jean Marais. A FrancoRenoir. Drama. Tale of

NIGHT DOES STRANGE THINGS,
Film. Director Jean
Prince.
the exiled widow of a Polish

London

THE Henry Fonda. Vera Miles, Anthony
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
at Stork Club is prime suspect in
player
Bass fiddle

WRONG MAN,
QuayleT

murder case.

Sirk.

Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CorBorchers. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph
Pevnev. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious
Turkey.

ISTANBUL CinemaScope,

To

nell

JOE

BUTTERFLY
George
Murphy,

Philadelphia

MAN

AFRAID Gecrge

Hovey.

CORY

Martha

NIGHT RUNNER. THE Ray Danton, Colleen Miller. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Abner Biberman. Drama.
Mental hospital inmate is released while still in dangerous condition.
ROCK, PRETTY BABY Sal Mineo, John Saxon, Luana
Producer Edmund Chevie. Director Richard
Patten.
Bartlett. Musical. Rock n' roll story of college combo.
TAMMY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Debbie Reynolds,
Lslie Nielson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joe
Pevney.
TATTERED DRESS, THE CinemaScope. Jeff Chandler,
Jeannie Crain, Jack Carson. Producer Albert Zugsmlth.
Director Jack Arnold.
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.

Pa.

New

Phones
3-3944, 394S

LOmbard

JERSEY

Member

National Film Carriers

Producer

Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Tony
Producer
Bickford.
Charles
Hyer,
Blake Edwards. Gambler from
Director
Robert Artuhr.
Chicago slums climbs to wealth and respectability.

MISTER

Curtis,

.

MESSENGER SERVICE

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early I930's.
Nader, Tim
Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

St.

7,

NEW

Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jessie Hibbs.

AND ME

.

305 N. 12th

Audie
Technicolor.
CinemaScope,
Producer
Keenan Wynn.
Nader,

KELLY

Better Serve You
Combined At

Office & Terminal

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

YOUR PRODUCT

Member

ING.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-3450

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200
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OF THE SIGN.

Doll" pose is Lillian Bell, figure model for world's largest
Times Square. Face of girl on sign is that of Carroll Baker, star
picture, "Baby Doll," which opens in December at the Victoria Theatre.
Striking a

painted sign nearing completion
of

Warner
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The Case
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>

New

i

Against

Films

Movie Advertising
Hi

ME TENDER

MAN

Th

GREAT

IH

PEACEMAKER

flH

DESPERADOS

-E IN

•

|

I

ULLFIGHT
ER

f)l

IC<

TOWN

.

OF GUILT

PRETTY BABY
ITELLONI

Television

Has Troubles* Too!

McCalls

NATIONAL MAGAZINE
Top

level list of

Magazines giving

special emphasis to the

"Woman's Market"

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
in Sunday Supplements across the nation,
with a combined circulation of
39,385,663 to pre-sell a reading audience
of

more than

150,000,000!

NATIONAL TELEVISION!
Hundreds of TV Teaser Spots Pre-selling
from coast-to-coast! TV Promotions on
top National Network Programs ... plus
Disc Jockey cooperation plugging song
hit "Written on the Wind"!
0*tC^3

SPECIAL TEASER TRAILERS!

Ask your

U-I Branch

Manager about

these advance box-office boosters!

its in
the

V

toward

BIG..M

rsal-

International Picture starring

HUDSON LAUREN BACALL
ioBERT STACK DOROTHY MALONE
l')CK

•

•

ROBERT KEITH
by

DOUGLAS SIRK

lOFFICE

•

GRANT WILLIAMS HARRY SHANNON
•

Scraooto by

GEORGE ZUCKERMAN

Product by

From. Universal-

ALBERT ZUGSMITH

W
presents

to-G-M

SHERIDAN
Charlotte

Backus

•

•

Greenwood
Bill

i/o

CinemaScope and Mgtrocolor

in

Ann Miller

with

j

•

in

"THE OPPOSITE SEX"

Joan Blondell

Goodwin

•

•

•

Sam Levene

.

I"

JUNE ALLYSON
•

.

Lyrics

by

Joan Collins

co-starring Leslie Nielsen

•

Harry James

•

and Guest

Stars:

Screen Play by Fay and Michael Kanin

Songs: Music by Nicholas Brodszky

•

Sammy Cahn

•

•

Jeff Richards

Art

Adapted From

in

Mooney

a Play

Directed by David Miller
(Available

Dolores Gray

.

•

•

•

•

A

Agnes Moorclu
Dick Shawn

by Clare Boothe

•

N

Produced by Joe Pasten

Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or

1

-Channel Sound)

tewpoints
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up by the barristers are the key
meeting.

wn
NO.

to a

there be a true determi-

If

by the presidents to meet
customer relations responsibilities, resistance by the lawyers can
and will be brushed aside, especially
in view of the blessings on an intraindustry meeting by the Senate
Small Business Committee.
nation
their

Thomas Carlyle once wrote "The
man without a purpose is like a ship
without a rudder. A man with a
:

backwards

goes

half-volition

forwards, and makes no

and

way on

the

smoothest road; a man with a whole
volition advances on the roughest,
and will reach his purpose, if there
be even a little wisdom in it."
has been two years since the
proposal for a conference between
It

—

The men

years ago.

of half-volition,

would appear, have outnumbered
those with a whole volition, and the
it

ship of industry relations has been
drifting back and forth because no
head of distribution has firmly taken

hold of the wheel.

One

of those

who

has been fight-

ing on the rough road with a purpose is Rube Shor, president of Na-

He

tional Allied.

tenacity,

renewed

company heads

ing ship

a drift-

forever in peril of ca-

is

tastrophe.

Toijiral Step

in Distribution
A logical — yes, necessary — step
toward streamlining the industry's
physical distribution system has
been taken by National Film Service
and the major film companies in
New Haven. The announcement by
James P. Clark, president of NFS,
that

all

11

tivities

impetus

first

in the past

clear definition

few years.

tribution.

appreciate

method

of multi-unit

physical dis-

As Mr. Clark

points out,

tremendous savings in real
estate and rents alone will make the
the

production-distribution

discussion.

He

places

many

benefits to

presidential

come out

of a

wryly
the companies

conference,

he

might be to rid
heavy legal costs they currently bear and consequently of
says,

of the

—

many

We

of their

high priced lawyers.

do not believe, however, that
thrown

legal barriers, fancied or real,

and other overhead exwith those currently in-

From

every indication, the film
will have much to gain

companies

in centralized distribution.

Especial-

days when economy
the watchword.
ly in these

is

Tribute
To Cole
Brooklyn-born, Texas-bred Harry
is being honored this week
at the Dallas convention of National
Ever since the Colonel
Allied.
A. Cole

emerged from the Army in 1918 at
36 to enter the movie business, the
industry has had respect for his
judgment, his fighting ability and
his devotion to the motion picture
business and to the organization he
helped form, Allied States Associa-

At

74, Col. Cole's

and

enthusiasm

for exhibition's

stake burns as brightly as at 36.

The Colonel has been cussed by

bla me for the continued conference

the

penses,

for the industry

the

abortions largely in the briefcases of
the film company lawyers. One of

is

insurance

tion.

problems as an integral part of the
overall

The New Haven experiment

distributors will centra-

Connecticut backroom acin an ultra-modern building

lize their

determine what should and what
should not be discussed. In his latest
plea, Mr. Shor reiterates the exhibi-

understand and

exhibitors of a lot of the headaches
they have suffered in the past due to
archaic processing methods.

son will be the efficiency with which
the joint backroom setup functions.

The move represents a clean break
with the outmoded and expensive

tors' willingness to

pose, will rid both distributors and

volved in individual company distriAnother factor for compari-

sponsible exhibitor leaders, even if
purely for an exploratory meeting
to

in a modern, air-conditionel
plant built specifically for this pur-

bution.

his call

re-

tem

ings in real estate, rents, personnel,

And

ship will keep drifting.

represents the

down with

a

true course to such a conference, the

volition

of a trend that has been gathering

to sit

In addition,

one well worth watching, comparing
the economies effected by the sav-

has, with

dogged
upon the

worth while.

plan

well-oiled, efficient distribution sys-

company men of whole
take the helm and steer a

Until film

exhibitor leaders and the presidents
of the film companies was suggested
by a distributor and eagerly taken
up by exhibitors. Today, we are, it
seems, no closer to that all-important conference than we were two

ia
24
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TWO

many in
man who

the industry, as has any

by his convicno matter how
many toes are tread upon. But not
a man will deny the full measure of
tions

and

will stand

his people,

respect entitled him.

We rise with the rest of Allied
and the entire industry to pay tribute to Colonel Harry A. Cole,
fighter, leader, dean of exhibition.
Film
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FULL RATE
LETTER TELEGRAM

BUDDY ADLER
STUDIO

TEENAGE REBEL OPENINGS WONDERFUL.

AT OPENING IN ATLANTA MORE TEENAGERS"

AND PEOPLE UNDER THIRTY THAN HAVE EVER BEEN IN THEATRE. MANY OTHER THEATRES

REPORTING SAME EXPERIENCE WITH YOUNG PEOPLE. HARRY BALLANCE ADVISES THIS

PICTURE IS THE GREATEST SURPRISE OF THE YEAR FOR US AND WE STRONGLY FEEL YOU
SHOULD TAKE EVERY ADVANTAGE OF THE BOX OFFICE FIGURES BY LETTING.
INDUSTRY KNOW THAT WE CAN MAKE SLEEPERS, ^Cj

PICTURE IS WELL RECEIVED.

4AM
rlING

IANAPOLIS REPORTS
TIONAL RETURNS.

ADDITIONAL ENTHUSIASTIC

IN FROM LOS ANGELES, NORTHWEST, TEXAS, SAN FRANCISCO,

NSAS CITY, CLEVELAND AMONG OTHERS. DETROIT REPORTS PICTURE
INGING BACK LOST AUDIENCE AND BRINGING

AUDIENCE AS WELL.
ALL THRILLED

HOPE THAT OTHERS OF THIS TYPE

FORTHCOMING NEXT YEAR.

BEST REGARDS.

ALEX HARRISON

Teenage
THE

NEW SENSATION OF THE INDUSTRY FROM

20th

CENTURY-FOX

starring

with

and

Mildred

L
Produced by

CHARLES BRACKET!

Directed
uirecieu by
uy
•

EDMUND GOULDING

Natwick

•

BETTY LOU KEIM

screenplay by
Screenplay
Dy
•

three stars of the future

'

WALTER REISCH

and

CHARLES BRACKETT

•

WARREN DERLINGER

-

DIANE JERGIS

LINEMaScOP!

:

FINANCIAL

BULLETIN
NOVEMBER
By

BURBANK

ISMAILIA TO

but they are sister

is

7,000 miles as the

Philip R.

crow

terms of the speed with
which one may have imposed palpable economic consequences upon the other. In this age of global interdependence, the American film industry can no more escape the fiscal upshots of the Suez problem than can, say,
the American oil industry. That filmdom will encounter
unique fiscal experiences is assured. Uncertain only is the
degree, and that remains uncertain only because the tide
of world conditions remains uncertain.
flies

cities in

For the present, enough has already transpired to put
the order of things into a sharply different focus than

existed

two months

ago.

Let's

review some potential

consequences
1.

The scope

of the

American

2

film industry's foreign

4,

1954

Ward

with respect to

its

basic

In recent

production policy.

months Hollywood has unveiled something

of a

new

loo-j

Producers have contrived a seemingly surefire formula in the movie that shows not only its money,
but its class as well. So successful have been the early returns on these super-shows that Hollywood's drafting
boards are busy sketching out a portfolio of ethers. Now
in "bigness".

comes the disturbance. If the industry's foreign gross, estimated by some to represent close to 50% of the total gross,
appears ready to suffer a significant loss, is it any longer
wise to gamble sums of $5 to $10 million on single productions? Might it not be wiser for the producers to pull in
their horns, for a time at least, and last out the shaky time;;
with films of more modest lines? Depending on future developments in Europe, such a course seems a very distinct
possibility.

gross could be radically reduced.

Unstable internal conditions within a majority of western European nations
arising from the Middle East conflict is creating a severe
dollar scarcity. Since many dollars were spent to support
military operations and many more dollars must now be
spent to purchase goods in short supply, such as oil from
the U.S., the earmarking of additional dollars to remit to
American producers seems quite unlikely. There are
simply no more dollars to be had.
Dollar shortages, however, are nothing

2.

film sellers.

new

to U.S.

In the past, domestic film companies have

frequently squared the accounts by utilizing foreign

fa-

O

EARNINGS CORNER.

Paramount Pictures is another
woeful time major film companies are having trying to prove that conditions are not as bad as they
seem. Though optimism is as rife at Paramount as elsewhere its earnings figures belie the cheer. Third quarter
example

report

of the

shows net income down one-third from the

ponding term

of the prior year: $1.74 million

$2.51 million ('55).
less bleak

1956 income

continues to pay

blocked credits could be challenged should the prevailing
political climate on the Continent grow more explosive,
chasing all Americans home.
3.

Even under

the

wake

the status quo other factors militate

pressures are currently gripping Europe in

of severe shortages in critical goods.

ket activities reminiscent of

World War

Black marrunning

II are

rampant. As the price of basic consumer goods spirals upward the European movie public is left with less and less
to spend. Unlike America during the last war, there is no
evidence of pump-priming in the form of higher wages.
4.

try

Per share earn-

earnings

is

However, $1.38
is

its

$.50 quarterly dividend.

O

0

DISNEY LOSING CONTROL?

Reports that the Disney
family may be gradually losing dominion over Walt Disney Productions to Atlas Corporation are accurate but not
yet significant. It is true that the Disney family will not
exercise

its

option on a stock rights offering of 186,526

shares and that Atlas Corp. has agreed to pick up any

against a continuation of a pre-Suez foreign gross. Powerful inflationary

vs. $7.68 million.

spread over 190,000 fewer shares than a
of its nine months per share
listed as a non-recurring profit. Paramount

Now

assumed strangulation
proportions, one alternative may be a sharper upswing in
European filming than ever before. In one respect this
could be an enterprising move since Europe is a hot topical
subject. On the other hand even this avenue of retrieving

vs.

nine months aggregate seems a bit

—$6.74 million

year ago.

that the dollar squeeze has

The

corres-

('56)

ings do not look too bad: $3.37 ('56) vs. $3.51 ('55), but

such an extent that weak dollar nations virtually
found themselves financing American productions with
their own currency in order to wipe out the dollar debits.
cilities to

0

Under these circumstances, the American film industo make some agonizing reappraisals

might well have

left unsubscribed by present holders of record. The
Disney family now wields control over approximately 54%
of the shares. This will drop to 46% if all the new shares
find takers. Atlas bodes well to supplement its present
17% interest. Nonetheless, the Disney company functions
under so personalized an operation that it is inconceivable
to imagine it without head man Walt firmly in the driver's
seat. It is doubtful whether Walt would continue to guide
his company without his family and himself in control.
And it is doubtful whether any outsider would want control without Walt conspicuously in command.

shares

Film
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ARE THE ATTACKS JUSTIFIED?

The Case

WHAT

IS

FILMDOM'S DEFENSE?

Against

Movie Advertising
maybe he

writes a few suggestive

words, too.

"When

the absinthe has

worn

off

and emotional exhaustion overcomes

A rather strongly worded, if
weakly documented, case against
motion picture advertising is being

and

compounded

Yul Brynner and an amply attired
Deborah Kerr in an embrace, which
does not occur in the film, prompted
the writer, Clyde Bedell, billed by

certain

in

Omitted from

quarters.

this particular refer-

ence are the declamations of some

which quite
understandably follow a formal and
publications,

religious

a quotation

review, there

The

is

from a newspaper
no copy in the ad.

illustration

Age

Advertising

of

a

bare-chested

as a "consultant in

rather austere pattern in their dis-

creative advertising", to launch into

cussions of movies and movie adver-

this nasty

tising.

Neither do

we

here allude to

Committee on
which recently re-

the Catholic Bishops'

Motion Pictures,
ported that it found "moral

retro-

of

and ridiculous castigation

movie ads

the creative colored pencil genius,

he emerges from the cubicle and a
Result?
'finish' artist takes over.

Something

trained rancorous guns

upon

"Having enjoyed 'The King and
on the stage, and having seen
in reality, I was eager to
movie versee 'The King and I'
sion. I kept this ad I saw before the
movie, feeling sure Yul Brynner and

Bangkok

filmdom's advertising
ranks, berating their promotional efforts in terms that boldly brand film
ads as dirty and dishonest, seducing
brethren

is

the slippery

of top

rank

in

proximate the illustration

and leading

it

phony enticements

down

iniquitous paths.

In one recent issue

(November

12)

Advertising Age, the trade publication, appeared two rather shocking

Absinthe

We

attacking

film

advertising.

carry them below in full because

they represent,

in

our judgment,

generally.

One

Crayons

a
of

"They shut an ad writer (?) up in
cubicle of some kind with a bottle
absinthe

and

is

bag

a

of

colored

crayons and a stack of 'feelthy pictures' from Paris. He has of course
seen the movie he

is

didn't.

"Brynner showed as much as the

have never seen movie ads
But I think, mostly, it goes
something like this:

ad shows.

about to adver-

"Deborah

didn't.

"The picture was good without
as

I

expected

it

it,

to be.

"Wouldn't it be wonderful if
movie ads started telling, constructively and intelligently, something
about the movie advertised?"

tise.

"The ad

(?)

creator

drinks ab-

The

other

assault

was plucked

sinthe and looks at the feelthy pictures, until he becomes emotionally

from the newsletter of Lynn Baker,
Inc., one of New York's less impor-

upset and unstable.

tant advertising agencies.

The

tents of the newsletter

aptly de-

"He then

seizes

some colored pen-

cils and begins to sketch suggestive
pictures, somewhat akin to some-

thing in the movie

accompanied
by a reproduction of one of the ads
on the 20th Century-Fox film, "The
King and I". Aside from the credits
of the articles

&

"I

a

composite of many of the anti-movie
ad arguments which are ranging

in

the ad.

created.

of

articles

ap-

shown

advertising.

in

the public with

—

Deborah Kerr would never even

"Movie advertising
eel and corner-cutter

"They

their

here.

I*

gression" in film advertising.

This viewpoint is concerned solely with the growing force of Madison Avenue spokesmen who have

you see

like

It

—

but hopped

up.

apparently wouldn't occur to him

to be just plain honest.

If his nails

have not been clipped recently by

some

restraining

corrective

is

con-

scribed as having been written in

moments

"odd"

by

members

of

This tirade against
movie advertising, bearing the illtempered title, "A Disgrace To Advertising" was given feature space
Baker's

staff.

(Continued on Page 22)

outfit,
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V
Lou gets
the beat
in

the

X

Featuring

GIGI

V

1

u

PERREAU

•

RUSTY HAMER

MARY WICKES

•

BOB GOLDSTEIN

•

TED DE CORSIA

•

CHARLES BARTON

coolest

ever

rocked

the screen!

RON HARGRAVE

UNITED ARTISTS

•

session
that

•

Released thru

Directed by

Produced by

Screenplay by

DEVERY FREEMAN

•

i

/L

:
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Jft Coincidence?

A& Proyranvminq Problem*

SeMt TV, 9ih Studio* Step Up

Has

Television

of its million-dollar

Easily the most fascinating phase in the struggle for

dominance

in the field of

popular entertainment

is

who

are worried now.

mighty electronic

in their

fortresses.

casting their shadows

are

weaving a pattern which bodes

nation,

mists

complex

who have been

across the

is

developing along Advertis-

—are

—

even vintage ones
doing better than many

"live" shows.

program departments are brought

to a state

of ruin.

for the pessi-

ill

predicting that the days of the film

its

The result is that the TV moguls are attempting to
shunt the best backlog films into time slots in which they
will not compete with "live" broadcasts, lest their carefully built-up

Coming events

down on

cutting

is

a feeling that televised films

costly and

year ago the positions were reversed, but one thing is
unmistakeable today: the motion picture industry's adver-

by no means secure

simultaneously there

Row

dating back to the 1940's

A

saries are

And
ing

the television chieftains

programs and

spectaculars.

begin-

ning to unfold.
It is

Troubles, Too!

Its

LEONARD COULTER

by

Production

as

Jack Gould of the "New York Times" has openly stated
much. He wrote recently

theatre are numbered.

Now, this is not just airy optimism. During the past
few months there have been the clearest possible signs of
a slackening

No-one seems
its

of interest in films.

to be sure of the cause of the

Some argue

the situation.

has lost

enthusiasm for television and a

of public

marked reawakening

pep.

TV

that television

critics like

York Times" are finding

change

in

programming

Jack Gould of the

"New

this the dullest television season

that

is

part of original

programming

way

pressure to upset the current

ever.

And

apparently the

"new" medium
fickle.

ones

"The impact of films would be greater than it is but for
an extraordinarily shrewd move by C.B.S. in the New
York market, the showcase of video, the network has
bought up the prize Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer package,
which it can show at hours that presumably won't interfere with network operations. But advertisers, who welcome films because they are ready-made attractions and
do not require all the time-consuming effort and expense

It

now

magic

of

TV

public,

entertainment,

long wedded to the
proving decidedly

is

turning back to movies
going out over the air and
is

—

—even
is

the backlog

is

The

.

.

may

the transformation which has

TV

bring enough

come over the

networks are on the defensive

for the first

time.

rediscovering the

The Search

Hollywood.

of

Such
scene.

.

of life of the chains."

There are others whose explanation of this trend is that
stimulation of interest in movies is due to an entirely different factor
the phenomenal successes scored by blockbuster films like "Around the World in Eighty Days",
"The King and I", "Giant", "The Ten Commandments".

—

for Quality

Gould thinks

TV

is

approaching

its

testing time.

believes that, to a great extent, the unfortunate

which

now

He

dilemma

in

due to the fact that it simply
cannot afford to assert its independence from advertisers
who, because they pay the bill, determine what shall and
it

finds itseif is

shall not be broadcast.

Then

there

is

vision's current

that

it

is

another group which claims that

tele-

woes stem from the dawning recognition

inadequately equipped to satisfy its own voraway out of this dilemma

cious appetite and that the only

to fall back on the traditional
Hollywood commands.
is

skills

and talents which

In the result, program quality has slipped to a low level.
Adds Gould: "In his own way and to the extent that it is
possible, today's viewer

Was My

Green

The

broadcasters' anxieties have not been eased by the

knowledge that it is becoming harder than ever to satisfy
some of their biggest sponsors with routine fare. Cancellations are flying thick and fast. Coca-Cola is getting out
of the Eddie Fisher show. Ford is cancelling at least one

TV

quality.

'How

age half-hour situation comedy or the patently staged quiz
Because the mass of viewers never will rise to
show
complain about any free show does not mean it does not
.

Why. TV Captains Are Worried

pursuing

is

Valley' happens to be better than the aver-

.

.

want substance and quality

."
.

.

—

There is the nub of the situation: quality Hollywood's
freedom and ability to provide it and TV's failure to maintain it because the network programmers have lost control
(Continued on Page 12)
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TV HAS

TDD

ITS TROUBLES,

Win1 1 Purpose

in

HolluwooiVs Backlog Buildup

(Continued from Page II)

over their

own medium

except

in

the

purely technical

sense.

Those who keep
there

their noses close to the

— though

a possibility

is

within the next few years

TV programming will

the film industry's control,
ition are
It

ground say

not yet a probability

— that

move

into

though the processes of trans-

by no means apparent.

could be brought about by, for example, viewers and

—

demanding more and newer backlog films the
If, by any lucky chance,
the televising of "oldies" within the next twelve months
were to so whet the public appetite that the drift back to
the movie theatres developed momentum, more than one
advertisers

post-1948 features, for instance.

of the

major companies might be tempted to provide an
TV small packages of pic-

additional prod by releasing to
tures

made

in the 1948-52 period.

Better Days

As
scene,

Ahead

to the exhibitor's position in this rapidly shifting

matters not to him whether more, or later, films
if the result be to increase his own boxoffice inThe only doubtful element is whether, in fact, it

it

go on
come.

TV

wou'd

increase.

Opinion on this question is sharply divided for, as noted
above, no-one can say with any degree of assurance
whether the box-office pick-up recently noted is due to the
slumping quality of this season's TV offerings, or the

OPENING PRODUCT FLOODGATES
20th Century-Fox President Skouras, v.p. KinMaking Announcement of Production Setup.

jeld

stronger public appeal being made by today's Hollywood
product. It may be a combination of both factors.

There can, however, be little doubt that if the present
trend towards Hollywood programming for TV continues,
it will bring about a vast upsurge of production activity,
and an end of the product famine.
It would be foolish to assume that this added production
must flow into TV. Television still cannot provide more
than a fraction of the revenues to be derived from worldwide theatrical distribution. This hard fact represents a
veritable Rock of Gibraltar to the exhibitor.

Any

industrial economist familiar with the

workings of

tell you that TV does offer Hollywood
wonderful market but a market purely ancillary to the
motion picture theatre. In other words, a film's value as a

show business can

—

a

If this is to

be the

new

pattern of popular entertainment,

wider range
from which to choose. Moreover, if those
films are subsequently to find a home on television, when
their theatrical release value has been spent, Hollywood
will need to take more cognizance of popular trends and
tastes in entertainment and to cast some of its timeworn
formulae overboard.
the exhibitor

likely to find himself with a far

is

of first-run films

A

Transformation
some

in

One Year

thoughts recently expressed by Spyros
Twentieth Century-Fox, could be
compressed into a single statement of policy they would
probably emerge as follows:
If

of the

P. Skouras, president of

"We

revenue earner begins after its theatrical release. Instead of substituting one source of profit for another (and
an inferior one, at that) the producer uses TV for skim-

world of change, and speed, and variety.
is to do its job thoroughly, it must offer
the public a program of wide variety in story, location,
stars, music: everything.

min^-off an additional, secondary income. In reverse the
tame does not hold good, as recent experience has amply
proved in such cases as "The Constant Husband", "Richard III" and "Davy Crockett".

segments of the
people, from the cultured middle-aged person, to the young
housewife, and the enthusiastic 'teen-ager.

The natural economic laws which govern the entertainment industry, therefore, are such as to suggest that the
more successful Hollywood becomes in "planting" its

costly, carefully-planned properties, but films

TV

backlog pictures on TV, the sooner will the product shortage end, for the simple reason that the producing companies must constantly be restoring their deplenished
backlogs.
P*q« 12
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live in a

If a film

company

—

"Its overall

aim must be

"Its planning

tively

mood

must be

to entertain all

fluid

enough

to provide not only

24,

1956

rela-

of

the

moment — like

Elvis

Presley's

'Love

Me

Tender'.

"These somewhat

less

expensive pictures have often
<

November

with

modest budegts made quickly because they catch the

in

Continued on Page 231

/ton

Heston as Moses

OcilB.bcM.Ules
PRODUCTION

Che Cen Commandments
is

presented

to the public

JL/eginning immediately
exhibition at two-a-day

MOSES— soldier,

leader, law-giver.

its

worldwide

engagements

IN

NOVEMBER

New York

City-Criterion

Los Angeles-Stanley-Warner
Beverl y Hills
Boston— Astor

|

Washington -Keith's
Philadelphia- Randolph

To ro nto— U n ve rs ity
i

Chicago- McVickers
Detroit- Madison
Cleveland— Ohio
IN

Miami-Olympia
Miami Beach — Beach
Montreal -Capitol
Cincinnati— Grand

Baltimore— New

Buffalo-Century

Yul Brynner as Pharaoh

Rameses

II

ntitiriiinnnTi"""""""^711

Jl

(

Thf

iA.

B

h,o

a^H

of

These events are both timely-and

forces of

timeless.
They are timeless as God's word to
Moses heard as the last speech in

foundation

words that came
Ten
flaming from Mount Sinai - the
Commandments.
than two years
It has required more
a

tha

our film

and found on America's

famed Liberty
throughout

inhabitants thereof."

They are so timely that

the
of production to re-enact on film
giving
the
events that brought about

"THE TEN

of the tablets bearing the

the

mandments.

Ten Com-

all

"Proclaim liberty
the land, unto all the

Bell:

I

regard

COMMANDMENTS"

most modern motion

picture

I

as

have

ever made.

Filming of Cecil B. DeMille's production of

"THE TEN

COMMA

shows the re-enactment of the

Exodus before the gates of Per-Rameses.

Cecil B.lxMle's
PRODUCTION

Cea Commandments
Charlton Heston
Yul Brynner
Anne Baxter
Edward G. Robinson
Yvonne de Carlo
Debra Paget
John Derek

Ctie

starring

Cedric Hardwicke
Nina Foch

Sir

Martha Scott
Judith Anderson
Vincent Price
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille

TECHNICOLOR*
Written for the screen by Aeneas MacKenzie

Jack Gariss
Based upon the

•

•

Jesse

L.

Lasky,

Jr.

Fredric M. Frank

HOLY SCRIPTURES and

other ancient and

PRODUCED BY MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATES.

modern writings

Inc.

TECHNICOLOR
proud

id

oj-

role

its

in

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS'
YistaYision and Technicolor

£

We

at

Technicolor salute Mr. Cecil B. DeMille and Paramount,

who have achieved an entertainment

milestone with this magnificent

motion picture.

We

are proud to be associated with

artistic

talents

and

skills

all

those

who have

applied their

unfold one of the most beautiful stories

to

ever told.

This production of

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

stone for Technicolor since

picture that Mr. DeMille

it

first

was

in his

is

also a mile-

1923 production of the same

used Technicolor in one of his pictures.

Since that time. Mr. DeMille and Paramount have been leaders in the
use of Technicolor to bring famous stories to

life

upon the motion

pic-

ture screen.

The Technicolor family
proud

of scientists, craftsmen

and technicians

is

to be a part of this great achievement.

TECHNICOLOR CORPORATION
TECHNICOLOR
HERBERT

T.

IS

OUR REGISTERED TRADEMARK

KALMUS. PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER

CASE AGAINST MOVIE ADVERTISING

Halt-ttaketl Genertili&utions in Attavks
(Continued from Page 9)

for the pictures

in that same issue of Advertising

first

a half-dressed

Age:
manufac-

"If the advertiser of a

—

and if, furtherhis wares
more, he should fill his ads with
smirking hints of salacious satisfactions in his product he would be
resent

—

speedily disciplined. And members
of his advertising profession would

do the disciplining more effectively
that the public authorities.

woman

(correspond-

ing to nothing in the film) with such
the most terrifying rockcopy as '.
.

tured product should grossly misrep-

were lurid. For the
were drawings of

picture, there

.

bottom a woman ever hit for love.'
For the second, the advertisements
showed a painter tearing the clothes
off a model, apparently in amorous
frenzy, with such phrases as 'He
didn't kiss ... he crushed!

...

propose

He

didn't

he demanded!'

—

in certain printed advertisements
for motion pictures. It is a small

Crowther speculated on the feelings
moviegoer who might go to this
picture with the expectation of seeing a model ravished, and who
would actually see some of the most

whole enterAmerican advertising, but it
too large in itself, and far too

reproductions

color

beautiful

great paintings ever put on film. In

prise of

short, the promises of the advertise-

far

flagrant

in

its

practices

to

be

ig-

nored.

both pictures were not
only suggestive, and salacious; they

ments

for

"The examples

spectacles and

mature reader

illicit

will

revelations.

No

such ads

take

seriously, but they are taken serious-

by the impressionable young. Misrepresentation is added to unhealthy
titillation, since most of the pictures
so advertised, fortunately, do not

ly

provide the

lascivious

ad-

ventures promised by the ads.
"It

is

vertising.

ing fraternity that the voices which

making the most energetic protest against movie advertising are
are

from outside our own business. Mr.
Bosley Crowther, the respected motion picture critic of the

New York

Times, devoted most of his column
to this subject on Sunday, September 23, 1956.

two

selected

pic-

one about a pathological little
with homocidal tendencies, the

tures
girl

He

:

other

about

the

life

of

a

famous

Both pictures were serious
matter, and technically
excellent, with no flaunting of sex
or any undue emphasis upon it beyond the appropriate requirements
of the story. But the advertisements
painter.
in

subject

—
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You can

You

find

will find all too little

what

discussion of the problem, and
to

do about

it,

in

our

ing trade press. There
of a beginning.

problem.
strange that highly respected

It is

newspapers,

this

who would

question a

word in a 14-line classified ad, will print some of the stuff
submitted to them by motion picture

single dubious

advertisers."

Thus goes

the

barrage

movie advertising. Most
finding

is

half-baked

zations are

against

of the fault-

broad generali-

;

drawn from exaggerated,

isolated cases of distorted presenta-

Mr. Bedell's depiction of how
he imagines movie ad writers func-

own
is

advertis-

the glimmer

Advertising

tion

as lurid as

is

sophomoric.

is

it

His choice of the ad on "The King
and I" as an example of "slippery
eel" advertising

was

just plain pre-

posterous.

Quick Defense Needed
What is the case for movie

adver-

Certainly one must be made
out quickly and decisively, lest the
tising?

Age

for

July 16th, 1956, had a rather long

'Movie Ads Are Worse Than
.',
Films
but the complaint was
merely noted from a religious publi-

defamers succeed in spreading the
impression that our industry's promotional arm is as morally irrespon-

article,

.

and most

cation,

a reproach to the advertis-

by Mr. Crow-

comparable examples on almost any
newspaper page carrying movie ad-

.

usually

cited

ther are not isolated.

"These practices too often consist
in advertising a new movie with pictures and layout promising sexy

advertising

for

tion.

were also misrepresentative.

Ads Misrepresent

order

in

media to think about

of

sector relative to the

is

be

also

Mr.

of a

"Yet such practices are openly
tolerated in one sector of advertising

"The most appropriate action
would come from the motion picture
companies themselves.
It
would

of the article

was

limited to direct quotes from that
source.

"This

is

a situation

which requires

energetic correction.

If this double
pandering to prurient emoespecially in the young, mis-

offense
tions,

—

representing pictures

—

is

not

dealt

sible as the

self-righteous

Avenue boys make

Madison

appear.

Taylor M. Mills, public relations
Motion Picture Association, has written the editor of Addirector of the

Age expressing

vertising

surprise

that a responsible publication should

"be a party to this distorted conof an entire segment of

demnation

the advertising profession", and

upon him

with promptly and effectively within

ing

the motion picture and advertising

honest picture of

businesses,

tising

it will
sooner or later
provoke governmental or other outside action. And when that happens,

it

is

get

to

a

true

how movie

created. This

is

call-

and

adver-

one step

in

the right direction.

the congenital haters of all advertising will be given aid, comfort, and

Smears like those reproduced
above can no longer be treated with
bemused indifference. The Ameri-

one more excuse for a general attack
on an enterprise whose ethical stan-

can audience, subjected as it is to an
unremitting barrage of advertising

dards, in nearly

via television,

all

other fields of

advertising, are the result of

years of self-policing.

many

must not be allowed

to acquire a cynical attitude in re-

gard to movie ads.

A

puissant and

—

;

CASE AGAINST MOVIE ADVERTISING
persuasive

rebuttal

is

clearly

de-

manded.

What

line shall this rebuttal take?

movie advertising execubrand the entire outcry as a

massive slander? We suggest that
they would do better to forfeit pride
and admit occasional lapses into
questionable advertising, for such
has been the record. Slanders of the
baldest sort are seldom spun of pure
fiction.

them

If

is

that such a

is

but

5%

of the case against

more respect

true,

will be

gained by acceding to this than
stubbornly maintaining the spotless

Were

fillment.

scribed,
pliers

everything

number

limited

a

would

sup-

of

heir to unlimited

fall

Go no

monopolies.

than

further

bleak

hell.

own

of

movie-

dom's infrequent resort to license

in

published publicity.

its

The

however,

foregoing,

its

conveniently

conceal

the

form has been
used to sell everything from lipstick
to snow tires. And when movie ads

fact that the female

are

misrepresentative,

called

the

finger-pointers pretend they do not

know

space" or the claim that the circus

by

counter-offensive,

the

sniffs

in

whole

story.

obtains

place

The

simply

—but

was "the greatest show on earth"
which it was not. Movies or circuses
can no more be sold like life insur-

de-

is

neces-

not

ance than

the

The nature

sternest defense

by reviewing the

that one reason competition

is

tangible

utility

is

in

sense

that

dealt

visually, aurally

with

anguish,

;

consumed

its

adver-

We wonder how any of our
Madison Avenue critics, who make
some mighty tall claims for their
products, would approach an advertising campaign for a movie that

tising.

automobiles or soap or breakfast
food possess same. Those items are
concrete and material they have a
form and a substance; they can be
aptly described as to appearance and
function.
Movie entertainment is
created in varying degrees of artistry,

of the particular prod-

uct establishes the tone of

wholly without
the

insurance can be sold
movies.

life

like circuses or

ploiteers are selling: entertainment.

This commodity

on a

nor the attendant hyperbole
about "death-defying leaps through

wire,

character of the merchandise our ex-

Of course, the film advertising executives might rebut by questioning
the transparent sanctimony of its detractors. Criticisms of American advertising are legend. When movie
ads are termed salacious, the reprovers

of a lovely girl in taut tights

coloration.

sary, to be sure, to put the Peck-

made

the

Yes, the pot that calls

the kettle black had best look to

medium.

No one ever seemed startled at
Barnum & Bailey picturization

such physical, social
cal rewards as to make Sir Thomas
More's "Utopia" look like some

fense

tion that has been

part of the film

which offers
and psychologi-

advertising,

cigarette

performance. The sounder approach
to point out the gross generaliza-

be super-charged. The public
understands this and anticipates a
colorful and dramatic approach to
the showmanship that is an integral

to

de-

as

purity of movie advertising's overall

is

through emotional appeals
and sometimes those appeals have

except

between Madison
Avenue's promises and actual fuldistinction exists

Shall the
tives

possible in this land

elements

passion,

(oops! there

we

human

like

sex,

thrilling

go) action.

They

have been conspicuously silent in
terms of constructive remedies. For
our part, we will have more to say in
succeeding issues on what must be
considered one of the most ill-ad-

and

—

emotionally especially the latter.
You cannot describe a movie's utility

vised attacks upon our industry.

TV HAS ITS TROUBLES. TOO
Continued from Page

the past proved to be
is

This kind

12)

'big' films at

the boxoffice, and there

no reason to think that basic conditions have changed

in that respect.

"The

are trying to

aim

at

is

the correctly-

balanced schedule of big and rather less extravagant
tures
not concentration exclusively on either lavish specpic-

—

tacles.

are adhering to a policy of offering
variety and versatility as modern tastes de-

supplying his needs

him as much

we

mand^."

in

mind

—

is

did not mention

movies are
the bread-and-butter product on
uct to television.

— but

he must have
the post-theatrical sale of all that prod-

What Mr. Skouras
it

of

approach to the new

unfolding on the entertainment front,

to be contagious.

Our

prediction

is

is

that other com-

duction.

we suppose, proves that the world is really
when everyone was thoroughly convinced that

All of which,

round. Just

only "live" entertainment was TV's solution, old movies

"The major reason why Twentieth Century-Fox is making a substantial increase in its- program next year is because we know the exhibitor needs more product, and in

had

bound

now

form

panies will soon be announcing a major increase in pro-

we

ideal

situation

of thinking, this

If

become more and more
TV screens, Hollywood is

to

quite likely to follow Skouras' lead.

start

making

more

of

their

impact

felt

and there

a rush to get

is

them. Television finds that the-demands of creat-

much new entertainment
And, just when everyone is sure

more than it can meet.
Hollywood will only
and
fewer
and bigger and bigger
survive by making fewer
ing so

is

that

movies, the floodgates open and the talk

is all

about a great

increase in production.

Choose your axiom

:

there's a defense for every offense

every action brings a reaction; a circle always returns to
the point of

its origin.
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Universal's New Box Office

1

Rock, Pretty Baby" was "sneaj

the Young Audience simpli
the Adults Raved and Praise
NOW...

SHOWMENEVERYWHERE CAP

cAsm

.

SENSATION OF OUR GENERATION
PREVIEWED AT THE ACADEMY THEATRE INPASADENA!
IMEM

-kock.

Y

BABY"

LIPPED
f

"ROCK

RETT1

on the "Wide Appeal" of.
STARRING

.

SAL MINEO
An important
"

following

NAME

in

the TEEN-AGE

MARKET

Rebel Without a Cause " and "Giant"!

JOHN SAXON
That new sensation of the TEEN-AGERS

from "The Unguarded

Mo ment"!

LUANA PATTEN
..EDWARD
Directed

by

RICHARD BARTLETT

-

C. PLATT

Screenplay by

Produced by

FAY

WRAY ROD McKUEN
•

HERBERT MARGOLIS

EDMOND CHEVIE

•

and

WILLIAM RAYNOR

A UNIVERSAL- INI ERN ATIONAL PICTURE

Man"

Great

"The

Rating

ScotiHtM,

"Bullfight"

O O O

*

Absorbing, suspenseful expose of a phony broadcasting
celebrity. Adult fare. Has crisp dialogue, smooth performances. Good grosses in metropolitan areas. OK generally.
In addition to being stimulating entertainment, Aaron
Rosenberg's production for Universal-International provides a liberal education in devices used by radio-TV net-

works to build and sell some of their personalities. Adapted from Al Morgan's novel, this is a behind-the-scenes
story in which radio reporter Jose Ferrer gathers material
for a tribute to "the greatest single personality radio has
ever known" when "The Great Man" is killed in an auto

He

smashup.

tracks

down

intimate friends, only to learn

was a ruthless, drunken demigod. The fine
screenplay, penned by Morgan and Ferrer, is loaded with
wit and suspense. Morgan's novel stirred some controverthe deceased

sy because

it

reputedly parallels the career of a famous

radio-TV contemporary. Picture will gross best in big
city situations, and should do above average generally. As
director, Ferrer keeps the plot moving at a good pace. Performances are fine, with everyone underplaying for maximum realism. Agent Keenan Wynn signs up radio reporter Ferrer to tape-record interviews with intimates of Herb
Fuller (never seen), "America's most beloved humorist",

Network president Dean Jag-

recently killed in a crash.

ger plans a huge air tribute, paving the
step into the Great Man's programs.

the

way

for Ferrer to

Ferrer speaks with

Great Man's associates and friends. Realizing the
Man was a despicable drunk, Ferrer goes on the air

Great

He

and debunks the legend.

'SutiHCM IZatiK?

Artistic French

O O Plus

documentary offers history and performance

Good

of ancient sport.

off-beat dualler for metropolitan

areas.

"Bullfight", French-made documentary, released by
Janus Films, encompasses the history, lore, and technique
of the ancient and brutal sport with startling candor. It is
an encyclopedic chronicle of the fatal struggle between
matador and bull. Produced and directed by Pierre Braunberger, this should serve as a good dualler in the general
market. The entertainment factor is subordinated, in part,
to instructive English narration by Bryant Haliday. Hence
it will appeal mostly to discriminating audiences, and can
hardly be featured as family fare. Story begins with prehistoric cave drawings, shows heretofore censored clips of
bloody muleta techniques, and remarkable performances
by the most renownd matadors of the last 50 years. The
matador's training is analyzed with sketches. The art of
breeding killer-bulls is explained. Much footage is given
to cape-work and the rhythm created by man and beast as
crowds supply the "melodic" background roar. The esthetics of the art is contrasted with gruesome shots of bulls
being slaughtered. The drama is climaxed with a series of
outstanding matadors displaying individual styles and the
tragic result of their miscalculations.
Janus Films. 74 minutes.
Cintron, Juan Belmonte,
Braunberger.

"The

Matadors: Manolete, Luis Miguel Dominguin, Conchita
Raphael Ortega.
Produced and directed by Pierre

Desperados

Are In Town"

writes his ticket to success.

Universal-International. 92 minutes Jose Ferrer, Dean Jagger, Keenan
London. Joanne Gilbert. Ed Wynn, Jim Backus.
Produced by Aaron
Directed by Jose Ferrer.

Wynn,

Julie

Rosenberg.

Standard western about youth gone astray.
Will serve only as lower-half dualler

Peacemaker"

"The

Outdoor action meller with

religious twist.

marquee

action houses. Lacks production,

Fair dualler for

values.

Hal R. Makelim's western melodrama for United Artists
added asset of a religious twist: James
Mitchell, a parson, tries to end the feud between cattlemen
and farmers without resorting to gunplay. Otherwise,
"The Peacemaker" follows the standard western formula.
It should serve as an adequate dualler in action situations.
Although the plot moves at a good pace, it is not always
convincing. Some fair suspense is developed as opposing
forces meet for a showdown and the parson attempts to
release has the

prevent a massacre. Ted Post's direction of the characters
take on some depth, particularly Mitchell. Rosemarie

Bowe

the girl

is

who

believes in the parson, Jan Merlin

gunman. Mitchell, newly arrived parson, finds
farmers and ranchers in bitter strife. Herbert Patterson,

the hired

railroad agent, has secretly hired Merlin to ferment unrest
so he can buy up land and sell it at a profit. Townfolk learn

Mitchell had spent time in prison, but they permit him to
stage a meeting between factions. Incited ranchers arrive
with rifles. Merlin reveals the scheme before anyone is
hurt. Mitchell marries Miss Bowe.
n

^
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Lacks names.

action situations.

This minor, uninspired frontier adventure with formula
western ingredients will satisfy only the avid sagebrush
fans. Released through 20th Century-Fox in wide-screen
Regalscope (black and white), but lacking in marquee
names, it is destined only for the lower slot on dual biils in
action houses. The story is about a teenage farm boy who
joins an outlaw gang, then fights to redeem himself and
marry his childhood sweetheart. The youth-gone-wrong
angle and the good

can be exploited, but this doesn't
figure to mean much at the boxoffice. Based on a "Saturday Evening Post" story by Bennett Foster, it unfolds in
routine fashion, and offers a peculiar moral ending in
title

which everyone, including the

sheriff, distorts the facts to

save the lad's guilty neck. Producer-director Kurt Neumann was hindered by the thin story and a very modest

farmboy

Robert Arthur leaves his
an outlaw gang headed by Dave
O'Brien. They rob a bank and part company. Arthur returns home, discovers his father dead, and attempts to rebuild the dilapidated farm with money borrowed from
budget.

Southern

drunken

father, joins

banker Rhys Williams. He is encouraged by Kathy Nolan.
O'Brien and Kelly Thordsen return to get Arthur's help
in robbing the local bank. Arthur kills both bandits in se'.f
defense. Williams persuades the sheriff to tear up a note
left by Thordsen involving Arthur in previous crimes, so
he can marry Miss Nolan.
20th Century-FoK.

73

minutes.

Robert Arthur, Kathy Nolan, Rhys Williams,

duced and directed by Kurt Neumann.
24,

in

Pro-

"Love

Me

Tender"

Scuitete 'Rattxy
debuts

"Vitelloni"

O O O

well-made outdoor action melodrama.
Should attract above-average returns in all situations.
Elvis Presley

in

The most important element about "Love Me Tender",
of course, is the presence of that meteoric singing sensation,

Teenagers and their curious elders
to see the gyrating troubador in his motion

Elvis Presley.

should flock

picture debut.

Nor

will they be disappointed in the pic-

David Weisbart's CinemaScope (black and
white) production for 20th Century-Fox release is fullbodied, nicely mounted, with a rather engrossing postCivil War story. Richard Egan and Debra Paget handle
their roles professionally, but Presley does not suffer by
comparison. He proves himself a competent newcomer
with some dramatic ability, and is accorded ample opportunity to croon, strum his guitar, and gyrate. All this does
not detract from his characterization. "Love Me Tender"
can be classified as family entertainment, and it should
draw good returns in most situations. Robert D. Webb's
direction smoothly integrates Presley's vocalizing with the
basic conflict. Robert Buckner's screenplay from a story
by Maurice Geraghty has rebel soldiers, including Egan
and his brothers, hold up a Union paymaster. The money
Egan is shocked to disis divided and they return home.
ture

itself.

cover his brother Presley has married his girl, Miss Paget.
Federal authorities arrest the brothers who deny having

Egan

the money.

money and
them freedom. Egan

decides to dig up the

sur-

who offered
gets
money from Miss Paget, and they are chased into the
hills. Presley is convinced that Egan ran off with his wife.
Infuriated he beats up Miss Paget and wounds Egan. Pres-

render to Middleton
the

ley

is

killed just before troops arrive.

Rating for art and Italian audiences. Tragi-comedy by pro-

ducer of "La Strada"

This

full

a highly engrossing Italian tragi-comedy, re-

is

copped the Silver Lion award
"Vitelloni"

is

Fellini

(whose "La Strada"

is

Rock

Pretty

Baby"

&oUk$

Q O

Elvis

loses

OK

Plenty of ex-

dualler.

it

after

making

a pass at the proprietor's wife.

new and
comedy about the
by

their

soda joint, beach party, frat dance, free-for-all fight.
Seventeen rock 'n' roll tunes are rendered, with the cast
strutting their stuff. Director Richard Bartlett has gotten
the best out of his youthful performers. John Saxon's
band plays at a frat dance where he meets Luana Patten,
invites her to do some musical arrangements, and a romance blossoms. They enter a contest for high school

at a

bands held by disc jockey Johnny Grant (playing himself).
When his girl dates other fellows Saxon is unable to play

who wanted

medicine, fetches the
drives

them

to the

Universal-International.

8?

duced by Edmond Chevie.

girl,

TV

Fa-

marriage seriously, but Miss Ruffo forargument. When he spends a night
him
after
each
gives
with a road company singer, Miss Ruffo runs away with
their child.
life,

Fabrizi's father gives

and the couple are reconciled.

dream

of mysterious adventures

projects.

Only Interlenghi

him the beating of his
The fellows continue to

and conceive impossible

He

acts.

dawn without

future by leaving one

a

new

sets off for a

word

to anyone.

the lad to follow

him

into

gets his guitar out of hock, and

Luana

Guilt"

weak British-made mystery

Use-

meller.

only as supporting dualler.

This British-made melodrama, released through RKO,
Richard Basehart and Mary Murphy, but has little
else to recommend it. The best that can be expected is
that it will fill the bill as a supporting feature in sub-run
houses. Peter Howard's screenplay is an involved business
told in pedestrian fashion, and directed in heavy-handed
style by producer-director Alec Snowden. The intended

Patten.

mystery elements are stretched so
suspense
film in

is

diffused.

England

starts receiving

Basehart

almost all the
producing his first

far that
is

for his father-in-law,

mash

Roger Livesey. He
from Mary

notes, implying intimacy,

whom

he has never met. His wife, Faith Brook,
suspicious, and Basehart decided to confront the
When he meets her, he encounters more evidence
girl.
presumably substantiating her claims. His wife quits him
and his father-in-law discontinues the production. Packing

Murphy,
becomes

to leave England, Basehart spots

Miss Murphy, follows

her to a rendezvous with Mervyn Johns, studio executive
who had masterminded the scheme to return to favor with
Livesey. Basehart beats up Johns, rejoins his wife.

station in time for contest finals.

minutes.
Sal Mineo, John Saxon,
Directed by Richard Bartlett.

in

of

stars

"square" parents. Where exploited, it should draw a bit
better than average grosses. Edmond Chevie's production
catches the juveniles in their element, with location scenes

His father,

passes at

brizi doesn't take

Richard Basehart

tribulations of high school kids misunderstood

well.

make

and dream about doing big things. Script, by Fellini
and Ennio Flaiano, is full of pathos and insight, striking
deep below the surface of Paddy Chayefsky's "Marty"
theme. The young men, Franco Interlenghi, Franco Fabrizi, Alberto Sordi, Leopoldo Trieste, and Riccardo Fellini, are interestingly cast for diversity of character and
temperament in Mario de Vecchi's production. The "vitelloni", literally "big calves", are idlers supported by parents; thus resembling overgrown calves. Fabrizi seduces
Leonora Ruffo, sister of moody Interlenghi, and marries
her. He finds a job as salesman of religious objects, but
giris,

ful

Universal-International has recruited a host of
refreshing faces for this rock-'n'-roll

unemployed young

play billiards, haunt street cafes,

Pro-

Presley.

Plus

V roller tailored for younger audiences.

ploitables in music, stars Mineo, Saxon.

The distinguished Federico
currently breaking art house

records), directed the story of these

men who

Venice Festival,
and it should be a

at the

pre-sold art-house fare,

useful dualler in class houses.

"Finger

SutiKCte

Having

leased with English titles through API-Janus.

Franco Interlenghi, Franco Fa103 minutes.
API-Janus.
IA Peg Film-Cite Film).
brizi, Leonora Ruffo. Produced by Mario de Vecchi. Directed by Frederico Fellini.

Century-Fox. 8? minutes. Richard Egan, Debra Paget,
duced by David Weisbart. Directed by Robert D. Webb.
20th

"Rock,

and humor.

of pathos

Pro-

RKO. 84 minutes. Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy, Constance Cummings.
duced and directed by Alec Snowden.
Film
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS

NICHOLAS

M. SCHENCK's

resigna-

Loew's honorary chairman of the
board has been interpreted by some to be

tion as

MARKLEY & LEVIN

a

M. MARKLEY,
Broadcasting-Paramount
American
of
Theatres, announced that his company
will
enter
motion picture production

SIDNEY

vice-president

through a subsidiary to be known as AmPar Pictures Corporation. Irving Levin
was elected president and Harry L. Mandell

vice-president of

Primary

Am-Par.

purpose of the venture, according to
Markley, is to relieve the product shortage. The films will be released to all theatres throughout the country and in
foreign markets, as well as to theatres
operated by AB-PT subsidiaries. Markley stated that

Am-Par's

its efforts will be enlarged on a sound
and practical basis. Levin has been active
in both production and distribution, having formed Filmakers Inc. and Filmakers
Releasing Productions, Inc. Mandell was

company
sales man-

also associated with the latter

as vice-president and general

Markley said that the Department

of Justice has been advised of

to

dissident

new

marks

head Joseph R. Vogel.
chairman.

Loew

R. J.
head of Interstate
Theatre Circuit, will be toasted as
"Pioneer of the Year" at the 18th annual

50 years of service to the industry. Last
year's pioneer was
Herman Robbins,

board chairman of National Screen Service.

in-

on "putting the (picture) business
back in business men's hands and keeping
the lawyers out of it", and renewed his
plea for a conference between exhibitors
and company presidents as the means of
resolving industry differences and prob-

president recalled that such a top echelon
conference had been recommended by former 20th-Fox distribution head Al Lichtman, only to have it barred by the legal
departments. Not even the Justice Department, Shor pointed out, has found
such a meeting to be illegal. The exhibitor leader said that he is "certain that by
using good business intelligence many

Film

24

IfSe

will be preceded by
board meeting Nov. 24 to 26. A luncheon at noon on the 27th will open the
conclave. According to convention coordinator Robert F. Morrell, the convention theme will be, "See How, Learn
How, So That You Will Know How". It
will include film buying clinics, discussions of availabilities and runs, advertising
methods,
concession
operations,
new
products. Roy Kalver, Indiana theatre
owner and board member of Allied of
Indiana, will be the keynoter.
Other

Allied president Ruben Shor,
general counsel A. F. Myers, convention

speakers:

chairman Julius Godron and Col. Cole.

0

KENNETH

N. HARGREAVES, named
Arthur Rank's American distributing arm, Rank Film Distributors of
America, revealed plans last week for
seeking out a wider American market for
British films. Speaking at a press conference in New York, Hargreaves said
his company aims to establish British
stars in this country and will try to soften
to head

J.

Rank

organization, will operate auton-

omously and will have an American sales
manager. This latter post has not yet
been

filled.

Geoffrey Martin,

now

publici-

Arthur Rank Overseas Film
Distributors, will head RFDA's advertis-

ty chief of

O'DONNELL
November

of active industry ser-

The convention

a

the

would be saved with-

BULLETIN

more than 40 years
vice.

can principals in its films, and extensive
TV promotion will all be utilized, he said.
The company, while under the control of

In a statement released prior to Allied States' national convention, the Allied

P«qe 28

Nov. 27

Col. Cole's retirement after

the resistance of American exhibitors to
British films as first steps in gaining a
bigger U.S. audience. Personal appearances by British stars, casting of Ameri-

lems.

out recourse to law".

Statler Hilton hotel,

dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers, to
be held Nov. 30 in New York. O'Donnell is being honored for his more than

sisted

millions of dollars

now board

0
O'DONNELL,

AB-PT's

week strongly

is

honored by Na-

conclave, to be held in Dallas, Texas,

to 29,

0
last

The

ment be infused with new blood. Retirement of the 74-year-old executive, which
takes effect Jan. 1, 1957, was revealed on
Nov. 16. It comes at a time when the
company is faced with an almost certain
proxy battle for control of the corporation.
Within the past year Loew's has
elected two new presidents. On Oct. 18,
Arthur M. Loew resigned as president
after serving for only ten months, and
was replaced by former Loew's Theatres

that the

venerable Texas ex-

tional Allied at its convention this week.

at the

insist

plans to enter production.

RUBEN SHOR

stockholders,

COLE,

A.

hibition leader, will be

company's manage-

who

initial activities

be on a relatively modest scale, but
that once production experience is gained,
will

ager.

concession

COL. H.

J.

ing-publicity department. Of the 20 films
turned out annually by Rank, the American unit will distribute half of them, plus
those rejected by Universal under its distribution deal with Rank.

CHESTER

ROSS, executive vice
National Film Service, revealed that his organization's long-advocated project for combining physical disM.

president of

THEY

HEADLINERS
GEORGE SEATON,

tribution facilities of the film companies

exchange building,

MADE THE NEWS

A

be given a test soon.

will

handle

major

New

in

backroom

all

tion Picture Arts

single joint

which

work

NFS
for

The

of

Mo-

disclosed Feb. 18, 1957, 7 p.m., as the date

will

and time of announcement of Academy

Award

eleven

will

MC

Award

the

ceremonies,
March
Hospital president

$500,000 struc-

Comedian

nominations.

LEWIS

distributors, will be constructed in

Haven, Conn.

Academy

and Sciences president,

27

.

.

JERRY

presentation

Will

.

Rogers

ABE MONTAGUE

by the ten major producing and
distributing companies that they'll contribute $50,000 to the Hospital per the
annual custom. Exhibition will contribute
a like amount
United Artists distribution chief
J.
notified

.

.

.

HEINEMAN

WILLIAM

Ralph
.-

c'frif.r

tufLDiiir.

£.

MMVH0OSC

.

uamdcw conn.

i

pcMt. &.TMEJ.

,

Aiurmttcr, n y.c.

lannuzzi.

It

has assumed

head,

B Eastern
command

District
of

the

sales

Metro-

politan district.

JOHN WAYNE

informed a New York
trade press conference that his independent producing company, Batjac, will
spend a cool $9 million to make four features for United Artists release. The first,
a $3 million adventure titled "Legend of
the Lost" will begin shooting in the Sahara next January with Wayne, Sophia

ture, first

of

kind in the history of the

its

industry, will be ready next Spring. Ross,

who announced

the

new venture

in behalf

NFS

president James P. Clark, said
that participating companies could save
of

more than

10 per cent annually

by operTak-

ating through the joint exchange.
ing
lied

part in
Artists,

the

New Haven

Buena

Vista,

setup:

announced three first-place prizes in the
company's $50,000 Fifth Anniversary
Drive honoring UA leadership were won
by New York (JOSEPH SUGAR, branch
manager); Pittsburgh (JAMES HENDEL); Montreal (SAM KUNITSKY)
Columbia unrolls its International
sales drive honoring international presi.

.

.

Al-

Columbia,

MGM, Paramount, Republic, RKO, 20thFox, United Artists, Universal and Warner Brothers.

0

PARAMOUNT

WAYNE MEETS THE
Loren

and

Wayne

said

Rossano

PRESS

Brazzi

starred.

independent producer has become an important factor in
providing unusual and different films and
he believes the major producers will be
turning more and more to the independent. The UA contract does not rule out
other Batjac projects, and does not require

Wayne

that

the

to star in all four films.

stockholders

William Berke. "Street of Sinners" producer

received

making

Sew

word of depressed third quarter earnings,
though undoubtedly returns from the
company's two major productions, "War
and Peace" and "The Ten Commandments" will make a brighter yearly report.
Net earnings for the third quarter of 1956
were estimated at $1,742,000 compared

for L'A. tells trade press:

corresponding
period of 1955, representing $.87 per share
compared with $1.15 a share. For the nine
months of 1956, consolidated net earnings

Distributors
the

were put

resigned as 20th-Fox radio-TV contact.

with

$2,515,000

for

the

at $6,734,000, representing $3.37

York

no more expensive than

is

KASTNER

dent LACY W.
runs to May 25, 1957

.

.

films in

in

Hollywood.

Nov.

26.

It

Universal sales

.

FELDMAN

calling
head CHARLES J.
a week-long sales executives conference
at the California studios starting Dec. 3
.

.

IRA MICHAELS named

.

New York

NA

to represent
Corp. of America at their

offices,

GLEN FANNIN

at

new Dallas office ... DAVID HANnamed publicity director for Batjac's

"Legend

of

the

Lost"

.

.

.

DICK KARP

per share, compared with $7,680,000, or
$3.51 per share for the same period of
1955.

Edward

E. Sullivan, left, 20th-Fox publicity
confers with committee planning
"Anastasia" benefit premiere for the Judson
Health Center Dec. 13 at the Roxy Theatre in
.\ew York. Others, from left: committee chairman Ward Melville. Dr. Eleanor A. Cambell.
of the Health center; women's committee
chairman Mrs. Pry or H. Kalt; Roxy house
director,

Above, the newly elected officers of Dallas Tent 17. Variety International. Top row. from left:
Clark. Jack Inderwood. Clyde Rembert. Jake Elder. John K. Hicks. Ben Gold and Ed Gall.
Bottom row, from left: Charles Weisenberg. W. L. Marshall, Chief Barker Edwin Tobolowsky.
Don C. Douglas. M. J. Rachofsky. Also elected members of the crew: Alex Keese and Paul Short.

Duke

manager William
Film
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EXHIBITORS

"The

„

HAVE DEPENDED ON REPUH

.

Arthur Rank
Organization
j.

}0HN
\0HN GREGSON
DONALD SINDEN

Screenplay by

RIDGE
ROBIN EST

AND

GEARED
TO HIT THE BOXOFFICE TARGET,

BOXOFFKE PICURES FOR 20 YEARS

cuui Rcpu6tit
continue* to detit/etl
ZANZABUKU
THE MAVERICK QUEEN

DAKOTA INCIDENT

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

DANIEL.

BOONE, trail blazer

SCANDAL,

THE MAN

INC.

IS

A WOMAjJ 3
TRUCOLOR

ARMED

PMMiOS JON

by Consolidated Film Industries

RALPH MEEKER

.

JANICE RULE

PAUL HENREID

•

TEARS FOR SIMON
TRUCOLOR
DAVID FARRAR

by Consolidated Film Industries
•

DAVID KNIGHT

JULIA

.

ARNALL

CONOR
ACCUSED OF MURDER

jMJE

Cinemascope

JOHANNA MATZ

NATURAMA

DAVID BRIAN

•

TRUCOLOR by Consolidated Film Industries
RUDOLF PRACK
HANNELORE BOLLMANN
•

TRUCOLOR by Consolidated Film Industries
VERA RALSTON SIDNEY BLACKMER
•

•

AFFAIR IN RENO
NATURAMA

JOHN LUND

•

DORIS SINGLETON

•

JOHN ARCHER

—

:

fORUm

EXHIBITORS

Opinions Culled from Organization Bulletins

FIGHTING BACK
From A Statement Issued by A. F. Myers
Prior to National Allied Convention

am

I

all

the theatres absorb
without fighting

tired of seeing

of television's punches

In the past the film companies have
discouraged efforts along this line. In recent
back.

The

months we have seen why.

film

com-

panies are playing both sides of the street
urging the people to go to the theatres to
see their new pictures and at the same time

home and enjoy

to stay

their epics of the

past on television.

The

broadcasters' and sponsors' advertising has reached a point where the theatres

have

will

When

strike

back

advertise

the

to

they

television of a picture like

they in effect

and enjoy

tell

self-defense.

in

on
Oz",

presentation

"Wizard

of

home

the people to stay

than they can
Why cannot

free a better picture

see at the theatre for a price.

the theatres properly remind the public that

may seem

while the supply of old pictures
inexhaustible,

the

supply of "classics" will

soon be depleted; that the best place to see
the best motion pictures is at the theatre,
where one fine new picture follows another
and where they are presented in proper sequence and proper dimensions without
raucous and distracting commercials?

A NOTE OF OPTIMISM
Excerpts from Keynote Speech of Roy
at National Allied

L.

Kalver,

Convention

The forthcoming 12 months have been
termed by many serious-minded exhibitors
as the "year of survival".

Despite the rather
in that phrase,

ominous implications inherent
I

that

feel

we can

still

strike a note of re-

served optimism for the future of this busi-

When

ness.

the

enemy has thrown

the full

weight of his powerful offensive against us,
and our defenses still remain unshattered,
there is a good probability that we will

Many
maximum

we

television

fine

endure.

feel that

his

onslaught, and while unfor-

are experiencing

tunately there will be casualties, through reappraisal and readjustment of our business

and our thinking to meet changing conditions, most of us will survive.
This year our number one enemy, home
television, approaches the zenith of elaborate programming. Fortified with great personalities and pretentious shows, and abetted
by a thundering barrage of free and voluminous newspaper and magazine publicity, this
medium seemingly can't hurt us much more.
With the addition of the great backlog of
motion picture films from the major producers, it seems there is not much further
they can go in providing competitive entertainment. They have delivered their Sunday
punch, though a little groggy, we are still on

in the home.
motion picture business

entertainment

It is here that the

has fallen down badly. In the effort thus far
we have had little or no support from the
Maybe that was because
film companies.
they knew they were going to hedge by selling their films to television. Now, at long
the film companies are displaying interpromotion theatre attendance, as wit-

last,

est in

ness the proposal for an Oscar Derby, and
that is good news indeed.

We

feel that eventually there must be a
return to reason in the negotiation for film.
Today this most important facet of our busi-

ness

marked by complete

is

only is
moral.

it

insanity.

Not

insane, but likewise illegal and im-

because every day conbeing signed that both parties
know at that time will not be fulfilled as
written. Oral agreements for "looks" and
"reviews" convert what purports to be a
It is illegal

are

tracts

document into a bone of contention.
It is immoral because to demand confiscatory
terms from an exhibitor, with the knowledge
that he is wholly unable to pay same, is
legal

equivalent to and no less reprehensible than
the actions of a thief in burglaring the boxoffice. It is inevitable that righteousness and
decency must eventually triumph. Otherwise

this great industry, as

we now know

it,

will

completely disintegrate. The most reasonable solution, and one for which our Indiana
unit has been fighting, will be the return of
autonomy to branch managers, so they will
be cloaked with authority to make deals
based on their customers ability to pay. I
feel that

from

when

these managers are elevated

and

their present "office-boy" status

re-

stored to the dignity which they once enjoyed, this action will go far in resolving

The

also.

We

have

lost the line of

communication with our public, because they
don't believe our ads anymore. They are
bored and unimpressed with hysterical drumbeating and extravagant language, and the
unchanging sameness of our approach.
Whether to stay on the amusement page or
go elsewhere in the paper, is also a problem
many exhibitors are exporing.
.

.

.

SKOURAS ON PRODUCT
ITO of Indiana

Mr. Spyros Skouras has proclaimed

in the
trade press that the sale of "new" Hollywood product, including the features of 20th

Century-Fox, will benefit the theatres by
"creating in television viewers the desire to
see entertainment in the motion picture style,
a vastly superior technique possessing a
quality

far

ment".

It is

surpassing television entertain-

start fighting back.

hard for us to understand just
why people who stayed at home to watch
puppet shows and wrestlers will now come
to a theatre when they can see so many

have got to start telling the people how
much more enjoyable it is to enjoy fine new
pictures in the theatre than to see the run of

great pictures of the recent past on their
sets. And even if these releases do serve to
convince the public that Hollywood product

our

feet.

However, we are not going
right very long unless

we

to

remain up-

We

P*q» 32
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it

will

is

much by staying away from the theatre.
you remember the theatre showing of
"Wizard of Oz" and also saw it on TV do
you think the latter gave any conception of
what the theatrical exhibition was like? We
can follow Mr. Skouras' reasoning that
too
If

greater than ever grosses

may

TV

be built for

the relatively few outstanding pictures but

what does a theatre do for the remainder of
the 52 weeks each year that he is in business.
Major Hollywood product on TV is gall
to the theatres

bitter

by being

and

it

will not be

told "this

good

is

made

less

for you".

All the theatre owner can do is to follow the
advice of "Harrison's Reports" which concludes an article on

TV-Movie

deals with
be up to the
exhibitor to look out for himself, and the
only way he can assure his survival is to buy

recommendation: "It

this

pictures

on a basis that

will

offers

him

a reason-

able opportunity for profit.

In the face of
the present TV competition, such reasonable
opportunity is not offered in sales policies
that call for high percentage terms, minimum
guarantees and no adjustments."

LOANS FOR THEATRES
ITO of Ohio

The Small Business Administration is now
ready to make loans to conventional motion
Pamphlets sent to this
theatres.
through National Allied indicate the

picture
office

following

A.

Only indoor theatres are

The

Administration

numerous applications from

#

advertising of our product needs re-

examination

better,

away from what

loans.

our present chaotic condition.
#

not be easy to win them
convenient and free. But,
on the other hand, movies on TV do not do
justice to a theatre presentation and may
only sell the public that they are not missing
is

eligible for

has

received

which
merely causes extra work.
B. You must first apply to a bank for a
loan and be refused. You may then ask the
back if it will loan the money if the SBA
agrees to participate in the loan. The Agency's participation in the loan can be either on
a "deferred" or "immediate" basis; that is,
it might agree to purchase from the bank, at
any time during a stated period, a fixed percentage of the outstanding balance of the
loan, or it might agree to purchase immediately a specified percentage of the loan. If
a private lender will not make a loan to the
theatre owner, even with the SBA's participation, he may then apply to the Agency for
a direct

Government

drive-ins,

loan.

In most cases the Small Business Administration will render a decision on an application within three weeks. The Agency
can act more quickly on a participation loan
than on a direct loan, since the bank which
C.

proposes to share in the loan has completed
most of the necessary credit investigation
before the application is submitted to the

SBA.
Application for Small Business loans
be made in Room 248, Ferguson Bldg.,
1783 E. 11th St., Cleveland or 440 Federal

D.

may

Building, Cincinnati.

1

.

—

—

within the law
is a girl in a bathtub.
Since Joan Collins has
Just about the best eye-catcher
a sudsy bathtub scene in M-G-M's "The Opposite Sex", it was a natural for Metro to set up this
flash display float with a live model lolling in suds to ballyhoo the film's N. Y. Capitol opening.
Gawkers extended
(Miss) Jeff Richards, who's featured in the picture wears maid's costume.

from Capitol, up and down Broadway, and into Gotham neighborhoods.

GOT A GOOD LINE? WIN AN ISLAND

MGM

SOCK

IN

"LITTLE HUT" STUNT

There have been giveaways and there have
been giveaways, but Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has fashioned a gimmick giveaway that's a
lulu to plug its forthcoming Ava Gardner
starrer, "The Little Hut".
Leo is giving
away nothing less than an island in the Pacific, complete with palm trees and furnished
hut, to the winner of a limerick contest. Of
course, there's a catch to it Ava doesn't
come with it. But her name does, double.

NATA
the

Fiji,

M-G-M

The masterful

stunt

windows and counters, featuring
saronged Ava Gardner in a tropical setting.
Agencies, stores and theatres will be focal
posters for

points for distribution of entry blanks.

The

venture by Metro, the Pacific
Area Travel Association and Samsonite Luggage Company, all sharing the sponsorship
and the promotion. M-G-M is also planning
to line up the nation's theatres to help distribute the millions of entry blanks and publicize the unique giveaway.

Advance plans

A

COCOanUi tree and a hut

LOVE

dame

a

ME TENDER
(

Played the triangle game

Many
line.

man

a

Now

won

has

\M

a gal with a

Metro has made

it

H

WWHX WTMK
\\

good

rcaVictor

possible for

the guy with the best line to win the island

which kicks

for the contest,

Emery

following limerick:

an island with nothing else hut

Two men and

to

next February, were set up by Metro ex-

ploitation chief,

island will be given to the best last

On

of a

cooperative

off

cooperation with theatres and
be furnished with eye-filling

a

line to the

result

extend to 15,000 outlets.

retail stores, to

says.

was the

for a national travel agents'

will

exploitation head revealed plans for the

agencies, in

Crown Colony of
named "Ava-Ava" and is com-

pletely habitable,

groundwork

The

part of the

island,

has been

representatives at the confab, laying

backing that

—

The

sock promotion to some 5,000

details of the

go with

her.

up as the prize showman
and should garner top
radio-TV-newspaper coverage.
This

Austin, at the recent

convention of the National Association of
Travel Agents in Chicago. Austin outlined

stunt

shapes

of

the

year

Among

giant-size

RCA

Elvis Presley disc of

Victor

"Love

Me

promotions for
Tender" and the

20th-Fox film is this special color display sheet,
100,000 copies of which were distributed by
RCA to department and music stores in hundreds
of cities.

f

X

OUj

w

1

L

WIN AN
IN

|

OO

•

Cm

Awn

"i ihi>

Qlamarma Prwnocum.

4 Flier
list

VND PARAD1S1
HE IWCII K

went out to

cooperation
stunt for

in

1

5,000 travel agents to en-

sensational

M-G-M's "The

island

Little

giveaway

Hut".

ISL
I

love Me Tender' B'way Bow

:

"THE LITTLE HUT"
«h.^t*.

n r" < !
i

n

!

•W- In Chicago convention of National Ass'n of
Travel Agents, Metro exploitation head Emery
Austin (right) outlines details to Essanin Theatres Ralph Smitha, B & K's Ed Sequin, Fiji's

Diane Sol.

Makes Top News, TV Coverage
Powered by

the popularity of

its

star

and

the combined efforts of 20th Century-Fox
and the Paramount Theatre, the Elvis Pres-

movie debut scored with major news
coverage when "Love Me Tender" opened
ley

at the

B'way house.

Space included a

4-col.

page one story in
front page pic-

World Telegram & Sun,

the

and 4-col. illustrated feature in the Post,
page one story in the Journal American.
Newsreels and TV covering included NBC,
CBS, ABC, WPIX, Movietone and Teleture

news.
Stories featured line that
Work

together

luiuv uho
nill

u ilh

u-tll

make sour

l<»ul M-(j.\l n|>riMrn-

omrmr yWL The

Mwd hmoN

u/ aiiracium in voui cit>'

the

MUM
unto

began

form

to

p.m. the night before for the 8 a.m.
opening, early morning howling fans, and

at

9

2000

EP
Film

gifts distributed to the
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STUNT OF THE ISSUE
DENVER ART CONTEST
GIVES "LISBON" BOOST
Taking a cue from Grandma Moses,
manager Paul Lyday of Fox Inter-MounDenver Theatre, garnered hefty
tain's
boxoffice returns when he played RepubThe gimlic's "Lisbon" at his theatre.
mick: an

art contest

with an all-expense

paid trip to Lisbon as the prize.

Lyday

lined

up

a

drug store window

next to the FIM house, decorated it with
an attiactive live model named the "Lady

and invited aspiring artists to
submit a drawing or painting of the
beauty with the Trans-Atlantic trip as
the pay-off. It goes without saying that
reaction to the stunt was overwhelming,
as pedestrians and cars tied up traffic in
the area during the three hours each day
the model was posing for the budding
artists in the mile-high city.
Interest in the competition was so inof Lisbon"

many contestants set up their
canvasses or sketch pads on the
sidewalk, thus adding to the overall ef-

tense that
easles,

fectiveness of the stunt.

Cooperating with Lyday in sponsorship
of the contest were the Denver Post,
which gave plenty of coverage in the
Three shapely showgirls display a 9-foot
Elvis
Presley charm bracelet, reputedly the
world's largest, in festivities held at N. Y.'s
Paramount Theatre heralding the Nov. 15 debut
of 20th's "Love Me Tender". Item is being distributed nationally (in a smaller size, of course)
backed by a big merchandising campaign.

Rocky Mountain
a local travel

area to the clever stunt,

bureau and Republic.

UA

exploiteer, "Tiger" Thompson grabbed
attention with a neat stunt involving San
Francisco's famed cablecars.
"Sheriff" and
"friend" dressed in gala costumes plugging Bay
City debut of "Man From Del Rio" at the United
Artists Theatre, swing cablecar at turntable.

-A-

mucho

Sparkling Co-op by 20th and

Decca Records Hypos 'Anastasia'
20th Century-Fox and Decca Records
have joined promotional forces to exploit
the sound track album from "Anastasia",
Buddy Adler forthcoming production starring Ingrid Bergman, Yul Brynner and
Helen Hayes. The album, featuring composer Alfred

Special

Urged

Shows

for Family

Pre-Xmas Season

for

will

this traditionally

tide

Through heavy

trade ads and promotional
aimed at Decca dealers in record
shops and department stores throughout the
U. S. and Canada, a whopping campaign is
being formulated to sell the film on the
literature

the exhibitor over

poor season.

"Since there

is a spirit in the season that
conducive to religious participation", the
"Messenger" states, "perhaps special tie-ups
with such pictures as 'The Robe', 'Keys of
the Kingdom', 'One Foot in Heaven', or

musical front. Programming cooperation of
platter spinners is being solicited through
letters and personal contacts. And a wide
range of ballyhoo material, including counter
cards and posters, is being created to spot-

is

'Martin Luther' might have real merit."

The

between

period

Thanksgiving

light in-store displays.

and

L.P. was issued on Nowith juke box operators being
alerted to give a heavy play to themes from
the disc. During the next two months, Dec-

The twelve-inch

Christmas, the publication points out, is right
for special family shows. "Concentration on
family night programs ought to pay off, and

good gimmicks' and
very

effective."

special prices

Exhibitors

are

vember

might be
urged to

15

ca and 20th-Fox will push

between

"take advantage of Santa Claus, using him

pation

to sell your pictures

operators via contests,

and bring the attention
of the public your way. You can use this
genial gentleman to let the public know that
you do have special programs."

Food give-aways

recommended by the
"Messenger" as another sure-fire promotional stunt. Certainly, as Commonwealth's
house organ says, "The pre-Christmas seaton offers many veins for good showman-

Film
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and

partici-

box

juke

displays and

co-op

Directed on European locations by Anatole

U.

-A- Top: attractive model poses in window for
"Lisbon" contest at Denver Theatre. Bottom:
she gets plenty of looks from artists as well
as pedestrians.

November

campaign

exhibitors

ads highlighting both the picture and album.

is

ship and exploitation."
Paq. 34

leading the orchestra,

duction.

With the coming of the Christmas Season, Commonwealth's house-organ, "Messenger", recommends booking special film
programs that

Newman

be the object of a hard-selling promotional effort prior to and in conjunction with
opening playdates of the CinemaScope prowill

Litvak, the film heralds the return to
S.

theatres

of

Ingrid

Bergman

in

an

American-sponsored film. "Anastasia" has
been scheduled for November-December release, with the Deluxe color production due
to receive extra-heavy exploitational play
all

media because

of

Miss Bergman's

in

debut.

!

what t&e S^ocumm

t4ne *Doi*ta!

$2500 CASH PRIZE TO BE AWARDED THEATREMAN
IN KING-SIZE

"KING AND FOUR QUEENS" CONTEST

What is claimed to be the largest single
cash prize ever awarded to showmen in a
local

campaign contest

will be given to the

exhibitor putting on the best selling drive to

honored at a gala celebration dinner to be
held in Hollywood.

The big CinemaScope western will be
given the most intensive television promotion in UA's history. No less than a score of
special

TV

release a

features will plug this Christmas

month

in

advance of

initial

open-

ings of the film.

Artists from seventeen nations participated
competition to create a poster inspired by
"The Teahouse of the August Moon", Metro's
entry in the holiday season derby. Three art
experts awarded top prize to Japanese artists
Kaoru Ueda. Left to right: A. Hyatt Mayor,
Metropolitan Museum of Art; J. Gusten, International Graphic Arts Society; William Lieberman. Museum of Modern Art. Howard Dielz.

The TV barrage on "King and Four
Queens" got off to a flying start on Sunday,
Nov. 25, with Ed Sullivan devoting the feature spot on his coast-to-coast telecast to a

in

MGM

ad

chief, looks on.

I'A ad chief Roger H. Lewis and
his staff pour over material on contest.
to
r.:
Richard Condon.
L.
\athanson.
Could.
Mort
Joseph
Lewis and Alfred Tamarin.

boom United

forthcoming

Artists'

"The King and Four Queens",

release,

starring Clark

Titled the "King of Showmen" conthe competition will offer $2500 in cash,

Gable.

Talent Search Set For

test,

Fern Lead in

the winner.

plus an expenses paid trip to

Taking

WB's 'Sayonara'

from Otto Preminger and
Joan" contest, Solly Baiano,
Warner talent executive, is conducting a
a

nation-wide search for a beautiful, talented
Japanese girl to play the leading fem role in
the film version of James Michener's novel,
"Sayonara".
Baiano's search will take him to Seattle,
San Francisco, Chicago, New York, Detroit

?nd Washington

in a quest to find a newcomer to play H,ina-Ogi in the CinemaScope-WarnerColor production which William Goetz will produce for
in Japan

WB

this winter.

More than

1500 candidates for
the role of the beautiful theatre singer were
interviewed by Baiano durmg a recent 3-

week

visit to

Japan, but the talent exec was

unable to find anyone to

One

Each campaign submitted must

hint

his recent "St.

fill

the

bill.

on the Warner roster
for 1957, "Sayonara" will be directed by Josh
Logan, with Marlon Brando playing the lead.
of the top films

Hollywood

least

five

of

trailer featuring

ex-

TV-radio,
and retail cooperaDocumentation of promotional stunts
tion.
in each of the categories must be shown by
tear-sheets, photographs or certification from
participating radio and TV outlets.
ploitation, promotion, advertising,

publicity, civic activities

Size of the theatre,

amount

of

money

spent

on the campaign, or comparative boxoffice
returns will not be factors in the basis for
judging the competition. Ingenuity, originality, coverage, efficency

Mort Nathahson, left, and his assistant.
Nat Rudich. look over TV

utilize at

following categories:

the

to

and practicability

Gable.

humorous filmed interview with Gable. This
subject, like many of the others to be employed in the video campaign, was filmed
while the picture was in production. Costarred with Gable are Eleanor Parker, Jo

Van

Fleet,

Barbara Nichols and Sara Shane.

Western thriller was produced by David
Hempstead, directed by Raoul Walsh.

Long Live Baron

1

1

be the only points of consideration.

Perched on a stand in the lobby of the
Baronet Theatre in New York City is a

Every theatre in the United States and
Canada that plays the Russ-Field production

that greets patrons with a friendly "hello"

will

1, 1957 is eligible to participate.
panel of motion picture trade paper writers
will serve as judges, along with star Clark
Gable. Bob Waterfield and Jane Russell of
advertisRuss-Field, and Roger Lewis,
ing-publicity director. The winner will be

prior to June

A

UA

4

window panor-

This

ama

station

in

KHJ

colorful

macaw,

a bird in the parrot family,

and a "good evening". Measuring three foot
from the top of his scarlet head to the tip of
his yellow-green tail, Baron II is the specially trained official greeter of the theatre, re-

The Baron, who
age of seventy-nine.
A tradition of the house, the Baronet has
had a macaw in the lobby since it opened its
doors as a Reade Theatre five years ago.
placing

died last

his

predecessor,

month

at the

in

Angeles heralded
world debut of
the
"The Brave One" in
Los

Flashy
Los Angeles.
scene stills and window cards ballyhooed
opening of RKO release at the 4 Star
Theatre.

Three giant-size thespians deliver a miniature pistol to Allied
Artists president. Steve

was
Stunt
Broidy.
brainchild of producer
Frank Woods to plug

"Gun For
is
which
being released by AA.

his

A
More

SHOWMEN

new

film,

Town",

on Page 38]
Film
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EXPLOITATION PICTURE
_______________________

a

'TAKE THE
GIRL YOU

Wyler and Cooper Talents

Make

LOVE TO SEE
FRIEND LY

'Persuasion' a Delight

A Chicago newspaper columnist, Mike
Connolly, gave Allied Artists a tremendous
peg for its promotional campaign on the
come from this company when he told his readers to "take the
girl you love to see 'Friendly Persuasion'."
It's just that kind of picture. It makes you
feel closer and warmer to the person you're
with and you leave it with a glow. As the
Quakers featured in the story might say, "It
biggest picture ever to

pleasures you".
Basically this is a homespun story, but
producer-director William Wyler's gift for

highly regarded Wyler production. The combined readership of the mag features alone
was well over 200 millions.
Television offered an unprecedented break
the

for

when "Wide, Wide World"

film

traveled to location to peer into the

"Friendly

of

Persuasion" and talk

to

director.

the

while the group around which the story is
is normally a placid, God-fearing family

Wyler has injected some subtly
comedy ranging
from
sex,

singing star of this young Columbia student;
eight other discs, including such top names

chuckles to rollicking belly-laughs, and a
mounting suspense from conflicting forces
within and outside of the family.
From the moment Wyler assumed his pro-

the Four Aces; Lawrence Welk and
David Rose, are shoving the tune to the top
cf the hit parade, imprinting the title cn the

humor drama, romance and exciteits appeal much broader. Thus,

ment makes
told

of Friends,

delightful

duction

chores

"Friendly

for

the drumbeating began.

The

MAM

Simple, dignified use of white space plus
inviting copy features the display ads.

combined with the
plan

holds

that

title, keys a
bulging po-

business and bettercommunity and public relations. Working with Ruder & Finn, a national p.r. organization in 35 key situations,

AA

fieldmen

making the title a household word. They
are setting up "The Friendliest Week in the
Year, inspired by the Friendliest Motion Pic-

are

ture ever made."

Idea

town blanketed with
Two

of the

types of teaser ads for
series of six carries the
theme, "It Will Pleasure You in a Hundred
Ways!", each featuring a memorable scene from
the film; other series of eighr carries quotes
from well-known personalities in various proprincipal

advance campaign; one

in Reader's

mags and

fessions,

MERCHANTS PLEDGE THEMSELVES TO

columnists.

mm Mill
SELL THE FRIENDLY

WAY

NO

•

slick

pitch

.

NO

to have the entire

—merchants,

fair deal selling,

the

of C's, school

using the friendly approach,

outstretched

shown

hand

and

the

smile,

priority item.

Taking

super claims

tising,

their cue

AA

from

this type of adver-

boxofficers have kept their ads

and posters enticingly subdued, the key
*-~>m

nil

m Jh.i nrv.r,

\*sfri*d *»

MltMDlT
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^
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MEXMAN-NARCUS Welcomes
a Wonderful We«k with

"
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-t

c

n
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DON'T
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IHIfMll.)
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<§V<!h
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DONT

IRRESISTIBLE

Friendly Gih*

Title holds excellent possibilities for use

A

argue!...
high pressure!

. .

f

!,

.

us

L__y___

as theme of co-op ad. merchants substituting warm, personal approach for usual high pressure pitch during "Friendly
Persuasion Week". Suggested plan
includes proclamation by Mayor and Chamber of
Commerce, endorsement by Better Business Bureau.
Paqt 34
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is

lower left. Activities include selection of the town's friendliest sales people,
issuance of "Friendly Persuasion Tickets"
featurng courtesy and safety hints (and playdate) by safety council and auto clubs'
at

"traffic officers", and, of course, a special
screening for civic and business leaders is a

}

high pressure

C

is

friendliness

and religious
groups and women's organizations. Suggestion for a cooperative ad sponsored by
straight-talking merchants who believe in
civic groups,

Virtually every top-named magazine
extended picture and feature space to the

W

MARJORlC

ing

Digest.

%

*mAm

tentialities for building

carried in eight installments in the Sateve-

.

DOROTMV MCGU'RE

the picture,

Samantha, have made covers and big space
Evening Post and
This Week. The film was named picture of
the month in Redbook and Seventeen. The
Cooper-"Friendly Persuasion" story was

jr«

«-_,

promotional

features in Life, Saturday

A \--|5___H

Persuasion

Gary

McGuire, Tony Perkins, who plays Cooper's
son in the picture and is being touted as a
promising successor to James Dean in the
hearts of young movie fans, boy star Richard Eyer, even an ornery goose named

m:

:^o.

Friendly

exerted by

the highly saleable facets of the film. Cooper,

THESE

WlHIAM WYIERS

SSSX WllllAM Wyier

The tremendous family draw

Cooper and Dorothy McGuire in the top
was syndicated news. A huge magazine feature barrage in the cream of the
nation's popular publications socked across

two installments

!

Gary Cooper

public consciousness.

roles

post, repeated in

HUNDRED

A

IN

WAY S

as

Persuasion",

casting of

\

It

Eddie Fisher shows.
A major plus in the advance campaign,
and currently, is the title song, written by
Oscar-winner Dimitri Tiomkin and Paul
Francis Webster. The Pat Boone recording,
taken from the sound track, has made a top

blending

PLEASURE YOU

marked the first time
the live filming of a movie had been carried
to millions of Americans.
Several more
breaks came on the Sullivan, Godfrey and
and

star

WILL

IT

making

line:

You in a Hundred Ways!"
The Cooper name and smile is prominent,
"It Will Pleasure

sometimes especially stressed with fighting
words for the action trade. Some ads accent
the memorable scenes, others the appearance
rf new star Anthony Perkins. Most of it is
angled directly at the family, a refreshing
change of pace from blood-and-guts and or
sex plugging so many theatremen have been
set against. There's an ad for every purpose
and every moviegoer alive.

—

EXPLOITATION
PICTURE
of

Nothing

is

more

exciting than the
in his first

inspiring,

human

the issue

more heartwarming

family.

or

more

Director William Wyler,

independent production for Allied Artists, has
all those human elements

fashioned a film that contains

humorous,

tragic, vital

—that make

life

His family

exciting.

"Friendly Persuasion" are Quakers of the Civil War
period, and their joys and problems cover a wide range. For
in

instance: the father buys an organ, and has to re-woo his
shocked Quaker wife; the son breaks the tradition of his

by taking up arms against Southern raiders the father
faces the dilemma of holding to his beliefs or shooting the

faith

;

who has wounded his son. It is of such conand the humor of this delightful movie
drama
flicts that the
is composed. It ranks among the Wyler classics.

enemy

soldier

Film
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Hiking Local Level Promotion

Aim
In

of
a

UA Fieldmen's Convention
vigorous attempt

to

intensify

and

jazz-up the effectiveness of promotion at a
local level, United Artists is bringing to-

gether its field exploiteers for a ballyhoo
seminar. From every state in the Union and

UA fieldmen will assemble on
Nov. 29 at New York's Park Sheraton Hotel,
where home office officials will unveil blueprints for new promotional procedures and
set a comprehensive exploitation program to
Canada the

support the 40-odd releases that
tribute during 1957.

UA

will dis-

Working in a format that combines workshop forums with talks by executives, every
facet of advertising, exploitation and publicity

will

Highlights

be explored during the confab.
will be individual sessions on

topics like the local campaign, the advance

^

Gina Lollobrigida's newest film for 20th Fox, "Beautiful But -ADangerous", receives a promotional once-over ky executives of RKO Theatres and 20th CenturyFox. Debut-day will be December 7 at Boston's Memorial Theatre with the pulchritudinous Gina
Charles Einfeld, Fox vice president (2nd from right) and Sol Schwartz, RKO Thein attendance.
atres' president (seated) study posters and ads on the picture. Others participating in the confab
(left to right) include Harry Mandel, ad-pub director, RKO Theatres; Blanche Livingston, asst. to
Mantel; Jay Golden (hidden) RKO Division manager, and 20th exploitation manager, Rodney Bush.

World premiere plans

for

Audience Comments Boost
U-I's 'Rock, Pretty

200,000 Retail Outlets

'Sharkfighters' in Big Co-op Deal

Baby'

Filmed audience comments from the sneak
preview of "Rock, Pretty Baby!", Universale new release aimed at the teenage audience, will be utilized as part of the trailers

and

TV

U-I execs, enthused by
favorable audience response in a first sneak
preview, stationed a camera and sound crew
in the lobby at a second preview and picked
up the reactions of the audience as they left
in

spots.

Needless to say, the filmed audience comments will be also used to generate
enthusiasm for the picture among exhibitors
and members of the U-I sales force.
the theatre.

Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments" is
being plugged by this eye-catching display in
the Woolworth store on N. Y.'s Times Square.

Window devotes beaucoup space

Sell

to

picture

books and coloring sets tied-in with the
Paramount release. By a happy coincidence, the
Criterion, on the same block, is featuring the
story

biblical epic.

200,000

retail

outlets

in

123

key market

areas will help spread the word for 'The
Sharkfighters" in a giant-size co-op de-

veloped by United Artists and a host of national manufacturers. Deal made with Dell
Comics, Tex Tan Belts, Timex Watches,

MorMac Watchbands, Lido Luggage, JuShoes and Bell & Howell Cameras,

venile

promotional material to every nook
and corner of the nation via store displays,
newspaper ads and national magazines.

will carry

To
thriller,

focus
Dell

adventure
distributing a 36-page

attention

Comis

is

on

the

version of the Samuel Goldwyn,

ccmic-book form.

Jr.

Dell's field force

film in

and 850

Amercian News representatives will join
hands with UA exploiteers to bally distribution of the books at 135,000 newsstands,

drug stores and book

outlets.

Co-op newspaper ads and animated counter
displays at 26,000 men's shops will drumbeat

Tex Tan line of sharkskin leather belts,
with credits to the film. Timex Watches and
MorMac sharkskin watchbands will spot-

the

light the

UA

release via dealer displays

and

counter cards in a total of 29,000 jewelry
stores, and other outlets.
Life-size cut-outs of

Karen Steele carry-

Lido travel case will be featured prominently in 3,000 luggage outlets. A heavy
schedule of national ads in Life, Look and
Esquire by Lido will boom "Sharkfighters"
ing

?

to the mass-circulation audience.

Carrying the battle to the kids, Juvenile
Shoes will step on the pedal hard to sell both
the production and their shark-tipped shoes
via local newspaper ads, giveaways, heraL's
and window streamers.
Whopping penetration of the "photo bug"
market through 7.000 Bell & Howell dealers
will enable camera fans to pick-up an attractive booklet detailing underwater scenes.
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campaign, television and radio tie-ups, the
ad campaign, coordination with production
in Hollywood and overseas, exhibitor liaison,
branch liaison and trade publicity. On the

agenda are screenings of upcoming UA releases and some specially prepared television

The fieldmen will also study
featurettes.
both rough and finished ad campaigns on
product scheduled for distribution in the near
future. Such varied phases of showmanship
as world-wide market trends and relationships with critics and editors will be examined at the conclave, first of this type ever
held by

Top

UA.
level

executives participating in the

meetings include Max Youngstein, vice president; William J. Heineman, v.p. in charge of
distribution; Roger Lewis, national director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation,
and James Velde, general sales manager.

Howard Ritherford, manager of Loew s,
Indianapolis, with a make-them-look-twice-stunt
to sell Columbia's "You Can't Run Away From
It". Seems like nothing, including male stares,
Credit

can stop this determined young woman from
promoting the Technicolor comedy.
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Wis IS

YOUR PRODUCT
Coming Feature*

All The Vital Details on Current &)

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
NOT OF THIS EARTH

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
of strange murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

ALLIED ARTISTS

OKLAHOMAN, THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Producer Walter Mirsch. Di-

August
CANYON

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his
herd. 80 min.

Francis

rector

Doctor helps

Western.

Lyon.

STRANGER

Howard

Technicolor,
CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

becomes notorious bandit.

January

town

rid

of unscrupulous brothers. 81 min.

SIERRA

ZARAK

NIGHTFALL Aldo

McGhee.

Gloria

Duff,

Western. 75 min.

Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
Ray,

Coming

NO PLACE TO

HIDE DeLuxe Color. David Brian,
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city.

BEYOND MOMBASA
nell

72 min.

YOUNG GUNS, THE

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Direc-

Marlowe.

Scott

tor Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down
the reputation of his deceased father, a notorious

western gunman. 84 min.

September
CALLING HOMICIDE
leen

Bernds.
racket.

Elliot, Jeane Cooper, KathBen Schwalb. Director Edward
Policeman breaks baby extortion

Melodrama.
min.

61

August

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM

AUTUMN LEAVES

Joan Crawford, Vera Miles, Lorna
Green, Ruth Donnelly. Producer William Goetz. Director Robert Aldrich. Drama. Wife rescues husband from
descent into a fantasy world of his own. 108 min. 4/30

HE LAUGHED LAST Technicolor. Frankie Laine, Lucy
Marlow, Richard Long. Producer Jonie Taps. Director
Blake Edwards. Musical. An underworld czar plays
practical jok« and leaves his entire fortune to a young
nightclub entertainer. 77 min.

FIGHTING TROUBLE

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward Purdom,

Ida

Lupino,

Ann

Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
81

min.

October

Faith

Domergue,

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Lindstey Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

YAQUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Broidy. Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Lee

Patterson,

Producer George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved

PORT AFRIQUE

Technicolor.

Angelli,

Pier

Phil

Carey,

Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife. 92 min. 9/17.

SINNER

Diana
Dors.
Producer
Harper. Director J. Lee Thompson. Drama.
demned murderess in Hie death cell. 74 min.

Kenneth

A

con-

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 139 min. 10/1

SOLID GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy

Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

STORM CENTER

HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.

Bette Davis, Brian Keith, Paul Kelley,
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

December

November

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Bill Elliot, James Lydon, Claudia
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.
Melodrama. Former convict is innocent suspect in
planned murder. 63 min.

Barrett.

Jean

drama. Juvenile television

star

is

AS A MAN Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, George
Peppard. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James GarDrama. Cadet at military school frames commander and his son.
FAMILY WAY. THE Judy Holliday, Richard Conte,
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wife
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival of
Harry Joe

Producer

Marshall. Western. Army
fight off Indian attack.

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Brown. Director George
organizes women to

officer

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
Robert Lamoureux,
PAPA, MAMA, THE MAID AND

Producer
Yarbrough.
Comedy
kidnapped. 62 min.

THE WINDOW, THE

CinemaScope.
Macdonald
Technicolor,
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.
Director John Gilling. Adventure. Owner of wild animal farm in Kenya saves young native boy from a
violent death. 91 min.
Felicia
Farr,
Technicolor. Guy Madison,
Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Direc-

REPRISAL
Kathryn

Betsy Garrett,

Phil

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Director
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is the
only witness to a murder.
SUICIDE MISSION Leif Larson, Michael Aldridge, Atle
Larsen. A North Seas Film Production. Adventure. Norwegian fishermen smash German bl'ockade in World

War II. 70 min.
UTAH BLAINE Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Angela
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Western. Two men join hands because they see in each
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.

WICKED AS THEY COME

Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

August

ODONGO

Carey,

tor George
Sherman. Adventure. Indians
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

Coming

Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois. Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian
family. 94 min. 9/17.

INDEPENDENTS

Stanley Clements.

Hall,

Grayson,

Director Fred
78 min. 10/15

fctxO

SHADOW ON

October

Producer
Western.

November

Director

Helen

Prado,

Sam Katzman.
of the mambo.

I

A DARK WEB

Lew Landers. Drama.
on high tower. 80 min.

Schwalb.

Perez

Producer

Lopez.

Mu sical. Cavalcade

Grant.

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

Ben

Sears.

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

MIAMI EXPOSE Lee J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, Edward Arnold. Produce! Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

SPIN

HOT SHOTS Hunh

Manny

child.

September

CRUEL TOWER. THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

BLONDE

Cor-

Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

fein.

Bill

Producer

Case.

CinemaScope.

Technicolor,

Wilde, Donna Reed.

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

fight

for

(Kingsley International! Raymond Pellagrin, Jeanne Moreau. Producer Paul Graetz. Drama. A
young doctor learns to love his ignorant and superstitious rural parents.

DOCTORS, THE

MAN

(Associated Producersl Rock Madison,
Maynor, Tom Maruzzi. Producer-director Jerry
Adventure. The story of a mysterious snow
man in the Himalayas.
SHE-CREATURE, THE American-International) Cheater
Morris, Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director
Edward Cahn. Science-fiction. A hypnotist transforms a

BEAST

Virginia

Warren.

I

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE
Freeman,
Director

stockade
S4

Barry Sullivan, Mona
Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Western. Apaches attack
small Western town.

Dennis O'Keefe.
Harold Schuster.
in

WASHINGTON

George

STREET
Montgomery, James

CinemaScope,
Best.

Producer

Color.
Vincent

Fennelly.
Director Paul Landres.
Western. Outlaws
use detective as only recognizable man in their holdups, thus increasing rward for his death or capture.
FOR A
Dale Robertson, Brian Keith,
Rossano Rory. Producer Frank Woods. Director Brian
Keith. Western.

TOWN

GUN

WORLD. THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by JacquesYves Cousteau. 86 min. 10/15.
SILENT

WHITE SQUAW. THE

May Wynn, William

David Brian,

Producer Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray
Nazarro. Drama. Indian maiden helps her people survive injustice of white men. 73 min.
Bishop.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

IT

Technicolor,

maScope. June Allyson, Jack Lemmon, Charles

CineBic

It-

Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 95 min. 10/15.
ford.

HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.

HUNCH8ACK OF

PARIS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Gina Lollobrigida, Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful qypsy girl. 88 min.

JEANNIE CinemaScope,
tin,

Robert

Fleming.

rector Henry Levin.

LOVE

THE

Vera Ellen, Tony MarMarcel Hellman. Di-

Billy

Wilder.

Elizabeth

Sellars.
Producer John Gossage. Director Terence
Fisher. Melodrama. Music critic is accused of murdering his wife in a crime of passion. 75 min. 11/12.

Edgar

Barrier.

Drama.

Corrupt

Drama.

color.

John Agar,

lAmerican-lnternationall

Pathe-

Maria English. Producer Alex GorCahn. Western. Two gunmen

Edward

don. Director
search for the

killer of their

brother.

(American-International) Pathecolor.
Producer-director
Garland.
Beverly

John
Roger Corman. Adventure. A young American saves
a girl from disaster in a pagan paradise.
PRIVATES PROGRESS IDCA) Richard Attenbrough,

Darren, Jerry Janger,
waterfront union is

Boulting Bros. Production. Comedy. A
romps through Army life. 96 min.
Tri-Art Color.
SECRETS OF THE REEF (Continental
A Butterfield and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

Dennis Price.

young

A

Britisher

)

of an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

SEVENTH CAVALRY. THE

SHIP THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE (Continental). Richard Attenborouah, George Baker. A Rank Organization
Production. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels

Technicolor. Randolph Scott,
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of General

Custer's famed "7th

Film

AND THE SPUR

exposed. 82 min.

Musical.

AFTERNOON

September
FLESH

Ireland,

Tom Conway,

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James
Color.

Producer

Color.
Gary Cooper,
Audrey Hepburn, Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director

IN

MAN TO HANG. THE

I

NAKED PARADISE

December
LAST

beautiful girl into a terrible prehistoric monster.
OF THE HYPNOTIST Exploitations, rnc). Eric
Fleming, Nancy Malone. Producer-director Willie Wilder. Drama. The reincarnation of a girl who lived a
century ago into a beauteous TV performer.

SPELL

Cav

". 75 min.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

against her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

YOUR PRODUCT

WELCOME MISTER MARSHALL

(Screen Art)
Lolita
Se/i.la,
Manolo Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
Plan that takes place in a small Spanish town.

GUNSLINGER

Color lAmerican-lnternaticnall John IreBeverly Garland, Alison Hayes. Producer-director
Roger Corman. Western. A notorious gunman terrori'es

land.

the West.

RIFIFI

.

.

.

MEANS TROUBLE
Jean

Servais,

I

story

of

SWAMP WOMEN

IWoolner! Color. Carole Mathews
Garland, Touch Ccnnors.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Adventure. Wild women in the Louisiana
bayous.
Beverly

features are scheduled for release

31

during December, an increase of five over

(Buena

Vista). Latest
ney's true-life scenes. 75 min. 10/29.

AND ROCK

TZA

AND SYMPATHY

Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
John Kerr. Producer Pandro Berman
Director Vincente Minneili. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with
young boy

Deborah

Kerr,

the

November

will

be

in

Walt

Dis-

122 min.

10/1.

band plans

to

kill

wife. 99 min.

Independents

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriaoe until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 114 min. 10/1.
POWER AND THE PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Elisabeth

Ives.

Mueller.

Director

Henry

Metro, Para-

RKO each

Color releases

month.

for the

scheduled

have one fea-

Bros, will

total fifteen.

Eight films will be

maScope, two

in

in

will

Cine-

VistaVision.

The break-down for December:
14 Dramas

Koster.

Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

Melodramas

3

1

Musical

3 Westerns

8

Comedies

2 Horror

music.

roll"

November

WEE GORDIE (George

K. Arthurl Bill Travers, Elastair
Producer Sidney Gil. iat. Director
Launder. Comedy. A frail lad grows to giant
stature and wins the Olympic hammer-throwing championship. 94 min.
1/12.

Norah Gorsen.

Sim.

Frank

I

WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS

(Buena Vista) CinemaScope. Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

AND THE

BABY

BATTLESHIP,

THE

IDCAI Richard
Attenborough, Lisa Gastoni.
Producer Anthony Darnborough.
Director
Jay
Lewis.
Comedy. Baby is
smuggled aboard a British battleship during mock
maneuvers.

OF GRASS

BED

Brazzou. Made in
Greece. English titles. Drama. A beautiful girl is persecuted by her villiage for having lost her virtue as
the victim of a rapist.

HOUR OF DECISION

Astor

Producer Betty Box.
Russian
94 min.

Pictures)

Jeff

Drama.

Morrow.

IJacon) Technicolor. Gabriele
Marta Toren. A Rizzoli Film. Director Carmine
Gallone. Drama. Life of Puccini with exerpts from his
best known operas.

WOMEN (Associated) Osa Massen. Robert
Maria Palmer. Producer-director Boris Petroff.
Drama. From a novel by Stephen Longstreet.
IF ALL THE GUYS IN THE WORLD
(Buena Vista)
Andre Valmy, Jean Gaven. Director Christian-Jaque
Drama. Radio "hams", thousands of miles apart, pool
OF

.

.

.

rescue a stricken fishing boat.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International
Peter
Graves,
8everly
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
space takes control of the world until a scientist gives
his life to

I

save humanity.

CONTINENT

LOST

CinemaScope

(IFEl

Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An eicursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Mayiayan Archepeiago. English commentary. 86 min.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

ILuxFilm, Rome) Pathecoior.
Print
by Technicolor. Sophia Loren, Leonide
Massmt. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Naples tracer* from 1400 to date in song and nance
OKLAHOMA
(American Releasing Core.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle
Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Rog^r Corman. Western. A
IIFEI

WOMAN

ruthless

woman

badlands

the

rules

ur.fi

1

a

reformed

DAUGHTERS

Maria English,

Anna

I

Mann.

Comedy.

min.

Filmization

Edward Cahn. Drama. A study

rector

modern

of

of

Di-

December

American.

HOLLYWOOD OR

Ewell,

Ann

Scooe. Eastman Color. Marlon Brando, Glenn Ford.
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniei
the

Broadway

BUST VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal Wallis.
Director Frank Tashiin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies.

WAR AND PEACE

Technicolor. Audrey
VistaVijioo
Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carls
Dino oe i_aurentns Director King Viocr. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 203 min. 9/3.

Hepburn,
Ponti

play.

January

10/29.

January

THREE

EDGE OF THE CITY John

Cassavetes. Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing

Technicolor.
VistaVision,
Charlton Heston, Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of returning Confederate war veterans in Texas, 1844.

Coming

Coming

B^AU JAMES

OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones. Sir John Gielgud. Bill
Travers.
Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Franklin. Drama.
BARRETS

DESIGNING

WOMAN

Gregory

Peck
Lauren Bacall.
Dolores Gray. Producer Dore Senary. Director Vincente

Technicolor, Bob Hope. Producer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore. Drama.
Biography of the famous Jimmy Walker, mayor of N.Y.
from 1925 to 1932.

Minneili.

ducers Robert Smith,
Sheldon. Drama.

HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene Kelly, Michael Redgrave,
Barbara Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene

Gavin,

Kelly, Noel Coward.
Drama. Two children run away
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.
HARVEST THUNDER Pier Angeli. Mel Ferrer, Leif
Erickson. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director Je frey Hayden. Drama.
RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color. CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800 s.
SLANDER Van Johnson, Ann Blyth Steve Cochran.
Drama. Story of a scandal magazine publisher and
his

victims.

SOMETHING OF VALUE
Wendy

Hiller.
Producer
Richard Brooks. Drama.

TEN

Rock Hudson. Dana Wynter.
Pandro Berman. Director

THOUSAND BEDROOMS

color.

Joseph

CinemaScope,

Techni-

Dean Martin, Anna Maria Alberghetti. Producer
Pasternack.

Director

Richard

Thorpe. Musical.
John Wayne. Dan
Producer Charles Schnee.

Maureen

O'Hara.

Director John Ford. Drama.

WEAPON, THE
E.

FLAMENECA

«'iier

is

Superscope.

Nicole

Maurey.

August

Producer

resolved

after

a

child

oomb rubbie

finds

a

loaded gun

ald

VAGABOND

FUNNY FACE

Crosby.

—

Grace
n--— »~

Kelly,

Frank

Eastman
Sinatra.

for

new

fashion model, finds her

GUNFIGHT AT

Bing

Color.

Producer

Astaire,

O.K.

CORRAL

small

in

VistaVision.

bookshop.
Technicolor.

brother.

JIM PIERSAL STORY. THE Anthony Perkins,
Producer Alan Pakula.
den, Norma Moore.
Drama.

Perry Wilson.
player.

Story

the

of

MaiDirector
baseball

Karl

Boston

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

LONELY MAN, THE
lance,

OMAR KHAYYAM, THE

VistaVision,

Techni-

VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt LanKatherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
caster
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.

RAINMAKER, THE

COMMANDMENTS, THE

Charlton

Heston

director Cecil
of

Moses as

1

told

Technicolor.
VistaVision
"roducerBrynner. Anne Bax'e'
li<e How
Reliaious drama
the Bible and Koran. 219 min. 10/15

Yul

DeMille
in

MOUNTAIN.

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/4
I

THE

m

August
A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan
Maria

Technicolor.
Spencer
Tracy, Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant
crashed to discover a critically injured woman in tha
wreckage. 105. 10/15.

Stan-

I

Hayward,

November

9irl

F

Louis

on film. 84 min.

Sol

<-,*-'. s

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

Fred

Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein

Waters Musical. A beautiful
gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
'

Technicolor.

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

August
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

VistaVis.on,

Sevilla,

Director Don-

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches

TEN

KING. THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Kathryn Grayson, Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band helps French Kinq rout nobles who would overthrow him. 88 min. 9/17.

M ETRO -GO LDWYN - MAYER

Carmen

Technicolor.

Producer Bruce Odium.

Kiley.
Siegel.

literary idol.

September

in

VistaVision,

Richard

Cornel Wilde, Michael Rennie. Debra Paget.
Producer Frank Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle.
Adventure. The life and times of medieval Persia's

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis. Lori Nelson. Producer Paul Jones. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy. Sheriff thwarts masked raiders
who terrorize Arizona ranch area. 88 min.

Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a German war briae and a

Lewis. Darren McProducer Jerry Lewis. Director

Martha Hyer.
Don McGuire.

color.

PARDNERS

Chester.

bitter U. S.

Rhonda

DELICATE DELINQUENT, THE Jerry

LOVES OF

XXEEE

Science-fiction.

Technicolor.
Fleming.
ProDirector Sidney

VistaVision,

Sidney Sheldon.

—

teen-

SEA, THE Superscope.

Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict be-ween the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal
UNDEAD. THE (American-International) Pamela Duncan, Allison Hayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.

VistaVision,

BUSTER KEATON STORY, THE
Donald O'Connor. Ann Blyth.

age problems.

SMOLDERING

PEOPLE

VIOLENT

himself.

Dailey.

American-International)

Producer Alex Gordon.

Sten.

talking

WINGS OF THE EAGLES, THE

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

RUNAWAY

fast

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE Cinema-

I

Hutton.

their efforts to

meets

Ann Miller. Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Roma.itic antics with a Little
League baseball background. 89 min.

Ferzetti,

CITY

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

aviatrix

GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME, THE Tom

in

TWO LOVES HAVE

lady

December

123

Anna

(Trans-Lux)

IRON PETTICOAT, THE

Francis.

December

.1

Warner

two, and
ture

five

release four each: Uni-

will

mount, Republic and

10/15.

with

supplier

versal, three; Allied Artists,

October

Burl

(American-International)

Gaye. Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson.
Director Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
Lisa

Hal

Century-Fox

20th

total.

leading

the

Columbia, United Artists and the

films.

Doris Day,
Louis Jourdain.
Prod ucer Marty
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous hus-

(United
Motion
Picture
Organization)
Pabilto
Calvo,
Rafael
Rivelles.
Director
Ladislao
Vadja. Drama. Franciscan monks find aoandoned baby
and adopt him. 90 min. 11/12.

IT

DECEMBER SUMMARY

JULIE

November
MARCELINO

SHAKE, RATTLE

CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steye Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi.
Producer-director
Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with
an unworldly situation that threatens the
safety of
his
adopted daughter. 98 min.
LUST FOR LIFE Eastman Color CinemaScope. Kirk
D ugias. Anthony Qjinn James Donald, Pamela Brown,
producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minneili
dramatization ~f -ho life and wock s 0 f , he omous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.
i

United Motion Picture
Carl Mchner.
Director

Jules Dassis.
Melodrama.
English dubbed
the French underworld. 120 min. 11/12.

SECRETS OF LIFE

THE

IDOL.

Al

October

Organization)

September
LIVING

VistaVision,

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

English.

Associate

rector William Witney.

becomes

tool of

Evans,

Producer

W.

Ben

Cooper,

O'Sullivan.

Di-

Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast

armored-truck robbers. 70 min.

Maureen O'Hara,
Trucolor.
Ray Milland.
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/6.

LISBON

YOUR PRODUCT

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

December

REPUBLIC (Continued)

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.
Trucolor.

mund

Son of department store magnet

MAN

for salesgirl.

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

IN THE
Sharpe.

Karen

falis

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
with a group engaged in illegal activities.

involved
73 min.

September
DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

Color. Debbie

Eddie Fisher, Adolph "Tvlenjou. Producer EdGrainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.

Reynolds,

Trucolor.

Bruce

Ion Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement. 74 min.

nett,

MAN

MARRIED A WOMAN George Gobel, Diana Dors,
Adolph Menjou. Producer William Bloom. Director Hal
Kanter. Coemdy. Wife objects to taking second place
to a beer advertising campaign with her husband.

May

PUBLIC PIGEON NO.

avalanche of violence. 70 min.

Vivian Blaine,
Comedy. A trusting
rector Norman McLeod.
tangles with slick con men and outwits them.

IS ARMED, THE Dane Clark, William Tallman,
Wyn.i, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armored transport company's headquarters creates an

November
WOMAN'S DEVOTION

Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Di1

Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.

Color.

Rod

soul

Steiger,

Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Young sharpshooter joins Sioux
Adventure.

Fuller.

Indians at close of Civil

War.

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David Niven, Genevieve Page,
Ronald Sauire. Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a kindly impulse,
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

Trucolor.

YOUNG STRANGER, THE James MacArthur, Kim HunProducer Stuart Miller. Director John Frankenter.
heimer. Drama. Son seeks to earn affection from his
parents.

CONGRESS DANCES, THE CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Matz, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during
the time of Prince Metternich.

BRAVE

FOR SIMON Eastman
David Knight, Julia Arnall. A

som Broderick. Producer Hiram Brown. Director John
Newland. Drama. A tragedy almost shatters a 15-

TEARS

Color.
David
Arthur Rank

J.

Drama. Young American
don have their child stolen.
tion.

couple

living

Farrar,

Producin

Lon-

David Brian, Vera
Ralston.
Melodrama.
Associate
producer-director
Joseph Kane. Drama. Two-timing gangland lawyer is
murdered by attractive girl singer.
IN OLD VIENNA Trucolor.
Heinz Roettinger, Robert
Kjllick.
Producer-director James A. Fitzpatrick. Musical. Romances and triumphs of Franz Shubert, Johann
Strauss, Ludwig Beethoven in the city of music, Vienna.
Trucolor.

Coming
ABOVE UP THE WAVES John Mills, John Gregson,
Donald Sinden. Producer W. MacQuitty. Director Ralph
Drama.

Thomas.

Midget submariners attempt to

sink

German battleship in WWII.
AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John
ton.
stein.

Producer

Sidney

Young heiress

Lund, Doris SinglePicker. Director R. G. Springfor fortune-hunting gambler.

falls

CROSSROADS

Naturama.

Mal-

year-old marriage.

DAY THEY GAVE BABIES AWAY, THE Eastman Color.
Johns, Cameron Mitchell, Rex Thompson. Producer Sam Weisenthal. Director Allen Reisner. Drama.
ESCAPADE IN JAPAN. Color. Teresa Wright, Jon
Roger Nakagaws. Producer-director Arthur
Provost,
Lubin. Search for two boys who start out in the
wrong direction to find the very people who are trying to find them.
GIRL MOST LIKELY, THE Eastman Color. Jane Powell,
Cliff Robertson, Keith Andes. Producer Stanley Rublin.
Director Mitchell Leison. Comedy. A girl is proposed
to by three men on the same day.
John Wayne,
JET PILOT Technicolor, SuperScope.
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
Ju'es Furth'man
I

1°

Stephen

McNally,

Peggie

Castle, Robert Vauhgn.
Producer Rudy RalDirector Franklin Adreon. Western. Outlaw cowboy reforms after joining Jesse James' gang.
Ralston,

Diana Dors,
Color.
Marie Windsor. Producer-director John
Farrow. Drama. A wife sunningly plots the death of
her husband who she has betrayed.
THAT NIGHT John Beal, Augusts Dabney, Shepperd
Strudwick. A Galahad Production. Director John Newland. Drama.
VIOLATORS, THE Arthur O'Connell, Nancy Malone.
Producer H. Brown. Director John Newland. Drama.
Story of a probation officer in the New York City
courts.

Rod Camer-

20TH CENTURY-FOX

August

—

1877.

92 min. 8/20.

September

THAN

DeLuxe Color.
LIFE CinemaScope,
James Mason, Barbara Rush, producer James Mason.
Effects
of a new drug
Director Nicholas Ray. Drama.
on a father who adopts a dual personality. 95 min. 8/4
BUS STOP CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Marilyn MonDon Murray. Producer Buddy Adler. Director
roe,
Joshua Logan. Drama. Based on the hit Broadway play
of the same name. 94 min. 8/20.
OUEEN OF BABYLON, THE Color. Rhonda Fleming,
Ricardo Montalban, Roldano Lupi. Producer N. Wachsberger. Director C. Gragalia. Drama. 109 min. 8/20.

BIGGER

August

BACK FROM ETERNITY Robert

Ryan, Anita Ekberg,
Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle. 97 min.
Fontaine,
Barbara Nichois. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

September

October

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 10/1LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delm&r Daves. Western. Family travels

—

along Oregon

trail

against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank t Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
"O"! no with a bull as his main comoanion and friend
and how each protests the other. 100 min. 10/15.
Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama Film producer receives love letters from a girl
he never met, but who insists they were lovers. 84 min.

TENSION

AT TABLE ROCK Color. Richard Egan,
Dorothy Malone. Cameron Mitchell.
Producer Sam
Weiienthal. Director Charles Warren. Western. The
victory of a town over violence. 93 min. 10/29.

Luxe

HEAVEN

Color.

World War

II
setting in he Pacific. 94 min. 10/29.
CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 74 min.
TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger Rogers, Michael
Rennie. Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
Comedy. Mother and daughter find mutual respect and
devotion. 94 min. 10/29.

STAGECOACH TO FURY
Mari

November
Sanders, Yvonne
Producer-director Gharles
Melodrama. Tale of an international financial

Zsa

Zsa

Gabor.

Martin.
wizard. 119 min. 11/12.

Film

R.

GIRL

CAN'T HELP

Pro-

Warren. Drama. 77 min.
THE CinemaScope, De Luxe

Stabler. Director M.
IT,

Color. Tom Ewell, Jayne
Frank Tashlin. Comedy.

Mansfield.

Producer-director

OASIS CinemaScope,

Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd OsDirector Yves Allgret. Drama. Gold smuggler
falls in love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

WOMEN

OF PITCAIRN ISLAND CinemaScope. James

Craig, John Smith, Lynn Bari. Regal Films
Director Jean Warbrough. Drama. 72 min.

Production.

Coming
HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope De

Luxe

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producers
Eugene Frenke. Director John Huston.
Soldier is saved by nun in South Pacific during WWII.
MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL IN THE WORLD, THE Gina
Producer
Manuella
Vittorio
Gassman.
Lollobrigida,

Color.

Buddy

Adler,

RESTLESS BREED, THE Eastman Color. Scott Brady,
Anne Bancroft. Producer E. A. Alperson. Director Alan
Dwan.
SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Bob
McNaught. Drama. Ship is torpedoed by Jay submarine
off

Singapore harbor.

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Sir Ralph RichProducerardson, John McCallum, Colin Peterson.
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie boy
has burning desire to own bicycle.
THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray Milland, Ernest
Borgnine. Producer Herbert Swope, Jr. Director Philip
Dunne. Drama.

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScope.
Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbert
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The lives
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.
Robert

UNITED ARTISTS
August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope, Color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Prooucers William
Dir
Edward Nassour Science
and Edward Nassour
thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to almost
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Read, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incidents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 42 min. 4/30
HOT CARS John Bromfield, Joi Lansing. Producer
Howard W. Koch. Drama. Story of auto theft syndicate.
84 min. 9/17.
HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Freeman, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director John
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror in
Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.
RUN FOR THE SUN Superscope, Eastman Color. Richard Widmark. Trevor Howard Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

fiction

September
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope.

Tech-

de Havilland, John f-orsythe Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diolomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I. 102 min. 8/4.
BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert Mitchum, Ursula Thiess. Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
during a revolt in Mexico in 1914. 91 min.

GUN

Robinson.
Ann
Crabbe,
Buster
A Grant Production. Director Sidney
Drama. Two brothers, each on different side

BROTHERS
Brand.

Neville

Salkow.

of law, fight

it

out together. 79 min. 9/17.

October

AND HELL CinemaScope. DeRobert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
BETWEEN

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Michael Todd
IN 80 DAYS
Todd-AO, Color. David Niven, Cantiflas,
Productions
Martine Cam.'. Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
Anderson. Adventure. Filmization of the famous Jules
Verne novel. 175 min. 10/29.
ATTACK Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
army officer and his men during a crucial battle of
I

1

World War II. 107 min. 9/17.
BOSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William

Bishop

Producer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melocity falls prey to a corrupt political ma-

drama. A

HONG KONG Rory Calhoun, Dolores Don
Sabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama.

FLIGHT TO

IN TOWN, THE Robert Arthur, Rex
Reason. Cathy Nolan. Producer-director K. Neumann.
Western. A teen-age farm boy join an outlaw gang.

DESPERADOS ARE

AROUND THE WORLD

chine. 89 min. 9/17.

November

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George
DeCarlo.

ducer

October

Ray,

FINGER OF GUILT Richard

play.

nicolor. Olivia

Rod

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews, Joan

Broadway

Steiger,

on. Producer-director Joe Kane.

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers. Barry Nelson, Carol
Channlng. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

Color. Ingrid Berg-

BLACK WHIP, THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.

min

ston.

SPOILERS OF THE FORREST Vera

December
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

LADY AND THE PROWLER. THE
Rod

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama, Trucolor. Anna
Maria Alberghctti, Ban Cooper. Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.
HELL'S

John Beal, Augusta Dabney,

Glynis

December
ACCUSED OF MURDER

TOMORROW

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Gordon MacRae, Gloria Grahame, Shirley Jones. Producer A. Hornblow, Jr. Director Fred Zinnemann. Musical. Filmization of the famed Broadway musical.

Malotti. Director Robert Leonard.

Coming

Johanna

OKLAHOMA

wald.

Montiel,

Sarita

Robert Hutton, Paul Richards, Patricia Wright. A C.M.B. Production. Director
Edward Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie slars and other celebrities. 79 min.

A

I

RUN OF THE ARROW Eastman

October
SCANDAL INCORPORATED

locale.

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Litvak.
Director A.
Drama. Filmization of famous

January

Ben-

Elvis Presley, Richard
Egan, Debra Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director R.
Post-civil war story set in Kentucky

Webb. Drama.

Ion.

A

airline flight to Hong
intrigue. 88 min. 10/15.

An

YOUR PRODUCT

Kong

sparks

international

UNITED ARTISTS (Continu««4

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE Mickey Rooney,

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely town. 82 min. 10/15

Virginia

cnarles
ot a

Arness, Angie Dickinson, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison.
Director
A. V. McLagien. Western. Young western gunman
gets
revenge on fellow thieves who desert him when

wounded. 78 mm.
PEACEMAKER, THE James

Mitchell,

Rosemarie

Bowe

Jan Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post'
Western. 82 min.

REVOLT

AT

FORT

LARAMIE

DeLuxe Color
John
Dehner, Diana Brewster. Producer Howard
Koch Director Lesley Selander. Western. Civil War
story of
soldiers who are attacked by Indians. 73 min.

RUNNING

TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowling
Arthur Franz. Richard Reeves. Producer Jack
Couffer
Director Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped
fugitives are chased by local townspeople
and officer of
the law. 83 min. 11/12.
THE CinemaScooe, Color
Victor
Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Golciwyn Jr
Jerry Hopper. Drama. Saga of tne Navy's

Mature,

"underwater-men". 73 min. 10/29.

Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas.
Drama A former actor becomes a professional begger with
the
aid of a trick dog. 74 min. 7/23.
I'VE LIVED BEFORE Jock Mahoney,
Leigh Snowden
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director
Richard Bartlett. Drama. Story of a reincarnated
airplane
pilot.

82

mm.

8/6.

RAW EDGE

Technicolor. Rory Calhoun, Yvcnn= DeCarlo Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith.
Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fueoa'
baron rules th«
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.

WALK THE PROUD LAND
Anne

Nancy

THE Hugh

O'Brien,

Gates.

Western. Producer
rector Gerd Oswald. Western.

DANCE WITH ME HENRY
Producer

Robert

Goldstein,

Comedy.

Bob

Raymond

Burr

Goldstein

Di-

Bud Abbott Lou Costello
Director Charles Barton

WILD PARTY, THE Anthony Ouinn, Carol Ohmart Paul
Stewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over
a Naval officer and his fiancee. 91 min.

Comins:
AC H
R PARTYl THE Don Murr *V. E G. Marshall
^
L v!>°J
Jack
Warden. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Delbert
Mann

From

famous

the

television

drama

BAILOUT AT 43.000 John Payne. Karen

Paddv'

by

A

Steele.

Pine-

Thomas Production. Director Francis Lyon
BIG CAPER, THE Rory Calhound, Mary Costa.
Thomas Production. Director Robert Stevens.

CRIME

OF

PASSION

Hayden,
rector

,

,

Pine-

Barbara
Stanwyck
Sterling
Producer Herman Cohen Di-

Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Proaucer Aaron RosenDirector Jesse Hipos. Drama. Indian agent for
U.S.
Government fights for human riohts for the
Apache Indians in Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

GIRL IN BLACK STOCKINGS, THE Lex 8arker

I

I

Bancroft, Mamie Van Doren.
rector Howard Koch. Drama.
terrorize western resort.

A
A

Bel-Air Production Diseries of sex slayings

HIDDEN FEAR John
I

Aubrey-Kohn

Drama
HIS FATHER'S

Anne

Payne, Natalie Norwick
Production.
Director
Andre de

GUN

A

Dane Clark. Ben Cooper Lori
son. Bel Air Production. Director Lesley
Selander.

KRAKEN, THE Tim

|

Holt.

Audrey Dalton. A Gramercy

Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to
Abilene after four years in the Confederate Army to
find things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

November

|

\

I

I

J

Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director

liams,

Harry

Drama.

Keller.

High school teacher
criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

is

almost

Color. John
Bromfield. Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay
Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siod nak. Horror. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious jungle beast.

MOLE PEOPLE. THE John Agar, Cythia Patrick. Producer William Alland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange men.
WRITTEN ON THE WIND Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Lauren Bacall, Robert Stack. Producer Albert Zugsmith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1

January
EVERYTHING BUT THE TRUTH
Maureen

O'Hara,

John

Technicolor. Tim Hovey,
Forsythe.
Producer Howard

Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young student gets mixed up with "lies". 83 min. 11/12.
FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope, Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A. Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.

Coming
BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson. Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gomblng of orphanage by saving other orphans.

LONELY GUN, THE Anthony Ouinn, Katy Jurado Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner.
MEN IN WAR Robert Ryan. Aldo Ray, Robert Keith.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Anthony Mann.

Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

Marlene Dietrich

Mona Freeman, Dean

Rossano

ranch after the death of their father.

INTERLUDE

CinemaScope. June Allyson,
Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas

in

HOOK

Joel

McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Ed-

ward Andrews. Producer
Warren.

Sol Fielding. Director

Marquis

12 ANGRY MEN Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Jack
Warden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sidney
Lumet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

WOODOO
Air

ISLAND

Production.

UN

Boris

Director

I

Beverly Tyler. A Bel
Reginald Le Borg. Horror.

Karloff.

VERSA L-

1

NT' L

August
AWAY

ALL BOATS Technicolor, VistaVision. Jeff
Chandler, George Nader, Julie Adams, Lex Barker,
producer Howard Christie. Director Joseph Pevney.
Drama. The story of the U.S.S. Belinda and of the men
who sailed her to the battered beaches of the Pacific
m Warld War II. 14 min. S/28.
I

Film

Brian

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

Drama.

coupie

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

in

AMAZON

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

venture.
Brazil.

events

Stirring
41

Amazon

the

in

territory

BURNING HILLS, THE Ci.imaSco.oe. WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN
den,

Nolan,

Lloyd

WarnerColor. William Hol-

Virginia

Producer-director

Leith.

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer
and physical

in

November
Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor,

Hudson,

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.
Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil, cattle and love
198 min. 10/15.

Southwest during WWII.

the

in

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab Hunter, Natalie
Wood. ProduceT Frank Rosenberg. Director David
Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into man.
103 min.

10/29.

December
BABY DOLL Karl Maiden, Carol Baker,
A Newton Production. Producer-director
Drama. Story
girl.

I

of

gin-mill

a

Wallach.

Eli

Elia
Kazan.
proprietor and a beautiful

14 min.

Coming
BUFFALO GRASS WarnerColor. Alan Ladd,
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon
Cattlemen

Western.

fight

to

move

their

Virginia

Douglas.
herds to

distant railroads.

OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plan*.
NIGHT DOES STRANGE THINGS, THE Technicolor.
SPIRIT
Color.

Mel

Bergman,

London

Film.

the exiled

Ferrer,

Director

widow

Jean

Jean Marais. A FrancoRenoir. Drama. Tale ot

of a Polish Prince.

WRONG MAN,

THE Henry Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony
Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club is prime suspect in
murder case.

To

Nader, Tim
Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

Hovey.

305 N. 12th

.

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

New
LOmbard

Phones
3-3944, 394S

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

Producer

MISTER CORY Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Tony
Martha
Hyer,
Charles
Bickford.
Producer
Robert Artuhr. Director Blake Edwards. Gambler from
Chicago slums climbs to wealth and respectability.
Curtis,

NIGHT RUNNER, THE Ray Danton, Colleen Miller. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Abner Biberman. Drama.
Mental hospital inmate is released while still in dangerous condition.
ROCK, PRETTY BABY Sal Mineo, John Saxon, Luana
Patten.
Producer Edmund Chevie. Director Richard
Bartlett. Musical. Rock n' roll story of college combo.
TAMMY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Debbie Reynolds,
Lslie Nielson. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joe

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,
Member

INE.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia, Pa.: LOcust 4-3459

Pevney.

TATTERED DRESS, THE CinemaScope.

Jeff Chandler,
Jeannie Crain, Jack Carson. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Jack Arnold.

BULLETIN — THIS

.

Philadelphia

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van John-

George

Better Serve You
.
Combined At

Office & Terminal

son, Piper Laurie. Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business In the early I930's.

MAN AFRAID

IS

jet

space

man. 115 min. 10/1.

limits of

GIANT WarnerColor.

JOE

AND ME

of

min.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Jones. Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about
a child murderess. 129 min.

Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CorBorchers. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph
Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious
Turkey.

KELLY

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
love with a peasant who contests her right
to rule the kingdom. 101 min.

falls

Randolph

Lee

Russell,

IN THE
Donlevy.

Tyttle.

ISTANBUL CinemaScope,

A Mehboob

Independ-

A CRY

nell

SAVAGE PRINCESS

of

WarnerColor.

Marvin, Walter Reed. Pro.
ducers A. V. McLagien, R. E. Morrison. Director Budd
Boetticher. Western. Cowooy seeks to avenge murder
of his wife by seven outlaws. 78 min. 7/23.
Gail

Scott,

Sirk.

BUTTERFLY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy,
George Nader, Keenan Wynn. Producer
Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jessie Hibbs.

Spanish

NOW

FROM

Ouayles.

Technicolor,

Brazzl.

"nuclear

biggest

August
MEN

SEVEN

Ingrid

Technicolor. Fred MacMurray.
Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland.
Director Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run

PHAROAH'S CURSE

War

Ferrer,

idol.

a cattle

4000 pound cannon during
ence of 1810.

Jose

GUN FOR A COWARD

Vittorio
De Sica, Arthur O'Connell. A Titanus Production Director Samuel Taylor. Drama. Widowed American millionaire seeks to marr,, beautiful woman.

Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincarnation of mummies.
PRIDE AND THE PASSION, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra, Sophia
Loren Producer-director
Stanley
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
?"' rnlla band marches an incredible distance with a

Science-fiction. Professor detonates
of ail time. 85 min. 7/9.

bomb"

October

December
CURCU, BEAST OF THE AMAZON Eastman

GREAT MAN, THE

TROOPER
,

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

Production. Director Arnold Laven.

MONTE CARLO STORY, THE

|

Nel-

SATELLITE IN THE SKY CinemaScope, WarnerColor.
Kieron Moore, Lois Maxwell, Donald Wolfit. Producer
Harry Lee and E. J. Danziger. Director Paul Dickson.

September
Chandler
Robert Arthur'

Jeff

George Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion
settle war bewteen Indians and Cavalrymen
in the Oregon Country. 95 min. 9/3.
SHOWDOWN AT ABILENE Technicolor. Jock Mahoney
Martha Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie

St

Toth

Alan Ladd, Rcssana Podesta,
Lloyd Nolan. Producer Martin Rackin. Director Gordon Douglas. Adventure. A group of renegaoe Americans help the Cubans in their struagie for freeaom.
93 min. 6/28

October
OF THE SKY Technicolor.
Dorothy Malone, Ward Bond. Producer
PILLARS

Raymond Burr.
Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose

ambition for her husband leads to murder.
FIVE STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling
Hayden
A Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler Drama
A woman tries to give FBI highly secret material stolen
from Russians.

Murphy

berg.

KING AND

FOUR OUEENS, THE CinemaScope, Color.
Clark Gable. Eleanor Parker. Jo Van Fleet
Jean Willis
Barbara Nichols, Sara Shane. Producer David Hempstead. Director Raoul Walsh. Western.

Chayefsky.

Technicolor. Audie

Director
helps to

December
BRASS LEGEND,

SANTIAGO WarnerColor.

EDGE OF HELL Hugo Haas,

SHARKFIGHTERS,
Director

July

September

November
GUN THE MAN DOWN James

WARNER BROTHERS

Welles.
Producer Robert Arthur. Director
lamont. Comedy. A mule witnesses murder
a road leading to a castle. 80 min
7/23

man on

YOUR PRODUCT

Washington, D.

C: DUpont

7-7200
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DISTRIBUTION'S OPPORTUNITY
The organized theatremen are asking chief executives of the
issues
film companies to sit down with them to get at the core of
be
It
may
opportunity
...
golden
a
that make for discord. It is
be?"
answer
distribution's
will
What
an irretrievable opportunity.
".

.

.

His

first

now

production

LEGEND OF THE LOST

is

in preparation

In
.

Technirama and Technicolor

.

Co-starring Sophia Loren

•

Rossano Brazzi

Directed by Henry Hathaway

•

A

•

Produced and

Batjac Production

lewpoints
DECEMBER

Distribution \

Much
significant

vninuc
VOLUME

v

development

National Allied convention in
Dallas was prevalence of the out-

at the

stretched hand over the mailed

Traditionally the tartar in the

fist.

mo-

of the credit for the organi-

cooperation position must
go to president Rube Shor, whose

zation's

persistent efforts to effect a top-level

conference with distribution keyed
the convention's decisions, and to

tion picture industry, the indepen-

general counsel A. F. Myers,

dent theatres organization adopted a
singularly conciliatory and construc-

led in the formulation of the

throughout the brisk proceedings. Notably absent was the

of selling to

long string of condemnatory resolutions and cocking of legal guns.

ly believe

tive tone

The accent was apparent in the
conclusion to keynoter Roy L. Kalver's address: "If we are to survive
and

Kin
->c
NO. 25

24,

thrown theatremen and film men
into the most serious conflict during
the past few years.

Oppartun ity
The most

*

1956

10,

must

to succeed, old differences

be resolved, old antagonisms eradi-

program. Undoubtedly

some

who
new

took a

it

lot

of the die-hard

men who

fighters in the ranks,

won

in

the halls of Congress or the courts
of law. They will be watching closely distribution's reaction to their or-

ganization's

new

look.
is

a

new

pos-

ture for Allied, and one that calls
for a stand in kind

so eventually a peaceful coexistence

endorsement of an industry
arbitration system without film renIn

its

in

tals,

its

willingness

explore

to

In one

tors.

by the distribuswoop, the Dallas

fell

convention cleared virtually every
road-block that previously existed

on exhibition's side
industry harmony.
Opportunity
the door

to the path to

pounding away

is

of distribution.

The

in its

cooperation

with

ganized theatremen of the country

interest,

are asking the chief executives of the

in its praise of the

film

Association's

Motion Picture
"vigorous attack on

to pet at the core of the issues that

reaffirmation

TOA
the

in

of

matters of

common

depression"

boxoffice

— in

all

these stands and others, the Allied

companies

make

industry.

gates clearly manifested a desire for

opportunity.

program of pacification, negotiation and cooperation.

tion's

This

is

not to say that

soft-palmed,

The

unctious

it

was

down with them

sit

for discord.

or-

It is a

golden op-

portunity to win tranquility for our

leadership and the convention delea

It

may be an irretrievable
What will distribu-

is not a shameful thing
but rather a realistic approach to the

solution

of

the

issues

that

have

campaign

down

to force pro-

overseas filming

and questions the wisdom of this
"broadside attack" on the grounds
it tends to blanket the entire
dustry with suspicion.

in-

Certainly, a shotgun blast of this

type

is

reprehensible, even

if

there

are instances such as alleged in the

Council's pronouncement.

This is a
serious charge, one that should be
couched in specific language and
documented with facts.

No

one can deny the Council's

right and obligation to seek greater

employment for its members, especially where statistics indicate a
steady

decline

domestic

in

studio

employment. However, forcing tactics of this kind are dangerous both
to the industry and to those employed within

it.

because of changing circumis going to
permit a producer to make a profit
prohibited by domestic costs, then it
is

plain

good business

Film
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TWO

wood unions must

for the pro-

facilities.

are economic facts of

tion

compromise

as a

it

ducers to cut

N.Y. Times

Thomas M. Pryor

ducer to use foreign

old Allied militancy, determina-

light of realism, of recognition that

sees

this action,

editor

stances, overseas filming

a

—

Analyzing

Hollywood

If,

answer be?

convention.

and criticism of practices injurious to the small exhibitor were
very much in evidence and it could
hardly be otherwise with men like
Myers, Shor, Berger, Kirsch et al.
But through it all shone the hard

unions."

at

COMPO,

reconciliation with

motion picabroad by
American interests or with American financing are employing Communist union members in preference
members of anti-Communist
to
of

produced

being

that

The extended hand

tolerence

will prevail."

number

public that a

tures

firm-

cated.

There must be created a true
and sympathetic understanding for each other's problems

The Hollywood A. F. L. Film
Council has announced a nationwide
campaign to "inform the American

that concessions for the

small exhibitors can only be

Un ions

ih v

Sitj

life

These

the Holly-

face.

some American producers are
showing preferential treatment to
Communist workers overseas, the
council should name names and cite
If

facts.

But,

it

desperation

is unwise to resort to
smear strategies that

only boomerang in the long
run ajainst their very own members.

can

Film
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ZOtKs bur Stars For

A

Joyous Christmas
One

of the

most important dramatic

presentations ever!

COLOR by DE LUXE

CINemaScoPE
starring

INGRID BERGMAN

YUL BRYNNER
HELEN HAYES
The world's outstanding attraction
at popular prices!

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S

OKLAHOMA!
Color by TECHNICOLOR

CINemaScoPE
Heavenly holiday happiness!
Entertainment for everybody!

THE GIRL
CAN'T HELP IT
COLOR by DE LUXE

CINemaScoPE
starring

TOM EWELL

r

JAYNE MANSFIELD

EDMOND

O'BRIEN

The nation's sensation!
The hottest name in show business!

LOVE ME

TENDER
CINemaScoPE
starring

RICHARD EGAN
DEBRA PAGET
and introducing

ELVIS PRESLEY

'BABY DOLL' ADS. The

What
advertising campaign on

They're Talking

About

"Baby

Doll" will be as direct, bold and hard-hitting as the picture
It will state frankly the true nature of Tennessee

In the

Movie Business

itself.

Williams' suggestive story and the earthy, raw realism of
Kazan's direction. Gilbert Golden, Warners' dynamic ad
engineer, will not soft-pedal the film's "hot" aspects. He
firm'y believes that the public prefers,

and

is

entitled, to

know what kind
paign to

sift

of a picture it is, and he desires his camout the juveniles, as well as those too immature

to accept and enjoy a slice of unvarnished life. Respected
by his co-workers at
and throughout the trade (and
beyond) as one of the best ad creators in the field, Golden
is credited with formulating the off-beat campaign that

WB

won

surprising boxoffice returns for

"The Bad Seed". Al-

though some of the ads on that picture have been criticized
in certain quarters, they are regarded by experts as being
wholly fair to the public, as well as having been responsible for the film's success.

METRO'S PRODUCTION FUTURE. As
M-G-M

soon as Ben

his production associates get rid of their sea

be surprised

is

0

BUYING MORE TV OUTLETS. Now

that

Columbia

Pictures will follow Metro's policy in acquiring television

more of the same by other filmcos. The
Columbia move was disclosed by Abe Schneider, vice
president and treasurer, at the annual stockholders meeting
in New York. Schneider's comment that Columbia would
like to supplement the activity of its TV production and
distribution subsidiary, Screen Gems, was prompted by a
shareholder's question regarding the company's position
stations, look for

on the acquisition of television stations.

The pressure

from stockholders for wider diversification into TV will
increase on managements of all other film companies.

o

j

METRO PROXY FIGHT.
left

till

With

less

than two months

the February 6 deadline for splitting

operations from

its

management appears
the very last

minute

its

theatre

production-distribution arm, Loew's
to be holding off the divorcement to
in

may not take place until 1958, if the
"opposition" does not muster enough support in the short
time available to them.
that the big battle

0

THAT

'C RATING. Though

its

intentions are for the

purposes noble, most industryites are of the
opinion that the Legion of Decency can't stem the public
tide to a good picture, despite a "Condemned" slap. This

good and

its

to its down-beat rating for Warner
"Baby Doll". For one thing, another condemned
film, "The Moon Is Blue", went ahead and did fine business in thousands of theatres, even coming around for a
of course,

Brothers'

if you hear an announcement that
going to follow 20th Century- Fox's lead and
undertake a greatly expanded production program. Leo's
studio traditionally has carried the heaviest "nut" of any
film plant, with the result that the restricted output of
recent years has had to bear enormous overhead charges
against each film. More product means lower overhead
per production, for one thing. And with a still large staff
of producers and other studio personnel on the payroll, it
seems perfectly logical for Metro to start spreading its
costs over a larger annual output. Add to these factors the
experience of Loew's president Vogel as a theatreman,
fight'ng to keep his circuit supplied with sufficient product.
This switch in the production trend, it appears, will not be
limited to 20th and Metro. Every film company is feeling
the squeeze of the heavy per-picture overhead.

legs, don't

from February 6 to 28 to muster support from stockholders
two new companies that will be formed. This means

in the

applies,

0
Thau and

threatening proxy war. Wall Street insiders point out that
a final-second split will give dissident shareholders only

an effort to undermine an ever-

You

keep a genuinely good picKazan with a
story by Tennessee Williams and which has garnered more
critics' kudos and unsolicited publicity than any picture in
recent years. Word-of-mouth alone figures to guarantee a
coup for the theatremen who play "Baby Doll".
re-run a year later.

can't

ture down, especially one directed by Elia

0

REPUBLIC IN ECLIPSE.

Despite statements by presi-

dent Herbert J. Yates to the contrary, Hollywooders see
the beginning of the end for Republic Pictures. Only a
drastic reversal of the drift can keep this outfit going, they

With only

a trickle of product coming from the studio
few months, and with nothing foreseeable in
the works, they say a major upheavel is in the making
unless president Yates can come up with a major plan to
win over dissident stockholders. One such plan, it is
rumored, is the sale to TV of post-1948 movies. If this
move were made, Republic would outdistance all other
studios who have only sold their pre-1948 films to the opposition medium. This might fill Republic's coffers for the
time being (though there would be few "classics" among
the lot), but it would also raise the ire of exhibitors to the
boiling point. What other steps Yates might take to stave

say.

in the past

off dissolution of the

company

is

anybody's guess.

0

PARTY'S OVER.

They're talking about the Internal
Revenue Dept's corporation tax structure revisions which
might see the end of the big star's independent company

and a return to the stable-of-stars era. The new tax setup
would do away with companies whose financing is derived
from personal-service contracts involving an owner. Such
earnings would come under the personal holding-corpora-

much greater than the straight corporation tax.
Thus, a complete change may be in the making which
would affect more than half of all industry production.
tion tax,
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now

in release

HOT CARS"
John Bromfield
Mark Dana
starring

REBEL
starring
J.

•

Joi

Lansing

TOWN"

IN

John Payne Ruth Roman
Ben Cooper John Smith
•

Carrol Naish

•

•

THE BLACK SLEEP"
starring Basil Rathbone
Akim Tamiroff
John Carradine Bela Lugosi
•

•

Lon Chaney

•

now

in production

"GAMBLING MAN"
starring

Lori

u

Dane Clark

Nelson

•

Ben Cooper
Drew

•

Ellen

JUNGLE HEAT"
starring

Lex Barker

Mari Blanchard

•

"PHARAOH'S CURSE"
Aubrey Schenck

Howard W. Koch

starring

Mark Dana

Ziva Shapir

•

Diane Brewster

•

"REVOLT AT FORT LARAMIE"
in

A

profit

for the

making line-up

1956-57 season

Color by DeLuxe

John Dehner
Don Gordon

starring

THE GIRL
starring

with action,

IN

.

starring

•

Frances Helm

BLACK STOCKINGS"

• Anne Bancroft
Mamie Van Doren
Marie Windsor John Dehner
•

•

TOMAHAWK

drama, adventure!

Gregg Palmer

Lex Barker

Ron Randell

crammed

•

Chuck Connors

TRAIL"
•

John Smith

•

Susan Cummings

Lisa Montell

"VOODOO ISLAND"
starring

Boris Karloff

"WAR DRUMS"
in

Color by DeLuxe

starring

THRU

UA

Lex Barker

•

Joan Taylor

•

Ben Johnson

—

BLAME MOVIE BUSINESS

DON'T

FINANCIAL

your favorite
inema stock is performing like a three-legged pack ass in
he Kentucky Derby. At least don't blame it entirely.
Boxoffice, the barometers

tell us,

if

BULLETIN
DECEMBER

one year ago when the Film BULLETIN
'inema Aggregate reported film company stocks some 30
loints higher than the November, 1956, close. To the connamely first runs, key
rary some sectors of exhibition

•resent than

—

ub-runs and specialized situations

ome has

1956

10,

runs no less anemic at

— maintain

dollar in-

actually advanced slightly over corresponding

Add to this information imposing
claimed for Hollywood's Fall parcel of superhows, plus the apparent comfort derived from obvious

By

Ward

Philip R.

Even some smaller exhibitors show
volume gains but reductions in profits, basking, on

top exhibition circuits.
dollar

955 year-end business.

the one hand, in the sunlight of lower admission taxes, but

rosses

burning, on the other, under the sting of higher operating

EV programming

and you are led to the conlusion that industry stocks at current low levels represent
n anomalous condition. The charts below reflect the
downward drift which has seized cinema shares of recent
nonths without apparent justification.

—

Film

costs and higher film rentals.

0

difficulties,

BULLETIN Cinema

Aggregate

The

fault,

petition

;

Dear Brutus,

part, at least,

is

rests not entirely with our

our

own

doing.

com-

The industry has

steered a course over the past year which implies satisfaction with the status quo.

By

its

conduct

in

production,

seems to say,
"We're content if things get no worse." But things will
get worse if no way is found either to increase income or
decrease outgo. It is a paradox that while film companies

distribution and general merchandising,

*

it

brag of ridding themselves of the prodigalities of the past,
of effecting economies down to the marrow of their operations, they continue to show a rising expense balance.
Not only does this condition cut into film company profits
but exhibition profits as well for someone must pay the
piper, and distributors would just as leave have theatremen cough up in the form of higher film terms.

—

O

A

business enterprise prospers by controlling two major

areas: sales and expenses.

It

gains additional profits by

making additional sales, or, failing to widen its marstripping itself of unneeded costs. If filmdom is power-

either
ket,
FILM

Composed

second study, one or two explanations arise. The
tock market generally has sustained uncommon losses in
ne face of tremulous international events. Cinema shares,
>hich may have remained unchanged in an overall rising
liarket, thanks to no worse than mediocre earnings pros-

were immediately sucked under

in the

vortex of the

stronger profits picture in sight
might have ret the time of the sell-off, industry shares
sted the drop. As is, film company stocks fell 7 points
irough November, and have lost a total of 13 /2 points
eneral decline.

With

a

l

nee the Fall of the year. On a pro-rata basis, this sell-off
26% greater than the Dow Jones industrial decline over
Lie same term. Thus movie shares show greater weakness
.

lan the
It

market as

a

cinema stocks, no matter the char-

— up

pter of the market
>ne.

An improvement

lid of itself in an

or

down

in dollar

economy

— reflect

an uncertain

volume means nothing

in

of inexorably rising costs

Inless <he increase in dollar sales

is

so great as to cover

lie accelerated cost of doing business. Such has not been
lie case. In the past month two major film companies reprted small upswings in gross income over the year yet
I

wer net earnings.

Similar performances are

shown by

its

it

Chiefly to blame for the doldrums, in our opinion,

is

the unequal qualitative standards in current Hollywood
product. A few films are pulling the oars of the entire industry. Where are the bread-and-butter pictures, modestly
budgeted films that can be counted upon to provide at least
adequate day to day income? There are very few. There
are only big films, and otherwise. The bread-and-butter
picture that pays its way can put the industry back on a
profits footing of old. It is simply impossible to have
enough big pictures to keep this vast industry operating
profitably 12

whole.

follows, then, that

broaden

not), logically

On

ects,

attendance base (which it certainly is
must look to tighten its belt internally.
Something is very wrong somewhere, and the blame cannot be placed squarely on boxoffice. What, we must ask,
is the movie industry doing to give attendance a lift?

less to

THEATRE COMPANIES

COMPANIES

of carefully selected representative industry issues.

months per year: there

is

just a limit to the

creative personnel extant.
is depending too much on
clean-up hitters, forgetting those who comprise the
backbone of the team, even though they might bat only

In short, the movie industry

its

No more than baseball could rely solely on its Mickey
Mantles can the movie business count on winning more
attendance without a full contingent of films to keep the
public coming steadily. We firmly believe the answer is
more product. Look for this trend to blossom in '57.
.250.
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Who Are the Critics of Film Advertising?
-And What Is the Public's Attitude?

The Case
for

Movie Advertising
CxcluAfa
by

tfL BULLETIN

?e*tun

LEONARD SPINRAD

The natural inclination of motion picture people, when
they stand accused of false or evil advertising, is to defend
themselves; and the natural defense marches down two
main roads. The first is the road of comparison trying to

more general basis. Thereupon, the organized advertising
business came into the act, most notably when Advertising
Age provided an influential forum for the opinions of some

measure the standards of motion picture advertising

Thus it would seem that the attacks on our advertising
have come from people not ordinarily concerned with the
subject. From this many in our business have come to believe that there is a general disenchantment on the part of
the moviegoing public. I do not think such is the case.

—

in

terms of the advertising of other businesses. The second
road is that of dollars and cents trying to measure the
worth of our promotion in terms of the revenue we believe

—

it

produces.

think, a third highly important direction for
our thinking on the indictment which has been leveled

There

is,

I

is important not only
been so neglected.

against our industry. This direction
in itself,

but because

it

has

thus far

I

for our-

charging discriminatory rates for amusement advertising.

In the advertising world, there is
days over motivation research. Marketing men seek to
find out not only what the customers do, but why they do
it.
In the "why" the researchers feel they can find the
signposts for the future, the secrets of lasting success. In

"why"

of the attacks

we can

believe

find

on motion picture advertising,

some important information

selves.

Who

scarlet letter for a

Madison Avenue's Position
But

Attacks Us?

The current outcry against motion picture advertising
did not, on its face, originate with the advertising business.
voiced by a newspaper film critic, Bosley
Crowther of The New York Times, with regard to several
It

The roots of the present unpleasantness go back to an
unpleasant fact of movie life. Only in recent years has motion picture business been regarded as any better than the
Madison Avenue advertising agency.
Both the motion picture companies and the advertising
agencies for years accepted the dictum that movie advertising was somehow different from any other kind of advertising, the untouchable among the Brahmins, the great
unwashed among the soap sellers. This double standard
was emphasized by the insistence of many newspapers in

a great to-do these

the

professional advertising people.

was

first

particular pictures, and

of late the advertising business

—has

found

—non-theatrical

di-

keep the barrier raised.
The anti-advertising propaganda that began with "The
Hucksters" even became a political issue and Madison
Avenue a campaign epithet. What better answer, in such

vision

it

difficult

to

by certain religious groups on a

(Continued on Page 12)
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gets out of the range of

CASE FOR MOVIE ADVERTISING

fire.

we must constantly be aware of the degree of pubresponsibility of our industry and of advertising in general.
should, I think, be proud of the degree to which
Yes,

(Continued from Page 11)

lic

circumstances, than for Madison Avenue to become the
gallant white knight defending a noble institution against
the miscreants from the other side of the tracks?
Certainly, for every specific instance of questionable

picture

tion

advertising,

questionability can be

dozen

a

instances

of

drawn from the advertising

tion pictures

is

in the

vertising business in toto. Advertising

ber of photographs, for example, of

pany
pany

equal

not

to

a shirt com— believe, but am not certain, that
—which features explicitly nude women. This does
it is

mean

that the shirt industry

is

a prurient industry.

Some people have an "anything goes" philosophy about
advertising. The motion picture industry, like every other
But the
motion picture industry is not operating in a vacuum. It is
subject to the most unyielding yardstick in the world the
customer. The critics of our industry seem to feel that the
customer has been conditioned to believe every literal word
of every movie ad, and that hence our standards must be
industry, has a small minority of these optimists.

—

higher than those of other industries.

this

trusting faith

same customer presumably have as much
in an ad which tells him that a certain "new

"A man who

you how much I value your editorial in the
issue of Film BULLETIN, regarding the
case against movie advertising. I agree with your contention that we should not claim that this is the most perfect
of all possible worlds and that we do make mistakes in our
I

can't tell

November 26th

campaigns. On the other hand, I do not believe that we
should be selected as the whipping boy for a basic malady
of advertising in general. I think we should reject firmly
and promptly, any idea that our advertising is more misleading than any other advertising for any merchandise.
We have a right, in the motion picture business to be
judged by the same yardsticks as others are judged, plus
the recognition which
fact that

we

Up

You
that

to a point, yes.

People regard advertising for what
is

trying to

sell

some-

thing to them, not an impartial report by a fact-finding
board.

Motion picture advertising has tremendous readership
Therefore motion
picture advertising is regarded by many average people as
the prime example of advertising in general. People don't
get worked up because a toothpaste doesn't seem to make

in itself a tribute to its technical value.

white as those of the models in fehe toothpaste
People are used to the fact that the lines of the automobile you buy somehow don't have the gigantic sweep
their teeth

ad.

that appears in the perspective color photo of the same car
in the magazine. They accept these differences
as, in the
main, they accept the differences between the advertising

man's hyperbole and their own reaction to a movie.

But when anybody complains about motion picture admen of Madison Avenue are acutely aware

vertising, the

that the complaint basically

is a complaint about advertising in general, whether the complainant
realizes this or
not. So Operation Quarantine begins;
expressing intemperate horror and shock at an entire industry
instead

of at

few mistakes, Madison Avenue tries to put a wall
between itself and Times Square. Recognizing a
threat,
Madison Avenue is busy promoting a likely target while

a

it
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in advertising a tractor.

put your finger on all of the cogent points of our
The fact of the matter is basically, in my opinion,

we

are not worse than

lack of guts

which

is

anyone

else,

but because of the

epidemic in our industry, we permit
made without objection. Most

these half-baked slurs to be
of the

enjoys cigars enjoys life?"

—a statement by someone who

out, of the simple basic

position.

men

tation of the
it is

you point

are a business with a strong umbilical cord to

be the same as the one used

motor oil can trouble-proof engines for 100,000 miles?"
Does he believe the miraculous claims of every new cold
remedy? Does he endorse the expensively-displayed admonition that

Are by 'Smart Alecks'
To the Editor —

the circus and vaudeville, and that our advertising cannot

What- Does Public Believe?
Does

Youngstein Says Slurs

true for the ad-

Age has run a numa West Coast com-

I

0

of other

same probably small proportion
is

been met by our industry and adver-

tising in general.

mo-

products and services. This is no great trick, because the
volume of other advertising is so much greater. All it
means is that the amount of improper advertising for mothe total motion picture advertising as

We

this responsibility has

them

for

guiding the advertising, publicity and exploicompanies are the same men who have guided

many

years.

we

The

attacks are increasing

now

be-

and because our industry is going through a change, and the smart alecks are always looking for a whipping boy. We have, too long, permitted the pressures within and without our industry, to
force us to change what we know is the right thing to do.
cause they feel

will be quiescent

The Advertising Age

articles are, in

my

opinion, written

by men who know nothing about the problems and who
write out of ignorance. This does not mean that we ought
to close our eyes to any real problems that do exist, but
what is equally important is that we do not exaggerate
them. The men and women who are the craftsmen in our
advertising, publicity and exploitation, are as good as the
men and women with similar jobs in any industry in our
country. Let us not ignore, but let us not make too much
of what they are saying. We are in show business. We
are in a business where vitality and excitement are the key
to our whole success. If other people don't understand this,
let's do our best to make them understand it, but please
let's have no panic based on a few superficial articles by
men steepd in ignorance of the problems.
Again, my thanks to you for having pointed up so clearly and intelligently, the real issues involved.

MAX

E.

YOUNGSTEIN,

Vice /'resident. United Artists

CASE FOR MOVIE ADVERTISING

Next Issue

More on Movie Advertising

Paul Lazarus Recalls Other

Your
takes

will present a factual

analysis of three film advertising cam-

Bouts with Adv'g Fraternity
To the Editor

BULLETIN

Film

paigns

—

which

have

"The Case Against Movie Advertising"
back some years. We have been attacked before.

Matter of

fact,

we

are a pretty regular sparring partner for

And

In 1952 in the same publication, Advertising Age, there
was a nice thing said about movie advertising. The anony-

mous character

called

"The Creative Man" took an ad of
MEN and did a favorable and

our picture TEN TALL
constructive critique.

In the belief that such charity should be recognized and
lauded, I took it on myself to write an answering letter

which was subsequently printed by Advertising Age. The
views expressed in

my

letter are still, I think, cogent.

PAUL

N. LAZARUS, JR.,
Vice President. Columbia Pictures

very nicely, thank you.

remember,

I

the advertising fraternity.

after

some

five or six

4,

1952

The Creative Man's Corner
Age

told "But,

N.

LAZARUS,

JR.

It:

We re

in

a

I sat.

As an addendum to your charitable thoughts, may I
more of our problems which, perhaps,

point out a few

A

motion picture is not a continuing product like LisBuick or Armour's ham. We have no logotype
to establish, no trademark to sell. Each picture is the
launching of a new product and we have no more than
a week in each locality to do it. This week, "Death of a
Salesman", next week "East Lynne". How many accounts
would or could the average agency handle on that basis?
We handle about forty a year.
Then, too, suppose you scheduled a newspaper ad for
Chesterfield and found that a Lucky Strike ad appeared on
the same page. Would you scream? You bet you would.
Well, motion picture advertising, throughout the country,
appears on the same page as its competition. You say we
are over-emphatic, lurid; brother, we've got about two seconds to catch and hold the reader's eye before it goes on
to the ad placed by the theater two blocks away but, for
our purposes, in the adjoining column.
terine or

—

"Sexual implications",

To

The Movie Business— Lewis
—

the Editor

Defending a given ad campaign is not only a waste of
time but a tactical blunder. To do it you have to begin by
conceding that the other guy's standards are valid; that he
actually represents someone or something important and
that he has the right to attack or challenge what you have
done.

you've never realized?

— sure.

Face

Let's

man. A regular advertising practitioner,
paid-up and in good standing, has said something nice
about movie advertising. No longer must I refuse to meet
my own eyes while shaving; no more do I have to evade
my children's questions of "What business are you in,
daddy?" After twenty long years, Jenny kissed me where

am

was

O

Advertising
I

I

you have no advertising experience!", I felt as if I'd
had my epaulets ripped off and my sword broken. Since
then, I've had occasion to hire some pretty good agency
men who were seduced into selling their souls for a handful of silver. I'd guess that one out of twenty works out.
Just one more thing. In twenty years of motion picture
advertising, I can't remember a single instance where I've
used the words "stupendous" or "gigantic" or "colossal".
That is, not unless the picture really was stupendous,
gigantic and colossal.
Yours in the bond,
son,

PAUL
March

years writing movie

When

copy, applying for an agency job.

Mr. Lazarus' Letter:

is

it?

Clinches,

boy-girl stuff,

Eut it's our patent. There's a lot of soap and
toothpaste and cosmetics and everything but chopped
round steak sold by the same device. And the motion picture business didn't invent it, either. I seem to remember
some gossip 'way back in the Garden of Eden involving
that boy-girl stuff. Until someone comes along with a relationship that has more appeal, this one will have to do.
kisses

criticzed.

piece on

me

Today

been

We

are told that motion picture merchandising

attack

is

under

mass movement afoot by publications
ads? Not so's you can notice it.

to re-

—but by whom?

Is there a

ject or refuse our

Have
from

great blocks of our audiences started to stay

away

campaign was

"dis-

a specific picture because the

honest," "in bad taste," "immoral?"
Let's face

it.

We're

in the

movie business.

A

business

that deals almost exclusively with basic emotions and

might as well get used to

we

it.

A picture that doesn't involve the passions of
ence might as well never get made.

its

audi-

A

merchandising campaign which doesn't feature apsame emotions has to flop.
We have hours, minutes, seconds to catch and hold the
attention of our listeners or readers. We have to hit fast
and hard or not at all.
You can't do that by being shy, delicate or subtle.
Any movie that offends nobody interests nobody.
An ad or publicity campaign that arouses no opposition
arouses no interest.
So!
Get used to it, fellas. Or get into some other line of work.
peals to these

ROGER
A at

I

H.

LEWIS,

Director of Advertising, United Artists
Film
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Ahead of 'em

all

for the holidays

"Hollywood

or

'RaUk?

Q O O

of

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

as a

team is a reasonably, funny and occasionally whimsical
in
tale about their jaunt across the country to Hollywood
contest.
a shiny red car won in a naborhood movie-house
Their fans should get many a hearty laugh out of this rambunctious farce produced by Hal Wallis in Technicolor
and VistaVision for Paramount release. Lewis proves he's
with
still clown prince of slapstick, joins in the vocals
Martin and co-star Pat Crowley, and mugs with his pet, a
huge Great Dane. Anita Ekberg, who "guest stars" as
herself, confirms the

fact that she's

all

who wants

Rosenbloom plays

woman.

Maxie

cash ("or else")

a bookie
Director Frank Tashlin rightfully takes the
anything-for-a-laugh approach, so that Jerry can get to

from Dean.

Great Dane can drive off with
their car, a sweet old lady can hold them up and steal the
car, and Jerry can be chased through the Paramount lot
until he falls into a bed occupied by Miss Ekberg. Sammy
Fain and Paul Webster supply a couple of new, but unfight a snorting bull, the

spectacular, tunes. To pay off bookie Rosenbloom, Martin
secures a complete duplicate set of tickets for a moviehouse drawing for a new car. Lewis, an avid film fan,

holds the real winning ticket, so they share the vehicle.

Lewis wants

to drive to

Hollywood

to visit his idol,

Paramount. IA Hal Wallis Production). 95 minutes. Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Pat
Crowley. Anita Ekberg. Produced by Hal Wallis. Directed by Frank Tashlin.

Rating

for

art

Enough action for

houses.

"Rumble on the Docks"
about teenage gang wars and water-front rack-

eteers. Best suited for lower-half billing.

Sam Katzman's modest

(Clover) production for Columbia release mixes delinquent gang wars and longshore

union racketeering

in a

"B"

It is

effort best suited to the

lower

primarily aimed at the teen-ager

and action markets, and should enjoy fair response. There
are no marquee names in the cast, Katzman utilizing some
newcomers, principally James Darren and Laurie Carroll.
Director Fred F. Sears keeps the action moving along and
photographer Benjamin Kline furnishes some imaginative
shots of the docks. This can be exploited in ballyhoo situations.
Story by Lou Morheim and Jack DeWitt has
Darren heading a street gang. His father, Edgar Barrier,
is trying to rid the docks of Michael Granger, gangster
head of a water-front union local. Joe Vitale, organizing a
new local, is run over by the hoods. Granger persuades
Darren to testify in order to contradict witnesses who
identified the driver. Darren is taken from Granger's apartment by his own teen-age gang and agrees to recant.
Granger, pursuing him, is shot in a gunfight, and Darren
is

reconciled with his father.
I

Pag. 1*
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melodrama.

Violence and character-study are combined in this parable on the ravaging, suffering

rage, ferocity

and

futility of

war, set in

Certain to have art-house appeal, the

16th century Japan.

and tempo make

action houses in the U.S.

this a

A Toho

good bet even

for

production, released

through Columbia with English titles, "The Magnificent
Seven" is an inspiring tale of seven professional warriors
(Samurai) hired by farmers of a tiny village for protection
against impending attack by marauders. While the weapons used are pitifully archaic, the 158-minute melodrama
focuses on both the emotional and material aspects of total
war. Director Akira Kurosawa whose "Rasho-Mon" introduced Japanese artistry here again succeeds in deliniating characters from the brave and bold to the crawling
coward. Photography by Asaichi Nakai, in somber black
and white, contrast the bestiality of man with the beauty
of nature. Producer Sojiro Motoki has employed a "name"
cast recognizable from previous Japanese films. Takashi
Shimura stars as Samurai leader, and Toshiro Mifune (he
played the half-crazy bandit in "Rasho-Mon") gets laughs
portraying a showoff and would-be Samurai.

—
—

Columbia.

IA Toho Productionl. 158 minutes. Takashi Shimura, Toshiro Mifune,
Yoshio Inaba, Yoshio Tsuchiya. Producer, Sojiro Motoki. Director, Akira Kurosawa.

"Four

Carroll,

Town"

In

Girls

O O

Cheerful

New

Scuuteto. 'Ratutf
little "gimmick" comedy that

faces,

good tempo.

OK

spoofs Hollywood.

dualler.

come along with an amusing

"gimmick" comedy about four international beauties
chosen to come to Hollywood for screen tests after a
world-wide talent hunt. Aaron Rosenberg's production,
pleasingly mounted in Technicolor and CinemaScope,
offers interesting views of Hollywood denizens and technicians at work, on their beaches, and at inevitable celebrity cocktail parties.

"Four Girls

in

popular entertainment for

slice of

Town"

all

serve as a good supporting dualler.
the cast as promising director

who

provides a

fair

the family and should

George Nader leads
screen-tests the

girls.

The eye-appeaiing finalists are: Julie Adams, an off-Broadway bit-player; Elsa Martinelli, an Italian model; Gia
and Marianne Cook, a Viennese actress and widow. Sydney Chaplin appears as a
soundtrack composer. Director Jack Sher (he also penned
Scala, a Parisian housewife;

the screenplay), gives the hopefuls distinct personalities.

When

the talent finalists arrive in Hollywood, fledgling

director

Nader works with the girls impartially, but is
Miss Adams. Miss Martinelli latches on

tracted to

at-

to

Grant Williams, the producer's son; Miss Scala who neglected to say she's married, is chased by actor John Gavin;
Miss Cook is drawn to Chaplin. The big role is finally
given to the studio's famous "star" Rita Holloway (seen
only from the* rear), but the girls get paired off in romance,
while Miss Scala returns to Paris with her family.
85 minutes. George Nader, Julie Adams. Sydney Chaplin,
Marianne Cook, Elsa Martinelli, Gia Scala. Produced by Aaron Rosenberg Directed
by Jack Sher.

Universal-International.

Columbia.
A Clover Productionl. 82 minutes. James Darren, Laurie
Michael Granger Produced by Sam Katiman Directed by Fred F. Sears.

Japanese

Exciting

class spots, special action situations.

Universal-International has

half of double bills.

GOO

Miss

Ekberg. Martin plans to steal and sell the car. Lewis' dog
constantly thwarts Martin. Enroute they pick up Miss
Crowley, a dancer, traveling to Las Vegas. In Hollywood
Lewis meets Ekberg, while Martin takes Crowley.

Fair meller

Seven"

'Sututeu IZatuu?

Bouncy Martin and Lewis comedy has ample laughs, songs,
pulchritude. Rates OK where comics click.

The swan song

Magnificent

'The

Bust"

'

"Nightfall"

Sututete ^atitty.
Freshly handled chase yarn has

Good

dualler

This

in

7th

O O

Plus

'Rati*?

good pace, suspense,

action.

general market.

is

deep snows of Wyoming with
the Rockies as a backdrop. The direction by Jacques
Tourneur is compact, fast-moving and engrossing. Anne
Bancroft plays a fashion model (nicely costumed) who be-

makes good use

lieves

Ray

is

of the

Brian Keith and Rudy Bond are
James Gregory the insurance investigator

innocent.

the hoods, and

representing the bank. Vocalist Al Hibbler introduces the
title song on the soundtrack. Screenplay by Stirling Silli-

phant begins with Gregory trailing Ray. Latter is caugnt
between police and bank robbers Keith and Bond, who left

camp when their car crashed durRay attempts to protect Miss Bancroft
because the thieves saw them together. Having waited all
winter for snows to melt, Ray returns to camp where the
money was left. The bandits arrive first, but Bond disposes of Keith. Ray battles Bond, who falls under the
steel treads of a snowplow. Ray turns over the money,
their loot at Ray's forest

ing the getaway.

proving his innocence.
Columbia. IA Copa Production!
78 minutes. Aldo Rav, Brian Keith.
croft. Produced by Ted Richmond. Directed by Jacques Tourneur.
.

"A Woman's

Anne Ban-

in

Trucolor.

"A Wom-

Devotion" soon takes a lurid twist that is without
much plausibility. Meeker is accused of murdering two
voluptuous Mexican girls, and it turns out he is a victim
of recurring moments of battle shock. Patrons of feverish
melodrama should find it fairly engrossing, but it offers
little for discriminating audiences. The Trucolor photography of Acapulco is a definite plus-factor. Paul Henreid is
distinguished as the Mexican police captain, but his direction of the film leaves much to be desired. Les Baxter provides the background music (which includes a title tune).
Newlyweds Meeker, a painter, and Miss Rule are asked by
police captain, Henreid, not to leave Acapulco when a
waitress who posed for Meeker is found murdered. The
victim's husband attempts to blackmail Meeker with
left in

the dead girl's house.

blackmailer's

mistress,

is

Rosenda Mon-

found

dead

after

with the money. Henreid discovers Meeker
was hospitalized during the war for mental illness, but,
convinced of his innocence, lets him go. At the airport
with his wife, Meeker is sent beserk by the roaring plane
motors, grabs a cop's gun, but is killed by another.
Meeker's

Republic
John Bash

visit

minutes.
Ralph Meeker,
Directed by Paul Henreid.

88

What

it

lacks

Janice

Rule,

Paul

is

Scott, a cavalry officer, wasn't present

all

a perennial favorite

novelty.

when

Because

Custer's 7th

Cavalry met devastating defeat at Little Big Horn, he is
branded a coward; ultimately he is vindicated. The pat
story is framed in a first-rate Harry Joe Brown Techni-

The pace is fair, but action is subordinated to wrangling between soldiers, a court inquiry into
Scott's whereabouts during the raid, and a pow-wow with
color production.

Indian chiefs.

Bits

of

rough

stuff

devised by director

Joseph H. Lewis add sparks of excitement here and there.
Barbara Hale plays the girl Scott brings to Fort Lincoln
to marry, and Jay C. Flippen is the hardened cavalry sergeant. Scott returns to the fort with his future bride. Miss
Hale, daughter of Russell Hicks, the colonel. He learns
five troops have been wiped out by Indians (on verbal
orders from Custer) while he was away. An inquiry clears
Scott, but he is already branded a coward. He is ordered
to the battleground to bring back bodies of the officers; a
virtual death sentence because Indians have made the field
sacred ground. Scott gets set to battle, but when the
Indians see Custer's horse they think it's a spirit and refuse
to fight. Scott's name is cleared by a runner who overheard Custer's verbal orders.

Party"

"BcaiHCM Katut?

Figures as average dualler.

an's

the

with western fans.

make him

The Wild

project a nice intimacy in the early scenes, but

sketches he

the familiar ingredients that

O O

Ralph Meeker and Janice Rule, the young stars who
clicked in the stage presentation of "Picnic", are teamed
in this suspense melodrama produced by John Bash for
Republic Fictures. As newlyweds touring Mexico they

teros,

Standard Randolph Scott western for action fans.

melodrama has capable cast and picturesque

Mexican setting

Plus

Columbia.
Randolph Scott, Barbara
75 minutes.
IA Scort-Brown Productionl.
Hale, Jay C. Flippen. Produced by Harry Joe Brown. Directed by Joseph H. Lewis.

Devotion''

Sututete 'Rating
Fair suspense

Q O

This Randolph Scott vehicle for Columbia release has

an above-average chase melodrama from Columbia. Bank robbers trail Aldo Ray for the money they accidentally lest during their getaway, and plenty of suspense
and action is developed enroute. Ted Richmond's production

Cavalry

Henreid.

Produced by

O O Plus

Off-beat story of young "hipsters" searching for
attract teen-agers and action fans.

thrills.

Will

"The Wild Party" is a "cool" jive-talking melodrama,
with Anthony Quinn leading the frantic antics in and
around the crime-breeding jazz cellars of Los Angeles.
Sidney Harmon's modest-budget production for United
and those who like
movies hopped up and buzzing, if lacking in plausibility. It is destined to provoke most intense boxoffice activity in the ballyhoo-house and action markets. Quinn,
Artists release will attract bopsters

their

Nehemiah Persoff, sly-looking Jay
Robinson, who carries a long blade, and Kathryn Grant,
who never comes out of her cloud, are broke, haunted, and
live in the past. They abduct Arthur Franz and Carol
Ohmart, shake them up in Quinn's shack, then shake them
his piano-playing friend

down

Harry Horner captures the rather
weird atmosphere in which these characters float and
dream. Ex-football star Quinn, broke and drifting, makes
a deal with Robinson to rob Franz and his girl Miss Ohmart. Quinn's girl, Kathryn Grant, and Persoff tag along.
Quinn falls for Miss Ohmart and beats up Franz when he
attempts to protect her. The latters offers to pay them, but
is unable to raise the money. Quinn decides to run off with
Miss Ohmart and marry her in Mexico, but Miss Grant
and Persoff rebel. When Quinn attacks Persoff, Miss
for $4000. Director

Grant runs an auto into him. Franz, Miss Ohmart escape.
United Artists.

IA Security Pictures Production). 81 minutes. Anthony Quinn, Carol
Produced by Sidney Harmon. Directed by Harry Horner.

Ohmart, Arthur Pram.
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CONCILIATION MARKS ALLIED CONVENTION;
TO SEEK ARBITRATION, TOP-LEVEL MEETINGS
National Allied's 1956 convention, held in Dallas Nov. 27-28-29, was one of

most unbellicose in the organization's history. Here and there the words
were sharp, but, generally, it was a convention singular for its lack of tough
talk and for its constructive resolutions.
the

Decisions to follow a mediatory course had been

made by the board of diwhich met for two days prior to the convention, and the delegates
showed no disposition to kick over the traces. Of major importance was the
resolution endorsing a renewal of efforts to set up an industry arbitration system, without the controversial film rentals feature, which had previously been
insisted upon by Allied. The tone, for the most part, was one of conciliation.
The delegates seemed content to let the recommendations made by the board
rectors,

speak for themselves.
Socially, the high point of the convention was the concluding banquet honoring exhibition's "grand old man", Col. H. A. Cole.

accordance with the recommendathe Senate Small Business
committee.

system
tions

in

made by

COLE

Among other resolutions passed by the
covention: (1) It complimented the Motion
Picture Association upon initiating a "vigorous attack on the boxoffice depression, but
reminded distribution that it should work
together with exhibition in the long-range
recovery program. At the same time, deplored the failure of the producing and distributing branches to provide high-calibre

The resolution
Ruben Shor for his

Allied

leadership.

praised

president

"persistance in

the face of

much discouragement in workAn amend-

ing for a top-level conference".

ment

by

Benjamin

Berger,

regional

vice

proposed that if all hope for a
top-level conference should fail, Allied should
take the matter to Senator Hubert Humphrey, chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Small Business.

Honored

Cole

Col.

The convention was held in Dallas as a tribute to
Harry A. Cole, venerable exhibition leader

Col.

who marked his retirement after 32 years of
leadership in exhibitor affairs. The 74-year-old
veteran was honored with a banquet, at the conclusion of the convention, at the Statler Hilton
Hotel. Col. Cole was one of nine exhibitors who
formed National Allied in 1928 and his work and
his name have been closely associated with the
organization in its 28-year history. He was acclaimed throughout the industry for his aggressive work in winning the first admissions tax
fight two years ago.

president,

SHOR
Highlights

The

Allied board of directors appointed a

committee to meet with COMPO in an effort to patch up differences.
At the same
time, it was stated that, while the two organizations will cooperate closely, no merger
between Allied and Theatre Owners of
America would be pursued at this time.

(2) It was suggested to distribution that,
though curtailments in operating costs must
be made, the distributors should "in fairness

consult the exhibitors" before reducing services or making any drastic changes.

A

(3)

and to give
branch managers with instructions to base film rentals on the ability
(4) The convention condemned M-G-M's
"no-look" policy on certain pictures, and requested the film companies to consider carefully the many complaints on high percentage terms without adjustments, and to give

thought

expected that a successor will
board meeting on that date.
Irving Dollinger, of New Jersey, has been
prominently mentioned as the next president.
It is

named

L.

KALVER,

*

hibitors of "borderline" pictures

and misleading advertising;

*

television;

petitioned

a resolu-

the

government and

small businesses by
cutting the excess profits tax from 30 to 20
per cent and other means. The convention

Congress for tax

future of the business."
*

also gave

Resolutions

On

by offensive

OKed

tablishing legal clearance for theatres over

keynoter, called for a

*

established

tion that Allied explore the feasibility of es-

return to sanity in the negotiation for film,
struck a note of "reserved optimism for the
*

respecting

decried

the promotion of both distributors and ex-

at the

*

ROY

to

those few exhibitors
who rely on "pictures glorifying sex, dope
and other perversions which are offensive to
the vast majority of theatre-goers"; deplored

Allied president, stated that
he definitely will retire from that post Feb.
1957.

to

of the individual exhibitor to pay.

careful

RUBE SHOR.
1,

to

policies in the licensing of films"

more authority

availabilities;

be

was voted calling on the
abandon "rigid national

resolution

companies

film

its

questing that
the Joint

the final day of the convention, the

relief to

blessing to the resolution rename a representative to

TOA

Committee Against Pay-As-You-

TV

as a replacement for the late Alfred
while expressing its appreciation of

delegates unanimously voted to take proper

See

steps,

with or without the help of TOA, to
negotiations with the film companies
looking to the establishment of an arbitration

Starr,

initiate

the "distinguished service" provided by Starr.
(Continued on Page 22)
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THEY
MADE THE NEWS
ERIC JOHNSTON recommended

that

proposed theatre admissions credit
plan be dropped. The MPAA president
reported to the board of directors last
week that a survey in Marion County,
Indiana, indicated that the system does
not offer "promise of appreciably increasing movie attendance". Movie-goers were
questioned by a research organization on
two credit plans: a charge plan similar to
department stores, and a "movie scrip"
book where the patron would buy $12.50
worth of admissions for $10.00. More than
70 per cent of these questioned thought
they would not be interested in either
plan. The study was initiated and financed
by the MPA and supervised by 20th Century-Fox vice president William C. Gehring,
Loew's general sales manager
Charles M. Reagan and Universal sales
head Charles Feldman.
the

THAU

BENJAMIN THAU,
rf the
trative

M-G-M
head

lot,

of

one of the veterans

was named adminis-

the

succeeding

studio,

Dore Schary, it was announced last week
by Loew's, Inc. president Joseph R.
Vogel. Schary recently resigned as vice
president in charge of production. Vogel
also announced that an executive staff
composed of E. J. Mannix,
gen.
m 6 r J- J- Cohn, Lawrence Weingarten,
Marvin Schenck, Kenneth MacKenna and
Saul Rittenberg will work in close associa-

MGM

-.

tion with

Thau. The new production chief

joined the studio in 1932 as casting director, subsequently served as executive as-

Louis B. Mayer, who preceded
Schary. He is credited with playing an
important part in the development of
MGM's star roster. Schary had been associated with the
studios since
July, 1948. His contract would have exsistant to

MGM

pired
that

was announced
he would remain with the company

until

Dec. 31 to complete production of

Jan.

17,

1958.

"Designing Woman".
with

MGM

It

Schary

on

stays

non-exclusive consultant
capacity until 1968 at $100,000 a year.
Two stockholder groups, as well as some
of the board members, were said to be
in a

dissatisfied with

company earnings during

Schary's tenure.

0
20TH-FOX

STELLINGS

ERNEST

G.

STELLINGS, TOA

at bettering the industry
conditions" the announced intentions of
to cooperate in
National Allied and

moves aimed

TOA

establishing an industry arbitration system. The exhibitor leader declared that
his organization awaits

earnings for

the

weeks

39

ended Sept. 29 were down from the corresponding 1955 period approximately

presi-

"statesmanlike

as

characterized

dent,

the

implementation

TOA

resolutions".

of

The

"with willingness
the Allied and
action of Allied

were reported, as against $4,446,851 for

convention to push for an
arbitration program, parallels that taken
board and the delegates at
by the
TOA's convention in October. Stellings
also revealed that he had conferred with

the corresponding period in 1955. This
represents $1.20 per share compared with

the presidents and general sales managers
of most of the distribution companies,

$1.68 per share in the prior year's threequarters period. The increased product

and had found that "they are as con-

announced for 1957 by 20th, plus some
major product due shortly, is expected to

butor-exhibitor relations and general in-

About one-half of the decline
occurred in the year's third quarter. Net
earnings of $3,182,099 for the 39 weeks
$1,264,000.

alter

downward

this

trend

in

near

the

future.

at its recent

TOA

cerned with the troubled state of

dustry problems as we exhibitors are, and
that they are willing to do more than
their share to improve those conditions".

0
JACK

GOLDENSON
whereby the
Bros,

revealed

studios

programs

New

accommodate

the

Warner

for

the

ABC

the

cutting rooms,

and projection rooms

offices

agreement

an

be available to pro-

will

television network.

TV

LEONARD

&

full facilities of

ducers of film

to

0

WARNER

L.

distri-

LARRY GOLOB,
rector of

his home.
Warners for 28

at

national publicity

di-

Warner

Brothers, died Nov. 25
He was associated with
years.

He was

52.

will be built

production

of the

programs.

Goldenson had also announced several weeks ago that AB-PT
will enter into motion picture production
for theatres. The president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres recenttook over as president of the
work.

ly

ABC

net-

been

ap-

O

MEYER
pointed

M.

HUTNER

national

has

publicity

manager

of

Warner

Brothers, succeeding the late
Larry Golob, it was announced by Robert
S. Taplinger, vice president and director
of
advertising
and
public
relations.

Charles
\alhaniel Lap/an has been elected
president of Stanley K timer Cur/,.

was prominent

in the misntuitioni

first

vice

Laphin
which led to

the
r eation
of S-Wi Cinerama division and
the purchase of International Latex Corp. by
the theatre i orn in

office

ly

P«q« 20
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D.c.mbfr

Steinberg was upped to

director for
to join

Samuel Goldwyn Productions
Warners as a special assistant for

liaison

with independent producers.

[More
10.

I?S*

home

Hutner recent-

resigned as advertising and publicity

,

>

S.

publicity manager.
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20th Century-Fox president Spyros P. Skouras
accepts a Christopher Award honoring "The
king and I", from Father James Keller, founder of the Christophers. Award commends the
use of "God-given talents in a positive and
constructive manner".

GAY ADVENTURE
Four shapely beauties in Glamorous Hollywood
with a career in their grasp... men on their
minds... and the excitement every

CinemaScop£

•

woman wants!

TECHNICOLOI

starring

GEORGE NADER JULIE ADAMS MARIANNE COOK ELSA MARTI NELLI
•

GIA SCALA

•

SYDNEY CHAPLIN GRANT WILLIAMS JOHN GAVIN

Written and Directed by JACK

/4notfyer Picture

•

SHER

•

Produced by AARON ROSENBERG

•

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

mM that tfntVersa/ Fhe-so/c/ /Ippea// ^j^r

and

ALLIED CONVENTION

he

insane",

autonomy

The

insisted.

return

branch managers "so they

to

of

(Continued from Page 19)

be cloaked with authority to make deals
based on their customers' ability to pay,"

Board's Actions

was

Allied's board of directors

for

met

Dallas

in

a-half days prior to the conven-

two and

among

other important actions, appointed a committee of three to meet with a
tion and,

committee from

COMPO

an

in

effort

to

bridge the differences between the two organizations. The Allied committee, appointed

by president Ruben Shor, consists of genAbram F. Myers, Wilbur Snaper
and Trueman T. Rembusch, both formerly
Allied representatives on the COMPO triumCOMPO's committee includes
virate.
Emanuel Frisch, William C. Gehring and
Sam Pinan:ki. They will meet on December
10 at Allied's headquarters in Wash., D. C.
eral counsel

the matter of a possible merger with
the board authorized Shor to make the

On
TOA,

following statement: "Prior to discussion of

merger between Allied and TOA,
the board had approved a policy of cooperata possible

ing with TOA in matters of common interest
concerning which the two organizations hold
a similar view. Friendly relations between
leaders have existed for
Allied and
some time and the board has authorized ex-

TOA

plorations looking to an exchange of information and, when mutually agreeable, coon particular
ordination of action with

TOA

board
decided that the time was not ripe for any
action looking to amalgamation with any
other organization. Meanwhile, explorations
in search of common ground and experisubjects.

In

the

circumstances

ments with cooperative action

the

will be

con-

tinued."

The board

directed an appeal to the film

companies asking that exhibitors be granted
"fair clearance" of at least five years or even

his

He encouraged exhibitors to "have the
courage when occasion demands to say NO
to outragious demands" to discourage the

the

Year".

mc'd

.

establishment of new "monumental percentage precedents". Kalver deplored the failure

.

of

COMPO's

The board endorsed

the production plans

*

films.

In

his

keynote address, Roy L. Kalver,

good probability that we
with

in the

Producer Joshua Logan (right). Columbia's
Kingsley. Japanese consul Jun Tsuchiya at "Magnificent Seven" premiere in X.Y.

KRANZE on hand for the Havana, Cuba,
opening of Cinerama
Columbia circuit

been more need for teamwork among all
segments of our industry. This one fact
emerges with clarity if we are to survive
and to succeed, old differences must be resolved, old antagonisms eradicated. There
must be created a true tolerance and sympathetic understanding for each others prob-

.

It is

—

Owners

"When

the

.

of

22

our business
Film
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SINDLINGER,
Co.,

research

v.p.

president of
organization,

struck a note of optimism in a report that
he had found that nearly 100,000,000 people
to go to the movies. He pointed out,
however, that only 34,000,000 actually did

want

see.

These people
them into

in order to get

the theatres, Sindlinger said.

in

the

The most important
"illegal,

10.

immoral
I?S*

to UA Eastern district
Kositsky replaces Tunick as
Phila. branch mgr.

Gene Tunick upped
mgr.

Stanley

ager in Buffalo, replacing

KOSITSKY, who moves
Phila.

will endure." Tele-

Dtcimbtr

.

president

#

office

.

.

.

Figaro

ROBERT LANTZ

STANLEY

S.

over to manage
president

vice

announced a

five-pic-

ture schedule for 1957 for his independent
company. Will release through
Variety Clubs International underway

UA

JOHN H. ROWLEY
REINHEIMER
ROBERT
ROTHAFEL,
with

.

Illicit
Theatres of Illinois president Jack
Kirsch, chairman of the motion picture industry's /'/ST polio campaign, goes over plans with
Mrs. Joseph Rosenhaum. chairman of the
women's division. This will mark the third
successive year Kirsch heads the industry drive.

.

.

Member-

its

ship Drive, Dec. 3 to March 1
LOUIS
elected chief barker of
Variety Club of Illinois, Tent 26
Roxy theaC.
tre managing director, to m.c. 40th Anniversary Christmas party of Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers Dec. 18 at the
Hotel Piccadilly, N.Y., it was announced
by
president
A.
elected president of the Stanley Warner Club, Philadelphia division ...
V. RITCHEY, Allied Artists International Corp.
President, touring England and the continent to discuss
product with distribution outlets.
.

here that the motion

is

.

JAMES P. CLARK, executive
CHESTER M. ROSS, v.p. M. H.
BRANDON, treasurer and general manager IRA S. STEVENS ... United Artists Boston sales manager ALBERT R.
GLAUBINGER shifted to branch man-

will prevail."

enemy

support from the film companies."
Kalver called for a "return to reason
facet

WB

coordination with
ad department
on Hitchcock's forthcoming "The Wrong
Man"
National Film Service re-elected
officers and board members, including
in

of Indi-

down badly. In
we have had little or no

negotiation for film".

.

LEONARD SPINRAD

lems, so eventually a peaceful co-existence

picture business has fallen

the effort thus far

.

LOUIS ASTOR

sales executive
off on a
tour of the company's far west divisions
in connection with the "Hey Rube!"
sales drive ...
is
handling special promotional assignment

its

home.

G.

Edward

this

backlog of motion picture
films, has delivered its "Sunday punch" and
though a little groggy, exhibition is still on
its feet, he said. "However, we are not going
to remain upright very long unless we start
fighting back. We have got to start telling
the people how much more enjoyable it is
to enjoy fine new pictures in the theatre than
to see the run of fine television entertain-

ment

M.

BERNARD

production

(TV) has thrown the full weight of his
powerful offensive against us, and our defenses still remain unshattered, there is a
vision,

HARRY

v.p.'s

and

professed

cooperation: "Never before has there

must be stimulated

ana, told the delegates:

Warner

for the future, such

The keynote speech concluded with
call for

.

.

KALMINE

possibility of a cable theatre

had nothing they cared to

Keynote
president of Allied Theatre

He

.

attend, attributable to the fact that the others

*

*

in

Fox's announced

and the

&

announced recently by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.

on sex

.

...Stanley

upgrading
from
downtown film houses into the home.
as

E.

legally feasible.

.

he declared. "It is evident that (the
producers) have created their own monster
which is threatening to devour them." Kalver called for more family-type pictures,
more films aimed at the juvenile market, and

Sindlinger

if

.

tice,

some hopeful signs

.

of appreciation by the American
Cancer Society for "notable assistance in
the crusade to conquer cancer"
National Legion of Decency placed Warner
Brothers' "Baby Doll" on its Condemned
list
Universal board chairman N. J.
BLUMBERG home from a six-week tour
of the company's South American offices

monopoly is in restraint of trade and calls for some relief
through an appeal to the Department of Jus-

less reliance

.

cate

control over stars a

to see

.

.

ELMER C. RHODEN...20th-Fox v.p.
CHARLES EINFELD awarded certifi-

Audience Awards project.

motion pictures to television was "the most
unkind cut of all", he said. The talent agencies'

BOB HOPE

Funnyman

AL FISHER

appointed assistant
exploitation manager at United Artists
First Cinemiracle feature in production according to National Theatres chief

Sale of the major studio's backlog of top

ALBERT

tracts,

18th Annual Dinner of the
Motion Picture Pioneers Nov. 30 at the
Waldorf-Astoria. Gathering honored R.
J. 'BOB' O'DONNELL as "Pioneer of
sitters at the

ccnference.

distribution-exhibition

the film con-

in

P. SKOURAS, SAM PINANMICHAEL TODD, ERIC JOHNSTON, LEONARD GOLDENSON &
NED E. DEPINET among the dais-

SKI,

The keynoter scored distribution's "contemptuous disregard" of the Senate Small
Business Committee's recommendation of a
top-level

. .

SPYROS

recommendation.

ten before their films are sold to television,

such clearance to be stated

HEADLINERS

will

.

.

AMPA
DAVID
MARTIN ANINSMAN

MORTON

AA

.

.

.

.

BADER

THE BIG ROCK N ROLL
PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
THE KING OF
^%
% ROCK'N'ROLL

CIRCUI

AND

The GREATEST
ROCK 'N' ROLL

MUSIC
PLAYED BY
BIGGEST
ROCK 'N' ROLL

ALAN FREED

T!

GROUPS
THIS SIDE

OF HEAVEN!

TOP
JIMMY
CAVALLO

SHOWMEN

MO

HOUSE
ROCKERS

LOEWS
WARNER'S

HIS

•

SEE-FRANKIE LYMON

and THE TEEN-AGERS

THE THREE
CHUCKLES
CONNIE
FRANCIS

PARAMOUNT

CIRINO
MiO

RKO

LA VERN BAKER

SEE-lovefy

and

THE BOWTIES
THE

M00NGL0WS

OX

West Coast

*

THE
FLAMINGOS

GO ROCK,
R CK, ROCK
DECEMBER

•

-The

21

g
iOOK IT

inimitable

-New

JOHNNY
BURNETTE

CHUCK BERRY

Rock

TRIO

'N' Roll Hits -21

Already heading for hit parade
"Baby, Baby"
sung by F ra„*/#

Lymon and
u

'ne t
Teenagers anc/

Tra La La" sung
by La Vern Bofe
er
Produced by Max
Rosenberg and Milton Subotsky
J.

A

•

WITH

ALAN
FREED'S
18 Piece

ROCK 'N' ROLL
BAND
wo
INTRODUCING

TUESDAY

WELD

Directed by Will Price

A Vanguard
I

Production

RELEASE

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DCA EXCHANGE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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6XHIBITORS
ON TOA PLANS

STELLINCS
Comments by
to the

Ernest G. Stel lings,

TOA

President,

Annual Convention of the Theatre Owners
of North and South Carolina

What

have to say today will be confined
more to the plans and aims of TOA for
1956-57 rather than to helping, even if that
were possible, with your individual problems.
As the oldest organized exhibitor
group and one of the outstanding units of
TOA, you may be interested in knowing
more of these problems and the plans we
have for correcting these problems that have
been set up since the New York Convention.

The

I

TOA

program
for this year listed as possibly the most important especially from a viewpoint of
urgency the improvement of relationships
existing between exhibition and the other
original outline of the

segments of this business must be resolved
before other things can be accomplished by
this business. It is for the

lizing this effort that I will

COMPO.

purpose of crystalspend the next
several days in New York in conference with
the heads of the national producing and distributing companies.
Another important portion of the TOA
program for this year is an effort to increase
box office returns and in this, I am certain
that each of you will be very much interested. This, too, is something which will be
an all-industry effort. The need for this effort was first developed by TOA in Chicago

—

last

September

that

whole.

"A house

industry

works together

as

a

divided against itself canPossibly through no fault of

not stand."

any one branch of this business, our industry has broken apart into three groups which
are evidently more concerned with their own
activities than those of the industry as a
whole. Production was more interested in
its own phase of this business than the industry as a whole. Distribution took the

same

Exhibition followed

attitude.

suit.

As

motion picture business became
the proverbial house divided against itself.
a result, the

If

exhibition

is

to be profitable, then ex-

must work with production and distribution. And this is most important
if exhibition

—

is
to have sufficient money with
which to provide the theatre-going public

hibition

with

modern theatres,
must make a profit on its

comfortable,

then exhibition
operation.

If

clean,

there were no theatres, there

would be no production and no distribution.
Distribution, as a segment of this business,
must recognize that theatre operators must

—

have a profit in order to stay in business in
order to provide proper facilities in order to
join with the industry as a whole to fight the
competition that confronts us.

—

Exhibition has a further responsibility. If
we, as exhibitors, are to be supplied enough

good pictures, we must return to production
and distribution sufficient revenue to make
possible the production and distribution of
good product to attract people to our theatres and thereby make exhibition profitable
and provide money for the creation of product

f<~r

future

problem
it

is

releases.

When

this

entire

considered from this viewpoint,
easy to recognize the necessity for each
is

branch of

this business to cooperate with the
othef branches. Each segment of the business most definitely is dependent upon the

success

of

the

work together
and prosper

As

I

other
if

— yes,
that

We

must

our industry is to succeed
even continue.

said before,

differences

branches.

a

exist

reconciliation of the

between the various

brief

and

outline

of

New York
approved.

plan was

its

Convention
It

in

was turned

APPLAUDS ALLIED MOVE
Statement by

branches of this industry.

unless

A

July.

presented to the

—
—

It is my confirmed belief that no industry or any major
portion of an industry can progress very far

COMPO

over to
in order that all elements
of the industry could participate in the effort
which meant channeling the effort through

In furtherance of

TOA, announced

my

aims, as President of

at the

time of

my

election,

had conferences last week with the Presidents and General Sales Managers of most
I

I am enthuabout their willingness to cooperate in
the fulfillment of those aims. I found that
they are as concerned with the troubled state
of distributor-exhibitor relation and general
industry problems as we exhibitors are, and
that they are willing to do more than their
share to improve those conditions.

of the distribution companies.
siastic

I

conveyed to the people with

talked that

TOA

is

whom

of

I

willing to dedicate itself

completely to industry efforts aimed

moting the selling
office and that we

more

at pro-

box
any sound way

tickets at our

will aid in

to accomplish that objective.

We

are appreciative of this opportunity to

company heads and
General Sales Managers, and we shall followup these conferences with what we feel are
good, constructive, and definite industry programs in the immediate future.
bring out thoughts to the

We

TOA

enthusiasm the
Trade Press
adopted at the National Allied Convention
in Dallas on Thursday last, that Allied is to
take proper and necessary steps in cooperating with TOA to initiate negotiations with
the film companies looking to the establishment of an arbitration system in the motion
picture industry in accordance with the
of

Resolution

greet with

we have read

in the

recommendations contained in the reports of
the Senate Select Committee on Small Business dated August 2, 1953 and July 27, 1956.
This parallels the action taken by the TOA
Board and by the general body at its last
convention.

These are statesman

like

moves aimed

bettering industry conditions by

fording to

all

way

at

of af-

exhibitors the benefits of a

sound system of conciliation and, where conciliation

failed,

certain ideas
definitely

— similar
the

for

to those of

same

TOA — but
Neither

purpose.

plan has developed to the point where it is
a definite program. Meetings on this project

are being held today in

—

New

York.

It is

my

—

hope in fact, my belief that out of these
two proposals will come one advertising,
publicity, and promotion campaign which,
during

1957,

should materially help in re-

turning, to the theatre box offices of this

country, many patrons who have for one
reason or another stayed away.

Another factor which has resulted from
among the various segments
of this business has been the considerable
dissatisfaction, complaints, and law suits
which plague this industry. There is no
denying the fact that whoever loses the law
suit, that the damages come partially from
your theatres and mine. Therefore, it is easy
to recognize the fact that any damages from
a law suit are paid, partially by you and
the divergence

G. Stellings

E.

Subsequent to the TOA program, producand distribution companies developed

tion

an easily available tribunal

where all exhibitors may air their grievances,
have them adjudicated, in an effective,
speedy and inexpensive manner.
We await with willingness the implementation of the Allied and TOA Resolutions.

every other exhibitor

With

in this

this realization

— and

country.
there are

many

—

other factors that create a need for it we
believe this industry needs an Arbitration
and Conciliation Program. Such a plan will

permit a

problems

fair

solution

to

many

individual

lowest possible cost and at
the same time should eliminate many court
cases which today are costing this industry
at the

unnecessary and untold thousands of dollars.
It is my plan and purpose to pursue and
push to a successful conclusion a program
of Arbitration acceptable to both exhibition
and distribution.

TOA

also plans the institution of a public

program, combined with a publicity
campaign, which will supplement the advertising campaign for the purpose of creating
relations

better relations with the general public for

our theatres and attractions.
will continue its efforts to cause the
production of more good pictures during the

TOA

year. You all heard that Paramount
Theatres is ready to go into production. Si
Fabian and Stanley-Warner has announced
that they will enter production.
Spyros
Skouras, last week, announced that Fox will
increase their releases, in a twelve-month's
period, starting next April, to a number in
excess of fifty pictures. TOA is encouraging indepenedent producers to increase their
flow of product which will help materially to
eliminate the present product shortage and
give us more playable product. This increase

coming

number

in the

of pictures

made

will, to

some

automatically

cause the spread of
good pictures throughout the year instead
of having them released in two or three short
periods of time, as has been done recently.
However, TOA will continue its efforts toward securing a more orderly release of top
extent,

pictures.
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WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
Survey showed 31 per cent went to
the

movies because off TRAILERS!
Average daily cost /ess than one admission ticket!

SINDLINGER

•

Survey showed

34i2

per cent
went to the movies bee;ause of
\

TRAILERS!
Average daily cost less than one admission

ticket!

NATIONAL THEATRES CIRCUIT
Survey showed
to the

per cent went

movies be

i

Off

TRAILERS!

Average daily cost less than one admission

ito.Uet5
,

i

ticket!

—

Showmen *6 Socko Salesmen I
service
msmm..\cieen
PMff HPRr of mr tnou§mv
\_J

/ire *D<ti*ty f
MERCHANDISING
"The least understood and most neglected of all
motion picture promotional media," TV, will be
a major factor in UA's '57 promotional plans,
Roger H. Lewis tells fieldmen's convention.
Flanking the ad-publicity chief are exploitopper
Mori Krushen and Al Tamarin, Lewis' assistant.

EXPLOITATION

1

DEPARTMENT

"We

are descendants of the circus and will conin that vein," vice-president Max E. Youngstein declared to the meeting of United Artists
fieldmen in reply to published charges that
movie advertising is "lurid". With Youngstein
tinue

William

is

Heineman,

J.

Two-Week

UA's Fieldmen Hear Top Brass Say

distribution

v. p.

Florida Vacations for

Winners of Featurette Contest

Local Level Promotion
"Today, more than ever, the emphasis in
and pre-selling must be on the local
level."
Max E. Youngstein
selling

—

"It

foolhardy

is

and narrow to ignore

television, or to pretend

it

doesn't exist.

We

work with it and have it work for
us. We're confident that we have the right
."
formula
Roger H. Lewis.
intend to

.

.

—

These were

two of the variety of
pertinent observations by United Artists executives on today's changing film promotion
techniques made at the company's first fieldjust

men's convention, recently held in New
York. Hailed as "unsung heroes of the motion picture industry" by William J. Heineman, vice president in charge of distribution, the regional exploiteers had been assembled to participate in the development of a
comprehensive 1957 field promotion program.
Among the topics outlined at the ballyhoo

Is Vital

Need

seminar were a plan calling for increased
with
exhibitors
local-level
cooperation
through expanded newspaper advertising
and merchant support, month-by-month

campaign blueprints

for the 48

UA

releases

year and the
effects of fluid markets and attendance patterns on motion picture merchandising.
slated to be distributed next

Fifteen showmanship-wise theatre managers and their wives are going to enjoy an
Florida, with

tab. One of the most extensive advertisingpublicity-promotion campaigns ever accorded
a featurette, a nationwide Exploitation Contest, has been set for "Chasing The Sun",

fieldmen in attendance were told by

Youngstein that United Ar'57 promotion program incorporates
tists'
the findings of three research surveys and

cess

is

home

not the exclusive property of the UA
Youngstein appealed to the
office,

grass roots staff

new

to

ideas so that the

talize

offer

suggestions

company could

on your experience

in the field".

(Continued on Page 28)

15, 1957.

By booking "Chasing The

Sun", theatre

managers automatically become eligible to
participate in the competition. Those turning in the best 15 campaigns will win a free
round-trip to Miami Beach and hotel accommodations for two for two weeks.
Entries will be judged on originality and

and

"capi-

off

through June

vice president

on-the-spot experience of the regional exploitation men. Noting that the creative pro-

WarnerColor that highlights
The contest, which
on December 1, will continue

four-reeler in

the wonders of Florida.

kicked

The

two week vacation in sunny
Warner Bros, picking up the

all-free, all-fun

Contestants should document
campaigns with photos, tearsheets, etc.
All facets of the promotion lobby displays,
publicity stories, commercial tie-ups, stunts
and gimmicks
should be described
effectiveness.

their

—

—

thoroughly, the material put into a Campaign Contest Kit and sent to the Director
of Special Events, Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., 321

W.

44th Street.

Cooperating with

many
film

WB

New York
in

36,

N. Y.

the contest are

of the Florida attractions seen in the

—Cypress

Gardens, Theatre of the Sea,
such fabulous hosthe Fontainebleau, the Saxony,

the Parrot Jungle and
telries

as

Balmoral and the Cadillac.

The judges

are

Harry Goldberg,

advertis-

Warner Theatres;
Edward Hyman, United Paramount Theaing

tres'

at first UA national fieldmen convention in N. Y. are (seated): Addie
Addison, Dallas; exploitation mgr. Mori Krushen; Howard Pearl, Detroit; Wally Heim, Chicago;
Max Miller, Philadelphia. (Standing) Bill Gandall, Pittsburgh; Archie Laurie, Toronto; Earl Keete,
Seattle; Bill Sholl, Los Angeles; Bill Prass, Denver; Bernie Young, N. Y.; Joe Mansfield, Boston;
Al Fisher, newly appointed assistant exploitation manager: Bill Shirley, Buffalo.

Key

field exploitation

men

[More

SHOWMEN

on

eral
a

director

Stanley

of

vice president;

manager

of

representative

Frank Ricketson, gen-

Fox National Theatres, and
of Warner Bros. Pictures.

"Chasing The Sun" had a gala three-theatre premiere in Miami on Dec. 5.
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Intensive

Campaign Garners

Premiere for Marietta, Ohio

U-l

An

one-year

intensive

campaign by the

citizens of Marietta, Ohio, to induce Univer-

sal-International
city

as

executives

to

select

their

the site for the world premiere of

Hymn" has ended successfully.
Heeding the persistent demands from the
Marietta townspeople, U-I will stage the
debut of the CinemaScope, Technicolor pro"Battle

duction, starring

Dean

E. Hess,

Rock Hudson as Colonel
in the hometown of

USAF,

the famous clergyman-jet ace. It will be a
three-theatre showing, with the event to be
carried on coast-to-coast radio and
net-

TV

works. Even before the war drama went
into production Marietta residents kicked off
a concerted drive via letters, telegrams and
petitions requesting that the city be the
site of debut festivities. The date is Feb. 14.

The

to be the

jamas, had her cover busy spots toting a wedding gown over her arm.

Stanley Warner

Manager Booms
Marathon

'Rock, Rock' Via Dance

craze,

Latching on to the rock n'
manager Bob Kessler of Stanley Warner's
Benn Theatre, in Philadelphia, has whipped
up a sock campaign to exploit "Rock, Rock,
Rock" when the DCA release plays his house
on December 16. Two days prior to the
opening, patrons of the Benn will be given
roll

an opportunity to

trip the light fantastic at

Marathon Dance Contest

a rip-roaring

tion

businessmen's

the local naborhood

of

association.

Winners in the competition will be
awarded prizes contributed by merchants at
no cost to the theatre. Prizes include a $25
savings bond, shoes, shirts, ties and fashionable ladies wear.

Among

the

many

exploitational tools used

by the showmanship-wise

of

SW

manager

registration

for

the contest

window cards advertising
both contest and playdate, ad insertions in
newspapers and a phonograph in the lobby
operative heralds,

all

16mm
be

the tunes featured in the musical.

movies taken

shown

in

of the

marathon

will

the theatre lobby and at the

shoe store and haberdashery who donated the prizes. All interested parties to the shindig, both participants
and spectators, will be invited to view the
16mm films, via an ad in the lobby which
will tell where and when films of the dance
marathon will be shown.
bank, record shop,

—

Featured

in

the

Vanguard production

are

Alan Freed, Frankie Lymon,
La Vern Baker and Chuck Berry.

platter spinners

Page 28

Film

or

adaptable

stunts

exploitation

story

line

It'

so
as

and gim-

micks as Columbia's "You Can't Run Away
From It". By taking advantage of the many
built-in promotional angles available to them,
showmen have every chance to hypo boxoffice returns on the Technicolor film.

Out Indianapolis way, Loew's manager

Howard

Ritherford took advantage of Co-

lumbia's national tie-up with

Greyhound Bus

Lines by setting up a contest for which the
prize was the use of a bus complete with
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Buckeye

Lester Pollack, of Loew's Theatre, RoN. Y., arranged an eye-catching
window display with a furniture store, using
the famous "Walls of Jericho" scene from
the comedy as a springboard. Featured in

were life-size cutouts of stars
June Allyson and Jack Lemmon in twin beds.

Rocky Mountain area, Paul Lyday
High City's Denver Theatre got

of the Mile
a

newspaper

"What Was

to

sponsor a contest asking

in the Suitcase?"

The

idea for

the stunt originated from a scene in the picture

A

was

first

announced

to mil-

on the Nov. 28 coast-toshow, "This Is Your Life".

coast

TV

Celebrities scheduled to participate in the

chester,

In the

state

lions of televiewers

driver for a full day.

to

via a trailer on the screen for two weeks
prior to the contest, 40x60 lobby display, co-

playing

come along

Seldom does a picture
amply blessed with title

the display

spread the word about the dance marathon:
a tie-up with a local dance studio, an essay
contest in the naborhood newspaper, an-

nouncement

all-out to grab the world premiere of
"Battle Hymn", 1000 Marietta residents signed
the six-by-three-foot postal card mailed to David
Upton, U-l vice-president (left). Looking on
9- are Rock Hudson and Martha Hyer. -W-

Hypo 'Can't Run Away From

to be

staged in the lobby of the theatre. Music
for the rock 'n' roller will be furnished by
recordings supplied by a local record shop
with the public address system the contribu-

Going

Exploitation Stunts Galore

to

announcement of what promises
most gala opening ever held in the

initial

,

Add this (icier stunt by Karl Fasick, manager of Loew s. Boston, to the
many being contrived to bally "You Cant Run Away From It". When the Columbia comedy played the State and Orpheum Theatres, Fasick dressed the lass in pa-dfc-

where June Allyson's suitcase is stolen.
newspaper gave clues

daily jingle in the

to the contents of the case.

Capitalizing on the fact that a wedding
plays a key part in the film, Al Siner, Strand
Theatre, Providence, Rhode Island, promoted stills and playdate cards for a win-

dow

display in a nearby bridal shop.
In Memphis, Tenn., manager Ray Thome
of the Malco used two prize bally stunts to

whet the appetite of potential patrons. A
model strolled the streets twirling an
umbrella inscribed with "Stop Kidding Yourself! You Can't Run Away From It! Malco! Now!" Another stunt by Thome empretty

ployed a Greyhound bus covered with ads
for film and playdate parked at strategic locations throughout the city.

debut ceremonies include the Governor of
Ohio, Col. Hess and his family, stars Hudson, Martha Hyer and producer Ross Hunter.
•9- Impressed by the king-size "Baby Doll" sign
Times Square, Pat Hoy, president of Chi-

in

cago's Sherman-Ambassador Hotels decided to
do likewise on a vacant wall of the Sherman
Hotel in the Windy City. Measuring 65 feet by
25 feet, the sign is biggest in Chi's history.

Picketing Presley Fans

/

Blast Critic, Boost Boxoffice
If

20th's

"Love

Me

Tender"

garnered

when it played Wometco's Miracle, Miami and Carib Theatres
in Miami, a large part of the boxoffice boom
can be attributed to amusement editor Herb
Rau of the Daily News. Rau, who spells
Elvis Presley's last name backward every
extra-special business

time he uses

it, ran a contest in his column
most words that rhyme with
Yelserp, with passes awarded to the winner.

to

find

the

Needless to say, aroused Presley fans in
the area rushed to the defense of their idol
by picketing the News building and by

—

buying plenty of tickets at the boxoffice.
Elvis' fans yowled back at Rau by carrying
placards reading: "Herb Stop Sinking Our
Houn' Daug," "Mr. Rau Don't Yelserp
Our Presley" and "Elvis Has Got It, Herb
Rau Should Catch It." Retreading for a little
while, Rau came back with a sign reading:
"I Surrender
But It's Still Yelserp". The
film critic then started giving away photos
of Presley to soothe the outraged feelings
of the howling fans.

—

Commonwealth Organ Urges

20th Cites Boston Ad Agency
For 'Carousel' Tie-up

Campaign

Focusing attention on
commercial tie-ups as a
motion pictures, Charles
tury-Fox vice-president,

promoting
Einfeld, 20th Cenawarded a citation

Daniel F.

of

the

to

the importance of
tool in

Sullivan Co.

Boston,

Mass., "in recognition of a most outstand-

example

ing

of a

commercial tie-up campaign

with a major film production" for their unusual and imaginative joint promotion on
"Carousel" and F. H. Snow Canning Co.

—

make
in

It's

a sure bet that

Wometco

exploiteers

hope Rau starts another flare-up the next
time a Presley film comes to Miami.
Continuing impact of Otto Preminger's "St.
Joan" search Is reflected in the ardor of the
homecoming celebration given to Jean Seberg,
winner of the international competition, in Marshalltown, Iowa. Top: Gala parade welcomes
the 17-year-old star. Bottom: Miss Seberg is
greeted by Orpheum Theatre manager Harry
Dear m in, who forwarded her application In
United Artist's global talent search.

their

the apathetic

is

major factor

cited as a

attitude

wards many outstanding

Final results of the madcap controversy
that the affair received a neat photosand-text layout on the front page of the

theatres.

—

long before they are to
appearance." The neglect of

long-range selling

of

the public

to-

releases.

"Somehow

show

Wometco

many extraordinary attractions that will appear in theatres during the months ahead.

sold to the public

—

News, Rau reaped a harvest of rhymes, such
burp and slurp, Elvis' admirers
were satisfied that his honor has been defended
and
the
CinemaScope western
grabbed off top-notch business at the three

Taking note of the fact that the public is
unaware of the many fine films available to it, Commonwealth's "Messenger",
showmen's tipster of the midwest circuit,
suggests the need for the long-range approach to the merchandising of coming
product. The circuit's house organ sees this
as a means of stimulating interest in the
often

Bemoaning the fact that group selling of
motion pictures has gone by the board, the
"Messenger" say: "It is impossible to recall
when a herald has shown up that lists a
dozen or even half a dozen pictures being

products.

—

as blurp,

Long-Range Selling Approach

it is felt there would be more
motion pictures if the potential
patron knew more about them," states the
"Messenger". With a heavy barrage of good
films coming up, seldom has exhibition had

interest in

Admiring the commercial tie-in promotion developed by the Sullivan ad agency are Charles
Einfeld < center J, Daniel F. Sullivan (left) head
of the agency and his associate. Gilbert Starr.
Prior to receipt of the citation from Einfeld, Sullivan presented 20th Century-Fox a

scrapbook illustrating the methods and

programs

sell-

by his organization in
merchandising the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical into every nook of the nation
ing

utilized

more

to

crow about

in the

way

of first-rate

entertainment.

Touting group selling of as a powerful
house organ recommends the
practice as beneficial to both the theatre and
the patron. What could gladden the heart
sales aid, the

manager more than hearing a
theatregoer say "Gee! A lot of good pictures
are coming to this theatre!"

of a theatre

with the support of local theatre managers,
field

exploitation

men and

F.

H. Snow deal-

and distributors.

ers

Also present at the award ceremony were
Rodney Bush, 20th exploitation director, and
Gilbert Starr, of the Boston ad agency.

Producers of a
soups, the
tie-up,

•9- A giant-size figure of James Dean measuring fourteen feet high attracts gobs of attention

on the stairway of the Michigan Theatre, Detroit
during engagement of Warners "Giant". Kingsize cutouts of Rock Hudson and Elizabeth Taylor are also displayed by the Motor City theatre.

canned seafood and

line of

Snow company,

garnered

a

as a result of the
percent increase in

30

business, plus the opening of virgin markets
in

the southern

nation.

and western parts

The award was presented

F. Sullivan, head of the

UA

of

the

to Daniel

Boston agency.

Fieldmen's Convention

(Continued from Page 27)

Roger H. Lewis, national director
and exploitation,

vertising, publicity

of ad-

report-

ing on the results of a recent study involv-

ing the placement and acceptance of

TV

pro-

motional films, announced that no less than
75 television featurettes would be used to
plug product during the next 12 months.

Lewis disclosed that UA is generally pleased
with the results of its TV promotion and is
"high on its potential for the future".
Sales

chief

Heineman

told

the delegates

changing market conditions make the
exhibitor more dependent than ever on promotion and exploitation, and that the local
stimulation provided by fieldmen is a sigthat

nificant factor in boosting boxoffice returns.
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EXPLOITATION" PICTURE

KING

& FOUR

QUEENS'

IS

SHOWMEN'S ACE HAND

"The Hottest Western Ever Made" keys
an explosive exploitation story in United
Artists' "The King and Four Queens". Rarely has a picture been so amply endowed
with such potent sex 'n' action elements as
this Russ-Field CinemaScope DeLuxe Color
production. Title, stars, theme and promotion are intertwined superbly, each enhancing the other so that from whatever angle
this is approached by the showmen, he'll
have hot material wi'.h which to work.
from

Start

"The King"

himself,

Clark

£leanor Parker

Gable, in a role as well tailored for the inimitable star as was his unforgettable Rhett
Butler. No one has yet approached Gable's

0 VAK FLEET

feonlMi

artistry in portraying the fascinating scoundrel,

the irresistible-to-women

man

with a

gun and a kiss. In this one, the King's wiles
and virility are tossed up against a quartet
of beauties in an offbeat western story that
tingles with

The

promise for

all

United Artists

audiences.

another natural, entirely apt
and the theme, loaded wUh
UA's boxexploitation.
for
possibilities
officers have lined up a round of promotional
activities on this phase alone that will make
the showman's heart quicken. Such items as
title

is

for both the star

set

in

cities

key papers scattered

59

1000-line ads that

key

21

in

Two

throughout the country.

of the

are part of the $100,000

newspaper ad budget are shown on

this

page

as they will appear, several in full-page color,

flashy floats bearing Gable-like kings, select-

split-page

ed by contest, and four well-contoured
queens are ready to roll for the Christmas
openings; there'll be cavalcades of belles,
buckboards and horsemen, too, and another
contest built around Gable's succession of
virile roles over the years and the famous
movie queens he has had for leading ladies.
And you can count on a full roster of stunts
and displays involving giant playing cards

The

and related displays.

spreading on the news-

is

paper advertising. King-size placements are

color

and

odd-shaped

displays.

and
gun-

ads, generally, are heroic in concept

presentation, featuring

the

straddling

has special art) are sock display items for
framing the King.

The

film has gotten off to a running start
advance publicity campaign. It had a
big sendoff with Gable's first TV appearance
(on film) on the Ed Sullivan show, followed
up with a five-part serialization of "The
Great Gable" in at least 25 newspapers
nationwide and a Lock cover story headed
several magazine breaks that pre-sold the

in the

blazing star and the four luscious queens.

picture heavily.

The ad

Publications

"The King
Tangles With Flesh and Flame in the
Hottest Western Ever Made"
"The King
Plays the Hottest Game in the West with
are

lines

crackling:

.

Four

Queens."

The Gable

.

.

figure

the

in

top-of-the-marquee
and lobby cutouts and the four Queens (each
poster

art

is

ideal

for

An

additional

35-cent

paper

hypo

edition

is

Dell

of

the

due for a campaign of major proportions at more than 100,000 newsstands, in
drug stores and book shops.
story,

Any way you look at it, "The King and
Four Queens" is an exploitation hand hard
to beat.

Two

of the thousand-line ads are shown on this page. The one above runs
full width across half of both pages. The ad below, is set up for a
vertical split-paae run, centered on spread as shown, or at opposite ends.

"The King and Four Queens"

spread

When
jestic

scripter

Margaret Fitts wrote

m

knave of the West, she undoubtedly had Gable

mind, making

it

a natural for executive producer Bo

Waterfield to present
co-production talents.
torial

this tale of a

helm, Gable

is

it

to the

"King"

for his acting

<

With Raoul Walsh at the dire
down in a delightful and da

set

gerous situation in which he attempts to ingratiate

hi

and outwit a dead-shot mother and the wives of
All but one of the sons are kno
to have been killed after making away with $100,000
gold, but no one knows which one is alive or which of

self

old lady's four sons.

girls are

lence,

widows.

In a battle of wits, spiced with

romance and humor, Gable makes

them, finally meets his match

in

love to

\

all

Eleanor Parker wh

making off with the loot. A clever twist
the finale makes them honest lovers, but leaves the
relationship in a pleasantly precarious state. The oth

joins

him

in

principals include

Jo

Ann

Fleet as

the mother,

Wiiles, Barbara Nichols and Sara Shane

eye-filling roles as the impatient daughters-in-law.
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THE KING HAS HIS MOODS
Three of the characteristic tenors

which

in

Clark Gable shines brightest are pictured
the scenes on the opposite page.

At

King, majestic on his rearing horse,
a

gunman

left,

seen as

fleeing from a pursuing posse.

Barbara Nichols,

in

cumbs

in

right,

At

one of the

in

a

film's

lighter

Eleanor Parker, whose kin-

temperament

them apart

is

top, the

Clark cavorts with one of the Queens,

moments. At
ship

is

in

to the

King

kept

has

battle of wits, finally suc-

to his romantic blandishments.

Theirs

an affair that fairly singes the screen.

THIS IS
All

YOUR PRODUCT

Tne Vital Details on Current &D Coming Features
(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
JEANNIE CinemaScope,

Color. Vera Ellen, Tony MarDiRobert Fleming.
Producer Marcel Hellman.
rector Henry Levin. Musical. I0S min.

ALLIED ARTISTS

tin,

LOVE

August
CANYON

RIVER Color, CinemaScope. George Montgimery, Peter Graves, Marcia Henderson. Producer
Richard Heermance. Director Harmon Jones. Western.
Ranch owner thwarts plan of rustlers to steal his

IN

AFTE3NOON

THE

Gary

Color.

Audrey Hepburn, Maurice Chevalier.
Billy Wilder.
Drama.

Cooper,

ZARAK

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Victor
Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

becomes notorious bandit.

Producer-director

Corning

OKLAHOMAN, THE

BEYOND MOMBASA

herd. 80 min.

of unscrupulous brothers. 81

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Africa free of white men.

NO PLACE TO

SIERRA

HIDE Deluxe Color. David Brian.
Marsha Hunt, Hugh Corcoran. Producer-director Josef
Shaftel. Drama. Germ warfare pellets threaten the
city.

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Producer Walter Mirsch. Director Francis Lyon. Western.
Doctor helps rid town

STRANGER

72 min.

mb

Russ Tamblyn, Gloria Talbot,
Producer Richard Heermance. Director Albert Band. Western. Son struggles to live down

Marlowe.

reputation of his deceased
western gunman. 84 min.

father,

the

CALLING HOMICIDE
Case.

Producer

Bernds. Melodrama.
racket. 61 min.

Elliot, Jeane Cooper, KathBen Schwalb. Director Edward
Policeman breaks baby extortion
Bill

ward

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward

Purdom, Ida Lupino. Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.

Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Lindstey Parsons. Director
Steeplejacks fight for woman

Lew

Landers. Drama.
on high tower. 80 min.

YAQUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Producer
Western.

Castle.
Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Broidy.

Harper.

demned

SINNER

Diana
Dors.
Producer
Lee Thompson. Drama.
murderess in the death cell. 74 min.
Director

J.

Kenneth

A

con-

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
Quaker family during the Civil War. 139 min. 10/1

of a

Edmund

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director
Melodrama. Engineer gets involved

Rona Anderson.
Vernon Sewell.

Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.
Ben Schwalb.

Hunti Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer
Director Jean Yarbrough. Comedy. Juis kidnapped.
62 min.

venile television star

January
CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Bill

Elliot,

Faith

Producer

with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Technicolor.

Angelli, Phil Carey,
Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife. 92 min. 9/17.
Pier

SOLID GOLD

CADILLAC, THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a ladv stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.
Befte Davis, Brian Keith, Paul Kelley,
Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town in a fight. 85 min. 8/6.

ODONGO

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Macdonald
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer Irving Allen.

Carey,

Director John

farm

in

Adventure. Owner of wild anisaves young native boy from a

Gilling.

Kenya
min.

1

Technicolor. Guy Madison,
Felicia
Farr,
Kathryn Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director
George Sherman. Adventure. Indians fight for
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

SILENT WORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacques-

WHITE SQUAW, THE

May Wynn, William

David Brian,

Producer

Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.
Former convict is innocent suspect in
planned murder. 63 min.

Bishop.

Nazarro.

Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray
Drama. Indian maiden helps her people survive injustice of white men. 73 min.

GUN FOR A TOWN

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

MEN

George

OF

COLORADO

Montgomery,

James

CinemaScope.
Best.

Fennelly.
Director Paul Landres.
use detective as only recognizable
ups, thus increasing rward for his
81 min.

Color.
Vincent

Producer
Western. Outlaws

man

in

their

hold-

death or capture.

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

Barry Sullivan, Mona
Dennis O'Keefe.
Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Schuster.
Western. Apaches attack
stockade in small western town. 81 min.

Freeman,

Director

Cine-

Jack Lemmon, Charles Bic ItProduced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 95 min. 10/15.
.

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.
min.

HUNCHBACK OF PARIS. THE CinemaScope. Color
Gina Lollobrigida. Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production
Director Jean Delannoy. Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.

Film

Grayson.

Directpr Fred
78 min. 10/15

Holliday,
OF LIFE Judy
Richard
Conte,
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wife
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival of

FULL

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Grant. Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Marshall. Western. Army officer organizes women toKILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until desrroyea
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.
Robert Lamoureux.
MAMA. THE MAID AND
Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian

PAPA.

I

family. 94 min. 9/17.

SHADOW ON

MAN TO HANG, THE

Barrier.
exposed. 82 min.

Betsy Garrett,

Phil

SIERRA STRANGER Howard
ducer David Yokozeki.

Duff, Gloria McGhee. ProDirector Lee Sholem. Western.

wegian

War

II.

Leif Larson, Michael Aldridge, Atle
North Seas Film Production. Adventure. Norfishermen smash German blockade in World
70 min.

A

TALL RIDER, THE Randolph Scott, Richard Boone,
Maureen Sullivan. A Scott-Brown Production. Director
Budd Boetticher. Western. A quiet cowboy battles to
27TH DAY, THE Gene

Barry, Valerie French. Producer
Ainsworth. Director William Asher. Sciencefiction. People from outer space plot to destroy all
human life on the earth.

Helen

UTAH BLAINE Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Angela
Stevens. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Western. Two men join hands because they see in each
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.

WICKED AS THEY COME

Arlene Dahl, Phil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
life.

YOUNG DON'T

CRY, THE Sal Mineo, James Whitmore.
P. Waxman. Director Alfred Werker. Drama.
orphanage.
southern
a

Producer
Life in

INDEPENDENTS

Tom Conway,

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James
Edgar

THE WINDOW, THE

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Director
William Asher. Melodrama. Sev«n-year old boy is the
only witness to a murder.

December
LAST

Elizabeth

Drama.

SEVENTH CAVALRY, THE

Corrupt

Darren, Jerry Janger,
waterfront union is

Randolph Scott,
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the glory of General
Custer's famed "7th Cav.". 75 min.
Technicolor.

Harold

HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST

61

Technicolor,

Sellars.
Producer John Gossage. Director Terence
Fisher. Melodrama. Music critic is accused of murdering his wife in a crime of passion. 75 min. 11/12.

Coming
BAD

IT

maScope. June Allyson,

ford

NOT OF THIS EARTH
of strange

Helen

be independent.

REPRISAL

Melodrama.

February

Prado,

Sam Katzman.
of Ihe mambo.

FIRE DOWN BELOW CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rita
Hayworth, Robert Mitchum, Jack Lemmon.
A Warwick
Production.
Director
Robert
Parrish.
Drama.
Cargo on ship is ablaze. Gravity of situation is increased by highly explosive nitrate.

Larsen.

Barrett.

Dale Robertson, Brian Keith,
Rossano Rory. Producer Frank Woods. Director Brian
Keith. Western.

Cavalcade

SUICIDE MISSION

November

Yves Cousteau. 86 min. 10/15.

James Lydon, Claudia

Producer

Sears. Musical.

fight off Indian attack.

October

violent death. 9

HIGH TERRACE

Perez

Manny Lopez.

child.

A DARK WEB

SPIN

mal

December
HOT SHOTS

Ed-

STORM CENTER

November
BLONDE

Medina,

Holiday

PORT AF3IQUE

October

Patricia

O'Brien. Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
Production.
Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

A

min.

CRUEL TOWER, THE John
Charles McGraw. Producer

Cobb,

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, George
Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James GarDrama. Cadet at military school frames comfein.
mander and his son.

Arnold.
Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized
gambling in Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.
1984

FIGHTING TROUELE Hunt* Hall. Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. Bowery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

81

Lee J.
Producei

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

Peppard.

September
MIAMI EXPOSE

Wilde,

END AS A MAN

nag |>M

notorious

a

September
leen

McGhee.

Gloria

Duff,

Western. 75 min.

YOUNG GUNS. THE
Scott

min.

Howard

nell

January
DON'T KNOCK THE ROCK

Bill

Haley and

his

Comets,

Alan Freed, Alan Dale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears. Musical. Life and times of a famous
rock and rolll singer.

NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

September
FLESH
color.

AND THE SPUR
John Agar,

don. Director
search for the

(American-International)

Pathe-

Maria English. Producer Alex GorCahn. Western. Two gunmen

Edward

brother.
(American-International) Pathecolor.
Producer-director
Garland.
Beverly
John
Roger Corman. Adventure. A young American saves
paradise.
pagan
a girl from disaster in a
PRIVATES PROGRESS (DCA) Richard AHenbrough.
Dennis Price. A 8oulting Bros. Production. Comedy. A
young Britisher romps through Army life. 96 min.
SECRETS OF THE REEF (Continental) Tri-Art Color
A Butterfield and Wolf Production. A sea documentary
of an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.
killer of their

NAKED PARADISE
Ireland,

SHIP THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE (Continental). Richard Attenborouah, George Baker. A Rank Organization
Production. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
against her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

YOUR PRODUCT

.

.

WELCOME

MISTER MARSHALL (Screen Art) Lolita
Sevilla,
Manolo Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the famed Marshall
P,an that takes place in a small Spanish town.

Color (American-International] John IreBeverly Garland, Alison Hayes. Producer-director
Roger Corman. Western. A notorious gunman terrorizes
the West.
land,

.

.

.

a

(United

bitter U. S.

killer

resolved after a child finds a
rubble

is

Jean Servais, Carl Mchner.
Jules Dassis.
Melodrama. English dubbed
the French underworld. 120 min. 11/12.

(Woolner) Color. Carole Mathews,
Garland, Touch Connors.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Adventure. Wild women in the Louisiana

bayous.

November
(United
Motion
Picture
Organization
Calvo,
Rafael
Rivelles.
Director
Ladislao
Vadia. Drama. Franciscan monks find abandoned baby
and adopt him. 90 min. 11/12.
I

Pabilto

SECRETS OF LIFE

(Buena Vista). Latest
ney's true-life scenes. 75 min. 10/29.

in

Walt

national will release three each, while the

August
HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

Eastman Color. Bing
Grace Kelly, Frank Sinatra. Producer Sol
Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.
Crosby,

(American-International)
Lisa Gaye. Touch Conners. Producer James
Nicholson
Director Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
roll" music.

WEE GORDIE

[George K. Arthur) Bill Travers, Elastair
Norah Gorsen. Producer Sidney Gilliat. Director
Launder. Comedy. A frail lad grows to giant
stature and wins the Olympic hammer-throwing chamSim.

Frank

pionship. 94 min.

1/12.

1

WESTWARD HO, THE WAGONS

(Buena Vista)

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

John

Kerr,

smuggled aboard
maneuvers.

OF GRASS

BED

THE

IDCAI

Gastoni.
Jay
Lewis.
Comedy. Baby is
British
battleship during mock

a

Anna

(Trans-Lux)

Brazzou.

Made

the victim of a rapist.

(Astor

Pictures)

Jeff

Films)

Marina

Vlady

Drama.

LA

SORCIERE

(Ellis

Morrow

ROCK

ROCK.

IDCAI. Alan Freed. LaVern
Baker. Frankie Lyman. A Vanguard Production. Musical
panorama of rock and roll.

TWO LOVES HAVE

(Jacon)

Technicolor. Gabriele
Ferzetti, Marta Toren. A Rizzoli Film. Director Carmine
Gallone. Drama. Life of Puccini with eierpts from his
best known operas.
I

(Janus).

French

made documentary

offers

and performance of the famous sport. Produced
and directed by Pierre Braunberger. 74 min. 11/26.
history

VITTELONI
lini.

Franco Interlenghi, Leonora
Mario de Vecchi. Director F. FelComedy. Story of unemployed young men in Italy

103 min.

11/24.

Hutton,

Drama
IF

WOMEN

[Associated) Osa Massen. Robert
Maria Palmer. Producer-director Boris Petroff.
From a novel by Stephen Longstreet.

ALL THE GUYS IN THE

WORLD

.

.

PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Burl Ives, Elisabeth Mueller. Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

IBuena Vistal
Christian-Jaque.

their efforts to rescue a stricken fishing boat.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

(American International)
Garland.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
space takes control of the world until a scientist gives
Peter

Graves,

his life to

Beverly

save humanity.

LOST CONTINENT

CinemaSccpe Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An eicursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Arcnepeiago. English

IIFEl

commentary. 86 min.

NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL

Lux Rim, Rome! Patheby Technicolor. Sophia Loren
Leonioe
Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
of Napies traced from 1600 to date in song and dance
coior.

lady

Russian
96 min.

IIFEl

I

Print

OKLAHOMA WOMAN

lAmerican Releasing Corp.)
SuDerscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Cast.e. Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A
ruthless woman rules the badlands ur.t'
a reformed
1

outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.

RUNAWAY

DAUGHTERS

(American-International)

age problems.

SMOLDERING

SEA, THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical captain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climai during battle of Guadalcanal
American-International
Pamela DunHayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.

can. Allison
Science-fiction.

I

meets

fast

talking

American.

PASTIME,

THE Tom

Ewell,

Ann

Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchiey. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background. 89 min.

Ann

Francis,

Miller.

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON. THE CinemaComedy.

Mann.
123 min.

Filmization

I

of

the

Broadway

play.

10/29.

Technicolor. Kath
VistaVision
Gravson, Oreste, Rita Moreno Prooucer Pa' Dug
gan. Director Micnael Curtiz. Musical crama. VagaDonc
band nelps French Kinq rout noples *no w 3u io o»«r
throw him. 88 min. 9/17.

KING, THE

October
SEARCH FOR BRIDEY MURPHY, THE

November
THE

VistaVision,

himself.

Van

Producer

Armand

his

Story

Technicolor.

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk". Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
distant

Tracy.

critically injured

woman

in

the

December
VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis. Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eved film fan who knows everything about the
movies. 95 min.
WAR AND PEACE VistaVisioi Technicolor Aoo'e>
Hepburn, Henry Fonda. Mel Ferrer. Producers Caric
PonTi
Oino de .aurentiis Director <inq Vicor. D*an-a
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 203 min. 9/3.

HOLLYWOOD OR

BUST

lis.

January

Cassavetes. Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing

Drama.

Hayward.

Louis

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. The famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film. 84 min.

January
EDGE OF THE CITY John

SLANDER

.

September
VAGABOND

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105. 10/15.

December
GREAT AMERICAN

Johnson, Ann Blyth. Steve Cochran.
Director Roy Rowland.
Deutsch.
a scandal magazine publisher and

THREE

victims.

PEOPLE

VIOLENT

Technicolor.
VistaVision,
Charlton Heston. Anne Baxter, Gilbert Roland. Producer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
Confederate war veterans in Texas.
of
returning
100 min.

February

of

RAINMAKER, THE

Coming
OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Glelgud. Bill
Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Travers.
Franklin. Drama.
BARRETS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famous Broadway play.

Coming
BEAU JAMES

Minnelli.

Technicolor. Bob Hope. Producer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore. Drama.
Biography of the famous Jimmy Walker, mayor of N.Y.
from 1925 to 1932.

HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene Kelly, Michael Redgrave.
Barbara Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene

ProDonald O'Connor, Ann Blyth, Rhonda Fleming.
ducers Robert Smith, Sidney Sheldon. Director Sidney

WOMAN

Gregory Peck. Lauren Bacall,
DESIGNING
Dolores Gray. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincente

Noel Coward. Drama. Two children run away
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.
Kelly,

HARVEST

THUNDER

Angeli.
Mel Ferrer. Leif
Erickson. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director Jeffrey Hayden. Drama.
Pier

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope 55.
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Clift. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indiana during the middle 1800 s.
LIVING IDOL, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Li la n e Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.
SOMETHING OF VALUE Rock Hudson, Dana Wynter.
Wendy Hiller. Producer Pandro Berman. Director
Richard Brooks. Drama.
1

Marla.'English, Anna Sten. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A study of modern teen-

UNDEAD, THE

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

aviatrix

Documentary

PARAMOUNT

MOUNTAIN,

IRON PETTICOAT, THE
Producer Betty Box.

Melodrama

1

ryn

POWER AND THE

.

Andre Valmy. Jean Gaven. Director
Drama. Radio "hams", thousands of miles apart, pool
IT

wife. 99 min. 10/IS.

kill

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Doiores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriage until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 116 min. 10/1-

in

Coming
CITY OF

to

lAPI-Janus).

Producer

Fabrizi.

Musicals

October

Scope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando. Glenn Ford.
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel

January
BULLFIGHT

2

Adventure

1

55.

November

Nicole
Courel. Director Andre Michel. Drama. A young French
engineer meets untamed forest maiden while working
in Sweden. French dialogue, English subtitles.

ROCK,

Comedies

1

band plans

six.

Berman.

in

Greece. English titles. Drama. A beautiful girl is persecuted by her villiage for having lost her virtue as

HOUR OF DECISION

Pandro

Doris Day,
Producer Marty
Louis Jourdain.
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous hus-

Richard
Producer Anthony Darn-

Attenborough, Lisa
borough.
Director

CinemaScope

Color,

Producer

5

are

12,

roster,

1

3 Westerns

JULIE

December
BATTLESHIP,

dramas.

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
122 min.
0/

maScope, Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

AND THE

Kerr.

January

Color films total

12 Dramas

FOR LIFE Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.
Deborah

Bros.

the

on

films

Stan-

September

1

Cine-

and Warner

LUST

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman

by Paramount, Republic
Almost half of the

on the agenda

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/6

Dis-

AND ROCK

SHAKE, RATTLE

Universal-Inter-

Independents, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 20th
Century-Fox and United Artists will release two each. One film wiH be placed

Siegel.

MARCELINO

and

Columbia

METRO-GO LDWYN -MAYER

of

Beverly

Allied

Radio Pictures with five releases.
Artists.

SWAMP WOMEN

BABY

25 features are scheduled for January
Leading supplier will be RKO
release.

novel

Director
story

JANUARY SUMMARY

in

Lollobrigida, Daniel
Ponti-DeLaurentiis Production. Director Luigi
Drama. Adapted from the Alberto Moravia

A

Gelin.

loaded gun

OF ROME IDCAI Gina

Zampa.

Motion Picture

Organization)

Nicole Maurey. Producer
Drama. An unsolved murder involving
war veteran, a German war bride and a

Superscope.

Chester.

E.

WOMAN

GUNSLINGER

MEANS TROUBLE

Hal

bomb

October

RIFIFI

WEAPON, THE

TEN

1

THOUSAND BEDROOMS

color.

Joseph

CinemaScope. TechniDean Martin, Anna Maria Alberghetti. Producer
Pasternack.

Director

Richard

WINGS OF THE EAGLES, THE
Dailey,

Maureen

O'Hara.

Musical.

John Wayne. Dan
Producer Charles Schnee.

Director John Ford. Drama.

Film BULLETIN — THIS

Thorpe.

IS

VistaVision,

BUSTER KEATON STORY, THE
Sheldon.

VistaVision.

Technicolor.

Drama.

DELICATE DELINQUENT, THE Jerry

Lewis, Darren McMartha Hyer. Producer Jerry Lewis. Director
Don McGuire.
FEAR STRIKES OUT Anthony Perkins, Karl Maiden.
Norma Moore. Producer Alan Pakula. Director Perry
Wilson. Drama. Story of the Boston baseball player.

Gavin.

FLAMENECA
Richard

VistaVision.

Kiley.

Technicolor.

Carmen

Producer Bruce Odium.

Sevilla.

Director

Don-

ald Siegel.

FUNNY FACE

VistaVis.on,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.

GUNFIGHT AT O.K. CORRAL VistaVision. Technicolor.
Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.

LONELY MAN. THE

VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack PaAnthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

lance,

YOUR PRODUCT

—

OMAR

KHAYYAM VistaVision, Technicolor. Cornel
Michael Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank
Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle. Adventure.
The life and times of medieval Persia's literary idol.
COMMANDMENTS, THE

TEN

Charlfun Hesron
director Cecil
of

Moses as

Technicolor
Bax 4 e' °roducer-

VistaVision,

Brynner, Anne
DeMille. Religious drama. Life storv
and Koran. 219 min. 10/15
Yul

8.

told in the Bible

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

October

Wilde,

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

devotion. 94 min. 10/29.

FINGER OF GUILT Richard

Western.

TENSION

August
Maria

Associate

English.

TABLE ROCK Color.
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

Richard
Egan,
Producer Sam
Warren. Western. The

Dorothy
Weisenthal.

Joan Evans, Ben Cooper,
Producer W. O'Sullivan. Di-

rector William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.
LISBON Trucolor. Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/4.

Director Charles
victory of a town over violence. 93 min. 10/29.

November
DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George
DeCarlo,
Martin.
wizard.

1

19 min.

I

Trucolor. Skip
Miller, George Macready. ProducerKane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

September
DANIEL BOONE. TRAILBLAZER

Trucolor. Bruce BenLon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement. 76 min.

nett,

MAN

Robert Hutton,

A C.M.B.

November
A

WOMAN'S DEVOTION

CONGRESS

DANCES,

THE

the time of Prince Metternich.

FOR

SIMON Eastman

David Farrar,
David Knight, Julia Arnall. A J. Arthur Rank Production.
Drama. Young American couple living in London have their child stolen.
Color.

ACCUSED OF MURDER

Trucolor.

January
ABOVE UP THE WAVES John

Mills,
John Gregson,
Donald Sinden. Producer W. MacQuitty. Director Ralph
Thomas. Drama. Midget submariners attempt to sink
in

WWII.

Coming
Producer

ton.
stein.

Sidney

Young heiress

Doris SinglePicker. Director R. G. Springfor fortune-hunting gambler.

falls

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,

Trucolor. Anna
Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.

Maria

HELL'S

CROSSROADS

Naturama.

Stephen

McNally,

Peggie

Castle, Robert Vauhgn.
Producer Rudy Ralston. Director Franklin Adreon. Western. Outlaw cowboy reforms after joining Jesse James' gang.

SPOILERS OF THE FORREST Vera
on

1

rector Norman McLeod.
Comedy. A trusting soul
tangles with slick con men and outwits them. 79 min.

RUN OF THE ARROW
Sarita

Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Adventure. Young sharpshooter joins Sioux

War.

Ralston,

RM

Elvis Presley, Richard
Egan, Debra Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director R.
Drama. Post-civil war story set in Kentucky

Webb.

locale. 89 min.

1

1/26.

OKLAHOMA

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Gordon MacRae, Gloria Grahame, Shirley Jones. Producer A. Hornblow, Jr. Director Fred Zinnemann. Musical. Filmization of the famed Broadway musical. 140 min.

December
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Color. Ingrid Berg-

play.

BLACK WHIP. THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.
ducer

R. Stabler.

GIRL

CAN'T HELP

Pro-

Director M. Warren. Drama. 77 min.

THE CinemaScope.

IT.

Color. Tom Ewell, Jayne
Frank Tashlin. Comedy.

De Luxe
Prodi>cer-director

Mansfield.

OASIS CinemaScope,

Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd OsDirector Yves Allgret. Drama. Gold smuggler
falls in love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

wald.

WOMEN OF

PITCAIRN ISLAND CinemaScope. James
Production.

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David
Ronald

Sauire.

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy

Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

YOUNG STRANGER, THE
ter.

Producer

Stuart

heimer. Drama.
parents.

Son

kindly

impulse,

Director John
earn affection

Franken-

from

his

Coming
DAY THEY GAVE BABIES AWAY. THE Eastman

Color.

ESCAPADE

IN JAPAN Color. Teresa Wright, Cameron
Mitchell, Jon Provost, Roger Nakagaws. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Search for two boys who start out
in the
wrong direction to find the very people who
are trying to find them.

GIRL MOST LIKELY, THE Eastman Color.
Cliff Robertson,

Keith Andes.

Producer Herbert Swope,
Dunne. Drama.
Borgnine.

Jr.

Milland, Ernest
Director Philip

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbert
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The lives
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.

Coming

Jane Powell,
Producer Stanley Rublin.
A girl is proposed

Luxe

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producers
Buddy Adler, Eugene Frenke. Director John Huston.

Color.

Soldier

is

saved by nun

in

MOST BEAUTIFUL GIRL

James MacArthur, Kim Hun-

Miller.

seeks to

January
THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope De

South Pacific during WWII.
IN THE WORLD. THE Gina
Producer
Manuella

Lollobrigida,
Vittorio
Gassman.
Malotti. Director Robert Leonard.

RESTLESS BREED, THE Eastman Color. Scott Brady,
Anne Bancroft. Producer E. A. Alperson. Director Alan
Dwan.
SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Bob
McNaught. Drama. Ship is torpedoed by Jay submarine
off

Singapore harbor.

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Color. Sir Ralph RichProducerardson, John McCallum, Colin
Peterson.
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie boy
has burning desire to own bicycle.

STORM

A
RIDER, THE Scott Brady, Mala Powers.
Brady-Glasser production. Director Edward Bernds.
Western.

Director Mitchell Leison. Comedy.
to by three men on the same day.

UNITED ARTISTS

JET PILOT Technicolor,
SuperScope.
John Wayne,
Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman
Director Josef von Sternbera. Drama.

August

119 min.

LADY AND THE PROWLER, THE

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund,

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

I

Johns, Cameron Mitchell, Rex Thompson. Producer Sam Weisenthal. Director Allen Reisner. Drama.

David Brian, Vera
Ralston.
Melodrama.
Associate
producer-director
Joseph Kane. Drama. Two-timing gangland lawyer is
murdered by attractive girl singer.
IN OLD VIENNA Trucolor.
Heinz Roettinger, Robert
Killick.
Producer-director James A. Fitzpatrick. Musical. Romances and triumphs of Frani Shubert, Johann
Strauss, Ludwlg Beethoven in the city of music, Vienna.

battleship

MARRIED A WOMAN George Gobel, Diana Dors,
Adolph Menjou. Producer William Bloom. Director Hal
Kanter. Coemdy. Wife objects to taking second place
to a beer advertising campaign with her husband.

Glynis

December

'

1/26.

Craig, John Smith, Lynn Bari. Regal Films
Director Jean Warbrough. Drama. 72 min.

January

Indians at close of Civil

Trucolor.

CinemaScope, Trucolor.
Johanna Matz, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intngue and mystery in Vienna during

German

II

73 min.

Fuller.

Meeker,

Ralph
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min.

TEARS

VAULT Anita Ekberg, 8T
Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Di-

Paul RichProduction. Director
Edward Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie siars and other celebrities. 79 min.

Wright.

Patricia

I

Broadway

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in illegal activities.

PUBLIC PIGEON NO.

October
SCANDAL INCORPORATED
ards,

IN THE
Sharpe.

Karen

A

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Filmization of famous

Color. Debbie
Reynolds, Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer Edmund Grainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.
Son of department store magnet falls for salesgirl.
98 min.

ARMED, THE Dane

Clark. William Tallman.
May Wyn.i, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armoreH transport comoany's headauarters creates an
avalanche of violence. 70 min.
IS

1/12.

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

MAN

73 min.

IN TOWN. THE Robert Arthur, Rex
Producer-director K. Neumann.
teen-age farm boy join an outlaw qana
y

Cathy Nolan.

Reason,

Charles
financial

December

Homiere, Kristine

November
DESPERADOS ARE

Yvonne

Sanders,

Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer-director
Melodrama. Tale of an international

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,
director Joseph

Comedy. Mother and daughter

Ray, Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hcyos. Producer Frank 1 Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
irows hp with a bull as his main comoanion and friend
and how each protests the other. 100 min. 10/15.

Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Uummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives letters from a girl he
never met, who insists they were lovers. 84 min. 11/26

A STRANGE ADVENTURE

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
find mutual respect and

Rennie.

Michel

Technicolor.

Color.
Diana Dors.
Rod Steiger, Marie Windsor. Producer-director John
Farrow. Drama. A wife sunningly plots the death of
her husband who she has betrayed.

THAT NIGHT

John Beal, Augusta Dabney, Shepperd
Strudwick.
Producer Hiram Brown. Director John
Newland. Drama. A tragedy almost shatters a 15year-old marriage.

VIOLATORS,
Producer

H.

Story

a

of

THE Arthur O'Connell, Nancy Malone.
Brown. Director John Newland. Drama.
probation officer in the New York City

BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope. Color.
Patricia
Medina. Producers William
Guy Mdd'son
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
thriller. A pre-historic beast returns to almost
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

fiction

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL Margaret Lindsay, Walter
Reed, Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of incidents in a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30

HOT CARS

Producer
Bromfield, Joi Lansing.
Story of auto theft syndicate.

John

Howard W. Koch. Drama.

courts.

84 min. 9/17.

Camer-

Producer-director Joe Kane.

20TH CENTURY-FOX

HUK Eastman Color. George Montgomery. Mona Freeman, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director John
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror in
Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

September

August
FIRST

TRAVELING

SALESLADY.

THE

CinemaScope.

Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

—

1897.

92 min. 8/20.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope.
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
North.
Producer
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 18/1.
LAST WAGON, THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Richard
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Hawks. Director Delmew Daves. Western. Family travels
trail

against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

September

October

BACK FROM ETERNITY

stantial evidence. 80 min.

Film

Superscope, Eastman Color. RichWidmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.
ard

—

along Oregon

Robert Ryan. Anita Ekberg
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle. 97 min.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews. Joan
Fontaine.
Barbara Nichols. Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Friti Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circum-

RUN FOR THE SUN

AND HELL CinemaScope. DeRobert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
BETWEEN
Luxe

HEAVEN

Color.

World War

II

setting

he Pacific. 94 min. 10/29.

in

STAGECOACH TO FURY

CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 76 min.

BULLETIN— THIS

IS

September
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope.

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-director Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diolomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I. 102 min. 8/6.
nicolor. Olivia

BANDIDO CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Robert Mitchum, Ursula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Jacks. Director Richard Fleischer. Drama. Gun-running
during a revolt in Mexico in 1914. 91 min.

GUN
Neville

Salkow.

BROTHERS Buster
Brand. A Grant

of law, fight

YOUR PRODUCT

Crabbe.
Production.

Robinson.
Ann
Director Sidney

Drama. Two brothers, each on different
it

out together. 79 min. 9/17.

side

.

UNITED ARTISTS (Continual

STREET OF SINNERS George

Montgomery.

Geraldine

Brooks. Producer William Berke.

October

TROOPER HOOK

AROUND THE WORLD

IN 80 DAYS (Michael Todd
Productions' Todd-AO, Color. David Niven, Cantiflas
Martine Cam.'. Producer M. Todd. Director Michae'l
Anderson. Adventure. Filmiiation of the famous Jules
Verne novel. 175 min. 10/29.

ATTACK Jack

Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
army officer and his men during a crucial battle of
World War II. 107 min. 9/17.

McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Ed-

Joel

ward Andrews. Producer
Warren

Sol Fielding. Director

Marquis

12 ANGRY MEN Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Jack
Warden. An Orion-Nova Production. Director Sianey
Lumet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on a verdict.

VODOO ISLAND
Air

Boris

Production.

Beverly Tyler.
A Bel
Reginald Le Borg.
Horror.

Karloff,

Director

Seltzer.
falls

Director

prey to a

Byron Haskin. Melocorrupt political ma-

UN

I

Ion.

HONG KONG

A Sabre

An

Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonProduction. Director Joe Newman. Drama.
Kong sparks international

airline flight to Hong
intrigue. 88 min. 10/15.

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Ouinn,

Katy Jurado.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. Western. Badman turns sheriff in lonely town. 82 min. 10/15

November
GUN THE MAN DOWN

James Arness. Angle

Dickinson, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
revenge on fellow thieves who desert him when
wounded. 78 min.

PEACEMAKER, THE James

Rosemarie Bowe,
Jan Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post!
Western. A clergyman trys to end feud between cattlemen and farmers. 82 min. 11/26.

REVOLT

AT

Mitchell,

FORT

LARAMIE DeLuxe Color. John
Brewster. Producer Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Civil War story of
soldiers who are attacked by Indians. 73 min.
Dehner,

Diana

RUNNING

TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowling.
Arthur Franz, Richard Reeves. Producer Jack Couffer!
Director Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped fugitives are chased by local townspeople and officer of
the law. 83 min.

11/12.

SHARKFIGHTERS,

CinemaScooe. Color.
Victor
Mature, Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Director Jerry HopDer. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men". 73 min. 10/29.

December
BRASS LEGEND, THE Hugh O'lrian, Raymond Burr,
Nancy Gates. Western. Producer Bob Goldstein. Director Gerd Oswald. Western. 79 min.

DANCE WITH ME HENRY
Producer

Robert

Comedy.

79 min.

Goldstein,

Bud Abbott. Lou Costello.
Director Charles Barton.

KING AND FOUR QUEENS, THE CinemaScope,

WILD PARTY, THE Anthony

Ouinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
Stewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and his fiancee. 91 min.

January
FIVE STEPS TO DANGER Ruth Roman, Sterling Hayden.
A Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.
A woman tries to give FBI highly secret material stolen
from Russians.

MONTE CARLO STORY, THE Marlene Dietrich, Viftorio
Sica, Arthur O'Connell.
A Titanus Production. Director Samuel Taylor. Drama Widowed American millionaire seeks to marry beautiful woman.

Coming
Murray, E. G. Marshall,
Jack Warden. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Delbert
Mann. From the famous television drama by Paddy
Chayefsky.

BAILOUT AT 43.000 John Payne. Karen

Steele.

A

terrorize

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 76 min. 7/23.

western resort.

Payne. Natalie Norwick. A St.
Aubrey-Kohn Production. Director Andre de Toth.
Drama.
HIS FATHER'S GUN Dane Clark. Ben Cooper, Lori Nel-

LIVED

ard

Bartlett.

pilot.

Drama. Story

Katy Jurado. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner.
MEN IN WAR Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray. Robert Keith.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Anthony Mann.
MONSTER THAT CHALLENGED THE WORLD, THE Tim
Holt, Audrey Dalton. A Gramercy Production. Director
Arnold Laven. Science-fiction.

RAW EDGE

Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra, Sophia Loren. Producer-director
Stanley
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
guerrilla band marches an Incredible distance with a
6000 pound cannon during Spanish War of Independence of 1810.
color.

SAVAGE PRINCESS

Technicolor. Dllip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
love with a peasant who contests her right
to rule the kingdom. 101 min.

A

Mehboob

falls

in

Film

reincarnated airplane

a

Reynolds,

WARNER BROTHERS
September
A CRY
Brian

Drama.

Tyttle.

WALK THE PROUD LAND

venture.

Anne

Brazil.

Technicolor. Audie Murphy.
Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Proaucer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse HiDbs. Drama. Indian agent for
Government fights for human rights for the
U.S.
Apache Indians in Arizon. 88 min. 7/23.

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien,
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo, Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmiih. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fueda' baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.
Technicolor.

couple

Natalie
Director

man

unbalanced

Mentally

Wood,
Frank

surprises

Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

in

AMAZON

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Adevents

Stirring
41

Amazon

the

in

territory

of

min.

BAD SEED, THE Nancy

Kelly.

McCormack, Henry

Patty

Produced and directed by Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Film version of the famous Broadway play about

Jones.

murderess. 129 min.
HILLS, THE CinemaScooe, WarnerColor. Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Skip Homeir. Producer Richard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
man seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.
a child

October
PILLARS

BURNING

OF THE SKY Technicolor. Jeff Chandler,
Ward Bond. Producer Robert Arthur.

Dorothy Malone,
Director
helps to
the

George Marshall. Drama. The

spirit of Religion

settle war bewteen Indians and Cavalrymen
Oregon Country. 95 min. 9/3.

SHOWDOWN

AT ABILENE Technicolor. Jock Mahoney.
Martha Myer, Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie.
Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to
Abilene after four years in the Confederate Army to
find things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

October
TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

WarnerColor. William HoJNolan, Virginia Leith. Producer-director
Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man. 115 min. 10/1.

den,

Lloyd

November

November

GIANT WarnerColor.

Elizabeth

Rock

Taylor.

Hudson,

Wil-

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
Harry Keller. Drama. High school teacher is almost

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil. cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.

Technicolor.

Esther

liams,

criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

201

December
CURCU. BEAST OF THE AMAZON Eastman

Color. John
Bromfield, Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay,
Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siod nak. Horror. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious jungle beast.

EVERYTHING BUT THE TRUTH

Technicolor. Tim Hovey.
Forsythe. Producer Howard

Maureen O'Hara. John
Christie. Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young
dent gets mixed up with "lies". 83 min. 11/12.

MOLE PEOPLE, THE

John Agar,

Cythia

Patrick.

stu-

Alland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange men.

ROCK, PRETTY BABY Sal Mlneo. John Saxon, Luana
Patten.
Producer Edmund Chevie. Director Richard
Rock

roll

n'

103 min.

story of college

combo.

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

Technicolor. Rock Hudson.
Stack.
Producer Albert Zug-

Lauren Bacall, Robert
smith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1

December

Jose

Ferrer,

girl.

Production.
a

of

Baker, Eli Wallach.
Producer-director Ella Kazan.
proprietor and a beautiful

Maiden, Carroll
gin-mill

14 min.

1

BIG LAND, THE WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Virginia
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon Douglas.
Western. Cattlemen fight to move their herds to

DOES STRANGE THINGS,

London

Film.

the exiled

THE

Technicolor

Mel Ferrer. Jean Marais. A FrancoJean Renoir. Drama. Tale of

Bergman,

Ingrid

Director

widow

of a Polish Prince.

SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerColor. James Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of
the first man ever to cross the Atlantic in a plana.
MAN, THE Henry Fonda, Vera Miles, Anthony
Quayles. Producer-director Alfred Hitchcock. Drama.
player at Stork Club is prime suspect in
fiddle
Bass

WRONG

murder case.

To

Better Serve You
Combined At
.

.

.

Office & Terminal

Mona Freeman, Dean

Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television
I

Karl

Drama. Story

February
GREAT MAN, THE

10/29.

BABY DOLL
A Newton

NIGHT

FOUR GIRLS IN TOWN CinemaScope, Technicolor.
George Nader, Julie Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find new star.

Musical.
11/26.

10/15.

distant railroads.

January

89 min.

min.

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab Hunter, Natalie
Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director David
Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into man.

Coming
Pro-

ducer William

305 N. 12th
Philadelphia

1/26.

St.

7,

Pa.

NEW

ISTANBUL CinemaScope.

Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CorBorchers. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph
Pevney. Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious
Turkey.
nell

New

Phonal

LOmbard

3-3944, 394S

JERSEY

MESSENGER SERVICE
Member

National Film Carriers

Coming

Ouinn,

PHAROAH'S CURSE Ziva Shapir, Mark Dana. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincarnation o/ mummies.
PRIDE AND THE PASSION, THE VistaVision, Techni-

of

82 min. 8/6.

son. Bel Air Production. Director Lesley Selander.

LONELY GUN, THE Anthony

Debbie

Technicolor.

Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joe

BEFORE Jock Mahoney Leigh Snowden.
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director RichI'VE

idol. 92 min.

HIDDEN FEAR John

CinemaScope,

Nielson.

Jeff Chandler.
Jeannie Crain, Jack Carson. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Jack Arnold.

September

Bartlett.

Pine-

Thomas Production. Director Francis Lyon.
BIG CAPER, THE Rory Calhound, Mary Costa. PineThomas Production. Director Robert Stevens.
CRIME OF PASSION Barbara Stanwyck. Sterling
Hayden, Raymond Burr. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose
ambition for her husband leads to murder.
GIRL IN BLACK STOCKINGS. THE Lex Barker. Anne
Bancroft, Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. Director Howard Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings

NIGHT RUNNER, THE Ray Danton. Colleen Miller. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Abner Biberman. Drama.
Mental hospital inmate is released while still in dangerous condition.

TATTERED DRESS, THE CinemaScope.

1

De

BACHELOR PARTY, THE Don

MISTER CORY Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Tony
Producer
Martha
Hyer,
Charles
Bickford.
Robert Artuhr. Director Blake Edwards. Gambler from
Chicago slums climbs to wealth and respectability.

Pevney.

VERSA L- NT' L

Color.

Clark Gable, Eleanor Parker, Jo Van Fleet. Jean Willis,
Barbara Nichols, Sara Shane. Producer David Hempstead. Director Raoul Walsh. Western. 86 min.

Producer

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

in

THE

Hovey.

Curtis,

Lslie

chine. 89 min. 9/17.

FLIGHT TO

George Nader, Tim
Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

TAMMY

BOSS, THE John Payne, Doe Avedon, William Bishop.
Producer Frank
drama. A city

MAN AFRAID

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer.
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gomblng of orphanage by saving other orphans.

GUN FOR A COWARD

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Fred MacMurray.
Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland.
Director Abner Blberman. Western. Three brothers run
a cattle ranch after the death of their father.

INTERLUDE
Rossano

Technicolor.

Brazzi.

Technicolor.

CinemaScope.

June

Allyson,

Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas

Sirk.

JOE

BUTTERFLY
Murphy.
George

HIGHWAY
EXPRESS LINES,

CinemaScope,
Technicolor.
Audie
Nader,
Keenan Wynn.
Producer

Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jessie Hibbs.
KELLY AND ME CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie, Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early 1930 s.
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Get high
with

Hope

and Hepburn!

THE IRON PETTICOAT
COCKTAIL!
Mix equal parts of "Hope Happiness"
and "Hepburn Hilarity." Audiences
will

shake well with laughter.
recipe

sure-fire

pixilated

for

and bulging

patrons

A

box-offices!

M-G-M

p

presents the
funniest pair
in pictures
in the funniest

j

& et

• j

11

j
*

comedy

of
the year!

BOB HOPE

KATHARINE HEPBURN

hilariously teamed for the first time in

"THE
mm

MOM
r,od„,.. br

F,i

m .db,

JAMES ROBERTSON JUSTICE ROBERT HELPMANN
BETTY E. BOX o
br RALPH THOMAS

NOELLE MIDDLETON
HARRY SALTZMAN

,n„>.. c ,a.,.n w„h

REMUS FILMS

LTD.

•

VistaVision

•

Technicolor"

•

An M-G-M

Release
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A LOOK AT 1957

Oh,

What a

fieauttful

havin g I
\

lusiness-wise

Analysis of
«e

New

Films

HUJIJIAJM?!
'HE

Xmas Eve

at Loew's

House

RAINMAKER

Other Reviews:

ANA5TASIA
BABY DOLL

A STUDY OF

ZARAK
BUNDLE OF JOY
BATTLE

HYMN

3

MOVIE AD CAMPAIGNS

TIME

THIS

OTING

WHEN MOTION

PICTU

TOWERS ABOV

NOW COMPLETED

^isTAyisioH

TECHN.cou.

AT THEIR GREATEST

in

STANLEY KRAMER'S PRODUCTION

The Rricl©
and

Th

®

of

20thTHE big name company which
BROUGHT YOU THE HOTTEST NAME IN
SHOW BUSINESS FOR THANKSGIVING
NEXT BRINGS YOU
FOR CHRISTMAS...
THE WORLD'S MOST
PUBLICIZED BLONDE

TOM EWELL pfA^ Jf JiUJ gfddldl^J EDMOND O'BRIEN
THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT" COLOR DE LUXE CINemaScoPE
in

by

LONDON RAY ANTHONY BARRY GORDON
ROCK N' ROLL HEADLINERSI

and Gu.tt stars

AND

14

JULIE

FRANK TASHLIN
FRANK TASHLIN and HERBERT BAKER

Produced and directed by
Screenplay by

•

rawer for

/

95

7

Grant that the light of wisdom shine upon the statesmen of the
world that they may guide Mankind upon the road to Peace. Grant us
tranquility in

which freedom can

flourish

and

in

which men

will build,

rather than destroy.

Give us the reason to understand what
heed the dictates

right and the courage to

of our conscience.

Grant that the people
God's blessing upon those

who

love, hate

Thy

infinite

of these bounties, our

to

know

that love

is

His curse upon those who hate.

Good Will, that we may always
we would have them do unto us.

and forever do unto others as

endowed our wonderful

may come

of the earth

Breathe into our hearts the

Preserve, in

is

spirit of

wisdom, the bounties with which Thou hast

land, and,

above

all else,

perpetuate the greatest

Freedom.

Grant unto the people

of the

motion picture industry an ever deeper

sense of responsibility in their roles as creators and exhibitors of this

wondrous medium
makers

of

of entertainment

Reveal to the

motion pictures the ways by which they may pursue their

with good taste and integrity.

ment upon

and enlightenment.

silver screens,

dignity, yet always in the

To

show

happy

art

those whose theatres provide enchant-

the

way

spirit of

it

conduct their business with

showmanship.

Grant that the motion picture flourish
plause for the happiness and surcease

to

this

new

year, while earning ap-

brings to the people of the world.

Amen.

To All Our Friends and

Readers

Film
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LOBBY

-it y
NAy do
lobby frames.

TALK!

DORIS DAY

KIRK DOUGLAS

WINS

WINS

"STAR OF STARS"

BEST

MODERN SCREEN MAGAZINE
See her

IN

MODERN SCREEN MAGAZINE
For

in

JULIE
—

Anvin Production

PERFORMANCE

AWARD

AWARD
IN

If

M-G-M

M-G-M's

LUST for LIFE
Release

•And for

THE

my fcii

MOST HONORED

,

PICTURE! M-G-M's

"TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON"
"Movie

of the

Month."— Coronet Magazine

" Outstanding Picture of the

Month."
—Cosmopolitan Magazine

"Picture of the Month."— Seventeen

Winner of Parents' Magazine Medal.
"Movie of the Month."— Argosy Magazine

zz

u

I)

Whit
DOLL" BUSINESS.

•'BABY

About

fkey'te Talking

There can be no doubt that

In Hie

Movie Business

the controversy over "Baby Doll" aroused by the Catholic

Church ban has had an

—

New

in

York, at

effect opposite

The

least.

what was intended

boxoffice at the Victoria

Theatre on Broadway has been tinkling a merry tune since
the Elia
19.

The

Kazan

film

opened

gross for the

ahead of

"Man With

first

regular run on

its

three days

was running well

Arm", another contro-

the Golden

The

versial high-grosser that played the house.

'

December

Victoria

about studio merger with Warner Bros,

The two companies, were each

disagreement with the Church edict against

fact, it

some seventy

a matter of

move

0

TOA-ALLIED. Those who know
president

ings are convinced that the

situation.

may

be an important factor in this surprising

The grossing

reports

show

pictures, like "Giant", "Anastasia",

Commandments"

that not only the big

"Rainmaker" and "Ten

did better than usual business for the

heavy shopping period, but some

of the

minor

entries, like

"Curucu", "Mole People" combination and DCA's

very well

near future.

in the

of

the country

it

economies via studio

to effect

RKO, Paramount and Warners might

weather throughout most

of cold

plant, but

house a total of

lot to

by two separate ograniza-

films, especially

in

Absence

combined

This does not preclude the likelihood that other film

tions.

reports for pre-Xmas, 1956, indicate

As

one

feasible for

might very well be the best pre-Holiday season

several years.

U-I's,

would hardly be

consider such a

a steadier boxoffice tone than last year.

to be turning out only 15

WB's Burbank

their production activities at

mergers.

BUSINESS. Theatre

being ruled out.

is

to 20 features per year, could very logically have

companies will undertake

it.

of the talked-

any possibility

for 1957),

management reported generally favorable audience reaction. Some protesting mail from Catholics, seemingly part
of an organized drive, has been coming to the theatre.
However, a spokesman for the Victoria also said that a
number of Catholics who have seen the film indicated their

0

I

(some 55 features

will

work

Rube Shor and
in closer

TOA

the thinking of Allied

president Ernest G. Stell-

two national exhibitor bodies

harmony

this year than, perhaps, ever

Both leaders are firmly convinced that

before.

organizations must cooperate closely,
that

if

two

their

not merge, and

if

they reconcile their aims and methods, important

concessions toward achieving industry

harmony might be

gained from the film companies, Shor

is

understood to

"Rock, Rock, Rock" rolled up unexpectedly good grosses.

have won over the "fighters"

Theatremen are keeping

ance of a period of pacific negotiation with the distributors.

their fingers crossed as they

hope

happy holiday performance by the

that this portends a

industry.

RKO'S FUTURE. The

RKO

recent statement by

Dan O'Shea

will curtail its '57 production schedule "to

markets" has
future of this

industry

observers

company might

the uncertainty stems

cerning the future of

meet

be.

O'Neil, himself.

The

RKO

Tele-

radio president

and board chairman reportedly

is

his dad.

RKO's

plans will prob-

ably be in a deep-freeze until the younger O'Neil's future
in the industrial giant is finalized.

0

NO STUDIO MERGER. Now that
embarked on

its

of this, will

by working out a

O

BERGMAN'S BACK.
studio

when

film

it

20th Century-Fox scooped

grabbed
a

after

off

Ingrid

its rival

Bergman to star in her
Whatever doubts

seven year hiatus.

consider-

lude to stepping into the top spot in the General Tire

now headed by

effort to satisfy exhibition

practical arbitration program.

first

ing relinquishing his entertainment field interests as a pre-

may have been harbored

in its executive suite are

now

20th Century-Fox has

dis-

pelled with the early boxoffice reports on "Anastasia".

It

has proved to be a big grosser, rolling up a surprising take
in its first

week

at

New

York's Roxy.

Xmas

week,

man.

It is true that a fine cast,

yet.

And

in the

slow pre-

Apparently, everybody wants to see Bergincluding Yul Brynner and

Helen Hayes, has been assembled, directed by the

biggest production program in ten years

of

ranks will hop back

Film executives, well aware

into the saddle.

make every

remove some

disturbing exhibitor-distributor rela-

wondering what the

Insiders are saying that

from potential circumstances con-

Tom

irritants

ranks to accept-

fails to

tions, the militant dissidents in Allied

changing trends and conditions in foreign and domestic

empire,

cooperation with Stellings,

the basic

0

that

If he, in

in Allied's

hand of Anatole Litvak, but

it

fine

remains Bergman's picture,

her triumph and Fox's joy.
Film
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1957— THUNDER

OVER HOLLYWOOD.

Moviedom

may prove to be as exciting off screen as cn. Not in
good many years have so many combustible economic

a

forces been stockpiled at the feet of the industry on the eve
of a change in calendar. Even now as moviedom swills

5

6

Ward

Philip R.

1957

19

4,

2

A

of stockholder salesmanship.

momentary

less of

A

grief.

bit

more candor, regard-

|

mighty dangerous.
<0

Holiday cups, as the air is tinsel and
massing to the east a flotilla of the
there
is
scent nutmeg,
darkest clouds. And to the west more of the same. In
short, film production's New York-to-Hollywood axis is

Withal, management is not without a case. It can defend last year's fruitless optimism, and the years' before,
on the sane ground that hope begets deed and that no one

in trouble.

a

good-fellowship in

its

Because 1956 belonged

to the industry's stockholders.

may

investment capital
'56

to the industry's apologists, 1957

Providers of
be held at arm's length so long. In
they were offered explanations; in '57 stockholders may

may belong

do the talking.

0
Wall Street investment opinion is terribly uneasy. Film
company earnings across the board are descending to

—

—

lower levels, despite the fact that exhibition is holding theatre attendance to no worse than 1955 numbers. The sale
or lease of backlog films to TV was supposed by many to
provide the cushion against the shock of depressed operational income. With a bare exception, this revenue has
failed both to measure up to expectation or to cover the
losses sustained through operations. Shareholders who
once railed at management for reluctance to traffic with
TV, now complain that management sold too cheap. In
their arsenal are figures:

revenue per backlog

this

they
one of

film,

say, averages $16,000; a research survey reports

covey (a first-rank old-timer to be sure) cost movie

sells

movie

tickets

wearing a

size 14 face.

of

:

hopes depends upon the individual

of high
of

company

as in no other time will corporate personali-

muck and

stripped so naked before

0

Two

years of shaky times with

save the rescuing grace of

number

Let management evince no surprise. All is within the
proper purview of those who give of their cash for certificates of
is it

company ownership, no matter how

quite proper,

it is

few.

Not only

quite justified in difficult times. For,

conditions trouble salaried management, they trouble
equally those whose investments make possible the salaries

if

to begin with.

Besides, in certain respects film

company

have seemed doltishly guilty of leading with their
chins. They have boasted of expense reductions in times of
rising costs; they have effused an optimism that has been
wholly unsupported by fact, or worse, by actions; they
have strutted and swaggered on the issue of TV backlog
sales, creating the unfounded impression that television
and the U.S. Treasury both couldn't afford their superannuated wares. Perhaps a gathering insecurity festered
by conditions of the past several years dictated this brand
officers

Pjgo 8
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little

summer

surcease between,

boxoffice, thus leaves a

key film companies with vulnerable underpinnings. Loew's is a prime example. Others with earnings records even less distinguished may fall prey once a
test is made of Loew's in February. Still others cling to
safety by dint of ownership, or at least control, being
vested in management elements. Mighty 20th-Fox suddenof

ly turns

i

up Howard Hughes as shareholder Number One.

inscrutable

Hughes hardly

figures to purchase over
investment quality at this

time.

But shareholders have
are one thing.

money

the flinty eye of the equity-holding mob.

and aplomb

skill

presidents.

Stockholders will wheel up other guns. As in no other
time before will expenses be viewed with such piercing

And

Some company

heads might duck backlog-to-TV grievances by recalling
that they merely obeyed stockholder injunctions to trade
and trade fast. Management appears weakest in the one
department that means most tumbling profits in normal
operations. Whether shareholders can be sold another year

SCO, 000 shares solely for their

be run through the

can side-step

doing business in another, that production costs have

gained throughout the industrial economy.

The

ties

It

i

mushrooming expense balance on the ground that economies in one sphere have been offset by the higher costs

theatres in one city something like 100 times that total.

scrutiny.

!

might have prevented inevitable
stockholder caught with his points down can be
pain,

unity.

their

weaknesses

Control of a company

is

too.

Grievances

another.

It costs

make a proxy fight. It also requires direction and
The majority of rabble rousers possess neither. The
to

more fearsome elements are those professional investors
who say little, work stealthfully planning, organizing,

The others, the garden variety agitators,
to work at sixes and sevens with their fellow

button-holing.

seem forever

dissenters. In the Loew's

case, at least a half

rate islands of discontent exist.

Working

for

are the odds that they will not be effectively

I

!

dozen sepa-

management
amalgamated

into a single resistance bloc.

thus possible that 1957 may go down as a year of
much stockholder sound and fury signifying little in the
way of sweeping director, management and ownership
It is

changes.

—

If all

concerned are fortunate enough to

live to

would well become them to make very
certain, by performance and performance alone, that judg
ment day doesn't soon come again.
fight another day,

it

1

!

MOTION PICTURE SCENE TAKING ON
BRIGHTER HUE AS WE TURN INTO

What a

Ok.
By

Someone up There must

No-one could have foreseen the virtual disappearance
from the scene of Harry M. and Albert Warner, leaving
Jack Warner in the saddle and banker Serge Semenenko

like us.

pulled through 1956, and now 1957 looms with a
hue than anyone thought possible a year back.

We've
rosier

try to pinpoint the fast-improving outreasons
for it, that you're forced back into
look, and the
cliche of there being "a better
Street
that timeworn Wall
It's

when you

tone".

What

means

that really

is

abroad in the film industry

that there

—

is

more confidence

is it

behind

New

Warner Brothers

cash-box.

No-one had even a suspicion that television, a seemingly
would be so stricken by programming polio
that millions of Americans would start saying that "the
best things on TV are old movies", and that advertisers
would desert live TV shows for sponsorship of those telelusty infant,

vised "oldies".

Code Overhauled

a collective
is

presiding over the

not just airy-fairy optimism,

either.

Nor

bgMuHfl

fieautitful

LEONARD COULTER

'57

merely

from the tensions of 1956, or
that the prophesied Year of Doom

a reaction

sigh of relief

us.

Kind of Thinking

Things are happening in the motion picture industry today which would have been impossible five years ago.
There's a new kind of thinking. There are new people in
high positions. There are radical changes and daring experiments pending in research, advertising, promotion and
merchandising. At last— at long, long last— we are falling
into step with the tempo of the times, and the public is beginning to respond.
single event of 1956 can this change be attributed,
but studied in perspective today many of the year's developments acquire deep significance.

To no

for instance, the "new
from studio control of
departure
the
look" in Hollywood—

No-one would have predicted,

such figures as Darryl F. Zanuck, Nicholas M. Schenck

And who would have thought

that Eric Johnston, Presi-

dent of the MPAA, would have stated, in announcing a
complete overhaul of the Motion Picture Production Code
for the first time since 1930, that the

changes had been

decided on "by the industry itself" without reference to,
or consultation by, those devout gentlemen who for so long

have held themselves up as the guardians of the people's
morals?

What

a revolution has occurred in

one swiftly-moving

year

was
money-bags before the film industry's top executives and telling them, in as many words, "You might
as well get out of the movie business while the capital
It isn't

jingling

too long ago, remember, since Wall Street

its

gains going

is

to go to the theatre
out,

and

when

good, because

log pictures hits the nation's

TV

any more

the avalanche of back-

screens, no-one will

— ever again.

want

We'll buy you

spin-off the assets to real estate developers."

The money-bags

aren't jingling

any more, for the

tele-

(Continucd on Page 10)

and Dore Schary.
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WHAT A BEAUTIFUL DAWNING!

<

This theory

about to be put to the test, but whethel
is proved right is of less importance t
the average American exhibitor than the reasons whic|j
have prompted him at this particular time to substitutl
action for words.
is

or not Mr. Davis

(Continued from Page 9)

vising of pre-1948 movies has been completely anti-climacprotic: it has made the public realize anew that the

TV

grammers, for all their braggadacio, that on only rare occasions been able to produce popular entertainment anything
as good. Some of those soothsayers who were foretelling

He

feels

— and

the British Treasury, which has to

precious dollars for the operation, agrees
in the past ten years has there

fin.

—that at no tim

been such a need for popula

Ther

theatre entertainment as exists in the U.S. today.

has become apparent throughout the country a strong, in
sistent need for relief from the complexities and pressure

home. There

of the

is,

too, a

growing

taste for entertain

than the fare offered on TV
This is evidenced by the steady patronage which many ar
houses have been developing despite competition fron
costly Hollywood "spectaculars" showing just around tht

ment

at a higher cultural level

corner.

Sees Golden Opportunity
John Davis senses
ment of opportunity;
the complete crash of the movie world a year ago

cobwebs beginning

fess to see

of

TV

to

now

pro-

accumulate on millions

sets.

sad commentary on the state of mind which had
been allowed to develop within the film industry that very

had the vision

few

of its leaders

The

others had so lost faith in the skills and talents at their

command that they were
lic's warm response.
is

to anticipate that result.

genuinely astonished by the pub-

instituted a production policy that completely reversed the

He

backed his belief that theatres are here to stay
with hard cash, expanding Twentieth Century-Fox's production schedule for 1957-58 to an unprecedented number
(at least 55) of films for the company.

A

Looking out towards the pleasant vista
perceive that

of 1957

many advantages must

it is

not

accrue to

those companies which decide to abandon the "bigger, but

fewer" policy of production. That policy, in itself, was
defeatist, predicated on a belief that television's stranglehold would never be loosened, that the neighborhood theatre was doomed and that there would be left only a relatively few showcases featuring supercollossal epics which
the television screen could not encompass.
as is now obvious to the simplest souls
has been proved lacking in validity, and it cannot be long before Hollywood as a whole swings back into

That viewpoint,

among

us,

the production of a wider variety of product, catering for
all tastes,

instead of concentrating on a handful of so-called

"blockbusters".

John Davis, managing director of Britain's J. Arthur
Rank Organization, had been threatening for two years to
enter the U.S. film market before he actually set up his
distribution machinery towards the end of 1956. His

own

interest in

making the plunge was

a belief that his

com-

pany's product was being mishandled in America, earning
only a fraction of the potential revenues.
Pag. 10

More

mo

the golden

better pictures,

pictures,

controversial pictures

modern idiom, new and youngei
stars (yes, even Elvis "The Squirmer" Presley) will flow
from Hollywood during 1957 unless the present portents

Film
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are utterly misleading.

Better business building projects are "in the works"

Occimbir

24,

1954

is

as

and the MPAA
nothing niggardly about the schemes now in con

a result of the activities of

They

templation.

Compo,

TOA

will cost millions.

No

publicity

cam

paign as attention-compelling as that now before the
and already approved in principle by the majoi
companies has been dreamed-up since Colonel Bill Selig
fifty years ago next year, shot the first film footage ever ex
posed in that little West Coast village which, years later
was to become known throughout the world as Hollywood

MPAA —

It

Defeatist Policy

difficult to

is

a tide in the affairs o

which, taken at the flood, leads on to victory".

There

whose confidence never flagged
Skouras, who took the bull by the horns and

those select few

Spyros P.

trend.

is

pictures attuned to the

It is a

Among

man

that this, indeed,
that "There

—

can be said without disrespect for those

who

built

it"

up that ours has been an "old man's industry" for too long
It has been largely an autocracy, governed by a few
wealthy men and, subject to an excessive degree of nepotism. When television came along young, progressive
people fled to the fresher pastures of Broadcasting Row
and the great pioneers went back to their steam-baths andj

massage parlors, once were forsaking (if not actually
demning) anything modern as "new fangled stunts".

No

longer, however, does the dead

hand

con-j

of tradition

lie

heavily on the film industry. What harvest Father Time
has not yet gathered is being reaped by the sheer force of
economic machinery. One by one the captains and the
kings depart, and a new breed of men moves in. Those of
the "old guard" who remain are learning to adapt themselves to

new

There

no fixed

is

trends with a hitherto unexhibited
set of rules in the

flexibility.

movie game today.

Confidence begets confidence and the big discovery of
1956 that vintage films can excite and enthuse the public,
even when seen under the unfavorable conditions imposed
by today's TV screens, is bound to snowball through the

beckoning year.

You can

see the signs already.

M

;

'The Rainmaker" Fascinating

Superb Performances

Story,

excellent grosses in all situations. Hal Wallis' full-bodied
production in Technicolor and VistaVision complements
the screenplay (of award-winning caliber) which N. Rich-

ard Nash has adapted from his

The charm

own

"The Rainmaker"

of

stage
lies

hit.

largely in the

way

manipulates some basic ideas and introduces them with
parallel symbols the drought is comparable to Hepburn's
spinsterhood Lancaster's desire to make a miracle is symbolic of his dreamer's way of life Wendell Corey's refusal
to accept a pet dog is related to his fear of giving or reit

:

;

;

ceiving affection.

The support

is

excellent:

Cameron Prud'homme

as the

worried, sympathetic father; Lloyd Bridges as the stone-

hearted brother;

Earl Holliman as the ill-at-ease kid-

brother on the brink of manhood.

people solving

human

problems.

Boxoffice prospects are ex-

stricted to class situations.

tremely good

in the

They are all very real
The appeal is not re-

general market.

After almost 25 years as leading lady, Miss Hepburn remains one of the screens most magnetic personalities
communicating eloquently with her deep-set eyes. Her
performance will be remembered when Academy Awards
are handed out. Lancaster endows the con-man with
strength and magical quality essential to the role; he has
never been better.

major production, Joseph Anthony has
He has maintained a swift and sure
pace and has kept his characters believable throughout
without them becoming maudlin or stereotyped. Sticking
Directing his

done

a

first

superb job.

close to the original stage version,

(Burt Lancaster), a "con" man who loves people, tells plain
Curry (Katharine Hepburn) that she can be as pretty as she thinks
she is that life is not worth living without dreams.

Starbuck
Lizzie

—

SutUeM

TZattHf

OOO

Plus

tragi-comedy about a lonesome spinster and a confidence man. Warm and human. Strong marquee values in Lancaster-Hepburn names. Word-of-mouth
Delightful, engrossing

will

account for good returns generally. Best for class spots.
is a rare and delightful treat for maaudiences, solid entertainment for
discriminating
and
family
of ranchers in the Southwest
Dealing with a

"The Rainmaker"
ture
all.

during a summer drought, it tells in provocative, robust,
frank terms of the family's attempt to snag a husband for
the unwed daughter. It is disarmingly mirthful and warm
with sympathy.

Heading the cast are Katharine Hepburn, as the determined spinster, and Burt Lancaster, as a drumbeating confidence man, who promises to produce rain and stays to
heal the family's problems. This strong star tandem insures immediate audience interest. Word-of-mouth should
take over and keep this Paramount offering rolling on to
[More REVI

Anthony has

finely

background,
broadening the scope of the whole. Playwright Nash, at
the risk of having his moving stage version turned into a
bit of whimsical froth, nevertheless stayed close to his
stage treatment. The results, with the fine performances
and the eloquent direction, is a very warm, somewhat offbeat, assuredly fanciful, but winning motion picture.
utilized his

cameras

to include a colorful rural

Rancher Prud'homme has two worries: his daughter,
Miss Hepburn, virtually a confirmed spinster, and his land,
plagued by drought. He and sons Bridges and Holliman
attempt to interest Corey, a sheriff, in Miss Hepburn by
inviting him to supper. She is brutally frank with herself,
yet willing, but Corey is afraid to accept love, because his
first wife left him. Lancaster, a vagabond confidence man,
arrives and offers to bring rain for $100. His personal magnetism intrigues the men but Miss Hepburn is hesitant.
Lancaster sizes up her personal problem and succeeds in

making her

believe that she

Corey arrives with a warrant

is

really attractive.

When

for Lancaster's arrest, the

family induces him to drop the charge.

Lancaster offers
to marry Miss Hepburn and share his "dreams", but Corey
expresses his desire for her and she accepts him. Lancaster
departs, but turns back to collect his $100 when a rainstorm suddenly comes down.
Paramount. (A Hal Wallis Production). 121 minutes. Burt Lancaster, Katharine
Hepburn, Wendell Corey, Lloyd Bridges, Earl Holliman, Cameron Prud'homme.
Screenplay by N.
Produced by Hal B. Wallis. Directed by Joseph Anthony.
Photography by Charles Lang, Jr. Costumes
Richard Nash, trom his own play.
by Edith Head. Music score by Alex North.
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Tennessee Williams' drama low-grade Southern whites
superbly directed by Elia Kazan. Emphasis on sex makes it
suitable only for adult audience. Wave of publicity attendant on Catholic "ban"

stimulate public interest.

will

Because "Baby Doll" already is one of the most publicized films of all time, and because sex is always good
boxoffice, this figures to be a strong attraction generally,
certainly in metropolitan areas. But it should be success-

among them

ful for other reasons, chief

the fact that Elia

Kazan's direction makes it a completely absorbing character study. The people he deals with are Southern "white
trash", unsavory and uncommon, but fascinating to observe.

those

It is off-beat, lurid

who

drama

that will appeal

relish the hyper-tension, slice-of-life

most

to

dramatics

author Tennessee Williams. The Mississippi-set story
of n pretty, young bride, her arsonist husband, and a vengeful Sicilian is loaded with sex symbolism and suggestiveness. Yet, it is doubtful that many people will find it offensive, for the direction and the performances are so comof

pelling that the viewer

is

held entranced.

This

is strictly

and Warner Bros, advertising campaign very

for adults,

RKO revolves around a "much-ado" situawhich Miss Reynolds, a salesgirl, tries to convince
her boss, Adolph Menjou, that a foundling baby is not her
own. Fisher, playing Menjou's son, is at his best vocalizing. Tommy Noonan backs up the cast as a farcical stock
clerk. "Bundle of Joy" is popular entertainment for the
younger set, and should draw best in family houses. Norman Taurog's direction is lively from start to finish. Musical numbers and dances accent the young-love theme.
"Lullaby in Blue" sounds like a juke-box hit. Screenplay
by Norman Krasna, Robert Carson and Arthur Sheekman,
is based on Krasna's 1939 Ginger Rogers vehicle, "Batchelor Mother". Miss Reynolds loses her job in Menjou's department store and finds a baby in front of a foundling
home. No one will believe she's not the mother. Home
production for

"Baby Doll"

Descrete exploitation can probably counteract the Legion of Decency's
"condemned" rating for its alleged "unmitigated emphasis
on lust and various scenes of cruelty". Karl Maiden, in
his first starring role, plays the frustrated, middle-aged
husband with the gusto of a raging storm. Top acting
honors go to Carroll Baker, who is nothing less than superb as the adolescent "Baby Doll", who reaches "womanhood" with the help of hot-blooded Eli Wallach. Producerdirector Kazan has created an earthy, deeply engrossing
drama about unattractive people. Maiden owner of a
broken down old Mississippi mansion and an equally de-

official

Howard McNear

talks Fisher into reinstating her

as salesgirl so she can support the child.

decides Fisher

is

Miss Reynolds

equally responsible since he helped get

the child out of the home, so she leaves the child at Fisher's

house.

Fisher

falls for

Miss Reynolds, gives her

raises,

Noonan tells Menjou that Fisher
and Menjou immediately insists the

takes her out. Stock boy
is

the child's father,

child looks like him.

on keeping

it.

Miss Reynolds loves the

child, insists

Fisher insists he's the father, and they

marry, planning legal adoption.

frankly establishes the nature of the story.

crepit cotton gin, fears he will lose his 19-year-old wife,

(whom

Miss Baker

tieth birthday).

he promised not to touch till her twenWallach, Sicilian owner of a gin

When

away all his business, and their furniture
Maiden burns down Wallach's processing
plant. Suspecting Maiden, Wallach takes his cotton to
Maiden's place for ginning, and proceeds to woo Miss
Baker. While Maiden is away replacing a machine part,
Wallach wins a confession from "baby doll" accusing her

syndicate, takes
is

repossessed,

husband.

Fascinated with Wallach's masculine, tender
ways, she invites him to her bed. Maiden returns, senses
the situation, and goes for his shotgun. The marshall carts

Maiden

and Wallach promises

off to jail,

to return to

"baby

Eli

Bros.

I

A Newton

Production).

Wallach, Mildred Dunnock.

114 minutes.

Karl

Produced and directed by

Maiden

Elia

Carroll

Baker

Kazan.

98 minutes.

Eddie Fisher, Debbie Reynolds, Adolpe Menjou,
Directed by Norman Taurog.

Tommy Noonan.

Produced by Edmund Grainger.

"Battle

Hymn"

SutUeu T^aUHf
Appealing drama of orphanage
Korea.
Will

built

by

flying minister in

human interest, plus Rock Hudson name.
above average in all situations.

Action,

draw

This

O O O

is

well

the inspiring story of Lt. Col.

Dean Hess,

minis-

and fighter pilot, who built an orphanage for hordes of
lost and hungry Korean children when they overran the
battle fields. Ross Hunter's production for Universal-International, enhanced with Technicolor and CinemaScope,
is touching, heart-warming. "Battle Hymn" will meet with
ter

above-average response in the general market. Rock Hudson plays Col. Hess with straight-forward integrity, although he lacks the depth to make his association with the

ragged urchins wholly convincing. East Indian star Anna
Kashfi offers a distinct, exotic charm. Dan Duryea, Don
DeFore and Martha Hyer lend able support. Most impressive action scenes are aerial dogfights between U.S.
Mustangs and Red MIGs. Douglas Sirk's direction stresses
the

doll" the next day.
Warner

RKO.

human

elements.

The

story depicts Hudson, as Col.

Hess, suffering a guilt complex because a defective bomb
rack caused him to demolish a German church-orphanage
during World War II. He volunteers for duty in Korea to
train
flyers. Duryea and DeFore help him construct

ROK

"Bundle

of

'BcctU&te 7£<ZtiH$,

Joy"

GOO

Spry romantic-comedy with songs. Eddie Fisher and Debbie
Reynolds will lure younger set. Good attraction for general situations.

Eddie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds, whose recent courtship and marriage

was

well-publicized, co-star in this lively

romantic comedy-farce.
Page 14
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Grainger's Technicolor

Lost, starving Korean kids drift into the
Aided by Miss Kashfi, Hudson refurbishes a
temple to house the children, but when Red forces break
through the base is evacuated. While Hudson and Miss
Kashfi are leading the children to safety by foot, she is
killed in a MIG raid. Cargo planes are dispatched and all
are safely evacuated. Col. Hess dedicates a new orphanage
in Seoul to Miss Kashfi.
a landing strip.
installation.

Universal-International.
108 minutes.
Rock Hudson,
Produced by Ross Hunter. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Anna

Kashfi,

Dan

Duryea.

"Anastasia"

3cui«e44

&4tu$

"Zarak"

OOO

Excellent vehicle for Ingrid Bergman's return. Fine CinemaScope-color production. Intriguing plot, wonderful performances, Bergman-Brynner names will account for big returns except in action situations.

Providing a superb vehicle for Ingrid Bergman's return
to the American screen after a seven-year absence, "Anastasia" promises to be one of the boxoffice bell-ringers of
1957. Miss Bergman proves decisively that she's lost none
her gracious charm or ability to submerge herself completely in a role. Yul Brynner and Helen Hayes share top
of

billings in this gripping story

about the lost daughter of

the last Russian czar, and an elaborate

scheme

to legiti-

matize her claim to a fortune. Made in London, Paris, and
Copenhagen, Buddy Adler's production for 20th CenturyFox in CinemaScope and De Luxe color is on a grand scale.

undoubtedly meet with hearty boxoffice response
is handled with mental
machinations rather than physical force, action fans may
not find this costume drama so much to their taste. Brynner, as the White Russian who grooms Miss Bergman for
her "role" as princess is thoroughly believable. Miss
Hayes, a middle-aged dowager empress who finally recognizes Miss Bergman as the true Anastasia, combines dignity and mirth in her performance. Akim Tamiroff and
It will

generally, but since the conspiracy

Sacha Pitoeff are somewhat type-cast as fellow conspirabut deliver their lines with as much originality as
possible. Martita Hunt is comical as a go-between lady-inwating. The talented Anatole Litvak directed with a sure
and deft hand. He transforms Miss Bergman from a warbeaten wanderer, sick and half-demented, to a confident,
scintillating princess affecting the change by studied degrees. The screenplay was adapted by Arthur Laurents
from the Guy Boltin-Marcelle Maurette play that clicked
on Broadway a couple seasons ago.
tors,

Contributors to the production's excellence are the techcameraman Jack Hildyard, musical di-

nicians, especially

rector Alfred

Newman, and costumer Rene Hubert.

The story opens
tute,

ill

where Miss Bergman, destikept from suicide by Brynner,
banker; and Pitoeff. Struck by

in Paris,

and distraught,

is

an ex-general; Tamiroff, a
her resemblance to the late Czar's daughter, they plan to
pass her off as the Grand Duchess believed slain in the
Russian revolution. If the exiled Russian courtiers and

widow dowager, Helen Hayes,

accept her authenticity, the

schemers will obtain control of ten million pounds inheritance. Bergman is groomed, and acts the part so well it becomes possible she actually is Anastasia. In Copenhagen,

Brynner finally persuades Miss Hayes to visit Anastasia,
and the old lady is convinced of her authenticity. At a
grand ball held to publicly acknowledge the princess, Ivan
Desney, a prince formerly engaged to Miss Bergman, proposes marriage. Miss Hayes, realizing her granddaughter
has fallen in love with Brynner, helps unite the couple, and
they depart before any official announcement is made.
20th Century-Fox.
Tamiroff, Martita

Ingrid Bergman. Yul Brynner. Helen Hayes. Akim
Produced by Buddy Adler. Directed by Anatole Litvak.

105 minutes.

Hunt.

^cuUtte l^atUf

O O O O
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Plus

High adventure and lusty romance

maScope and Technicolor

in

Plus

turbulent India.

plus-factors.

Cine-

Most appeal

for

action fans.

Action fans, especially, will enjoy this saga of a legendary bandit-hero, played by Victor Mature, who rouses an
army of natives to defy British rule. A Warwick produc-

by Irving Allen and Albert R. Broccoli for Columbia
"Zarak" is enhanced with Technicolor locations in
Spanish Morocco, filmed in CinemaScope. The atmosphere,
pomp and action will intrigue the outdoor market. While
plausibility is put aside, there is plenty of emphasis on
swordplay, hard riding, devil-may-care heroics, and torrid
love-making. Mature, in beard and swarthy facial makeup,
lends verve to the role of Zarak-Kahn. royal prince and
rogue. Anita Ekberg, the harem dancer who causes all
the unrest, is costumed expressly to display her charms.
Director Terence Young concentrates on varying the violence. Mature, found making love to Miss Ekberg, one of
his father's wives, is flogged and exiled. He recruits a band
and robs the British. British officer Michael Wilding arrives to suppress the natives. Mature discovers Miss Ekberg dancing in a den and rejects her. Later ambushed by
Wilding's troops, Mature escapes into desert; where, mad
with thirst, he accidentally kills a holy man. Tortured by
his unforgiveable crime, he gives himself up on condition
he be substituted for his former enemy captured by Wilding. Mature is flogged to death, atonement for his crime.
tion

release,

Columbia. IA Warwich Production!
Anita Ekberg.
Produced by Irving
Terence Young.

99 minutes. Victor Mature, Michael Wilding,
Allen and Albert R. Broccoli.
Directed by

Me

With

"Dance
Familiar Abbott

.

Henry"

and Costello comedy. Wacky

to please the kiddies.

plot figures

Should serve adequately as dualler.

A routine Abbott and Costello vehicle, released through
United Artists, this mishmosh comedy features a clamorous chase through a kiddyland carnival. The comics are
kicked around and pursued by bank robbers to prevent
them from squealing to police. With all its noisy slapstick,
"Dance With Me Henry" should get plenty of laughs from
the youngsters and those grown-ups who fancy the A & C
style. Gigi Perreau and Rusty Hamer get into the act,
along with a flock of kids. Bob Goldstein's production and
Charles Barton's direction makes full use of ferris wheels,
miniature trains, etc. Hamer and Miss Perreau are orphans
in Costello's house. Abbott, employed in Costello's Kiddyland, tries to get

him

to

pay his gambling debts.

Bank

robber Richard Reeves hides "hot money" in the playland

and

is

bumped

off.

Costello

is

grilled

by

police

and

trailed

by gangsters when

released.

United Artists.

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Gigi Perreau, Rusty Hamer.
Directed by Charles Barton.

After a wild chase through
Kiddyland complicated by 30 orphans trying to help Costello, he is exonerated and allowed to keep his family.
79 minutes.

Produced by Bob Goldstein.
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Rogers Hospital gratefully acknowledges the contribution of advertising production by M-G-M, and of space by

this

publisher.

MOVIE ADVERTISING

A

Factual Study of

Ad Campaigns

3 Film
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CxcluMSt

There are some

our industry

in

who would

dismiss the

attacks against motion picture advertising on the ground
that they are simply another manifestation of that fasci-

nating indoor sport, Let's Find Fault with the Movie Busi-

One

ness.

writes:

top echelon executive of a major film

"While

I

feel

Film

BULLETIN'S

company

recent articles

on the subject of film advertising have presented a very
able defense of our advertising practices,

I

cannot escape

the conclusion that the attacks are a baseless slander on

seek only to further their own
reputations at our expense, and, for that reason, do not
merit reply. Let them pursue their personal aggrandize-

our industry by

men who

ment without help from

us."

feature

through any of the national magazines, they are apt to
find ample fodder for their editorial cannons in the advertisements that appear therein.

But the purpose of this article is to present Proof. Sevmovie advertising campaigns were the particular objects of the recent attacks in the press. We have undertaken to analyze those aspects of three of the campaigns
which were criticized. But, before going ahead, it would be
eral

pertinent to observe that the attackers displayed an appalling degree of stupidity in their choice of targets.

If

they had dug around a bit, we are quite sure they would
have discovered some film ads that would have been far
better suited to their purpose. Movie advertising is, after

However logical that view may be, it is a fact that rather
wide circulation has been given the arguments against
movie advertising. In recent months, articles have appeared in the New York Times, Advertising Age and in
several religious journals. Thus, while it is true that the
issue has been blown up to disproportionate size, the readiness of a section of the public to accept any adverse criticism of the film business makes it essential, we believe, to
debunk the big lie that movie advertising is the pariah of

all, no white lily among the hucksters.
It, too, employs
varying degrees of exaggeration and some rather remote

the advertising field.

fensive against the whole field of movie advertising,

To
were

the contrary,

if

the practitioners of movie advertising

to look their brethren

in the eye,

it is

the latter

on Madison Avenue squarely

who would

likely flinch.

tion as the

least susceptible to honest criticism

on the basis

for these three films

were the particular objects

own

choice.

0

"THE BAD SEED"

—

—

automobiles that are pictured as big as Pullman

won-

story has been refuted in a detailed study of the public's
reaction to the ad campagn, by Sindlinger

endow even

analysts,

male

the homeliest of females with irresistible allure
sniffer.

siastical press,

fault

we

are quite content to meet the attackers on the field of their

drous, immediate cures, or the colognes that pledge to

ing

of the of-

Perhaps the broadest and most ill-advised attack on
movie advertising was directed against Warner Bros.'
"The Bad Seed". In this case, every point brought up by
certain church organs and embellished by Mr. Bosley
Crowther, of the N. Y. Times, and by the Advertising Age

the patent drug products that promise such

for the

of mis-

representation. But since certain phases of the advertising

Seldom

do the promotional presentations of accredited film advertisers exceed the bounds of fair, honest, moral representation. Although dealing with the vital, human, emotional
subjects that make up the content of Show Business, we
say movie advertising is at least as free of misrepresentacars,

why "The Bad Seed", "The
King and I" and "A Kiss Before Dying", however, were
selected by critics of movie advertising is hard to understand; they would seem to be models of movie advertising
lures to attract attention. Just

with

who

Yes,

if

those journalists of the eccle-

practice with such evident relish find-

movie business conduct, were

to

and by the

picture's

Basically, these facts

&

Co., research

performance at the boxoffice.

emerged from the interviews with

the public, carefully analyzed to eliminate contradictions
(Continued on Page 18)
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In the first phase, each of the ads was shown to the
person (in various orders), and the questions posed: Does

MP VIE ADVERTISING

ad make you want to see the picture? Tonight? Tonight? If this were the last night the picture was
playing, would you go? Thus, both the draw of the ad and
this

(Continued jrom Page 17)

morrow
and prejudices, and boiled down
the ad campaign

to a clinical analysis of

the intensity of appeal

was

established.

The

interviewee

—

The very ads that were critized those describing
the films as "The Big Shocker" and "Recommended
proved to be the most popular
for Adults Only", etc.
with the frequent moviegoers.
•

—

•

The ads

that factually represented the story as deal-

ing with a maniacal child were liked by the infrequent
or non-moviegoer who wouldn't have gone to see the

—

picture

anyway.

ad campaign made the picture the
most talked about film on the entire movie scene.
• Not a single person interviewed who was drawn to
see the picture by the "shocker" advertising expressed
the view that they were "cheated" or that the advertising misrepresented the picture.
•

The

•

A

criticized

switch from the "child" ads to the "shocker" ads

was most responsible
million-dollar grosser

for the difference between a
and the probable four-million

dollar grosser that will ultimately be realized.

In distilling the public's reaction to the film and the
campaign, Sindlinger interviewers talked to about 1600
people who had been queried before and their moviegoing
habits solidly established, carefully selected to represent a

by age, sex, locale, frequency and infrequency of attendance. The results were
effected in two stages: (1) interviews shortly after release
of "The Bad Seed" to establish the know-about on the film,
and which of four types of ads representing various facets
of the campaign would be most effective, and (2) interviews with those who had seen the picture, their word-ofmouth response and their reaction to the advertising.
cross-section of the population

mm*
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NO ONE SEATED DURING THE LAST IS MINUTES'

AD 2

was then asked to select the best ad from the four, the
worse ad, and name what he would put into the ad. The
ads were numbered from 1 to 4 with No. 2 representing
the "child" angle; No. 3, the "shocker" approach. No. 1
was an intermediate style and No. 4 a reader captioned,
"Why 'The Bad Seed' Is Recommended for Adults
Only

The results were almost invariably of a pattern. The infrequent moviegoers and those who indicated they would
not see this type of picture were squarely in favor of the
No. 2 or "child" ad; the movie fan and those

would want

to see the film

on the basis

who

said they

of the ads, chose

the No. 3 "shocker" overwhelmingly.

THE BAD SEED
IS THE

BIG SHOCKER!
WOULD NOT HAVE
BEEN MADE TEN YEARS AGO!
Many story themes once considered taboo have become
wonderfully thrilling motion
pictures. And among the
most daring of them all, this
one is perhaps the boldest!

THIS PICTURE
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tabulation

was borne out

A

thea-

in pre-release

used

in actual practice.

had booked the picture

the No. 2 ad to tepid response at the boxoffice. Seeing the

Warner ad chief Gilbert Golden
urged the switch to the No. 3 ad and boxoffice returns

disappointing returns,

zoomed immediately. The Sindlinger "talk-about"

figures

on "Bad Seed" ("What TV programs, movies, books, etc.
have you heard discussed yesterday?") shot up from a mild
nine million rating to a strong 25 million within a week
after the switch was made, increased to 32 million the fol-

HIVILIWIH
~-_r.. (Hit 111

The

tre chain that

IT

LEI

lowing week and reached the No. 1 spot as the most talked
about movie in the country list a week later, with 34,265,000. Given its initial impetus by the powerful ad campaign, word-of-mouth maintained its talk-about power

"THE KING

MOVIE ADVERTISING
The

among

the film leaders for a full 10

weeks and was

still

going strong the 11th week.

"The King and

attack on

sentation.

One Clyde

lustrate this film

was singled out by the

makes

portant today

With

this rapid start of talk

about a picture.

major topic of discussion rather than
slow beginning waiting for word-of-mouth to

television the

movies, a
build could

nue

is

Especially im-

mean

for a picture,

a difference of millions of dollars in reve-

which would be out

of first

I"

campaign was another

Bedell, writing in Advertising Age,

employed by 20th Century-Fox to ilas an example of movie advertising that

selected the key art

it

the "slippery eel" of advertising.

Bedell, described as a "consultant in creative advertiscooked up a satirical image of the typical movie ad

ing",

HOOK'S ILLUSTRATION

and key runs

before the strength of public response could be

felt.

tion for

and
as

movie ads,
"King

the

citing

In the second phase of the Sindlinger study, those who
had seen the picture were interviewed. Some of the questions asked: What did you say to a friend about this picpicture'.'' )

"drinks

absinthe and looks
to get his inspira-

3

ture? (Not what did you think oj the

who

writer

at feelthy pictures"

The

ad on "The Bad Seed" hit the public that GOES to
the movies hard and fast, establishing the know-about and
the talk-about. The No. 2 ad did not, even though it contained none of the features found objectionable by critics
of the successful "shock" campaign.
No.

I"

ridiculous choice in attempting to prove that movie advertising is guilty of sex-flaunting and flagrant misrepre-

Thus, the vitally important boxoffice factor of fast stimulation of word-of-mouth was accomplished with the ad that
critics for attack.

AND

illustration

I"

the

result.

kept

this

caid,

"feeling

ad,"

"I

he
sure

that Yul Brynner
and Deborah Kerr
would never approximate the illus-

Why? From

what you know about the picture, from the advertising you
have seen or the comments that you heard, was this pic-

shown in
They didn't.

tration

ture misrepresented in the advertising?

the ad.

While the comments
viewed recommended it

varied, the great majority inter-

Brynner showed as

to others for various reasons, but

much as the ad
shows. Deborah

especially noting the

"shocker" and "recommended for

didn't."

adults" aspects (the two big factors in the No. 3 ad) in

mention was made of the
criticized ad line, "the most terrifying rock-bottom a woman ever hit for love", or of the drawing of a woman in
negligee in the doorway that accompanied the ad line. Not
one respondent among those who had seen the picture reported even the faintest hint that the ads were "suggestive

comments.

their

.

.

.

Age

salacious

.

Not

.

.

misrepresentative", as the Advertising

story so ridiculously put

It is interesting to

those
bid"
ture.

to instill the impression that a cheap

is hired by the film advertisers to draw leers
from the public. Actually, the art for the ad under fire in
Bedell's hashish dream was done by one of the top illustrators in the entire advertising field, Mitchell Hook.

graphic art

The

and the actual appearances
are hardly incombare-chested
costume
and Miss Kerr's
Brynner's
patible.
are
reasonable
enough approxigown
art
decollete
in the
illustrations of the art

of the stars in scene stills

it.

note that in commenting on the ads,

who liked the No. 2 ad often voiced the term "moramong their reasons for not wanting to see the picThose who remembered the ads after seeing the pic-

however, described it as "shocking", cued obviously
by the No. 3 type ad. Quite a difference in word-of-mouth
ture,

effect in the

Bedell attempts
purveyor of porno-

a single

two descriptive terms,

shown here

(Continued on Page 20)

SOURCE OF THE ART

isn't it?

Here is an ideal example, then, of making an advertisement work for a product on its true selling points, rather
than on the bemused editorializing of the Advertising Age
advertising "consultant",

who

sardonically said, "wouldn't

movie ads started telling, constructively
and intelligently, something about the movie advertised?"
Just about as "wonderful" as an aspirin tablet ad listing
its chemical components instead of the line "relief in seconds" not quite on the strictly factual side, but, as the
admen would put it, a lulu on "commercial sell".
it

be wonderful

if

—

The results of the Sindlinger survey and analysis,
coupled with the surprisingly excellent grosses on a picture that had no known stars and a morbid story with a
sad ending,

is

Thebans
movie admen how to run

the best answer to those self-styled

who would attempt

to tell the

their business.
Film
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theme

MOVIE ADVERTISING

The

of the film

incident in

theatre. If

way each was

seen by the audience in the
some artistic license was taken in removing the

bouffant sleevs from the gown, and in making Miss Kerr
look younger, does that justify the outrageous attack

launched against

all

is

most often miserably

distorted.

complete misrepresenta-

tion of the film, or at very best the exploitation of

(Continued from Page 19)

mations of the

which

total effect of all of this is a

movie advertising by Advertising

It is in this gown that
Age's not-so-bright "consultant"
Miss Kerr is held in Brynner's arms in the delightful "Shall
We Dance" scene. Where in Madison Avenue's name is
!

The

for its

it

own

sinister effect

some

."
.

.

story goes on to cite the effect of the movie stars'

younger people with the conclusion that
even more dangerous than the film in
this manner at least
that it is seen by millions who will
never get to see the movie itself." Lines like the headline
influence on the

this advertising "is

—

in the

ad shown here are quoted, the illustration described,

the misrepresentation?

Businesswise,

was one

might be noted that

it

most

of the

vital factors in

this illustration

bringing a large

wom-

"The King and I", and
experience has proved conclusively that a large woman's
audience means big grosses. Certainly it is an elemental
advertising concept that a muscled torso such as Brynner
displays throughout the movie is a draw to the female
audience. Female nudity, on the other hand, is a deterrent
to the same audience. Consequently, the 20th-Fox admen
an's audience into theatres playing

obviously did not regard the added "cheesecake" on Miss
Kerr importantly, since they had a more valuable, and
factual, asset in

Brynner charms.

Result: "The King and I"

— and

was one

we have no

of the season's top

from a survey to
prove it, we are quite certain that Bedell was the one in
thousands of moviegoers who entertained any thought of
misrepresentation or sex implications after having viewed
the ad and seen the movie.
grossers

while

figures

O

"A KISS BEFORE DYING"
The

third attack

—also

carried

Advertising

in

Age

The admen's trade
editorial
an
in "The Pilot",

originated with a religious publication.

organ reprinted the text of

newspaper of the Catholic archdiocese, violently
striking out at motion picture advertising generally and at
the ads on "A Kiss Before Dying" (United Artists) in
official

particular.

with the comment: "Whatever the film shows after all of
this is anybody's guess
the advertising itself is a curse on

—

the community."

guess that the writer had never seen the piche had, he would have learned that both the headline and the illustrations are not "tiny incidents" but the
whole heart and theme of the picture. "She was going to
It's a fair

ture.

If

have a baby
His way out was to kill her!" (named as
one of the "shocking" misrepresentations) is as close to a
capsule synopsis as is possible in such few words. The two
.

.

There is a curious confusion in the editorial, since the
arguments presented against the advertising should have
been directed against the content of the film itself. It is
not significant to mention here that this movie was adapted
from a popular mystery novel. We are not in this instant
concerned with the subject matter of the films under discussion except insofar as the manner in which they are

—

advertised

is

involved.

to call for censorship of

If

"The

"A

Pilot" editorialist intended

Kiss Before Dying", he did not

make himself

clear.
His comments on the advertising,
however, are so blatantly foundless and so typical of
other such attacks that it would be remiss to let them
go unanswered.

—

—

This, in part,

is

what "The Pilot" had

to say

dishonesty of exploiting a tiny incident
lurid advertising in only the first of

:

"The simple

in a film

many

faults.

through

The sug-

which may cover several columns in the
newspapers put a lurid emphasis on sex, indecency, passion
and violence. Then the pointed texts which accompany
gestive drawings

the display are calculated to excite a curious interest in the
P«q. 20
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scenes illustrated are the high points of the film, not merely lurid, sensationalized

plays up

its

paign on
Thus, the

minor incidents.

If

any picture

true content in its advertising, then the cam-

"A

Kiss Before Dying" can serve as a model.
charge of "misrepresentation" is debunked.

first

The obtuse reasoning behind

the charge that this adver"dangerous" succumbs to cold logic. Here is an
ad that very frankly tells moviegoers "Look, this is the
kind of picture it is. If you don't want to see it, or you
don't want your children to see it, you've been honestly
warned." Consequently, you have the direct antithesis of

tising

is

:

argument that this advertising constiyoung people or anyone else. The
Kiss
Before Dying" conveys in the
advertising on "A
most straight forward manner that it depicts an illicit affair and violence, forewarns its potential audience, and
then delivers what it promises. No advertising could be
more honestly representative.

"The

Pilot's" scare

tutes a danger to the

THEY
MADE THE NEWS

SKOURAS

SPYROS
hibitors

SKOURAS

P.

O'SHEA

DANIEL

promised ex-

welcome Christmas

a

Gift

for

ing to possible dissolution or conversion
of the West Coast property. This state-

major pictures are to be made and released in the coming year plus possibly

ment followed an earlier announcement
which he revealed that RKO, "in the

company president and executive producer Buddy Adler. They made the announcement followten more, according to the

and advertising executives,

tribution

in-

cluding vice presidents Charles Einfeld,
William C. Michel, Joseph H. Moskowitz
Among the
and Murray Silverstone.
properties

to

be

released

in

'57:

"The

(Spencer Tracy, Katharine
Hepburn), "A Farewell To Arms" (Jennifer Jones), 25 films to be produced by
Robert L. Lippert.

Desk Set"

in

JOHNSTON

ERIC

reshaping

JOHNSTON'S

ROGER LEWIS led exhibitor leaders
MPAA advertising-publicity com-

Latest to indicate their approval: United

management, which said that it
new Code with an eye toward rejoining the Motion Picture Association from which it had withdrawn as
Artists
will

study the

a result of dissatisfaction with the Code's

administration. Johnston,

executives

COMPO, TOA, MPAA.

Ap-

proval of the idea, in which the various
plans would be conducted under

COMPO

tors

came

and the

held in

meeting of exhibiad-pub committee

at a

MPAA

New York

recently with Lewis.

MPA

ad-pub committee chairman, presiding. As the first step in the program,
it was planned that a series of regional
meetings be held at which a constructive
industry be given to
"opinion-makers" by industry representatives.
A committee will be appointed
picture

to

of

the

work on combining

0
set

up

their

Code

after

changes include elimination of the prohibitions against handling subjects dealing with prostitution, abortion, kidnapping and narcotics. The showing of sex
perversion and venereal disease are still
prohibited. Miscegenation, formerly to be
handled with "good taste", may now be
used at the producer's discretion. Johnston made it plain that no specific picture

own

of

distribution

domestic markets." The information was
Teledivulged after meetings with
radio president Thomas F. O'Neil and

RKO

other executives held recently in Florida.
When pressed for further information,

O'Shea firmly denied that the Hollywood
would be closed or converted for

studio

industrial use, but admitted that "activities

studio would be very much cut
back" because of the "nature of our immediate production requirements". He
further admitted that the possibility the
property would eventually be sold cannot
be ruled out. O'Shea confirmed that some
production department heads were noti-

of the

fied to transfer their offices to the company's Pathe Studio in Culver City. The
proposed production cut would result in
the discharge of some employes, he ack-

nowledged,

PO who

met

and adherence to the
voluntary system of self-regulation in the

PO".

industry".

that

a

decision

January.

O
MYERS was

one of six representatives of National Allied and

COM-

in

"exploratory
lied's

discussion

resuming

The

COMPO

in

New York
its

relative

membership

exhibitor

Nov.,

recently in an
in

to

organization

1955,

Al-

COMquit

over disagree-

president

of

War-

ner Brothers International Corp.,

was

elected a vice-presi-

dent
of
Brothers
Inc.

Warner
Pictures,

a meeting
board of di-

at

of the

Cohen joinWarners in 1925.

rectors.

ed

NEWS

issues, including arbitraIn a joint statement issued following
the meeting, it was reported that the "dis-

tion.

WOLFE COHEN,

haven threatened by a new Internal Revenue Dept. ruling. In this expected development, independent companies set up by stars, directors, producers and others, would become taxable
at the personal income rate of 92 per cent
as against the 52 per cent they've been
paying as a corporate structure. Hearings
on the proposed change have been scheduled for Jan. 24 by Revenue Dept.
financial

[More

in

ment on various

o

corporate structures to evade high personal income taxes, have found their safe

added

but

would be made
F.

—

meet changing

structure to

ABRAM

in

considering the
production and

is

entire

its

trends and conditions in the foreign and

mind when the changes were
made. He said he felt that the Code was
intended to be a "flexible, living document
not a dead hand laid on artistic and
creative endeavor".
He said it demon-

was

strates "our faith in

the programs.

MOVIE STARS, who

president,

by a committee of film company
appointed by him.
Major

mittee into an enthusiastic approval of
the plan to combine the business-building

sponsorship,

MPA

a lengthy study of the original, adopted
in 1930,

of

headline-making

announcement on revision of the Production Code has been received with enthusiasm in most quarters of the industry.

and the

programs

interests of efficiency,

released the text of the revised

<0

president,

week

that a major cutback
of studio activities was in the offing lead-

1957: the biggest 20th Century-Fox production program in ten years. Fifty-Five

ing a four-day planning conclave at the
studio of the company's production, dis-

RKO

O'SHEA,

T.

disclosed last

was friendly and constructive"
and that there was "unanimity of thought
on general principles and some particulars." The committees will report to their
respective organizations
"which alone
have power to act." Representing Allied,
besides general counsel Myers; Trueman
T. Rembusch and Wilbur Snaper. Representing COMPO, William C. Gehring,
Samuel Pinanski, Emanuel Frisch.
cussion

on Page 24]
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PICTURE HERALD

Stockholder Stvtv Boils
Christmas Eve at Loew's House
A

named Cleo
on a lion named

daring young lady

Took
They stopped

a ride

Leo.

for a snack.

But the lion turned back:

For inside of Leo

This modernized version

ivas Cleo.

for a ride

about the

on

a tiger,

could aptly be applied to the recent corporate affairs of

Hollywood's biggest company
It

off, also on a capital gains
development as business centers. And again Mr.
Loew said No. He disagreed with the viewpoint that the
company should be broken up.

theatre properties should be sold

of the old limerick

young lady from Riga, who went

—

company the majority of his colleagues voted
with him. The Chesler bid was turned down.
Likewise rejected was an alternative proposal from the
Mannheim-Stewart interests, that some of Loew's prime
within the

— Loew's, Inc.

basis, for

What was

has apparently become the guiding policy of Loew's
dangerous gunfights and to seek peace through

lished since,

not
is

known

to sidestep

dissident stockholders

compromise on the stockholder

Schenck influence".

battlefront.

Only a few years ago an ageing British statesman whose
critics dubbed him "the arch-apostle of appeasement," declared "In war there are no winners" an unpopular phrase
then, but one which millions of strife-weary people
throughout the world have since come to accept.

—

So

it is

with the Loew's management which, plagued by

pressures from powerful groups of wealthy and influential
stockholders, decided almost a year ago that the company's

would best be served by burying
under an avalanche of goodwill.
interests

its

attackers

—

Diplomacy

At-

Work

Arthur Loew's first act was to make a series of econoHis second was to invite Messrs. Mannheim and
Stewart to join Loew's board of directors, which they did.

mies.

For a while these
to the dissonance.

tactics

seemed

Criticism subsided.

began to rise. The threat
company's control subsided.

tation

to have brought an

of a

end

Loew's stock quoproxy fight for the

But not for long. The two Wall Street houses represented by Mannheim and Stewart felt that with an official
voice in the board

room they might

safely introduce the

MGM

question of a fast pay-off. What about selling the
backlog to TV and taking a handsome capital gains profit?

They produced an

offer of $50,000,000 cash from a Canadian syndicate they suggested that the money would come
in very handy for production purposes when, under the
Consent Decree, that side of the Loew's business was divorced from the theatre end.
;

Arthur Loew resisted on the ground that if TV
were worth $50,000,000 to Mr. Chesler and his associates they would be worth more to Loew's itself even
if it meant establishing a brand new sales organization

When

rights

—

been estab-

made by Loew's
what was called "the

was against

It became apparent that Arthur Loew was being manoeuvred into the intolerable position of getting rid of Mr.
Schenck and his friends, and bestowing the order of the
boot on Dore Schary, head of the studio.

He would

have no part of any such intrigue, whereupon
he resigned the Presidency of Loew's, Inc. Their scheme
having failed, Mannheim and Stewart likewise quit so as,
they explained, to give themselves "freedom of action".
Almost as soon as they had departed, Mr. Loew quietly

came back,

Thus, in February of 1956, diplomatic finesse was
brought into play. Mr. Nicholas M. Schenck resigned the
Presidency of Loew's and was installed as Chairman of
the Board. Into his shoes stepped reluctant Mr. Arthur
M. Loew reluctant because he had done a magnificent job
as head of Loew's International, which was prospering exceedingly, and felt disinclined to put himself up as a target
for two Wall Street gentlemen who were demanding major
changes within the organization. They were Paul Mannheim of Lehman Brothers and Charles Stewart of Lazard's.

at that time, but has

that the basic criticism

this

time as Chairman of the Board.

Vogel Comes In
The big problem remained unsolved, however who was
to be the new President of Loew's?
:

Mr. Schenck wanted to nominate a suitable heir and successor. He felt he was entitled at least to that much privilege after a lifetime's association with the company. The
names he drew out of the hat, however, were not acceptable to the Wall Street bankers who by this time were once
again in a position to threaten a proxy struggle.

Again compromise was sought. Joseph R. Vogel, who
had successfully headed the Loew's Theatres operation
was put forward. No-one had any objection to him. And
so he was put in command, and an uneasy calm reigned
once more.
Shortly before Christmas, just when most people were
exchanging thoughts of peace on earth, goodwill to all
men, came the disclosure that Joe Vogel and his associates
on the board of Loew's had been the recipients of a very
different kind of sentiment.

An urgent request for a meeting of the minds had come
from Benjamin Javits, New York attorney (controlling
some 1,000 Loew's shares) and his colleague and client
(owning 250,000 shares) Joseph Tomlinson, a 46 year-old
road and hotel contractor born in Iowa, living in Florida
and holding Canadian citizenship.
new

air, Mr. Vogel consented to
and introduced them to some of
his fellow directors. After that first meeting one thing was
obvious: the Vogel management was about to be subjected
to the same kind of attack as the Arthur Loew management had suffered only a few months earlier.

Scenting

see

trouble in the

Tomlinson and

Javits,

(Continued on Page 30)
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FRANCIS CARDINAL SPELLMAN's
strong

THEY
MADE THE NEWS
ROBERT W. COYNE,

citing the "de-

pressed economic condition of the motion
picture industry", has asked Congress to
completely repeal the 10 per cent Federal

admissions tax. In a statement

filed

with

the

House Ways and Means Committee,

the

COMPO

special counsel pointed out

that the recent partial tax relief accorded

has not entirely cured its
He listed 1363 thea-

the industry

financial problems.

— producing a
total gross — as being subject to the
tres

of the industry's

fifth

on

attack

"Baby

Kazan's

Elia

Doll" as an "evil" and "immoral" film received a quick and forthright rebuttal

10 per

Noting the "formidable" comwhich is not subject
to an admissions tax, Coyne urged the
committee to keep in mind the "grave
problem of the motion picture as a business and as a part of American life".
cent tax.

from the famed director and the film's
author, Tennessee Williams. "I cannot
believe an ancient and august branch of
the Christian faith

not larger in heart

is

MPA

board which
passed the film. Kazan answered the attack by the New York Archbishop by
saying that "in this country judgments on
matters of thought and taste are not
handed down iron-clad from an unchallengeable authority. People see for themselves and finally judge for themselves".
Cardinal Spellman forbade Catholics to
see the picture under "pain of sin". He

and mind" than the

theme of this picture
and the brazen advertising promoting it,
constitute a contemputuous defiance of
said "the revolting

HEADLINERS...
WILLIAM

PHILIP

F.

will lead

TOA's

"shocking and astonishing" lack of benefits granted exhibitors
by the Government's loan board. Harling,
an executive of Fabian Theatres, will file
a brief with the Loan Policy Board of the
Small Business Administration listing
seven recommendations for revising the
fight against the

On

general policies.

made

theatres were

ment

Sept. 28, four-wall

Govern-

eligible for

loans, but, Harling states, after tak-

ing stock, the exhibitors

realized

"they

than they were
before they became eligible to apply for

were no better
loans".

off

.

.

Harling's

SB A

should revise

tions: the

industry's

chairmen of campaign sponsored by National Conference of Christians and Jews

WB

exec. v. p.
realtor Norman
of
.

Ben Kalmenson,
Tishman

Brothers

offices.

ROBERT

v.p.

TAPLINGER and
BERT GOLDEN

advertising chief GILmade recent dash to
Miami to coordinate advertising and promotion campaign of opening of "Baby
Doll" in Florida
HILL in Hollywood following
&
London conferences on up-coming product ..
of Illinois president JACK
.

.

.

JAMES

HAROLD HECHT

ATO

.

KIRSCH,

chief barker of Variety Club of
turned over $45,000 to the La
Rabida Jackson Park Sanitarium. Money
came from Variety Club audience collections in Chicago theatres
R. J. O'DONNELL and International Variety chief
Illinois,

.

JOHN
who
Tent

17,

chief

.

.

ROWLEY,

H.

helped open
Dallas,

new

among the 300
quarters of Variety

Dec. 3

CHARLES

.

.

.

Loew's

REAGAN

M.

nounced appointment of

recommendaits

and N.Y.

r.,

close deal for lease

company's new 5th Ave.

Warner

.

.

Among

& SPYROS

announced

JR.

LEON

.

O
HARLING

HEINEMAN

the
12th
annual
Brotherhood dinner will take place Jan.
24 at the Waldorf. They also announced
that
ROTH, United Artists West
coast publicity coordinator, will chairman
that
area's
1957
Brotherhood Drive.
Heineman and Skouras are national co-

Amusement

the natural law".

petition of television,

J.

SKOURAS,

P.

sales

HERMAN

anL.

rules re-

quiring a statement of inability to obtain

NEWMAN

TAMARIN

ALFRED

MAS

H.

private financing as a condition precedent

TAMARIN & SIDNEY NEW-

head the national publicity campaign of the Brotherhood Drive for 1957. sponsored by the National Conference oj Christians
and Jews. Tarnarin is United Artists assistant
will

national director of advertising. Newman advertising-publicity director of Skouras Theatres.

ELMER

RHODEN

C.

blamed

the

"severe shortage of suitable attractions"

the

National Theatres'
gross income and earnings. In his annual
report to stockholders, the circuit president listed the company's net income for
for

decrease

in

the fiscal year ended Sept. 25 as $4,648,-

which included $2,371,000 from the
sale of the Roxy Theatre in New York.
This is $1.72 per share. It compares to
057,

$2,886,008 net profit of the previous year,

equal to $1.04 per share.

come was

$59,707,251,

Total gross in-

compared with

$61,-

692,043 of 1955.

to filing

an application for a mortgage

mortgage loans up

loan; regular

to $2,-

000,000 for 20 yrs. to qualified exhibitors.

HERBERT

J.

0
YATES

answered what

he called an "unjustified attack on Republic and me, personally" by cowboy star
Roy Rogers. Rogers' statements were
reportedly made at the recent Allied convention. The Republic president's rebuttal

came

president

in the

form of a

Ruben

Shor.

Rogers as saying that

Frank Freeman, Jr., r., producer of "Omar
for Paramount, and promotion man
Leo Pillot, at New York press conference.
Y.

Khayyam"

letter to Allied

Yates quoted
Rogers, had

he,

been unable to make feature pictures after
his Republic contract expired in 1951 because Yates threatened to flood the market with old Rogers films. Yates argued
that as early as 1948 it had started to rerelease Rogers' pictures, and that, in his
opinion, Rogers "knowlingly distorted the
facts in the hope he might ingratiate himself with your organization".

RIPPS

as

West

coast division sales

man-

MGM, succeeding GEORGE A.
HICKEY who retires Dec. 31 GENE
TUNICK and STANLEY KOSITSKY
ager for

.

.

.

to be feted at a testimonial dinner Jan. 21
by the Motion Picture Associates of Phil-

adelphia.

UA

Tunick was recently promoted

to
Eastern district manager, Kositsky
to Phila. branch manager ...
F.
ZABEL, recently retired v.p. and general
mgr. of Fox West Coast Theatres, elected
president of Bel-Air Productions, independent releasing through
... F. J. A.
promoted to assistant general sales mgr. at Universal.

EDWIN

UA

McCARTHY

JACK COHN,

co-founder of Columbia
widely-admired industry
Pioneer, died Dec. 8 following surgery.
He was 67. At the time of his death he
Pictures

Russ-Field sales topper George Schaejer, r.,
and publicity rep Myer I'. Heck, hold forth at
n trade luruhcon at Sardi's on the merits of
•

I

om party's
nitcd

P«g. 24

"The.

Artists'

Film

King
release

BULLETIN

and
stars

Four

Queens".
Clark Cable.

D»c«mb«r

24,

1

954V

and

was executive vice president of the company he organized with his brother,
Harry, in 1919. In 1939 Cohn founded
the Motion Picture Pioneers and subsequently the Foundation of the Motion
Picture Pioneers, the latter to aid needy
former members of the industry.

Roger Lewis. 2nd from

r..

United

Artists' na-

tional advertising director, huddles in Toronto

director Ron Leonard,
meeting of a series designed
to expedite UA's hypoed 1957 promotion program. Also taking part I A exploitation manager Mori Krushen. (far right). Leonard assistant John McKim (far left), and UA Toronto
field rep Archie Laurie.

with

Odeon Theatres ad

seated, in the

first

'

—

MERCHANDISING

&

EXPLOITATION

DEPARTMENT
Pre-Selling

f

&

P.O.S. Promotion

Hypoes Pay-off, Says U's Lipton
Pre-selling

TODAY

at your favorite

FOX

and

point-of-sale

promotion

be the two major weapons utilized by
Universal-International pictures in the merchandising of its product for 1957, declared
vice president David Lipton at the company's recently concluded Sales Executives
Conference in Hollywood.
will

theatre

Lipton told participants in the confab that
"no matter how deeply pre-selling penetrates
our potential audience, it cannot pay off completely at the boxoffice unless the point-of-

campaign

sale

cal audience

ture

effectively reaches the identi-

—and

at the

same time the

pic-

playing."

is

Among the promotional approaches to be
featured in Universal's '57 selling campaigns
are advertisements in

Sunday newspaper sup-

plements and national magazines, television
spots, personal appearance tours of stars and
featured personalities, tie-ups with platter
spinners, record concerns, book publishers.

In

reviewing

the

exploitation-

over-all

be
to
push current and upcoming product, the U-I promotion chief pointed to the
"Battle Hymn" campaign as an excellent example of a hard-hitting promotional effort
advertising-publicity

battle

plans

utilized to

designed to garner maximum boxoffice returns and bolster audience impact. He then

went on

to

—"""GO MODERN—GO

list

the factors contributing to the

merchandising of the

effective

film.

MOVIE!" SLOGAN & JINGLES

CREATED TO COUNTERACT OLD FILMS ON TV

— Go

catchy

effectiveness of this institutional promotion

slogan recently devised for a kard-hitting,

by combining the jingles with music for use
over radio stations as singing commercials.
Posters, trailers and mats are also used to
make the public aware of the modern trend
in movie-going.

"Go Modern

positive-approach,

Movie!"

is

institutional

the

advertising

campaign by Fred Souttar, district manager
for Fox Midwest Theatres. Troubled by the
been a virtual avalanche
movies playing the cathode-tube cir-

fact that there has
of old
cuit,

and that the connotation of the word

"movie" was sadly
zation,

in

need of some

revitali-

Souttar launched an extensive cam-

paign to

sell

the modernity of motion picture

idea of selling movie-going as an up-

to-date social practice has gone over so well
for the

Fox Midwest

circuit that

it

is

being

eyed by other theatre chains.

above

of

the

special ad slugs for use in newspapers.

The

Illustrated

are

a

variety

clever jingles utilized in the promotion consistently point out the fact that

the
tre.

modern thing
Plans are

to see

—in

now underway

a

movies are

modern

Theatres, enthused by the

inherent in the campaign, have

adapted the promotion to their own use
with the permission of Fox Midwest, of
course. They are running the campaign in
every market area where they feel it can win
good will and extra customers.

—

entertainment to potential theatregoers.

The

Commonwealth
possibilities

thea-

to increase the

Recent examples of advertising campaigns
that have very successfully employed the
modernity angle as the major thesis in their
selling campaigns include Pepsi Cola (the
Cigarettes
modern refreshment) and L &
The "Go Modern Go
(live
modern).
Movie!" promotion projects the basic idea
behind these campaigns in key with specific
needs of the motion picture theatre in today's
highly competitive market.

M

—

Showman's Xmas Wish
want for Xmas is Jayne Mansfield
(above), my youth returned, my two front
teeth, help from a fieldman, plenty of
"Giants",
extra
advertising
allowances.
Jayne Mansfield, tie-ups that pay-off, no
precipitation during theatre hours, Jayne
Mansfield, Summer-the-year-'round, plenty
of TV signal interference, 365 weekends a
year, and, oh yes
Marilyn Monroe.
Ail

I

—

Film
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'Offbeat' Contests Offer

Showmen New

Ballyhoo Tool

Showmen

looking for unique contest ideas
and prizes might do well to look at the use
of these promotional tools in industries other
than ours. Not that movie exploiteers can be

charged with a dearth of ideas in this direcbut with prizes like a two-week vacation
in a castle in Spain, tropical islands, psychoanalysis treatments and tubfuls of champagne being offered, humorous "offbeat"
contests are demonstrating tremendous pulling power as business-builders for products
tion,

of a diversified nature.

A Quantas Airlines contest that offered a
kangeroo as top prize garnered over 8,000
entries. Flushed with success by these results, the air carrier is currently running another "crazy contest" offering,

among

other

things: a stuffed Kaola bear, five foot high;
a Fijiian

kava bowl (whatever that

the hereditary

title of

Archduke

of

and
is)
Quanta;

sylvania, or Archducess, complete with coat
of

arms and family

One

tree.

most successful of the unusual
was promoted by hoisery manufacTitled
Julius Kayser last month.
of the

contests
turer

"Wags and

Wits",

it

required

entrants to

and tell
what each created or invented. To insure
interest, Kayser offered among the lures a
identify six rather antiquated ladies

pair of tickets to
of

champagne and

"My

Fair Lady", a tubful
a single prize of 100 pair

of stockings.

The overwhelming acceptance
20th Century-Fox's "Anastasia" was one of several new films given glittering premieres
-tfcin New York recently.
Top left: early-birds gather in the rain to give a look-see at festivities preceeding the premiere. Top right: (left to right) 20th v. p. Charles Einfeld chats with Anatole Litvak, director of the Buddy Adler production, and Kirk Douglas. Bottom left: Alex Harrison, Fox's
gen. sales mgr. and Mrs. Harrison. Bottom right: Robert S. Benjamin, UA board chmn. and his wife.

N.Y. Paramount Sets Contest

Hot 'Hound' Dog Promotion

beat" contest
prize and

To Bally Hitchcock's 'Wrong Man'
When it comes to thinking up a novel con-

Skyrockets Concession Profits

Warners' boxoffkers and
managing director of the NYC

Rex

his

manager of Commoncame up with a
zoomed hot dog sales during

Barrett,

tricks,

wealth's Missouri Theatre,

whammy

Paramount, don't take a back seat to anyone. Their latest gimmick is on the new
Hitchcock thriller, "The Wrong Man", and it

that

week-long run of 20th Century-Fox's
"Love Me Tender".
By offering an autographed picture of
Elvis Presley with an illustration of a frankfurter on it with the purchase of each doggie,
the

provides that the person sending in the most
interesting reply to the question, "Who gets
your vote as 'The Wrong Man of the Year'

and why?", will take home a $25 Saving
Bond, with a pair of tickets to the suspense
drama going to 25 runners-up. The Hitchcock film stars Henry Fonda in lead role.

aptly

named

the

"Presley

Hot

(Hound)

Dog", Barrett broke all sales records on
wieners for the midwestern house.
He
charged an extra nickel for the "hound dog",
and the patrons received the pictures free. If
you sell hot dogs at your theatre, this promotion may have profit possibilities for your
concession operation.
Photos of Presley and his famous frankfurter are available for $10.00 per thousand
from these two sources: Theatrical Advertising Co., 2310 Cass Avenue, Detroit, Michigan; and H. G. Saperstein, 410 S. Beverly
Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

A

go-out-and-get-'em joint exploitational
DCA and Loew's Theatres in New
York City on "Rock, Rock, RocU" helped sell
plenty of tickets to the rock 'n roll release. To
drum up teenage interest, a float with a dance
team toured theatres and nearby schools.
4

campaign by

"* 2*

Film
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in the

uniqueness of the

to titillate the imagina-

tion of the contestant rather than the cost

bag of showmanship

Bob

'

lies

its ability

of the prize.

Digging deep into

test to bally a film,

Shapiro,

of this type

promotion has been amply demonstrated
It offers many opporin recent months.
tunities for the wide-awake showman to reap
a ballyhoo bonanza in field that is particuThe
larly adaptable to movie promotion.
main ingredient in the success of an "offof

-9-

Engaging a barber to give Elvis Presley
in the lobby of Detroit's Fox Theatre,
manager Bob Bothwell scored a promotional
touchdown. Stunt, which made the local papers
and national wire services, gave the house one
of the largest opening day grosses ever recorded in the Motor City.
haircuts

'W&at t&e S&ocvwm /tie uawyt/
TAKE LEAF FROM TV'S CROSS-PLUGGING

NORM LEVINSON URGES
Norm

Levinson, purveyor of

M-G-M

together.

vertising and exploitation info for theatres in

stronger.

southern

states,

urges exhibitors to take a

from television's book and stimulate
movie attendance through the cross-plugging

leaf

of opposition theatres.

Garbed

native

their

in

costumes,

four

pretty

stewardesses from Japan Airlines are grabbing
plenty of newspaper space while on a nationwide trek to bally Metro's "Teahouse of the
August Moon". Down New Orleans way they
were presented keys to the city by the mayor.

Taking notice of the fact that competitive
shows are plugged during television programs as a means of keeping viewers tuned
to a certain channel, Levinson suggests the
same strategy be adapted to theatres.
Writing

in "Leo's

what Levinson has

NY Greets

"Why

With Plush, Sparkling Premieres
On the astute line of reasoning that the
Holiday Season is an opportune time to
debut topnotch releases, Warner Bros., 20th
Century-Fox, RKO. United Artists and

Paramount tossed plush premieres
newest blockbusters

in

Sunshine Info," here

is

to say regarding this ap-

proach toward boosting boxoffice:

Holiday Releases

for their

splashy N.Y. debuts.

AS

ad-

couldn't the

same thing happen

to

your city? The 3-4 times a
week patrons of yesteryear are hard to find.
They're out of the habit.

movie houses

in

"A remedy! Everyone

is looking for one
Crossplug, yes crossplug opposition theatres in your city. Instead of fighting the

.

.

.

theatre

down

the street, join up and

work

"Use

If

a

BUILDER

B.O.

You'll

TV

both become that much
can do it, why can't we?

crossplug

trailerette

(or

regular

from opposition houses. Use a 40x60
in your lobby, facing people leaving your
theatre. Suggested copy: 'We hope you have
enjoyed our show. See another fine movie
trailer)

Have

this week.'

from opposition

insert cards of attractions

theatres, like a hotel display.

You won't be losing a single patron, only inducing them to see another show, which possibly may start to form a movie-habit again.
Of course, your 'friendly' opposition house
(or houses) will do the same for your current attraction.

"Remember, you won't be

selling

your op-

position until after your patrons have paid

admission and seen your program. This not
only should be done for your own circuit,
but for independent first run houses in your
city as well. If we are to remain in this
business, isn't it time to roll up our sleeves
together? Isn't this worth a trial?"

At $50 a ticket, Warner Bros, introduced
"Baby Doll" to a bejeweled celebrity-

20th

held

Being Mailed to 17,000 Exhibs

opening for
first Ameriseven years, at the Roxy. The
kleig-lighted

a

"Anastasia", Ingrid Bergman's

The postman

is going to ring for seventhousand theatremen in the United
States and Canada. United Artists is mail-

can film in
debut served as a welcome-home salute to
the Scandanavian beauty and as a benefit for
the Judson Health Center.
In

a

drive

aid

to

teen

ing out that

Hungarian refugees,

their king-size

tossed a glittering benefit premiere for
"Bundle of Joy". Highlight of the event

appearances

in-the-flesh

by

The

Eddie

'Bundle of Joy' Promotion

Set by

RKO

a lulu of a promotion to drumbeat local

openings of "Bundle of Joy".
tie-up has been set by

A

RKO

nation-wide

and Planter's

Peanuts, tieing-in seventy-eight of the nut
concern's retail outlets with debuts of the

Technicolor musical

To

in

key

cities.

spotlight local openings, each store will

feature flashy

window

displays along

with

cards and posters crediting the theatre, attraction and playdate.
The promotion in
ea/:h outlet will utilize the services of the

famous Planter's Peanuts Man,
trade-mark,

who

walking
on "Bundle

their

will carry ads

Joy" for two weeks prior to the local
In addition, a handy promotion kit,
has been made available to the various stores
by Planter's home office.

of

Showmen"

contest.

hard-hitting

To

Allied Artists and Schine Circuit executive map
promotional plans for the William Wyler production, "Friendly Persuasion", which will have
holiday
engagements in 40 Schine houses.
Seated: Seymour Morris, Schine ad chief (right)
and Martin Davis, Allied Artist's eastern advertising director. Standing: (left to right) Harry
Goldstein, Jack Schactel and Si Evans of the
Schine Chain, Charles Cohen, Davis' assistant.

with Planter's

only peanuts to Planter's, but to

It's
it's

RKO

"King

promoand prizes for

of three-color

brochures are part-andparcel of a block-busting UA campaign to
stimulate local-level promotion of the Clark
Gable starrer, "The King and Four Queens".

Fisher and Debbie Reynolds.

Rounding out the quintet was an attention
grabbing unveiling for UA's "The King and
Four Queens" at the Mayfair and a starstudded Astor Theatre opening of Paramount's "The Rainmaker".

number

tional pieces detailing plans

RKO
were

Showmen' Plans

'King of

studded audience at the Victoria, with proceeds going to the Actors Studio.

showmanship-wise exhibitor stagon the Russ-Field
production goes $2500 in cool cash and a

ing

the

the best campaign

vacation trip to Hollywood for two. Campaign categories will include: advertising, exploitation,

TV,

promotion,

publicity,

radio

and

The
money

retail co-operations, civic activities.

size of the house or the amount of
spent on the campaign will not be used as a
basis in selecting the winner.

UA Names Biondi Campaign
Coordinator for Todd's '80 Days'
The appointment of former fieldman Guy
Biondi as campaign coordinator for "Around
The World In 80 Days" has been announced
by Roger H. Lewis, United Artists promotion chief. In his new job, Biondi will be in
charge of advertising, exploitation and publicity for

roadshow engagements of the Mike
For the past five years

Todd smasheroo.

assistant eastern ad chief of Universal-International, he entered the industry in 1947 as

of

an exploiteer for UA's "Henry V".

debut.

had previously worked as special field representative on roadshow engagements of such
films as "Cyrano de Bergerac" and "Hamlet".

Biondi

BIONDI
Film
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BABY DOLL

EXPLOITATION PICTURE
The

"B.D." Campaign, Like the Film,

artistic

effect in

Aimed Straight

two

of America's great-

Elia Kazan and
Tennessee Williams, was previously
demonstrated to superb entertainment

est

Is

fusion of

at the Adults

Now

"A

they

talents,

Streetcar

have

Named

Desire".

accomplished

magic alchemy again

in

"Baby

their

Doll",

transforming a tale of a strange triangle on a crumbling Southern planta-

memorable screen experiFor his principals, Kazan has
chosen two accomplished stars of stage
and screen, Karl Maiden and Eli Waltion into a
ence.

lach, but the sensation of this picture

indubitably will be a baby-faced new-

named Carroll Baker. Discovered at Actors' Studio, this young
lady is being talked about as the most
exciting female star discovery in years.
She is seen as a childlike female animal, whose two-year marriage to Maiden, pauperized owner of a defunct
cotton gin, is due to be consummated
on her 20th birthday, according to a
strange marriage pact.
Goaded by
quarrels with his wife over love and
comer

The five-column ad above and the full page
opposite announcing the world premiere of
Elia Kazan's "Baby Doll" point out clearly
the showmanship path Warner Bros, has defined to sell the

Tennessee Williams story.

The uncompromising realism, the bold revelation of human foibles, the naked emotions

—vividly

its

people

pareil

among

of

depicted by that non-

film makers,

Kazan

—are aimed

squarely at adult audiences of all ages, both
in the film and ads. The subject matter is for

grownups, and so should be the campaign.

ELIA KAZAN FINDS
THE STARS OF TOMORROW

was bound

these very factors that

It is

There

to

be areas
where the film's unusual characters and their
unusual behavior will make "Baby Doll"
touchy entertainment. The individual theatreman will best be able to determine what
his approach will be in these locations. However, controversy alone will hardly be a
arouse

controversy.

more

deterrent;

—

ence

will

if it is

likely, it will swell the audinot used promiscuously.

While the title suggests a wide vista of
gimmicks several good ones are
outlined in the pressbook special care must
be taken to see they do not give a false im-

—

stunts and

—

pession and dragnet an unsuitable audience.

The showman would be wiser

to step

the solid exploitation grounds of the

on

Kazan

Tennessee Williams fame and
superb off-beat drama ("Streetcar
Desire", "The Rose Tattoo") and

prestige, the
for

flair

Named
the

whopper

of a display piece afforded

the bizarre girl-in-the-crib art.
the
»f Hf UBER
"A

. .

"irun

Br.ntfo In

N»m»d

D.»ir.

HEMEUBER. ..jMMtOf
"lul Of (at"

The

by

latter is

and promotional keynote,
be the biggest painted sign in the

advertising

whether

it

world, or in a one-column teaser ad.

There

an entire gamut in between, including a
set of sock hangers (see right), book covers,
a Columbia LP cover, the king-size herald
and an exciting line of lithos.

is

The

contained virtually intact
page ad (next page). It
combines every angle for all who prefer unusual, quality film entertainment.
big pitch

is

in the splendid full

* Elia Kazan's greatness as a director and starmaker provides a high-powdered lobby board

idea.

Set of four

stills

is

available from NSS.

One

of the most striking action displays of »
the year is this set of four three-piece, doublefaced hangers in full color. Slightest breeze
spins them in lobby, on marquees, doorways.

Available
r«g« 28
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from

WB

exchange or home

office.

money, Maiden sets fire to a cotton gin
owned by Wallach, fiery Sicilian. Seeking revenge, Wallach seduces the lovehungry Carroll, wrings from her a confession of Maiden's arson. Upon learning that the girl-wife he has desired
for

two years now belongs to Wallach,
Maiden hunts them down

the berserk

with a shotgun, shooting at everything
in sight until he is taken into custody

by the law, whimpering

for his special

rights as a "white man".

EXPLOITATION

PICTURE

THE NEW YORK TIMES, »1>DAY. DECEMBER .

of the Issue

IW*.

IT IS

'Baby

Doll' is real. All its people

wrong and

are

and

way

right, magnificent

foolish, violent
all

TRUE
THERE HAS
BEEN NO
MOTION

people are.

nineteen,

PICTURE

and weak- the
It is

of three people: a married girl of

not meant

is

not yet a

woman-

husband twice her age-and a

a

LIKE

who

stranger.

to be moral or unmoral, only truthful. It is bold.

But

it is

The leading

doll

real.

are certain to be

standing characteristics of every

Academy Awards and

Wallach. Their performances

Eli

Kazan production. They have earned him two

by

Karl Maiden, Carroll Baker and

Honesty and reality are the out-

Elia

roles are played

when

the picture

is

much

discussed

shown.

three N. Y. Film Critics

'Baby Doll'

is

intimate

drama-and

different.

Awards. They have earned him world-wide respect.

Outspoken and unusual drama
of Tennessee Williams' writing. For

is

earthy

is

tender beauty-and different.

is

basic to all

'Baby Doll'

it,

he has won

There has been no motion picture

two Pulitzer Prizes and three N.Y. Drama

Warner Bros.- the
have previewed

•

now

like

different.

'Baby Doll!

Critics

Awards. They have earned him world-wide respect.

Together, these two have

humor-and

'Baby Doll'

created in 'Baby

figures from

it

presenters of 'Baby Doll'-

for a great

many walks

many

outstanding

of life. In their

Doll'a special kind of dramatic appeal -a theme

considered judgment, enthusiastically given,

and mood and characters that can be compared

'Baby Doll'

with no other. 'Baby Doll'

is

essentially the story

World Premiere Tuesday December
V

Tkr World Prnoifr ood
,

is

highest expectations.

ieth,

m.ao p.m. . Victoria Theatre
Sd.rf.o - tiO tht litktl lor both mnU

Ml SnpprrDooir Mto« (if ot Ihr oldo, M'fol* o r, lor tht bmclit ol tht Acton'
OONTMUOU* «l«.OP>»«~Cl» »T MIULM •KIOM «T«»T|»« OIUMM*
II

certain to fulfill the public's

"fantastic" pension scheme. He alleged that Charles Moskowitz one of the directors whose resignation he is seeking admitted to him that the studio was losing $4,000,000

XMAS EVE AT LOEWS HOUSE
(Continued from Page 23)

What

to

do?

Fight or surrender?

Or, maybe, com-

promise?
Bearing their experience

in

mind, Joseph Vogel and his

colleagues decided that the policy which had been successfully applied in the cases of Messrs.

Mannheim and SteTom-

a year.

"Cults and cliques are rife within the organization,"
Tomlinson charged, "crowding out those who have more
to offer. I feel there comes a time when a man must stand
up and fight, and I intend to do so."
Javits chipped-in with the threat that "If the situation

wart, should again be used with Messrs. Javits and

They compromised. They

linson.

translated Nicholas

M.

Schenck from honorary Chairman of the Board, and dismissed Dore Schary from control of the Hollywood studio.

But Tomlinson and Javits were not
wanted more.

satisfied.

They

Comprise was then carried a stage further. Joe Vogel
offered Mr. Tomlinson a seat on the board. This time, however, the policy didn't work. Perhaps because Mr. Tomlinson interpreted the concessions he and Javits had already wrung from the management as a sign of weakness,
he declined the directorship. It was offered again, and yet
a third time. He would not accept.

The pressure was piling up around Mr. Vogel's head.
He said he was willing to change the Loew's board. He
agreed it should not be dominated by company employees.
Then he made a new concession to Tomlinson. If he would
not become a director, he asked, why not nominate someone else? The result was the election to the Loew's board
of Richard Crooks, a partner in the New York Stock Exchange firm of Thompson, McKinnon & Co., which handles
one of Mr. Tomlinson's securities accounts.

A

Fatal Blunder

was shortly

after this that

tactical blunder.

Tomwho had been

Instead of following a course of co-operation

Javits.

linson got in touch with Louis B. Mayer,

MGM's

production chief in Hollywood until Dore Schary

was installed at the behest of Nicholas Schenck.
Tomlinson met Mayer and told him he could have back
Mayer, he said later,
agreed to return provided he was not asked to join the
management, and was hired on a short-term contract basis
the job he quit in 1950,

if

effect of this intrigue

was

sharp. Joe

Vogel and

his

on the board, Richard Crooks, resigned. From that moit was open warfare and Tomlinson and Javits made
no bones about it.

ment

Loew's formally demanding the
resignation of two Vice-Presidents and three other directors
Howard Dietz (publicity and advertising), Charles
Moskowitz (treasurer), Ben Melnicker (counsel), Charles
M. Reagan (sales) and George A. Brownell (attorney).
a letter to

:

Action was called for "to get rid of wastefulness and extravagance in daily operation" and provide the company
with "progressive, courageous, and honest management

which could direct the business

in

channels of profitable

operation."

a

hastily-summoned press conference in Ben Javits'
days later Tomlinson complained about Loew's

office five

P*q«t
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may

result in a scrap."

question of how Tomlinson could
Robert Rubin, for taking a large
lump sum settlement when retiring from the company,
with his desire to bring Louis B. Mayer back into the fold,
in view of the fact that Mayer was paid $5,000,000 compensation (which the Government allowed him to take as a

Someone tossed

off the

capital gains).

Tomlinson could not crack

this particular nut, but the

ever-vocal Mr. Javits did his best.
special situation

wish to use

.

.

.

He

.

He

said

Mayer was "a

has special talents which

we might

."

.

At 1540 Broadway, in the meantime, Tomlinson's letter
was laid before the Loew's board at its regular meeting.
The statement subsequently issued was certainly not a
gloves-off, hands-off repudiation of the
It

was

demands.

a sober, dignified recital of the facts, reporting:

"The Board

of Directors

new

fidence in the

unanimously expressed

their con-

leadership of Mr. Vogel" and adding:

"It has always been the intention of the Company to
have a majority representation on the Board of nonemployees

"Mr. Vogel added that he would release a detailed prothe future of Loew's at an early date, and pointed
out that he had already implemented several of the sug-

gram on

gestions called for

"A spokesman

Dicimbtr

.

.

.

Loew's International said: 'It must be
perfectly clear that Mr. Vogel has been in his new post for
less than 60 days
He has made drastic, even dramatic,
changes in leadership
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

" 'Ironically, Mr.
vately, voiced his

and

his

new

Tomlinson has, both publicly and priconfidence and enthusiasm for Mr. Vogel

leadership.

seems obvious that Mr. Vogel's sincerity and integrity are unquestioned, and therefore he should be given
"
every opportunity to demonstrate his leadership.'

The promise was

24,

1954

also

made in the statement that "By
number of additional person-

the end of the year a sizable

nel will have been eliminated

from the organization with-

out impairing the progress of the company."

From this document three things seem clear Joseph RVogel has complete control of the Loew's board, and has
no intention of quitting, and that his colleagues stand firm:

ly

behind him.

What
cannot

ment
room

still

much

buried in the mists of speculation, but
longer be concealed, is if the present managelies

Loew's has decided whether there
for compromise and appeasement.
of

Once

The Nut They Couldn't Crack
At

it

" 'It

colleagues protested Tomlinson's recently-elected nominee

They wrote

not amicably resolved

justify his criticism of

he chose.

to reactivate the studio.

The

is

;

Tomlinson made his biggest
The Loew's management had, it seemed,
done everything humanly possible to appease him and
It

—

—

is

any further

again, as has been the case several times in the
few years, the industry is watching a life-and-death
struggle mounted by a group of outsiders to acquire a
dominating position in Hollywood.
last

klkkk
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THIS IS

YOUR PRODUCT

All The Vital Details on Current

Coming Features

&z>

(Date of Film BULLETIN Review Appears At End of Synopsis)
OKLAHOMAN. THE

CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Joel
McCrea, Barbara Hale. Producer Walter Mirsch. Di-

ALLIED ARTISTS

rector Francis Lyon. Western. Doctor helps rid town
of unscrupulous brothers. 81 min.

September
CALLING HOMICIDE
leen

Case.

Producer

Bernds. Melodrama.
racket. 41 min.

STRANGER

SIERRA

Elliot, Jeane Cooper, KathBen Schwalb. Director Edward
Policeman breaks baby extortion

Purdom, Ida Lupino, Ann
Harding, Jacques Bergerac. Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Irving Rapper. Drama. A returning Korean vet
makes a strange promise to a dying comrade-in-arms.
min.

BEYOND MOMBASA
nell

CRUEL TOWER. THE John Ericson, Mari Blanchard,
Charles McGraw. Producer Lindstey Parsons. Director
Lew Landers. Drama. Steeplejacks fight for woman
on high tower. 80 min.
YAOUI DRUMS Rod Cameron, Mary

Castle.
Broidy. Director Jean Yarbrough.
Story of a Mexican bandit. 71 min.

William

Harper.

SINNER
Director

J.
in

Kenneth

A

con-

Color. Gary Cooper,
Dorothy McGuire, Marjorie Main, Robert Middleton.
Producer-director William Wyler. Drama. The story
of a Quaker family during the Civil War. 13? min. 10/1

December
HIGH TERRACE Dale Robertson, Lois Maxwell. Producer Robert Baker. Director H. Cass. Drama. Famous
impresario is killed by young actress. 77 min.
Ben Schwalb.

gambling

fein.

Miami, Florida. 73 min. 8/6.

WEB

SPIN A DARK
Rona Anderson.

Domergue, Lee Patterson,
George Maynard. Director

Faith

Producer

Sewell.
Melodrama.
with racketeers. 76 min. 7/23.

Vernon

Engineer

involved

gets

October
PORT AFRIOUE

FRIENDLY PERSUASION Deluxe

HOT SHOTS

END AS A MAN

in

Technicolor.

Angelli,

Pier

Phil

Carey,

Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements. Producer
Director Jean Yarbrough. Comedy. Juis kidnapped.
62 min.

venile television star

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Bill Elliot. James Lydon. Claudia
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Paul Landres.
Melodrama. Former convict is innocent suspect in
planned murder. 63 min.

Barrett.

GUN FOR A TOWN

Dale Robertson, Brian Keith,
Producer Frank Woods. Director Brian

Rossano Rory.
Keith. Western. 72 min.

Paul Birch, Beverly Garland.
Producer-director Roger Corman. Science-fiction. Series
murders plagues large western city. 80 min.

of strange

ATTACK OF THE CRAB MONSTERS
Pamela

Duncan.

Producer-director

Bette

Davis,

Brian Keith,

Paul

Kelley,

Kim Hunter. Producer Julian Blaustein. Director Daniel
Taradash. Drama. A librarian protests the removal of
"controversial" from her library, embroils a small
town

fight. 85 min. 8/6.

in a

Garland,

Roger

Corman.

ODONGO

Technicolor,
CinemaScope.
Rhonda Fleming, Juma. Producer

Carey,

Director John

farm

Macdonald
Irving

Allen.

Adventure. Owner of wild anisaves young native boy from a

Gilling.

Kenya

in

MEN

George

COLORADO

Montgomery,

James

CinemaScope,
Best.

Producer

Color.
Vincent

Fennelly.
Director Paul Landres.
Western.
Outlaws
use detective as only recognizable man in their holdups, thus increasing rward for his death or capture.
81 min.

DRAGOON WELLS MASSACRE

Barry Sullivan, Mona
Producer Lindsley Parsons.
Director Harold Schuster.
Western. Apaches attack
stockade in small western town. 81 min.

Freeman,

Dennis O'Keefe.

HOLD THAT HYPNOTIST Huntz Hall, Stanley Clements.
Producer Ben Schwalb. Director Austen Jewell. Comedy
drama. Bowery Boys tangle with unscrupulous hypnotist.
61

min.

HUNCHBACK OF PARIS. THE CinemaScope, Color.
Glne Lollobrigida, Anthony Quinn. A Paris Production.
Director Jean Dolennoy
Drama. Hunchback falls in
love with beautiful gypsy girl. 88 min.
LAST OF THE BADMEN CinemaScope, Color. George
Montgomery, James Best. Producer Vincent Fennelly.
Director Paul Landres. Western. Outlaws use detective
only recognizable man in their holdups, thus increasing reward for his death or capture. 81 min.
as

HAPPY CinemaScope, Color. Vera Ellen. Tony
Martin, Robert Fleming. Producer Marcel Hellman. Director Henry Levin. Musical. 105 min.

LET'S BE

IN THE AFTERNOON Color.
Gary Cooper,
Audrey Hepburn, Maurice Chevalier. Producer-director
Billy Wilder.
Drama.

LOVE

Film

GUNS AT FORT PETTICOAT

Audie Murphy, Kathryn
Producer Harry Joe Brown. Director George
Western. Army officer organizes women to

Grant.

Marshall.

Robert Lamoureux,
PAPA, MAMA, THE MAID AND
Gaby Morlay, Nicole Courcel. Director Jean-Paul Le
Chanois.
Comedy. The lives of a typically Parisian
family. 94 min. 9/17.
I

THE WINDOW, THE

Technicolor. Guy Madison,
Felicia
Farr,
Grant. Producers, Rackmil-Ainsworth. Director George Sherman. Adventure.
Indians fight for
rights in small frontier town. 74 min.

SUICIDE MISSION

SILENT V/ORLD, THE Eastman Color. Adventure film
covers marine explorations of the Calypso Oceonographic Expeditions. Adapted from book by Jacques-

TALL

May Wynn, William

David Brian,

Producer

Wallace MacDonald. Director Ray
Nazarro. Drama. Indian maiden helps her people survive injustice of white men. 73 min.
Bishop.

Technicolor,

Cine-

Lemmon, Charles

Bick-

IT

ford. Produced-director Dick Powell. Musical. Reporter
wins heart of oil and cattle heiress. 95 min. 10/15.

LAST

MAN TO HANG, THE

Sellars.
Fisher.

Producer

critic

is

Leif Larson, Michael Aldridge, Atle
North Seas Film Production. Adventure. Norfishermen smash German blockade in World
70 min.

A

Larsen.

wegian

War

II.

THE

RIDER,

Randolph

Scott,

Boone,

Richard

Maureen Sullivan. A Scott-Brown Production. Director
Budd Boetticher. Western. A quiet cowboy battles to
be independent.
Barry, Valerie French. Producer
Ainsworth. Director William Asher. Sciencefiction. People from outer space plot to destroy all
human life on the earth.

27TH DAY. THE Gene
Helen

Rory Calhoun, Susan Cummings, Angela
Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears.
Western. Two men join hands because they see in each
other a way to have revenge on their enemies.

UTAH BLAINE
Stevens.

Arlene Dahl, Fhil Carey. Producer Maxwell Setton. Director Ken Hughes. Drama. A
beautiful girl wins a beauty contest and a "different"
Elizabeth

Director Terence
accused of murder-

life.

YOUNG DON'T
Producer

ing his wife in a crime of passion. 75 min. 11/12.

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, THE
Mifune. A Toho Production.

Duff, Gloria McGhee. ProDirector Lee Sholem. Western.

WICKED AS THEY COME

Tom Conway,

Gossage.

John

Melodrama. Music

Phil

SIERRA STRANGER Howard

REPRISAL
Kathryn

Betsy Garrett,

Carey, Corey Allen. Producer Jonie Tapia. Director
William Asher. Melodrama. Seven-year old boy is the
only witness to a murder.

ducer David Yokozeki.

December
OF

child.

violent death. 91 min.

Horror.

BAD

OF LIFE Judy Holliday,
Richard
Conte,
Salvatore Baccaloni. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Struggling writer and wife
are owners of new home and are awaiting arrival of
FULL

SHADOW ON

November

maScope. June Allyson, Jack
Richard

FIRE DOWN BELOW CinemaScope, Technicolor. Rita
Hayworth, Robert Mitchum, Jack Lemmon. A Warwick
Production.
Director
Robert Parrish.
Drama.
Cargo on ship is ablaze. Gravity of situation is increased by highly explosive nitrate.

STORM CENTER

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM

Coming

Ben Gazzara, James Olsen, George
Peppard. Producer Sam Spiegel. Director James GarDrama. Cadet at military school frames commander and his son.

fight off Indian attack.

WHITE SQUAW. THE

NOT OF THIS EARTH

Helen Grayson,

KILLER APE Johnny Weissmuller. Carol Thurston. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Spencer G. Bennett. Adventure drama. The story of a giant half-ape, half-man
beast who goes on a killing rampage until destroyed
by Jungle Jim. 68 min.

GOLD CADILLAC. THE Judy Holliday, Paul
Douglas, Fred Clark. Producer Fred Kohlmar. Director
Richard Quine. Comedy. Filimization of the famous
Broadway play about a lady stockholder in a large
holding company. 99 min. 8/20.

Yves Cousteau. 86 min. 10/15.

February

Prado,

SOLID

mal

January

Perez

Manny Lopez. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Musical. Cavalcade of the mambo. 78 min. 10/15

MIAMI EXPOSE Lee J. Cobb, Patricia Medina, Edward Arnold. Produce; Sam Katzman. Director Fred
Sears. Melodrama. Mob schemes to introduce legalized

Dennis Price. Producer David E. Rose. Director Rudy
Mate. Drama. Ex-Air Force flyer finds murderer of
his wife. 92 min. 9/17.

Diana
Dors.
Producer
Lee Thompson. Drama.
the death cell. 74 min.

Technicolor, CinemaScope. CorDonna Reed. Producer Tony Owen. DirecLeopard Men seek

CHA-CHA-CHA BOOM

September

Producer
Western.

November

Wilde,

tor George Marshall.
Adventure.
to keep Afrita free of white men.

1984 Edmund O'Brien, Michael Redgrave, Jan Sterling.
A Holiday Production. Director Michael Anderson.
Drama. From the novel by George Orwell. 91 min.

October

demned murderess

Coming

Bill

STRANGE INTRUDER Edward

BLONDE

becomes notorious bandit. 99 min.

McGhee.

Gloria

Duff,

Technicolor,
CinemaScope. Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg. A Warwick Production.
Director Terence Young. Drama. Son of wealthy ruler

Western. 75 min.

FIGHTING TROUBLE Hunt? Hall, Stanley Clements,
Queenie Smith. Producer Ben Schwalb. Director George
Blair. Comedy drama. 8owery Boys apprehend hoodlums by fast work with a camera. 61 min.

81

Howard

ZARAK

P.

CRY, THE

Waxman.

Life in a southern

Sal Mineo,

James Whitmore.

Director Alfred Werker. Drama.

orphanage.

Takashi Shimura, Toshiro
Director Akira Kurosawa.

Melodrama. Seven Samurai warriors are hired by farmers for protection against maurauders. 158 min. 12/10

INDEPENDENTS

RUMBLE ON THE DOCKS James

Darren, Jerry Janger,
Edgar Barrier. Drama. Teenage gang wars and waterfront racketeers. 82 min. 12/10.
SEVENTH CAVALRY, THE Technicolor. Randolph Scott
Barbara Hale. Producer Harry Brown. Director Joseph
Lewis. Western. An episode in the qlory of General
Custer's famed "7th Cav.". 75 min. 12/10.

DON'T KNOCK THE ROCK Bill Haley and his Comets,
Alan Freed, Alan Dale. Producer Sam Katzman. Director Fred Sears. Musical. Life and times of a famous
rock and roll singer. 80 min.
NIGHTFALL Aldo Ray, Anne Bancroft. Producer Ted
Richmond. Director Jacques Tourneur. Drama. Mistaken
identity of a doctor's bag starts hunt for stolen money.
12/10.

RIDE THE

mond

HIGH IRON Don

Burr.

Drama.

Taylor,

Producer William

Avenue scandal

Park

is

relations experts. 74 min.

U L L E T

I

N

—T

H

I

S

Sally

Forest,

Ray-

Director Don Weis.
hushed up by public

Self.

IS

AND THE SPUR

Pathe(American-International
John Agar, Maria English. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Western. Two gunmen
search for the killer of their brother.
I

color.

NAKED PARADISE

January

78 min.

September
FLESH

(American-International)

Pathecolor.

Producer-director
Garland.
Beverly
Ireland,
John
Roger Corman. Adventure. A young American saves
a girl from disaster in a pagan paradise.
PRIVATES PROGRESS (DCA) Richard Attenbrough,

Dennis Price.

young

SECRETS OF

A

Boulting Bros. Production. Comedy. A
romps through Army life. 96 min.
THE REEF (Continental) Tri-Art Color.
and Wolf Production. A sea documentary

A

Britisher

Butterfield
of an ancient Florida coral reef. 72 min. 9/17.

SHIP THAT DIED OF SHAME, THE (Continental). Richard Attenborouflh, George Baker. A Rank Organization
Production. Melodrama. A reconverted gun-boat rebels
against her smuggler crew. 91 min. 9/17.

YOUR PRODUCT

.

.

)

WELCOME

MARSHALL

MISTER

IScreen

Art)

Lolita

Seville,
Manolo Moran. Director Luis Berlanga. Producer Uninci. Comedy. A satire on the Timed Marshall

Plan that takes place

Spanish town.

small

a

in

WEAPON, THE
Hal
a

killer

Color (American-International) John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Alison Hayes. Producer-director
Roger Corman. Western. A notorious gunman terrorizes
the West.

Zampa.

Ponti-DeLaurentiis

Adapted

Drama.

(United
Motion Picture Organization
Pabilto
CaJvo,
Rafael
Rivelles.
Director
Ladislao
Vadja. Drama. Franciscan monks find abandoned baby
I

and adopt him. 90 min. 11/12.

SECRETS OF LIFE IBuena

Vista). Latest
ney's true-life scenes. 75 min. 10/29.

SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROCK

in

Walt

American-International
Lisa Gaye, Touch Conners. Producer James Nicholson.
Director Edward Cahn. Musical. A story of "rock and
roll" music.

WEE GORDIE

(George K. Arthur) Bill Travers, Elastair
Norah Gorsen. Producer Sidney Gilliat. Director
Launder. Comedy. A frail lad grows to giant
stature and wins the Olympic hammer-throwing chamSim,

Frank

pionship. 94 min. 11/12.

WESTWARD HO. THE WAGONS

IBuena Vista)

Cine-

December
AND THE

Kelly,

WILDER YEARS, THESE James Cagney, Barbara

Eastman

TEA AND SYMPATHY Eastman
Deborah

John

Kerr,

maneuvers.
(Trans-Lux)

Anna

Brazzou.

Made

in

Greece. English titles. Drama. A beautiful girl is persecuted by her villiage for having lost her virtue as
the victim of a rapist.

HOUR OF DECISION

(Astor

Jeff

Pictures)

Morrow.

Drama
LA SORCIERE

(Ellis
Films)
Marina Vlady, Nicole
Courel. Director Andre Michel. Drama. A young French
engineer meets untamed forest maiden while working
in Sweden. French dialogue, English subtitles.

ROCK,

ROCK,

ROCK

Baker, Frankle Lyman.
panorama of rock and

TWO

I

DCA).

Alan

A Vanguard

CinemaScope

Color,

Pandro

Producer

LaVern
Freed,
Production. Musical

January

band plans

to

kill

wife. 99 min.

10/15.

OPPOSITE SEX, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
June Alyyson, Joan Collins, Dolores Gray. Producer
Joe Pasternak. Director David Miller. Comedy. The
perfect wife is unaware of flaws in her marriaae until
a gossip friend broadcasts the news. 114 min. 10/1.

POWER AND THE

PRIZE CinemaScope. Robert Taylor,
Burl Ives,
Elisabeth Mueller. Director Henry Koster.
Producer Nicholas Nayfak. Drama. Tale of big business
and international romance. 98 min. 9/17.

IRON PETTICOAT, THE
Producer Betty Box.
lady

Russian
94 min.

Katherine Hepburn, Bob Hope.
Director Ralph Thomas. Comedy.

aviatrix

meets

fast

talking

American.

GREAT AMERICAN PASTIME, THE Tom

Ewell.

Ann

Producer Henry Berman. Director
Nat Benchley. Comedy. Romantic antics with a Little
League baseball background. 89 min.

Ann

Miller.

C«medy.

Mann.
123 min.

WOMEN (Associated) Osa Massen. Robert
Maria Palmer. Producer-director Boris Petroff.
Drama. From a novel by Stephen Longstreet.
IF ALL THE GUYS IN THE WORLD
(Buena Vista)
Andre Valmy, Jean Gaven. Director Christian-Jaque.
Drama. Radio "hams", thousands of miles apart, pool

the

Broadway

play.

SLANDER Van

.

.

Producer

Drama.
his

Johnson, Ann Blyth, Steve Cochran.
Deutsch.
Director Roy Rowland.
of a scandal magazine publisher and

victims.

Coming

(American International!
Garland.
Proflucer-director
Roger Corman. Science-fiction. A monster from outer
space takes control of the world until a scientist gives
his life to save humanity.

Travers.

LOST CONTINENT

DESIGNING

Beverly

CinemaSccpe, Ferranicolor.
Producer-director Leonardo Bonzi. An excursion into the
wilds of Borneo and the Maylayan Archepelago. English commentary. 84 min.
NEAPOLITAN CAROUSEL IIFEI Lux Film, Romel Pathecolor.
Print by Technicolor.
Sophia Loren, Leonide
IIFE)

I

Massine. Director Ettore Giannini. Musical. The history
Naples traced from 1400 to date in song and dance.
OKLAHOMA
(American Releasing Corp.)
Superscope. Richard Denning, Peggie Castle, Cathy
Downs. Producer-director Roger Corman. Western. A

of

WOMAN

woman rules the badlands until a reformed
outlaw brings her to justice. 80 min.
Artists-Producers Assoc.) CinemaScope, Technicolor. Michael Redgrave, Mel Ferrer,
Anthony
Producer-director
Quale.
Musical
drama.
Michael Powell, Emeric Pressburger. Based on Strauss'
"Die Fledermaus".
(American-International)
RUNAWAY
DAUGHTERS
Maria English, Anna Sten. Producer Alex Gordon. Director Edward Cahn. Drama. A study of modern teenage problems.
SMOLDERING SEA. THE Superscope. Producer Hal E.
Chester. Drama. Conflict between the tyrannical caDtain and crew of an American merchant ship reaches
its climax during battle of Guadalcanal.
UNDEAD, THE (American-International) Pamela Duncan, Allison Hayes. Producer-director Roger Corman.
ruthless

I

Science-fiction.

Film

OF WIMPOLE STREET, THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Jennifer Jones, Sir John Glelgud, Bill
Producer Sam Zimbalist. Director Sidney
Franklin. Drama.

BARRETS

WOMAN

Gregory

Peck, Lauren Bacall,
Doiores Gray. Producer Dore Schary. Director Vincente
Minnelli.

HAPPY ROAD, THE Gene Kelly, Michael Redgrave,
Barbara Laage. A Kerry Production. Directors, Gene
Drama. Two children run away
Kelly, Noel Coward.
from boarding hchool to find their respective parents.

HARVEST THUNDER Pier Angeli, Mel Ferrer, Leif
Erickson. Producer Edwin Knoph. Director Jeffrey Hayden. Drama.

RAINTREE COUNTY Eastman Color, CinemaScope
Elizabeth Taylor, Montgomery Cliff. Producer David
Lewis. Director Edward Dymtryke. Drama. Life in Indi55.

ana during the middle 1800's.
LIVING IDOL, THE CinemaScope, Eastman Color.
Steve Forrest, Lilliane Montevecchi. Producer-director
Al Lewin. Drama. An archeologist is faced with an unworldly situation that threatens the safety of his
adopted daughter. 98 min.
SOMETHING OF VALUE Rock Hudson, Dana Wynter,
Wendy Htller. Producer Pandro Berman. Director
Richard Brooks. Drama.

TEN

THOUSAND BEDROOMS

color.

Joseph

CinemaScope, TechniDean Martin, Anna Maria Alberghetti. Producer
Pasternack.

Director

Richard Thorpe.

Musical.

John Wayne, Dan
O'Hara. Producer Charles Schnee.
Director John Ford. Drama.

WINGS Of THE EAGLES. THE
Dailey,

Hayward,

Technicolor.

VistaVision,

Spencer

Bob Wagner, Claire Trevor. Producer-director
Edward Dmytryk. Adventure. Two brothers climb to a
distant
snowcapped peak where an airplane has
Tracy,

critically

injured

woman

in

the

December
HOLLYWOOD OR

VistaVision, Technicolor. Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis, Anita Ekberg. Producer Hal WalDirector Frank Tashlin. Comedy. The adventures of
a wild-eyed film fan who knows everything about the
movies. 95 min. 12/10.
WAR AND PEACE vistaVisioi Technicolor. Audrey
Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Mel Ferrer. Producers Carle
Ponti. Dino de t_aurentiis. Director King Viaor. Drama
Based on Tolstoy's novel. 208 min. 9/3.

BUST

lis.

THREE
Charlton

VIOLENT
Heston,

PEOPLE
Anne

Technicolor.
Roland. Pro-

VistaVision,
Baxter, Gilbert

ducer Hugh Brown. Director Rudy Mate. Western. Story
of
returning
Confederate war veterans in Texas.
100 min.

February
RAINMAKER. THE

their efforts to rescue a stricken fishing boat.

CONQUERED THE WORLD

THE

Armand
Story

Louis

Teresa Wright. Producer Pat Duggan. Director Noel
Langley. Drama. Tne famous book by Morey Bernstein
on film. 84 min.

January

himself.

in

Hutton,

.

October
SEARCH FOR ERIDEY MURPHY, THE

January

CITY OF

REMEMBER, MY LOVE

of

10/29.

Cassavetes, Sidney Poitier.
Producer David Susskind. Director Martin Ritt. Drama.
A man finds confidence in the future by believing

Coming

Graves,

Filmization

VistaVision. Technicolor. KatliGravson. Oreste, Rita Moreno. Producer Pat Duggan. Direcior Michael Curtiz. Musical drama. Vagabond
band neiDs Frencn Kina rout noBles who would overthrow him. 88 min. 9/17.

crashed to discover a
wreckage. 105. 10/15.

December
Francis,

KING. THE

MOUNTAIN.

EDGE OF THE CITY John

Peter

September
VAGABOND

November

November

103 min.

IT

PARAMOUNT

ryn

Scope, Eastman Color. Marlon Brando. Glenn Ford,
Eddie Albert. Producer Jack Cummings. Director Daniel

1/24.

Melodrama
Documentary

55.

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON, THE Cinema-

history and

1

Berman.

French made documentary offers
performance of the famous sport. Produced
and directed by Pierre Braunberger. 74 min. 11/24.
VITTELONI (API-Janus). Franco Interlenghi, Leonora
Fabrizi. Producer Mario de Vecchi. Director F. Fellint. Comedy. Story of unemployed young men in Italy.
(Janus).

1

Westerns

October

I

1

3

Director Vincente Minnelli. Drama. Wife of housemaster
at New England school gets involved with young boy.
122 min. 10/1.

roll.

LOVES HAVE
IJacon) Technicolor. Gabriele
Ferzetti, Marta Toren. A Rlzzoli Film. Director Carmine
Gallone. Drama. Life of Puccini with exerpts from his
best known operas.

BULLFIGHT

Kerr.

2 Musicals

4 Comedies

Color, CinemaScope. Kirk
Douglas, Anthony Quinn, James Donald, Pamela Brown.
Producer John Houseman. Director Vincente Minnelli.
Film dramatization of the life and works of the famous
artist, Vincent Van Gogh. 122 min. 9/17.

LIFE

release

will

United Artists. Allied

15 Dramas

Doris Day,
Louis
Jourdain.
Producer Marty
Melcher. Director Andrew Stone. Drama. Jealous hus-

(DCA) Richard
Attenborough, Lisa Gastoni.
Producer Anthony Darnborough.
Director
Jay
Lewis.
Comedy. Baby is
smuggled aboard a British battleship during mock

BED OF GRASS

Stan-

September
FOR

20th Century-Fox

—

wyck. Producer Jules Schermer. Director Roy Rowland.
Drama. Millionaire seeks information on his son who
was placed for adoption twenty years ago. 91 min. 8/4

LUST

while Columbia

Artists and the Independents will release
two each; Paramount, Republic and Warners
one each. More than half of the
Color films
films 15, will be dramas.
total six. Six features will be in CinemaScope; one in VistaVision.

Eastman Color. Bing
Producer Sol
Frank Sinatra.
Siegel. Director Charles Walters. Musical. A beautiful
girl gets involved with a fun-loving millionaire and a
serious minded reporter. 107 min. 7/23.

Grace

Crosby,

MGM,

three each.

August

be the leading

will

films,

Universal-International

JULIE

THE

BATTLESHIP,

RKO

five

follow with four.

will

and

HIGH SOCIETY CinemaScope,

maScope. Technicolor. Fess Parker, Kathleen Crowley.
A Walt Disney Production. Adventure.

BABY

26 features are scheduled for release

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER

Dis-

I

JANUARY SUMMARY

Lollobrigida, Daniel
Production. Director Luigi
from the Alberto Moravia

during January.

SWAMP WOMEN

MARCELINO

in

supplier with

MEANS TROUBLE (United Motion Picture
.
.
Jean Servais, Carl Mchner.
Director
Jules Dassis.
Melodrama. English dubbed story of
the French underworld. 120 min. 11/12.

November

leases gun

novel

RIFIFI

(Woolner) Color. Carole Mathews,
Garland, Touch Connors.
Producer-director
Roger Corman. Adventure. Wild women in the Louisiana
bayous.

a

OF ROME (DCA) Gina

A

Gelin.

Organization)

Beverly

Producer

Maurey.

Nicole

resolved after a child finds
rubD'e

WOMAN

GUNSLINGER

S.

is

bomb

October

Superscope.

Drama. An unsolved muraer involving
war veteran, a German war bride and a

Chester.

E.

bitter U.

Maureen

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

VistaVision, Technicolor. Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn, Wendell Corey. Producer
Hal Wallis. Director Joseph Anthony. Comedy drama.
Filmization of the famotis Broadway play.

Coming
BEAU JAMES

Technicolor. Bob Hope. Producer Jack Rose. Director Michael Moore. Drama.
Biography of the famous Jimmy Walker, mayor of N.Y.
from 1925 to 1932.
VistaVision,

BUSTER KEATON STORY. THE

VistaVision,

Technicolor.

ProDonald O'Connor, Ann Blyth, Rhonda Fleming.
ducers Robert Smith, Sidney Sheldon. Director Sidney
Sheldon. Drama.
DELICATE DELINQUENT, THE Jerry Lewis, Darren McGavin, Martha Hyer. Producer Jerry Lewis. Director

Don McGuire.
FEAR STRIKES OUT Anthony Perkins, Karl Maiden,
Norma Moore. Producer Alan Pakula. Director Perry
Wilson. Drama. Story of the Boston baseball player.

FLAMENECA
Richard

VistaVision, Technicolor. Carmen SevlUa,
Kiley.
Producer Bruce Odium. Director Don-

ald Siegel.

FUNNY FACE

VistaVls.on,

Technicolor.

Fred

Astaire,

Audrey Hepburn, Kay Thompson. Producer Roger Edens.
Director Stanley Donen. Musical. Magazine searches
for new fashion model, finds her in small bookshop.
O.K. CORRAL VistaVision, Technicolor.
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Rhonda Fleming. Producer Hal Wallis. Director John Sturges. Western.
Drunken badman hunts for murderer of his cheating
brother.
LONELY MAN, THE VistaVision, Technicolor. Jack Palance, Anthony Perkins, Elaine Aiken. Producer Pat
Duggan. Director Henry Levin. Western. A gunfighter
and his aim.
finds he is losing his sight

GUNFIGHT AT
Burt

YOUR PRODUCT

—

OMAR KHAYYAM VistaVision, Technicolor. Cornel
Wilde, Michael Rennie, Debra Paget. Producer Frank
Freeman, Jr. Director William Dieterle. Adventure.
The life and times of medieval Persia's literary idol.
COMMANDMENTS, THE

TEN

VistaVision. Technicolor.
Cnariron Heston. Yul Brynner, Anne Bax*e'. ProducerDirector Cecil 3. DeMille. Religious drama. Life stocv
of Moses as told in the Bible and Koran. 21? min. 10/15

TEENAGE REBEL CinemaScope. Ginger

X)ctober
FINGER OF GUILT Richard Basehart, Mary Murphy,
Constance Cummings. Producer-director Alec Snowden.
Drama. Film producer receives letters from a girl he
never met, who

insists they v/ere lovers. 84 min.

Dorothy

Richard
Egan,
Producer Sam
Warren. Western. The

Director Charles
victory of a town over violence. 93 min. 10/29.

Weisenthal.

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL George

A STRANGE ADVENTURE Joan

DeCarlo,
Evans,

Ben

Cooper,

Maria English. Associate Producer W. O'Sullivan. Director William Witney. Melodrama. Hot rod enthusiast
becomes tool of armored-truck robbers. 70 min.

LISBON

Martin.
wizard.

19 min.

Yvonne
Sharles
financial

11/12.

December
MAN

Andrew McLaglen. Melodrama. A young locksmith gets
involved with a group engaged in illegal activities.

THUNDER OVER ARIZONA Naturama,

73 min.

September
DANIEL BOONE, TRAILBLAZER

Trucolor. Bruce BenIon Chaney, Faron Young. An Albert Gannaway
Production. Adventure. Daniel Boone and a group of
settlers fight off savage Indians to establish Kentucky
settlement. 76 min.
nett,

Edward

Mann. Drama. Expose of scandal magazines
preying on movie siars and other celebrities. 79 min.

November
A

WOMAN'S DEVOTION

CONGRESS

DANCES.

CinemaScope. Trucolor.
Johanna Marz, Rudolf Prack. A Cosmos-Neusser Production. Drama. Intrigue and mystery in Vienna during

BUNDLE OF JOY CinemaScope, Eastman

FOR SIMON Eastman
David Knight, Julia Arnall. A

tion.

Drama.

David Farrar,
J. Arthur Rank ProducAmerican couple living in Lon-

Young

don have their child

Color.

stolen.

Color. Debbie

Eddie Fisher, Adolph Menjou. Producer EdGrainger. Director Norman Taurog. Comedy.

ACCUSED OF MURDER

Trucolor.

David

Brian,

Vera

Melodrama.
Associate
producer-director
Joseph Kane. Drama. Two-timing gangland lawyer is
murdered by attractive girl singer.
Ralston.

OLD VIENNA

Heinz Roettinger, Robert
Klllick.
Producer-director James A. Fitzpatrick. Musical. Romances and triumphs of Franz Shubert, Johann
Strauss, Ludwig Beethoven in the city of music, Vienna.
IN

Trucolor.

January
German

Drama.

Midget submariners attempt to

battleship

in

sink

WWII.

Son

of

department store

magnet

falls

for

salesgirl.

Coming

PUBLIC PIGEON NO. 1 Eastman Color. Red Skelton,
Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair. Producer Harry Tugend. Director Norman McLeod.
Comedy. A trusting soul
tangles with slick con men and outwits them. 79 min.

YOUNG STRANGER, THE
ter.

Producer

James MacArthur, Kim HunMiller. Director John
FrankenSon seeks to earn affection from his

Coming
DAY THEY GAVE BABIES AWAY, THE Eastman

Color.

Johns, Cameron Mitchell, Rex Thompson. Producer Sam Weisenthal. Director Allen Reisner. Drama.

Glynis

JAPAN

Color. Teresa Wright,

Cameron

Mitchell, Jon Provost, Roger Nakagaws. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Search for two boys who start out
in
the wrong direction to find the very people who
are trying to find them.

GIRL MOST LIKELY, THE Eastman Color.

Jane Powell,

Robertson, Keith Andes. Producer Stanley Rublin.
Director Mitchell Leison. Comedy. A girl is proposed
to by three men on the same day.
Cliff

PILOT

Technicolor,

SuperScope.

John

Eastman Color. Rod Steiger,
Montiel, Ralph Meeker. Producer-director Sam
Adventure. Young sharpshooter joins Sioux

Fuller.

THAT NIGHT
Strudwick.

Indians at close of Civil

Peggie

ston.

courts.

Naturama.

Stephen

McNally,

Castle, Robert Vauhgn.
Producer Rudy RalDirector Franklin Adreon. Western. Outlaw cowboy reforms after joining Jesse James' gang.
Ralston,

Newland.

Milland, Ernest
Director Philip

Dunne. Drama.

THE TRUE STORY OF JESSIE JAMES CinemaScope.
Robert Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter. Producer Herbert
Swope, Jr. Director Nicholas Ray. Western. The lives
and time of America's famous outlaw gang.

Coming
Gassman.

Producer

Manuella

Lollobrigida, VitMalotti. Director

HEAVEN KNOWS MR. ALLISON CinemaScope De

Luxe

Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum. Producers
Buddy Adler, Eugene Frenke. Director John Huston.
Soldier is saved by nun in South Pacific during WWII.
RESTLESS BREED, THE Eastman Color. Scott Brady,
Anne Bancroft. Producer E. A. Alperson. Director Alan
Dwan.
SEA WIFE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color. Richard Burton, Joan Collins. Producer Andre Hakim. Director Bob
McNaught. Drama. Ship is torpedoed by Jay submarine
Color.

off

Singapore harbor.

Color. Sir Ralph RichMcCallum, Colin Peterson. Producerardson, John
director Anthony Kimmins. Drama. Young Aussie boy
has burning desire to own bicycle.
STORM RIDER, THE Scott Brady, Mala Powers. A
Brady-Glasser production. Director Edward Bernds.

SMILEY CinemaScope, Eastman

Western.

UNITED ARTISTS
August
BEAST OF HOLLOW MOUNTAIN CinemaScope Color.
Guy Madison, Patricia Medina. Producers William
and Edward Nassour. Dir. Edward Nassour. Science
thriller. A pre-hiitoric beast returns to almost
destroy a Mexican village. 79 min.

ffetion

War.

John Beal, Augusta Dabney, Shepperd
Producer Hiram Brown. Director John
A tragedy almost shatters a 15year-old marriage.
VIOLATORS. THE Arthur O'Connell, Nancy Malone.
Producer H. Brown. Director John Newland. Drama.
Story of a probation officer in the New York City

Trucolor. Anna
Alberghetti, Ben Cooper.
Associate producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Son returns home to
find father's ranch threatened by rustler-turned-rancher.

Jr.

Wayne,

Janet Leigh. Howard Hughes Production. Producer
Jules Furthman Director Josef von Sternberg. Drama.
19 min.
LADY AND THE PROWLER, THE Color. Diana Dors,
Rod Steiger, Marie Windsor. Producer-director John
Farrow. Drama. A wife sunningly plots the death of
her husband who she has betrayed.
Sarita

Maria

SPOILERS OF THE FORREST Vera

Producer Herbert Swope,

Robert Leonard. Drama.

Niven, Genevieve Page,
Producer Fred Feldkamp. Director Roy
Kelling. Comedy. An auditor, on a kindly impulse,
alters the accounting records. 96 min.

JET

Borgnine.

torio

Ronald Squire.

IN

January
THREE BRAVE MEN CinemaScope. Ray

BEAUTIFUL BUT DANGEROUS Gina

SILKEN AFFAIR, THE David

DUEL AT APACHE WELLS Naturama,

CROSSROADS

OF PITCAIRN ISLAND CinemaScope. James

Craig, John Smith, Lynn Bari. Regal Films Production.
Director Jean Warbrough. Drama. 72 min.

Stuart

February

Doris Singleton.
Producer Sidney Picker. Director R. G. Springstein. Young heiress falls for fortune-hunting gambler.

HELL'S

in

I

RUN OF THE ARROW

AFFAIR IN RENO Naturama. John Lund,

Pro-

Director M. Warren. Drama. 77 min.

Director Yves Allgret. Drama. Gold smuggler
love with lady sent to kill him. Violent ending.

falls

WOMEN

I

ABOVE UP THE WAVES John Mills, John Gregson,
Donald Sinden. Producer W. MacQuirty. Director Ralph
Thomas.

wald.

mund

ESCAPADE

December

play.

R. Stabler.

Reynolds,

the time of Prince Metternich.

TEARS

Color. Ingrid Berg-

man, Yul Brynner, Helen Hayes. Producer Buddy Adler.
Director A.
Litvak.
Drama. Rlmization of famous

GIRL CAN'T HELP IT, THE CinemaScope, De Luxe
Color. Tom Ewell, Jayne Mansfield. Producer-director
Frank Tashlin. Comedy.
OASIS CinemaScope, Color. Michele Morgan, Cornell
Borchers. Producer Ludwig Waldleitner and Gerd Os-

Technicolor. Michel
Fermin Rivera, Joy Lansing Rudolph Hoyos. Producer Frank It Maurice King. Director Irving Rapper.
Drama. The adventures of a young Mexican boy who
jrcrws as with a bull as his main companion and friend
and how each protests the other. 100 min. 10/15.

Trucolor.

THE

December
ANASTASIA CinemaScope, DeLuxe

Ray,

heimer. Drama.
parents.

Ralph Meeker,
Janice Rule, Paul Henreid. Producer John Bash. Director Paul Henreid. Drama. Recurrence of Gl's battleshock illness makes him murder two girls. 88 min. 12/10

1/26.

BRAVE ONE, THE CinemaScope,

MARRIED A WOMAN George Gobel, Diana Dors,
Adolph Menjou. Producer William Bloom. Director Hal
Kanter. Coemdy. Wife objects to taking second place
to a beer advertising campaign with her husband.

October

I

CinemaScope, Technicolor. Gordon MacRae, Gloria Grahame, Shirley Jones. Producer A. Hornblow, Jr. Director Fred Zinnemann. Musical. Filmization of the famed Broadway musical. 140 min.

BLACK WHIP. THE Hugh Marlowe, Adele Mara.

May

SCANDAL INCORPORATED Robert Hutton, Paul Richards, Patricia Wright. A C.M.B. Production. Director

locale. 89 min.

OKLAHOMA

ducer

MAN

avalanche of violence. 70 min.

Elvis Presley, Richard
Egan, Debra Paget. Producer D. Weisbart. Director R.
Drama. Post-civil war story set in Kentucky

Webb.

Broadway

January

98 min.

IS ARMED, THE Dane Clark, William Tallman,
Wyn.i, Robert Horton. Director Franklin Adreon.
Melodrama.
A half-million dollar holdup of an
armoreH transport company's headquarters creates an

A

VAULT Anita Ekberg, Bill Campbell,
A Wayne-Fellows Production. Director

IN THE
Karen Sharpe.

Trucolor.
Ray Milland, Maureen O'Hara,
Claude Rains. Producer-director Ray Milland. Adventure. A sea captain defeats the cold-blooded plot of a
mercenary wife to murder her husband. 90 min. 8/4.

Trucolor. Skip
Homiere, Kristine Miller, George Macready. Producerdirector Joseph Kane. Western. Straight-shooting cowboy breaks up a gang of crooks who have committed
murder to get illegal possession of a valuable mine belonging to an orphaned beauty. 75 min.

IN TOWN. THE Robert Arthur, Rex
Producer-director K. Neumann.
teen-age farm boy join an outlaw gang.

Cathy Nolan.

Reason,

Western.

73 min. 11/26.

Sanders,

Zsa Zsa Gabor. Producer-director
Melodrama. Tale of an international
I

November
DESPERADOS ARE

LOVE ME TENDER CinemaScope.

November
August

devotion. 94 min. 10/29.

11/26

TABLE ROCK Color.
Malone, Cameron Mitchell.

AT

TENSION

Rogers, Michael
Producer Charles Brackett. Director S. Engle.
find mutual respect and

Rennie.

Comedy. Mother and daughter

Drama.

EMERGENCY

HOSPITAL

Margaret

Lindsay,

Walter

Bryon Palmer, Rita Johnson. Producer Howard
Director Lee Sholem. Drama. A series of inciin a hospital affect the lives of a lady doctor
and a detective. 62 min. 4/30
Reed,
Koch.
dents

HOT CARS

Bromfield, Jo! Lansing. Producer
Story of auto theft syndicate.

John

Howard W. Koch. Drama.
84 min. 9/17.

Eastman Color. George Montgomery, Mona Freeman, John Baer. Producer Collier Young. Director John
Barnwell. Drama. Guerilla fighters spread terror in

HUK

Rrd Camer-

20TH CENTURY-FOX

on. Producer-director Joe Kane.

Philippine Islands. 84 min. 9/3.

September

August
FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY. THE CinemaScope,
Eastman Color. Ginger Rogers, Barry Nelson, Carol
Channing. Producer-director Arthur Lubin. Comedy. A
lady salesman launches an innovation in corsets
in

—

1897.

92 min. 8/20.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE CinemaScope,
DeLuxe Color. Gordon MacRae, Dan Dailey, Sheree
Henry Ephron. Director Michael
North.
Producer
Curtiz. Musical. Musical biography of songwriting team
DeSilva, Brown and Henderson. 104 min. 10/1.
LAST WAGON. THE CinemaScope, DeLuxe Color.
Widmark, Felicia Farr. Producer William
Richard
Hawks. Director Delme«- Daves. Western. Family travels
along Oregon trail against great odds. 99 min. 9/3.

Robert Ryan. Anita Ekberg,
Rod Steiger, Phyllis Kirk. Producer-director John Farrow. Drama. Three crew members and seven passengers crash land in the Central American jungle. 97 min.
BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT Dana Andrews. Joan
Fontaine, Barbara
Nichols.
Producer Bert Friedlob.
Director Fritz Lang. Drama. A writer attempts to prove
that an innocent man can be convicted by circumstantial evidence. 80 min.

Film

October
AND HELL CinemaScope. DeRobert Wagner, Terry Moore. Producer
David Weisbart. Director Robert Fleischer. War drama.
BETWEEN
Luxe

HEAVEN

Color.

World War

he Pacific. 94 min. 10/29.
CinemaScope. Forrest Tucker,
Mari Blanchard, Wally Ford, Wright King. Producer
Earle Lyon. Director William Claxton. Western. Mexican
bandits hold up stage coach in search for gold. 76 min.
II

setting

in

STAGECOACH TO FURY

BULLETIN — THIS

IS

Superscope, Eastman Color. Rich-

Widmark, Trevor Howard, Jane Greer. Producer
Harry Tatelman. Director Roy Boulting. Adventure. Two
Americans are hunted like animals by former Nazi in
ard

Mexican jungle. 99 min. 9/3.

—

September
BACK FROM ETERNITY

RUN FOR THE SUN

September
AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, THE CinemaScope,

Tech-

de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy.
Producer-directajr Norman Krasna. Romantic comedy.
The affairs of a diplomat's daughter and a romancehungry G. I. 102 min. 8/6.
nicolor. Olivia

Color. Robert MitUrsula Thiess, Gilbert Roland. Prodlcer Robert
Dram*. Gun-running
Fleischer.
Jacks. Director Richard
during a revolt in Mexico in 1916. 91 min.

BANDIDO CinemaScope. DeLuxe
chum,

GUN

Robinson,
Ann
Crabbe,
Production. Director Sidney
Salkow. Drama. Two brothers, each on different side
of law, fight it out together. 79 min. 9/17.
Neville

YOUR PRODUCT

BROTHERS Buster
Brand. A Grant

STREET OF SINNERS George

UNITED ARTISTS (C

Montgomery,

Geraldine

Brooks. Producer William Berke.

October

TROOPER HOOK

AROUND THE WORLD

IN 80 DAYS (Michael Todd
Productions' Todd-AO, Color. David Niven, Cantiflas,
Martine Carn.. Producer M. Todd. Director Michael
Anderson. Adventure. Filmization of the famous Jules
Verne novel. 175 min. 10/2?.
ATTACK Jack Palance, Eddie Albert, Lee Marvin. Producer-director Robert Aldrich. Drama. A cowardly
army officer and his men during a crucial battle of
World War II. 107 min. 9/17.
BOSS, THE John Payne, Dee Avedon, William Bishop.
Producer Frank Seltzer. Director Byron Haskin. Melodrama. A city falls prey to a corrupt political machine. 8? min. 9/17.

Joel McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck, Edward Andrews. Producer Sol Fielding. Director Marquis
Warren.

12

ANGRY MEN

Henry Fonda, Lee J. Cobb, Jack
Orion-Nova Production. Director Sicney

Warden. An
Lumet. Drama. Jury cannot agree on

VODOO ISLAND
Air

Production.

Boris

A

airline

to Hong
10/15.

flight

intrigue. 88 min.

Kong

sparks

international

MAN FROM

DEL RIO Anthony Quinn, Katy Jurado.
Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner. WestBadman turns sheriff in lonely town. 82 min. 10/15

ern.

November
GUN THE MAN
James Arness. Angie Dickinson, Robert Wilke. Producer Robert Morrison. Director
A. V. McLaglen. Western. Young western gunman gets
revenge on fellow thieves who desert him when
wounded. 78 min.

DOWN

PEACEMAKER, THE James Mitchell, Rosemarie Bowe,
Jan Merlin. Producer Hal Makelim. Director Ted Post!
Western. A clergyman trys to end feud between cattlemen and farmers. 82 min. 11/26.
REVOLT

AT

LARAMIE

FORT

DeLuxe
Color.
John
Dehner, Diana Brewster. Producer Howard Koch. Director Lesley Selander. Western. Civil War story of
soldiers who are attacked by Indians. 73 min.

RUNNING

TARGET Deluxe Color. Doris Dowling,
Arthur Franz, Richard Reeves. Producer Jack Coufferl
Director Marvin Weinstein. Melodrama. Escaped fugitives are chased by local townspeople and officer of
the law. 83 min. 11/12.

SHARKFIGHTERS,

THE CinemaScooe.

Color.

Victor

Mature,

Karen Steele. Producer Samuel Goldwyn, Jr.
Jerry HspDer. Drama. Saga of the Navy's
"underwater-men". 73 min. 10/29.

Director

O'lrian,

Nancy Gates. Western. Producer Bob
Gerd Oswald. Western. 79 min.

Raymond

Burr,
Goldstein. Di-

BEFORE Jock Mahoney, Leigh Snowden,
Ann Harding. Producer Howard Christie. Director RichI'VE

LIVED

ard

Barflett.

Drama. Story

RAW EDGE

Goldstein,

Bud Abbott, Lou Costello.
Director Charles Barton.

KING AND FOUR QUEENS, THE CinemaScope.

Government fights
Apache Indians in Arizon.
U.S.

A
A

TO DANGER

Ruth Reman. Sterling Hayden.
Grand Production. Director Henry Kesler. Drama.
woman tries te five FBI highly secret material stolen

from Russians.

MONTE CARLO

Dietrich, Vittorio
Titanus Production. Di-

De Sica, Arthur O'Connell. A
rector Samuel Taylor. Drama. Widowed American millionaire seeks to marry beautiful woman.

Coming
BACHELOR PARTY. THE Don Murray, E. G. Marshall,
Jack Warden. Producer Harold Hecht. Director Delbert
Mann. From the famous television drama by Paddy
Chayef sky.

A

Pine-

IG

CAPER. THE Rory Calhound. Mary Costa.
Thomas Production. Director Robert Stevens.

CRIME

rights

for

the

OF THE SKY Technicolor.
Ward Bond. Producer

Pine-

OF

PASSION Barbara Stanwyck, Sterling
Hayden, Raymond Burr. Producer Herman Cohen. Director Gerd Oswald. Drama. Newspaper woman whose

November
Technicolor.

Esther

Wil-

George Nader. Producer Gordon Kay. Director
High

school teacher
criminally assaulted by student. 95 min. 9/3.

is

almost

December

A

St.

Toth.

EVERYTHING BUT THE TRUTH

Technicolor. Tim Hovey,
O'Hara, John Forsythe. Producer Howard
Director Jerry Hopper. Comedy. Young student gets mixed up with "lies". 83 min. 11/12.

Maureen

MOLE PEOPLE. THE

John Agar, Cythia Patrick. ProAlland. Director Virgil Vogel. Horror.
Scientific expedition in Asia discover strange men.

ducer William

mummies.

PRIDE AND THE PASSION, THE VistaVision, TechniCary Grant. Frank Sinatra, Sophia Loren. Producer-director
Stanley
Kramer. Drama. A Spanish
guerrilla band marches an incredible distance with a
6000 pound cannon during Spanish War of Independcolor.

ence of 1810.

SAVAGE PRINCESS

Technicolor. Dilip Kumar, Nimmi.
Production. Musical Drama. A princess
love with a peasant who contests her right
to rule the kingdom. 101 min.

A

Mehboob
in

Film

Broadway play about

October
TOWARD THE UNKNOWN

WarnerColor. William Hol-

Virginia

Nolan,

Lloyd

den,

Producer-director

Leith.

Mervyn LeRoy. Drama. Test pilots experiment in jet
and rocket propelled aircraft to probe outer space
and physical limits of man. 115 min. 10/1.

November
Elizabeth

Hudson,

Rock

Taylor.

Based on the famous novel by Edna Ferber. The story
of oil. cattle and love in the Southwest during WWII.
201 min. 10/15.

10/29.

December
BABY DOLL
A Newton

Production.

Drama. Story
girl.

Baker, EJi Wallach.
Producer-director Elia Kazan.
proprietor and a beautiful

Maiden, Carroll

Karl

gin-mill

of a

14 min.

I

January
WRONG MAN,

THE Henry Fonda, Vera

murder case.

Anthony

Miles,

Hitchcock. Drama.
prime suspect in

Producer-director Alfred
Bass fiddle player at Stork Club

Quayles.

is

105 min.

Coming

TOWN

CinemaScope, Technicolor.
George Nader, Julia Adams, Marianne Cook. Producer
A. Rosenberg. Director Jack Sher. Drama. Movie studio
promotes world-wide talent hunt to find a new star.

BIG LAND. THE WarnerColor. Alan Ladd, Virginia
Mayo. A Jaguar Production. Director Gordon Douglas.
Western. Cattlemen fight to move their herds to

85 min.

NIGHT DOES STRANGE THINGS. THE

IN

12/10

ROCK, PRETTY BABY Sal Mineo, John Saxon, Luana
Patten.
Producer Edmund Chevie. Director Richard
89 min.

Musical. Rock
11/26.

n'

roll

story of college

combo.

distant railroads.

Technicolor. Rock Hudson,
Stack. Producer Albert Zug-

Lauren Bacall. Robert
smith. Director Douglas Sirk. Drama. Oil tycoon meets
violent death because of jealousy for wife. 99 min. 10/1

London

I

the

first

Marais.

Technicolor.
A FrancoTale or

Drama.

Renoir.
of a Polish Prince.

man ever

To

Technicolor. Errol Flynn, CorProducer Albert Cohen. Director Joseph
Adventure. Diamond smugglers in mysterious

St.

7,

P*.

NEW

Coming

Member

in

a

plane.

.

New
LOmbard

Phonei
3-3944, 394S

JERSEY

National Film Carriers

DEPENDABLE SERVICE!

Jeffrey Hunter, Janice Rule. Producer William Alland.
Director Abner Biberman. Western. Three brothers run
a cattle ranch after the death of their father.

HIGHWAY

INTERLUDE

Technicolor, CinemaScope. June Allyson,
Rossano Brazzi. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas

IS

Atlantic

MESSENGER SERVICE

BATTLE HYMN Technicolor. Rock Hudson, Martha Hyer,
Dan Duryea. Producer Ross Hunter. Director Douglas
Sirk. Drama. Pilot redeems sense of guilt because of
gomblng of orphanage by saving other orphans.
GUN FOR A COWARD Technicolor. Fred MacMurray,

BUTTERFLY CinemaScope, Technicolor. Audie
Murphy,
George Nader, Keenan Wynn. Producer
Aarcn Rosenberg. Director Jessie Hibbs.
KELLY AND ME CinemaScope, Technicolor. Van Johnson, Piper Laurie. Martha Hyer. Producer Robert Arthur. Director Robert Leonard. Drama. Story of dogact in show business in the early 1930 s.
MAN AFRAID Gecrge Nader. Tim Hovey. Producer
Gordon Kay. Director Harry Keller.

the

.

305 N. 12th

Borchers.

Sirk.

cross

.
Better Serve You
It Terminal Combined Al

Philadelphia

JOE

to

Office

1/26.

BULLETIN— THIS

Jean

Jean

widow
OF ST. LOUIS, THE CinemaScope, WarnerJames Stewart, Rena Clark. Producer Leland
Hayward. Director Billy Wilder. Drama. The story of

ISTANBUL CinemaScope,
Pevney.
Turkey.

Ferrer,

Director

Color.

February
92 min.

Film.

the exiled

GREAT MAN, THE

idol.

Bergman, Mel

Ingrid

SPIRIT

WRITTEN ON THE WIND

GUN

Katy Jurado. Producer Robert Jacks. Director Harry Horner.
MEN IN WAR Robert Ryan, Aldo Ray. Robert Keith.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Anthony Mann.
MONSTER THAT CHALLENGED THE WORLD, THE Tim
Holt, Audrey Dalton. A Gramercy Production. Director
Arnold Laven. Science-fiction.
PHAROAHS CURSE Ziva Shapir. Mark Dana. Producer
Howard Koch. Director Lee Sholem. Horror. Reincar-

falls

Kelly, Patty McCormack, Henry
Produced and direcred by Mervyn LeRoy. Dra-

Film version of the famous
a child murderess. 129 min.

ma.

January

Dane Clark, Ben Cooper. Lori Nelson. Bel Air Production. Director Lesley Selander.
Quinn,

of

BAD SEED, THE Nancy
Jones.

103 min.

Color. John
Bromfield, Beverly Garland. Producers Richard Kay,
Harry Rybnick. Director Curt Siod nak. Horror. Young
woman physician, plantation owner and his workers
are terrorized by mysterious jungle beast.

nell

Payne, Natalie Norwick.
Production.
Director
Andre de

territory

GIRL HE LEFT BEHIND, THE Tab Hunter, Natalie
Wood. Producer Frank Rosenberg. Director David
Butler. Drama. Army turns immature boy into man.

CURCU. BEAST OF THE AMAZON Eastman

FOUR GIRLS

Amazon

the

in

James Dean. Producer-director George Stevens. Drama.

HIDDEN FEAR John

nation* of

events

Stirring
41 min.

Brazil.

GIANT WarnerColor.

Jose Ferrer, Mona Freeman, Dean
Jagger. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jose Ferrer. Drama. The life and death of a famous television

LONELY GUN. THE Anthony

TRADER, THE WarnerColor. John Sutton.
Producer Cedric Francis. Director Tom McGowan. Ad-

venture.

Chandler,
Robert Arthur.

ambition for her husband leads to murder.
GIRL IN BLACK STOCKINGS. THE Lex Barker. Anne
Bancroft, Mamie Van Doren. A Bel-Air Production. Director Howard Koch. Drama. A series of sex slayings
terrorize western resort.

Aubrey-Kohn
Drama.
HIS FATHER'S

in

e

AMAZON

Jeff

Director Charles Haas. Western. Cowboy returns to
Abilene after four years in the Confederate Army to
find things considerably changed. 80 min. 9/3.

Drama.

Mentally unbalanced
Lover's Lane. 75 min. 8/20.

Skip Homeir. Producer RichHunter, Natalie Wood
ard Whorf. Director Stuart Heisler. Western. Young
seeks his brother's murderer. 92 min. 8/20.

George Marshall. Drama. The spirit of Religion
settle war bewteen Indians and Cavalrymen
in the Oregon Country. 95 min. 9/3.
SHOWDOWN AT ABILENE Technicolor. Jock Mahoney.
Martha Myer. Lyle Bettger. Producer Howard Christie.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE

Natalie Wood,
Director Frank
man surprises

Drama.

man

Director
helps to

Keller.

Brian

BURNING HILLS, THE CinemaScooe, WarnerColor. Tab

88 min. 7/23.

Dorothy Malone,

Bartlett.

Payne, Karen Steele.
Thomas Production. Director Francis Lyon.

human

October

STORY. THE Marlene

BAILOUT AT 43.000 John

for

NIGHT Edmond O'Brien.
A Jaguar Production.

IN THE
Donlevy.

Tyttle.

coup

1

PILLARS

September
A CRY

Christie.

January
FIVE STEPS

reincarnated airplane

Technicolor.

Color.

Clark Gable. Eleanor Parker, Jo Van Fleet, Jean Willis,
Barbara Nichols, Sara Shane. Producer David Hempstead. Director Raoul Walsh. Western. 64 min.
WILD PARTY, THE Anthony Quinn, Carol Ohmart, Paul
Stewart.
Producer Sidney Harmon. Director Harry
Horner. Drama. Hoodlum mob take over a Naval officer and his fiancee. 81 min. 12/10

a

Rory Calhoun, Yvonne DeCarlo. Mara Corday. Producer Albert Zubsmith. Director John Sherwood. Drama. Fueda
baron rules the
Oregon frontier with an iron hand. 76 min. 9/3.
WALK THE PROUD LAND Technicolor. Audie Murphy,
Anne Bancroft, Pat Crowley. Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Jesse Hibbs. Drama. Indian agent for

DANCE WITH ME HENRY
Robert

of

82 min. 8/6.

pilot.

Harry

79 min.

WARNER BROTHERS

Haas, Francesca DeScaffa, Ken
Carlton. Producer-director Hugo Haas. Drama. A former actor becomes a professional begger with the
aid of a trick dog. 76 min. 7/23.

liams,

Producer

Technicolor. Debbie Reynolds,
Producer Aaron Rosenberg. Director Joe

Pevney.

September

rector

Comedy.

CinemaScope,

Nielson.

Lslie

EDGE OF HELL Hugo

December
BRASS LEGEND. THE Hugh

TAMMY

Jeff Chandler,
Jeannie Crain, Jack Carson. Producer Albert Zugsmith.
Director Jack Arnold.

UNVEHSAL-INT'L

HONG KONG Rory Calhoun, Dolores DonSabre Production. Director Joe Newman. Drama.

Ion.

NIGHT RUNNER, THE Ray Danton, Colleen Miller. Producer Albert Cohen. Director Abner Biberman. Drama.
Mental hospital inmate is released while still in dangerous condition.

TATTERED DRESS, THE CinemaScope.

FLIGHT TO
An

a verdict.

Beverly Tyler.
A Bel
Reginald Le Borg.
Horror.

Karloff,

Director

MISTER CORY Eastman Color, CinemaScope. Tony
Martha
Hyer,
Charles
Bickford.
Producer
Robert Artuhr. Director Blake Edwards. Gambler from
Chicago slums climbs to wealth and respectability.

Curtis,
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YOUR PRODUCT

Member

INC.

National Film Carriers

Philadelphia. Pa.: LOcust 4-345S

Washington, D.
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ORALIE
CRIED...

FLAME
AND
FLESH
TANGLES WITH

THE

<
!

I

QJlrrk Qable JCleanor Parker
•

and four

color
by De Luxe

I

Queens

Also Starring

with JEAN WILLES

BARBARA NICHOLS

•

SARA SHANE

OnemaScoP£

Jo "Van Fleet

Directed by
*
•

Screenplay by

Based on a story by MARGARET FITTS

•

Executive Producer

Raoul Walsh

ROBERT WATERFIELD

Produced by DAVID HEMPSTEAD

MARGARET FITTS and RICHARD ALAN SIMMONS

Music composed and conducted by Alex North

•

A RUSS-FIELD-GABCO Production

